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TV MAKING PIX BIZ LOOK GOOD 
N.Y.VPerforming Arts H.S. Hits 'Jew Suess Film Alive in Germany; 

Merger With No-Talent School UP[]E||J f|[M y, Plum For Beirut and Cairo 
New York City’s High School of .4;-——— -. ■ - v———-— 

Performing Arts, founded in 1949 '-i" ji T i 
arid believed the only publicly- NBC^T^ SchedulesJune 1 

By ABEL GREEN 

supported academy of its type in 
the worlds though the model for 
proposed British imitations, may 

Recital for Van Cliburn A ; Hollywood. May 6 
T7 nn • ,,, . A national disenchantment with 

- . '—■—:—=—'4. When the German director, Veit 
T>«ii Harlan, publicly destroyed the 

JN atipnal Antnem .Dill . negative of his notorious “Jud 
CnVC Tt With MiiciV^ Suess” (Jew Suess) on April 21, 
says At W lin MUSIC 1954 he tdld the assembled jour- 

For the first time in the history nalists that “presumably I own 
lose its own building and its own ionghair; concert piamst, has been ^ade itseif felt in the pendulum pf c°hgress a with . a musical j the last existing copy.” 

^ _l-j --- I grabbed by NBC-TY.for a 30-min-1 . -I «nnr« wac mtrndnrpH last wppk I »t_._^ Identity. Proposal which has par- giaDDea uy «Pv;iy.iura ou-uun- swing back to the film boxoffice, I tuuie „Wils uu!u“ui;cu , WCCJ> [ Harlan was wrong. Several prints 
ents and alumni very unhappy is ute^rccitai on Sunday, June 1, at and the Hollywood end of the pic- £y Representatjye Herb ert |0f the anti-Semitic Nazi picture do 
to “merge” the 600 student body 5;30 p.m. . ^ ture business is considerably heart- Zel®^® ! stU1 exist Arid il has Just come 
into an existing high school serv- He s also slated to make .a brief ene(k jt even foresees a “come- a change made by Paul Taubman,. t0 nght that, until very recently, 
ing the “zoned” west side. appearance on the Steve Allen back" of the motion picture indus- ™^caJdir®ctor °.f “J and othe* j a German businessman with the 

Defenders of Performing Arts Show over NBC-TV before doing try TY s“ows’, _the score of ■ ajd and supp0rt of the tax minis- 
«rgue that here is one high school the half-hour: Sunday ; afternoon show biz observer from to f/mLteTmore^taBable1” try °J •'°nen?£ vhe, (G*rn?,a?t.St|,,eS• 
where there is no delinquency and recital. . Hnllvwnnri unbeat at "*.»•? e .sinSaDlt'* ■ was doing his best to sell the film, 
almost no disciplinary problems, Cliburn, who won the Tchaikoy- ,• hrt has had a direct ratio T^e bl11 ?peiJs °Ilt m P attacJed Theatres in Beirut and Cairo were 
where attendance runs 99%,; and sky cpiripetition in Russia and is pfFppt on industrv morale and puslc s0®1"®L lowermg of two ready to pay him. good money for 
students do not “groan.'' PPea to currently touring the USSR, is PonT1|ed theRealization that |°nes and *3 notes beginning wuth an Arab-dubbed version. 
Mayor Wagner is: “Why spoil an going to get a typical ticket-tape television nrogrammine of the mo' ?!!«phniSe and 'the. rockets and story came to light in a recent 
ideal situation?" It wouldn’t be reception when he returns to further lowering of two tones and issue 0f Der Spiegel, West Ger- 
too bad if the school were merged Gotham May 20. The 23-year-old ^nt » f Z ^ many’s counterpart to Time Maga- 
with the other special talent High pianist’s second Carnegie Hall JiprY iogpvPn Y fpil W phrase and the land of-the'free. zine It relates that the West Ger- 
School of Drama & Music but to concert on May 26 is SRO. kppn<!'hatting thp wav it ha? ifv T ' r—^ man Federal government has now 
submerge one of New York edu- ^ a Chich to chase ’em back to thl I 1 A IT stepped in not only to prevent ?ny 

1% 1 A 1 boxomce.” : I AiiiiAh ilnmuiclTn l** 

score was introduced last week I 
by. Representative Herbert' 

Harlan was wrong. Several prints 
of the anti-Semitic Nazi picture do 
still exist. Arid it has just come 

ideal situation?" It wouldn’t be reception when he returns to 
too bad if the school were merged Gotham May 20. The 23-yeai*-old 
with the other special talent High pianist’s second Carnegie Hall 
School of Drama & Music but to concert on May 26 is SRO. 
submerge one of New York edu¬ 
cational “showcases” in a typical 
couldn’t-care-less student body has 
stirred real distress. 

Admission to Performing Arts, 
on' W. 46 St., demands high 
scholastic rating for openers arid 
after that students must “audition” 
to qualify. Dance, . drama and 
music predominate, followed by 
camera technique. In last audi¬ 
tions 272 passed, 765 failed, so the 
school is in no sense “pampered.” 
A full four-year course is! com¬ 
pleted. . 

Speaking of the school, one for¬ 
mer instructor, Leo Blond, recently 
wrote in a scholastic work: “The 

l S-le’ ^^Hes. are meagre, twd dayS before, observed, “We kn^ows how long,” so too the; pen-, -altaun featuring the orig- 
but the youngsters are^inspiring; j think su-cfi a film will nicely break dulum has turtyed anti-tv, with inail Broadway cast. About 14 
ClaSses_ are ovwcrow^ed Jut dis- m ice for the theatrical season to viewing Coastto-Coast downgraded other disks of the music, which 

(Continued-on page 77) follow,” the current question hero compared^ tp a year ago. ^ ^ One the market at the same time, 
l A i aaa aaa is “Did it?” hears.just as Often that he hasn t wete still on the sheives, but hopes 

£€ $10~$24.000«0vU American filmusicals have never turpfd, the dam thing on for ran high that they too would be 
■ .1... . . L 9 . been overly popular here. Even weeKS* . snapped up as; soon as they had 
BHI-TV An the best fail dismally. People Meantime, despite the of-the-mor been aired. ■ 
laiv 1 f All. vftUli|MUi^ii her^ have extremely conservative ment, if perhaps unstable, bullish- : Britain’s official introduction to 
<Ta 1fLa RapAccinn’ they still live m the past ness in film Industry thinking; the long awaited music was a 
I II LILA UIC lUXCSolUU (Continued on page 14) (Continued on page 79) .. . ; (Continued on page 77) 

building is very _oW, but we «ved :Dalryniple, addressing the press haven't been to a 
In o nucfla Vamlilioe aro moaorp . ■ . . ■ . _ lmnure hnur Inner" 

pnrase ana one. rocKets ana story came to light in a recent 
further lowering of two tones and issue 0f Der Spiegel, West Ger- 
five notes beginning .u ' many’s counterpart to Time Maga- 
phrase and the land of the free. zine, It relates that the West Ger- 

'; • . ■ • ■ * “““ man Federal government has now 
v I stepped in not only to prevent jiny 

TaaI boxoffice.” ; : . . London UU6U6S UP beading°of “Germ^cultui/1’ but 
KniSSfilS IrOOl The occasipn pf the annual con- ” F also to get the. print away from its 
VlUMbW WV1 vention of the National Assn, of _ 1 i *v. 1 t current owner. The wav the gov- 
_ if. .. g. Broadcasters m downtown Los An- 17 I 1 11 • l_ A - ernment sees It, ownership of “Jud 

T# South Pacific.«»»»??: Hr Lady Disk as ; 
IV UVUUI I UVUIVj Fact that the .broadcasters them- _ _ j ■ _ ■! the law 

. t • — - - 4 * selves admitted (1) that the bloom TU f ..4a Dnn a Cn J ! In addition, Terra Film Kunst 

A A for tele IV LU6S DoDS Ellfl'in Berlin, successor to the old AlSft 1 And-All V1^10n and (2). that video program- . *. VWVV i/UM V - terra outfit, which produced “Jud 
llWW 1 • “V mmg was having its public reaction London Mav 6 Suess” and got Harlan to direct it. 

BY JOHN FLORQUIN mism61”5 * * 0 t e pix iz op i- A morning rush on record stores [ claims ownership, arguing 
j .. . v r , . ' . last Thursday (1), just a. few hours ‘ ^ rights continue for 50 

. Brussels, May .6.7 Just as it was fashionable some after the ban on the public per-. years- Terra is government-owned. 
“South Pacific” preemed here on years back, with the upsurge of formance of the music from “My The way Der Spiegel tells the 

May 1 in Todd A-O and while Jean the video medium, to observe I Fair Lady” was lifted, left many I yarn: a c?py of “Jew Suess” was 
Fiairvirinlp fhA nrpes hAVGiit been to 3 ;moyic for who. retailers without stocks of* the | ^VJired in 19o2 by Hugo Benderf 

London Queues Up 

For 'Lady’ Disk As 

TV Cues Bans End 

Pledge $10-124,000,000 
Radw-TV Ad Campaign 

head of a trucking concern, as a 
(Continued on page 79) 

Eye-Gouging Verboten, 
Bat There’s No Role On 

Swastika in TV Wrestling 
I V UtA Ulc ncvCNivu (Continued on page 14) | (Continued on page 79) . I . ; (Continued on page 77) Atlanta, May 0. . 

Washington; May 6. - ;7—-—-. ■. -• '' ' . ■ '• ■' :—:—7—-—>—: ' .- ;-— ; ... . \-- ■ ■ - .—— Couple of performers in cast of 
From a meeting here of 225 top j-x g. -g x j - 71/F : ' TTk' 1 # “Live Atlanta Wrestling,” staged 

business leaders came a pledge Of : I AITI IY1 71 f/1 /-f/l/lf IX/gY^kTl /f weekly on WLW-A. have stirred up 
between $10,000,000 and $24,000,- -U t/O M/Ut V Li i/U 12l/W IfJLiJIV JLJtslb a storm of protest by their speech- 
000 worth of advertising space arid , " ___. ifying and actions in ring, 
air time in the next four months as 7/TTJ T) I '9 9 11 * f f _P fJlT • XT 1 1 g A viewer reported to an Atlanta 
part of an effort of “vast dimen- 1 h0\T EX ClOn H MYl flt t Jilt CkT I fllQ V 01flt' newspaper that one member pf a 
sions to lick the recession.”. The 4 J Ill/l/lv iv X l wl/v V/ Li/i/ l/l J. wit I/O f \J^i/%JLV : tag team, ostensibly made up of 
Advertising Council called the . • (two Germans, announced: “We are 
powwow today to organize the cam- The future of’live-performance stood to have put the kibosh on would call for strict . policing, = Germans. We are a master race, 
paign, called “Confidence In a rock ’n’ roll—if not the disk and the rocker, via the Rev. J. Joseph however. v | We don’t want to stay in America 

' Growing America.” dee jay versions—may be riding on Delaney, diocesan CYO director In New Haven, Conn, city fath-' where we receive unfair decisions.” 
All the radio arid television’net- how theatres and arenas elsewhere with whom the station had set up ers slowed down “Big Beat” byjThen, it is. said, the pair gave an 

works, most of whom had repre- react to Incidents stemming from the date. . bahning.; a performance scheduled ] unmistakable Nazi salute and 
sentatives present at today’s ses- the Alan Freed show in Boston on In Providence, R. L, city officials for. tomorrow (Thurs.) at the : shouted: “Heil. Hitler!” 
sion behind closed doors, promised Saturday ’ (3) and the immediate were to meet yesterday to decide Arena. Nate Polodoff, Arena’s gen- | Complaining looker contended 
all-out cooperation on their sus- ban of similar shows there by the whether to bounce Freed’s show eral manager, is not involved in that all of this was an insult to 
taining programs; according to mayor. Balance of Freed’s “Big slated for today (Wed.). An okay the . controversy, having rented! American GIs who died in the war. 

Boston Common to Hoot Mon Belt 
They Rock ’n ’Riot Out of This Veldt 

Marion Harper Jr., prexy of Me- Beat” tourer also is freighted with 
Cann-Erickson,’which he said would imponderables, with some facts al- 
voluntarily handle the entire cam- ready known as to impending ap- 
paign. He also disclosed outside pearances:’ 
the meeting room of the Hotel Stat- Freed’s date in Troy,* N. Y., 
ler here that every broadcast ad- skedded for last night (Tues.); was 
verfiser is being. approached to quickly cancelled. *It was to have 
carry upbeat public service mes- been presented at the RPI Field- 
sage about the economy on their house under auspices of station 
sponsored stanzas.. WTRY! as a benefit for the Catho- 

• Another step outlined, by Har- lie Youth Organization of the Al- 
• (Continued on Rage 23) bany< Diocese. Latter is under- 

Word By 
Vet songsmith Ai Stillman, 

himself a prolific “words by” 
author, observes. 

“With songs like Tequila,’ 
and ‘Lollipop’ we have a new. 
(breed of songwriter whose bill¬ 
ing should read ‘word by.’ ” 

spot on fpur-wall basis. Freed . Norman Shavin, tv-radio editor 
was reported seeking an injunc- of the Atlanta Journal, followed up 
tion against the city to prevent on complaint by getting comment 
cancellation, claiming a license al- from Howard Ha ire. secretary of 
ready had been issued. : i City of Atlanta Athletic Commis- 

In Lewiston, Me., Freed’s show; sion. 
went on Monday (5) with but one | “They do that all the time,” 
incident, that of a 14-year-old boy j Haire told Shavin. “They give the^ 
arrested for clamberirig onto the \ goosestep and the Nazi salute, 
stage of the Armory, where there' They want people to hate ’em. It 
was a 2,500 turnout. Freed didn't • kinda makes my blood boil down 

(Continued on page 58) \ (Continued on page 79) 
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Dubious About "Subliminal’ Claims 

Ann Arbor’ Midi.,. May 6. 
The possibility of giving film or 

video viewers sneaky, hidden sub¬ 
liminal messages that would in¬ 
fluence them to buy something was 
discounted by Asst., Prof. Richard 
L. Cutler, of the U. of Michigan 
psychology department, at an Ad¬ 
vertising Conference on campus. 

He raised many questions about 
published reports in Which “Eat 
Popcorn” and “Drink Coca-Cola” 
signs were flashed on a New York 
screen for a moment so brief that 

Capitalistic Spec 
Prices for Moiseyev 

Broadway ticket scalpers were 
back in business in a big way dur¬ 
ing the recent three-week run of 
the Moiseyev Dance Co. at the 
Metropolitan Opera House, N.Y. 
They hadn’t had it so good since 
the earlier days of “My Fair Lady.” 

The demand for ducats to per- 
the messages were not visible. The! formances by the Russian terp 
promoters reported vastly in71 troupe was so heavy that Some of 
creased sales. Uhe better-heeled capitalists re- 
.Cutler said that the failure to portediy shelled out as much as 

provide scientific data on these ex- $80 for a pair of $3.05 tickets, 
perlments clouds their validity.. He; Ironically,. many brokers were 
did not entirely brush orf the idea ' caught without tix to the offering, 
of applying the principles of sub- having failed to purchase them in 
limtnal perception to advertising, ; advance on the theory that the 
however. “From previous research. public wouldn’t go for the Russian 
In the field, it may appear that the performers. 
influencing of human behavior by j The Met,, seating 3,600, with ad- 
means beyond the level of con- ditional space for 200 standees, 
Selous awareness is not only pos- • Vvent clean bn all performances 
Bible, but an established fact. How-: during the three-week run, which 
ever,, the kind of behavior in-; ended last Saturday <3). A simi- 
fluenced is not a particularly sig- ? iarly tight ticket situation is shap- 
nificant sort and many of these ■ jng up for the four return perform- 
early experiments demonstrate ances scheduled for. the group in 
that the effect, of the stimulation1 june at Madison. Square Garden. 
decreases noticeably as it proceeds 'J--—-:—:— 
further and further below the level! 
of the individual’s awareness.’’ 

Professor said it was necessary 
that, psychologists and advertising 
experts collaborate on a code of 
el hies on this form Of subconscious 
advertising before legislatures were 
panicked into passing unbearable 
restrictions. “To tamper with the 
motives of Individuals seems, at 
best, risky, and at worst, complete¬ 
ly unethical and dangerous” ’ 
said. 

Vance Packard, author of 
(Continued on page 23) 

Films, Video Vexed 
At FBI’s Hoover 

Joe E.’s Horse-Laugh 
: . Las Vegas, May 6. 

Joe E. Lewis, ‘ who always 
complains bebatise he “follows 
horses who follow horses,” fi¬ 
nally got lucky. The El Rancho 
Vegas star picked up a bundle 
on the Kentucky Derby. 

Lewis had second running 
nag Lincoln Road for both : 
straight and place, but de¬ 
clined to comment on the sum 
wagered. El: Rancho Owner 
Beldon Katleman also" bet on 
Lincoln Road, “because Joe E. 
has been: touting this horse to 
me—and tohis audiences— 
for nearly two weeks.” 

Washington, May 6. 
Film and television industry 

he i spokesmen lashed back at J. Edgar 
.Hoover’s blast at the two biggest 

the . media of mass entertainment. And, 
in turn, the FBI boss Stood his 
ground that the “film trash mills” 
of Hollywood and video contribute 
to the “natibn’s terrifying crime 
wave.” 

j This is not the first time that 
i Hoover has been critical of theatre 

n 1 ! and home screen for allegedly en- 
DnlSSclS I couraging juve crime. His latest. 

Rmcwic Mav 6 I blast- however, in form of his 
’ * ! monthly letter to law enforcement 

Fire and fountains were, merrily l officials* sparked a wave of com¬ 
playing outside the Great Audito-: nlent both pro and anti. No indus- 
_WArM’e TTatr uinflPA *' • ' » 

Poland Tops U.S. In 
Experimental Film 

Festival in 

try spokesman would talk on the 
record, but privately many were 
stung by Hoover’s charges. Tv rep,s 
many of whom have had to fight 

(Continued on page 23) 

rium at the World's Fair where 
Experimental Film Competition, 
grouping 18 countries, came to an 
end with Pierre Vermeylen, chair¬ 
man of. Belgian Cinematheque as 
well as Minister of the Interior, 
proclaiming names of winners arid 
teducing to two minutes the time 
allotted meiribers of the jury —. . . _ . , , 
John Grierson, Norman McLaren,■ Worldwide, exclusive theatrical 
Curt Oertei; Pierre Prevert, Man I film and tv rights to the biography 
Ray. Edgar Varese, Alexandre; °* the late Christian Dior have 
Alexeieff—to air their views on i ^,ee^ assigned to Richard de 
competition. | Rochemont by the Dior estate. De 

ne imintominf I Rocheniont heads Vavin Inc., 
* iFVn i? ifm0finl?°rni^inatpri iPin ' whictl Produces films. He was Once 
pLn Head o£ The March of Time and 

l Z ti n chw*Sv! iln faGt produced a short on Dior, 
w U S .Th^ -More his death, Dior had WTit- 

^ c ‘ten His *utotiiog under the title, 
& ^ Dior and I.” Current^ 

Free Rad- under discussion is a musical play 
icals. Both countries scored again, dealirig wIth Dior’s Contribution to 

i Continued on page 79) 1 the world of fashion. 
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Pro-Arab India 
■/■S' New Delhi, May 6. 

Israeli dance troupe, Inbal, 
which has been touring the United 
States for impresario Sol Hurok 
has been officially invited by the 
Indian government to give per¬ 
formances in this country. 

Conveying his government’s^ in¬ 
vitation to the' dancers, Gaganvi- 
hari L. Mehta, Indian ambassador 
to thb United States, is reported to 
have remarked that after seeing 
Inbal he really beiievCd Israel was 
a part of Asia: 

It can be expected that the vital¬ 
ity arid warmth of Inbal’s forth¬ 
coming performances: in India will 
dispel some of the coolness to Is¬ 
rael that was coincident to this 
country’s friendship for .the Arab 
lands. 
: Obverse of the Indprisraeli terp- 
sichorean exchange has been the 
successful tour Of Israel by Shanta 
Roa and her company of Indian 
dancers. . The troupe■. recently 
played to packed houses in all the 
major cities of Israel. 

Inbal’s further commitments in¬ 
clude another European tour and 
a return visit to. America: 

Show Biz Raises Iron Curtain 
-By IRVING R. LEVINE- 

(Moscow Correspondent, NBC) 

Moscow, May fl. 
When it comes to television sat¬ 

uration no one can hold a candle 
to the Russians. . Take the case of 
V; I. Lenin’s birthday. On the 
88th anniversary of Lenin’s birth¬ 
day the entire day’s transmission 
—all four hours of it—was taken 
up With programs concerning the 
founder of the Soviet state. The 
evening’s transmission (there's no 
daytime tv in order not to offer 
temptations for people to stay 
home from work) began at 7 p.ih. 
with a “remote” pickup from the 
Kremlin apartment where Lenin 
lived and which now is a museum, 
open only to selected groups. 

The tv tour was followed by a 
live pickup of proceedings at the 
Bolshoi Theatre where various 
Soviet leaders delivered eulogies 

Sammy Davis Jr/s 50G 
For Youogstein’s Pet 

Asthma Inst. 
Sammy Davis Jr.’s one-man 

benefit show for the Children's 
Asthma. Research Institute & Hos¬ 
pital at New York’s Town Hall on 
Sunday (4) was a click in all de¬ 
partments. The almost four-hour, 
tOur-de-force by Davis held the 
packed house of 1,500 and cued 
an ovation. United Artists veepee 
Max E. Youngstein, honorary 
chairman of the affair, reports 
that the Davis show raised a rec¬ 
ord of $50,000 for the Asthma In¬ 
stitute in Denver. 

The charity also. stands to get 
further support froin the evening’s 
entertainment. The. Davis songs 
and routines Were recorded at the 
Hall by Decca arid will be brought 
out in an LP album. Comedian 
has pledged half of his royalties 
from the disk to the Asthma or¬ 
ganization. 

Youngstein. temporarily aban¬ 
doning his career as an industry 
executive, joined with Thelma Rit¬ 
ter to do the narration for . the 
show. Youngstein figured in the 
evening’s proceedings in another 
way. In behalf of the film indus¬ 
try, Dore Schary presented YOung- 
stein with an award' for his pio¬ 
neering efforts in the.interests: Of 
the Asthma cause. With the award 
goes an endovvmeht establishing 
the Molly & Elias Youngstein, Re¬ 
search Laboratory at the Asthma 
Institute in Denver in honor of 

Jack Benny made a surprise ap¬ 
pearance to introduce Davis, for 
the first half of the show: Bob 
Hope, taking a breather from his 
promotional rouirds for “Paris 
Holiday,” was the evening’s m.e. 

London Hipp as Cafe 
- London; May 6. 

Hippodrome Theatre, which is 
being rebuilt as a theatre'restaur- 

‘.ant, will be known as ’The Talk 
of the Town’ when it reopens 
later in the year. 

A new company with that name 
is being formed with a director¬ 
ate to include Charles Forte, Ber¬ 
nard Delfont and Robert Nesbitt. 

Cantor’s TV Slogan 
Hollywood, May 6. 

Eddie Cantor’s ne,w signoff. slo¬ 
gan, “ ’Bye Now, Buy Now," which 
comedian coined and. last week 
was wired to President Eisenhower 
as an anti-depression motto, is now 
being used on number Of tv shows. 

Eddie Fisher debuted slogan on 
his April 29 program, arid it will 
also be used by Bob Hope, Dinah 
Shore and others. . 

Cantor previously: coined such 
catchy slogans as “The March of 
Dimes” for President Roosevelt, 
and “Children should be seen but 
not hurt,” .aur a safety slpgan., . ..’ 

Hollywood, May 6. 
, Screen Directors Guild will make 
last-ditch effort to negotiate a new 
pact with the major film studios 
here plus the Television Film Pro-, 
diicers, and if this fails there will 
be cessation of services to all non- 
signatory producers in 30 days. 

Guild voted Sat. (3) unanimously 
to reject “package deal” offered 
by Producers Assn, and Alliance, 
arid, instructed negotiating commit¬ 
tee to continue talks only on basis 
of its last “rock bottom” counter 
proposals. 

Under terms of resolution adopt¬ 
ed, no SDG member can sign per¬ 
sonal service contract from now 
on without first submitting it to 
Guild. s 

Producers offered overall 5% 
wage hike, nixed by directors. Di¬ 
rectors are supported by Screen 
Actors Guild, Writers Guild, Radio 
and Television Directors Guild and 
Screen Directors International. 

. Directors are incensed that pro¬ 
ducers want any tollvisipn playoff 
in future treated exactly as thea¬ 
trical pix, meaning directors would 
not get new monies; also over re¬ 
fusal to discuss post-1948 features 
which may go to sponsored televi¬ 
sion syndication: Majors would al¬ 
low Clause for “discussions” m 
event such post-’48 product is sold 
no more. General wage demands 
of directors rejected by producers. 

to Lenin in whose name all Krem¬ 
lin policies are now pronounced. 

Finally, the remainder of the 
time until 11 p.m. was filled with 
a program called “Lenin’s favorite 
music.” 

With tv entirely . state-owned, 
any Kremlin-endorsed event can 
enjoy the full saturation treat¬ 
ment on all 25 Soviet stations. 

TV Commercial Comes to Moscow 
The tv commercial has finally 

come to Russia. 
Naturally, It’s a government pro¬ 

duct that’s the first to be adver¬ 
tised. Actually several govern¬ 
ment products. In prime time, 
too. 

A. series of commercials . have 
been run for the government lot¬ 
tery. In order to raise money the 
USSR Ministry of Finance is sell¬ 
ing tickets at five rubies (50c) 
each; The 250,000 winning hum-. 
bers will be entitled to Pobeda 
(Victory) and Moskvitch (Little 
Moscow) cars, motor scooters, tv 
sets, radios, cameras, washing ma¬ 
chines and fountain pens. 

The tv commercials^—some in 
cartoons, others in film—;show 
these prizes with a back¬ 
ground voice urging Soviet view¬ 
ers to buy lottery tickets.. 

Another commercial, five full 
minutes in length, was devoted to 
demonstrating the workings of a 
government-manufactured sewing 
machine. 

Beaucoup Cultural Exchange 
The results of the Soviet-Amer- 

ican cultural exchange agreement 
are becoming ever more evident in 
Moscow. It seems that almost 
every plane brings in someone con¬ 
cerned with one of: the “lively 
arts,” with book publishing or with 
a special project. Not only have 
representatives of Ziv and Fre¬ 
mantle been to Moscow to try to 
sell or trade their wares, but also 
movie producers, including Sam 
Spiegel, legitimate theatre produc¬ 
ers such as Josh Logan, and repre¬ 
sentatives of various publishing . 
Prentice-Hall and Fawcett. 

Not to mention, of course, an 
American ice. hockey team arid a 
men’s arid women’s backetball 
team. 

.Coming soon, the Philadelphia 
Orchestra. , 

It’s a variegated array, and it’s 
teaching the Russians a great deal 
about the United States beyond 
the stories of economic recession, 
breadlines, Little Rock bigotry arid 
suptnik failures that Russians read 
about , in their newspapers. 

Buchwald’t Stand-In 
When Art Bujchwald, Paris col-, 

umnist for the New York Herald : 
Tribune; visited Moscow recently 
he attended an informal “briefing1* 
session held regularly with Amer* 
ican correspondents by U.S. Am¬ 
bassador Llewellyn Thompson. In¬ 
troduced to the ambassador, Buch- 
wald goodriaturedly explained, 
“I’m in Moscow filling in for Wal¬ 
ter Lippmann.” 
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BLOCKBUSTERS’ FALLOUT RISK 
$6-MiI of Par Coin TM (KSeiis 

Paramount at the close of its last fiscal, year had $6,000,000 in 
gross rentals tied, up abroad. Money, which is subject to interna¬ 
tional exchange restrictions, when and as deposited in New York, 
will be shared between the film company and participating pro¬ 
ducers. 

Also on the Par fiscal front: In 1958 the company bought in 65,- 
400 shares of its own common stock on. the open market as the 
policy of shrinking capitalization continues. At the corporation’s 
annual meeting in New York June 3 stockholders will be asked to 
votfe on the management-proposed retirement of a total of 126,400 
treasury-owned shares. 

Seek Prolog To Make Hard Ticket 
Item of ‘Old Man and The Sea 

New Gulf Coast Inc. For Budget Pix 
. Series of low budget films is*' 

being readied by Gulf Coast Pro* 
ductions Inc., headed by Max Wil¬ 
kinson and John D, MacDonald. 
Pix, to be based on several of Mac- ■: 
Donald’s thrillers,, would be lensed 
for the most part as Florida loca- 
tioners. Huddles reportedly havd 
been held with United Artists 
execs in regard to a distribution . 
deaL ■' 

Associated with Gulf Coast in 
the venture are Herbert Dalmas 
of Dalmas productions, producer 
of commercial films for the last 
three years, and George Justin 
who’s been production manager in 
such pictures as “On the Water- 
front” . Col) and “A Face in the 
Crowd”. (WB). Robert Condon is 
preppin'g the first two scripts, 
adapted from MacDonald’s: “Dead 
Dow Tide”, and “The Brass Cup¬ 
cake.” . 

Wilkinson, formerly fiction edi¬ 
tor of Collier's and managing edi¬ 
tor of Good Housekeeping, joined 
fJamuel Goldwyn in 1944 and head¬ 
ed his Hollywood story department . 
for four years. He returned to New 
York in 1949 to set up Littauer & 
Wilkinson, a literary agency. Mac- 
Donaldy a prolific writer, has more 
than 30 novels to his credit. His. 
latest, “The Executioners,”, hits the 
stands May 25 via Simon & r 
Schuster. I 

Col Echelon s 
Product Huddle 

Top Columbia execs Were in, 
huddles again on the Coast this i 

; Week as the company continues to 
press for a well-sustained produc¬ 
tion schedule. ; Joining President 
Abe Schneider in the new huddles, . 
from homeoffice, are distribution 
head Abe Montague and v.p.s Leo 
Jaffe and Paul Lazarus... Schneider 
has been west for more than two 
weeks, and will continue there, for; 
several more. 

Some time ago there was a ! 
movement on within Col to shift a J 
substantial part of the exec team j 

from New' York to the studio on! 
a permanent basis. Late Col pres- • 
ident Harry Cohn told associates 
he favored such a shift. But noth¬ 
ing ever was done about it, 

Joseph Bellfort Scouts 
Gotham; Seeks Paris Rep 

Contacts For Producers 
Joseph Bellfort, 10 years in Eu¬ 

rope as Continental chieftain: for 
RKO Radio Pictures and 28 years 
with the company, is in New York 
aligning producers* representation 
abroad with independent filmmak¬ 
ers. Bellfort plans to continue re¬ 
siding in Paris, With the French 
capital as his business base and, 
in fact, will have his same plush 
office in the. RKO hq on the 
Champs-Elysees. 

Under the RKO-Rank sales ..co¬ 
ordination abroad, utilizing the 
latter’s facilities- for the. physical 
distribution, Charles Rosmarin 
continues as RKO’s European boss 
with Marcel Gentel as the French 
sales manager,. Rosmarin was 
BeHfort’s longtime assistant. 

Bellfort has been discussing the 
European sales representation 
with a number of. independent Hpl-. 

| lywood producers. He will he in 
New York for about three weeks. 

Youngstein on BG’s 
Back in New York after a 

two-week swing of European 
capitals. United Artists v.p. 
Max E. Youngstein stated this 
week he. couldn’t see eye to 
eye with the labor interests 
who are insisting on the pro¬ 
duction of American pictures 
in America—not abroad. 

Exec noted, for example, 
that “Ten Seconds to Hell” is 
backgrounded in postwar Ber-; 

- lin and to shoot the film in any 
other area simply, would be 
unsound. Same obtains with 
the lensirig. of “Goya,” he said. 

N.Y. Film Week 
Tokyo, April 24. . 

. japan may not repeat film week 
in New York as a result of pro¬ 
posal by Shiro Kido, Sochiku top¬ 
per and chairman of Eiren (Japan 
Motion Picture Producers’ Assn.). 

Kido recently returned fronrglbV 
bal tour, recommended that . next 
year’s film fair be held either in 
Egypt, India or Latin America. Urn 
der consideration are Colombia, 
Brazil,. Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, 
Madras, Bombay, New Delhi and 
Cairo. 

New York is riot definitely out, 
as reported in some, stories, but 
according to Eiren official, is how 
only an entry along with other 
sites where Japan, industry feSls it 
might expand its market, 

‘ANATOMY FOR MURDER’ 
RIGHTS IN DISPUTE 

Who owns Robert Traver’s best¬ 
selling “Anatomy for Murder?” 

Dispute is between Ray Stark 
and Seven Arts Productions on the 
one hand arid Otto Preminger on 
the other. Latter last week offered 
$350,000 for the novel, but Stark 
registered the title with the Motion 
Picture Assn.’s Title Registration 
Bureau. 

Book certainly started out being 
Stark’s, who hasn’t paid a penny on 
it so far. He had a “deal with John 
van Druten to do the dramatization! 
for the. screen. But van Druten 
died before any deal had been 
signed. Signature was later , af¬ 
fixed by the executors of liis es¬ 
tate, who said .he’d started work 
on it already; 

With van ■ Druten’s. death, the 
publishers held the rights revert¬ 
ed to them free and clear inas¬ 
much as van Druten hadn’t 
signed arid no moneys had been 
paid. They felt they could accept 
other offers, which Stark now dis¬ 
putes, 

MICHIGAN ALLIED PAYS 
r FULL’58 COMPO DUES 

: Detroit, May 6. 
!; As a result of National Allied 
Presuming its charter membership 
in COMPO, Michigan Allied has 
Burned over $2,300 in full payment 
; of 1958 dues to CpMPO. - 
■ The. money had bee# held in a 
special trust fund pending deci- 
jsion on whether or not to rejoin. 

'The new concept in motion pic¬ 
ture production ajnd presentation 
r-the super blockpuster accorinpa- 
nled by hard-tick&t exhibition—Is 
causing a-change in the amortiza¬ 
tion jtables of the film companies. 
BeCaiuse of the slower playoffs of 
the king-sized entries in fewer sit-: 
uations, it has resulted in a slower 
payoff for. the companies involved. 
For example, “The Ten Command¬ 
ments/’ which cost about $10,000,- 
000, cartnot be expected to recoup 
its cost and show a profit as quick¬ 
ly as an .ordinary big picture 
which goes through the distribution 
mill in the normal , routine. 

As a result, several of the film 
Companies may .find their produc¬ 
tion investment coin tied up for a 
longer period. This situation makes 
it difficult for them to pour coin 
into the. large number of pictures 
the exhibitors are demanding so 
as to . keep the majority of the 
theatres going. In addition, an 
analysis of the super blockbusters 
indicates that the producers re¬ 
gard them .as long-ranged invest¬ 
ments, that is, pictures that can 
be reissued time and again in fu¬ 
ture years without fear of the 
timeliness being impaired.. 

“Gone With the Wind” is trier 
classic example of such a picture;; 
A study of the current arid upcom¬ 
ing supers reveals that, all of them 
cari loosely be classified as “cos¬ 
tume” pictures which can be 
shown, similar to “Gone With the 
Wind,” to future generations with¬ 
out hurting their effectiveness. 
“Around the World in 80 Days,”.; 
“The Ten'.Commandments,” “The 
Bridge on the River Kwai,” “South 
Pacific,” and the upcoming “Ben 
Hur,” are all iri that category. This, 
leads to the conclusion that the pror 
ducers are well aware of the fu¬ 
ture potential of. these properties 
and perhaps regard these pictures 
as : annuities.; Trie true Value of 
these pictures therefore cannot be 
shown each year solely on the bas¬ 
is. of the current b.o. returns. They 
should be evaluated in terms of the , 
long.pull and as part of. the slow 
payoff.- .' -i 

Stan Donen’sj for Col 
Hollywood, May 6. 

: Stanley'/ Don eg is set with Cch 
lumbia Pictures to produce and! 
direct three'features, all to be shot, 
abroad. 

Initialer will be “A Gift From, 
trie Boys,” based on Art Buch- 
wald’s upcoriiing novel. 

Calgary Heard From 
Calgary, Alta., May 6. 

A call for the banning, of 
films starring Lana Turner 
“and other Hollywood stars 
who are contemptuous of mar¬ 
riage” was made from the pul¬ 
pit of Grace Presbyterian 
church here by the pastor, Dr. 
F. S. Morley. 

In a Sunday . sermon he de¬ 
scribed Miss Turner as an “as¬ 
sociate of gamblers and gig¬ 
olos.” Riding both horses, con¬ 
demning and forgiving, pastor 
declaimed: / 

“The church should pray for 
her and hold out forgiveness 
so that there will be no atti¬ 
tude of hate,” he declared. 
“This is a time for a recall to 
principles and decent living.” 

Dr. Morley said his sermon 
was not an indictment of Miss 
Turner, “but it is hard to ex¬ 
cuse her wretched care of her 
child.” 

It was rather, he. said, an 
indictment of society and the 
church. 

jws Quartet In 

* Warner Bros, has definitely de¬ 
cided to show its “Old Man arid the 
Sea” on a roadshow basis and is 
currently searching for a suitable 

'■ Prolog to the 86-minute, film. . It’s 
set to open in a half dozen key 
cities in mid-August. 

In New York, plans are to have 
the Spencer Tracy starrer open in 
two houses, day-and-date/ on Broad¬ 
way and the east side. Deals are 
currently being closed. 

Feeling at WB is very much up¬ 
beat at the moment, with the out¬ 
look for a quartet of strong sum¬ 
mer, releases. Latter include “No 
Time for Sergeants” and “Indis¬ 
creet” in July and “Naked and the 
Dead” and “Old Man and the Sea” 
in August.. 
. According to Charles Boasberg, 
Warner sales chief, “Old Man” 
is going to be showcased in six 
spots across the ccantry “and then 
we’ll stop and take a look how it 
goes.” He said he expected a 
top critical and audience response 
to the film, based on the Ernest 
Hemingway novelette. 

Dates set so far are at the Astor 
in Boston, the Stage Door in San 
Francisco, the Beverly* in Beverly 

. Hills and the River Oaks, Houston. 
* Plan is to include a 10 or 15 min¬ 

ute prolog, possibility a symphony 
orch, but it may be decided to let 
“Old Man” roll by itself. 

“Old Man and the Sea" was pro¬ 
duced by Leiand Hayward and ran 

I up. a very high nut due to a num- 
'■ her of false starts, etc. Budget is 

reported as around $5,000,000. 

South Bend, Ind., May 6. 
Issue of press, censorship—foist¬ 

ed by an advertiser—may be in¬ 
volved in the dropping of film re¬ 
views by trie. Tribune, this town’s 
only gazette; Some sources close 
to the situation claim that’s the 
case, but the . paper’s top. manage¬ 
ment; insists otherwise. 

According, to one report, the re¬ 
views were dropped after the pari 
of a horror bill last December at 
trie Palace, one of three Great 
States Theatres here. Critique!, 
was penned by Cynthia Schinidt, 
who was' later removed from the. 
staff. She’s the wife of Frank G. 
Schmidt, the Trib’s amusements 
editor. 

One report is that Great States' 
district manager J. Ramon Whee¬ 
ler beefed to the paper, though it’s 
not said that he threatened to yank 
ads unless reviews were favorable 
or dropped altogether. Trib’s. 
editor-publisher, . Franklin D. 
Schurz, and managing editor John 
J. Powers, stoutly deny the charge 
and say Wrieeler didn’t even dis¬ 
cuss the criticisms with ; them. 
Schurz, rather, explains that con¬ 
sideration liad been given for sdme 
time to dropping picture criticism, 

Four top officials and directors ———^ 
of Loew’s Inc. will convene at the 
Metro studio later this week to dis- A 
cuss the studio operation. Quar- Z1 iPW llPWQlfAPl" 
tet, consisting of prexy Joseph R. ** llVff 
Vogel, board chairman George 
Killion, financial v.p. Robert H. f „ C 
O’Brien arid director Louis A. I If C ffllf AIhAOiQ) 
Green, will weigh the ■possibility \*- a ,lul UVMWUIO/ 
of selling some of-the Culver City . . .. , .. 41 . . 
lot’s peripheral real ristate as well I ^ a time when the . theatrical 
as consider oil explorations on the ne'v^ee^ are Adding -the going 
company’s property j rough, a new reel aimed at schools 

Vogel, Killion, ' O’Brien and' and colleges is coming into being. 
Green are NY-to-LAing today ' be/produced by Hearst Metro- 
(Wed.K For Green, a key figure; tone, .the first issue of the once-a- 
on the Loew’s. board, it will be his : nionth reel is due for release at the. 
first trip to the studio. Previously,! ®tart *he schoolyear in Septem- 
his associate, Jerome. A. Newmari,: , • 
who.is chairman of Loew’s newly-j^ .^eeJ 13 Called The Screen News 
formed, finance and budget com- i J?lgeat .and is distributed to educa- 
mittee, riiade'-a survey of the studio ) t;0°al institutions by the State De- 
operation. Green and Newman : Payments of Education.^^It 11 m- 
control some 150,000 shares of clu^e a review m depth of eur- 
Loew’s stock. rent even s, features, etc. Each 

_■. • . - ■ subject will run 20 minutes, being 
j shot in 35m and released in 16m. 

George Seatdn is nixing a fourth ; Screen News Digest is being of- 
term as prexy of Academy of Mo-, fered as a public service, but has 
tion Picture Arts : & Sciences, cornmercial sponsors whose mes- 
Board of governors will elect a sages will be tacked on to the be- 
successor May 20. ginning and end of each issue. 

-—:———1;-—tt--7-——Several of the Screen News sub- 
^ jects will have color inserts. First* 

one has a tint feature on Fort Mc- 
ger ItCVICWS Henry and the Star-spangled Ban- 

# Reel is to be put out under the 
m«aa|La«m DkxaaAAJt: supervision of Jack Le Vien, for- nesinamKeaues and news editor °f war- aiaw viaitui Uer Pathe News arid now special 
Me w rt ^ -- productions director for Hearst 

which , also puts Out 

operation. Green and Newman v P°T*W 
control some 150,000 shares of j clu“e 
Loew’s stock. rel™ 

Films, Paper Denies Chain Request ; 
good pix were coming along. He 
said the paper was planning to give Metro’s News of . the Day. Work¬ 

ing with Le Vien are Martin Ken- 
PK "t ^ ^la5le Aareth who are 

rivipw' among, the former Warner Paths 
personnel .-which put out trie Patrie 

tn?nprt f in>p°ltant features^ re: School newsreel. Latter was a suc- 
cessful enterprise until the Pathe Its .believed that since reviews t,»0 

wprp HrrtnnoA firef ??tUP dlSSOlved. It S nOW Oil th® 

OW1UU. 
turned.. cessfu 

It’s believed that since reviews t D 
were .dropped, around first of trie 
year, thcres been “a lot of citizens •. 
comment” via : calls and letters. 
Depreciating this rumor Editor, mj 
Powers asserts Only reaction 'has nc 
been a solitary letter—from . a . 
Notre Dame professor expressing Jen 
disappointment. and P 

/‘Hell Raisers’ Readying 
Boston, May 6. 

Jerry Wald, 20th-Fox producer, 
and Philip Dunne, director, planed 

• Powers reasons that1 teenagers in from Hollywood Friday (2) to 
comprise most of the theatre clieri- pick locations for “The Hell 
tele nowadays, “ari<jL they don't Raisers” to be. shot around Boston 
read the reviews ” 

Since |trie alleged incident, the 
and environs in June. 

Film is an adaptation of “The 
only thing resembling, a review EiS War” and has scefies at Har- 
went to “How to Murder a Rich vard Yard, Massachusetts General 
Uncle,” British feature which re- Hospital. Charlestown Navy Yard,/ 
opened the main stem Avon as an Beacon Hill, South Boston, Glou- 
arty in mid-April. . It was treated cester and Salem, 
as a news story> covering the. decor . Some 300 extras and stand-rins' 
and attendance; though it also will be used. The cast Includes 
synopsized tlie picture. Robert Wagner, Hope Lange, 

South Bprid lias four downtown Bradford. Dillman, Dana Wynters, 
theatres and-one riabe situation, Srierree North and Richard Wid- 
plus four nearby drive-ins. l-mark. 
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EGYPT UNBLOCKING 

• But Little Change As Regards U.S- 
Film Distribs 

More Realistic Sneaks Almost Anywhere Else, 
Argues Philip Dunne 

Franchot Tone’s ‘Vanya’ 
May Cue More Films 

Plans to bring other stage plays 

Hollywood’s, preview system 
needs an overhaul, writer-director 
Philip Dunne said in New York 
last week. He added that no pre¬ 
view method really was adequate, 
but that producers at least should .to the screen “if ‘Uncle Vanya’ is 
get away from screening new films ’ going to be the success that we 

the Los Angeles area. “Even if [ hope it is’’ were reoorted in N. Y, 
Franchot Tone, 

Uncle Vanya’’ and 

jn me i-os Anceies area.- r,vcn « ; hope It is were rf 
w e take our ptclures up to _S»" j last week by actor 
Francisco, where they aron t j Cp.prod(icer of *'Ur 
to previews, we get belter arid 
more realistic results,” he held. 

Dunne said that one of the prob¬ 
lems involved in spreading pre¬ 
views across the country, was. a 
technical one.. since picture and. 
sound are separate and .a theatre 
must be equipped to have two ma¬ 
chines run simultaneously. 

one of its stars. Tone said he was 
thinking of staging, a new Piram 
ciello play—“II Giuoco delle Parti” 
(The Rules of the Game^in the 
fall and “it would make a great 

i film.” ' 
i “Uncle Vanya,” based on the 
;• Chekhov play,- has been taken on 

Having directed . “Ten North 
Fredrick” for 20th-Fox and Jerry 
Wald, Dunne is currently prepping 
to direct “The Hell Raisers” (from 
the novel “The Big War”) for Wald. 
He’s under contract to 20th to dp 
a maximum of two a year for two 
year's. 

Confirming that he had no par¬ 
ticipation in the. pictures: on which 

. he works, Dunne said he was “one 
of that vanishing breed” who still i 

- - 

for U. S. distribution by Continent 
tal- Distributing. It opened Monday 
(20) at the Baronet Theatre. 

Picture was shot in four weeks 
in N. Y. by the cast that originally 
appeared in it off-Broadway. It in- 
troes Dolores Dorn-Heft. Tone’s 
wife, who won a prize at the San 
Francisco IriternatiPnal Film Festi¬ 
val for her performance in it. Ac¬ 
cording to Tope, “Uncle Vanya” 
was brought in for $350,000* which 

(deferred) sal- hclieve in the future of the big however includes 
studios. “I am very optimistic about p aries, etc. . 
the future,” he commented. "I J . It’s Tone’s feeling that plays put 
think the big studios are here to : Qn fiim> bqt imaginatively pho.to- 

Unfreezing of Egypt's blocked 
balances, in the U.S: isn’t going to 
help the American film companies 
any since they’ve! already drawn 
on the blocked account with the 
approval of both Washington and 
the Egyptians. 

Problem is in Britain, where the 
British Treasury shows: no inclina¬ 
tion, to; follow Washington's ex¬ 
ample and; thaw the Egyptian asr 
sets; Under the American film in¬ 
dustry’s arrangements with Cairo; 
the companies get half of their re- 
mittables out in dollar and the 
other half m pound sterling.. 

The British so far have resisted 
the Motion Picture Export Assn, 
pitch to make the blocked pound 
balances available to those whom 
Egypt owes money. 

Bad Bus Service 

►++♦»♦+♦»♦♦« 

New York Sound Track 

stay.’ 
Dunne said he felt the “Ten 

North Fredrick” film had captured 
the essence of the John O'Hara 
novel. He observed that Hollywood 
would have to turn more and more 
to making realistic “slice of life” 
pix. “The public is no longer in¬ 
terested in -slick films.” he said. 
“We’ll have to let tv do the easy 
thing while . we tackle the chal¬ 
lenges.” 

None of the changes in the hook-.. 
to-film transition of “Fredrick” was 
<lue to outside pressures, Dunne | 
Insisted. He said the Code had been 
relaxed and that this was “an ex¬ 
cellent thing” but that the Code 
after all only represented a reflec¬ 
tion of public opinion. “I think au¬ 
diences will accept much more now 

(Continued on page 13) 

graphed to remain faithful to the 
play without inheriting a "static” 
quality, have a new outjet in the 
growing number of art houses. 

Par Eyes Moravia Novel 
Hollywood, May. 6. 

Paramount has optioned upcom¬ 
ing new Alberto Moravia, novel, 
“Two Women,” for Sophia Loren 
starrer, to be produced by Carlos 
Poriti and Marcello Gerosi. 

If option exercised deal would 
involve around $100,000. 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Rae Allen 
Gladys Auster 
Martin Baum 
Lawrence Carr 
Peggy Cass 
Bill Doll 
Robert Fryer 
Louis A. Green 
George Killion 
Ed Lindner 
Robert H. O’Brien 
Dorothy Rice 
Arnold Stang 
Ben Stein 
S. A. G. Swenson 
Joseph R. Vogel 
Jerry Wald 
Dale Wasserinan 
Randy Wood 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Irvin Arthur 
Robert Alan Aurihur 
Eliot Daniel 
Billy DeWolfe 
Paul Douglas 
Philip Dunne 
Jose Ferrer 

. Arthur Freed 
Zsa Zsa Gabor 

. Samuel- Goldwyn Jr. 
Arthur Hull Hayes 
Leo Jaffe 
Merle Jones 
Paul N. Lazarus Jr. 
Bea Lillie 
Jody McCrea 
Vincente Minnelli . 
Gregory Morton 
Ellen Muir 
George Murphy 
Mike Nidorf 
Tony Owen 
Milton R. Rackmil 
Marty Ratner 
Donna Reed 
Allan Reisner 
Hubbell Robinson Jr. 
Bob. Schear . 
Jan Sterling 
Andrew L, Stone 
Virginia Stone 
Franchot Tone 
Billy Vaughn 

Europe to N* Y. 
Joseph Bellfort 
Jenny Collins 
Jean Dairym pie 
Merle Jories. 

N. Y. to Europe 
Eve Arden 
Seig Bart 
Barbara Bel Geddes 
Ludwig Bemelmens 
Frank Blair 
Peter Brook 
Carmen Capalbo :. 
Giuseppe Campora 
Stanley Chase 
Claudette Colbert 
Bette Davis 
Don D, Davis 
Grade Fields . 
Dick Gabe 
Fred Hift 
Bernard M. Kamber 
Leontyne Price 

Minneapolis, May 6. 
Another expected bus fare boost 

to 25c will further reduce .filmgo¬ 
ing traffic into the loop, it’s 
feared by downtown exhibitors. 

Transit company here has ap¬ 
plied . for the increase . from the 
present 20c Because of the fre¬ 
quent extreme cold and hazardous 
driving conditions here, many peo¬ 
ple put up their private cars for 
the winter. Also only three of the 
nine local loop theatres provide 
free (outdoor) parking for patrons. 

The infrequent bus service along 
with its high cost has hurt the loop 
boxoffice, exhibitors here agree. 

Par Services Prints For 
Colombia in Britain 

London, May 6. 
Paramount and Columbia have 

made a deal whereby the former 
company Will take bare of the re¬ 
pair and despatch of all Columbia 
prints In Birmingham,. Cardiff, 
Glasgow, Leeds* Liverpool, Man¬ 
chester and Newcastle. Under a 
previous arrangement Par is al¬ 
ready handling Columbia prints iri 
Belfast, 

The arrangement, made to re¬ 
duce overheads; Is entirely irider 
pendent of Columbia’s sales organ¬ 
ization and the company will con¬ 
tinue to handle its repair . arid 
despatch of prints in London ■ and 
Dublin. ; 

National Boxoffice Survey 

Biz Spotty; ‘Kwai’ Still First, ‘Lions’ 2d, ‘Pacific’ 3d, 
‘Marjorie* 4th, ‘Pet* 5th 

Business is spotty this week in j jammer” (National Theatres) and 
some 23 key cities covered by f “Another Time, Another Place’ 
Variety. Daylight saving, incler; •Par). 
merit weather and in some in- 
stances--poor ' product—all have 
combined to bring about less coin 
at the wicket. Unaffected by these 
factors, however, are the block¬ 
busters that have been pacing the 
nation's b o. in recent months. . 

Still out in front, same , as last 
week. Is. “Bridge on the River 
Kwai’’ (Col). Booked in a flock of 
sites, it’s been displaying great 

A newcomer, “Place” was disap¬ 
pointing in most of its preriiieres 
but managed to pull enough coin 
to rate mention. Among other 
fresh pix, “Return, of Dracula’ 
(UA) is sad in Portland and fair in 
Denver. “The. . Goddess” (Col), 
steady in Boston, is slick in LA. 
“Fraulein” (20th>, swell in Detroit, 
is good in Chicago* 

. -. _ _ ( Light In Cleveland, “Cowboy” 
staying power. Running neck-arid-: (Col) is limping in Philly. “Scream- 
neck iri second and third positions | ing Mimi” (Col), poor in Denver, is 
respectively, are ’‘Young Lions”, sluggish in Louisville and slow in 
i20th), and “South Pacific” (20th).: Seattle. Although a house record 
Both held down the same spots last in Toronto, “Chase a Crooked Sha- 
week. 

“Marjorie Mornirigstar” . (WB), j 
fourth last round, remains there 
despite an uneven pull, at the turn-1 
stiles; Biz has been tepid in some 
keys and great in others.. “Teach¬ 
er’s Pet.” helped by an abundance 
of playdates: has forged up to fifth 
place to replace “Search fgr Para¬ 
dise” which dropped down to sixth. 
“Pel” was seventh, last, session. 

Copping seventh money is “Long 
Hut Summer” (20th). ‘‘Around 
World in 80 Days’- (UA), marathon 
kmgrunner. qualifies for eigth 
while “Paris Holiday” (UA) is ninth 
followed by Allied Artists' “Maca¬ 
bre.’’ which completes the Top 10 
list. Runnerup piX include “Run 
Silent, Run Deep” (UA), “Wind- 

dow” (WB) is only fairish in Cin¬ 
cinnati and weak iri Omaha. 

‘St Louis; Blues” (Par) looms 
fair in Providence and' okay In L.A. 
“Lineup” (Col) is okay both iri 
Frisco and Portland. “The Sheep¬ 
man” (M-G) is mild in Chicago. 
Soft in Buffalo, “Touch of Evil” 
<U) is slight in Washington and 
tepid in Indianapolis.. 

“God Created Woman” (Kings), 
the Brigitte Bardot perennial, is 
nifty in Kansas City, fast in Wash¬ 
ington and lean in Fhilly. Arner-. 
ican International’s, package, “Jet 
Attack’V’Suicide Battalion” is sorso 
in PrirtUmd and. fair in Buffalo. 

(Complete Boxoffice .Reports 
on Pages 6 9.) 

With picture company investors stepping up their interest in 
corporate affairs, flurry of upcoming annual meetings likely will 
bring more than the usual amount of trade watching. There’s 
ndthing controversial on the agenda of any of the conclaves 
(mainly elections . of officers are the slated business), but the 
trend has been toward sharper stockholder questions put to the 
presiding officers: In any event, both 20th-Fox and American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres have their meetings scheduled 
for May 20. Paramount’s is set for June 3 and the United Artists 
session is June 10. All in New York. 

John Davis denies a persistent rumor, current in London, that he is 
leaving the Rank Organization, of which he is deputy chairman and 
managing director, to join a public corporation. 

Add hard luck chain-reaction: Columbia Pictures’ Continental chief¬ 
tain. Harry Novak has been in the American Hospital at Neuilly-sur 
Seine (outside of Paris) since last fall, a cancer victim, arid has been 
faithfully visited by his French wife, Janine, every day, to the degree 
that the. medicos suggested she stay away a few days. She was about 
to take off in her new Citroen when an Army man’s kids released the 
brake on their car, which rolled down the grade that leads to the hos¬ 
pital entrance where Mme. Novak was parked, and accordeon-pleated 
her Citreon. The GI’s car and youngsters were barely scratched. PS— 
no vacation for the film man’s wife. 

Bette Davis,: playing Catherine the Great in "John Paul Jones,” gets 
$50,000 for four days before the cameras and five days of costume fit¬ 
ting in Spain. Actress sailed for Madrid yesterday Tues.) . . . 20th-Fox 
proxy Spyros P. Skouras back from Europe where, among other things, 
he looked into Eidophor progress , . . Harry Brandt has taken on a 
French 'cosmetics line. 

Rossario Brazd has just lost a court suit iri Italy to Mario Cavalieri, 
lawyer, who claimed the actor had failed to pay him his legal fees. 
Court found that despite thesp’s. protests, the lawyer had'actually 
served Brazzi In a legal capacity, and ordered him to pay some $8,400 
in damages. 

Arnold Schulman, who converted his Broadway play “Hole in the 
Head” to the screen, has altered the family background of the char- . 
acter.s from Jewish to Italian to meet the requirements of Frank Sina¬ 
tra who will play the role originated on Broadway by Paul Douglas. 
Schulman left for the Coast last week with his completed screenplay 
which will be produced and directed by Frank Capra for Sinatra’s com¬ 
pany. United Artists Will release . . . Max A. Connett, Fred Lenz and 
E. J. dumb made up the exhibitor panel for the Sindlinger ticket¬ 
selling workshop held yesterday (Tues.) in Great Falls, Montana, under 
the: direction of Mike Simons. Montana Theatre Owners Assn, spon¬ 
sored the session ... 

George Seaton, president of the Academy of Motion Picture. Arts & 
Sciences, reported anxious to bow out, on the feeling he’s accomplished 
most of his aims (including the inducement of film industry sponsor¬ 
ship of the Academy Awards) plus the fact the job should be more of 
a rotating one. There’s some industry sentiment favoring Jerry Wald. '. 

Stanley Warner’s Moe Silver named national exhibitor chairman of 
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital for. the fifth year in a row The 
national leadership lineup of the amusement industry’s sponsored hos¬ 
pital is now complete, with Silver heading the exhibitor group and 
20th-Fox sales chief Alex Harrison steering the distributor unit . . . 
Mail order advance ticket sale for Metro’s legit-style presentation of 
“Gigi” starting May 15 at. the Royale Theatre has passed the $35,000 
mafk . . . Cecelia Parker will recreate her role as Andy Hardy’s sister 
in Metro’s “Andy Hardy Comes Home,” sequel to the successful series 
Of several years ago. Mickey Rooney, who created the part of Andy, . 
portrays him again in the riew film . > . Universal topper Milton R. 
Rackmil returned to New York from the Coast over the weekend fol¬ 
lowing conferences with studio executives. 

Soviet Russia currently shooting a series of color subjects on rock¬ 
etry . . . Judy Nathanson, daughter of United Artists publicity chief, 
Mort Nathanson* got a. N.Y. State Regents Scholarship, is off for Cor¬ 
nell iri the fall . . . Paris-Press columnist, Phillippe De Baleine, says 
audiences’ political leanings can be gleaned from their reaction to 
Brigitte Bardot in her latest, “Les Bijoutiers Du Clair De Lune” (The 
Night Heaven Fell). Newspaper reaction split accordingly, with the 
right calling the film incompetent and absurd and the left acclaiming 
it as realistic and original ... Contemporary French yputh gets the 
spotlight in Marcel Carne’s next, “Les Tricheurs” (The Cheats), the 
French director’s first film in several years, reports the French Film 
Office. Also, Claude-Autant Lara, who directed “Rouge et Noir,” is 
tackling another classic, Dostoievski’s “The Gambler.” Gerard Philipe " 
will star ... Belgium’s international film fest—May 30 to June 15— 
will see “Montparnasse 19” and “Sans Famille” as the French entries. 

“Dunkirk,” a Michael Balcon-Ealing production for release by Metro, 
added as an entry for the Brussels Films Festival to be held May 30 
to June 13 . . . “This Is Cinerama,” first picture in the three-strip, pro¬ 
cess, returned to the Warner Theatre, N.Y. Sunday (4) for an eight- 
week engagement. It replaced “Search for Paradise,” which concluded 
a 31-week run. During its original; Broadway outing, ’‘This Is Cinera¬ 
ma” ran for 122 weeks and three days . . . Swiss actress Elizabeth Muel¬ 
ler set to costaf with Robert Mitchum in “The Angry Hills,” Cine World 
production for Metro, to be filmed in Greece with Robert Aldrich di¬ 
recting and Raymond Minnelli in Gotham to bally the May 15 open¬ 
ing of “Gigi.” . . . Andrew and Virginia Stone, husband-and-wife pro¬ 
ducing team, in N.Y. in connection with the opening of their latest 
film; “Cry Terror.” 

Max E. Youngstein returned from two weeks in Europe and within 
a day Roger Lewis was off on same ... Steve Kane, son of M. P. Daily 
editor Sherwin Kane, entered the Trappist monastery in Conyers, Ga. 
. . , Crusier Olympia Assn., wrich spearheaded the moveirient to save 
the Admiral Dewey flagship Olympia as a national shrine, awarded a 
plaque to Barney Balahan for his help. 

Dofe Schary dedicates the book" version of his play, ‘‘Sunrise at 
Campobello,” just published by Random House, to “my best friend 
Miriam” (whom he married). The Theatre Guild-Dore Schary copro¬ 
duction Is now well-established; commended, therefore, is an extras 
ordinaiy foreword by the playwright to the published version of his. 
play, detailing the evolution of the work. 

Walter Brennan joins John Wayne, Dean Martin and Ricky Nelson 
in Howard Hawks indie for Warner Bros., “Rio Bravo” . . . Imperial 
Pictures has Lee Van Cleef with Mamie Van Doren and Gerald Mohr 
in “Guns, Girls and Gangsters” . . , tv producer-director Edward Gar¬ 
rett formed new indie company, Garrett .Productions, with “The Camp¬ 
us Politician” set as first theatrical film, starring Gloria Wood . . . 
Metro recalled Fay Holden to repeat her mother role in “Andy Hardy 
Comes Home” . . . producer Sidney Harmon cast four members of orig¬ 
inal 1944 Broadway cast fori his film version of “Anna Lucasta," in¬ 
cluding Frederick O’Neal, John Proctor, Alvin Childress and Rosetta 
LeNoire, plus Charles Swain of London company. 
;■ Small reflections: in San Juan* the film studio of Community Edu¬ 
cation Program is located at the converging of Tranquility, Virtue and 
General MacArthur Streets . . ;. special article this issue of Variety 
on the crude film industry of Free China was written from Taipai, 
capitol of-the foriirier Formosa, by a former U.S. Film’‘Row film book¬ 
er, Don Frifield, now with Hamilton Wright Organization . tiis dad, 

(Continued on page’18) 
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Cultural Exchange Called ‘One-Sided’ 'Socialism Realism’ Vs.‘Bourgeois Art’ 
. The former newsreel and home 

film producer-distributor, Eugene 
W. Castle, who has been devoting 
his energies for several years to. a 
one-man campaign against Ameri¬ 
ca’s “foreign aid” policies (he’s 
made some 15 appearances before 
Committees of Congress), has now 
turned his fire upon the Russo- 
American “cui.tura 1 exchange” 
treaty, currently in process of im¬ 
plementation. 

Conceding that exchanges of 
athletes, piano-players, dancers and 
college valedictorians is not too. 
hazardous, Castle argues that the 
•swap of films and television facil¬ 
ities entirely favors the Soviet and 
is a bad bargain , for the Yanks, 
Speaking last Friday (2) to the 
American Public Relations Assn, 
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., Cas¬ 
tle declared: 

‘‘In the United Spates there are 
more than 52,000,000 tv sets, most¬ 
ly 21-inch screen. In the Soviet 
Union there are between two and 
three million tv sets, mostly 1Q- 
inch screen. In radio the compari¬ 
son is equally overwhelming: In 

-the United States approximately 
475,000,000 radios. In the Soviet 
Union 40,000,000 sets. And there is 
another 'statistical item worthy of 
mention. Out of a population of 
228,000,000 Russians there are .only 
8,000,000 card carrying, ‘Party 
Line’ Communists. These 8,000,000 
are the ‘elite’ and it is reasonable 

’to assume that they own all of the 
tv sets and one fifth of the radio 
sets. No good Yankee trader would 
buy this deal on an even exchange 
basis. No wonder Khrushchev, is so. 
happy and his new Ambassador, 
Michael Menshikov, is all: smiles 
all over Washington.” 

Going on to motion pictures, 
Castle chided Turner Shelton of 

• United States Information Agency. 
. for inconsistency in spending years 
. warning Congress against Russian 
- propaganda only to act as one of 
; negotiators to brin£ in Soviet films. 
. Commented CastleT 

‘‘To date, the dozen or so Soviet 
propaganda films that have been 
imported annually through the 
Soviet Agency Amkino here in 
New York City have had very 
limited exhibition, and mostly in 
‘‘flea bag” type theatres where the 
American comrades gather to ab¬ 

sorb messages from Mother Russia. 
However, that is all being changed 
by the USIA’s Mr. Shelton. Now* 
the made-in-Moscow movies are to 

-be shown in the leading theatres 
throughout the United States de¬ 
spite the fact that American ex¬ 
hibitors learned long ago that mov¬ 
ies with a message are. unpopular 

Fact-Fattening Process 
Delays Action on Report 

To End Z% B.O. Tax 
Chicago, May 6. 

That special, report urging modi¬ 
fication of the 3% amusement tax 
here is still in the hands of the 
mayor’s Citizen’s Committee study¬ 
ing the issue although it was re¬ 
ported ready for delivery several, 
weeks ago to the city council. Hotel 
exec Pat Hoy, committee topper, 
says ‘‘we’re fortifying” it . with 
more statistics with which to im¬ 
press the aldermen. 

The .report ' advocates abolition 
of the impost of admissions, under. 
90c, and if effected (the wagering 
is that it will be) will chiefly bene¬ 
fit nabe theatres, who need relief 
most. 

Report was, in fact, submitted to 
Mayor Daley at the end of March, 
and it was understood then that 
its recommendations, in resolution 
form, would be introduced at the 
next council meeting: But it’s be¬ 
lieved Daley urged strengthening 
of the report to ease its passage 
into eventual law. It’s uncertain 
now when the report-will finally 
reach the council. 

As proposed by the committee, 
the modifications would apply only 
to .film houses, per legislation re¬ 
cently enacted in New York. The 
3% levy has meant well over a mil¬ 
lion bucks a year to Chi’s treasury 
since its inception lo years ago. 

at the box office, because Ameri¬ 
cans, like foreigners, will not pay 
for propaganda with their enter¬ 
tainment. I will , let you be the 
judge as to Whether of not this is 
good 'public relations for the 
United States.” 

Turner Shelton, Optimist 
By FLORENCE LOWE 

Washington, May 6. 
• Despite skepticism from some 
industry sources, the official atti¬ 
tude on the Russian-U, S. film ne¬ 
gotiations was . definitely on the 
rosy sidb. The abrupt ‘‘recess” past 
week, after a month Of bargaining, 
gave rise to opinion that, once 
again, efforts to do business with 
the Reds had failed. This, how¬ 
ever, is not true, according to Tur¬ 
ner Shelton, film boss for U.S. in¬ 
formation Agency, and one of two 
members of the U. S. negotiating 
team. ' 

- Turner told Variety here that 
he is “absolutely certain” that 
some agreement would come out 
of the joint efforts.of. the two com¬ 
mittees, representing both coun¬ 
tries. 
..Talks recessed after Russians had 

sat through 40-45 of the 164 Holly¬ 
wood features submitted. Screen¬ 
ings were held at MPAA h.q. on a 
“istrictly business” basis, sans par¬ 
tying or1 socializing. Occasionally, 
reps of Russian Embassy joined 
the three-man official team. Simul¬ 
taneously 25 Soviet filips were 
shown to industry reps in New 
York. Best guess is that Russians 
will wind up buying 10 U. S. films; 
that we will buy about half that 
number of Soviet product for con¬ 
sumption in art houses and special¬ 
ized theatres. General area, of dis¬ 
cussion has centered around $50,- 
0(j0-$60,000 for Hollywood films; 
the Russians would like as . much 
for theirs, despite their limited ap¬ 
peal in this country. Best guess is 
that, they will settle at a $25,000- 
$35,000 price tag. 

In addition to agreement on ap¬ 
proval rights for editing, etc., fol¬ 
lowing points received joint nod:— 

(1) Films will be licensed by 
each country. 

: (2) Product will be paid for in a 
flat sum of dollars for each nega¬ 
tive. 

(3) Each country will supply its. 
own prints. 

(4) All other details of Section 
7; portion of East-West treaty deal¬ 
ing with films, will be deferred 
until agreement is reached in sale 
of pix. These include ’exchange of 
personnel, production exchange, 
etc. 

Venice ‘Ad' Festival 

Communist Film Makers Uneasy About New 
Competition With Films From West 

Adlai Stevenson will repre¬ 
sent the Authors League Of 
America in negotiations .in/. 
Moscow next August. . League 

, wants royalties for its mem¬ 
bers. . Soviet has never paid, 
any although Jack .London. ■ 
Theodore . Dreiser... Ernest 
Hemingway, John Steinbeck 
and ' Mickey . Spillane and 
others are notable favorites. 

Stalemate in the first round of 

the Soviet-American film negotia¬ 

tions resulted “because the Rus¬ 

sians were not prepared to give an 

inch,” a U. S. film exec close to the 

talks said in N. Y. last week. 

He also disclosed that, during 
the last week of the discussions 
and the. final parleys in Washing¬ 
ton, tlie American companies no 
longer were acting individually, 
but had licensed their available 
pictures to the Motion Picture Ex¬ 
port Assn, which was acting for 
them as a group. 

This, was done partly to avoid 
allowing the Soviets to play off one 
company against the other, but— 
more important—to get away from 

Poland’s Cancellation 
Cannes, May 6. 

First instance of politics. 
East vs. West propaganda 
brand, is- the withdrawal of 

By FRANK BOURGHOLT2EK 
(NBC News Correspondent} 

East vs' West orbSX < Vienna’ April 26* 
hrdnH fc- Communist bloc film makers are brand, is the withdrawal of 1 , . ‘_, 
Poland’*; “The Fiehth' Dav of ! unhappy at the predicament de- 
fhi wLi, “ ■ veloping as a result of the so-called 

“cultural exchanges.” A recent 
I event in. tiie.pA, (former. Ger- 

the Week.” Ostensibly the 
premier of the satellite coun¬ 
try acted to cancel its exhi¬ 
bition at festival. 

Film shows two lovers un- 
. able to . find a bedroom in 
Warsaw, love, defeated by bu¬ 
reaucracy. The author of the 

j man) city of Of Szczecin (Stettin) 
! may be -cited,". 

able to' find a bedroom in \ “During the performance of the 
Warsaw, love defeated by bu- >West German picture ‘08 ’15*” a 
reaucracy. The author of the ' Polish newspaper reported,, “in the 
film, 28 - year - old Marek 1 ‘Polonia’ theatre, hooligans broke. 
Hlasko, currently visiting ! the door and forcibly entered' the 
Paris, has been getting con- theatre. Policemen, instead of re- 
siderable party criticism of establishing order, grasped the op¬ 
iate for his dull, grim por- portunity to purchase tickets for 
traits , of the workers’ para- the next. performance without 
dise. standing in line.” 

The popularity of western 
■ ■ • f nf|n- films in iron curtain lands, ib 

hoden Calls USSR s Expo 
Kinema Panorama Same, |. . for communist producers^ 

it i n .1 a . ft* The newspaper “Dziennik Lud- 
not llOOfl AS, tinerama owy reported last January—“Sev- 

Rhoden Calls USSR’s Expo 
Kinema Panorama Same, 

Not Good As, Cinerama 
company against the other, but- - . Rh ,n head of Na ! eral thousand film fans assaulted 
more important—to get away from t ^er ^ ghoden head of Na- f the 0f Bydgoszcz to see 
the Russians’ pronounced tit-for- ^ah T^atres on arrival iff . tbe French picture. ‘I Had Seven 

tat iri their dealings with the com- j Daughters.’ Order had to be re- 
pames. The Moscow emissaries ? ^ i established by the militia and the 
made it plain that they would...not*-J£mi™;r. and-atopover at Brussels ! armv „. 

buy from any company that did not he*tookTkfok a^the^smf ! A Polish weekly publication sur- 
intend to acquire. Soviet films for new9Rusrian widescreen ^ ve>’ed theatre attendance *t the 
release in the States. By licensing pps®e ytfSemaPanofama shown first-run. theatres in Warsaw during 
their films to.MPEA, the compan- its ’ ecial bidline H^slid the Period from March through 
ies sidestepped the “barter” as- “ :l£stsp*11CineriSS December 1957. Among the Iff 
pects of the negotiations singe the I ,ls *• top films in attendance, five were 
Russians will haveto still huddle from the United States. Three 
with the individual outfits when it.vlwed ras good, but not the pho- ^ Fnmb_ 0ne was Britislv 

comes to selling their pix to ®.. p y‘. - ; one was Polish’ No Russian or 
American distributors. Dike Cinerama, the Russian other Red bloc films made the first 

Tt»c ctrptjcpd that this dopsn’t method uses three projection 10. 
mean i return to*the did situation "P>02jsV *w0 n“eK?es., in. each To rub it in, the weekly also 
under which MPEA had Russia as ' surveyed th^least Popular pictures 
one of its licensed territories. That ”hZ : ?.how.n in 
license has expired and is being l S ”l0g’ ' H°W Bea^iful Is . Russians did better They placed 
renewed only on specific films, ' • J ;. | three on the “worst 10 list. Dther 

:^Gites ‘Decameron' Sales! 
that CMPEA .pre^y^EriegJohn^on- “I^Mmeirm!^Ni^t^/’r siappe^WCO! ^ CthenMostnp^idarhl'io incl- 
and U S. Information’ Agency film with a $450,009 breachrof-contract • ^Hv the too three were “The 

S^TUrnerShe,tOn'may g0 t0 yete"davN^e?)k Feder31 ^"SdnSLl^Wmrt^ 'Thrson^of Moscow. : yesterday (Tues ). Monte Cristo” and “The Last 
The Soviet-American film talks . . Plaintiff claims its picture wasn’t [ Apache '*) 

broke up after a series of lengthy given . adequate selling attention American films were unavailable 
last-minute huddles in Washington J and prints weren’t returned when : tQ polish audiences for eight years, 
in which Johnston participated. r RKO turned over its product line-.! an(j post-Stalin loosening in 
The Russians apparently stuck up to Universal for domestic hari- j thg Communist world most affect- 
firmly to their “mutuality”: pitch dling last year. ed Poland, which accounts for the 
in any film deals, and they insisted ■ 1 larger number of pro-West-films 
bn a given number of their pictures ■ # -- . > incidents in this country. Such 
being taken on by the American AlKfriS) FAcHval-MinnPIl ' incidents already, have Red produc- 
companies. This was a gaurantee riuouia l UOIlvai ivilUUCU . ers apprehensive when more U.S. 
which Johnston wasn’t able to I— ■ ' J|. anH other Western films become; 
give. The Russians: were interested : j increasingly available throughout 
in about a dozen . U.S! films. They _■ • . • Vienna, May 6. j Russian-Communist bloc. 

the understanding that the Soviet 
delegation would be back. It’s pos¬ 
sible too, and provided for under 

London, May 6. 
The fifth'.International Advertis¬ 

ing Film Festival will be staged at 
Venice on Sept. 20-25. The Inter¬ 
national Screen Advertising Serv¬ 
ices, who founded the annual jun- , 
ket, will cooperate with the Inter¬ 
national Screen Publicity Associ¬ 
ation in putting, over this fest. 

This year there are slight 
changes in the. rules. Producers 
may now submit a maximum of 14 ■ 
films in the. cinema categories, and 
to enable them.... to concentrate 
more on the'type of film in which 
they specialize, they may enter up 
to five films in any one category 
instead of only two as happened 
last year. There will be three cat¬ 
egories pf live action pix and 
three of cartoons, 

It is expected that 1958’s entries 
will be far greater than last year, 
when oyer 700 delegates between 
them entered 655 films. , 

Summer Two-a-Day For 
‘80 Days’ at Carthay, L. A. 

Los Angeles, May 6. 
Carthay Theatre, now in 72d 

week with Mike Todd-UA’s 
“Around the World in 80 Days,” 
will inaugurate a two-a-day policy 
June 23, to continue through the 
summer. 

It will mark first two-a-day for 
picture here, past sked calling for 
lo performances weekly. 

Austria Festival-Minded 

ed Poland, which accounts for the 
[ larger number of pro-West-films 
’ incidents in this country. Such 
‘ incidents already, have Red produc¬ 
ers apprehensive when more U.S. 

: and other Western films become; 
j increasingly available throughout 
I the Russian-Communist bloc, 
j News recently came through of 

in about a dozen . U.S. films. They _■ • ... • Vienna, Aiay d. j Russian-Communist bloc, 
wanted MPEA to take on eight. “It 1 . Parriy help^bolstep the sag- • ^ews recently came through of 
was this ‘practical’ problem that g*bg boxofficei the Austrian film; an East Bloc conference held in 
finally broke us up,” w^s the corii- .^dustry.1S tlun^inS in terms of December on this subject, in 
meiit. film festivals, 1 Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
r Insiders say that, . while, the The Vienna Film Festival com- Discussion became heated among 
talks were ■ friendly they left- the fiiittee, recently inaugurated,, has . Communist film producers on the 
Americans side frustrated and appeal to both the government and subject of “socialist realism.” The 
somewhat uncertain of the Soviets’ the Vienna city fathers for sup^ | dilemma was simply-—can the 
ultimate intentions as to a deal. Port* Argument :is that, squeezed ! Communist go on producing films 
Feeling is that resumption of the in between East and West, Vienna that conform to the ideological de¬ 
talks depends largely on the over- was a natural for film fests. ; mands of ‘‘socialist realism” and 
all international atmosphere. Once The industry itself, though def- j wind up anywhere but on the 
Johnston was authorized to speak Initely interested in the idea, wants [ “Worst Ten v lists. 
for the companies (MPEA origin- others to finance the project. The * Russian and Czech delegates^in- 
ally was in the' picture only as a committee wants to try a novel ■ sisted on strict application of so¬ 
li aison), price was . discussed, with kind of fest, i.e., different events \ cialist realism” ami attacked Po- 
the Russians offering a good deal broken up into opera pix, biogs, I hsh and Hungarian delegates wno 
less than the U.S. side felt it had historical films, etc., and alternat- 1 sooke^out for coe.nstencc between 
a right to expect. ing each year, socialist realism and bourgeois 

'• ' part trends. 
* 1 . Hungarian, director Laszlo Ran- 

_ ^ , J.. i. cdy was one so attacked, and one 

IndiasPro-Egypt Suez Film 
.Su^z Canal crisia is a 

this country to rate it a rupee-scooper at: the box office Indian ,f0 be Opp0Sed to socialism?” 
AAjnv*A/Rfiirom T 4l Arnra anH IT Pqi oro fn chnnf an am. .• lv T 

New Delhi . Mav 6 ^ * uuul5cu aic< 

Suez Canal crisis is a hot enough subject for filmakers. in i can ^ve3 ev^r' exTe?t this^ar^ifol 
this country to rate it a rupee-scooper at: the box office Indian if0 be opposed to socialism?” 
co-producefs Muran Lai Arora and K. Rai. are to shoot an am- _ 
bitious quinqUelingua 1 epic backgrounded by the Mid-Eastern mbacu um«e 
'“war.”- BERT PJR05H IVIOVtS IN. 

Egyptian actresses and Indian stars will share top billing in . Los Angeles, May 6. 
the $2,OOp,OO0 production, to be titled “Suez^” : Bert Pirosh checks into Pacific 

Highlights will be the war scenes and Egyptian dances. Cqllab- Theatres June 1 to head up the 
orating on the story will be Sardar Jafri, poet in the Urdu tongue, buying and booking dept, 
and C. L. Kavish. .. . 1 He exits post of chief film buyer 

Versions of the feature are planned to be produced in five j fpr National Theatres May 30, fol* 
major languages—Hindi English, Arabic, Russian, and Chinese lowing 21 years with company. 
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The Matchmaker 
(V’VISION) 

Topnofeh . picturization of the 
Broadway hit. 

picture by Warner Bros. Although 
the material may be familiar to 
a segment of the public, the Mer- 
vyn LeRoy production,, screen- 
played by John Lee Mahin, still 
has a fresh appeal and should 
emerge as a solid boxoffice entry; 

Andy Griffith j who Originated 
Hollywood. May 2. 

Paramount release Of Don ILiitman --... .—- - 
production, Stars Shiiley Bo°lh. Anthony ^ role of the naive hillbilly On 

wiU.'. Vta: tv and repeated the assignment on 
lice Ford. Directed toy Joseph Anthony. Broadway, is once again Seen 3S 
Screen. John HaJ!!*'rafrThitPries permaaent latrine orderly 

*iSS5Si«ife. whose love of humanity and una- 
Adolph Deut.vh Previewed May i. *>«•: rareness of duplicity upsets the 

'thinning tune, loo mins. entire U.S. Air Force. The film 
Belly Levi-^• x'nihon^Vtukins follows the format of the play 
w Moiiov' Shirley Ma.cLaine closely and depicts the experience 
Horace Vantlergelder .,...... .^^1 Ford oJf wiU StOCkdale, a Georgia back- 
parnaby Tucker .per^vWiihont woodsman suddenly thrust into the 
MaUchi stack V;:;";/.V;^aHacejFord: intricacies of Army life. Will is a 
joe Scanlon .. Rus^1JC^ians naive, friendly and helpful sort of 
£?]Ri2h""— “■"."''"Gavin Guidon, a guy unaccustomed to the.rigid 
Maitre u"-V- -••• • • Torben Meyer discipline of GI. requirements. As 

——- : : Will meets and copes with these 
The late Don Hartman’s second m.\v situations results in frequently 

Indie comes off one of the most- hilarious scenes. Griffith is perfect 
engaging comedies of the) season,- in. the role. 
the very antithesis to the grim aqd “No Time for Sergeants, of 
■ ne ,y ‘ , . ■ ■- . . firct ! course, is out and out farce, but 
moody overtones struck by^ is t . .anyone wha has had some associa- 
“Desire Under the Elms.” . The = w'ith organizational routine JMatchmaker” is sophisticate and ^11 probablyrecognize the source 
t is gay, nostalgic and down-Lo- . ot tjje exaggeration. Experiences 

earth, enlivened by some of tne . jn the service appear to he p.ar- 
liveliest performances seen, on the | ticularly prone to this treatment as 
Screen in years. Adult audiences j evidenced by the spate of post-war 
Will love it, and . for the juves novels and films presenting the. 
there’s Anthony Perkins. Result is-humorous aspects and snafus con- 
t bright outlook at the boxoffice. | nectecl with life iri any branch of 

Based on the Thornton W’ilder ; the Defense Dept. 
Broadway hit, Shirley Booth takes j . “No Time for Sergeants” plays 
bver the Ruth Gordon rtage role; of .* up these situations in spades. It’s 
♦‘marriage counsellor," dominating fortunate, however,.that Americans 
Character in this yarn of 1884. Its . can laugh at these experiences, for 
period unfoldment permits added an AirForee operated as the one 
Opportunity for laughs, some of the ; sj10Wn in the film would never be 
belly genre. The John Michael; a match for the Russians. 
Hayes screenplay caches evey j thc • 'barracks sergeant en- 
nuance ot the ■ pk > trusted with the unenviable task of 
owed Miss Booth ostensibly_seek superv|sing. Griffith, Myron Me-, 
jng a wife for the graspingY “ Uormick, repeating his stage role,, 
ers merchant, Paul - Ford,- whi ^ excellent. He’s a career enlisted 
adroitly plotting to *cf man whose philosophy — that the 
for her own. Use rtli-prt- peace-time Air Force can .be a 
various principals, speaking & e? • quiet life if nobody rocks the canoe 
]y into the camera, lends a chfir " _ js completely destroyed by. the 
log old-fashioned aspect which airival of Griffith. McCormick is 
peppers the action. All those m j a master of the slow burn and he 
gredients are handled with ^ as- - ^ssmimerousopportunitiestofret 
tinction by u oseph ^^hony in h {and funie as he attempts to get 
Clever direction, and each cas ‘Griffith classified, a process that, 
member is a standout. _ j proves an unptecedented trial for 

Most of the story unreels in New. th£ whole base, 
York, where Forgoes from^earby j Grimh.s experience with the 
Yonkers to propose to Shirley Mac^ b3Se psychiatrist, admirably por- 
Lame, a man-hungi^ milliner.^a d . trayecI by James Milhollan; is one 
to "ject-a sexpot promised by Mas ■ of the highlights of the picture. 
Booth,. wh0 gainst his wil^has - Nick Adams, as Griffith’s horn-’ 
taken over Ford s romantic mtei , rimiried sidekick who wants to 
Css. Following Ford are theTwo transfer (o the infantry, contri- 
over-worked (lerks ™n£s ZeneiA butes a topnotch -portrayal of a 
$tore, Peikins^and Robert Morse,; seri0us but completely inept sol- 
who pool their resources and de-’ ■■ ■ r 
termine to live it up in the big city, , . . .. . 
with ten bucks between them. The i it Good performances m. tone with 
climax will be to kiss a girl Vn , the farcial qUality of the picture 
some “dangerous adventure” be- fre- given by. Murray Hamilton, 
fore they return, to work. Comply Howard ^Smith, Will Hutchins 
cations arise as the two clerks try . Sydney Smith, Don .Knotts and 
to elude their boss, Perkins fall-! Bartlett Robbmson ^ as assorted 

. Ing for the prety hat shop lady and enlisted men and officers. 
Miss Booth active in her macliina-i LeRoy, who also directed, has 
tions. ! provided just the right pace for the 

Miss Booth is no less than superb ! screwy proceedings and, as pro- 
in her role, draining part of corned- i duCer, has seen to it that the pro¬ 
le possibilities. Perkins? switch to Auction values are of top-calibre, 
farce is also a bright, experience. Harold Rossori s ^photography, Mal- 
Ford is immense as the rbmantical- T°^n2, Brown s arf direction, Robert 
ly-inclined but tight small-towmer,; R- Bentoas. sets, Louis^Lichten- 
and Miss MaeLaine is pert and love- ;.field's special effects and^Ray Heinr 
]y Robert Morse, from the prig- dorf s music^ contnhute to the Pic- 
inal Broadway cast, amusingly en- ; lhre 5 appeal. Holl. 
acts Perkins’, pardner, Wallace 
Ford socks over his Paddy Irish-: 
man character, and Periy Wilson, 
Rex Evans, Gavin Gordon, Rus¬ 
sell Collins and Torbeh. Meyer arc 
in for expert support. . 

Technical credits are . highly 
placed, rating mention Charles 
Lang for photography; Hal Pe- 

Etlge off Fury 

Clinical study of a psycho en¬ 
tirely lacking in entertainment 

: or boxoffice potential. 

Holly w’ood.. May 1. r 
Vnited Artists release of Rotoert Guiney 

reira\ind Rbland Afldersqn. ' 

Adolph Deutsch, 
Head, costumes. 

music; Edith 
Whit. 

.. a.v. .. .ca.uiva ..cad Allison, Loris 
rcction; Howard Smith, editing: ' Kesette. Directors. Gurney. Jrving Lerner. 

“ ’ ~ “ Screenplay, Gurney, based . on novel, 
...•“Wisteria Cottage,” by Robert ,M. Coates; 

. camera, Conrad Hall, Marvin Weinstein, 
| Jack Couffer. Previewed April 29, ’58. 
i Running time, 77 MINS. 
! . Cast: Michael Higgins, Lois Holmes, 
, Jean Allison, Doris Fesette, Malcom 

• j Beggs,^ Craig Kelly, John Harvey,. Beatrice 
Furdau, Mary Elizabeth Boylaii.. 

. IVo Time for Sergeants 

Whacky comedy of service 
life, the peacetime Air - Force 
this time. Enough hilarious 
situations to satisfy. general 
audiences. 

j “Edge of Fury” is incredibly bad, 
!a waste of talent arid spectators’ 
time. Even for the least demand-: 

^rner^Brosvjeiease- of^xiervyn LeRoy. ing smaller, market it will haye 
. ... A"yl“ .hard sledding, and deserves it. production. Stars Andy Griffith. Myro.. 

Mct'ormick and Nick Adams. Directed by 
Story is about a psycho, a young 

man who becomes friendly with a 
mother and two daughters, and 
events leading up to a double mur- 

..... Andy Griffith dcr in a loriely seaside cottage he 
... Myron McCormick has persuaded them to rent. The 

LeRoy. Screenplay, John Lee Mahin, from ! 
the play by Ira Levm, based on the novel 
by Mac Hyman; camera. Harold Rosson; 
editor, W'illiam Ziegler: Music, Ray Hein-' 
dorf. Previewed in N.V., April 24, ’58. 
Running time, HI MINS. 
WHI . 
Sgt. King ...... - 

Irvin .Murray Hamilton Robert Gurney Jr., production is 
General Bush _ __..... Howard Smith more quasi-cliriical than- entertain- 
Lieut, Bridges.. Will Hutchins mprit- the hlamP here rectino 
General PoUard  ... Sydney Smith ine Djame Here ^resting 
Psychiatrist .. James Milhoiian °n Gurn.ey, who also scripted and 
Manuai Dexterity Corporal....Don Knotts C0-directs with Irving LerneP; 
W.A.F. Captain.Jean Willes .: , r . 
Captain ... Bartlett Robinson Whatever talent cast might pos- 

-• ••"•••: se§s is in unreal characterize. 
pI*? .4.7/.*.Vwhii?rtVK^^^ and overall poor, handling. 
Colonel . ... Raymond Bailey Michael Higgins portrays the 

• - ' psycho, and Lois Holmes the elder 
This is the fourth time arolind daughter who drives him to his 

for “No Time for Sergeants."! maniacal fury. Jean Allison and 
Spawned as a novel by Mac Hyman ! Doris Fesette complete the family, 
and later converted ta a teleplay ■■ Photography by . Conrad Hall, Mar- 

• and a Broadway'play by Ira Levin,: vin Weinstein and Jack Couffer is 
It Is now being offered as a motion . okay. 5 Whit 

I Married a Woniin 

.George Gobel In old-fashioned . 
: comedy that doesn’t come off; 

Will need hard plugging in 
general market 

UniversaL release of William Bloom pro¬ 
duction. Stars George Gobel. Diana Dors; 
costars Adolphe' Mehjou; features Jessie 
Royce. Landis, Nita Talbot. William Red- 
field,. Steve-Dunrie. Director. • Hal Kanter- 
Screenplay, Goodman Ace; camera, Lucien. 
Ballard; editor, Kenneth MarsteUa;..niusic, 
Cyril Mockridge. Previewed .April 3,. '58. 
Running time. 80 MINS; , ; 
.Marshal!... .... .George Gobel 
Janice ......v.:.....;..!--,. Diana Dors 
Sutton ..... _Adolphe Menjou 
Mother .. . •...... Jessie Royce Landis 
Miss Anderson . Nita. Talbot 
Eddie ...___ William Redfield 
Bob ,. Steve Dunne 
Girard . . .. John- McGiver 
Photographer .. 1 Steve Pendleton 
Mrs. Wilkins’ Cheerio Jiteredith' 
Camera Girl.. Kay Buckley 
Screen Wife .. .• Angie Dickinson 

Devotee of the George . Gobel 
particular brand of humor may 
find mild diversion in this film 
iriade nearly two y^ars. ago, but es- 
seritially ,it’s pretty, tired stuff. One 
of the II pix RKO turned over to 
Universal for release, .offering is 
an bid-fashioned effort at screw¬ 
ball comedy Which doesn’t come off 
with much success. It should have 
been released while Gobel. was still 
a top name and nearer the big. 
glamour buildup RKO gave its 
femme star, British Diana Dors, 
now virtually forgotteri. 

The . William Bloom production 
deperids almost -entirely for laughs 
on the Gobel ramtring monolog in 
old hat situation^. Wed. to Miss 
Dors, an eyeful in many of her 
scenes both in evening gowns and 
black negligees, he. plays the idea 
man in Adolphe Menjou’s ad 
agency, faced with dreaming Up a 
hew campaign for a beer account 
about, to ankle agency: Footage 
follows efforts to: retain the ac¬ 
count and win back his wife, who 
wants a divorce because she thinks 
he isn’t as attentive as when, he 
was courting her. There’s the run¬ 
ning business, too, of everybody 
knowing she’s about to have a baby 
but Gobel, who’ll never listen to 
her attempts it information. 

The Goodman Ace screenplay 
keeps Gobel in his familiar char¬ 
acter, but his type of comedy seems 
misspent on the theatrical screen. 
Hal Kanter’s direction is leisurely. 

' Miss Dors haridles herself/ ex¬ 
pertly and displays an apt knowl¬ 
edge of comedy timing. Menjou’s 
is loquacious as agency head who 
dumps his . problem into Gobel’s 
lap, Jessie Royce Landis is Gobel’s 
mooching mother-in-law and Nita 
Talbot is Gobel’s secretary, good 
for a few chortles. William Red- 
field as a law-studying elevator 
boy and Steve Dunne as a foririer 
suitor are okay as a couple of 
guys Miss Dors uses to make her 
husband jealous. , 

Technical credits are first-class, 
with art direction by Albert; S; 
D’Agostino, and Walter E. Keller 
outstanding:. Lucien Ballard’s cam¬ 
era work, editing by Kenneth Mar- 
stella and Howard Shoup’s gowns 
for femme star also rate. Whit. 

Thing That Couldn’t Die 

Well-made horror suspense 
film undermined by plot defi¬ 
ciency. No names, but good' . 
exploitation angles, for fair b.o. 

. . : Hollywood, May 2. 
Universal release of Will Cowan produc¬ 

tion. Stars William, Reynolds. Andra 
Martin, Jeffrey Stone, Carolyn Kearney; 
features Peggy: Converse, Robin . Hughes. 
James Anderson, Charles Horvath, Fos- 
rest Lewis. Directed by . Will Cowan- 
Screenplay, David Duncan; camera, Rus¬ 
sell Mefty;%music supervision; Joseph 
Gershenson; editor, Edward Curtiss. Pre¬ 
viewed in Hollywood, April: 30, ’58. Run¬ 
ning time. *9 MINS. . 
Gordon Hawthorne. ....IVUliam Reynolds 
Linda Madison,..;......,. Andra Martin 
Hank.Huston ..Jeffrey Stone 
Jessica Burns ..... . Carolyn Kearney 
Flavia . .»..i...". Peggy Converse' 
Gideon Drew --. Robin Hughes 
Boyd Abercrombie..James Anderson. 
Mike .. ..... ..... ....... Charles Horvath 
Ash Forrest Lewis 

“The Thing That Couldn’t Die” 
is a well-made horror picture, 
capably acted arid directed, but 
its grisly gimmick doesn’t quite 
sustain the latter portions. Will 
Cowan produced arid directed the 
David Duncan screenplay for Uni¬ 
versal whicu« will, have to exploit it 
heavily for good returns. There 
are no names in the cast that 
mean anything ait the box office. 

Carolyn Kearney is a young 
woman with a gift for “dowsing,", 
or water-tracing, by means of a 
willow wand and psychic, reaction. 
Her; instinct leads; her to a buried 
chest which turns, out to contain 
tl:e head of an evil Britisher! be¬ 
headed and interred in the 16th 
Century by Sir Francis Drake and 
liis men. The head is still active 
and wants to be reunited with its 
body. To this end it bewitches the- 
Various members of the; cast until 
it is finally laid thoroughly to rest 
and reduced to a dusty^—and harm¬ 
less—skeleton. 

Williams Reynolds! supplies a 
pleasant- love Interest with" Miss • 

Kearney, and Andra Martin and 
Jeffrey IStone make afiother roman¬ 
tic duo. ' Character actors Peggy 
Converse, James Anderson, Charles 
Horvath and Forest Lewis give 
able support. Robin Hughes is 
the over-active corpse. 

Cowan’s direction is w'ell-paced 
and thoughtfully conceived in 
arousing interest before the horror 
element is unmasked- He is not so 
successful when the “thing” isuri- 
veiled simply because he doesn’t 
have strong enough material to 
work with. Otherwisei Duncan’s 
script is good, iri its characters and 
in the dialog. 

Other helpful technical credits 
include . Russell Metty’s moody 
photography and Joseph Gershen- 
son’s eerie music. . Potoe. 

Lof s Rock 

Slick rolier-’n’-roller for the 
juve crowd; Julius La Rosa 
name should be top draw. 

.Hollywood, May 2. 
Columbia Pictures release of Harry 

Foster production. Stars. Julius La Rosa; 
costars. Phyllis Newtnaii; features Con¬ 
rad Janis, Joy Harman, Paul Anka,. Danny 
add the Juniors. Roy HamUton and the 
Cues,. Wink Martindale, Della Reese. Royal 
T.eens, Tyrones. Directed by Foster. 
Screenplay,' H?1 Hackady; camera. Jack 
Etta; ' editor, S. Charles Rawson. Prer 
viewed May 1, *58. Running time, 78 MINS. 
Tommy Adano Julius La Rosa 
Kathy Abbott ..........v Phyllis Newman 
Charlie ............ .-...Conrad Janis 
Pickup Girl...... Joy Harman 
Monk ...... Fred Kareman 
Gordo :........ .... Pete Pauli 
Clinch ............ — Charles’ Shelander 
Wink Martindale. ;...... ..: Himself 
Shep Harris __Harold Gary 
Floor Manager . ; . —. Jerry Hackady 
Engineer. - -. ..Ron McLewdon 
Studio Manager :...;. Ned Wertimer 
Bartender ....... .....-- Tony Brands 

Columbia has an exploitable 
piece of rock-n’-roll merchandise 
here which should gladden exhibs 
as well as-juve audierices. Name 
of Julius La Rosa, Who makes his 
film bow, should be a potent draw 
arid lineup of name recording artist 
guestars further embellishes musi¬ 
cal’s. possibilities - in . the particular 
younger market for which it pat¬ 
ently is, aimed. 
. Sirriple story line of. a ballad 
singer who refuses to go along with 
the musical tide is merely a device 
to present musical numbers, and 
here is where film scores. La Rosa, 
as a top recording stair who be¬ 
lieves his sweet singing style will 
return to popularity, warbles three 
of these ballads before he turns 
to rock-’n’-roll to save his career, 
rill done with slickness. “Crazy, 
Crazy Party” is. his closing r-r 
number, others being “Two Per¬ 
fect Strangers,” “Casual” and 
“There Are Times.” Phyllis New¬ 
man is irufor romantic interest, a 
sweet chick, ! and Conrad Janis 
scores as his long-suffering man¬ 
ager! 

Film is kept on the -lively -side 
via the large number of. guest 
artists. Roy Hamilton and the Cues, 
regularly not a. r-r combo, sock 
over two such numbers, “Here 
Comes Love” arid “The Secret Path 
of Love.” Danny arid the Juniors 
are ori for their wide^elling wax¬ 
ing, “At the Hop,” and the Royal 
Teens for their “Short Shorts.” 
Della Reese torches up “Lonely- 
Ville,” and other names* include 
Paul Anka, the Tyrones and Wink 
Martindale. 

As producer-director, Harry Fos¬ 
ter leads off strongly as a film¬ 
maker in the know, getting good 
technical backing from Jack Etra?s 
crimeras, Paul Barnes’ art direc¬ 
tion, S. Charles Rawson’s editing 
and Peter Gennaro’s choreography. 
Hril Hackady’s screenplay also fits 
the bill. Whit. 

Fra«lein 
(C’SCOPE-COLORl 

World War Il .frmn German 
femme angle; good! for general 
market. . 

Hollywood, May 2, 
Twentieth-Fox release of Walter Reisch 

production. Stars D^na Wynter; Mel’ Fer¬ 
rer, Dolores Michaels; features Maggie 
Hayes, Theodore Bikel, Luis Van Rooten, - 
Helmut Dantine, Herbert Berghof, James 
Edwards, Ivan Triesault, Blandine Ebin- 
ger. Jack Kruschen. Director, Henry 
Koster. Screenplay. Leo Townsend, from 
novel by James McGovern;., camera (De • 
Luxe color), Leo Tover; music, Daniele 
Amfitheatrof; editor, Marjorie Fowler. 
Previewed .Abril’ 30. *58: Runnine ■ tim#.- 

Erika Angermann..... 
Foster MacLain 
Lori • •_;. /.... 
Lt. Berdie Dubbin .... 
Dmitri _ 
Fritz Graubach 
Hugo 
Karl . 
Corp. S. Hanks. 
Professor Angermann. 
Berta Graubach. 
Grischa .. 

__ .Dana Wynter 
. Mel Ferrer 
. Dolores Michaels 

Maggie Hayes 
.. Theodore .Bikel 
; Luis Van.' Rooten 
. Helmut Dantine 
.Herbert Berghof 

., James Edwards 
Ivan Triesault . 

..Blandine Ebinger - 
.. Jack Kruschen 

“Frauleiri” continues the current 
war cycle. Story of a girl iri war- 
torn Germany; during the closing 
days of World War II arid directly 
afterwards, it paints a Vivid and 
sometimes moving picture of what 
befalls her in struggle for survival. 
While lacking star names of proven 
b.o. pull, because of its central 
character film carries good distaff 
interest and should do moderately 
well in general market. 

Walter Reisch production bene¬ 
fits by having been filmed in actual 
plot locales of Cologne arid Berlin, 
further aided by CinemaScop« 
Iensing and lush De Luxe color. 
Henry Roster’s direction of the Leo 
Townsend screenplay, based on 
novel by James McGovern, is real¬ 
istic and catches the feeling of both 
the conquered and conquerors. 

Dana Wynter in title role is an 
appealing figure as a girl of gentle 
birth overcome by the storm of 
war, and her 'romance with Mcl 
Ferrer, an American officer, is per- . 
suasively presented. 

Pair meet when Ferrer, a prison¬ 
er of war, escapes during an air« 
raid in Cologne and receives re-L 
luctant aid from femme arid her; 
professor father.. They meet again 
in Berlin, after femme has. had 
frightening experiences with the 
Russians arid innocently has signed 
a register designating her as li 
prostitute. Romance at first is one¬ 
sided, since girl is intent upon- 
finding her hospitalized fiance, but 
after Ferrer locates fiance for her 
and it becomes apparent to her 
that he doesn’t want her, she turns 
to the American. Her dream of 
happiness is nearly ruined by the 
registration with the Health De¬ 
partment, but a friendly Arrierican 
corporal changes the record. 
' Miss Wynter lends, conviction to 
her character and Ferrer is satis¬ 
factory. Dolores Michaels offers 
an interestirig presence as a Ger¬ 
man entertainer who helps heroine 
escape from the Russians, then 
later helps her in the American 
zone. Strong support also is con¬ 
tributed by Theodore Bikel, as a 
Russian colonel on the make for 
fenime strir; Luis Van Rooten and 
Blandine Ebinger, operators of the 
house where femme signed the 
register; James Edwards, the col* 
ored corporal: Ivan Triesault, the 
professor; Helmut Dantine, the 
fiance; Herbert Berghof, the 
cousin. 

Expert technical assistance Is. ap¬ 
parent right down the line: Leo 
Tover, for color camera work; 
Marjorie Fowler, editing; Daniele 
Amfitheatrof. music; Lyle R. 
Wheeler and Leland Fuller, art 
direction. . Whit 

An AiDiwieaii Girl 
. Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B’rith 

release of 16m production by Dynamic 
Films (Nathan Zucker), Stars Bennye 
Gatteys, Frank Overton, Audra Lindley. 
Fatty Duke and Richard Ide. Directed by 
Lee Bobker. Screenplay. Howard Rod- 
man. Previewed in N.V. at Barblzon Plaza, 
April 24, '58. Running time, 28Vi MINS. 

“The American Girl,” a 28^- 
minute film produced by Dynamic 
Films for the AntiVDefamation 
League of B’nai B’rith, . is de¬ 
scribed as a • “human relations 
film” which aims to entertain 
“with a purpose.” The 16th entry, 
written by Howard Rodman and 
directed by Lee Bobker, effective¬ 
ly achieves its purpose in discuss¬ 
ing prejudice among teenagers:. 

Theme, said ta be based on an. 
actual event, shows the awakening 
of a suburban community to the 
evils of prejudice when a young 
girl is mistakenly believed to be 
Jewish by her. friends and neigh¬ 
bors. In a general way, the story 
is similar to “Gentleman’s* Agree¬ 
ment” iri that an alert and intelli¬ 
gent non-Jew, in this case , the 
young teenager, decides to expose 
the existence of the irrational 
prejudice in her community. 

Production values, direction and 
the thesping of Benney Gatteys. 
Frank Overton, Audra Lindley, 
Patty Duke arid Richard. Ide con¬ 
tribute'' to the general 'exceltence*- 
of the film. ' IfoHt 

Onantrill’s Raiders 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR) ; 

Fast-action yarn on guerrilla 
. leader; good prospects in dual 
.market. 

Hollywood,. April 30. 
Allied Artists release of Ben Schwalb 

production. Stars Steve Cochran, Diane 
Brewster. Leo Gordon; features Gale Rob¬ 
bins. WiU Wright, Kun Cbarney, Myron 
Healy. Lane Chandler, Guv Prescott. Di- 

by Edward Bernds. Screenplay. 
JToUy . Janie*;- camera (DeLuxe color). 
William Whitley; editor, William Austin! 
music. Marlin Sidles. Previewed April 24, 
’5«L Running time, 45 MINS. 
Westcott ......... 
Sue . 
Ou-ntriU ., 
Kate ..... 
Judge..:., 
Joel ..... 
Jarrett.... 
Hager ... 
Todd .. 
Sheriff ... 
Major .... 
Fred ..... 

Steve Cochran 
Diane Brewster . 

Leo Gordon 
. Gale Robbins 
... Will Wright 
.. Kim Charney 
. Myron Healey 
. Robert Fouik 
Glenn Strang* 

. Land Chandler 
. - Guy Prescott 
. D-n M. White 

A tight, showmanly piece of film- 
making, “Quantrili’s Raiders” 
packs plenty of movement in its 
comparatively short footage and is 
probably the best yet of films on 
this guerrilla, leader turned out in 
recent years. Feature should ’fit.. 
handily in upper bracket for action 
market, with fine color. Cinema¬ 
scope and name of Steve Cochran 
to draw. . ; 
v The Ben Schwalb production gives 

(Continued, on page 22) 
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STELLINfiS’ 
TOSTOPDEILS 

A test of a reissue plan has been 
suggested to the major film- com¬ 
panies by Theatre Owners of 
America as part of the exhibitor 

: organization’s .. campaign to keep 
post-1948 films off television. The 
program/ propounded in a letter J 
from TOA prexy Ernest G. Stall¬ 
ings to the film companies, advo¬ 
cates a two-month experiment. 
During this period, 'each, of the 
distributors would re-release two 
of their best older films each 
month. 

In his letter, in which he seeks 
the reaction of the film companies, 
Spellings stressed that TOA and. 
other exhibitor groups would urge 
theatres to book the reissues so as 
to give them the most: favorable 
playoff possible. 

It is Stellings’ contention that 
good results from this policy would 
provide the film company toppers 
With the '‘ammunition” to with¬ 
hold the post-’48 pix from tv and 
to convince bankers and stock¬ 
holders of. the importance of keep¬ 
ing the oldies within theatrical 

.channels. At the same time, ac¬ 
cording to Stellings, it would dem¬ 
onstrate to exhibitors the type of 
cooperation they must provide in 
order to prevent the backlog prod¬ 
uct from going to video. . 

In addition, Stellings feels the 
experiment would have some bear¬ 
ing on TOA’s proposal for the es¬ 
tablishment of a trust fund which 
would purchase the post-1948 films 
In order, to keep them off televi¬ 
sion. TOA’s purchase plan calls 
for a small down payment and the 
issuance of bonds for the balance 
which would be amortized from 
film rental through an aggressive, 
reissue program. 

Stellings added that the pro¬ 
posed two-month test might be 
particularly, propitious at this time 
of the year, especially for the mul¬ 
tiple run areas. He said TOA. 
might be helpful in: selecting the. 
oldies which, from a theatrenian’s 
viewpoint, would be best suited for 
the test. . 

The TOA proposal went to Al¬ 
lied Artists, Columbia,. Loew’s, 
paramount, 20th-Fox, United Art¬ 
ists - and Warner Bros. 

JAMEYSON’S MPI AWAITS 
SEC OK BEFORE SELLING 

Kansas City, May 6,. 
Motion Picture Investors Inc., a 

closed-end investment trust de¬ 
signed to* purchase stock in film 
companies so that exhibitors have 
a “voice” in policies affecting the¬ 
atres, is making slow but steady 
progress, according to H. B. 
Jameyson, chairman of the board 
of Commonwealth Theatres here. 

Approximately 50% of the or¬ 
ganizational capital—reported in 
excess of the required $100,000— 
has been subscribed to by individ¬ 
uals who sell equipment, make 
trailers, sell film, deliver film “or 
otherwise have some vested inter¬ 
est in the health of our industry,” 
Jameyson reports. At the mo¬ 
ment, the MPI is seeking qualifica¬ 
tion from the Securities & Ex¬ 
change Commission and will: not 
offer shares to investors ixntil full 
SEC approval. Is received. Articles 
of incorporation have been filed 
With the Missouri secretary of 
state and a prospectus is being 
prepared for submission to the 
SEC. 

One of the prime objectives of 
the MPI plan, originally proposed 

. by Jamyeson, is for exhibitors to 
become a “force” in withholding 
post-’48 pictures from television. 

“MPI will not become a force 
until.it has substantial investments 
in the various distributing com¬ 
panies,” Jameyson said, "but it 
can be a voice, although a wee one,; 
in a very short time. Without 
seeking or desiring control of any 
company, it can gradually develop 
a healthy influence upon our. whole 
industry,” 

Film Board Releases 

Vancouver, May ^ 
“City of Gold,” National Film 

Board’s 30-minute historicai-docu- 
I mentary on Dawson City and Klon¬ 
dike, was released for non-theatri¬ 
cal showing May i, after comple¬ 
tion of standard six-month tliea- 

! trical franchise, said Ken Williams, 
regional headman. 

Unusual gimmick, this film, “is 
the use of old pictures,” of gold- 
rush days, synthetized with con¬ 
temporary footage* “which appear 
animated,” official said. 

“Legendary Judge,” last year’s 
opus on Sir Matthew Baillie Beg- 
bie, whosd title “Hanging Judge,” 
and text, were assailed by local 
Historical Association as “inaccu¬ 
rate,” was aired Over CBS televi¬ 
sion, recently, Williams said, “and 
nobody said anything about it.” In 
view of adverse publicity, some 
criticism had been anticipated. 

LoiidOn, May 6. 
. An attack on the way in which, 
the British film industry is run, 
and a proposal. that a committee 
should be set Up to investigate its 
operation and.manageriient will be 
on agenda at the forthcoming. Con¬ 
ference of the National Assn, of 
Theatrical and. Kine Employees. 
The proposed committee -Would 
have the power to recommend to 
the government* what course it 
should take, by legislation or Oth¬ 
erwise, to transfer the. manage¬ 
ment and operation of the Indus-! 
try t<v a public corporation. 

The motion, submitted by the ex¬ 
ecutive council, and proposed by 
Sir Tom O’Brien, general secretary 
of the union, .declares that past 
and present trade policies are 
largely responsible for the indus¬ 
try's plight; that the industry lacks, 
the necessary leadership to solve 
the problems of production, distri¬ 
bution and exhibition; and that the 
industry is out Of step with current 
trends in entertainment, and has 
shown a complete disregard of the 
need to re-Orlentate and ration¬ 
alize Itself to crirrent economic and 
political needs. ;. 

The conference will run for 
three days from May 20. Present, 
at the personal inyitation of Sir 
Tom, will be Sir Ian Jacob, direc¬ 
tor general of the BBC, and Sir 
Ivone Kirkpatrick, chairman of the 
Independent Television Authority. 

‘Roll All Good Ones’Rule 
Still Credo of Bahlnn; 

Par’s $17-Mil Balance 
. Paramount president Barney. 
Balaban/ back In New York after 
a week In Hollywood, stated this* 
Week that while his company has a 
backlog Of new product represent¬ 
ing costs of $50,000,000; the studio 
is on. standing ojrder to roll new 
properties that show promise. as 
they; come along. 

Company has sufficient cash to 
pursue such a policy, noted the 
prez, who pointed to, presently, a 
$17,000,000 bank balance; 

This, of course, bespeaks confi¬ 
dence in the immediate future and 
Balaban doesn't go along with the 
theory that now's the time to seek 
out only the blockbusters. 

The Par sked Includes some less 
expensive product along with the 
tall budgeters and, in addition to 
the commercial considerations, 
Balaban states he also is playing 
talent-development angles. 

By fostering the in-betweeners, 
Par hopes to spot perhaps a top- 
notch director from one picture, a 
writer or two from another and 
competent producers. As the fol- 
lowthrough, Par would eventually 
have the standout craftsmen work¬ 
ing .together on more ambitious 

Fernando Lamas 
Do-It-Yourself 

By GEORGE GILBERT 

Fernando Lamas has his own in¬ 
dependent production company. 
Lamas Enterprises, to engage in 
both theatrical and: telefilms. His 
outfit already has a couple of co¬ 
productions in the planning stages 
for overseas shooting and two vid- 
pix series are being considered. 

Long under contract to Metro, 
Lamas declared in New York last 
week, that he wants to get away 
from “one-dimensional roles.” As' 
an actor, he; added, “I find. It frus¬ 
trating to be continually referred 
to as the ‘Latin lover.’” 

Particularly refreshing from a 
role standpoint, . Lamas recalled. 
Was his. first comedy appearance 
in an April .14 guest stint on the 
Lucille :Ball-Desi Arnaz Show: 
“Lucy Goes to Sun Valley.’’ Large¬ 
ly due to favorable viewer reaction 
on- that program he thought of 
Whipping up a teleseries'of his own 
in which he’d do sophisticated com¬ 
edy. Discussions to this end have 
been held with the Desilu organi¬ 
zation arid writers are already 
working ori the project. 

’ Lairias is also weighing an an¬ 
thology Series. Op this venture he 
would act as host and perhaps 
would appear in five or six out of 
every 13 films. “But first,” he said, 
“I want to find a character that I 
can believe in—something that I 
can identify myself: with such as 
Alfred Hitchcock identifies: himself 
with mystery.” 

Although vidpix will be a vital 
part of the Lamas future, the actor, 
isn’t passing Up any. theatrical 
films. “While it’s true,” he said, 
“that telefiliris are eventually dis¬ 
tributed in iriany countries abroad 
that’s not usually done until sev¬ 
eral years after they’re seen in the. 
U; S/ arid you could be dead pro- 
fessionally by then.” 

For reaching the overseas pub¬ 
lic. Lamas emphasized, you can’t 
beat the major distributors. Hence,; 
he’ll head for Europe this summer 
to star in the English language 
film, “Midnight Sailing,". Which 
Marion Gering’s Tiger Productions 
has : slated to roll in August ori 
location in Italy and Spain. RKO 
Will release abroad. 

• -His stint in “Sailing,” Lamas re¬ 
vealed, is a straight salary deal in. 
Which he’ll portray a jewel thief 
with a- good side.’’ Aubrey Wis- 

(Contiriued on page 25) 

Year-Old Application Okay; 
Believe Volks Second In 

IL&to Get Federal Loan 
Minneapolis, May 6. - 

There finally has been approval 
of a‘ Federal Small Business Ad-, 
ministration film industry; loan in 
this territory—believed to be only 
the second in the entire U. S: 

Uncle Sam is willing to loan 
$100;000 to the Volk Bros., owners 

. of four local; neighborhood houses, 
including two that are considered 
among the. nation’s finest and new¬ 
est, for them to irnprove their Nile 
theatre. . 

The Volk Bros, applied for the 
loan almost a year ago and now 
William Volk, co-owner of the cir¬ 
cuit with his brother Sidney, Says 
he isn’t certain they’ll borrow the 
money “because exhibition. condi¬ 
tions have changed so much during 
the past 12 months “that they 
aren’t certain if that much of an 
expenditure on the Nile is advis¬ 
able now. 

Annual film business pilgrimage 
to the Will Rogers Memorial Hos¬ 
pital, Saranac Lake, N. Y., is set 
for the weekend of June 26-29. 

Execs and press reps will tour 
the industry-fostered institution 
Friday (27) and then complete the 
weekend as guests of Herman Rob¬ 
bins, head of National Screen Serv¬ 
ice, and his family at their Edge- 
Water Motel; Schroon Lake. Open 
board meeting will be held at this 
location on Saturday. 

British Draft 
Control of Film 

Flow To Video 
London, May 6. 

Leaders of the British motion 
picture industry have now agreed 
a draft plan for the Bernstein 
scheme,, introduced: earlier in the. 
year, to provide a formula for coh- 
trolling the release of feature pic¬ 
tures to television. The draft will 
now go nut to the five major trade 
associations for their considera¬ 
tion.- 

Under the Bernstein plan ex¬ 
hibitors will pay a farthing levy 
per admission into a central fund 
which will be used to 'buy up tv 
rights of feature films as and 
when they go on the market. The 
plan came into force early in Feb¬ 
ruary arid has the backing of the 
American majors. 

Herman M. Levy, general coun¬ 
sel of the Theatre Owners Assn, 
of Arnerica, is due in London this 
week to discuss the plan with the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Assn. 
He will be attending their riionthly 
council meeting in London next 
week. ; 

Fringe TV Reception 
From Britain Felt By 

Ireland’^ Rim Houses 
Dublin, April 29. 

. Cinema attendance, in Ireland Is 
down by one-ninth over, recent 
months, according to Edmond 
Grace, Theatre and Cinema Assn, 
prexy.here;. Although the country 
has no tv service, but has some 
areas, on the fringe of British trans¬ 
missions, tv is already cutting into 
Irish cinema attendances, and the 
introduction of the projected tv 
service will cut them still further/ 

Entertainment duty, be added, 
was now talking 8c of the average 
admission price of 24c—a rate fixed 
in boom times in the biz. The boom 
had gone, but operational costs are 
up. Grace is spearheading a cam¬ 
paign to secure tax reduction. 

OF 110 OPENINGS IN 
SWEDEN, 52 YANKEE 

. Stockholm, May 6. 
With 110 films opening at Stock¬ 

holm flrstruns during the first 
three months of 1958, the U.S. 
again maintained its traditional 
lead with a total of 52 pictures. 

Britain was next with 15, Ger¬ 
many with 10, France with nine, 
Sweden with eight, Italy with five, 
Denmark with three, Austria two, 
Norway two and Greece, Nigeria, 
Poland and Spain nne each. 

United Artists, via its television 
distribution subsidiap\ will move 
underway shortly with*,the licen¬ 
sing to telecasters of (34 ’post-1943 
features in a program that has 
more than The usual amount of 
trade significance. 

> Lineup comprises 20 of UA’s 
own pictures, 20 from J. Arthur* 
Rank and 24 from other non-Yank 
filmmakers. 

American Federation of Music¬ 
ians and other American unions 
had no participation in the product 
from abroad in the first place and 
consequently are not in a position 
to seek a part of the fv proceeds. 
The UA pictures present a differ¬ 
ent kind of . situation but here 
again the United States unions are 
not in line to collect any share of 
the tv money. Reason is the produc¬ 
tions—most outstanding of which 
are Norman Krasna’s “Ambassa¬ 
dor’s Daughter” and Ilya Lopert’s 
“Summertime” *— were short on 
rentals in theatrical release. 

These features simply didn't re¬ 
coup production costs and banks 
were in a position to foreclose on 
mortgages. If the banks were to ex¬ 
ercise their right to do this, the 
unions obviously couldn’t receive 
any of the tv residual revenue any¬ 
way. 

So, as worked out by UA, the 
arrangement was made whereby 
the film company would handle 
the tv distribution in the effort to 
narrow at least somewhat the gap 
between, production expense and 
rentals recouped. 

There have been several in¬ 
stances where indie producers have 
sold already-profitable features to 
tv and made special deals, or en¬ 
tered understandings, with the 
unions. The understandings. have 
been along the lines of notice of 
agreement to pay the unions in 
conformity with the terms of what¬ 
ever basic contract eventually is 
entered with the industry. 

- In the case of UA a new twist 
has developed. It appears that 
from now on in the producers can 
feel free to deal with tv without 
regard to the unions but only on 
condition that their pictures wind 
up in -the red theatrically. 

UA’* Reasoning on Post-’48’s 
United Artists has recommended 

that theatremen get together with 
the Dept, of Justice in an effort 
to work out a plan to which the 
distributors collectively could sub¬ 
scribe and which have the effect 
of ^keeping post-1948 theatrical 
productions off television. 

It’s in fear of possible antitrust 
law consequences that the dlstribs 
don't want to join in any such un¬ 
dertaking—that is, until the D. of 
J. gives the authorization. 

The approach to the D. of J. 
was suggested by UA execs to 
Ernest Stellings, president of The¬ 
atre Owners of America. 

Actually, according to film com¬ 
pany sources, there’s no real threat 
of an early unloading of the post- 
’48 product to ty in any meaning¬ 
ful amount. Still many theatre- 
men have their doubts and'pointed 
to the instances already where 
“new” productions have been tele¬ 
cast. 

It’s presumed that UA heard 
some expression of these fears— 
since the tv’ed pictures were made 
by indie producers aligned with 
this distributor—and as a conse¬ 
quence suggested that an overall 
industry policy be worked out with 
D. of J. 

Final decisions wouldn’t . be 
binding on all industry elements; 
a producer couldn’t be restrained 
from selling his property to whom¬ 
ever he pleases. But nonetheless 
it’s felt there would be less inclina¬ 
tion on the part of an individual 
or company to unload if all others 
formally agree to a hands-off 
pledge. 

Louis de Rochemont outfit crow¬ 
ing over the raves “Windjammer” 
got after its Oslo preem. Even tk« 
Comiriunist sheet joined in the 
chorus. 

TV a Bottomless Maw-Levine 
Boston, May 6. 

Four years from now, television will have gobbled up every mo¬ 
tion picture in sight, in the vaults and in the planning stages, Joe 
Leving. of Embassy Pictures Corp. told a press luncheon here. Oc- i 
Casiori served to kick off Jiis new acquisition, “Attila,” starring 
Anthony Quinn and Sophia Loren, which preems at the Paramount 
and Fenway tomorrow (Wed.). 

“If you; leave out the pictures planned, but not yet made, the 
available supply will be exhausted within two years,’’ Levin said. 
“There doesn’t seem to be anything anyone can do about it. It’s 
like pouring. water into * bottomless bucket,” 
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Boston, May; 6. 4 
. Holdovers dominate Hub scene 

with biz brisk at the b.o. Rainy 
weekend drove ’em in handily. 
Only two new arrivals, “Female 
Animal’’ hotsy at the Memorial and 
“Monika” sharp at the Trans-Lux. 
"Attila” leads town in combo at 
Paramount and Fenway in second 
week. “Young Lions” is big at the 
Gary in second round. 

Two hard ticket shows, “South 
Pacific” at the Saxon, in fourth, 
and “Search for Paradise” at the 
Boston in 24th, are slick. “Bridge 
on River Kwai” is sailing at the 
Capri, where it Was moved from 
hardticket at Gary to* grind. 
“Brothers Karamazov” is holding 
great at the State in third. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor <B&Q) (1.372: 75-$1.25>— 

•‘Marjorie Momingstar”. (WB) «5th 
wk>. Lively $9,000. Last week, 
same. 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week . .. $567*100 

(Based on 25 theatres;) 
Last year'.... . ...$514,90(1 

(Based on 27 theatres) 

Detroit, May 6: 
Another good week appears in 

prospects along the mainstem. 
“Macabre” "looks great at the 
Broadway-Capitol. “Fraulein” 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$l.501:shapes hotsy at the Fox. “Chase 
Goddess” (Col) (3dwk>. Steady jCrooked Shadow” is good at the 

$5,000. -Last week, $7,000. 
Boston (SW-Cinerama) <I!354: 

$1.25-$2.65»—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (24th wk).. Booming 
$17,500. Last week, $17,000. 

Capri (Sack) (990; 50-$1.50)— 
“Bridge On River Kwai” (Col) (2d. 
wk). Whizzing $13,000, ahead of 
first week’s $12,000. 

Exeter (Indie) <1.300; 75-$1.25) 
“Lucky Jim” (Indief. Fourth 
started Sunday (4). Third was Okie 
$3,400. 

Fenway (NET) M.373; 60-$l.I0>— 
“Attila” (Indie) and "Wild Dakotas” 
(Indie) (2d wk). Flashy $6,000. 
Last week. $10,000. 

Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.75)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (2d wk). 
Bulging $22,000. Last week, $20,- 
000, above estimate. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; $L25-$2^ 
“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (2d wk). 
Big pickup to $9,500, and holds for 
third. Last week, $8,000. . 

Memorial (RKQ) <3,000; 60-$Ll0) 
—“Female Animal” (U) and "Day 
of the Bad Mail” <U).. Good $15,- 
C00. Last week, "Long Hot Sum¬ 
mer” (20th) (4th wk; 5 days), $7,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70- 
$1.10)^-"Paris Holiday” (UA) and 
“Man On Prowl” (UA) (2d wk-9 
days). Nice $14,000. Last week, 
$13,000. "Desire Under Elms” 
(Par) opens tomorrow (Wed.). 

Paramount (NET) (4,357; 60- 
$1.10)—“Attila” (Indie) and "Wild 
Dakotas” (Indie) (2d wk). Sizzling 
$15,000. Last week. $24,000, 

Pilgrim (NET) (1.000; 60-$1.10)— 
. “And God Created Woman” (Kings) 
and "Date With Disaster” (Indie). 
Bustling $9,000. Last, week, 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) and “Span¬ 
ish Affair” (Par). $4,000. 

’Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-$3:30) 
—"South Pacific” (20th) (4th W'k)., 
Stirring $24,000. Last week, same; 

Trans-Lux (Trans-Lux) (730; 75- 
$1.25) — “Monika" (Indie) and 
"Mixed Up Women” (Indie), Zippy 
$6,300. Last week, "Slave” (In¬ 
die) and “First Affair” (Indie), 
$4,000. 

Orpheum <Loew> <2.900; 75-$1.25) 
•—“Paths of Glory” (UA) and "In¬ 
visible Boy” +M-G) (2d wk). Oke 
$9,000. Last week, $12,000. 

State (Loew) (3.600; 75-$1.25>— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (3d 
wk). Nice $9,800. Last week, $11;- 
200. 

Omaha Off- ‘Loving’ Oke 
$6,000,‘Place’Thin 3G, 

‘Shadow’ Ditto,‘Kwai’ 8G 

Palms. Duo ; of ‘‘Invanhpe” and 
"Knights of Round'- Table” in re¬ 
issue is only fair at the Adams! 
Among holdovers, "Bridge on River 
Kwai” marches .smartly along in 
eighth session at the Madison, 

Estimates, for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) <5.000; $1.25- 

$1.50) — "Fraulein” : (20th) and 
“Thundering Jets” (20th). Swell 
$19,000. Last week, "Young Lions” 
(20th) $11,500 in fourth week.. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,100; 
$1.25-$1.50)—"Teacher’s Pet” (Par) 
and “Cole Younger, Gunfighter” 
(AA) (2d wk). Fine $15,000. Last 
week, $20,000. 

Palms (UD) (2;961; 90-$1.25)— 
"Chase Crooked Shadow” (WB) and 
"Quantrill’s Raiders” (AA), Good 
$15,000. . Last week, “Long Hot 
Summer” (20th) and “Showdown at 
Boot Hill" (20th), $14,000 in third 
week. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.75) 
—"Bridge on River K\vai” (Col) 
(8th wk). Great $15,000. Last 
week, $18,000. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) • (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—"Macabre” (AA) and 
"Hell’s Five Hours” (AA). Terrific 
$20,000. Last week, “Girls 
Loose” (U) and “Live Fast, Die 
Young” (U), $15,000. 

United. Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25- 
$3)—"South Pacific” (20th) (4th 
wk). Strong $18,000. Last week, 
$18,889. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90- 
$1.25) — “Ivanhoe” (M-G) and 
"Knights of Round Table” (M-G) 
(reissues). Slowish $7,500. Last 
week, "Merry Andrew” (M-G) and 
“Red Balloon” (Indie), $6,000 in 
second week. 

Music Hall (SW-C.i n-e r a m a) 
(1,205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search. for 
Paradise” (Cinerama) (13th wk). 
Great $17,500. Last week, same. 

Trans-Lux Krira (Trans-Lux). 
(1,000; 90-$1.65) — “And God 
Created Woman” (indie) (16th wk). 
Going up to $8,000. Last week, 
$7,500. 

L’ville Biz Slow Despite 
Derby; ‘Pet’ fine $6,000 

Louisville, May 6- 
Wicket pace qC- the downtowners 

currently is fair to slow.. Single 
bills, “Teacher’s Pet” at the Ken¬ 
tucky and "Long,. Hot Summer” at 
the Rialto,r are the leaders. Influx 
of visitors for the 84th running of 
the Kentucky Derby Saturday <3) 
was a hypo to night biz at these 
two houses. Other sites with dou¬ 
ble bills weren’t helped a bit by 
the Derby whoop-de-do, and takes 
will be soggy. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown"(Fourth Ave.) (UA) (1.000; 

50-85)—"All at Sea” (M-G) and “I 
Accuse” (M-G). Slow' $4,000. Last 

Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) 

Omaha, May 6. 
Biz is on the downgrade at the j 

downtown first runs this session; ; 
although "High Cost of Loving’’ 
okay at the State. “Chase Crooked 
Shadow” is modest at the Brandeis 
and "Another Time. Ahother 
Place” looks thin at the Omaha. .. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” is. still dp- . XT. . «■_ 
jug nicely in its third stanza at the f ^ Nice $7;000.. 
Orpheum. r Kentucky (Sw’itowV <900; 50-85)- 

Estiraates for This Week . “Teachers Pet" ;..(Par). Catching 
Brandeis >RKO.) t 1.100;-75-90)— strong night trade, matinees are 

“Chase Crooked Shadow” (WB) slow; Fine $6,000. Last week, “Cole 
and "Stakeout on Dope Street”; Younger Gunfighter” (AA). and 
(W’B). Weak $3,000. Last week. .‘’Bowery Bovs Up in Smoke” (A A). 
"Lafayette Escadrille’ (\YB> and Modest $4,000. 
“Escape from. Red" Rock” (2Qth>, MaryAnderson rPedpie’s) (1.000; 
$2,800. 50-85>—"Screaming Mimi” . (Col) 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90' and “Let’s Rock” (Col). Sluggish 
—"Another Time. Another Place” $4,500. Last week. “Marjorie. Mor- 
(Par) and “Flood Tide” (UK So-so ningstar” i\VB> <2d wk). Oke $5,000, 
$3,000. Last vyeek, “Touch of Evil’- Rialto (Fourth Ave.) <3.000; 50- 
(U) and “Female Animal” (U). .85)—“Long Hot Summer” (20th). 
$3,000. Single bill is a plus factor. Derby 

Orpheum <Tristates> (2!980; 90- ■ visitors helping night trade. Healthy 
$1.25) — "Bridge on River Kwai”■:$10,000. Last week, “Young Lions” 
(Col> (3d wk). Okay $8,000 after (20thl. Rosy $12,000. 
$12,500 last week. . j. United Artists (UA) (3.000; 50- 

. State (Cooper) (85Q; 75-90’)—; 85)—“Merry Andrew” (M-G) and 
“High Cost Loving” (M-G) and: ‘‘Safecracker” (M-G), Dull $4,000, 
“Handle With Care” (M-G). Good . Last week, "Bridge bn River Kwai” 
$6,000. Last week, "Merry An-j (Col) (4th wk). Resonant $9,000 on 
drew” (M-G>, $4,500. I windup stanza. 

Wriett 

'Summer’ Hot $12,000 In 
Buff; ‘Place’ Oke $9,000 

Buffalo, May 6. 
Takings are quiet, but "Long Hot 

Summer” is potent at the Teck. 
"Another Time, Another Place” 
shapes only satisfactory at; the Par¬ 
amount while “Saddle the Wind” 
is, mild at the Buffalo. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 

“Saddle the Wind” (M-G) and 
"High Cost of Living” (M-G>. Mild 
$9,000. Last week. “Run Silent, 
Run Deep” (UA) (2d wk), same. 

Center (ABPT) (3,000; 70-90)— 
"Jet Attack” (AI) and “Suicide Bat-' 
taiion” ' (Al)* Fair $8,500. Last 
week; "Stakeout on Dope Street” 
(WB) and "Violent Road” (WB). 
Okay $6,500 on test five days. 

Century (U.AJC) (2,700; 70-90)— 
‘‘Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (8th 
wk). Final session under $7,000- 
Last week, same! 

, Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 70-90)— 
“Touch : of Evil” (U) and "Flood 
Tide” (U). Soft $7,500. Last week;, 
"Macabre” (AA) and "Hell’s Five 
Hours”. (AA); Nearly $16,000. i 

Paramount (ABPT) <3,000; 70-1 
90) — "Another Time, . Another 
Place” (Par) and "High Hell” (par). 
Satisfactory $9,000. Last week,1 
“Chase a Crooked Shadow” (WB) 
and “Bitter Victory” (Col); $8,000. 

Teck (Loew) <1,200; 70-90-$1.25) 
—“Long Hot Summer” (20th). Po¬ 
tent. $12,000 for opening week. 

<1 

St Loo; Tet’ 14G 
St. Louis, May 6. 

The week looks like a busy one 
at the turnstiles with three big 
new billings—"Teacher’s Pet” at 
the Fox, "Paris Holiday” at Loew’s 
and "Young Lions” at the St. Louis. 
Still holding up strong are three 
holdovers. "Bridge on River Kwai” 
in its eighth week at the Esquire, 
“South Pacific” in the third stanza 
at the Pageant, and "Run Silent, 
Run Deep” in a second at the 
Orpheum. 

Estimates for. This Week 
. Esquire (Shukart-Levin) (1,500; 
$1.50-$2.50) "Bridge oil River 
Kwai" (Col) (8th wk). Firm $11,000. 
Last week, , sarnie. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-75)— 
"Teacher’s. Pet” (Par) and “High 
Hell’’ (Par); Fancy $14,000. Last 
week, “Long; Hot Summer”: (20th) 
and “Count 5 and Die” (20th) (2d 
wk), $12,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90)— 
"Paris Holiday” (UA) and "Steel 
Bayonet” (UA). .Light $9,000. Last, 
week, "Cowbay” (Col) and "Escape 
From San Quentin” (Col), $8,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)— 
"Run Silent, Run Deep" (UA) (2d 
wk). Off to $5,500. Last week, sock 
$11,500. 

Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1,80) 
$2.25)—‘South.Pacific” (20th) (3d 
wk): Tall $10,000. Last week, same. 

Richmond (Arthur) (1,000; $1.25) 
—"Paradise Lagoon” (Col) (m-o.T. 
Thin $1,500. Last week; "Four Bags 
Full” (T-L). Mild $1,100.. 

St. Lonis (Arthur) <3,800; 90- 
$1.25)—"Young Lions” (2.0th). Solid 
$15,000. Last week, "Marjorie 
Momingstar” (WB) (2d wk), smash 
$12,500. 

Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; $1.25) 
—"Henry V” (Rank).. Pleasant 
$2,900! Last week, "Paradise La¬ 
goon” (Col). . Okay $2,000. 

‘Ron Deep’ Fast $8,000, 
lndpls^ ‘Evil’ Tepid 5G 

. Indianapolis, May 6. 
Biz is only, moderate at most | 

first-run spots .. here this stanza, 
with holdovers dominating; Howt 
ever, "South Pacific,” in third 
stanza at Lyric, is reaching for its. 
best gross to date to lead town i 
again. "Run Silent, Run Deep” is j 
satisfactory at Loew’s, "Long Hot 
Summer,’’ at Keith’s, and “Teach¬ 
er’s Pet,” at Circle, are oke in sec¬ 
ond Weeks. "Touch of Evil” is slow 
at Indiana. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) <2,800; 75- 

90)—“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (2d wk). 
Nifty $7,000. Last week, big 
$12,500. : 

Indiana (Cockrill-Dolle). (3,200; 
75-90)—"Touch of Evil” (U) and 
“Day of Badmen” (U>. Tepid $5 - 
000. Last week, "Motorcycle Gang” 
(AI) and “Sorority . Girl’’ (AI). 
About same in five days. 

Keith’s (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,200; 
90-SL25) — "Long, Hot Summer” 
(20th) (2d wk). Fine $9,000 on top 
of hefty $13,000 opener. 

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2;427; 75-90)— 
“Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA). 
Good $8,000. Last week, "Merry 
Andrew” (M-G) and “Safe Crack¬ 
er” (M-G); Dull $3,500. 

Lyric (Cockrill-Dolle) (850; $1.25- 
$2.20)—"South Pacific” (Todd-AO) 
(3d wk). Great $15,000. Last week, 
$14,000. 
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Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This week ... .. $2,539,700 

(Based. on 25 cities and 268 
theatres, chiefly, first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 
Total Gross Same Week 
Last year ..$2,417,300 

(Based on 23 cities and 250 
theatres.) 

Philadelphia, May 6. 
Rainy weekend is cheering ex¬ 

hibitors Who feel the downpour 
made for a captive audience. How¬ 
ever, "Cowboy” is slow at the Gold¬ 
man and publicity failed to spark 
the Lana Turner starrer, "Another 
Time, Another Place,” at the Stan¬ 
ley. Dualer at the Stanton, "Cattle 
Empire” and "Sing, Boy, Sing,” is 
flat. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 

"Farewell to Arms” (20th) (10th. 
wk). Okay $4,500, Last week,! 

Pitt Slips; ‘Paris’ 
Dismal $10,000 

Pittsburgh, May 6. 
Backsliding setting in early, with 

first week of .daylight time and the 
warm weather combining to de¬ 
press what for the last! couple of 
months has been an encouraging 
picture. Couple of bright spots On 
the horizon, however. "South Pa¬ 
cific" continues to show strength at 
Nixon and should be. a cinch to 
stick through the summer while 
long-running "Bridge on River 
Kwai” at Harris still has something 
left. Only new entry, "Paris Holi¬ 
day” at Penn, a disappointment 
and riot likely to get more /han a 
single stanza. . 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Sira) (1,700; 99-$1.50>— 

“Young Lions” (20th) (5th wk). 
This is the finale and while figured 
to stay a little longer, no com¬ 
plaints generally. Should wind up 
close to. $6,000. Last. Week, just 
over $7,000. 

Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)— 
"Ship Was Loaded” (Arthur) (2d J 

wk). Dropping off to about $1,800 < 
and comes out. Last week, almost 
$2,500. 

Harris (Harris) (2,165; 99-$1.50) 
—“River Kwai” (Col) (6th wk). 
Heavy. weekends holding up and 
that’s the difference. Should go 
over $8,000 and stays again. Last 
week, $9,000. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $f.25-$3)— 
"South Pacific” (20th) (^th wk). 
Picking up and continues to sell-: 
out Saturdays with heavy matinee 
trade helping, too. Should inch 
up over $13,000 again. Last week, 
about $12,500. 

Penn (UA) (3,300; 85-$l,25)— 
"Paris Holiday” (UA). Lot of 
smoke but not too much fire. Un¬ 
likely to reach $10,000. Last week, 
“Wild Is The Wind” (Par) in eight 
days barely $7,000. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$125) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” • (Col) (2d 
wk). H.o. wasn’t rated but short¬ 
age of product giving-it an extra 
session, limited to six days. Won’t 
even get miserable $1,600. Last 
week, about $2,300. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 99-$1.50)— 
“Long, Hot* Summer” (20th) (2d 
wk). Holding extra two days to get 
house back to Friday opening with 
“Lefthanded Gun” (WB)- (9) and 
will have to hurry to do $9,000 in 
the nine days. Last week, almost 
$12,000. 

Warner (SW) (1,500; 85-$1.25)— 
"Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (2d wk). 
Coming out to weak $5,500. Last 
week, only $7,500, ’way below ex¬ 
pectations all around. 

‘Gun’Hot $9,000, Prov4 
‘Kwai’ Robust 18G, 2d 

Providence, May 6. 
Still big in second frame is 

Loew’s State’s “Bridge on River 
Kwai.” In second place is Majes- 
ticls “Left Handed Gun.” Other 
stands are just fair with "Lady 
Takes A Flyer” at RKO Albee and 
“St. Louis Blues” at Strand. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) <2,200; .65-80)—; 

“Lady Takes A Flyer” (U) and 
“Damn Citizen” (U). Fairish 
$5,500. Last week, “Macabre” (AA) 
and "Hell’s Five Hours” (AA). 
Mild $5,000. 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Left Handed Gun” (WB) ard "La¬ 
fayette Escadrille” (WB). Lively 
$9,000. Last week, "Young* Lions” 
(20th) ,(2d wk). Happy $10,000. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 90-$1.20)^- 
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (2d 
wk). Socko $18,000. First sesh was 
terrific $26,000. 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
65-80)—“St. Louis Blues” (Par) 
and "High Hell” (Par)* Just fair 
$5,000! Last week, "Attila” (AI). 
Very good $9,000. 

$5,000. 
Boyd (SW) (1,430; 75-$1.80)— 

“Long Hot Summer” (20th) (5th 
wk). Tired $7,500. Last week, 
$8,000. — 

Fox (National) (2,250; €5-$1.25)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (5th wk). 
Loud $16,000. Last, week, $17,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25)—"Cowboy”' (Col). Limping 
with $9,000. Last week, "Merry 
Andrew” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000. 

. Midtown (Goldman). (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—"South Pacific” (20th) (6th 
wk). Good $14,500. Last week, 
$14,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—"Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (8th wk). Strong $15,000. 
Last week, $16,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; »9-$1.80)— 
"Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par). Preview helped, but NSG 
$11,00. Last week, “Marjorie 
Momingstar” (WB) (5th wk), $10,- 
000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
"Cattle Empire” (20th) and '-“Sing, 
Boy, Sing” (20th). Quiet $5,500. 
Last week, "Girl in Black Stock¬ 
ings” (UA) and "Hell Bound” (UA), 
yanked after $4;000 in 5 days. 

Studio (Goldberg) (385; 90-$1.89) 
—"God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(10th wk). Lean $2,600. Last 
week $3,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (9th 
wk). Steady $4,600.' Last week, 
$5,000. 

* Viking (Sley) (1,000; »9-$1.49)— 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (6th wk). 
Holding at $7,500. Last week, 
$8 000 

World (Pathe) (500; 994189)— 
"God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(10th wk). Thin $2,400. Last week, 
$2,800. 

BahcSlumps; Tet’Pert 
$8,000, Tans’Slow 4G, 

‘Marj’Dull 7G, Bodi2d 
Baltimore, May «. 

. Exhibs are still feeling tha 
springtime slump and with hold¬ 
overs leading the pack, figures 
aren’t much bett.r than previous 
week. Only new entry is "Teach¬ 
er’s Pet” which is oke at the Cen¬ 
tury- Best of the holdovers is 
"Bridge On River Kwai” which is 
still pleasing in seventh at the Hip¬ 
podrome, 

Etimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50-. 

$1.50) — "Teacher’s Pet” (Par). 
Pleasant $8,000. Before that, 
"Young Lions” (20th) (3d . wk), 
$6*000. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (640; 50- 
$1.25)—^“Razzia” (Kass) (4th. wk). 
Oke $3,000 after near same for 
third. 

Film Centre JRappaport) (890: 
50-$1.50) — "Broythers Karamzov” 
(M-G) (4th wkV Nice $5J100 after 
$6,500 for previous frame.' 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—"Adam and Eve” (Horne) 
(2d wk). Good $3,000 after $5,000 
opener, . ’ 

• ; Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300: 
50-$1.50)—^“Bridge on Riv<’T’ Kwai- 
(Col) (7th wk). Neat $6 II after 
$7,300 for sixth. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50- 
$1.25)—"Paris Holiday” (UA) (2d 
wk). Slow $4,000 -after $6,000 
opener. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.50-. 
$2.50)—"South Pacific” (20th) (5th 
wk). Warm $10,000 after same in 
fourth. 

Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$1.25V 
—^“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank (2d wk). 
Good $2,000 after near same in first 
week. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25) — "Cast Dark Shadow” 
(DCA) (2d wk). Slow $2,500 after 
$4,000 opener. 

Stanley (Fruchtman) (3,200; 50- 
$1.25) —r "Marjorie Momingstar” 
(WB) (2d wk). Tepid $7,0lND after 
$10,000 opener. 

Town / (SW-Cinerawa) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25)—"Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Disap- 
pointingg $4,500. "Week before, 
$8,000. "* ‘ 
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Chicago, May 6. 

New entries are generally dis¬ 
appointing but longruns are nice. 
“Marjorie Momingstar” eyes a 
warm $33,500 opener at the Chi¬ 
cago, “Fraulein” expects good 
$9,200 Initial round at the Loop, 
while the Czech “Romance and 
Music,” in' for a single week at the 
World, rates a fair $3,500. Zief- 
feid’s tandem of “Fruits of Sum¬ 
mer” and “House of Pleasure” is 
shaping to a so-so $4,000. 

“Paris Holiday” Is faring well in 
Oriental second, with “Sheepman” 
headed' for a'mild United Artists 
second. “Across the Bridge” rates 
a good Carnegie second. 

“Desire Under JElms” is soften¬ 
ing but still fair in third Esquire 
round; “Teacher's Pet” is lively in 
fourth at . the Woods. “Young 
Lions” shapes sockeroo hi Roose^ 
velt fifth, and “Nights of Cabiria” 
is going for a good fifth at the 
Surf. “Bridge on River Kwai” ex¬ 
pects a big eighth session at the 
State-Lake, while “Snow White”, 
eyes a hefty closeout eighth frame 
at the Garrick. 

“South Pacific” is .pacing to a 
solid sixth round at the McVickers, 
and “Search for Paradise” figures 
on a fine third week at the Palace. 
“AroundWorld” rates a sock 57th 
canto with extra shows. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (Telem't) (485; $1.25)— 

“Across Bridge” (Rank) .(2d. wk). 
Oke $3,200. Last week, $4,500. 

Chicago (BAR) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
•*=- “Marjorie Momingstar” (WB); 
Warm $33,500. Last week, “Peyton 
Place” (20th) . (9th wk), $18,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50) — “Desire Under the 
Elms” (Par) (3d wk). Fair $6,000. 
Last week, $10,000. 

Garrick (G&K) <850; 9Q-$1.25)— 
“Snow White” (B\) (reissue) (8th 
wk). Nice $8,000. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Loop (Telem’t) <006; 90-$1.50)— 
“Fraulein” (20th). Good $9,200. 
Last week, “Merry Andrew” (MG) 
(4th wk). $8,000. 

McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3:30)—“South Pacific” (20th) (6th 
wk). Solid $26,800. Last week, 
$27,000. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50> 

(Continued on. page 24) . 

‘Place’Poor $8,000 In 
Seattle; ftmi’Slow 6G, 

‘Macabre’ Average 8G 
Seattle, May 6. 

Music Box has closed to undergo 
extensive screen improvements. 
Reopening about May 21. “Long 
Hot Summer” holds for th:rd 
stanza at Blue Mouse. Paramount 
holds “Bridge on River Kwai” for 
seventh week, biz steady. New films 
at other houses. 

7 Estimates for This Week 
Bine Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 95- 

$1.50) — “Long Hot Summer” 
(20th) (3rd wk). Swell $6,000. Last 
Week, $6,200. 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
95-$l-50)—“Screaming Mimi” (Col) 
and High Flight” (Col). Slow $6,000. 
Last week, “Bonjour Tristesse” 
(Col) and “Woman of River” (AA), 
$6,800. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; 95-$1.50)—“Another Time, 
Another Place” (Par) and “Fort 
Bowie” (UA).. Poor $8,000. Last 
week, “YOung Lions” (20th). In 
five days of fourth week, $5,200. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 95- 
$1.50) —Dark. Renovations. Last 
week, fourth of “Majorie Moming¬ 
star” (WB), $2,100. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 95- 
$1.50) — “Macabre” (AA) and 
“Hell’s 5 Hours” (AA). Okay $8,000 
on eight days. Last week. “Touch 
of Evil” (U) and “Last of Bad Men” 
(AA). $3,600. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 95- 
$1.50—“Chase a Crooked Shadow” 
(WB) and “Stakeout on Dope St.” 
(WB). Light $4,000, yanked after 
five days. Last week, “Return of 
Dracula” (UA) and “Flame Barrier” 
(AA), $5,800. 

. ’ Paramount • (Fox - Evergreen) 
(3,107; 95-$1.50) — “River Kwai” 
(Col) (7th wk). Swell $8,000.. Last 
week, $9,300. 

PORT SKIDS; 1INEUP’ 
OKE 6G,‘DRACULA’ 3G 

Portland, Ore., May 6. 
First-run biz is on the skids due 

to mild product and good, weather. 
“Kwai” continues to be sizzling for 
a sixth frame at the Orpheum. 
“Long Hot Summer” stays a second 
week at the Liberty after a^yery 
disappointing o pane r. Nothing 

i outstanding amongst new entrees. 
Estimates for This Week 

Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1- 
$1.50)—“Jet Attack” (AI) and “Su¬ 
icide Battalion” (AH. So-so $5,000. 
Last week, “Marjorie Momingstar”. 
(WB) (3d wk), $4,400, 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“The Lineup” - (Col) and ‘‘High 
Flight” (Col). Okay $6,000. Last 

I week, “Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) 
land “Woman of the River” (Col), 
$6,100. - 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; $1- 
I $1.50)—“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
land “Plunder Road” (20th) (2d wk). 
Slim $5,000. Last week, $6,300. 

| ■ Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.50)—“Bridge On River Kwai” 
(Col) (6th wk). Good $7,500. Last 
week, $7,700. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400;. $1-. 
$1.50)—“Return of Dracula” (UA) 
and “The Flame Barrier" (UA). 
Sad $3,000. Last week, '(Teacher's 
Pet” (Par) and “High Hell” (Par), 
$7,000. 

Tet’ Lusty 10G, 
Mpls.; “Place 5G 

Minneapolis, May 6. 
Fresh entries again are con¬ 

spicuous by their scarcity and one 
i of the only tliree new bills com¬ 
prises a twin bill of “B” product. 

I One of the arrivals, “Teacher’s 
Pet,*' promises to "maintain the 
fast pace at which it started;- The 
recent publicity attendant upon 
Lana Turner’s misfortune doesn’t 
seem to be helping “Another Time* 
Another Place.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50- 

$2.65)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (43rd wkL Winds up a ter¬ 
rific run on a high note. Stout 
$12,000. Last week, $11,000. 

Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75- 
$2.65)—• “Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama): (10th wk). Brisk 
$13,000. Last week, $13,500. 

Gopher (Berger) (1.000; 85-90)— 
“Saddle the Wind” (MG) f2d wk). 
Light $2,500. Last week. $4,000. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$L25)— 
“Long Hot Summer” <20th) (3d 
wk). Tall $7,000, Last week, 
$8,500. 

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par). Good $10,- 
000. Last week, “Bridge on River 
Kwai” (Col) (7th wk), $7,500. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90) — “Another .Time* . Another 
Place” (Par). Mixed opinions re 
this one's merits, but cast pres¬ 
ence or Lana Turner doesn’t seem 
to be a*oxoffice asset. Slow $5,000. 
Last week, “The Hired Gun” (M-G) 
and “The Safecracker” (MG), 
$4,000. 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-85)— 
“Ride Out for Revenge” (UA) aiid 
“Fort Bowie” (UA) split With 
“Street of Sinners” (UA) and “Gun 
Fever” (UA). Quantity in place of 
quality. OK $3,500: :Last week, 
“Girl Most Likely” (U) and “Flood 
Tide” (U) split with “Unholy Wife” 
(U) and “Violators” (U1, $3;000. 

State (Par) (2^80; 90-$1.25)— 
“Marjorie Momingstar” (WB) (3d 
wk).. Doesn’t seem to catch on, al¬ 
though it has won considerable 
praise. Tepid $5,000. Last week, 
$6,500. 

Suburban World (Mann) (700; 
85)—“Sayonara” (WB). (2d run). 
Still cashing in on its Aeademy 
awards. Good $2*500, Last week, 
“And God Created Woman” (In¬ 
die) (3d wk), $1,700. 

World (Mann) (400; $L25-$1.50) 
—“Young Lions” (20th) (5th wk). 
Localities going for this one in a 
big way. Radiant $5,000. Last 
week, $5,400. I 

Despite, a plethora of holdovers 
and the tapering off tendency this 
time of year, Broadway biz dis¬ 
played surprising stamina this, ses¬ 
sion. Theatre operators found a 
welcome ally in the three-day 
downpour Saturday to Monday. 
Sunday matinee activity made the 
big difference as the public, ap¬ 
parently tired of being cooped up 
ill day Saturday, left their homes 
and poured into the theatres. 
Things went back to normal Sun¬ 
day evening, with biz dropping off 
considerably. 

The public, in choosing its film 
fare, was apparently selective, pa¬ 
tronizing the popular and ac¬ 
claimed films. The, result was that 
a number of pictures, although on 
extended. engagement and nearing 
the end of their, runs, managed to 
hold up nicely. 

Among the newcomers, the Lana 
Turner starrer, “Another Time, 
Another Place” rushed into re¬ 
lease by Paramount to cash in on 
the headlines, proved disappoint¬ 
ing. It is expected to tally a mild 
$21,000 or near for opening session 
ending Friday (0). “Uncle Vanya,” 
a. filmed version of the Chekhov 
play starring Franchot: Tone, 
racked up a good $9,100 for its 
opening frame , at the artie Bar¬ 
onet. “Stage Struck,” in second 
Normandie stanza, was* respectable 
$10,500. 
' Heading the Main Stem pace was 
“Marjorie Momingstar.” with a 
solid $150,000 for its second Radio 
City Music Hall week ending today 
(Wed.). “Witness for the Prosecu¬ 
tion” is expected to wind up a 
highly successful 12-week run at 
the Astor tomorrow (Thurs.) with 
a fine $12,500 for final lap. In ad¬ 
dition, “Witness” is seen tallying 
a strong $9,000 at eastside Plaza 
where it will continue. 

* Another day-and-dater, “Long 
Hot Summer” tallied great $17,000 
for fourth Mayfair weelr and $9,500 
at artie Fine Arts. “Teacher’s 
Pet” concluded nice seven-week 
run at Capitol with fair $18,000. 
“Young Lions” continued strong at 
Paramount with neat $42,000 for 
fourth frame. “Run Silent, Run 
Deep” -was okay $12,500 for fifth 
Victoria week. 

“Windjammer,”'* at. Roxy, ap¬ 
peared hottest of hardticket pix 
With $67,000 for third frame, being 
helped considerably by theatre 
parties. “Search for Paradise” 
concluded 32-week run at Warner 
with fair $25,900.“This Is Cine¬ 
rama” returns for sixrweek engage¬ 
ment. “South Pacific” at Criter¬ 
ion, was solid $39,000 for sixth 
stanza; “Bridge on River Kwai,’’ at 
Palace, strong $32,100 for 20th ses¬ 
sion; “Around World in 80 Days," 
at Rivoli, strong $34,500 for 81st 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City lnv.) (1,300; 75-$2)^- 

, “Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
42th-final wk); Final round ending 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit fine 
$12,000, almost matching $12,500 
of 11th frame. Completes, highly 
successful engagement at this 
Broadway house. “Paris Holiday” 
(UA) opens Friday (9). ' 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Mam’zelle Pi- 
galle” (Indie) (3d wk). Initial fol¬ 
lowup session concluded last 
Thursday (1) reached $9,0001 Last 
week,-same tally. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; . $1.25- 
$1.70) — “Uncle Vanya” (Indie). 
Kickoff lap of filmlzation of Chek¬ 
hov play scored good $9,100 for 
week ended yesterday (Tues.). In 
ahead, “Ladykillers” (Cont) and 
“To Paris With Love” (Cont) (re¬ 
issues) okay $3,500 for 10 days of 

| fifth-final stanza. 
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2,50): 

—“Teacher’s Pet” (Pair) • (7th-final 
wk). Concluding round ended yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) with fair $18,000 or 

(Continued on page 24) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported. herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; i.e.; 
without . usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when' 
playing; percentage; hence the 
estimated figures are. net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
intlude the U. S. amusement 
tax. 

LA. Slides, But Nudie 'Adam & Eve 

r n». 

KITE HITS VOLTAGE; 
CLIPS SAN JUAN B O, 

. San Juan, May 6. 

. Entire island of Puerto Rico Was 
blacked out for two to four hours 

causing substantial losses to film 
exhibitors on Sunday. Hard hit was 

Rafael Cohian Sr/s Commonwealth 
chain which controls most houses 
on the island. Spokesman for the 

chain, David O’Dell placed the ioss 

at $6,000. Accident followed tail 

of kite falling across a high voltage 
line and knocking out all the gen¬ 

erator’s: on the island. (In metror 
politan areas, blackout was short¬ 
lived, permitting live Ballets de 
San Juan performance to proceed 
ait Tapia Theatre.) * 

“Kwai” was affected to the ex¬ 
tent of $350 returned by Rafael 
Cobian Jr.’s Paramount Theatre 
boxoffice. However picture broke a 
house record and also a Columbia 
Pictures record here with $27,- 
685.34, | 

. Metro grosses are not. known as 
local office follows directive from 
David Blum of.Loew's Inti, in Man¬ 
hattan to give iron curtain treat¬ 
ment. 

Los Angeles, May 6. 
Local first-runs are on the skids 

this stanza, with only big strength 
being shown by the nudie. “Adam 
and Eve.” Paired with “Gun Battle 
at Monterey,” it’s heading for a 
terrific 3140,000 in 21 situations. 
Other openers arc weak with ex¬ 
ception of ’Goddess,” which is 
aiming at a satisfactory $6,000 .at 
the Fine Arts. 

“Saddle the Wind” and “Handle 
With Care” look to wind with a dull 
$12,800 in three houses. “Dragstrip 
Riot”-“Cool and Crazy” combo is 
a pale $9,200 in two situations 
while “Another Time, Another 
Place,” with “Campbell’s King¬ 
dom,” should do a slim $8,500 in a 
pair of houses. “Sing, Boy, Sing” 
and “Missouri Traveler” are beam¬ 
ing at a poor $5,500 in a trio of 
theatres. 

“Young Lions” Is dominating the 
holdovers, with a. slick $24,900 in 
sight at four locations. Hardtix 
show's evince only moderate 
strength. “Windjammer” is shap¬ 
ing a fair $19,600 at the Chinese, 
“80 Days” is a neat $14,800 at the 
Carthay. “Bridge on River Kwai” 
is a handy $14,000 at the Egyptian 
while “Seven Wonders of World” is 
a fairish $13,500 at the Warner 
Hollywood. ^Teacher’s Pet” looks 
to do an okay $7,900 in its seventh 
round at the Hollywood Paramount, 
but “Marjorie Momingstar” is a 

(Continued on page 24) 

; Estimates for This Week 

Metropolitan (Commonwealth) 
(1,026; $2)—‘Ten Commandments” 
(Par) (4th wk), $7,600. Previous 
week, $9,600. 

I Lorraine (Commonwealth) (700; 
$1)—“And God Created Woman” 
(Kings) $2,660. First week, $5,600. 

Paramount (Par) (916; $1.50)— 
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (4th 
w’k), $3,009. Previous week, $4,654. 

Washington, May 6. • 
“Long, Hot Summer’’ shapes big 

at Loew’s Capitol, thanks to draw 
of Oxar winner Joanne Woodward; 
since critical reaction was tepid. 
“Another Time, Another Place,” 
day and dating two Warner show 
cases. Metropolitan and Ambassa¬ 
dor, is laying an egg despite the 
Lana Turner headlines. “A Touch 
of Evil,” at Loew’s Columbia, is 
slow. “Young Lions” is holding 
well In third stanza at Loew’s Pal¬ 
ace, and “River Kwai” continues 
sock in eighth session at Trans-Lux. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) 

(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.25>—“Another 
Time, Another Place” (Par). Dis¬ 
appointing $10,000. Last week, 
“Marjorie Momingstar” (WB) (4th 
wk), $8,500 for five days. 

Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 85-$1.25X— 
“Long Hot Summer” (20th). Brisk 
$20,000, despite tepid critical re¬ 
action. Stays. Last week, “Paris 
Holiday” (UA) (2d wk-4 days). Thin 
$8,000; made way for Met Opera. 

Columbia (Loew) (1.154; 70-90)— 
“Touch of Evil” (U). Slight $5,000; 
Last week, “Cattle Empire" (20th). 
Below hopes with scant $5,000. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1650; 85-$1.25)— 
; “Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA) (3d 
wk). So-so $7,500 after fine $10,- 
000. Stays. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.25)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (3d wk). ,Very 

> big $16,000 after hefty $18,000. 
‘■.Stays. 

’ Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50)—“God 
Created Woman” (Kings) (26th 
wk). Fast ■- $4,500, topping last 
week’s $4,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) 
[—“Bridge on; River Kwai” (Col) 
(8th wk). Stilt going strong to tune 
of sturdy $13,000 after $14,000 last 
week. Stays. . 

Uptown (SW) (1.100; $1.25-$3)— 
“South Pacific” <20th) (5th wk). 
Upswing to $12,000 after slow 
$11,000. Stays. 

Warner (SWGiherama). (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40)---“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (18th wk). Dipped to 
so-so . $9,000 after oke $11,000. 
Stays. ; 

Terror Tall in Toronto; 
macabre’ Wow $20,000, 

‘Shadow’ Soars to 17G 
Toronto. May 6. • 

On newcomers, two house rec¬ 
ords were set over the weekend by. 
“Chase a Crooked Shadow,” in k 
three-house combo, plus “Macabre” 
in a four-theatre setup, with both 
doing phenomenal night biz. A re¬ 
issue of “Birth of a Baby,” brought 
up-to-date from a former short to 
62 mins, running time, is bringing 
in the curiosity-seekers to hefty re¬ 
turns, with two travelogs rounding 
the bill. “Merry Andrew” and “All 
at Sea” are also doing big on ini¬ 
tial teeoffs. 

Estimates for This Week. 

Carlton (Rankl (2.518; $1.25- 
$1.75)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (8th wk). Holding swell at 
$17,000. Last Week, $18,000. 

Colony, D an f o r t h, Fairlawn, 
Humber (Rank) (838; 1.330; 1.165: 
1,351; $1)— “Birth of a Baby4 
(Rank). Big $12,000. 

Downtown. Glendrle, State, Scar- 
boro (Taylor) (1,059; 995; 693; 694; 
50-75) — “Macabre” (AA) and 
“Hell's Five Hours” (AA). Smash 
$20,000, with “Macabre” the draw. 
Last week,. “Day of Bad Man" <U) 
and “Lineup” (Col). $10,000. 

Eglington, Place. Runnymede 
(FP) (1.060: 1.485; 1.385; 50r$D— 
“Chase a Crooked Shadow” (WB). 
Record - breaking $17,000. Last 
week. “Wild is Wind” (Par) (2d 
wk). $11600.; 

Hollywood (FP) (1.080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Young Lions” (20th) (4th wk). 
Steady $13,000. Last week. $15,000. 

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1)—“Ail 
at Sea” (M-G>. Fine $11,000. La«d 
week, “Naked Truth” (Rank) (5th 
.wk), $4,000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-31,25)— 
“Marjorie Momingstar” (WB) (3d 
wk). Holding steadj' at $16,000. 
Last week. $17,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-31.25)— 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(4th wk). Holding steady at $16,000. 
Last week. 317.500. 

Towne (Taylor) (693; $D—“Rift- 
fi” (IFD). Neat 34.500. Last week, 
“I Accuse” (M-G), $3,500. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(38th wk): Nice.$6,500. Last week, 
$7,000 

University (FP) (1.233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ 
rama) (5th wkt Fine $14,000. Last 
week, $15,000. ._ 

Uptown (Loew) (2,075: 60-$l)-^ 
“Merry Andrew” (M-G). Big $13.- 
500. Last week, “Touch of Evil” 
(U). $7,500. 

York (B&F) (754; $1-$1.25)—“AM 
Mine to Give” (Col). Oke $3,000. 
Last week. “Song of Bernadette” " 
(20th) (Reissue) (2d wk). $2,500. 
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Speaking of Foreign Films: Their 
Promoters Outwitted -U.S, Prudes 

The courts have put the muzzle 
on American film censors and the 
importers and distributor's of for¬ 
eign films can take the credit. If 
it weren’t for the overseas product, 
chances are the censor boards 
around the country still, would be 
operating full-blast. 

The censorial mind in the States 
has been active in the film field J 
since the very early beginnings. It; 
v. as aided by the 1915 ruling that 
tiie U. S. Supreme Court which 
.held, that motion pictures were 
merely a spectacle and not one of 
the communications media. Came 
the Italian "The Miracle,” and the 
Supreme Court reversed its stand, 
handing down its landmark ruling 
which admitted the film, into the 
c ommunieations family and cloaked 
it with the protection of the" First 
and Fourteenth Amendments of 
tiie Constitution, guaranteeing 
freedom of expression.*- 

Since then, in a slow, grinding 
process, the foreign film has worn 
down a couple of censor boards 
and forced the curtailment of oth¬ 
ers. It has not been a joint ac¬ 
tion by the independents, but rath¬ 
er a series of Individual moves on 
the part of men like Jean Gold- 
vurm of Times Film, Edward L. 
Kingsley of Kingsley-International, 
and One or two others. 

The big Motion Picture Assn, of 
America keeps a weary eye out for 
the censors, and It’s been active 
behind , the scenes in attempts to 
Whittle down their power and, if 
possible, to put them out of busi¬ 
ness. Blit the brunt of the fight 
still has been carried by a couple 
Of the. Indies, and the battle really 
started with the late Joseph Bur¬ 
st vn, who was determined that his 
"Miracle” should be seen. It was 
banned by New York on the 

. grounds that it was "sacrilegious:” 
On the Ropes 

As a result of these various ac¬ 
tions, the censors have been crowd¬ 
ed and pushed against the ropes. 
But the main issue of film censor¬ 
ship is still alive, and the Supreme 
Court so far has steadfastly re¬ 
fused to rule that all pre-release 
censorship of films is unconstitu¬ 
tional. Instead, in a series of deci¬ 
sions, the Court has made it plain 
that censorship statutes must aban¬ 
don their concepts of moral and: 
immoral and, instead, must go by 
exacting definitions. 

Lawyers fear that the Court*? 
penchant for ruling on the "nar¬ 
row” issues, i.e., on the specific 
pictures rather than the constitu-, 
tio.nality of statutes as a whole, 
may prevent- any sweeping deci¬ 
sions in the near future. It Is 
evident that the High Tribunal 
doesn’t think the time is ripe to 
throw pre-release censorship over¬ 
board altogether. . 

The Phoenix Bit 
Also, the importer^ have found 

that, where they defeat censorship 
in one form in a given, place, it 
tends to pop up again to haunt 
them in different shape. In the 
city of Chicago, for Instance, 
where the functions of the censor 

.are under the jurisdiction Of the 
police, department, the bluepencil- 
lors have received some setbacks. 
"Game of Love”- was banned and, 
by order of the . Supreme Court, 
got a license. Yet, none so far has 
been able to attack the legal roots 
of the Chicago setup. 

There is an impression that pre¬ 
release censorship may never lose 
itsalegal base. On the other hand; 
the continuous onslaught: against* 
the censors in. the courts Is likely 
to whittle down the area of their 
operation and to put them increas¬ 
ingly on their mettle, knowing that 
they must justify their actions in 
the courts. 

But the state and local censors 
aren’t the only problems encoun¬ 
tered by the imports. They st;ll 
.uffer from the ratings of the Na¬ 
tional Legion of Decency, the 
Roman Catholic body, .and from 
the refusal of the industry's own 
Production Code to create a special 
and separate seal for imports. ’ 

Both the Legion and the Code 
loom more importantly In the for¬ 
eign film area since imports are 
trying to widen their commercial 
bookings. A "Condemned” rat¬ 
ing from the Legion nas little 
meaning in the "art” houses, but 
It can lose overseas release, 
bookings in the commercial situa¬ 
tions and particularly on the cir¬ 
cuits. Lack of * a Code seal also 
can be harmful though, in the in¬ 

stance of a bo. winner, the ab¬ 
sence of Code approval is less of 
a deterrent.. A picture like. “Grid 
Created \Voman,” without a seal 
and condemned by the Legion, has 
proven that, exhibitors aren’t eager 
to draw fine tines when .it comes 
to a film which . they know the pub¬ 
lic wants to see. 

Zurich’s ‘Poet’ Success 
Spotlights Swiss Surge 

Of O’Neill Productions 
Zurich, April 29. 

The. last two seasons ; have 
brought a production surge in the 
works of Eugene O'NeilL Previ¬ 
ously a; “neglected” U.S., author 
here, he has become a posthumous 
Swiss name, paralleling his popu-. 
larity on Broadway, the last few' sea-. 
sons. 

The local O’Neill cycle teed off 
in the fall of 1956 with the Schaus- 
pielhaiis’ initial Zurich productibn 
of "Desire Under The Elms:” It was 
followed by a guest stint by Ger¬ 
many’s Duesseldorfer Schauspiel- 
haus with "Long Day’s Journey 
Into Night,” .a sellout, starring 
Elisabeth Bergrier and Paul Hart¬ 
mann. 

In the same season, Stadtthea- 
tre Basle presented, for . the first 
time in Switzerland, “Moon for the 
Misbegotten:’? Only r e c e n fly, 
Stadttheafre' Berne produced an¬ 
other O’Neill first for this, coun¬ 
try, "Ah, Wilderness,” whilst the 
line legit production at Lucerne’s 
International Music Fest this fall 
will be “Mourning Becomes Elec- 
tra.” 

Latest example of this new trend 
is the Swiss preem of the posthu¬ 
mous "Touch of the Poet” at 
Schauspielhaus here. Tagged “Al¬ 
most a Poet:’ iii its German adapta¬ 
tion by Ursula and Oscar Fritz 
Schuh, play is a hit, \VTth generally 
excellent reviews. Direction by 
Kurt Hirschfeld is above par, and 
Caspar Neher’s single set rates, 
kudoes. 

Performances are of high calibre 
throughout, with special praise, due 
to Gustav Knuth as Maj. Melody, 
Margrit Winter and Maria Magdel- 
ena Thiesing as his respective wife 
and rebellious daughter, and Carl 
Kuhlmann as his old: comrade-in- 
arms. '. 

‘Annie* to Open Season 
At Buff’s Melody Fair 

Buffalo, May 6. 
"Annie Get Your Gun” will be 

the opening show this summer at 
Melody Fair, in suburban North 
Tonawanda. Other scheduled en¬ 
tries are “Silk Stockings,” "Sonp 
of Norway,” "Happy; Hunting, *, 
“Oklahoma” and.. "Boy Friend,” 1 
with a touring package of “Porgy 
and Bess” the closer 

The season hows July 5 and ex¬ 
tends through Sept: 14, with each 
show playing two:-weeks. 

Spain Sensitive About 
‘Naked Maja’ Influence 

On Monarchy’s Future 
Rome, May 6. 

A starting date, of May 12 has 
been set for Titarius* production of 
"The Naked Maja,” starring Ava 
Gardner and Anthony : Franciosa. 
Pic rolls, on that date at Rome’s 
Titanus Studios under direction of. 
Henry . Koster, with a $3,000,000 
budget allotted. , . 

Delay; in; start was mainly due to 
failure to date in securing shoot¬ 
ing permission from Spanish au¬ 
thorities, who ate apparently hesi¬ 
tant because of fear of what pic 
content may do to potential restora¬ 
tion of a monarchy in that coun¬ 
try, as well as for other reasons. 
No official denial of permission has 
occurred in Madrid, with Spani¬ 
ards^ instead using delaying tactics. 

On.the other hand, Titanus feels 
obligated to shoot at least part of 
the Spanish-iocaled Goya biopic in 
that country. Company is however 
prepared to lens it wholly in Italy, 
and to this effort has scouted loca¬ 
tions in Southern Italy as well , as 
biiilt extensive sets in Rome, 

Amedeo Nazzari, Gino Cervi, 
and Lea Padovarii . are latest cast 
additions on project, to be shot in 
Technirama. United Artists- will 
release in the U. S. and Canada, 
while Metro has the rest of the 
world market with exception of 
Italy, where Titanus handies own 
distribution. 

PONTI FILES TITLES 

Raises Expectations of New Activ¬ 
ity in Italy 

Rome, May 6. 
* In a surprise, move which may 
indicate that he has not, after all, 
abandoned plana to produce fea¬ 
tures in Italy, Carlo Ponti regis¬ 
tered two titles with the ANICA 

ki'tl e registration office. Two pro j- 
I ects are “Taras Bulba” and'“Ros- 
munda,” (Robert Aldrich has for 
some time been contemplating a 
production of “Bulba,” possibly 
with collaboration of Russia or an 
Eastern country.) .. 

It’s believed Ponti may use 
Roberto Rossellini as director of a 
planned film version of Alberto 
Moravia’s “La Ciocara,” in Which 
Anria Magnani and Sophia Loren 
would be starred. • Some months 
ago, Ponti and Rossellini discussed, 
this in Paris; 

: Among many new title registra¬ 
tions are “The Miracle” (Warners), 
“Angel or Demon?” (Rizzoli 
Prods ), and “Fra Diayolo” (Max¬ 
ima Film. 

Lux Film and Galatea have also 
disclosed a sequel to their success- 
fill . 4 'The Labors of Hercules” 
(which 20th is reportedly releasing 
in the USA). Follow-up, entitled 
“Hercules arid the Queen of Lidia” 
will likewise star Steve Reeves and 
Sylva Koscina^ Pic will be in East- 
mancolor and the widescreen 
Dyali-Scope system; 

Confident Biz Is Solid; ‘Fair Lady Hypo 
Londori April 29. 

There’s been a seasonal drop in 
record sales but according, to the 
experts it’s riot the end of the disk; 
boom. Official .figures. issued by 
the Board of Trade show a 12% 
drop , in February against the same 
month last year equal to about 800,-. 
000 platters. 

Despite this sharp down trend 
the trade has confidence that disk 
sales will rise again arid that this 
is not in indication that a landslide 
has started. There is, however; 
some feeling that sales may have 
reached their peak arid that a high 
level will. be maintairied. 

One disk wholesaler pointed out 
that at. this time last year there 
were several big-time stars whose 
rock ’n’ roll records .were selling 
by the millions'./ Today, however, 
many of these artists have faded 
into the background and there is 
every indication that the ballad is 
on the rise. 

The copyright on the music from 
“My Fair Lady” which comes to 
an end iri Britain at. midnight to¬ 
morrow (Wed.) ’ has been eagerly 
looked forward; to., by diskeries 
ever since heavy advance orders 
begari pouring in months back. Ad¬ 
vance orders, for the Philips LP, 
which features the original cast, 
already exceed 100,000/ When .the 
ban comes off 15 or so different 
recordings will hit the market and 
it’s expected - that the month of 
May will reach an alltime high in 
disk sales. May is usually orie of 
the slacker months. 

One explanation put forward for 
the more than average. drop in 
sales has been the rising popular¬ 
ity of 45rpm platters. Whilst sales 
of :this type of record are gradual¬ 
ly increasing the 78rpm’s have- 

been on the wane and the change¬ 
over seems to have effected sales. 
This coriversion to' 45rpm’s is indi¬ 
cated by the fact that although 
the total disk sales have dropped 
by 12% the value of manufac¬ 
turers, sales exclusive of purchase 
tax, wa$ only 2% below February j 
1957.* The trade is sure that the 
45rpm platters will, in a short 
space of time, replace the 78’s and 
figures will again rise steeply. ; 

During 1957, one of the biggest 
years iri record history, sales went 
down as low as 4,500,000 during 
June but built up steadily to hit 
at all-time high of 9*087,000 disks 
last January. Although the drop 
from this month to: February was 
about 30%, the February figure of' 
6,324,000 was still some 200,000 
more than recorded in March: of 
last year arid that was the time 
when rock ’n’ roll was riding high. 

MALAYANS TO MANILA 
FOR ASIA FILM FEST 

Singapore, . May 6. 
Run Run Shaw; local producer 

and a top exec in Shaw Bros. Ltd;, 
left last week for. Manila to at¬ 
tend.the South Hast Asian Film 
Festival. Accompanying: him on the 
trip were several members of his 
organization as well as Saloma, 
who stars in “Seal of Solomon.” 

Aside from “Solomon,” Run Run 
Shaw has three other films en¬ 
tered in the fesf These include 
“Doctor*” which deals with Malay¬ 
an social problems; “Curse of the 
Oily Man,” a melodrama; and 
“Diau Charn of Three Kingdoms,” 
starring Lin Dai. Latter, a: pro¬ 
ductibn of Shaw’s Hong Kong stu¬ 
dios, is in color.: * ;* v • 

Puerto Rico’s Tourist 
Trade to New Heights, 

1st Quarter Tops’57 
San Juan, April 29. 

While, other Caribbean resort 
areas have been hard hit with 
strikes (Nassau^, the deep freeze, 
(Florida) and revolt (Cuba), Puerto 
Rico has established new highs for 
tourist trade this year. Passenger 
arrivals here for the first quarter 
were at an alltime peak of 108,000, 
as compared with 97,000 in the 
same quarter last year. Hotel occu¬ 
pancy for February reached, 92,2%, 
of available spade. The 1957 figures 
were 88.5% for the same period. 

In the amusement industry, cov¬ 
ering film distributors, theatres, 
radio and tele, niteries, dance halls, 
poolrooms, ball clubs, golf clubs, 
orchestras, etc., there were 4,000 
reported employed in January or 
about the same as in 1957. 

In the advertising agency field, 
billings reported to the local gov¬ 
ernment totalled nearly $4,000,000 
as compared with about $3,000,000 
in 1957. A sizeable portion of this 
goes to tv and radio. Television 
actors have beep hurt by increased 
use of stateside canned shows, it's 
been estimated by some that per¬ 
haps 50% of local tv is now canned. 
Four years ago when tele first 
started, Telemundo had 93 'live 
shows; not the case now. 

Retail disk business is off. How¬ 
ever, this ’ had a phenomenal 
growth in 1957, with the U. S. 
Dept, of Commerce figure showing 
$780,000 in imports compared with 
$386,000 in 1956. Spleridid Inc., 
local RCA distrib and Vela Inc. are 

■the leading importers and distribu¬ 
tors. 

Cinema biz here ;has been 
smacked hard by tele. Rafael 
Cobian Sr.’s Commonwealth Man¬ 
agement Corp.* which in addition 
to his hotel, baseball and nitery 
interests, controls most of the pic¬ 
ture houses on the island, this year 
has . advertised .five of his 50 island 
theatres for sale, all' in the? San 
Juan area. 

See Anti-Monopoly Law 
In Queensland (Aussie’ 

Brisbane, April 29. 
Queensland State government 

has greenlighted the first reading 
of a bill to kill monopolies in the 
film industry. Bill is expected to 
become law. New bill forbids the 
transfer of a cinema license Within 
three years without the approval of 
the Films Commission; Bill also 
encourages building of theatres for 
those who have no substantial in¬ 
vestment in the film industry. 

Queensland law is aimed mainly 
at preventing the transfer of cin¬ 
ema licenses to U. S. distributor 
interests with a yen to expand their 
cinema holdings here. Some here 
feel the. Queensland plan may ex¬ 
pand to other states Down Under. 
Some Aussie politicos have been 
screaming about an “American oc¬ 
topus” strangling the Aussie pic 
biz, ’but nothing much* ever came 
pf.it ' ' V- •*-, *V ■' 

Beyreuth, April 29. 
The Richard Wagner Music Fes¬ 

tival, scheduled to take place here 
July 23 through Aug. 25 this year, 
has several important new “firsts’* 
under the auspices of the Wagner 
brothers, Wieland and Wolfgang, 
grandsons of the coiriposer. 

First of all, the tickets for the 26 
Wagnerian operas to be performed 
are already sold out, with ail the 
seats snapped up at an even earlier 
date this year than., in previous 
years. Among the reasons for the 
earlier booking of all the seats-this 
year, is that thousands more tour-, 
ists are due in Europe for the 
Brussels Fair and the Lourdes Reli¬ 
gious Festival, and some of these 
people are also planning to take 
in the updated operatic productions 
staged at the old opera house that 
Richard Wagner himself designed 
here. ' 

Another first for the Fest is use 
of French singers ; in the chorus, 
which formerly included only sing¬ 
ers from city opera houses through- 
out Germany. . 

With prices for the Bayreuth 
Fest Scaled from 25 to 45 German 
marks (about $6 to $11), a high 
for tjiis country, Wolfgang Wagner 
has admitted that the prices will 
probably have to be raised slightly 
for next year’s operas. Even 
though the events are sold out, 
ticket take is never enough to pay 
for the ultra-modern productions 
and the top cast of International 
singers’, and added funds have al¬ 
ways been required from a group 
called, the Society of the Friends 
of Bayreuth. . 

LUCERNE LENGTHENED 
FOR 20TH ANNI YEAR 

Lucerne, April 29. 
International Music Festival here, 

set for Aug. 13-Sept 10 (20th anni 
this year) has been extended from 
three to. four weeks for the occa¬ 
sion arid will a>o Include legit; 
performances at Stedttheatre with 
the late Eugene O’Neill’s “Mourn¬ 
ing Becomes Electra,” adapted to 
German by Marianne Wentzel and 
directed by theatre’s’ artistic man¬ 
ager, Walter Oberer, with sets by 
Hannes Meyer. Cast will include 
Maria Wirnmer, from Munich, Ju¬ 
dith Holzmeister, from Vienna, 
Leopold Biberti and Wolfgang 
Schwarz. 

Concerts will include 11 sym- 
phony and choir events, plus a 
chamber and organ music, piano 
and lieder recitals. Three orches¬ 
tras will be used: the Swiss Festi¬ 
val Orch, Beriiri Philharmonic and 
Philharmonia of England. 

British Transport Group 
Tough on French Poster 

London, April 29. 
The British Transport Commis¬ 

sion has rejected a poster advertis¬ 
ing a French film and won’t allow 
it tb .be shown in its subway sta¬ 
tions. The film, “La Garconne,’- 
deais with the theme of one wo¬ 
man’s Lesbian love for another. . 

A representative of the commis¬ 
sion pointed out that a film passed 
by the censor has little bearing on 
what is displayed on the stations, 
since people visit the cinema only 
if they wish to. But both children 
arid teenagers use the stations. 

The poster showed two women 
and carried the caption: 4‘The wp- 
rnan who lived and loved as a 
mail:” 

Crack Down on Oldie 
‘IOC’s’ Unvefled in U.S. 

Rome, April 29. 
. Italian film director Giorgio W. 
Chili revealed here that he had 
authorized Pararriount Films and 
Cecil B. DeMiffe to seize copies of:; 
his over 10-year-old film, “I Dieci 
Commandamenti” (The Ten Com-, 
mandments), which recently opened ' 
in the TJ. SI According to the di¬ 
rector, the pic has been illegally 
released, as the TJ. S. rights to the 
Italo-made item, which he had sold 
to a U. S. company, had long since 
expired. v 

Film, released by the Anna '• 
Careggio CoCp., bowed atrNew York v 
Cameo Theatre April 5. * 
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"Gradual’ Change of Function For 

Paris, May 6. 
Paramount and organized French 

theatreowners are at odds over 
terms for the film company’s “Ten 
Commandments/' Specifically, the 
Syndicate of French Film Exhibi¬ 
tors has served notice that Par’s 

- efforts to obtain rentals of up to 
70% (France’s legal maximum is 
50%) will be resisted. 

Par makes the point that the 
epic size of the aCecil B. DeMille 
production should warrant relaxa¬ 
tion of the standard ceiling. H. 
Klarsfeld. .head of the Company’s 
office here, further noted the 
heavy ad-pub expense being 
charged against the picture, said 
product of this type demands top 
money if the Industry is to con¬ 
tinue operation and added the ex¬ 
tra production effort and costs 
should cue upped contributions by 
exhibs. 

Adolphe Trichet, 'speaking for 
the SFFE, counters that Par will 
collect its proper payoff via upped 
admission scales in the 1,000 first- 
run theatres which provide about 
80% of a film’s total rentals in 
France. SFFE also feels that if a 
concession is made in the case of 
“Commandments” other distribs. 
both native and foreign,, will be¬ 
gin pressing for bigger rates on 
What they regard as bonanza pic¬ 
tures. 

Presently, Par is playing a 
dubbed version of the DeMille 
feature in its own house in Paris 
and has rented a Champs Elysees 
theatre for a run of a subtitled 
version. 

Rome, April 29. 
The future extension of: current 

“bilateral” film industry pacts to 
form “multilateral’ 'ones was hint¬ 
ed at in a speech by Nicola De- 
Pirro, . head of the Italian Enter¬ 
tainment office, regarding the ap¬ 
plication of the European Common 
Market principles to the Continen¬ 
tal film industries! . 

According to DePirro, such an 
international agreement (or Agree¬ 
ments) would achieve its unifica¬ 
tion purpose much sooner than the 
previously considered scheme, in¬ 
volving equalization of film legis¬ 
lations in various countries. Lat¬ 
ter idea encountered strong Ger¬ 
man opposition because of that 
country's free trade principles. A 
French delegation is currently here 
to discuss, Franco-Italian pic rela¬ 
tions. 

Italo show biz official also hinted 
that because of the ECM plan for 
free circulation of capital within 
the community countries, a revb 
sion of current Italian film credit 
principles appeared imminent. 

Another step towards applica¬ 
tion of ECM tenets by the Italo 
film , industry was announced by 
State Undersecretary for Entertain¬ 
ment Raff aele Resta, Who said he 
plans to-set up a commission spe¬ 
cifically charged with finding a 
Solution to local industry problems 
vs. the Common Mart idea. 

A*k Brit Natl Film Week 
London, April 29. 

The Film Industry Publicity Cir¬ 
cle proposed a National Film Wdek 
to the Kinematograph Renters Sen 
ciety. The Idea which stemmed 
from Mary Dipper, publicity chief 
of Independent Film Distributors, 
would be to try for the release of 
special films. Extensive personal ap¬ 
pearance arrangements would be 
made with the cooperation of 
America and the Continent. 

The FIPC believes that such a 
week would be- a stunt in which 
every exhibitor in the countiy 
could participate and that the stim¬ 
ulation of public interest would 
have far-reaching, long-term re¬ 
sults. 

20th-Fox Puts ‘lions’ 
On Concurrent Dates 

: London, April 29. 
The 20th-Fox policy of putting 

top product Into extended selected 
release dates concurrently with 
the West End preem is to be con¬ 
tinued with “The Young Ljons.” 
The pic opened at the Carlton last 
Thursday (24) and went oil release 
in the London suburbs yesterday 
(Mon), 

. The policy announced last year 
by James F. Pattinson, company’s 
topper in Britain, was Inaugurated 
with “A Farewell to Arms.”' Nabe 
theatres which take the film must 
hold it for a minimum of two 
weeks. . 

Dublin. May 6. 
Ardmore Studios at Bray, which; 

went into action last: week with 
Fielder Cook directing Arthur 
Kennedy in “Home Is the Hero,*' 
may be facing labor snags In next 
few weeks. British-based Assn, of 
Cine and Television Technicians 
has established right to organize 
.technical crews, but Irish are 
claiming they are not getting a fair 
share .of the Jobs and- that ACTT 
plans to dominate set-up. 

Irish Transport and General 
Workers' Union, whose Cinema and 
Theatres Branch covers projection- ] 
ists and all staffs in cinemas. Is 
opposed to strong position held by; 
British Union, but unless ACTT 
does provide technical crews pic¬ 
tures will not qualify for British 
Quota. " _ .. 

Second row concerns two Irish 
Unions, one claiming that its mem¬ 
bers are being barred from build¬ 
ing construction crews. . 

Germans Swamped With 
Woes Setting Brussels 

Fair Operatic Lineup 
Frankfurt, April 29. 

Just as the-v Americans have been 
beset with financial and talent 
troubles in putting up a good en¬ 
tertainment front, against the Iron 
Curtain at the Brussels World’* 
Fair, the German government Is 
faced with the same problems. Lat¬ 
est flareup in the German enter¬ 
tainment plans for the Brussels 
Fair copies from Wieland ind 
Wolfgang Wagner, who have been 
Staging thie highly successful 
modernized operas at the annual 
Wagner Festival ini Bayreuth. 

Germany had planned just three 
big productions to present at Brus¬ 
sels against the 42 presently in the 
offing, fromvthe Russians—a con¬ 
cert by the "Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra, a play and an opera 
from the Wagner Festival in Bay¬ 
reuth, ' 

The Wagner brothers, to keep 
the costs down, suggested the 
opera, “Tristan,” which does, not 
call for a large chorus. When they 
were invited through the German 
Embassy n Belgium to . appear at 
the Brussels Fair, they wrote the 
falr officiais with an itemized bill 
telling what such an opera would 
cost. The fair officials responded 
with the intimation that they had 
not expected to pay anything for 
the performance. Also that “Tris¬ 
tan” is too sad. 

Now, say tfie /WTaghers, since they ( 
have had no further word, it is too1 
late to plan a special Brussels ap¬ 
pearance of this, or any other, 
opera from the Wagnerian cycle at- 
Bayreuth. And although the Brus¬ 
sels fair publicity has announced 
that “the Bayreuth group’* will ap¬ 
pear, Wolfgang and Wieldan say 
they're in no .position' to under-j 
write the perforihance. I 

i 
By DON FR1FIELD 

Taipei! April 29. 
No Hollywood, not even' a Cine- 

cltta. Is Taiwan’s one-studio private 
feature motion picture Industry lo¬ 
cated in Taichung,: 100 miles south 
of Taipei, capital of Free China, 
the former Formosa. The Central. 
Motion. Picture Corp. looks to 
American eyes like a pleasant 
lodge on a medium sized estate, 
where everyone on the grounds 
seems to have a zestful interest in 
photography. ' 

Occasionally an ox-drawn cart 
brings lumber for sets or a pile of 
leaves to be blown by a. large fan 
to indicate autumn m a scene. Or 
a workman will come holding two 
gOese by the necks—to evoke pas¬ 
toral feelings in the scene under 
production. 

The bright sun of central Tai¬ 
wan Is more dependable this time 
of the year than It is farther north 
in the Taipei area. Outside light¬ 
ing depends on the sun plus a few 
reflectors, but inside either of the 
two studios regular: motion picture 
lighting is used. Only one picture 
is shot at a time, since there are 
but two Mitchell cameras available: 
Sound is tape-recorded these days 
rather than taken, up directly on 
the sound film in the camera. Film 
processing, until lately done by 
hand,, is now automatic. 

Advice, Not Money 
Charles Kruse, information of¬ 

ficer of the International Coopera¬ 
tion Administration, is adviser to 
the Taiwan motion picture indus¬ 
try^ Kruse, 56, who has had his 
own commercial film company in 
the U.S. is calmly optimistic on 
the future of the film business in 
Taiwan. He took time off from run¬ 
ning the recorder during a shoot¬ 
ing sequence1 to . voice this confi¬ 
dence. “This company la owned by 
the Kuomintang, the government 
party. Production up to now has. 
been largely; patriotic pictures 
each with a message. Now they’re 
beginning to turn out pictures on 
more everyday themes.” 

C. P. Wu, general secretary of 
the company, and truly Chinese in 
his polite but earnest frankness. 
I asked him, “Have. you. produced 
any movies that would be good fQi¬ 
an international market, apart 
from southeast Asia?” “No,” he re¬ 
plied, “but we have hopes—and 
•plans.” .. 

Wu; .42, is a native of Sochow, 
near Shanghai. Like other founders 
of the company and its actors and 
producers, he is a refugee from the 
mainland. Of the 13 films com- 
pleted since early 1956, six have 
been In the Mandarin language,, 
the national tongue understood by 
all Chinese, and seven in Taiwan¬ 
ese, a sub-dialect of the mainland 
Chinese province of Fukien, ances¬ 
tral home of the people of Taiwan. 
The latter are products of the is¬ 
land’s independent producers, who 
use the facilities of the Central 
Motion Picture Corp. Distribution 
outside Tawain of all these films 
is limited, so far, to the countries 
of southeast Asia—Vietnam, Thai¬ 
land, Burma, Malaya, Singapore, 
the Philippines—that have a size¬ 
able .Chinese population. 

. Up By Bootstraps 
To broaden this market, WU re¬ 

ports, the company is soliciting all 
the advice and information it can 
on the latest techniques. Three 
cameramen are in Japan for a six- 

| month period, one is at the U. of 
I Indiana 'in States, and letters are 
enroute to several-Hollywood stu- 
.dios to seek advice. 

Central has 70. performers and 
200 other employees. There is an 
absolute minimum of equipment, 
some of it old beaten up stuff sal¬ 
vaged from Shanghai before the 
Communists took over..' 

A: top star here may get as m uch 
as $1,500 per picture, but script 
writers often get the samp amount 

.and have been known; on rare oc¬ 
casions, to earn twice that fee. Sup¬ 
porting actors get from $150 to 
$300 per picture. But these are 
high prices for Taiwan. 

, “We cut costs even further,” Wu 
[ (Continued on page 12) 
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Filipino Director Set 
For Singapore Feature 

Singapore, April 29. 
Luinberto Avellana, Filipino di¬ 

rector who was named “best direc¬ 
tor” at last year’s South East Asian 
.Film. Festival, , arrived here last 
week to make “Sergeant Hassan-’ 
for Shaw Bros.’ Malay Film Pro¬ 
ductions. Title role will be por¬ 
trayed by P. Ramlee. 

; Screenplayed by Ralph Modder, 
script relates the story, of a Malay 
soldier who escaped, from the 
Japanese during the last war. The 
Shaws have arranged with the Ar¬ 
my for use of the Federation Regi¬ 
ment In the film. Shooting will be 
done on ^location at Port Dickson, 
on the Malayan west coast. . 

Buenos Aires, April 29. ~ 
With: the transfer of power from 

the provisional “revolutionary” 
government to President Aram bu¬ 
rn (known to foreign corre¬ 
spondents as the Champion of Free 
Speech* theatres are brightening 
up their bills hoping for business 
as good as during Easter period 
\vheh 150.000 tourists hit town 
from nearby republics and prov¬ 
inces. 

Legit actors feel that the Aranv 
bur.u support, of a theatre law has 
given a fillip to their medium and 
are competing to get Municipal 
concessions for open-air theatres. 
“Teatro del Caminlto” in the Boca 
this summer held 134 open-air per¬ 
formances of a Carlo Goldoni play, 
with a total gross of $25,000. Im¬ 
presarios are therefore reconvert¬ 
ing the Sulpacha and Porteno film- 
theatres to legit operation. Fran¬ 
cisco Petrone has an 800rseat Cir¬ 
cus Theatre, designed by German 
Gelpi. going up on the Plaza Mis¬ 
erere (iiuthe West of B. A.). wlrch 
will be open in June with Agustin 
Cuzzani’s “A Pound of Meat” pro¬ 
duced 2 years ago by a leftist Lit¬ 
tle Theatre Group.. Top admission 
will be 30c for adults and 10c for 
juves (just double the cost, of a 
film), and the $240 top gross is Un¬ 
likely to yield much for a 60 player 
cast, plus fourrslx. man orchestra. 

Margarita Xirgu is over from 
Urugauy to direct Federico- Garcia 
Lorca’s “House of Bernarda Alba” 
ail the National (Cervantes). 1 

Germain Ziclis is abandoning low1 
comedy and writing a musieal for 
production at the Comlco, after 
Lola Membrives’ session. Tango 
king Juan D’Arienzo is writing the 
scored which seems to be an imita¬ 
tion of the Carcavallo-Canaro- 
Peiav “Tangolandfa.” 

Rehearsals are proceeding at the 
Ateneo of . Alejandro Casona’s 
adaptation of Peter Ustinov’s “Love 
of 4. Colonels” by the Campoy- 
Cibrian Company. 

Cheesecake producers have made 
a “gentlemen's agreement” not to 
outbid each other for comedy 
talent, in an effort to Curb fantastic 
demands. The Maipo cheesecake 
show already has to cope with a 
monthly wage-bill of $2,250 for 
Alicia Marquez, $2,000 for Nelida 
Roca. $1,750 for Fanny Navarro 
and $250 for (beginner) Ethel Rojo. 

Alberto Gonzalez of the Maipo, 
now in Madrid, has had rumors 
spread that he booked Carmen Se- 
Vilia, Lola Flores and Sarita^ Mon- 
tiel (of “El Ultimo Cuple”) for 30- 
day stints in Buenos Aires this sea¬ 
son. Concerning Monti el. t he re¬ 
port is received with disbelief, al- 

. though Gonzales’ 'brother-in-law, 
Luis Amadori,. is currently "direct-, 

j.lng he? in Spain. 

. John Rosenfield* dean of south- 
western film critics, . • getting 

: around, on crutches, having broken 
i his left ankle. He’s former amuse- 
I irneht editor of the Dallas Morning 
I News. 

French Film Office in New York 
should, gradually, take oh the true 
functions of a producer’s repre¬ 
sentative for . the French product* 
Jean-Paui Guibert, head of France’s 
Intermondia production outfit, said 
in N Y. last week. 

Guibert said a check on various 
of the U.S. independent distributor 
activities: was needed, and he spe¬ 
cifically mentioned questions of 
prints and advertising. At the same 
time, he did not think it wras either 
feasible or necessary to tell the 
indies how to sell their pictures. 

French producer wras in the 
States to make a deal for his lat¬ 
est, “Maigret,” which now has 
been acquired by Ilya Lopert, 
Guibert in the past has worked 
with the J. Arthur Rank Organi¬ 
zation, which has had first call bit 
his. films for overseas. In fact. 
Rank Film Distributors of Amer¬ 
ica is releasing his “Retour de 
Manivelle”. in the U. S, On “Mai¬ 
gret,” Guibert was free to make 
his own deal and he is making his 
next picture, “Les Grand Families,” 
on his own and with George Lou- 
reau. 

Guibert said the French market 
for French product is, up, but not . 
anywhere near as much as the rise 
in production costs, so that the for¬ 
eign market revenue is becoming 
more important!than ever. 

Asked how he felt about Indie 
concerns ‘regarding the French 
tendency to romance the major 
companies (and in fact to try and 
force them to take some French 
films for distribution), Guibert said 
he could see nothing wrong with 
this. “After all. we aire in .busi¬ 
ness to get the best deals,” he 
shrugged,. 

. Advent of the common market 
in Europe isn’t going to change 
things substantially for the French 
industry, Guibert held. “In a sense* 
we already have the common mar¬ 
ket. We coproduce with Italy and 
Germany all the time. It's mostly a 
license problem,” he said. He 
agreed that, if anyone was likely 
to get hurt via the CM it'd lie the 
Americans. 

German Theatre 

Mannheim, April 29. 
The German theatre, which 

boasts the oldest history In the 
country, has come up with an un¬ 
usual, new twist in the use of tele¬ 
vision. The Mannheim National 
Theatre has installed large televi¬ 
sion screens for use backstage. 
These screens, placed on either side 
of the singers on stage and mounted 
for the chorus backstage, are used 
to give musical cues during the 
performance of operas. The screens 
reproduce the directions of the 
operatic conductor, and make it 
possible for the singers and chorus 
to move around freely without 
keeping their eyes glued on the 
conductor. . 

The three-century old theatre 
also has other startling innovations 
that make it among the most mod¬ 
ern in Europe. Renovated in 1951, 
it has such up-to-the-minute im¬ 
provements as seats that can be 
turned to follow action on three 
sides of the room, the most modern 
lighting system in the world, the 
broadest stage in Europe, and, of 
course, its own tele filming sys¬ 
tem to direct the performers. 

The theatre actually comprises 
two parts, the Grosses Haus which 
is used for ballet and opera, and 
the Kleines Haus where dramas 
are given. The automatic lighting 
system in the Grosses Haus has 
been so simplified that all. the 
lighting for a. lengthy opera can 
be controlled by one man. The 
$3,500,000 double theatre has its 
two stages separated by an iron 
curtain, so that performances can 
be carried on simultaneously in 
both houses; and no sounds over¬ 
lap; 
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(In connection with the 
story which follows, Robert 
Schnitzer at ANTA in N. Y. 
points out that talent is se¬ 
lected by a series of panels* 
in which he has. no vote. Miss . 
Dunham applied and was 
voted down over a year ago. 
Ed.) 

By DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo, April 29. 

. . . IU AU paiuuuiaiijr uuaiiu. unv DUUCU1C . >107, *uauuu*v . 
partment sponsorship, as adrnims- j ^ „This WQuld -erve to.further fly”.(20) and .“Rigbletto” (21), 
tered by American National The- i the t,asic an(i not superficial rela- Luis Ferre, local magnate, will 
atre Academy iANTA;. ; t'onships necessary: between the pickup deficit if ^ny. 

Miss Dunham told Variety she U. S. Government, and such areas : ' ————— ' 
believes the time is now ripe for and give further evidence to the . _ 
the State Dept, to start picking up fact that America fosters repre- fcrOS rllmS OtaTt 
some of the tabs for her company sentation of, its dark - skinned On Riovpqt Program 
which has played 38 countries in , people on the same general and V« 
the last 10 years of its 20-year, ex- selective level as other bodies of . . London, May, t>. 
istence—-aU under its own steam J its population.” fo . ; The bi|g^t-evcr.production;ipr^ 

being appropriated by Goldwyn’s many silent partners. 

[ A Weather-Made Hero 

/• 7 I Then in one of the earliest of the early cabals Goldwyn was fired 

Films Start j from Goldwyn and succeeded by Joseph Godsal, distinguished even in 
Qjl lJj^irest Program those prehistoric days for his unlimited capacity; After ascertaining 

- ' v l? that no one in the field was getting away with any of his money he 
London, Maj; p. summoned me to New York and asked me what I would now like to 

lion expenses, relief from corpora- ' several occasions she .has . Mnct <»vni>hsrvp venture, mu. na»c >u. uuuciawiiu puum, waic —a miujjic apaiEumciit 
tion taxes and at least a partial |>roached N. Y. general manager P^""ea- ^°sl-rxP,P : , ^ on which I have been working with limited success, ever since, 

guarantee against fosses so the (for ANTA)»Robert C. Schnitzer nreerri it the Carlton Godsal, like every other producer at that time, was acquiring thea- 
company can bc_ unburdened of for aid. On the first.such occasion, ' . . “a Ouestioii of Adul- tres just as fast as his rapidly fading bank account would permit. He 
some of its financial pressures and in December, 1955, she received a wv” is set for a dual West End sent me to Chicago where he had just purchased a highly unprofitable 
be freely able to continue to rep- response suggesting that a South n p »ncf Af ; rameo-Polv and circuit. There a second catastrophe overtook me; We ran into a cold. 

that no one in the field was getting away with any of his money he 
. : , . . ■ London, Maj o-^ I summoned me to New York and asked me what I would now like to 
The ;biggest-evcr pimductioivp^- do -n the motion picture business. I told him than wanted to make 
am to be launched by_Ero . .. ipictures. “An excellent idea,” he said, “but before you can do so you 

jstcuee—^ciu UUUL1 IW ‘. •: ..r • .; ± \ Vilmc uu 411C Uiuuuu j-TAA.tuj.cr uusiiicsa. A turn ami null a 
She is asking for all transporta-I Miss Dunham related that oh |'gram to^^be Jauncnea py_Jbro .. ipictures. “An excellent idea,” he said, “but before you 

- - - i - 1 is now under way with. 14 films i .. . . . . ... 
Will have to learn to understand public taste”—a simple assignment 

success, ever since. 

De rreeiy aDie iq conunue u iep- response suggesting mat a aouin Q *n at the Cameo-Poly and circuit. There a second catastrophe overtook me; We ran into a cold, 
resent America to the worm; American tour might be worked Cameo-Royal juiy il. “A Cry rainy: summer during which any theatre regardless of how badly it was 

Citing the increased difficulties out. . From the Streets’’ also has been booked or operated could not help making money. Promptly the circuit 
of international touring with a ”But,” Miss Dunham contends, completed and will preem this fall, emerged from the red and I emerged from obscurity. I was labelled ' 
company of 36 and 15 tons of «vve had just returned from iphe Eros program also in- the boy w’onder of the exhibition business, and spent the next three 
equipment, Miss Dunham said that 0Ur second extended tour of South dudes ‘‘Grip of the Strangler” years of my life operating theatres for the greater glory of God, God- 
heretofore she has had to assume America arid I felt a return to that whh Boris Karloff; “The Giant sal and Goldwyn pictures. 
complete responsibility ^_ oi: ier area at that time would have been Behemoth.” 4‘The Strange iybrld,” In the course of my adventures I became acquainted with a real boy 

° SCh*, ai«n rpfprrp-fl to devastating- “Woman Eater/’ “Qat and Mouse,^ wonder, Sam Katz. Sam brought me back East with him and guess what 
rticadvantaiTP- In another instance of appeal, “The Fiend Without^ Faqe^ asked me: What I wanted to do. in the motion picture business. I 

nroMpms of currenev exclnnce 1 S^hnitzer offered the "response or “Stormy Crossing” and Touch It told him that I wished to become a producer. “No reason why you 

c o m p a n y * s transportation and devastating.” 
maintenance. She also referred to 
,, » j ■ -j i In another instance of appeal, 
the complicated and d.sadvantage- s.hnltzer 0„erefl the Vresponse or "Storm 
ous problems oi currency exchange : e|cuse,. that the Duhham company Light," 
and of taxation, having been of staee c 

from, a recent West End shpuldn’t,” he replied, “but first you’d better become acquainted with 
a I was largely composed of foreign j'stage comedy,^^ fJ.:S-deals already the devious practices known as motion picture publicity/* So be cut 

charged rvith dual taxation bn »c- | ^not repre 

casion. ■ . > sehtative of American culture. . I 

^ ' Mis* Dunham refutes this bn lnm said, "The individuals and the ■ . . • ..Ti 
Katherine Dunham Theatre Pro- ; ^0 ^JSe made for any 
ductions Inc. are being continuous- an ^nal>sls were maae ot any 
i.i cnhToni tit il r nnpmnlnvrnpnt dance company, I am not positive 

Metro. Astor Films will release 
“Woman Eater.” 

ly subject to U. S. unemployment 
fund payments without being able that all would be lOO’fo of Ameri- 

*. demanding payment of unemploy- , ^"lencans^un ? »ma:1 eie“ 
ment insurance and social security ’ m<?nt .of pther nationalities neces- 
for manv venrs that we worked out- { sary; for the artistic structure of 
side of the U. S; with.no consider- I ^at part oE our^program which. 
alion to whether the local govern-! deals .'vith Caribbean and Latin 
ments collected the same or not.. j American material. 

Black Market Dollars 1 Reflecting further on Schnitzels 
,T. n * responses. Miss Dunham mused, “I 

And,” M ss Dunham com-, „ 
plained, "the American Govern-J “"L,1?*1 
ment continues to., tax the com- :.muri alto^heg rgason. 
pany income in dollars which in j Pride 
many countries can only be bought ; In arguing for State Dept, as- 

al^sf^orjM™—plX mV salary and promoted me to head of Paramount’s advertising and 
add ‘Fiend will go out tnrougn exploitation department. Again I was out of luck. Paramount had just 
Metro. Astor Films win release acquired Some of its. most luminous stars, Gary Cooper, Marlene 
“Woman Eater. Dietrich, Mae West, Maurice Chevalier. We had a succession of su- 
——perb pictures, business boomed and everyone agreed that Mayer had 

_ m , an innate flair for publicity. So I remained an advertising man for the Non-Red Ifhin6&9 next three years. 

==i continued from page u ___ [ Plunged Into Importing | 

says, “by shooting a scene no more • .■' _ , ,, , , ... ,, ' , _. . . ' 
fhan nnrp if .at all Dossible Re- One fine day another cabal with the Improved efficiency of modern 
takes are expensive ” poss °^’ times threw Katz to the wolves—or rather to the M.G.M. lioii. What 

F t e Needs was worse I got fired also. In desperation 1 acquired a theatre of 
r uiure eeas^ my own where I specialized in playing the worst pictures that other 

JrSnfS’Mon-Red ciiineu 
be ours were we employed in the ; regarding bur company, this .= Continued from, page 11 = 

Vnited States. We are now being i "as a. gross miscalculation My says,.“by shooting a scene no more 
penalized in a tax crisis with the • company has always been at least than once if at all possible. Re- 
American Government which is [three-quarters composed of native -takes'are expensive/* 
demanding payment of unemploy-. Amencans with only a sma.l ele-. Future Needs 
mon, ifxcnr'inr.n Tind «;prnritv: mont of other nationalities neces- . x c . * . Future. Needs 

sary for the artistic structure of Star ^performers include Miss men Could produce and did so well in the process that I was able to 
that part of our program which. Cheng Yen-ven, who specializes m pay the losses incurred in importing the best foreign films which Ital- 
deals with Caribbean and -Latin matronly rolls. Won ap Asia Festi- ians arid Frenchmen were making. 

American material.” My creative itch, however, remained unsatisfied. I still Wanted to 
Reflecting further on. Schnitzeris Pf. «,■ ,1^ MlL Chane pictures. The only trouble wras that while other potential pro¬ 

responses, Miss Dunham mused, “I ;Lhi wpn Ton? chine Wane Queers were having trouble getting second money I could not even get 
am beginning to suspect there chune Tsin Lee Kunfi Chuang 35 first- And so it went on until one day almost a year ago I lunched with 
must be another reason.” “weighs 300 pounds 'a comwiian* my good friend Barney Balaban. Over his'favorite bowl of chop suey. 

Pride naturally” All are refugees from Barney admonished me. “Arthur,” he said, “you seem to me strangely 

| American material.” 

! Reflecting further on. Sclmitzer’s 
‘responses. Miss Dunham mused, “I 
! am beginning to suspect there 
must be another reason.” 

1 Pride 
many countries can only be bought ; In arguing for State Dept, as- the mainland/ lacking in initiative. You have^ been in the motion picture business 
on the black market and in in-, sistance> she said her company Of recent movies, “Sunny Years,” all your hfe. You have imported films, distributed them, exhibited 
stances of countries which; had no “has given a certain pride to the is .the tale of parents with ^ra; even written books about them. Why m the world have you ney- 
oflicial exchange rate at the tifoe, American Negro in presenting his two good children and two probr or wanted to make them. 
at costs do uble the amount we lore and. himself with dignity and lem children, who all : become ———-— --„ _ _ _ . -" ' ’ .———7 

were receiving. - cultural values. We made attrac- good after a series of con- | , Up With the ErfelwciSB ■ [ 
“So to satisfy the records of our , tive for general consumption the tretemps: Cafe brawls, money prob- ^ ^ 

7T Q a^niintanf. Af navnVpntc tn thing which has been avoided btn lems. sibling rivalry, and other con- Fade out, fade in. I am on a mountain side, 12,000 feet above sea lev-. 

were receiving. • cultural values. We made attrac- 
“So to satisfy the records of bur . tlve for general consumption the tretemps: Cafe braWIs, mpney.prob- ^ ^ . . *. ^ ••••• 

V S accountant- of pavments to thing which has been avoided be^ lems,. sibling rivalry, and other con- Fade out, fade in. I am on a mountain side, 12,000 feet above sea lev- 
the American Government I have cause it had always had a bur- flicts. “Terminal Bound” is an el. The air is so rarified that every time I take a step through the waist 
been forced to spend manv years ; lesque element,” she affirmed. . Oriental “Wayward Bus,” wherein deep snow I think it will be my.last. My feet are frozen and if I were 
buving black market dollars and ! Regarding the infrequency of a bus gets stalled on the highway, not safely .roped to the intrepid and indomitable director, Burt Bala- 
then figuring out how to get them ’ her U. S. appearances Miss Dun- the characters of the passengers ban, as well as two Swiss guides, the force of the. gale would blow me 
to America foam commented “FnV the foa<it and nearby townspeople emerge, over the^^precipice onto the glacier far below me. There are 30 of\us m 

“Another wav I have attempted eight year's we have been able to love bfoonis, the highway depart- the party including such stars as John Derek and Elaine Stewart, four 
to ^ finally- lat the end of the English-periormers (virile, masculine lads, quite a rarity over here), 
Dunham PXolained “was to aDuear ca because of the cost of upkeep Plcture) comes to clear the road, and 25 technicians who are prepared to take any risks or suffer any 
at Las Vegas, -clubs ..and othe? bis-'and union scales. I Would gladly an^ after f^t-fights, : deatti .by hardships as long as tea is served to them at 9.30 fn the morning and 
tme in thp IT r tn parn dollars to aoDear more freauentlv: but have drowning, and robbery, all the .3.30 in the afternoon. The name of the picture, and who am I not. to . trns in the IT R to earn dollars to aopear more freauentlv but have arowmng, ana rpoDery, au vne a.au in me anernoon. rne name 01 me picture, ana who am 1 not 10 
tty to catch- up with the increas-‘ absolutely no reserve for the W P^sengers come to realize the im- mention it, is “HIGH-HELL ” and we are really having a High Hell of 
ingiyo«t-of-hand situation." I duction tt-hict is dsmanded on POrt^ mutual “sistance and a time. (Picture « now m rclease.-Ed.! 

Asked about her personal earn- j Broadway." ; “"what of the future''Wu disdains Theje is a story, that a producer once said that first you have to get 
Inoc Miss Diinhnm resnonded “In Overseas Miss Dunham has « Vr 1 ",lur^e- aisaams a g00(j storyj then a good treatment, a good director and a good cast 

these*20 years my chief interest | struggled to maintain D. S. union ge°t^ttiat wefoe^competing1 vvith^.‘andeYen tbe"you j”?17themucou?of a^obdpicture. What he surely 

has been Jn the investment and up- ; standards even in countries, rvhke Chinese films from the Communist “2"^ "nyredient^f0?suecessftil5,fiImVOily^^^urstdbe0pVoMrlyUseMoned 
keep of the company and the main- the going rates were as low. as one- mainland much more exnensivp £ePlea ragredients of a successiui film tney must De properly seasonea 
tenance Pf a non-profit school in fourth of .that scale. “Impresarios S-oductfons than oS?s dfstrifouted ?-efore they can a d?fh Actable enough for. public consump- 
New York. Most of the time • in those areas cannot pay Ameri- ta^Eutop” throighThe Soviet d“ ^ *h*"f*v 
personal salary in my case or in can scale wages" she said. sug. Sbuthm^svSem^Butwe're lSbo?- adversity all mwedwith a httie luck and a lot of work. Picture mak- 
the case of my husband. John yesting that AGVA, Equity and' in? ’to^ improve the^Equality of our in?’ l>>e 6en>us, not to mention theatre operation, consists of l^.m- 
Pratt, who is designer for the com- JAGMA advise their members work- own films We've sent some color s»lratlon and ®»% perspiration, even on a mountain top. 
pany, just does not make sense.” iing outside, of the U. S. to reset footage to Japan for processing What have I learnt in my first weeks as a producer? That it’s harder. 

Helps U. S. Propaganda [ expectations and base them on lo- afid hope to begin color production (as wel1 as more^fun) to make a picture on location than to run a thea- 
Miss Dunham how creating in : cal seating capacities and ticket this year, perhaps: in one of the tra at Broadway and 42 Street; that it’s more hazardous to predict to- 

tlle literary field plans to resume \ Prices so an indie company such widescreen procesSes.’r morrow’s shooting schedule than tomorrow’s receipts, and that the 
W world touring when she com- I as the Dunham company could ad- v America’s Kruse adds, “These camera is even more dependent on propitious weather than the box- 
uer worm lUUUllg Wlicil SllC vwm _V . nffine. r. *„**„**. neWnll.r nlonhnJ tnr. fho malHntf AP thp 

choreography derived from Negro State Department has given us no producers and technicians in /such ery moment of the .working day, but that human beings whether grips 
cultures is in a unique position to I recognition whatsoever- and \ is a way that they can teach what I pr ushers will invariably respond to courageous, inspiring leadership; 
clear the air. of misunderstanding! becoming-increasingly difficult for they foarn to others. . When we that there is no substitute for the indefinable instinct we call show- 
that now prevails in foreign areas? me in giving interviews to cannv teach the teachers, the Free Chin-, manship, whether it is the Showmanship involved in planning an ad 
regarding the American Negro. • ! press people to cover up for what ese film industry 'will he in a posi- that entices people into wanting to see a picture or a piece of action 

She commented that in addition: could look like discrimination to tion. to make pictures, of interna- that makes them enjoy a picture when-they see it. Above nil I have 
to its artistic merits, the volumes j the rest of the World.” j tiohal interest.” • J learnt how little I know and’'thfit. is surely the beginning bf ivtsdom. 
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Read The Book-See The Film DISTRIB5 AGAIN UA Theatres Eyes 100% Control 
;; cffK ‘DIQPI AY’ Of Metropolitan Chain; RKO, 

utfit states it’s hitting a new high iii rniblishinn books tied in : ULLIi UltJI Lfl I 

The public’s "read the book—see the movie” habit is growing, 
according to New American Library, which publishes the Signet 
paperbacks. 

Outfit states it’s hitting a new high in publishing books tied in 
with the release of picture versions this month as five .new ones go 
on the market. Lineup comprises “Long Hot Summer,” “Desire 
Under the Elms/’, “Yourig Lions,” “Marjorie Morningstar” and 
“Cry Terror.” 

All five have jackets carrying; stills from the theatrical pro¬ 
ductions and, in addition, “Hot Summer” and “Elms” have inserts 
of film scenes. •. 

.. _By HY HOLLINGER 

The. policy, much-heralded sev- 
With 18%, Contests Merger 

eral months ago of opening pic- | —--1-——--■♦United Arfists Theatres is aiming 
hires in the neighborhood and sub- ; - _ CIIAmn i enin at total ownership of Metropolitan 

ta^an^ut“foStten It U SETS SHOWCASING IPlaaliouses in which it now has a 
nave ail duc Deen ior^otten. it - (60% interest. Expanded status is 

seems that the distributors are FOR CHICAGO & N Y iP“* and parcel of the consolida- 
again seeking downtown showcas- 'lUV .UUUIW « fl. 1. • tion p!an of Skouras and Rand. 
mg before sending the pictures Universal has concluded a four-! force chains whieh nmt- nnorato 

Creates New Spirit of Optimism 
Although the summer season is*’ 

several months away,. theatremen 

are optimistic, about the boxoffiee 

results on the basis of a feeling 

that there will be “better mer¬ 

chandise and more popular-type 

pictures” available. 

There may be a dearth of the 

giant blockbusters, hut it’s felt that 

these pix Won’t be necessary in .. 

light of the calibre of the product 

that is aimed for the teenage, film- 

goers who are expected to flock 
to the theatres and, drive-ins dur¬ 
ing the summer vacation stanza. . . 

In addition, it’s noted. that the 

distributors have wisely shifted.. 
some of the blockbusters to the so- 
called orphan periods when the 
big pictures will be. necessary to 
maintain the public’s interest in 
film-going. 

According to Edward L. Hyman, 
v.p. of American Broadcasting- 
Paramount Theatres . and chief 
spokesman for an. Orderly release 
of product throughout the year, 
there’s nothing to worry about dur¬ 
ing July and August. “We'll have 
excellent merchandise for that 
time,” he declared. 

Hyman also anticipated an Im¬ 
provement in the films that will he 
available., during May and June; 
His main objective is to receive 
assurance from the film companies 
that they will make.available their: 
biggest pictures of the year to play 
from Thanksgiving until Christmas. 
“This has been our most dangerous 
period,” he said! 'Last year the. 
industry experienced one of the 
worst fourth quarters in its his¬ 
tory.” 

The AB-PT exec is also hoping 
for the release of a couple of block¬ 
busters over Labor Day and early 

.September. He pointed . out that 
.the big television shows come back 
at that time and that the theatres 
need the biggies to combat the inr 
terest in video. 

Indication of the type of summer 
product to corral the young trade 
is illustrated in Paramount’s pro¬ 
gram. During the warm months. 
Par will be releasing “King Cre¬ 
ole,” starring Elvis Presley; “Rotk- 
a-Bye Baby,” starring Jerry Lewis; 

-a couple of science fiction films, 
and Alfred Hitchcock’s “Vertigo,” 
starring James Stewart and Kini 
Novak, and Hal Wallis’ “Hot Spell,” 
starring Shirley Booth and An-, 
thony Quinn. Latter two apparent¬ 
ly are geared for audiences of. all 
ages, 

Metro’s contribution, in addition 
to its big offering, “Gigi," is "High 
School Confidential,” ‘“Tunnel Of 
Love,” “Reluctant Debutante,” and 
“Imitation GeneraL” 20th-Fox is 
going with a real big one, John 

► Wayne’s “The Barbarian and the 
Geisha.” In addition, it's offering 
“The Bravados,” starring Gregory 
Peck; “A Certain Smile,” and pos¬ 
sibly “The Diary of Anne Frank.” 

Warner Bros, has a solid quartet 
—"The Old Man and the Sea,” 
“The Naked-and the Dead,” “No 
Time for Sergeants” and “Across 
the Everglades.” Universal’s back¬ 
log will prove of considerable help 
during the summer months and 
into the fall, the company banking 
on “This Happy Feeling” (Debbie 
Reynolds); “A Time to Love arid a 
Time to Die,” “Twilight of the 
Gods” (Rock Hudson) and “Raw 
Wind , in* Eden" (Esther Williains 
and Jeff Chandler). . 

PAUL LAZARUS TALKS 
AT AMPA THURS. (8) 

Paul N. Lazarus Jfri, Columbia 
v.p. and chairman of the Motion 
Picture Assri. of America’s ad-pub 
committee, will be featured speaks 
er. at a luncheon-meeting of the As¬ 
sociated Motion Picture Advertis¬ 
ers in New York tomorrow 
(Thurs.). He’s to.discuss the in¬ 
dustry’s pending “business build¬ 
ing” campaign; and make a pitch 
for additional support of the insti¬ 
tutional push. 

. Meanwhile, Theatte Owners of 
America. president Ernest Stellings 
has asked trade leaders to join him 
in a meeting in Gotham within the 
next 10 days to plot ways arid 
means of upping contributions for 
the b-b campaign, Collections from 
exhibitors so' far have been .disap¬ 
pointing, indicating the goal of $2,- 
300,000,. which would be used for 
the overall campaign, including 
costs, of the telecast of the Acad¬ 
emy Awards presentations, is not 
going to be reached. . That is, un¬ 
less some kind of unexpected, hypo 
is developed. 

again seeKing aownwwn snowcas-j ■* v« vmvaw ^ «...*• • tion pIan of the skouras and Rand- 
mg before sending the pictures i Universal has concluded a four-! force chains which now operate 

Metroprtttw 

the N. Y. metropolitan area where ;;atre on Broadway to assure the],™"1* 
a number of distribs are again , film company of a Main Stem first-]. Mciger of the two circuits is be- 

pressing for Broadway exposure I Tixn outlet and the theatre a steady ?heat?csteSwhdVhmh^Urn 
before booking pix in the nabe and _?a?r-cs’ Jk.?:1011 *as in‘ 
sUburban territories! P . ’ . , . , i teE.est,m-^e^r^ which it ac- 

. . - j- u j ‘ Arrangement, also made with . quired for $2o0,000 in the early 

t JS’S spe”al aptoda? tf^oUng'. Oftotal Tfieatre in Chicago, | ^afori“y ofTteMet™ 
audiences j eapedally teenagers,^ starts with -THWe;.ol Draeula,” pol,t^ stpckhoide^ ap£oved the 
were quickly booked on a satura- - which will be followed by "This j consolidation Hearing on the 
tion basis in a large number of the-.;. Happy Feeling,”! “A Time to LoveBKO motjon'fdr an injunction will* 
atres. To be sure, the policy is arid a Time to Die” and “Twilight! be held May 2° 
still being pursued for the low- ‘ 0f the Gods:” “Haippy Feeling”: ^ 
budget films; but the film compa- ] will also• play'-iiay-and-date.:at tbe'.j ILfS!.11 «fnh nnnnnn* ^ 
nies apparently, have abandoned . Guild Theatre in Rockefeller Cen- ■■ fr„^V tf.if ^MnC?\°h0i000’0-00 antlJ 
the idea for the medium-budgeten- 1 ter. 'trust suit against the_ majors and 
tries • • : the big metropolitan circuits. Lat- 
: According to one report, it’s ; ter have counter-sued Skouras. Ac- 
said that a number of film compa- ; WRT ^ ^ .;cording to Metropolitan execs, va- 
nies are demanding Broadway runs IfO n I I ; k °US a^ei^pts been made to 
first from chairis which have: Main i IflClIU UJ VOlllCI d Merest in the 
Stein showcases before making the . outfit, but RKO has refused to sell, 
films available for the circuits’ sub- 17 IT £*1 One of the stated reasons for 
run situations. Although. the VPIfV " ^ wantmg- an ever closer tie: between 
chains in some : Instances, do not ^ I C3 dUlilts ; MetropoLtan and UA Theatres is 
regard the films strong enough for , : , the availability of additmnal fi- 
lorig Broadway engagements, they Hollywood, May 6. i ”ancinS-; According to Spyros 

are nonetheless taking the prod-1: Metro’s €5 millimeter camera: prCz t le circu^» 

uct ^or aiidprcjeetibn system is adaptable ith^pa^t^few^-ears11 on Expansion 

that the film companies still feel ] c^sed at studio demonstration of | m the chain has been cut from 85 
that a fhedium-budget: film needs . test footage in process last. week. j_° 4Z, ^tf,eight new houses have 
the prestige of Broadway run even .Second film being shot entirely in : De^ o KO 
though the picture runs for two or I *12 nnn nnn y -contiast’ Ra^df?I!ce ha« 
three weeks ^ j 05m. is $1AUUU,UUU i5en liur, been m an expansionist mood. It 

Indicative’ perhaps of the policy f which, when completed, w;li be j simply cut down on its circuit as 
nbw being pursued is the schedule adaptable for projection on any j l^es Sot; tough. 

of Loew’s State Theatre on Broad- !size screen used in commercial the- T,SSO lda ion,,of .SkoV.ras and 
way.. House has films lined up l atre First oic shot M-G’s 65m Randf«rce ,w01lld Primarily affect 
well into; September, However, it ® ‘ aSn!S?aL!”S^ 

Metro‘65 Camera’ 
Very Versatile 

Consolidation of Skouras and 
Randforce would primarily affect 

ISSr. fiot:in M-G’s.65m !such departments as legal, insure 

appears that most of the • pix are !profcesS was “Raintree County.” i auce, catering, etc. rne two cir- 
pencilled in for short-term ehr j Footage can be projected in one- cuit/.* for tax reasons alone, would 
gagements, • for most of them- are j tiy-three -ratio, size of screen de- continue as Separate' entities in 
already set lor the circuit’s sub-i Padding only on proscenium arch ! some respects, including the huy- 
sequent-run houses. The State ! 9f theatre, or it ban be printed i mg end. Skouras Jr. laughed off 
will be running these pictures up ; flown to 35m and even 16m. J the notion of wielding additional 

ance, catering, etc. The two cir¬ 
cuits, for tax reasons alone, would 

On‘River Kwai’ 
Allied States Assn, is keeping 

,close tabs on Columbia’s selling 
policy on “The Bridge of the River 
Kwai.”The exhibitor organiza¬ 
tion’s Emergency Defense Commit¬ 
tee is compiling a list of deals and 
percentages that are fieing made in 
the various territories.' 

According to Allied’i. initial sur¬ 
vey, a pattern has emerged al¬ 
though there may be some terri¬ 
torial deviations. As Allied sees it. 
Col is. asking. 50%’ and 40% for 
the .subsequent-runs for two-week 
engagements and 60% for towns. I 
Tn Milwaukee, Allied notes. Col 
has virtually copied Paramount’s 
“Ten Commandments” plan, which 
20th-Fox adopted for “Peyton 
Place” in Cleveland. General 
counsel Abram F; Myers has 
warned Allieflites that these In¬ 
stances “shows how ’ these, things 
spread when there is no deter¬ 
mined resistance.” 

> Since “Kwai” hasn’t been offered 
in many spots. Allied has cautioned 
its units “to watch the -situation 
carefully” and to report develop¬ 
ments to the EDC. According to 
Allied, it’s possible that some of 
the rims in progress now “which 
the subsequent-runs believe to be 
regular first-runs will turn out to 
be phoney roadshows, and that the 
picture will then be transferred to 
ahother theatre for a specially- 
created first-rim. 

Herb Greenblatt’s Job 
Herbert H. Greenblatt, veteran 

industry sales executive, has been 
named general sales manager of 
NT A Pictures Inc., theatrical re¬ 
leasing subsidiary of National Tele- 

I film Associates. 

Greenberg, former generaL sales 
manager of RKO Pictures, will be 
responsible for all sales and dis- 
tribution activities of NTA Pictures 
under v.p. A. W. Schwalberg.. 

• to about Sept. 4.when the theatre j Screen on Metro test stages is . - 
1 will close down for about a month j approximately 24 x 66, at least as Dmed\c,rcuit. Thedaysofpow- 
for conversion into a theatre more j large as Todd-AO. The 65m film er Poll^. fr?.ov^ he said. ‘You 
suited for a two-a-day hard-ticket- can even be cut into three strips can £ ^tnink in those terms any 
policy. and projected in Cinerama process. m°£e- \ ; 
K • • ■ ■ ■ ■-_: —--; ;■ However, he conceded that the 

« overall plan is to create a strong- 

HarryBrandt:Mite Oughta Rule 
. . dated setup, he said. Under the pro- 

On Adverfising Policy&Content:-fiE%srs*ir® 
T1. V-. . ...■■■ . tion to exchange their stock for 
It s the exhibitors, not the pro-j the narrow latitude they are giyen that of UA Theatres, 

ducer-distributors, -who should in formulating policy. _ : Skouras Jr. said his circuit has 

have the dominant voice in de- !fhtb?nSint1K lost money over the past seven 

termioitig advertising policy^ arid profit^Tei."' ^ sai^ c^mp^lsoos months^ftrt^jwing 
content, circuit operator Harry with 1957 were misleading because last October. However, it’s been 
Brandt said in N. Y. last week! it was such a bad year, and he com- up 25% over 1957 for the period 

In many instances the advertis- •.I.ast February, and indica- 
in« for given films is “ludicrous ” ^®rms °n t?le.top. T.;.e *ay tions are that the upswing will con¬ 
ing for given fdms is . h^dicrou^ ^ we^suryive today is by making[up I tinue. Skouras noted, however. 
Via. r»Vfc oriftn/T raffllv riri+Vi IkA 4K1 AAlrLncf **.r+**9 utifh a?** . * ■ • 

power via- larger (com- 

Harry Brandt: Exhibs Oughta Rule 

Brandt said in N. Y. last week! it was such a bad year, and he com- j up 25% over 1957 for the period 

In many instances the advertis- ‘•I-ast Febnlary- and indica- 
ing for given films is “ludicrous ” ^®rms °n tbe.top. P^‘ Tb.e way tions are that the upswing will con¬ 
ing for given fdms is . h^dicrou^ ^ we^suryive today is by making up tinue. Skouras noted, however. 
he charged, addmg ‘ You really with the ‘blockbusters’—with their i that 1957 in itself wasn’t a very 
can’t help wondering what prompts higher scales and longer runs—- j g00(j year. He said the period 

it. And when you ask, the an- *or .{he ^Ipany . As’’ | through next October would tell 
swer alwavs is* The Droducer wants ®randt commented. At the same the real story of 1958. 
?wer always Is. The producer v ants time, he was. optimistic for 'the . In the last two or three weeks, 
it that way. In other words, the future, noting that whereas last: theatre business on- many films 
creative branch has become our year at this time he could see top; has gone soft again in several 
sales agency to the public, working releases on the horizon, “today I; areas. Nevertheless, the big films 
in an area where, it knows nothing, can see at least 40.” j continue to hold up. 

There was a time; said Brandt, Trouble in part has been in the ■ 
when, exhibitors did “have the breakdPwn of the “industry” con- ; ^ 
fight” to advertise, but now it’s cept, Brandt held. “We had the I Pr&lfloillQ flhcnlftlA 
the distributors who call the tune, industry, which broke down into 1 I I CllCffO VU9UI6IO 
“They should really be guided, by individual companies and then into j __ ContInued from pa,e 4- 

the best brainsg^n that area, and just plain individuals. If we re-j 
1 Brandt held. that’s the exhibitor,” Brandt held, surrie. to work as a unified group, than they used to.” Dunne opined. 

“You can’t set a national campaign with combined efforts, we’ll get a “In the long run it is they who 
arid hope tb' appeal all over the stronger, better business out of all ! determine what is good taste.” 
country. You may have to have, this,” Brandt observed. ! He cited the instanre of a love 
40 different campaigns. Exhibitors, he said, will support; scene in the picture which Was cut 

“What’s needed in the ads today the business building drive. ‘Their • by a few: feet “because audience 
is the exhibitor’s, riot the produc- money is in that,” he. added,‘ reaction just^ wasn’t good. They 
er’s, poirit-Qf-view. After all, j “They’re smart. They’ll see to it i were uncomfortable. You don’t get 
what does an actor know about that it‘s spent properly, And we’ll that sort of thing-from the preview 
these things. Yet, today, he insists teach, production-distribution a les- cards, but by being in the theatre 
nri having a say, the sales genius son of howr wrell \ve know our and hearing the audience react.” he 
is relegated to the scrap heap, arid business.” Brandt repeated his maintained. 
when the picture fails, they blame theory that exhibitors should have ' Shooting on “The Hell Raisers” 
the ‘lazy* exhibitor.” I.substantial.stockholding iif produc- [starts June 1. Edward Anhalt has 
. Brandt said exhibitors “would tion companies to help, control ! done the script. Most of the war 
like to advertise” and he deplored their policies. j scenes will be done on the Coast. 
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So Far’58 a 
Variety's regular weekly ■ 

boxoffice reports are summar¬ 
ized each month, retrospective¬ 
ly. Based on an average of 24 
key situations, the source data 
constitute an adequate sam¬ 
pling of current releases but is 
not, of course, fully definite, . 
An index 6f relative grossing 
strength in the U. S.-Canada, 
market. the monthly report. 
dors not pretend. to express 
total rentals.) 

By MIKE WEAR 

After the Easter Week- holiday 
upbeat,, the film biz nationally be¬ 
gan to feel the seasonal trend with 
the trend developing offish tend¬ 
encies towards the close of the 
month. First it was the arrival of 
the first Springlike weekend, then 
it was heavy downpours and re¬ 
turn of colder weather. Addition¬ 
ally, exhibitors had to contend 
with some dubious boxoffice pix. 
However, the fact that cinema biz 
had rolled along for nearly four 
months at a high level while many 
other lines of biz were hitting the 
skids made exhibs. optimistic about 
future trade. This prosperity start¬ 
ed with the year-end holidays, and 
generally did not start to slip until 
late last month. 

“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
finished first nationally in April, 
to make it two months in a row it 
has held this spot. It was closely 
pursued by “Young Lions’' (20th), 
which was out in circulation one 
less week than “Kwai.”: These two 
pix grossed $3,666,000 In the per¬ 
iod covered by Variety’s monthly 
survey. 

“South Pacific” '20th) captured 
third place’ although just getting 
started last month. “Run Silent; 
Run Deep”. (UA) was a strong 
fourth place winner, and actually 
third two times in the weekly sur¬ 
veys. 

“Around World in 80 Days,” also 
from United Artists, landed fifth 
money. This was an unusually fine 
showing since it has been playing 
for more than a year in some keys. 
“Long,. Hot Summer” <20thV cap¬ 
tured sixth position, and on two 
occasions during the month rose to 
fourth spot. 

“Marjorie Morningstar’;’ tWB) 
wound .up seventh, never quite 
measuring up to expectancy ex¬ 
cepting in larger keys. “Search For 
Paradise” (Cinerama) finished 
eighth. It was sixth in March. 

“Teacher’s Pet”. (Par) came in 
ninth, and never got higher than 
seventh all month in weekly rat¬ 
ings. “Merry Andrew” (M-G) 
copped 10th place, making its best 
show ing at N.Y. Music Hall where 
it was backed by the Easter stage- 
show. 

"Witness For Prosecution” tUA); 
which finished second in March, 
wound up 11th. "Snow White” 
<BV) (reissue) rounds out the. 
Golden Dozen for the month, j 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G>, 
third in March: “And God Created 
Woman” (Kings), which was eighth 
that month; and “Seven Wonders 
of World” (Cinerama), 10th in 
March, were the runner-up films. 

The past month was noteworthy 
for the fact that the initial Cine- 
miracle pic, “Windjammer” (NT), 
was launched both at the N. Y. 
Roxy and in L. A. Crix raved about 
the process* and most of them 
lauded the picture in. N. Y. Box- 
office take actually did not quite 
measure up to the comments, so 
far at: least, in either key city 
though trade in N, Y. is rated very 
nice. 

Other newcomers were not sen¬ 
sational. "Paris Holiday” iUA>, 
which finished ninth the final 
week of the month, was: inclined to- 
be uneven, being great or solid in 
about half of the spots and fair to 
okay in others. "Desire Under 
Elms” (Par) started out with big 
takings in some two or three cities. 

“Stage Struck” <BV) was" spotty 
on first batch of engagements, the 
disappointing ones to. date over¬ 
shadowing the okay ones, “Maca¬ 
bre” (AA) did fair to lusty and big 
biz on initial playdates. “Cool and 
Crazy” <AI), a feature pic done 
largely in K. C., has been surpris¬ 
ingly well so far. “St. Louis Blues” 
<Par) looms on disappointing side 
to date. 

“Farewell To Arms” (20th), 

1. “Bridge River Kwai” (Col). 
2. “Young Lions” (20th>. 
3. “South Pacific” '20th). 
4. rWun Silent, Deep” (UA). 

5. “Around World” (UA). . 
6. “Long, Hot Summer” (20th), 
7* “Marj. Morningstar” IWB). 
8. ‘^Search Paradise” (Cine). 
9. “Teacher’s Pet” 'Par>.. . 

10. “Merry Andrew” (M-G). 
11. “Witness for Pros. + UA) 
12. VSiiow White” 'BYi (Reiss.) 

which was fifth in March, showed 
enough additional trade last month 
to place, as a runner-up pic one 
week. “Raintree County” (M-G), 
seventh in March, added some nice 
takings during the month. 

“Paths of Glory” (UA), winner 
of 11th place a month ago, made 
some nice showings late, in April. 
/Peyton Place” (20th), ninth in 
March, displayed s u r p r i s i n g 
strength in view of its high status 
the first three months of 1958. It 
was 10tb one week in Variety rat¬ 
ings. ' . • 

“Attila” (Indie), just starting 
out, did smash trade in Boston and 
Providence, “Female .Animal” iU) 
added some profitable playdates 
during the month. Same applies to 
“Lady Takes Flyer” (U) .with scat¬ 
tered dates. 

Los Angeles, May 6. 

National Theatres Inc.; racked 
up a consolidated .net income-of 
$743,89.7, equivalent to 28c per 
share on 2,699,486 shares of com¬ 
mon stock, for 26 weeks ended 
March 25, 1958. according to prexy 
Elmer C. Rhoden Sr., in a report 
to stockholders. 

Figure reps a dip of approx¬ 
imately 38^c> from net of corre¬ 
sponding period of last year, which 
hit $ i;187,766, or 44c per share.. ' 

Earnings for second quarter 
ended March 25 amounted to 10°^ 
over those of corresponding 13 
weeks of 1957, Rhoden pointed out, 
but were uiisufFicient to overcome 
a disappointing first quarter of cur-, 
cent fiscal year. Net for . second 
quarter of current year wa? $678,- 
000, or 25c per share,. as against 
$615,000;, or 23c per share, for last 
year’s similar quarter. 

■ Rhoderi reported that sale of real 
estate and unproductive theatres 
for first six-month period produced 
profits after applicable Federal in¬ 
come, tdxes of $170,000. compared 
with $100,000 for corresponding 
period last year. He pointed out 
that during second quarter alone, 
such dispositions resulted in a net 
loss of $9,600, as against a net loss 
of $40,000 for same quarter last 
year. / 

Gross Income of chain for half 
year totaled $26,482,791, as against 
$30,283,050 for similar six-month 
period of previous year, 

“The improvement in earnings 
began, with the. Christmas holi¬ 
days.” Rhoden declared; “and is 
principally attributable to the re¬ 
lease of outstanding boxoffice at¬ 
tractions. 

REAGAN ROAMS Wl DE 

Tells Exec Club Government Inter¬ 
ference Includes Censorship 

By JACK PITMAN 

Chicago, May 6. 

. Actor Ronald Reagan . tongue- 

lashed big government in a talk 

here Friday (2) before the Execu¬ 

tive Club here. He ' raised ap¬ 

plause several times from the cor¬ 

porate nabobs with an of ten- 

staccato recitation of statistics and 

efforts to combat Washington 

bureaucracy. 
He laid the blame for much of 

the film industry’s current; woes to 
the 1948 U. |S. Supreme Court rul¬ 
ings which hit block bookings and 
divorced: production and exhibition 
interests, and called the action one 
of the government’s ‘.‘greatest 
blows against the (film) industry” 
since, the close of World War II. 
Before that, said Reagan, the “ver¬ 
tical integration aye .(the industry) 
had, gave us. a stability.’’. 

Reagan described Hollywood un¬ 
til recent years as. an.. "industrial 
village idiot” that had publicity but 
no public relations..’ /“Anything 
went as long as they spelled our 
names right.” But he insisted the 
industry is now mature and has. a 
political awareness. 

His speech gave considerable 
play to what he termed “discrimi¬ 
natory” and “confiscatory” taxa¬ 
tion* charging federal and state 
imposts hit hardest at the middle 
class and recalling Karl Marx’ dic¬ 
tum that the surest way to bring on 
socialism is to tax the middle class 
out of existence. Reagan’s re¬ 
marks,. in fact, w'ere dotted with 
such words as “collectivism,” “so¬ 
cialism” and. “socialized medicine” 
to support his contention the gov¬ 
ernment’s swallowing our freedom. 

Reagan went on to rail against 
political censorship; especially; as 
it affects motion picture exhibition. 
Eleven states and more than 200 
cities, he noted, blue-pencil pix— 
a condition he characterized as the 
“most dramatic aspect of govern¬ 
ment interference”, with .business; 

Reagan, who is . prexy of the 
Screen Actors Guild* spent some 
minutes defending Hollywood as 
an inordinately abused community. 

Brussels Cool 
Continued from , page: 1.55555 

as far as such fare is concerned. 
This has produced so'me incredible 
mishaps; like: scissoring; “The 
King and I” in order to restore its 
‘■dramatic” form. : . 

Thus, In spite of all the impact 
of Miss Dalrymple’s; American The¬ 
atre. in the admittedly ; splendid 
U S. Pavilion at the Brussels: Fair, 
it'has opened its doors with a film 
that in iio way represents Holly¬ 
wood’s‘best. 

The stature of Rodgers & Ham- 
mers.tein’s. “South Pacific” is', not 
known over here. It’s name or 
music have no significance to the 
Belgian film or theatregoer. Sneers 
and daughter (at the wrong places), 
greeted poor Nellie Forbush and, 
even more unfortunate^ Emile de 
BecqUe, probably more • irrestibly. 
French; in the U. S. than on these 
shores where;: Gallic lovers never 
burst into song to express the tor¬ 
ment of their soul. 

As .for ToddrAO* it too failed to 
make its impact felt ‘‘glorified 
Cinemascope, nothing else” seems 
to be the general impression. And 
a short film demonstrating some 
of its possibilities Was indeed bet¬ 
ter received than a super-musical, 
the making of which very few peo¬ 
ple will associate., with the man 
who gave us “Picnic,” “Bus Stop” 
and “Sayonara”: Joshua Logan; 

. Net income of Stanley Warner Corp. dipped to. $i;310.90Q, equiva¬ 
lent to 63c per share, for the 26-week stanza ended March 1 as com¬ 
pared with $2,007,757 or 93c per share for the same pieriod of a year 
ago. A loss of $122,000 from the disposal of properties brought the net 
down from $1,432,900, after all charges, or 69c per share. 

In comparison, the 26-week period of the previous year included an 
extra profit of $32,800 which brought the net up; from $1,974,900, after 
all charges, or. 91c per share. 

As has been Stanley Warner’s custom, it does not provide a breakdown 
of income received from its three separate divisions—the theatre chain, 
the Cinerama Operation, and the activities of its; \riiolly-owned sub¬ 
sidiary, International Latex Corp. Overall income from, theatre admis-. 
sions, merchandise sales,, and rental of property amounted to $58,275,- 
500 for the most recent half-year period as compared. wi^ receipts of 
$55,590,500 for the .comparable stanza a-year ago«. 

Wednesday, May 7, 1958 

Week Ended Tuesday (6) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1958 Net 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 
in 100s High Low Close for wk. 

-17% . 14 . ABC Vending 95 1774 17% 1734 + % 
18 13 Am Br-Par Th 143 '177 a 17V4 ; 1774 — % 
2934 241 k CBS “A”.... 79 3014. 29V4 30% 
29% 2414 CBS “B”:... 69 .30% 28% 3074 + 174- 
161-4 1214 Col Pix.. 53 1514 i4% 15% + 74 
16% 13; k Decca .. 71 15% 1434 15% + % 
2m 14 Disney ...... 112 20% 19% 20% + 74 

107" g 9714 Eastman Kdk. 102 107 104% 106% . .+;%. 
4% 334 EMI .... 288 43-4 4% 454 + % 
7% . 634 List Ind. .... 47 7 - 6% 674 ■— 

I51 4 12"4 Loew’s ..*...1255 1634 16'% -FT74 
9 734 Nat. Thea ... 137 8% 8% 8% + % 

383k 3054 Paramount .. 199 37% 35% 3674 + 74 
. 17.1-k 1234 Philco ..... 78 1474 14% 145k + % 

691/4 4314 Polaroid .... 913. 69% 62% 66% +4% 
35 3074 RCA ........ 363 33 31% 3274 + 134 

. 714 5 Republic .... 33 55/s 574 574 — 74 
H14 m Rep., pfd.... 11 10% 10... 1074 — 74 
18 1414 Stanley War. 68 17% 16% 1734 r+ -V4- 
2414 20 Storer -- 28 2474 235% 24% : +1 
27 2134 20th-Fox .. . 82 26 25% 26% + 74" 
22% 1574 United Artists 64 21% . 2174 24% 

226k 19 Univ. Pix .. •. 22 203,4 20% 20% + 74 
71 63. ; Univ., pfd...*200 64V4 64% 6474 . + % 

■1914 16" 4 Warner Bros. 50 19 18% 19 

'7734 6714 Zenith...... 100 77% 7534 7574 ^ % 

American Stock Exchange 
. 33k 21 a Allied Artists. 14 3 274 3 ■"— 

9 r Ail’d Art., pfd 1 73-4 7% 7% 

10 83 k Assoc. Artists 110 934 974 9% -r- 

34 % C. & C. Tele. 1356 34 7/10 % + /•%• 

45k 3 DuMont Lab . 79 4% 334 3% —" % 
33 k 2i,4 Guild Films.. 464 3% 274 3 — ' ' .' 

■ 914 554 ■ Nat’l Telefilm. 863 9% 874 8% + 74 

6 35k Skiatron .....157 4% 334 4 + 74 
434 ■31,4 Technicolor 54 4%. m 4% — 74 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex _ 6374 6634 +2 
Chesapeake Industries .......... 2 2% + 74 
Cinerama Prod. .. , 174 2% + % 
DuMont Broadcasting ..... 7% 874 -—.' 

. Magna Theatre ................ . -174 •274 — 

Official Films ... 1% 134 — 
Teleprompter. 574 .6% 

,U.; A. Theatres .............. 4 434 — 74 

• Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

Art Dept. Severance Pay Issue 
6 of Columbia Employes ‘Placed* at Donahue & Coe 

Agcy.—Do They Get Publicists Guild Severance? 

No Move in Vanc’ver To 
Use Sports Precedent 

Vs. 
Vancouver, May 6. 

There’s speculation here whether 

Vancouver theatres, longtime a six- 

day operation, will move to open 

Sundays, Since the Vancouver 

Mounties baseball club stove a hole 

in area’s blue laws. 

Sport club, pending a current ju¬ 

dical move to ease the restrictions, 

opened its boxoffice for a Sabbath 

double-header at Capilano Sta¬ 

dium, recently and: city offi¬ 

cials applied the “Nelson touch,” 

looking the other way, in spite of 

one alderman’s motion for legal 

retribution* and voted 9-1 in coun¬ 

cil, against wielding the Lord’s Day 

Act against- the ball team. Pre¬ 

sumably this opens the way for 

Sunday trading at film theatre. 
Wickets. 

Interest in Sabbath/film show¬ 

ings appears to be purely man-in- 

street’s^ With the circuits not con¬ 

fiding, or revealing ambition, since 

Maynard Joiner, Famous Players 

topman here told Variety, “No 
comment .I’m not saying a thing." 

; Jerry Sutherland, Odeon cir¬ 
cuit’s topper this region, said “We 
haven’t considered it.. Blit in any 
case we haven’t been noticeable 
in the past for breaking laws,; so 
I don’t think we’ll be breaking 
this one (Lord’s Day Act).” 

Dick Letts, Famous’ Players’ 
theatre exhib, observed that, “No 
one seems interested (apparently 
tradesters). A few years ago there 
was some talk about it, but no en¬ 
thusiasm. There seems to be noth^ 
ing in it,” meaning worthwhile 
revenue*. “And then there’* the « 
•p.m» curfew.”«. . 

Columbia Pictures /wants the 

Screen Publicists Guild to accept 

formula arrangement under which 

pink-slipped employees wh<f are 

■‘placed by the film company with 

another organization” would receive 

less severance pay than called for 

under Publicists’contract. 

Situation specifically involves six 

staffers of the homeoffice art de¬ 

partment who are on notice and 

slated for posts with the Donahue 

& Coe agency which will service 

Columbia account. 
_ Under normal circumstances, the 

dismissed personnel would receive 
severance payoff on the basis of 
two weeks’ salary for every year of 
employment up to twelve. How¬ 
ever, since those affected by the 
shift will be employed uninter¬ 
ruptedly, Col. argues double ( week) 
severance is not called for and has 
suggested one week, only. 

Talks are in the vague stage so 
fai* but it’s understood Col at one 
point; suggested paying one week’s 
salary for each year of employ¬ 
ment. 

Donahue & Co.’s severance poli¬ 
cies, if any, are not known. 

BOB HOPE’S‘HOLIDAY’ 
STUNT FOR NEWSMEN 

Houston, May 6. 

Boh Hope will, be here May 22 
for a charity benefit show to be 
sponsored by the Press Club ; of 
Hoqstou. It’s another of United 
Artists exploitation events for 
“Paris Holiday*” starring. Hope and 
Fernandel and due into Loew’s 
State here. 

After the showing of the movie,. 
Hope will stage an hour-long show./ 
He will be introduced by Morris 
Frank* "Houston Chronicle colum¬ 
nist. ■ 

• Proceeds will go- to-the Texas • 
^Children’s . Hospital, Houston. - 
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FrIsco Trial X-Rays Motives 
By WILLIAM STEIF the word be circulated around the film theatre men that important considerations and this led Bennett into a com- 

San Francisco, May 6* 
Curbstone lawyers predict ‘ the longest cross-examina¬ 

tion, in history" in the Embassy Theatre’s $8mullion-plus 

antitrust suit against eight major distributors and the Foie 

circuit. Case is already at end of its 'second month. 

On the stand all one week, mostly under direct exam¬ 

ination of lawyer Robert Raven, was one of the two plain¬ 

tiffs, Leland C. Dibble, who is copartner in the Embassy 
with Daniel O. McLean. 

he would probably have to close (the Embassy) ... •. since, 

the Operators'1 Union has already agreed to an allowance 

that will save about $60 a week . . . film offices are show?- 

irig considerable concern . . . the companies referred to 

increased (McLean’s film) cost about 40 per cent." 

A Feb; 16,1940, letter to Wdbber reported: 

“We are not getting those $600 to $800-per week net 

profits for which We have been striving, but when I hear 

what other theatres are doing. Judge we should not be 

parison of Fox West Coast’s United Nations (formerly 

legit Alcazar and now legit once more) with the Embassy 

in the 1944-46 period. Bennett brought but that the 

XJnited Nations was a second-run and moveover house, 

primarily, but a. little off Frisco’s main drag. Market 

Street. 

The Embassy more than doubled the UN’s gross in 

those three years and paid almost the identical percentage 

as the UN in film rent—-this was another test of the see- 

Only toward, the week's end did cross-examination by 

Eugene Bennett, representing Paramount, RKO, Warner’s , 

and UA, begin. Macklin Fleming, representing Columbia 

and Universal, and Arthur B. Dunne, representing 20th- 

Fox and the Fox-circuit, have yet to get to bat. 

Dibble and McLean claim the majors conspired to with- ; 

hold first-run from the Embassy from the day they took 

over the 51-year-K>ld, 1,400-seat house, in December, 1938, 

until the suit was filed, in December, 1950. They also 

claim tiie majors withheld second-run from ..thetheatre 

from 1928 until March, 1947. 

Raven pounded on how Dibble was ‘‘forced" to take in¬ 

dividual pictures he didn’t, waht in the early part of the 

week' and then combined with a colleague, Richard J. 

Archer, to submit the suit’s damages.. 

Through Dibble, a complicated theory of damages was. 

elicited which seemed to boil down to this: 

For first-runs, you take the average receipts, of the 

Frisco Paramount, Orpheum, United Artists, Warfield 

and St. Francis, allow* for wartime attendance when aver¬ 

age attendances were greater than the Embassy’s capa¬ 

city at these bigger theatres, then compare the grosses 

with the Embassy’s grosses. Allowances, Dibble testified,' 

was also made for those periods when St, Francis was 

not first-run. The resuit is that, the Embassy wants these 

first-run damages (cents omitted): 

1939—$72,860; 1940—$58,944; 1941—$45,927; 1942— 

$92,683; 1943—$214,090; 1944r—$240,822; 1945—$168,817; 

1946—$104,028; 1947—$97,959; 1948—$58,379; 1949— 

$40,208; 1950—$26,444. 

Total here is $1,221,165—tripled. 

Theory for second-run damages is this: 

You compare the average gross of the second-run State, 

from 1948 through 1950 with the average of the first-run 

Paramount, Fox and Warfield, discover what percentage 

the State did—it was 41 per cent—and then use this per¬ 

centage against the grosses of the first-runs, 1938-47, to 

see how much under the mark the Embassy fell. The re¬ 

sult is that the Embassy now seeks these second-run dam¬ 

ages (cents omitted); 

1939—$46,498; 1940—$75,255; 1941—$61,845; 1942^- 

$128,360; 1943—$223,133; 1944-^227,314; .1945—$167,765; 

1946—$158,941. 

Total here is $1,089,115—-tripled. 

Dibble testified that the total actual damages, if the 

Embassy had. been "‘able to compete in a free market," 

would have been $2,936,604. He distinguished between “a 

free, competitive market" and the actualities of those 12 

years. 
He said that if the Embassy has been able to “play pic¬ 

tures as the first-run theatres did" his take would have 

been $2,614,711 more altogether. So that’s what he con¬ 

siders his damages, always remembering that under the 1 

law these damages are tripled. 

too unhappy with $250 or .$300 . . . as you know; the Em¬ 

bassy Is now averaging between $3,600 and $3,700 per 

week gross.” 

Bennett curved Difible/immediately by showing 

him: that McLean, the same day in 1940, reported to 

RKO that the ptevidiis'week’s. gross teas'. $3,080." 

A Feb. 26, 1940,; letter said: “The Embassy had a good 

week with, gross up to $3,700 and with a net of $452. just 

$9 more than the preceding week . . . we are trying very 

hard to keep the net up between $400 and $500 a week 

from now on.” 

But McLean told Warner branch manager A1 Shmitken 

that the gross of the week ending March 1 was $3,237. 

Brcike, Took Partner 

On Oct. 16, 1941, Dibble admittedt he wrote the Uni¬ 

versal exchange that "McLean soon found himself broke 

and was compelled to take me in as a partner. From the 

beginning of the operation of this theatre in December, 

1938, down to date the total operation still shows a loss" 

—this, of 'Course, was part of a plea for film rental re¬ 

ductions. 

Q.—This statement that McLean found himself broke 

wasn’t correct, was it? 

A.—Well, let’s call it an exaggeration: 

Bennett then put into the record that the Embassy’s 

1939 net, including the partners* drawing accounts.. was 

$14,195, the 1940 net was $11,560 arid the 1941 net was 

$11,500. .■■ ■'" . 

The iawyer continued working over Dibble on the basis 

of the Universal letter, pointing out the exhibitor had 

told Universal ‘‘nothing we . do seems to get our gross 

above our average of $3,000 per week”-while, in fact the 

average gross for the* 20 weeks preceding the letter had 

been $3,358. 

Dibble objected that he “may have considered the 

gross less the Ten-OWin' cost,v the daily cash-giveaway 

game played at the theatre. But Bennett came right back 

with this, quote from the letter: 

“I believe that if you will deduct our game costs of 

iiearly $700 a week from the gross, which leaves $2,300, 

you will find the $60 (per film) average js at least as high 

as many other siibsequent-riln theatres are paying." 

The letter also clarified that to gross $3,000 a week ‘‘it 

is. necessary to run a game twice, daily arid if we were to. 

eliminate this game, our gross would drop at least a half” 
—the deferise can he expected to make much of this 
statemerit as evidence that McLean arid Dibble were. run¬ 
ning a legal lottery as much as a theatre. 

An Under Qooter 

Bennett then cited several more recent, instarices of 
Dibble understating his grosses to distributors in order 
to get film rent deductions. For ^Metro’s "The Great Sin¬ 
ner,” Oct. 17-18-19, 1949, for example, a Dibble letter 
claimed a “net operating loss" of $224.56, asked Loew’s 
for a $200 credit “to wipe out most of this loss”—actual- 

ond-rim damages. 

Bennett also stressed that the UN “didn’t show Ten- 

O-Win” and was not a ‘‘racket house,” though Dibble said 

Fox might have been running some giveaways there. 

As the last session ended Bennett introduced, a let¬ 

ter.Dibble wrote George Ballentine Sept. 25, 1945, when 

Balientirie was moved up from 20th-Fox district manager. 

Sait Dibble: 

. “1 know, of course, that I quite probably would never 
have been able to get mv clearance moved up from 91 to 
71 days without your help. It has helped us to keen the 
Embassy in business and to pay higher film rentals. There 
have been times, when I: felt the prices for films were 
higher than justified, but I have always known that the. 
prices represented what you honestly felt was fair both 
to your company and to the Embassy." 

This is a considerable stretch from what Dibble said 
When he was admitting t^at the Embassy had, falsified 
grosses. He felt that th« understated grosses “certainly 
were wrong" but also said: 

“I think we have been more sinned against <than sin¬ 
ning.” . 

.. It is the tangle of sin which Judge Murphy must un¬ 
wind: . - 

Eugene Bennett, the verbose lawyer defending Para¬ 
mount, Loew’s,, Warner’s, UA and RKO. spent a week 
grinding one of the theatre's copartners. Leland C. Dib¬ 
ble. He finally made the defense position crystal-clear, 
saying that his clients, plus 20th-Fox,. Columbia. Univer¬ 
sal and National Theatres, all claimed that Dibble and 
his partner, Daniel O. McLean, never had an idea about. 
the Embassy going .first-run. until 19*26—that is. until 
the Paramount case opened the film industry’s Pandora's 
Box. •' 

Commented Federal Judge Edward P.. Murphy; 

"That is a very interesting position." * 

Bennett further said ,that he would produce testimony 
to this effect, which means that Herman Wobber, once 
a 55% “silent partrier” witti Dibble and McT °ari and for 
years 20th-Fox’s general sales manager and Western sales 
manager, will be the. defense’s star witness. 

Dibb’e’s 1936 Entrance 

Dibble, who had worked as an accountant for the Wob¬ 
ber Brothers (Herman, Will and Ed, Frisco capitalists) 
since 1922, told of being called in to take ovqr manage¬ 
ment of TCn-O-Win in 1936, after the Wobbsrs had pur¬ 
chased a majority interest ’ in the gadget. McLean also 
had a minor piece, which at its height was paying him 
$750 a month. 

Dibble said Herman Wobber|s plan was to license the 
theatre game nationally, and that Wobber made deals for 
Herman. Robbins’ National Screen Service in N.Y. to 
handle 300 units, Arch Bowles' Fox West Coast to handle 
12 units .and Bob McNeil's Golden State circuit to handle 
15. , :•/. ' ' - ■/,. 

Early in the week Bennett and Robert Raven, Dibble’s 
lawyer, locked horns over admitting into evidence quotes 
from some Of the 400-odd letters Dibble wrote Wobber 
about Ten-O-Win in the 1936-40 period, but Judge Murphy 
ruled for the defense arid, as a result, Bennett used some 
of these key quotes in cross-examination: 

“We are in a business • which has to be worked and 
x . Apples and Oranges . 

This statistical performarice left Benriett, Fleming-Arid 

Dunne with the screaming meemies arid they all asked 

Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy to throw out these 

data, basically on the. grounds that Dibble Was compar¬ 

ing apples and oranges. 
Fleming, in fact, tossed up Judge Murphy’s own re¬ 

mark about some of the statistics in the Goldwyii anti- , 

trust trial to the court—Fleming said the plaintiffs were 

doing “the Indian rope trick" with figures. 

But the Judge allowed the data to stand, saying; 

“This type of evidence at least affords some measure 
for analysis. It may be subject to. very violent attack by 

the defendants, but that does not completely destroy it." 

He admitted the weight he puts ori the evidence is cru¬ 

cial and added: . :: 
“Perhaps my ruling would be altogether different were 

there a jury here.” 
Then Bennett, deliberate, courtly and slightly deaf, be? 

gan working over Dibble on cross-examination. 

The lawyer winged the exhibitor with his very first 

question, which concerned McLean’s admission that he’d 

given false grosses, to the distributors in the spring of 

1940 in order to beat down the theatre’s film rentals. 

Dibble wasn’t admitting anything* but Bennett pretty 

clearly; established that by early 1940, Dibble,, who was 

then supposed to be a “silent partner" with Herman 

Wobber in the Embassy;. was taking an active hhnd in 

the theatre4* management and film, buying. 

Dibble persisted in saying :he knew nothing of the 

false statements until “several months ago;” but Bennett 
cited Dibble letters to Wobber, then 20th-Fox sales boss 
ioNeW York,. One^letter, dated. April 30,1940, said: 

“McLean tfeas even taien ;the>: drastic method of letting : 

ly; his figures were exactly $100-a-day short. He got re¬ 
ductions, sometiriies, too,. Berinett was careful to. point out. 

- Bennett introduced a profit-and-loss statement on 11 
1940 RKO. films which Dibble had; “certified correct’’— 
the grosses were understated by a total of $1,340. ; 

The lawyer next started on his defense, against the 
damage claims. Defense's theory is to compare the aver¬ 
age film rental paid by the third-run : Embassy. 1938-43, 
with the second-run. State.. For 444 pictures bdth houses 
played, the Einbassy paid, an average of $128 on a 91 or 
71-day availability, while the State paid an average of 
$266 on a 58-day availability. The deferise also compared 
the average the third-run % Embassy paid iri late 1946,. 
early 1947, . with, the average paid by the. then-second-run 
St. Francis. For 31 films both houses played, the Embassy 
paid $286 per film, the St. Francis $344. 

That, in essence. Was the defense against the second-. 
run damages claim. 

When Bennett got around, to asking if Dibble didn’t 
think the “gross was the most, important consideration in 
the mind of the exhibitor in selecting a motion picture,’" 
Dibble surprised him. 

A.—No less one consideration. 

Q.—What's that? : 

Al—The morals that are in a picture . . , in other words, 
as Mr. (L.) Wingham (a Loew’s rep, now dead) said to me 
once, (the) Paramount would play any filthy picture that 
would earn them a dirty dollar . . . . we dorf’t do that. 

,Q.^-By the way, those (immoral) pictures are by far 
in the minority, aren't they? 

A.—^Yes, thank goodness. 

Dibble testified, that "iny uriderstandirig (pf the dis-. 
tributors) was that they would take from me, every cent 
I would take in at the boxoffice if I. would let them," that 
he took over the film buying from McLean in June, 1940, 
at the same time. the pair bought out Wobber, because 
he “hoped” to 'do a “better job" than his partner.. 

The exhibitor eventually admitted that in negotiating 
film deals the theatre's Capacity arid- capability’were most. • 

worked . : . it seems to me that we have lots to learn 
from the way Bank Night operated. If they had been con¬ 
servative and worried too much about the results of law¬ 
suits they probably would not have 'gotten very far , . . 
by vigorously prosecuting everyone who has endeavored 
to use their game they have made a tremendous amount 
of money and they did. force practically everyone into 
line .-v: if we can harass our competitors enough and give 
the theatre owners and operators the Idea that every 
time they buy Movie Derby or Rolleo they are buying a 
lawsuit, our purpose will be accomplished” (Dec. 29, 
1936); 

“Ten-O-Win has beqri tremendously successful . . . in- 
stallatioris in a great majority of circuits, great number 

. of independents of Northern California” (Oct. 21, 1937). 

By late 1937 this legal lottery had been introduced into. 
30 big. exhibition circuits and 26 States — but troubles 
were starting to pile up, too. 

In January. 1937, Bank Night was ruled a lottery and, 
testified Dibble, “we suffered because of the Bank • Nightr 
decision, no question of it.” In that same month he asked 
both McLean and: Ten-O-Win's; attorney to try their hands 
at “making it a game of skill rather than chance,” but 
was unsuccessful. Nevertheless, Dibble estified: 

"If there v>as one racket that was ever operated 

as a legitimate business, it was Ten-O-Wiv." 

Art October, 1937, letter to Wobber toid of legal dif¬ 
ficulties in Texas, and in 1937 Dibble also had some trou¬ 
ble at Modesto, Cal. By January, 1938, he was hiring a 
lawyer to defend a suit “against the theatre, not us,” in 
Utah, and In mid-year Jack Marpole, his Eastern sales 
manager, reported that between May 15 arid July 19 Ten- 
O-Win had lost 17 accounts in the New York territory, 
nine in Pennsylvania, one in Ashland. Ohio, and one in 
Miami. There was trouble, too, in “strait-laced” Santa 
Barbara, Long Beach and Palo Alto, Cal., and in Oak¬ 
land Cal., with a strait-laced district attorney named Earl 
Warren^ who relied on a California Wttorney general’s 
opinion aimed at Ten-O-Win, Screeno and Derby Night. 
That' was jn December, 1937. 
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Italo Exhibitors Again 
Ask Govt, for Say In 

i All Film Biz Talks 
Rome, April 29. 

AGIS, the Italian exhibitors as¬ 
sociation, once more has sent a, 
sharply worded note of protest to [ 
the Italian Entertainment Office 
asking that the theatre owners 
henceforth be asked, to participate 
in ail pact ..talks with foreign film 
indus* -y prganizatidns.. 

Gripe points out that four agree¬ 
ments regarding pix exchange with 
France, Germany, Spain and Aus¬ 
tria, recently became law here 
without exhibs being let in on. the 
confabs leading to the pacts. 

In at least two cases,; the note 
adds, big production countries, are 
involved <France . and Germany) 
develbping.faetors in which the say-, 
so of the exliib sector are felt to; 
be vitally>. involved, and pertinent 
..' Note signed by AGIS prexy Italo 
Gemini winds .by “insisting” that 
proper assurances be given that 
exhibs will be cut in on all future 
palavers, especially where theatre- 
owners’ problems are.[directly in¬ 
volved. 

Wednesday, May 7, 1958 

Swedish 'Saga Opens Cannes Fest 
Listless Spirit Prevails kt Outset-—Frenay Favors 

Festivals Limitation—San Francisco Worried 
. •——-————-—-. 

Disney^ ^Britches’ Buy 
. Hollywood, May 6. 

Disney Studio has bought 
“Little Britches,” western 
autobiography of Ralph Moody, 
for a reported $50,000, to be 
produced as a feature some¬ 
time next year: 

Book,] published in 1950, is 
now required reading in 
schools of 42 states. Still sell¬ 
ing in stores at rate of 10,000 
copies annually. 

TUNE-TRACK‘BRAVADOS’ 
FOR 20TH IN MUNICH 

For U S. Features 
In Switzerland 
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license division formula,^They were . up paynieht process . as.-much: ?-n tbe/£1£r- band* TuarCWe111? tl0^ 
.. aved by the bell when the Japa-; claimed, and what, besides an at- wf-t h 1 ^ seek a blanket Arms (20th), despite the current Frenay feels that the FI AFP 
ne«-e delayed issuance of their per-: tempt to get the collection mechan- PrpcidpWt' M»«aiehi 'Napata- nf eat •■ l . •. •„ ?,msi d, should take steps and cut the fes- 
niitK fop'fhp new war which starts-.- inin tk. ctat? ic ' rresiaeni iv+asaipm rsagaia oi diSar»DOintinc biz in Zurich. Basle «•« 

..aved by the bell when; the Japa¬ 
nese delayed issuance of their per¬ 
mits for the new year, which star.trv ism into the hands of SIAE. is be- n^f nWrP^int thP n^ the d^fPP0111111^ b]^ m Zurich, Basle tivals: down to three, Cannes, Ven- 
ed April 1. Some foreign managers ; hind the local reasoning. Accord- and GfnaYa "’here it ^never got ice and perhaps Berlin, and not 
feel that the formula should have ! ing to one source, even the exhibs ablv ’low Vorrmared with imDorted OV-^ weeks* Unanimous, allow the others to be called fes- 
some “teeth” in it. to-, .prevent', are not l-00ro-hap'py'With the’idea: ^ietnre-•.theatrerates- ; He also cntieal' -'Pans rtay have partly tivals but have them; tagged as film- 
abuses. Others argue it can’t be, while the distributors hint that thought prices should be upgraded CaUsed this* Uniformly excellent Weeks, expositions, etc. Visiting . this. Uniformly excellent Lyeeks,\ expositions, etc. Visiting . 
done legally. AA has made it plain ! even if they work out a compensa- ^ ^fm* WossiM however, could not pre- here, on behalf of the San Fran- 
it wants the formula altered so as -tion deal with the exhibs, they rfownerade tn meet^^ encroachine vent “Young Lions” (20th) from cisco Festival, Irving . Levin, is 

»ivp- if.'mm-p -nprm.tc f ofiTt +.,^n aowngraae to. meet encroacmng ftff.-tn-bnidnvpr wpa!t.« affpr.- *u*~-_ to give it more permits. i still turn out losers while the the- threat of tv 
Primarily, the companies. woul^I atreowners get most [of the advan- ^ ’ 

like to prevent the use of precious tages. Above all, it’s felt here n a c_. 
American licenses. to ship non- that most companies see the move PP* 
U S. pix into Italy, Japan. France, as -an infringement on free trade I 
etc. Companies feel that if one of practice, andc will vote to keep “Final we 
them doesn’t have sufficient prod- business to themselves. business -so 

falling off in holdover weeks, after worried about where this reasoning 
an auspicious start. 

B.O. Spurt Holds ‘Days’ 
' Minneapolis, May 7. 

“Final.-■■weeks?”- flag has spurted 

business -so greatly for “Around 

CANVASS EUROPE TO 
NAME‘BEST’DIRECTOR 

will land the Frisco Fest (second 
year coming up) as far. as. FIAFP 
recognition goes. 

Tempo is picking up here as out¬ 
side competition showings get 
morning unreelings, and cocktails 
start. 

Spessart” (The Inn of Spessart). 
production in 
countries. 

Spanish-speaking 

1 J* E L’l C n 1 The Motion Picture Export Assn. 
! indie nxlubs Day liank has agreed to participate at San 
1 11 n J iv p*i Sebastian this year. Each coun- 

HniKPQ (ipf inn rllm^ try is asked to enter one feature 
11UU5C5 UC1 top niiua an(j one Short, but the fest may in- 

London, April 29. vite additional films. Jury will be 
Exhibitors who, by virtue of composed of six Spanish and for- 

uct to cover the allocated licenses; As things now stand; both AGIS WnrlH in «n itc ■ ^ start. 
such permits should be turned (exhibs) and ANICA (distribs) tbe Wor]d 80 ^aysl n®w ^ lts Screen Directors Guild on the ' '— 
back to MPEA. Question is how this still have to meet to consider the 43rd and supposedly final week at Coast has asked all directors guilds 
can be enforced. question: A Film Board meeting the Academy, that it’ll continue in- abroad to nominate their Choice of CAM CpRACTTAN’C ^RRCT^ 

Some of the foreign execs are is also in the offing. Should some definitely. top director of the year and to sub- unll vuvnullnli u vbul 
getting to be increasingly fed up form of approval be reached, mat- Grosses, which had dropped to mit the name, along with a print - PAD CD ANTCU T TAiriTAT 
with the petty detail that consumes ter would be dealt with, at a gen- $7,OOQ before the announcement, of the film involved, to the Guild rUl\ urivLlljll LlAUUnll 
hours of their time at MPEA eral AGIS-ANICA assembly, then have spurted to around $14,000 and on the Coast. Spain’s San Sebastian film festi- 
meets. Long discussions revolved sent back to the Ministry . for the advance demand has jumped Plan is to have the Guild honor vai July 19 to 29—will present a 
recently around such comparative- eventual passage as law decree. again to substantial proportions. the top foreign director. Among sp(ebial prize for the best Spanish- 
ly unimportant questions as to who ; ■ -rv——-^—■—- ——'. •'• the first to . submit their choice ianeuaee feature Prize will be 

oeen Mgving In 

iisflSlHi S 5“kfe 
cases-they don t even join in gen- London, May. 6. Under an earlier arrangement llOUSCS Gfit lOP FlIlDS and one short, but the fest may in- 

; The Board of Trade is expectexd the BCFC controlled nine of the London, April 29. vite additional films. Jury will be 
they \e been instructed to vote yec ■ ^- - visas and Kawakita—acting on be- . Exhibitors who, by virtue of composed of six Suariish and for- 
or no on a ^given..issue. This, of take a^hand^m the allocation of half of Korda-the remaining six. their situation usually have to play ei£i plrsohaliUes.Spanish and for 
couFse. stymies the rest and. pro- British film licenses for Japan Latterly he’s been able to use his concurrently with Rank’s Gaumont __ . ■■■■ 
vokes a good deal of frustration, j which, at present, are restricted to licenses to acquire Jap rights to circuit, are complaining that. all j ■/i i, ij * L T 

In some instances this attitude ( 15 a year and are shared by the pix from non-dollar territories in the top. pix find their way into the J8D3D 10 Lilt AuIIllSO. 18X 
Is due to the increasingly complex j British Commonwealth Film Corp. Europe an<I there have been no group’s Odebn chain. One Mid- r n T 
composition of the companies (the company run by the British available British permits for any lands exhib speaking at last week’s Kilt iRnOTRS L1I1RD12S 
themselves, where the independ- ; Film Producers’ Assn.) and Naga- of the Anglo-American productipris general council meet of the Cine- . . 
tnts now must be consulted on: masa Kawakita of the Towa Film .filmed; in British ;studios. For ex- matograph Exhibitors Assn., said , . Tokyp, April 29. 
major moves. In other instances j Corp. who, previously, represented ample, pix made by the US majors that week after week he had had Theatrical admission tax, from 
it s simply art expression of dis- the late Sir Alexander Korda’s in-- such as Columbia, • Paramount, to turn down the Gaumont release strip-snows to kabuki, is expected 
satisfaction with the. overall setup.; terest. Metro, etc.; could only get into and to “scrape the barrel” to find. to be cut from current 50% to 30% 

-~Z—‘-- ~ ~—' Just about a year ago the Board Japan under the American quota. an alternative program.. o? tickets of more than 300 yen 
If Mrinc Pfll Hiwv stepped into the licence field for Board’s: intervention is expected to B: T. Dayis of Birmingham, who (83c) beginning Jday 1. A bill call- 
u iJAipd 1 111* I/liTj restricted markets and ended the end that situation in just the same raised the matter, asserted that in iug for the revision of the Admis- 

For the first time in more than producers monopoly on permits; [way as its earlier intervention reg- the last months there had not been s*on Tax Law was passed by the 
10 years. Universal failed to de- Now the restricted territories of ularized the situation in; Europe. one single prestige film in the Gau- House of Councilors and’is expect^ 
clare a dividend on its 414^c cumU- France and Germany are within Recently the BCFC made a phys- mont group as compared with. 12 ed to go through the^ House of Rep- 
lative preferred stock. the orbit of the Board, but Italy, ical, distribution deal for handling or so in Odeoii. He thought the resentatives without amendment. 

The board of directors, at a meet- which also has limited entry, is British pictures in Japan with Co- matter should be reviewed period- Revised rates are 10% on admis- 
lng yesterday (Tues;), voted to pass still, for the time being, subject to lumbia on - a straight percentage ically and that the Finance and sion charges up; to 22c and 30% 
the second quarter divvy payment | an agreement between ANICA [and operation. That arrangement is Management Committee should ex- over 83c. Motion pictuie admission 
due at this time. j the BFPA* still continuing, - ~ amine the lists eveny three months, taxes remain the same. 

London, May. 6. j Under an earlier arrangement 
The Board of Trade is expectexd the BCFC controlled nine of the 

to take a hand in the aUocation of 

U Skips Pfd. Divvy 

Japan to Cut Admish Tax 
But Ignores Cinemas 

Tokyo, April 29. 
Theatrical admission’ tax, from 
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CONFIDENTIALLY- 
‘HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL” is violent, sensational, controver- 
sial, unrelenting in its suspense, brutally frank-BUT it’s the hottest 
number for the great youth market in years-and for their parents! 

We highlight this theme in the powerful ads: 

“YOUR OWN KIDS WILL NEVER TELL YOU...SOME WON’T 
... OTHERS DARE NOT. ..They live in a world their ‘good fami¬ 
lies’ never dreamed existed. Not since ‘Blackboard Jungle’ such 
shattering drama of the tough, troubled teen-agers of our time.” 

Youthful talent with name value delivers a sock entertainment! 
Ask M-G-M today! 

M-G-M p,«, AN ALBERT ZUGSMITH Production 
RUSS TAMBLYN JAN STERLING • JOHN DREW BARRYMORE 

7ba/:k on 

i TOP IN kj..!! J 

MAMIE VAN DOREN • JERRY LEE LEWIS -RAY ANTHONY 
JACKIE COOGAN • CHARLES CHAPLIN, jr. DIANEJERGENS * 

ta«.LEWIS MELTZER ROBERT BLEES • ROBERT BLEES 
dm JACK ARNOLD • „ CINEMASCOPE 

1 as Joan Staples 
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United Action Harder to Manage In h 
Self-Serving MPEA Membersbip ah n. Be mu 

« m Roijie, April 29. 
By FRED 1IIFT -4----—————•—-——tt-4-— AGIS, the Italian- exhibitors'.as-1 

_ _ ^, sociation, once more has sent, a . 
Continuing wrangle over the re- ! Come Into Our Parlor sharply Worded note of; protest to • 

vision of a global license division f AVith ,the Motion Picture the. Italian Entertainment Office 
formula points up the^ growing j Assn of .America due to give asking that . the theatre owners 

?robltms: f3Cfd 1! 5 »P its current headquarters at henceforth be . asked to participate 
Motion Picture Export Assn, in its; w 44^ st N Y several in all pact talks With foreign, film 
efforts to present an industry \ of thg companies have made a industry organizations, 

common front abroad/ pitch to berth the Association. Gripe points out that, four agree- 
Situation within MPEA is do-; involved primarily are the merits regarding pix exchange with 

f eriorating, with joint decisions in- ; outfits that, have moved into France, Germany, Spain and Aus- 
creasingly difficult and some of i new buildings—Warner Bros./ tria, recently became law here 
the companies outright antagonis-j Columbia and. Universal. Like- without exhibs being let in on the 
tic. Economic squeeze, in which ; jjhood of MPAA “boarding” confabs leading to the pacts. 
MPEA members find themselves . one of its member comY. In at least two cases, the. note 
has served to stimulate their de-|. panies is considered slim. adds* big production .Countries are 
sire fbr individual rather tlran/^- - : . involved (France and Germany). 
common action and MPEA’s ability . • developing factors in which the say-. 
to keep any member “in line” to^ f f P r* „ f *| VI •. so of the exhib-sector are felt to ‘ 
day if he disagrees with an over- i I y |*||]11C . I Jnr|V be vitally involved, and pertinent, 
all decision is considered doubt- * ii jimv Note signed by AQIS prexy Italo 
ful. ^ m Gemini winds by "insisting” that 

Had MPEA. not lifted its. cm- T DAAAnl 907 Tait proper assurances be given that 
bargo on exports in Spain, which I I) I\cSCllL u /a I HX exhibs will be cut in on all-future. 
3t did partlv to establish an atmos- * w *•/(/* •'-palavers, especially where theatre- 
phere of “good will” with the ^ w 1 Ilf : owners’ problems are directly in- 
Spaniards, chances are that—come § ..X Itolfk 
next fall—several of the compa- V#l|l™^'lla|il ffflV —:—' ■ . ••• 

SEES : Bome May 7 TUNE-TRACK ‘BRAVADOS 
M ua,ia„ pvoposa, U, ,„ow ^ FOR 20TH IN MUNICH 
tiie origipai MPEA concept and is tax cut to exhibs on the distrib Hollywood, May 6. ! 
deplored by some company exetu- t share of percentage contracts, if with musicians; strike, still 'on,': 
lives.-; collection controls-.are placed in 20th-Fox will score its third pic- ; 

MPEA is having trouble with Al- ! the han(js of the SIAE 1 Italo. Au- ture, since situation out of the r 
itd Artists, which sees itself,; as a. , F,iitnr<3 cnr-iotv v win country.. “The Bravados” starts re- 1 

Swedish'Saga Opens Cannes Fest 
Listless Spirit Prevails at Outset—Frenay Favors 

Festivals Limitation—San Francisco Worried 

U.S. Fi 

lied Artists, which sees itself. a<< a'.. . . ,"'■ Y,- country. “The Bravados” starts re- 1 
small company, out-maneuvered by . J10 . meetine with general Yank cordinS today in Munich, Germany.; 
the majors. Its having.- -trouble for three-day ! session.. j 
with Universal. which is constant-; . contained in a -letter sent by Company previously scored “A : 
ly critical of MPEA and of late lias .Nice Little Bank That Should Be; 
been voicing this, criticism with i..,-..- tn ’ aN'ICA' timber Fite-1' Boohed” and “10 North Frederick” J 
greater insistence than heretofore. - ^ and is felt an aftempt at in Mexico, City. Skedded for for- i 
arguing• among other things that | f°neXre hi Lu of the g^ern' ei*n scoring are “The, Barbarian ; 

« the. MPEA, offices ; »nd the Geisha.- and -The Fly,- as 
abroad are out-of-hne. ■ .l ,ax reduction law betore the cur- ^ A Certain Smile and 

Many of the companies are un-1 Fent election recess. , ine tiunters. 
happy with the status of RKO.; . The .3^ “reduction” would en-1 
w hich is using American licenses ;taii the abolition cf non-application j 
to ship foreign films into quota of the current IGE governnterit tax 

noc lilrin Franco Ttalv ntn . . . .. . . . . 

“reduction” would eri- 
4 [Japanese Film Cos. j 

countries like France Italv etc •"L1'" ,r“**^*v *v"“ To Up Cinema ScaleS ; 
counirus nice rrance. uaij, tic. qh business transactions, but only .-■ rr^i a:V oQ 

s. frue. under the licen:se jj.^ the above-mentioned controls •_ -• . . . ^°.kjAP^11 29- ! 
division formula, future permit al- ! Are handle bv SIAE or an “ap- Four.of The. Big Six Japanese 1 
locations are guided only by the { Pi-0ved” outfit* major film companies plan to raise 
grosses of American releases; but, „ . . ‘ , - . . , admission: fees . in their domestic 
say RKO's competitors, - it’s , going ! .P^dubt -theatres with .the femain- 
to talte a couple of years to really u , ing two companies.expected- to fall 
catch up with RKO’s changed sta-1 ^ in line. Similar action by. other 
tus ! RK0.\ at4 .the foment. Amon>, theatres is expected to unify the 

The combanies haven’t been•• t*?n.s,^eraUP11?•.'b4ling weighed lj move> Tentative: arrangements' 
ine companies haxent boep ‘ question of whether as promised Varv with some tohners calline for 

able to get together on^a revised ! the proposal would actually speed h?ke spec af pic- 
license division formula. They were un navment nrocess as much as . -e ■ Ior special pic 
saved by the bell. when. the. Japa-"Si^Sd ^hat!^besfdS an 5 ^ whlle °^S Se^ 3 Wank^ 
ne^e delayed issuance Of their per- : tempt: to get the collection mechan- prPcident Masaichi Naaafa of 
mils for the new year, which start- f ism into the hands of SIAE, is be^ D^fS n^e^S?H^rie^for the 
ed April 1. Some foreign managers j hind the local reasoning. Accord- ?a1se^rited^fha?fees a?e^ unreason- 

imetll“tect1h”f0in1Ulit ^“oYevent ■ inS to .°^:?.?uJce* evei? Jh.e «xhlbs. ably ’loW compared with imported 
some teeth in it to pie\ent .are not 10GK<? happy with the idea,, ^ioturp theatre rates He also 
abuses. Others argue it can’t be . while the distributors hint that fboueht Drices should be upgraded 
ffone legally. AA has matle it plain ■ even if they wotk out a compensa- 
it wants the formula altered $0 as \ tiori deal with the exhibs, they downgrade to meet encroaching 
to give it more permits. j still turn out losers while the the- threat of tv * encroaching 

Primarily, the companies woiil4 atreowners get most .of the advan- - . 
like to prevent the use of precious lages. Above all, it’s felt here p ^ 
American licenses to ship non- that most, companies see the move . opu« noiqs V«ys 

• V.S. pix into Italy, Japan. France, >h infringement on free trade ' Minneapolis,. May 7. 
etc. Companies feel that if one of practice, and will vote to keep. “Final weeks’” flag has spurted 
them doesn’t have sufficient prod- business to themselves. business -so greatly for “Around 
uct to cover the allocated licenses. As things now stand, both AGIS ^ Bn 
such' permits should he turned 1 (exhibs) %nd ANICA rdistribs) ‘he ^Vorid in 80^ Days, :now ip its 
back to MPEA, Question is how this still have to meet to consider the 43rd and supposedly final week at 
can be enforcer!; question. A Film Board meeting the Academy, that it 11 continue in- 

Some of the foreign execs are- is also in the offing. Should some definitely, 
getting to be increasingly fed up form of approval, be reached, mat- Grosses, which had dropped to 
with the petty detail that consumes - ter would be dealt with at a gen-. $7,000 before the announcement, 
hours of their time at MPEA eral AGIS-ANICA assembly, then have spurted to around $14,000 and 
meets. Long discussions revolved sent back to the Ministry for the advance, demand has jumped 
recently around such comparative-, eventual passage as law decree. again to substantial proportions. 
ly unimportant questions as to who “—--—^—“—-—-1-7--—'—:—: .' ' ~ -— 
contributes what to the Cannes • m m « A V* • . , 

of the MPEA^ reps abroad should° oi OO^fQ Or lF3fl6 SfiCH MOVUl^ lll 
sbouuln t be allowed a car. I .' 

Furthermore, the men w-ho rep * * V V\ • r ‘ ¥ 

is;ss*ig: On British Permits for Japan 
free to make decisions^ In some . ’ 
cases they don t even join in gen- London. May 6. Under an earlier arrangement 

'"JJ1;The Board of Trade is expeetexd the BCFC controlled nine of the 
the\ vCcn instiuct6fl to \.r)tc V6^ . * . vis3^‘ Anri Kawakita—-nctin^ t>n ■ hp- 
or. no on a given issue. This, of to take a hand in the allocation of half of Korda—the remaining six. 
course, stymies the rest and pro-I British film licenses for Japan Latterly he’s .been able to use his 
yokes a good deal of frustration. | which, at present, are restricted to licenses to acquire Jap rights to 

Iri some instances this attitude j 15 a year and are shared by the pix from non-dollar territories in 
is due to the increasingly complex ;: British Commonw:ealth Film Corp. Europe and there have been no 
composition of the companies ; (the company run by the British available British permits for any 
themselves, where the independ-I Film Producers’ Assn.) and Naga- of the Anglo-Americafl productions 
ents now must be consulted on ; masa Kawakita of the Tow;a Film filmed in British studios. For ex- 
major moves. In other instances [ Corp, Avhp, previously, represented ample, pix made by the US majors 
its simply an expression of dis-; the late Sir Alexander Korda’s in-v such as Columbia, Paramount, 
satisfaction with the overall setup, terest. Metro, : etc. could only get into 

■—. ———- Just about a year ago the Board Japan under the American quota. 
II Divvy stepped into the licence field for Board’s intervention is expected to 
U UlVl|la i III* Ulf* Jr restricted markets and ended the end that situation in just the same 

For the first time in more than producers monopoly on permits! way as its earlier intervention reg- 
10 years. Universal failed to de-1 Now the restricted . territories of ularized the Situation'in Europe, 
clare a dividend on its 4Urc cumu- France and Germany; are within Recently the BCFC mfide a phys- 
lative preferred stock. the orbit of the Board, but Italy, ical distribution deal for handling 
. The board of directors, at a meet- \v;hich: also has limited entry, is British pictures in Japan with Co- 
Ing yesterday ,(Tues.)r vpted to pass still, for the time being,, subject to lumbia on a straight percentage 
the second quarter divvy payment an agreement between ANICA and operation. That arrangement is 
due at this time. the BFPA. still continuing^ r 

BiO, Spurt Holds /Days’ 
’ Minneapolis,. May 7. 

“Final weeks’” flag has spurted 

business ^so greatly for “Around 

the World in 80 Days,’’ now in its' 

London, May 6. Under an earlier arrangement 
The Board of Trade is expeetexd BCFC controlled nine of the 

Disney’s ‘Britches’ Buy 
Hollywood, May 6. 

Disney Studio has bought 
“Little Britches,” .western 
autobiography of Ralph Moody, 
for a reported $50,000, to be 
produced as a feature some¬ 
time next year. 

Book,] published in 1950, is 
now required reading in 
schools of 42 states. Still sell-, 
ing iri Stores at rate of 10,000 
copies annually. 

Big First Quarter 
For U.S. Features 

In Switzerland 
Zurich, May 6. 

First four months . of 1958 iri 
Switzerland gave U. S. features 
their strongest showing in years, 
with the release of such Yank 
blockbusters as “Bridge on River 
Kwai” (Col), “Ten Commandments” 
(Par), “Around World in 80 Days” 
(NA).and “Funny Face” (Par). 

“Kwai” is doing sellout biz at the 
l,300-se2t Cor.so here, now in its 
third week, as w ell as at . the 740- 
seat Le Dome, Geneva, in its sixth 
w'eek. . It is also very strong at 
Kuechlin,. Basle, a 920-seater. 

“Commandments,” on a two-a- 
day policy, is still rackirig up hefty 
grosses after .10 weeks at the Ur¬ 
ban f 1,100) here; Same goes for 
Bubenberg (700), Berne (sixth wk.), 
Hollywood (490). Basle (fourth), 

I arid ABC (560), Geneva (seventh). 
I Runs are continuing in all situa¬ 
tions. 

“80 Days.”.,released only at the 
Apollo (1.300) Zurich so far, had an 
excellent 15 weeks’ run, ori two-a- 
day, and is coming up in Berrie. At 
smallseater ABC (550) here, opened 
last Christmas, “Funny Face” has 
been sellout at - evening show's 
since it preemed four weeks ago. 
Op the other hand, “Farew-ell to 
Arms” (20th), despite the current 
upbeat trend for Yank films, did 
disappointing biz in Zurich, Basle 
arid Geneva where it never got 
over 2-21-2 weeks. Unanimous 
critical pans may have partly 
caused this. Uniformly excellent 
reviews, however, cprild not pre¬ 
vent “Young Lions” (20th) froiri 
falling off in holdover weeks, after 
an auspicious start. 

CANVASS EUROPE TO 
NAME‘BEST’DIRECTOR 
Screen Directors Guild on the 

Coast has asked all directors guilds 
abroad to nominate their choice of 
top direetpr of the year and to sub¬ 
mit the name, along with, a print 
of the film involved, to the Guild 
on the Coast. 

Plan is to have the Guild honor 
the top foreign director. Ariiong 
the first to submit their choice 
have been the Germans. They’ve 
nominated Kurt Hoffmann for his 
direction of “Das Wirtshaus von 
Spessart” (The Inn of Spessart). 

Indie Exhibs Say Rank 
Houses Get Top Films 

London, April 29. 
Exhibitors who, by virtue of 

their situation usually have to play 
concurrently with Rank’s Gaumont 
circuit, ate complaining that all 
the top pix find their way into the 
group’s Odeon chain. One Mid¬ 
lands exhib speaking at last week’s 
general council meet of the Cine¬ 
matograph Exhibitors Assn., said 
that week after week he had had 
to turn down the Gaumont release 
and to “scrape the barrel” to find 
an alternative program. 

B. T. Davis of Birmingham, who 
raised the riiatter, asserted that in. 
the last months there had not been 
one single prestige film in the Gau- 
mont group as compared witff. 12 
or so in Odeori. He thought the 
matter should be reviewed period¬ 
ically and that the Finance and 
Management Coirimittee should ex¬ 
amine the lists every three months.. 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Cannes* May 6. 

Though the opening of the 11th . 
annual Cannes Film Festival on 
Friday (2) had pomp, sheen and 
plenty of stars, regulars are won¬ 
dering if the prevalence of com¬ 
petitive fests this year, all over 
Europe, has not taken some of the 
thunder away froiri Cannes. 

Still the first, with the first pick, 
Cannes deliberately .came up with 
only 26 features this year. But it’s 
known some nations held hack 
prodiict as. entries at other festi¬ 
vals. .. 

Princess Grace and Prince Rain¬ 
ier of Moriaco were in attendance, 
first night: Before the unreeling 
of Sweden’s “A Jungle Saga,” visit¬ 
ing stars were introed on the stage. 
But these ceremonies stretched too 
long and lost some of impact.. 

Among those presented were So¬ 
phia Loren, Mitzi Gay nor, Danielle 
Darrieuxv^ Bella Darvi and many 
visiting foreign “stars”, not inter¬ 
nationally known as yet. 

Doing away with specially re¬ 
served seats seemed to work well, 
and should work unless too many 
seats are sold any one day! Good 
organizational work to. date as to 
press, credentials, tickets. 

Yet wifh all the visitors pouring 
in, the first day seemed oddly calm, 
even listless. Hence the conversa¬ 
tion that the. pending festivals like 
Venice, Brussels,. Berlin,. Karlovy 
Vary, Sari Sebastien arid Edin¬ 
burgh, are beginning to spread film 
fest interest too thin. ~ 

A midnight opening supper, the 
usual custom, was decided against 
a few days before the fest’s open¬ 
ing. The big word-of-mouth for 
the Swedish beginner, “Saga,” did 
not quite live up to the film. But 
it was colorful enough beginner. 

French rep to the Federation of 
International Associations Of Film 
Producers, Henry Frenay, made 
the point that the general public 
can no longer distinguish between 
the various film festivals. Some 
30 to 40 features are. honored each 
tourist season at these irianifesta- 
tions. 

Frenay feels that the FI AFP 
should take steps and Out the fes¬ 
tivals down to three, Cannes, Ven¬ 
ice,, and perhaps Berlin, arid riot 
allow the others to be called fes¬ 
tivals but have them tagged as filin 
weeks, expositions, etc. Visiting 
here ori behalf of the San. Fran¬ 
cisco Festival, Irving Leviri, is 
worried about where, this reasoning 
will land the Frisco Fest (second 
year coming up) as far as FIAFP 
recognition goes. 

Tempo is picking up here as out¬ 
side cornpetition showings get 
morning unreelings, and cocktails 
start. 

SAN SEBASTIAN'S‘BEST’ 
FOR SPANISH LINGUAL 

Spain’s. San Sebastian film festi¬ 
val—July 19 to 29—will present a 
special prize for the best Spanish- 
language. feature. -Prize will be 
known, as the “Perla del Canta- 
brico” and is designed to stimulate 
production in Spanish-speaking 
countries. 

The Motion Picture Export Assn, 
has agreed to participate at San 
Sebastian this year. Each coun¬ 
try. is asked to enter one feature . 
and one short, but the fest may in¬ 
vite additional films. Jury will be 
composed of six Spanish and for¬ 
eign personalities. 

Japan to Gut Admish Tax 
But Ignores Cinemas 

Tokyo, April 29. . 
Theatrical admission tax, from 

strip shows to kabuki, is expected 
to be cut from current 50% to 30% 
on tickets of more than 300 yen 
(83c) beginning May l. A bill call-, 
ing for the revision of the Admis¬ 
sion Tax Law was. passed by the 
House of Councilors-and is expect¬ 
ed to go through the House of .Rep¬ 
resentatives without amendment. 

. Revised rates are 10% on admis¬ 
sion charges up, to 22c and 30% 
over 83c. Motion picture admission 
taxes remain the same. 
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THETITLE 
FRAME OF 

A PICTURE 

FOR THE 

CONFIDENTIALLY- 
“HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL” is violent, sensational, controver¬ 
sial, unrelenting in its suspense, brutally frank-BUT it’s the hottest 
number for the great youth market in years-and for their parents! 

We highlight this theme in the powerful ads: 

“YOUR OWN KIDS WILL NEVER TELL YOU... SOME WON’T 
... OTHERS DARE NOT.. They live in a world their ‘good fami¬ 
lies’ never dreamed existed. Not since ‘Blackboard Jungle’ such 
shattering drama of the tough, troubled teen-agers of our time.” 

* 

Youthful talent with name value delivers a sock entertainment! 
Ask M-G-M today! 
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Hollywood Production Pulse 

ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts( This Year . .... ... 7 
This Date, Last Year.. ..6 

"THE GIANT BEHEMOTH" 
(Shooting in London) 

Prod.—David Diamond 
Dir,—Eugene Louri* 
Gene Evans 
(Started April 14) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year......... 9 
This Date, Last Year ......10 

"the clock without a face" 
(Snooting. In London) 

Prod.—Hal E. Chester 
Dir.—Andre De Toth 
Jack Hawkins. Gla Scala. Felix Aylmer. 

Alexander Knox, Erik Schumann, Ken¬ 
neth Griffiths 

(Started March 10) 
"THE MAN INSIDl" 
(Warwick Prods.) 
(Shooting In Spain) 

Prods.—Irving Allen it A. Broccoli 
Jack Falance, Anita Ekberg. Nigel Pat¬ 

rick, Bonar Colleen* . 
(Started April 28) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year.. 2 
This Date, Last Year...... 7 

"DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE 
PEOPLE" 

(Walt Disney Prods.) 
(For.Buena Vista) 

Prod.—Walt Disney 
Dir.—Robert Stevenson 
Albert Sharpe, Janet Munro, Sean Con¬ 

nery. Jimmy O’Dea, Estelle Winwood, 
Kieron Moore 

. (Started March 17) 

METRO 
Starts, This Year ....... >.11 
This Date, Last Year.. .. ..6 

"CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF" 
(Avon Prods.) 

Prod.—Lawrence Wetngarten 
Dir.—Richard Brook* 
Elizabeth Taylor. Paul Newman. Burl 

Ives. Jack Carson. Judith Anderson, 
Madeleine Sherwood 

(Started March 12) 
"THE JOURNEY" 
(Shooting in Vienna) 

ProtL-Dir.—Antole Lltvak ■ 
Yul Brynner. Deborah Kerr 
(Started March 19) L 

"PARTY GIRL" ' ' “ 
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak 
Dir.—Nicholas Ray 
Robert Taylor. Cyd Charlsse. I.e J. 

Cobb, John Ireland. Kent Smith. Bar¬ 
bara Lang. Tom Hernandez. David 
Opatashu , 

(Started March 24) 
■"TORPEDO RUN" 

Prod.—Edmund Grainger 
Dir.—Joseph Peyney 
Glenn Ford. Ernest Borgnlnf, Dean 

Jones, Diane Brewster 
(Started April 7) 

"THE END OF THE WORLD" 
(Sol C. Slegel-HarBel Prod.) 

Prod.—George Engluhd 
Dir.—Ranald MacDougall. 
Harry Belafonte, Inger Stevens. Mel 

Ferrer 
(Started April 7) 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Yea}......... 6 
This Date, Last Year. 8 

"SHOWDOWN AT GUN HILL" 
Prod.—Hal Wallis 
Dir.r-John Sturges 
Kirk Douglas. Anthony Quinn. Earl 

Holliman. Ziva Rodanil. Bing Russell. 
Carolyn Jones. Brad Dexter 

(Started March 31) 

"1 MARRIED A MONSTER FROM OUTER 
. SPACE" 
Prod.- -Gene Fowler Jr. 
I>u\—Gene Fowler Jr.. 
Tom Tryon, Gloria Talbott, Valerie 

Allen. Peter Baldwin. Ty Hungerford. 
Hobert Ivers. Chuck Wassll 

(Started April 21) . 
"THE PARTY CHASERS" 

Prod.- William Alland 
• Dir.- Bernard Girard. 

Connie Stevens, Frances Farmer, On¬ 
slow Stevens. Walter Brooke. Denver 

■ Pyle. Joe Sonessa, Gene Pearson. Skip 
Torgerson. Bob Padget, Cary Gray 

(.Started April 23) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year .......... 9 
This Date, Last Year ...,. .14 

"A CERTAIN SMILE" 
Prod.—Henry Ephron 
Dir.—Jean Negultsco 
Rossi.no Brazzi. Christine Carere. Joan 

Fontaine. Brad Dillman. Johnny 
Mathis. Steve Geray, Kathryn Givney. 
Trude Wyler, Renate . Hoy,. -Edinrd 
Franz. Kathryn Locke, Marietta Fle- 
motomos, Sandy Livingston, Patricia 
Mitchell. Yvette Mimieux ' 

(Started Feb. 17) 
"THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK" 

Prod.—George Stevens ‘ 
Dir.—George Stevens ■ . 
Millie Perkins, Joseph Schildkraut. 

Shelley Winters, Ed Wynn. Richard 
. Beymer, Gusti Huber. Lou • Jacobi, 
Douglas Spencer,' Diane Baker, Body 
Heath 

(Started March 5) . 
"THE ROOTS CF HEAVEN” 
(Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.) 
(Shooting in Africa) . 

Prod.—Darry l F. Zanuck 
Dir*.—John Huston 
Trevor Howard, Errol Flynn, Eddie 

Albert. Juliette Greco,- Frederick 
Ledebour 

(Staited March 3) 

"THE HUNTERS" ^ 
Prod -Dir.- Richard%owell 
Robert Mitchum, Robert Wagner. Rich¬ 

ard Egan. Lee. Philips, May Britt, John 

Gabriel. Ron Ely, Line Foster, Stan 
Kamber, Nina Shipman, Leon.Lontok 

(Started March 0) 
"THE INN OF THi SIXTH HAPPINESS" 
(Shooting in London) 

Prod.—Buddy Adler . 
Dir.—Mark Rdbson. 
Ingrid Bergman, Cnrt Jurgfcns, Robert 

Donat 
(Started March 17) 

"HELL BENT KID" 
Prod.—Herbert Bayard Swop*-Jr. 
Dir.—Gordon Douglas 
Hugh CPBrian, Dolores Michaels, Robert- 

Evans, Ron Ely, Linda Crlstal, Stephen 
McNally. Ken Scott, Robert Adler, 
Emile Meyer/ Hank .Gobble, Georgia 
Simmons, Ron Ely, Shari Lea Bernath 

(Started April 7) 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year......... 3 
This Date, Last Year...... IP 

'MONSTER IN THE NIGHT" 
Prod.—Joseph Gershenson 
Dir.—Jack Arnold 

. Arthur Franz, Joanna Moore. . Helen 
Westcott, Whit Bissell, Judson Pratt, 
Nancy Walters. Phil Harvey 

(Started April 24) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year...*.... 6 
This Date, Last Year ...... 7 

"THE NUN'S STORY" 
(Fred Sinnemann ProdJ 
(Shooting in Rohle) 

Prod.—Henry Blank# 
Dir.*—Fred Zlnnemann 
Audrey Hepburn. Dame Edith Evans. 

Dame Peggy Ashcroft; Peter Finch, 
Molly UrdUhart, Dorothy Alison. Mil¬ 
dred Dunnock. Dean Jagger. Patricia 
Collinge, {Margaret Phillips, Beatrice 
Straight. iRosalle Crutchley; Patricia 
Bosworth,’ Penalope Horner, Ruth 
White, . Eba Xotthaus, Colleen Dew- 
hurst, Jeannette Sterke, Errol John 

(Started Jan. 27) 
"AUNTIE MAME" 

Dir.^—Morton DaCosta . 
Rosalind RusselL Forrest Tucker, Coral 

Browne, Roger Smith, Patrlc Knowles, 
Peggy Cass. Jan Handzli.k; Joanna 
Barnes, Pippa. Scott, Robin Hughes. 
Connie Gilchrist, . Yukl Shimoda. 
Brook Byron, Lee Patrick,. Willard 
Waterman, Fred Clark. Carol Veazie, 
Henry Brandon 

(Started April I) 

"DAMN YANKEES" 
Prods.-Dirs.—George Abbott & Stanley 

Donen ... 
‘ .Tab Hunter, Gwen Verdon. Ray 'Walston 

(Started April 16) 
"JOHN PAUL JONES". 
(John Paul Jones Prods,)' 

i Shooting in Spain) 
Prod.—Samuel Bronston . 
I)ir.!-sIohn: Farrow 

-Robert Stack, Charles Coburn, Erin 
O.-Brien, MacDonald Carey*. Bruce 
Cabot. Jean Pierre. AurtVont, Marisa 
Pavan, Thomas Gomez. Bette DaVis, 

.. Peter Cushing • 
(Started April 17): 

'RIO BRAVO" . 
(Armada Prods.) 

Prod.—Howard Hawkg 
Dir.—Howard Hawks •: 
John Wayne, Dean Martin. Ricky Nel¬ 

son, Angie Dickinson. Estellta, Gon¬ 
zales. Gonzales . 

(Started May 1) 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year. ..,.... .33 
This Date, Last Year:.... .55 

I WANT TO LIVE" 
(Figar. Inc.) 
(For UA Release) : . 

ProtL—Walter Wgnger 
Dir.—Robert Wise . . 
Susan Hayward, Virginia Vincent, Philip 

Collldge. LoU Krugman. Wesley Lau, 
SimoA Oakland 

(Started March .24) 

'PREHISTORIC WORLD" . 
(American International Piets.) 

Prod.—Roger Corman 
, Dir.—Roger Corman 

Dqrah Marshall. Robert Vaughan 
(Started April 28) 

'GUNS, GIRLS AND GANGSTERS" 
Imperial Piets., Inc.) 
For UA Release). 

Prod.—Robert E. Kent 
Dir.—Edward L.. Cahn 
Mamie Van Doren, Gerald Mohr, Lee 

Van Cleff, Elaine Edwards 
(Started April 28) 

'TIMBUKTU" 
(Imperial Piets.) 
"or UA Release) 

Prod.^-Edward. Small 
Dir —Jacques Tourneur 
Victor Mature 
(Started May 5) 

IN BRITAIN 

ASSOC. ELSTREE 
Starts, This Year........... 2 
This Date, Last Year....... 4 

NO TREES IN THE STREET" 
Prod.—Frank Godwin . 
D.r.—J. Lee Thompson 
Sylvia Sims. Herbert Lom, Ronald How¬ 

ard, Stanley Holloway 
. (Started March 10) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year ......... 3 
This Date, Last Year ...... 3 

Prods.—Irving Allen And A. R. Broccoli 
Dir.—John Gilllng 
Jack Palance, Anita Ekberg*--Nigel 

Patrick, Bonar. CoUeano • 
(Started April 28) 

20TH-FOX 
Starts, This Year.... *; 
This Date, Last Year . > 

"THE INN OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS' 
(MGM Studios and North Wales) 

Prod.—Mark Robson 
Dir.—Mark Robson 
Ingrid Bergipan. Curt Jurgens, Robert 

Donat ; 
• (Started March 17) 
"INTENT TO KILL" 

(Zonlc Productions) 
Prod.—Adrian Worker 
.Dir—-Jack Cardiff. . , 
Richard Todd/ Betsy Drake, Herbert 

Lom. Lisa GastOnl, Warren Stevens 
(Started Feb. 3) 

RANK 
Starts, This Year.... 
This Date, Last Year . 

"FLOODS OF FEAR" 
. Prod.-^-Sydjney Box 
Dir.—Charles Crichton ■ 
Howard Keel, Anne Heywdbd ,: 
(Started April 23) 

"PASSIONATE SUMMER" 
Prods.—Kenneth Harper and George 

Willoughby.: 
Dir.—Rudolph Cartier ■ 
Virginia McKenna, Bill Travers/ Yvonne 

Mitchell- 
(Started AprU 28) 

"ROCKETS GALORE" 
(Shooting in the Outer Hebrides) 

Prod.—Basil Dearden. 
Dir.—Michael Relph 
Jeannle Carson, Donald Slndeh,. Noel 

Purcell 
(Started April 14) ' 

UNITED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year.. .. . . . . 2 
This Date, Last Year .:. . .. 0 

"THE HORSE'S MOUTH" 
(Knightsbridge Films) - 

Prod.—John Bryan 
Dir.—Ronald Neame . . 
Alec Guineas. Kay Walsh, Michael 

■ Gough. •• 
(Started Jan. 20) 

"THE EXTRA EDGE" 
(Hammer Film Productions .and Seven 

Arts Productions) . 
(Shooting In Berlin) 

Prod.—Michael Carreras 
Dir.—Robert Aldrich 
Jeff Chandler,. Jack Palance, Mar tine 

■ Carol ;. 
(Started Feb. 17) 

ANGLO A’LG’MATED 
Starts, This Year ..... .... 3 
This Date, Last Year ..:/.. ♦ 2 

Soundtrack 
; Continued from page 4 ; 

Sol Frifield in recent years a financial consultant in Manhattan, will 
be recalled by oldtimers at Paramount, his alma mater. 

Signet Books- is soft-cover publishing novelizations of screenplays of 
two films in the shooting stage, both to be done by scripters. Nelson 
Giddings’ “I Want to Live!” with an initial run of 500,000 copies, is 
from the Figaro-United Artists production, with cover portrait of Su¬ 
san Hayward, who stars. Richard Collins will write“The Badlandere,” 
Metro, production starring Alan Ladd and Ernest Borgnine. Publica¬ 
tion date of both will coincide with films’ releases. 

Robert S. Taplinger leaves next week for Spain and confabs' with 
producer Samuel Bronston on “John Paul Jones.” taplinger also will 
visit his publicity branches in Paris and London and hop to Brussels 
for the Fair . . . Plato Skouras’ production outfit (in which Spyros 
Skouras Jr. is a private investor) signing another thrOe-picture deal 
with United Artists . . . Legion of Decency B-rated “God’s Little Acre** 
noting that the rating was “based upon a revised version of the film 
originally presented for review and moral appraisal.” 

'CARRY ON SERGEANT" 
Prod.—Peter Rogers . 
Dir.—Gerald Thomar 
William HartneU.. Bob Monkhouse, Eric 

Barker. Shirley Eaton. Dora Bryan 
(Started .March. 24) 

BRITISH LION 

Starts, This Year. . . 1 
This Date, Last Year. . . . .. 4 

THE MAN IN THE ROOM" 
Prod.—Robert Dunbar.. 
Dir.—Donald Chaffey . 
Richard Attenborough, Bernard- Lee. 

Donald. Houston 
(Started April’21). 

ER0& 
Starts, This Year. . .. 
This Date, Lost Year:.. 

"THE GIANT BEHEMOTH" 
Prod.—David Diamond 
Dir.—Eugene Lburie . 
Gene Evans, Andre MoreU 
(Started April 9).. 

"A CRY FROM THE STREET" 
. Prod.—-Ian. Dalrymple 

Dir,—Lewis Gilbert . 
Max Bygraves, Barbara Murray, Kath¬ 

leen Harrison 
(Started April 14) 

"THE CLOCK WITHOUT A FACE" 
(S.ibre Films) . 

Prod.—Hal E. Chester 
D.r.—fAndre de Toth 
«v.*k Hawkins, Gia Scale .. 
(Started March 24). 

E MAN INSIDE" 
it ”wrk Film Productions) 
(Shooting in Madrid and Elstree) 

DROPPING PERSONNEL 
Vancouver, May 6: 

Vancouver film exchanges have 
been cutting staff for the past 
year, says one major studio’s book- 
ei here, Commenting on the absorp^ 
tion by*. Paramount’s Seattle . ex¬ 
change of. its Portland activities, 
last month. “They’ve all been cut¬ 
ting their offices by two or. three, 
because there’s not the work,” the 
official stated/ . 

Bob Lightstone, Paramount’s top- 
man in this area, confirmed that 
his office had let a reviser and a 
steno-biller go of late,, and that 
exchange was down to minimum 
staff of booker,; reviser-shipper, 
stenorbiller and a cashier. About 
possibility of further Paramount: 
cutbacks, he said, “I don’t kijow, 1 
honestly don’t know.” 

Situation could apply as with 
Warner Bros. hereT whose topper, 
Earle sDalgleish, pointed up. that 
Canada’s exchanges are spread, 
thin, thus redundant distrib set¬ 
ups must b& negligible. There’s no 
data on other exchanges’ pinkslip 
activities at. present. ( 

Margaret Twyman, New 
MPPA Community Chief 
Detailed plan to strengthen and 

expand the film industry’s efforts 
on the community level is being 
worked out. by Mrs. Margaret Twy¬ 
man, the Motion Picture Assn, of 
America’s new director of commu¬ 
nity relations. Mrs. Twyman ex¬ 
pects to submit her ideas to prexy 
Eric Johnston within. two months. 

Mrs. Twyman started with MPAA 
last November, but spent three, of 
the intervening months aiding 
Johnston in his efforts on behalf 
of: the Administration’s Foreign 
Aid program. Prior tp joining the 
Association, Mrs. Twyman was for 
six years administrator of the Ju¬ 
nior League Assn. Before that, she 
was Dean of Women at Texas Tech¬ 
nological College at Lubeck, Tex-, 
as.. 

Need is for methods that can 
and will reestablish the motion 
picture theatre’s ties with the com¬ 
munity where—once—it stood as 
the centre of activities, Mrs. Twy¬ 
man said. As part of her plan, she 

■hopes to provide tangible cooper¬ 
ation for the many film councils 
around the country. “They should 
be kept more immediately up-to- 
date on what’s going on in the 
film business,” she held. “We can 
help get the material to them.” 

Mrs. Twyman said efforts were 
under way to help rebuild the 
Children’s Film : Library, . which 
has. virtually gone to pot: Reasons 
partly can be found in the tv sales 
and partly in the switch from ni¬ 
trate to acetate, with the compa¬ 
nies tin willing to shoulder the cost 
of making new prints. Mrs. Twy¬ 
man reported she had discussed 
the availability of prints for ch.;- 
dren’s shows with the companies 
and had found them receptive. At 
tthe same time, it’s pointed out 
that, precious few good pictures for 
young: people are being made by 
anyone/ with the exception of Walt 
Disney. 

Mrs. Twyman said among her 
goals Were to h-dp reestablish the 
theatre as the focal point in the 
community and also to get women 
more interested in films. 

ZIEGFELD POOR TITLE 
FOR ART CINEMA? 

Chicago, May 6. 
Ziegfeld Theatre, 485-seat Loop 

arty, may soon shed its name in 
favor of one with a more lyrical 
sound. Right now sentiment leans 
to Capri. 

Foreign pic distributor Tom: 
Dowd, who recently took over the 
lease, fears the present name con¬ 
notes the gaudy and spectacular, 
and therefore is psychologically 
wrong for an art pix situation. 

Dowd is also contemplating some 
interior refurbishing. 

Mss Mueller’s Aldrich 
Pic, Mitchum Opposite 

Berlin, May 1. 
Swiss-born German filmstar 

Elizabeth Mueller, who'made her 
Hollywood debut in “Power and 
Prize”. (M-G), will soon be starred 
in another English-language film. 
Latter is “Angry Hills” which Robr 
er Aldrich is going‘to direct for a 
British company (Stross) in Greece 
starting June 7. Robert Mitchum 
is Miss Mueller’s lead. 

Miss Mueller, who was called by 
Henry Koster to Hollywood two 
years ago, says she’s still under 
Metro contract. Actress, who lives 
in Basel, has just concluded "Con- 
fess. Dr. Korda” (CCC) in which 
she is teamed with Hardy Krueger. 
Josef yon Baky directed this, her 
14th film. 

Minneapolis, May 6. 
One of the matters to be dis¬ 

cussed at the North Central Allied 
convention here May 13 will be 
whether, “forced advanced admis¬ 
sions” are keeping many potential 
patrons away from theatres, it’s 
disclosed by Frank Mantzke, con¬ 
vention chairman.; 

Members also will be asked “how 
many theatres "are going to close 
in this territory this year and will 
yours be one of them?,” he says. 

Still other questions to be pro¬ 
pounded will be as to whether 
members want to pay 50 and 60% 
for pictures or do without them en¬ 
tirely and Whether they feel it 
desirable for a continuation in 
Minneapolis of film exchange^. 

Bennie Berger, who bad been 
president of the Allied States unit 
for most of its existence and until 
he stepped out last year because of 
some opposition to his beiligerency 
toward film companies, says that 
under no circumstances will he be 
willing tb take over the leadership 
again. He says he has done his bit 
and' his inany business interests 
now consume too much time; 

. Ted Mann, Who has been presi¬ 
dent the past virtually inactive 
year, also has. made known that 
press of personal duties leaves him 
with insufficient time to devote to 
the office and he would not accept 
re-election/ ' 

Mantzke, who is head of one of. 
the territory’s leading buyirig- 
booking-exhibiting and distributing 
groups, is being talked of'as the 
likely president. . ' 

The Allied unit is going ahead 
with its convention plans iri the 
face of the fact that another ex¬ 
hibitors’ organization, a permanent 
business building forum which 
avowedly will eschew: squabbles 
with film companies and have no 
trek whatsoever with NCA, has 
been launched. 

Sacramento, Cal. 
Editor, Variety: 

On page 13 of your March 12 is¬ 
sue is an item about Cue maga¬ 
zine criticizing the projection angle 
at a Manhattan theatre. 

When I attend a theatre with a 
distorted picture due to a sharp 
projection angle, I solve the prob¬ 
lem by sitting in the balcony. 
Viewing a picture from the bal¬ 
cony adds its own distortion—but 
one that, almost exactly cancels out 
that owing to a high projector po¬ 
sition. 

However, in theatres that throw 
the picture from a booth just 
above the back row on the main 
floor, a balcony seat may give the 
effect that the actors are shorter 
and wider/ .. 

The attention given' to “sub¬ 
liminal advertising” lately should 
indicate the value of good pro-, 
jection. If people will respond to 
printed messages they aren’t aware 
of reading; they certainly must 
also respond to distorted .screen 
images, scratched prints; and pic¬ 
tures washed out with ’too much 
auditorium light.' ■ ‘ 

Charles Anderson. 
P.S. If you’re, wondering who 

this is Sounding off, I’m just a Gov¬ 
ernment still photographer. 
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Bureau of Missing Business 
By EGBERT J. LANDRY 

Talent brokers in Manhattan, have done a flip; for Russian show biz 
as revealed (1) in Bob Hope’s televized visit to Moscow and (2) the pyro¬ 
technics at the Metropolitan Opera House of the Moiseyev Dance Co. 
At the same time what this journal has designated “hard ticket vaude¬ 
ville” has ventured into two Broadway playhouses- The one-woman 
show of Joyce Grenfell is fay, effete and British; the one-man show of 
Mort Sahl is sassy, barbed and irreverent. 

These are straws in the always-changing winds of show business. An¬ 
other straw is to be noted on lower Third Avenue where a poet from 
San Francisco named Kenneth Rexroth has set up shop in a cafe to 
give readings, one asking the quest ion, “Why do the birds hate.mc?” 

The point perhaps is the familiar one: talent is always pounding on 
the door. The new, or the new- twist, is as certain as taxes. What is hap¬ 
pening to and within the film business is. only part of the grand pano¬ 
rama of change now in progress in show business. 

Not the least significant double-switch is that which is taking the 
Met Opera itself, currently on spring tour, into .film, theatres in Bos¬ 
ton, Washington and elsewhere. The gigantic, costly, big “oncers” of 
concert seek the huge capacities of the cinema .palaces. The Moiseyev, 
visitors will appear in a number of arenas, as recently did Columbia 
Concert’s “Vienna on Parade” levuc and Hurok’s Black Watch. Scotch 
kilted band. 

In last week’s Variety another concert impresario, Herbert Bar¬ 
rett, four-square for longhair, argued that the platform attractions of 
the last few semesters have headed too far toward stunty, vaudeville- 
like potpouri. Barrett’s Own pitch is for uncompromised Johan Se¬ 
bastian Bach. He reports that it sells out—you can’t be too “highbrow” 
nowadays. -ii ■'—• • • ————t 

Be that as it may. What stands 

forth in this 1958 unfoldment of 

competition, conflict and crises Is 

the visible push toward tomorrow. 

Showmen, by definition and chem- 

based upon the individual house’s 
ability to pay. 

Warming to. his sales pitch, Bum 
declared “I believe I have a block¬ 
buster boxoffice stimulant.” Most 
exhibs who attended the demon- 

1stry, do not brood over-long. They 
hop ta„ As certain longhair events 
expand toward more seats, because 
that’s the payoff for once-around, 
film showmen move toward a re¬ 
design of film houses eliminating 
now superfluous acreage of seats 
hard-to. fill on the week in-week 
out grind. Loew’s State will be 
cut to size, the unneeded area, be¬ 
coming valuable- retail shop rent¬ 
als. The Roxy lias “sacrificed” 
large numbers of the pews which 
often enough were redundant and 
Is now more snugly dedicated to 
CineMiracle and “Windjammer.” 

The will which invariably finds 
the way is exemplified in Chicago 
where, as detailed elsewhere in 
this issue; Universal has gotten it¬ 
self back into the Loop from 
whence it bad for some time been 
crowded out by the longrim bof- 
folo product. Universal’s situation 
also illuminates the curious mish¬ 
mash of a film business in transi-. 
tion. Today paradox is infinite in 
variation, to wit: 

There are often too few 
downtown theatres, despite 
all the wailing about product 
shortage. Bob Hope’s latest, 
“Paris Holiday” (VA) couldn’t 
get a Boston date until some 
weeks after an elaborate series. 
of exploitation stunts involv¬ 
ing. the comic’s personal pres¬ 
ence and producing whopper 
crowds, excitement on the 
streets and in the baseball 
park and galleys of newspaper 
reaction. 

Now is perhaps a plausible week 
to ask a salient question: have you 
noticed that the patient, meaning 
the motion picture industry, is 110 
longer hysterical? Remember six 
months ago? 

stration (some live. skits were 
shown) appeared to he less enthu¬ 
siastic; Some “improvised” songs, 
dances and a dramatic sketch per¬ 
formed by some earnest, young tal¬ 
ent were greeted by polite; .ap¬ 
plause. Skits were said to be a 
live sample of what the shorts may 
contain. 

Burn’s ‘Wii^A-Miilion* 
A contest designed to infuse new 

life in ailing boxoffiees was out¬ 
lined on Wednesday 116) at the 
Hotel Astor, N. Y., before more 
than 100 exhibitors and distribu¬ 
tors by Seymour Burn who heads 
the Scarsdale Motion Picture Corp. 
Tagged the “Win-a-MiHion’r plan, 
his scheme calls for distribution of 
$3,000,000 in cash prizes to theatre 
patrons.. 

Money to finance such a plan. 
Burn explained, would come from 
participating exhibitors who must 
buy eight short subjects produced 
by Scarsdale, These shorts would 
be screened during eight contest 
weeks as added attractions to the 
theatre’s regular program-. Brief- 
les, featuring "new and attractive 
performers.” will be based upon 
“special and original material.” ■ 

Contestants will bo asked to de¬ 
scribe the essential quality of per- 
formers in the shorts by an “apt 
tagline, phrase or name” and to 
explain their choice in 25 words on 
an entry blank provided by the 
producer. Reuben H. Donnelly 
Corp. would process the blanks. 

Aside from the $3,000,000 in 
prize monies, $1,000,000 would also 
be allocated for ad-pub-promotion 
on a national and local level. Fi¬ 
nancing aspects call for each cir¬ 
cuit or exhib to pay a flat rental 
per theatre for the shorts via bids 

Happiness Can Be Profitable 
Minneapolis, May 6. 

“Happiest men” (i.e. theatre 
managers) campaigns to stimulate 
the boxoffice and now under way 
in many of this territory’s towns 
are being credited (along with su¬ 
perior product) for a general pa¬ 
tronage upsurge. Theatre busi¬ 
ness currently is “good” in many 
of the area’s towns, according to 
reports made here aV a meeting of 
the group of some 20 exhibitors. 

Group members testified that 
harder work and better showman¬ 
ship. called for in the campaigns 
devised by Ev. Seibel and. Harry 
Greene, United. Paramount and 
Eddie Ruben circuits’ advertising- 
publicity heads, respectively, and 
furnished to the exhibitors “defi¬ 
nitely are bearing fruit.” 

The drives have the exhibitors 
calling themselves the “happiest 
men” because they’re making fel- 
low townspeople happy by enabl¬ 
ing them to see such fine movies. 

One theatre operator commented 
that a house manager’s death pre¬ 
vented him from launching the 
campaign in one of his two towns 
of similar size and boxoffice poten¬ 
tial and grosses are much better 
for the same pictures in the situa¬ 
tion where the drive could be car¬ 
ried through: 

Another told the gathering that 
with the campaign business is bet¬ 
ter in his town of 1,20(1 than in a 
nearby town of 1,800 where the 
exhibitor felt, “things are hope¬ 
less” and didn’t undertake the 
drive.' 

Several related that they’re be¬ 
ing addressed as “Mi\ Happy” and 
told “there’s no recession in your 
business.” Some said other lines 
of business are copying the cam¬ 
paigns., All averred they’re getting 
full cooperation from their news¬ 
papers and merchants generally. 

A Showman Must Be : Brave 
Singapore, May 6. 

Alvin'Cassell, Universal manager 
I in Malaya, hit upon inviting some. 
I 50 leaders of local feminine society 
j to a tea and screening as a means 
) of promoting. his company’s “My 
; Man Godfrey.” 
i - Picture Was run off in the pri- 1 vate theatre in the garden of Mr. 

and Mrs. Runme Shaw. But Cas- 
! sell got cold, feet at the last mo- 
; ment at the thought of being the 
: only male. So Dora Hale, publicity 
j exec for the Shaw Organization, 1 greeted the guests. 

Einfeld’s Merchandising Package 
Starting with, the release of 

.• “Fraulein,” 20th-Fox is initiat¬ 
ing a ne\v “public merchandising 

I package,” which is to be supplied 
i to exhibitors with every 20th fea- 
• ture release. 

Put . together by ad-pub v.p. 

Charles Einfeld, the promotionsd 
tools are supplementairy to the nor¬ 
mal campaign and are designed to 
do a selling job “within the budg¬ 
et an exhibitor can afford.” 

“Fraulein” is a May relearn, Five 
separate title tunes, in Jive differ-- 
ent styles have, been recoilied for 
it. In . addition, the package in¬ 
cludes a special series of six teaser 
aids, .economical display ads and a 
lowbudget radio campaign. 

Endorsed by Physicians 
Don’t be surprised if the indus¬ 

try adopts . as one of its business 
building themes the fact that film¬ 
going is therapeutic and Is rec¬ 
ommended by physicians. 

Indication of this trend Is noted 
from comments made at a recent 
Sindlinger ticket-selling workshop 
on St. Louis. Speaker Walter Get- 
tinger, a Baltimore theatre opera¬ 
tor, said he had obtained this view 
from a number of physicians after 
he noticed that businessmen near 
his theatre employed the midday 
hours of 12 to 2 p. ml relaxing in 
his theatre. 

Not one to lose a promotional 
opportunity, Gettihger said he sup¬ 
plied local doctors with guest tick¬ 
ets and they are. now prescribing 
“go to the movies” and filling the 
prescription immediately by hand¬ 
ing out tickets to, their patients. 

. It’s also pointed out that hi a 
November article in Reader’s 1 Di¬ 
gest on. “How to Deal With Your 
Tensions,” by Dr:. George S. Stev¬ 
enson, film-going is listed among 
other remedies for relieving ner¬ 
vous tensions. 

Treat Bolshoi Film As . Concert 
Pittsburgh, May 6. 

J. Arthur Rank.filmizationof the 
Russian Bolshoi Ballet will be 
played here like a regular concert 
engagement. It’s been booked into 
the Carnegie Music Hall for a sin¬ 
gle . performance . ^Saturday night, 
May 10. A legit scale, of prices has 
been set. 

.• Local date is being sponsored by 
Francis Mayyille, as a benefit for 
his International Repertory Thea¬ 
tre, an organization that has been 
inactive for the last year. Mayville 
handled several dates for the Bol¬ 
shoi movie in. Florida during the 
past winter. 

Junket to “Vertigo* 
San Francisco, May d. 

Paramount has scheduled junk¬ 
ets for newsmen from New York, 
Chicago and Los Angeles to attend 
special screening of Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock’s “Vertigo” at 440-seat Stage- 
door, Frisco, May 9. 

Contingent of about 60 is expect¬ 
ed from Los Angeles, with similar 
number expected from New York 
and Chicago. Kim Novak, Janies 
Stewart and Hitchcock are also 
scheduled to fly here to see film, 
which was largely Shot in Frisco. 

. Cowmen Note Sheepman 
Chicago* May 6. 

A couple of eye-filling television 
display ads on a spillover film page 
m recent Daily News has raised 
trades.ter ire. . 

The two NBC ads, taking a full 
half page adjacent the picture ads, 
were for Hallmark’s “Dial .‘M’ for 
Murder” special, and the preem of 
the “Jefferson Drum” skein. Op¬ 
posite page was the regular tv 
page, with logs and columns by the 
gazette’s own Terry Turner and 
UP’s Vernon Scott. Same page, 
interestingly, carried an ad. by Re¬ 
vere. Camera plugging home 
movies. ; 

Dickinson Embraces Opportunity 
Kansas . City, May 6. 

Dickinson theatres have tieups 
set with two personalities in con¬ 
nection with pictures soon to play 
their four-theatre firstrun situation, 
Glen, Dickinson, Leawood Drive-in 
and Shawnee Drive-in. First is with 
Gail Robbins who: comes to the 

Galloping Backwards 
Chicago, May 6. 

First popcorn, now this: 
. Clark Theatre, Loop . indie 
devoted mostly to reissues, 
has gone into bookselling in a 
limited way. Just installed in 
its lobby is a rack of pocket- 
book editions of filmed novels. 

: See it, THEN read it. . or, 
“Why, Helen, the movie wasn’t 
like that at all!” 

. . ■ ; ■ • ; f? . ■ ■ 

Terrace Grill of Hot«U Muehlebach 
May 9 for a fortnight. 

; Same time Dickinson theatres 
will be playing “Quantrill’s Raid¬ 
ers,” Allied Artist release in which 
she plays. Miss Robbins will do a 
flock of radio and tv interviews 
plugging both her night club stint 
and the picture (opens tomorrow 
(7)>. 

Circuit has a double publicity 
Interest in “Raiders” in that cast 
also Includes Joan Woodward, local 
gal who made good in films. Pic¬ 
ture will play dualled with “Hong 
Kong Affair.” 

Later in the summer theatres 
will play “Lone Ranger and Los 
City of Gold,” a United Artists re¬ 
lease, and will have the Lone 
Ranger and Silver here for a round 
of personal appearances at* the 
theatres during run of the film. 

‘Lady* Legit List for ‘Gift* 
Aiming to cash in on the “My 

Fair Lady” acclaim of Alan Jay 
Lerner and Frederick Loewe, 
Metro is employing the mail order 
list of the legit click as part of a 
big direct mall campaign for the 
film, “Gigi,” first effbrt of the 
Lerner-Loewe team since “Laidy.” 
“Gigi,” produced by Arthur Freed 
for M-G, opens at the legit Royale 
Theatre on May 15 on a hard ticket, 
reserved-seat policy. 

The picture is receiving a legit- 
style buildup for its Broadway en¬ 
gagement and Metro has hired 
stage praiser Dick Weaver to han¬ 
dle the details. More than 125,000 
pieces of mail were posted by Fri¬ 
day (18) at the General Post office 
in .New York, cost of postage alone ^ 
totaling $3,750; . Total mailing ex¬ 
penses are estimated at $10,000. 

Circular accompanying the mail¬ 
ing pointed out that since the 
recipients had bought tickets to 
“My Fair Lady,” the are being 
placed on a “priority’Mist to order 
tickets for “Gigi,” Lerner and 
Loewe’s newest collaboration. 
Mailings were received before the 
first newspaper ad—a half page in 
the N. Y. Times—appeared on Sun¬ 
day (20)’ 

In addition to N. Y. buyers of 
“Fair Lady” tickets, “Gigi” mail¬ 
ings went to purchasers through¬ 
out the U. S. and many foreign 
countries. Although Metro doesn’t 
expect to receive many orders from 
the out-of-town mailings, it's felt 
that it would have the effect of 
bringing the picture to widespread 
attention and possibly instigate 
word-of-mouth bally. Another 
“priority” mailing went. to 25,000 
subscribers of Cue magazine. 

On the basis of the early returns 
received at the Royale boxoffice— 
an initial $10,000 from the first 2,000 pieces of mail—it’s estimated 
that an advance of more than $50,- 000 will be obtained from this 
source before the picture opens. 

Have Out-Going Personality 
Detroit, May 6. 

Newly formed Metropolitan De¬ 
troit Exhibitors Assn, hosted 25 
disk jockeys at a Sheraton-Cadil- 
lac lunch to Introduce them to the 
.two-minute and five-minute spots 
designed to. advertise the group’s 
slogan: “Develop an outgoing per-. 
sonality—go out to a movie to¬ 
night” 

In addition, a series of animated 
cartoons for tv spots were pre¬ 
viewed. One showed a lion tamer 
at a circus putting his head in the 
lion’s mouth, then turning around 
expecting applause only to find one 
person.sitting in the vast circus 
arena. The lion tamer asks: 
“Where is everybody?” and the 
loner pops up and replies: “They’ve 
all gone to the movies.” Others 
are variations on this theme. 

Disk jockeys were given several 
souvenirs including a miniature 
bat which had this wording 
stamped on It: “Go to bat for the 
movies.” Also handkerchiefs mono- 
gramed with: “Go go go to the 
movies.” 

Gals and ‘God’s Li’I Acre* 
, Hollywood, May 6. 

Growing interest by women’s 
clubs in the production of “God’s 
Little Acre” is cueing Robert Ryan, 
star of the Anthony Mann-Security 
production, to concentrate on the 
tea and biscuit circuit on his up¬ 
coming tour to bally picturization 
of the Erskine Caldwell all-time 
best-seller. United Artists, which 
Will distribute, has already re¬ 
ceived requests from 21 major 
femme organizations for Ryan to 
appear. 

Such outlets provide a powerful 
new market of exploitation, actor 
said over weekend, the book re¬ 
view clubs particularly a valuable 

| means of reaching prospective au- 
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The big "national magazines, 
many of which have been some¬ 
what aloof to the picture industry, 
are pulling a switch. In policy j 
changes important to the Holly-! 
wood free-space cadets, the con¬ 
sumer slicks are going in more and 
more for editorial plays about pic¬ 
tures and picture people. 

The editors at Good Housekeep¬ 
ing, according to a major film com¬ 
pany publicity director; have voted 
to award a kind of seal of approba¬ 
tion for certain features similarly 
as this monthly endorses, with its 
famed “Seal of Approval,” food¬ 
stuffs, merchandise, etc. 

[■ In addition, it’s related, GH is 
doubling the amount of space 
given to the picture trade. 

Red Book is bent on more dis¬ 
plays about Hollywood personali¬ 
ties and productions. . McCalls is 
moving in the same direction with 
interviews with stars. 

Cosmopolitan recently pulled -a., 
nifty—so far as the pic biz bally 
specialists are concerned. This 
monthly put out a special televi¬ 
sion issue and had a film perform¬ 
er, Sophia Loren, on the cover 
along with inside story. 

Holiday, which goes many places 
but not often Hollywood, has a 
piece on Tony Perkins in the cur¬ 
rent issue. Same actor has the 
cover of Newsweek. 

Saturday Evening Post has been 
a partisan, and perhaps of late a 
major influence. SEP’s series of 
series by Pete Martin have proved 
a major circulation booster. 

In any event, eds and pubs are 
giving boldface attention to Holly¬ 
wood as they never did in past, ac¬ 
cording to the industry’s own pub¬ 
licity merchants. 

diences. In Chicago alone, he re¬ 
ported, a survey by UA shows 330 
formal women’s groups dedicated 
to authors, books and sometimes 
films, with a membership of around 
200,000. 

| Such femme groups, according 
to Ryan, no longer are composed 
of the traditional "grandmother 
brigade” but now are sparked by 
new youth with definite interest in 

| motion pictures. These new mem* 
I bers are very liberal in their views 
regarding the rights of Hollywood 

[for so-called artistic freedom—re¬ 
placing the oldtime vigilante com¬ 
mittees—and to these Ryan will 
make his pitch for picture, which 

| carries sex impact of the Cald¬ 
well tome. One of the subjects 
which Ryan has been asked to dis- 

; cuss, he declared, is whether books 
[are highlighting sex to too great 
a degree,and are they leading films 
down “scarlet path.” " 

Ryan also reported that at all 
exhibitor screenings of film 
throughout the country, it was 
notable that all wives showed up 
with theatremen, a practice hot 
usually adopted by femmes. Actor 
will reach many prospective femme 
audiences, too, by series of' tele¬ 
phone interviews with women’s 
page editors throughout nation. 
Ryan is partnered in film, which 
gives added impetus for his bally. 

This legion of organizations, 
Ryan pointed out, comprises one of 
the most potent forces for selling 
tickets and to date, has been little 
patronized by Hollywood in its 
pitch for building grosses. He. said 
tbat UA had found that many wom¬ 
en’s dubs had distributed bulle¬ 
tins on “Acre” and . that they had 
reprinted the history of the book 
in their own periodicals. 

In paperback editions of novel, 
more than 7,000,000 copies have 
been ‘sold, with Signet last week 
shipping out an additional 750,000 
copies. . 

School Bands Bally the “Blues* 
• St. Louis, May 6, 

•Thirteen St Louis high school 
bands played “St. Louis Blues” as 
a tribute to W. C. Handy Thursday 
afternoon (10) in front of Soldiers 
Memorial, with Mayor Raymond 
Tucker and Nat “‘King’* Cole and. 
Pearl Bailey, stars of the film, on 
hand in the rooting section. 

The musical tribute marked the 
| opening of the premiere perform¬ 
ance of the picture that same day 

! at the Fox Theatre. A portion of 
I the receipts of the premiere, spon¬ 
sored by the Variety Club, will be 
given in the name of W. C. Handy 
for the Blind Inc., to the club’s 
eyeglass program for needy young- 

| sters ih the public schodls. 
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CENSORS' SECRETARY 

Departure Should Not Be Viewed 
As ‘Victory* \ 

Vancouver, May 6. 
At least two pair of youthful in¬ 

die exhibs Ore .currently showing 
Vancouver circuits and veteran 
theatre operators that sub-run film 
'situations Can thrive, although a 
good dozen have shuttered this 
past two years. 

Nigei Bieasdale arid David Dyer, 
in early twenties, are English im¬ 
migrants fresh here and new to 
filmtrade who are proving a point 
at the Cambie nabehouse with 

"very good boxoffice returns/’ said 
Bieasdale. Policy is, “we riin 
Italian releases the first three days 
of the week, and good British pic¬ 
tures at the weekend/’ Pair’s deal 
Tor CambieTs through Reg Brewer- 
tori, indie operator of downtown 
Rex theatre, who “keeps us out of 
trouble,” the boys said, . 
; Bieasdale heads for Britain this 
week, “to bring back about $200,- 
000 for more of the same.” Asked 
how he would achieve this cur¬ 
rency transfer, in view of British 
restrictions* Bieasdale said, “We 
can buy Swiss (francs) from people 
like Guinness.” 

Former boothmen Ron McKee 
and Alf Knowles, lately of Rich¬ 
mond and Penticton situations, 
are doing good wicket trade as ex¬ 
hibs of Ridge riabe theatre, previ- 
ously operated by the McFarlane 
shopping centre where located, and 
was due to shutter. 

Current at Ridge is “Song of 
Beifnadette/V 20th release under 
auspices of Catholic Archbishop 
W. M. Duke, for local aspect of 
Lourdes . centennial, and grossing 
big returns. 

American Broadcasting - Para¬ 
mount Theatres is set to bear down 
on the exploitation of its theatrical 
features with the organization of 
three specially-trained teams of 
field men, Sidney M. Markley, AB- 
PT v.p., disclosed in New York 
this week. 

Markley intimated that industry 
bally work too often concentrated 
in key city situations and AB-PT, 
with its lineup of less-than-epic 
pictures is bent on obtairiing “depth 
coverage,” His company’s Output 
■will be promoted in the major box- 
office areas, of course, but the ex¬ 
ploitation will be carried through 
to the grass-roots levels, as well, 
said , the exec. 

Special exploitation groups Will 
' be assigned to three of the AB-PT 

circuits in the south at the start, 
these being Florida State, Inter¬ 
state'and Paramount Gulf. 

The “sell” will be with the small¬ 
er situations—and not alone the 
big ones—for AB-PT’s experience 
has been that there’s-much untap¬ 
ped revenue in the lesser areas. 
Extra money can be realized 
through the exploitation push, 
Markley. believes. 

OZONER’S ANTITRUSTER 
VS. B&K AND WARNERS 

Chicago, May 6, 
. Double Drive-In Theatre filed an 

antitrust suit Thursday. (1) in Chi¬ 
cago Federal District Court against 
Baiaban & Katz circuit; Warner 
Theatres,. United Artists and Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures. Complaint al¬ 
leges the ozoner has been denied 
the. right to bid for exclusive show¬ 
ing against certain B&K and War¬ 
ner hardtops. - 

Atty. Seymour Simon, counsel 
for t.he plaintiff, said that Colum¬ 
bia and UA. have required the 
Double Drive-In to bid against two. 
other ozoners which are further 
from it; while the hardtops have 
received , product sans bidding. 

The regulation filmeries in ques¬ 
tion, are the Southtown and Tivoli, 
B&K’s one-two. southside situa¬ 
tions, arid Warner's Avalon and 
Capitol. Suit points out that other 
distribs license hardtops and 
drive-ins. for. simultaneous play. 

Double. Drive-In owners also op¬ 
erate two other ozOners in Chi su¬ 
burbia.; 

London; May. 6. 

John Nicholls, who' joined the 
British Board of Film Censors as 
secretary about a year aigo, suc¬ 
ceeding Arthur T. L. Watkins on 
his appointment as president-elect 
of the British Film Producers' 
Assn., has resigned his post. . 

Although there has been no offi¬ 
cial statement on the matter, it is 
believed that production and dis¬ 
tribution circles in the industry 
had been concerned at the recent 
policy ef the Censorship Board. 
Sir Sidney Harris, BBFC president, 
said that Nicholls and he had: felt 
for some time .that: he (Nicholls) 
was not the man for the job. He is 
quoted as saying “if certain people 
regard this resignation as a victory 
I warn them here and now that 
they are wrong. The resignation is 
coincidental/' 

Levy Denies Any 

Rorrie, May. 6. 
RKO is about" to discharge ah 

urireyealed number of local em¬ 
ployees in the. near future, as. part 
of the company’s Italian disband¬ 
ing move. Actual number is vari¬ 
ously estimated at between 100 and 
200. 

Fadt that RKO Is currently dis¬ 
banding its nolrmal operation and 
transferring its physical handling 
to the Rank group avoids making 
the discharge rnove a violation of 
a. tacit Yarik-Italian agreement not 
to cut its film company staffs dur¬ 
ing the current election campaign 
which ends May 251 with Italo 
political elections. 

There have been various reports 
here that sorpp other companies 
would, break the pact Via dis¬ 
charges in the pear future, but 
none of these rumors has been con¬ 
firmed at this Writing, Yank ob¬ 
servers here seriously doubt that 
any such move (aside from RKO’s) 
will /be made in the next few 
weeks, as deference to diplomatic 
wisdom and local savvy. 

Felt; however, that once the 
political considerations are out of 
the way, some Yank distribs here 
will; continue their “lightening” 
program arid, cut staffs in order to 
reach economic operational tar¬ 
gets. Generally. agreed here that] 
key-city distrib centers in Italy 
will eventually be trimmed, to a 
workable total of seven. 

Cine Trade Fpd Faces 
Coin Loss Via Film Gala 

. London, May 6. 
The Queen's decision not to lend 

her patronage annually to the 
Royal Command Film Perform¬ 
ance, but only to attend at irregu¬ 
lar intervals, will mean a serious 
loss of revenue for the Cinema¬ 
tograph Trade Benevolent Fund. 
The Royai Gala netted $70,000 an¬ 
nually, equal to about 25% of the 
Fund’s income. It’s expected that 
Buckingham Palace will take a 
similar line towards the Royal 
Command Variety Show and such 
a decision will involve the Variety 
Artists Benevolent Fund in an in¬ 
come loss of $50,000 a year. 

After the official announcement 
had been made, a Palace spokes¬ 
man .explained that the Queen 
wished to increase the scope of 
her. engagements at charity per¬ 
formances to cover the widest pos¬ 
sible field, and did not want to be 
tied to going to one particular en¬ 
gagement every year. 

John Schmidt Will continue 
manager of the Boyd when the. for- 

. mer Cinerama house is reopened 
by Stanley Warner with .a regular 
grind policy. 

‘SOLOMON AND SHEBA’ ; 
TO HIT $4,000,000? 

Madrid; May 6, 
United Artists V.p. Arnold Picker 

and Continental production chief 
Charles Smadj a arrived here April 
24 for. final “Solomon and Sheba” 
script confabs With government au¬ 
thorities. 

As soon as minor dialogue dif¬ 
ferences were unwrinkled and a 
shooting permit signed, producers 
Arthur Hornblow and Ed Small 
will muster forces for a June prep¬ 
aration start arid a mid-September 
camera jump-off.; 

Reports here place budget for 
“Solomon” at 225,000,000 pesetas 
($4,000,000) which is higher than 
the combined local .outlay for 
“Pride arid the Passion” arid “John 
Paul. Jones/’ two made-in-Spain 
spectaculars. 

A U. S. District Court decision 
upholding the ‘ right of Warner 
Bros, to refuse to book a drive-in 
theatre on the ground of sound 
business judgment should not be 
regarded as precedental, according 
to Herman M. Levy, Theatre Own¬ 
ers of American general counsel. 

In an industry Case, digest. Levy 
stresses that the decision, involv¬ 
ing Nile Inc., operator of the Do 
Drive-In in Louisiana, arid WB. 
must be considered. by itself arid 
that “it is dangerous to go beyond 
these facts and . this conclusiori by 
trying to apply the decision to 
other situations.” 

Suit Was filed against . WB in. the 
New Orleans division of the U. S. 
District Court for leasing “6ayo- 
nara” to conventional theatres be¬ 
fore making it available to drive- 
ins. The court found that WB was 
apparently motivated' iri its deci¬ 
sion by the fact the release date 
was in the middle.'of the winter 
and that since it was a percentage 
picture the .film company felt.it 
could derive more revenue 
closed-in suburban theatres first 
and then in drive-ins after the 
weather moderated. 

The plaintiff drive-in theatre 
sought . a preliminary injunction: 
against the picture being played 
in the conventional houses unless 
the ozoner was “given an oppor¬ 
tunity to negotiate for exhibition 
of the film by commencing it the 
same day.” It claimed that WB 
and the conventional houses had 
conspired to violate the antitrust 
laws. 

The court ruled in favor of WB 
on the ground that the film com¬ 
pany acted as it did for (1) a 
good business reason rind that (2) 
there was no evidence of conspir¬ 
acy between WB and the conven¬ 
tional houses. “Absent such evi¬ 
dence,” :the court Said* “there, is no 
reason in law why this court should 
interfere with what appears to. be 
the exercise of sound business 
judgment, on the part of; Warner 
Bros.” 

Lbs Angeles, May 6. 
M. A. (Pete) I Lundgren succeeds 

Bert Pirosh as chief film buyer 
for National Theatres, upping from 
assistant. 

Associated, with c h a i n ior 26 
years, Lundgren was NT assistant 
treasurer from 1935 to 1937, prior 
to becoming assistant to Pirosh. 
He came to Coast in 1941 when cir¬ 
cuit transferred its film buying 
dept here from New York. 

F3ms Carry Education to Puerto Ricos 
Back Country; 1-Man and Gear in Jeep 

EXPORT OF FEATURES 
Washington, May 6. 

Uni Japan Film, streamlined, ver¬ 
sion: of the Japanese Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Assn., is continuing its 
campaign to promote export of na¬ 
tive pix via a series of projects. 
Officially tabbed the. Association 
for Diffusion of Japanese Film, 
Uni jap will again participate in 
the 3 major European film festi¬ 
vals, both with. entries and with 
all-out flackery. 

Japanese film industry, perhaps 
most prolific' in world, boasted 514 
feature films in 1956, with output 
said to be climbing this year. All 
raw black and white raw stock, 
as Well as some color, are pro¬ 
duced iri Japan, With 90% of its 
motion pictures produced by 6 
companies. 

New tub thumping projects in¬ 
clude the following: 

(1) Distribution abroad of Jap¬ 
anese film trade publications. 

(2) Sponsoring showing of Jap¬ 
anese. pix for non-theatrical pur¬ 
poses abro&d. . 

(3) . Exchange of* film personnel 
with other countries. 

(4) Surveying conditions and 
trends V in international film 
market. 

(5) Assisting “international co¬ 
production projects.” - 

(6> Furnishing reports and rec-. 
ornmendations on pix to govemr 
merit reps and motion picture or¬ 
ganizations. 

American films have come to 
wield “a commercial influence. 
more powerful than an army of 
salesmen and a . social influence 
more effective than all the World’s 
diplomats/' producer Jerry Wald 
told the American Public Relations 
Assn! in N. Y. last week (2). 

Wald was recipient of the 
group’s “Silver Anvil” £ward in 
recognition of his work in produc¬ 
ing the 1958 Academy Awards 
Show. Award was shared with 
Academy prexy George Seatori. / ■. 

Wald laid great stress on the in-, 
fluences of the screen, whether as 
salesrnan for American merchan¬ 
dise and kriowhoW or as communi¬ 
cator ; Of the American way-of-life. 
Wald stressed that pix weren’t be¬ 
ing iriade either to set styles,. sell 
furniture, shape habits or create 
influence. ’“The main concern of 
the movie producer is to make a 
Successful picture and the only in¬ 
fluence he hopes will be brought 
to bear is that the people who see 
this film will influence a lot of 
other people to see it too. 
. “if: . millions of girls besiege 
beauty shops for hair-dos like Aud¬ 
rey Hepburn’s; if men go for the 
drape of a coat worn by. Gregory 
Peck, if housewives imitate the liv¬ 
ing-room decor, it’s because they 
liked what they saw. in the film,” 
he held. 

San Juan, May 6. 
Puerto Rican government’s edu¬ 

cational motion picture project now 
entering its. 10th year has incalcu¬ 
lably enriched the lives of Puerto 
Ricans iri rural communities by 
presenting them with ideas and 
techniques with which they were 
not previously familiar.. 

The modestly housed but spec¬ 
tacular Community Education Pro¬ 
gram has its headquarters in a re¬ 
modelled Warehouse type.of build¬ 
ing in the oldest standing market 
section in Latin America. It has 
perhaps only $500,000 in equip¬ 
ment, but relies on dedicated work¬ 
ers for its accomplishments which' 
have earned international attention 
via its dramatic film documentaries. 
Annual operating budget for the 
project which includes funds for 
creating films, books and posters 
in addition to its big . fieldwork 
activities is only $700,000. Some of 
its films were seen at the Modern 
Art. Museum in New York City in 
1957. 

Staff inembers go alone to rural 
areas over difficult terrain in jeeps 
and plunge into backward commu¬ 
nities to set up community educa¬ 
tion for whoch the unit’s own films, 
books and posters are used. During 
its nine-year life, it has turned out 
and distributed TO million copies 
of ,20 books and made 40 documen¬ 
tary films at costs of about $600- 
$800 for the longest. In addition . 
the staff includes artists, writers 
and editors. * • 

Fred G. Wale, a Harvard grad, 
Boston teacher and a former direc¬ 
tor of the Julius Rosenwald Fund; 
has been. in charge of the program 
since its earliest days. 

Iri 1956, RCA International in 
recognition both of the accomplish¬ 
ments of; the division and as sales 
promotional literature for its own 
products, published a bi-lingual 
well illustrated booklet which 
Stated: 

“By implementing the work of 
community education in Puerto 
Rico, we are fulfilling the* pri¬ 
mary purpose for which industry 
exists: to serve mankind . . , 
RCA salutes the Division of Com¬ 
munity Education .in Puerto 
Rico. We are printing this in- 

: spiring story because we want 
to share it with you in many 
parts of the world. ... RCA 
is proud of the role it has been 
privileged to play in this edit-. 
cational program.” 

. RCA has its own 30 minute 
soundfilni in color, “Schoolhouse 
On the: Screen,” describing Puerto 
Rico’s Community Education Pro¬ 
gram, 

Accomplishments of the. Com¬ 
munity Education Program to date 
have amply carried out stated aims 
of the. project described in the pre¬ 
amble of the law creating the Divi¬ 
sion: The goal of community edu¬ 
cation is to impart basic teaching 
on the nature of man, his life, his 
way of working and of self govern¬ 
ment in the world and in Puerto 
Rico. Such teaching addressed to 
the citizens meeting in rural and 
urban comiriunities, will be im¬ 
parted through motion pictures, 
radio, books, pamphlets, posters 
arid group discussions ... The com¬ 
munity can be constantly and use¬ 
fully employed in its own service, 
in terms of pride and satisfaction 
for the members thereof.” 

Publicly Beseech Sympathy—One-Quarter of 

Remaining Footage Goes To Government 

By AUSTEN NAZARETH j. Private investment in the indus- 

New Delhi, April 29. | try (including studios and movie 
The film producers of South In-1 theatres) runs to over 200 crores 

dia have inade a public plea to the| 0f rupees) [approximately $400,- 

" ‘ ‘ ... 000.0001. 
Chief Ministers [state premiers! of 
Madras, Andhra Pradesh; Kerala, 
and Mysore “to. use their good of¬ 
fices” In getting a reversal of the -- . ii 
Indian governn^nt’s. slash .in [show, taxes, amounts ,n oneisouth- 
raw-film imports. tern state alone-Madras-lto. 

In big newspaper ads, the pro¬ 
ducers point, to the native film in¬ 
dustry’s growth—it ranks, second in 
footage to the United States—as a 
striking achievement of private en¬ 
terprise. The blow to producers is 
accented by the fact that out of the 
total import quota of. raw film left 
after the cut, one-quarter is set 

:qpart for the . Indian government’s 
own Films division. 

Schenck’s Move-Over 
Albany, May 8. 

Resigning as branch manager 
for Tri-State Automatic Candy 
Corp. (operating concession stands 
in theatres), after 11 years in the. 
post; George H. Schenck is now1 
general manager of Perlmutter 
Foods Inc. 

The latter is headed by- Jules 
Perlmutter of Albany, Who oper¬ 
ates a string of indoor houses and 
drive-ins in Northeastern Newr 
York and who also buys and books 

GdvSnment revmuie from Ihe in-]tor other theatres, 
dustry, through entertainment and ! 

ern state alone—Madras- 
much as one-third of the total land 
revenue; and the government gets 
the[ whole amount in, advance. 

The producers point out that the 
government is thus killing the 
goose that lays it golden eggs. Pix 
under production now are almost 
double last year’s figures, and 
lakhs of persons [a lakh is one huri^ 
dred thousand] are employed in 
the industrv 
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Quant rill's Raiders 
An accurate portrayal of Quan- 
trill, who terrorized the Missouri-1 
Kansas border during . the Civil 
War, but the Polly James screen¬ 
play misses in the climax from a 
historical standpoint, easily dis¬ 
cernible. The famous Quantrill 
raid on Lawrence, Kansas, when 
more than 400 towns-people were 
hilled by many hundreds of the 
guerrilla’s men is reduced to a sim¬ 
ple attack on the town by less than 
two dozen raiders, and instead of 
citizens meeting death here It’s 
Quantrill, who actually went on to 
further raiding. Story* leading up 
to this, however, is well-plotted and 
given proper motivation, with an 
excellent set of characters and fast 
direction, by Edward Bernds. 

Cochran plays a Confederate of¬ 
ficer detailed to contact Quantrill 
—portrayed by Leo Gordon—and 
arrange for attack on union arsenal 
in Lawrence. Ostensibly, he’s a 
horse supplier for the army, and 
he’s, accepted as such by the major 
in command at Lawrence. When 
Officer discovers ammo depot is be¬ 
ing transferred to another location, 
he calls off raid in favor of attack¬ 
ing the wagon train, but Quantrill 
wants to raid town to settle an old 
score and keeps Cochran under 
guard at his headquarters. Es¬ 
caping, Confederate gets to Law¬ 
rence in time for townsmen and 
few remaining soldiers to set up a 
defense, during which guerrilla is 
killed. 

Cochran handles his character 
authoritatively and Gordon is color¬ 
ful as Quantrill. Diana Brewster 
is in for romantic interest; and 
good work is contributed by Gale 
Robbins, as Quantrill’s girt friend; 
Guy Prescott, the major; Lane 
Chandler, sheriff; Kim Charney, 
Miss Brewster’s nephew; and Will 
Wright, head of vigilante commit¬ 
tee. 

Technical departments are ex- 
pertly handled, headed by William 

.Whitley’s color camera work, Wil¬ 
liam Austin’s editing and music 
•score by Marlin Skiles. Whit. 

Toughest Gun in 
Tombstone 

headed by Montgomery and the 
rustlers headed by Gerald Milton, 
as the notorious Clanton. The story 
is not straight enough, however, 
and seems constantly building to 
action that never quite comes off. 

The cast, headed by Montgomery, 
Milton, Beverly Tyler as Montgom¬ 
ery’s romantic opposite, and young 
Scotty Morrow as the son, do ca¬ 
pably. with their, assignments. 
Others who contribute include Don 
Beddoe, Harry Lauter, Charles 
Wagenheim. Lane Bradford and 
Rodolfo Hoyos. Potoe* - 

Horror of Dracula 
(BRITISH-COLOR) 

Stout b.o. prospects for this 
chiller; exploitation values 
offset lack of names. 

Universal .release of a Hammer produc¬ 
tion. Stars Peter Cushing; costafs Michael 
Gough, Melissa Stribling, Christopher Lee. 
Executive producer, Michael Carreras; 
producer, Anthony Hinds. Directed by 
Terence Fisher; Screenplay, Jimmy Sang- 
ster, from novel by Dram. Stoker; camera 
(Eastman color). Jack Asher; editor*. Bill 
Lenny; musical director,. John Hollings¬ 
worth; composer, James Bernard. Pre¬ 
viewed N.Y., May 2, '58. Running time, 
•2 MINS. 
Van Helsing .. Peter Cushing- 
Arthur Holmwood ........ Michael Gough 
Mina Holmwood ........ Melissa Stribling 
Count Dracula Christopher Lee. 
Lucy.....v......... Carol Marsh 
Jonathan Harker.. -;... . John Van Eyssen 
Marx, the UndertakerMiles MaUeson 
Vampire Woman, ........ Valerie Gaunt 

Routine rustlers vs. rangers 
bush-beater. George Montgom¬ 
ery’s name only b*o. bait. 

Hollywood, May 2. 
United Artists release of a Robert. E. 

Universal, which was aboard the 

spine-chill bandwagon with “Frank¬ 
enstein” and “Dracula” as early as 
1931. has another “fright” picture 
in “Horror of Dracula” that should 
pay off handsomely at the b.o. de¬ 
spite the non-name cast. A British- 
made film, it’s being, packaged as a 
“horror special” with U's own Will 
Cowan production, “The Thing 
That Couldn’t pie:" 

There’s gore aplenty in this im¬ 
port turned out by Michael. Car¬ 
reras* Hammer Film Productions. 
Specializing in “raw. heads and 
bloody bbnes” product. Hammer 
also has to its credit last year’s 
“Curse of Frankenstein” which 
mopped up at the wicket. As was 
“Curse,” "Dracula” too is in color 
—a factor that tends to heighten 
the exploitation values inherent in 
the film. 

For those familar with the orig- 
I inal “Dracula” thriller, the Jimmy 
j Sangster screenplay has ably pre- 
' served the sanguinary aspects of 
the Bram Stoker novel. .. Here 

Kent production, stars George Montgom-: again we have Count Draculasleep- 
ery; costars Jim Davis, Beverly -Tyler.-; ing in a coffin by day and plying 
Gerald.Milton. Directed^by Earl Bellamy. j j.jjs nefarft>us role of a blood-SUCk- 
Screenplay. Orville H. Hampton: cameia, . . : . ■ , . „a- 
Kenneth Peach Sr.; music, Paul Dunlap; M^g vampire at night. Modern Ver- 
editor. Grant Whylock. Previewed in Isionhas its USUal quota Of Victims 
Hollywood, April 28, '58. Running time..; before his reign of terror is ended 
72 mins. : bv a fearless doctor. 

?oth director^ Terence Fisher is 

suspense. Peter Gushing is im¬ 
pressive as the painstaking sciem 
tist-doctor who solves the mystery. 
Christopher Lee is thoroughly 
gruesome as .Dracula, find Michael 
Gough is suitably skeptical as a 
bereaved relative who ultimately is 
persuaded to assist Cushing: 

Good support is provided by 
three femmes—all victims of the 
vampire. They’re Melissa Stri¬ 
bling. Gough’s wife; Carol Marsh, 
the couple’s daughter, and busty 
Valerie Gaunt, prisoner in Lee’s 
creepy looking castle. John Van 
Eyssen gasps nicely as a male vic¬ 
tim while some scant comic relief 

is supplied! by Miles Malleson as. a 
mortician. 

Eerie atmosphere is accented by 
producer Anthony Hinds physical 
values and Bernard Robinson’s art 
direction. These assets are aided 
by the Eastman color (processed by 
Technicolor) Tensing of Jack Asher, 
and the ominous qualities of the 
James Bernard score conducted by 
John Hollingswbrth. Bill Lenny 
edited to a tight 82 minutes. . U is 
distributing only in the U.S. 

Gilb. 

No Time to Hie 
fBRITISH-C’SCOPE-COLOR) 

Wartime escape drama,, ridden 
With cliches : and With only 

. average thrills. 

London, April 22. 
. Columbia release of.'an (Irving Alien- 
Albert Broccoli) .'Warwick production. 
Stars Victor Mature,. Leo Genn. Directed 
by Terence Young. Screenplay. Richard 
Maibaum, Terence. Young; editor, Bert 
Rule; camera. Ted. Moore; music, Ken-' 
heth V. Jones. At Odeon. Marble Arch, 
London.' Running time, 103 MINS. . 
Thatcher .....'...... . • Victor Mature 
Kendall .... • - Leo Genn 
Noakes........ Anthony Newley 
The Pole . . Bonar Colleano 
Carola :.... Luciana Paluzxi 
Bartlett ..............-... Sean Kelly 
Johnson .::.....*.:. . Kenneth Fortescue 
Italian Girl .. . ....:.: Anne Aubrey 
Camp Commandant. ;... .George Coulouris 
Captain Ritter ............ Alfred Burke 
Patterson _.............. David Lodge 
The Sheikh  ........ Maxwell Shaw 
SUverio v....... - ........-Alan Tilvern 
2nd English Soldier....i...Kenneth Cope 
Alberto ______.-.. J, .... Robert Rietty 
S.S. Colonel ........ ... - - - Martin Boddey 
Italian Cook.. . ... . .... Andrea Malindrinos 

Cooper — ........ Doni Beddoe ; 
Ringo .... 
Terry ... Scotty Morrow | 
Barger ... 
Beasley ........... Charles Waggenheim 
Purdy *.. 
Burgess ............ 
Olmstead —....... 
Heilman .. . Joey.Ray. 
Clanfttm ... Gerald Milton 
Bill*..... 
Leslie ... 
liyerjman . ...... i 
Stage Driver ..... 
Shot Gun __..... ;.. ... Charles Hayes 
Mrs. Oliver . . Kathleen Mulqueen | 
Colonel ... 
Sergeant ......v... .. Alex Montoya j 
Fernandez 
Telegraph Operator 
Governor ...... ...,' William Forrest - 
Dr. MaoAvoy ...... 
Mrs. Beasrey ...... .....,, Mary. Newton j 

"The Toughest Gun in Tomb¬ 
stone’’ is a routine western laid in 
tlie Arizona Territory When Tomb- 
stone was a wide-open town and 
secret U. S. agents sought to close 
it down. Although the Robert E. 
Kent production is sprinkled with 
famous names of the era, and a 
semi-documentary approach by Or¬ 
ville H. Hampton attempts to give 
It realism, the story is-not particu¬ 
larly novel or exciting. Action; 
whether physical or cerebral, is. the 
touchstone of the eastern, and 
“The Toughest Gun in Tombstone” 
doesn’t have enough of it. George 
Montgomery’s name will give this 
picture its strongest momentum. 

Montgomery is U. S. Marshal 
Matt Sloane* working undercover 
to find out why local badmen John¬ 
ny Ringo, Ike Clanton arid Curly 
Bill Broces are rustling cattle into 
Mexico and bringing back illegal 
silver bullion. His problem is com¬ 
plicated by the fact that on a pre¬ 
vious assignment his wife was mur¬ 
dered and his son, Scotty Morrow, 
saw the killer. The son is now 
being pursued and Montgomery, 
has to protect his boy while solving 
his police riddle. 

Hampton’s script attempts to 
give important and urgency to thij 
story by supplying a narrative thata 
gives the background and meaning 
of the clash between the Rangers 

. Another war escape drama has 
been churned out in “No Time To 
Die,” this time set in the Libyan 
desert. As a routine adventure 
yarn, it will probably get by with 
undiscriminatirig audiences. But 
the dialog; situations, artwork and 
acting are all unremittingly arti¬ 
ficial, with even the presence of 
Victor Mature as star having little 
to make, this piece acceptable to 
American audiences. 

Mature; Leo Genii, Anthony 
Newley, Sean Kelly and Bonar Col¬ 
leano escape from a prison camp 
in the desert. Mature is a Yarik 
sergeant whose, pre-war anti-Nazi 
activities have made him hot bait. 
Result is that the Nazis put on ex- 
trerne pressure to recapture the 
fugitives. This they do with the 
help of Arabs. Mature, is tortured 
but keeps a stiff studio; upper lip 
and,; ,5with. the . help of a. friendly 
German, the gang get; away again. 
But one way and other thpy have a 
hard time, and the film mercifully 
winds up with only Mature, and 
Newly alive. .The others have been 
mowed down by Nazi bullets; How¬ 
ever, the whole cast is virtually 
mowed down by the script, Which is 
riddled with cliches and stereo¬ 
typed characters;.; 

Individually the actors turn in 
competent jobs but their roles are 
all over-written .and fall tob neatly 
into ; slots. Mature is ‘ the tough, 
brash American^ whb is'really a 
hero. Genn is the frightfully de¬ 
cent King’s Regulation British ser¬ 
geant. Colleano is a vicious Polish 
killer. Newly is around to handle 
the comic lines Which are inserted 
into the script with stolid persist¬ 
ence. The tank sequences in the 
desert scenes, directed by TeranCe 
Young who . was. himself an officer 
in. the tanks during the war, must 
be presumed, to. be authentic. But 
they do not coirie over convincing¬ 
ly, savoring too much of models 
arid studio work.. . . 
; Altogether, “Die” is an unsatis¬ 
fying piece Of Work -in which a 
great deal of effort seems to have 
gone astray through unimaginative 
writing arid. direction. There have 
heen too many.first-class war films 
for there to be room for inferior 
stuff. Ricti. 

to ( erf-Volant Du Bout 
DuMondc 

(The Kite From Across the World) 
(French; COLOR) 

Cannes,. May 6. 
Cocinor release of Garance production. 

Directed by Roger Pigaut. Screenplay, 
Antoine Tudal, Pigaut;'camera (Eastman-, 
color), Henri Alekan; editor, Marinette 
Oadix. With Patrick De Bardine, Sylvi- 
ane, Gerard Szymanski. Souan Wou Kong. 
Pr.cemed in Cannes. Running time, 90 
MINS, : . 

t Pierrot ............. Patrick De Bardine 
■ Nicole .1Sylviane 
Bebert Gerard Szymanski 
Monkey King Souan Wou Kong 

Film blends fantasy and moppet 
shenanigans ably to make this a 
highly pleasing item, for a chil¬ 
dren’s film. Adults might also be 
beguiled by its views of Paris and 
Peking, Chiha.: Played without any 
pretense; this is simple and engag-r 
ing arid looms mainly for special¬ 
ized bookings. 

An ornate Chiriese kite alights in 
Paris in a treetop arid two rival 
gangs fight over it with theYieavies 

getting off; with the tail. A note is 
found in the kite from a Chinese 
hoy Who. would .like an answer 
from a Western friend. The leader 
gets the letter translated and, in 
a dream, i$. wafted to China, with 
his little, coquettish sister, to find 
his friend. 

After a series of adventures, his: 
enemy also turns up in China, he 
finds his friend. Next day he makes 
up. with his rival and they send a 
note to their kite pal. 

Color is nicely utilized as are 
subdued special effects. The ap¬ 
pearance of the Chinese Morikey 
King, who gives magic powers to 
the children, also helps give this a 
nice fairy tale push Without over¬ 
doing it. . 

Children are natural and taking 
While the. Paris and Peking back¬ 
drops are colorful, though; some¬ 
what drawn out at tiriles. Director 
Roger Pigaut shows sensitivity and 
the ability , to translate warmth 
arid . Senfinient Short of getting 
maudlin dr precious. Mosk. 

VeAieiday, May 7, 1$5S 

ltall«nrels«-Lieb* Inbegrlffen ^Italian 
Journey—Love' Included) ' (GERMAN- 
COLOR). UFA release of CCC (Arthur 
Brauner) production. Start Paul Hub- 
sebmid, Susanne. Cramer, Walter Gilley; 
feature! Hannelore Schroth, Bum Krue¬ 
ger, Walter Koch, Gretl Theimer. Directed 
by Wolfgang Becker. Screenplay* Jocben 
Hufn,. after novel by . Barbara Noack; 
camera (Eastmancolor), Heinz Peblke; 
music, Friedrich Schroeder; editor, Walter 
Wischnie^ski. At UFA Pavilion, Berlin. 
Running time, 9g MINS. 

and builds up some suspense. But 
the overdose of stilted dialog, and 
the . final denoument lets this trail 
off sharly at the end. Acting is fine 
with Jeanne Moreau intense as the 
woman. Technical credits, are out¬ 
standing. A plus is Yank trumpeter 
Miles Davis’ hervdus> knowing mu¬ 
sical backgrounding, Mosk.. 

This UFA release is one of those 
unpretentious features that are 
seen and forgotten (by the crix) 

! but whose mass appeal makes them 
good program fillers here. Do¬ 
mestically, “Journey” is already on 
its way to become a substantial 
moneymaker. International 
chances, if any, are only spotty. 
Screenplay, adapted from a best- 

! seller by Barbara Noack and writ¬ 
ten by Jochen Huth, concerns a 
company of German tourists who 
go on a bus.ride to beautiful Italy. 
Their various experiences, mostly 
of the romantic kind, are depicted 

Lin a harmless manner. 
Under the conventional, and 

partly pace-lacking, direction by 
Wolfgang Becker, the cast, headed 
by Paul Hubschmid (in Hollywood, 
Paul Christian), turns in rather 
mechanical if satisfactory perform¬ 
ances. Hubschmid is the guide 
and he’s probably the handsomest 
and most elegant guide the tour¬ 
ists have ever seen. He turns his 
eyes on comely Susanne Cramer, 
one of the tourists. However, she is 
followed in an auto by her jealous 
lover, Walter Giller. Supporting 
cast has Hannelore Schroth, as a ! 
medium-aged maid who joins th.e 
tourists to find a hubby at last; 
Walter Jansen and Mita von Ahle- 
feld, an old couple, on their wed-j 
ding-tour after 35 years, among I 
others. The Italian scenery,-which, 
serves practically the entire film as 
background, is always attractive. 

Hans. 

"Heiratskandidatcn" .(.Candidates fog 
Marriage) (AUSTRIAN). Imeinauonal Fnin 

. Co. release of a Rex-Schoenbrunn Film 
prbducilon. Features beppo orern, tu 
lioerbiger, Gerlinde Locker* Walter Kortb. 
Directed by Hermann Kugelstaat. Book 
by Hugo Wiener and August Hieger; earn¬ 
er a .Walter Partsch; music, Hans Lang. 
At Tabor Kino, Vienna. nUnning i.nie* 
yu MINS. 

“Candidates for Marriage” is a 
very Humorous story of iwo hen- 
peexed husbands ol the province, 
who get a chance to visit Vienna 
alone. Beppo Brem plays the Bav¬ 
arian and Paul“Hoerbiger, the Aus¬ 
trian type. Both telegraph their 
wives tnat they must go to jail lor 
eight days after a traffic accident. 
Iriterwoven is a love story auout 
Walter Korth, as veterinarian stu¬ 
dent (he composes pop music), arid 
Serlinde Locxer, as photographer 
of marriage institute. Cast is ex¬ 
cellent. 

Walter Partsch did a fine job 
witn nis camera. Picture has many. 
beautiful, scenes of the world fa¬ 
mous Wajbhau, wine district. Hans 
Lang, wrble a few songs for this 
production, which though not out¬ 
standing - for other countries, . 
proved ihat Austria is still in the 
market. .Maas. 

C'Esf La Fauia d'Adam (It’s Adam’s 
F . .FRENCH; COLOR; DYALISCOPE). 
Sonofllm release of Socipex proauclion. 
... --^ ..vuin, ..cqi.es Sernas; fea- 
luits i.eiie i,eievre. Gaby Sylvia, Noel - 
Koquevox., Rooert Vatner, benise Grey. 
Directed ’by Jacqueline Audry. Screenplay, 
Raymona Cailiava, Pierre Laroche; cam¬ 
era <Lasimancoior), Roger Dormoy; editor. 
Marguerite Beague. At Balzac, Paris- Run¬ 
ning lime. 100 MINS. 

La Tour, Prends Barde! (Watch Gut, La 
Tour) ((FRENCH —ITALO—YUGOSLAV) 
(COLOR; DYALISCOPE). Sirius release of 
Vega-Ufus- Sonorama production. Stars 
Jean Marais, Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Nadja 
Tiller; features Cathja Caro, Jean Paredes, 
Christian Duvaleix, Yves Massart. Di¬ 
rected by Georges -Lampin. Screenplay, 
Claude Accursi. Denys De La Patelliere, 
Lampin; camera (Eastmancolor), Jean 
Bourgoin; editor, Robert Isnargah. At. 
Paris, Paris. Running time, 90 MINS. 

Naive cpsturiier tells of a Robin 
Hoodish tioubador who helps his 
king, Louis XIV, .during the lacey 
wars of those decad.es. Satire and 
adventure rarely combine as in 
“Fanfan La Tulipe.” This looks 
okay, for home marts but of scant 
Yank interest except maybe for 
dualers! 

Jean Marais lacks the dash arid' 
stature to give a true breath of 
high adventure to the proceedings 
as the heroic singer. Result is that 
most of the derring-do falls flat; He 
saves his King’s flag from enemy 
hands to avenge a beating by a 
nobleman and finally wins the girl 
and unmasks the usurpers. 

Made in Yugoslavia, the produc¬ 
tion denotes a big money outlay 
but director Georges Lampin has 
not been able to make it jell into 
a big-scale look. C’Scope propor¬ 
tions and color make this ’even 
more expensive for Yank second¬ 
ary chances. General cast level is 
good. This , looms okay for moppet 
appeal but not for the grownups. 

Mosk. 

. Ascenseur Pour L'Echafaud (Elevator to 
the Gsillows) (FRENCH). Lux release of 
NEF production. Stars Maurice Ronet, 
Jeanne. Moreau; features Georges Pou- 
jouly, Jean Wall, Yori Bertin, Lino Ven¬ 
tura. Directed by Louis Malle. Screenplay, 
Roger Nimier, Malle from hovel by Noel 
Calef; camera, H. Decae;' editor, Leonide 
Azar; music. Miles Davis. At Colfcee, 
Paris. Running time, 90 MINS. 

Made by a 25-year-old director 
as his first pic, this has already, 
garnered a top film award of the 
year, Le Prix Delluc. It is a slickly- 
made suspense item which gener¬ 
ates a taking first part but then 
falls off. It looks, to do well here; 
and could have a chance in the U.S. 
if given plenty, of hard-sell. It does 
not shape as much of an arty entry. 

. A young engineer, hero from the 
Indochinese debacle, kills his boss, 
to get his wife, a younger woman 
madly in love with him. It is per¬ 
fectly covered as a suicide but he 
is stuck in the elevator on the way 
out when the current is shut off. 
Meanwhile his car is stolen by two 

■young, delinquents who kill some 
German tourists with his gun. He 
.finally gets out of the elevator un¬ 
detected but a police inspector gets 
him on .the other , charge. Though 
his girl , clears him of that, they are 
finally linked up with the murder 
of her husband. V 

For an initial pic, Louis Malle 
'shows a fine technical assurance 

French situation comedy is quite 
reminiscent of Anglo and Yank 
laugh pix. But it lacks the genuine 
comedies and inventiveness to. 
make this more than a hybrid; It 
looms a tossup both on home and 
in foreign marts, and is further 
hampered by color costs. 

An orphan loses her memory in 
ah accident via- a car driven by a 
young bridegroom-to-be. His help-* 
ing her loses him his bride. Then- 
thieves use her tor they think she 
is ari accomplice sent by one of the. 
gang. Also involved is a headstrong’ 
colonel with a batch of doddering 
sons to marry off. After some 
dragged out complications, all is • 
happriy resolved. 

Dany Robin’s cuteness gets cloy¬ 
ing wnile Jacques Sernas is wood¬ 
en as her vis-arvis;. Rene Leievre 
adds some yocks as the colorful old 
colonel, but the remainder of the 
cast is only acceptable^ Technical 
credits are good. Mosk. . 

.. Man 1st Nur twtimal Jung (Youth 
Comes Only . Twice) ' (Austrian). Sascba 
Film Co. release of Wiener Mundus-Excel* 
sior. Film ‘production.- Features Wolf 
Albach Hetty* Ernst WaldbrUnn, Winnie • 
Markus, Heidi Bruehl, Margit Saad; Susi 
Nicoletti, Lotte Lang, Louise. Martini.. 
Directed by Helmut Weiss. Adaptea from 
the play by Otto F. Beer and Peter Preses 
by Woif i\eumeister; camera, Elio CarnieU 
music, Hans Lang, At . Cosmos Kinow 
Vienna. Running time, 90 MINS. 

The entertaining c 6 ,jn e d y, 
-“Youth Comes Only Twice/’. ran 
successfully at the Vienna Kam- 
merspiele. . Scriptpr Wolf Neu- ; 
meister did not change much and 
that is to his credit. It is about, 
two men about with gossip having 
it that they are no longer inter¬ 
ested in the; opposite sex. But they ' 
become young again, with surpris¬ 
ing results. Some of the cast of 
the Josefstadt erisemble. Which also, 
runs the Kammerspiele Theatre, 
play the same roles in this film. 
Production seems sure to - show 
good b.o. results in this part of the 
world. 

Helmut Weiss did an excellent 
directorial job. Camerawork of 
Elio Carniel is .fine. Hans Lang 
contributed the music. AH techni¬ 
cal details are okay. Maas. 

Cargaison Blanch# (White Cargo) 
(FRENCH). CCFC release of Lopez-Mars 
production. Stars Francoise Arnoul; fea¬ 
tures Georges Rivieres, Georges Aminel, 
Colette Mars; Judith Magre. Directed by 
Georges Lacombe. Screenplay, Jean Mas-: 
son. Jacques Sigurd; camera,. Roger 
Hubert; gditor, Deni&e Baby. At Marbcuf, 
Paris. Running time. 90 MINS. 

The “B” film frame and a star , 
name may make this an okay entry 
here. But in spite of its suggestive 
title and theme of the prostie rack¬ 
et, this holds little exploitation 
value for vjhe U., j5», ^qept^for . 
grind or dualer, spots. ■,^ 
.. A ‘ stubborn young femme mag- 
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writer follows, the tfall of a group 
of white slavers. Then she becomes 
as a victim-to-be. But her friend¬ 
ship with a dope addict a Negro 
bongo player, and a fellow news- 
hound save her from a fate worse 
than death. 

Contrived scripting and lacklus¬ 
tre playing do not help infuse this 
with the tautness and movement so 
necessary for an actioner with b.o. 
appeal. Sans direction, star Fran- 
coise Amoul makes like a sleep- j 
walker but the heavies register 

* well. However, top acting honors 
go to colored actor Georges Amiriel 

.for his sensitive portrayal of the 
..junkie who saves, the day.. Techni¬ 

cal credits are only par. Mosk. 

T'rol* .Jours A VIVRI . (Three Days to 
Live)- (FRENCH). F. Rivers' release of 
IMP production. Stars Daniel Gelin. 
Jeanne Moreau; features' Lino Ventura, 
Aime Glariond. Evelyne Key. Directed by 
Gilles Grangier. Screenplay. Guy. Bertret; 
Michel Audiard from novel ■ by Peter 

-Vanett; camera, Armand Thirard; editor, 
Jacqueline SadouL At Triomphe, Paris. 
Running time, 15 MINS. 

Pic concerns a smalltime actor 
:Who sees a man shot. He identifies 
the killer for publicity even though 
he did not really see him. The man 
escapes and decides to kill the 
actor. Latter is saved by a young 
actress in love with him. However, 
lacklustre direction, acting and 
writing kill the suspense in this. It 
shapes a dubious pic both at home 
and abroad. 

Too. much talk stifles the move¬ 
ment. Jeanne Moreau add Daniel 
Gelin are misused as the lovers. 

.Technical credits are par but, pro¬ 
duction values are nil. Mosk. 

Blood Arrow 
(REGALSCOPE) 

Dull western for filler datings. 

Hollywood, April 22. 
Twentieth-Fox release of Robert W. 

Stabler production. Stars. Scott Brady; 
costars Paul Richards. Phyllis Coates. 
Don Haggerty; features Diana Darrin, 
Richard GUden, Rocky Shahan. John 
Dierkes. Directed by Charles Marquis 
Warren. Screenplay, Fred Freiberger; 
camera. Fleet Southcott; editor, Michael' 
Luciano; music. Raoul Kraushaar. Pre¬ 
viewed April 22, '58. Running time, 73 
MINS. 
Dan. Kree .. Scott Brady 
Brill .... ...... .. .Paul Richards 
Bess . Phyllis Coates 
'Gabe ..Don Haggerty 
Taslatch . ......;.. .Rocky Shahan 
Ceppi ..................... Des Slattery 
■Norm- _....... Bill McGyaw 
McKenzie .............. Patrick O'Moore 
Aimee ........... i........ Jeanne Bates 
Xittle otter ............Riqhard Gilden 
Ex  .... John Dierkes 
Lennie ... .Diana Darrin- 

; "Blood Arrow” Is singularly 
lacking in any of the essential story 
elements 'and handling necessary 
for moderate response even from 
the less discriminating audiences. 
Unreeling at a dull pace, there’s 
little to recommend film. - 

The Robert W. Stabler produc¬ 
tion, scripted by Fred Freiberger, 
follows the valiant attempt of a 
pretty Mormon girl, Ph'yllis Coates, 
-to transport . smallpox serum 
through hostile Blackfoot country 
to her valley, home) - where medi¬ 
cine is needed to save the few re¬ 
maining families not already strick¬ 
en.-Aiding her ere four men, in-j 
eluding Scott Brady, a gunfighter. 
Trek, despite Indian attacks, fails 
to generate much excitement. 

Stock performances are the best 
that Can be offered Under Charles 
Marquis Warren’s over-leisurely 
direction. Paul Richards, a gam¬ 
bler, joins party in search of gold; 
Don Haggerty, a trapper, to 
search for his partner, found with 
bis eyes burned out by Indians. 
Rocky Shahan’is the fourth escort, 
a devoted Indian. Richard Gilden 
is Blackfoot chief warring against 
the whites. 

Technical departments are com¬ 
petently handled by Fleet South¬ 
cott, camera; Michael Luciano, ed¬ 
itor; Raoul Kraushaar, music. 

. Whit. 

fces. Bijou tiers Da Clair 
De Lone 

(The Jewelers of Moonlight) 
(FRENCH; C’SCOPE; COLOR) 

Paris, April 29. 
Columbia release of Iena-UCIL produc¬ 

tion. Stars Brigitte Bardot, Alida Valli. 
Stephen Boyd; features Fernando Rey, 
Jose Nieto. Directed by Roger Vadim, 
Screenplay, Jacques. Remy. Vadim from 
novel by Albert Vidalie; camera. (East- 
mancolor), Armand Thirard; editdr. Vic¬ 
toria Mercanton. At Nonnandie. Paris. 
Running time. 98 MINS, 
Ursula  .. Brigitte Bardot 
Florentine ... - .Alida Valli 
Lambert ..........Stephen Boyd 
Uncle ... .Fernando Rey 
Inspector .......-.............Jose Vieto 

B.B. now stands for Brigitte Bar- 
dot, but has practically become 
synonomous with blockbuster on a 
worldwide scale .as far as pix in 
which she appears are concerned. 
This was produced by Raoul Levy 
under his Columbia deal, with an 
Anglo -version for the U.S. called, 
**The Night That Heaven Fell." 
Whether in English or French, this 
combines the factors* which' made 

. the team’s "And-God Created Wom¬ 
an" an international grosser. As 
long as the interest in B.B. con¬ 

tinues, this should follow suit. 
As in “Woman," the yarn Is 

melodramatic in the worst sense of 
the word, with contrived situations 
and sudden passions.; The tech¬ 
nique is somewhat overdone, and 
there is too much strain for effect. 
Story is meandering and the dialog 
disastrous. 

But there is B.B: as a perverse, 
pretty lass down from Paris for a 
supposedly quiet vacation in Spain, 
However, under her seeming girl¬ 
ishness lurks the frankly, morally 
free girl who takes what she wants 
and asks for it- by her looks, de¬ 
meanor and pigeon pout. She is 
soon involved in a hot Latin ad¬ 
venture. Her aunt, a well-bred 
woman on the surface, well played 
by Alida Valli, has a hopeless pas¬ 
sion for a local hothead. Latter 
is portrayed okay by Stephen Boyd. 
He winds up by Wiling her hus^- 
band. She does not seem to mind 
arid is ready to go away with the 
fellow until B.B. beats her to the 
punch. X 

The so-called pure love in caves 
of picturesque Spain then follows 
until the law tracks them down and 
kills her as she shields him. But 
not before there has been time for 
Some ruggedly exploitable scenes 
with B.B. giving her all for love. 
With its retribution, this might run 
into less censorship troubles than 
its predecessors. 

Film is eye-filling because Cine¬ 
mascope and colors are. well used. 
Levy has not skimped on produc¬ 
tion values and the Hispano on-: 
the-spot. lensing also helps. This 
might well be exploited in the U.S. 
arty spots (in the French version) 
and generally in the Anglo version. 
The English-language version will 
also help since it does away with 
dubbing. Prospects look bright for 
this everywhere as B.B. goes on¬ 
wards and upwards as a growing 
pic star and sex symbol. 

There is plenty of bare B.B, in 
this besides some colorful Hispano 
topography, bullfights, . etc. But 
B.B.-s'' acting ability does not meas¬ 
ure up to her bodily values. 

Mosk. 

‘Subliminal’ Claims 
Continued from pace 2 

best-seller: “The Hidden Per¬ 
suaders,’’ said: “Use of these tech¬ 
niques is pretty much the same as 
the Episcopal Church views whisky 
—it is neither good : nor bad but 
depends on how; you use it. All; 
use of psychological techniques 
should be made with a high degree 
of responsibility.". 

Ben Gedalecia, veepee in charge 
of research for . Batten, Barton; 
Durstine & Osborne, reported on 
his firm’s survey Into how people 
use their leisure time. The study 
covered reading ojE newspapers, 
books, magazines, listening to radio 
and watching tv. 

It Was. found, Gedalecia said, that 
persons who participated in four 
or five of these "media audiences" 
constituted a group half as large 
as that in only one media, “The 
more different -audiences a person 
was in, the more time he averaged 
In each, when compared to the per¬ 
son concentrating in “only one of 
the five. Multimedia users are 
found throughout the population. 
They "are not concentrated in any 
one income, age, sex or education 
group." X -1 

Gedalecia said that low media 
users are less likely) to do such 
things as drawing and painting, 
playing . records, taking ° photo-, 
graphs, collecting stamps, having 
a home workshop, sewing, repair¬ 
ing the home, or playing cards or 
games. Heavy media users are 
more likely to do more things at 
home and also to participate In 
community activities, attend movies 
and be active in sports, he de¬ 
clared. 

Anti-Recession Drive 
ss=ssi continued from pas* 1 55s 

per was that an approach was be¬ 
ing made to all the theatre chains 
to carry Council films. 

Included in the top level group 
were CBS prexy Frank Stanton; 
J. L. Van Volkenburg, who is a 
CBS consultant and former v.p.; 
Leonard H: Goldenson, prexy of 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres; Oliver Treyz, prexy of 
ABC-TV, and . Chris . J. Witting, 
Westinghouse Electric consumer 
sales boss: Charles G. Mortimer, 
topper; of . General. Foods, is co- 
chairman of the Council’s advisory 
committee. 

President . Eisenhower delivered 
a speech to the -high power group 
during the afternoon, but since 
the meeting was closed to the press 
his remarks re the recession jvere 
not immediately available. 

TheLineup . 

Double-bill filler; fair action 
meller based on characters and 
background of “The Lineup", 
teleseries, ' 

Hollywood, April 25. ; 
Columbia release of a . Jaime Del Valle 

production. : Stars EU Wallach; costars 
Robert Keith'and Warner Anderson; fea¬ 
tures Richard Jaeckel, Mary LaRoche, 
William Leslie ami Emile Meyer.- Screen¬ 
play, Stirling Silliphaht; based on the 
teleseries .created by Lawrence. L. Klee; 
camera'. Hal Mohr; music, Mischa Baka- 
lelnikoff: editor, A1 Clark. Previewed at 
the studio, April It/ '58. Running: time, 
85 MINS. . 
Dancer ..Ell. Wallach 
Julian .................... Robert Keith 
Lt. Guthrie Warner Anderson 
Sandy McLain ,.... .... Richard Jaeckel 
Dorothy Bradshaw ...... i Mary LaRoche- 
Larry Warner X..... ... . William Leslie 
inspector AL Quine ....... . Emile Meyer 
Inspector Fred Asher..... .Marshall Reed 
PhUlp Dressier ......... Raymond Bailey 
The Man ........;..... Vaughn Taylor 
.Cindy .............;.... Cheryl CaUaway 
Porter No. 1 .......:...... Bert. Holland 
Dr. Turkel ........ George. Eldredge 
Staples ........ ....... .. . Robert Bailey 

“The Lineup" poses an interest¬ 
ing situation In feature picture 

production arid, distribution, since 
it is based on a popular teleseries 

and has some of the same char¬ 
acters. The screenplay by Stirling 
Silliphant is not taken front the 

series itself; it is original mate¬ 

rial, but this fact will.be hard to 
get across. 

Th6 Jaime del Valle production, 
directed by Don Siegel, is a mod¬ 

erately exciting melodrama based 
or dope smuggling in ; San: Fran¬ 
cisco, but short on action until the 
final, well-plotted and photo¬ 
graphed, climax, Eli Wallach, usu¬ 
ally associated with the stage and 

art productions, is. the surprising 
star of “The Lineup" and the orily 
name of any consequence. ^ 

The action centers around the 
atternpt by a narcotics gang to get 
the heroin it has planted abroad 
on the possession of travelers re¬ 
turning to this country arid debark¬ 
ing in San Francisco. Wallach 
heads the gang’s pickup. squad, 
aided by brains Robert Keith and 
driver Richard Jaeckel/ The -best 
part of the action is its background, 
the Mark Hopkins motel, a Nob 
Kill mansion, Sutro’s museum,; the 
Opera House, There is also a good 
chase sequence at the end on an 
unfinished freeway. Well staged by 
Siegel and excitingly photographed 
by Hal Mohr, who also takes splen¬ 
did advantage of such picturesque 
interior’s at Sutro’s. But the early 
parts-of the film, waste too much 
time on police procedure and lirir 
go, now a routine thing) The 
script, is not up to the other pro¬ 
duction values. | 

Wallach is wasted In the leading' 
role.: He seems an ordinary heavy, 
competent but not particularly in- 1 
teresting. Robert Keith, Warner 
Anderson, Richard Jaeckel, Mary 
LaRoche and William Leslie go 
about their . . chores . with intelli¬ 
gence, hampered only by thejpine- 
dimenslonal characters they at¬ 
tempt to animate. 

* Technical credits, including Al 
Clark’s editing and John Liva- 
dary’s sound, are both first-rate, 

Powe. 

Les Espions 
(The Spies) 
(FRENCH) 

Paris, April 22. 
; Cinedis release of Filmsoner-Vera Film 

production. Stats Curd Jurgens, Peter 
Ustinov. Vera Clouzot; features Sam. Jaffe, 
Gerard Sety, Martita Hunt, O. E. Hasse. 
Paul Carpenter. Directed by H. G. CloU- 
zot. Screenplay, Clouzot. Jerome Jeronimi 
from novel, "Midnight Patient." by Egon 
Hostowsky; camera. Christian Matras; edi¬ 
tor. Robert Slvel. At Paris, Paris. Run- 
nihg time. 128 MINS. 
Malic _...... Gerard Sety 
Visitor .......... ....;... Curd Jurgens 
Patient ................... Vera. Clouzot 
Russian Peter Ustinov 
American .. Sam Jaffe 
Nurse .Martita Hunt 
Vogel ....v...i..7.;. O. E.- Hasse 
Colonel ................. Paul Carpenter. 

After the shock-suspense values 
contained in “Diaboliqiie," director 
H. G. Clouzot tries his hand here 
with an involved tale of espionage. 
Atmospherically successful at the 
beginning, pic then. falls short as 
ail is explained and tied up. it 
shapes as too long arid talky for 
general Yank chances, but might j 
do as an arty house entry on its 
theme, with the names of Curd 
Jurgens, Peter Ustinov and Sam 
Jaffe obvious plus factors. 

An ineffectual, secoridrate psy¬ 
chologist, . operating a ruiidown 
sanatorium with two . patients, is 
offered big money by an American 
military -man. to hide somebody. 
The confused doctor, Gerard Setv, 
accepts and the next day a stranger 
arrives, followed soon afterwards 
by a flock of spies from, several 
countries. 

Sety’s Staff is strangely replaced 
by shifty new ones, and an eerie 
adventure begin* for hirn. He i$, 

L’lomo Di Paglla 
. (A Man of Straw) 

(ITALIAN) 
LUX FILM release - of a VIDES-LUX- 

Clnecltta production. Stars Pietro Germi; 
features Franca Bettoja; Edoardo Nevola. 
Luisa della Noce, Saro Urzl. Directed by 
Pietro Germi. Screenplay.- Germi; Gian- 
netti. Bertvenuti. DeBernardi; from a story 
by Gemi. and Giannettl. Camera. Leonida 
Barboni. Music,- Carlo BUstlchelii; editor, 
Dolores Tamburini. At Film Festival, 
Canties. Running tiine, 95 MINS. 

Andrea Zaccardl ..Pietro; Germ! 
.Luisa .. .. Luisa della Noce 
Rita Fablant ............ Franca Bettoja 
Giulio. . .. .....Edoardo Nevola 
Beppe ........................ Saro Urzl 

Undoubtedly one of the year’s 
best releases by an Italian studio, 
"A Man of Straw" has sales points 
in its honest approach to an adul¬ 
tery tale, and in its fine perforiri- 
arices and lensing, which should 
overcome the downbeat story ele¬ 
ments especially in subsequent 
runs. Final returns here should 
prove healthy, while pic makes 
okay export fare. /Could make an 
art item in the US. 

Andrea Zaccadari (Germi)', mar¬ 
ried father of a boy, falls in love 
with a young girl, begins to desert 
family life in favor of the new. 
flame. Though both know it can’t 
last, she’s hit hardest by the shock 
of separation, and commits suicide. 
His wife forgives him and he re¬ 
turns to his home once more, but 
knowing that something has 
changed and that things can’ never 
again be the same. .Tale is soberly 
told and with the exception of the 
suicide and some of. the latter half 
of pic rings particularly true and 
movingXThe psychological charac¬ 
ter play as the relationship devel¬ 
ops is also deftly turned. . 

Germi is excellent as the errant 
husband, while Franca Bettoja is a 
find in her first role as the focus 
of his extracurricular attention. 
Luisa della Noce and Edoardo 
Nevola ably round out the family 
picture as wife and child while 
Saro Urzi etches a sympathetic 
picture as the family confidant. 
Directiori by Germi from his 
owii Script is hard-hitting, arid 
confidant. Direction by Germi from 
his own script is hard-hitting, ard 
o nly occasionally repetitious, 
though- it. loses its grip a bit to¬ 

wards finale. He gets top assistance 
from lenser Leonida Barboni and 
from Carlo Bustichelli, who wrote 
the catchy %score. Other production 
credits are tops. Hawk. 

Giovanl Marifi 
(Young Husbands) 
(ITALO-FRENCH) 

■ LUX FILM release of a Nepi-Silver Film 
Zodlaque (Paris) -co-production. Features- 
Sylva Koscina. Antonella Lualdi. Antonio 
CiffarleUo. Isabelle Corey, Gerard Blain. 
Ra£ Mattioli, Anna Marla Guarnleri, Enlo 
Girolaml. Franco Interlenghi. Directed by 
Mauro Bolognini. Screenplay. Bolognlnf. 
Flaiano. Cureli, Pasolini, Martino; from 
story..by P. F. Campanile and Massimo 
Franciosa. Camera, Armando • Nannuzzl. 
Music, Marie Zafred. Editor. Roberto Cln- 
quini. -At Film Festival, Cannes. Running 
time. 101 MINS 
Mara ..: 
Lucia 
Marcello 
Antonio 
Ettore. .. 
Laura-.. 
Giulio 

.... Sylva Kosclna 
. Antonella Lualdi 
.. Gerard Blain 
Franco Interlinghi 
Antonio Ciffariello .. 
. . Isabelle Corey 

.. Raf Mattioli 

Elegantly produced and directed 
feature concerns young love at the 
threshhold of. (married) life. Film 
has Slick appeal and cast to help it 
to Consistent payoff in depth, both 
in this country and on the conti¬ 
nent. For the States, its appeal ap¬ 
pears more limited, since players 
are little known. 

Tale told is of several youths in 
a small Italian town who slowly 
begin drifting into marriage, almost 
against their wishes, enjoying their 
last flings, etc. One last rebellion 
to convention, when they all burst 
irito town to live it up as . in the 
good old days, ends in dismal flop 
and they realize that their days .0! 
carefree youth are gone forever. 
Though.at times inconsistently epi¬ 
sodic, film which occasional^ 
echoes "I Vitelloni". manages man) 
excellent moments of human ob¬ 
servation. Director Bolognini has 
guided almost all his many acton 
to good efforts, with Gerard Blair, 
and Antonella Lualdi, perhaps alsc. 
due to their parts, coming off a bit 
above the rest. 

Armando Nannuzzi’s lensing is 
outstanding iii securing the grey 
atriiosphere of the Italian towr 
where pic locatiors. Other produc¬ 
tion credits are all fine. Hawk. 

supposedly hiding a German physi¬ 
cist who has invented something to 
make the . Atom bomb look like a 
firecracker. The military man feels 
that no country, not,, even the U. S.. 
can be trusted with it. 

The^ hide-and-seek game starts as 
the man hiding out is found to be 
only a stand-in for the real, one, 
with Russo and Yank forces striv¬ 
ing for the man while scores of 
spies, many not really knowing 
who they work for anymore, arrive 
to complicate things. Finally; the 
scientist, kills hiiriself along with 
his secret. . • 

Picture’s main assets are the fine 
portraits racked up by the top¬ 
flight cast, arid Clouzot’s; solid tech* 
nical knowhow as he builds his 
puzzle meticulously. He almost suc¬ 
ceeds in making a statement about 
World distrust. Too much explana¬ 
tion finally wears off the edge on 
this subject. 

Curd Jurgens is effective as the 
stand-in for the scientist while 
Peter. Ustinov and Sam Jaffe have 
drawn sharp portraits of the Russo 
and Yank espionage chiefs. Com¬ 
edy appears to lie underneath 
everything, Sety is fine as the; vic¬ 
timized doctor while Vera Clouzot 
is moving. Technical credits are 
tops. : Mosk. 

x Montparnasse 19 
(FRENCH) 

Paris, April 22. ’ 
- Gopjnor release of Franco London Filnr 
production. Star* Gerard Phlllpe. LU ' 
Palmer; features Anouk Aimee. Lea. Pa 
dovahi, Ber»rd Sety, Lila Kedrova. Line 
Venturd. Directed by Jacques Becker ' 
Screenplay.: Max Ophuls, Henri Jeansson. 
Becker; camera Christian Matras; editor 
Marguerite Renoir. At Colisee. Paris 
Running time, lit MINS. 
Modigliani ...Gerard Philip* 
Beatrice ..  Lili Palmer 
Jeanne ........... Anouk Almet 
Rosalie .....Lea Padovan- 
Sborowsky. ..:..... Gerard Setj 
Mrs. Sborowsky ........... Lila Kedrov* 
Morel ....................Lind Venturi 

F.B.I.Y Hoover 
; Continued from page 2 s 

industry criticism that their self- 
imposed censorship code was too 
restrictive, were particularly re¬ 
sentful. 

One unnamed Hollywood produc¬ 
er was quoted as advising Hoover 
to “take' a look at his own back¬ 
yard." He is reported to have cited 
the upcoming1 Warner film version 
of Don Whitehead's “FBI Story,” 
to be produced with FBI blessings, 
as one that would be likely laden 
with “crime, violence and blood." 

Hoover declined to comment on 
Industry reaction to his charges. 
Departinerit spokesmen, however, 
stated that police officials through¬ 
out country had wired kudos for 
the head G-man’s stand. One rep 
cited a report by the California 
Citizens Advisory • Committee at¬ 
tributing rise in youth violence to 
emphasis placed on crime by mass 

media" Report several years old, I 
specifically mentioned “Blackboard 
Jungle".: and “Rebel Without]_ 
Cause" AS/ having “bad effects.” ing mother. 

After Yank pic chronicling ol 
the lives of turn-of-century artists. 
in “Moulin Rouge" (UA> and “Liist 
For Life" (M-G), the French now 
take to it In dealing with the last 
year in the life of the tortured Itald 
painter (he lived in Montparnasse 
in 1919), Amedeo Modigliani. Un¬ 
like the; others, this is not in color 
and does not purport to be a faith¬ 
ful transcription. Thus it avoids 
being academic and is mainly the 
love story of a man who happened 
to be. a painter. This gives it its 
strong and weak points. 

Modigliani (Philipe) Is already 
a hapless.drunk and still unrecog¬ 
nized for his work when the pic 
opens in the teeming days of Mont¬ 
parnasse 1919. Mixed up with a 
debauched Anglo writer, Miss Pal¬ 
mer, he seems well on his w'ay to 
the d-ts when along conies heateous 
Anouk Aimee: But parental objec¬ 
tions to this saving love and 
Philipe’s alcoholic condition lead to 
his early demise. 

Sans deeper insight into the 
painter’s despair and addiction, the 
character as done here lacks 
force and makes him a spoiled, 
headstrong type. It is more a .tale 
of ill-fated lovers than the story 
of a painter. 

Director Jaqques Becker’s flair 
for character, plus fine perform¬ 
ances. cloak the refusal to go into 
Modigliani'S life any deeper, than 
his last days and tragic love. 
Philipe makes his rumpled youth - 
effective as the childish but genial 
artist while Miss Palmer is effec¬ 
tive as the Bohemian English lady. 
Miss Aimee is probably fresh and 
faithful as his sweetheart. 

Technical; credits are tops. It 
will take hard sell hut word-of- 
mouth and critics may help plus the 
art tag. Making flash, but telling 
appearances are Yank singer-ac¬ 
tress Cynda Glenn, as a waspish, 
rich American woman as well a* 
Denise Verriac, Eric Von Stroheim’? 
-widow, as Miss Aimee’s understand 

Mosk. 
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Picture Grosses 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

$1.8043.50)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (reissue) returned for 
special six-week engagement Sun- 

The fifth session was $19,- Jay <4) before picture in jpe- 
500. “Sheepman—Stranger With a 
Gun” «M-G) opens today (Wed.). 

dium—“Cinerama South Seas Ad¬ 
venture” — opens.. The 32d-flnal 
week of “Search for Paradise” 

Criterion (Moss) <1,67 L $1.80- ended Saturday (3) with fair $25,- 
$3.5Ql--“South Pacific.’ (20th) (7th goo for 10 shows. Previous round, 
wk>. Sixth stanza ended Sunday 
(4) was a solid $39,000 with the aid 
of a number of theatre parties. 

$26,200. ■ ■ ' 
World (Times) . (400;. 95-$l.50)— 

“Deadly Decision” (Dominant). For 
Sellouts reported for Friday, Sat- week ending Sunday <4)t German 
urday. Sunday nights. Fifth round, • import tallied fair $3,000. “The 
$45,000. Stays indef. [ Bigamist” (DCA) replaces Friday 

Fine Arts (Davis) f468; 90-$1.80) i (9). 
—“Long. Hot Summer” (20th) <5«h I ■ ; ' ■_!•.. : 
wk). Week finishing tomorrow is If f1 MAflP^T RUT ^RIIN 
likely to tally good. $9,500. Fourth L.l>. lllUI/EJl, DU I Hull 
was $11,000. Continues. T1ECD’ ClUIAHTU €7 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; ULLl iMHUU 1II I jtfVV. 
$i-25-$1.80*. —— Mitsou (Indie) Kansas Cilv Mav 6 
(4t b). Fm* frame ended SumJayJMiV Bjz is nlos{iy on a Widest keel 
Guay $3,800. I revmus week. $3,850,. this session. Bright spot is “Run 

Guild (Guild) (450; $141-75)—: Silent;. Run Deep,” at the Midland, 
"Marcellino” (Indie) (reissue) (5th but its run is not surprisingly 
wk). Fourth lap ended last Thurs- str0ng. “Girl-Most Likely’’ in four 
day (1) racked up nice. $7,500. Dickinson theatres and “Day of the 
Fourth week. $8,000. Walt Disney's Badman”. in three Fox Midwest. 
“Peter Pan” (BV) (reissue) opens theatres are other newcomers, both 
May 14. ! mild. Fox Midwest has taken the 

Mayfair (Maurer) (1.736; 79- , downtown Tower out of operation, 
$1.80>—“Long, Hot Summer” <20thM having one Jess, first run in the 
(5th wk). The fourth stanza ending ■ mainstem area and . making its 
tomorrow (Thurs-.) looks great $17.- ' standard first-run combo now three 
000 or near, equalling the third ; theatres — Uptown, Fairway, 
round’s take. Holds. ! Granada. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) <592; 95- j Estimates for This Week 
$1.80)—“Stage Struck” (BV) (3d j Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 
wk). Initial holdover week ended ■ in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
yesterday iTues.) tallied a respec-; (700; 750; 1.100 cars; 900 cars; 
table $10.500. Teeoff week was ! 75-90) — “Girl Most Likely” 
$15,000. Continues. ! (RKO-U) and “That Night’! (RKO- 

P-alace <RKO> (1,700;. $143) — . U). Modest $5,500. Last week, 
•‘Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (21st "Ride Out for Revenge” (UA) and 
wk). The 20th session completed “Steel Bayonet” (UA), $5,000. 
yesterday (Tues.l was a strong $32.- 
100 for 10 shows. Previous round 
was $37,000 for 12 performances. 

Odeon (Rank) <854; 9041.80)— 
“One That Got Away” (Rank).JScc- 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) 
—"And Got Created Woman” 
(Kings) (13th wk). . Nifty $1,800. 
Last week, $2,000. 

Midland (Loew) (3.5.00; 75-90)— 
cpd round ended Monday (5^ was “Run Silent. Run Deep” (UA) and 
alow $5,500. Continues until Friday. “Escape from .Sari Quentin” (Col). 
(9) when “Too Much, Too Soon” Pleasant $7,500, may . hold. Last 
(WB) moves in. Opening round week, “Merry Aridrew” (M-G) and 
was $10,000. “World Was His Juiy”'(Col). So-! 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- so $5,000. 
$2)—“Young Lions” (20th) (5th Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
wk). The fourth stanza ending to- $i.25-$2)^‘‘Search for Paradise” 
day (Wed.) is likely to hit neat (Cinerama) (2d wk) oke $9,000, but 
$42,000 or near. Last week, $46,000. noticeably off from opening week. 
Continues. „ V-Last week $14,000. : 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; Paramount (UP) (1.900; 75-90)— 
$1.80) — “Gervaise” (Cont) (18th “jumping Jacks-’ <Pai\) and “Scared 
wk). The 17th frame was okay stiff” (Par) '.reissues). . Average 
$3,300. Last, week, $3,300. Contin- ^g.OQO. Last v Vk, “Chase Crooked 
ues until Thursday (15) when it wil Shadow-. «WB). Skimpy $4,000. =!:. 
be replaced by Bolshoi Ballet Rockhll, (Lfttle Art Theatres) 

Q. on (750; 75-90V—"Madempiselle Strip- 

*i?o'-“Goah' crea'Td’ 

foMTrenclfimport siarrind Brig^te $ «W ‘DmViod)$l873; 75-90)— 
BardotThe28th^ frame was $10 - 4‘Par^s Holiday” (UA) (2d wk) may 

$4.500_and eould ho.d at that 
run. Last week, $10,500. Continues 
indef. 

rate. Last week, $6,000, bright; 
Uptown, Granada, Fairway (Fox 

Radio City Music Hall < Rocke- Midwest) i2,043; _700; l,217; 75-90) 
«« . n aaa Aa aa w ’ ! . ■ ’'Tioii aF • rnni .Rrinman • fill onfl fellers) <6,200;. 90-$2.75>—“Mar¬ 

jorie Morningstar” (WB) with 
-“Day of th( 
Flood Tide” < 

Badmian” (U) and 
J). Fairish $10,000. 

stageshow (3d wk). The second Last week. Tower (2,100), Fairway 
week ending today (Wed.) looks and Granada ‘ Female Animal (U) 
like great $150,000. Indications are arid “Damn Citizen” <U) same. Up- 
that picture will play at least five town last week; “Young Lions” 
weeks. Opening round tallied $163,- <2Qth) (4th wk) at $1.25 top. Nifty 
000. . .-■■■• $4,800. '• 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; $1.25-$3.50> Apollo (Fo*; Midwest) (1,050; 75- 
—"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 90)—“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-: 
(82d wk). The 81st stanza finished GV (reissue) and’“Amazon Trader” 
yesterday iTues.) was solid $34,500 (Indie). Modest $2,250. Last week, 
for 11 shows. The 80th roUnd “Cool and the Crazy” (AI Inti) and 
scored $35,600 for same number of “Dragstrip Riot” (AI3 (2d wk). Sat- 
performances. isfactory $3,000. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $l,50-$2)— . ~ 
•’Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(13th wk). Current session winding 
up tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading 
for strong $9,000 or near. Last 
week, $10,500. . 

Roxy (Natl. Th.) (2,600; $1.75r 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

—“Paris Holiday". (UA) (2d wk). 
Nice $20,000, . Last week, $29,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) . (1,434; 
$3.50)—"Windjammer” (Nat’D (4th $1 25-$3.40)—“Search for Paradise" 
wk>. The third frame ending today (Cinerama) (3d wk). Fine $25,000. 
(Wed.) looks like fcirg $67,000 with Last week, $28,000. 
an assist from theatre ..parties for Roosevelt (B&KM 1,400; 90-$1.80) 
this hard-ticket attraction. Last WYoung Lions” .<20th) (5th wkV 
week. $64,000. . Boff $22,000. Last week, $24,000. 

State <Loew) (3,450; 50-SI.75)— State-Lake <B&K) (2.40Q; 90- 
“Another lime. ■ Another Place , S1.80) — “Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Par) i^d wk). Despite big- block ,Col, (gth wk). Lush $23,500 . Last 
letters on marquee heralding week $27 000 
“Lana's Latest” picture - failed to Surf «H&E Balaban) (6i35; • $1.50) 
arouse public interest. Critieal.pans ,__"Nights of Cabiria” (Lopertl (5th 
in most papers ddn t. help either wk>. Good $3,500. Last w^ek, 
resulting in mild .$21.000 or near 1 «j -qq 

S2id5€?i,.q»f0In!ri^Sd°^sl Glricstage (Todd) (1,036;; 
■rimaV" i par), S16.00(J for.third-final $1 -75-$3.30)—'V\round \Vorld (UA) Ph£?; . P-i-v 6 OObfor t^ir(lIfinal ^ SL75-$3:30)—'V\round World” (UA) 
S it P ’ S16,000 101 • 1111 tWmal j * 57th wk). Fine $21,700 with extra 

Sutton )R&B‘ '561: 05-S1.75)— |'??:7rin-Pn 
“Deadly Ainbush” .Rank). Second ! ctVjfted eXi 
round ending today (Wed:* looks . 
like mild $6,000. First week, $7,500, 513-500. Last week. 
Stays until Friday '91 when "Too'[■rA°;ulnnn .. . 
Much, Too Soon” (WBV, day-dating 
with Odeon, takes over.: 

Trans-I-ux 52d St. (T-L) (540: $1- 

AVoods (Essaness): (1,200; 90- 
Sl.5.0)—"Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (4th 
wk). Fine $18,000. Last week. 

$1.50)—“Rouge et Noir” (DCA): 5ZLOOO. ■■ 
<5th wk). Fourth frame ended Mon- r "orld (Textet) (606; 90) — Ro- 
clay (5> was strong $9,700. Last mance And Music' (Ann King). 
Week. $9,500. Continues indef. : Oke $3,500. Last, week. “Smiles of 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) Summer . Night” (Rank) ; (3d \yk), 
—“Run Silent, Run Deep”. <UA) $3,000. / 
(6th wk). Current stanza ending Ziegfeld. (Dowd) (485; $1.25) — 
today (WTed.) looks like okay $12,- “House of Pleasure” (Un;on) and 
509. Last week, $14,000. “Fruits of Summer” (Ellis). Good 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; $4,000. Last week, reissues. 

. PSatnsfr 

Tet'Big $14,000 Tops 
Gncy;‘Shadow’ Fair 7G 

Cincinnati, May 6. 
“Teacher’s Pet” bids to rule 

Cincy’s first-runs this week with a 
swell gross at the Albee. “Chase 
Crooked Shadow,” newcomer at 
the Palace, shapes fairish. . Hold¬ 
overs “Bridge. on River Kwai” in 
sixth stanza at Keith’s and “Young 
Lions.” in fifth frame at the Grand 
continue sturdily. “South Pacific” 
looms for heavier cargo,in second 
week at the suburban Valley and 
another hard - ticket runner, 
“Search for Paradise,” is perking 
in the 22d heat at the Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— 

“Teacher’s Pet” (Par); Swell $14,- 
000, warranting second week. Last 
week, “Paris Holiday" (UA), 
$10,500. 

Capitol (SW - Cinex^ama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (22d wk). Hotsy 
$16,000, boosted by two extra shows 
for visiting school groups. Last 
week; $15,000, 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$l:25)— . 
“Young Lions’’(20th) (5th wk). Oke 
$5,000 on extension after $6,000 
fourth, frame. 

Guild (Vance) (30d; 50-90)— 
“Beautiful But Dangerous” (20th) 
(3d wk). Exiting to slow $ 1,000. 
Same last week: 

: Keith’s (Shor) (1.500; 90-$1.25)-^ 
“Bridge on River kwc.i” (Col) (6th 
wk). Hotsy $7,000 after $7,800 fifth 
week. Holds. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— 
“Chase Crookied . Shadow” (WB). 
Fairish $7,000. Personal appear^ 
ances of Anne Baxter and Douglas 
Fairbanks Jr:» opening day bcca- . 
sioned publicity splurge. Last 
week, “Cry Terror" (M-G), $6,000.' 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- 
$j2.50)—“South Pacific” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Good $13,000 for improve¬ 
ment on $11,000 pfeeiri. 

Xions’ Loud 23G, Benyer; 
‘Pacific’ Pleasant 8G, 2d 

Denver, May 6. 
“Young Lions” is getting the 

lion’s share at. the Centre and stays. 
“South Pacific” goes into a third 
frame at the Tabor as does "Ger- 
vaise’’ at the Vogue Art,. Three 
drive-ins pulled first-run bills after 
only four days.. Victory. Theatre, 
with vauderburley combo plus 
''True Story ofv Lynn Stuart,” is 
good on its opening, week. 

. Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90V- 

“Snow White and Seven Dwarfs” 
(BV) (6th wk). Poor $2,000. Last 
week, $3,000. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 904150)— 
“Young Lions” (20th). Big $23,000 
arid holds. Last week, “Bridge on 
River Kwai’’ (Col) (8th wk), $10,000. 

Denham (CockrUl) (1,429; 70-90) 
.—“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (2d wk). 
Good $8,500. Last week,. $8,500. 

Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)— 
"Screaming Mimi” (Col) and “High 

; Flight” (Col). Poor $5,000 on six 
days. Last week, “Summer Love” 
(U) arid “Big Heat” (U), $9,000. 

Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)— 
‘: “Game of Love” (Times). Fair $2,- 
! 500. Last week, “Beautiful But 

Dangerous” (20th), $1,500. 
[ * Lake Shore Drive-In (Monarch) 
. UL;000 cars; 75c)—“Teenage Vio¬ 

lators” ,(U) and “Seminole” (U). 
Poor $2,000 on four days. Last 
week, “Monolith Mbnsters” (U> and 
“Love Slaves of the Amazon” (U), 
$4,000. 

Monaco Drive-In (Wolfberg) (800 
■ cars; 75c)—"Day of the Badman” 

(U) and “Flood! Tide” (U). Fair 
’ $4,500. Last week, “Last Paradise” 
. (UA) arid “Mari on the Prowl” (UA), 

$3,000. 
1 Paramount (Wolfbeig) (2,200; 70- 
• 9Q)—“Return of Dracula” (UA) and 
■ “Flame Bamer” (UA). . Fair $10,- 
; 000. Last week,. “Paris Holiday” 

(UA) and “Ride Out for! Revenge’4 
t (UA), $13,000. 
. Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.2542.50)— 

“South Pacific” (20th) (2d wk). Big 
1 $8,000 arid holds. Last week, 
’ $10,000. 
. Valley Drive-In (Wolfberg) (950 
y cars; 75c)—“Day of the Badmeii” 
i (U) and “Flood Tide” (D). Fair 

$2,500 on four days. Last week, 
“Monolith Mionsters” <U) and 

[ “Love Slaves. of the Amazon” (U), 
$2,000. 

7 Victory (Yaeger) (1,323; 90-$2)— 
- “Ti*ue Story of Lynn Stuart” (Col), 
i and burlesque and vaudeville. 

Good $9,000. Last week, closed for 
’remodeling. 

Vogue Art (Sher-SIiulman) (442; 
• 75-90)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (2d wk). 
f Good $1,500. Last week, $2,000. 
v West Drive-In (Wolfberg) (750 

cars; 75c);—“Day of the Badmen” 
- CU) and “Flood Tide” (U). Fair $2,- 
I 500 on four days. Last week, “Last 
I Paradise” (UA) and “Man on the 

Prowl:" (UA), $2,000. 

Wednesday, May 7, 1958 

iSSiSSSi; Hacabre’ Migklj 24C, 
weak $5,000 in its sixth frame at FfiSCOr ‘MaSSaCFC’ 6G 
the Warner Beverly. . . 

Estimates for This Week San Francisco, May 6. 
Downtown. Paiita*ca (SW-RKO) First-runs are mixed, with ••Mac- 

(1,757; 2,815; 90-$1.50)-“Another abre *re*‘ *>>« holdouts at the: 
• « UTAfilrand nn' ffia Piiran 

Time, Another. Place” (Par) and ‘Bridge on' the River 

•Campbeirs Kingdom” (Rank). Kw“” »■>« “Voung Lions,” lioth 
Slim $8,500. Last week. Downtown long runners, are,still doing bush- 
with Wiltem, Hawaii, “Touch of ness. “Cry Terror” is so-so, “Fort 

fist \vkUS13*000°316 Anirtial” (U) Massacre” weak arid “Lirieup” fair^ 
State. Holl^rood, Wiltern (UATC- “Seaieh for Paradise” and "Around 

FWC-SW) (2,404; .756; 2,344; 90- World in 80 Days” are softening. 
$1.50)—"Saddle the Wind” (M-G) “Smiles of a Summer Night”, is top- 
arid “Handle With Care” (M-G). D;ne the arties 
Dull $12,800. Last week. State with p g 1 a-v 
Iris, Ritz. “Brothers Karamazov” Estimates for This Week 
(M-G), “High Cost of Loving” (M-G) Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- 
<2d wk), $10,200: Hollywood with $1.25) — “Macabre” (AA) and 
Orpheum, Uptown “St. Louis "Hell’s 5 Hours” (AA). Smash $24,- 
Blues’’ (Par), ‘Cole. Younger, Gun qpo.. Last week, “St. Lbriis Blues’*. 
Fighter” (AA) (1st wk), $16,400. (par) and “Mari From God’s Corin- 

Downtown Paramount, New Fox try” (AA), $10,000. 
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 765; 90-$1.50) 
—“Dragstrip Riot” (AI) and “Cool 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.2541.50)— 
"Young Lions” (20th) (5th wk). 

and Crazy” (AI). Good $7,500 for live days- Last 
week, Downtown Paramouht, “Mail 
Bag Robbery” (Man), stageshow 
(1st wk), $5,600. New Fox, “Long, 

week, $8,500. 
WaTfield (Loew’s) (2,656: 90-$1.^5) 

Hot Summer” (20th), “Godl Is My —'TorI 
Partner” (20th) (2d wk), $3,800. Fair $10,000. Last 

<n.aia« nn. TTawaii (FWC weex, “Saddle the Wind” (M-Gi 

G&l) 1*320;H|J$i 5q)W^- (l^A, (2i[wW' 

sfur®’ TMveler” 90*1.25) 
$5,500. Last week, Lbs Angeles, .—“Lineup” (Col) and “Crash Land- 
“Johnny Gunman” (Man), “So mg’; (Col). Okay $12,000. Last 
Lovely, So Deadly” (Man) (1st wk), week, “Yoiing.and Wild” (Rep) and 
$2,000. Juvenile Jungle” (Rep), $9,000. 

Hillstreet, Iris, Uptown (RKO- St. Francis (1,400; 9041.25) — 
FWC) (2,752; 825; 1.715; 9041^50)— “Bridge ori River Kwai" (Col) XBtli 
“Adam arid Eve” (TW) and “Gun wk). Great $14,000. Last week, . 
Battle at Monterey.” Big $l5,b00. $15,000^ 
Last , week, Hillstreet, “Bend of. Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,4581- 
River” (U), “Lawless Breed” (U) $1.75-$2.65) — "Search For Para- 
(reissues) (1st wk), $3,700. disc” (Cinerama) (8th wk). Slipping 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 904150) to $13,500. Last week, $14,500. 
— “The Goddess” (Col). Slick United Artists.'(No. Coast) (1,207; 
$6,000. Last week, “Stage Struck” 90-$1.25) — “Fort Massacre” (UA) 
(BV) (3d wk, 9 days), $1,800. and "Campbell’s Kingdom” (Rank). 

Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2.213; Soft $6,t00. Last week. “Paris Hol- 
90-$1.50)—”St. Louis Blues” (Par) iday” (UA) and “Bop Girl’V (UA) 
and “Cole Younger, Gun Fighter” ' (2d wk), $7,500. 
(AA) (2d wk). Oke $5,000. , Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $1.75- $1.50)—“SUge Struck” (BV) (4th 
$3.50):—“Windjammer” (NT) (4th wk). Okay $2,100 for eight days 
wk). Fair $19,600. Last week, $19- Last-week, $1,700. ' 
900* ■'/ . Presidio: (Hardy-Parsons). (744: 

Four Star, Fox Beverly, Loyola, $1.25-$1.50) —^ “Man Escaped’* 
Vogue (UATC-FWC) (868; 1,170; (Cont) (2d wk). So-so $3,000. Last 
1,248; 825; $1.2542.40) — “Young Week, $3,200. 
iff’’ (2?th) (ith -SSi ®eefy Vogue (S. F. • Theatres) (364; 
900. Last week, $26,300. $1.25) —■ “Smiles . of a Summer 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 9041.50)— Night” tRank) (4th wk): Eased off 
“Saybnara" (WB) (Repeat) (2d wk). to $3,700. Last week, $4,000. . 
Nice $3,300. Last week, $4,300. Coronet (United California) (1,- 

Wamer Beverly (SW) (1,612; 250; $1.5043.751—“Around World 
$1.2542.40) r— “Marjorie Morning- ih 80 Days” (UA) (71st wk). Okay 
star” (WB) <6th wk). Weak $5,000. $8,500. Last week, $9,000. 
Last week. $4,700. -•-1-— 

Fox Wiishire (FWC) (2,296; 90- 
$1.50)—“Paris Holiday” (UA) (6th <]VJ farjorie’ Trim 17</2G, 
wk). Limping $3,000. Last week, t 
$3,900. Cleve.; ‘Cowboy’ $9^00 

Hollywood . Parariiount (F&M) - Cleveland. May 6. 
SS Despite *prtng r.lns the Allen ta 

week $8 400 shining brightly with “Marjorie 
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25- Morningstar.” Only ordinary i« 

$3.5Q)—“Bridgeo on River Kwai” “Saddle the Wind” af the State on 
(Col) (20th wk). Dandy $14,000. six and one-half days. It was 
Last week, $15,800. pushed out by a Thursday preview 

Warner Hollywood (SW). (1,384; "Paris Holidav” •« » benefit for $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” J* Paris_ Holiday as e benefit for 
(Cine) started 48th wk (4) after Cleveland bluecoaJts with Bob Hope 
$13,200 last week. doing a personal appearance. . 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- Estimates for Thi» Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.50)— 

, «ikfi>nnI d t $14’800* “Marjorie Morningstar” (WB). Neat 
Last week, $16,500, ■ $17,500. Last week, “Bridge on 

Crest, Sunset (Lippext-Cohen) River Kwai” (Col) (7th wk), $12,000. 
Continental (Art Theatre Guild) . 

Slim4?100NLast week S^loO^ ' (850; $L25J—“Naked Eye” (Indie). Sllm $3,100. Last week, $2,5W. Thin $1 900 Last week "Forbidden 
Desire” (Indie), $2,000. 

<TUr CUrCDM AN’ TIT! t Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
illL Ontm 111 AH 1IILL 90)—“Blood Arrow” (20th) and 

I ACT TIT noF I no “Under Fire” (20th). Satisfactory LOST IN ADa f .300 .Last, week, “Jumping 
Jacks” (Par) and Scared Stiff* 

Chicago, April 29. (par) (reissues), $3,000. 

THE SHEEPMAN’ TITLE 

Chicago, April 29. 
& Katz circuit isn’t Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 

happy with the "Sheepman title (925. $1.25)—“AH at Sea-’ (M-G) 
for Metro’s new comedy-western. (3d wk). Passable $2,200, Last 
So they’re playing it down, and week, $2,400. 
playing up the cast instead. Also, Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 70- 
newspaper ads blurb “They called $1.25)—“Cowboy”. (Col). Light $9.-. 
him the STRANGER WITH A 500. Last week, “Young Lions” 
GUN” in type twice the size as the (20th) (4th wk), $6,000 for four 
title’s. Pic opened last, week at the days in wind-up. 
United Artists. Lower Mall (Community) (500;. 

Cast exploitation is tied to “Don’t 70-90)—“And God Created Worn- 
Go Near the Water,” in which an” (Indie) l2d run) (2d wk). Ade- 
“Sheepman” players Glenn Ford quate $3,500 after ditto last week, 
and Mickey. Shaughnessy also ap- Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) 
peared. Initial B&K ads for the —“South Pacific” (20th) (5th wk), 
latter pic have Shaughnessy ex- ^°der®te $11,000. Last week, 
claiming, “It’s the best (beep!) $10,UUU, 
Western , (beep!) to Hit the (beepl) Palace . (SW-.Cmerama) (1,523: 
CineriiaScope Screen in (beep!) - Seven Wonders of 
color!-" : Soundtrack gimmick World” tCinerama^(14th wk). Nice 

(SW-Cinerama) 

“beeps” were used to censor $10,500 after $11,500. 
Shaughnessy’s profanity in “Don’t 44tJS<ate (Lo^) 13,500;. 9041 25)^ 
Go Near the Water ” “Saddle the Wind” (M-G). Ordinary 
i*o wear me water. $10,000 for six and one half days. 

Just to make sure. “Sheepman Last week; “Teacher’s Pet” (Par), 
title doesn’t discourage patronage, okay $13,000. 
largest marquee lettering is for Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 9041.25) 
name Of Walt Disney, whose “Blue —“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (nbo.). Sat- 
Men»of Morocco” featutette is also isfrictory $8,00p. Last .week, “Un- 

I showing, derwater Warrior” (M-G), $5,500. 
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A new electronic process, said to be capable of speeding up and 
simplifying the production of animated films, has been developed by 
Jean-Paul Boyer, formerly head of research for Kodak, DeBrie and 
Technicolor in Paris. According to Boyer, who has made a number of 
films in the process in his own home,. the pictures were completed iri 
six weeks rather than the several months it usually takes to make 
a cartoon. 

Boyer’s techniques calls for only one drawing, with the desired move¬ 
ments being recorded on a pilot electronic, tape which is mixed to 
.create the animation. Bayer has been working on. the process for 15 
years. His three cartoons—“Insomnies,” “Un Martian a Paris” and 
“Un Bebe Lune Pour Paris” (A Sputnik for Paris): — have all been 
released here. They resemble the line drawings of the UPA cartoons, 
but are not as polished. However, they have attracted attention for 
their beguiling simplicity and inventiveness. 

Harold Smith, a former. representative of the Motion Picture Ex¬ 
port Assn., is handling the promotional and business aspects of the 
process which hasn’t been given a trade name as yet. Boyer plans to 
make commercial shorts for theatrical use here and for video ex¬ 
posure in the U.S. Several American animation, firms are said to be 
putting inbids for.thg process. - 

Future of a substantial part of Hollywood is taking definite form 
along the lines Of the anticipated cut^down in numerical, production 
with the emphasis on “blockbuster” values, and along with it a stream¬ 
lining of physical organization. Inside sources this week disclosed that 
Warners is about to reduce its schedule to 12 to 14 pictures a year, and 
each of these is to be of multi-million-dollar proportions. ' 

. The contrast with the past can be regarded only as startling, for WB 
previously turned out 30 to 32 theatrical features per artnrnn. 

Jack L. Warner; studio head and remaining member of the family in 
a' key position, has stated his confidence in the industry blit has not yet 
confided his modus operand!. 

. Ben Kalmenson, exec v.p., and distribution chief Charles Boasberg, 
IPs now learned, want no more low-budget enterprises; which some¬ 
times measured from $200,000 to $300,000: There’s not 'enough market 
for them, they figure, to warrant continuance of the traditional big- 
scale distribution setup. 

A flood of “trash” would descend upon the public, .“if it were not 
for the organized church resistance of all faiths and the marvelous, 
unfearful task that is being continuously conducted by the Catholic 
Legion of Decency,” and “the enforcement of the television and radio 
codes: of ethics.” So said Assistant District Attorney John T. Garry at 
the annual Communion breakfast of the Communication Arts Guild 
of the Albany Catholic Diocese. . 

’Garry, recently in the public eye as prosecutor of a group "of maga¬ 
zine and book publishers, and of one leading author,, against whom an 
Albany County grand jury made; presentments, for distributing al¬ 
leged obscene literature, prefaced his statement with question, “Can 
you imagine what trash would be produced in Holly wood?”—if it were 
not for the Organized church resistance, and. the enforcement of tele¬ 
vision-radio codes. 

' Max Productions of Rome and its producer, Ottavio Poggi, organizers 
of the upcoming production of “Mary Magdalen,” for which Maureen 
O’Hara has been contracted are threatened for claimed illegal use of a 
script by Giannina Zgradic. Writer claims that her screenplay, via 
an intermediary, came into hands of production unit and was never re¬ 
turned. What’s more, claimant states, much ;of planned production 
Is based .on her original, which was titled “L Peccatrice di Magdala.” 

- Pic, siated to roll in September, stars Jorge; Mstral and is to be 
lensed by A. Bragaglia. Boggl is currently in the USA to set Anal 
production details. •’ 

; Senator Thomas Kuchel (R., Cal.) has stepped up and broadened his 
campaign to preserve permanently the: collection of early American 
silent films in the Library of Congress. He’s enlisted support of Rep, 
W. F. Norrell (D., Ark ), chairman of the important House Legislative 
Appropriations Subcommittee, in his recommendation that the House 
approve a project to transfer to permanent safety film a priceless col¬ 
lection. of paper prints, made in 1894-1912, and a rare group of early 

. cellUIosenitrate prints made shortly thereafter. 

The first picture theatre ever built by 20th-Fox in Britain, the 
Drake at Plymouth, Is due to open .on June 5. with a gala screening, 
of “South Pacific” in Todd-AO. On the following day the'house will 
play a 20th ’Scoper but “Pacific” will be brought back later in the 
season. 

France Nuyen, who plays Liat in the film; is coming to Britain for 
the occasion. • The proceeds of the gala'will go. to the .Lord Mayor of 
Plymouth’s Christmas Fund and the. King George V Fund for Sailors. 

Although all films for showing in British Columbia have to meet 
the Vancouver-located censor’s eye-and-aye, and sometimes, get clipped 
(Warners “Baby Doll"), or nixed (Kingsley’s “And. God Created 
Woman”), Canada’s own National Film Board is likewise obliged to 
submit all celluloid for local censor’s okay stamp. “But we have never 
had one cut,” states Ken Williams/ the. Board’s regional topper. Ap¬ 
parently only Canadian Broadcasting Corp, Vidfllms are exempt from 
Vancouver censor. 

Former Massachusetts governor, multimillidhaire Alvan T. Fuller, 
80, died of a heart attack while watching “South Pacific” at the Saxon 
Theatre Wednesday (3). He was an avid film fan. 

PCC Demands Networks Disclose 
Their Use of Air Vs. Tollvision; 

Skiatron, Zenith Cried ‘Foul!’ 

Gene McDonald New Tag 

AVON, SOUTH BEND IS 
REINCARNATED FOR ART 

Chicago, May fi: 
The shuttered Avon, South Bend, 

Ind. grind house, has been re¬ 
opened as the Avon Art Theatre by 
foreign film distributors A1 Dezel 
and Sam Kaplan. Pair are part¬ 
nered in the project as Deskap 
Theatre Co., and are eyeing addi¬ 
tional arty situations in the mid¬ 
west,- including a Chicago house. 

Avon, with 975 seats, folded last 
Jan. 13. New policy is symbolized 
by a. Parisienne lobby motif, with 
coffee bar and art exhibits. Plan 
is to show U. S. as well as im¬ 
ported art pix. Current offering is 
the French “Gervaisp.” 

Dezel alone owns three other 
arties—Coronet and Surf in De¬ 
troit, and the World Playhouse in 
Saginaw, Mich. As a distribbery, 
Dezel and Kaplan have been 
teamedjabout 30 years. 

CARELESS WITH COIN? 

But- It’s Not illegal to Over-Bid 
For Films 

Dallas, May 8. 
Overbidding in itself does not 

constitute a violation of the. anti¬ 
trust laws, according to a decision 
handed down in the U. S. District 
Court here. The court’s ruling 
sustained the motion of Frontier 
Theatres for dismissal of an anti¬ 
trust suit filed against the chain 
by Wayne Long. 

In essence, the effect of the 
court’s decision is that no con¬ 
spiracy exists even if a company 
bids unusually high in a competi¬ 
tive bidding situation. The court 
declared the plaintiff’s complaint 
alleged no conspiracy < or an at¬ 
tempt to monopolize. - The ruling 
added that to the court it seemed 
“Like it was just a competitive 
local situation” and “unless there 
is something to show an illegal act 
or conspiracy, competition is to be 
encouraged.” 

NEW RAP ATCHI CENSOR 
INVOLVES TEMPTRESS’ 
Further chipping away from the 

legal foundations of Chicago’s; po-, 
lice censorship setup, Ellis Films 
has. appealed to Chicago’s mayor j 
against the banning of its .Italian 
release, “The Temptress.” 

: . Jack Ellis retained Felix Bilgrey 
to submit the appeal. Bilgrey has■' 
a court appeal pending in Chicago | 
against the banning there of Times I 
Filing “Nana.” \ 

. Teleprompter Corp. reported a 
net loss of $212,694 for the fiscal 
year ended Dec. 31, 1957 as com¬ 
pared with a profit of $206,841 in 
1956. In a report to stockholders, 
prexy Irving B. Kahn indicated 
that 1957 was a year of consolida¬ 
tion and continued expansion for 
the company. He pointed out that 
the firm had advanced rapidly in 
the areas of closed-circuit televi¬ 
sion, staging service, equipment 
sales, and. station lease business. 
He added, too, that the company’s 
gross revenues had increased sub¬ 
stantially over the previous year. 

Gross revenue for 1957 totaled; 
$2,264,345 as compared with $1,- 
784,607 in 1956. In noting the -loss 
of $206,841,. equal to 59c per share, 
Kahn said that late in the year a 
reorganization ; plan was; under¬ 
taken “to adjust realistically the 
expansion requirements to the po¬ 
tential market for. new business.” ’ 
He maintained that the company 
believes “these adjustments have 
put your compahy in > good posi¬ 
tion to operate again on a profit- ! 
able basic...” He stated also that j 
the company strengthened its man¬ 
agement and 'planning control, 
budgeting and salary administra¬ 
tion and had developed a new cor¬ 
porate organization, assigning re¬ 
sponsibilities and reporting chan¬ 
nels. 

Fox Exits K.C. Loop 
Kansas City, May 6. 

Darkening of the Tower Theatre 
last Tuesday : (29) leaves the Fox 
Midwest circuit without an operat¬ 
ing theatre in the downtown loop 
for the first time in many months. 
House shuttered after playing “Fe¬ 
male Animal” and “Damn Citizen” 
day. and date with suburban Fair¬ 
way and the Kansas side Granada, 
as it has often done: 

Big house on 12th St. is a shade 
off the heavily travelled paths, but 
less than two years ago was hand¬ 
somely refurbished and equipped 
with Todd-AO for. showing of 
“Oklahoma,” which never reached 
expected heights there. “Around 
the World in 80 Days,” which fol¬ 
lowed, was sock, but closed a 6- 
month run just before the Christ¬ 
inas holidays. 

Since then the 2,100-seater has 
been kept open with the hope of 
playing. “South Pacific.” No deal 
has jelled as yet, and circuit has 
decided to wait out an agreement 
in darkness rather than run with a 
heavy weekly loss, as current prod¬ 
uct seems to rate. 

Roy Hill, Tower manager, for 
the time being will handle adver¬ 
tising for the circuit first-run the¬ 
atres—U ptown. Fairway, Granada, 
at times the Apollo. 

The move leaves the Tower and 
Esquire, side by side, both dark, 
Circuit has found it difficult to 
keep either, or both, open on regu¬ 
lar product. .Summer, when air 
conditioning becomes' an attrac¬ 
tion, may cause the circuit to alter 
its present plans, but unless 
“South Pacific” becomes available: 
it looks like the' Tower (and the 
Esquire) will stay closed. 

This leaves the downtown first- 
run scene to consist of Loew’s 
Midland Theatre, United Para¬ 
mount’s (Blank) Paramount, Dur- 
wood's Roxy and Cinerama’s Mis¬ 
souri Theatre. Dickinson circuit is 
playing a four theatre first-om 
hook-up, including the Glen, mid¬ 
town nabe, the Dickinson, suburb¬ 
an southwest, . Leawood Drive-in 
and Shawnee Drive-in. Dickinson 
also operates the Kimo as an art: 
house in midtown, and Little Art 
Theatres has the Rockhill in the 
southeast section of town. , 

Chicago, May 6. 
Zenith Radio Corp. has expand¬ 

ed its executive offices, electing 
former prexy Commdr. Eugene F. 
McDonald Jr. to.the newly created 
post of chairman of the hoard. 
Hugh Robertson, exec veep of the 
company since 1934, was elected 
president, and former v.p. and gen¬ 
eral counsel Joseph S. Wright was 
named executive viceprez. ; 

Expanded offices, McDonald said; 
was necessary in order to cope 
with enlarged activities of the 
company,> among them Zenith’s 
pay-see system, Phone vision.. 

On Out-of-Town 
TV (or Giants 

San Francisco, JMay 6. 
Unlike the Los Angeled Dodgers’ 

Walter O’Malley, the Frisco 
Giants’ Horace Stoneham is mak¬ 
ing no. preparations to televise out- 
of-town Giant games to Frisco. Or 
if he is, he’s being awfully quiet 
about it. 

• Stoneham has' offered only, “no 
comment” to questions.about where 
Skiatron stands with ’both ' the 
Dodgers and Giants’ but insisted 

I last weekend that “it. is not the in¬ 
tention of the San Francisco Giants 
to televise any of their games.” 

He pointed out, too, that “the 
Dodgers haven’t asked our permis¬ 
sion to televise their games Out of 
Seals Stadium . . . such a request; 

■is customary.” 
This was all he had to say after 

Westinghouse’s KPIX offered to 
televise out-of-town Giant games to 
Frisco on a non-profit basis, charg¬ 
ing a sponsor only for the lines and; 
staff salaries. ' '■ j 

The offer came from Phil Lasfcy,: 
Coast chief for Westinghouse, after 
KTTV, Los Angeles, had made a 
similar offer to O’Malley. 

General Frisco impression was 
that the KPIX offer was what one 
sportswriter called it, “a grand-< 
stand play,’’ because of Stoneham’s 
contractual relationship with Skia- 
tron. 

Anew for ToD 
Pay television deserves a fair 

trial. Actors' Equity Council de¬ 
clared last week in warmly endors¬ 
ing, toll video. Council’s Stand gen¬ 
erally reflects the attitude* of 
Equity prexy Ralph Bellamy who 
has long been on record as favor¬ 
ing pay tv as a means of stimulat¬ 
ing actor employment. 

In a resolution adopted by the 
Council, it was stated that pay-as- 
you-see television can furnish more 
jobs for the American economy on 
all work levels; These include new: 
construction, engineering and other 
professions, in addition to theatre 
crafts. ’v.:- 

Rapping “monopolistic controls,” 
resolution charged that “so long as 
advertising is the sole source of 
economic support for television* 
the public will be forced to watch 
only that which advertisers deem 
it advantageous to show.” It was 
also emphasized that such controls 
"should not dictate the trends of 
artistic expression.”' 

Don C. Hayman and Bill Lloyd 
retired from exhibition with the 
leasing .of their Seneca Theatre in 
Bellington, W. Va., to George Ever- 
itt, who has been at the house for 
eight years. Hayman and Lloyd 
formerly operated, the Isabela, Pa., 
T h eat r e and the Tunncltdn, 
W. Va., house, too. 

t Washington. May 6. 
Following a number of com¬ 

plaints, the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission moved last week 
to determine whether the tv net¬ 
works and certain affiliated sta¬ 
tions used their facilities to propa¬ 
gandize Congress into stopping 
subscription television. 

Agency did not specify who 
were the complainants but Skiatron 
and Zenith loudly raised the issue 
some weeks ago and that certain 
members of Congress, including 
Sen. Russell Long (D-La.), also 
called for an Investigation. 

Commission requested ABC, 
CBS and NBC to submit detailed 
info within 20 days respecting 
broadcasts during January and. 
February on feevee, the amount of 
time allowed, participants, points 
of view expressed, etc. 

Complaints alleged, FCC de¬ 
clared, that networks and affiliates 
presented programs and spots In 
which: . 

, A partisan or one-sided pres¬ 
entation of the issue was given, 
with little on the pro syle. 

Programs were “deliberately and 
cleverly designed” to leave viewers 
with the impression they would 
have to pay for all shows If toll- 
vision were authorized. 

Broadcasts were “obviously 
timed to produce an avalanche ol 
letters” on Congress when the Is¬ 
sue was before the House Inter¬ 
state Commerce Committee. 

Timing of feevee appeals was st 
designed “that no proponent oi 
subscription tv could have even at¬ 
tempted to request an opportunity 
to answer, in time to counteract 
the misinformation they con¬ 
tained” 

Any offer of time to reply camt 
too late to affect public opinion. 

Furthermore, said FCC, the com¬ 
plaints alleged that the networks 
and the National Assn, of Broad¬ 
casters circulated to stations th« 
material used by other stations iq 
opposing feevee. 

Commission called attention t« 
its policy on editorializing by sta¬ 
tions requiring presentation of con¬ 
troversial issue in “as complete 
impartial a manner as possible.” 

TCC Would Okay 
Toll at Own Risk’ 

Los Apgeles. May 6. 
Federal Communications Com¬ 

mission will be in for another Con¬ 
gressional investigation' if it au¬ 
thorizes a test of pay-see tv after 
legislators adjourn. Congressman 
Oren Harris told National Assn, of 
Broadcasters. 

Harris, whose House Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Com¬ 
merce conducted the recent probe 
into alleged irregularities in the 
FCC, said “If the commission de¬ 
cides to undertake trial tests, I 
shall call the committee back into 
session and conduct hearings Into 
the entire problem.” 

Fernando Lamas 
Continued from par* 

berg wrote the script and either 
Marc Allegret or John Berry may 
direct. Lamas Enterprises isn’t 
participating in this one but after 
that his own outfit expects to do 
“Murder Without Tears” in Spain. 
With Lamas starred, it would be a 
Leiser-Icardi production directed 
by Ken Annakin. Distribution ar¬ 
rangements would be made after 
completion of the picture. 

Since the top roles in “Tears” 
concern a husband and wife Lamas 
said there’s a possibility that his 
actress-mate, Arlene Dahl, may 
also appear in. the film. Another 
Spanish co-production additionally 
is in the works. Meantime, Lamas 
returns to the Coast the end of 
the month to start rehearsals for 
CBS-TV’s “Climax!” He’ll be 
starred on the June 5 airing of 
“Spiderweb” in which he’s cast as 
a Texas rancher who breaks up a* 
international narcotics ring. 
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Stations across the country are 
carrying their rating weight with 
locally originated strip shows, the* 
crossboard variety ranging from; 
news to“Popeye.” j 

. This is readily ascertained by a 
study of the VARiEXY-Telepulse 
charts printed in each issue. The 
story of how local shows shape up 
alongside network programming, 
both having the common denom¬ 
inator of a strip format, is told 
under the heading of the “Top 
Ten Multi-Weekly.Show's/1. 

From Los Angeles to Phoenix, 
the study reveals that when, it 
comes to listing among the “Top 
Ten Multi-Weekly Shows,’/ it’s a 
tossup whether there’s a greater 
representation of local or network; 
entries. In most cases, of course* 
the time being measured is other 
.than Class A time, centering: main¬ 
ly in the afternoon, early evening, 
or late evening periods. But in 
those “offbeat" periods, “Popeye/’ 
for instance, as a daily strip at 
5:30 p.m. in San Francisco, can 
draw a 19.1, as compared to an 18.3 
for NBC News, at 6:15 p.m. 

The situation on multi-weekly 
shows, with the local programs 
shaping ujT rating-wise, in the 
Top 10 scramble, is evident in the 
following markets: Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, St. Louis, Boston', 
Seattle, Washington. Baltimore, 
Phoenix, and Columbus, Ga. These 
are all recent markets tabbed in 
the VARiEXY-Telepulse charts. 

Washington’s 6 to: 4 

In Washington, for example, six 
local shows, as Opposed to four 
network shows, made the Top IQ 
for the March 1-8 rating period. 
The top program was WTOP’s 
“11 p.m. Report,” cross-the-board 
from 11 to 11:15 p.m. It was fol¬ 
lowed by the stripped network 
“Mickey Mouse Club” . entry at 
5:30: The other local shows mak¬ 
ing the Top 10 multi-weekly shows 
in that city were the “Late Show',” 
“News," “Milt Grant’’ and “Ranger 
Hal.” As in other cities, these 
stood up very Well alongside such 
network entries as “Modern Ro¬ 
mances," “Captain Kangaroo” and 
“Queen for a Day," which''were 
the remaining web shows in the 
Top 10 multi-weekly category. 

On the basis of recent Variety- 

Telepulse charts, in Baltimore, 
the ratio was seven to three in 
favor of local representation 
among the Top 10 strips in the 
market: in Boston* the ratio was 
six to four in favor of local shows; 
in Los Angeles, it was a draw, five 
and five; in Phoenix, the ratio Was 
in favor of the network programs, 
six to four. 

This neck-and-neck rating per¬ 
formance between local arid net¬ 
work programming in the multi- 
weekly category, in fringe ,jtime 
periods, is in contrast to tire fating 
performances of One-a-week shows 
or "specials” in prime or near- 
prime periods. 

The latter setup can be deter- 
mined by comparing the rating 
perforinance of the “Top 10 Net¬ 
work Shows” against the “Top 20 
Syndicated Shows” in the Variety- 

Telepulse charts. Invariably, as re¬ 
ported previously, the ratings of 

(Continued on page 52) 

Trackdown’ Clients Set 
CBS-TV has wrapped up a 52- 

week renewal from Socony Mobil 
Oil and American Tobacco Co. for 
“Trackdown,” the shootin’ film 
series based on the Texas Rangers 
aired Fridays at .8 p.in. Four Star 
Films package, produced, by Vin¬ 
cent Fennelly, got off to a good 
rating when it was launched last 
fall. 

ABC-TV station affiliates at the 
NAB confab last week Were grip¬ 
ing about the state of the web’s 
summertime programming. Many 
affiliates expressed the attitude 
that there were many weak shows, 
on the hotspell lineup, which would 
not necessarily keep the schedule 
warm (insofar as the audience was 
concerned) for the fall schedule. 

A web exec conceded that the 
affils were upset, but that the con¬ 
cern was built up basically through 
a lack of .communication about 
plans on summer shows. Grice de¬ 
tails were explained, according to 
the web, the affils quieted doWri 
considerably. 

(Late yesterday, ABC-TV pro¬ 
gram executives reportedly decided 
to produce new live shows in all 
“to fill” time slots 4his summer. 
Live shows will also replace un¬ 
sponsored; film fillers mentioned 
elsewhere in this story.) 

ABC possesses .five prime time 
slots about which there has been 
some question. Situation was cre¬ 
ated because.it is growing problem 
in getting national bankrollers to 
buy . 52-week firm contracts. 

For instance, at 9:30 Sunday 
nights, ABC has skedded a public 
affairs show called “Enterprise.” 
Afils would rather have something 
with .a greater audience potential. 
A similar situation exists Mondays 
at 7:30 when the summer sked 
reads “American Odyssey.” Also, 
Fridays at 10 where "Holiday 
Handbook” is slotted. . 

Elsewhere* the network has a 
problem of finding programming, 
and has called on its affils for 
help. In June, Mondays at 8 and 
again at 9, the network has not set 
any programming yet. 

THE! 
HONEY DREAMERS 
Guest artists on the Canadian 

Broadcasting Co,;. Toronto, May. 13. 
Records Transcriptions 

Mgmt: ART WARD Direction 
Oxford 7-9034 MCA . 

Elaine Carrington, 

‘BoliT Journey’ Renewed 
"Bold Journey,” the Avenco 

Productions travelog whose status 
was reported as shaky, has been 
renewed for next season by Ral¬ 
ston Purina on ABC-TV. 

Program is slated to be aired 
Mondays at 8:30. ' Renewal set by 
Gujld, Bascomi & Bonfigi. 

Dies in N. Y. at 66 
Elaine Sterne Carrington, who 

fostered the idea of soap opera 
fare from her onetime snug hide¬ 
away on Brooklyn Heights, died 
Sunday (4) after a brief illness. 
She was 66 years old.. 

Mrs. Carrington was reportedly 
the first of the soap opera creators 
in the Fifth Estate arid .was known 
in the industry as the “Queen of 
the Soapers.”.. She launched . her 
daytime shows in 1932 with ‘‘Red 
Adams” oil NBC. It subsequently 
became “Red Davis” and ultimate¬ 
ly ended up as “Pepper Young’s 
Family,” one of radio’s most suc¬ 
cessful cross-the-board / daytime 
shows, 

In 1939 she wrote the serial 
“When a Girl Marries” and four 
years later day timer*- listeners 
were introduced to another Car¬ 
rington serial, “Rosemary.” At the 
height of her. writing career she 
was pouring out approximately 
40,000 words a week. She dictated 
her dialog into a recording ma¬ 
chine nearly always from a reclin¬ 
ing position in a seven-foot bed. 
She was credited with grinding out 
more than 12,000 daily install¬ 
ments of washboard weepers. 

: Like many soap opera writers, 
she hankered for credit from loft¬ 
ier literary sources and tried her 
hand at superior writing.. She was 
the author of a group of short 
stories, “All Things Considered,” 
which literary critics treated with 
considerable respect. 

She was the wife of George Dart 
Carrington who died in 1945. A 
son arid daughter survive. 

"Bingo’ Bango-Even in Brai 
Philadelphia, May 6. 

“The commotion created by ‘Bingo-at-Home’ on Channel 12 is 
little short of fantastic,” according to Terry H. Lee, managing 
director of WyUE-TV. Lee noted that in one day the daily 
mail count reached 105,044 entries. Since the start of the show, 
March 24, station has received 548,837 postals, all representing 
winning cards. , 

A research report by Dr. Myron S. Heidingsfield, chairman of 
the marketing department of Temple U., showed that 677,699 dif¬ 
ferent television homes—51% of all tv homes in. the Philly area 
—play the game. 

Station is also getting some off-the-cuff promotion: A restaurant 
on the Baltimore Pike has a banner strung across highway an¬ 
nouncing customers can play Bingo with Channel 12, with free 
coffee served during show. A local printer is taking heavy ad 
linage for pads and pencils. A blind woman. devised a Braille 
bingo card for herself and submitted a winning enetry. 

Berns Proxies RTDG 
Hollywood, May 6. 

Seymour Berns was elected 
prexy .of Radio and Television Di¬ 
rectors Guild at its annual mem¬ 
bership meeting at the Hollywood 
Roosevelt hotel last week. He suc¬ 
ceeds Jack Donohue, and becomes 
a member of the board. 

William A, Bennington was 
named , v.p.; Tom Belcher, secre¬ 
tary; Miss Maury Orr, treasurer. 
Elected to the council, were John 
Frankenheimer, Bob Banner, Buzz 
Kulik, Paul Nickell and Alan Yor- 
kin. 

$12,(1,d Deal 

.1' 

Quaker Oats made two alternate- 
week buys on ABC-TV this week, 
and set into motion a possible j 
change in the Wednesday night; 
lineup for next fall. Cereal com- i 
pany bought the remaining halves j 

of “Ozzie and Harriet” and for; 
Screen Gems’ new telefilm, “Naked ' 
City.” . [ 

Eastman will share the tab on! 
“Ozzie.” now shown at 9; p.m. on j 
Wednesday. But the Quaker move-! 
In came simultaneously with con-' 
sideration of a plan to move the 
situation comedy into the 8:30 
anchorage, . held this season by 
Bristol-Myers for “Tombstone Ter¬ 
ritory/’ ABC was planning to put 
the new Donna Reed series in at 
8:30, and may still do so if "Ozzie” 
is kept at 9. . 

“Naked City” is also .owned by 
Brown Williamson, and ]is set 
for Tuesday at 9:30“. *' 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Pressagentry in recent years 

tended to assume that Elaine Sterne 
Carrington “invented” the daytime 

serial in radio. This is improbable 

in the extreme as she started com¬ 
paratively late, around 1933, in 
New York whereas Chicago was an 
early soap opera production center 
and Irna Phillips of that burg iriay 
well have been the brood mother. 
Frank and Anne Hummert would 
have claims, too, for origination, at 
least in the mass-production format 
of serials. . 

Most of these pioneers (including 
Bob Andrews of Chicago) have 
been duly celebrated in rnagazine 
profiles over the decades, the best 
remaining being that of James 
Thurber in the New Yorker, later 
reprinted in one of his books. Mrs. 
Carrington: was. ever, the show- 
woman arid in interviews - always 
accented the positive. She never 
conceded, as far as known,, that she 
used “ghosts.” The trade consid¬ 
ered this a necessity and the Hum¬ 
mer ts long ago solved the dilemma 
of writers - employing -writers by 

saying that the hired hands were 
‘dialoggers.” 

Procter & Gamble had what 
amounted to a love affair with Mrs. 

Carrington* She was as precious as 
the formula of Ivory Soap. They 
loved her, of course, for her rating 
points; She was not perhaps the 
writer of greatest originality irt. the 
genre but originality was not the 
prime value in serial writing—ten¬ 
ure was, how long the show was 
on the air in the sairie slot, how 
many repetitions of impact had 
been piled up. Mrs. Carrington 
survived year after year with a 
canny kind of knowing and the suc¬ 
cess that breeds more success. It 
made academic the comments in 
the Radio Writers Guild, that was, 
as to whether, she was “the mostest” 
in skill. Mona Kent looked like the 
gal most likely to meet and best 
the Carrifigton reputation arid no¬ 
body ever “ghosted” for. her. Miss 
Kent had as much “sentiment” 
scriptwise as Mrs. C but more real¬ 
ism arid . more psychology. The 
high priestess of th$ serialized tone 

(Continued on page 52) 

&'Studio’Ouster 
Desilu’s $12,000,000 deal with 

Westinghouse for 48 one-hour 
Monday night ^shows on CBS-TV 
comes as a blow to Ford and J. 
Walter Thompson agency, for it 
shuts out the automotive on future 
sponsorship of the Desi & Lucy 
specials, which will be incorpor¬ 
ated into the new 60-minute series, 

: It’s a particularly bitter pill on 
two sfcores: (1) the Desi-Lucy spe¬ 
cials racked up tv’s highest ratings 
throughout the season; (2) Danny 
Seymour, tv chieftain at JWT, 
played no inconsiderable role in 
helping whip the idea together. 

Desi-Lucy “got away” from JWT 
and Ford because of indecision on 
part of auto company in finalizing 
its budget for next season, with 
result that McCann-Erickson, on 
behalf of Westinghouse, moved in 
and bought the whole “DesUu 
Playhouse” kaboodle. 

It’s the richest deal in the his¬ 
tory of television, involving as it 
does $12,009*000 time and talent 
for 42 originals and six repeats. 
Programs to include six specials 
with Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball 
and the remainder in which Arnaz 
will host and Miss Ball appear oc¬ 
casionally, will succeed “Studio 
One.” Arnaz said the hour-specials 
with him and Miss Ball would be 
budgeted at $350,000 while the 
other hour shows would wrap up 
for around $150,000. Up to now the 
Dinah Shore show for Chevy at 
$10,000,000 for time and talent was 
the top money show. 

Flexible, format would be util¬ 
ized on “Playhouse,” Arnaz said, 
and will include mostly family 
comedies but with occasional mu¬ 
sicals and westerns. Series leads 
off Oct. 6 with Maurice Chevalier 
as guest in the first of the specials. 
“What we don’t do,” said Arnaz, 
“are stories with violence, psycho¬ 
logical or triangle dramas/.’ Two 
stories by Garson Kanin are now 
being considered. 

Washington, May 6. 

Role of the Federal Comriiunica- 
tions Commission in its reconsid¬ 
eration of the channel 10 Miami 
case in the light of Congressional 
disclosures is still not clear. So 
the agency told the Court of Ap¬ 
peals last week In a petition for 
clarification of a recent order 
which directed that the case be re* 
he^rd to determine whether the- 
grant to National Airlines should 
be voided because of former Com. 
Richard A. Mack’s participation. 

What troubles the Commission is 
that part of the Court’s order 
which requires that the agency re¬ 
port back its findings and make 
recommendations* Despite the 
serious questions involved, it does 
not believe it should serve as a 
‘special master” for the Court. 

Accordingly, the Commission 
petitioned the tribunal to make it 
clear that it is not precluding the 
agency from setting aside the grant 
or . reaching some other decision. 
Whatever determination is made, 
it said, would not affect its obliga¬ 
tion to make: recommendations to 
the Court with respect to the dis¬ 
position of the appeal case before 
it. 

. For some time, the Court has 
had before it an appeal by WKAT 
in Miami of the grant to National. 
Following . the Congressional dis¬ 
closures arid the resignation of 
Mack, the Commission requested 
that the case be remanded to it. 
The Court complied but retained 
jurisdiction. 

Bob Crosby Mulled As 
Summer Sub For Como 

Bob Crosby is under considera¬ 
tion. as the summer replacement 
for Perry Como on NBC-TV. Ten¬ 
ure will be for 13 weeks. 

However, it’s subject to an okay 
from CBS since Crosby is still 
under contract to ^that web.. Un¬ 
derstood Columbiat :W]il. ript stgpd 
in his way if deal* Is hnauzed. 

Look-See in U.S. 
London, May 6. 

Ronnie Waldman, BBC-TV exec¬ 
utive in charge of program buy¬ 
ing and sales, leaves London on 
Sunday (II) on a month's tour be-' 
ginning In .New .York and embrac¬ 
ing Hollywood ahd Ottawa. 

He will be In New York until 
May 20 before heading for a nine- 
day stopover in Hollywood and 
will then go to, Ottawa, where he 
will remain until June 4, He will 
stay a few days In New York on 
his return journey to his London 
base. 

During. the course of his trip 
Waldman is in the market to ac¬ 
quire top U.S. tv programs for the . 
BBC network and will also have 
negotiations on the sale of British 
material to the U.S. webs. There 
is already considerable Interest in 
the recent “World Theatre” series 
which includes many famous stage 
classics. Eugene O’Neili’s “Strange 
Interlude,” which formed part of 
the skein, was ; spread over two 
programs. 

U. S. Steel Buying 
Hottelet TV News 

United States Steel has bought 
52 weeks of the Wednesday 8:45- 
8:55 a.m. period of Richard Hot¬ 
telet Morning News on. CBS-TV. 
It also has the U. S. Steel Hour, 
alternate weeks, Wednesdays 10 
to 11 p.m. on CBS-TV. 

Oldsinobile, whose “Big Rec¬ 
ords” departs frofn CBS-TV June 
11, goes into Hottelet’s newscast on 
Fridays starting June 20. Oldsmo- 
bile sponsored the. same segment 
earlier this season. 

D-: ^ *hMgen-, 
cy for Olds, BBD&O for Steel. 
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Even More Westerns Next Season 
Instead of diminishing in-number, the westerns-are going to.be 

in greater force than ever during the 1958-59 season. This season 
saw a total of 16 on the three, nets, but next, semester 20 shows 
are definitely scheduled plus two others of a “probable” nature. 

NBC is primarily, responsible’for the increase, since it’s almost 
certain to double—or nearly double—the four, cowpbkers of this 
season. CBS is jumping from four to six stanzas, while ABC is 
likely to hold the line at eight. Below Is a night-by-night adult west- 
•ern breakdown: 

Sunday—ABC: “Maverick.” 7:30-8:30. renewed for the full hour by 
Kaiser yesterday (Tues.); “The Lawman” (yclept ‘'Laramie”), 8:30, 
for R. J. Reynolds. NBC: “Northwest Passage,” 7:30. 

Monday—NBC: “Restless Gun,” 8, half to Procter & Gamble; 
“Wells Fargo.” renewed at 8:30 by Buick and American Tobacco. 
CBS: “Rawhide,” 7:30-8:30; web committed show. to. slot yesterday, 1 
even, though no sponsor set. 1 

Tuesday—ABC: "Cheyenne”-“Sugarfbot,” set at 7:30-8:30 de¬ 
spite sponsor contracts not being set; “Wyatt Earp,” renewed at 
8:30 by PAG, Miles; and “The Rifleman,” for PAG, Miles and Ral¬ 
ston, replacing “Broken Arrow” at 9. NBC^ “Cimarron City.” so far 
imsponsored, 7*30-8:30; possibly “Bat Masterson” at 8:30, althoiigh 
it may find a haven some other night on NBC, and “The Cali¬ 
fornians” renewed at 10 for Singer (and Lipton). 

Wednesday — ABC: “Rough Riders” for P. Lorillard at 9:30; 
NBC: “Wagon Train,”, returning at 7:30-8:30, half already sold to 
Ford .(vice Ford's subsid Edsel). 

Thursday—ABC: “Zorro” (only qualifies as adult since it comes . 
in an 8 p.m. slot) for Seven Up, A. C. Sparkplug; and there Is the 
possibility of a second Thursday western on ABC, according to. a 
web program spokesman, but the deal is not firmed up yet. CBS: 
“Zane Grey Theatre,” in a tentative moveover to 8 from Fridays, 

. for General Foods. 
Friday—NBC: “Jefferson Drum,” at 8, for. Old Gold A Chemstrand ' 

Which began the show two weeks ago and will run it into next sea¬ 
son. CBS: “Trackdown,” 8, for Socony and American Tobacco. 

Saturday—strictly a CBS western. night; with Brown A Wil¬ 
liamson having. JUst inked for “The Texan” at 8:30; renewal by 
Lever and Whitehall on “Have Gun, . Will Travel,” and Liggett A . 
Myers back at 10 with “Gunsmoke.” 

Chis Swing Back To Live, But 
No Break For AFTRA Cardholders 

Chicago, May 8. 4 

Came spring, and the local sta¬ 
tion fancy has lightly returned to 
thoughts of ‘‘live.” The sudden out¬ 
cropping of in^the-flesh shows after 
a long drought owes partly to crea¬ 
tive conscience pangs and partly 
to the necessity to fill the gaps from 
network option time cancellations. 

• Yet the effect of it all has not 
been to put a lot of professional; 
talent back to work, as many local 
AFTRA cardholders hoped it would. 
Instead it has brought the ordinary 
citizen into the act, peppering the 
airwaves with amateurs, contest¬ 
ants, teenage jitterbugs and college 
professors. It's tha old story of 
simple economics. 

Few of the local shows are at all 
ambitious. Of the. new entries, the 
most overboard are “Blue Fairy,” 
a 15-minute kiddie strip In color 
on WGN-TV, and “In the Bag,” 
WBBM -TV's paneler-giveaway. 

.And even the latter, though it's 
loose with the buck, patterns itself 
closely on network prototypes, as 
do other local quiz-downs, so it’s 
no great production challenge. 

Public affairs departments are 
turning over the. chore wholesale 
to the fellows who know lots about 
it, namely eollege lecturers,' and in 
the popular programming area the 
stations are coping with the cost 

(Continued on page 52) 

Bristol-Myers ' apparently - has 
changed : its mind about retaining 
Its ‘Tombstone Territory,” its cur¬ 
rent Wednesday night entry on 
ABC-TV, although' B-M Is vacating 
that period and shifting Over to 
Monday night at 9 on NBC-TV next 
season. 

Originally Bristol-Myers had 
planned moving “Tombstone’' over 
to NBC (with “Twenty-One” show 
shifting to Thursday at 8), but in¬ 
stead B-M is contemplating buying 
“Riditsky,” a mystery series, for 
the Monday period. Latter is a 
Jack Chertok-NBC co-production 
venture. 

“Twenty-One," incidentally, has 
been renewed by Pharmaceuticals 
for next season. It goes into the 
current Groucho Marx slot, latter 
show shifting t#. Wednesdays! 

Sharelson’s Specials 
Robert Kintner, NBC-TV execu¬ 

tive veepee, has signed Mel Sha- 
velsOn to produce two special, 
shows in Europe. They will be for¬ 
matted as musical revues. 

Shayeison leaves in two months 
for Europe. 

TV Program Execs 
Chicago, May 6. 

In what appears to be an econo¬ 
my measure, WGN-TV in recent 
weeks has been quietly slicing off 
personnel, including three key pro¬ 
gramming execs. No one’s talking, 
but what makes it seem a money¬ 
saving gesture is the fact that the 
exec vacancies are being plugged 
by promotions from: the ranks in¬ 
stead of by importations from the 
outside., And, coincidental with 
the pink slip epidemic, the station 
has been cutting, down office space, 
relinquishing a number of office to 
the Chicago Tribune, parent com¬ 
pany from whom it refits its quar¬ 
ters. ' 

Latest, to “resign” on request 
were Les Urbach, executive pro¬ 
ducer and program development 
manager, aind George Petterson, 
who for some 10 years has been 
production facilities supervisor. A 
fortnight ago, program director Ed 

(Continued on. page 52) 

REVLON 'BID OR BUT 
AS SUMMER ENTRY 

“Bid or Buy,” panel show pro¬ 

duced by John Guedel in coopera¬ 

tion with Flying “A” Productions 

replaces “$64,000 Question” this 

summer and probably will be tick¬ 

eted for fall showing by Revlon. 

Show takes over Tuesday CBS- 
TV at 10 p.m. and if It clicks Rev¬ 
lon will move “Question” to an¬ 
other. time period, in the fall: 
“Question” already has been re¬ 
newed for the fall- 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Broadcasters checking out of. the 
NAB convention in. Los Angeles 
last week were pretty much in 
agreement that the 36th annual 
conclave of the industry organiza¬ 
tion was a dud with little or noth¬ 
ing of constructive or concrete- 
value emerging. Some even Went 
so far as to observe, “The NAB 
convention should either get a ‘new 
format’ or cancel out completely.” 

It wasn't only that the L.A. pow¬ 
wow was spread out all Over town, 
necessitating a hooflng-taxi-bus- 
rented car sequence of “safaris.” 
in projecting the delegates into 
NAB orbit, but uppermost , '.was 
the lamentation that, having 
spanned the multiple convention 
sites, nothing happened once they 
got there to make it worth the. 
trouble. 

Conventioneers with an attend¬ 
ance track record dating back 
many years say th^y would be hard 
put to recall" an industry organiza¬ 
tion meet , so disorganized or with 
such a do-nothing agenda as that 
which characterized last week’s 
L.A. meet, cueing such negative 
reaction as “we've had it”, from, a 
sizable representation. Whatever 
the shortcomings of the meet 
toward crystallizing industry plan 
of action for the future in adjusting, 
to changing ' economic patterns 
and attacks from without, the. con¬ 
clusion was unmistakable that, 
aside from the conventional hail-. 

| fellow-well-met, the L.A. meet was 
a bust and the time has come for 
a change. 

* Help Wanted 

. Some are- of the opinion that 
perhaps the NAB should take its 
cue from the National Assn, of 
Manufacturers, which* for exam¬ 
ple, hires an outside agency with 
professional know-how to program, 
its convention. Whatever the an¬ 
swer, there was a recurring note of 
apathy and lack of genuine inter¬ 
est throughout the four-day meet. 
Even on the extra-curricular round- 
robin of activities, it remained for 
CBS, with, its black-tie Romanoff 
festivities- to Introduce prexy Lou 
Cowan and v.p. Bill Dozier to the 
Coast crotod, and NBC’s Cocoanut 
Groye star-studded frolic to take 
the socializing play away from the 
NAB proper. (CBS’ shindig fun¬ 
ning in competition with the an¬ 
nual banquet of the trade associa¬ 
tion invited some unofficial 
frowns from the NAB factotums:) 

Perhaps the answer may lie in 
the projected plan of the NAB 
board to ,• restrict, attendance at 
future conventions to broadcaster 
operating strictly on a policy level,* 
eliminating all the extraneous 
folderol* and thus making an; ef- 

(Continued on page 30) 

'BACHELOR FATHER' 
RENEWED FOR W59 

American Tobacco ’has renewed 
“Bachelor Father,” Revue vidser- 
ies, for next season, picking up the 
half-hour telefifni. show for 20 
more 'episodes, with' options for 
more. 
- Series alternates with the Jack 
Benny show on CBS Sunday 
nights. John Forsythe stars, with 
Noreen Corcoran and Sammee 
Tong the other stet characters. 

Producer Everett Freeman >e- 
gins production of the new product 
May 9, utilizing a two-camera set-, 
up, new to Revue. 

Frank McCall to Texas 
Frank McCall, one of the veter¬ 

ans in the f(eld of broadcast news 
with a many-year identity with 
NBC (until his checkout two years 
ago) Is returning to his native ! 
berth, San Antonio. McCall has 
signed a deal with Jim Gaines 
(Also ex-NBC), president of WOAI; 
(AM A tv) whereby McCall Will 
move into the stations’ news setup, j 

McCall’s entry into the WOAI 
frleture will signalize the start of 
an oh-the-air editorial policy- . \ 

oil •3 

Finkel Exits Como Show 
Bob Finkel is exiting as pro¬ 

ducer of the Perry Como show on 
NBC-TV at the end of the current 
cycle, after a. two-season helming 
of the Saturday night hour entry. 
The Como-Finkel split is by mu¬ 
tual agreement. 

Finkel is currently involved in 
three-way huddles which may find 
him doing either the Eddie Fisher, 
Tennessee Ernie Ford or Milton 
Berle show next season. 

It looks like the “Climax” 60- 

minute series on CBS-TV is fin: 

ished (Chrysler has been stalling 

on its decision as to. next season’s 
plansVand the network is currently 
in the throes of revamping the 
Thursday night schedule with an 
eye towards, installing two-half- 
hours in the 8:30 to 9:30 periods. 

. Splitting up the hour would re¬ 
solve the General Foods’ dilemma; 
on where to spot “December 
Bride” now that GF has decided to 
buy the new “Ann Sothem Show” 
for the Monday night 9:30 period 
on CBS-TV. “Bride” would go into 
the Thursday 9 o’clock time. No 
show has been selected as' yet for 
the Thursday 8:30 period. Under¬ 
stood, too, that “Zane Grey Thea¬ 
tre” would move from Friday to 
Thursday at 8 on CBS. 

Big question mark at the mo¬ 
ment is the future of the Chrysler 
billings. Auto company wanted to 
continue with “Climax” on an 
every-other-week basis but CBS 
couldn’t resolve the alternate-week 
pattern. 

GE DUBIOUS ON 
‘CHEYENNE’PICKUP 

General Electric is hesitating in 

renewing “Cheyenne” on ABC-TV 

for next season, but the network 

says that negotiations with the 

sponsor of the 60-minute alternate- 

week western are still Continuing 

and that there is reason to hope a 
contract will yet be inked. 

GE is dickering with ABC on a 
reduction in the price of the hour- 
long telefilm on Tuesdays, al¬ 
though the web has showed no 
signs of relenting on that point* 

Meantime, Kaiser has come 
through with a full 60-minute re¬ 
newal (every week) on “Maverick." 
Previously, there was the possi¬ 
bility that Singer Sewing would 
take half , of “Maverick.” 

Cecil Brown’s Far East 
Assignment For NBC 

i. . NBC is stepping up its news cov¬ 

erage in the Far East by Assigning 

Cecil Brown, former Peabody 

Award winner and past prexy of 

the Overseas Press Club* to its 

headquarters in Tokyo. 

With .Brown moving into the 
Far East assignment this summer, 
it will give NBC New* two corre¬ 
spondents covering the area. 
James Robinson, how filling the 
Tokyo spot, will move the NBC 
News bureau in Hong Kong. 
. Brown, according to William R. 
McAndrew, veepee in charge of 
NBC News, starts June 1 with a 
one-month assignment in New 
York and Washington before shov¬ 
ing off to the Far East post. Brown 
ended: a one-year stint with ABC 
last month and previously served 
as an MBS and CBS reporter. 

* NBC glistened in the report 
made by John L. Burns, prexy of 
RCA, at the 39th annual meeting 
of shareholders yesterday (Tues.) 
in Studio 8H of the RCA structure. 
Burps revealed that NBC's net 
sales, after discounts, for the Initial 
quarter of this year were 10% 
ahead of the corresponding pe¬ 
riod last year. This included radio, 
tv, oAo outlets, spot sales, Cali¬ 
fornia: National and NBC Interna¬ 
tional. 

Furthermore, NBC Radio was up 
ard clearly reversing the downward 
spiral of network radio. Radio sales 
had increased 45% over the first 
quarter of 1957. Burns told a jam- 
packed house, the largest turnout 
of stockholders in RCA's history. 
- Burns said sales of RCA products 
and services were $278,339,009 for 
the first quarter of 1958, compared 
to 5295,773,000 for the same period 
last year. Profits before taxes 
amounted to $18,008,000, compared 
to $25,541,000 for 1957. Net profit 
after taxes was $9,004,000, as 
against $12,810,000. earnings per 
common pH—* w.“"'» 5°e. n~' '•wW’i 
to 87c. RCA volume cf biz fer 
1-957 reached a record, total of 

$1*176.277,000. an increase of 4.3% 
over 1956. Net profit ;n 1957, be¬ 
fore taxes, was $77,049,000. Net 
profit after taxes was 533.549.000 
in 1957. Past year’s earnings per 
share of common stock were $2.55. 

RCA said it was going to expand 
on many fronts, notably in the pro¬ 
duction of space, vehicles and asso¬ 
ciated equipment and introduction 
of six new "—‘ducts beginning with 
tap? cartridge. 

The RCA prexy highlighted the 
meeting by showing a jlelemite 
camera, smallest tv camera of its 
kind developed fpr commercial use, 
a-? well as a n°w experimental 
fountain-pen radio—first of its 
kind ever developed, complete with 
batteries, antenna and earphone 
weighing only two ounces. 

Ke also displayed the high-fideli¬ 
ty tape cartridge which eliminates 
need for. threading magnetic tape 
from one reel to another and which 
can give two hours of home enter¬ 
tainment. Same cartridge also can 
provide an hour of stereophonic 
music, he said. He closed with a 
demonstration of RCA’s stereo¬ 
phonic sound. Not revealed in the 
stockholders’ report but given 
o’.ally was the news that RCA 
V'ctor had signed Van Cliburn. the 
young pianist lionized by the Rus¬ 
sians. 

Gen. David Sarnoff, board chair¬ 
man of; RCA opened the meeting 
by pointing out that all the direc¬ 
tors were Dresent on the dais, rec¬ 
ord of sorts. 
, As usual, there were both weird 

and levelheaded stockholders in 
the studio throwing questions at 
Gen. Sarnoff. One stockholder 
thought Elvis Presley would make 
a good d;rector on RCA's board. 
This got the biggest yock since the 
late Fred Allen tried to make the 
talking parrot talk. 

Ciggie Client For 
Desilu s Texan 

Desilu Productions made it two 

in a row when It wrapped up a 

Brown A Williamson sponsorship 

'deal for its new half-hour “Texan” 
western series, with the show 
scheduled*to go into the Saturday. 
8:30 p.m. post-"Perry Mason” slot 
next season. B A W is taking 
show on an alternate-week basis, 
with CBS on the prowl for a sec¬ 
ond client. 

Desilu wrapped up the sponsor 
within hours after selling off its 
$12,000,000 (time A talent) West- 
inghouse “Desilu Playhouse*’ bun¬ 
dle, with the tandem wrapup mak¬ 
ing Desilu just about the hottest 
vidpix setup on the Coast today. 

“Texan” stars Rory Calhoun. 
With its 8:30 berth,, it increases 
CBS-TV's Saturday night western 
stake to three, with “Have Gun" 
and “Gunsmoke” staying put 9:39 
to 10:39 next season. 
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Foreign Pix Eanung Power on TV 
With foreign pix making their big try on tv, what’s their 

earning potential on U S. video at this stage? The savvy estimate 
is that the top ones can gross about $30,000 in. syndication, about 
$20,000 getting back to the producer. 

This compares to about $160,000 for the top Hollywood pix at 
this stage; with full market-by-market national exposure. Twentieth- 
Fox in its deal with National Telefilm Assocates gets back as the 
producer’s share $100,000 per pic for A product and $50,000 for B 
product. 

What the foreign import B’s can earn on tv is low.. It cost 
from $15,000 to $20,000 to: dub a foreign import for the American 
theatrical circuit ride. At this stage, it surely won’t pay to dub. 
for tv, alone. The earning situation might change for the. better 
for foreign product if fewer fresh Hollywood cinematics are made 
available to tv—a prospect which is fairly certain! 
. As to British imports which are being released fresh to tv with¬ 
out theatrical exposure; as United Artists TV is doing, many station 
film buyers are wary. It must have been felt at the beginning that 
there’s no audience for them, one o&o buyer opined. But another 
key film buyer saw a possible attraction in the “first to be seen 
on tv” billing. - 

Pne-day strike by the Interna-4' 
tional Alliance of Theatrical & * 
Stage Employees against the 35- 
member Film Producers; Assn, of 
New York was called off Monday 
(5> afternoon, same day it began, 
and the film craftsmen returned to 
work -yesterday (Tues.) morning. 
Walkout was called by the 15 
IATSE unions working in Gotham 
filming in an effort to get a clari¬ 
fication from .FPA concerning jur¬ 
isdiction in video tape, but FPA re¬ 
fused to negotiate the situation Un¬ 
less the strike was called off. 

Moment the retiirn-to-work or¬ 
der was issued, FPA and IATSE 
began working on wording of a 
supplementary agreement on video 
tape. According to FPA on Mori- 

. day. the issue was chiefly over 
wording of the tape clause. 
In 1956, the producer members 
agreed to give IA tape jurisdiction 
in principle, . but the union was 
pushing for a clarification of spe¬ 
cifics. IA would not comment, but 
FPA volunteered that the issue 
was three-fold: IA wanted. Jurisdic¬ 
tion of tape done by “subsidiary” 
companies, which FPO seemed 
willing to give,'but the union fur¬ 
ther wanted jurisdiction of “suc¬ 
cessor’ companies, meaning those 
which bought out or took the place 
of present FPA members. Pro¬ 
ducer group argued that its in¬ 
dividual members had no right to 
speak for new managements, and 
that such a clause might hurt the 
chances of selling off an FPA- 
member company. 

Two, the words “sub-contract¬ 
ing” were at Issue. Union sought 
jurisdiction at any company co¬ 
producing tape with an FPA mem¬ 
ber. But since some concerns pos¬ 
sessing tape equipment are likely 

(Continued on page 52) 

London, May 6. 

A newly-formed British com¬ 

pany, Sumar Films Ltd., set up to 

control the .joint marketing of all 
the. film and tv rights of works by 
Edgar Wallace and Peter Cheyney, 
Has closed an agreement with the 
Associated British Picture Corp. 
fpr the production of. 39 Slim Cal¬ 
laghan telepix; starting in Otcober. 

Discussions are also taking place 
with NBC- for a series of one hour 
color films based on Cheyney’s 
Krasinsky stories, and with British 
Lion for a. series of 39 half-hour 
films based on Wallace’s “The 
Mind Of Mr. Reeder.” 

Company was formed by Ernest 
Borheman, .Marcel Leduc, John 
Sturo and Robin Fox. Sutro and 
Leduc will produce; Borneman will 
seript and act as script editor and 
associate producer, Direction will 
be handled by David Macdonald, 
and Robin Fox will be in control of 
artists. Six Slim Callaghan shorts 
have. already been scripted, plus 
one Callaghan- feature, and- 13 
Krasinsky one hour films; 

Vidpix Hell lo Dante 
Hollywood, May 6, 

Michael Dante, uhder contract to 
Warner Bios, on a seven-year deal, 
has asked for and received his: re¬ 
lease because, the. actor said, WB’ 
Wanted to put hint into a vidpix 
series. -. 

Dante, who has been at the Bur¬ 
bank lot a year, said “they wanted 
to put me into a series with np 
additional money. The series 
would tie me up so I couldn’t do 
features, so. I asked for my re¬ 
lease.” ; 

During his tenure at Warners, 
Dante received star billing in one 
theatrical film; soon-to-be-released 
“Westbound,” and. Was in from 20 
to 25 vidpix. Dante said he owns a 
property called “Off Color,’’ about 
the Purple Mob of Detroit, and is 
planning to package it as an indie 
theatrical film: He would stair.' 

Love Those Vidpix 

Number of drug and toiletries 
firms ..sponsoring syndicated .film 
shows has risen 38%; in the pdSt 
two years, according to a Ziv study 
of its ad roster. 

Earlier analysis of Ziv sponsors 
disclosed ; that the food industry 
increased its use of Ziv shows by 
49% over a similar two-year pe¬ 
riod and the automotive group by 
17%. In making the tally on the 
drug. and toiletries firms; it was 
noted, that U.S. Department of 
Commerce figures indicate that 
this group devotes a higher percen¬ 
tage of gross sales to advertising 
—between 15% and 25%—than 
any other industry. Drugs and 
toiletries, as a. group, also is the 
largest user of nighttime network 
tv.' • 

Time To Travel': Dick 
Joseph Vidpix Series 

Esquire, travel editor Dick 

Joseph, past president of the 

Travel. Editors? Assn., has con¬ 

tracted With Monarch Productions 

for a half-hour vidpix series titled 
“Time To Travel With Richard 
Joseph:” Pilot embraced Hawaii; to 
be followed by Italy, France, 
Japan, etc. Joan Arledge is the 

■producer from- Joseph’s own script. 
Monarch prexy Norman Berman is 
handling the syndication. \ 

Joseph , has a jackpot gimmick, 
“the trip of your dreams,” as the- 
audience-participationer. . 

This venture is separate and 
apart from the “Passport” segment 
Joseph does Sunday mornings over 
WRCA-TV, i.e. when he is in New 
York. 

With fresh pilots arriving daily 

in N. Y., question of the . day among 

telefilmeries is how: important is 
a natonal sale. 

Spring isn’t the reflective season 
for telefilm producer-distributors.. 
Rather, it’s the “do. or don’t the, 
national advertisers love us” peri¬ 
od, accompanied by a lot of hard 
sell to win a network berth and a 
chance for some tail coin: for a 
winner.. 

Yet, in back of most telefilms 
execs’ minds, as theiy pitch their 
pilot, dice,. is what happens in case 
of “snake eyes” being shot. Or. 
to put it another way, can a. tele¬ 
film outfit such as a Screen Gems, 
Official Films; Ziv, Television Pro¬ 
grams of America, et fl:, continue 
as thriving enterprises without a 
national sale for a number of sea¬ 
sons? 

The answer depends on the par¬ 
ticular company, how it’s struc¬ 
tured find orientated. But, it goes 
Without saying, national sales swell 
the coffers of any telefilmery. 
Without them, some companies 
would, not be able: to exist over 
any length of time, not at their: 
present size for sure. Others, how¬ 
ever, are less dependent on nation¬ 
al sales, either^having a good syn¬ 
dication arm,* or having other 
hedging devices, to cushion the 
knock if national deals, don’t 
evolve. 

Screen Gems, which took , a lick¬ 
ing last selling season, ha£ eight 
fresh pilots now in the house for 
this selling season, three of which 
are coproductions With networks. 
Latter device, that of network co¬ 
productions, hedges the pilot risk. 
SG too, it should be remembered, 
has some long standing, renewed 
network properties such as “Rin 
Tin Tin” and . “Father Knows 
Best,” as well as new ventures 
such as the “Shirley Temple Story¬ 
book,” done in con junction with 
Henry Jaffe Enterprises; 

SG also has a syndication arm, 
replete With features from Colum¬ 
bia and Universal, as Well as re¬ 
run half-hour product, and a.-few" 
first-run vidpix series. There’s a 
lot of eggs in the SG basket, in 
case one goes bad. 

Most major telefilmeries, with 
the notable big! exception of MCA 
TV, suffered the SG experience 
last year also, if not to the same 
extent. (MCA kept its Revue pro¬ 
duction subsid humming with na¬ 
tional orders.) However, some of 
the other telefilmeries, lacking the 
resources and catalog of SG,. are 
feeling the pinch of not having 
any fresh national sales. 

Still others such as Television 
Programs of America have suc¬ 
ceeded in extending and deepening 
their ..syndication returns, building 
an organization not dependent on 
a national sale. National Telefilm 
Associates, in what could be con¬ 
sidered an attempt to be independ¬ 
ent of an outside network, has slot¬ 
ted, its. own telefilm shows for its 
NT A Film Network, half-owned by 
20th-Fdx. - 

While some telefilmeries have 
branched out into syndication on 
the basis of the reruns on national 
biz, Ziv has expanded from syndi¬ 
cation into the national field, haVr 

(Continued on page 52): 

Foreign Cinematics to Flood TV 
In D.S. But Some Station Buyers 

Are Worried About Too Much Sex 
By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

ItVNow ‘Son . of Shock’ 
Hollywood, May 6. 

Screen Gems is syndicating, 
a package of 20 horror fea¬ 
tures from inventories of Col¬ 
umbia; Pictures and Universal, 
to go out as a series under 
title of. “Son of Shock.” New 
group follows ghostly trail' 
blazed last fall by the 

. “Shpck!” package, sold here as 
. “Nightmare,” which brought 

: 52 Universal scaries to tv. 
Boris. Karloff stars in 10 

films included in new series, 
Lon Chaney in four, Peter 
Lorre, three, plus John Car- 

Tadine and Lionel Atwill. First 
sale was made to KAKE-TV, 
Wichita. 

Television in the U S. is due 
to take on an international flavor 
via the exposure Tor the first time 
of a wide array ^of top foreign 
product. , - ' 

In tfce foreign cinematic pool 
now being made available for tv 
are the international topliners 
Such as Gina Lollohrigida, Brigitte 
Bardot, Sophia Loren, Claire 
Bloom, Rossana Brazzi, and of 
course, Alec Guinness. 

The Other than English imported 
pix, virtually all of which have 
been dubbed for the American 
market,, include such winners as 

j “Rififi,” “La Strada,” “Wages of 
j Fear,” “Gold of Naples,’’ Please, 
j Mr. Balzac,” and “Frisky.” 

j The international whirl in cine- 
‘ matics on tv comes at a time when 
; the pre-’48 Hollywood libraries 
j are drying up. The last vault of 
! the majors opened for tv, that of 
; Paramount, currently is being sold 
"off by MCA TV. Other than that 
. there are the Republic post-’48‘s‘ 
j and scattered groups of pix made 
j after the talent guild’s August, 
: ’48 cut-off date, for which the Hol¬ 
lywood guilds are seeking tv resid- 
; ual rights. 
' Opening of the foreign cinematic 

To put it mildly, station film buy-■mar]tetJon tv «* 'fusing the same 
ers had a case of raised eyebrows f.™ a"d arguments among sla- 
in the assertion of Television Pro.'t,on fi lrl buyfrs' as f?f?d for ypa? 
grams of America’s prexy Milton ’ arr*°ng American exhibitors. Hb"" 
Gordon that vidpix prices to 'sta- eveL there s am element of differ- 
rions have remained the same over eni:e’ The motion picture exhibi- 
the past two years [tors, other than the iartv houses. 

One‘film buye/ for a string of : were taking an unproved boxoffice 
o&o’s said that Gordon’s position Ttem in many cases when foreign 
is contrary to his experience in! imports were booked. Stations, in 
buying first-run syndicated pro- i mpst cases, have the reviews and 

| gramming for stations in key ! hoxoffice track records in booking 
! cities. He said perhaps, it’s true imnorts. , 
of TPA and one or two others,' Nevertheless, some film buyers 
but it surely isn’t true for the ma-'are Tee*?. about inking for foreign 
jority of syndicators. : dubbed product. Some ha’k at the 

Fred Thrower, topper at WPIX, | earthv content of +he Ita’ian and 
N:Y., one of the largest user of 1 French pix, contending that “we're 

. half-hour product, finds that In in the living room ” and it’s hot a 
i.some cases prices for: vidpix have; case of the public “oaring the 
•jumped by “leaps and bounds” in j price and taking its choice.” Teeii- 
{ comparison to years ago. That j agers are up late at ni^ht and they 
i situation is particularly true of j might be corrupted with the “sex- 
| some syndicators, he added.-Other. | pot” angles. 
: syndicators, hev held, have been; Other stations, not . nearly as 
S hewing to the established; price1 puritanical, feel that late night 
[ line, } adult fare could well be filled by 

Gordon at the NAB Los Angeles ! the foreign imports. As a whole, 
] convention maintained that while i according to one of the major sup- 
the cost of telefilm product has in-! pliers of such pix to date, tv ac- 

0n Pix Pricing? 

(Continued on page 52) 

‘2#th-Fox Hour’ 

‘ARCH OBOLER PLAYS’ 
AS VIDFILM SERIES 

Arch .Oboler, accompanied by 
James Saphier, his agent, is in 
from the Coast.: with his initial 
series of vidfilm dramas tagged 
“^rch.Oboler’s Plays.” 

Oboler plans to show the series 
to several agencies in the Gotham 
sector this week. Series contains 
39 dramas running the gamut from 
mystery-suspense to science-fiction 
with the author himself doing off¬ 
stage narration. 

Pilot film called “Hi, Grandma!” 
is said to be an offbeat ghost story. 
It was made at the new Hollywood 
Jerry Fairbanks Studios. 

! creased 30% during the past two 
' years, local stations and adver-j 
risers are still paying the same! 
prices for programs as they were ; 
two years ago. 

As to the price structure for 
features, an area hot mentioned in 
Gordon’s NAB address, a notice¬ 
able hike has been experienced in 
that field. One example is the $2,- 
000,000 deal for the Paramount. 
library inked by MCA TV in Bos-1 NT A Film Network has corralled 
ton, a market which in the past j two additional sponsors for its 
didn’t command such prices. One ■ “double impact” rerun ride of the 
reason for the cinematic . hike is j “20th-Fox Hour.” now-being tele- 
attributed to the relative scarcity j cast by 63 affiliates of the filmed 
of pix, with the Paramount backlog ; net. 
being the last of the majors to go • Max Factor has inked for a six¬ 
th tv. J week period for a total of 10 par¬ 

ticipations, with the schedule call¬ 
ing for two one-minute participa¬ 
tions for the first four weeks, with' 
the remainder being one participa¬ 
tion weekly. Schick, via Benton 
and Bowles, has taken a _ short 

Pulse, in is tabulation of the! four-week campaign keyed to 

mosO.c^t "Top 20 National Syri- j ^ 
dicated;. Shows, . printed in the: Previously, Carter Products 
Variety issue of April 23, inadvert- .lined up for a $350,000 buy for a 
ently pulled a booboo. It listed j 13-week period, the full length of 

s’ Booted Out Of 
Top Spot In Recheck 

Boots and Saddles” as the No. 1. 
show, when in fact, Pulse’s re- 
checking established it should 
have ranked 18th. . 

For the . record, the national 

the programming span. Carter 
bought 18 one-minute spots, alter¬ 
nating one and two spots per week. 

The “20th-Fox" rerun ride, still 
not nearly sold out. will be fol- 

weighted average for “Boots and. lowed by the full NTA program- 
Saddles” for the period examined. ming lineup in the expanded net- 
should have been listed at 12.8. - work this fall. The fall lineup con- 
The 20.8 Pulse rating given to the sists of three fresh half-hour 
California National Productions skeins, “How to Marry A Million- • 
skein was in error. Elimination of - aire,” “This Is Alice” and “Man 
“Boots and Saddles” puts “Hi!gh-[ Without A Gun,” as well as '’Pre¬ 
way Patrol” in the top spot, with jmiere Performance,” the net’* 
all other shows above the 18th j cinematic showcase, and other pro¬ 
spot lifted oner notch. i gramming. 
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“Who’s 

Los Angeles, May 6. -4 

Unless all networks get behind 

color television and the manufac¬ 

turers lower the price of sets, it 
will continue to be a losing propo¬ 
sition for stations that have parti- 

, ally converted to tinted program¬ 
ming. This was the consensus at a 
panel discussion in the closing 
hours of National Assn, of Broad¬ 
casters convention at the Biltmore 
hotel. 

General apathy toward color tv 
resulting in slow sales of receivers 
has caused station owners to sus¬ 
pend the 10% premium on time 
sales, it was stated by Louis Read 
of New Orleans. Clair McCullough 

NAB 
Continued from page 27 

fort to achieve the dignity, stature 

and: uninterrupted let’s-get-at-the- 

core-of-our-problems “format’’ of 

the annual publishers’ convention. 

NAB prexy Harold E. Fellows, 
with an endorsement from, his 
board, has decreed .that “the tv 
film boys, with their carnival of 
exhibits, must go.” At the start 
of the convention the vidfilra con- 
tingent was pretty bitter, over the 

Simpson Shifts East 
In FC&B Reshuffle 

. Chicago, May 6. 
Foote, Cone & Belding is ex¬ 

panding the purview of y.p. Jack 
Simpson from radio-ty director of 
the home. office here to director 
of broadcast service for the agency, 
over the entire country. Accord¬ 
ingly, Simpson is being transferred: 
to New .York to be closer to net¬ 
work activity. He’s succeeded in 
Chicago by Homer Heck. 

Roger Pryor, radio-tv director 
of the . Gotham bureau* has been 
upped to broadcast; production 
chief of the agency and remains 
in N. Y: 

lockout. . By convention’s end, they 

of Lancasteiv Pa.told :of the'high i didn’t particularly care one way or 
cost and small return for the basic- the other, taking the . position that 
Investment of more than $200,000. | “maybe they’ll need us more than 
SeJt sales, he said, are moving so [we need them, . Unlike last, year 
slowly that the delivered audience | and the 'year before^sales were 
is not of enough consequence to practically ml and, aside from the 
raise the station rates, y j questionable public - station rela- 

Most of the speakers were agreed tions bit, the vidfilm entrepreneurs 
that dealers and technicians who ‘ figure that from here on m perhaps 
Si /vice color sets are proving the; they can do a lot better by setting 
“hig bottlenecks.” The deaders with 
a large inventory of black-and-white 
receivers are more interested in 
moving them than trying for a sale 
©f a color set. .Read said and was j 
seconded by others including-Owen 
Saddler and McCullough. But the 
real heavy, they agreed, are the 
men who service the sets. “They 
scare off most potential buyers 
with tile high cost of servicing the 
sets,” said Read. “Either promote 
Color or forget it,” said Saddler, 
“and it can’t be done on the local 
level.” 

McCullough said the sale Of sets 
would move faster if the price was 
trimmed by $150. All were agreed 
that color tv will eventually find 
its place. in the home; but it must 
get the suggested help to come out 
of its “snail’s pace.” Don. Thorn¬ 
burgh. prexy of WCAU, Philadel¬ 
phia, voiced his agreement of the 
speakers’ sentiments. 

Neither Thad Brown, NAB vee- 
pee for television, who presided, 
nor any of the speakers could 
make a guess as tq^how many color 
sets have been installed to date. 
Estimates ranged from 300,000 to 
400.000. 

At the. noon luncheon, Dinah 
Shore was honored as “Miss U.S. 
Broadcast’’ and presented With a 
silver bowl, Harold Fellows, NAB 
prexy, called her “the best auto 
salesman in the country,” NAB, in 
turn, was cited by the U.S. Weather 
Bureau “for services performed.” 

Convention was adjourned after 
a short business conference at 
which seven "stock” resolutions 
were passed. 

up their own convention. 

‘Oscar’ TV Show Gets 
in 

Madrid. May 6. 
Local inhabitants here saw the 

complete Academy Awards telecast 
on film as part of a goodwill under¬ 
taking engineered by Ramsay 
Ames. 

Miss- Ames convinced all con¬ 
cerned it would be good for Spain 
to telecast the Oscar show. With 
Washington cooperation, film of 
the telecast was rushed here arid 
she did a Spanish commentary 
along with the telecast. 

Added feature was her interview 
with Francisco More de la Torre, 
member of an old Madrid family 
who had designed the first Oscar: 
It appears de la Torre was in Hol¬ 
lywood some years ago working 
for Cedric Gibbons, who had com¬ 
missioned him to create the Oscar 
figure, only it was of female con¬ 
ception at the time. It subsequent¬ 
ly was changed to a male figure. 
The original version of Oscar /was 
shown on the Madrid program. 

Spanish dailies devoted consid¬ 
erable space to the Oscar show’. 
It so happened Spain was the only 
country on the Continent showing 
“Bridge on the River Kwai,” the 
award film, at the time. 

L&M, Mennen Grid Buy 
Liggett & Myers and Mennen will 

bankroll the College All-Star Foot¬ 
ball Game telecast on ABC-TV 
Friday, Aug. 15. It'll be the fourth 
time the web has handled the 
sports special. 

A third sponsorship is still avail¬ 
able. Game will pit the pro league 
champ, the Detroit -Lions, against 
1958’s graduating collegians. 

. Los Angeles, May 6. 

AFTRA has withdrawn j£s sup¬ 

port from the Broadcast Pioneers 

Group arid asked its members not 

to join it, at the same time striking 

out at the Pioneers for selecting 

Cecil B. DeMilie for an award arid 

allowing the producer-director to 
attack so-called right-to-work leg¬ 
islation at: its dinner held last 
week, concurrently with the NAB. 

NAB has told AFTRA the Pio¬ 
neers is an indie group not a part 
of NAB or its programs, said the 
union. 

AFTRA said it had been assured 
by spokesmen for the Pioneers 
that the invitation to DeMilie was 
not meant to allow him a. chance 
to attack the union, nor to impiy 
that the group favored right-to- 
work laws, and on that basis the 
union didn't formally protest his 
speaking there. •'•-/ •’ 

incensed, at the producer-direc¬ 
tor’s blast, AFTRA asserted “it is 
inconceivable , that the Pioneers 
would select DeMilie for his .‘many 
great contributions to radio, and tv 
drama.’ Mr. DeMilie. Was the. nar¬ 
rator on “Lux Radio Theatre” for 
several years. He was not a direc¬ 
tor or producer in our industry, 
DeMille’s principal claim, to promi¬ 
nence in the broadcast industry 
since 1945. in his unsuccessful ef¬ 
fort to destroy the uriiori repre¬ 
senting the performers in radio 
arid tv. AFTRA’s position was Up¬ 
held by the U. S. Supreme jCpurt, 
yet he continues to attack us at 
every opportunity. , ; 

“His refusal to abide by the de¬ 
cision of a majority in his union is 
coritrary to the democratic proc¬ 
esses on which our country is 
founded and on which it has 
reached the highest standard of 
living in history. He has personally 
lobbied for a right-to-work law in 
Sacramento without. success.. 

“We feel it is more than a co¬ 
incidence that DeMiile has been 
selected as the recipient of an 
award by the Broadcast Pioneers 
at the inception of one of the most 
intensive campaigns in the history 
of the state of California to de¬ 
stroy the collective- bargaining 
strength of unions in our; state. 
AFTRA strongly resents, the choice 
of DeMilie for such.'honors and 
must consider his. choice at a ban¬ 
quet held in connection \yith the 
importan t gathering. of broadcast¬ 
ers, with whom we have bad 
friendly relations for 20 years, as 
an unfriendly act towards Our 
union. The announcers, actors, 
Singers, dancers, specialty acts arid 
other professional performers bit¬ 
terly protest this effort to do honor 
to a prominent anti-union, spokes¬ 
man. We fail to understand under 
whpt pretense DeMilie has been 
chosen for his contribution to our 
industry, in which AFTRA has 
been and is such an integral part.’’ 

M+ 

The upbeat in station rating pro¬ 

motions and audience giveaways in 

radio and television have proved a 

boon to the*companies in the bus!/ 

ness of arranging for contest mer¬ 

chandise. S. Jay Reiner Co., in. 

the contest merchandising busi¬ 

ness for 10 years, reports that 

since Jan. 1 there has been a “defi¬ 

nite” increase in Its business, pace, 

and its boss, Sam Reiner* figures 
the: same' is probably true of . his 
various •■competitors in the field/ 

Now more than ever, radio and 
tv outlets are engaged iri rating 
promotions, most of which call for 
the presentation of* prizes.. Over 
rind above that, there is the fastest 
trend . iri recent broadcast history 
—since “Bingo-at-Home,” local sta¬ 
tions and networks are finding 
more and more ; gimmicks to give 
away goods and coin to home 
audiences. . 
./Reiner does nipt deal with any 

Of the networks but claims “repre¬ 
sentation” of several radio and tv 
stations. Reiner explains that in 
arranging for a. station to get 
manufactured goods fOr giveaways, 
he>: “like any advertising agency,” 
receives a 15% cash commission 
On the amount of time that a sta¬ 
tion turns, over to. manufacturers 
for the free goods. Reiner says 
his firm, to further justify the 
15%, arranges the schedule for 
the manufacturer and supplies trip 
stations with the copy. 

When stations supply want: 
goods, to * use on their shows, 
Reiner says the fee charged the 
outlets is higher. 

BRITAIN’S GOT NEW 
.-‘CAN DO’ 

London, May 6. 
ABC:TV. is to launch a new quiz 

game entitled “Can Do” which will 
go out weekly cri the entire com¬ 
mercial tV network from Saturday, 
July 5. 

The principle of the quiz is to 
give participants a chance ' to bet 
on the ability of experts to perform 
feats of skill and daring.. There 
will be accumulated cash prizes. . 

Dennis Vance, who will produce 
the show, has these sort of ques¬ 
tions in iriind to put to partipants j 
“Can the smartest sea-lion in a 
circus catch a ball on his nose 10 
times out of 10?”; ^4Gan Britain’s, 
champion bricklayer lay one dozen 
bricks a minute blindfolded?”;. 
“Can the best tank driver in the 
British Army drive a tank; blind¬ 
folded down an. avenue of. egg 
boxes full of. eggs without break¬ 
ing any?” Contestants will have 
to answer “Can Do” or “Cannot 
Do.” 

John Daly Okay On 
Station Clearances 

John Daly’s 10:30-10:45 p.m. 
cross-the-board .. tv..; newscast will 
definitely be aired next fall. AB9 
has gotten the station clearances— 
over 70% of the national video 
coverage—called .for by sponsors 
Lorillard and Whitehall. 

Confirmations all around were 
made this week. Lorillard and 
Whitehall each have two nights. 
On Wednesdays, the Daly newscast 
will follow in the time before 11 
p.m. left-by the fights,: This night 
is still up for sponsor grabs. 

IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 
Madeline Karr signed by CBS Radio to produce and write “Answer 

Please” featuring Doug Edwards , . . General Federation of Women’s 

Clubs to present NBC’s Pauline Frederick with citation for her “dis¬ 

tinguished career as a reporter” at June 5 ^gathering, in Detroit . . .. 

NBC newscameramen won eight of 15 citations in National Press 

Photographers Assn. Awards. Winning lensers were Maurice (Moe) 

Levy, Tom Priestley, Gene Barnes, Joseph Vadala . • .• Bob LeDonne 

of NBC press and former UP staffer shifts to WRCA-TV. as staff pro¬ 

ducer. May 12. 
. Richard Haydn, Kaye Ballard doing guest shots , on Patrice Munsel’s 

ABC-TV’er Friday (9) . . . Ray Yocom from advertising director at Me* 
Quade Associates to director of station relations at S. Jay. Reiner Go. 
merchandising outfit . . . John Wingate handling emcee chores on to¬ 
night’s tWed.l WABD special Mike Todd salute; guesting will be Gypsy 
Rose Lee, June Havoc, Bobby Clarkd, newsmen Bob Sylvester, /Mau¬ 
rice Zolotow, John Chapman, Robert Coleman . ... Dan S. Blumenthal, 
veep of the David O. Alber flackery, addressess Navy’s Bureau of Aero¬ 
nautics’ Reserve Training Officers on the. p.r. biz tonight (Wed,) . . .. 
WMGM boss Arthur Tolchin back from Hollywood \ / . Dan Duryea 
guesting today on Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV’er . . . Thrush Betty Ann 
Grove doing her. second dramatic stint on. “FBI in War and Peace” . 
WABC-TV traffic director Lorraine Roberts marries Howard Citron, 
station’s assistarit production supervisor, on June 22. . . . Hot Rod Hul- 
bert doing Saturday 10 to middight show bn/WOV . .. . Genevieve into 
May 15 Pat Boone edition . /./CBS veep Hubbell RobinSon Jr. bursts . 
out as an author with a piece on the industry in the upcoming June 
Esquire.- , ' „/ 

Edward R. Murrow to London returning May 19. Larry LeSueur re¬ 
places: him on the nightly 7:45 CBS Radio news segment until his re¬ 
turn . . . Johnny & Penny Olsen, former judges of Mrs. America 
Pageant, will co-emcee and produce Fort Lauderdale Pageant Satur¬ 
day (10) . . . “Loretta Young Show’’ renewed for another 52 weeks by 
Proctor. & Gamble. This marks sixth straight season that P&G has 
backed the entry. 

Westbrook Van Voorhis has joined WOR Radio’s newscaster staff. 
Station also, has added another 15-minute riews show at 10 p.m. to its 
already heavily scheduled news schedule . . . Special editions of. “Prob-: 
lems of Everyday Living,” devoted to parent-children relationships, 
will be held for four days, beginning Tuesday U3). Show is produced 
by Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. (META)., and aired on 
WPIX . . . Ralph F. Craig and Hale Rood, two indie music producers, 
have formed Hardric Productions, which will specialize in the pror 
duction of musical .commercials . . . Faye Emerson was last night’s 
CTues.) guest on “Gourmet Club,” WPIX . . . Audio portion of META’s 
two-hour WCBS-TV “Concept” Sunday (4) show has been translated, 
into six languages and adapted by Radio Free Europe for transmission 
to Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Rumania . . . WOR* 
TV’s “Ted Steele Show” is conducting a “Mother, of the Year” contest 

. Dr, Harry Emerson Fosdick is the guest today (Wed.) on WOR 
Radio’s “Martha Deane Show.” 

CBS Public Affairs producer Harry Rasky appears as guest panelist 
on CBS’s “Fighting Words”, in Toronto May 11 . ; . Garry Moore elected. 
National Chairman for 1959 campaign of National Easter Seal Founda¬ 
tion for Crippled Children and Adults . . . JCBS News Correspondent 
Eric Sevareid to receive honorary Doctor of Letters degree from Wit¬ 
tenberg College, Springfield, O., June 9 . . . Sally Brown joined WRCA- 
WRCA-TV traffic dept, as replacement for Ron Kweskin who was pro¬ 
moted to “Pulse” production staff ... WRCA-TV director Mike Gar- 
giulo lectures tomorrow (8) to students Of Columbia U. tv program¬ 
ming course . . . Dan S. Blumenthal, veep of David/O. Alber Associ¬ 
ates, addresses Navy Deptl’s Bureau of Aeronautics Reserve Training 
Officers on public relations today (7) . . . Irving Gitliri, director or pub* 
lie affairs of CBS News, will represent radio-tv industry in symposium 
on mass media at 1958 convention of National Congress of Parents 
and Teachers in Omaha May 20 .. CBS Radio newscaster Lowell 
Thomas marks his 29th consecutive year on the air on June 3, aiso notch¬ 
ing 15.000th radio show . . . Jules Dundes, veep in charge of station 
administration for CBS Radio,, visiting this week at CBS-Owned Ra¬ 
dio outlet KCBS, San Francisco, and KOIN,. Portland, following NAB 
sessions . . . Pamela Ilott, CBS Radio director of religious broadcasts, 
back from Puerto Rican holiday , . . Dan Bloom, producer of weekend 
edition of CBS Radio’s “The World Tonight,” elected to board of di¬ 
rectors of Staten. Islarid Jewish Community Center... . . George Croth- 
ers, CBS Radio’s director of public service programs* wall serve on 
panel at Ohio Institute for Education by Radio & TV Tuesday, May" 
13 in Columbus. Other panel members are Franklin Dunham, Quincy 
Howe and Arthur Hungerford . . . James Fassett traipsed to Rome last 
week to start production on CBS Radio “World Music Festivals” 

IN HOLLYWOOD . . 
Gerald “Jerry” King, one of the real pioneers of Coast radio rind 

television, joined up with Gross-Krasrie as a sales exec. He had been 
in practical retirement since he sold his interest iri United Television 
Programs to GK . . . Alan Allen, CBS proiriotion producer in Holly¬ 
wood, moved south to San Diego’s KFMB in. the same capacity . . ^ 
KLAC ordered a sampling to prove it’s the most dialed radio station 
in L.A. Indie paid for 1,000 Western Union calls ... Col. Barney Old* 
field, ex-VARiETY mugg in Lincoln, Neb., won $1,050 on the Groucho 
Marx show and donated it to U. of Nebraska for a scholarship in the 
name of his kinfolk . . . Cliff Ball, formerly with Cunningham & Walsh, 
chunked in his coin with a syndicate to buy KMAP, Bakersfield, Cal., 
for $95,000 . .'.Young & Rubicam’s Hollywood topper, Walter Bunker, 
nabbed for jury duty . , . G/W. “Johnny” Johnstone bought a new 
Chevy, drove it to Santa Barbara, gave it to his daughter and planed 
back to N.Y. . , . Tom Harmon talked the Dodgers into waiving the 
$50; fee for guesting on sports shows. On the big Shows they can set 
their own price . . . Cornwell Jackson to Washington for meeting of 
Advertising Council and later to the White House to tell Ike and his/ 
cabinet about the Council’s plans to rout the recession . . . Eddie Davis* 
new tome, “Fun Voyage,” having a brisk sale with gag writers. . 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
Bob McKenna, ex-ABC and NBC tv film syndication, joined Regis 

Filrns, a Coast company, as manager of midwest operations ... Tom 
Ryan, ace producer at Fred Niles Studios, has quit . . . Wit'll the Chez 
Paree reopened, Jack Eigen comes back from a radio stint in Las Vegas • 
to resume his WMAQ latenighter on May 16 . . . Howard Miller report¬ 
edly paid $157,000 for WFQX, the AM station he purchased in Mil¬ 
waukee . . . WGN-TV’s Rosemary Rapp off to the Brussels’ Fair 
Frank Reynolds, on his WBBM-TV “Salute to Israel’’ next week, using 
footage he shot during a recent tour of the Middle East. . . Robert D, 
Daubenspeck in from Gotham to take over NBC-TV central division 
sales development, vice Hal Smith who went to Needham, Louis St 
Brorby. He reports to central division sales veep Ed Hitz ... WTTW 
publicist Joan Kohn leaving for Europe next week with Sun-Timfes 
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Oren Harris Just Wants 'Justice' 
~ Washington; May fi. 

Legal, status of "a number" «ef tv channel awards was Ques¬ 
tioned last week by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House 
Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight. The Committee, Harris 

... disclosed, has evidence indicating unlawful ex-parte contacts in 
these cases. ] - 

Even though the -Federal Communications Commission "may 
have taken no action” with respect to the parties making such con¬ 
tacts, Harris said, "it is interesting to conj ecture what may be the 
legal status of the licenses which were granted hi such instances.” . 
The law, he added, “should not be winked at” by the Commission 
or any enforcement agency. 

Addressing the D. C. Bar Assn., Harris emphasized that the Sub¬ 
committee does not intend to review individual cases to determine : 
whether the proper decision was made. Its 'interest, he said, is to 
study: "patterns.” He said that applicants "can pursue their rights 
if they feel they have been violated in the agency decision.” 

[), Committee’s review, he said, is to determine need for legisla¬ 
tion and whether present law is properly administered. But in 
studying the cases; he observed, "there may be certain matters com¬ 
ing to the fore that will require spec;fic attention.” .... 

. Touching on the Channel 10 Miami case; .Harris said "it is clear¬ 
ly evident ... that several ex-parte contacts on behalf of the two 
principal contenders for the license were made or attempted to be 
made, by persons who had participated in the case before the ex¬ 
aminer.” The case has been referred to the Department of Jus¬ 
tice, he noted, for "appropriate action.” 
. Harris suggested that members of thp FCC “riiay help themselves 
greatly” to restore confidence in the' agency. And the industry 
"which , has gone far beyond what it should have done, can' do 
much, if it will.” Lawyers practicing before the Commission and 
members of the Committee also have a responsibility. 

Recommendations by the Committee for remedial legislation in¬ 
corporated in a bill he has introduced, Harris said, will be con¬ 
sidered by the House in the. near future. ; u 

Harris said he has no intention-of "destroying or discrediting” 
the regulatory agencies. "We want to make them stronger—not 
weaker. I have no intention of character assassination or of pursu¬ 
ing any course other than with justice-and fair dealing.” 

In this connection, he said, "no dubious methods will be used 
in developing information as has occurred In the past.’’ This was 
an apparent reference to use of a wire recorder by former staff 
investigators in interviewing former 'Comr. Richard A. Mack. 

Dr. Brown’s Tonic for Educl TV 
In Plea to Senate Panel: Gov t Aid 

Washington, JM*y fi- + 
A plea for greater use of tv. in 

educational and allied fields and 
for Federal support of educational, 
tv endeavors was made by Dr. Alan 
Willard Brown, prez of the Metro¬ 
politan Educational Television] 
Assn. Latter has been feeding edu¬ 
cational programming in the Hew 
York area via WPIX. 

Dr. Brown made the statement 
before the Senate Interstate and 
Foreign.Commerce Committee. The 
committee was hearing testimony 
relating to -the Boggs-Magnuson 
bill which calls for a budgetary al¬ 
location of $1,000,000 in Federal 
funds to each state, for educational 
tv programs. 

The Meta prez said that Govern¬ 
ment "funds would make it possi¬ 
ble for Hew York City to activate 
the UHF channel. 25 for edu¬ 
cational purposes. . Ch. 25 had 
been allocated by the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission for . edu¬ 
cational tv in New York, but to 
this date, no steps have been taken 
to go on the „ air. The New York 
State Board of Regents has made a 
deal with WOR-TV to utilize the 
commercial station’s daytime hburs 
for educational tv. 

META, which also was chartered 

(Continued on page 52) 

WNTA-TV Off to The 
Races Wifli Batch Of 

New Shows Premiering 
National Telefilm Associates of¬ 

ficially assumes .ownership, of 
Gotham’s Channel 13 today ( Wed.) 
and the new management has been 
busy pinning doyn performers on 
the early premieres; Ditto the radio 
station it takes over as part of the 
deaL 

On Friday (9), tv channel 
preems “Make Up a Story” at 7 
pjn., emceed by vet announcer Cy 
Ha nice. First night guests will be 
writers Al Morgan and Margaret 
Sangster and John Roeburt- This 
addition to the 7 pm. live strip 
being done by the station, now 

/ called WNTA-TV, and the format 
Concerns having the authors make 
up .stories at the. prompting of .the 
studio audience, 

j£Qi$ht J*G?k#,; Tp>7Rtefie*”bf* 

(Continued on page 52) 

There’s a Hot AFTRA 
Tape Session on Tap 

American Federation of Televi¬ 

sion & Radio Artists’ N.Y. local 

will hold a membership meeting 

Monday (12) night to hear a "full 

report on television video tape.1 

In light of the. hassle brewing, 
versus Screen Actors Guild and 
the reported concilliatory attitude 
of AFTRA’s LA. branch, which 
historically, has been sympathetic 
to SAG, the meeting is expected 
to be a hot one. 

At present, AFTRA is engaged 
in attempt to pin down which pro¬ 
ducers Will come within its prov¬ 
ince once tape comes into general 
use in program and commercial 
production. \ . 

TV Threat To Teacher? Themes 

Television network advertisers 
are: making up for lost time with 
program buying for the ’58-’59 
semester hitting . an accelerated 
pace. All three tv networks are 
now confident that everything will 
fall into place in short order and 
that next season’s billings should 
top this year. Schedules are gradu¬ 
ally taking shape with program 
buying for the new season expect¬ 
ed to hit a frantic peak pace over 
the next week or so. 

Constant talk of the recession, 
tv dollars switching to print me¬ 
dia, the high cost of tv as com¬ 
pared to other media, and a host 
of other related topics seem to. be 
having no effect on national ad-i 
vertisers who are now inking, new 
shows or renewing many of last 
year’s programs for fall showing. 

There has been ; no noticeable 
trend on the part of advertisers to 
either slice budgets or to switch to 
the less expensive mediums such 
as radio and print. For that matter, 
say the ad men, spot buying has 
not picked , up any dollars that 
were slated to go into the network 
kitty. 

Procter & Gamble which last 
year: shelled out the most coin 
among single advertisers on net¬ 
work television already has. six 
shows in the bag for next season 
and a spokesman at Benton; & 
Bowles said there is more to come. 
P&G currently plans to sponsor in 
whole or in part "Restless Gun,” 
"This Is Your Life,” "Wyatt Earp,” 

■‘The Lineup,” “The Rifleman” 
and Loretta Young. 

Although, production is off in 
Detroit, there’s no evidenoe of 
automobile manufacturers apply¬ 
ing the brakes in tv spending. Ford 
Motor Co. has sponsorship' of 
“Wagon Train” - and Tennessee 
Ernie with Mercury co-sponsoring 
the "Ed Sullivan Show.” While the 
Chrysler "Climax” decision is still 
up in the air. Dodge wants in again 
on the "Lawrence Welk Show'” and 
"Top Tunes and New Talent,” 
which It will share with Plymouth. 
General Motors Institutional still 
is backing "Wide Wide World” and 
Pontiac has laid plans for more 
than a half dozen specials for next 
season. Buick recently inked for 
eight Bob Hope specs and keeps 
"Wells] Fargo” and Dinah Shore 
and Pat Boone will again return 
for Chevrolet.: Oldsmobile com¬ 
pletes the auto list by planning to 
bring back Patti Page for another 
season.: 

The cigaret field shapes up as 
again having a big tv season with 
various brands already committed 
to sponsor either whOlely or par¬ 
tially -19 tv programs. 

Champ Figures 
The Nielsens are in on the 

Basilio - Robinson fight on 
March 25, carried by CBS. 
Radio with Mennen and Miles 
Labs sharing the tab, and even 
the network-sponsor’s fondest 
expectations were exceeded. 

Instead Of the anticipated 
15,000,000 listeners, it came 
out reading 18,000,000—based • 
on 7,750,000 radio homes 
tuned in for the event. That’s 
one-fourth more homes than 
the broadcast of the previous 
Basilio-Robinson bout. 

on 
TV‘Game of Week’ 

Chicago, May 6. 
NBC-TV has tapped three re¬ 

gional breweries to cover half the 
tab on its Saturday "Game of the 
Week,” the unsold half going co-op 
by default. Jax, Hamms, and Na¬ 
tional Bohemia suderies are col¬ 
laborating in a $750,000 expendi¬ 
ture that has Jax covering the 
south and southwest states, Hamms 
the midwest and central states, 
and National Bohemia the east. 
Hamms has the biggest share of 
the three, amounting to around 
$350,000. 

Invhddition NBC-TV plucked a 
fall: renewal for Miles Labs’ three 
daytimers, "Price Is Right,” 
"Truth or Consequences,” and "It 
Could Be You” and sold alternate 
weeks of "Restless Gun” to Proc¬ 
ter: & Gamble. Warner Lambert 
Co., which sponsors the oater solo 
this term, is cutting back to alter--] 
nate weeks in the fall. 

NBG-TV’s Daytime Sales 
General Foods purchased 52 

weeks of alternate Friday 15-min¬ 
ute periods of "The Price Is Right” 
on daytime NBC-TV. Armour Co. 
bought. alternate-Monday 15-min¬ 
ute segments on "Dough-Re-Mi” 
arid alternate-Monday quarter- 
hour periods on “The Price Is 
Right.” 

. Glamorene, Inc. took 15-minute 
periods on. various days oh "Treas¬ 
ure Hunt.”. NBC-TV also landed a 
renewal order from Sterling Drug 
on "Modern Romances.” 

Dolly Those Brownies For A Swish Pan 
By JORANSON 

Ring:a-ding-it and gander the 

idiot cards while the boys take five 

in the porcelain studio! 

This, as any hep tv production 

man will tell you. Is contemporary 
video lingo, here* today, but not 
necessarily tomorrow. 

If the late H. L. Mencken were 
to sashay through video verbiage 
land, he’d discover a new glossary, 
a slanguage made considerably 
richer by a more adventurous crop 
of producers and a handful of en¬ 
gineers. 

The majority of v engineers, a 
humorless breed at best, stick to 
the mainstay expressions and the 
precise^ slide rule scientific no¬ 
menclature officially approved by 
the Institute of Radio Engineers 
and the National Television System 
Committee. It is to the perky pro¬ 
gram builders and performers one 
turns for the etymological and phi¬ 
lological switches of the day and 
any man who uses the words icon¬ 
oscope or orthicon is unequlvically 
unhep, say the tv studio word 
coiners. 

Bill Healion, * director on NBC’s 
“Today”; is reportedly one 6f Vi¬ 
deo’s. freshest word makers. Steve 

Alen, also has a way with word or 
phrase. 

Try Them on For . Size. 

Here are a few of the recent 
video words and expressions that 
have been tried on for size and 
found snazzy: 

Dolly In on wings of song— 
watch the mike cable when mov¬ 
ing camera; 

Brownies-—tv cameras. 

Swish pan—fast pan. !. 

Mushroom pit—control room. 

Idiot cards—cue cards. . 

The brain—teleprompter. 

Cable trouble west of San Fran¬ 
cisco—break up in picture on a 
remote. 

The monster —large camera 
crane. Also master worksheet pre¬ 
pared by tv unit manager. 

Porcelain* studio—men’s room; . 
Wanted on pipe—telephone call. 

' Ring-a-ding-It—Steve Allen exr 
pression during rehearsal; save the 
puqch lines for air time. 
•. Ice cream cone, paint brush aind 
Iavalier are contemporary words 
for certain-type mikes. • 

Some directors use the phrase 
"take -one” or '“take, two” tq cut 

■> one camera to >aBother; But 
Ida Wide World,”, cutting from 

one location to another, uses 
“switch.” This is usually pro- 
bounced "suuh-witch” t6 give the 
director at the location ample 
warning. 

Hardly man or animal has not re¬ 
ceived a cue at some time from. a. 
“Wide Wide World” director and 
this goes-for chorus girls as well 
as ballistic missiles. During a 
pickup from the Florida Ever¬ 
glades, director Charlie Jones 
shouted "Cue the rattlesnake,” For 
a pickup, from a Mexican bullring, 
a local director Went down in tv 
history by crying out loud: "Cue ze 
bull.” 

Some tv lads use the expression 
"woof the clock” wrhen they try 
synchronizing with, a master studio 
clock. 

Production staffers on the Steve 
Allen NBC-TV Sunday nighter 
usually sing out: ’‘Mark it and 
strike it!” when a horse or dog 
misbehaves on stage. 

As for “chassis” and "wow,1 
they no longer stand for the frame¬ 
work on which tv parts are mount- 

led, and distortion caused by period¬ 
ic variation'in speed of tape or 
film, respectively. Broadly speak¬ 
ing they’re oral manifestations of 
admiration, for the erogenous zones 
of certain cathode-ray tube cuties. 

Columbus, May 6. 

Conference theme of 28th Insti¬ 

tute for Education by Radio-TV 

under Ohio State U. auspices here 

from . May 12 through 15 will be 
'Broadcasting: First Aid in the. 

Educational Crisis.” Emphasis will 
be on all aspects of educational 
tv with panel discussions on in¬ 
structional tv in schools, colleges, 
adult levels and armed services. 

There’ll be progress reports on 
educational tv at the college level, 
Hagerstown, Md. school tv, 
Nebraska tvreorrespondehee small 
school study, and Instructional 
uses of radio. Dr. I. Keith Tyler, 
director of the Institute for Educa¬ 
tion by Radio-TV, also has pen¬ 
cilled in meetings on radio vs. tv 
technique, controversial subjects 
and educational broadcasting. Also 
on the agenda is the pressing ques-; 
tion;-Is tv a threat to .the teacher? 

This year’s Institute Program 
Committee includes M. S. Novik, 
radio-tv consultant; Richard M. 
Pack, veepee program chief, West- 
inghouse Broadcasting Co.; Judith 
Waller, consultant in educational 
broadcasting and George D. 
Crothers, CBS exec. . 

As in the past, meetings and 
clinics will be staged in the Desh- 
ler-HiltOn Hotel. Bernard Mandel- 
baum, dean- of students, Jewish 
Theological Seminary pf N.Y., will 
be principal speaker at the:-(Insti- 
tute’s luncheon on May 14. 

President’s Tint TV 
Debut in Dedicating NBC’s 

New Capital Studios 
Washington, May 6. 

President Eisenhower will make 

his debut on live color tv when he 

dedicates the new studios of WRC, 

NBC 'Owned and operated statiop 
in the capital. May 22. Station 
manager Carleton Smith, who is 
also NBC v.p., scored a coup by 
copping Ike for the ceremonies, 
which will give station national ex- . 
posure via a 2:30 web simulcast. 

Undoubtedly General Samoff’s 
close ties with the GOP adminis¬ 
tration, for whom he has served 
on several advisory ^committees, 
helped. . • 

«Vice President Nixon highlighted 
the cornerstone ceremonies last 
January. Dedication ceremonies 
will be held in the new, giant 
sized tv studio before a top level 
audience of 300, including NBC 
brass. 

Same day, NBC-TV personality 
Genevieve, of the Jack Paar show, 
will be lunching at the White 
House with Mrs. Eisenhower, an 
avid tv fan. 

ABC RADIO PACTS 
PONTIAC ON ND GRID 

Though still recuperating from 
a severe program-personnel''"re? 
trenchment, ABC Radio pulled a 
coup this week by signing the 
much-coveted Notre Dame football 
sked for next falL And along with 
it, it got sponsor Pontiac to sign 
for the lO^game Saturday schedule. 

Mutual Broadcasting has had the 
sportscast for .the past several 
years, and although it had some 
trouble holding on to Notre Dame 
last season, the web reportedly was 
ready to announce a renewal of the 
show for the fall—with Pontiac as 
sponsor. 

‘Circus Boy’ as Sat Ayem 
NBC-TV Entry for Mars 

Mars, Inc., candy bar maker, has 
bought alternate-week sponsorship 
of the filmed tv production, "Cir¬ 
cus Boy.” on NBC-TV starting 
October in the Saturday 11:30 a.m.- 
12. noon period. Mars also is buy¬ 
ing an alternate-week quarter- 
hour of NBC-TV*s Saturday morn¬ 
ing show,- "Ruff and Reddy;” 10:30- 
11 a-m., over 52-week period, • 
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TV Names Potshot Madison Ave. 
For ‘Interference,’ ‘Censorship 

-On Other Ad Agency Fronts 
By JACK BERNSTEIN 

As if the Madison Ave: boys 
didn’t have enough public relations 
troubles, another group has of late 
been punching away at them. The 
latest group to take up the cudgels 
against Madison Ave. are. the tele¬ 
vision entertainers, who have been 
charging the agencies with “need¬ 
less interference and meddling into 
areas where they don’t belong.” 

Since the first of the year half 
a dozen blasts have been leveled 
at the agencymen by the tv stars 
for "sticking their noses, into the 
unfamiliar area of show business.” 

In January, David Janssen* star 
of CBS-TV’s “Richard Diamond, 
Private Detective” series, declared: 
“Ad agencies are responsible in 
most cases for the lack af realism 
in tv series.” The actor went on 
to say that so-called agency cen¬ 
sorship, in many cases, ruins what 
could otherwise be a good tv show. 

Earlier this year, Gisele Mac- 
Kcnzie took some swipes at the 
agencymen for interfering with her 
program, and producer ->■ writer 
Charles Isaacs resigned from the 
show after hitting at destructive 
interference on the part of MCA, 
sponsor Scott Paper and agency 
J. Walter Thompson. 

The King Cole Case 

Nat King Cole, who got bumped 
off the air at the tailend of 
1957, gnawed away at the agen¬ 
cies for being “feckless” and “lack¬ 
ing guts” in general. Cole felt at 
the time that ad alley boys had 
made no effort to find him a na¬ 
tional sponsor and held the agen¬ 
cies responsible for losing his show. 

Other names who have had a 
picnic at agency expense are Dick 
Powell, with invective tossed at 
“those” Madison Ave. geniuses, 
and Bob Hope, who in a magazine 
article let the agencies have it by 
saying that “agency crew-cuts have 
declared themselves in on more 
than one show” and took, off on 
agency interference. 

. Roger Pryor, head of Foote, 
Cone & Belding’s radio-tv depart¬ 
ment and a former film, actor and. 
bandleader, says: ‘This feeling that 
an advertising agency is a ‘neces¬ 
sary evir in broadcasting largely 
stems from the fact that talent is 
creative and stars resist interfer¬ 
ence by people who iare not seem¬ 
ingly equally creative. Essentially, 
talent doesn’t understand the prob¬ 
lems which confront the business 
world. The agencies serve to act 
as policemen to, the actors, who 
feci that the agencies will always 
take the negative side. Comedians 
simply don’t understand the com¬ 
petitive side of normal business 
procedures and. they don’t under¬ 
stand the lengths national adver¬ 
tisers will go to protect their com¬ 
petitive position. Entertainers 
have ho idea how a fast one-line 
joke that is smutty can reflect on 
the product which the client spends 
millions in building up.” 

Nick Keesely, radio-tv topper at 
Lennen ft Newell and a former 
producer and packager, says: “Tal¬ 
ent needs agency thinking as much 
as we need their ability. Tv stars 
sometimes fail to realize that our 
interest is as great if not greater 
in making a show successful than 
their interest. After all, if a star 
gets knocked off the air, he can 
always play nitery dates, mean¬ 
while our client is stuck with a 
$3,000,000 investment. No intel¬ 
ligent tv program head will criticize 
a show without a good deal of dis¬ 
cussion with people who are paid 
to know the answers.* 

rcers as ‘Whipping Boys* 

“I’ve sben statements by name 
performers criticizing the ‘Madison- 
Ave. crewcuts* and I don’t feel they 
intend to wash out everyone but 
unfortunately, criticism has priority 
in print in our business, and an 
impulsive generality can make the 
whole ad industry look bad. Ap¬ 
parently, artists make the agency 

"the whipping boys in an effort to 
hide their own shortcomings. Tal¬ 
ent are often too much in love 
with their own performance and 
very sensitive, to criticism. :. 

“Why don't these performers re¬ 
alize that many of us haVe been in 
the business as long as. and longer 
than they have and that we’ve been 
writers, directors; producers, etc. 

We’ve got to know what we’re talk¬ 
ing about. Many agency program 
heads have gone on to become net¬ 
work executives—the late Doug 
Coulter, Pat Weaver, Harry Om- 
merle Hubbell. Robinson, Harry 
Ackerman and a host of others. 

'We’re interested in exactly the 
same thing they are—success and 
when something goes wrong, we’ve 
all got to pull together, instead of 
going in opposite directions. Talent 
forgets that over, the years we have 
worked with a lot of nice people— 
but there have been unpleasant 
ones too. This certainly doesn’t 
make us condemn ail talent, be¬ 
cause of a few.” 

Keesely, Pryor and Jerry Feni- 
ger, in charge of'tv programming 
at Cunningham & Walsh, admit the 
agency-talent conflict is not en¬ 
tirely one way: Feniger. ’says: 
“Sometimes agencies and talent 
have their differences simply over 
the fact that agencies fail to realize 
that stars are a different type of 
person and also in the media of 
television the performers- have to 
mix \yth the clients. But in fair¬ 
ness to the performers, cases have 
come up where agencies have tried 
to write comedy material for the 
comedians, and what they fail to 
take into consideration is that when 
they hired him he was a name per¬ 
former. Ini the.'entertainment field 
a certain amount of latitude has to 
be given.”.. 

Tension has also been caused by 
agency and talent disagreement as 
to what the performers’ extra¬ 
curricular activities consist of; 
More than one star has refused to 
tour the supermarkets or hand 
out dolls, and in this area the 
agents, the ad execs say, really earn 
their 10% in working out effec¬ 
tive compromises. 

SWITCHES:. Eric Liber named 
to head the newly-formed televi¬ 
sion division of Jerry Hammer 
Assoc. 

Sidney Garfield has been elect¬ 
ed president and chief executive 
officer of the Peck Advertising 
'Agency replacing . Harry Krawit, 
who has resigned because of ill¬ 
ness. In other personnel changes 
at the agency, Harry Peck, has 
been named chairman of . the exec¬ 
utive committee and Sanford L. 
Hirschberg, a veepee, . has been 
elected executive v.p. and secre¬ 
tary. He is not to he coinfused 
with vet pix now, CBS publicist 
Sid Garfield. 

I. Orrin Spellman, vice presi¬ 
dent and general manager of Phil¬ 
adelphia office . of. Erwin Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan, has been 
named assistant to David B. Wil¬ 
liams, agency president 

Gerry Ford and Sandy Gasman 
have joined the radio-tv depart¬ 
ment of Hicks & Greist 

Herman E. Bischoff named tv.; 
art director at Lennen & NewelL 

A. Roy Barbier upped to v.p. at 
MacManus, John & Adams. 

Leonard S. Matthews and Ed¬ 
ward Thiele elected to board of 
directors of Leo Burnett. 

LOST & FOUND: The $3,000,000 
ad account of Max Factor and the 
$8,000,000 Frigidaire account are 
still up for grabs with no decision 
expected for another week or so. 
Doyle Dane Bembach formerly 
handled, the Factor accouriT While 
Kudner serviced the Frigidaire 
billings. 

Dunay, Hirsch A Lewis has been 
named. to handle the Steelman 
Phonograph and Radio Co. ac¬ 
count, a division of the Herold Ra¬ 
dio and Electric Corp.. 

stretch. Burnett’s clients advertise j 
28 products on 23 network tv pro-. 

I^rams. In addition, 13 clients are ] 
buying video spots on . 450 stations ] 
in 280 markets. 

Keyes, Madden & 'Jones has 
plucked the new frozen foods line 
of Francois Pope & Sons, which 
hits the. Chi market early in June, 
Pope and his sons, Frank and Rob¬ 
ert, for several years have been 
conducting “Creative Cookery” on. 
WBKB. • 

KM&J has also firmed a deal to 
rep Hopalong Cassidy (William 
Boyd) on 104 half-hour radio pro¬ 
grams and 12 new hourlong tv 
films, all separate from his Cali¬ 
fornia -National Productions vid- 
pix. Agency Will also pitch Hoppy 
for special merchandising pro¬ 
grams'. 

Grant. Advertising -has been 
named to handle Shell Oil in Cey¬ 
lon and Colgate-Palmolive Co, in 
Venezuela. . 

North Advertising increasing its 
billings by about $600,000 With the 
Pilsener Brewing Co. account 

Gordon Best Co. taped by Edge- 
water Beach, Hotel: for advertising 
and sales promotion. 

George Draks, ex-MacFarland, 
Aveyard, joined Erwin. Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan as copy/editor. 

McCann - Erickson shop here 
added three' last week. Mitchell 
Streicker left Leo Burnett to be¬ 
come M-E’s manager of media re¬ 
search; : William EWart . left 
Vaughan, Thain & Spencer to join 
the Chicago; creative staff;. and 
John Huguniii ank1' d Campbell* 
Mithun, Minneapolis, to sign on as 
copywriter. 

From the Production Centres 
; Continued from pace 3* ; 

Documentary film director Lind¬ 
say Anderson has turned his hand 
to tv commercials. His latest effort 
for the Cobban, Prentis. Ac Varley 
agency, plugging Penguin, choco¬ 
late covered cookies produced by 
the Scottish firm of MacDonalds, 
has a “decidedly documentary fla¬ 
vor,” according, to Ron Kirkwood, 
the agency’s tv exec.. The commer¬ 
cial, which will go out over all the 
indie tv stations within the next 
couple of weeks in 30-second and 
seven-second reminder spots, 
claimed tb have one of the most 
expensive music soundtracks used 
in a teleplug to date. It has been 
specially written by Norrie. Para¬ 
mour. 

Changes in the methods of pre¬ 
senting commercials over Italian 
tv are expected following a five- 
day confab between Italian tv top¬ 
pers and Michael Garland, senior 
tv exec of the W. S. Crawford 
agency tv division. Garland, now 
back in London, put forward sev¬ 
eral ideas and schemes.' which 
could streamline the present sys¬ 
tem. 

fashions editor Jean Krueger . ; . WGN-TV signed a Northwestern U. 
junior. Jack Hilton, to host its new Saturday record hop show 
Buck Stoner, onetime Paramount district manager here, has joined 
Television Programs of America covering Illinois, Missouri and Iowa. 

IN WASHINGTON 
Genevieve, French chantoosey of NBC’s Jack Paar show, feted by 

Ambassador Alphand at French Embassy during her stipt last week 
at Casino Royal nitery . . . Ted Mack met local press at breakfast in 
stopover en route to Winchester (Va.) Apple Festival, where he grand- 
marshalled parade and crowned Festival Querii Daphne Fairbanks, 
daughter of Douglas . . . Robert Button, Voice of America broadcast 
topper, conducted tour for delegates tb powwoW of Association of 
Junior Leagues of America through Voice studies is part of training 
program for use of broadcasting in community services . ... Robert 
O’Connor, former tv director at WMAL-ABC, has joined directing staff 
of WTTG-DuMont— ' Another addition to expanded staff of WTTQ 
is announcer Bill Johnson, who has done chores at a number of local 
stations . . ; NAB prexy Harold Fellows and Jerry Fcniger, v.p. Cun-' 
ningham ft Walsh, will highlight Radio Day salute of Washington Ad 
Club . . , Inga, tv femme personality for WRC, lined up following show 
biz reps as guests past week: Sammy Kaye, Eddy Arnold and Gloria 
Swanson. • 

IN LONDON . 
Bill Perry, one of the Associated-Rediffusion’s outside broadcast.di¬ 

rectors since the company began operating, quit last-• Frh (2) to be¬ 
come senior outside broadcast director for Southern-TV. He plans to 
set up home in Southampton, where the programmers, which start 
operating in Augus, are based . . . Ella Fizgerald, here for concert dates 
with the Jazz At The Philharmonic outfit, took time out from her con¬ 
cert chores to headline the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday 
Night At The Palladium” (4) . . . Much liked tv personality Macdon¬ 
ald Hobley takes over the link job from Paul Carpenter on Associated- 
Redifftision’s film biz program “Close Up” tonight (Wed.). Future 
topics lined up for the show include Victor Mature, .Sir Michael Bal- 
con, Richard Todd, and Carl Foreman . . . Ian Atkins, former senior 
drama producer for BBC-TV, has been awarded the Television So¬ 
ciety’s Pye Premium for his paper on Studio Production Techniques. 
Atkins is now working on the development of color tv and other tech¬ 
nical facilities. 

in boston . . . . 
Jim Harrington, former Boston Traveler reporter, came aboard 

WHDH-TV news staff Monday (5) as first Hub ty news reporter going 
out on beat with photogs . . . Joe Levine, WHDH-TV news chief, re¬ 
ceiving congrats on arrival of twin boys . . . George Marek, veep and. 
gen, nigr. RCA-Victor, N.Y., in for Boston Arts Festival anni lunch¬ 
eon at John Hancock, Dorothy Quincy suite/luncheon, Monday (5) .... 
WNAC launching big ad campaign, using billboards and newspapers 
on its ‘‘Easy Listenin’ ” music policy ... WHDH-TV preemed its doc-, 
umentary film, “Inmate,” filmed at Walpole State Prison, for Hub press 
Tuesday (6) at Statler-Hilton . . . WGBH-TV celebrated first live edu¬ 
cational tv link between Hub and New York’s Metropolitan Education¬ 
al TV Assn, with nine people contributing their thoughts on single, 
idea, “Freedom” . . . WBZ-TV nabbing fan letters from guests at their 
Jug End Barn bash In the Bershires and running paid ad photos of 
their “Live Five” jocks, Carl deSuze, Alan Dary, Bill. Marlowe, Norm 
Prescott, John Bassett, in costume in Hub newspapers . . . WNAC-TV 
preparing for their anni Yankee Day at Fenway Park, May .17, when, 
the Red Sox play Baltimore, and station hosts pubad and tv writer’s 
moppets. 

By LES BROWN 
Chicago, May 6. 

William J. Mcllvain, based in 
New York the past II years, is re¬ 
turning to the home office of Leo 
Burnett agency : here as v.p. 
charge of broadeasting. Mcllvain, 
who has spent his entire business 
career with Burnett, is being re¬ 
placed In New York as veepee in 
charge of network relations by 
Paul A. Louis, who transfers from 
the Chi shop: • . 

Burnett's broadcastiiig activity 
has increased from 28% of its total 
billings in 1950 to 61% in 1957. 
In terms of dollars this is a jump 
from slightly more than $6,000,000 
to $48,000,000 over tho s£ven-year 

fonfinnationOn 

. Washington, May 6. 

Early confirmation of the Presi¬ 

dent’s nomination of : Robert T. 

Bartley for another term on the 

Federal Communications Commis¬ 

sion is expected. A routine hear¬ 

ing on , the . appointment will be 

held tomorrow (Wed.) by the Sen¬ 
ate Interstate Commerce Commit¬ 
tee: ^ 

Bartley was named last week al¬ 
though his present term does not 
end until June 30. He is the first 
Truman appointee to be continued 
in office by the present’ adminis¬ 
tration: Appointment is for 
seven-year term. 

A Democrat, Bartley is a nephew 
of House Speaker . Sam Rayburn 
(D-Tex.) and was the latter’s ad¬ 
ministrative aide : before joining 
the Commission in 1952 to fill out 
the unexpired term of the late 
'Chairman Wayne Coy. He is 
native of Ladonia, Tex., and is 49. 

Meanwhile, action is awaited by 
the Senate on confirmation of John 
S. Cross, State Dept, telecommuni¬ 
cations ; official, for another Demo¬ 
cratic vacancy on the Commission. 
Cross was named nearly two 
months ago to succeed fon 
Comr. Richard A Mack who re¬ 
signed following “misconduct” dis¬ 
closures by the House Subcommit¬ 
tee on Legislative Oversight 

Senate Committee hag given 
Cross a hearing but apparently hat 
been delayed in voting on con¬ 
firmation by pressure of other mat¬ 
ter*,- 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
Golden West’s KSFO, with no tv competition, scored a terrific 24,0 

rating—and 70% of audience—broadcasting the opening day of Giants . 
baseball season, special Pulse survey found . . . Marian Koehler Rowe, 
who just served as AWRT’s convention chairman, quit her “Adventure 
School” after KPIX chopped show from 30 to 15 minutes . . . Bartells* 
new KYAers include Seamus O'Hara, ex-Milwaukee, Lucky Day, ex- 
Atlanta, Don Allen, ex-Denver—if these aren’t house names . . KFRC 
moving out of longtime hq in Don Lee building to ex-home of the Wall 
Street Journal . . . KOBY^s John McRae quitting as manager May 13 

.Bill Roddy back on KNBC With boat news - . . KRON’S Marjorie 
Trumbull off to South Seas and Australia (for tv appearances) for six 
weeks *. . New KCBS assistant business manager is Grant Norlin, ex- . 
KEPR, Washington State,' replacing Howard Adamson, who's been 
shifted- to CBS, Hollywood .. . . KGO radio’s summer replacement Is 
Jerry Jensen. 

IN CINCINNATI 
WKRC-TV lining up a big passenger list for the special CBS Star 

Train five-day excursion to New York and W^hington leaving here 
May 22 . . . Cincy Public Schools seeking Ford Foundation help for 
$236,000. experiment in educational television . , . Dick Baker exited 
as WSAI sportscaster to become general; manager of WAHR, Miami 
Beach . . . Spencer Dane* resigned as WKRC newsman to take over 
as WAHR news and sports director .. . Dave Lane resigned from WLW 
staff to rebuild health in California before resuming radio work . . . 
Walter Bartlett upped from salesman to general advertising manager of 
Crosiers WLW-C, Columbus .. . Leon Lowenthai named general man¬ 
ager of WKRC-FM which inaugurates heavy “better music” schedul* 
Oct. 1, 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . , 
Joe Niagara, WIBG deejay, will run the record hops at the Willow 

Park dance casino . . . Walter Tillman, manager of the Phila. edition 
of TV Guide, refereed the Gonzales-Hoad World's Professional Ten¬ 
nis Championships at the Arena ... Alexander Kendrick, CBS. foreign; 
correspondent, came in to address the 30th reunion of his Central High 
class (6) . . . Dave Garroway will be In town (27) to receive citation 
from the Poor Richard. Club .. . WRCV’s deejay Jack Rattigan and tv 
newscaster Vince Leonard emcee the annual Phila. Employees Fair 
(6.7) . . . Robert Marshall appointed program manager of WVUE. He 
will continue to host station's “Bingo-at-Home” 

CV CLEVELAND . V . 
A1 lasen, former third baseman, and Bill Veeck, onetime owner of 

Cleveland Indians pacted by gasoline company for WEWS weekly 
baseball clinic series .. . Walter Daria, ex-WHK. named state-director 
for .United Organized Labor iff Ohio . . . KYW radio-television col¬ 
lected $13^00 for Hicks family when five youngsters, were killed in 
fire . .. Jee Mahrfidll signed to do WJW altfffly disk show . .. Den 
Petri* doing Dstethy Fridhetes newacastiog chores while femme 
WEWS spieler tours Europe ,.. KTW director Rue de Gravellcs exR- 
Ing for New Orleans . . WHKK and Ohio Bril agreed on listener- 
query call-back setup eliminating court aetieu 
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By BILL STEIF 

Berkeley, Cal., May 6: 
KPFA-FM, which won a Peabody 

Award this year, for "distinguished 
achievement and meritorious pub-, 
lie service/' is the only listener- 
sponsored radio station In the U. S. 

As such, it takes itself—and its 
listeners—very seriously. 

It’s now in its ninth year of 
. broadcasting,.currently has an an¬ 
nual budget of $100,000 and a 
Northern California audience es¬ 
timated at: more than 100,000. Of 
this audience, 6,200 are subscribers, 
at a minimum of $10 a year—some, 
of course, come through with big¬ 
ger chunks of money. 

KPFA, in addition, is about to 
open a Southern California list¬ 
ener-sponsored station, with its 
transmitter on Mount Wilson, out¬ 
side Los Angeles. 

The station Was founded by the 
late Lewis Hill on 7.000 donated 
dollars. Hill’s eggheaded idea, still 
followed closely, was that once ra¬ 
dio could be freed of commercial 
limitations it would produce such 
excellent programming that the 
listening public, or an important 
part of it,. would voluntarily sup¬ 
port it. . 

At first. Hill’s idea seemed a 
bust. A year after the station start¬ 
ed, it had to suspend for lack of 
cash. 

But the subscribers took over, 
raised funds to get KPFA back on 
the air and—best of ell—the Fund 
for Adult Education galloped to 
the rescue, with a grant which en¬ 
abled the tiny FMer to increase its. 
transmitter power and reach a big¬ 
ger part of its potential audience. 

The Ford, grant ran out quickly, 
but by then KPFA had its second 
wind and was rocking along at a 
pretty good pace, with subscribers 
doing their fiscal bits. 

A typical KPFA day might in¬ 
clude readings from James Joyce’s 
'.‘Ulysses,” a Pergplesi opera:, a live 
performance of a Milhaud work by 
the Griller String Quartet, a re- 
broadcast of one of the BBC’s 
•Third Program” productions, 
readings (between A and 5 p.m.) 
from “Tom Sawyer” or “The Wind 
in the Willows,” a discussion of 
Bantu folklore, a, half-hour of cool 
jazz, a controversial book review 

(Continued on page 48) 

Chicago, May 6. 
With NBC News divorced now 

from . regular programming and 
reporting several stairs higher 
than before,-.the relationship be¬ 
tween local news departments and 
the o&o stations has ‘become fra¬ 
ternal rather than filial. 

In Chicago, fTinstance, ' the 
news operation Is being salaried 
by the network, instead of the sta¬ 
tion and in effect, is selling. its 
service to WNBQ in a package of 
program and talent. All WNBQ 
newscasters, when their contracts 
with the station: run out, will be 
asked to sign new ones with the 
mother web even if their talents 
are only used locally. 

Under the revised setup, Bill 
. Ray supervises both local and net¬ 

work news, operations for radio 
-and-tv-under the new title of news 
- director for- NBCL central division* 

Previously, there had-been a sepa¬ 
ration in the department, with 

v Chet flagan overseeing . the net- 
' work - side (before he was re¬ 

assigned to New York) and Ray the 
local. Ray now reports directly to 
Bill McAndrew- of NBC’s national 
news, department. 

NBC -New York is transferring 
Frank Jordan to the central bu¬ 
reau to be Ray’s assistant and has 
assigned Sander Vanocur to Chi 
to take over Jack Chancellor’s 
spot as roving reporter in'the mid¬ 
west, since Chancellor has been 

(Continued on page 48) 

Pegler Zips Up Zoomar 
Los Angeles, May 6. 

Greatest improvement in optics 
since the original Zoomar lens is 
claimed for both the super studio 
and universal by. jack Pegler, 
prezy of Zoomar. The Super studio, 
he said, will have a radically in¬ 
creased range, with the lense color 
balanced and .corrected to work 
with, three other lenses ;on the 
turret. ; . • 

Universal Zoomar, which zooms 
from 2\k to 16 inches,, is. now 
equipped with a new converter, 
which increases the range from 4 
to 25 inches at a speed of 7/5.6: 
Zoomar leris.es, according t6 Peg¬ 
ler, are used by all networks and 
most indie stations.. Nearly 400 
Zoomar lenses , are in daily use in 
major tv stations around the world, 
according to Pegler. 

Total of 98 of the 2,200 National 
Assn.. of Broadcast Employees & 
Technicians, members at NBC and 
ABC have refused to accept the 
new three-year contracts and, as a 
result, have aborted an overall 
agreement—temporarily, at least. 
As of yesterday (Tiies ), the two 
networks had ref used, to sign con¬ 
tracts with the majority: of NABET 
employees, so long as the 98 re¬ 
mained adamantly opposed to the 
Web offers. ' ••••' 

. NABET suggested that the webs 
sign for the rest and. continue ne¬ 
gotiating the 15 contracts pertain¬ 
ing to the 98 recalcitrant em¬ 
ployees. But, NBC stated, the two 
webs were opposed to a plan' 
whereby a strike by this minority 
could cause a full-scale work stop¬ 
page. If the 98 men, or any part of 
them, decide to strike, it’s almost 
certain that the rest of NABET, al¬ 
though having signed; Will not 
cross the picket lines. 

Meantime, the International Ex¬ 
ecutive Council of NABET, is In¬ 
vestigating the situation and. is ex¬ 
pected to announce a “Strike or 
settlement” decision shortly affect¬ 
ing all of its staffers at the two 
networks. 

NABET engineers ratified ABC- 
NBC offers by a count of 906 to 401 
last week. Failure of the non- 
engineering units to okay the pacts 

(Continued on page. 50) 

Present economic situation finds 
some television sponsors who are 
involved in multiple network pn> 
gramming veering toward a "let’s- 
put-all-our-tv-eggs-in-one-netwbrk- 
basket” philospohy, thus taking ad¬ 
vantage of discount structures. In 
the aggregate this could save spon¬ 
sors anywhere from $500,000 to 
$l,0b0,000 a year, which ain’t ex¬ 
actly hay in a day when even ma-! 
jor companies are counting pern 
nies. 

It’s been traditional in broadr 
casting for clients to make with 
the bookkeeping in times of dollar 
stress • in order to get extra mile¬ 
age out of their advertising buck, 
whether it’s discount pattern or 
doubling .up on commercials. Take 
the case of Kraft, for example. 
Kraft’s dropping of its Il-year-old 
hourlong Wednesday night . dra¬ 
matic showcase oh NBC-TV is gen¬ 
erally attributed to the. fact that 
the company is fed up with drama 
arid. wants to explore other pro¬ 
gramming areas. However/ the 
reason for embracing two: half- 
hour stanzas in place of the 60- 
minute ‘‘Kraft Theatre” goes deep¬ 
er than that—ip fact, a realization 
that, times being what they are; 
the parent National Dairies is not 
getting maximum exposure on its 
multiple products from its $6,000,- 
000. annual investment: 

Truth is that National Dairies 
no longer wants to throw $6,000,000 
into extolling the virtues of the 
Kraft product alone, but is anxious 
to tie. in with some 20 other prod¬ 
ucts With its tv ad dollar. Thus 
With two 30-minute weekly seg¬ 
ments it can spread its multiple 
product story with the same 
$6,000,000 kitty that went into the 
Kraft dramatics. 

The past week has produced two 
notable instances of national spon¬ 
sors shedding their multiple net¬ 
work allegiances for the one-netr 
work philosophy in order to bene¬ 
fit from accruing discounts. There’s 
the case of Buick, for one; Which 
has been riding this, season with 
Patrice Miinsel on ABC-TV along 
with. “Wells Fargo” on NBC-TV. 
The auto company is dropping 
Munsel and retaining "Fargo” but 
at the same time solidifying its 
NBC identification (with resultant 
discount benefits) by buying eight! 
Bob Hope specials for ’58-’59. 

Then there’s the instance of 
Ford, which has been playing it 
both the NBC and CBS Way this 
season. Company is dropping its 
"Zarie Grey Theatre” on Columbia ] 
and pouring the coin into NBC’s. 
“Wagon Train.” And with its con¬ 
tinuance of Tennessee Ernie Ford 
on Thursday nights/ the automo¬ 
tive will be enjoying a lucrative 
disCourit by Virtue of its two-way 
NBC pledge of allegiance. 

CBS’ Kearns-Masraif Cairo Team 
Oh Hot Hoda, So-So TV & Boff Radio 
Schick Buy Finalized 

Schick is definitely set to pick 
up the alternate weeks on "The 
Phil. Silvers Show” over CBS-TV 

starting in the fall/with Procter & 
Gamble dropping out because of 
the net’s request for a positive 52: 
week pact. 

. Camel remains as alternate 
sponsor. 

There’s considerable regret and 
nailbiting at WCBS-TV/ CBS-TV 
Film Sales, and NYU over failure 
to kirie the major portion of Dr, 
Floyd Zulli’s second semester of 
"Sunrise Semester.” All 76 shows 
of the first series were captured on 
film, but only the first five epi¬ 
sodes of the second series: were 
kined. Some 70 lessons, however. 
Were not recorded because execs 
at. that moment thought there 
Wasn't enough b.o. appeal in the 

+■ The hottest belly dancer in Cairo 
today, with her navel toward 
zenith, is Hoda Shems el Din of 
Armenian ancestry, according to 
CBS Cairo correspondent. Frank 
Kearns and Yousef Masraff, web's 
cameramen there. Both were in 
Gotham last week Conferring with 
network execs and gandering, for 
the firts time, some of the actuality 
film reports they rushed here in 
the past two years.-; 

The correspondent-camera com¬ 
bo is .also here to accept numerous 
accolades for their] detailed cam¬ 
era coverage of theiwar in Algeria 
as seen, in “Algeria Aflame,” which 
CBS-TV telecast last October and 
for w'hich Kearns; and Masraff 
were recently presented the 10th 
Annual George Polk Memorial 
Award for "best television-report¬ 
ing in 1957.” Last; week they got . 
the top, Overseas Press Club 
Award for the "best radio or tele¬ 
vision reporting from abroad in 
1957.” Their most recent accom¬ 
plishment was the exclusive inter¬ 
view they grabbed off with Gamal 
Abdel Nasser, prexy of the new 
United Arab Republic, in his 
Cairo home. 

Kearns and Masraff, both of 
Whom went through harrowing, 
days and nights, enduring disease, 
vermin and brushes with death 
during their coverage of the ac¬ 
tivities in back of tyie Algerian 
rebel lines, were glaj to be in 
New York sipping chocolate milk 

Zulli series, despite the extraordi- } shakes filled with ice cream and 
nary press it had received. Since recounting their experiences, in- 
then, both Westinghoffse Broad-} eluding a first-hand ; appraisal of 
casting: Co. and WNTA-TV, New- j Cairo's current executants of the 
ark, have purchased the first kines, ; stomach dance. 
and there’s considerable interest | Navel Maneuvers 
in future installments. Hoda Shems el t>in, it appears, 

Sa™ Cooke; Diggs, top exec at js g-vjna Tahia Carioca, the most 
WCBS-TV, said lf there s_ sufficient; famous belly dancer in the mid¬ 
demand for more, syndication of j eastf an undulating run for her 
Zulli’s talks, the station would re-; Egyptian pounds. Miss Carioca is 
shoot .the entire second series. of 
“Sunrise Semester.’ Prof. Zulli 
thought he could do the second 
semester shows for the camera in 
sufficient time before his Euro¬ 
pean holiday starting June. 

Meanwhile, the NYU prof, who’s 
currently hotter than a nuclear 
warhead, is preparing his literary 
talks for the commercial series 
under Heritage Club sponsorship 
starting May 11 oyer WCBS-TV. 
Sponsor is giving him freedom to 
choose any books he wishes to dis¬ 
cuss. Result is there’s not one 
book on the Zulli Ijst that’s in the 
Heritage Club subscription Offer, 
but It’s okay with the sponsor, on 
the thebry that the station an¬ 
nouncer will sway listeners' to sub¬ 
scriber Heritage Club figures if 
it gets 200 subscriptions on each 
telecast, the venture will have paid 
off. 

Prof. Zulli returns to his teach- 
(Continued on page 50> 

What Price IBEW Strike? 
By ART WOODSTONE 

The 12-day strike by the Inter¬ 
national Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers against CBS evidently 
gained little that the network 
hadn’t promised before the walk¬ 
out took place. As the result, union 
members have been trying to es¬ 
tablish why the strike was actually 
called in the. first place arid -also if 
there might not have been an ad¬ 
ministrative goof-up within the 
union itself.. . 

CBS .alleged, the Strike was 
called because one local, No. 1212 
in New York, Was trying to "show 
its muscle.” Web did hot hold the 
international office in Washington 
responsible. The; local in question, 
a division * of interests between 
1212 and the international, replied 
that the "strike was taken against; 
the international office and against] 
the smug, self-satisfied attitude of 
the company.” Local 1212 further 
admitted it didn’t think the web 
could endure a technical strike 

beyond a few days/’ 
At the outset of the strike, 1212 

was principally ■ supported by 
IBEW locals in Chicago and Los 

Angeles. In speaking for all the 
locals (there are eight in all work¬ 
ing for; CBS), A1 Hardy, head of 
radio and tv for the main office of 
IBEW in Washington, distilled 
what he felt were the basic issues 
involved in calling a strike. He said 
-negotiators for labor were partic¬ 
ularly anxious to find a "solution 
to the threat of automation," that 
they sought a "clarification” of 
IBEW’s video tape jurisdiction at 
CBS and that “wages were an 
issue.” 

'Deals Behind Our Back’ 
Local 1212 accused Hardy and 

IBEW international president Gor¬ 
don Freeman of making deals with 
CBS "behind1 our back.” “Adminis- 
trafive chief of the. local, Charles 
Calame; told New York rank-and- 
filers that he was not apprised of 
negotiation details by the inter¬ 
national on the crucial bargaining 
days of April 13, 14 and 15, when 
a final agreement was . reached. 
Hardy contended, however, that 
Calame "was willing to have the 
International president try to get 
a new offer - out of the company,” 
since the previous meetings in 
which . Calame and other local 

bosses were involved had led to an 
"obvious stalemate.” Hardy said 
that Calame and the others, who 
were not present on those three 
days, were kept up with new de¬ 
velopments. He said that all nego¬ 
tiations in those three days were 
handled through a Federal media¬ 
tor, arid that the union and ‘the 
network did not have direct con¬ 
tact during that time. 

Following 2 are the before^and- 
after-the^strike. . concessions by 
CBS:; 

Three-Year' Wage Freeze 
Before the strike, CBS’ final of¬ 

fer was a new top minimum of 
$185 a week on a two-yeaj contract, 
after which the union could again 
negotiate for more money. When 
the strike was called, the N. Y. lo¬ 
cal said emphatically, that Wages'1 

getting a little too old to rotate 
her stomach muscles, the CBS 
team opined, and Sarnia Gamal, 
who was clicking heavily with a 
Western version of the belly dance 
some time ago, is now concentrat¬ 
ing on films in Egyptian studios. 

Denizens of Cairo night spots 
are currently crazy about South 

(Continued on page 50) 

After blowing hpt, cold and hot 
again, Milton Berld agreed to sign 
with. Kraft Foods ^Division of Na¬ 
tional Dairy Products Corp. for an 
NBC-TV fall series of half-hour 
comedy-variety stanzas. 

Bob Kintner, executive veepee 
of NBC-TV, made; the announce¬ 
ment after considerable doubt had 
been thrown on the comic’s sup¬ 
planting "Kraft’s TV Theatre” in 
the Wednesday evening slot. Origi¬ 
nally set to go into the Kraft fall 
lineup, Berle’s publicity office 
suddenly announced that he was 
nixing the tv series in favor of 
playing nite spots and occasional 
guest tv appearances. 

Before the hik had hardly dried 
on the Berle press release,. NBC 
made the formal announcement 
that he was set with Kraft. Rea¬ 
son for the comic’s original veto¬ 
ing the Kraft deal, according to 
Berle’s office, was that he might 
be over-exposed, father than un¬ 
der-exposed bn the, upcoming 
series. NBC exebs and agency 
heads flew to the? Coast and ap¬ 
parently convinced him that the 
new’ format would be to his advan¬ 
tage. Berle is slated to occupy the. 
9 to. 9:30 p.m. period. 

were: not an issue, and perhaps j Second half-hour, also will be 
they weren’t since the contract 
IBEW finally received has been in¬ 
terpreted by s o m e as being 
"weaker” on wages. than the pre- 
strike offer. New pact gives 
them $185.50 immediately and $190 
on Aug. 1, 1959, but the three-year 
duration of the contract prevents 

(Continued on page 50) 

kept, by Kraft and will most like¬ 
ly be filled with; a film series. 
Fqur properties are reportedly un¬ 
der consideration.; "Bat Master- 
son,” "Tin Pan Sajley.” “McGarry 
and Me” and "Father of the 0 
Bride.” 

"Kraft TV Theatre" departs In 
September after an 11-year run. , 
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It’s a fact worth repeating: 40% of all network sponsored time is 

on the NBC Radio Network. That’s 33% more than the second 

than any other network«/Ihiiteen of the 

chip advertisers' are now back on NBC Radio. 

network—a lead of 13 commercial hours per week. NBC is the only ^ Credit this gttw&loNBC’fe imaginative programmingaimed 

network to show an increase insponsored timein the past year! at increasing radios usefulness for advertisers and audiences**Con- 

The number of NBC Radio Network advertisers has leapt cepts like STARDUSTwhich brings big star exdtefx^t back td 

ahead; too.. .from 26 in 1956 to 115 in 1957.. .more advertisers radio; public sendee features like NEWS ON THE HOUR which 
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No wonder NBC advertisers are the most-listened-to in all network acceptance with 33% more sponsored time than the second network. 

are 

NBC RADIO NETWORK 
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■ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety's weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu- feature period and share of] audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports on feature films and. their competition covers 120 cities. Each of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 P.m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city Will be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking, into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer- 
to such factors as the time and day. the high and low ratings for the measured tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

MOBILE, Ala. 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT 

ARB 
RATING HIGH LOW 

SHARE OF 
AUDIENCE 

MARCH 28-APRIL 3 
TOP COMPETING SHOWS 

ABB 
RATING 

1. TWO YANKS IN TRINIDAD— 
Pat O’Brien, Janet. 
Blair, Brian Donlevy; 
1942; Columbia; Screen Gems . 

Two on the Aisle 
Sun. Mar. 30 

1:00-2:15 
WKRG 

13.7 14.3 13.1 48.6 Looney Tunes . - .... 
Championship Bowling ..... 

.WALA 
• WALA . 

; . . -14.6 
......13.3 

2. INVISIBLE INFORMER— Matinee Movie io.e U;1 10.3 62.5 Big Picture .........;. WKRG ., ...... 3 8 
Linda Stirling, William 
Henry; 1945; Republic 
Hollywood TV Service 

Sat. Mari 29 
4:00-5:00 p.m. 

WALA 

' Western Theatre ....,..,.. *. WKRG .. ...... 8.1 

2. KING KONG— 
Robert Armstrong; Fay 
Wrav, Bruce Cabot; 
1932; RKO; C&C TV Corp 

Starlight Theatre 
Friday, Mar. 28 

10:45-12:30 a.m. 
WKRG 

10.4 12.3 4.0 66.8 Million Dollar Movie ....... WALA 4.8 

4. SAGA OF DEATH VALLEY— 
Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes, 
Doris Day; 1938; Republic; 
Hollywood TV Service 

Western Theatre 
Sat Mar. 29 

4:30-5:30 p.m. 
WKRG 

10 .4 13.4 7.5 33.1 Matinee Movie ............. 
Variety Show .;....... 

.WALA 
WALA 

.10.5 
6.7 

5. ESCAPE TO GLORY— 
Pat O’Brien, Constance 
Bennett. Alan Baxter; 1940; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Tickets Please : 
Sun. Mar. 30 

2:30-3:00 p.m. 
WKRG 

89 9,1 8.7 36.0 Victory at Sea ........’.. 
Wide Wide World ........ ... 

WALA .. 
WALA .. 

.... ,12.1 

6. BRUTE FORCE— 
Burt Lancaster, Charles 

Million Dollar . Movie 
Mon. Mar. 31 

8.3 9.9 7.9 58.7 Telephone Tijne ............ .WKRG .. .....13.1 

Bickford; 1947; Screen Gems 10:00-11:45 
WALA 

Starlight Theatre ;.........; WKRG !! ..... 3.8 

7. KING OF THE NEWSBOYS— 
Lew Ayres, Helen Mack, Alison 
Skipwort; 1937; Republic; 
Hollywood TV Service 

Sunday Morning 
Movie 

Sun- Mar. SO 
10:30,12:00 a.m. 

WALA 

8.2 8.3 79 73.9 Academy of Science ....... 
Eye on New York . .......,. 

.WKRG 
• WKRG 1.4 

8. IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT— 
Clark Gable. Claudette 
Colbert; 1934; Columbia; 
Screen Gems 

Million Dollar Movie 
Sat. Mar. 29 

11:00-2:45 
WALA 

8.0 10.3 4.4 35.8 Wrestling ...._w....... iWKRG .. . .25.0 

9. YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER— 
Fred Astaire, Rita 
Hayworth; 1942; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Million Dollar Movie 
Sun. Man 30 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
WALA 

8$ 7.5 6.3 40.9 Alfred Hitchcock Presents... 
Broadway Marquee ......... 

WKRG .. 
: WKRG .. 

.19.0 

..... 5.9 

10. SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON— 
John Wayne, John Agar, 
Joanne Dru; 1949; 
RKO; C&C TV Corp. 

Starlight Theatre 
, . Thurs. April 3 

10:45-12.30 a.m. 
WKRG 

6.5 : 7.5 4.8 57.7 Welk’s Tpp Tiines ........... 
Million Dollar Movie ........ 

WALA 
:wala 

8.9 
3.0 

PITTSBURGH, Pa I 
1. RHAPSODY IN BLUE— 

Robert Alda, Alexis 
Smith; 1945; Warner Bros. 
AAP 

Gateway Studio 
Friday, Mar. 7 
11:15-1:15 a.m. 

KDKA 

: 29.7 X • 34.1 21.4 79.4 Mr. District Attorney ....... 
Fineview Feature ...^...... 

WIIC . . . 
WIIC ..... 6.4 

2, DESTINATION TOKYO—(Part I) 
CaFy Grant, John Garfield; 
1944; Warner BroS; AAP 

Big Adventure- 
Movie Time 

Monday, Mar. 3 
5:00-6:00 p.m. 

KDKA 

25.3 26.3 24.3 61.2 Comedy Time ....... 
Popeye .................... 

.WIIC 

.WIIC .... 
.....13.0 
.....14.2 

I. DESTINATION TOKYO—(Part II) Big Adventure- 23.9 24.3 237 60.1 Comedy Time .............. .WIIC .... .117 
Movie Time 

Tues. Mar. 4 
5:00-6:00 p.m. 

KDKA 

Popeye ... . . ... ......7..v.v ,WIIC '0* ...: 12*4 

4. FORT DEFIANCE— Big Adventure— 21.0 21.4 20.8 66.5 Comedy Time .. ^  T., T T.• .WIIC . 19 0' 
Dane Clark, Tracey ; 
Roberts; 1951; United... 
Artists; U. A. 

; Movie- Time: 
Wed. Mar. 5 
5: 00-6:00 p.m. 

KDKA 

Popeye .WIIC . 
*....±4.v 

S. NIGHT AND DAY— 
Cary Grant, Monty 
Wooley; 1946; Warner 
Bros.; AAP 

Gateway Studio 
ThUrs. Mar. 6 

11:15-1:15 
KDKA 

18.1 21.1 . 14.2 65.3 Charlie Chan .............. 
Fineview Feature 

WIIC 
WIIC ::::: ?:1 

6. TAMPICO— 
Edward G. Robinson, Lynn 

Big. Adventure-* 
Movie Time 

lie 182 17.6 631 Comedy Time ............. 
Poneye ... 1........... . 

.wnc 

.WIIC 
.....11.5 ii0 

Bari; 1944; 20th Century; 
NTA. 

.Fri. Mar. 0 . 
5:00-6:00 p.m. 

KDKA 

7. THE RACKET— Gateway Studio 16.8 17.6 16.2 842 Broken Arrow ....,iM,„,.. .‘WIIC ... 10 4 
Robert Mitchum Tues. Mar, 4 . .Fineview Feature ........... .WIIC ... DA 
Llzabeth Scott; 1951; 
RKO; C&C 

11:15-12 :45 a m. 
KDKA 

8. DESERT PATROL— 
Bob Steele; 1938; 
Republic; Hollywood 
Television Service 

Saddle Busters 
Sat. Mar. 1 

8:00-9:00 p.m. 
KDKA 

15.8 17.1 13.9 90.1 Double-Barrelled Western *.. wnc ... 

f. SADDLE PALS— 
Len Roberts; 1947; 
Republic 

Gene Autry Playhouse 
Sat. Mar. 1 

8:00-9:00 p.m. 
KDKA 

14.9 V 15.3 14,7 ' 81.1 . Pro' Basketball ... .wnc .... ... ..12.7 

10. RED RIVER— 
John Wayne, Montgomery 

Academy Theatre.. 
Sat. Mar. 1 : 

14;2 15.3 13.0 66,B Gatiway Studlo Presents; 
News .KDKA .. 

Cliff, Walter Brennan, 
Joanne Dru; 1948; United Artists 

11:00-12:30 a.m. 
Wnc 

Silent Service .KDKA v...729.8 
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... Person to Person . 
Anthony Quinn, two-time Oscar 

winner, and Maurice Chevalier, the 
Nobel of international entertain¬ 
ers, helped Ed Murrow light a fire 
under “Person to Person" on CBS- 
TV last week (2). The plain-talking 
Quinn, with still-attractive wife 
Katharine DeMille Quinn, former 
film player (and daughter of C.B.), 
and four children in. the entourage, 
spoke of his life & times, plus 
struggles (lip from a Mexican be¬ 
ginning) and travelogs as caught at 
his Pacific Palisades domicile,, lat¬ 
ter complete unto a superb view 
of the: drink. Quinri was his typical 
deadpan self, but the sincerity and 
warmth showed through the armor: 

Chevalier, delayed a week on his 
“P to P’’ visit via the Waldorf-As¬ 
toria (where he’s finishing up an 
Empire room run) due to the IBEW 
Strike, established why he’s the 
personality oolala just by chitchat 
and that trademarked charm. Near¬ 
ly 60 years in show biz, the ap¬ 
proaching (in Sept.) septuagenarian 
also spoke of his break-in, as an 
acrobat; of quondam fisticuffs in 
the ring; tried on half a dozen hats 
for size, including - the patented 
Straw skimmer with the rakish an¬ 
gle; sang a bar or two and gener¬ 
ally. comported himself in a.man¬ 
ner suggesting joie de vivre. They 
threw away'the mould when Cheva¬ 
lier was made. . . Tran. 

Kraft Television Theatre 
The ndw David Susskind-Robert1 

Herridge-Sidney Lumet (Talent 
Associates) group of “Kraft Televi¬ 
sion Theatre” did a striking per- 
fOrntance of A. E. Hotchner’s adap¬ 
tation of Ernest Hemingway’s gem- 
like short story, “Fifty Grahd,” on 
NBC-TV last week (30). This is 
the blunt and moving saga of an 
aging pug who is. told by* his man¬ 
ager and gamblers to . bet “Fifty 
Grand” on his opponent and.then 
throw the fight. ' 

• This is the bare outline of the 
Hemingway tale, but Lumet’s di¬ 
rection and Herridge’s production 
made this hourlong drama a bal¬ 
listic-packed probing of the minds 
of the boys in the cauliflower 
industry. *' 

; A good hunk of Hemingway’s 
dialog and his monosyllabic style 
was retained in Hotchner’s adapta¬ 
tion and the realism of the sets 
added considerably to the videff 
version of “Fifty Grand.” The 
hallmark of Hemingway’s supreme 
storytelling was visible in virtually 
all the scopes, notably in those 
where the decaying champion 
urged his wife to meet him before 
the fight. 

Excellent, makeup. (credit here 
goes to Bob O’Bradovich . and 
special effects (Dick Aimorie) 

.helped in the realistic touches. 

.Training: camp, ringside encounter, 
weighing-in ceremonies—all these 
and more contributed .greatly 
toward the powerful overall effect. 

Ralph Meeker turned id a mov- 
: Ing job as Jack Brennan, the figh¬ 
ter with a struggling conscience. 
Others who rate salutes include 
Ralph Dunn and Pjidy Bond. This 
was certainly an unvarnished,, ugly 
picture of an ulcerous profession. 

Rons. 

Dinah Shore Chevy Show . 
NBC-TV’s “Dinah Shore Chevy 

Show” got a little too cute at times 
last Sunday (4) night but in the 
overall held to its usual class 
groove.. The cuteness involved 
some labored dialog between Miss 
Shore and Kay Thompson relating 
to the latter’s Eloise characteriza¬ 
tion and between Miss Shore and 
John Raitt in a warmup intro of 
Shirley Temple. . 

Raitt and the Musses Thompson 
and Temple made up the guest 
roster for the show. In Raitt’s case, 
it was a tuneup prior to going oh 
the show as one of its stars during 
Miss Shore’s slimmer vacation.- He 
came over solidly not only on the 
singing; but also in the personality 

.department.,. 
r Miss Thompson, fashionably at¬ 
tired, was at her best when belting 
out a couple of numbers, one on 
her own and the other with Miss 
Shore. Miss Temple,-making her 
first tv guest appearance, regis¬ 
tered pleasantly. Her performance, 
except for a fair rendition of “JTim, 
Flam, Floo,” was confined mostly 
to chitchat about fairy tales with 
Miss Shore. That, however, pro¬ 
vided a peg for a relaxing musical 
fantasy set in a children's toyroom. 

One of the show's high -. spots, 
though,' Was a comedy routine by 
Ted Reid, a regular cast • member.. 
His takeoff on Dr, Frank Baxter, de¬ 
livering a tv lecture rifl literature 

-Was loaded with laughs. Miss Shore 

handled her singing and hostessing 
chores with her usual savvy and 
sparkle. Jess. 

. Eddie Fisher Show 
Eddie Fisher was the host, but 

Ethel' Merman was the most. When 
the pair teamed up for a lengthy 
musical birthday toast to Irving 
Berlin, NBC’s Eddie Fisher Show 
perked to its peak. 

It is gratifying, to have a singer 
like Miss Merman around to belt 
out a song without resorting to 
mimcry or gimmickry, A back-to- 
back barrage by she and Fisher of. 
a choice selection of Berlin tunes 
was a sonic .tonic. 

The show had its other merits, 
but these were few and far be¬ 
tween. Not lacking in name value, 
NBC offered Bob Hope and the 
prettiest Crosby of them all; Cathy; 
along with regular George Gobel. 

Hope was. mostly below par,, fail¬ 
ing to come up with his customary, 
share of tv tee-hee’s thanks to. 
some antiquated material handed 
him by writers. Mac. Berioff and 
Martin Ragaway/ The comic, who 
is best when he ribs politicos and 
slyly comments on contemporary 
subjects, Was enslaved to a routine 
w’hich had him dig into the well- 
worn bag of gags about Sinatra 
and the beanpole, Crosby and Fort 
Knox, Benny and* fortified locks. 
Somewhat better was his patter 
in a' sketch with Gobel and a Jok- 
A-Vac machine which Hope de¬ 
scribed as a “hydramatic Henny 
Youngman.” Commenting on the 
gadget; which feeds gags to .comics, 
Hope got a big laugh with the line, 
“If Berle had this, the Emmy Show 
would still be on.” Then who 
should turn out to be the “brain” 
within the machine but Eddie Can¬ 
tor, outspoken critic of Berle’s 
Emmy stint. 

Miss Crosby came across neatly 
in an unusual jump version of the 
Rodgers and Hart standard, “I 
Could Write A Book.” 

Gobel was confined mostly to 
puttering with the joke machine, a 
gadget to eliminate comedy writ¬ 
ers. One got the feeling that Gobel 
might benefit , from such automa¬ 
tion... 

Show opened with an imagina¬ 
tive production number featuring 
a Fisher vocal of '’Riding On The 
Moon,” but . quickly . settled down 
to earth before reaching new 
heights in the Fisher-Merman, duet: 
Windup offered the entire cast in 
a rousing rehash by the principals 
of Berlin’s perennial, “There’s No 
Business Like Show Business.” 

Gil Roden’s production scored 
most points when it bypassed frills 
and fancies to concentrate on 
straight and solid trouping. Barry 
Shear’s direction kept things go¬ 
ing at a lively pace, and musical 
director Buddy Bregman turned in 
a standout job. Tube. 

Rumors of Evening- 
A tender, moving love story, 

“Rumors of Evening” was a dis¬ 
tinguished “Playhouse 90” Offering, 
With Barbara Bel Geddes and John 
Kerr outstanding in their portray¬ 
als of a couple trapped in a hope¬ 
less love affair. Leslie Stevens' 
teleplay was written with polish 
and skill, and. the story received 
fine direction from John Franken- 
heimer. 

“Rumors” was originally to have 
been telecast April 10, but was 
bumped by the IBEW strike, and 
consequently the cast received ex¬ 
tra rehearsal; and it was evident 
in the smooth- presentation. Kerr, 
a married American pilot stationed 
near London during . World War II, 
and Miss Bel Geddes, fall, in love. 
He’s volunteered for a suicidal mis¬ 
sion into Nazi-Occupied France; in 
fact he’s , always volunteering for 
such missions. Miss Bel Geddes 
learns he’s driven by a sense of 
guilt, because as a teenage coun¬ 
sellor at a camp his alcoholic care¬ 
lessness resulted in a boy drown-; 
ing. He wed hot because he loved 
the girl, but because she saved him 
from becoming a dipso, so he feels 
a deep sense of gratitude toward 
her. When Kerf returns, wounded, 
from his mission, he asks the Brit¬ 
ish gal to marry him. In the midst 
of it, there’s a blitz bombing, and 
she disappears. Later, he’s told 
she was killed; it develops, how¬ 
ever,: she survived the bombing, 
but realized he would for ever, have 
that guilt-loyalty complex, so they 
couldn't be happy for long. It’s 
not a happy ending, but a plausible : 
one. ' . : ; . I 

' Contributing very good support 
were Robert F. Simon, Pat Hitch¬ 
cock and Robert Loggia. The King¬ 
ston Trio was well utilized story- 
wise, its tunes adding- to the ro¬ 
mantics of the teleplay,. Albert 
Hesehong, art director, had some 
realistic sets. Only unrealistic 

(Continued on page 46) 1 

BILLY GRAHAM 
With Cliff Barrows, George Bev¬ 

erly Shea, Tedd Smith, Lorin 
Whitney and 1,500-voice massed 
choif 

60 Mins., Sat. (3) 10 p.m. 
Billy graham evangelical 

' . ASSN. ' 
ABC-TV, from San Francisco 

(Walter F. Bennett & Co.) . 
The eminent Dr. Billy Graham, 

firmly convinced that America is 
a sinful spot desperately in need of 
salvation, marched onto San Fran¬ 
cisco. and threatened its inhabitants 
with the fires of-Hell if they didn’t 
do something about the state of the. 
nation and at' the same time “de¬ 
clare for Christ.” As in his Madi¬ 
son, Square Garden appearances 
and elsewhere. Dr. Graham showed 
up most effectively in his exhorta¬ 
tions against evil. 

This was the evangelist’s maiden 
appearance on nationwide; tv from 
the Coast and was cast in a format 
similar to his religious crusades 
staged last year in Madison Square 
Garden. The current drive to bring 
the unregenerates closer to the 
Lord calls for: six successive Sat¬ 
urday evening hour-long ABC-TV 
shots from the vast Cow Palace as 
well as a flock of local midweek 
evening shows over ABC-TV’s 
’Frisco Outlet, KGO-TV and daily 
recorded 15-minute morning stan¬ 
zas over KGO. All told, Dr. Graham 
will be pending more than $400,- 
000 over ABC and other, facilities 
on his 'Frisco slugging match with 
Satan. 
- There were 18,000 individuals in 
the Cow Palace for the opening 
drive, with 2,000 standing, and 4,- 
000 turned away. More than 150 
groups firbm 'Frisco and surround¬ 
ing Bay City areas jammed the 
convention hall and several sedate 
pitches were made for money to 
defray the tv costs. Dr. Graham 
said, that the tv productions were 
astronomical in cost and that the 
surplus ftom the N. Y, crusades 
would pay for only part of the cur¬ 
rent tab, hence more money was 
needed, so please send to him in 
care of San Francisco. Those in the 
Cow Palace as., well as at home 
were urged to . send for. a wall 
plaque motto: “As for me and my. 
House we will serve the Lord.” 
This was on the house. Dr..Graham 
indicated. ' 

Dr. 'Graham opened With a plug 
for. 'Frisco saying “welcome to the 
air conditioned city by the Golden 
Gate,” and immediately launched 
Into his attack oh the nation’s sag¬ 
ging morals. The world he said 
was engaged in a mad race to end 
the human race and we were living 
in a.Sodom and Gomorrah and that 
this nation was in need of a spir¬ 
itual awakening. He called for con¬ 
stant prayer to penetrate the Iron 
Curtain. The evangelist’s most 
scathing denunciations, were for 
the immorality prevailing today. 
“It is the sin of America,” he cas¬ 
tigated the offenders. “It is . the1 
sin that leads to hell.” He used a 
chest mike to build up the power of 
these charges. 

Dr. Graham said bible sales were 
up since his arrival oh the Coast. 
Toward the close of his tv rally he 
implored the troubled ones to come 
forward and: repent. The cameras, 
then panned the hundreds of sin¬ 
ners as they marched down the, 
aisles to “declare for Christ.” 

The first crusade from San 
Francisco was a pro tv production 
with slick: camera superimposition 
of the evangelist's face over the 
multitudes and stirring 1,500-woice 
massed choir: George Beverly 
Shea, vocal soloist, did. the hymns; 
Tedd Smith was. at the piano, and, 
Lorin Whitney replaced Paul Mick- 
elson on organ.: 

Dr. Graham's stage presence con¬ 
tinues top drawer: He's unques¬ 
tionably this country’s consummate 
revivalist and: handsome exponent 
of the back-to-prayer movement, as 
well as Lucifer’s most irritating 
lance. His departed clerical com¬ 
rades (Moody, .Sarikey, Smith, 
Jones, Sunday, et a! ) who caught 
him on their celestial-size tv 
screens over (Channel Seventh 
Heaven couldn’t help but mitt his 
Video vigilaneeN against venial sin. 

Rails. 

OHIO BROADCASTERS 
IN ‘CALL TO ARMS' 

Cleveland, May 8. 
Newly-elected officers of Ohio 

Association of Broadcasters are 
planning extensive campaign to 
activate “Call to Arms" resolution 
to “take broadcasters’ story to the. 
people.” 

Officers . initiated include Jay. 
Wagner, WLEC, president; Tom 
Rogers, WCLT,: vice - president, 
radio; Allan Land, WHIZ, televi¬ 
sion; Carlton S, Dargusch Jr., rer 
named secretary-treasurer. New 
board members are Gordon Davis, 
KYW; C. H. . Topmiller, WCKY; 
Gene Trade, WBBW. 

CONCEPT 
.With Dr. Charles Frankel, Dr. Alex 

Inkeles, Peter Neubauer. Swami 
Nikhilananda, Helen Hall; Mark 
Starr, Eric F~ Goldman. Willmore 

. Kendall, Dr. . Harry W. Jones, 
Anne . Freemantle/ Dr. Ernest 
Nagel, John Ciardi, Alan Willard 
Brown 

Producer: META 
120 Mins.. Suit. 2:30 p.m. 
CBS-TV, from New York 

Sunday’s egghead circuit climbed 
into , one . of its most ambitious 
niches With . the two-hour discus¬ 
sion of freedom under auspices of 
the Metropolitan Educational Tcler 
vision Assn/ A discourse of that 
duration is not an easy matter to 
control to its. maximum advantage, j 
but the bulk, of the discussion was 
absorbing and germane to many; 
facets of our political and economic 
life. : 

. Moderated in a scholarly manner 
by Dr. Charles Frankel, philosophy 
prof at Columbia, the discussion 
started off slowly with a monolog 
of Petcf Neubatier, a psycholanylist, 
on freedom as It relates to the in¬ 
dividual, and warmed up with sub¬ 
sequent speakers. Dr. Alex Inkeles, 
who spoke on the social aspects of 
freedom, and Swami Nikhilananda. 
who made some interesting obser- 
vtions defining freedom, in his 
mystic Hindu sense, as the. struggle 
olf the soul to free itself from mat¬ 
ter, arid. applying that Concept to 
some of the woes of the world 
today. .. 

. However, the panel warmed up 
tremendously when the concept of 
freedom. was moved . down to a 
practical level,, one easily under¬ 
stood whether egghead or riot. 
Helen Hall, of the Settlement, and 
Mark Starr, educational director of 
the International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union, moved in with a 
concept based on a speech by the 
late Pres. Roosevelt. Miss Hall 
stated that the man who has no job 
has no freedom of choice, and de¬ 
scribed the deterioration of an in¬ 
dividual and a family when the 
breadwinner is out of a job. Starr 
backed her up with the assertion 
that, freedom must have an eco¬ 
nomic underpinning. 

.With the truth of this assertion 
virtually: self-evident, it created a 
one-sided atmosphere for the panel 
debate that followed between 
Yale’s Willmore Kendall, arid 
Princeton’s Eric F. Goldman, who 
argued on the merits of the wel¬ 
fare state. It seemed to be an ex¬ 
position; of liberal and conserva¬ 
tive ideas, but Goldman’s sense of 
humor and ability to put his op¬ 
ponent on the defensive, gave a 
plus to his side. • ? 

. Another speaker of great interest 
was Dr. Harry W. J ones, who spoka 
of the applicatiori of the law cm 
freedom, with discussion steered 
to the current legislative attempt 
to: curtail the power of the U. IS. 
Supreme Court. Jones made the 
telling point that the court’s major 

[-role has changed from the time of 
the previous attempt to change that 
body’s makeup, when the stress 
was on economics. Today’s major 
problems of the Supreme Court are 
based on the rights of the in¬ 
dividual. 

Another panel discussion with 
Anne Freemantle, of the Common¬ 
wealth mag; Dir. Ernest Nagel, Co¬ 
lumbia, and John Ciardi, of Rut¬ 
gers provided some life in an other¬ 
wise dull discussion. 

On' the whole. “Concept” pro¬ 
vided a Tot; of meaty matter. Even 
in the. abstract conception, based 
upon teachings from the ancient; 
Greek era, the participants in this 
show pinpointed some interesting 
facets of this all-important item. I 
True, there were some aspects that! 
had to be omitted, but generally, 
the collective wisdom of this group 
provided an invigorating Sunday 
session! Jose. 

TIMEX ALL-STAR JAZZ 
With Garry Moore,; Louis Arm¬ 

strong Orch, Lionel Hampton 
Orch, Jaye P. Morgan, Gerry 
Mulligan Quartet, George Shear¬ 
ing Quintet, Jack Teagarden 
Band, Cozy Cole, 'Gene Krupa, 
Dukes of Dixieland 

Producer-director: Bill Hobin 
Writer-Associate Producer: George 

T. Simon ' 
60 Mins , Wed. (30) 40 p.m. 
TIMEX WATCHES ].. 
CBS-TV, from ’ New York 

(iVcVij 
It’s a contradiction! qf terms but 

a jazz show can be ? square. This 
was evidenced in Timex's second 
all-star gig last week; (30). 

In fact ever since jteevee began 
to develop its romance with jazz, 
the affairs, for the mbst part, have 
been uriinspired musical outings. 
(The “Seven Lively! Arts” show 
several months ago is perhaps the 
spotlighted exception!*. In concep¬ 
tion and execution the shows have 
been fat behind current jazz moods 
and have failed to relay what the. 
beat is all about. 

Instead, like, the Timex show, 
they'have relied on fhe tried and 
tested tootlers and have played it 
safe with a musical display that’s 
been heard over and Over again on 
records, in clubs and: theatres and 
now oh teevee. Pefhaps it’s all 
done to appeal to. the uninitiated 
masses but if teevee is going to be 
adventurous and pioneering in the 
field of jazz, it should jbe a bit more 
courageous in its (programming 
ideas. . 

The Timex , bash was the mixture 
as before. Louis Armstrong with 
trumpet and gravel voice, Lionel 
Hampton with some hot vibes 
w ork. Gene Krtipa arid Cozy Cole 
in a drum challenge, George Shear¬ 
ing with some mambo jazz. Jack 
Teagarden in a New!Orleans styl¬ 
ing of “Basin Street,!’ Gerry Mul¬ 
ligan offering a touch of the cool 
and for dixieland there were. The 
Dukes of Dixieland with “Over The 
Waves.” And in a standout bit qf 
miscasting there was Jaye P. Mor¬ 
gan piping “My Baby Don’t Care 
For Me” and “The; Lady Is A 
Tramp.” 

Show was hosted affably by Gar¬ 
ry Moore who fortunately kept the 
Intro gab at a minimiim but he did 
get stuck with such! primer lines 
as “Jazz” IS a player’s art not a 
composer’s”,, and “Sfiig what you 
feel instead of what ithe composer 
feels/' It all sounded like, an anti- 
composer movement jvas afoot. 

Show had an unusual trailer in 
that it was introed a few minutes 
before the 10 p.m. starting time on 
Garry Moore’s preceding “I’ve Got 
A Secret” show. Armstrong was a 
special guest on the ishow and the 
Dukes of Dixielarid i swung a. pa¬ 
rade. headed by Morire from CBS’ 
Studio 52 to Studio 50 along West 
53d Street. | / . 

It was an offbeat beginning but 
the rest was the same old jazz. 

; Gtos. 

RANDY MERRIMAN SHOW 
Producer-Director: Roger Gardner 
30 Mins.: Tries. & Thurs., 2:30 p.m. 
Participating 
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis 

This minor league replica tas far 
as money amounts and prizes’ Value . 
are. concerned) of “The Big Pay-. 
off” is notable hereabouts for sev-; 
erai; reasons. \ . ! 

In the first place, it. boasts for ! 
its emcee Randy Merriman. long; 
highly successful in the same ca- i 
pacity. for the “Big Payoff” net- ; 
work show. Secondly, it brings; 
back Into video importantly a long f 
absence during which nearly all of j 
its advertising money was budg-; 
eted to newspapers Dayton’s, one ; 
of the nation's largest and most i 
successful : department stores,? 
which co-sponsors the show with ; 
The Twin City Savings A Loan. : 
The latter, incidentally, claims to 
be the country’s largest such asso-; 
ciation and it’s the biggest indiyid-1 
Ual user of tv and radio time in/ 
these parts. I 

Merriman, who quit New’ York I 
and the network to return to his V 
home town and join WCGQ (local; 
CBS outlet) as a staffer at what lie -• 

(Continued on page 48) I 

REPORT CARD 1958 
With John Daly, Quincy Howe, 

John Secondary Edward P. Mor¬ 
gan, Robert Flemihg, Don God¬ 
dard ' 

Producer: Mary Laing 
Director: Marshall Dfskin 
Film Director: Robert Northshield 
60 Mins., Mon. (5), 7j30 pan. 
ABC-TV, from New |York (live Sc 

film) 
Given a couple of bucks and a 

little airtime, it’s axiomatic that. 
John ~ Daly, ABC-TV’s veepee in 
charge of news and public affairs, 
can put together quite a pubaffair 
one-shot/ But a coqple of bucks 
arid a little airtime come all too 
rarely to Daly & Co./ who on Mon¬ 
day (5) night devotedlan hour (hav¬ 
ing had to wait until the web’s 
commercial Monday iked was over 
for the summer) to Ian enlighten¬ 
ing, nicely balanced and positively- 
stated study of the Arperican school 
system. \ 

Reversing the recent reportorial 
trend, ABC-TV commentators, sent 
out into the field by imaestro Daly 
to o.o.. the latest iri educational 
practices, came back pith iriforma- 
tive reports on w’hatj good school¬ 
ing looks l>ke, Edwajrd P. Morgan 
went to Hagerstown; Md.r for a 
closeup of closed-circuit tv teach¬ 
ing, Quincy Howe to’ Rock Island, 
Ill., on science studies, Washington 
Bureau chief John Secondari 4;o 
Hicksyille; L.I., on language train¬ 
ing, Don Goddard to Portland, Ore., 
and Lewis County, N.Y., for the 
handling of “able” iiq., gifted) stu¬ 
dents, and Robert Fleming to Jop¬ 
lin, Mo., to prove “Johnnys can 
read, and do.” ; 

In less than 10 minutes, each of 
the net staffers covered by film and 
a brief live arialysis wjiat gives and, 
more important, w’hat the possibilr 
ities are for more educatiorially re¬ 
tarded areas of the United States, 

ABC needed more airtime to 
compare the findings to those of 
other schools. But perhaps that 
should be the subject matter for a 
second show. Art. 



UfistiEfr Wcdrfegflayv May 7, 1958 

television’s most celebrated series 

LASSIE 
now available for the first time 

to help you sell locally 

JEFF’S COLLIE 

Honored in two successive seasons with the Emmy, and with the 

Peabody Award * its greatest fame is in the marketplace where 

it has attained a brilliant sales-poroducing record, far outrating 

all series placed in opposition on the networks. As JEFF’S 

COLLIE, it will do the same for you right in your 

own market. Wire or phone Michael M. Sillerman, 

Executive Vice-President, TPA, 488 Madison Avenue1 

New York City, Plaza 5-2100. 

THE ‘‘EMMY** 
PEABODY AWARD 
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MOBILE Stations; WALA, WKRG. .TV Homes: 59,400. Survey Dates: March 14-21, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
PROGRAM—HAY—TIME STA. 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ... .. WKRG 
Adventures of McGraw (Tuos, 8-8:30) WALA 
Wells Fariio (Mon. 7:30-8:00) . . WALA 
Restless Gun 'Mon. 7:05-7:30) WALA 
Father Knows Best <Wed. 7:30-8:00) WALA 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). . WKRG 
Steve Alien (Sun. 7:00-8:00) _...WALA 
Dinah Shore (Sun. 8:00-9:00). :;. .,, WALA 
Twenty One (Mon. 8:00-8:30) ... .WALA 
Ozzie & Harriet i Wed: 8:00-8:30).. WALA 
Pprry Como (Sat. 7:00-8*00) WKRG 
Phil Silvers (Fri. 8:00-8:30) :...... WKRG; 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ....... WKRG 
tPopeye (M-F 4:30-5:00> . ,..... WKRG 
'•Boston Blackle (M-F 5:30-6:00).... .WALA 
tllome Edition (M-F 6:00-6:15) . . WKRG 
tChuckwagon Charlie (M-F 4-4:30). _ WKRG 
tMr. District Attorney (M-F 5-5:30). WALA 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. WKRG 
iNews. Sorts.. Wea. (M-F 10-10:15) WALA 
t5 Star Final (M-F 10:30-10:45). . . WKRG 
J>Dixon on Disc (M-F 4:00-5:00) WALA 

RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

403 i. Whlrlybirds (Sat. 9:30) /-s. 
42.3 2. Harbor Command (Tues.. 7:30) ... 
•42.3 3. Silent Service (Fri. 9:30) 
40 8 4, Highway Patrol (Thurs, 8:00) . 
40 3 4. Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 9:30> .... 
««« 5* Rosemary Ciqonev (Tues. 9:30) ..., 
38 8 6. Famous Fights (Fri. 9:30) ---:■- 

■38.3 7. State Trooper (ThurS. 9:00) 
38.3 8. Reader’s Digest (Sim. 8:30) ..... 
378 9. capt. David Grief (Wed. 8:30) . ... 
37.6 io. Badge T1.4- (Sat. 10:00) . 
37.8 ii. Sheena. Qu--en of Jungle (Tues. 6). 

• V-.- 12. 
AY. is. 

RTG. 
—- 13. 

511 „ 
20.7 13. 
20.6 14. 
205 19.8 15. 
196 iV 19.3 16. 
17.9 . 
17.5 1J. 

.16,5 17. 

Boots and Saddles (Fri: 6:30) 
Annie Oakley (Wed. 6:00) 

Frontier Doctor (Fri. 6:00)_ 

Gray Ghost. (Thurs. 7:00) 
Star Performance (Wed. .10:00) 

Jungle Jim (Thurs. 6:00); ., 

Ramar of the Jungle (Mon. 6:00): 

Cisco Kifl (Thurs. 6:30) 
Deooy (Tues, 10:00) .... 

HCATED SHOWS AY. AY. TOP COMPETITION AY. 
STA. DISTRB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

WKRG . CBS 40.3 61 Your Hit Parade ..... . LJWALA 25.8 
WALA ... Ziv. 39.8 63 Eve Arden ......... ...V/KRG 23.3 
WKRG ...NBC 35.8 54 Famous Fights ...WALA 30.8 
WALA •,. Ziv 33.3 49 Shower of Stars..... ...WKRG 33,8 
WALA ... NTA 33.3 55 Circle Theatre ...... . WKRG 27.3 
WALA ...MCA 31.3 50 Playhouse 57 ......... ...WKRG 31.8 
WALA . Wimk 30.8 4*? Silent Service ....... . . WKRG 35:8 
WALA ...MCA :• 30.3 47 Playhouse 90 ........ ...WKRG 34.8 
WKRG .. Telestar 29.8 44 Dinah Shore _ ___ ...WALA 388 
WAT A ... Canid 29.3 45 I’ve Got a Secret...... ...WKRG 358 
WKRG . ..NBC 27.8 59 Lawrence Weik ...... .: WALA 19.3 
WALA . . . ABC; 27.3 59 (Home Edition .... 

1 CBS News ....... 
. .WKRG 

.. .WKRG 
18.5 
19.0 

WKRG . . NBC 26.8 47 Texas Rangers ...... ..WALA 30.3 
WALA. .. QBS 263 58 (Home Edition ...... 

1 CBS News . . . . . . 
...WKRG 
.. .WKRG 

19.0 
19.5 

WALA. ,.. HTS 26.3 54 f Home Edition ....... 
1 CBS News ......... 

.. . WKRG 

...WKRG 
22.5 
23.0 

WKRG' . CBS 26.3 42 Groucho Marx ..,;..., ...WALA 36.3 
WKRG . Official 23.3 60 S News, Sports, Wea.., 

\ Million $ Movie.!..., 
...WALA 
...WALA 

16.5 
14.0 

WALA: . . . Screen Gems 23.0 51 ( Home Edition i, 
1 CBS News 

.. . WKRG 

.. .V/KRG 
22.0 
23.0 

WALA. .. TP A 22.8 52 f Home Edition . . ...., 
l CBS News . . .... .. 

...WKRG 

... WKRGr 
20.5 
21.0 

WALA .. Ziv 21.8 ^3 Lone Ranger .... ..WKRG 29.3 
WKRG. Official 21.B 54 (News. Sports. Wea.., 

1 Providence Hosd. 
...WALA 
, - WALA 

19.0 
18.5 

BOISE Stations: KBOI, KIDO. TV Homes; 35;400. Survey Dates; March 10-17. 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Disney Land (Mon: 7:00-8:00) ...... KIDO 
2. Lineup (Fri. 6:00-8:30) KBOI 
3. Ernie Ford (Wed. 8:30-9:00) :.. KIDO 
4. Shirley Temple (Mon. 6:00-9:00) . . .KIDO 
5. Leave It to Beaver (Thurs. 7-7:30). .KBOI 
6. To Tell the Truth (Tues. 9:30-10:00) KBOI 
7. Trackdown (Fri. 7:00-7:30) ......... KBOI 
8. Betty White (Fri. 9:15-9:45) ....... KBOI 
9. Californians (Wed. 6:00-8:30) ....... KIDO 
9. Zane Grey (Fri. 7:30-8:00) ... ... KBOI 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tBack Fence Theatre (M-F 6-6:30).. KBOI 
2. tFun Land Express (M-F 5:00-6:00).. KBOI 
3. tEddy’s CBS Newsreel (M-F 6:45-7 >.. KBOI 
4. fWeather, Misc. (M-F 6:30-6:45) KBOI 
5. tHometown Rptr.. Wea. (M-F 6:45-7) KIDO 
6. -5 Shell News, Rptr. (M-F 6:30-6:45). KIDO 

—7. +Chan. 2 Theatre (T.W 10:00-11:30) :KBOI 
8. tChan. 2 Corral. Misc. (M-F 4:30-5) . KBOI 
9. ♦Brighter Day (M-F 4:15-4:30) . .KBOI 

10. -+ Kampiis Karnival (M-F 5:30-6:00). KIDO 

48.5 2. 
43.3 , 

428 5. 
41.3 8. 

24 5 15. 
21f 16* 

Crusadrr (Fri. 8:30) ..... , . KBOI ... ., MCA 44.3 67 (Boxing : .;. 
( Review of this Week.. 

..KIDO 
KEDO 

22.0 
21.0 

Whlrlybirds (Tues. 7:30) ........., ... KBOI... .. CBS 39.3 60 Adventures of McGraw . KIDO 25.8 
26 Men (Sat. 7:00) ,. . . ,, KBOI... ..ABC 38.3 58 Union Pacific .....- . KIDO 27.8 
Michaels in Africa (Wed. 7:30) .. •.KBOI .. .. Guild 37.8 59 Unchained Goddess . ..KIDO 26.8 
Highway Patrol (Tues. 8:30) . .KBOI... ..Ziv 37.3 53 Top Tunes, New Talent - KIDO 32.8 
Soldiers of Fortune (Fri. 9:45) . ..KBOI. ..MCA ' 37.0 59 .1 Telephone Time -,...> 

1 Thin Man .......... 
p. KIDO 
..KIDO 

260 
23.0 

Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 8:30) .., ; .KIDO... ,. NTA 36.8 .52 Playhouse 90--- --- ..KBOI 338 
Headline (Thurs 7*30) , KBOI... ..MCA 35.8 . .KHIO 31:8 
Sea Hunt (Sun, 9:00) .........;! .KBOI.., . .Ziv 35.3 5.1 State Trooper ........ ..KIDO 338 
State ITooper (Sim. 9:00) ......... KIDO... .. MCA 33.3 49 Sea Hunt... . . KBOI 358 
Frontier^ (Thurs. 7:30) ... ...., . KIDO,.. . . NBC 31.8 47 Headline^.... ..KBOI 35.8 
Dr. Christian (Mon. . 9:00) ,:....., .. KBOI.... ..Ziv 31.3 45 Loretta Young ....... . .KIDO' 388 
Silent Service (Sat. 9:00) .....: .KIDO-..... .. NBC 31.3 45 Perry Mason ... . ..KBOI 37.8 
Last of the Mohicans. (Sat. 5:00) . .KBOI... .. TPA 30:3 70 All Star Golf ......... ..KIDO 12.8 
Martin Kane (Fri. 10:15)... ..;; .KBOI.,; .. Ziv 27.3 57 (Thin Man .......... ..KIDO 22.3 

V ) Nite Desk . .. ....... ,. KIDO 18.0 
Men of Annapolis (Fri. 9:00)...... ..KIDO... .. Ziv 26.5 38 Betty White ........ :.kboi 428 
Sky King (Sat. 5:30) . KBOI... . . Nabisco 23.3 62 ^hppna—Jnn^lo . .KIDO 148 
I Search for Adventure (Fri. 7:30). .KiDo..; .... Bagnall 22.8 36 Zane, Grey ........... ..KBOI 40.8 
Death Yalley Days (Sim. 4:30) ..... ..KIDO... , ..U. S. Borax 228 67 20th Century ......... ..KBOI 10.8 
Casey Jones (Sun. 6:30) . !:kbol. . .. Screen Gems 21.3 36 Restless Gun .... 1.;. .KIDO 878 

PUEBLO Stations: KCSJ, KKTV. TV Homes: 25,500. Survey Dates: March 10-17, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 8:00-8:30) ...... KKTV 
Real McCoys (Wed. 8:30-9:00) .. .KCSJ 
This Is Your Life (Wed. 8:00-8:30). .KCSJ 
Perry Como (Sat. 6:00-7:00) ...... KCSJ 
Loretta Young (Sun. 8:00-8:30) ..... KCSJ 
Lux Show (Thurs. 8:00-8:30). . . KCSJ 
Adv’ntures of McGraw (Tues. 7-7:30) KCSJ 
Lineup (Fri. 8:00-8:30) . ..:........ KKTV 
Millionaire (Sat. 8:30-9:00) ........ KKTV 
Suspicion (Mon. 8:00-9:00) ----- .KCSJ 
Wagon Train (Sat. 7:00-8:00) ....... KCSJ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tN’ws, Wea., Spts., Misc. M-F 9-9:i5) KCSJ 
tStar Theatre (M.W 9:15-10:45) ... KCSJ 
tWea., Misc* (M.T.Th. 10:30-10:45). .KKTV 
yPopeye, Misc. (M-F 4:00-4:45).. ... . KKTV 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 9-9:30 a.m.).. KCSJ 
♦Tic Tac Dough (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.) KCSJ 
♦It Could Be You (M-F 10:30-11 a.m.) KCSJ 
♦Matinee Theatre (M-F 1:00-2:00).. KCSJ 
♦NBC News (M-F 5:15-5:30) . ... . .KCSJ 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 2:00-2:45) KCSJ 

1.. Star Performance (Fri. 8:30).. . ..KKTV.. .. .Official 37.0 58 Press Box ..; ^..... ..KCSJ 26.8 
2. Kingdom of the Sea (Mon: 7:30).. .KCSJ.. . . Guild 368 61 December Bride ...... ..KKTV 238 
3. Harbor Command (Tues. 8:30) . . . . KCSJ.. .. Ziy 35.8 55 Celebrity Playhouse .. •KKTV 298 
3. If You Had 1 Million (Mon. 9:00).. .KCSJ.. ., MCA 35.8 60 Bunts and Allen. . . .C. .KKTV 23.8 
4. Martin Kane (Tues. 8:00) ..KCSJ.. ..Ziv 34.5 53 $64*000 Question ..... ..KKTV 308 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 8:30).,. .: KKTV.. .. .NTA 31.8 49 Jane Wyman ......... ..KCSJ 338 
5. State Trooper (Sun. 7:30) ....!. .. KKTV . * ...MCA 31.8 50 Dinah Shore ..... ..KCSJ 3i.8 
6, Boots & Saddles (Sun. 8:30)..... ..KCSJ.. ..NBC •31.3 49 Maverick ............. ..KKTV 338 
6, 26 Men (Thurs. 7:00) .......,.,.. . .KCSJ.. .^BC 31.3 51 Pat Boone ............ .KKTV 308 
7. Silent Service (Mon. 8:30) . ...... ..KKTV.. ,. NBC 30.8 47 Suspicion ............ ..KCSJ 358 
8. Stage 7 (Mon. 8:00) ..:.......... .KKTV.. ...TPA 30:3 47 Suspicion ............ ..KCSJ 348 
9. Sea Hunt (Fri, 9:00) :. ....,...... .kcsJ.;, ,.. Ziv 30.6 57 Search for Adventure., ..KKTV 228 

10. Death Valley Days (Fri. 6:30K.. .KCSJ... .. U. S. Borax 29.8 57 Robin Hood . . . . .... ..KKTV 22.8 
11. Celebrity Playhouse (Tues. 8:30) . . .KKTV.. . . .Screen G,ems 29.5 45 Harbor Command ..... ..KCSJ 35.8 
12. Annie Oakley (Thurs. .6:00) 1 ..KKTV;. ..CBS 29 3 53 Groucho Marx ........ ..KCSJ 25.8 
12. Byline (Wed. 7:00) .'.. ^ ..! ; .KCSJ... .. .Alexanders 29,3 51 Honeymooners ....... ..KKTV 28.5 
13. Combat Sergeant (Mon. 6:00) ...:. ..KCSJ... ...NTA 28.8 59 Ozzie and Harriet.,*.. . .KKTV 20.0 
14. Honeymooners (Wed. 7:00) ....... .. KKTV. . ..CBS 28 5 49 By Line -........ . .KCSJ 298 
15. Charlie Chan (Fri. 7:00) ........... ..KCSJ... ...TPA 288 51 Texas Rangers .....:.. . .KKTV 27.0 
16. Capt. David Grief (Sun. 8:00) .. .. KKTV.. .. Guild 27.8 44] Loretta Young .. ..KCSJ 36.9 

ANCHORAGE Stations: KENI, KTVA. TV Homes: 15,900. Survey Dates: March 10-17, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Playhouse 96 (Wed. 8:30-10:00) ... KTVA 48.4 2. 
2. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:00-9:30). .KTV A 46.8 3* 
3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:30-10:00) ..... KTVA 46.3 4. 4. Wyatt Earp (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) .... .KENI 45.3 
5. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:30-10:00) .. ..KENI 448 5. 
6. Pat Boone (Thurs. 9:00-9:301 ...... . .KENI 43.3 
7. Disneyland (Thurs. 7:30-8:30) :... . :KENI 42.8 6- 
8. Millionaire (Tues. 9:30-10:00) .;.. . .KTVA 42.3 7. 
8. Oh Susanna (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ..... . . KTVA 42r3 8. 9. I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 8:00-8130). . KTVA 40.3 

People's Choice (Thurs. 9:30-10:00) . „KENI 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

iNews Hilites, Misc. (M-F 10-10:15) . KTVA 
iKartoon Kara. Misc. (M-F 6-6:30). .KENI 
tNews (M-F 6:30-7:00) ... .KENI. 
tMGM Theatre (M.W.F 10-Signoff) KTV A 
i Weather. Misc. (M-F 6:45-7:00) . . KTVA 
fCBS Newsreel (M-F 6:30-6:45) . KTVA 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:00-6:00) KENI 
tHostess House *M-W.F 3:30-4:30>.. KTVA 
tBuckarocs <M-W.F 4:3Q-5:30> KTVA 
vKitehen Kapers (M,W,F 4:00-4:30) KTVA 

San Francisco Beat (Tues. 8:30) 
Kingdom of the Sea (Mon. 8:30) . 

Twenty Six Men (Mon. 9:00) .. .. 
Susie (Wed. 7:30) .;.: . 

-- 10. 
11. 
12. 

299 13. 
27.4 13 
258 
23.8 .'**• 
23.8 15. 

16- 

Big Story (Sun. 7:30) .. ........ 
I Search for Adventure (Sun. 6:30) 
Molly (Thurs. 8:00) ....."V-.-/:. 

Telesports Digest (Wed. 7:15) . . 
Florian Zaback (Thurs. 9:00) . 
Championship Bowling (Sun. 5:00) 
Telesp?r:s Digest (Tues. 7:00). 
My. Hero (Sun. 9:30) .. . i. . .... i. 

..KTVA.. .. TPA r39.3 

..KTVA.. .. .CBS 378 

..KTVA.. .. .Guild 35.0 

..KTVA.. .. CBS 348 

..KENI... ..ABC 333 

..KTVA.. , . .NTA 33.0 

..KENI... ..ABC 32.3 

.. KTVA.. .. TPA 31.8 

..KTVA.. .. .Screen Gems 313 

..KENI.,. . .Official 30.3 

. . KTVA.. .. .Bagnall 26.3 

.KTVA.. .. .Guild 24.0 
)) .KTVA.. .. Guild 23.3 
> .KTVA.. .. .Gross Krasne 238 
..KTVA,. ...Guild 22.3 
..KENI... . . Tel-RA 22.0 

KTVA.. . . Guild 21.3 
i .KTVA.. .. .W. Schwimmer 21.1 

. KTVA:. .. Tel-RA 21.0 
.KTVA.. .. Official * 20.3 

34pWyatt Earp 

...KENI 21.5 

...KENI 22.0 

...KENI 308 

...KENI 348 

...KENI 16.5 

...KENI 20.0 

...KTVA 33.8 

...KENI 24.0 

...KTVA 338 

. * • KENI 308 

...KTVA 338 

...KTVA 338 
•. .KENI 29.3 
...KENI 448 
...KENI 45.3 
.. .KENI 4A.3 
...KENI 388 
.. ’KTVA 39.5 
...KENI 43.3 
...KENI 20.0 
.. .KENI 37.8 
.. KENI , 44.8 



ERIE, Pa. Stations: W|GU, WSEE. TV Homes: 66,700. Survey Dates: March 10-17, 1953. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS. 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME S 

1. . Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).. 
2. Groueho Marx (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)... 
2. Wells Fargo (Mori. 8:30-9:00)-•/. i 
3. Sugar Foot (Tues. 7:00-8:00).. 
4. M Squad (Fri. 9:00-9:30) .. .. . 
4. bzzie Sc Harriet (Fri. 9:30-10:001 
8. Bob Cummings (Tues. 9:30-10:00).. . 
5. Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30) .. 
6. George Gobel (Tues. 8:00-9:00).. 
6. Life of Riley (Fri. 8:30-9:00) 

STA. RTG. RK. 

WICU 51.0 1. 
WICU 50.5 2. 
WICU 50.5 3. 
WICU 49.5 4. 
WICU 49.3 5. 
WICU 49.3 
WICU 48.8 6. 
WICU 488 7.. 
WICU 48.3 8. 
WICU 48.3 9. 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS AV. 12. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. |3. 

1. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) ..WICU 38.0 15. 
2. *NBC News (M-F 8:45-7:00) .......WICU 32.6 
3. tDateline, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45)... . .WICU 318 15- 
4. tWea.,.News (M-F 11:00-11:15) .. . . .WICU 31.4 ^... 

. 5. tCandy-Lane (M.W.F, 6:00-6:30) ■.... WICU 28.4 16. 
6. * Sports (M-F 11:15-11:30) . ....... WICU 24.7 ■ 
7. ♦Queen For A Day (M-F 4:00-4:45) .. WICU 18.4 17- 
8. *Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.) .WICU 18.3 
9. ♦Modern Romances (M-F 4:45-5).WICU 17.4 .W- 

10. ♦Treasure Hunt (M-F 10:30-11 a.m.). WICU 16.9 'iW 

Gray Ghost (Thurs. 7:30). 
Studio 57 (Thurs. 9:00) 

Twenty Six Men (Fri. 7:30) 
Boots and Saddles (Fri. 7:00> 

Count of Monte Cristo. (Tue 
Star Performance (Sat. m 
Mama (Tues. 8:30) 
Legionnaire : (Sat. 1:00). 
Amos V Andy (Fri. 9:00):. 
Ramar of the Jun^e (Sat. 
Stage 7 (Tues. 10-30)...:. 
Pnpeye (M-F 6:00) -.. : 
Cisco Kid (Fri. 6:30) ..; .. 

Range Rider (Wed. 6:30) .......... WSEE 

Gene Autry (Mon. 6;30> ... .■... WSEE 

Last of the Mohicans (Tues. 6:30) . - WSEE 

Donovan,. W. Marshal (Thurs. 6:30) WSEE 

Highway patrol (Sat. 7:00) , . WSEE 

YNDICATED SHOWS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

-WICU CBS 46.3 73 Bet. Preston ........ .. WSEE 16.8 
:WICU MCA 44.8 64 Climax .. : ., WSEE 24.8 
WICU 7'v 44.5 71 Bachelor Father . ,.. V\SFE 18.3 
WICU ; .ABC ,38 3 6-1 T.oave It To Beaver.. !! WSFE 218 
WICU .,: NBC 37-3 73 I Frielard Newsreei . 

J CBS Ne\vs ’ wsttv; 
13.5 
14.0 

30) WICU 7;v 36.5 67 Stage 7 _ __ . WSFE 18.3 
)).. WICU . . . TFA 28.3 63 PoDeve. . ..... V^S^E 16.3 

• WICU ..O^icial 26 0 pH Chamn Bowling ...... *" -\uQia.-ia 32.3 
.WSFIC ,..CR S 20,8 30 George Onbel ! ; WTCTT 47.8 
.WICU ■Tr>4 20.3 60 Western Theatre .... .. WSFE 13.3 
.WSviR ■ /.. r« S 19.8 ?9 M Snuad ..... . WTCTT 49.3 
wicu .... TP A.. 18.8 57 Western Theatre .... W.sfe 14.3 

. WSF.F : . - TPA 18.3 33 .Science Fiction . . ... ■Wtrij 36.5 
-WSFE :. . AAP 16:3 36 Candv-Lane . . ... ! . wicu 31 3 
:WSEE ....; ZiV 15.8 33 f Date t ine Wea. ... 

1 NBC News . 
.. WTCTT 
.. W-TCTJ 

31.5 
320 

:wsee ...CBS 15.8 31 (Date Tine Wea, ... 
1 NBC News .... 

.. WICU 
, wrrij 

345 
34.5 

-WSEE CBS 153 33 ( Date I.ine. Wea. ,.. 
1 NBC News ...... 

.. WICU 

.. wTnj 
30.0 
32.5 

WSEE : TPA ’ 14.5 31 Ttw*» Tine. Wea. ... 
t 7TBC News . . ... 

. WTnj 

.' Wtgtj 
31.5 
32.0 

10)’ WSEE NBC.. 14.3 31 f Date T:ine Wea. ... 
1 NBC News ......., 

, . WTCTT 
.. WTCTJ 

31.5 
31J5 

WSEE Ziv . ' 13.8 26 NaYrw T.o«* WTCTT 40.3 

LUBBOCK, Tex. Stations: KCBD, KDUB. TV Homes: 41,700. Survey Dates: March 1-28, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke JSat. 9:00-9:30).. .... KDUB 
Have Gun WU1 Travel (Sat. 8:30-9).. KDUB 
Oh Susanna (Sat. 8:00-8:30)...... i KDUB 
Colt..45 (Sat. 9:30-10:00) ----- .KDUB 
Sugar Foot (Tues. 8:30-9:30). J... : KCBD 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00). . . KDUB 
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) . . /i .KCBD 
Person To Person (Fri. 9:30-1(^00)... KDUB 
Adv. of McGraw (Tues. 8:00-8:30) ...KCBD 
I've Got A Secret (Wed. &30-6:00):. KDUB 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) .... . 
tNews, Wea., Feature (M-F 6-6:15) . 
tLooney Tunes, Mlsc, (M-F 5-6)... 
tNews, Wea. (M-F 10:30-10:4$).... 
tNews- (M-F 10:30-10:45). 
tNews, Wea. (M-F 0100-6:15) ........ 
tHere's Howell (M-F 6:15-6:30). .. 
tWe*, Feature (M-F 10:45-11:00).,.. 
♦Queen For A Day (M-F 3:-3:45).. 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a m.). 

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 6:30).. ... . 

Sheriff of Cochise (Mon. 8:30)..... 
Silent Service (Fri;8:30) .. ...... 
Highway patrol (Sun. 9:30) ........ 
26 Men CSat. 7:30). ?v.V. . . .... . 
Amos *n* Andy (Sun. 9:30) ........ 

Official Detective (Tues.7:30) 

Victory at Sea (Fri. 7:30). ..:....:.. 
Mike Hammer (Tues. 9:30).. 
Stories of the Century (Mon. 10:00). 
Kingdom of the Sea (Wed. 10:00). . 
Gray Ghost (Mon. 7:30) . .:........ 

Looney Tunes (M-F 5:00).. 1. .V..., 

Superman ’ (Mon. 5:30).. .... 
Rocky Jones, Ranger (Sat. .10:30 a.m 
Cisco Kid (Thurs: 6:30) .: 
Championship Bowling (Sat. 5:30). 

Top Plays of '58 (M-F~i:00).,:.,. 

My Little Margie (Sat. 11 a.m,). 

COLUMBIA-JEFFERSONCITY, Mo. 

KDUB . . .. CBS 40.3 67 Cisco Kid .. ...... ... KCBD 19.8 
KCBD .. .NTA . 34.8 51 December Bride .... _KDUB 33.8 
KDUB . ...NBC 33.8 48 Thin Mali ... KCBD 36.3 
KCBD . . . :Z\V 33.3 51 Amos *n* Andy ...KDUB 32.3 
KDUB . ...ABC 32.8 47 P'erry Como .,.,.... ... KCBD 36.8 
KDUB . ...CBS 32,3 . 49 Highway Patrol .... ... KCBD 333. 
KDUB • NTA 29.3 45 George Gobel . ...KCBD 35.8 

-KCBD . .NBC 2815 44 Zane Grey ......... . . . KDUB 368 
KDUB . .. MCA ' • 27.3 41 Bob Cummings. ...KCBD 39.8 

.KDUB -Hollywood 27.3 48 Walter Winchell ;,., ...KCBD 29.8 
KDUB . ..Guild 25.3 . 43 Lawrence Welk . ... KCBD 33.5 
KDUB • .CBS 24.8 38 Wells Fargo .. .. .. . ... KCBD 39.8 
KDUB . .. . Guild : 24.2 65 ( Charrel 11 Mat. .. 

1 Bin Tin Tin ..,.. 
.. .'.RCBD 
... KCBD 

15.4 
15.8 

.KDUB - .: Flamingo 21.8 ■ 56 Hospitality Time .... ... KCBD 11.2 
i KCBD . ...Official, 20.0 64 Sat. Playhouse ...... ... KDUB 11.3 

KCBD ... ..Ziv 19.8 33 Whirlybirds . i: •...... .., KDUB 40:3 
KDUB . .. W. Schwimmer 15.3 45 Lone Ranger ....... ... .KCBD 18.8. 
KCBD . ,. Screen Gems 13.1 53 Beat the Clock ...... ... KDUB 11.7 
KDUB , ..TPA 12.6 43 Channel 11 Mat. .,.. ... KCBD 16.8 
KCBD Official ..... 12.3 45 .Timmv Dean - KDUB 14,8 

: KOMU, KRCQ. TV Homes: 20,400. Survey Dates: March 10-17, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00).......’KOMU 
Gurismoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ...... . .i . KRCG 
Steve Allen (Sun. 7:00-8:00) .. ..KOMU 
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30)-KOMU 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat: 8:30-9). KRCG 
Bob Cummings (Tues, 8:30-9:00).... KOMU 
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) .. KRCG 
Adv. of McGraw (Tues. 8:00-8:30).. . .KOMU 
Groueho Marx (Thurs. 7:00-7:30)... .KOMU 
Dinah Shore (Sun. 8:00-9:00)...,....., ■ KOMU 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tNews-Wea. Roundup (M-F 10-10:15) KOMU 
tWea.-Reg. Roundup (M-F 6-6:15)... KOMU 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30). . ...... .KOMU 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30),.... ;. .KRCG 
tSports Roundup (M-F 10:15-10:30) .: KOMU 
tNews-Wea. Report (M-F 6-6:15) .. KRCG 
tNews-Wea., Mlsc. (M-F 10-10:15)... KRCG 
tShowtime (M-F 5:00-6:00)..... KRCG 
•Jack Paar (M-F 11-Signoff).-..... .KOMU 
♦Dotto (M-F 10:30-11:00 a.m.) ......KRCG 

Highway Patrol (Sun. 6:30)...... .KOMU , Ziv. 42.3 68 Bachelor Father ...... . KRCG 19.8 
Twenty Six Men (Sun. 9:30)....:. . KOMU . ABC 40.3 65 Sun Night Movie . KRCG 21,5 
Martin Kane (Fri, 8:30).......... ..KOMU . Ziv.,. 39.8 59 Ozark Opry . ........ . KRCG 27.3 
Cisco Kid (Thurs: 6:30)..... . .KRCG . ;ZiV 32.8 57 Adv.-Scott Island ..... . KOMU 24,3 
Harbor Command (Thurs. 8:00),. . . . KOMU . Ziv 32.3 48 Climax ............... . KRCG 35.8 
Frontier. Doctor (Fri. 6:30)....... . . KRCG : . HTS 31.0 58 Superman ....... . KOMU 22.8 
Honeymooners (Tues. 9:30)..,... ..KRCG . CBS 29.8 49 Thin Man . .... . KOMU 31.8 
Reader's Digest (Mori. 7:30)...... . .KRCG . . Telestar. 29.3 43 Wells Fargo .......... . KOMU 38.3 
Herald Playhouse (Wed. 9:30) ... . . KOMU . ABC 27.8 43 U. S. Steel Hour ...... . KRCG 36.8 
State: Trooper <Mon. 9:00). .KRCG . ..MCA 27.8 42 Suspicion ...... . KOMU 37.6 
Captain Dayid Grief (Wed. 8:30).. . KOMU . .. Guild . 273 39 I’ve Got A Secret ,.... . KRCG 42.3 
Mike Hammer (Sat. 8:30)...... ..KOMU . mca 24.8 36 Have Gun Will Travel.. .KRCG 44.3 
Whirlybirds (FrL 7:30) .... .KOMU . .CBS 24 5 41 Zane Grey ___...... . KRCG 35.8 
Readeris DigestT(Wed. 7:00).... . ..KRCG : . . . Telestar 23.8 39 Wagon Train ......... . KOMU 37.8 
Sky King (Sat. 6:00).; ......;.. . KOMU .Nabisco 23.3’ 58 Mighty Mouse — . KRCG 16.8 
Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:00)... KRCG . ... Ziv- 21.3 53 Heriio-Maghificent .... . KOMU 18.8 
O. Henry Playhouse (Wed, 10:30) .. . KOMU . .. Gross: Krasne '21.3 59 Feature Parade ....... . KRCG 14.8 
Star Performance (Mon. 10:30)- ... . KOMU Official 19.5 59 Feature Parade ....... . KRCG 13.8 
Death Valley Days (Sat. 6:30).. KRCG . U. S, Borax 18.8 .34 People Are Funny . .. . KOMU 36.8 

Confidential File (Tues. 10:30)..'... . KOMU . . Guild 18.0 541 Champ Bowling --- : KRCG 15.3 

QUINCY, III, HANNIBAL. Mo. Stations: KHQA^VVGEM. TV Hornes; 18,900. Survey Dates: March 10-17, 1958. 

_ TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat, 9:00-9:30).... KHQA 
2. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) . KHQA 
3. Person To Person (Fri. 9:30-10).... .KHQA 
4. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30) ....: KHQA 
4. Tve.Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. KHQA 
8. Red Sketyon (Tues. 8:30-9:00) __KHQA 
5. $64,000 Question (Tues. 9-9:30).KHQA 
1. December Bride (Mon. 8:30-9:00). . ..KHQA 
7. Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30). ...... KHQA 
8. U. S. Steel Hour (Wed. 9:00-10:00) .. KHQA 

‘ TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

L tStag Wea,, News (M-F' 10-10:15)... KHQA 
2. tWorld News, Spt*. (M-F 10:15^10:30) KHQA 
3. ♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..;..... KHQA 
4. tHal Barton Show (M-F 6-6:15)..... KHQA 

■5. tWea., Flying Rptr. (M-F 10-10:15). .WGEM 
6. tNightowl Th. (ltf,T,Th,F 11-Signoff) KHQA 
7. tNews, Misic. (M-F 10:15-10:30) .... WGEM 
8. tChildren’s Hour (M-F 4:00-5:00)... .KHQA 
9. tCactus Club Thea. (M-F 5-5:45)..... KHQA 

10. tNews (M-F 5:45-6:00)........ ..... KHQA 

Dr. Hudson's Bec’t/Jonr: (Tues. 9:30) KHQA - MCA 40.8 59 Wyatt Earp .... .... ... WGEM 27.8 
Twenty Six Men (Fri. 8:30)..:.... ..KHQA . .ABC 40.3 57 Thin Man ... WGEM 29.8 

State Trooper (Mon. 9:00) ... .. KHQA . • MCA 39.8 60 Suspicion ...WGEM 26.8 

Whirlybirds (Sat. 9:30) ......... ..KHQA CBS 39.6 63 Your Hit Parade .... ... WGEM 23.3 

Gray Ghost (Mon. 9:30).. ....... . . KHQA . ..CBS 34.3 54 Suspicion . : . . . . . .. . WGEM 29.5 

Boots and Saddles (Thurs: 6:30).. . . .KHQA - -NBC 26.8 57 Tic Tac Dough ..... ... WGEM 20.3 

Highway Patrol (Thurs. 8:00) .:..'. ...WGEM - .;Ziv . 26.8 41 Cliiriax ... ........ ... KHQA 38.3 

Star Performance (Fri. 6:30)..... ...KHQA . . Official 26.3 54 Broken Arrow ...... . . WGEM 22.3 

Charlie Chan (Mon. 8:30) ... . . . . ; ...WGEM . . TPA 25.3 36 December Bride .... .. KKQA 44.8 

Frontier Dr. (Sun. 9:30).....,.. . .: . WGEM . . HTS 25.3 43 1 What’s My Line ... KHQA 33.8 

Honeymooners (Sun; 6:00)...... V ...KHQA . . CBS 24.3 57 Real McCoys . V...,. ... WGEM 18.3 

Martin Kane (Wed. 9:30)......... ...WGEM . , .Ziv 22.3 34 U. S. Steel Hour .... ... KHQA 43.3 

O. Henry . Playhonse (Fri. 10:30).. ...KHQA . . . Gross Krasne 20.8 61 Gangbusters ........ .. WGEM 133 

Casey Jones (Sun. 5:00)..; ...WGEM • . Screen Gems 20.5 56 jLast Word ------ .., KHQA 16.3 

Texas RaskllP' (Wed. 10:30)...... . KHQA ,, .. Tex. Rass 19.6 63 i ' Code 3 ....... ,.. 

"1 1 Jack Paar ........ 

... WGEM 

. . WGEM . 
11.3 
11.5 

The Falcon (Sat. 6:30) .;....... .. .KHQA . NBC 18.8 41 People Are Funny... ... WGEM 27.3 

Captain Gallant (Fri. 6:00).. .. WGEM TPA 17.3 41 < Hal Barton 
j / CBS News ...... 

. . KHO\ 
. ; KHQ A 

26.0 
27.0 

Skv King (Sat 6 00) . WGEM . ■ Nabisco 17.3 50 Hal Barto 1 ....... . .. KHQ^ 17.3 ■ OKJ AIU§ 

Captain David Grief (Sat. 10:00). :! WGEM. Guild 165 33 Wea, News. 

(News, Spo..‘s ..... ■ !.‘kho\ 
34.5 
33.0 

Duffy's Tavern. (Sit, .5:30)..... ... .KHQA Guild 16.5 47 Lone Rangei. . .. .. .. WGEM ' 18.8 

Men Of Annapolis (Wed. 6:00).... ...WGEM Ziv 16.5 38 * Hi.! Barton 
) CBS News 

i:i' * 
. KHC \ 

26.5 
28 5 



* A year-round series of hour-long comedies, 

musicals and dramatic programs entitled 

“The Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse,”plus 

7 Westinghouse Lucille Bdll-Desi Amaz “specials. 
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r 
Tim eon be sure 

It would be hard to find an advertiser whose range of television 

experience has been so broad and consistent as Westinghouse. 

Week after Week for nine solid years, Westinghouse has demonstrated 

products ranging from an electric light bulb to an atomic power 

station that lights an entire city. 

It has presented to a constantly growing television audience, programs 

of every kind—daytime and nighttime, drama and musicals, one-time 

“specials” arid entire election campaigns. Today the audience for its 

Weekly dramatic program is 28 times larger than it Was nine years ago. 

Last week Westinghouse underscored its confidence in the medium 

it has come to know so well. It announced that next Fall it would 

continue to talk to its custoiriers through a weekly network hour; 

it would embark on an even more ambitious scale of programming;* 

and it wouldincrease its annual television investment. 

What is perhaps most significant about tliis decision is that it is 

not based alone on the spectacular audiences that television 

occasionally delivers—such as the 60 million viewers "who Watched 

Westinghouse messages on the CBS Television .Network during 

the natioiial political conventions. It is based equally on a firm 

belief in the fundamental Values of television: the unique impact 

of each television impression; the vast audience that even 

the average program attracts; and the cumulative effect of these 

impressions week after week over a sustained period of time. 

Like Westinghouse; you can be sure of finding television’s unique 

values—and indeed television’s largest average audiences—on the 

CBS TELEVISION NETWOBK 
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Television Followup Comment 
1 Continued from page. 39 ; 

thing about the 90 minutes were 
those innumerable commercials; 
they tossed in so many at times 
you wondered if they would ever 
get back to the play. Baku, 

Youth Wants To Know 
In commemoration of. Israel’s 

10th anniversary and the upset vic¬ 
tory of the 1948 presidential elec¬ 
tion, “Youth Wants To Know-' on 
Sun. (4> presented former Presi¬ 
dent Harry S. Truman, who is still 
regarded in many circles as the 
spokesman of the Democratic 
party. 

Truman, who usually doesn’t 
mince words, ran true to form be¬ 
fore the grilling of the teenagers. 
He stated that he ^would have han¬ 
dled the Little Rock situation dif¬ 
ferently “than the main in the 
White House” but he declined to 
mention how' because “it: would em- 
barass Mr. Eisenhower;” He also 
suggested giving equal support to 
the Arab nations and to Israel and 
implied he would send arms to Is¬ 
rael because they were not on an 
equal status. On other vital issues 
he suggested that the Federal Gov¬ 
ernment should render educational 
aid to State Governments and he 

felt this could be done without vio- 
I lating the rights of State Govern-; 
ments. 

Steve McCormick acted as mod¬ 
erator of the Theodore Granik pro-; 
duction. Perhaps the fast#moving 
show would come off a little better 
if the teenagers attacked one prob¬ 
lem at a time instead of skipping 
from talk on the recession to the 
problems of Israel and around the 

[same orbit a dozen or so times. In 
{sticking to the sanie basic issue 
those who are questioned would 
have time to give a brief rundown 
on their thoughts instead of the hit 

! and miss treatment. 
Truman himself came off-well 

and he glided through most of. the 
questions like a* duck in water. 
He answered the grilling with re¬ 
spect for both the teenagers and 
their Occasional offbeat questions. 
Unlike most “Youth” show's this 
program was kinescoped. Bern.: 

The Big Picture 
In an official report to the Amer¬ 

ican people, the U.S. Army Sunday 
(4) unreeled “the . dramatic, sus¬ 
penseful story” of the successful 
launchings of. Explorers .1 and III. 
The filmed documentary, seen via 

VARIETY 

WCBS-TV, N. Y., was the 29th is¬ 
sue of ‘‘The Big Picture,” which 
began in 1951 as a regular public 
service feature: for the nation’s tv 
stations. 

Historically this half-hour pro¬ 
gram is an invaluable record of the 
Army’s achievement in the realm 
of missiles. Had the film been 
made available shortly after . last 
January’s firing of the first satel¬ 
lite this documentary would have 
been a top news event. Unfortu¬ 
nately, the sheer volume, of words 
as well as motion picture film cov¬ 
ering the Government’s space proj¬ 
ects the last coUple of months took 
the edge off. ‘‘The Big Picture’s” 
latest episode. 

Carrying .the overall title of 
“Army Satellites.” the documen¬ 
tary carefully retraced the crash 
program that began 84 days before 
launching of Explorer I. How. more 
than 3,000 scientists and techni¬ 
cians put the Jupiter C and its pay 
load together under supervision of 
Dr. Wernher von Braun was inter¬ 
estingly detailed. Dr. von JBraun, 
in a brief appearance before the 
camera, took the occasion to em¬ 
phasize that the public ‘‘needn’t 
believe everything it hears about 
inter-service rivalry.” . Gilb. 

Houston—Jaques Foti, a George 
Liberace discovery and former Eu¬ 
ropean vocalist and pianist, has be¬ 
gun a Monday through Friday mid- 

might show', on KGUL-TV. 

On the center spread appears the first 

advertisement announcing the sale of the 

famous Lassie series for syndication. 

So great has been the demand for this 

show that, prior to general release, these 

represent but a few of the hundred-plus 

markets from A to Z already sold! 

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. . . . WFBG 
Amarillo,Tex. . . . . KFDA 
Ames-Des Moines, Iowa . . KRNT 
Atlanta, Ga. . .WLW-A 

For your market, contact 

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, NY. 

Why has there been such widespread 
acceptance of jeep's C0LLiE?.The query 
provides its own ianswers—an answer 
in another question —Why should any 
television marketer pass up an oppor¬ 
tunity to have the famous LASSIE series, 
first run off network? Here are a few 
markets already scheduled. 

Bakersfield, Calif. . . . . . . KERO 
Baton Rouge, La. WAFB 
Bellingham, Wash.. . . KVOS 
Binghamton, N.Y. . . . . WNBF 

Butte, Mont. . 

Bismarck, N. D. ; , . . . . . . KFYR 
Boise, Idaho . • . . KIDO 
Boston, Mass. . . v . . . . . WBZ 
Buffalo, N. Y. . . . . . . ... . WGR 

a.. KXLF 

For your market, contact 

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. tpa 

A normal American boy and his pet 
collie—these are the ingredients of en¬ 
tertainment welcomed in every home, 
by every family... the ingredients of 
Jeffs collie, - with Tommy Rettig and 
Lassie,: And because it has universal 
television (home entertainment) appeal, 
it is already scheduled, before general 
announcement, in these markets.* 

Cadillac, Mich. . . . . . WWTV Chico, Calif.. . . . .. . . • KHSL 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. ... . . KFVS Cleveland, Ohio . . WJW 
Charleston, W. Va. ...... WCHS Colorado Springs, Colo. , KKTV 

Columbus, Ga. WRBL 

For your market, contact 

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 
tpa 
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From the. NBC-TV game room (for fun, not for money) there are 
two time diversions at hand. Leonard Stern, currently writing for the 
Steve Allen Show and formerly writer for the Phil Silvers and Jackie 
Gleason shows, and. Roger Price, writer and tv comic and the giiy 
who invented the sub-art form slugged “Droodles,” have come up 
with an. item called ‘‘Mad Libs,” a do-it-yourself laugh kit to be. re¬ 
leased around the country by Pocket Books, Inc. ‘‘Mad Libs” is the 
game that Allen has been playing recently bn his Sunday, show. 

Then there are two new Dave Garroway “Wide Wide World” games— 
“Auto-Bingo” and ‘‘License-Bingo” designed for playing in cars, buses, 
and trains. The games have been licensed by California National Pro¬ 
ductions, Inc., NBC subsidiary to Midwestern Publishing Co. “Auto- 
Bingo" and “License-Bingo” are played with. numbers from license 
plates, signs and billboards. 

Barbasol is promoting a “Barbasol Night” Wednesday, May 14, in 
conjunction with firm’s sponsorship of CBS Radio’s “Sports Time” with 
Phil Rizzuto, at new Rizzuto-Berra Lanes (bowling alley) in Clifton, 

■N. J. Both Berra and Rizzuto will be on hand, as will other Yankee 
players. Evening will feature bowling match between newspaper men 
and baseball players with winner’s trophy from Barbasol.. Sponsor has 
reserved alley’s lounge for major portion of evening for N.L cutsomers 
of product. There’ll be free drinks, food and bowling for execs of 
food chains, rack jobbers, chain drug store employees and personnnel 
of major retail stores. 

First reports on NBC Press Department’s installation of teletype 
machines in leading dailies across the country to feed tv editors with 
hews, last-minute corrections, etc., were of highly encouraging nature. 
Forty major dailies in 28 cities, including the 20 Trendex areas, are 
now fully set with last-minute news and bulletin coverage. 

In Philadelphia, for example, when the NBC offer to setup teletype 
communications into the city rooms was first made, two of the three 
dailies said yes, but one nixed the idea, on the grounds there wasn’t 
space available for the* machine. Soon after the two newspapers had 
their machines installed and last-minute major NBC news began flow¬ 
ing in rapidly, the holdout daily immediately requested similar serv- 

Press department’s biggest current problem is stemming requests 
from leading tv weeklies around the country anxious to get last-min¬ 
ute teletype stories and. corrections from the web. Present budget of 
press department, however, prevents it from extending service to 
weeklies; 

Radio Reviews 
MASLAND COLOR ROUNDUP 
With Ralph Bellamy, Robert Pres¬ 

ton, Judy Holliday, Andy Grif¬ 
fith, Eydie Gonne, Andy Wil¬ 
liams, Ames Bros., Herb Shriner, 
Edgar Bergen, Ray Charles Sing¬ 
ers 

Producer-Director: Dee Engelbach 
Writer: Allan Sloane 
120 Mins.; Sun. (4), 6 p.m. 
M. C. H. MASLAND 
CBS Radio, from N.Y. 

{Anderson & Cairns) 
The two-hour talent “spectacu¬ 

lar” put on by CBS Radio Sunday 
(4) night proved again that radio, 
like the legit stage, is a fabulous- 
invalid which, despite its dimi¬ 
nished popular status in the cur¬ 
rent era, continues to pack a solid 
entertainment punch. 

The 120-minute stretch had 
many, funny, tuneful, relaxing mo¬ 
ments, overall quite an enjoyable 
interlude. There were some weak 
spots, the conceit of a color radio 
spectacular as a tie-in with the 
Masland carpet merchandising may 
have been good commercialization, 
but it was overplayed to the point 
of silliness. Caught in that over¬ 
play was Judy Holliday, whose 
number associating sounds with 
color, suffered from being over¬ 
done. 

The not-so-gpod Holliday bit 
though was compensated by a 
splash of fun offered by Edgar Ber¬ 
gen, Andy Griffith and Herb 
Shriner. Bergen and Charlie, 
along with other members of the 
cast, took some tickling jabs at tele¬ 
vision. Shriner. played some topi¬ 
cal gags about the recession to good 
effect and Griffith had a lulu take¬ 
off on his yersion of “Carmen.” 

Ralph Bellamy, doing the lengthy 
hosting chores, performed ably, 
coming in for some solid yocks in a 
tete-a-tete with Rqbert Preston. 
It was “Sunrise at Campobello” 
versus “Music Man.” A rousing 
“76 Trombones” also was sung. 

Getting into the vocal portion of 
this Variety show, there was Eydie 
Gorme, Andy Williams, Ames Bros, 
and the Ray Charles Singers. They 
Were a pro crew who delivered, 
each in their own style. 

Allan Sloane fashioned a. good 
script and producer-director Dee 
Engelbach held down his reigns 
with distinction and finesse. The 
commercials, unobtrusive in light 
of the experienced enjoyment, 
were delivered by Dorothy Kilgal- 
len and Galen. Drake. David Rose 
composed the special music for the 
guests and for the program. 

' ’ Horo. 

the host, a local restauranteur, now 
takes the full tab. Weekly airing is 
wholly done by young Chris Semos, 
a handsome guy and a natural for 
tv, except that he’s inherited a 
profitable cafe business and will 
stay in that groove. He was invited 
to this successful slot and he’s 
made it a highly listenable Sabbath 
program. 

Semos, from his own collection 
of some 3,000 Greek recordings, 
acts as deejay—but he announces 
each title first in Greek, then in 
English, and gives a quickie theme 
rundown. Explanations are an as¬ 
sist. since vocals are in Greek, but 
Semos’ engaging voice keeps lis¬ 
teners for the spinnings. Interest¬ 
ing segment caught had Semos ex¬ 
plaining two of the waxings, “Take 
Me. Mary; Take Me," and “The 
Last Flowers.” Also, he Interviewed 
a Greek guest, John Frangos, of 
Athens* passport commissioner of 
Greece. They did the interview i« 
both Greek and English, an inter¬ 
esting addenda to the weekly show, 

Semos made only a pair of taste¬ 
ful commercials for his suburban 
restaurant. Bark. 

Kansas City—Walt Bodine has 
been named director of news and 
special events for WDAF and 
WDAF-TV. ' 

KINGS POINT, L. I. 
• Luxury Custom Built V* Room 

Ranch - 
• 4 Room Guost Cottage with 

Fireplace 
• Built by Qwnar 3 Years Ago' 
• IVr.Acras Fully Landscapad 
• 4 Car Garaga and Full Basamont 
• Fully Air Condlllonad; 

ill FI Throughout 
• Pool; Tonnli; Dock Aroo 
• Built In Furniture and 1 Patios 
• 300 Foot for Bus to R.R. 

Asking $125,000.00 
L. WALD CHolsoa. 3-1234 

Costumes, Evening Gowns 
Moop - '0-0 D> ' 

Original Deslqns. Reosoncb Bt'' 

P a fe r i c <s. Q u a I: fy 

Prompt Delivery 

EDYTHE KENDALL Inc. 
39 West 32nd St New York 

LO 4-8207 

A TOUCH OF OLD ATHENS 
With Chris Semos, guests 
Directors: Bill Simmons, Semos 

125 Mins., Sun, (27), 4:05 pan. 
TORCH RESTAURANT 
KSKY, Dallas 

This interesting, offbeat d. j. prb- 
| gram is starting its second year on 
local indie KSKY. It's had co- 

I sponsors since its inception, but: 

WANTED 
by active tv sales firm. TV film*, 
(series and. or pilot). Also script Ideas 
for live network or syndicated tv 
projects; replies confidential.. Details to 
•ox V-510-51 Variety, 154 W. 4itlt St. 

Now York.34 
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Television Reviews 
1 Continued from page 35 ; 

says is no financial sacrifice, is very J 
much of a "name” and magnet lo-: 
cally as a result of his network: 
fame and publicity and previous 
air lane accomplishments with; 
KSTP in the Twin Cities.. 

But more than that, Merriman is 
a genial. cleanout, gaod-looking.; 
articulate" young man who’s a 
smoothie for this type of quiz and 
giveaway program. 
. Instead of one of the WCCO stu¬ 
dios. the shows are staged in the 
large Dayton’s auditorium to ac¬ 
commodate the crowds and the 
store itself distributes the . tickets. 
On show caught, Merriman had 
One .woman contestant searching 
for another on the store’s main 
floor and giving two fair sex mem¬ 
bers chances to win currency 
ground out from a “money ma¬ 
chine" by answering questions in 
competition with each other. 

As part of the show, too, lie went 
Into the audience to meet and in¬ 
terview members ana give them 
the opportunity also to cop prizes 
by expressing their ideas on the 
subjects which he propounds. 

The'Cash giveaways are modest 
In amount (one woman won $18) 
and the other prizes rather minor 
for the most part. 

Merriman interviews interesting¬ 
ly and peppers the proceedings 
with impromptu wit and clever 
commentary. He and several 
others handle the commercials 
well. 

All in all, it impresses as a show 
calculated to fill a daytirnC spot 
nicely and to attract a sizable fol¬ 
lowing, Rees. 

Foreign TV Reviews 

FILMSTADT BERLIN 
(Filmtpwn Berlin) 
With Berthold Ebbeeke, narrator 
Producer: SFB Berlin (West) 
Director: Reinhard Eisner 
45 Mins.: Fri., 9 p.m. 
W-German. TV, from Berlin 

“Filmtown Berlin” deserves ap¬ 
preciation for two reasons: It’s 
extremely well delivered and it 
stimulates interest in the mdvies. 
So it has not only entertaining but 
also ideal value. It should please 
majority of local viewers. Show7 
Is clustered with big names. In 

■order of appearance: Jack Hatv- 
’ kins, Andre de Toth, Martine Carol, 
! Jeff Chandler, Jack Balance, Rob¬ 
ert Aldrich, Ladislao Vajda, Bertha 

: Drews, Ewald Balser, Heinz Rueh- 
. rnann,. Michel Simon, Fritz Lang, 
Paul Martin, Ivan Desny, Johanna 

. von Koczian, again Balser, Sabine 
; Bethmann and Gardy Garnass — 

a substantial bunch of film people, 
j both domestic and foreign, who are 
{ currently Working in Berl'n. 

j More specific, “Filmtown" starts- 
| put with the gala preem of Colum- 
! bia’s “Bridge On the River Kwai” 
• at the local Delphi Palast, with 
[ Jack Hawkins, one of pic’s stars, 
t bowing on the stage. Then it shows 
! Hawkins and director Andre do^ 
iToth at exterior shooting for the 
' British Sabre film*. “The Two- 
! Headed Spy.’’ Next, program loads 
j to another location, namely that 
! of “The Phoenix." currently di-: 
! rected here by Robert Aldrich for 
j (British) Hammer-Films and U.A. 
release. Jeff Chandler, Jack Pa- 

jlance and Martine Carol. are seen, 
j Miss- Carol is then takenfor a 
short interview7 and also Watched 
when attending, a fashion show7. 
Next on the list is a visit to LadiS- 
lad Vajda who’s shooting scenes 
here for his (Swiss) Praesens film, 
“It. Happened On a Bright Day," 

J Heinz Ruehmann, Ewald Balser, 
I Michel Simon and other players 
are seen via short shooting se¬ 
quences. 

One of this program’s ;most in¬ 
teresting details is an extended 
interview7 with director Fritz Lang 
who is about to make; his first Ger¬ 
man pic after some 26 years. Lang 
recalls the glorious time when 
Berlin was still Europe’s foremost 

, film town. That was in the twenties 
and early thirties. ' Lang talks 

i about his forthcoming German 
film venture, a new version of 
“Tiger of Eschriapur" arid “Indian 
Tomb." * Then another studio visit: 
“Petersburg Nights" with Johanna 
von Koczian, Ivan Desny and Ewald 
Balser in the leads. Paul Martin 
is directing. (This film, incidental¬ 
ly, is a remake of the Gallic “Black 
Eyes" which V. Tourjanski di¬ 
rected, with Simone Simon, Harry 
Baur, Jean Pierfe Aumoht and 
Jean Max in the leads,* in the 
thirties.) Closing up the show are 
Sabine Bethmann and Gardy Gar¬ 
nass. two young local screen Ac¬ 
tresses, who talk about their ex¬ 
periences at the Uruguayan film 

junket of Piinta del Este. Berthold 
Ebbeck, a former actor, is writer- 
narrator of the whole thing. He 
has done a sympathetic job. 

'• Harts. 

FIVE HUNDRED MILLION YEARS 
With William van Essen, L. Harri¬ 

son Matthews, Professor Sir 
v Solly Ziickerman, Dr. H. B. D. 

Kettlewell 
Producer: James McCoy 
30 Mins.; Tues., 10:35 
BBC-TV, from London 

With some of the top British 
scientific brains at its disposal, 
BBC-TV has set out to explore the 
mysteries. of evaluation and the 
fight for survival in a series of six 

. weekly programs. Theories, facts, 
figures arid practical demonstra¬ 
tions, make this highbrow offering 
an interesting and worthwhile pro¬ 
gram. The eggheads have brought 
down their theories and findings 

V into basic English and the viewer 
is not choked with technical jargon. 

The current program dealt with 
; the struggle for survival, arid some 

excellent filmed material showed 
; the. cycle. of life as one creature 
, ate the other and thus maintained 

a steady- balance of life forms. 
Another' interesting contribution 
was the explanation of the evolu¬ 
tionary changes in certain life 

| forms, which the.r scientists had 
brought about themselves. Bary. 

ForeignTV Followups 

Sunday Night at London Palladium 
A regular riin of American top 

talent on this Associated Televi¬ 
sion shaw has bred , a familiarity 
with British tv audiences that puts 
the Yank approach to the enter¬ 
tainment business among the ac¬ 
cepted things of everyday life, But 
Howard Keel has that little some¬ 
thing extra that, makes him differ¬ 
ent. The husky baritone hasn’t any 
gimmicks arid little patter, but a 
large share of charm and a fine 
voice more than compensate for 
these minor failings. Keel headed 
the layout Sunday Sunday (27) arid 
renewed the affection extended to 
him by the British public.. 

! The singer did Weil to stick to 
established hits, winning hefty 
mitts. He even scored well with 
sentimental piece, plus a neat soft- 
shoe routine. 
. Another D. S. click was Florian 
Zabacli, a gobdlgoking fiddler who 
switched his program between rock 
'n’ roll; and the classics with equal 
facility... Laughs were supplied by 
Yank cartoonist Roger Price with 

On the center spread appears the first 
advertisement announcing the sale of the 
famous lassie series for syndication. 
So great has been the demand for this 
show that, prior to general release, these 
represent but a few of the hundred-plus 
markets from A to Z already sold! 

Las Vegas, Nev. 
Lebanon, Pa. . ; 
Lincoln, Neb. . . 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

his clever “droodles." Show open¬ 
er, blonde songstress Yana, warbled 
pleasantly to win a warm hand. 

Though the jackpot prize in the 
“Beat The Clock*’ interlude stands 
at $3,360, all the excitement was 
lost on this airing. because of a 
couple of dull competitors. Even 
emcee Tommy Trinder’s hard ef¬ 
forts couldn’t liven things up. Res¬ 
ident support from the George Car¬ 
den Dancers and the Cyril Ornadel 
orch was good. Bary. 

Chelsea. at Eight 
One of the most contrasting bills ’ 

to. date was featured in Granada- • 
TV’s “Chelsealat Eight" shows (29). 
Joint bill toppers were Svetlana 
Beriosova and several members of 
the Royal Ballet, and skiffler Lon¬ 
nie Donegan. 

• Miss Beriosova and the other 
dancers gave a beautiful arid teri-j 
der excerpt from John Cranko’s 
ballet, “The Lady and the Fool." 
The ballet had been cut down to 
size, but its impact and meaning 
were .not in the least spoiled. 
Donegan, Britain’s top skiffler, also 
came over as a socko success with 
a couple of catchy folk songs de¬ 
livered in his inimitable style to 
his own guitar accompaniment. In 
the musical stakes he was great, 
but his patter was naive. 

The appearance of Kitty Carlisle, 
making her British tv bow while 
here with her husband,. Moss Hart, 
for the London production of “My 
Fair Lady,” gave emcee Bernard 
Braden the opportunity to get in 
some heavy handed plugs for the 
tuner.. Miss Carlisle went on to 
make a hit of her spot with some 
enjoyable warbling in two num¬ 
bers, “If I Loved You,” and “Fall¬ 
ing in. Love With Love,” Making a 
return appearance to the program, 
offbeat . pianists Ferrante and 
Teicher again demonstrated their 

; groping-in-the-piano routine and 
also , their skill as straight musi¬ 
cians during a couple of numbers. 
Camera work during this spot, 
showing closeups of piano innards, 
were high class. 

Just . exactly how 100 Welsh 
Guards -in full ceremonial rig, 
parading up arid dowri, counter 
marching etc., fit into a variety 
show as entertainment is a debaL 
able point, but the programmers 
felt they were a big enough attrac¬ 
tion to rate a spot. Comedienne 
Rose Hill had a rough passage 
with her routine about an offkey 
opera star, but after a very slow 
start managed to raise a few laughs. 

One of the big spots of the show 
Was provided by the resident song 
and dance line, the Granadaiers, | 
who rank among the tops in this 
field. A superb arrangement of 
Duke Ellington’s “I Got It Bad arid 
That Ain’t Good," excellently han¬ 
dled productionwise, made a solid 
impact. Usual musical support by 
the Peter Knight orch rated high 
praise. Bary. 
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Bill Holden’s Interest 
In Far East Station 

Tokyo, April 29. 

William Holden ballyed one- 

worldism and backed his boosts by 

revealing to Variety he had just 

bought “a rooting interest" in the 

Hong Kong Commercial Broad¬ 

casting Co., a radio-tv station tar¬ 

geted for opening in eight months 

| which will be most powerful in 

I Far' East, sending waves across a 

stretch from Tokyo to Singapore. . 

Winding up a three-week “ex¬ 
ploration” trip which saw him 
hopping: back and forth between. 
Tpkyo arid . Hong Korig, Holden 
said that the license application 
for the station, has already been 
initiated. Hong Kong now has two 
stations, ; Radio Hong Kong and 
Radio Diffusion. George Ho, now 
operator of Radio Verdi out of 
Macao and a longtime friend, will 
be president of the new station, 

. Holden said that of necessity, 
the station will be bi-lingual 
(Chinese-English) and. might some 
day involve the pickup of U.S. 
filmed shows. 

KPFA 
Continued from page 35 5555 

by poet Kenneth Rexroth and 
Frank de Beilis’ “Music of the Ital¬ 
ian Masters.” 

KPFA sends questionnaires to its 
subscribers; many of whom are 
faculty members and students at 
the U. of California in Berkeley, 
asking for criticisin and sugges¬ 
tions. But the station, as Music 
Director Alan Rich likes to point 
out, “is not a ‘good music’ station ’' 
- Rather, it’s trying for a stimulat¬ 
ing,. challenging “product mix," 
mostly for sophisticated adults. Its 
fortnightly “Folio" keeps subscrib¬ 
ers advised of programs and it is 
today run by the non-profit Pacifica 
Foundation, whose president is a, 
U. of California professor, Harold 
Winkler. 

An indication of what KPFA is 
aiming for in the Frisco Bay Area 
—which, is largely dominated so far 
as AM radio is concerned by dee- 
jays, r&r and- Top 40 pops—lies in 
what a recent station “Folio” said: 

“We are still in search of the 
best of modern thought in our 
struggle toward synthesis.” 

for your market, contact 

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

NBC Chi News 
.SHISi Continued from page 35 — 

assigned to Vienna. Jordan’s ar¬ 
rival will bring the central bureau 
complement to 32, making it one 
of the three largest NBC news 
shops in the country. 

Ray’s plant churns out 200 min¬ 
utes of local radio news per week 
and around 100 minutes per week 
for tv. For the network, it feeds 
“Today," “Outlook" and Huntley- 
Brinkley on tv and furnishes radio 
cutins for “News on the Hour," 
“News of the World" and “Moni¬ 
tor” in addition to Alex Dreier’s 
“Man on the Go" and other shows 
based here. Dreier alone con¬ 
tributes about 175 minutes per 
week on NBC radio out of the Chi 
shop. 

■ W ■ Why has there been such widespread 
■ 1 Y i ■ acceptance of JEFF’S collie? The query 
■ k A I provides its own answers—an answer 
■ .K M ■ in another question—Why should any 
I ^k ^A I television marketer pass up an opporr 

tunity to have the famous LASSIE series 
first run off network? Here are a few 
markets already scheduled. 

Madison, WIs. , . . . WKOW 
Medford, Ore. , . ..,««• KBES 
Miami, Fla. . . , . . . « , i , .WTVJ 
Minot, N.D. . . . . . KMOT 
Montgomery, Ala. » WSFA 

for your market, contact ; - 

Television Programs of America, Inc,, 488 Madison M, New York 22, H. Y. 
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When you’re doing business over- the counter, tomorrow’s 

advertising budget depends on how much business you do today! 

It’s significant that... with three stations to choose from 

11% of all local advertisers using television in the Philadelphia 

market buy WCAU-TV.* 

More proof that WCAU-TV means business... for every 

advertiser in every time slot, every day of the week. 

WCAU-TV 
...the station that means business in Philadelphia 

Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales 

•Broadcast Advertisers Reports 1968 
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Kearns-Masraff 
Continued from page 35 ss 

American dancing, and when \ 
they’re not doing the mamba! 
they’re cha cha-ing along the Nile*; 
KeaVns reported. A big hit:withj 
Cairo’s cafe set recently was the;. 
American pianist and singer, Ann j. 
Moore, who headlined -a showboat 
on the Nile formerly owned by i 
King Farouk. She also was fea¬ 
tured in the Mokatt- night club and ; 
gambling casino in the hills over¬ 
looking Cairo: Both Kearns and 
Ulasraff agree that Egypt's Bing , 
Crosby is a guy named Mohammed 
Abdul Wahah, who gets enonpous • 
fees for his recording sessions; ' 
Om Kalsoum is the country's fore-; 
most concert singer while Yussef 
Wahbi is its most appealing cinema 
idol. 

But Nix on R&R 
Rock ’n’ roll dancing in public 

has been banned by the Morals 
Bureau of the Egyptian Ministry.; 
of Interior, Kearns said, adding; 
that since tv. viewing is not a fac- j 
tor in Cairo home life, most mem-; 
•hers of the1 middle and upper > 
classes are strong film fans With j 
fondness for westerns and particu- j 
larly for -Marilyn Monroe. There j 
are many open air film centres 
throughout Cairo, and all seats are j 
reserved in motion picture houses,' 
Kerns reported, Popcorn, however, j 
is sold outside the houses, not in-! 
side. I 

Both CBS’ers regard Africa asi 

: the biggest newsbreaking centre in 
I years to come and that the fifth 
I estate will find its best coverage 
| in the revolutionary happenings in 
! all of these underdeveloped areas, 
j. CBS is getting “hearty competi- 
tion” from the NBC reps in North 

. Africa and. surrounding territory. 
Kearns said. However, the Mid- 

idle East and Africa continue to 
be vastly more radio-conscious 
and Consequently the dominant 

- medium of communication. News¬ 
papers in many of these areas, ac- 

■ cording to Kearns ..and his side- 
' kick, play second fiddle to radio 
; because of the staggering illiteracy 
in that part of the world. 

The CBS newsmen spent more, 
than five solid hours in a projec- 

j tion booth the other day watching 
’ some of the filmed material they 
had sent to the homeoffice in re- 

; cent years. ' Now they’re ready, to 
; return to their war-torn newsbeat, 
! heartsick at seeing so much barbed 
‘ Wire, so many guns and armies of 
1 pitiful refugees. 
i “The only ones making money 
’ today are the barbed wire makers," 
j Kearns sighed.. 

! Greensboro; N. C. — Virgil V. 
j Evans, Jr.. WBT’s general sales 
; manager and assistant managing 
} director, has been promoted to. 
j managing director of the Charlotte 
i station. J 

Variety 

NABET, IBEW & 1961 
One of the greatest disap¬ 

pointments to nearly everyone 
concerned in the negotiations 
has been the fact that the new 

. contracts for both the Interna¬ 
tional Brotherhood of Electri- 
cal Workers and "the National 
Assn., of Broadcast Employees 
& Technicians will again end 
at the same time. NABET, 

■ whose . signing : comes . after 
IBEW’s, hoped In some way 
to effect a different tormina- . 
tion date than IBEW, -but as it 
stands the two contracts' wall . 

■ end simultaneously, on Jan. 
31* 1961. 

Simultaneous. end; th e un¬ 
ions and the webs feel, will 
only cause a repetition of the 
contusion, competitive jockey¬ 
ing and poor communications 
among all the bargaining 

. agents. NABET was forced 
ipto the position of a January, 
1961,. termination because, in 
an effort to achieve the same 

. wage and workins scales af¬ 
forded IBEW by CBS recently, 
the NBC-ABC union had to 
compromise by giving its net- 
works a three-year cushion in- 

" stead of closing at two years. 
In this way; the networks can 
prevent further, demands for 
an additional year. 

Cheshire, Conn.—Rep. Oren Har¬ 
ris (D., Ark.), the: Congressional 
FCC prober, tops the speakers hill 
at the Connecticut Broadcasters 
Assn, annual meeting May 23 here. 
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iBEw META Shows Get 
uea from Base 35 = «v. J*| m| IT 

rthet"sc,f"ra” BigiwmNX 
•ly before the. strike 
>n April 7. the union Metropolitan Educational Tele- 
ts demand for control vision Assn. (META) will now be 
a tape appearing on suppiying educational tv to four 
ng even tape produced .. ■■■.•__ , 

sources such as ad stations in the New York metro- 
t was instead search- politan area. 
irification—which CBS Latest to take on: META presen- 
already given in that tations is WNTA which, beginning. 

iwick. Union, as the today (Wed.) begins telecasting of 
i strike, did gain one two shows, produced by Educa- 
it regarding tape: CBS tional Radio and TV Centre, head- 
:cordill2 to Hardy, not * qUar(.ere(j ^nn Arbor, Mich. The 
ract” tape video work '■ , . 
escape IBEW jurisdic-i shows--are "Discovery,” an ele- 
t, CBS cannot "assign” i -mentary biology presentation and 
tion to.anyone but its "Heritage,” with poet Robert Frost 
en. as host and Dr. Jonas . Salk and 
point of automation, others as. guests. Two shows, both 
n Washington the new kinev are being slotted across the 
ivides no wav for the ! bo-'wd on WNTA .from. 6:30 16 7 

"Prodigious talent . 

NOEL COWARD 
"A genuine Hit!" 

Cincinnati Symphony 

'Received a standing, cheering ovation." 

PAUL HERRON, Washington, D.C., Post 

Continued from J»agt 35 ■ ■■ ■ ■ 

negotiating for further rise? for an 
additional year. 

Immediately before the. strike 
was called on April ;?, the union 
had ceased its demand for control 
of all video tape appearing on 
CBS—meaning even tape produced 
by non-CBS sources such as ad 
agencies. It was instead search¬ 
ing for a clarification—which CBS 
said it had already given, in that 
anything produced by CBS was in 
IBEW’s bailiwick. Union, as .the 
result of the strike, did gain one 
definite point regarding tape: CBS 
promised* according to Hardy, not 
to “sub-contract” tape video work j 
in order to escape IBEW jurisdic--i 
tion. In short, CBS cannot "assign” I 
tape production to .anyone but its 
own staff men. 

On the point of automation, 
Hardy said in Washington the new 
contract provides no way for the ! 
union to insist that men be kept on 
the job in the face of new automa-) 
tion processes. But the union did , 
get CBS to promise several months’ 
notification in the case of an "au¬ 
tomated layoff” and also three 
months’ terminal leave pay. 

Buzzlement On Gains 
The puzzle thereafter arises as to 

whether any of the following gains 
after the strike were worth calling 
the strike, in the first place. These 
clauses were contained in the tele¬ 
grams sent to IBEW’s eight locals 
for the final vote recently. (1) 
The right to refuse overtime; (2) 
clarification and restrictions on the 
use of audio tape recorders (which. 
previously limited, to a degree, the 
use. of IBEW technical ; help); (3) 
no layoffs for two years of any of 
the 800 IBEWians employed by 
CBS in New York. No. 3 was giv¬ 
en by the network as a compromise 
for laying off 37 technicians em¬ 
ployed by CBS Laboratories, but 
this was a concession made before 
the strike, when it appeared the 
contract would be for two years, 
and it is still not clear whether 
CBS will extend the safety meas¬ 
ure to three years to correspond 
with the termination date of the 
actual agreement. 

META productions currently are 
represented on. WCBS-TV. "Con¬ 
cept” being one Sunday afternoon 
series, the regular daytime META 
lineup on WPIX. and "The Writ¬ 
ten Word” on WABC-TV, slotted 
at 7:30. p.m. for a summer ride 
beginning Monday (12), The Dr. 
Frank Baxter hosted "Word” series 
is another Educational Radio-TV 
Centre Production arranged for 
telecasting via META. 

DuMont Labs Losses 
DuMont Laboratories took. a 

sharp .economic rap in the first 
quarter of this year with a sizable 
increase in the amount of the 
manufacturing company’s losses. 
At the annual stockholders meet¬ 
ing Monday (5), prexy David T. 
Schultz reported a first quarter 
loss of $943,000 on sales of $9,806,- 
000 as compared to a loss of $353,- 
000 on sales of $10,059,000 for the 
first quarter of'57. 

Schultz said new losses reversed 
the upward trend of the last half 
of 1957 and were due, to a large 
extent, to the recession and to the 
"slowness with which defense con¬ 
tract awards are being let.” 

Currently 

"THE STAN FREEMAN SHOW" 
WCBS 

Monday to Friday, 11:30-11:45 A.M.; Saturdays. 1:30 • 3:30 P.M. 

Jusf Concluded ■ 

COAST to COAST 
CONCERT TOUR 
(35 Key Cities) 

Current Record Releases: 

■ i .. a •• Opening - 

M AY 12th- JUNE 21 
‘THE EMBERS 

New York 

Appearing W- 

JUNE 14 and 27 
"Chelsea at 8" 

GRANADA TV. London 

STAN FREEMAN SWINGS "THE MUSIC MAN " 

STAN FREEMAN PLAYS "OH CAPTAIN!" 

COLUMBIA RECORDS 

Concerts: 
Special Attractions Division 
NATIONAL ARTISTS CORP. 

711 Fifth Ave.. New York 

TV, Radio and Clubs 
MERCURY ARTISTS. 

730 Fifth Ave.. New York 

IT] A normal American boy. and his pet 
collie-- these are the ingredients of en- - 
tertainment welcomed in every home, 
by every family... the ingredients of 
jkffs collie, with Tommy Rettig and 
Lassie. And because it has universal 
television (Rome entertainment) appeal, 
it is already scheduled, before general 
announcement, in these, markets. 

New Haven-Hartford, Conn. . WNHC 
New Orleans, La. . . . . WDSU 
New York. N.Y. , . WPIX 

For your rnarkel, contact 

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. V. 

—m Continued from pace 35 

Ing assignment at NYU in the fall 
but WCBS-TV has plans for. simi¬ 
lar semesters. in other subjects 
with a stable of NYU profs ready 
to duplicate the English teacher’s 
success in the Gotham area. Zulli 
is currently lecturing to women’s 
groups, librarians and readying 
material for two books on com¬ 
parative literature (for Dutton and 
Barnes & Noble) and also doing a 
foreword for a new Modern Li¬ 

brary edition of Balzac’s “Cousin 
j Bette.” 
; As part of the acclaim of "Sun¬ 
rise Semester” on WCBS-TV, the 

j video outlet was mitted with a Sil- 
| Ver Anvil, banner citation in pub¬ 
lic relations industry,- for its han¬ 
dling of publiety and promotion 
j in connection with the series. 
Award was given to Bob Fuller, 

( station’s director of publicity, by 
i H. Walton Cloke, chairman of Sil- 
}ver Anvil Judges and . Awards 

NABET 
C6ntinue4' from pif 35 aiiaii 

brought the Executive Council into 
the picture, 

NABET disclosed on Monday 
that it had not renewed discussions 
with either of the networks. 

Here are the contracts which 
Were not ratified in last week’s 
voting; At the ABC Frisco shop; 
radio writers-producers; tv pro¬ 
gram assistants; film editors; news 
writers, and record librarian and 
music clearance people. ABC Chic¬ 
ago, news writers, and in ABC, 
Hollywood, news writers and sales 
promotion writers (twor separate 
contracts). .At NBC, Chicago, it 
was film editors; operations direc¬ 
tors; program builders; mail mes¬ 
sengers, and music clearance. NBC, 
Hollywood, was news, writers and 
publicists (also on separate pacts). 

Pittsbttrgh-^-Joe L. Brown, gen¬ 
eral manager of the Pirates, has 
been signed again by the Mercury 
Dealers of Western Pennsylvania 
for another weekly series on 
KDKA radio during the baseball 
season. Format, will Yemainthe 

ifjaiperai lastiycaiiv^ ^ 

53 lAlNlTrt5 l 
i to \ 
t ENGLISH | 

COTTAGE I 
hiswlel «•■*. 3'/, hath*. |> 

|i c« *» L.R.. ■ra'lout 
la a* **2 J.l *>»"• pletura . win- M 
ImuU«V- 1 4nri, data walk* 
1 ^1 aad tvnm, f.ytr p 

; ’ ratraaea.. nald'a art.-" 
atuefy evar Z ear. Wi 

. attached heated garage, madam kltehen. f| 
rea^nnahle fiwt. Rtiv aaw at $42,730. M 

. (replacement cost over $80,000.) Cash M 
required. ,d0%: balance on reasonable p 
term, mertoage. Owner** busineu In M 
Florida requires quiek. ule. Pauei. ^ 
•Ion as wanted. Call owner for ap-': 
pn.ntment or' arranga tame thraugh 
your awn. broker. H 

HAROLD S. BIRKBY ' 
135 Satterthwaita Ave. ^ 

Nutley. N. J. NU 2-2381 p 

LOUIS H. FRANKEL, Atty. iv 
744 Bread street 1 

Newark, H: J.. MArket 3-4407 1 

Relax . . . 

KEEP FIT 
LOOK TRIM 

AT THE 

PLAZA HEALTH 
CLUB 

LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS er 
gain the walght you aeed. Im- 
grava yaur health and poatura with 
eur supervised bady conditianint 

PLAZA HEALTH CLUB 
18 West Sttb Street, dear 5th Ave., 1st Fleer 

Flora 1-4386 
HOURS: II A. M, ta g P. M. DAILY 

Saturday I0 A. M. ta S P. M. 

BROOKS 
[COSTUMES 
' J weidihi $», N.rx. TaL h. y.saoo 

SUGGESTIONS? 
College. gradual* with playwriting 
ability taeteg intaraating work. Sound 
critical iudgmant. Good typed. 

Writ* Bw VSSeJt, VARIETY, 
W, 45th *t., York 36, NvT*- 
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On a cost-per-proof-of-purchase, 

or actual sales, or any other 

basis of measurable results - 

yes, including ratings, too- 

WMGM produces action at the 

lowest cost of any radio station in 

the New York metropolitan area 

vvmgm 
RADIO NEW YORK CITY 

. station in town * 50,000 watts 

^0 

ALL THE YANKEE BALL GAIJIES 

PLAY-BY-PLAY EXCLUSIVELY ON WMGM 

The Meiro-Go|dwyn-M*y«r 

Radio Statlot* It*New York~tOSO jkc 

AQO Parlt Avon u* Ph One Murray HIII B-IOOO 

Represented fiption&ttyhy Georg* P. HoHtpgbery Co, 
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Foreign Pix on TV 
; Continued from page 29 ; 

ceptance breaks down according to. 
the size of the city. Video outlets 
in large metropolitan areas accept 
foreign pix much more readily 
than the “stix,” a situation which 
prevails in theatrical exhibition, 
too. 

As, to what effect the telecasting 
of art.'house pictures might have 
on the patronge of the offbeat 
houses, there’s mixed feeling 
about that, also. One distributor 
is of the ooin.on that it will widen 
the potential audience for such 
cinematics. Opposing views that 
it might be another video bomb, 
hurting the arties, as the Holly¬ 
wood films harmed the nabe box- 
offices, aiso are . expressed. The 
latter argument runs why pay to 
see Brigitte Bardot in her latest, 
if she is available on tv in “Please, 
Mr. Balzac." 

But there’s no question at this 
stage that foreign producers are 
seeking the extra coin in the U. S. 
market that goes with a sell-off to 
tv. 

Distributors Corp. of America, 
via Flamingo Films is distributing 
the largest bloc of overseas pix; 
the total being 35. Also entering 
the market is Trans-Lux Televi¬ 
sion, with its “La Strada" entry. 
Richard Davis has sold “Rififi'* 
and “Hulot’s Holiday” to Flamingo. 
United Artists TV. in its new pack¬ 
age of 65, has many British im¬ 
ports, some of which have never 
seen the light of day theatrically. 
ABC Film Syndication is selling 
the “Galaxy 50’’ package to sta¬ 
tions, the group consisting of rer 
runs of J. Arthur Rank and other 
British pix initially telecast on the 
ABC-TV net. 

In the past, there have been 
some ^foreign imports telecast, such 

f as “Bitter Rice” and “Anna,” but 
I never in the present quantity. An- 
! other attribute of the foreign pix 
is that most of them “are of recent 

i vintage and in many instances the 
teleeasting date has been delayed 

! until the particular pix have com¬ 
pleted their theatrical engage¬ 
ments, For any extensive tv ex¬ 
posure, the import must be dubbed. 

Mrs. G. 

A REAL 

“DUTCH TREAT"... 

Heineken's 
1 HOLLANDBEER 

*■■ 
Gett.U.S. I m porters: VAN INC. 

New York, CAicaga. Bevbdy Miami; 

Continued from page 26 

i poem was, of course, Sandra Mi- 
j chael. 
! Oldtimers on Variety encoun- 
; tered Elaine Sterne as a writer of 
| “sketches” which stars used to play. 
- the Palace in Times Square when 
lit was big time. She was a con- 
j temporary in that obscure art with 
Edgar Allen Woolf, long with 

! Metro, Her writing began in child- 
| hood and continued until death. 
\ Indeed she resembled a number of 
the daytime serial queens in dram¬ 

atizing her own life, playing out 
i in private the mother-knows-best 
| to all her actors, actresses and 
I cronies. Her arrival in a restau- 
l rant or at a party with a retinue 
'following after partook of broad-, 
cast aristocracy. 

A woman of considerable re¬ 
ticences for all her color, Mrs. Car¬ 
rington abominated the term “soap 
opera.” Others did, too. But the 
term stuck because the intellec¬ 
tuals and the editors picked it up. 
She also disliked speculation as to 
her-income. It certainly went very 
high some years with three and 
four properties on the air—and 
maintaining the straigthfaced claim 
that all were from her own "fingers 
arid her own keys—practically a 
physical impossibility, even for 
Larry Merikin, the strongest fingers 

! in the script dodge. 
Inordinately conversational at all 

times about her children but not 
fated for happiness in marriage, 

. Elaine Sterne Carrington was in¬ 
deed one of the authentic and pic¬ 
turesque figures of the union of 
broadcasting and advertising. 

Chi Swing To Live 
Continued from pas* 27 - = 

factor by. returning abundantly to 
amateur shows. Held over from pre¬ 
vious local ventures in live are a 
number of record hop and polka 
parties, a Friday fashion show bn 
WBKB, bowling matches and mop¬ 
pet shows, some of them with heal, 
live moppets. 

About all it takes to produce , a 
local show anymore, getting away 
from the interview format, is a 
personable emcee, a handful ofcon- 

i testants, and maybe a staff orches¬ 
tra. For.pubaffairs a hit less, a lowr 

j paid instructor who might come 
j on for free. 
| The trend to amateur shows 
I started abruptly, considering noth¬ 
ing has been done in that area for 

: full six months since Morris B. 
Sachs’ longrunriing “Amateur 
Hour” went off the air. WBKB tried 
a Sunday morning sleeper in “TV 
Tryouts” a few weeks ago and aft¬ 
er some talk of cancelling has de¬ 
cided to keep it going. It has three 
sponsors. WGN-TV last Saturday 
(12) installed “Your Big Night,” a 
color show sponsored by Polk Bros.; 
is nearly ready to go with a teen- 

= age version of the show In a week- 
- end daytime slot;:and has a third 

VARWFt 

amateur format in blueprint. 
; College lecturers on tv are old- 
hat, but since the outer space and 
satellite rage they are in excep¬ 
tional demand. WBKB captured 46 
U. of Chicago science specialists 
for its early morning “Science ’58” 

I series, WBBM-TV tapped atom ex¬ 
pert Harold C. Urey for a weekly 
series, and the same station is mak¬ 
ing wide- pubaffairs use of DePaul 
U.; physicist Dan Q. Posin and 
Northwestern’s Jacob Sher. A num¬ 
ber of other profs froiri the local 
schools are conducting shortterm 
projects or are making one-shot 
guest appearances on the various 
stations. 

New trends in local live are mak¬ 
ing three of the stations painfully 
aware that they have only make¬ 
shift facilities for studio audiences. 

I WGN-TV alone has: an actual thea¬ 
tre with permanent upholstered 
seats. 

Dr. Brown 
Continued from page 31 

by the Board of Regents, plans ul¬ 

timately to operate its own educa¬ 

tional tv station in New York City, 
according to Dr. Brown. The 
META topper also iold the legisla¬ 
tors that, “without finaricial support, 
the task facing META, and its con¬ 
stituency is difficult, if: not im¬ 
possible.” META, which has its 
own production base arid studio in 
the Carnegie Endowment inter¬ 
national. Center, has been subsist¬ 
ing on .financial support from 
foundations. It is now beginning 
a fund-raising canipaign to support 
future operations. 

IATSE 
Continued from page 29 

to belong to the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Employ¬ 
ees, which has lower wage scales 
than I A, FPA resisted the demand 
on the grounds , that it would de¬ 
stroy its members’ “freedom to 
sub-contract coriipetitively.” 

Third point in contention, was 
that IA wanted to allow, FPA only 
until December of this year to 
“explore” exactly Tvhat craft lo¬ 
cals of IA would be utilized in the 
production of tape video commer¬ 
cials. However* since only one 
FPA member now has tape mar 
chinery and since each . meiriber 
signs its union contracts individu¬ 
ally, even though FPA does the 
collective bargaining for them, 
FPA wants more time than seven 
months to “explore” the kinks in 
tape production. 

National Sales, 
Continued from page 29 

ing sold “Tombstone Territory” 
and others. 

In thie desire: for a national 
sale, there are other benefits be¬ 
sides the usual 10% accruing,to 
the telefilmery once a network deal 
is set. These benefits are those 
flowing from prestige, with adver¬ 
tising agency execs and stations 
looking more with favor on those 
telefilmeries abie to “make the big 
time” with network skeins. 

In short; most . well-established 
teiefilmeriei6 can exist without the 
national sale, some better than 
others. But who wants only to ex¬ 
ist? There’s high living with na¬ 
tional winners apd most everyone 
wants toi live high. 

WGN-TV 
Continued from page 27 

Roth departed on similar “amiable 
terms.” and in the recent past 
three directors and two announcers 
were .dismissed. . Urbach, who has 
a network background and who 
was brought in three years ago to 
revitalize “They Stand Accused” 
for the erstwhile DuMont net, of 
which WGN-TV was an anchor, re¬ 
vealed he was asked to resign be¬ 
cause the station would no longer 
be doing the network:size produc¬ 
tions that were his specialty. Ur¬ 
bach said he feels “no bitterness” 
over his departure from WGN-TV. 

It’s possible, however, that the 
promotion of A1 Field to program 
manager, vice Roth, had something 
to do with the “resignations” of 
Urbach and Pettersori. The latter 
pair had tenure with the company, 
while Field is a comparative new¬ 
comer, haying joined less than a 
year ago as pubaffairs and special 
broadcast services overseer. 

With Field’s new appointment 
has come an overhauling of the 
prograin department, complete 
with organization chart showing, 
for the first time, who reports to 
whom. Urbach’s post is being 
filled by LeRoy Olliger, formerly 
a producer, and Field’s pubaffairs 
spot has gone to Myrtle Stahl, ex- 
education and religion director. No 
one has been named yet to suc¬ 
ceed Petterson. 

Other promotions are Bud El- 
lingwood jo Field’s assistant; Shel¬ 
don Cooper and Jerry Gregoria, 
formely directors, to producers; 
and Don Willing and Mike Powers 
from floor managers to directors. 

Apparently the cutback in man¬ 
power is expected to be compen¬ 
sated for by the station’s newly ac¬ 
quired Ampex Videotape equips 
merit, and it figures too that dele¬ 
tions of high salaried personnel 
will help the indie station amor¬ 
tize the terrific outlay of coin for 
the equipment. 

The departure of programming 
nabobs should also reopen the 
doprs to outside producers, who in 
the past year have had a hard time 
presenting their cases at . WGN-TV. 

Local Strips 
Continued from page 26 

the Top 10 network shows far-out- 
distance their counterpart in syn¬ 
dication, which is local program¬ 
ming. 

In Washington, Tor example, the 
highest rated syndicated show, 
“Gray Ghost ” with a 22.0 Tele¬ 
pulse rating, was lower than the 
lowest network, show among the 
Top 10 web shows, “Playhouse 90,” 
with.a 27.2. The local market rat¬ 
ing period was March 1-8, as pub¬ 
lished in the April 23 issue: 

It should be noted that different 
time periods are being compared. 
But the fact remains ihat in terms 
of mass circulation, m most every 
market, the toprated one-a-wegk 
and sometime “special” network 
shows get the greater audiences, 
compared to the top syndicated 
product in the same markets. 5 . 

But, once the strip operation is 
entered into and measured, the 
rating situation changes to an open 
race between local originated pro¬ 
grams and network shows.. 

Vedneadayy May 7* 1958 

Lever, Speidel to Share 
‘Price Is Right’ Nighter 

Lever Bros, and Speidel will 

share sponsorship of NBC-TV’s 

nighttime “The Price Is Right” 

next season. Program currently 

telecast Mondays at 7:30 p.m. will 
move into the slot now occupied 
by Lux’s “Rosemary Clooney 
Show,” sponsored by Lever, Thurs¬ 
days at 10 p.m. beginning June 
26. 

In the fall “Price” will move to 
Wednesdays at 8:30. p.m. Bill Cul¬ 
len will continue to emcee “Price.” 

WNTA-TV 
^ Continued from page 31. 

gins, also in the 7 p.m. slot, with 

Joey Adams set to emcee the chore* 

Harry Hershfield and Jackie Kan- 

non are among the guest come¬ 

dians on this paneler: 

As previously indicated, Bert 
Lee Jr. will m.c. a 90-minute 
weekly sportscast every Tuesday, 
beginning May 13. Show will be 
from 9 to 10:30. On Sunday (1.1), 
a special one-hour video show will 
be done in which U S: chess champ 
the 15-year-old Bobby Fischer, will 
engage in 13 simultaneous chess 
games against opponents from the 
Marshall Chess Club in N, Y. 

On WNTA-AM-FM:, Mary Mar¬ 
garet McBride begins a 1 to 2 p.m. 
strip today, and her guest tomor¬ 
row will be Eleanor Roosevelt. 

Last night (Tues.), the new op¬ 
eration had an inauguration cere¬ 
mony at the parent NTA’s Coliseum 
Tower headquarters. Invitations 
were sent to Governors Averill 
Harriman arid Abraham RibicOff 
(latter Connecticut), N.Y.C. Mayor 
Robert F. Wagner and other of¬ 
ficials from N.Y., N.J., and Con¬ 
necticut. 

REQUIRED- 

Feature, Cartoon and T.V. 
Films by 

CARVAL ENTERPRISES. LTD. 
London, England 

On Agency Basis for Great Britain, 
Crown "Colonies, and Europe. 

1st Class Distributing. 
Facilities Available. 

CONTACT US AT— 

SECOND FLOOR 
20 BEDFORD ST. 
LONDON. W.C.2. 

SECRETARY AVAILABLE 
Motion Picture and TV Experience 

Excellent Skills, Top References 

Will Relocate, Will Travel 

Bex V-225-58,, VARIETY, 

154 W. 46th Sb» New Yerlc 36, N. Y. 

FOR SALE_ 
LUXURIOUS COUNTRY ESTATE 

Hilltop Site w/vista (Ridgefield, Conn ) 
MsssIflcMt manor haute, 6 atree fully Udaepd. 

Viet windew everleeke Its awlnarini peel. 
Cabana, 4 bdrmc, 3 bathe, hii§e llvina m 
and dnilna rm. ualaue den. Fabuteue ktafin 
with built-in uttlltlaa. Oil'hat water beet 
Hum eleuta. 2 ear aaraaa & breezeway. 
Stew* attic. Call LE 5-4557 (N Y.) ar 
JO 8-2771 (RldMfleld) SM.0M. 

IMPACT 
SERIES! 

A RUTHLESS 
BANDIT ESCAPES 
WITH X FORTUNE ! 
HOW LONG CAN A 
MAN OF ACTION HIDE 
OUT WITHOUT LOSING 
HIS REASON? 

GEORGE GIVOT 
Currently 

EDEN ROC 
MIAMI IEACH 

MAY llth 

THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW 
css-tv 

JULY 1st 

"WONDERFUL TOWN" 
MTT STADIUM, Pittsburgh 

Return Engagement, JULY 27th 

THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW 

NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDIO! 

CBS-TV 

Conta ct—M. BLOOM 
110 West lift Street, N«w Yftrfc CO5-2S70 
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for a Jong and pleasant association: 

^ to the Staff and Company of 

“YOUR HIT PARADE” nbc-tv 

— to the Sponsor, 

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO. 

— to the Producer, 

DAN LOUNSBERY 

— to the Agencyr 

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN 

ERNIE FLATT 
Choreographer and Stager 

Batices and Ensembles currently 

in preparation for the forthcoming 

Broadway Musical — 

“GRAND HOTEL” 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
■ - ■ By MIKE GROSS ' ' ■ " 

Betty Johnson (Atlantic). “HOW.MENTED” (Post Musict) is an old-' 
MUCH” tTi iniiv ' ) hits a sound bal-1 styled ballad that gets a passing 
lad note that stands out in today’s j grade only because of Slim Whit- 
market and with Betty Johnson’s i man’s guitaring and vocalizing, 
ilavol.some delivery it’s bound to [ Don Rondo (Jubilee). “DORMI, 
get a big spinning pickup.! DORMI, DORMI” (Paramount*) 
“DREAM” ;Goldsen*:) is a melodic. sets up a substantial ballad, mood- 
ballad that the- thrush makes ex-|for Rondo’s. Caressing style which 
tremely easy to take. ■; I adds up to strong deejay p.rogram- 

Billy Ward & His Dominos (Lib- :1Tjxng fodder. Tune’s from Par’s 
bertyi. “JENNIE LEE” (Day win-<) j ~Rotk £ Byf> Baby* “HER HAIR 
sounds like a folk tune fione hay- . WAS YELLOW” (Jeanmon ) has an 
wire, uh.u'h could mean^ ! easy cornbelt flavor that will win: 

Wednesday, May 7^ 1958 

. * .— ’. „ , - •. v; . .i. . „ ■ i vv no i ijiaJ-iw t? vucamuvu w uaa au 
wire. iMuh could moor. that it Ihas ; cornbelt flavor that will win 

2Sr."Slu‘ piVaSF” spinning friends. 
Bikinis IRoulettei; ’’BIK- 

from this rocking rendition. . | n»I" iKahli > wears well in a torrid 
Hugo & Luigi (Roulette). “CHA-! instrumental setting with a Latino 

Goody's Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

LAWRENCE WELK 

Artist 
1. Original Cast 
2. Original Cast 
3. Original Cast 
4 Sound Track 
5. Mantovani 
6. Eydie Gorme 
7. Lester Lanin 
8. Johnny Mathis 
J. Mantovani 

10. Meredith Willson 
11. Ella Fitzgerald 
12. Sound Track 
13. Frank .Sinatra 
14. Original Cast 
15. The Weavers 
16. Ella Fitzgerald 

Best Bets 
And His Champagne Music Present 17. EdmuhdO ROs 

BETTY JOHNSON .... ... .HOW MUCH ■ . .• \ . . . ... 
(Atlantic> . . • Dream excursion that may nab some off- 

BILLY WARD Sc HIS DOMINOS ...., JENNIE^LEE ^Rus^Hamilton (Kapp). “DRIFT- 
(Liberty) ......Music, Maestro, Please jng AND DREAMING” (El. H. 

HUGO Sc LUIGI . . .. CHA-HUA-HUA Morris*) should do . well again in 
(Roulettej  _Something's Always Happening Qn The River. this pleasing -Revival. “TIP-TOE 

THKTEMPI.KS.IDON T WANT TO DO A.THIN'G BUT LOYE YOU ■! tSgh 

(Datet ......-p g C mpaig as a lilting item with plenty of vo- 
1 . . ■ . . . • ■ ■ . • cal help from Russ Hamilton. 
HUA-HUA” (Daywin*) is' getting a twist. “BOOGIE HOCK ’N’ ROLL” The Stroll Kings (Coral). “I'LL 
lot of disk cover action and it could (KahU ) gets the most out of an in- ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH 
be anybody’s click, but Hugo & strumental boogie drive that should YOU” (Shapiro, Bernstein*) spot- 
Luigi are off to a fast and exciting do well in the jukes. " lights a lead sax in an instrumental 

THE. LENNOX SISTERS 18. Sonny Terry & «' 
AND pete FOUNTAIN Pete Seeger Pete Sc Sonny Folkways 

&wB-mv*£X 1»- *<WI» Cu,«t Cii*»F» Cmleade Columbia 
20. Harr, Belafente Calypso RCA Victor 

excursion that may nab some off- " ! 1 1 : : ~ . . • • •. ' ■ '■ ■■.. ■ ■ : 
beat spins. m. 1\ • 

Russ Hamilton (Kapp). “DRIFT- A InifVtl llAY7MIYA7C 
ING AND DREAMING” CEL H. AlUlllD IVCViCWO 
Morris*)- should do. well again in 
this pleasing '•revival. “TIP-TOE _:—:--—- ■" ■■ • ' .'■■■ ■ ~ 
THROUGH THE TULIPS” (Wit- ■ , ;■ / . . ■ .. . ' ■ , ' .; 
mark*) once again comes through David Wayne - Vivian Blaine- izing groove that’s made them one 
as a lilting item with plenty ofvo- Johnny Desmond: “Say, Darling”, of the top selling vocal combos in 
cal help from Russ Hamilton. (RCA Victor). This is an original today’s LP market. Once^agaip 

The Stroll Kings (Coral). “I’LL cast recording with a couple of new they re off on a flock of standards 
ALWAYS BE- IN LOVE WITH twists. Firstly, as done On stage in with a wry and yet musically cor- 
YOU” (ShaniTo Berh^n*) snot the “play about a musical,” the rect interpretation that brings new 

a tunes are presented as rehearsal life to the oldies. “Dancing On 
instrumental items backed by a small combo. In The Ceiling,” “Yesterdays,” “My 

.s.l^®^.that- could _ get by in the trahsDlantirfe it on to an LP. Vic- Romance” and “Wait Till You Sea 

Title 
The Music Man 
West Side Story 
My Fair Lady 
Around World 80 Days 
Concert Encores 
Vamps The Roaring 20’s 
At the Tiffany Kail 
Goodnight Dear Lord 
Gems Forever. 
The Miisio Man 
Sings Rodgers & Hart 
South Pacific 
Come Fly With Me 
Oh Captain! 
At Carnegie Hall 
Sings Duke Ellington 
Rhythms of the South 

Pete & Sonny 
Cugat’s Cavalcade 
Calypso 

. Label 
.Capitol 
^-Columbia 
Columbia 
Decca 
London 
ABC Paramount 
Epic 
Columbia 
London 
Capitol 
Verve 
RCA Victor 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Vanguard 
Verve 
London 

Folkways 
Columbia 
RCA Victor 

Album Reviews 

Jim Lowe (Dot). “TAKE ME ^e^tha^could^etby. in, the S' Lp“’Vfc RomaSo”7Ad •'WlFm You SoJ 
SS£t^lmCh« ■** has siven it a full-blown orch Jfer”'.are■■ c«es in point. _Fra5k 

Jim Lowe (Dot). 
7~. ~ " v i a ivua a 'x v iv/Tvut / -- — — w top has fiiven It a IUIl-DlOWn orcil Xiei ate m yuiiu. r Idua 

?*hat^wi r^ e the Viukes^weir works up a calypso beat and a novel gY” . (Shapiro, Bernstein*) gives treatment under the direction of Comstock’s orch backs the package, 
t , vrC *T »T *yi-ic idea into a catch-on potential, the StrolFKings a chance to make Sid Ramin. Secondly, the songs by Jackie Paris: “The Jackie Paris 

,ir™£ T®^pl5:s^ (DAateertrtMr‘D m T? “LATER ON TONIGHT” (Trinityt) an oldie okay for strolling. * Betty Comden-Adolph Green-Jule Sound” (East-West). Jackie Paris 
t To i j?. is due for a spinning run because of The Coasters (Atco). “YAKETA styne, for the most part, were writ- is a jazz singer who can turn on a 

n V ri*i hac the way Jim Lowe gets the beat and YAK” (Tigert) uses a free-wheel- ten satirically or. as parodies to fit pop mood without any self-reproach 
Buzzell*) has the kind of frenzied 
rocking mood that can work its way 
out of left field into a strong spin¬ 
ning iteip. “WHISPERING .CAM-' 

the way Jim Lowe gets the beat and YAK mgerr ) u 
and lyric angle across. - ing beat to get a 5 

' Eddie Moore (20th-Fox). ^e|sa|® 
“PHONE CHICK” (Click*) should ihe pi 

PAIGN” (Hecht-Lancaster & Buz- ring up a nice score for the new 
zell*) is in a slow rocking ballad label because it.hits hard on a beat 
vein and doesn’t get to mean as and idea that the kids can under- 
niuch. stand: “PEPPERMINT KISSES” 

Georgia Gibbs (RCA Victor). vDelstonet) rocks according to juke 
“IT’S MY PLEASURE” (Winne- manner but it still doesn’t add up 
ton*) puts Georgia Gibbs back in to much. 
a standup ballad idiom and she Svivia svms (DeccaL “THE I Robertson ffurtaricf with th^ T nui«: run, the set will be lots of fun. The Only A Paper Moon,” "I've Got A 
gives it the kind of rcadmg that NlpyJvJ,®thfytnvPNTFD rHAM Pr^ hanrf ar^ sdund has an unusual brilliance Pocketful of Dreams,” “You’re 
Could add up. to lotsa jock and MGHTTHEY^ Pnma banfi are^ hospitalized £t and the stars. David Wayne, John- Getting To Be A Habit With Me” 
Juke play. “HELLO HAPPINESS. White Mpuntam HpspitM here aft- nJt Desmhnd and Vivian Blaine, and “This Year's Kisses;’'to name 
GOODBYE BLUES” (Bregman. out. of .the groove in'.Sylv'aSyms er their car^^turned over four times^ome oH in fine form. And then four of the dozen. They’re all 
Vocco Sc Conn*) builds a swinging WAr ^ast week (29) enrollte from Los there’s always the rousing closer, familiar but they haven’t been 
and rocking beat into a lively side class programming. THE NA- Angeles to New Orleans where “Something’s Always Happening overworked. 
that will appeal to the juke crowd. TURE Or THlNGb^ Hs. -H. Mor- they were to appear in an orch date On The River,” to set everj'thing LaVem Baker: “L»Vern Baker 

ing beat to get a somewhat strained in with the plot structure of show and without making any conces- 
h-Env) teenage message across. “ZING! going through the agonies of an sions to the popular singing style, 
chnidd WENT- THE STRINGS OF MY out-of-town tryout. On the LP the He has a saVvy approach to his job 
,1 (Continupd rtn R9.\ whole score comes off as serious and if the job is tackling a bunch 
le new . (Continued on page 62) tunesmithing efforts bound to con- of pop standards, as it is here, it’s- 
a “eat .. ... fuse those unfamiliar with the done with a. warmth and an appeal 
under- ^WO PrilTUi SiflCmcn show’s shenanigans. However for that reach right out of the grooves. 
SSES’ —r .; • j . A . those who know what it’s all about. Package was produced by Nesuhl 
to juke injUreQ IH Arizona and there, should be plenty of them Ertegun with taste in the reper* 
add up Springerville Ariz May 6 since the production looks like it’s toire and combo backing departr 

Harvey Lang, drummer, and Bob setHing down to^a good Broadway ments Tunes are .such, as .“It’*.. 
“THE Robertson, guitarist with the Louis ^n, the set will belotsoffun The Only A Paper Moon, ’ I ve Got A 

)HAM. Prime hand ar*. hn.nitalirpd af sou.nd. has an_unusual brilliance Pocketful of: Dreams/! You re 

Molly Bee (Capitol). “DON’T ^is*) is a stylized ballad that’s ban- with Sam Butera. 
LOOK BACK” (ReiSi) can look with taste in all departments. Lang’s hip was broken; Robert-. 

right. 

Peggy Lee: “Jump For Joy” 

LaVem Baker: “LaVern Baker 
Sings Bessie Smith” (Atlantic), For 
a thrush who made her mark as a 

ahead to some good spinning ac- The Noc-A-Bouts (United Art- son suffered cuts, bruises and (Capitol). When you set Peggy Lee rock ’n’ roller. LaVern Baker dis- 
tion because of tune’s rocking form ists). JUNGLE SAFARI” (Rodelt) shock. in a rhythmic repertoire, she takes plays an expert feel for the blues 
and Molly Bees slick styling, adds up to a lot of noise with jungle^ ' ■' •—; off in a free-wheeling, swinging in this package of tunes associated 

sounds added to make it even morie I ... I ___ * r„_A_A style, that’s hard to beat. That’s with Bessie Smith. Miss Baker 
ME WHEN IM GONE (Rennck*). frantic. “SESSION” - (Rode It) LOU LCVY Hi CiUrODC what her” Jump For Joy” package fortunately doesn’t try to carbon 
is dusted off in a likeable manner. whips up a musicai frenzy that’s Lou Levy head of Leeds Music is ail about and the thrush works Bessie Smith, instead she concen- 

Four Aces (Decca). "SATURDAY hard to take. 1& on an overseas iunket for h?id’ U into a happy item with plenty of trates on spreading her own vocal 
SWING OUT” (Winneton*) brings ' rT niT* consumer appeal. Working with a assets, which are plenty, and she 
out the Four Aces in a swinging t tH anli a fl+h0Lr>edS Nelson Riddle hacking. Miss Lee gives “Gimme A Pigfoot” “Empty 
groove that ought to get ’em top ’ , MY GOODNESS (Crom- Ltd.. and a looksee nt the Con- toys with such as “Back In Your Bed Blues.” “Nobody Knows You 
spins all around. “TAKE MY well ) has a . novel pianissimo tinent. Currently the London Own Backyard,” “I Hear Music” When You’re Down and Out.” etc., 
HEART” (Northern*) sets the com- bounce Supplied by Dick Hyman branch of Leeds is rolling with and “Ain’t We Got Fun” for top- a strong beat and a solid drive, 
ho in the ballad-harmonizmg mood and some cute vocal words from the three U. S. entries. “Tequila,” “To flight results. Don Shirley: “Don Shirley With 
that sent them to the top several Peppermints. “YA YA” (Crom- Be Loved” and “Nairobi.” The Hi-LO’sr “Love Nest” (Co- ^ Bases”-“Don Shirley Solos” (Ca- 
years ago. Tune's from Universal’s well*) puts Hyman and the vocal Levy’s overseas stay will run Uimbia). With “Love Nest” the dence^ Simultaneous release of 
“The Big Beat.” combo oh another lively musical! between three and five, weeks. Hi-Lo’s continue the slick harmon- two new packages by Doii Shirley “The Big Beat.” 
. Gerry Granahan (Sunbeam). "NO 
CHEMISE. PLEASE!” (Sunbeam)) 
is in fashion as far. as beat and 
lyric angle go and Gerry Granahan 
swings out in a wav that could 
bring it to the spinning front. 
“GIRL OF MY DREAMS” (Sun¬ 
beam*) is in a slower, groove but 
still fits pop demands and c?ould 
develop into a noisemakeri 

The Playmates ( R o u 1 e 11 e). 
“DON’T GO HOME” (Kahlt) works 
a neat beat and lyric idea into* a i 
highly enjoyable side that rates 
spinning attention. “CAN’T YOU 
GET IT THROUGH YOUR HEAD’ 
(H&L*) has a toe-tapping quality 
that makes it a good juke Item. 

Jennie Smith (Columbia). “MY 
FIRST MISTAKE” (Dominion*) is 
Jennie Smith’s first for Columbia 
after an LP debut on RCA Victor. 
She shows a lot of promise for the 
pop singles field on this country- 
stvled ballad. “WALKIN’ ’NEATH 
THE MOONLIGHT” (Dominion*) 
has a flavorsome quality that some 
spinners may go for. 

Jimmy Breedlove (Edic). “THIS 
TOO SHALL PASS AWAY” (Hill 
Sc Range*) is built on a. stylized 
dramatic mood that takes time to 
catch on. “COULD THIS BE 
LOVE” (Brenner & LowelU) Is a 
pleasing mixture of’ the country 
and shuffle heat. 

The Medalltonaires (Mercury), 
•TEEN-AGE CARAVAN” (Puref) 
rolls out a familiar pace with no 
distinguishing features to pull it 
ahead of the crowd. “MAGIC 
MOONLIGHT” (Pure*) needs more 
than magic and moonlight to get it 
acrass. 

Slim Whitman (Imperial), “CAN¬ 
DY KISSES” (Hill Sc Rangev) has 
the country swinging flavor that 
goes over la cornbelt |ukes. “TOR- 

VfiRIETY .It Best Sellers on Coin Machines. 
1. WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS (6) 

2. WITCH DOCTOR (3) \ .. ... . . ... ; ;. 

3. TWILIGHT TIME (4) ‘ .......... 

4. ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM (2) .. 

7. TEQUILA (9>, 

9. WHO’S SORRY NOW <7) 

10. OH LONESOME ME (1) ; 

Seeond Croup 
CHANSON D*AMOUR 

SUGAR MOON ........................................... v. Pat Boone...Dot 

LOlLIPOf ...............................................,. Chordettes ...Cadence 

JOHNNY B. GOODE ............... . .......... Chuck Berry ........... .CJiess 

BILLY .... .;.......... ......... .,........,. *........ Kathy Linden ...... .. .Felsted 

BOOK OF LOVE ....................................Monotones .. .Argo 

FOR YOUR LOVE ................................ ............ Ed Townsend ..*. .Capitol 

JUST MARRIED .....Marty Robbins .......Columbia 

I’M SORRY I MADE YOU CRY ; v <.,.. J v... ........... Connie Francis ......1... MGM 

LOOKING BACK  ... Nat King Colt .........Capitol 

[Figures in parentheses Indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 103 

1 Hi-Lo’s continue the slick harmon- two new^ packages by Don Shirley 
are worthwhile additions to the 

7~~ “ Steinway shelf. Shirley is an ex- 
!;• pert keyboard technician with a 

tf*!ilY1PQ smooth and careful approach that. 
tVlliiW^u »♦» »♦♦♦♦♦» makes the most of the tunes under 

r consideration. With the two basses, 
;; Shirley highlights a “Porgy and 

T ^ _ .. . Bess” suite while in the solo set a 
Laurie London .........Capitol -» bunch of standards are built up in 

David Seville ......... .Liberty - ► the ^lassie Shirley manner. 
n) ■ ' ■ «. John Gart: “The Songs of Rodg- 
Platters  ..Mercury <► ers * Hammersteln” (Kapp). 
Everiv Bros Cadence * There’s a lot of sound in an elec- jLxeny tsros......cadence - tric organ and John Gart know. 

Dean Martin ........... .Capitol < ► how to get it all out. With a Rodg- 
r>OT,ru ~ Tr. , _ ’’ ers Sc Hammerstein repertoire. 
Perry Como ... ...... Victor .* Gart has a full-blown melodic 

Champs v__ ___Challenge ■<> fanfi® at his fingers and he gets a 
„, . „ , . : ^ lot of mileage out of that. too. 
Elvis Presley .......... .Victor / ; Hapk Mardigian Sextet: “Orien- 

Connie Kzand, .. 

Don Gibson ..... Victor •’ sounds, this package ought to be a 
1, delight. It’s an exotic repertoire 
< ► out of the Middle East and it’s all . 
* • sparked by George Mgrdichian on - 

. . •« the oud, a string instrument built 
Art &' Dotty Todd ......... Era [ ■ like a mandolin. 
Fontane Sisters ...... .... Dot < • Gary Alan Orch: “Mnslc For A 

D ^ x - Shining Hour” (MGM). In his con- 
i'ac Boone   .Dot centration oii creating musical at- 

Chordettes ............Cadence - ^Alan7ent,ove^ 
-. hoard for this lush mood music set. 

Chuck Berry ... ..Chess 1 * The numbers are all standard but 

Kmv Linden ..........Feleted i | • 

Monotones ...i... .Argo ' ’ bearing. . 
Camarata: “Spring** (Disney- 

Ed Townsend ...Capitol land). Camarata, who’s whim is lo 

Marty Robbins .......Columbia \:’ 222.?** . "f1me- Tutti,-is .a 
master pt setting up a musical 

Connie Francis ..........MGM mood. In this package, pegged on 

Wat Kin, Cole .....-Capitol ,. trumpet ^ttlng’oTi'one’Jide^nd a 

a. been in the Top 101 • • 

• . proper, melodic feel. The sPngs ruh 
►»»»»»»♦♦»♦ ♦ 44jM»# »»»♦> I+<* fCnhtinued no page «8) 

(Art & Dotty Todd ........ Era 
I Fontane Sisters .......... Dot 
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‘MR. OUTSIDE’ GETS DISK ‘IN’ 
Imperial’s Chudd Smacks Smathers WflNNA SELL? SEE Roosevelt Group Bids Justice Dept. 
BiD, ASCAP; Bevy of Others on Stand 
In D.C. to Voice Pro-BMI Sentiment By MIKE GROSS 

Washington, May 6 . 4 

Lewis R. Chudd,. prexy of Im¬ 
perial Records, one of largest of 
the indies, boasting a sales volume 
last year of 15,000,000 disks, said . 
today (Tues.) that passage of the 
Smathers Bill would be ‘-clearly 
contrary” to the'public interest. 

Appearing as leadoff witness be¬ 
fore the Pastore Subcommittee of 
the Senate Interstate. and Foreign 
Commerce Committee, the Holly* 
wood record exec also predicted 
that such a bill would restrict eco¬ 
nomic growth. He kudosed BMI : 
as an. organization which has 
brought ‘‘genuine competition into 
the music business,” suggesting 
that proposed, legislation would 
seriously affect this service. 

Chudd, who in addition to im¬ 
perial is a music publisher With 
interests in Commodore, Reeve and 
Travis Music, all* BMI affiliates, as 
well as the ASCAP-iffiliated Post 
Music, told the solons his observa¬ 
tions were based on his belief that 
the American public had the right 
to “hear as much of the. creative 
efforts of their fellow citizens” ..as 
possible. He labelled “wholly arid ; 
Completely false” charges of a con¬ 
spiracy to discriminate against 
ASCAP-controlled music, pointing 
out that all segments of show biz 
were interested only in one thing 
—economic success. 

Talent 1st, Music 2d 
Citing his own success in the 

record, field, he named as first in¬ 
gredient new talent. He proudly 
pointed to such of his discoveries 
as Ricky Nelson, Fats Domino, 
Slim Whitman, Ernie Freeman, 
Smiley Lewis and Jackie Warner, 
all found through Costly trial and 
error. 

Music, he stated, was the second 
ingredient in successful manufac¬ 
ture of records. He emphasized his. 
point that the licensing agent for 
music was never a determining fac- 

(Continued on page 56) 

'BogeyDivorce 
Bposey & Hawkes is. break: 

frig up the “Colonel Bogey” 
and “March From The River. 
Kwai” act. To avoid confus- 
sion between the two songs, 
which have been linked to-. 

, gether on wax, the publish¬ 
ing firm Is putting a stop to 
the. tandeiri run . by holding 
back licenses on “Bogey” un¬ 
less it’s recorded alone. 

B&H claims. that since the 
disk merging of the tunes, 
;sheet -calls have been.coming 
in for “KWai” When “Bogey” 
is wanted and vice versa. . Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures Music Corp. 
publishes: the “Kwai” march, 
which Was written by Malcolm 
Arnold. Kenneth Alford wrote 
“BOgey.” Both tunes were 
mated, in Sam Spiegel!s 
“Bridge on The River- Kwai” 
pic. and on platters, by Mitch 
Miller (Columbia) and Art 
Mooney (MGM), among oth- 

Merc Buys Decca 
Indiana Presser, 

American Operas 

The New York City Center’s re¬ 
cent American opera season has 
drumihed up disk company activ¬ 
ity. Operas out of the Center’s 
repertory moving into the wax- 
works are Marc Blitzstein’s ‘‘Re- 

; gina” via Columbia and Leonard 
Bernstein’s ‘Trouble In Tahiti” 
from MGM. There’s also a possi¬ 
bility that MGM will take “Bal¬ 
lad of Baby Doe” (music, by 
Douglas Moore, lyrics by Jbhn La- 
touche) into the recording studios. 

“Regina” goes into the groove 
this week with Brenda Lewis 
starred. The. Blitzstein work is an 
adaptation Of . Lillian Heilman’s 
“Little Foxes,” which was first pro¬ 
duced on Broadway in 1949. The 
City Center first put it in its rep¬ 
ertory in 1953. The opera will be 
recorded under the auspices of the 
Koussevitzky Music Foundation. 

“Trouble in Tahiti” has come out 
of the MGM factory with Beverly 
Wolf and David Atldnspn starred. 
“Tahiti” was first produced sev¬ 
eral years ago at Brarideis U., Wal¬ 
tham, Mass. “Raby Doe” is a two- 
year-old opera that bowed orig¬ 
inally at a music festival in Central 
City, Colo. 

Col’s July Colo. Meet 
Columbia Records* annual na¬ 

tional sales convention has been 
shifted from New York to Estes 
Park, Colo. The confab also has 
been pushed back from June 18-20 
to July 17-19. 

According to Bill Gallagher, na¬ 
tional sales chief, the later date fits 
in with the • new merchandising, 
plans Which' can be unveiled in 
mid-July. Col took over Estes Park 
for its ip5g.m,ee,t.di)d, moved on to 
Miami Beach in *57. 

Chicago, May 6. 

Mercury Records bought the his¬ 

toric, and since 1956 idle, Rich¬ 

mond, Ind., pressing plant from 

Decca, and henceforth will press 
most of its own.- Much of the disk- 
ery’s output in recent years has. 
been pressed by Victor at Indiana¬ 
polis, though the West coast mar¬ 
ket* has been supplied from Los 
Angeles via Mercury-affiliated Na¬ 
tional Record Pressings. 

Mercury prexy Irving B. Green 
said “several thousand” dollars 
went into updating the layout. It 
once produced for the Brusnwick 
label and the old Gennett company, 
and three decades ago housed shel¬ 
lac sessions by such greats as Bix 
Beiderbecke, King Oliver, Wingy 
Manone, Hoagy Carmichael and 
Jelly Roll Morton. 

Production at Richmond has been 
underway since April 25, When. a 
copy of the Plattffrs’ “Twilight 
Time” bestseller was presented to 
the town’s mayor. Helming the 
plant is Henry P. Fine, prez and 
g.m.. of National Record. " Accord¬ 
ing to Green, Richmond is current¬ 
ly geared for 1,006,000 45’s and 
250,000 12-inch LP’s a month, but 
by year’s end will .be upped to 
2,000,000 and 600,000, respectively, 

THEATRES AS OUTLETS 
FOR RANK DISK CLUB 

London, May 6. 

The newly announced Rank rec¬ 
ord label will , bypass normal dis¬ 
tribution facilities and begin, oper¬ 
ating a . disk club Within the next 
couple of months. The platters will 
sell at less than 25% of the nor¬ 
mal retail price, and will be avail¬ 
able at Rank theatres. 

A statement issued by the outfit 
says that the club membership will 
be open to the public, but it feels 

,that the selling- methods will be 
especially appreciated by theatre 
patrons Who’ll be able either to buy 
or order their disks during screen¬ 
ing hours. 

. At the moment Confabs are being 
held with several companies which 
own pressing facilities, but a 
spokesman indicated that if the 
venture proved a big enough'suc¬ 
cess, a Rank-owned plant would be 
considered,' -Recording artists have 
yet to be named. 1 

The independent record consult¬ 
ant has become the latest adjunct 
to the multi-faceted disk industry. 
Although there are only a handful 
of disk consultant offices around 
today, the continual growth, of the 
disk business arid its developing 
operational complexities indicate 
that the newly-born disk consult¬ 
ant will be an active and crowded 
business in a short time. 

Outside consultation has been 
a modus operandi in big business 
for many years. Large .manufac¬ 
turing firms have been employing 
management .counselors On a regu¬ 
lar basis to check over their op¬ 
eration. The principle is that the 
impersonal approach of the inde- 

. pendent Outsider can show up op¬ 
erational flaw's and cOme up with 
suggestions that, have: bypassed 
firm’s own personnel.; • 

: The indie disk consultant is op¬ 
erating in much the same way. 
Major Companies as well as the 
smaller labels are calling him in 
for advice on sales, production, 
promotion, advertising;, distribu¬ 
tion, etc. He’s now also being 
tapped by music publishers, tal¬ 
ent managers arid ad agencies con¬ 
nected with; disk industry for a 
freelance Iboksee. The scope c-: 
their operations covers, artists & 
repertoire, distribution, produc¬ 
tion, deejay promotion, merchan¬ 
dising and: packaging. 

One of. the first in the indie disk 
consultant field is Harold L. Fried¬ 
man Associates. Friedman has 
acted as Consultant to London Rec¬ 
ords* Seeco, the indie E.A. line, 
several disk clubs and currently 
has been helping. launch the disk 
subsidiary of United Artists. 

Another of the indie . disk- con¬ 
sultants is Mike Adrian of Adrian 

(Continued on page 62) 

Slay Is ‘Followup’ Time 
In Col’s LP Bag; Decca 

Sets 12-Package ‘Hi-Fi’ 
Columbia Records is applying 

the followup formula to its May LP 
schedule. Spotlighting ibis month’s 
releases are a Frank Sinatra pack¬ 
age, which follows a previous two- 
pocket package for Col, the Four 
Lads’ “Four . On The Aisle,” which 
follows the pattern of the group’s 
treatment of Frank Loesser songs, 
and Ray Coniff’s “S’Awful Nice,” 
which follows his previous ‘S’Won- 
derful” and “S’Maryelous” sets. 

Also iri the May package are al¬ 
bums by .Mitch Miller, Michel Le- 
grand, Ken Griffin and a special 
Goddard Lieberson production of 
the Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick 
Loewe riiusical,. “Brigadoon,” with 
Shirley Jones, Jack Cassidy and 
Susan Johnson, In the soundtrack 
field; Col is -running with “Wind¬ 
jammer,” with songs by the Easy 
Riders, Terry Gilkyson, Richard. 
Dehr and Frank Miller. Original 
score was written by MOrton Gould. 

Meantime, over at Decca the 
May push is on a “Springtime in 
Hi-Fi” peg. Release will contain 
12 packages, four of which Were re¬ 
corded in Europe^ Artists repped 
in the May schedule are Peggy 
Lee, Mark Murphy, Jack Pleis, Lou 
Snider, Ethel Smith, Bill Snyder 
and Werner Muller. 

Capitol’s Pops & ‘COW’ 
In ‘Hi-fi Fashions’ 

Hollywood, May 6. 
Eleven new pop LP’s and six 

new “Capitol of the World” albums, 
go into release this month under 
Capitol Records’ merchandising 
theme of “Hi-Fi Fashions in 
Sound.” • •. 

Release schedule includes; sets 
by the Four Freshriien, Tennessee 
Ernie Ford, Louis Prima & Keely 
Smith, Freddy. Martin, June Chris¬ 
ty, ! Red Nichols, Faron Young, 
Hank Thompson and the Brazos 
Valley Boys, Stan Kenton, and 
Geprge Shearing, with Dakota Sta¬ 
tion. 

J Act on ASCAP Collection System In 
lt Report on Voting* Logs, Grievance 

~~~. ; . ■ ■" . Washington, May 6. 

RRC Haile Irvinff R~rKn A House Small Business subcom- 
DDV mui trying Berlin mittee — disturbed by the way 

. ^on(lo.h. May 6. ASCAP distributes its royalty col- 
The. BBC promises that its lections—asked the Justice Dept. 

90-minute tv .tribute to Irving Sunday <4) to take whatever action 
Berlin next Tues.. (13) will be js necessary to bring the proced- 
“one of the most ambitious ure In line with ASCAP’s 1950 
and spectacular television mu- antitrust consent decree, 
sicals ever staged m this coun- The subcommittee, headed by 

The production will be. ?! <5lt> 
spread out over three studios d??V>£,?etrtng? 
in :order to accommodate Eric ,du”"g whlc1;, « heard 
Robinson’s orchestra, the cast , complaints that a small group of 
of the dramatized story of the insiders dominate ASCAP for their 
composer’s life, and the artists own benefit. It also heard rebut- 
who’ll handle the. many pro- ■'ta* *rom the ASCAP leadership, 
duction numbers. The show . The complaints dealt principally 
will be produced by one of with the weighted voting system; 
BBC-TV’s topliners, Ernest the performance survey and log- 
Maxin. ging; system; the distribution for- 
■—■■■■■■■ ■ ii ■ ■' ~ mulae;- the grievance procedures; 

£1/1 A "1\ V\ 1 • and maintenance and availability 

lSCAP Pushing com. 
. mented the House Committee, 

rv . i » 1 ■. •_ “was directly or indirectly dealt 
AniAViflfliant* With in the judgment entered by 

i 1 ldl XllllvllillllClll* the United States District Court 
on March 14, 1950.” 

17 ljj 11. f) 1 The report found: 

v nil in flifpr ■ nnpl weighted voting system? 
rvuiliu nilvl 1 fUlvI "Based on the 1S57 royalty distri- 

„ button data submitted by ASCAP, 
The American Society of Cpmr the publisher members of the 

Trial Amendment; 
Would Alter Panel 

posers, Authors & Publishers is. 
taking another crack at winning 
an amendment to its articles relat¬ 
ing to the jurisdiction of. the com¬ 
plaint. committee and. the proce¬ 
dure for the trial of a member. A 

hoard have 59.6% of all possible 
publisher votes, and the^ writer 
members of the board have 2.4% 
of'all possible writer votes.” 

SURVEY AND LOGGING SYS¬ 
TEM: ASCAP gives 45% of total 
credits in royalty distribution to 

stab at getting the amendment was AaCAP gives 45.o of total 
made laist year but it Was defeated credits m royalty distribution to 
because it didn’t get the necessary tv networks, although only 23.42% 
two-thirds .vote of the member- (Continued on page 59) 
ship.'- —:— - 

Highlight of the amendriient is TV/t 1 <¥ !• 9 ip 
the change in the panel hearing fi/I A |n/|in 
the case. The panel would con- l\v/l llllllv A vulll 
sist of seven members* two from 
ASCAP selected by the. defend- w gy p ■ 
ant’ and two ASCAP members se- |f| \«v I.I1V1 VflPvA 
lected by the complaint committee. . Ill kJtlLllU 
These four would select three per- 
sons, w-ho may or may. hot be mem- . RCA Victor’s “indie look” is giv- 
bers of the Society, to represent ing the diskery its hottest pop 
fu ™parl,al P?11®1* ' Jn,tfie event singles sales record in some time, 
that the four designated members jn the past six months Victor has 
^M0 agree on the three members pushed six entries into the best- 
of the panel, the^ American Arbi- seller charts and it’s crediting the 
tration Assn, shall-designate the strong pace to the indie-styled 
person .or persons needed to .com- steam generated by its a&r, sales 
plete the panel. and merchandising activity guided 

As it . stands now the panel is by Steve Sholesf Harry Jenkins 
made up of one member selected arid Ray Clark, respectively, 
by the accused, one member select- _ . _T. / 
ed by. the complaint committee-and ■ e -S.01? pa^0^ Y,1.0*0 The pop payoffs for Victor have cu wic vwuuiauaLuumimcc -dim r f*. ", ‘ 
one representing the impartial ^en Elvis Presley s Wear. My 
panel Ring Around Your Neck” and 

In last year’s balloting on the r?°nXnn°^of ^hich have passed 
amendment, 83.17% of the publish- L°00,000 sales mark; Perry 
er votes favored it. The writers .91SmQ s. Catch a Tailing Star” and 
cast; only 49.32% of their votes in P®11, with “Star” a 
favor of the amendment while L®0Q>00fL—Plus seller and “Doll’* 
48.54% of the writer-riiembership already^ up to 700*°00 mark; 
didn’t vote at all. Don Gibsons Oh Lonesome Me,” 

• The rib-vote member has been ^OOROO sales item, and Lou 
didn’t vote at all. non wdsods un Lonesome Me,’’ 

The rio-vote member has been * 700,000 sales item, and Lou 
one of the factors stymieing Montes.. -Lazy Maiy,” which has 
ASCAP’s amendment procedure. swaPt passed the 550,000 mark. 
Since a two-thirds approval of all Under Sholes’ aegis, since he 
the membership is needed, a mem- took over from Joe Carlton, the 
her who does not vote is virtually a&r division has been run bn an in- 
casting a negative ballot. die producer’s basis. For example. 

Deadline on the new balloting Chet Atkins produced the Gibson 
is May 23- side while Joe Reisman was re- 

———--t——-— sponsjble for two Como clicks and 
/«imn« un inr ... the Monte bestseller. Sholes car- 

JATP DRAW IN PARIS ri^ baliwith/resley- 

BIG BUT MUSIC ‘IFFY’ leve”s' ="<i ciaT,noam"I PIU,-put 1UUJIU irr 1 for a push With.their salesmen and 
Paris, May 6. . j distributors as‘ well as. on disk Paris, May 6. . 

j .. Nbrriiari Granz’s “Jazz at the Jockey contact 

' Philharmonic” filled the immense : 

' Salle Pleyel for two performances f)n|ur pAirl)* 
J Thursday -.Cl). Jazz buffs crowded ‘'““o rdllUl 
■ in. to. hear instnimentalists Dizzy Douglas Fair 
/ Gillespie, Roy Eldridge, Stan Getz, ( Mellirt have te. 
Coleman Hawkins, Oscar Peterson, lishing venture. 

/Sonny Stitt, Ray Brown, and Ella and Tin Pan Al 
Fitzgerald. Dougfair Musi 

i ..Crowd applauded generously and Mellin Music, 
liked the instrumental pyrotech- Fairbanks, wh 

• nics and challenges, but some crit- two sides for A 
j jes felt that Granz just, heaped on put the tunes i 
' names, arid paid little attention to Music from his 
assembling homogenous groups pix: will also go 
.who! would-maket bettert hurt c to- Fairbanks and 1 

j gether* ate the venture 

Doug Fairbanks, Publisher 
Douglas Fairbanks and Robert 

Mellin have teamed up in a pub¬ 
lishing venture. The tv-screen star 
and Tin Pan Alleyite have formed 
Dougfair Music : and Fairbanks- 
Mellin Music. 

Fairbanks, who recently recorded 
two sides for ABC-Paramount, will- 
put the tunes into the new firms. 
Music from his future tv series and 
pix: will also go ipto the new firms. 
Fairbanks and Mellin- plan to operw 

ate the venture on a global scale. 
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Children’s Concerts As B.O. Goodie 
When Keyed To The Lollipop Crowd 

There’s an untapped market for 
children’s concerts, says Roger 
Englander, but they’ve got to be 
more than just a musical presen¬ 
tation. 

According to Englander, who has 
produced and directed the New 
York Philharmonic Young Peoples 
Concerts at Carnegie Hall and the 
Little Orchestra Society’s concerts 
for children at Hunter College, 
there’s lots of b.o. coin ini the kid-; 
die concerts, but since tv has made 
the youngsters more aware of en¬ 
tertainment values;, they want to. 
do more, now, than just sit around 
and watch music. 

With the four Carnegie Hall kid¬ 
die affairs playing to an SRO house 
(concerts were also televised by: 
CBS-TV and the Hunter dates pull¬ 
ing as much as $4,400 in the till 
for each time out, Englander feels 
that the time is ripe to spread the 
children’s concerts idea around the 
country'. He’s ; now working on 
plans to package concerts for tours 
next season. 

The main drawback, in the past, 
in luring kids to concerts, he states, 
has been the oldfashioned manner 
nf presentation. There have been 
lots of orchestras around the coun¬ 
try that have played, bits of fa¬ 
miliar pieces in the same old way 
wilh no showmanship values at¬ 
tached. 

What’s heeded, he states, is a 
way of making the concerts more 
attractive to the kids. And that’s 
done, he points out, by concentrat¬ 
ing on the visual aspects as well 
as the audio. For example, at the 
Hunter College concerts he deco¬ 
rated the auditorium to give it a 
party-like aura and when “The 
Firebird” is on the program, each 
kid is told to hunt for a feather 
hidden under the seat. Gimmicks 
such as these, says Englander, stim¬ 
ulate the youngster’s interest and 
makes him more receptive to the 
musical program at hand. 

The market for children’s con 
certs isquite wide, he asserts. At 
this season’s concerts in New York, 
he points out, the age group ran 
from five to 15. In a proper setting 
and presentation, he summed up, 
the kids can become quite recep¬ 
tive to good music. 

In addition to his activities in 
the kiddie field, Englander holes 
up at CBS as a staff director. 

French, Disk Bestsellers 
London, May 8. 

Whole Lotta Wim In. Rainwater 
(MGM) 

Shepherd Bines ...., . .Heath 
(Decca) 

Who’s Sorry Now .... .Francis 
(MGM) 

Too Soon To Know.. . . .Boone 
(London) 

Magic Moments ...., .: Cbmo 
(RCA) 

Tequils : . .......... Champs 
(London) 

Lollipop ....... .Chordettes 
(London) 

Breathless ........ /■ . Lewis 
(London) 

Maybe Baby ........ Crickets 
(Vogue-Coral) 

Don't .Presley 
(RCA) . 

Brit. ‘Fair lady’ Not 
Yet Accustomed To 

The Face of Stereo 
The stereophonic grooving of 

“My Fair Lady” In London will be 
held off for a while. Mitch Miller* 
Col’i/ director of pop artists & 
repertoire, quipped that Rex Har¬ 
rison “hasn't learned his part yet” 
Harrison played the role of Profes¬ 
sor Henry Higgins in .the tuner for 
two years on Br&adwayv 

Delay in the stereo groov _ 
apparently due to changes that 
were made for the London edi¬ 
tion. . Col prexy Goddard Lieber- 
son went to London for the April 
30 preem. and . to cut the stereo 
session. It’s not known now 
whether he'll stay until the com¬ 
pany is ready for the recording. 
The monaural version in the orig¬ 
inal cast set was cut by Lieber- 

saies mark. 

way will topline, the stereo slicing. 

A1 Levitt Sells Diskerj 
To Barbary Coast for 22G 

San Francisco, May 9. 

A1 Levitt has sold his San .Fran¬ 

cisco Records to Barbary Coast 

Records, of Los Angeles, for 
$22,000 

Sale was. consummated after 
Levitt, who also owns the new 
KSFR-FM and a downtown Frisco 
record store, met with creditors 
and got a 90-day extension of time 
on his debts. 

Levitt, a former Frisco deejay, 
said. 14 masters were included in 
sale to the new Los Angeles fjrm, 
and added, “We've got to make it 
with the radio station/* 

LESTER LANIN 
MOST POPULAR COLLEGE 
BAND IN THE COU NTRY 

Advance sales orders TERRIFIC 
for new Lester Lanin. EPIC LP 
ALBUM LN *474 “LESTER LANIN 
GOES TO COLLEGE.’’ “Lester 
Lanin band matriculates magna 
cum laude for sheepskin seekers."— 
Philadelphia Inquirer. 
. J.uist concluded—smash success 
at Princeton, May 2—Georgetown, 
May *.'. ■ . 

Dot in First Distrib 
Deal With Indie Label 

Mpllywood, May 6. 

Deal has: been closed between 

Randy Wood's Dot Records and 

Arwin Records, Co-owned by Marty 
Melcher and .wife-singer Dons 
Day, whereby Wood's company will 
furnish national and worldwide dis¬ 
tribution for Arwin's initial re¬ 
lease, “Jennie Lee,” a rock ’n’ roll 
number. . . 

This marks the. first time that 
Dot has acted as a distrib for an¬ 
other label. 

Chudd Smacks Smathers Bill 
tor in its selection, citing fact that 
many of his most successful disks 
were ASCAP licensed, though “a 
high percentage” were BMI. 

He dwelt at great length on 
costly techniques of promotion and 
exploitation of pop disks, stating 
that his own company had agree¬ 
ments with 38 distributors all over 
the U.S., and that a “substantial 
part” of company’s operating ex¬ 
penses went to tub-thumping ef¬ 
forts. All this effort and expense 
would be wasted, he added, if a 
BMI-licensed tune was In a pre¬ 
ferred position, as charged. At no 
time in the history of his company; 
he stated, had he ever found “the 
slightest evidence that any broad¬ 
caster,! program director or disk 
jockey had any Interest in whether 
a song was licensed by ASCAP or 
BMI.” 

Scores ASCAP Reps 
Chudd lashed out at ASCAP reps 

for “purporting to be the spokes¬ 
men” for indie record companies 
in attacks on Victor and Columbia. 
He cited his 12-year record with 
its $10,000,000 gross as an example 
of the success of Indie pressers. Of 
the 2,000 disk companies in the 
U.S., he estimated that at least 12 
were grossing over $1,000,000 annu¬ 
ally, naming his closest competitor. 
Dot, as having published state¬ 
ments showing gross of $10,000,000 
In its eight years in the business. 

“If there has been any discrimi¬ 
nation against independent record 
Companies and in favor of Victor 
and Columbia Records, it is ap¬ 
parent to none of us who have 
successfully competed against Vic¬ 
tor and: Columbia.*' 

Chudd made his strongest point 
when he testified that a full survey 
of all his distributors revealed no 
more difficulty in Retting Imperial 

Continue* front page 55 

disks played 

‘Vikings’ 3d Soundtrack 

market with “The Vikings.” 

June. 
UA’s previous trips to the sound: 

track mart were with “Paris Holi¬ 
day” and “God's Little 

Astor Theatres. 

PflRIETY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AN D TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks . Retail Sheet Music 

as Published m the Current Issue 

NOTE; 
”■ ——-! '—■ /■- ■ - 1 

The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 1 
arrived at under m statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated, above, These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The position* resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent ■■('coin machines, retail 

jl disks) and three ways in the case of. tune* (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music). 1 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

TALENT 
ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 

1 1 DAVID SEVILLE (Uberty) ..;....... .... Witch Doctor*„ 
2 2 PLATTERS (Mercury)_..._..__ .. .. Twilight Timef 
3 3 EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) .., ..... ..... .... All I Have To Do Is Dreamf 
4 ■4: LAURIE LONDON (Capitol)........ .,., Whole World In His Hands* 
5 5 DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) .... ..... Return To Me* 
6 7 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ... .... Wear My Ringf 

■ .7 9 ART & DOTTY TODD (Era)........... .... Chanson D’Amour* 
8 6 . CHAMPS (Challenge) ../____..... . ... Tequilaf 
9 DON GIBSON (Victor) ..........._ . ... Oh, LonesomeMef 

10 8 PERRY COMO (Victor) ... ... (Catch A Falling Star* 
}Kewpie Doll* 

1 POSITIONS 
t This Last TUNES 
I Week Week TUNE PUBLISHER, 

1 2 ♦WITCHDOCTOR ......... .. 

2 3 ♦WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS ... • • • • • • • •...— ........ Chappell 
3 1. fTWILIGHT TIME ..... ...............-----.... Porgie 

4 4 f ALL I HAVE TO BO IS DREAM ..... 

5 6 ♦RETURN TO ME ............ .. 

6 10 ♦CHANSON O'AMOUR ....... . . . 

7 8 f WEAR MY RING . Rush-Presley 
8 5 fTEQUILA .. .. Jat II 
9 9 •WHO’S SORRY NOW ................ 

/ 10 7 •CATCH A FALLING STAR...;.... 

i • f*ASCAP tBMI F-Films) _J 

tfBC or CBS 
owned and operated stations than 
on indie stations. He stated all had 
their soft and their tough spots. 
Despite keenest competition in his¬ 
tory, record business ljas never 
been better, he told the committee/ 
adding, “The American, public is 
the true beneficiary! of competi¬ 
tion.” 

He stated that his problems as 
a music publisher were identical 
with those as a record manufac¬ 
turer, again affirming his stand 
that the .licensing agent was never 
a factor in air exposure of tunes. 

He backed up his testimony with 
a letter from Archie Bleyer, head 
of Cadence Records,*who backed 
him up point for point. 

William Schuman, president of 
New York’s Juillisprd School of 
Music, took the stand on .behalf of 
BMI’s longhair activities. He cited 
•BMI's' contribution to the field of 
serious American music through 
its. sponsorship of the Student 
Composers Radio Awards and its 
financial support of such longhair 
activities as the Berkshire Con¬ 
temporary Music Festival; Con¬ 
temporary Music Society and many 
others. He also stressed that there 
Is ample evidence to show that in 
the recording of serious contem¬ 
porary American music there is no 
discrimination. 

Also taking the stand was 
Florida schoolteacher. Mae Boren 
Axton, writer of the Elvis Presley 
click “Heartbreak Hotel.”. She 
pointed out that the elimination of 
BMI would be a fatal blow to bud¬ 
ding songwriters who can't get 
.their foot, through the ASCAP 
door. \ 

Scott's Bill of 'Rights* 
Songwriter Winfield Scqtt 

( “Tweedle-Dee-Dee”), in his turn 
at bat, said that he had been a«k*d 
to/appear at the hearings for two 
reasons 1) “I do not see any need . 
whatsoever for the proposed legist 
lation and 2) I have heen deeply 
perturbed by the aspersions which 
have been cast by some of the wit¬ 
nesses on a kind of music which is 
closely associated with the Negro 
people,” He pointed out that al¬ 
though rock 'n' roll, rhythm. fit 
blues or “race” music had its ori-. 
gins among the Negro people, it 
speaks In terms that have reached 
all people7, hot only nationally but 
internationally as well. Scott 
stated ‘ that he did not pretend to’ 
know whether people would bo 
better or worse btf a steady diet of 
Cole Porter or Stravinsky! but that 
he did know that r'ri’r Is a kind ol 
music which people like very much! 
and which they have a right to pre-! 
fer and a right to hear if they want 
to. ' 

Bill Lowery, former disk jockey 
and how head of National Record 
and his own publishing firm,' took 
the stand to point up the new 
music biz opportunities that havo - 
opened up for thousands of people 
through the efforts of BMI. He 
also stressed, that never during -hiis 
deejay days did he consider a li¬ 
censing society as prerequisite to 
spinning a record. The latter 
point also was taken up by disk 
jockey My ray Kaufman (WANT A, 
N.Y.) who flatly denied accusa¬ 
tions that broadcasters or anyone 
else has ever told disk jockeys or 
program managers to concentrate 
on BMI music or exclude ASCAP 
music. 

Other witnesses scheduled te 
appear at the hearings today were 
Robert Burton, BMr veepee; music 
publisher Joe Csid.a, composer 
Tdrry Gilkyson, publisher Moe 
Gale, singer Betty Johnson, and 
Avery Claflin, representing the 
American Composers Assn. 

The hearings will recess after 
two days and resume May 20 or 21 
for ASCAP’s rebuttal, which is 
expected to be* allowed one day. 
Web proxies , will then be heard* 
after which the testimony will be 
sent to the FCC and Justice de- 

. partments. 

Maxin Returns From 
Huddles in Canada 

Arnold Maxin; prezy of MGM 
Records, returned to New York 
this week after his first huddles 
with diskery's Canadian affiliates 
since he took over the company 
the first of the year, 

During his Canadian stay Maxin. 
powwowed with Sir Guy Herbert, 
topper of Quality Records, MGM’s 
affil in Canada; George Keane, in 
charge of operations, and Lee Far¬ 
ley, promotion chief. ’ 
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Pre-Sold Names Push Soundtrack 
Package Sets in Britain; Frank lee 

Film soundtracks are the hot¬ 
test selling packages in Great Bri¬ 
tain where the disk-buying public 
demands known personalities on 
the jacket cover before it shells 
out the relatively high price of 
two pouiids (about $5.60) per al¬ 
bum. According to Frank Lee, 
artists manager for British Decca 
who was in the U. S. last week, this 
phenomenon is bound to spurt the 
sale of the soundtrack set of the 
20th Century-Fox pic adaptation 
of the Rodgers St Hammersteitf 
musical, “South Pacific,” to the 
maximum potential of 200,000 
copies in England. 

Lee, who was in New. York for 
confabs with execs of RCA Vic¬ 
tor, with which British Decca has a 
reciprocal distribution deal, stated 
that the release of the “South 
Pacific” set in England will mark 
the first deluxe packaging treat¬ 
ment on a pop album. In contrast 
to the thinly laminated jackets 
usually used in Britain for a cover, 
the RCA label'in England is put4 
ting out a package which is very 
close to the version issued domes¬ 
tically, including a folio of color 
photos. 

Lee stated that the RCA label, 
which bowed ’in England a year 
ago when the deal with His . Mas¬ 
ter’s Voice label, an EMI subsid, 
ran out, has already become estab- 
lished as one of the major disk 
companies in that country:; That 
was due to the record-breaking 
sales of Harry Belafonte’s “Mary's 
Boy Child,” which has gone over 
1,500,000; • the Elvis Presley rage 
and: Perry Como’s popularity, on 
disks. Latter’s sales have. been, hy¬ 
poed considerably by the telecast¬ 
ing of the Como show by the com¬ 
mercial tv network here.. 
” As in the U.S., tee reported 
that rock *n’ roll is still going 
strong/ with the juve element al¬ 
though he thought that “an in¬ 
creasing percentage of rock ’n’ roll 
songs also have melodies these 
days.” Also paralleling the U.S. 
situation, British singers with his 
disks to- their credit can command 
top prices on the British vaude 
circuit which is' still very much 

■alive..': 
Lee foresees a steady expansion 

of the disk market in England 
despite the handicaps of the stiff: 
tP prices caused by the 6.0% gov¬ 
ernmental purchase tax. He thinks 
that stereo, disks will provide the 
same-surge to the business, as did 
the introduction- of LP 10 years 
ago and the hi-fi movement of a 
few years ago. 
' Lee, who handles British Dec- 
ca’s artists & repertoire operation 
for pop and longhair, is preparing 
a “London Prom” series for re¬ 
lease in the U.S. by Victor, featur¬ 
ing the London Promenade Or¬ 
chestra under various composers 
in. middlebrow . programs. Also in 
the works are sessions with mae¬ 
stro veteran Pierre Monteux with 
the Polish violinist, Henrik Szer- 
Ing, and a set of “20th Century 
Waltzes” to be cut by Robert 
Stolz., 

While in the U.S., Lee also con¬ 
ferred with execs of London Rec¬ 
ords, the wholly-owned U.S. subsid 
of British Decca. 

Extend 'Jazz West Coast’ 
To North-Sonth Africa 

Joe Napoli’s concert package, 
“Jazz West Coast, Vol. 3” current¬ 
ly touring Europe, will extend its 
run to cover both North and South 
Africa. Unit features June Chris¬ 
ty, Bud Shank, Bob Cooper and 
the Claude Williamson Trio. 

Tour will take in Durban, Johan¬ 
nesburg, Capetown and two other 
cities not yet set. «On its return 
trip there will be a series of North 
•African concerts. 

Dot Records’ Concert 
Dot Records and Down Beat mag 

are teaming up for a co-sponsoring 
of a jazz concert at New York’s 
Town Hall May 16. Bob Thiele, 
Dot’s veepee and a&r chief, ex¬ 
pects that at least two LP’s will 
come out of the bash. 

Already set for the concert are 
Don Elliott, Tony Scott and Eddie 
Costa. 

Billy Mure, composer-conductor- 
arranger, has set up his Own pub¬ 
lishing firm, Saxon Music. - 

Bowl Lineup 

Hollywood, May 6; 
Jascha Heifetz will tee off Holly¬ 

wood Bowl’s 37th season oi “Sym¬ 
phonies: Under the Stars” on July 
8, with. Eugene Ormandy conduct¬ 
ing L. A. Philharmonic orch. 

The eight-week season will pre-r 
sent usual assemblage of top- 
bracket artists, including Erika 
Koeth, coloratura Of the Vienna 
State, who will make her American 
debut. Others include Hilda Gue- 
den, Guiomar Novaes, Elisabeth 
Schwarzkopf, Rudolf Serkin, 
George London^ . Among the con¬ 
ductors will be William Steinberg 
and Georg Solti. 

Andre K0s:te 1 anefz, Johnny 
Green and Carmen Dragon will be 
among the conductors signed for 
Saturday night “Pops” series. 

Hollywood,- May 6. 
National Labor Relations Board 

has set May 20 as hearing date on 
Musicians Guild of America’s 
petition for collective bargaining 
election among footers working in 
major studios. Reported more than 
30% of studio orchestra personnel 
authorized nearly formed tluild to 
bargain for them. 

Body filed application on March 
31 for NLRB election. 

GiseleVIfitf^rad^lP 
Hollywood, May 6. 

Gisele MacKenzie has cut a new 
album for RCA Victor titled * “Gi¬ 
sele MacKenzie Sings Hit Parade 
Favorites.” 

LP will be comprised of tunes 
she sang while on the “Parade” 
show between 1653-57. Miss Mac¬ 
Kenzie is currently starring in the 
L. A. Philharmonic staging of 
'“King and I” with Cameron Mit¬ 
chell. 

Sarah Vaughan, to Brussels 
Sarah Vaughan, Mercury Records 

thrush, has been, set for the. Brus¬ 
sels World’s Fair. She'll appear 
there in July immediately after a 
three-day concert at the Palace in 
Monaco. 

Singer, currently on a swing 
through Europe, has a one-month 
date at the Cine Theatre in Stock¬ 
holm starting May 1 and three 
weeks at the Olympia Theatre, 
Paris, starting June 19. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
. Ldndon, April 29. 

Whole Lot’a W’m’n .Rainwater 
.(MGM) 

Magic Moments ........ Como 
(RCA) 

Shepherd Blnea .Heath 
(Decca) • 

Too Soon to Know. ,/.. Boone 
(London) 

Maybe Baby .... ..Crickets 
(Vogue-Coral) 

Who’s Sorry Now.. ...Francis 
(MGM) 

Nairobi .......... i...Steele 
(Decca) 

Breathless : ...., ... Lewis 
(London) ■ . 

Tequila . ......... .. Champs 
(London) 

Don’t .. ..; ....... . . Presley 
. (RCA) - 

NAB Forms Panel 

Four Swedish Diskeries Form Combine 
To Pitch D.S. Tunes In Scandinavia 

Eavinia Mixes In Jazz 

Hollywood, May .6. , 
The National Assn, of Broadcast¬ 

ers : has harmoniously agreed—to 
form an all-industry music license 
committee .to aid in curtent prob¬ 
lems with the. American Society of 
Composers, Authors & Publishers, 
and their OAyn Broadcast Music Inc. 

Move, to form the music commit¬ 
tee took place during NAB’s con¬ 
vention last week at. the Statler 
Hotel where attending convention¬ 
eers gathered in hotel’s Pacific 
ballroom to voice and listen to the 
various opinions confronting the. 
multitude of AM radio stations 
throughout the country. Meet Was 
successful—that is, if points were 
given on the basis of enthusiasm, 
questions and much-needed an¬ 
swers. 

ASCAP’s pact with NAB . expires' 
Dec. 31 and BMPs runs out March 
11, 1959. 

One highlight of the: question- 
and-answer period Was the sugges¬ 
tion to ban ASCAP music, if an 
agreeable contract renewal could 
not be worked out. 

One broadcaster, not a member, 
of NAB, took the floor and opined 
that. NAB’s next pact with ASCAP 
shouldn’t run more than a year, 
but this was ruled down. 

The music committee, which will 
rep broadcasters all over the na¬ 
tion, will consist of Ben Strouse,’ 
WWDC, Washington. D. C.; Hugh 
Boice, WEMP, Milwaukee; Robert 
Mason, WMRN, Marion, O.; Wil¬ 
liam Morgan, KLIFy Dallas; Sher¬ 
wood Tarlow, WHIL, Boston; 
George Armstrong, Kansas City, 
Mo,; Cy Bahakel, WRIS, Roanoke; 
Ya.; Les Peafd, WBAL, Baltimore, 
and Elliot Sanger, WQKR, N. Y. 
Latter three are non-NAB mem¬ 
bers. 

Mason chaired session which ran 
two hours. 

. Chicago, May 6. 
v Ravinia Park, longhair music 
ozoner . in suburban Ravinia, has: 
tapped jazz vibist Lionel Hampton 
and folkslnger Richard Dyer-Ben- 
nett for a pair of concerts each in 
July. Past attempts with al fresco 
jazz, by Louis Armstrong one year 
and Dave. Brubeck another, were 
uniquely successful here, and Dyer- 
Benriett’s Ravinia date last season 
went SRO; 

Bulk. of the six week Ravinia 
Lseries will devote itself to such pur¬ 
veyors of longhair as Fritz Reiner 
and five guest conductors with the 
Chi Symphony, soprano Elizabeth 
Schwarzkopf, violinist Joseph 
Fuchs, Budapest String Quartet; 
Pro Musica ensemble, five concert 
pianists, and harmonica virtuoso 
John Sebastian. 

Janos Starker has been ap¬ 
pointed resident cellist for. i958-59 
in the Indiana University School 
of Music. 

m 
RCA Victor is going on the gold 

standard with: a new 45 rpm ex¬ 
tended play promotion. Involved 
in EP drive are 30 albums contain¬ 
ing top sellers from the Victor 
catalog. The campaign, which will 
be tagged “RCA Victor 45 EP 
Gold Standard Records,” will be 
tied in with Procter & Gamble’s 
Gleem; toothpaste and Pace Home 
Permanent products. 

Each EP in the series will con¬ 
tain four top pop Victor sellers in¬ 
cluding such names as Benny 
Goodman,. Perry Como, Glenn 
Miller, Artie Show; Kay Starr, 
Louis Armstrong, Eddy Arnold, 
Frank Sinatra and Harry Bela- 
fonte. •' 

In the tie-in with P&G, a spe¬ 
cial EP, “All Time Golden Hits,”, 
wiil be offered for 50c plus a cou¬ 
pon from either Gleem or Pace, 
The tie-in EP will contain six se¬ 
lections culled from the “Gold 
Standard” series. 

; Diskery is going on an all-out 
push on the campaign with na¬ 
tional mag ads, radio spots,: pro¬ 
motional material for dealers, etc. 
George Parkhill, manager of popu¬ 
lar advertising and promotion, 
handled the tie-in details for Vic¬ 
tor. 

Cap’s 15c Extra Divvy 
Hollywood, May 6. 

An extra dividend of 15c a share 
has been declared by Capitol: Rec^ 
ords, as well as a regular quarterly 
of 25c a share on the common. 

Both are payable June 30 to 
stockholders of record June 16. 
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PTYRIETY 
Survey of retail sheet music 

best sellers based, on reports 
obtained from leading storek in 
13 cities end • showing com- 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week.- . 

• ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. . Title, and Publisher .• 

1 1 *World in Hands (Chappeil).. 2 2 1 6 1 3 1 4 3 1 1 . i 6 lii 
2 2 ♦Catch a Falling Star (Marvin) 8 5 9 3 7 -2 1 5 7 5 58 
3 5 tTwilight Time (Pprgie).. 3 4 1 10 6 2 6 1 55 
4 3 tSugartame INor-Va-Jak).. 9 4 5 8 8 2 10 2 3 48 : 
5 11 *Witch Doctor (Monarch). 6 9 9 1 .4: 9 3 6 8 44 j 
6 6 ♦Who’s Sorry Now (Mills).. 7 7 5 6 5 ■4 ' .2 41 ! 
7 4 tTequila ( Jat).....,,... 10 8 3 3 4. 6 8 35 j: 
8 7 *Silvery Moon (Joy).... . .. 3 4 7 . 7 ■ ' 4 9 32 j 

9 12 ^Chanson D’Amour (M-Lark). ' 4 ■ 10 2 5 8 31 
10 14 : ♦Return To Me (Southern) 5 1 8: 3 .27 
11A 9 tLoillpop. (Marks). 5 2 •7 9 9 23 
11B .. ♦Precious Love (Witmark): 5 3 2 23 
13 . tAre You Sincere (Ce'darwood) 3 9 9 6 : 17 
14A 8 *76 Trombones (Frank)... 8 10 1 10 10 16 
14B 13 '♦All the Way XMaraville).> 2 I---:' ■4; 16 

In an unprecedented move, four 
record companies in Sweden have 
teamed up to. form a jointly owned 
music publishing company. Multi¬ 
ton. The diskeries involved in the 
deal are Metronome, Karusell, 
Decca and Philips. 

The publishing firm was formed 
to acquire Scandinavian rights to 
American tunes which the four re¬ 
cording companies would be inter¬ 
ested in putting on the Swedish 
market. It’s expected that Multi- 
ton will be in a strong" position to 
make deals since it can guarantee 
an unusually strong disk coverage 
on the tunes. 

Between them. Metronome, Karu- 
scll, Decca and Philips are exclu¬ 
sive representatives in their mar¬ 
ket for about 30 U. S. labels, 
among which are Columbia, Mer¬ 
cury, ABC-Paraniount, . London, 
Atlantic and Verve. Accordingly, 
several U. S. disk versions will be 
released in Sweden on tunes pub¬ 
lished .by Multiton. In addition, 
the publishing firm can guaran¬ 
tee several domestic versions t« 
be cut in Sweden by the four com¬ 
panies involved. 

Multiton will be headed in Stock¬ 
holm by Leif Kronlund, Swedish 
bandleader. Deals for Multiton 
with American publishers will h« 
made through Claes Dahlgren, 
head of Metronomes’ New York of¬ 
fice, Orion Development Corp. A 
Multiton branch has also been set 
up in Copenhagen, but it will con- 
centrate . on acquiring Europeac 
material. 

Mindy Carson; MitcheD 
Set for O’seas Dates In 

Theatres, TV; Woo Cafe: 
Singers Mindy Carson and Guy 

Mitchell have been set for tv and 
theatre dates in England and the 
Continent starting in May. 

Singer leaves for England ia 
headline .two tv shows, “Sunday 
Night At The Palladium” on May 
11 and “The Mindy Carson Show," 
a one-hour spec set for May 17. 
Negotiations are now underway for 
Miss Carson to appear at the Col¬ 
ony and the Savoy cafes. 

Mitchell will star on the “Sun¬ 
day Night At The Palladium” show 
May 18 and then will headline at 
the Empire Theatre, Liverpool 
(May 19-24); the Hippodrome, 
Birmingham (May 26-31); and tho 
Empire Theatre, Glasgow (June 
2-7). He will follow with dates in 
Italy, Copenhagen, Frankfurt and 
Stockholm. 

Eddie Joy, who manages both 
singers, will accompany them to 
England where he will confer with 
execs of his music publishing firm, 
Joy Music Ltd., as well as scout 
new material in Europe for U. S. ' 
publication. 

A Duke, A Conot ALotsa 
Dnkes for Cia Bine Note 

Chicago, May 6. 
It wasn’t planned that way, but 

the Blue Note is booked for most 
of the summer fore and aft the 
Newport Jazz Festival in July. 
Duke Ellington and Count Basie, 
two of the Newport magnets, play 
the Chi jazz flagship through 
June and August, respectively. 

In . between, the Note has the 
Dukes of Dixieland, a big click 
when they were brought in experi¬ 
mentally for a week late last year, 
although they’d already established 
here through several sock stands a! 
the Preview. 

Decca Earnings Down 
Net . earnings of Decca Record 

lipped to $168,117 for the three 
month stanza ending March 31. To 
tal.. after allowing for tire com 
pany’s share of the undistributed 
loss of its subsidiary, Universa 
Pictures, equalled lie per share oj 

i,527,401 shares outstanding. 
For the comparable period o 

1957; the disk company’s net earr. 
ings were $974,958, equal to 61 
per share on the 1,602,501 shart 
outstanding at that time. 

Modern Jazz Quartet booked f 
Town Hall, N, Y., May 12; in 
Monte Kay promotion. 
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They Rock V Riot All Over 
[ Continued from page 1 ; 

show and his emcee spot was taken 
by WLAM disk jockey Frank 
Sweeney. The barnstorming disk 
Jockey and emcee meanwhile re¬ 
turned tp New York to- consider 
his next moves—with possible can¬ 
cellations all down the line this 
week . confronting him and ; his 
troupe of a dozen and a half disk- 
inspired acts. . His last date on 
tour’s schedule is Newark, N. J., 

. Saturday < 10 >. 
Hub Mayor Hynes’ Blast 

Mayor John B. Hynes banned 
r’n’r jam sessions throughout Bos¬ 
ton saying “these so-called musi¬ 
cal programs are a disgrace. They 
must be stopped and they will be 
stopped here—effective at once.” 

“As far as the City of Boston is 
concerned.1’ the mayor added, “if 
the kicls are hungry for .this kind 
of music they’ll starve for it— 
until they learn how to behave like 
citizens instead of hooligans. Bos¬ 
ton will have no. more rdek ’n’ 
roll.’’ 

“I .am not against rock and roll 
music as such,” Mayor Hynes said, 
“and not when it is conducted un¬ 
der the auspices bt an; established 
organization. ; However, I am 
against rock Mid roll dances when 
they are putjkm by a promoter, 
such as the performance at the 
Arena Saturday. This sort, of per¬ 
formance attracts the troublemak¬ 
ers and the irresponsible. They 
will not be permitted in Boston 
and r.o outside . promoters need 
apply.” 

The.mayor said future requests 
for dance licenses will be closely 
examined by the police, the ^li¬ 
censing department and the. city 
censor, Walter Millikem ' 

Paul Brown, manager of the Bos¬ 
ton Arena, said that while he was 
not against hops or rock ’n’ roll 
music as such, another show such 
as Freed’s would only be present¬ 
ed “over my dead body.” 

fusion, teenagers jumped five feet 
from the organ gallery behind the 
stage and tumbled on trip of Steele. 
They piled on him, screaming and 
scratching. An. emergency caill 
was sent out from Caird Hall for 
an ambulance and a doctor. Teen¬ 
agers ran wild on the stage carry¬ 
ing autograph books. 

Steele starred at two. perform¬ 
ances. The disturbances occurred 
at the second house. They began 
as the: blonde kid, recently in from 
a South African arid Scandinavian 
tour, sang one of his own numbers, 
“Mabeline.” Halfway through the 
tune, he raised his hands and 
called, “Oh yes, do you like it?” 

Gets ’Shock Treatment’ 
A: large. section of the 3,000 

in the audience misunderstood, 
thought it was a sign that the act 
was ending. . .. 

Fans who saw'an ambulance rac¬ 
ing to the building called out: 
“What have they done to him? 
Is he dead?” 

Steele's injuries were attended 
to in his dressingroom, and he was 
treated for shock. Later,, the sing¬ 
er had a police .escort as he left the 
city to motor south to Edinburgh. 
He was. ushered out of Caird Hall 
through an underground passage. 

Earlier,. Dundee college; students 
threatened to kidnap Steele. The 
previous hight they had kidnapped 
television comedian Larry Mar¬ 
shall,. in town for a telecast of his 
daily ‘‘One .0’Clock Gang.” 

‘Stay Away, Freed’ 
. Fort Wayne; Ind.; May 6- . 

No more rock ’n’ roll shows like 

that presented Sunday, April 27, in 
the Allen County Memorial Coli¬ 
seum are wanted in Fort Wayne, 
So says Phil Olofson, business man¬ 
ager ' of Tri-State Promotions. 
About 2,600 persons showed up to 
see the Alan Freed show, billed 
to start at 2 p. m. Freed, report¬ 
edly ill In Chicago, didn’t make it 
bt all, .and the rest , of the show 
didn’t get started until 2:35 p.m. 

The change to daylight saving 
time was blamed, but critical mem¬ 
bers of the . audience pointed out 
that few of the performers had 
even appeared, and much other 
equipment hadn’t arrived at 2 p. m. 
The headliners,..Jerry Lee Lewis 
and Chuck Berry,, managed to 
make it to Fort Wayne in time to 
conclude the program. 

Coming Up 
. San Antonio, May 6. 

The “Biggest . Show of Stars” 

rock ’n’ roller will play the Munici¬ 

pal Auditorium here May 18. In¬ 

cluded in lineup will be Paul 

Anka, Sbm Cooke, Everly Bros., 

Clyd- McPhatter, George Hamilton 

IV, LaVern Baker, Frankie Avalon, 
Silhouettes, Royal Teens, Crescen¬ 
dos, Storey Sisters, Monotones, 
Jimmy Reed, Jackie Wilson, 
Jimmy Dell,. Paul Williams’ Show 
of Stars orch. 

Performances are set for 3:30 
arid 8;30 p.m., scaled $2, $2.50 and 
$3. ■■■■■■ 

BEV KENNEY TO DECCA 
Beverly Kenney has joined the 

Decca roster. Thrush, who recent¬ 
ly, signed with the William Morris 
office and is managed by Ivan 
Mogul!, will cut for the pop and 
album fields. Her first LP was 
grooved with Ellis Larkins. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
RCA Victor’s “Double Your EP Rate in ’58” contest wound up last 

wedk with the. presentation of the Frank M, Folsom Awards to the 

winners at a luncheon in New York’s Cavanaugh’s Restaurant. Bill 
Bullock, veepee in charge of the- album department, awarded prizes 
to the RCA Victor distributor exec in each of eight regions showing 
the greatest 45 rpm EP percentage increase for 1957. Each received 
a citation plus the Folsom award, an electric clock designed as a replica 
of an EP. 

In addition to the Folsom awards there were two grand prizes for 
distributor record managers. First prize, won by A. W. Smith of 
McClung Appliances, Knoxville, Tenn, for showing the greatest per¬ 
centage increase in 45 EP sales in '57 over ’56, was a 21-day vacation 
to any part of the world. Second prize, a Ford Thunderbird, went to 
Don Main of Associated Distributors, Indianapolis. The six other win¬ 
ners were Haig Yaghoobian, Dave Press, Robert Horn, G. J. Lewis, 
Clyde Ball and Wallis Tolies. 

“The Old Ladies Home,” a 1932^opyright owned by Irving Caesar, 
is creating a lot of excitement in disk company circles as a result of 
a recent recording by Doc Williams on the indie Wheeling label out 
of Wheeling, W. Va. The master has been fucked:up by Dot Records 
for natiorial release and it’s understood that Columbia’s Don Law, 
RCA Victor’s Chet Atkins and Decca's Owen Bradley are looking for 
cover angles. Latter tJ *ee handle their respective diskeries’ country 
& western departments. Tune was penned by Lem Martin. 

. RCA Victor has launched a contest for deejays and listeners to pro¬ 
mote Dinah Shore’s new waxing, “The Secret of Happiness.” Top 
prize Is a 1958 Chevrolet Bel Air Impala convertible. Contest is pegged 
on a listener letter of 50 words <jr less on the theme of their “Secret 
of Happiness.” The deejay is to select one listener letter to forward 
to Victor. The winning writer, arid the deejay who sent in the letter, 
get the convertibles. Contest closes May 31 and the winners, will be 
announced on Dinah Shore’s NBC-TV show June 15. 

Columbia Records is opening a permanent showroom in Chicago’s 
Merchandise Mart to display its hi-fi equipment of phonographs, records 
and other special hi-fi products. The Col display will open June 1 and; 
will show an entire line at the semi-annual International Home Fur¬ 
nishings Market in the Mart June 16-17. 

Urania Records premieres the first four-manual tracker action organ 
in this country with a stereo recording of Bach’s “Three Chorale Par¬ 
titas” played by Robert Noehren. The instrument was built by Rudolph • 
von Beckerath of Hamburg and was recently installed in the Trinity 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Cleveland, 

Background on Boston 
Boston. May 6. 

Alan Freed's “Big Beat” rock ’n’ 
roll show at Boston Arena Satur-J 
day ( 3* drew official Hub wrath as j 
15 persons, including six women, j 
were stabbed, slugged, beaten or | 
robbed, by berserk gangs of teen¬ 
age boys and girls following the 
jam session. 

A Navy sailor was on the danger 
list at City Hospital with stab 
wounds in the chest. A dozen oth¬ 
ers were taken to the same hos¬ 
pital for treatment. A dozen police 
ears were rushed to the area as 
the teeners raged out of control. 

The outbreak came as 6,000 
poured out of the Arena. Police 
had refused to let Freed have the 
Arena lights turned down during 
the show which he emceed and 
which headlined Jerry Lee Lewis. 
Freed announced to aud: “I guess 
the police here in Boston don’t 
want you : kids to have a good 
time!” 

Police, said the sailor was set 
upon just outside the Arena by a 
gang who also attacked his two girl. 
companions. At the same time, 
four girls, arid one boy attacked a 
23-year-old woman, and two 13- 
year-old girl teeners, ripping silver 
rings from the woman’s ears and 
stealing her pocketbook. A Har¬ 
vard student had his gold watch 
Stolen and was sent to the hos¬ 
pital with cuts and bruises. 

As police squads broke up. the 
riot outside the Arena, the teen 
gangs raced through streets in Rox- 

: bury and Back Bay. An all-male 
motorcycle gang in full jacket re¬ 
galia attacked three men and 
robbed them of $50, police said. 

Steele Mauled, Faints 
Dundee, Scotland, May 6. 

The whole question of teenage 
rock ’n’ roll idols appearing at 
civic auditoriums not constructed 
for vaude layouts is likely to be 
raised and reconsidered as a result 
of riots here. 

After being mauled by teenagers 
at Caird Hall here. Tommy Steele, 
darling of the British r&r set, 
fainted arid was carried uncon¬ 
scious from the stage. His man¬ 
ager later announced , that he 
would cancel his. following-night 
concerts at the Usher Hall, Edin¬ 
burgh, and the City Hall, Newcas¬ 
tle, Eng. 

Larry Parnes, Steele’s riianager, 
said: “Tommy will be resting at 
Edinburgh for the next two days. 
He has been really roughed up.” 

Steele’s shirt was torn from his 
back, his hair was pulled out, and 
his body scratched. 

At height of the uproar arid con- 
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1 1 
MUSIC MAN (Capitol i V 
Original Cast (WAO 990).... i 6 5 5 1 ? 3 1 3 9 5 8 I i 4 1 2 4 136 

2 3 
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) .. . 2 1 . 9 '.'4. 4 5 2 1 1 7 2 1 . 1 103 

3 2 . 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Come Fly With Me (W 920), 7 7 3 2 8 2 4 2 IP 1 4 6 5 9 3 92 

4 "... 5 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 4133) 5 5 10 ■•5:'. 10 4 2 5 5 2 6 1 1 10 83 

5 .6. 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090) ...... «■ 7 6 6 4 9 2 1 4 4 61 

6 .‘.4 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Warm (CL 1078V. . . l . ...; 6 3 1 5 ■ 4 .. T 4 . 10 10 8 60 

7 . 7. ’ 
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast (B2579-80),.. . 3 2 1 8 7 5 5= 46 

8 8 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)« 
Till (KL 1Q81)......... 8 10 3 4 10 4 3 1 45 

9 10 
CARMEN CAYALLARO (Decca) 
Remembers Duchin (DL 8661). .. 4 8 6 9 6 2 3 8 42 

10 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Gems Forever (LL 3032),.-. .• 8 1 3 5 2 36 

11 13 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Golden Records (LPM 1707). 6 3 8 3 6 6 34 

-12 15 
WAYNE KING (Decca) 
Dream Time (DL 8663)..... < . -4 1 . 7.: 10 7 6 ... 10 32 

13 16 
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol) 
Late Late Show (T 876).... . ;-,4- 3 3 7 27 

14 9 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046), .. . • 9 7 8 5 7 5 23 

15A .. 
PAL JOEY (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 912) .....-.. 9 5 V. 6 3 21 

15B 14 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Goodnight Dear Lord (CL 1119) 6 6 3> 8 . 2i 

17 A 12 
JONAH JONES (Capitol) 
Swinging on Broadway (T 963). 10 # 

i 
3 1 ... 4 20 

17B 18 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740) .^ ... 8 : 3 9 4 _20 

19A 19 
FOUR ACES (Decca) 
Hits From Hollywood (DL 8693) 10 8 ( 3 5 _18 

19B 20 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol), 
This Is Sinatra Vol. II ( W 982). ■:$r- 2 J.8 

21A 21 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000) 1 9 9 9 46 

21B 24 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595) ..... ,, i!. 7 8 2'•■ ■■■; 46 

23 ; 11 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071). 9 6 4 14 

24 17 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sail Along (DLP 3i00K.._ 9 2 •'•'. n 

25 25 
BRIDGE ON RIVER KWAI (Col.) 
Soundtrack (CL 1100), . ,. 3 9 10 
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Roosevelt’s Justice Dept: Bid 
Continued turn, page 55 

Japan Wants Purates on Pokey Diet; 
ef ASCAP’a revenue pomes from 

that souree. It gives 18.5% of to¬ 

tal royalty credits to plays on net¬ 

work radio, although only 3.28%; 

of ASCAP revenue pomes from ra¬ 

dio webs. While 28.68% of total 

revenue comes from local tv sta¬ 

tions, their plays are allowed only 

'll.5%. of royalty credits. Local 
radio stations provide 33.03% of 
revenue, but their plays are al¬ 
lowed only 24%- royalty credits. 
Everything else—-taverns, night, 
clubs, hotels, dancehalls, wired 
music, symphonic concerts, etc.— 
are allowed i total of only 1% of 
royalty.' credits, though they pror 
vide over 11% of income to 
ASCAP. 

DISTRIBUTION FORMULAE: 
•The report found distribution for¬ 
mula “complicated and difficult to 
understand and apply.” It charged 
“not only disparities in the aver¬ 
age of actual performance credits 
as between classes, but also within 
classes.” The system, says the re¬ 
port, “prevents there being any 
consistent relationship bet weed ac¬ 
tual performances and . disburse¬ 
ments to members from that7 (Sus¬ 
tained Performance) fund. It 
found similar inequities in the 
other funds. It said that for like 
use, “one song may receive 1,000 
times more in performance credits 
than another.” 

The Congressional probers de¬ 
clared, “there is no provision for 
affording members any hearing by 
the. Classification Committees, 
either-upop rule changes that may 

be under consideration, or fbr the 
purpose of proposing revisions. 
From time to time, rule changes 
are . made by the Classification 
Committes to be effective at $ date 
prior to the announcement of the 
change to members.- For instance, 
in his letter of Dee. .27, 1957, tor 
publisher members, the president, 
of ASCAP advised of some rule 
changes which - were being made 
effective as of July 1, 1957.”. . 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES: 
ASCAP has three successive steps 
—the classification: committee, 
board of appeals and an arbitration 
panel. Says the. report: “In some 
instances it has required as much 
as a year-and-a-half to two years 
to negotiate these steps. The cost 
of prosecuting these appeals , may 
be quite substantial; If a member 
should, in the end, be Successful, 
he cannot obtain any retroactive 
award _or correction, for the deci* 
sion can only apply prospectively. 
The limitation against any retro¬ 
active award may deprive a mem¬ 
ber of substantial eaiinings to 
which he Was entitled and may 
make an award of relatively little 
value.” It is pointed out that a 
member is allowed only one appeal 
per year. . Thus, when he starts 
one, he can’t do anything about 
more substantial complaints Which 
might develop later in the same 
year. 

MAINTENANCE AND AVAILA¬ 
BILITY OF RECORDS: It Is point¬ 
ed out that ASCAP makes no ver¬ 
batim transcripts of appeals whieh 
would, shdw the reasons for board 
action. 

Toronto Okays Dancing 
On Sabbath In General 

BJne Law Relation 
* Toronto, May 6. 

Dancing in Toronto on Sundays 

in public halls, plus the hiring of 
orchestras has been passed by the 
Metropolitan Licensing Commis¬ 
sion, on the grounds that “Toronto 
is becoming sophisticated and pres-’ 
ent; regulations permitting Sunday . 
dancing in private clubs, while not. 
in public halls, is defective and 
silly.” This is the weekend ukase, 
•of : Martin Kelso, special prosecu¬ 
tor of Toronto’s legal department. 
Said Fred Gardiner, the Metro: 
mayor, “Citizens should not be 
guided spiritually Oil Sunday activ¬ 
ities.” 

The Commission will require, 
that public dance halls be fire-safe 
and sanitary; that Operations are 
conducted on a proper moral level; 
but the Commission’s action will 
not prevent any citizen who objects 
to Sunday dancing to take action 
tinder the existing Lord’s. Day Act 
(which prohibits dancing on Sun¬ 
days and has been in effect since 
1906). 

blatters to Get Goldisk 
At Brussels Fair Rituals 

Chicago, May 6. 
. . The Platters are to be gold-plat- 
tered by Mercury for their “Twi¬ 
light Time” disk, which last week 
reportedly went over the 1,000,000 
mark. 

Presentation’s to be made by Ed i 
Sullivan at the Brussels Fair, 
where the group’s appearing, and 
filmed for showing on Sullivan’s 1 
May 26 tv’er. . ! 

Angel Angle 
A new twist has cropped up 

in the song shark racket' One 
. operator is tapping a “sucker 

list” with, an offer to buy in. 
on one of his songs. He is 
offering a 3% interest in one, 

. of his: songs for $500 and a 
i . 9% interest for' $1,200. He 
| claims that-not moire than 9% 
; of an song will be sold. 
I Together with the offer goes . 

a sample of the songs. 

20% TAX ‘STABBING’ 
MUSICIANS: N.W.PREXY 

. . Spokane, May 6. 
The 20% Federal cabaret tax is 

a discrimination against musicians, 
directly stabbing their employment 
and keeping many out of work in 
the Pacific Northwest, the presi¬ 
dent of Northwestern Conference 
of Musicians charged here. Charles 
B. Wagner, at the 21st annual 
meeting of the organization, said 
the tax represents one of the “few 
instances in history where legisla¬ 
tion has been directed against the' 
hiring of a particular group.” 

“If a man operates a cafe and 
uses a jukebox, the 20% levy does 
not apply,’1 Wagner said. “As soon 
as he hires one musician, he" is 
forced to collect the tax. As far 
as the operator is. concerned,'it 
simply means' he is going to avoid 
h(ring'musicians.” 

Tokyo, May 6. 
. Responding to complaints regis¬ 
tered by George Thomas Folster, 
rep here for over 300 U.S., Euro¬ 
pean 0 and South * American song 
publishers including ASCAP, the 
Wholesalers Assn, of Music Shops 
decided at a Tokyo district meeting 
to discontinue handling of pirated 
material. - 

Letters requesting members out¬ 
side Tokyo to follow suit were im¬ 
mediately dispatched to curb prev¬ 
alent practice iii Japan of wide- 
open sheet music and songbook 
piinting by unauthorized pub¬ 
lishers 

Folster told Variety .after the 
announcement t«^t the decree 
would- be very effective because 

: Japan will have to own up to copy¬ 
right violations at the UNESCO 
meeting in Paris. He added that 
the Diet is now rushing through 
a bill providing for stiffer penal¬ 
ties and jail sentences for violators, 
commenting that he is- .more in¬ 
terested in being able to sue for 
damages. “The figure on a score 
like 'The King and I’ or 'War and 
Peace’ would shock some of those 
people,” Folster said. 

Folster leaves May 10 for a glo¬ 
bal circuit with key stops in New 
York, Paris and' Madrid, t-o urge 
publishers to form a body to act 
as a central agency in Japan to 
combat piratmg. He is expected to 
be back in Tokyo by Mid-July. 

British MPs Would Probe 
Bock V.Rofl’s Influence 

On-Juvenile Morality 
London, May 6. 

Certain members of Parliament 

are pressing for an investigation 

into alleged goings-on in Charing 

Cross Road, U.K.’s Tin Pan Alley, 

home of pop music and disks. The 

MP’s allege that “cynical exploita¬ 

tion of, rock ’n’ roll by publishers 

and disk companies is corrupting 
the morals of tlie young.” Also 
that there is corrupt practice be-, 
tween certain publishers, tune-^ 
smiths, disk chiefs, agents and im-- 
presarios. 

In reporting this move Ker Rob- 
ertson. Daily Sketch d sk critic, 
pooh-poohed the accusations, stat¬ 
ing that the lewder lyricg of the__ 
big beat have never penetrated this 
side of the Atlantic? and shady 
deals aire few and those merely 
petty little affairs. Nevertheless; 
Robertson would welcome two* re¬ 
forms which, he says, “would flush 
a few apes out of the jungle.” 

Robertson says that it should 
be insisted that songwriters should 
register his songs under his own 
name, and every show biz contract 

| should be filed with the Registrar- 
| General. 

| Maureen O’Hara as Disker 
RCA Victor is having a budding 

: romance-with screen actresses. Lat¬ 
est film femme to join the label is 
Maureen O’Hara who was tapped 
by Si Rady of Victors’ Coast de¬ 
partment. 

Label will debut Miss O’Hara in 
an album package as yet untitled 
and to be released within the next 
six months. Victor’s subsid label, 
Vik Records, recently brought 
Lizabeth Scott into the wax mar¬ 
ket with an album tilted “Liza¬ 
beth.” 

Col’s Vancouver Setup 
Vancouver, May 6. 

Columbia Records has set up a 
four-district operation instead of 
previous east/west branch arrange¬ 
ment. This includes a resident 
salesman in Winnipeg, who’ll op¬ 
erate from his home. Label’s head¬ 
man for British Columbia and 
Yukon region, George Cooper, said 
Vancouver branch will hike staff 
from three to four. 

Col’s distrib districts are: Mont¬ 
real, eastward; Toronto, westward, 
plus Winnepeg-based rep; Calgary, 
serving Alberta land apparently 
Saskatchewan); and Cooper’s own 
purlieu here, with operations now 

.stemming from Van Horne Electric, 
industrial equipment manufac¬ 
turers. 

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS 

PfaziETY ~ 
Survey of retail disk, best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
21 cities, and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating fbr this 

■and last week. 

National 
. Ratios' 
.This Last. 

wk. wk. Artist, Label/ Title 
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1 3 
EVERLT BROS; (Cadence) 
All I Have to. Do is Dream’. ... .. » 1 2 1 1 2 i 4 ; i 4 3 7 4 3 i 1 2 i 4 1 167 

2 1 
DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) 
Witch Doctor....,.. ....... .. l 2 I 3 £ 3 1 12 1 4 5 1 1 3 ■' 7, 4 1 3 164 

3 2 
RLATTERS (Mercury) 
Twilight Tline... :... .. 3 3 3 7 '4 5* 2 4 3 2 2 10 3 2 2 4 4; 2 2 142 

4 6 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Wear My Ring;. . . .. 2 10 7 2 5 5 8- 5 7 5 8 5 8 4 73 

••■5:.. 4 
LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 
Whole World in His Hands., .. 10 ■».. 6 6. 3 3 9 6 - 5 6 5 1 a 10 .. 70 

6 5 
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) 
Return To Me ! , . . 5 4 10 9 10 6 1 1 4- 7 3 6 10 67 

7 8 
ART & DOTTY TODD (Era) 
Chanson* D’Amour_ ... i:. 9 fl 8 4 :. io 3 8 3 8 6 6 ... 50 

8 9 
MONOTONES (Argo) 
Book of Love.. __...; .. 4 5 4 6 7 ..4 : .1 9 9 44 

9 , 7 
CHAMPS (Challenge) 
-Tequila : . . . . , .. t 8 3 9 .. 9 2 3 .. 35. 

10 'Ll 
KATHY LINDEN (Felsted) 
Billy 7 8 ; . 9 2 6 7 .... 27 

11 14 
DON GIBSON (Victor) 
Oh Lonesome Me ..... 6 ...» 2 10 10 :;r. 10 10 5 26 

12 10 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
Believe What Yon Say . .. 5 6- 10 . 7;VJ. 2 .. 25 

13A 12 
HUEY SMITH (Ace) 
Don’t You Just Know it..- . .. 7 •'... 7 7 . 2 ' .. 21 

13B 15 
NAT KING COLEljfcapitol) 

Looking Back .... 2 .. 4 6 .. 21 

15 16 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Kewpie Doll., .. . ...... 9 _9_ 9 __4 5 _^._19 

16 25 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
johnny B. Geode .... 5 .. 8 5 8 .. 18 

17A 18 
FOUR LADS (Columbia) . 
There’s Only One of You... 8 10 JQ_ 9_ _6 12 

17B 22 
LOU MONTE (Victor) 
Laxy Mary..... 8 10 9 5 .. 12 

17C .., 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Teacher, Teacher...;__.... 6 8 7 12 

20 A 13 
CHORDETTES (Cadence) 
“Lollipop ; _ . . . . . v . 5 ' 9 

20B 
LINK WRAY (Cadence) 
Rumhle ; .. 5 8 9 

22 .. 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Crazy Love .. ....... . .; 6 _8_ ... 8 

23 17 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Let Bells Keep Ringing .. .v ... 9 6 7 • 

24 
ED TOWNSEND (Capitol) 
For Your Love _ 10 %' .. 5 

2 ' 
TONI ARDEN (Dacca) 8 'iy. 10 •; 4 , 
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62 MUSIC W&RIETY 

On The Upbeat 
New York 

Best Bet selection in last week's 
Variety of Tony Bennett’s Colum¬ 

bia slicing was inadvertently tagged 
•'Young and Warm and Beautiful." 

It should have been “Young and. 

Warm and Wonderful." Frank 

Music publishes . . . Nat King Cole 
lined up for a tour of the north¬ 
west and Canada/ His first in five 
years . . . Phyllis Krahmer, nr 
charge of reviewers service at Co¬ 
lumbia Records, marries Fred 
Tremper June 29 ... Lionel Hamp¬ 
ton. to manufacture a new vibe 
Instrument which he’ll call the 
“Vibrahamp" . . . Cathy Fayaro, 
exec secretary to Hugo (Peretti) Sc 
Luigi (Creatore) at Roulette Rec¬ 
ords, left oh a month’s European 
vacation following her recupera¬ 
tion from recent surgery. 

L. Wolfe Gilbert due back from 
his European holiday May 13 . . . 
Tony Scott continues the Black 
Pearl’s spring festival of jazz with 
a week’s gig beginning tomorrow 
(Thurs.i .• . : Lineup of guests.for 
Gene Feehan’s “Adventures in 
Modern Music" (WFUV-FM) in¬ 
clude altoist Hal McKusick, jazz 
dee jay Joape Van Pelt and ar¬ 
ranger Gil Evans ^ . : Urania Rec¬ 
ords has set Kameny Associates, 
ad-public relations agency, to 
spearhead company’s entry into the 
stereophonic field . . . Steve Law¬ 
rence guests on Patrice Munsel’s 
ABC-TV show May 16'. . . Vaughn 
’Monroe into Blinstrub’s, Boston, 
May 26-June 1. 

Stanley William Zabka has 
formedPalladiuin^ecordSj^uddjr 

The' 
• OF THE 

I'M SORRY 
I MADE 

YOU CRY 

K 12647 

CAREFUL, CAREFUL 
| EILEEN RODGERS Columbia | 

CHERIE, I LOVE YOU 
FAT BOONE Dot ] 

TIPTOE THRU THE TULIPS ! 
RUSS HAMILTON Kapp 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
HOLDING CORPORATION 

Basch will handle national promo¬ 
tion and distributor:relations ,v. 
Larry. Dean, one of the featured 
singers with Lawrence Welk, on a. 
promotion tour of the east, for his 
Brunswick, disking of “Pony Tail.” 
. . . Joe Sherman, Epic’s a&r chief, 
on the Coast this week. cutting 
The Four Coins .. . Gilbert Breines 
returning to New York this week 
after two years with the Chicago 
Symphony . . . Frances Stillman 
Hall back from the Coast after 
huddling client Nat King Cole and 
scouting the potentials of a Holly¬ 
wood office for Mike Hall Asso¬ 
ciates . American . Society of 
Music Arrangers, Eddy Manson, 
president, holds a workshop ses¬ 
sion May 17 ./•. . Steve Gibson Sc 
The Red Caps planning a series of 
one-night stands in New York City 
parks this summer . . . Pianist 
Hugh. Shannon opens at Julius 
Monk’s Upstairs tomorrow (Thurs.). 
. . . Langston Hughes resumed the 
Sunday poetry and. jazz sessions 
at the Village Vanguard . . . Len 
Roller left David O. Alber to join 
Ruder Sc Finn Field Network" Inc. 
. . . Sammy Kaye named chairman 
of the Recording Artists for Mul¬ 
tiple Sclerosis Hope Chest . . 
Chico Hamilton Quintet moves into 
Birdland May 22 until June 11 . 
Ken Luttman handling eastern 
promotion for United Artists Rec¬ 
ords. . . . Eileen Rodgers cancelled 
three week of bookings to recuper¬ 
ate from an emergency appendec¬ 
tomy April 25 iii Syracure Memo¬ 
rial Hospital. 

Jimmy Clark & Co.. (3) ■ cutting 
four sides for Mayfair Saturday 
(10) and then start at Giro’s nitery 
on the Cast May 14 .. . Della Reese 
opens at the Latin Casino, Philly, 
May 12., . . Enroll Garner will be 
the solo attraction in two concerts 
at Ravinia,. Ill., July 2 and 4 , w . 
Lee Laurance, British recording 
star, currently at the Golden Slip¬ 
per, Glen Cove, L.I. . . . The Or- 
anim Zabor, Israeli folk singing- 
dancing group open at the Cafe 
Sahbra Israeli tonight (Wed.) . , . 
Eddie Lane set as director of en¬ 
tertainment at the Cafe Interna¬ 
tional at the International Airport. 

Modern Jazz Quartet following.. 
Ruth Olay & The Axidentals into 
Pack’s II . . . Annette Warren took 
over at the hungry i. 

Philadelphia 
Steve Lawrence . current at the 

Latin Casino, followed next week 
by Don: Cornell ... Dinah Wash¬ 
ington. heads the “Cavalcade of 
Jazz" at Town Hall May 11. . . 
Ray Charles works the Showboat 
May 5-10 . . ; Four Preps into Sci- 
olla’s May 7-10 . ; . Pee Wee Hunt 
and his “12th St. Rag" band play 
Sunny brook May 10 . ... Lester 
Lanin booked for the Gala de~ la 
Mediterranee, in. Rosemont, for 
benefit of ..the Booth School, May 
17. Also slated for the June Ball 
. . . Gerry Mulligan Quartet at Red 
Hill Inn this weekend. 

Hollywood 
Columbia disker Gloria Wood 

has turned songwriter, penning 
words to “There Was A Telegram. 
Under the Door This Morning.” 
Eddie Garret is writing the music 
. .. Organist Madeline Willey hold¬ 
ing forth at Art Williams’ Carib¬ 
bean Restaurant.. .Mickey Rooney 
and Joey Forman talking to Im¬ 
perial Records anent cutting a 
satirical disk on the “Colonel 
Bogey” theme from their nitery. 
act . . . Sain Cooke’s initial LP al¬ 
bum “Sam Cooke Sings” for Keen 
has hit the 100,000 sales mark... 
Roulette pactee Buddy Knox mak¬ 
ing a 22-day p.a. trek . . , Capitol 
has pulled -Please Don’t Talk 
About Me. When I’m Gone” and 
“Don’t Look Back” out of Molly 
Bee’s LP “Molly Bee In Love,” for 
release as a single. 

San Francisco 
One reason tenor Toni Dalli had 

such throat trouble in his stint at 
Bimbo’s 365 Club was that he was 
running over to the Bocci Ball to 
sing operatic arias between shows 
. . . Phyllis Diller into the Purple 
Onion June-9 through Aug. 2 . , . 
Del Courney’s band played for the 
AWRT convention, will record for 

; Capitol , . . Ronnie Kemper of 
Charlie’s Penthouse and KGO-TV 
to record for Warners . . .- Dave 
Brubeck will play a June 7 Frisco 
concert at Veterans Auditorium as 
a homecoming from his European 
and Middle Eastern jaunt . . Shel¬ 
ley Manne at the Blackhawk, with 
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AND HIS TRIO 

Now 22nd Week 
PHILLIP'S PIER 66 

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 

and Continuing lndef. 

Kansas City 
Ralph Marterie.and crew in town 

for Several dates, playing the Town 
Hall Ballroom Sunday (4) and the 
Milburn Country Club spring hop 
yesterday (Tues.), among others 
: . . Glenn Miller orch playing the. 
Kansas City Club spring formal 
today (Wed.) . : . The Zeniths, Chi 
Chi Valdez and Freddie Gordon at 
the Orchid Room . Rusty Draper 
set to do “Oklahoma" with Jane 
Powell at the Dallas Light Opera 
in June, and getting up in his lines 
while here, playing the fortnight at 
Eddy s’. He’s due on the Coast after 
his stand here to work up a batch 
of his CBS Ridio shows for the 
summer. 

Jocks, Jukes & Disks 
Continued from page 54 

HEART’’ (Harms*) should find a. 
new set. of fans hr the juke set, due 
to. the Coasters’ rocking but not 
ruinous interpretation. 

Frankie Day (Big B). “TWO LIT¬ 
TLE KISSES" (Millet*) has a nice, 
rocking, flavor and-’Frankie Day 
rolls it out. in a winning way. 
“WAITING” (Miller*) doesn’t seem 
to get anywhere despite a big- 
voiced rendition. 

Jack Haskell (Caprice). “THE 
NIGHT OF THE SENIOR PROM” 
(Surrey*) gives crooner Jack Hask¬ 
ell a chance to play with a teen- 
pegged angle and some of the 
juke mob may get its message. 
“HUNGRY FOR! LOVE” (Surrey*) 
fills the swinging bill-of-fare in a 
moderate manner 

Julie. Joyce (Design). “A LIT¬ 
TLE LESS TALK, A LITTLE 
MORE ACTION” (Roundt) has an 
active beat and a driving delivery 
that will . win. its spinning attention 
in lots of area. “PRESENTS” (E. 
B. Markst) is a country-styled 
weeper that’ll probably go un¬ 
wrapped. 

Danny Davis (Cabot). “DOLL 
FACE” (Acuff-Roset) will make a 
pretty showing in the teenage spin¬ 
ning circles. “IT’S THE TALK 
OF THE TOWN” (Joy*) is hand¬ 
somely revived in a pleasing Danny 
Davis treatment. 

John Z a c h e r 1 e (Cameo), 
“LUNCH WITH MOTHER GOOSE’' 
(Maylandf) is a zany followup to 
“Dinner With Drac” but the thrill 
is gone. “EIGHTY-TWO TOMB¬ 
STONES” (Lowet) is just another 
weirdie that the Philadelphia disk- 
ers seem to be so fond of. 
*ASCAP» tBML 

He’s captured the feel of each; 
maestro’s style and the band 
swings through tunes popularized 
by Dorsey and Miller in a way 
that’s sure to appeal to the .nos¬ 
talgic. 

Bing Crosby: “Never Be Afraid”- 
“Jack B. Nimble” (Golden). These 

[two packages are a continuation of 
the Bjng Crosby-Golden tieup 
started last. Christmas with “Ali 
Baba" and “A Christmas Story." 
It’s done in the same easygoing 
flavor that has Crosby singing and 
narrating^ “Never Be Afraid" is a 
musical version of “The Emperor’s 
New Clothes” while “Jack B. 
Nimble" is a musicalization of a 
flock of Mother Goose rhymes. 
They’re both hot low-price ($1.98) 
items for a supermarket or a 
chain-store push. 

Jazz Releases 
Jimmy Giuffre 3 (Atlantic). Big 

feature in this $et is the addition 
oi Bob Brookmeyer (trombone) to 
the combo. With Jim Hall’ on 
guitar and Giuffre splitting clarinet 
and sax assignments, the sound is 
cool and clear. . 

“Showcase for Modern Jazz” 
(Decca). Here’s another package 
dedicated to the cool Coast cats. 
It’s an all-star roundup that whips 
up a good jazz. feel. Howard Lucraft 
directed the operation, 

Fletcher Henderson All Stars: 
“The Big Reunion” (Jazztonel. This 
is a recap of a gig •dedicated to 
the late Fletcher Henderson held 
at the Great South Bay Festival 
on Long Island last summer. The 
band, under the direction of Rex 
Stewart, is an exciting crew and 
the boys whip It out as though they 
really cared. 

“Count Basle Presents the Eddie 
Davis Trio + Joe Newman” (Rou¬ 
lette). This is the first in Roulette’s 
“Count Basie Present^” series. 
With Eddie Davis’ sax, Joe New¬ 
man’s trumpet and Basie’$ piano 
leading the way, the package de¬ 
velops as a solid addition to the 
jazzophile’s shelf. 

. “Lars Guilin Swings” (East- 
West). The jazz burst that’s now 
taking place in Sweden is excellent¬ 
ly represented here by Lars Guilin. 
With the maestro on baritone sax, 
the Swedish jazz school has a 
topnotch spokesman. He leads a 
quartet, a quintet, a sextet, an 
octet and a big band through some 
exciting paces oh standards and 
some originals.. Gtos. 

Album Reviews 
Continued from page 54 —^ 

along the lines of “It Might As 
Well Be Spring," “Paris Jii The 
Spring,” “Spring Is Here" and 
“Spring Will Be A Little Late This 
Year." . 

Della Reese: “A Date With Della 
Reese at Mr. Kelly’s In Chicago” 
(Jubilee). This set was recorded 
during one oif Della Reese’s gigs 
at Mr. Kelly’s club in Chicago. It’s 
a flavorsome showcasing for, the 
thrush who gets a let of vocal in¬ 
dividualism into a song. At times 
there’s a bit too much style but 
for the most, part the approach is 
interesting and likeable; The rep¬ 
ertoire is out of the pop, pic and 
legit markets and is neatly deliv¬ 
ered by the Kirk Stuart Trio. 

Gene and Francesca: (Elektra). 
Gene and Francesca Raskin are 
New Yorkers on a global kick. In 
this package, with, an assist from 
Fred Hellerman, they, present -a 
musical roundup of folk items from 
such diverse, spots .as Argentine, 
Brazile, China, France, Spain and 
Israel. It’s a presentation that will 
please the folk-tune buffs. 

Bobby Byrne Alumni Orch: 
“Great Song Hits of the Glenn 
Miller and Tommy. Dorsey Orches¬ 
tras^ (Grand Award). Bobby Byrne 
has rounded up a lot of the side- 
men who tootled in the past with, 
the Glenn Miller ' and Tommy 
Dorsey orchs . for ..this memorial'. 

•Mr. Outside’ 
Continued from page 55 

Associates. Adrian, who’s been 

an advisor for many years, states 

that the- disk counselor must be 

given the full confidence of his 

employer. “There’s no way of 

knowing what the results of a 

check into a firm’s operation is 

going to reveal,” he said. “Some¬ 

times it’s a question of realigning 

distribution, reevaluating the ad¬ 

vertising budget or beefing up the 

publicity and promotion.” In this, 
Friedman concurs, “We have 
served as everything from employ¬ 
ment agency to lawyer to father- 
confessor for the clients. Perhaps 
the most important value that we 
bring with us is our own detach¬ 
ment.” 

A special feature of Friedman’s 
operation is that it accents the 
woman’s touch through his wife, 
Ina, who operates as a full partner 
in the org. The woman’s angle 
has been growing in importance 
with .the move-in of disks into 
supermarkets, drugstores, five-and 
dimes and other diversified retail 
outlets. Several low-price LP 
lines, which operate primarily in 
these new disk-selling outlets, have 
called in Mrs. Friedman for con¬ 
sultation on repertoire, artists and 
cover art that would appeal to the 
women shoppers. 

With disk companies always 
looking to perk up sales and cut 
costs in a mushrooming competi¬ 
tive market, it’s expected that the 
disk consultant will have a perm¬ 
anent place in the groove. 

20th’s 31 Distribs 
Henry Qnorati, prexy of the new¬ 

ly formed 20th-Fox Record Corp.,* 
has lined up 31 indie distributors 
to handle the line around the 
country. 

The diskery, a subsid of 20th-Fox 
Films, started rolling last week 
with its first release, the Royal 
Jacks , coupling of “I’m In Love 
Again” and “The Big Ring.” Com¬ 
pany is following up this week with 
Eddie Moore’s “Phone Chick” and 
“Peppermint Kisses.”, 

Wednesday, May 7, 1958 

Distributor Notes 

RCA Victor Distributing Corp. 
has opened a branch in Atlanta to 
handle RCA and RCA Victor con¬ 
sumer products. Brqnch will be 
headed by Gordon H. Bahl, for¬ 
merly v.p, of firm’s Wichita, Kans., 
outlet. 

Robert King has been set as dis¬ 
trict sales manager for the Epic- 
Okeh lines. King, formerly dis¬ 
trict sales and promotion manager 
for Capitol Records, will head 
DistricLNo. 3, which includes the 
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,: De¬ 
troit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, 
Madison, Memphis/ Minneapolis, 
Oklahoma City and St! Louis mar¬ 
kets. 

King will be based in Chicago 
and will report to Walter Hayum, 
national sales manager- for Epic. 

Mario De Filippo, formerly a 
salesman with the N. Y. branch of 
Decca Distributing, has. taken over 
as manager of company’s branch iii 
Harrisburg, Pa. He succeeds John 
Schlee, who has assumed the post- 
of Decca’s Detroit branch manager. 
In another move, John Eggerss was 
set as manager of the Kansas City 
branch. He was formerly a sales¬ 
man for the. company in the. Omaha 
territory. 

From The 
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CUFFO CLANS HIT MUNY AUDS 
Salisbury Bead in Lush State; TREE KITES’ CUT 

53 Go To Bat For Booze Permits INTO THE TILL 
Salisbury Beach, Mass., May 6. • .4—^—> -: v——' .,. ;. '• 
Race for liquor licenses is on V . i 

here as booze is legal again after Angela r ear 4o Tread 
blackout of last year. The 53 ap- The Blue Angel, NV Y., cur- 
plicants for . licenses to dispense rently has one of the longest 
the. bubbly await the meeting to- bills in its history—five acts, 
night .(Tiies.) of the town liquor Situation resulted from the 
commission. /fact that no one already 

It's expected that 23 licenses . booked would agree to be the 
will be approved and the remain- opening act for the new show 
ing . 30 swinging doors will never which preenied Thursday (1). 
swing open. The* new quota of Cetrainly the Japanese Miyo- 
alcohol licenses is Just about half shi Umeki, star of the show, 
the number issued before the town couldn't be used as an opener, 
voted itself dry in November, 1956. Charles Manna, Mae; Barnes; 
With a year round population of and George Matson similarly 
only 2,800, it made Salisbury one felt that they weren't in that 
of the wettest spots in the coun- category and besides, they 
try were protected from that fate 

Most of the licenses for clubs by contact; or .so they cleimed. 
were expected to be approved. The Result was that the cafe had 
Frolics, 1,200-seater, and the BOW- to book a magician, Reyneaux, 
ery, 450-seater, are already set to ®t the last minute, 
open with acts. Lean merchants, 
nitery ops, concessionaires and fun 
spot ops are looking forward hope^ fl If /I . • . 
fully to the alfresco; season, f 11011V tl AW I ifflllPC 

When NOW Year’s 1956 saw the * UII11J IIUtV vVIlllLO 
lights go out on liquor, business • _ . _ 
laid an egg. Summer biz fell off fl ^I!!. IIAtlT fl7- 
60% and it was estimated the loss IIA Almf jlAW IF C 
at the beach spot was in excess of I Wff H O 
$1,000,000. More than $32,000 _ ' A 
taken in on liquor petmits alone V DAA<IA 
was lost to the town. The tax rate mUlC AT K AACP 
Jumped $8 and the slump affected I/U ▼ « UVltOV 
everyone from baby sitters to cab ^ ... ■ v _ , 
jockeys - Comedy team of Pepper Davis 

Desperate businessmen got spe- Tany *«s*wl1 break up son* 
cial permission for an election time.... in August or September, 

from the state legislature and the Team; has been signed for a series 
town voted itself soaking wet 0f summer dates by mountain 
Again. Cafe ops ir.6 woriins with. niariu p.nn At1 j ju. 

ZTtS* lieyed that the duo^wili: split im- it_- 1ICVCU .111*11 UIC UUU Will . SPliL lill- 
their spots set for openrng v, mediately after that. 

Davis will head • musical group name policy, for more Tnan a dec- .... „ ■ 
ade, and who flunked out last sea- 
son after trying a soft drink and ** 
semi-name policy, is planning to their personal manager, ■ 

spend a bigger budget than ever . The rash of duos that formed 
before on his-shows. He has asked after the resounding click of Dean 
his booker, Jacy Collier, to try for" Martin & Jerry Lewis have been 
the biggest names in the business breaking up as fast since these per- 
for the Frolics formers went their separate ways. 

• •, ■ One of the problems that faced 
many of these teams was the neces- 

P AITT 1 enr CHIT sity of comedians competing with 
lAUL nUdd IdVu JUIi record singers for the top spots in 

17C urine DADWCTT cafes. They've also been forced to 
fJ. JALMb DAAHC.11 compete for the limited number of 

Hollywood, May 6. video spots available on the variety 

Paul Ross filed suit in L. A. Su- . 
perior Court for $150,000 damages ■ Again; many comedy teams have 
against Jackie Barnett, producer of fflMhat, under the present condi- 
"Newcomers of 1928.T current at tions, they reach their maximum 
Frank Sennes’ Moulin Rouge. Ross, salary in a comparatively short 
according to his attorney, Arthur and a breakthrough into the 
Crowley, claims it is his show, that bigtime becomes increasingly dif- 
he hired Barnett to write special *'<*}!• Thus- many have started to 
material but that Barnett had eve ^haMhey can get larger in- 
taken over. dividual salaries by splitting. 

Revue opened six-week stand at ” ’v , ■ ■■ " 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, last Febru- •* j m ■ • • m • 
ary and teed off locally last week. jUI 13031111 ID I 3F1S 

Ross also asks for an account - . . .; . 
Ing of all profits and an. Injunction Rpnitetllllff AI NfiW Sltft 
against Barnett continuing to al- l\CU|IClllllg.4U 11CW DllC 
ing of all. profits and an. injunction 
against Barnett continuing to al¬ 
legedly appropriate his idea for 
his own use. 

“THE COMEDIAN" 
The Only Jteal Monthly : 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 
THE LATEST — TNI GREATEST — 

THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now In its 92nd Issue, containing 
stories, ene-llners# poomoCfos, Sony 
titles# hocklors# audience stuff, mono* 
logs# parodies# double gags# bits# 
Ideas# Intros# Impressions and ’ Im¬ 
personations# political; Intarruptlons. 
Thoughts of the Day# Humorous 
Views of the. Nows# etc. $24 yearly. 

3 Yr*. $(0—Slngla Issues $3 

Forelgnt S35 Yr.—* Yrs. $40 
Single .Issues 14—No C.O.D.'s 

BILLY GLASON 
20S W. *4 It„ Now York 19 

Paris, May 6. 

After being shuttered for five 
years, Bal Tabarin cabaret will re¬ 
open in Pigalle, But It will .be at 
another site, the, old habitat to be 
converted into a theatre-in-the- 
roiind. ; - 

■ The Lido syndicate, backed by 
the Clerico Bros., will relight the 
Tabarin. on the site of the present 
Nouveau Moulin Rouge, next door 
to the old Moulin Rouge, also 
owned by the Lido group. Jean 
Baiichet, also, associated with the 
Clericos, will continue to run the 
old Moulin Rouge on a vaude-caba- j 
ret basis. . . . j 

Pierre-Louis Guerin and Rene. 
Fraday will do a sumptuous show! 
for the new Tabarin in September. ] 

.; Arenas and auditoriums oper¬ 
ated by various municipalities are 
learning that one of the biggest 
rental problems is caused by poli¬ 
tical pressures resulting in free 
nights for various organizations. . 
Many city operations have been 
forced to allocate a stipulated 
number of free rentals to organi¬ 
zations such as parent-teacher 
groups, American Legion posts, 
civic outfits, etc. 

Situation has resulted in not 
only added expenses for which 
there is no return but in the loss 
of paid rentals. The house fre¬ 
quently, finds itself unable to per¬ 
mit a group, that wants to pay be¬ 
cause an outfit going in gratis re¬ 
fuses to shift its meeting or pro¬ 
motion. 

Result is that expenses . zoom, 
while opportunities for income 
dwindle. Some towns have at¬ 
tempted to overcome this prob¬ 
lem by non-political appointments, 
but it has been found difficult to 
dislodge a group having gotten.it 
accustomed to free rentals. The 
political pressures are such that 
sometimes it has even been found 
difficult to get the organization to 
contribute out-of-pocket expenses 
such as caretaker fees, cost of 
lights and janitoring. 

Arena operation, under the best- 
conditions, has . become, a rough 
proposition especially during an 
era of dwindling draws, high op¬ 
eration costs and high interest on 
building bonds. With free rentals 
thrown in, municipal auds have 
been hardest hit of all. 

Chi Chez Down to a Duo 
Of Active Owners; Buttons’ 
June Date, Fio Rito’s Exit 

Chicago, May 6. 
Although it doesn’t relight un¬ 

til May 16 (with Tony Bennett and 
Rowan & Martin), the Chez Paree 
was a newsmaker again last* 
week.'. . 

■‘CD. Co-owner Jay Schatz de¬ 
cided to take only, a nominal role 
In the nitery’s management (re¬ 
linquishing his secretary-treasurer 
duties), the reason understood to 
be he wants to devote more time 
to other business interests. He 
hasn't, however, disposed of any 
financial interest. Among other 
things, Schatz is associated with 
Texas brpadcaster Gordon McLen¬ 
don. ‘ 

Where formerly there Were four 
bosses (Al Kaiser sold out several 

■ months ago), management travail 
will hence rest on Dave Halper. 
(who handles booking) and'Don 
MedlCvine. 

(2) Recent Coast visit by Hal¬ 
per wasn’t entirely fruitless. He 
got comic Red Buttons, redhot off 
his Oscar for the “Sayonara’' pic, 
to agree to a nine-day stand in mid- 
June, following Jimifiy Durante’s 
two-weeker. 

(3) Ted Fid Rito, the cleffer 
and longtime house maestro, de¬ 
parted. George Cook orch, which 
Jobs locally, replaces at the May 
16 reopening. Speculation is that 
the change was an economy move; 

Lopez’s 8th Anni at $25 
Angel Lopez, operator of the 

Chateau Madrid, N.Y., will mark 
eighth anniversary of that spot to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) with a party at 
which $25-per-plate dinners will be 
served. It’s art invitation list. ^ . 

Lopez moved to his present site 
after many years of operation of 
the now defunct Havana Madrid 
on Broadway. 

Four As to0.0. 

The;. Associated Actors and Art¬ 

istes of America will study charges 
brought by the Philadelphia 
branch of the American Guild of 
Variety Artists against Jackie 
Bright, the union’s national admin¬ 
istrative Secretary, and the admin¬ 
istration. Item is on the agenda 
for May 14 in New. York. 

The Philly branch has asked for 
a complete looksee into the affairs 
of the national, administration from 
1950 on. The Philly board wants a 
scrutiny, of every contract entered 
into by. the union since that time;: 
as well as. records of all payments 
made by it: The hoard stressed, 
particularly, an investigation of the 
sick & relief fund of the union, es¬ 
pecially in regard to loans made by 
the fund to members of the na¬ 
tional hoard. 

. The Philly resolution also asked 
for a peak Into the AGVA Welfare 
Trust Fund, charging that some 
operators had an agreement to pay. 
40c per date insurance fee on pne- 
n.ighters,. while other operators 
were paying $1 during the same 
period. 

The 4A international board is; ex¬ 
pected to look into a small portion 
of the charges, outlined' by the 
Philly branch, and. will determine 
whether any further investigation 
is necessary. 

Roberta Sherwood Gets 
LQ, N. Y., Date in SepL 

The Latin Quarter, N. Y., is con¬ 
tinuing to scan the field for names. 
Latest to be booked is Roberta 
Sherwood who will go in during 
September. Previously booked was 
Betty Grable, who will play the 

Y. spot in November and go to 
the Miami Beach Latin Quarter in 
January. : 

LQ g.m, Eddie Risman has also 
sighed Paul Gilbert for a run in 
August. He’s planning to continue 
with the same Donn Arden produc-. 
tion until September. Risman has 
also set Sophie Tucker for a Flor¬ 
ida engagement, date not yet 
definite. 

!i,M-Seat 
"All Show Biz’ 

Elliott Murphy, who for many 

years operated the Flushing (Lll.) 

Amphitheatre Aquashows, is ready¬ 

ing to build a hugh show biz cen¬ 

tre: on Long Island. Murphy has al¬ 

ready made a deal with realtors 

Webb & Knapp for the Roosevelt 

Field property on .which he will 

build a 5,000-seat aluminum dome 

arena which will be able to house 
water show’s, ice shows, arena 
styled legit productions. and also 
accommodate conventions on a 
year-round basis.. 

Arena, which will be prefab bed 
and cost approximately $1,000,000, 
will contain a doughnut. shaped 
pool which will have an island in 
the centre for legit and ice shows 
as well as other kinds of displays. 
The seats Cal. be taken out of the 
hall so that 30,000 square feet of 
display space can be utilized. 

Murphy is surveying the possi-. 
bility of reviving his Aquashow 
this year in the new project, in 
addition, he is stalking legit shows: 
with successful Broadway histories, 
for runs of several weeks with 
5,000 seats available for each show'. 

Murphy feels, that he Will be 
able to keep crowrds coming to. this 
L.I. spot by virtue of a low-price 
ticket policy, which he says wras 
instrumental in making possible 
the long run of the Flushing dis¬ 
play. The Flushing site, inciden¬ 
tally, originally built fqr ; the 
World’s Fair for. Billy Rose, will be 
taken over this year by George A. 

'Hamid who plans to call the show 
“Aquacircus.” . 

Murphys’ site is in the same area 
as the Roosevelt Raceway, which is 
one of the biggest harness tracks 
in the world and one of the best 
attended. He’ll have, he says, suf¬ 
ficient parking space to meet his 
requirements. 

Murphy hopes to be open in late 
August or early September. Be¬ 
cause of the rapidity of construc¬ 
tion Of the aluminum domed build¬ 
ings, he thinks that his flexible 
deadline can be met easily. 

FESTIVAL HALL STILL 
LONDON COUNTY WOE 

London, May 6. 

The Royal Festival Hall is ex¬ 

pected to show, accumulated losses 

of around $1,042,000 by the end 

of the next financial year. The 

showcase, built for the 1951 Festi¬ 
val of Britain, was seven years old 
last. Sat. (3), and since its opening 
has registered a heavy annual def¬ 
icit. It has been estimated that an 
all time high loss of slightly under 
$200,000‘will be shown for 1956- 
59. - 

The London County Council, 
which operates the Hall, said that 
the RFH was run for the benefit 
of the community and a .profit was 
never expected. In fact, things had 
worked out better than expected. 
It was originally thought that 
losses might have been as high as 
$252,000 a year. 

DDlmn OF HOLLYWOOD 
DHUnU announces 

a new department for high quality 

REPRODUCTIONS Or REPRINTS 
from originals taken at our studios or from your own photos 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Featured m PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES’’ 

Now KO KO CLUB, Phaenbc, Arhona 

,Mqt. |ILL MITTLER, lil t Broedwqy, Ntw Yorh 

expertly copied at a small minimum, charge,. 

SPECIAL — $30 
50 8x10 Photos Taken . 

on 8x10 Films 
Limited Time. Only- 

SPECIAL -- 8 
50 Composites 

(14 Poses) 

-- $45 
osites 

1 

as LOW as 

In Large 
Quantities 

. World Famous Photographers to 
Artists of Stage, Screen, 

TV, Radio 

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO 
154 West 57th Street 

New York City 
Phone: Clrcte 7-3505 

Boston Studio: Hotel Touroine 

rim in this ad and rcctiv, 
FREE 

M« 11*14 Ditally Phpta with aa 
•rdcr af abava tdetlalt 
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Chicago’s Rosy Summer Conventions, 
But New Expo Hall Sorely Needed 

By JACK PITMAN 4 

Chicago. May 6. | 
Four big upcoming conventions.! 

augur a hcttcr-than-usnial sunmicr J 

for Windy C’liy cntcrtainmcnls and i 
the local business community gen¬ 
erally. It could even go .much bet- [ 
ter. depending on such variables 1 
as the national-.economy, weather, i 
etc. J j 

The prime iqflux of visiting.fire- j 
men starts June 28 when the Kt- ( 
wanians convene, and closes outi 
over the Labor Day holiday with an j 
American Legion bang. In; be-; 
tween- the city will host the.Lions j 
and Shriners. Together, the four j 
meetings will bring some 155,000 j 
visitors, and if Chi Convention Bu-j 
reau estimates are on target.' 
they'll leave an eye-popping $25.-; 
000.000 remembrance. Some of ■ 
that, shopmen reason logically, has 
to Npill into their purses. 

Summer's lucrative promise is 
all tiie more reason most business 
leaders herewant to see expedited 
the projected 533.000.000 lakefront 
exposition hall. Not a grain of 
dirt has been moved iii connection 
with it. however, because of a suit 
blocking construction.- 

Chester A. Wilkins, executive di¬ 
rector of the Convention Bureau, 
has already testified that Chi has 
lost loot to other cities because of.'; 
the- foot-dragging. “We are/’ he 
said, “handicapped by this litiga- ■ 
tion in booking future events.’’j 

(Continued on page 69) : 

MICHAEL CHIMES 
and FAMILY 

An Unusual Harmonica 
Musical Attraction 

Phon* MO 4:4141 Mount Vernon. N.Y. 

^BOSTON 
SM ASH HIT 

THE CUMOROUS NEW 

HOTEL 

EYDIE GORME CANCELS 
CHI; ‘SERIOUS ILLNESS’ 

Chicago, May 6. 
Eydie Corine has cancelled. Her 

four-weeker at the Palmer House 
Empire Rpoin because of serious 
illness. Chirper was to open.Thurs¬ 
day (8.V No replacement had been 
set at .presstime, with the. situa¬ 
tion further complicated by pro¬ 
ducer Mendel Abbott being in 
London.: 

Nature of Miss Gorme’s ailment 
hasn’t been disclosed by her 
agency. General Artists Corp. She 
had been.set for a Chase Club, St. 
Louis, stand preceding her Ghi ap¬ 
pearance. but had to cancel there. 
\oo. 

Exotics & Co. (14) Get A 
Visit from Gendarmerie 
In Cambridge, Mass., Raid 

Cambridge, Mass,, May 6. 
Two exotic dancers: and 14 men 

Were nabbed Wednesday (30) in 
the biggest raid of its kind ever 
staged in Cambridge at the Cam¬ 
bridge American-Lithuanian Club 
show.. There, were. 400 patrons, 
who police said bought tickets at 
$4 a pop in Lawrence. Lowell. 
Framingham and other cities., iri 
attendance when the raiding party 
of 25 gendarmes . burst into ; the 
club. 

Nabbed by the cops were Chris-: 
tine Christian. 32, Boston, and 
Margery Allen. 34. Everett, but 
when the police checked, they dis¬ 
covered both names and addresses 
were phony, so the two peelers 
had to spend the night in the 
pokey. Stripped of their profes¬ 
sional names, the; duo turned out 
to be Teresa. Hamilton of South 
Easton, and Margaret Wallingford, 
Jamaica Plain, Boston. 

The .. disrobers plus Samuel 
Shifres. 48. and 13 others, de¬ 
scribed as officials of the club, 
were arrested on charges of con¬ 
ducting. maintaining and partici¬ 
pating in an. immoral performance. 
Police said they also seized five 
rolls of pornographic film, a pro¬ 
jector and a screen. 

Two patrolmen in plainclothes, 
assigned to the club,, started it all 
when they tipped headquarters 
about the show. Headquarters 
gathered a raiding party to drop 
in oil the festivities. They brought 
cruisers and paddy wagons and 
surrounded the building, bursting 
in at a prearranged signal. The 
patrons were let go with a warn- 

P^xtiEfr 

Ray and Treniers Click 
On Palladium’s Finale 

London,. May 6. 

Johnnie Ray and The Treniers, 
heading the final bill. of the Palla¬ 
dium. vaude season, scored a re¬ 
sounding smash at. their opening 
yesterday. (Mon.), Another click 
is magico Channing Pollock, while ' 
the Trotter Bros:,: puppeteers, and 
the ' Piero Bros.. Jugglers, were 
also w-ell received: 1 

Other turns on bill include ven¬ 
triloquist Harry Worth, Authors .&■ { 
Swinson, Canadian mimics, and 
the Theda. Sisters, Scandinavian 
aerialists. 

Wednesday, May 7, 1958 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 

Roster Included 

Ss.ow folks are rav«ng the 
all new Hotel Avery. At! new, large, 
beaut J'j-jy furnished deluxe rooms 
wgh private bath and television. 
Wany Air Cond&oned. 

AVERY * WASHINGTON STS. 

ARE YOU FUNNY? 
At »i y*u*tf lit* to bet Sfiew-Bix te¬ 
nuity «it>* **icS iemedv Material ta make 
y»u tu*w»ier. Write, far free ‘-Comedy Guide”. 

SHOW-BIZ COMEDY SERVICE 
(D*p». V2) 

625 Avmm V Brooklyn 23, N. Y. 

DeCastros’O’Seas Tour 
Houston. May 6 

The DeCastro Sisters will top 
, the 14th annual Pin Oak Charity 

horse show midnight breakfast 
entertainment on night of June 3. 

[ The show runs June 3 to 8, with 
i weekend matinees. 

Chester Lauck. the. -’Lurn” of 
; radio’s “Liinv and Abner” show' and 
I new. executive assistant here; with' 

Continental Oil Co., will be m.c: 
; Others on the bill will be Al Hiirt 

band and tap dancer Delia Wed- 
dingtoii. 

j FATS AT NEW TEX. NITERY 
Houston, May 6. 

A new spot, the Jimmie Menutis 
Lounge i Club, will open here 
May 11 . with. Fats Domino orclv 
It’s on the site of the Wayside 
Theatre which has been converted 
into the night club. 

The Wayside had been operated 
by the Interstate circuit. 

Path has been smoothed for Gen¬ 
eral Artists Corp.’s takeover of the 
Gale Agency May 15. Although 
papers aren’t inked, talks have 
been :.completed, pending an in¬ 
ventory of ihe Gale office artists 
and completion of a list who will 

j go along with Gale to GAC. 

I Major . acquisition by GAC is 
| that of the services of Tim Gale, ,, 
| Gale Agency proxy, who will go 
{ in as a veepee in’charge of tour^ 

ing package show's. Gale pio¬ 
neered the big touring show's sev¬ 
eral years ago with his series of 
‘‘Biggest Shows” Other acqui-. 

.sit ions. will include an artist ros- 
j ter capped by Clyde McPhatter, 
[ Chuck Berry, Della Reese. Al Hib- 
• bier. Buddy Johnson, LaVern Bar 
! ker, Roy Hamilton, 

j The name Gale Agency will con- 
\tinue for the time being and will 
’ be operated by: a combine includ¬ 
ing Frank Sands, head of the Gale 
one-nighter department; Bill Pe¬ 
terson &.Birney Golden, who have 
operated the Gale sniall bands and 
cocktail units section and were in 

j charge of cafe bookings, and C. L. 
j Christian, comptroller. They will 
I continue in the same quarters. 
1 However., it’s likel.v that the name 
j will be changed after a while. 

! . The, Gale office is the third major 
•j acquisition by. GAG in recent years. 
] Office expainded in the foreign field 
| with the. takeover of New York 
j office of Leslie Grade Agency of 
London, and thence took over the 

! firm of /George A, Hamid Inc., 
which put them in the lead in the 

■ outdoor business. 

Memorial Dinner’s 12G 
Pays Off the Mortgage • 

On Home of Billy Vine 
. The Billy Vine Memorial Dinner 

Committee set up by the Troupers, 

femme theatrical organization, has ' 
paid off the mortgage, on the home < 

; of the late comedian in Fresh ’ 
; Meadows, LI- Payment bf $12,- ' 
: 252:71 was made last week by a ■ 
committee headed by attorney j 

( Henry M. Katz, who got the mort- j 
gage holder^ tire Brooklyn Savings { 
Bank, to waive the requirements [ 

•of a 30-day advance notice as well | 
{ as a .penalty in the event of .j 
; prepayment, and- necessity of the'!" 

-.-mortgagee, to pay attorney fees • 
involved in the mortgage cahcella- 

■ tion: ... 

The funds were raised by a re- • 
cent dinner at the Old; Romanian, 
N.Y., where Vine was to have 

i opened Feb. 12. He died on Feb. 
; 10 of a heart attack. 

On the committee that raised • 
’ the coin were Bill Robbins, of Co- 
j iumbia Artists Bureau, Phil Foster, 
■ Jan Murray, MiltonBerle and Katz. 

New York 
Eileen Barton switched to the 

William Morris Agency . . . Temp¬ 
est Storm booked for the Victoria 
Theatre, Denver,'starting tomorrow 
(Thurs.) . . . Tina Scott pacted to 
General Artists Corp. . . .. Cab 
Calloway to do a thriee-weeker at 
the Olympia Theatre. Paris, May 21 
.-. . Fran Warren goes to the Ameri¬ 
cana, Miami Beach, May 13 ... . 
Eagle & Mail, currently.at the Tiv¬ 
oli, Sydney, also* playing a nitery, 
have a teevee show and do a once- 
weekly stint on a showboat . . . 
Rosina Pagan, moving . from El 
Chico, and Gabriel & Jorge de los 
Rios comprise* the new bill; at the 
Viennese Lantern. 

Nancy Andrews preemed Mon¬ 
day (5) at the Beau Brummel . . . 
Rosalind Paige among those that 
worked Louisville during Derby 
week. She was at the Iroquois 
Gardens, and followed with the 
Copa, Dayton, Monday (5) for two 
weeks . . . Date for Milton Berle’s 
start at the 500 Club, Atlantic City, 
has been set for Aug. 23 . . . Dick 
Shawn and Robert Clary double- 
headered for the Diamond Beach 
Lodge, Wildwood, July 25 . . . Kurt 
Maier to bow at the Eden Roc May 
13. 

Hollywood 
Sue Carson opens a two-week 

stand at; Frank SennesV Moulin 
'Rouge June 10 . . . Stan Irwin has 
set Del Simmons orch to play the . 
Sahara Hotel’s Casbar Theatre in 

Colonna Nixes Port. 
Fest; Can’t Perform 

With Tyros on Bill 
Portland, Ore., May 0. 

The Portland Hose Festival Assn, 
locked horns Friday (2) with the 
American Guild of Variety Artists 
on amateur talent appearing on the j 
same show with pros. Bud Mallett, 
exec secretary of the festival, gave 
the nod to the Purdue U. Glee 
Club and the 1 BOO-voice chorus of 
the Indiana Women’s Grange to 
appear on the 1958 stadium stage- 
show. Both groups appear gratis. 

In addition to these two groups, 
the festival has pacted David Rose, 
tv’s Zorro, Dancing Waters, and 
three name orchs. Jerry Colonna 
was hired verbally as the head¬ 
liner, but wired that he could not 
sign the contract because of the 
situation. This leaves the giant 
show without a marquee draw. 

Mallett’s office has been booking 
talent for these shows for years 
but this is the first time this par¬ 
ticular situation has come up. Jack 
McCoy, local rep for AGVA, Is po¬ 
licing the action for the union. . 

Walters Pacts Rooney 
Mickey Rooney has been signed 

as the second attraction at the Cafe 
I De Paris, N. Y., now under con- 
| struction. Actual date hasn’t yet 
! been set inasmuch as all contracts j 
! now being offered by the Lou Wal¬ 
ters spot have indefinite dates. 

| Nitery is slated to open late this 
i month with Betty Hutton as the 
! preern attraction 

[ GRACIE DUE BACK MAY 12 
[ Glasgow, May 6. 
! Charlie Grade, headlining In 
; vaude at the Empire Theatre here, 

is set to plane back to the U.S. 
May 12. 

After a week in vaude here, he 
does a Sunday one-nighter at York, 
Eng., plus a week at the Empire 
Theatre, Newcastle, and winds his 
tour with a concert at Woolwich. 

Las Vegas for 12 weeks starting 
June 24 .. . Joe Loco combo moves 
into the Flamingo Hotel lounge at 
Las Vegas, tomorrow (Thurs.) for 
an indefinite stand . . , Tony Ben¬ 
nett set for a two-week return en¬ 
gagement at the Riverside Hotel in 
Reno this summer. Molly Bee 
breaks in her. nitery. act there for 
a two-week stand beginning tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) . Roberta Linn 
signed a personal management pact 
with Nicky Stewart. She’s current 
at the Avant Garde. 

Atlanta 
Exotic Sunny Dare topping short 

at Domino Lounge in Imperial Ho¬ 
tel, with Marvin Boone and Andre 
Rene in support . . . pianist Gerry 
Hannigan bowed in the Georgian 
Terrace Hotel’s Red Carpet Lounge. 
.. . Club Peacntyse’s new show fea¬ 
tures minstrel team Cotton Watts 
& Chick on same bill with exotic 
Janet LaMour and tapper Betty 
Bay ... Hypnotist Arthur Ellen and 
ballerina Phyllis Blue, remain, at 
Henry Grady Ho/il’s Paradise 
Room ... Singers Roma Prima 
and Freddie Martell head show at 
Atlanta Biltmore .Hotel’s Empire 
Room , . . Latin Quarter’s head¬ 
liners are exotics Desiree and 
Donna Paris, backed up by dancers 
Themos and Emilio with comedy- 
emcee Jerry Gordan . . Sammy 
Duncan and combo provide tunes 
at Hank and Jerry’s Hl/eaway . . . 
Dancer Fawzia Amir tops new show' 
at Harem Club. 

FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"W» S«rvlc« th« Stars" 
Big Temporary Special on All 

35 Gag Files for $15, Plus $1.00 Postage 
Foralgn; $1.50. 35 for $40 

# 3 Parody Books, Per. Bk. ... $10. e 
O 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. *25 • 
O Minstrel Budget .. ..$25# 
. How to Master the Ceremonies 

$3 per Copy 
Ho C.O.D's .. "Always Open" 

■ILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th Stw N.Y.C., 1$ Circle 7-1130 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

RAYR0MAINE 
and CLAIRE 

"Delightfully I 
Different" 

Now 
Appearing 

CASINO 
DE'FEDELA 

Casa Blanca 

Morocco. 

WANTED 
SOCIAL DIRECTOR 
For Sammer Resort 1 

Jtwish SumM«r Rttart in Stuth Haven. 
Michifan <» iMkini f*r Seeial Oirtetw. 
MUST BE ABLE TO TEACH SOCIAL 

' DANCING . and keep trowd enterUlned. 
$-10 weekv be|lnnln|- July I. ■ ; 

Write, (tatins experience and (alary 
requirement*. (Enclose pie If. passible.) 
Ream and meali provided. Contact: V 
Mr. Harold Wait — Weinstein's Resect,- 

• South Haven, Michlsan. .- t 

BARBARA BAILEY 
TOP ACROBATIC DANCER 

Appearing at fho 

AMERICANA HOTEL, Miami Boacfi, Fla. 

with J. P. Morgae Show 

Week of May 7 

KITZA KAZAC0S 
Just Concluded First American Appearance. 

A Smash Five Week Engagement ot 

VIENNESE LANTERN. New York 
Direct from a Twe Year Engogoment M 1BC-TV 

'’Songs of Many Countries" 

“•Baeutiful Amkusader of Seni fr»m Create.'' 
DANTON WALKER. N.Y. Oaila Neva. 

* A- talented pr* from C-eace. . Sbe has a Marleaa DIetrlek 
tyaa *f eajce aad is. .a verta* adaitiea *a tka leaf Una at 
Imparta aat starts at te* Laatara." 

LEE MOnTlMER. N.Y. Mlrrar. 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

Opening Y0th International Yonr 

LISHERG PARK 

Gottenberg, Sweden 

Toledo, O.. May 6. 

Dr. Carlo, (Carl Sommer),, local 
magician is now producing a new 

: fQtm of entertainment, aimed at 
the teen-age trade. His new pro- 

■ duction, ‘‘Fun-za-poppin’ " made its 
bow in Fort Wayne. 

The show consists of novelty 
• acts, some with spook effects, a 

Russian, roulette game, a- rock ’n’ 
, roll contest, a win^a-date contest, 
I and—as was to be expected—a bit : 
! of magic from Dr. Carlo. . ] 

KST ACTOK AWARD HOMINES—VENICE HIM FESTIVAL 

DOTTS JOHNSON 
ART AND SOUL IN DRAMATIC SONOS 

*10 W. ISM St.. RWTM 27. N. T. - Hu. MO S-S2M 
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Just Concluded 
Persian Room 

HOTEL PLAZA 

New York ■ 

AMERICANA HOTEL f 

Miami Beach 

BEVERLY HILLS CC. 

Kentucky 

HOTEL SHAMROCK 

Houston, Texas 

Currently 
SHOREHAM HOTEL 

Washington, D.C. 

May 12th 
QUEEN ELIZABETH HOTEL 

Montreal, Canada 

May 17th 
JIMMY DEAN SHOW 

CBS-TV 

May 21st 
EL SAN JUAN HOTEL 

Puerto Rico 

June 3rd 
CAPRI HOTEL 

Havana 

June 22nd 
ED SULLIVAN SHOW 

CBS-TV 

July 4 th 
BEVERLY HILLS C.C 

Kentucky 

July 21st 
Starring in 

"KISS ME KATE" 

Camden Music Fair 

Camden, N. J. 

July 28th (Week) 
VALLEY FORGE MUSIC FAIR/ 

Pennsylvania 

August 4th (Two Weeks) 
WESTBURY MUSIC FAIR 

Long Island 

• KAPP RECORDS 
Current Release 

"ALL THE WAY" 
Album No. KL 1080 

'13^^ 

v: sf: 

„ „ ^ , 'A 

• a* the piano 
EARNEST BRAGG 

• Press Relations 
JACK FIRMAN 

• Personal Management m 
TELEVISION ARTISTS CORP, 

Jack Bfertell Johrt Greenhut 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 7 

Numeral! in connection with bill* below Indicate opening day of show. 

■ Paul Bley 4 36$ Club 
!. Purple Onion Paul GilBero 
Lil Greenwood Joy Healy Dncra 
Lou Gottlieb Alex. Duchift Ore 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall 1 

Cara (olillo 4c 
Maria Rosa 

Emilia Sherman 
Corps do Ballet 

! Great Barton 
|. Malinl 
•Lucile Cummings. 

I Rockette* 
i Glee;Club 

AUSTRALIA 

MELBOURNB 

Tivoli 5 
•Roily Rolls: 
Douulas 6c Priscilla 
I)ar«ie Ouiiitet 
Billv Baxter 
Najas 
Alien.vs 
Dorothy <'ostelIo .• 
Dalravs 
Pat->y OtllaVa 
Jim Bermson 
Itae Morgan. 

SYDNEY 
- Tivoli $ 
■ Larry Griswold. 
] Johnny Lockwood 
. Eagle 6c Man 
1 A Robins . 
. Rayes & Faye 
i'-Aony Berryer 

Medlock. & Marlowe 
Winnetou & Squaw. 

T 6 6c D Stuchherry. 
! Jimmy Parkinson 
!' Edit Juh'asz 

Frank Ward ■ 

BRITAIN 

ASTON 
Hippodrome.$ 

Terry .Cantor.' 
Red Preston 
Toiy.a Kee 
Julie 
Colleen Laine 
Beverley Lambert 
Kenny Cantor 
Barry Young 
Dale Warren 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome 5 

Olsen 6c Johnson 
Norman Vaughan 
Gary Miller 
Ron Scott 
Audrey Jeans 
Francois. & Zandra 
Harry Jacobson- 

EDINBURGH v 
Empire 5 — 

Denny Willis . 
Margery Manners 
Carl Ames 
Sunny Jenks 
George Rex 
Travails . 
Lizette & Renay 
Johnnie Mack 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire i 
Mickey Katz 
Manton Bros 
Freddie Frinton 
Hill & Billie 
Hollander 6c Hart 
Gaby Grossetto 
Ray Alan 
Jllona Sis 

GLASGOW 
Empire $ 

Marvin Rainwater 
De Vere Girls 
Johnny Duncan 
Leslie Randall 
Roslnas • 
Tex McLeod 
Matanzas 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire 5 

Hilltoppers 
Der Kordas 
Johnny Mack'. 
Ballet Montmartre 
Alan CliVe. 
Marguerite 6c C 
Billy *Uke* Scott 
Sharpe & Iris 

LONDON 
MOtropolltan I 

Peaches Page' 

Winters 6c Fielding 
Erio 6c Gray 
Duncan Sis 
Paul King 
Alan James • 

Palladium $ 
Johnnie Ra> 
Treniers . 
Harry Worth . 
Charming Pollock. . 
Trotter Bros 
Peiro Bros 
Authors 6c Swinson 
Theda Sis 
George Cardens . 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire S 

Charlie Gracie 
Fuller tc Janette 
Benson Dulay Co 
Les Mallini 
Griff Kendall 
Duo Riissmar 
Billy Burden 
J & J Dawson 
New Northampton 5 

Bobby Dennis 
Roy 6c Ray 
Marlow 
Dennis Shirley 
Anton 8c. Andre* 
Phyllis Fisher . 
Marilyn Most 
Yvonne Adair 
Ruth Holden 
Prince of Wales I 

Sabrina 
Dickie. Henderson 3 
Monarch! 
Sarragne Co 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 9 

Whittaker & Law 
Luscious Goldwyns 
Don 8c Juanita 
Parela Phillips 
Madrlgols . 
Benny Garica 
Maureen Gabrielle 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire $. 

Terry Dene 
McKinnon Sis 
Sonny. Roy 
Eva May Wong 
Sparkes 
Roy Lance 
Skylarks 
Barry Anthony 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel . 

Miyoshi Umekl . 
Charles Manna ' 
Geo. Matson 
Mae Barnes 
Reyneau 
Bart Howard 
Jimmie L-yon Ti’lo 

Bon Soir 
Felicia Sanders 
Larry Stdrch 
Jane Dulo 

. Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

Casanova 
Donna Dunn 
Margrit 8c Adrienne 

Chateau Madrid 
Candi Cortez 
Ralph Font Ore 
Panchito Ore 

Copacabana 
Johnny Mathis 
Joey Bishop 
The Pagets 
Ted Morrell 
Miml 
D 8c G Prior 
Michael Durso Gre 
Frank Marti Ore 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk 
Ronny Graham. 
Ceil Cabot. 
Ellen Hanley 
Jean Arnold : 
Gerry Matthews 

■ Stan Keen 
El Chico 

. Indios Trabajas 
Rosita Rios 

No. 1 Fifth Avo. 
Phyllis Diller 
Bob Downey 
Dean Sheldon 
Harold Fonvillo 
Joan Bishop 

Hotol Fierro 
6tanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 
Betty Benee 

Hotel Plata 
Celeste Holm 
Ted Straeter Ore 
Mark Monte Ore ■ 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

Hotel Statler 
Xavier Cugat Ore 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis. 
Patricia Wilson • 
Milt Shaw . Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Bailie Blair 
Bernard Bros.. 
Bob De Voye 3 
Gena Genarde— 
Martha Errolle 
Queti Clavejo 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

Le Cupldon 
Monique V. Vooren 
Ish Ugardi Ore 

Old Romanian 
Jean Carroll 
Larry Marven 
Laurette & Clymas 
Bob Brooks 
Mac Pollack Ore 
McKenna Line 

.Roundtable 
Joe Bushkin Ore 
Teddy Wilson Ore 

Town i Country 
Tony Margin 
Jackie Kannort 

.B Sc J Palmer 
Buster Burnell 

Dancers 
Ned Harvey Ore . 
Slcari Ore • 

Viennese Lantern 
Rosina Pagan . 
G & J De Los Rid* 
Ernest Schoeo Ore 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Tony Lavelli 
Pete Pederson 
Marshalls 
Larry McMahon 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Kingston Trio 
Ben Webster 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Maurice Chevalier 
Emil Coleman Ore 
Bela Babai Ore 

CHICAGO 
Black Orchid 

Frances Faye 
Joe Parnello (3) 

Blue Angel 
“Tropical Holiday- 
Carmen Romano 
Pedro Roman 
Glamazons 
Lord Christo 

BTuo Note 
Geo. Shearing (5» 
Dakota Staton 
Joe Save Trio 

Cloister Inn 
Eddie Higgins 3 
Bevorlx Kelly- • . 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 1 

Conrad. Hilton . 
Glenn 6c Coleen 
Menchassys 

Drake Hotel 
Sheila Reynolds 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

Gate of Horn. 
Bob Gibson • 
Will Holt 

London House . 
Barbara Carroll 3 

Mister Kelly's 
Martha Davis 8c 

Spouse - . 
iMarty, Rubinstein -3 
i.Maxx tc Frige 

Palmer Houso | Mata 4c Hart 
Varel 6c Bailly : I Tippy 8c Cobina. '. 
Les Chanteurs de j Martha Schlamme . 

Paris H> 1-Ben Ardeh Ore; \ 

IOS ANGELES 

Avante Garde 
Roberta Linn! 
Phil Leeds 
Joe Castro. Trio • 

Ben: Biue'a 
Ben Blue 
Mae Williams 
Buddy Lester.. 
Barbara Heller 
Sammy Wolf 
•Joan' Kayrie 
Dick Bernie . 
Ivan Lane Ore 

Coconut Grove 
Nat “King" Cole 
Allen 6c De Wood 
Russ Morgan Ore 

Crescendo . 
The Four Freshmen 
Ir.wln Corey 
Renet Touzet Band 

881 Club . 
Johnny Walsh 

Interlude 
Tom Lehrer 
Martin Denny 

. Group (4) 
Largo 

Mickey Rooney. 
Joey Forman . 

• Larry Potter's 
. Supper Club 

The Bonaire! ; 
Sandy' Sims 

Mocambo 
Elaine May 8c Mike 

Nichols 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore ' 

MoullnRouqe 
Jackie Barnett's 
"Newcomers of ’28" 
Pick Stabile Ore 

Slate Bros, 
Don Rickies 
Vldo Musso 

Statler Hotel 
Dave ‘ Barry 
The Belmonts . 
Ed Bergman Ore 

Ye Little Club 
Fran Jeffries 

HAVANA 

Capri 
Tito Cuizar . 
Lilia Guizoy 
Luisa Ghorens 
Somavilla. Ore 
Calvet Ore 

Hljton 
Ximinez Varga! 
J. Moreno 
Fajardo Ore 

National 
Luc Poret 
Parislen Dncrs 
RayCarson 
Dancing Water! 
W. Reyes Ore 

Riviera 
Iglesias Ballet * 
Aida Ramirez 
Maria Fabrigas 
Antonio Espanol 
Pepe Segundo 

Felix Ultrera 
Rivera .Ore 

sans Souel 
Laureanne LeMay 
Gloria & Rolando 
Victor Alverez 
Miriam Barreras 
Elena Burke* 
Raquel Mata 
Kary Russi 
La Serle. Ore 
Ortega Ore. . 

Tropicertfe . 
Erllnda -Cortes 
Alberto Rochl v 
Blanca- Varela 
Gladys 4c Freddy 

Riveros 
Guaracherps . 
Monica. Caste! .' 
Tropicana Ballet 
S. Suarez Orq 
.4 Romeu Orq 

LAS.VEGAS 
Desert Inn * 

Marie McDonald 
Jackie Miles 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
“Life Begins .At 

Minsky's" 
Pinky Lee 
Pat Amber Halliday. 
Marquis Family 
5 Yokois 
Marline Vargas 
Eva Pavlova. 
Gillian. Qrey'. 
Bruce: Yarnfell 
Cee Davidson Ore. 

El Cortex . 
Dubonnet Trio 
Dick Saunders- 
Marcie Miller 
Deedy 8c BiU 
El Rancho Vegas 

Joe E. Lewis 
Rita Moreno 
Barry Ashton Dncra 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Pearl Bailey 
Lou Bellson . 
Harrison & Fisher 
Four - Voices ■ 
Moana Gleason 
Don Kirk . 
Flamingoettes 
Jack Csthcart Oro 
Dick. Contlrio' 

Fremont Hotol 
' Jodlmars- 
Make: Believes 
Magnetics 
Shirl 8c Earl Mor* 

. tensen 
Golden Nugget 

Harry Ranch 
Jig Adams. 
Charlie Boyer 
L 8c F Maynard 

Rlvlefa . 
Sam Levenson 
Patti Moore 
Ben Lessy. 

Dorothy Dorben 
Dancers' 

NoveUtes 
Ray Sinatra. Ore .. 

Sahara 
Teresa Brewer 
Harvey Stone 
Terry Tones . 
Saharem Dncrs 
Mary Kaye Trio. 
LoUi! Basil Oro 

' Beachcombers . 
..Sands 

Daniiy Thomas 
Kings. Four 
Bob Kaye 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelll Ore 

San Souel 
“Havana Heatwave" 
Sid Fields 
Bobby Morria 
Pat Moreno 
Cindy 4c Alberto 
Jeanne Masson 
Mile. Zabuda 
Bobby Blue Oro. 

Showvoat . 
Hank Penny 
Shirley Scott . 
Garr. Nelson 
Showboat Girl* 
Vic Artese Ore . 

Sliver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Annie Maloney 
Peggy Dieterick 
Kim Athas 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky' Kayo 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ore. 

Thunderblrd 
Frank Gusto 
Joe Fornafo 

Tropicana 
Elaine Dunn 
Dante D'Paulo ■ 
George CMakiris : 
E-zanne Truex 
Jack Ackerman 
Nat Brandwynnb 

MlAMf-MIAMl BEACH 

Americana 

Lonnie Sattin 
Norman. 4c Dean • 

The Vincents 
Jackie Heller 
Lee-Martin Oro 
Maya Ore . 

Balmoral 
Charlie FM-rell 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey Gentile 
Jos! Curbelo Ore 

Carillon 
Glnny Simms 
Bobby Van 
Dick Sterling 
Jacques Donnet Ore 

Deauville 
Smart Affairs . 
Larry Steele 
Rose Hardaway 
Sir Lionel Beckels 
Wanderers (4» 
Leonard Bros; 
Flash Gordaii . 
Lon Fontaine 
Beige Beauts 
Walter Nye Oro 

Edtn Rot 
Don Rondo 
Betty Kean 
Ron Fletcher 
Bobby Brgndt 
Rascha Rodell. 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Sonny Kendis Ore . 

El Patio 
Wingy Manone 4 . 
Rudy Ferguson 3 
Bobby Sherwood 

; Fontainebleau 
Fernanda Mohtel 
Haller 4c Hayden 
Kaye Ballard 
George Tapps Co. 
Murray Schlamm 
Sacasas Ore. 
Pupl Campo Ore 

Lucarno . : 
Havana Mardl Gras 
Diosa Costello 
Milos. Velarde. 
Don Casino 
Tonia Floret 
Tony 4* Francella 
Juan Romero 
David Tyler Ore 
•Luis Varona Ore 

Murray Franklin's 
Murray Franklin . 
Dick Havilland 
George Kirby 
Dolores Leigh . 
Phyllis Arnold 
Snuffy Miller 
Eddie Bernard 

Nautilus 
Mac Pepper 
Carlos & Yvonne 
8yd Stanley Oro 

Sans Souel 
Mickey Katz 
Freddy Calct Ore'- 
Paul Seers 

SAN FRANCI5CO 
448 Club 

4 Sharps 
Lenny Bruce 
Gloria Padilla 

i Backstage * 
Joanne Beretta 
Bernard Bragg 

Blaekhawk 
Buddy De Franco 
Vido Musso . 

Easy Strodt 
Kid Ory. Ore 

! Crest Lounge 
Pete Daily Ore • 

Fack'i II 
Ruth Olay 

. Axidentals 
{ Mel Young 

Dorothy Shay 
E. .Heckscher Orb 

Oiy tn 
Bee. Ray A Eay K. 

Goman 
Joy Healy Dncrs 6 
Wally Rose Ore 

Hangovor 
Earl Fatha Hines 

Ore 
Muggsy Spanler 
Joe Sullivan . 

Hungry. 1 
Don Adams 
Marsh- Bros. 
Gateway Singers 
Annette Warren - 

.Jtxx-Showcase. 

SAN JUAN 
Intercontinental 

Betty Reilly 
Bruni. Roque 
JoaquJLn Banegart 
Bobby Hicks . Ore 
Lite Pentr Ore 

Cariba-Hilton 
Dick. Hayme's 

. B4cC Robinson 
Los Riviera 
Miguelito Miranda 

Ore. 
•Joe Blanco Ore 

Condada Beach - 
Monica Boyar 

Romeros 4c Estrahta 
Pepito Torres Ore 
Hector Naervey Ore 

. Escambron 
M. A. OrtU 
Cleytons 
Voodoo Ore 
. Cotillion Room 
Tobaco Muniz 

Flamboyan Club 
Manola Alvrez Mera 
Rudenko Bros; 
Maritza 
Kiko Mendive 
Joe Vallejo Ore- . 

RENO 
Harolds Club 

Wiere Bros. • 
Carl Ravazza: 
Kenny Knox 4c 

. Korral . 
. Harrah's Club ' 

Red. Nichols . 
Joe Karnes.4 . 
Marksmen 
Deedy . 4c Bill 

Holiday. 
Nick Lucas 
Strollers 

Sabres 
Mapes 

Goofers 
Meg Myles 
Ed Fitzpr.trick Ore 

Golden 
Billy Ward 6c 

Dominoes 
Harry Ranch Ore 

'- .Riverside 
Molly Bee 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

Inside Stuff—Vaude 
‘‘Lord” Lance Percival, English-bora Canadian calypsonian, is quit¬ 

ting ghow business to open a . travel bureau with his mother in London. 
Tall, top-hatted, monocled, calypsh-clad, barefooted, he headed a song- 
arid-comedy trio for months while the Belafonte craze was on. Played 
El Morocco, Montreal, several times, 

The Embassy Club of the Sheraton-East Hotel* N.Y., has changed 
its schedule so that the Chauncey Gray orch starts at 8:30 p.m. instead 
of 10 p.m^ Room will continue, to operate until July 26 and will reopen 
shortly after Labor Day. J.ani Sarkozi is the relief orch in this room as 
well as in the adjoining Knight Box. 

Ottawa has a good percentage of French-speaking people in its pop¬ 
ulation. Hull, in the province of Quebec, where ail this area’s night 
clubs are located, is more than 80^ French-speaking. Yet the per¬ 
centage: of French-language acts booked into those niteries is small. 
This week, coincidentally, the Gatineau Club is doing okay business 
with a standout Gallic chanter, Georges Guetary,.with French-born 
Vicki Benet billtopping; in the Circus Lounge of the Ottawa House. 
There’s contrast here. Both natives of France, Guetary’s command 
of English is merely adequate, while Miss Benet, who couldn’t speak 
a word of English when she came to Canada with her parents as a 
young girl, is perfectly bilingual. She uses her bilingualism to ad¬ 
vantage in her act. 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, April 30. 

Charlie, Grade, Joaii Rhodes, Al¬ 
len Bros. (21 & June, Roy Castle, 
Sally Logan,t Smoothey & Layton,. 
Walthori & Lorraine, Horler Twins, 
Bobby Dowds Orch. 

The Five Spot, which recently unveiled poet Kenneth Rqxroth-to 
N. Y. audiences, is going on an egghead policy in a heavy way. Nitery 

! has booked a string trio performing modern music for-weekly. Sunday I recitals at a $1 admission charge. Poetry and jazz continues midweek. 
Spot had been exhibiting the experimental films of Len Lyle who 
last week placed second in the film competition at the Brussels Fair, 

j His prizewinning celluloid using a technique of photography of abstract 
; painting is entitled “Free Radicals from Physics/’ 

Chairlie Grade upholds the 
American conquest of this No. 1 
vaudery. With a somewhat noisy 
act, not aided by,the noisier recep¬ 
tion given by teenage fans, he 
scores, strongly with his slick guitar 
playing, hnd exits to solid palming. 

Singer, small and lively, rarely 
lets up, and after false exit returns 
to please the younger customers 
with such tunes as “Butterfly,” “99 
Ways” arid “I Loye You So Much 
It Hurts.” 

With Bobby How-ells as musical 
director, Gracie shows himself the 
complete master of a guitar. Open¬ 
ing tunes include “Ko-Ko-Mo,” 
“Trying” and “Hound Dog.” Also 
wins many new admirers with his 
“Wandering Eyes/’ 

Support bill is good, with novel 
strong-girl stuff, such as bending of 
nails w:ith fingers and of iron bands 
with teeth, from Joan Rhodes, a 
blonde arid shapely performer who 
merits pronto U.S, attention. She 
contrasts a coy little-girl approach 
with hrir unusual feats of strength, 
and introduces comedy into her 
continuity gabbing. She finally 
tears up multi-paged telephone 
direetdries; 

Smoothey Sc Layton are a pair of 
funnymen, one a strong straight 
stooge and the other a. simple goofy 
type, lotsa sympathetic ap¬ 
peal. Act’s first-half offering is 
standard Army humor between a 
civilian and . a sergeant; they are 
stronger in second-half. 

Walthon & D|:raine, a change 
from normal first-act terpers, are 
mixed duo in useful roller-balanc-. 
ing arid coiriedy. Horler" Twins use 
gimmick of complete similarity, 
and score most with sohg-and- 
dance act in tophats, Sally Logan, 
18-year-old thrush, is sweet 'chirp¬ 
er In “Tammy’' and “Bells Are 
Ringing/’ Allen Bros. & June re¬ 
turn with their knockabout dance 
bit, pliinge into audience by one of: 
the males rriaking them gasp. 

Roy Castle, promising impres¬ 
sionist, rates strongly (see New 
Acts). Bobby Dowds batons the bill 
except the Gracie stirit. Gord. 

j Add to Montreal’s nurnerous nite spots midtowm Chez Ernest’s new 
! Cabaret Room. Long one-of city’s top eateries, it's never had enter¬ 
tainment before. Current chantoosie Denyse Angers, back from dates 

! in Dallas and the south, is Sister of*Doris Angers, also a nitery thrush. 
! Both are Quebec-born. Cabaret Roona is third to open in recent months, 
[ others being Windsor. Hotel’s Embassy Room, w'here ’Toni Carroll is 
; current ,and Queen Elizabeth Hotel’s Salle Bonaventure, currently fea- 
: t.uring Guylaine Guy with Denny Vaughan’s orch. 

International and. Hilton Hotel chains are now using albums as a 
! means of exploiting nitery operations in Latin America. Deal has been 
j wrorked out by both chains With Herbert . Wolff for diskings of nitery 
! show’s from these inns. Wolff, who is normally a National Airlines 
j pilot, tapes the shows at various hotels, and packages them iri the U.S. 
Wolff has already recorded the proceedings at El Embajador, Domini¬ 
can Republic; Tamanaco, Caracas; and is slated to wax the music in 
the displays at. the Caribe-Hiltori, San Juan; Intercontinental, Carlas, 
and the Havana Hilton. 

j “April in Paris” Ball held April 10 at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, . 
iN.Y., netted $170,000 to various charities. Sum was $35,000 over last 
year’s event, Of the total realized, $150,000 is being distributed imme- 

i diately, writh $100,000 going to French-American charities in the U.S. 
l and $50,000 to Institutions in France. Remainder will be given away 
following competition of a review of various requests. 

Saranac Lake 
Lester Rose rated an all-clear 

light to return to work. Ditto Ann 
Budd. 

Klnesha Cohen, Allied Artists of 
Dallas, elated over her first clinic 
report that rarives her to our third 
(non-TB) floor where she wlil fight 
off arthritis. 

Catherine McCabe. ABC-Par, in 
froni Gotham for. a Weekend visit 
with her husband Fred McCabe 
who is making fine progress, ori our 
third floor. . 

Ralph-H. Simpson, Carolina The¬ 
atre, Gastonia, N. C., registered as 
new patient on third floor.. 

Clifford (IATSE) Byrd, Orange, 
Tex.; hit the jackpot and left to 
take a position as projectionist in 
Norwalk, Conn., at the Empress 
Theatre. 

Jack Norton, of films and tv, 
hit by a relapse. 

Williain Willis, former manager 
of- the old Washington Theatre, in 
Shelby, N.C:, moved; to our am¬ 
bulatory department with mild 
exercises at his command; 

Hersqhel Riley, staffer with 
Great States Theatre Bloomington, 
HI.,,, upped him for meals and mild 
privileges. Arthur Slattery is 
showing a marked improvement 
with the knitting of his fractured 
arm, 

Write ip .those who are til. 

MIYOSHI UMEKI 
Songs 
14 Mins. 
Blue Angel, N. Y. 

Academy Award winner Miyoshi 
Umeki is a chaririing newcomer to 
the N. Y. nitery circuit. Japanese 
filmster comes in as a pre-sbld 
item, having riot only registered 
resoundingly with her performance 
in “Sayonara” but also has disked 
the title tune. 

Miss Umeki presents a charming 
and fragile picture Whose very 
naivete in nitery work is turned 
into an asset. Her preem at the 
Blue Angel was one in which she 
could do no wrong. In fact, the 
errors in performance turned out 
in her favor. Even when she had 
to start a song all over again, it 
was done fetchirigly and with good 
humor. She intersperses Japanese 
and popular numbers using her na¬ 
tive tongue when things get a little 
beyond her in English, Her medley 
of brief Nipponese folk tunes is 
disarming. She gives a picture of 
complete honesty, telling the cus¬ 
tomers that this section of the 
kimono is not part of the natural 
design but that she spilled' coffee 
on the sleeve before goirig on. 
These little unprofessionalisms 
provide charm and delicacy to her 
turn. It’s to be hoped that this 
fragile actress retains these fresh 
notes before firm professional atti¬ 
tudes set in. perriianently. 

There is one part of the act that 
looks like writers or managers got 
to her. She does a bit of an Italian 
song in order, presumably, to es¬ 
tablish a bit of incongruity. This 
she doesn’t need. Jose. 

REYNEAUX 
Magic 
9 Mins. 
Blue Angel, N. Y. 

Reyneaux is a clever magico who 
has a well constructed act, center¬ 
ing around doves. Booked into the 
Blue Angel at the last minute, Rey¬ 
neaux makes a strong impact on 
the audience. Working in panto¬ 
mime, this youthful appearing illu¬ 
sionist executes his tricks smoothly 
and gracefully* getting frequent 
midterm applause. 

He pulls birds out of improbable 
articles. In several instances,- the 
ornithological wonders are per- 

formed in a manner which catches 
the audiences unawares. He’s good 
for nearly every visual situation. 

Jose. 

GEORGES GUETARY 
Songs 
38 Mins: 
Gatineau, Ottawa 

Georges Guetary is a happy com-, 
bination of standout pipes, show- 
manship and sawy. He lives up to 
his Gatineau Club billing as 
France's top video chanter arid 
while he sings almost all in French, 
gets big support from customers 
who don’t understand the . idiom. 
They even joip in guffaws when he 
jokes in French. He maintains and 
makes strong use of a Continental 
flavor in the stint, with several 
subtle assists in chant from .his 
socko 88er, Jo Moutet, . 

Guetary is conscious of staging ; 
throughout. He rearranged Gati¬ 
neau’s lighting for. heightened ef¬ 
fect and was a perfectionist .with.’ 
the audio setup. Stanza is built to 
give the impression he is working 
to individual customers. (One 
white - gloved, evening - gowned 
tableSitter got the message so well 
she .tried to climb up to the stage 
at opener.) 

Guetary’s voice is tenor but has 
only faint traces of the fast tremolo 
so evident in most piping from 
France. Impact added to the ses¬ 
sion by visual routinings might 
produce weaker stint on disk, but 
for any visual chore, this performer 
is big, Gorm. 

*OY CASTLE 
Comedy 
10 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a young all-rounder wit] 
the value of poise and experience 
plus a useful quota of talent. Givei 
stronger fun-fodder, wonld be ; 
bet for general run of vauderies 

As_Is. Roy Castle gags slickly 
smiles shyly, and shows versatile 
in trumpet playing,'dancing ani 
song. Sings “My Lean Baby.” cut 
number about a girlfriend, am 
winds with some tap and comedy 
Lad is Smartly garbed. 1 

i As experience and materia 
grow, Castle 1& an act to keep ai 
eye on. Okay meantime for. tv am 
musicals. Gdrd. 
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Colony, London 
London, April 29. 

Julie Wilson; Felix King and 
Don Carlos Orchs; $3.50-$5.50 
minimum; 

Just about eight years ago Julie i 
Wilson made her London debut in" | 
this Berkeley Square cafe—and J 
failed lamentably. In the interven¬ 
ing years, however, she has become 
as popular and wellknoWn on this 
side of .the Atlantic as she is in the 
U.S: with a string of credits that 
includes starring roles at Drury. 
Lane and the London Coliseum, as 
well as cabaret and tv engage¬ 
ments. She’s in for a month and 
there shouldn’t be any need for 
speculation about the outcome. 
The Julie Wilson who now tri¬ 
umphs is, in many ways, quite, a 
different person from the one who 
failed at the Colony in 1950. She’s 
more sophisticated, shows greater 
maturity as an artist and has plenty 
of first-hand experience of what a 
London audiente really likes: She’s 

"Slipping Out With My Baby,” 
“Blues . In The Night” and“Johriny 
One-Note.” Production numbers 
featuring singer Don. Kirk, hula 
dancer Moana Gleason and the 
Flamingoettes (12) are colorful in 
the Island tradition, Duke. 

Dunes, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, May. 6. 

. “Life Begins at Minsky’s,” Pinky 
Lee, Pat .“Amber”. Halladay, Mar-, 
quis Family (5), Five Yokois, Mar- 
tine Vargas & Co., Eva Pavlova, 
Gillian Grey, Bruce Yarnell, Eddie 
Kreig, Jolene Lontere, Cee David¬ 
son Orch (14) ; musical numbers 
staged by Mme. Komarova; musical, 
arrangements, Joyce Brown; light¬ 
ing, Gordon: Beck; stage direction, 
Eddie Lynch; produced by Harold 
Minsky; presented by Major. Kid: 
die; $3 minimum.« 

Harold Minsky has put together 
the most ambitious ($133,000 in 

__ „ . production costs) Minsky show and 
also drastically changed her. hair-'calls if "Life Begins At Minsky’s.” 
ctirln_Kilt Uiaf-'s a . matter frir in- Tha ic arUroT'ticafl c- “Anla. style—but that's a matter for in- The revue is. advertised as "cele- 
dividual taste. [brating 50. years of the Minsky 

Miss Wilson, with a host of; tradition which started May 16, 
friends at the ringside, is halfway 1908.” 
home as she makes her first en- j This entry, starring Pinky Lee, is 
trance; Her appearance has always, far the best of the several seen at 
been beyond, criticism and a sheath- j the Dunes, and all three shows on 
like gown shows off her figure to 
fullest advantage. It’s soon evident 
she is well able to take care of the 
other half with a succession of top- 
rating cabaret numbers. There 
may be a sameness about the 
themes of many of her lyrics* but 
that’s of little import; she knows 
how to deliver them to make each 
one fresh and divertingly enter¬ 
taining; And every mnv and then. 
With almost precision timing, she; 
slips: in a top-ranking standard to ; the biz. Opening with a . song (in 
change the tempo. . . [his w.icV checkered hat & jacket), 

On her.openmg night theMSit-|he tells how the Diines manage¬ 
ing star did some 15 numbers, plus j ment insisted he change the act 
~ w{T‘',*,T1 *t,oH1av and held the | jje did on tv. Then he romps 

through a supercharged session of 
songs, dances, impresses,' burly 
bits, and a very funny attack on 

opening night played to SRO, with 
advance reservations coming in 
briskly. It’s a good showcase for 
the "new” Pinky Lee, who is ac¬ 
tually the "old” Pinky Lee—the 
versatile comic makes a strong bid 
here to divorce himself from the 
kiddie identification, which he got 
on tv. He uses his burlesque .train¬ 
ing to come up with a sock per¬ 
formance. that may surprise those 
who thought he was washed up in 

_ windup medley, 
stage for some 50 minutes. That 

. was rather overdoing it and there’s 
clearly room for a heat trim which 
would bring the show down to 
manageable proportion. Such a 
step would necessitate the jettison¬ 
ing of a few. good numbers, but 
would undoubtedly strengthen her 
already potent impact on. her 
audience. 

Miss Wilson’s one-track mind in 
sophisticated lyrics is illustrated 
by the choice of numbers. They’re 

. all variations on a theme, but each 
is good enough and witty enough 
to evoke enthusiastic ringside re¬ 
actions. - An exceptionally good 
number is "A Rag, a Bone, a Hank 
of Hair,” which gets the full treat¬ 
ment from Miss Wilson’s vigorous 
vocalistics. 

Full share of credit in the. star’s 
success must go to Felix King and 
his resident combo. Intricate ar¬ 
rangements, which call for split 
second timing, were faultlessly in¬ 
terpreted. It was a topnotch ex¬ 
ample of orchestral backing. 

Myro. 

Flamingos Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, May ft 

Pearl Bailey, Lou Bellson Quar¬ 
tet, Harrison & Fisher, Four Voices, 
Moana Gleason, Don KixK Jock 
Cathcart Orch (14); arrangements 
for Miss Bailey by Don Redman; 
staged and directed by Hal Belfer; 
$3 minimum. 

Not only is Pearl Bailey rapidly 
becoming one of the best come¬ 
diennes in show biz but She’s wise¬ 
ly tossing a serious song or two 
into her act which will increase her 
stature as a distinctive performer. 
And it certainly will keep her on 
the rise as a powerhouse boxoffice 
attraction. In .: her latest casual 
stroll into the Flamingo Room un¬ 
der the shrewd, guidance of megger 
Hal Belfer, she clicks in a chunk 
of Hawaiian frivolity called "Pearl 
Bailey’s Luau:” Soothingly backed 
by 88er Lloyd Phillips and the Jack 
Cathcart orch (14), she turns on 
the typical Pearlie Mae charm and flides through. expert ad libbing 

oth in dialog and songology. Num¬ 
bers, include “Here I Come,” "Who 
Needs Love?” "Friendless Blues,” 
"St, Louis Blues,” “I’m Going to 
Keep on Doing It,” "My Man” and 
"Poor Butterfly,” latter with an 
assist from trumpeter Harry Edi¬ 
son. 

The Lou Bellson quartet (drums, 
piano, bass, trumpet), featuring 
Edison, churns the air with "Fla¬ 
mingo Blues,” “Makin’ Whoopee” 
and "Hawaiian War Chant.” Group 
has a strong homogenized amplifi¬ 
cation of rhythm. Bellson, one. of 
the top technicians of percussion, 
solos, with great feeling of a basic 
belonging to the craft. 

Comedy terp team of Harrison & 
Fisher get prolonged yocks with 

; their clever kidding t>f the sophis¬ 
ticated dance acts. The Four Voices 
(Frank Fosta, Allan Chase, Bill Mc¬ 
Bride, Sal Mayo) have a good 
blend, and display top showman- 
ship both in sight and sound. Their 
satirical impreshes are better than 
most, and. warm mitting greets the 
Columbia diskers’ versions; on show. 

the xylophone. His . clowning, 
which has just a touch ofi bawdi- 
ness, seems to be tailor-made for 
night clubs. 

Featured (in .addition to a bm)y 
of bare-breasted beauties) are Pat 
"Amber” Halladay, the Marquis 
Family, the Five Yokois, Marline 
Vargas & Co., Eva Pavlova, Gillian 
Grey, Bruce Yarnell, Eddie Kreig 
and Jolene Lontere. 

Miss Halladay is an attractive 
stripper Who can qualify as an 
"exotic dancer” since she works 
hard and shows training as a ter- 
per. The Marquis Family, one of 
the top animal acts, is; a fave in 
Las Vegas, and the trainer , with his 
four chimps ;always bring solid 
yocks. The Yokois.are a fast Ori¬ 
ental bike & umcycle act showing 
unusual balancing trickery. Mar- 
tine and Vargas and his flamenco 
dancers are colorful and fiery, fit¬ 
ting gracefully into the "Carmen” 
production number sung with the 
proper verve by Miss Grey and 
Yarnell. The stirring number was 
staged by Madame Komarova. 
Kreig and Miss Lontere make a 
handsome and talented terp team 
which appropriately fits the fes¬ 
tivities, and Miss Pavlova does an 
interesting cloth-twirling of "Dance 
of the Butterfly” which gets an ex¬ 
traordinary effect with trick light¬ 
ing. Backing is by the Cee David¬ 
son orch (14), and the show con¬ 
tains 28 models, showgirls and 
dancers, 20 of whom are fully 
clothed, _ . Duke. 

: Chaudiere, Ottawa 
. Ottawa, May 2. 

Four Aces, Carol Joy, Winnie 
Hoveler Dancers (5), Harry Pozy 
Orch (8); $1.50 admission. . 

In for 10 days at J. P. Maloney's 
Chaudiere Rose Room, Four Aces 
prove, as usual, bang-up entertain¬ 
ers. Good crowd openingshow kept 
them on 25 minutes, and salvo 
could easily have justified another 
encore, 

Ballad-idgntified quartet (introed 
by leader A1 Alberts as three. Ital¬ 
ian and one Irish-descended) varies 
the gentles with neat comedy, an 
audience-clapping “Organ Grind¬ 
er’s Swing” and a strong-beat 
"Saints Come Marching In,” Harry 
Pozy’s orch’s packing was standout 
in that one, which surprise-ended 
with the Aces turning instrumen¬ 
talists for strong, windup. Their 
bne concession to current trend is 
their Decca-disked "Rock ’n’ Roll 
Rhapsody.” 

Slim, shapely Carol Joy, a fast 
returnee here, is big with aero, 
using ankles and toes like wrists 
add fingers and—up on a lighted 
table—uncannily bending almost 
triple. A topnotch sight act. Win¬ 
nie Hovelier Dancers show imag¬ 
ination,. zip and smart costuming. 
A guys-from-the-audieiice finale 
produced a couple of extroverts 
Who, in feathered headdresses^and 
can-can skirts,. provided some" fun 
in closing, well-paced 55-minute 

'* ' ■ Card. 

Blue Angel, N. Y. 
. Miyoshi Umeki, Charlie Manna, 

Mae Barnes, George Matson, Rey- 
neaux; Bart tioward, Jimmy Lyon 
Trio; $5 minimum. 

. The Blue Angel has an attractive 
bill, for this semester. The"major 
interest, of course, is the N. Y. nit¬ 
ery bow of Academy Award winner 
Miyoshi Umeki (New Acts) and 
with it. goes a talent-laden display. 
The session is especially strong in 
comedy with Charlie Manna, Mae 
Barnes and George Matson in sup¬ 
port. . 

Manna is a literate comic With a 
clever and seemingly punchiess de¬ 
livery that goes, well in the supper 
club atmosphere. While starting 
slowly, he moves along at a pleas¬ 
ant clip until coming to his heavy 
artillery, a burlesque: gangster 
drama, and . is off resoundingly. 
Matson, also a repeater in this 
room, works his record pantomimes 
for a general, display of excellence. 

Another bit of cOmedic fireworks 
is by Mae Barnes, the Negro singer 
with considerable. avoirdupois. She 
punches out some good special mar 
terial. She has visual as well as 
vocal attributes and makes a deep 
imprint bn this house. 

Completing the lineup are Rey- 
heaux, a magico, also in New Acts, 
and Bart Howard, the permanent 
emcee who gives a dignified intro 
to the turns, along with the Jimmy 
Lyon Trio which supplies knowing 
musical background. Jose. 

"Evil.’* She’s about ready for a 
move uptown. 

Shawn Elliott still has some dis¬ 
tance to go. His work has an. 
indeterminate air despite the fact 

Sands, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, May 6. 

Danny Thomas,. Kings IV, Bob 
Kaye, Texas Copa Girls (12), An- 

Chi Chi, Palm Springs 
Palm Springs, May L 

Sue Carson, Fred Darian, Diane 
Blair, Bill Alexander Orch (5); 
no cover. 

. Sue Carson was swept in on a 
sandstorm, but the same gale took 
much of the audience away when 
Sammy Davis Jr. blew out of town, 
The hour-glass comedienne in a 
stunning low cut form-fitting white 
gown showed she is as cute as ever 
and her material is as old as ever. 
Those blue lines w’hich might go 
with Joe E, Lewis of •even Sophie 
Tucker are not for this talented 
ehick. Not facing this handicap of 
material has probably kept her 
among the lower budgeted stars of 
niteries. 
. Her "I’ye Seen Every Picture 
Ann Sheridan Ever Made” is now 
as dated as a palm tree. Her: “Teen¬ 
age Crush,” however, and, more 
particularly, her burlesque of Ed 
Miirrow interviewing a Hollywood 
star who’s drinking vgdka ijke 
water and getting more pie-eyed 
by the minute, is: fine fun for a 
nitery. She does a burlesque, too, 
of a kid singer and sounds like 
Judy Garland in her. "Wizard of. 
Oz” era. 

Her version of .five* different 
types of dames. getting their man 
is funny, but she really got. the 
house in a hilarious, mood with her 
clowning of a native African legend 
dealing with matricide. For an 
encore she did "Rbckabye, My 
Baby” which has:come to be every¬ 
body’s contribution to the Jolson. 
lament. 

Bill opens , with Diane Blair, an 
excellent acrobatic ballet dancer. 
Fred Dadian, in fine voice, follows 
her and covers everything from 
“Old Man . River” to “Mama Mia:” 
But the package , dear isreally Miss 
Carson’s package this time around. 
Bill Alexander’s band, cut to five 
sidemen from 15 the week before, 
played loud enough to draw atten¬ 
tion to the diminishing herd. - 

. Scul. 

that his-songs are well delivered: Homo Morelli Orch (13); produced 
There is a wide variety of numbers by Jdck- Entratter; $3 minimum. 
in which he seeks to impress with . —- 
his versatility. Perhaps a simplifi-‘ Danny Thomas smoothly shuf- 
catiqn of his catalog could make his fles some new and topnotch mate- 
offerings a little more positive. rial in with the classic bits he’s 

; Emmanuel Caldwell, a Negro pi- done in the Copa Room before, artd 
anist-singer, completes the regular comes up with another sock nitery 
entertainment retinue. He’s ex- turn. From okay piping of "My 
cellent at the .ivories and his songs Blue Heaven” and "Some Enchant- 
are good, except for the fact that ed Evening,” he segues into the 
he tries to deliver them at a too ; Thomas version of "South Pacific,” 
sophisticated level. The acts get a' a dandy spoof which pulled su&- 
good .shake on these premises. ■ tained yocks from firstnighters. His 
The lighting, even if a little over-: distinctive brand of humor is mag- 
dramatic, serves to rivet attention j nified in his w.k. wailing Lebanese 
oil the singer, and the room is; skit and the unending, war with . 
small enough to establish easy com- ; "stinkin’ bosses” in the cas:no. In- 
munication. Jose, i creasing popularity as a tv star, 

- . ■' ■- ; combined with the pull he has for 
nai)i>i.» Vnn ■ An army of cullers, makes Thomas 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas ; a potent packer of the Copa Room, 

Las Vegas, April 29. i and he’s certainly one of Jack En- 
Gordon MacRae; Sheila Stephens, tratter’s hottest regulars. 

[Jay Lawrence, Art Johnson, Van' Musical group called the Kings 
Alexander, special material by lv ‘actually five with accompanist 
Danny , Shapiro; Donn Arden:Joe/IiodJn?n on fmtan serves as 

; Uy ■’ ^ jmmmum. j Worth and Bill Kay, a highly ener- 
A. j 7" . .• geticquartetsteepedinshowman- 

repriseo sock agile trickery all over 
the Pamted Desert Roonv finds the the stage with an assortment of 
star jn a top-level songathon which 5 musical instruments. The boys belt 
also features the voice of Wife'“Sing, Sing, Sing,” ease into "I 
Sheda Stephens. The chck story-; (We) Love Paris,” and prove 
telling of Jay; Lawrence plus two j they’re adept pace-changers with a 
new Donn Arden production, num- ‘subdued “Till The End Of Time.” 
hers balance the offering juto a. This; engagement marks the Kings . 
solid package. IIV debut in a main room, and they 

: . MacRae’s repertoire includes show, talent which is ripe for. fur- 
“There’s A Great Day Coming f ther. topflight bookings. 
Manana,” “Some Enchanted Eve- Two production numbers are 
ning,” “Water Boy,” “If I Loved' held over, featuring, the Texas 
You,” and some "Oklahoma” songs Copa Girls (12) and the songs of 
in which he’s joined by. Miss Ste-1 Bob Kaye, who looks amazingly 
phens . for impreshes of Katharine : like LIT Abner. In one of. the num- 
Hepburn, James Cagney, Zsa Zsa:bers he plays the part of—Li’l Ab- 
Gabor, Arthur. Godfrey, Lena; ner. Antonio' Morelli’s orch ex- 
Horne, Nat King Cole, Jayne Mans- > pertly backs the show, skedded 
field, Elvis Presley, Tab Hunter. • through May 27. Duke. 
Miss Stephens was skedded -for a j - ■ :■ ' . —— 

Deauville, Miami Beach 

Dream Room, 3T. Y. 
Peg Murray, Shawn Elliott, Em¬ 

manuel. Caldwell; $3 minimum. 

The Dream Room, a tiny Village 
spot, is a tastefully decored room 
on the second floor, which has been 
previously known as the Upstairs 
Room of the Duplex. Cafe is being 
operated by Hal Wenton and Mar¬ 
yan McClain, both of whom are 
identified in the personal manage¬ 
ment field. Apparently, they seek 
to make this boite serve as a 
showcase for fledglings. They 
seem to indicate good taste in the 
choice of their talent and indica¬ 
tions point to a sustained run. 

The spot is small enough for the 
performers, to be. heard sans mike. 
It’s of . extremely intime propor¬ 
tions and: carries enough built-in 
charm to warrant a lot of drop-in 
trade, 

The acts, on this session include 
Peg Murray; who apparently shows 
ability , as both an actress and a 
singer. - She’s doubling from the 
nearby Circle in the Square, where 
shels understudy to the lead .in the 
current. "Children of Darkness.” 
Miss Murray can work in the. vein 
of the'oldtimers with a straw skim¬ 
mer, has a feel for comedy and can 
do a good ballad. She opens in one 
of the oldtime numbers and thence 
moves into far different fields with 
such tunes as "Free anfl -Easy"^ and 

flying trapeze, stunt during the en¬ 
tire run, but her shoulder was 
bruised by the gadget, and it was 
discarded after the first show. 

.Miami Beach. April 29.. 
Larry Steel’s "Smart AffairsJ* 

Warm mitting rewards the Mac-.; with Rose Hardway, The Wander- 
Raes’ duet of “I Remember It ‘ ers (4), Sirtionel Beckels,' Leon- 
MTell.” jard Bros., Flash Gordon, Loh Fon• 

- Lawrence scores with the laugh-j taine. Beige Beauts, Modern Bor¬ 
ers who especially yock up his; lem Girls (4); staged by Steele; 
newsreel, channel swim apd boxing • choreography, Fontaine; Walter 
bits. Standup comedian is an out- {Nye orch; ^2.50-55 minimum. 
standing: mimic, and is especially _i_ 
effective; with his takeoff on Cary Biu M1iier's a canny booker for 

i *he Casanova Room, and he’s come of looking like a young; Cary Grant 
on and offstage. 

"Rock-A-Billy Mambp,” a lively 
and colorful Cuban production 
number with the Donn Arden danc¬ 
ers (16) and the big voice of Art 
Johnson, and the same team’s “Fe¬ 
male Vs. Male” are outstanding, 
latter having clever shadow ef¬ 
fects. Show is expertly backed by 
the-Carlton Hayes orch (19), with 
Van Alexander conducting during 
bill topper’s tuhn.. : Duke. 

Lido, Paris 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Paris, April 29. 
In its sixth month, the Lido show 

has caught its rhythms* movement 
and ease, and its gigantic produc¬ 
tion machinery unfolds smoothly 
and gracefully. Some changes in 
acts are plus values and this will 
Keep up its SRO for the rest of 
the year, especially with the tour¬ 
ists pouring in. . 
. Costumes are as fresh and fetch¬ 
ing as ever, the Bluebell Girls (16) 
still ehergetic and the Alfredo 
Alaria Ballet (9) as dynamic, fren--1 
zied. and colorful as the first night. 
The plus nonchalant, nudes fill out 
the production aspects admirably. 
The meccano additions flow sans a 
hitch. Margie Lee’s graceful thesp- 
ipg on ice is still a hot interlude 
and the cataract, with tons of water 
shooting over it, increasing in 
Volume as an Alaria ballet builds 
in tempo, is topnotch.. 

Tony & Eddie have replaced the 
comico dance team of Helene & 
Howard. This adds to the ..show 
pacing for previously most of-the 
acts, were aero dance, and. though 
Outstanding, somewhat swamped 
by the surrounding terp segments. 
Tony & Eddie give but with three 
numbers of zany, yock laden mim¬ 
ing to records. Their take-, 
off on Yma Sumac, via a surgery 
scene; is a laugh fest. They fit 
snugly into this big room. 

Lucky Latinos (3) are an un-1 
abashed, brilliant terp-acro act 

up with a solid package in the 
Larry Steele revue for the spring 
tourist trade that has a goodly load 
of conventioneers . and bargain 
package patrons around. That it's 
a click is evidenced in fast option 
pickup, to guarantee a minimum 
six-week run. 

Steele’s had the same format 
on display in this area before, last 
at the Riviera (ex-Copa, now Cafe 
de Paris) and at a smaller cafe a 
couple of years back. Current edi¬ 
tion is a fast moving revue set to 
a heavily loaded dance pattern. 
Accent on song-dance is suitable to 
a production of this kind wih its 
buildup as authentic “Harlem” 
product. Lack of comedy isn’t 
noticed by springtimers here as 
they mitt the sexy song and body- 
weaving routines of Rose Hardway, 
wrho w'orks somewhat on the Lena 
Horne style in the vocals, but man¬ 
ages to get her in ow'n physical de- 
visings on the bit for his returns. 

Show-stoppers are the Wander¬ 
ers, a male foursome velvet smooth 
on its harmonics, palm zinger-up- 
pers When they hit the upbeat 
tempos. Staging of position inter¬ 
change is the only weak spot—a 
minor one--in their act; experience 
should straighten that rough spot 
out. The Leonard Bros, are a fast 
stepping pair of acro-hoofers. who 
raise iip a storm with splits and 
spins and weave in a line of comedy 
biz that adds to brightness of their 
canto. 

;Lon Fontaine rates kudos for 
imaginative choreography, notably 
iii a "West Side Story” angled pro¬ 
duction number that is a titillating 
affair, with Fontaine playing the 
modern-dance lead and "Sir” 
Lionel Beckels, a gilt-polished 
"outer world” vis-a-vis in a muscle- 
control, torso-twist and spin routine 
that hits high. Fontaine’s inven¬ 
tive staging of company groupings 
adds to the overall impact. . 

Flash Gordon, a grind artist, is 
an odd note in that this is .all pre¬ 
sented in a '“family” hotel. Her 
modified bumps, however, seem to 

with high entertainment values, j be taken in stride by the. auditors, 
and Holger. & Dolores are also in i Steele acts as conferencier for the 
for mitts With their svelte aero-1 proceedings, and handles himself 
dance number* ; Chaz Chase eats [capably in a coupe of vocal leads 
into laughs by devburing every- j to production numbers. The line 
thing in sight.. Lido is still, the [arid showgals are all.lookers, their 
best . bargain in town, and now , costuming colorful and eye-arrest- 
serves 500 dinners per night for 
those wanting good seats. Second 
half has solid sight values too, 
besides Jack Kodell's nifty magico 
act in which he makes parrots 
appear and disappear at w'ill. 

> ■ Mbsk. ' 

ing. It’s a smooth show with no 
high-flown ^pretensions,, and made 
to older for current trade. It 
could well run all summer at the 

. Lary. 
$4B5 ilinneP deal offered. Walter 
Nye y ‘sr top batbheer for it' alt 
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Ben Blue’s 
(SANTA MONICA) 

Santa. Monica, May 1. 
Ben Blue, Buddy Lester, Barbara 

Heller, Mae Williams, Sammy 
Wolie. Dick Bernie, Joan Kayne, 
Richard Cannon, Wynn Gould, 
“Glee Club”; Ivan Lane Orch; $3 
minimum. 

Ben Blue’s madcappery; in the 
low-overhead Santa Monica district 
is the nearest thing to the heyday 
of the zany Jack White, Pat Har- 
ringtonr Jackie Gleason hey-hey 
days at the Club 18 and, of course, 
the memorable Clayton. Jackson & 
Durante when they first started at 
the Club Durant, thence into the 
Dover and Parody* all in New York. 
A screwball saloon is something 
Gotham needs and Hollywood has, 
because Blue, of course, draws 
from all over the BevHills-West- 
wood-Ilel Air-L. A. belt. He’s a 

' cinch for Las Vegas and elsewhere 
-—anyu here^-as soon as be gets hi$ 
own Santa Monica saloon oil the 
nut. He was heading there until 
surgery created an hiatus but, with 
his return, business es boffo again^ 

The buffoonery and madcap hu¬ 
mor is in the Minsky tradition out 
of Clark & McCullough, but domi¬ 
nantly it s in the . 1958 standard of 
BJue. Barbara Heller, Buddy Lester 
& Co. Into its whirlwind pace of 
burleycue blackout and kaleido¬ 
scope of marathon nonsense is 
packed beaucoup slick comedy. 

Buddy Lester is an old pro who 
works like a young juvenile,: offers 
ing a versatile melange of hard¬ 
core, vaudery-nitery comedy at its 
peak. Newcomer Barbara Heller, is 

arid two wreeknights, in some nifty 
stylings, and, when the spirit moves 
him, works, over a variety of solo 
f olksongs ranging in type from New 
Orleans to Cajun and French-Afri¬ 
can patois. He’s a singer^ with a 
sense Of humor. His rambling occa¬ 
sional stories-in-sorig unfailingly 
draw an appreciative chuckle from 
the audience. .J 
‘ The Friday-Saturday night combo 
consists of Barker, who ranks as 
one of the best banjo strummers 
in the biz; cigar smoking Althonso 
Steel, whose drums also rang high; 
Jack. Fine* the. ofay trumpeter; arid 
Jimmy Allen, Pete Fischer and 
Scoville Brown, on piano, trombone 
arid clarinet, respectively:7 Since 
Barker is the chief attraction^ own¬ 
ers Milt Machlin* Becky Barr, Bill 
Hollander—writers all—: and artist 
Earl Pringle figure he’ll still hold 
his own if backed only by pianist 
Allen-arid trumpeter Fine the rest 
of the week. 

Incidentally, the entrepreneurs 
are considering, changing the name 
of the joint back to its former title, 
that of the Complex Club. Art, 

fgnoen Elizabeth, Mont’l 
Los Chavales (11), with Trim 

Reyes, Isobele &: .Miguel, penny 
Vaughan Orch (12);.; $2.50-$3 
cover: 

With the fanfare and excitement 
of Montreal’s most elaborate hotel 
opening now a thing for the record 
books, the Queen Elizabeth settles 
down down to the biz of providing 
service and entertainment to its 
cumstomers. Judging from: the 
solid bookings in the major rooms 

an^upcmnin^g commheime So* like I {hey .-are; plearing on all counts^par- 
the boss, is better inperson than i enteriamment: an- 
on tv. She; had a Jack Paar ex-fSle ln the Salle Bonaventure. 
posrire but she is prime in closeiip - This dining room off the main 
of her deadpan manner of satiriz-; lobby is perhaps the most elegant 
ing Tallulah, Bette Davis, Judy i in Montreal. Spacious. but With 
Garland, Roberta Sherwood, and i the feeling of an intimefy, this 250- 
doubling with Blue in a “Carmen-’j sealer is handsomely decorated; 
lampoon. j has good sight lines; an adequate 

Sammy Wolfe. Blue’s comedy foil: for dancing and priced along 
for nearly a quarter-of-a-century, ( carriage Trade lines. 
Is a stooge of the old school who Current showcase centers around 
makes his moments count. Dick, Los Chavales, flairienco dancer 
Bernie is the suave straight; Mae fTrini Reyes; together with Isobele 
Williams, subject of a "This Is & Miguel, This is the first time 
Your Life.’’ an effective vocalist; t in Montreal for Los Chavales and 
blonde terper Joan Kayne an un- [ they prove to be. one of the best-, 
inhibited foil for Blue; Richard ‘ disciplined and talented groups to 
Cannori, Negro bartender, a beam-: play here. All. 11 males are. triples 
ing moonfaced personality, who ^ threat performers moving With pre^ 
whams ’em with his solo oppor-icision from choral groupings, to 
tunity. He’s an Arthur Godfrey j instrumental offerings and playing 
Talent Scout winnah but finds riiix- 
Ing drinks more surefire. He joins 
the al fresco “Glee. Club’.’ (waiters, 
busboys, the pros in the wash¬ 
rooms et al.) for a ripsnortin’finaile. 

for the hoofing of the above men¬ 
tioned dancers. Despite the all- 
Spanish flavor music and songs are 
varied enough to keep interest 
throughout. Night caught, outfit did 

The Filipino busboy “Hymie” is a a hefty 45-minutes and could eas- 
particular deadpay wow, as is Sam- ' ily have done additional encores, 
my Wolfe and his “magic finger" j . initial success of this room is due 
bit. Not showing was Wynn Gould, ; to maitre d’ Alex and his capable 
salad woman, who does a Tucker staff together, with the overall 
and whom Blue touts for ultimate I supervising of Raymond whor is in 
professional recognition. Maestro ; charge of all eateries in the hotel. 

hiS AF-erS ilS6 ‘ Miisic by the new Deiiny- Vaugh- 
° l,ne a ! an orch. should prove a solid, asset 

Blue, of course, Is the magnet, a Lto the layout.. Vaughan. Who di- 
Pr0, pbm ’way back. With an j reets from the piano and does vocal 
authority that comes from season-j chores, has assembled, a hep group 
Ing. a deadpan style, and a shrewd 0f musicians arid their style, is 
concept of underplaying for height- £of the Bonaventure’s trade, 
ened effect. No novice, he is at his Not too . sweet; okay rhythm and 
peak with this, canny layout which plenty of standards plus the musi- 
permits fuller opportunities for his , comedy faves: 
supporting cast as well as himself. , Los Chavales arid company hold 

The $3 minimum makes this the until May 17 with Patachou preCrri- 
best show biz buy m anybody s l.w May 19 Newt. 
saloon. Blue can gravitate from '. ’ ■ ■ •■■■■■• ■■ 
L. A. to Vegas to Miami Beach, i 

with detours to Chi’s Chez and SoefrtV, London 
New York s Copa. and keep work-J f „ % 
ing forever. His miraculous recoy- ■ \.T rFJr^Tnuinr 
ery following adbominal surgery i r Maggie FiLgibbon.Ted Taylor 
(which revealed nothing malignant); ?no* pvPpJ Adam s Tzigany Vio- 
insures that also has show biz re¬ 
lieved. There was a marked loyal 
support with voluntary headliners 
of potent marquee value, during 
his hospitalization; although they 

lins; $4.90. tninimum. 

Maggie Fitzgibbon, a person¬ 
able blonde songstress who has 
appeared in a.-number of floor 

did little but keep’the joint tm the 1 shows in niteries and also in tnusi- 
map. The customersspell the black 
ink seemingly Waited until the 
original cast returned. He’s back 
and biz is boffo. Abel. 

11 0*( liK*k Spolf \.Y. 
. Danny Barker Band id.): 

cover or minimum. . 

cal comedy, is here, making her 
debut as a solo act The girl has 
a fresh, crisp: and friendly attack 
and can put over a number in a 
manrier highly delectable for the 
supper patrons who are toying with 
a drink but at the same time ap- 

yo ’• preciate the flavor better with a 
cute blonde; to entertain. 

_ Main snag is that Miss Fitzgib- 
a ormm act seeiris familiar because 

nadof took over handidIe uDstairs " ^ rendezvous has for some spe- 
room in Greenwich Village to^eive cIalized inthis type o£ Sirl singer 
New Orleans ban?oiIt and pa&is-... -.^ 
specialist Danny Barker a. regular; fi-Htht, a temporary halt and offer- 
showcase. The 100-seater room ingimore varied cabaret for awhile, 
opened a fortnight ago, and from ; . ,sl,ngf seiyel\ numbers^ in an 
early indications it looks as though act tests about ^S ^minutes and 
Barker, who has been given a part- ia at, ? iSh®5PT?g 
nership share in the modest but ; ^e,.KV:id>o£ M,?od^ P 
comfortable operation (where i .? *al£ In Love; Pete 
there’s just enough space for the i \ou‘ know and . a very Bvely 
footloose element to dance to his climactic ^ song Called “A New 
steady beat'i; could easily make a - Fangled Tango.” With a pleasant 
modest success. ; smile and a voice that has a lot of 

JBarker, who onCe was a Cab • warmth gnd a pervading cheerful- 
Calloway sideman and recently was I uess, Miss Fitzgibbon. scores but 
featured oh CSS-TV’S jazz special,; leaves her audience with nothing 

: Bon Soir9 IV. Y. . 
Larry Storch, Felicia Sanders, 

Jane Dula, Three Flames, - Phil 
■Delta Pinna;' $5 minimum. 

This Is supremely good enter- 
taiririient in the Village sector with 
ringing biz assured. It’s Bon Soir’s 
eighth anni show jampacked with 
smart singing by Felicia Sanders, 
longtime frive iri this bistro and 
the inilUarit . hi-jinks of Larry 
Storch, making his first appearance 
at the club. .. Jane Dulo, singing 
Comedienne, is also on the bill with 
clever takeoffs. 

Miss Sanders, Decca recording 
personality, is a good-looking dark- 
haifed damsel with a smart, so¬ 
phisticated approach. to melodies. 
She’s a standout in virtually all 
her numbers, but notably so in 
the Kurt Weill compositions of 
VWe’.it Go Away • Together” and 
“It. Never Was You.” Her droll 
handling of "What Have You Done 
.Ail Day” moved femme members 
of , the -audience to particular 
heights of appreciation. The gown 
she Was wearing, a striking black 
velvet with led; decorations, did 
her justice.. . Irving Joseph, her 
husband* served as both arranger 
and accompanist; doing creditably 
on both fronts. 

Miss Dulo established rapport 
immediately With the patrons, scor¬ 
ing with a shrewd impression of 
an old school chum and an hilarious 
version of “Fnncess Pearl, the 
Lady Wrestled” Laugh follows 
laugh as she satirized the after- 
midnight parting of boy and girl 
in “You’d Better Go Now” and the 
torch, song iri double talk. She has 
a gifted ear for nuances of speech 
and rates the large harid she gets, 
r Top attraction . is undeniably 
Larry Storch with a bushel of hit 
impressions of, all levels of society. 
He scores with . French takeoffs, 
English, arid American fight an¬ 
nouncer routines, Spanish and Wild 
Westerri lampoons. His concept of 
a tv receiver is par excellency, as 
are his .rock ,’n’ roll and Indian 
Yoga accomplishments.. Storch is 
a gifted but unharnessed perform¬ 
er. With . careful editing of his 
material, he can’t help but. cap¬ 
ture an even larger army of enthur 
siasts. 

The musical Three Flames and 
Phil Della Pinna are sturdy work¬ 
ers! All iri all, the anni roundup 
is- .an . excellent buy ; for Village 
devotees. Rans. 

is roundly stacked and garbed. 
She belts out 20 minutes of original 
comicalities. Beauteous blonde, 
though no chicken, emerges one of 
those ageless comediennes, a la 
Grade- Fields, who collects howls 
before •; the • gag’s half spieled; 
spatters her stuff With personal- 
pegged situation, lapses into an 
infectious boff, busts into song, 
when slie. hasn’t broken the. band 
up, makes like a lush arid. Wows the 
spenders from fast start to fifth 
encore. - 

Cardettes, Jack Card’s newest 
terp. ensemble, are able and long- 
legged local lookers wfho hoof 
satirical impreshes, vintage 1920, 
from bumps through .; Suzy-Q to 
Charleston, and dressed fliiffily { 
apropos. It’s a showcase for choreo¬ 
grapher Card whose footwork is 
merely: sensational., Toms. 

La Nonvelle Eye, Paris 
Paris, April 29.. 

Rene Bardy presents “Shock-: 
ing," a show in two parts, mounted 
by Bardy. Choreography, Donald 
Saddler; costumes,, Erte, Vinos,. 
Lucien Bertaux; music, Edouardo 
Adamis, Pierre DeUevey; lyrics, 
Claude Bonheur; orchestra under. . 
Jacques Pastory. With Robert La* 
mouret; Esmeralda.: A Pepe Lara, 
Lilian Kenny, Charly Ballet (16), 
Tonia Bern, Tania: Florey, Made 
moiselles. De Paris (8), Ere Sis¬ 
ters. (2), Aleta Morrison, Jacques 
Jardane, Nino & Albertini; cover, 
$2; minimum $6.; 

(Ditewa llouse, Hull 
Hull, Que., April 29. 

Vickie Benei, Canadian Jazz 
Quartet; $1 admission. - 

Slick thrush Vicki Benet comes 
to; this area for the first tiirie with 
a big: reputation built by dee jays 
and disks plus Word-of-mouth from 
her Montreal appearances. She 
disappointed nobody.. Femme’s 
stint gives evidence of having been 
built, for a larger room than the 
Circus Lounge, but. blonde looker 
soon adjusted to the intimate sur¬ 
roundings and collected great mit- 
tjrig. Her stanza is- predominantly 
French .. .but she can switch lan¬ 
guages deftly, being perfectly bi¬ 
lingual, .and sell big in both French 
ari English, even in the same song. 

Miss Benet Works chiefly in 
ballads but uses a few cute items 
for nice balancing, tunes; ranging 
from .moody “Hymn To Love” to 
bilingual jumping of “How Yuh 
Gorina Keep ’Em Down on the 
Farm?” Out of World War I. 
Chirper’s piping is standout and 
she is gowned to exhibit her fine 
figure. Stagirig is effective. Back-, 
ing by . house’s Canadian Jazz 
Quartet is, as always, superb. Miss 
Benet is here to May 10. ■ 

Ottawa Housie’s downstairs grill, 
returns to its longtime rock ’n’ 
roll policy with the Spotlights, a 
Toronto foursome using music, 
chant and some comedy to good 
returns. During recent Carmen 
McRae (with trio) booking, Cana¬ 
dian Jazz Quartet moved from 
Circus, Lounge to the grill with 
puzzlement by both clientele and 

! musicians, Gorm. 
i - -—— 

7 Cave, Vaneonvop 
Vancouver, April 29. 

Mills- Bros. (4J, Helen Boice, 
! Cardeties (6) , Fraser McPherson 
l Orch (6), Keri. Cooper; f2-$2.50 

caver. 

gives his devotees a run for their 
money (which is what puts the 
operation in the- modest Tein, since 
there is no cover or minimumv. TTe 
fronts a troupe of excellent dix in¬ 
landers, five others on weekends 

very outstanding has happened. 
The Ted Taylor Trio offer their 

usual immaculate support and they 
and. Gypsy Adam’s Tzigany Violins 
help the after supper dancing con¬ 
siderably. Rich. 

Mills Bros’ first Cave fortnight 
in two years proves there’s nothing 
wrong with the bistro beat that 
best headliners won’t cure. Stint 
opened to a near-packed room and 
boniface Richard Walters antici¬ 
pates at least weekends as SRO. 

It’S the familiar Mills freres’ 
offering of a cruise amongst their 
disclicks, to wham aud reaction, 
wtfh some catering to clamorous 
requests and tunes they’ve made 
standards: dnartpf'c mnoz. .<■ 
always, in dress and deportment 
and a begoff. . 

Helen Boice, a billtopper in her 
own right. in; staiidup buffoonery, 

Avant Garde, E. A. 
Los Angeles, May 2. . 

Roberta Linn, Phil Leeds, Joe 
Castro Trio; 3-drink minimum Fri.- 
Sat. 

Roberta Linn’s opening song is 
‘T Like the . Likes of You,” and 
that’s a sentiment that will mirror 
the feelings of Avant Garde pa¬ 
trons for four weeks to come. Miss 
Linn has one of the finest pop 
voices around, and she wraps it 
up in a package that's as bright and 
pretty as she is. 

This is the vocalist’s first L.A. 
appearance iri over one arid a half 
years, arid she has traded produc¬ 
tion for intimacy. In Maynard 
Sloate’s atmospheric Back Room, 
Miss 'Linn’s fresh approach makes 
the intiriiacy pay off, remaining al¬ 
ways a real person—with a good 
deal of talent. Her 10 selections 
range from ballads to blues, with a 
little rock ’ri’ roll thrown in, and 
her “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” is 
especially fine in a unique arrange¬ 
ment. Miss Linn shows remark¬ 
able volume control, arid her easy, 
flowing tones are always most 
pleasing. Qn for the 30 minutes 
preceding the vocalist is Phil 
Leeds; a. comic new to: L.A. whose 
delivery is genteel and whose mat¬ 
erial, includes some firie satire. His 
one-way conversation on sex . edu¬ 
cation and his -takeoff on greeting 
card verses are particularly funny. 
He is a smooth monologist and a 
warm comedian. 

Joe Castro Trio’s 20 minute's of 
excellent swinging rhythm pro¬ 
vides a toe-tapping lead-in for the 
show.' Ron. 

Ankara, Pitt 

Pittsburgh, April 29. 
Four Preps; Ice show .with Phil 

Richards, George Arnold, Perky 
Twins, Jay Seiler, Miriam Seabold, 
Ice Debs (4), Walter Gable orch 
(8), Bill Ldndy; no cover or mini¬ 
mum. 

Spring, summer and part of. the 
fall is ice show time at Ankara; 
the bladesters come in for six 
months of every year, taking over 
the . ripening half , of the entertain¬ 
ment, with a non-skating act in the 
late spot. 

Management has brought Phil 
Richards back again to produce, 
star in and costume, the. frozen 
eclairs and he’s done his usual slick 
job. The girls are outfitted color¬ 
fully, the numbers are put together 
showily and all in all, it’s an eye- 
filling half an hour. Emphasis' in 
the opener is not so much on skat¬ 
ing as it is in the visual vein with 
a touch of comedy. Latter’s sup¬ 
plied by Jay Seiler and his wife, 
Miriam Seabold, doing the funny 
ski routine to “March of Wooden 
Soldiers’’ that the Seiler Bros. (Jay 
and LOu) used to feature in the 
Sonja Henie packages. It’s still a 
sock piece of business and over big 
Seiler’s earlier bullfighting bit 
doesn’t quite make the. grade, 
though; needs stronger pantomime. 

Richards and his ex-partner, 
George Arnold, back at Ankara for 
four* weeks before taking his own 
rink revue into Silver Slipper in 
Las Vegas, are the flashes: They’re 
.crack Hans Brinkers, in solo or 
duet,: with plenty of showy tricks 
in their repertoire Which they sell 
solidly, winding up with a sailor- 
acrobatic number they’ve been do¬ 
ing for a long time and which con¬ 
tinues to wrap it up. Perky .Twins 
are a couple of eutie-pies who are 
plenty decorative arid their unison 
stuff is okay although not exactly 
exciting. 

. Chorus of four girls show a va¬ 
riety of colorful outfits and -work 
by ‘themselves and also with Rich¬ 
ards satisfactorily. Timing was a 
bit off at opening.. Bill Landy, 
house singer, and emcee, gives lay¬ 
out some nice vocal accompani¬ 
ments, also belting out a couple on 
his own while floor is moving out 
over the ice for second half. 

That’s taken over by Four Preps 
(New Acts. April 23). Walter 
Gable’s band is practically a fixture 
at the-Ankara; acts and customers 
whq dance can testify why. x . 

Cohen 

This plush Pigalle nitery reopens 
for the tourist season. It gives, ari 
eye-catching, tableau-like show on 
to its small floor and rear stage, 
and shapes as a draw for tourists 
wanting to see plenty of Parisian 
nude show elegance, 

Prices are steep* but it packs a 
lot into its traditional girlie frolics, 
in the Pigalle idiom, plus some 
good acts. It does not have the im¬ 
pact, inventiveness and produc¬ 
tion values of the Lido, but eriough 
heady looking girls, lavish costum¬ 
ing, and undress, to appeal to those 
looking for the'-’Gay Paree” at-, 
mosphere. 

Show moves-quickly in a series 
of numbers that have the partici¬ 
pants appearing as birds, symbols 
of the daily press, and on a trip 
around the world via Air France 
etc., which all work terp nuiribers, 
vocals arid stripped parades. 

Donald Saddler, Yank choreog¬ 
rapher, has utilized the small space; 
well and created flurries of move- , 
ment and color. Circus number is 
particularly; successful as the tiny 
stage reVrilyes with exuberant ac¬ 
tivity, movement and some dance 
knowhow. Charly Ballet (16), com¬ 
posed of 12 lookers and four boys, 
are okay in terp but have little 
space or. chance to do more than 
outline production lirie aspects. 
. Tonia Bern makes Up in savvy 
presence and lingo abilities for 
only a fair voice in her song inter-- 
ludes while Tania Florey and Jac¬ 
ques Jordane also supply accept¬ 
able warbling. Aleta Morrison is an ; 
exceptionally physically endowed 
terper, while the Eve Sisters are 
supple, nude dancers. 

Robert Lamouret’s yeritrilo num¬ 
ber is high in comedy as . he pre¬ 
sents his brash duck and sky but 
shrewd dog. It is big in yock con¬ 
tent and the show highlight* Esmer¬ 
alda Si Pepe Lara are a good His- 
pano dance team who manage to 
impart fire and passirin in spite of 
the lush, over-indulged surround¬ 
ings. Lillian Kenny is a pert, pretty 
trapeze artist whose, deft acrobatics 
are also an asset. Nino & Alhertirii 
add a good carny flair in their 
clown apparition, and the Madem¬ 
oiselles De Paris (8) display plenty 
of nudity. 

There are taxi dancers also avail-.. 
able, and. this shapes a plushery 
with a one-time.-'pull for visitors. It . 
is what many think Paris clubs are 
like, and thus rates more a tourist 
attraction which explains its usual 
winter shuttering. Music, costumes . 
and. general production knowhriw 
are topflight. * Mosk. 

Mr. Kelly’s, Chi 
Chicago, April 29. ‘ 

Martha: Davis & Spouse {with. 
George Foster); Marx & Frigd. 
$2.50 beverage minimum.. 

Quips and spoof ery. hallmark 
their act, but if they had to play 
it straight, Martha Davis & Spouse 
(Galvin Ponder) would still rate 
worthy and b.o. for their first-rate 
jazz musicianship. Comedies that 
interlard duo’s piano and bass 
work rate a high laugh quotient 
but never get out of hand to over¬ 
shadow inventive and tasteful in¬ 
strumentation. 

Miss Davis handles between- 
tunes spieling—funny asides, both 
pertinent arid non-sequitor. All of 
her . stuff (delivered with rolling, 
mischievous eyes) is of the throw¬ 
away stripe and to more effect 
overall than standup gags. 

Musically,' the fast 45-minute 
route brims with broad appeal, 
ranging through standards to. more 
specialized stuff. When they’re not 
joining pipes, Miss Davis offers the 
vocals, though opening night 
Ponder gave “Lulu’s Back in 
Town” a.. happy whirl. Pair use 
“Basin Street” to work in a neat 
parody of “If I Didn’t Care.” 
“Robin’s Nest” is a ■ straight pro- 
gressive instrumental, arid “Tea for 
Two” is framework for whimsical 
medley that range all over Tune 
Pan Alley and into the classics. 
George Foster's drumming pro¬ 
vides the perfect beat, 

Marie & Frigo Trio, the house’s 
Monday-Tuesday fixture, warms 
the audience with a library of ever¬ 
greens arid offbeats that are ..always 
hstenable. Show's " a f our-weeker. 
Mike (Nichols) & Elaine (May) are 
due. May 23. - Pit, - 
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Shor^ham, Wash. 
Washington, May 3.; 

Jane Morgan, Bob Cross Orch 
(12); $2 cover. 

Jane Morgah, third entry in 
Shoreham Hotel’s new policy , of 
headliners for its “Spring Shower 
of Stars,0 shows she is more than 
a one-tune singer. In an elabo- 
rately produced, hourlong routine, , 
chantoosie goes through a genuine 
ore-woman show, leaving the turn- 
away crowd in Shoreham’s large 
Blue Room mitting after her sec¬ 
ond return. 

An eye-catching* tall blonde, she 
combines the Hildc.«»rde. ringside 
technique with the: brassy quality 
of an Ethel Merman. The singer, 
who rode to the hit lists with “Fas¬ 
cination,” displays showmanship, a 
good set of pipes, clear diction and 
plenty of special material. 

teeing off with an appropriate 
icebreaker, “I’m in Favor of 
Friendship.” Miss Morgan goes 
through “Melodic D!Amour” and 
“All the Way” at a fast clip, mak- 
ing the rounds of the ringside 
tables, and adding just enough pat¬ 
ter to tie things together. She 

’ stages two flashy production num¬ 
bers, giving act a show format. 
First of these, based on "80.Days 
Around the World” theme, gives 
her a chance to use props, assorted, 
accents, even some foreign-langu¬ 
age tunes, and a great variety of 
numbers. She makes each segment 
score, winding up with special light 
effects to give an air flight back- 

: ground. 
Second production number, with 

a Ziegfeld Follies, theme,, and 
strong accent on nostalgia,, im¬ 
pressed as somewhat forced, but it 
seemed to make the $2 cover 
charge worth while to ;audience. 
Standout , was takeoff on Fanny. 
Brice’s “My Man.” 

Miss Morgan is a welcome 
change from school of casual per¬ 
formers, who dole it out to their 
listeners as though it was meas¬ 
ured by the .ounce, like uranium. 
She gives her. all with enthusaism, 
style and vigor. Listeners respond 
in kind. 

Bob Cross, a newcomer to Blue 
Room in rec /1 weeks,, backs up 
star all the way. Dance music , is 
well tailored for. rooria’s conserva¬ 
tive, mature crowd, featuring show- 
tunes, with enough novelty and 
bounce to satisfy the customers, 
junior grade.. A watered-down ver¬ 
sion of “Singing Violins,” consist¬ 
ing of seven fiddlers, including 
Cross, make an effective opener, 
sliding into room on a movable 
stage. Flo. 

Moeambo, Paris: 
Paris, May 6. 

June Richmond, Jacques Ver- 
ieres. Tun Yang, Guaranis (5), 
Joanis (3), Joe Bass, Frank & 
Maisie Mumford Puppets, Bajo 
Orch (7), Leopoldo Frances; $4 
minimum. 

Paris now has its Moeambo, a 
plush, leopard-skin lined room 
with lighting fixtures held by the 
busts of blackamoors. Intime, with 
a small stage for its well balanced 
group of acts, this looks like a 
regular to be added to the long 
list of. Paris niteries. 

Boite manages to. be palatable 
m spite of its - rococo decoration 
which becomes pleasing and dis¬ 
arming. Dinners are served or one 
can drink in the lush surroundings 
in this small (about 40 tables) club 
off the Champs Elysees. 

June Richmond airs her big 
pipes adroitly. Hefty Yank Negro 
singer is a known Continental 
quantity, and she bangs over oper¬ 
atic takeoffs or smooth standards 
for good effect. Poised, with the 
right amount of kidding, she 
shapes solid. 

Jacques Verieres rings a batch 
of knowing self-cleffed ditties nif- 
tily. A pleasing , voice, smart songs 
and a personable approach makes 
him-look like a future headliner. 
Joe Bass uncorks a fire-eating bit 
which titillates ;as well as gets 
gasps-as he goes among the tables 
breathing flames. Always a good 
offbeater. 

Joanis (3) are a pleasant hand- 
shadow group who. enact little 
comedic bits only with the mitts.. 
It is solid in this small room. Gua¬ 
ranis (5) are a Latino folk outfit 
who terp and sing rhythmic ditties 
for colorful effect. They maintain 
a simplicity and folk quality pleas¬ 
ing in intime surroundings. ... 

Tun-Yang is a dextrous aero able 
to cavort 6n the small stage. He 
mounts a dlas via placing blocks 
under each hand and then de¬ 
scends, A fine filler, Frank & 
Maisie Munford Puppets have the 
stringed characters doing every¬ 
thing from Madame Butterfly to 
scat singing and flirting, with the 
ringside tables/ It’s a . colorful 
entry. (The Mumfotds -alsOf de¬ 

signed the baroque but: tasteful 
decor of this new club). Bajo 
Orch (7) purveys fine: dance music 
to fill the small floor and Leopoldo 
Frances is an' asset in his Latino 
singing. In short, the Moeambo 
looks to be around for a while. It 
was built on the site of an old 
girlie club, Le Versailles. Mosk. : 

Moeambo, L. A.: 
Los Angeles, May 2. 

Mike Nichols & Elaine May, 
Frankie Sands Trio, Pqul Hebert. 
Orch (5); $2 cover. I 

It’s been a long time since the 
local night pack has had an oppor¬ 
tunity to see something new7 and 
different in the way of club acts, 
but it’ll have its chance now with J 
the Moeamho’s booking of Mike 
Nichols & Elaine May. This young, 
personable comedy team, making 
its west coast bow, presents a dis¬ 
tinct type of humor that keeps au¬ 
diences: rolling with laughs and 
begging for more:. 

At Tuesday’s (29) opener, pair 
:was greeted by a capacity crowd 
comprised of the curious and the 
regulars, all wondering, “How 
funny are Nichols and May?” 
Well, they found out. from the mo¬ 
ment the loquacious comedians 
shot. out their first line until the 
windup 45 minutes later, 

: The duo scores with a quintet of 
routines, that run from a dee jay in¬ 
terviewing a Hollywood starlet to a 
couple committing adultery. Lat¬ 
ter is presented -in three different 
approaches—English, French and, I 
of course, Yankee. A mortuary 
routine, featuring a. $65 funeral 
Which catapults into the thousands, 
brings forth its share of laughs. 

Milton Berle was on. hand ait 
opener to intro the comics, and did 
no more. Good .wofd-of-mouth 
could keep this Sunset nitery busy; 
for the next two weeks. 

Frankie Sands Trio keeps the 
mood happy for intermission while 
Paul Hebert’s orch backstops show, 
and delivers the dance beat in good 
f^shionV Show holds through May 
18. Kafa. 

Beverly Hills, Cincy 
Cincinnati, April 29. 

Carol Channing,. Francis Brunn, 
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (10) with 
Clay Mundey7 • Gardner Benedict 
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, 
Larry Vincent;. $3 minimum, $4 
Sat. :■ 

-Greater Cindy's cafe society 
makes Carol Channing feel home 
free in her bow at swank Beverly 
Hills, on the Kentucky side of the 
Ohio River. Her opening night re¬ 
ception, as. rousing as accorded any 
of the other stars appearing here 
over the years, points to a two- 
frame winner. Supplying additional 
class entertainment for a 75-minute 
route are Francis Brunn, juggler; 
the Dorothy Dorben ensemble with 
Clay Mundey, singing emcee, and 
Gardner Benedict’s combo. 

Miss Channing captures attention 
at sight and retains it for nearly 
an hour of her song and satire 
repertoire. Strictly individualistic 
is the tall blonde’s zany boyish bob, 
contrasting huge brown eyes. Ab¬ 
sent from these parts since her 
visit with “Gentlemen Prefer 
Blonds” several years hence, the 
comedienne socks home “Little 
Girl From Little Rock” and “Dia¬ 
monds” from that show. Registers 
also With takeoffs of Sophie Tucker, 
Tallulah Bankhead and Marlene 
Dietrich, a lively “Calypso Pete”, 
number and impressions of a lisp¬ 
ing silent screen dame missing out 
on sound pics. Her piano director 
is Jack Russin. 

Brunn, who. teamed with his sis¬ 
ter When playing Beverly a few 
seasons back, crams. more action 
and skill in five minutes of manipu¬ 
lating balls and rings than expected 
in this line. Minces somersaults 
and flips with the ball routines.: 

Jimmy Wilber’s threesome sup¬ 
plies intermission music and Larry 
Vincent, singing pianist, is again 
entertaining in the cocktail room 
after eye surgery. Carmen Caval- 
laro tops the show opening May 9. 

Roll. 

Boston Arts Fest Sets 
Public Garden Program 

Boston, May 6. 
Program for the Boston Arts Fes¬ 

tival, Hub’s cultural combb, Was 
set at annual festival luncheon 
yesterday (Mon.) with George Ma- 
rek, general manager of. RCA Vic¬ 
tor Records, in as guest speaker. 

ThC 17-day ; event will open June 
6 in the Public Garden again. 
While park authorities, have Waged 
a battle for the past two years to 
keep the fest out of the Hub show¬ 
grounds, Mayor John B. Hynes in¬ 
tervened for the festival backers. 
Events include a drama, ballet, a 
jazz night,: folk dancing, art; ex¬ 
hibits, poetry readings—all alfres¬ 
co,’all cuffo. J 

PJGiMEff 

Statler-Hllton, Dallas 
Dallas, May 2. 

Corinne Calvet, . Garwood Van 
Orch (il); $2-$2.50 cover. 

This is the first local date for 
French film player Corinne Calvet 
since embarking on a nitery tour 
four months ago: Solid reception 
accorded her by a packed Empire 
Room at opening (1) put the wel¬ 
come mat out for ; a return date. 
Visual assets come first; she’s. sil-. 
vered from hairdo to slippers, and 
the . in-between. clinging silver 
gown is an eye^pener. 

Miss Calvet' irieshes her vocal 
numbers; with both French and 
English. lyrics, tracing her film ca¬ 
reer via smart .between-tuiies pat¬ 
ter, and a barb—‘‘Hollywood. is a 
land of vanity, veneer and 42-inch; 
bosoms.” Gimmicks include a pa¬ 
rody . on "Long. Way Frem St.. 
Louis” and, back to audience, simu¬ 
lating a male admirer caressing her 
bare back. 

Big bits are her vocals of “Run¬ 
ning Wild” and “Autumn Leaves” 
In both French and English. 
“Lover,” with, strictly French ly¬ 
rics; get ’em, ahead of her audience 
participation segment, with a male 
ringsider onstage, after which she 
tours nearby tables to reap rap¬ 
port in a sing-song of “Deep in the 
Heart of Texas.”: She missed here 
with patter, .calling Lauritz Mel¬ 
chior a German opera star. 
“Shake, Rattle and Roll,” "Parlez 
MoP D’AmOur” and a rousing ‘‘Do 
It Again” clinch the slick 45-min¬ 
ute, show and it’s a begoff. 

. Accomp Billy Rose, at the 88, 
and directing the house band,’ 
gives perfect support for the show/ 
Garwood Van’s band also has a full 
floor for leather-pushing turns. 
. Miss Calvet holds through May 
15; Jose Greco & Co. open • May 16 
for a third; date in this new room. 

Bark. 

King Arthur Never Had It 
So Jazzy, ‘Night' of the 

Roundtable; TV and All 
Morris Levy returned to the east- 

side nitery fold, last Sunday (4) with 
a big splash preview of his.; new 
Roundtable jazz-room. Levy, Who 
at one time W’aS associated , in the 
operation of; the Embers; a few. 
blocks north of his current spot; has 
set up his ifew. room on. the site of 
the defunct Versailles liitery. .. 

The preview was patterned along 
the. lines of a lavish .Hollywood 
preem with a tv pickup to boot.; 
Invited to the pre-opening showing 
were about. 35.0 .nonpaying, riontip- 
ping celebs, newspapermen and 
disk jockeys. The video, play came 
from NBC-TV Which picked up 10 

TheRonndfable? X. Y. 
Teddy Wilson Trio, Joe Bushkin 

Quartet; $3.50; minimum. 

minutes from the room for.a show¬ 
casing on* Steve Allen’s show. It 
was a hefty coast-to-coast plug 
which should help the club get off 
to fast start. 

In on the telecast;were: the pre¬ 
miere acts, Teddy Wilson Trio and 
the Joe Bushkin Quartet-, as well as 
Count Basie as an' extra added at¬ 
traction. Despite load Of cables, 
Cameras and sundry . other tele 
equipment scattered . about the 
place, the preem ran off smoothly 
with- topnotch service in the dining 
and., tippling departments; , 

Levy has changed the face of the 
room for the jazz overhaul. In¬ 
stead of the lush, setting that trader 
marked the ■ Versailles, room was 
made to look more like a jazz spot 
with panelled walls,- a stage- shift 
from the front of the room to the. 
back and acoustical ceiling setup. 
Latter is an important addition 
since it helps spread the jazz 
sounds around in a true and appeal¬ 
ing manner. 

After the, telecast, the. NBC tech¬ 
nicians stole away quickly with 
their equipment arid the room got 
doWri. to the jazz business at hand. 
Teddy Wilson’s piano sparked a 
bass, and drums backing in a nifty 
30-miriute set. and Joe Bushkin (pi¬ 
ano) followed with a group con¬ 
sisting of bass, drums and electric 
guitar. Both Wilson and Bushkin 
are old hands at jazz room play and 
dished out 5 brand; of music that 
had the hip tradesters on their side 
all the way! The combos are in 
for four weeks and will be followed 
by Steve Allen and an all-star com¬ 
bo. 

. Levy, who also doubles in the 
disk (Roulette Records) arid music 
publishing (Patrieia-Kahl) busiriess, 
is planning to... get in on the grow¬ 
ing eastside luncheon business by 
turning the Roundtable into a noon¬ 
time eatery-saris music. The. 
luncheon policy starts rolling May 

.19. ■ 
j . Levy and . his aides are to be 
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credited for the.efficient handling 
Of.; a tough assignment as well as 
applying solid showmanly values to 
what could have: been just another 
jazz club opening. Gros. 

The Seville, L. A. 
. Los Angeles, April 22. 

. Sandra Barton, Son ja, Rickey Val 
16, Al EscGbar orch (6); $3 mini* 
mum. 

The Seville’s current offering is 
enough of a package to satisfy both’ 
the regulars and droppers-in to this 
liitery which seldom features name 
talent. . 

SandraBarton opens the 45-min¬ 
ute show with* “Them There Eyes” 
and winds turns with "The Man I 
Love.” She pleases in. the vocal 
department and chirp builds- act 
with some comedy patter in be¬ 
tween each; number—some of 
Which is amusing. She as*well as 
others on. bill, however, were han¬ 
dicapped during their acts by an 
exceptionally noisy audience. 

Sonja is a hip-swinging belly 
dancer that keeps her vibrations 
in tempo to the Latin music. Scan-; 
tily clad, arid with low lights em¬ 
phasizing her shadow on the back 
wall, she’s a! sexy act. Her staridout 
routine is a flame dance during 
Which. she caresses a torch.. The 
club becomes somewhat Warmer 
during this stage. 

Vallo uncovers a fine voice and 
know-how in its presentation. He 
scores with “There’s No Tomor¬ 
row,” “If There Could. Be No Mu¬ 
sic” and “Sweet Georgia Brown.” 
Charles Peck, brother of Owner- 
dancer Steven Peck, supplies Vallo 
with good guitar, backing. Kafa. 

365 Cluli, San Franclsco 
San Francisco, May 1. 

Paul Gilbert, The Beachcombers 
& Natalie <4), Joy Healey Dancers 
('9)', . Joe Kirchen, Alep Duchin 
Orch (9); $141.50 coper. 

Crescendo. Hollywood 
Houston, May 2. 

JoAnn Milter, Latin Americana 
Revue, Jose Ortiz Orch 15); pre¬ 
sented, by Jack Lutey; $3 mini¬ 
mum Sat. 

JoAnn Miller, who opened here 
April 30 for a two-week stand, is 
the. kind of ?canary whose sheer 
force of personality compels atten¬ 
tion and produces applause. She’s 
a dark-haired looker with a statu¬ 
esque build oand a pleasing throaty 
voice. 

Wearing a low-cut, shimmering 
blue-white gown, she tees off with 
“From this Moment On,” then Into 
a diverting quite risque, his-svving- 
ing "Tragedy in Trinidad,” a calyp¬ 
so tale of easy virtue the hard 
way. Risque routine is followed 
by a solid "St. Louis Blues,” then 
back to the hot stuff with a cute 
number of the lady who wedded an 
aging millionaire only to find him 
“Young at; Heart:” 

Gal is a firie audience-drawing 
act, arid her riariie is already on the 
lips of Houston’s cafe crowd. 
Whether’ she’s singing a stomping 
“Saints Go Marching In” or a Dor¬ 
othy Shayish "Little Girl From. Lit¬ 
tle Rock,” she’s good to listen to 
and look at. 

With Miss Miller is the flamenco, 
voodoo and calypso revue of Latin 
Americana, field here for another 
Week. This exuberant 35-minute 
show features the Pablo Candelas 
Trio, consisting of a former Jose 
Greco. star and two luscious Latin 
girls whose bikinis ripple with sub¬ 
tle rhythm, plus Rafael Hernan, a 
Havana vocalist. Senor Candelas* 
flamencos, clearly influenced by 

! liis'years with Greco, are authentic 
and dynamic. _ 

Next af the Crescendo: The 
Stylemasters <4), opening for two 
weeks May 14. v Harr. 

. Paul Gilbert sparks a. lively, 
well-coordinated 55-minute show 
With, a nice comic routine high¬ 
lighted by his hilarious takeoffs on 
“Medic;” Audience is completely 
Won by his versiori of a tv doctor 
and his'line of patter with, this bit 
is overwhelmingly funny. He also 
uses his rubber gloves to great ef¬ 
fect—his troubles with the gloves 
are a classic running gag. 

Earlier Gilbert stuff is not quite 
so effective and some of . his mate¬ 
rial is familiar, but . this crewcut, 
standup comic appears to be what 
the doctor ordered for Bimbo’s 365. 

The. Beachcombers & Natalie— 
three fellows and a cute Chinese- 
Hawaiian gal—are an excellent 
quartet, reminiscent of the. Mary 
Kaye Trio. They capture crowd 
•with “Love Thy: Neighbor” and a 
spirited “Hawaiian War Chant,” 
move on to “Hello, Ybung Lovers,” 
“When the. Saints Come Marching 
In,” “You Do Something to Me,” 
'"Little Grass Shack” and “The 
Heat Is On,” the latter being their 
least effective number. They’re 
smooth and well rehearsed and 
Natalie, who’s under five feet, has 
a wonderful, true, dark voice that 
carries the solos beautifully. If 
she’s; going to continue to Wear 
those low-cut dresses and . hula, 
however, she could pare off 12 to. 
15 pounds. . Stef. 

Eddys’,R.€. 
Kansas City, May 2.. 

Rusty Draper, Tony DiPardo 
Orch (8); $1-$1.50 coven 

This is the third time around for 
personable Rusty Draper, with just 
about a year in between his previ¬ 
ous stands here. As shown by his 
45-minute turn at opening (2), he’s 

. built steadily arid is very welcome 
in: this plush spot. 

There have been some changes 
in format, with Draper, taking the 
first few songs straight before 
.bringing on his electric guitar and 
his uke. That seems to bracket 
h'is work, and sets the customers a. 
bit more on edge When he does 
bring on the string box, a very im¬ 
portant part of his turn. He makes 
a sprightly opening with “Red; Red 
Robin; “Lazy River,” “Sail Along. 
Silvery Moon” and “Shifting, Whis¬ 
pering Sands” sung in fine style/ 

He launches into his drawing¬ 
room hillbilly with ‘Til Go Chasin’ 
Wimmen,” switches to vocal im¬ 
pressions on the Ink Spots, reels 
off some firstrate guitar work, and 
makes a complete turnabout with; 
“Oh, What a Beautiful Morning.” 
Then it’s an even sharper pace to 
close with “Freight Train,” some 
fast work on the uke, a hillbilly 
gem; “I Got a Rose Between My 
Toes,” “He’s Got the Whole World 
in His Hands” arid "Jambalaya.” 

Draper is a lad with talent arid 
the personality to let it project eas¬ 
ily and. readily. What he does With 

Chi Conventions 
Continued from pace 84 ss 

Metropolitan Fair & Exposition 
Authority, created last year by the 
state legislature, still clings to a 
late ’59 competion date, though 
most Chicagoans are willing to 
make book it’ll-be much later, 

N.Y.i Detroit Competition 
Opponents of the new hall riay 

Chi has. adequate facilities right 
new,. and point chiefly to the In¬ 
ternational Amphitheatre (of live¬ 
stock and political convention 
fame). Proponents, however, claim 
the Amphitheatre and other ex¬ 
position sites (e.g., Navy Pier) are 
lacking in many things and that a 
new hall is a must if the city’s to 
keep on top in convention biz. 
Amphitheatre, among other things* 
is. held to be too far from the main 
stem, and in one of the town’s least 
attractive areas to boot. Navy Pier, 
close to the Loop, has plenty of 
floor space, hut in. a thin, mile- 
lorig structure with obvious disad¬ 
vantages. Witkins notes that Mi¬ 
ami and New York, both with new 
arenas, are taking, some of the play 
way from Chi, and that Detroit 
will join the battle in ’60 when its 
new exposition centre is to be 
opened. 

. Some showmen here are also en¬ 
couraged, by another development 
they. figure can only be a help—a 
new express road, the Calumet 
Skyway, a seven-and-a-half-mile 
elevated toll span that cuts from 
the heart of the southside to 
link up with the Indiana East- 
West toll road. Skyway, with some 
15,00.0,000 vehicles expected to use 
it during the first year. Was opened 
last Wednesday 116), arid should 
rate with south Suburbanites who 

[might otherwise stay put for the 
time and effort it would otherwise 
take to come into town. 

Braves’ Camp Followers 
There is, of course, the matter 

of a recession, meaning that cit¬ 
izens of Gary arid Hammond to 
the^southeast won’t budge as long 
as soft biz (with steel plant layoffs 
and dissipating savings) is a day- 
to-day reality. . 

Another help to summer business 
are the Milwaukee Braves^—espe¬ 
cially if they loom a winner again 
as the season dwindles. It’s re¬ 
called that last year delegations of . 
up to 5,000 frequently came down 
from Beertown to cheer their 
heroes in Wrigley Field. (It’s less 
than a two-hour auto ride between 
cities.) Chi, by the way, is the only 
two-team city left in major league 
ball, and both Windy City entries 
draw Well from surrounding ham- 
lets. and even other states. 

It’s the convention, though, that 
really tilts the town’s collective 
ledger, in favor of profit. And Chi . 15 numbers is a delight and he , , 

makes of it what a night club act l f11?1 ranks Iso. 1 for such meetings, 
should be, as the customers readily ! housing better than. 1,000 per year, 
and gerierously acclaimed. He’ll t Last year that meant over $188,- 
be followed by Jay Jason arid Cathy j 000:000. Peak take was 1955’s 
Carr Avho open May 16. Quitu 1$209,000,600. 
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Shows on 
The Visit 

Producers Theatre (Roger L. Stevens, 
Roh-rt Whitehead. Robert W. Dowling) 
pieii-ntaliou of three-act drama'by Fried- 
rich Duerreumatt? adapted by Maurice 

■ Valency. Staged by Peter Brook; decor. 
Tea Otto; Miss Kontanne.'s clothes. . Cas¬ 
tillo: scenic supervision and lighting, Haul 

' Mom son. Stars Alfred I,unt. JLynn Fpn- 
t.mne. features Peter Woodthorpe. John, 

■■\V\se. William Hansen. Myles Eason. John 
Rjiidolph. Keneth Thomett. Daphne New¬ 
ton. Frieda Altman. HowaTd Fischer,' Eric 
Porter: At I.unt-Fontanne Theatre. N.Y., 
M iv 5. MU. $4 80 top ($15 opening!. 
Ilofiiliter ....... Keneth' Thornett 
Ileltnesberger __ - David Clarke 
Wechslei .......... .. Milton Selzer' 
Vogel - ,_ 'Harrison Dowd 
Painter ...... Clarence Nordstrom 
Station Master Joseph I.eberman 
Burgomaster ..'. Eric Porter 
Prof. Muller ---Peter AVoodthorpe 
Pastor .' William Hansen 
Anion Schill ...... Alfred Lunt 
Ctaire Zachanassian . Lynn fontanne 
Conductor ... Jonathan Anderson 
Pedro ' Cabral ■ . Mvles Eason. 
Bohhv John Wyse 
Police Chief John' Randolph 
Grandchildren' Lesley Hunt-. Lois McKim. 

■ChairCarriers . .Stanley Erickson, 
William Thourlb.v 

Blind Men " .Vincent Gardenia. 
Alfred Hoffman 

Frau Burgomaster . .,... Frieda Altman 
Frau Block .... i...... Gertrude Kinnell 
Frau Schill _Daphne Newton 
Ottilie Schill.. Marla Adams 
Karl Schill .   Ken Walken 
Dr. Nusslin Howard Fischer 
Athlete ..James MarA^ron 
Truck. Driver ..... John . Kane 
Reporter . _.... ... Edward Moor 
Townsmen Robert Donley. Kent Montroy 

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne 
have not only their names on a 
theatre, but also have their best 
play in many years—to be exact. 18 
years, since Robert E. Sherwood’s 
passionate ‘-There Shall Be No 
Night." The stars have returned 
triumphantly to Broadway, to dedi¬ 
cate the Globe Theatre, renamed in 
their honor. They give superlative 
performances in a powerful, rather 
grisly jlrama, “The Visit." by the 
young Swiss playwright Friedrich 
Duerrenmatt* adapted by Maurice 
Valertey from the original German. 
The Producers Theatre presenta¬ 
tion is scheduled for .a njne-week 
run. after which the Lunts have 
said they plan to retire permanent¬ 
ly at their farm In Geriesee Depot, 
Wis. . 

“The Visits first produced as 
'‘The Old Lady’s Visit” a couple of 
years ago in Zurich and since done 
in several different European, 
cities, was tried out by the Lunts 
in the British Isles, breaking-in in 
Dublin and playing a few weeks 
elsewhere. The original intention 
was to take, the production to Lorn- 
don this spring and bring it to 
New York next fall, but the play 
was figured somewhat grim for 
British audiences, so it was brought 
directly here. 

There’s no question of “The 
Visit" -being able to get through 
the stipulated nine weeks, and if 
could probably run well into next 
season if the stars were willing to 
continue. However, the, limited 
engagement takes them into July, 
so there appears little chance 
they’d remain in the city any 
longer in the summer heat. 

“The Visit" is a gripping drama 
which gives the Lunts two fine act¬ 
ing parts, but it’s one of the most 
cynical plays in Broadway memory. 
The Swiss author, a minister’s son. 
Is obviously one of the disillusioned 
younger generation, with a kind of 
cold fury at what he considers the 
hypocrisy of life. Unlike such cur¬ 
rent idol-srnashers as Samuel Beck¬ 
ett and Eugene Ionesco, he doesn’t 
write double-talk, but makes his 
sinister meaning clear enough by 
implication. 

In this play, as in his other 
works. Duerrenmatt is saying that 
greed and hatred are.man’s ruling 
motives, and that words like loyal¬ 
ty. pity, generosity and honesty are 
merely cant by which people cloak 
venality and cruelty. As possibly a 
scrap of compensation, he seems to 
feel that a few people may. achieve _ 
a sort of redemption by humble ad¬ 
mission of guilt and courageous re¬ 
signation 

The author presents a drama of 
implaccable retribution. It’s about 
a fabulously rich, powerful, woman 
who. cruelly betrayed as a. girl, re¬ 
turns to her native town ,10 get 
revenge on the mart who wronged 
her. They had been lovers and 
when she became pregnant, he de¬ 
nied paternity* bribing two other 
youths to swear that they had also 
been having affairs with herT 

As this Nemesis explains, her 
child was taken from her and la¬ 
ter died, while she was driven from 
the town, to become a whore and 
ultimately to acquire wealth and 
enormous economic power through 
a series of marriages. She offers 
the impoverished village A billion 
markes, 500 million to the town it¬ 
self and 500 million to be divided 
among the citizens. Her price is the 
life of her betrayer, who is now- a 
respected and popular member of 
the community, slated to become 
the next burgomaster. 

The people greet her proposal 
with scorn, of course, shouting in 
outrage and swearing devotion to 
their fellow-townsman and friend. 
But she can afford to wait, and as 

she sits calmly on the local hotel 
balcony day After day, they inevit¬ 
ably begin to weaken. 

Her victim: presently notices, un¬ 
easily how everyone has begun buy¬ 
ing better food and drink, wearing 
new shoes and acquiring luxuries, 
and he soon realizes with horror 
that it’s all on credit, with no tan¬ 
gible source of prospective income. 
They all'delude themselves with 
meaningless platitudes, but the vic¬ 
tim has already recognized his 
doom and resigned himself to his 
fate by the time his owti wife ap^. 
pears in a new fur coat, his son 
purchases a car and his daughter 
announces that she’s taking lessons 
in French. 

Even the local minister succumbs 
to the macabre contagion, blandly 
admiring- the new chimes in the 
church and then cringing at the 
realization of his own avaricious 
pride, while the schoolmaster and 
the doctor, after agonized appeals 
to the avenging, woman's pity, join 
in the self-justifying and the ultL 
mate murder. At the final, curtain, 
after the sanctimonious burgomas¬ 
ter has collected the blood money, 
the vengeful woman exits, pre¬ 
ceded by her various enslaved at¬ 
tendants carrying the coffin con¬ 
taining the victim’s corpse. 

Corrosive and repugnant though 
it is, “The Visit” is > steadily abr 
sorbing, drama: It somehow never 
fully engages the emotions, but. 
after a deceptively light opening* 
it becomes. progressively compel¬ 
ling. The production is resources 
fully and eloquently staged by 
British director Peter Brook, and 
brings the most satisfying perfor¬ 
mances the Lunts have offered in 
many years. . 

Miss Fontanne has perhaps the 
showier role, although it is some¬ 
what in the vein of her recent char¬ 
acterizations. She . plays the evil 
avenger with her familar poise and 
deftness, but with a cold inner 
force that perfectly suggests the 
demonic savagery of the part. 
Lunt’s performance is a master¬ 
piece of. disintegrating manhood,- 
first affable and confident, then 
progressively fearful, groveling in 
panic and finally achieving impres¬ 
sive simplicity in its dignified, res¬ 
ignation. He. is finall}' condemned 
by. the uncomfortably pious local 
council, and strangled onstage as 
they surround him. 

The supporting cast is large and 
skillful, with notable portrayals by 
Peter Woodthorpe as the school¬ 
master,. Eric Porter as the burgo¬ 
master, Howard Fischer as the doc¬ 
tor. John Randolph, as ..the police 
chief, William Hansen as the min¬ 
ister. John Wyse as the former 
magistrate who has become ah au¬ 
tomaton servant of the avenging 
woman. Daphne New'ton as the 
doomed man's wife, Ken Walken 
and Marla Adams as his children 
and Frieda Altman as the burgo¬ 
master’s wife. 

British designer Teo Otto has 
provided expressive skeletonized 
settings. Paris coutourier Castillo 
has supplied Miss Fbntanne’s strik¬ 
ingly handsome clothes and Paul 
Morrison has supervised the scen¬ 
ery and lighting. . 

The Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, for¬ 
merly the Globe, is the brilliantly 
sumptuous locale of the occasion 
(see separate story). . Kobe. 

The Firstborn 
. Katharine Cprhell & Roger L. Stevens 
presentation of two-act (seven scenes) 
drama by Christopher Fry. . Staged by 
Anthony Quayle; scenery. Boris Aronson: 
incidental songs. Leonard Bernstein; cos¬ 
tumes. Robert Fletcher; lighting. Tharon 
Musser. Stars Katharine Cornell. Anthony 
Quayle. Torin Thatcher.-Mildred Natwick: 
features Michael Wager, Michael Strong. 
Robert Drivas. Kathleen . Widdoes. Chris 
Gampel. At Coronet Theatre. :N/Y., April. 
30. *58; $6.90 top. 
•Pharaoh's Sister   Katharine Cornell 
Pharaoh's. Daughter... .Kathleen Widdoes. 
Guard Jack Betts 
Minister .................. Chris Gampel : 
Pharaoh ..... .. .......... Torin Thatcher. 
Pharaoh’S Son ... Robert Drivas 
Moses ... ...--.... Anthony Quayle 
His Brother ,*... Michael Strong 
His Sister ............. Mildred Natwlck 
Her Son'Michael Wager 
Overseers... Jack Betts. Philip Robinson 

Although films, and especially 
Cecil B.. DeMille, have been turn¬ 
ing the Bible into- gold for years 
and years, religious dramas have 
generally been poor pickings for 
the stage. That’s apt to be par¬ 
ticularly true' of a play without 
apparent viewpoint, and becomes 
inevitable when the show is static. 

“The Firstborn" is one of Chris¬ 
topher Fry’s early plays, and was 
finally done several years ago in 
the British Isles, without creating 
much attention. The present pro¬ 
duction by Katharine Cornell and 
Rogef L. Stevens, under the spon¬ 
sorship of the America-Israel Cul¬ 
tural Foundation in recognition of 
Israel’s 10th anniversary, is booked 
for six weeks on Broadway and 
then goes to Israel. (The- New 
York engagement has now been 
cut to five weeks.—Ed.K 
' It has little- general interest for 
Broadway, and will probably need i 

the theatre party support of Jewish 
organizations. Because of its story 
of how Moses:Brought down divine 
wrath on ;the Egyptians and there¬ 
by freed the. Hebrews fr.> slav¬ 
ery, “Firstborn" will presumably 
have special application in modern 
Israel. 

On the theory that an author 
must have a strong ctmipulsion to 
want to devote the necessary year 
or more to write a play, it’s diffi¬ 
cult to figure w’hat Fry could have 
had in mind in doing this rehash of 
the story of Moses. There’s no 
clear-cut theme and not only does 
the script suffer, from the British 
poet's usual wordiness and per¬ 
verse indirection, but it is relent¬ 
lessly uridrarriatic. 

The performance is generally 
impressive, particularly by An¬ 
thony Quayle in the stubbornly 
inactive role of Moses. But the 
play ; itself is slow and heavy,, and 
has an exasperating Way of side- 
stepping what should be the big 
scenes—the crucial conflicts be¬ 
tween Moses and the Pharaoh and 
the moments of Moses’ key de¬ 
cisions. 

Moses, instead of being a dy¬ 
namic figure* a man of action, 
tends to be left standing silently 
on the slightly' raked stage, mere¬ 
ly looking imposing as he stares off 
into the distance and contemplates 
his divine mission. His decisive: 
actions generally take place off¬ 
stage* and he’s anything but an elo¬ 
quent or even articulate prophet. 

Besides staging the production 
with what appears to be a firm 
hand, Quayle gives a potent per¬ 
formance, within the constricted 
limits of the. part<bf the Hebrew 
patriarch. Even when the other 
players have most of the lines, he 
suggests: the necessary intensity 
and authority of the character, and 
uses .. his fine voice effectively in 
the few big speeches available. 

Miss Cornell, co-starring as well 
as co-prodiic-ng. is. a properly re¬ 
gal .figure as the Pharaoh’s disil¬ 
lusioned sister, although the char¬ 
acter is insufficiently explained 
and offers only one big scene, 
which is repetitious and cryptic. 
Torin Thatcher is a rigid Pharaoh 
and Mildred Natwick is believably 
distraught as Moses’ sister. 

Of the featured players, Michael 
Wager is acceptable as a Quisling 
Hebrew1, ..Michael Strong is plaus¬ 
ible as Moses’ loyal brother and 
there are. competent supporting 
portrayals by Robert Drivas as the 
doomed Raineses and* Kathleen 
Widdoes as 4his adoring sister. 

. Boris Aronson ha<^ designed an 
atmospheric and flexible multiple 
setting using a series of platforms 
and a massive-looking backwall to 
represent a terrace of the Pha¬ 
raoh’s palace arid the tent of 
Moses’ sister. Leonard Bernstein 
Bag composed appropriate inciden¬ 
tal songs. Robert Fletcher has pro¬ 
vided the costumes and Tharon 
Musser has devised the lighting. 

It’s a lot of production, hut not 
much entertainment. Ho be. 

Jftnf Eyre 
Courtney Burr (In association: with 

Sterling Productions), presentation of 
three-act (five scenes) drama, adapted by 
Huntington Hartford from the novel by 
Charlotte Bronte. Staged by Demetrlos 
Yilan; aicenery, .Beh. Edwards: costumes. 
Motley: and. Frank- Spencer; . music ar¬ 
rangements, , Lehman Engel. . Stars Eric 
Portman: features Blanche Yurka. Jan 
Brooks. Norah Howard. Iota "Lynn. Francis 
Compton. Adrian Foley. Douglas Wood, 
Jane White. Adelaide' Klein, Frank Sil¬ 
vers. At Belasco Theatre, N. Y.* May 1. 
*58; $5.73 top ($8.05 opening). 
Servant" .... . .. . .. I.. . .... Carol Hebald 
Mrs. Fairfax ............ Blanche Yurka 
Adele .....-... . . . ....... Susan Towers 
Jane Eyre Jan Brooks 
Grace Poole ............ Adelaide Klein 
Gregory. .............. Francis Compton 
Edward Rochester. .:...,.-. Eric Portman 
Visitor from ‘ Jamaica.;... Frank Silvers 
Lady Ingram . . --- Norah Howard 
Blanche Ingram ..... lola Lynn 
Lord Ingram .   Adrian Foley 
Rev.. Wood ..Douglas Wood 
Col. Dent ............... George Spelvln 
Miss Wood ............... Anp Stanwell 
Mr. Green -.... Richard Nlcholls 
Briggs .................... John Malcolm 
Bertha Jane White 
Guests .... 1.:.. .Tom. McDermott. Nick 

Richards, Dorothy Scott 

Even for the very rich there’s 
no substitute for talent. Nor, for 
that matter, for taste arid theatri¬ 
cal judgment. So although Hun¬ 
tington Hartford has lavished a 
reported $500,000 or so on his own 
adaptation of “Jahe Eyre" the 
result is merely a fabulously opu¬ 
lent st;ll-life. How long it can last 
on Broadway will presumably de¬ 
pend on how much riipre money 
Hartford pours into it. 

As a commercial prospect for 
Broadway, the show has little ex¬ 
cept an expert performance by the 
star, British actor Eric Portman, 
and an'almost unbelievably elabo¬ 
rate physical production. The 
fnusty old : Charlotte Bronte ro¬ 
mance seems even older than Its 
approximate 100 years, and the 
adaptation is stilted arid inept. 

Primarily as a riiatter of record, 
then, note that Portman gives a 
clearly defined, emphatic perform- 

(Contiriued on page 76) 

Inside Stuff-Legit 
Looks like some Iowans are taking Brooks Atkinson’s N-Y. Times re¬ 

port of an Iowa “school" of play writing on Broadway quite seriously. 
Native support of Hawkeye state’s home-grown product oh Main Stern 
continues when Mr. and Mrs. James. Casterline of Tipton, Ia„ bring; 
in a showplarie of 16 from the Cedar Rapids area on May 9. Group 
will attend Meredith (Mason City) Willson’s “Music Man” and Rich¬ 
ard and Marian (Dubuque) Bisselljs “Say, Darling.” Authors and 
“Darling’s” Iowa-born stage manager, Bob Downing, will be feted by 

1 the group at Sardi’s during visit. 

Ad artwork for Francoise Sagan’s “Le Rendezvous Manque,” which 
has its t).S. preem at the Colonial Theatre Tuesday (6), was turned 
down by two Bostori newspapers, the Boston Globe and the Christian 
Science Monitor. 

The Boston Globe compromised by cutting apart the figures of fem¬ 
me and male ballet dancers, in close proximity, and using only the 
femmer The Boston Sunday Advertiser and the Boston Sunday Herald 
carried the two figure artwork. The Christian Science Monitor did not 
carry any ad for the Ballet Theatre Franca is drama ballet in two acts 
in its Saturday (26) edition. (It does not publish Sundays). 

Shows Abroad 
My Fair Lady 

London, May 1. 
' H. M. Tenneht presentation of Herman 

Levin production of a musical comedy in 
two-act (18 scenes) musical comedy, 
adapted from Bernard Shaw's "Pyg¬ 
malion,” with book and lyrics by Alan 
Jay Lerner. music by Frederick Loewe. 
Staged, by Moss Hart; choreography, 
Hanya Holm; costumes. Cecil Beaton. 
Stars Rex Harrison. Julie Andrews; fea¬ 
tures Stanley Holloway* Robert Conte. 
Zena Dare. At Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, 
London* April 30. <58; $3.50 top. 
Buskers.._Joan Elvin, Terry Williams, 

Willhelm Maurer 
Mrs. Eynsford-HiU...:_ Linda Gray: 
Eliza Doolittle ----..... Julie Andrews 
Freddy Eynsford-Hill.....: Leonard Wier 
Col. Pickering  .Robert Coate 
Bystanders . Max Oldaker. Bob Chisholm 
Henry Higgins... Rey Harrison 
Selsey Man .....______ Alin Dudley 
Hoxton Mart .. .... Reg Templar 
Cockneys._ Robert Crime. John;Moore, 

Howard Davies. Robin DunbeU 
Bartender .;. ......... Mastyn Evans 
Harry .. Alan Dudley 
Jamie ..............__Bob Ciitsholm 
Alfred P. Doolittle...*. .Stanley Holloway 
Mrs. Pearce  __ Betty Woolfe 
Mrs. Hopkins . _..... Elaine Garreau 
Butler - -- John Moore 
Servants . ... Howard Davies. Elaine 

Lovegrove. Mary Burgess, Freda 
Sessions, Brenda Gayl 

Mrs: Higgins --.. - ... Zena Dare. 
Chauffeur Alan Burton 
Footmen Peter Newton. Lee Kenton 
Lord Boxlngton _  Alan Dudley 
Lady Boxington Elaine Garreau 
Constable ..  Alan Burton 
Flower Girl .,:.. ....-Charmian Bum 
Zoltan Karpathy _ ... Max Oldaker 
wiunkeys............ Walls cV Stephenson. 

" Lee Kenton 
Major-Domo .Mostyn Evans 
Queen of Transylvania: Margaret Halstan 
Ambassador ............. -Rob Chisholm 
Bartender.    Robert Crane 
Mrs. Higgins' maid-*... Willow Stockdale 

Singers: Mary Burgess. Muriel Cooke. 
Daphne EsteUe. Brenda GayL Tonla Lee, 
Elaine Lovegrove. Anna. Peters. Ann 
Pidgeon* Freda Sessions. Felicity Wilson.; 
Robert Crane. Howard Davies, Robin Dun- 
beU. Mostyn Evans* Roy Howell, Lee Ken¬ 
ton*. John Moore, Peter Newton, Bernard 
Quinn. Wallace Stephenson- 

Dancers: Diana Beall,. Doone Bingeman, 
Charmian Bum, Joyce Chapman,: Joan 
Elvin. Helene Sprot. Willow Stockdale, 
Dorothy Walker. .Ruth Walters* Richard 
Bennett. Alan Burton. Norman Caldas* 
Rov Carlton, Geoffrey Guy. Lionel. Luyt. 
Willhelm Maurer, John Prescott, Reg 
Templar* Terry Williams.‘ Fred Wisden,; 
Ronald YerrelL 

There was only one element of 
doubt about “My Fair Lady,” the 
most batlyhooed Broadway import 
to hit the West End. Had it been 
oversold? It may be difficult to 
find the answer, but there can be 
no question about its artistic and 
financial triumph. It’s expected to 
run for years and a minimum 
three-year engagement seems sure. 
It may, with a little bit of luck, 
prove to be a contender for the 
title of the longest running musi¬ 
cal, currently held by “Chu Chin 
Chow.” 

this Drury Lane production is 
every hit as good as the Broadway 
original and might even be con^ 
sidered a little better. The slightly 
larger dimensions of the stage give 
greater depth to the production 
numbers and the chorus has been 
slightly strengthened on this ac¬ 
count. In other respects it's a per¬ 
fect replica — and that’s highest 
praise. 

Once the show gets into' its stride 
the combined values of the book, 
music, lyrics, decor and costumes 
begin to make their impact and 
that’s sustained right through to 
the end. The integrity of the adap-. 
tation, the matching quality of the 
lyrics and the charm of the music 
are particular . qualities to appeal 
to a British audience. There might 
have been some resentment if the 
co-authors had not done right by 
Bernard Shaw; but not even his 
most ardent fans need take excep¬ 
tion. 

Of all the American hit musicals 
to come to London, particularly in 
the postwar period, “Fair Lady’’ 
is the only one with a London back¬ 
ground. And that could have made 
it more difficult for/all concerned, 
since London audiences are obvi¬ 
ously- shrewder judges of the 
genuine cockney accent. 

Even to familiar ears Julie An¬ 
drews’ interpretation 6f the flower 
girl sounds like the real thing 
That applies With equal force to 
Stanley Holloway’s interpretation 
of her dustman father-—and his 

performance, is surely one of the 
comedy highlights of a production 
loaded with highlights. 

Rex Harrison, on the other hand, 
the exponent of impeccable Eng¬ 
lish, shows, too, that he has a sharp 
ear for dialect and his mimicry of 
Miss Andrews’ accent is magnifi¬ 
cent. The teamwork is outstanding 
and Robert Coote, repeating his 
Broadway role as Col. Pickering, 
and Zena Dare as Mrs. Higgins, 
lead the cast to certain victory. 

Frederick Loewe’s score, famil¬ 
iar to many despite the "embargo 
that remained until opening night, 
contains a wealth of great show 
tunes. “Wouldn’t It Be Loverly?’* 
Julie Andrews’ opening number, 
Stanley Holloway’s lively rendition 
of “With a Little Bit of Luck,” and 
“I Could Have Danced All Night." 
“The Rain in Spain,’’ “Get Me to 
the Church on Time”, look certain 
to capture audiences in. the years 
ahead. Musically the show ranks 
at least with the best and on sev¬ 
eral individual counts tops the 
others. Arid the pit orch, batoned 
by. Cyril Ornadel, makes a hand¬ 
some contribution. 

. Visually, toe, the production is 
the tops. The magnificence of the 
decor frequently qualifies for spon¬ 
taneous applause, while Cecil Bea.- 
ton’s costumes are often stunning 
— particularly in the Ascot 
sequence. And against the back¬ 
ground, Hanya Holm’s choreogra¬ 
phy, is standout. 

Although the show calls for a 
big cast, thg main weight is borne: 
by the principals and the support¬ 
ing players rarely have more than 
minor roles. Leonard Wier, a last- 
minute replacement as Freddy 
Eynsford-Hill — he was recruited 
less. than a week before opening 
night—-does surprisingly well and 
will clearly get better. Betty Woolf a ’ 
plays the professor’s housekeeper 
with restrained dignity and Max 
Oldaker takes full advantage of 
his one bit as the Hungarian pho¬ 
netician. 

In the final analysis the splendor 
of the finished production is an 
eloquerit testimony to Moss Hart’s 
staging. It is, admittedly, a repeat 
of the assignment he handled so 
magnificently on Broadway, but 
he has blended together a* nevf 
team including the original stars 
and has made the show emerge as 
fresh and lively as it deserves. 

Myro. 

The Party 
' _ Edinburgh/April 30. 
Oscar Lewenxttin & Walt Mankowit* 

^*wenstein. Ltd.) FreacnUtion 
Ardan9" «a^VrKCV'e,)T<lli*7* St!£* Charles Laughton* Jayca 
Redman, EUa Lanchester. Staged br 
Lxughton; aetting. Reece Pemb«toa; 

* Rickards; lighting. Wm. 
^•L«iCaSnl The*tr*» Edinburg^ April 30, *58; $1.20 top. • • 

Henrietta Brough .,. .. .. ..... Ann Lvni» 

Harold* Llnvl.15^ ' * ' *' ‘' Joyc* *«*■«■ 
Vi J-1 m .Joh® Welsh 
sJivf '' ... Lancheater 

. Here’s welcome if immature new 
blood in. the legit-writirig field, 
plus a tour-de-force by Charles 
Laughton, who has been long ab- 

iffjS .from .the stage in hii nativo 
['Britain. “The Party,” a play about 
family relationship, suffers from 
diffuseness and lack of action, but 
w an interesting, vehicle for char¬ 
acterization, and is fortunately knit 
together by the standout personal¬ 
ity of Laughton in role of a .fat 
lump of human weakness. 

The star gives a forceful -per¬ 
formance as a schizoid man who 
has apparently failed his wife and 
is resented by his Ultra-sensitivo 
day.?h,t1fr-. entrance delayed 
until the third scene, and suspense 
builds as the others, discuss him. 

Released earlier than expected 
i0/? "SjnentR* home for a short 

visit with his family, he is net 
wanted tor the daughter imd is 
molly-coddled by a too-understand- 
Ing wife, as both sidetrack him on 

(Continued on page 7$) 
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London, May 6. - 
Never before in memory has a 

new West End show received the 
press. coverage accorded “My Fair 
Lady/’ London’s two picture 
papers, the Daily Mirror and Daily 
Sketch; for example, devoted their 
entire centre spreads to the event, 
while many others front-paged' 
their reviews and news reporting 
of the opening’ ■* . 

The notices vary (with one ex¬ 
ception) from good to great, but 
inherent in quite a, few of them is 
the fact that even to professional 
aisle-sitters the show had been 
oversold. Noel Whitcomb, who re¬ 
viewed for the Daily Mirror, saw 
the show twice in New York, but 
thought the London production 
“equally magicaL” He ended his 
notice “I could see it again and 
again—and it is well worth wait¬ 
ing to see.” 

Harold Conway in the Daily 
Sketch; considered it was “pleasur- 
ably worth waiting for,” but in¬ 
sisted, “this was not the greatest 
musical ever; nothing like it.” He 
admitted that he had scaled sev¬ 
eral peaks of enjoyment, but en¬ 
chantment was fleeting and the ul¬ 
timate magic missing altogether; 

The Daily Express coverage, 
spread over a half-page and carry¬ 
ing a review by John Barber, took 
a critical line. The reviewer ad¬ 
mitted at the outset that he did 

. not feel he had come to enjoy a 
show but to judge a reputation. 
“I expected some razzle-dazzle of 
(brilliant stagecraft to sweep me 
instantly into Shangri-La. Noth¬ 
ing like it happened. 

“It began by being a tuppence 
colored version of ‘Pygmalion* 
plus songs. I sat in my seat won¬ 
dering what the fuss, had been. for. 
Knowing the play, I winced when 
lines Were cut However, Barber 
summed up by describing, it as 
“another brilliantly done American 
musical.” 

Cecil Wilson in the Daily Mail, 
(Continued on page 76) 

Wants Soviet Dancers 
In Exchange Deal for ' 

Harlem Globetrotters 
Buzzards Bay, May 6. 

. Alex Byron, Who operates the 
Buzzard’s Bay Summer Theatre; is 
seeking a Russian variety troupe 
for his upcoming strawhat season. 
He opened the spot last year with 
Boston U. and local actors. He is 
planning a trip to Moscow. He 
wants a troupe of about 35, includ¬ 
ing ballet, folk dancers, aero acts 
and todters to incorporate with his 
own company. 

Byron has been in Washington, 
where he says the Russian Em¬ 
bassy. has assured him of an ap¬ 
pointment with the Minister of 
Culture in Moscow to make ar¬ 
rangements. The Russians would 
come to the Cape under a . mutual 
exchange program, and an Ameri¬ 
can team Would go to Russia. The 
Harlem Globetrotters, Byron says, 
would be the: swap and'Daye Zin- 
koff, one of the operators of the 
basketball team,; has given his 
okay. 

.The Buzzards Bay strawhatter is 
a tent-like structure Seating 700, 
with a restaurant and lounge. By¬ 
ron has an art center, school and 
gallery going during the summer 
and seeks to turn the entire area 
into a cultural center. 

During the winter,. the producer; 
has been in . Washington working 
with the . Government Operations 
Committee of Congress* . 

Houston Stock Theatre 
Skeds Four Star Shows 

.■ Houston, May 6. 
A series of four plays to star 

Wally Cox, Diana Barrymore, Joan 
Blondell, Ethel Shutta and Paul 
Hartman, Will begin May 20 at the 
Avalon Theatre on a subscription ] 
basis, according' to George Lee 
Marks, producer. Each show will 
be booked for two Weeks on a 
Tuesday-through-Sunday^chedule. 
_ The initial, play, . “The .Great Se¬ 
bastians,” will costar Ethel Shutta 
and Paul Hartman. It will be fob 
lowed by “Will Success Spoil Rock 
Hunter,” with Wally Cox. The third 
bill will star Miss Barrymore in a 
Play to be selected, and fhe;finale 
will be “Happy Birthday,” starring 
Joan B16hde»r: **;. * ’ 

‘English Sagan* (She Sez) 
To Get Play Produced 

\ . London, May 6. . 
A 19-year-old who’s : dubbed 

[herself “the English Francoise 
Sagan,” will have her fiuut play 
produced later this month at the 
nabe Theatre . Royal, Stratford, 

[East London. The playwright, 
S.helagh Delaney, has revealed that 
she started work on the script, en¬ 
titled. “A Taste of Honey,” after 
seeing" the new Terence Rattigan 
play, “Variations on a. Theme.” 
She says she felt she. could do 
better. ' 

“A Taste of Honey,” which is 
described as “meaty,” Was. written’ 
in two weeks. It’s about a teen¬ 
age girl who is left alone at Christ¬ 
mas and gets tangled in a love 
affair. 

More Legit Use 

Television is literally cashing in 
. on legit. The coin stems from in¬ 

creased play given to video ad¬ 
vertising by Broadway shows. The 
tv ad bent has been particularly 
noticeable in recent Weeks, with 
four different Broadway musicals 
moving into the spot commercial 
field. 

The branchout to tele advertis¬ 
ing by Broadway shows has been 
confined mainly to WRCA-TV, 
with “Say, Darling” the latest en¬ 
try to buy time on that station. 
The “Darling” campaign was 
launched last Monday (5), and 
other shows that have hopped on 
the tv bandwagon , in recent weeks 
include VOh Captain;” “Li’LAbner” 
and “Jamaica.” 

The spots taken, by the shows 
usually range from 10-20 seconds. 
In the past, there have been scat¬ 
tered instances of Broadway shows 
using tv as an ad medium, but this 
marks the first time that there’s 
been such a concentrated-push. 

DICKER U.S. TOUR FOR 
BRUSSELS POCKET CO. 

Jay K. Hoffman, young Ameri¬ 
can impresario active in Europe, 
is negotiating with the William; 
Morris Agency with a view to 
bring The Pocket Theatre of Brus¬ 
sels to New York and various Cob 
lege towns throughout the coun¬ 
try. Group, sponsored by the Bel¬ 
gian government, will have. an 
American with it to interpret, dis¬ 
cuss and create interest in the past, 
present and future of European 
Pocket Theatre. Hoffman was re¬ 
cently in New York. 

The impresario also is arranging 
a European tour^for a small Negro 
Ballet ensemble. While , booking 
young American artists on the 
Continent and in Britain, he also; 
is bringing some European discov¬ 
eries to the tJ. S. Among them-is 
Ariel Auclerc, the 17-year-old solo 
dancer recently seen in New York 
with the. Roland* Petit ballet com¬ 
pany. ' 

Hoffman, who is. 24, recently 
completed a two-year hitch in the 
arimy, where he laid the ground¬ 
work for his current activities. He 
presented the first bi-lingual per¬ 
formance (in English and German) 
of the “Diary of Anne Frank” in 
Frankfurt, and later—in the fail 
Of 19574-rented the Frankfurt 
Opera House to present “Lie Ballet 
let Theatre de Paris de Maurice 
Bejart” before an audience of 
1,400 Americans: Appearance of 
the ballet was the secopd in a new 
European series titled “An Ameri¬ 
can Night in the Theatre.” 

This June, Marina Svetlova, for¬ 
mer prima ballerina of- the vMet, 
will perform in the series. Among 
the American artists Hoffman. has 
introed to European audiences are 
Jose Kahne, pianist; Charles Hol¬ 
land, a Negro tenor, and Sylvia 
Rosenberg, violinist.' 

Donal Wilson, one of the stage 
managers on the Broadway'produc¬ 
tion of “The Entertainer,” has 
bepii awarded a $£,000 Arts Fellow-, 
ship’ fdr \o vefseas travel *by the 

NEW L S. ELIOT PLAY 

Edinburgh Preem Numbers Paul 
Rogers, Anna Massey 

Edinburgh, May 6. 
Paul Rogers^recently in from an 

American and Australian tour, is 
named as a lead for the new T. S. 
Eliot play “The Elder Statesman,” 
set for world premiere Aug. 25 at 
the International Edinburgh Festi¬ 
val. Anna Massey, recently in 
“The Dear Delinquent” in London, 
is also named for a lead part, 

E. Martin Browne will stage, 
with settings by Hutchinson Scott; 

Its Rogers fifth Edinburgh Fes¬ 
tival appearance. ; 

See Another Big Strawhat Season „ 
For Names and Touring Packages 

Lunt-Fontanne Theatre 
NX’s Showiest Showcase; 

Former Globe, Pic House 
The new Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 

which opened formally Monday (5) j 

with the premiere of the Friedrich 
Duerrenmatt - Maurice Valency 
drama, “The Visit,” is unquestion¬ 
ably New York’s most magnificent 
playhouse, it not only outshines, 
the recently-refurbished ANT A. 
Playhouse (formerly the Guild 
Theatre), but even surpasses the 
Radio City Music Hall, in richness 
and glitter. . 

The' theatre, formerly the .Globe, 
is operated by the Producers Thea¬ 
tre,. of which realtor-producer 
Roger L. Stevens, producer Robert 
Whitehead and realtor Robert W. 
Dowling are partners, under a 
longterm lease from a syndicate 
headed by William Zeckendorf, of 
the Webb & Knapp realty firm. 
As It stands,, the' property probably 
represents an investment of over 
$2,000,000. - 

The house has been almost com¬ 
pletely rebuilt; including one new 
wall and all . but the shell of the 
other three walls. The new black- 
wall, .which Was moved out about 
30 fOet, provides expanded space 
backstage. In addition, the audi¬ 
torium is unusually commodious, 
with Wide aisles, ample space be¬ 
tween rows and plenty of room at 
the rear of the orchestra and in 
the lobby and restrooms, etc. 

A notable feature is the new 
marquee, which extends the full 
length of the front of the theatre 
along 46th St., west of Broadway 
arid directly opposite the Helen 
Hayes Theatre (formerly Fulton). 
The marquee, is handsomely lighted 
and has radiant heat (which can be 
switched to coOlirig in hot weather). 
The decor of the house is stunning, 
with a baroque motif, extraordi¬ 
narily thick carpeting and very 
deep seats, some of which have up¬ 
holstered footrests and extra 
cushions for use by playgoers of 
short stature. 

The house seats 1,402, but tlie i 
capacity may be slightly Increased 
for some shows. Ah innovation is 
the scale,, with a higher price 

(Continued oh page 77) 

Julie Wilson Follows 
Blair in London‘Bells’ 

London, May 6. . 
Julie Wilson, currently playing a 

cafe date here, is taking over Janet 
: Blair’s, starring assignment in the 
[ West End production of “Beils Are 
Ringing.”; Miss Blair is exiting 
the musical to return to the U. S. 
as Dinah Shore’s sumriier replace¬ 
ment on television. 

, ; Miss Wilson appeared in the 
| Broadway production of “Pajama 
j'Game” in 1956 as one of several 

successors to Janis Page, the 
show’s original femme lead. She 
previously appeared here as Mary 
Martin’s .successor in “South Pa¬ 
cific” and as femme lead in “Kiss 
Me, Kate.” 

The costs on “Jane Eyre” are 
continuing to pile up; It is already 
one of the most expensive shows 
in legit history, even including 
musicals. The nut is now under¬ 
stood to be around $500,000. 

The play, adapted by Hunting- 
ton Hartford from Charlotte 
Bronte’s novel, is figured to have 
cost around $300,000 when it tem¬ 
porarily suspended its tryout tour 
in Philadelphia last March. That 
figure, however, is believed to be 
exclusive of $100,000 which Hart: 
ford is said to have paid Errol 
Flynn to star in the production. 

Besides, the flat payment, Flynn 
is also understood to have received 
from Hartford weekly expenses of 
$1,000, starting about seven months 
prior to his opening in. the drairia 
last February, when it was orig¬ 
inally tried out as “The Master of 
Thornfield.” Flynn subsequently 
Withdrew from the production, 
with Hartford and Courtney Burr,, 
who’s presenting the vehicle in 
association with Sterling Produc¬ 
tions, filing charges against him 
with Actor’s Equity. 

The .union has accepted the 
charges, but no date has been set 
yet for a hearing. In bringing 
the hasslfe With Flynn to Equity, 
Burr and Hartford unwittingly in¬ 
curred another expense, which is 
now in dispute: That involves a 
recording of the production made 

(Continued on page 77) : 

W The strawhat circuit is in for , 
another big summer of name per¬ 
formers and package productions. 
That’s. indicated by the flock of 
stars and packages already slated 
for barn bookings during the June- 
September period. 

As usual, the lineup of head¬ 
liners takes in performers from 
practically all show biz medi2. 
Most of them will be touring in 
packages or doing guest shots in 
the same show at different loca¬ 
tions. The talent roster runs the 
gamut from veteran stars to new 
marquee names arid, similarly, the 
list of packages covers perennial 
stock items and the latest releases. 

A rundown of the. performers 
and shows in which they’re sched¬ 
uled to appear include Bert Lahr 
in “Visit to a Srnall Planet,” Sam 
Levene in “Middle of the Night,” 
Wayne Morris in “Happiest Mil¬ 
lionaire,” Lillian Roth in “When in 
Rome,” Hermione Girigold in “Fal¬ 
len Angels,” Orson Bean in “The 
Mousetrap,” Shirl Conway in 
"Auntie Marne,” Groucho Marx in 
"Time for Elizabeth Sidney 
Blackmer in “Inherit the Wind” 
and Ann Sheridan in “Kind Sir.” 

Also, Don Wilson in “Holiday for 
Lovers,” Henry Morgan in “Mr. 
Belvedere,” Mae- West in “Dia-■ 
mond Lil,” Dody Goodman in 
“Dulcy,” Basil Rathbone and 
Betty Field in “Separate Tables,” 
Linda Darnell in “Tea and Sym¬ 
pathy,” Hume Cronyn and his 
wife, Jessica Tandy in a bill of 
short plays, Menasha Skulnik in 
“Uncle Willie,” Shirley Booth *in 
“Hay Fever” and “Deep Blue Sea,” 
James Mason in “Mid-Summer,” 
Nancy Kelly in “Candida,” Don 
Ameche in “Holiday for Lovers,” 
Diana Barrymore In “Streetcar 
Named Desire” and Van Johnson, 
tentative in “Night Must Fall.” 

In the musical vein,. performers 
and the shows in which they’re 
scheduled to appear include Gypsy 

• (Continued on page 76) 

Plan ‘Cloud of Witnesses’ 
As San. Antonio Annual 

San "Antonio, May 6. 
“A Cloud of Witnesses*” Ramsey 

Yelvirifeton’s outdoor drama: about 
the Alamo, is planned for produc¬ 
tion at the Mission Sain Jose here 
late in June. The presentation will 
be underwritten by the San An¬ 
tonio River Development &;. Festi¬ 
val Committee. A three-week run 
is contemplated, with a possible 
three-week extension: 

The aim of the committee is to 
promote historical and; entertain¬ 
ment features dealing With the 
city’s missions and river areas. In 
line with that, the plan is for “Wit¬ 
nesses” aventually to become part 
of a summer-long tourist attraction 
includirig fuller exploitation of the 
river, parks and. historical spots. ■ 

The committee is headed by Ar¬ 
thur E. Biard, a local realtor. 

Ann Arbor Sets Names 
For Four-Week Season 

Ann Arbor* Mich., May 6: 
Dori Ameche, Nancy Kelly, Basil 

Rathbone, Betty Field arid Luther 
[Adler will star iri the annual Univ. 
of Michigan drama season. May 12- 
Jurie 14 at the Lydia Mendelssohn 
Theatre. Each play will be pre¬ 
sented, a single week. 

‘A View from the Bridge,” star¬ 
ring Adler, Will open the season, 
followed by “Candida,” starring 
Miss Kelly; “Separate Tables,” 
starring Miss. Field and Rathbone, 
and “Holiday for Lovers,” starring 
Ameche.' , > ‘ 

PULITZER FOR‘ANGEL’ 
SHOW’S 2D CITATION 

[ “Look Homeward, Angel,” Ketti 
Fririgs’ dramatization of Thomas 
Wolfe’s novel, which copped the 
1958 Pulitzer drama award on Mon¬ 
day (5), gives the Kermit Bloom- 
garden Theatre 200, Inc. produc¬ 
tion two of the major seasonal 
legit citations. . The play, had 
previously been - selected ; by the 
N.Y. Drama Critics Circle as the 
best American stage works. .- 

Samuel Barber won the award in 
music for his score of the opera 
“Vanessa-* arid Jaines Agee, who 
had been a scenarist, tv seripter, 
Writer for Time magazine and film 
critic for The Nation, was the 
author of the best novel selection, 
“A Death in the Family;” He coni* 
pleted writing the book, published 
by McDowell, Obolensky in 1955, 
shortly before his death that year 
at the age of 45. 
. The award to Robert Penn War¬ 
ren, his second Pulitzer Prize, Was 
in the poetry division for. his 
“Promises: Poem 1954-1956.”. He 
had previously been cited in. 1947 
for1 his novel,. “All the king’s 
Men,” which was made into an 
Academy Award-winning film. The 
Pulitzer Prizes in arts and letters 
are $500, while those in journalism 
are $1,000. 

Geo, Hume Resigns G.M. 
Of England’s Stratford 

: London, May 6. 
George Hume, general manager 

for the last 10 years at the Shakes¬ 
peare Memorial Theatre, Sfratford- 
pn-Avon, has resigned. 

He says, he’s held the job long 
enough, and is beginning to feel 
the stfain.'' "■/ ' *. ' 

Tent Mgrs. Doing Burn 
Over Loesser’s Demand 

For‘Fella’Casting O.K. 
Tent theatre operators are stew¬ 

ing over a demand by Frank Loes¬ 
ser to approve casting on all stock 
productions of his musical, “Most 
Happy Fella.” The tuner, which 
has been released for performance 
by the canvastops, is considered 
one of . the hottest of the new mu¬ 
sical items. 

The tent producer gripe is two¬ 
fold, One point is that Loesser is 
relaxing his standards in the 
choice of performers in ratio to a 
tent’s distance from New York. 
The other complaint relates to al¬ 
leged favoritism in the granting of 
rights to different operations. The 
stock rights are being handled by 
Music Theatre, Inc., iik which 
Loesser is associated. 

■ Lcesser’s demand to okay talent 
is riot new. Richard Rodgers and 
Oscar. Hammerstein 2d have a 
similar requirement on produc¬ 
tions of their musicals. However, 
in the case of R&H, who have an 
extensive foster of performers, the 
procedure is usually limited to a 
submission of the names of the 
singers contemplated for the pres¬ 
entations, rather than an in-person . 
audition. 

Meanwhile, the Kermit Bloom- 
garden-Lynn Loesser touring pro-? 
duction of “Fella” is currently 
playing the Coast. 

Hilltop Tbeatre Moves 
To New Maryland Spot 

Baltimore, May 6. 
Maryland’s oldest strawhat, the 

Hilltop Theatre, will be in a new 
location, the fifth in its 20-year 
history, when it opens May 27. Don 
Swajiri Jr., who has headed the 
operation since its start in 1938, 
will again be in charge. 

The new spot is in Owings Mills, 
about five miles northwest of 
town. The setup will be the most 
ambitious he has had, Swann says. 
He plans a 16-week season oi 15 
productions. 
■ The. Hilltop got its name from 
its original location, the Patapsco 
Female Institute, which was on a 
hilltop in EUicott City. Swann 
moved into town during the gas- 
rationihg days of World War II, 
thpp to. Lu.theryille and last .sura- : 
mer to Brgoklandviile.' 
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Recession, 

The general business decline, 
plus the traditional spring box- 
office slump, affected receipts on 
the road last week. With the ex¬ 
ception of the usual bullish attend¬ 
ance at the Civic Light Opera sub¬ 
scription offerings in Los Angeles 
and San Francisco /ahd.'even those 
were below : capacity figures! 
grosses tended to be sharply down. 

Business is due to shrink pretty 
consistently for the next two or 
three months, with only occasional 
exceptions. 

Estimates for Last. Week 

Parenthetic designations for out- 
of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout. Also, prices on touring 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and local tax, if any, but as on 
Broadway grosses are net; i,e,, ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

LOS ANGELES 
King and I. Philharmonic Aud 

(MD) ($6-$5.50; 2,670; $73;500> 
(Giselle M a c K e n z i e, Cameron 
Mitchell), About $72,400 on CLO 
subscription. Previo us week, 
$71,000. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Biltmore (D) (1st wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 
1.736; $41,500) (Fay Bainter). Al¬ 
most $19,500 on Guild-ATS sub¬ 
scription. Previous week, $22,000 
at Geary, San Francisco. 

Tunnel of Love, Hartford (C) 
(4th wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,024; $29,- 
600*. - Almost $11,500. Previous 
week, $14,800 on Guild-ATS sub¬ 
scription.. 

CHICAGO 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) Shubert 

(MC> (26th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72.979>. 
Nearly $65,500. Previous week, 
$66,500. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Most -Happy Fella, Curran (MD) 

(2d wk> ($5.40-$4.95; 1,758'; $58,- 
000). Almost $54,000 on CLO sub¬ 
scription. Previous week, $53,000: 

WASHINGTON 
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.), 

National (C) (6th wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 
1,667; $39,500). Nearly $21,500. 
Previous. week, $20,000 at same 
house. 

BOSTON 
Diary of Anne Frank, Wilbur (D) 

(4th wk> ($4.95; 1,241; $32,699). 
Under $16,000. Previous week, 
$20,000 at same theatre. 

CINCINNATI 
Visit to a Small Planet, Shubert 

(C> (single wkf ($4.52; 2,000; $56,- 
OOO) (Cyril Ritchard). Almost $18,- 
000 . on Guild-ATS subscription. 
Previous week, .$16,800, at Harris 
Theatre, Chicago. , 

MILWAUKEE 
Auntie Maine (2d Co.), Pabst (C) 

(single wk> (Constance Bennett). 
Over $44,100 on Guild-ATS sub¬ 
scription. 

DETROIT 
Marcel Marceau, Shubert (Panto) 

(2d wk) ($3.85; 2.050; $30,000). 
Nearly $16,600. Previous week, 
$14,500, at same house. ." 

TORONTO 
My Fur Lady, Royal Alexandra 

(R> (2d wki ($3.50; 1.525; $30,000). 
Nearly $14,800. Previous week, 
$12,200 at same theatre. 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Auntie Marne (3d Co.) (C) (Sylvia 

Sidney). Totaled nearly $26,000 in 
seven performances as follows: sin¬ 
gle, Monday (28), Temple, Scran¬ 
ton, $4,000; six, Tuesday-Saturday 
(29-3), Community, Hershey, Pa., 
$22,000. Previous week, $34,200 in 
seven-performance split. 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (D) (Vic¬ 
tor Jory). Totaled over $15,000 in 
six performances, as follows: sin¬ 
gle, Monday (28), Civic Aud., San 
Bernardino, Cal.; single, Tuesday 
(29). Aud., Long Beach, Cal.; two, 
Wednesday-Thursday (30-1), Russ 
Aud., San Diego; single, Friday (2), 
Granada, Santa Barbara; single, 
Saturday <3>, Roosevelt H. S., 
Fresno. Previous week, $8,600 in 
five-performance split. 

Damn Yankees (MC). Totaled 
$38,300 in seven performances, as 
follows: three, Monday-Tuesday 
(28-29), Munic. Aud., Tulsa, $9,000; 
four, Thursd'iy-Saturday (1-3), 
Aud., Denver, $29,300. Previous 

week, $29,000 in seven-perform¬ 
ance split. - . 

Happiest Millionaire (C). (Walter 
Pidgeon). Totaled $18,200 in seven 
performances,.: as follows: three, 
Monday-Wednesday (28-30), State 
Fair Music Hall, Dallas, $6,400; 
four, Thursday-Saturday (1-3), 
Music Hall, Houston, $11,800. Pre¬ 
vious week, $21,900 at Civic ,Thea¬ 
tre. New Orleans. 

No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.) 
(C). Totaled $13,400 in three per¬ 
formances, as follows: two, Mon¬ 
day-Tuesday (28-29), International 
Cinema, Vancouver, $10,400; single, 
Saturday (3), Stampede Corral, 
Calgary/ Alta., $3,000. Previous 
week. $31,700; at Moore Theatre, 
Seattle. 

Touring Shows 
(May 5-18) 

Auntla Mam* (Natl Co.)—Lyceum. 
MpU. <*-10); Victory. K.C. (lZ-17). 

Ayntf* Mama (2d Natl Co.)—Jaffa 
Mosque. Altoona(3); Municipal Aud.. 
Charleston, W. Va. (7); Municipal Aud.. 
Canton (8); Paramount. Toledo (9-10): 
Regent. Grand RaDida 02-13); Memorial 
Aud.. Dayton (14-18). 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof—Geary. S.F, 
(3-17). ‘ 

Damn Yankaaa—Municipal Aud.. Okla¬ 
homa City (5-8); Forum. Wichita (7); Aud.. 
Topeka (8); Paramount, Omaha (9-10, 
closes). 

Dlarir bt Ann* Frank—Wilbur. Bostqn 
(5-ld): BushneU And.. Hartford (12-13); 
PUvhouse. Wilmington (14-17).' 

Happlast Milt Iona Ira—Robinson Aud., 
Little Rock (5-6); Convention Hall. Tulsa 
(7-8); McMahon. Lawton, Okla. (9): Munici¬ 
pal .Aud., Oklahoma City (10); Aud.. 
Memphis (12-13): Tennessee. Nashville 
(14^15): Tower, Atlanta (18-17). 

Lon* Day's Jaumay Into Night—BilU 
more. L:A. .(5-17). 

Marcel Marcaau—Hanna, Clere. (3-10); 
American,. SL L. (11-17); 

Most Happy Falla—Curran, S.F. (3-17): 
My Fair Lady—Shubert, Chi (3-17). 
Na Tima far Sargoanta (N.Y. Co.)— 

Jubilee Aud.. Edmonton. Alberta (5-6); 
Playhouse. Winnipeg. Manitoba (9-10); 
Denfield Aud.. Dnluth, Minn. (12): Mayo 
Civic And., Rochester (13): Veterans 
Memorial Aud., Cedar Rapids (14); Coro¬ 
nado. Rockford, HI. (15): Wisconsin Unroii 
Theatre, Madison <17-18). 

Tunnel of."Lova (Coast Co.)—Hartford. 
L.A. (3-17). 

Visit to a Small Flanat—American. St. 
L. (5-10); Paramount. Omaha (12-13>; Aud., 
Denver (15-17V 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates} 

LONDON 
Any Other Jii/Westminster (4-10-58). 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune fl-24-57;. 
Bolls Ringing, CoUaeum (11-14-57). 
Brass Butterfly, Strand (4-17-58). 
Breath #f Spring, Cambridge (3-28-58). 
Soy Frtantf, Wyndbam a flS-1-53) 
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-36) 
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, Comedy. (1-3058) 
•Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (8-5-37). 
Dinner With Family, N*W 02-10 57). 
-Dual of Angels, Apollo (4-24-58). 
Express* Bongo, Savillo (4-23-58). 
Flowering Cherry, Hayaaarket 01-21-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (B-B-ST). 
Grab M# a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-36) 
teaman Comoth, Wint. Gard. (3-29-58), 
Lysistrata, York's (2-18-58). 
Mousetrap. Ambassadors m-SW’) 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lana (4-30-58). 
New Crazy Gang, Vie. PaL q2-18-56). 
Hot Jn tho Book, Criterion (4-2^58). 
Plalsirs Do Faria. Wales (4-20-57). 
Rap* of Balt, Pleadllly (12-12-m 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar LUto a Dave, Phoenix (9-25-57). 
Salad Days, VaudeyiDo (8-3-36). 
•Shard My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57). 
Simple Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-38). 
Something t# Hid#, St. Mart (4-29-58). 
•Touch of Sun, Princes (1-31-58). 
Tunnel of Lovo, Majesty's (12-3-57). 
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-56). 
•Transferred. 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Moscow Arts, Sadler's (5-15-38). 
Variation on Them*. Globe (5-8t58): 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
Potting Shod, (Mob* (2-3-58). 

: Bard’t Birthday? 
London, May 6. 

The Mayors of London’s 28 
boroughs Were invited to the 
Old. Vic recently (April 25) to 
celebrate Shakespeare’s birth¬ 
day. After the performance 
of “Twelfth. Night" they were 
entertained at an informal re¬ 
ception by the governors and 
directors of the theatre. 

The civic night was arranged 
to express appreciation for the 
support the people of London. 
had given to the theatre. Be¬ 
tween 60% and. 70% Of the 
audience for. the Five Year 
Folio Plan, which began in: 
1953, came from the London 
boroughs. 

JAPAN REVIVES OLD 
THEATRE PARTY PLAN 

Tokyo, April 29. 
Block booking, an ancient prac¬ 

tice in Japan. is on the rise anew 
with the festive cherry blossom 
season: arid theatres are relieving 
the hot spring resorts of mass 
meandering. Whereas companies 
here in the past invited guests to 
resorts for the soft Sell, paths are 
shifting to both legit and motion 
picture: theatres because of cheap¬ 
er rates. 

Parties of tourists from overseas 
are also filling theatres in groups 
that are sometimes so large <40 - 
000) that It takes a week or 10 days 
to run them through the theatre. 
Of about 70,000 who saw perform¬ 
ances at the; Shimbashi Embujo 
Theatre in March, it is estimated, 
that from 25,000 to 30,000 were 
admitted en masse. Groups com¬ 
prised 29% of patrons to this house 
in March, 1956; 31% in March, 
1957, and 40% last' month.. 

Some, theatres are being booked 
so far ahead by groups that they 
have declared a halt for the time 
being. Group guests are notorious 
for littering theatres with foodstuff 
and refuse and for bringing noisy , 
young . children. Some theatres 
have installed nursery' services and 
restaurants to help clear the aisles. 

B way Dives; ‘Ffcstkom’ $15,7(19 (t), 

‘Captain’ $SSM ‘Jamaica’ $45^( 

Bam ‘Sergeants’ $16,700 
For 4th Wk., Paper Mill 

. ' Robert Weiner’s strawhat-tour- 
I ing production of “No Time for 
‘ Sergeants’’; grossed a strong $16,- 
700 in its fourth frame at the Paper 
Mill Playhouse, Milbum, N.J., last 
week. 

The comedy continues at .the 
spot through next week. 

Met Goes Clean in Atlanta 
Atlanta, May 6, 

Metropolitan Opera closed out a 
four^day, five performance,: stand 
Saturday (3) with performance of 
“Madame Butterfly.’’ All five 
shows (“Eugene Qnegtn,’’ “Aida,” 
“Rosenkavalier,” “Faust" and 
“Butterfly*’) were sellouts. 

Patrons paid $5.70 top at 4,400- 
seat Fox Theatre. 

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS 
OFF-BROADWAY 

Flayboy WOW'D World. Tara (3-8-58).. 
Elactra, Jan Hus (5-9r58). 
Shaw Sartos; Downtown (5-12-58). 
Judge, Theatre Marquee (3-13-58). 
Comic Strip; Barbazon Plaza (5-14-58). 
Sat. Night KM, Provlncetown (S-IS-'W). 
Mandragolb, 4th St. (5-28-58). 
Ulysses, Rooftop Cwk. 6-2-58). 

The recent Variety story about- the financial setup pf the Broadway 
production of “Auntie Mame’’ contained two inaccuracies. Greer Gar- 
son, who succeeded Rosalind Russell as star, of the show last January, 
gets 12V£% pf the gross, hot 10% as stated. Also, Miss Russell’s 13.43% 
share of the profits did not terminate when she withdrew from the 
Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee dramatization of the Patrick Dennis 
novel, but continues for the duration of the venture. That means that 
Miss Russell’s income from the show/has totaled about $420,000 to 
date as star and an investor (with a $37,500 stake). The story neglected 
to mention that Jack Small; who handles the. booking of Shubert: thea¬ 
tres in New York (and doubles as nominal house manager of the Shu¬ 
bert Theatre, N.Y.), also serves as general manager for producers 
Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr, at a salary of $100 a week. That in¬ 
dicates that Ben Stein, company manager, of “Mame," gets. $350 a week, 
as the auditor’s statement lists $450 for company and general manager 
under the weekly operating budget. Small’s dual capacity as Shubert 
theatre booker, and Fryer & Carr g.m. is especially interesting since 
the sharing terms for “Mame" give a straight 30% of the gross to the 
Shuberts for the Broadhurst Theatre, where the comedy is current. 
That's an unusually stiff percentage for a major-grossing straight play. 

The major point of the original Variety story was that for its first 
68 weeks; on Broadway, through last March 29/ “Mame” grossed ap- 

! proximately $3,100,000 and earned only $375;097.36 profit, including 
‘ $124,740 income from the sale of the screen rights, $57,005.07 royalty 
from the touring production/ $2,000 souvenir program royalites and 
$207 royalty from a stock presentation hi Honolulu. Thus, the 
profit on the New York operation was only $191,745.29 for the 68 weeks, 
or an average of $2,819 profit a week on $45,600 average gross. 

The seasonal decline has ap¬ 
parently started on Broadway. 
That’s indicated by the falloff In 
business last week, with receipts 
dropping substantially for all but 
the powerhouse entries. 

There were 24 Main Stem en¬ 
tries/of which seven were sellouts. 
Those included “Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs," “Look Homeward,: 
Angel," “Music Man,” “My Fair] 
Lady," “Say, Darling," “Sunrise at 
Campobello" and “Two for the 
Seesaw.” 

The opening of “The Visit” last 
Monday (5) marked the windup of 
new’ entries for the season. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal -Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- 
etta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through, 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher, is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are Tiet 
i.e., exclusive of taxes, 

Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) 
(73d wk; 573 p> ($6.90; 1,214; $46;- 
500) (Greer Garson). Previous 
week, $44,000; last week, around 
$41,500. Miss Garson withdraws 
from the cast at the expiration of 
her contract May 31, with Beatrice 
Lillie taking over the title role 
June 2 for the remaining four 
weeks of the shoe's Broadway run. 
Miss Lillie is scheduled to repeat 
the assignment in a London pro¬ 
duction next fall. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(75th wk; 596 p) ($8.05; 1;453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $54,900; last week, nearly 
$51,700, Performances Vill be sus¬ 
pended July 21-Aug. 9. 

Blue Denim, Playhouse (D) (10th 
wk; 76 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 996; $31,- 
500). Previous week, $19,500; last 
w'eek, over $18,000. 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box (D) (22d wk; 172 p) 
$5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Previ¬ 
ous week, $32,600, with parties; last 
week, over $31,500, with parties. 

Entertainer, Royale (CD) (12th 
wk; 89 p) ($7.50; 1.050; $43^00) 
(Laurence Olivier). Previous week, 
$31,800 on twofers; last week, over 
$27,800 on twofers. Closes next 
Saturday (10>. 

Fair Game, Longacre (C) (26th 
wk; 209 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- 
000) (Sara Leyene). Previous week, 
$15,200; last week, over $13,900, 
Closes next Saturday (10). . 

Firstborn, Coronet (D> (1st wk; 6 
p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,040) (Katherine 
Cornell). Opened last Wednesday 
(30) to four affirmative notices 
(Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson, 
Times; Coleman, Mirror; McClain, 
Journal-Amerkan) and three nega¬ 
tive (Chapman, News; Kerr, Her¬ 
ald Tribune; Watts, Post); nearly 
$15,700 for first six performances.] 
Closing has . been advanced one 
week to . May 31 to permit ar June 
5 shipment of the physical produc¬ 
tion to Israel. 

Jamaica. Imperial (MC) (27th wk; 
212 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000> (Lena 
Horne, Ricardo Mcmtalban). Previ¬ 
ous Week, $47,500; last week, ovCr 
$45,000. Performances will be sua- j 
pended June 30-Aug. 9. 

Jane Eyre, Belasco (D) (1st wk; 
4 p) $5.75; 1,037; $31,582). Opened 
last Thursday (1) to three favorable 
reviews (Chapman, News/ Coleman, 
Mirror; McClain, Journal-Ameri- 
can) and jour unfavorable (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times; 
Kerr. Herald Tribune; Watts, Post); 
over $4,000 for first four perform¬ 
ances. 

Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (77th 
wk; 612 p) (8.05; 1,614; $58,100). 
Previous week. $42,200 on twofers; 
last week, over $38,300 on twofers. 

Look Back in Anger, Golden (D) 
(31st wk; 247 p) ($5.75; 800; $25,- 
152). Previous week, $12,900; last 
week, almost $11,800. 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ 
more (D) (23d wk; 180 p) ($6.90; 
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins)! 
Previous week, $41^00; last week, 
nearly $41,000. i 

Music Mari, Majestic, (MC) (20th 
Wk; 156 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658) 
(Robert Preston). Previous week, 
$69,400; last week, same. 

My Fair Lady, Hellihger (MC) 
(112th wk; 891 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$68,210). Steady at $69,200. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. <MD) 
(51st wk; 407 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1,297; 
$59,085) (Thelma Ritter). Previous 
week, $37,000 on' twofers; last 

week, over $33,000 on twofers, - 
Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) (13th 

Wk; 103 p) ($8.35-$9.20; l,33i; $60,- 
000). Previous week, $58,400^ with 
parties; last week, nearly $55,800 
With parties. 

■ Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (30th Wk; 236 p) ($5,75-$6.25; 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter. Ustinov). 
Previous week, $24,600; last week 
almost $20,000, 

Say, Darling, ANTA (MC) (5th 
wk; 36 p) ($7.50; 1,185; $50,460) 
(David Wayne, Vivian Blaine). 
Previous week, $49,100, with par¬ 
ties; last week, nearly $49,300, with 
parties. 

Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) 
(14th wk; 108 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36,- 
000) • (Ralph Bellamy). Previous 
week. $36,200; last week,-Over $35,- 
600, with- parties. 

Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 
(25th wk; 199 p) ($9.60; 948; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Bur¬ 
ton). Previous week, $33,50Q; last 
week, over $28,200. Closes June 
28. 

Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(16th wk; 124 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,- 
700) (Henry Fonda). Previous 
week, $32,000; last. week, nearly 
$32,100. 
. West Side.Story, . Winter Garden 
(MD) (32d wk; 252 p) ($8.05; 1,404; 
$63^03). Previous week, $50,000; 
last week, almost $45,600. 

. Who Was That Lady 1 Saw Yon 
With? Beck (C) (9th wk; 72 p. 
($6.90; 1,280; $47,000) (Peter Lind 
Hayes,' Mary - Healy). Previous 
week, $39,800; last: week, over $36,- 
100. 

Miscellaneous • 
Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde, 

Phoenix (C) (1st wk; 8 p) ($4.60: 
1.150; $29,382). Last Week; around 
$8,000 for French-language presen¬ 
tation of Moliere’s : “Le Malado 
Imaginaire," the first offering in 
the company’s two-week stand at 
the house. This week’s closing en-. 
try is a bill of three Moliere one- 
act ers. 

riAuul I.asi Dub 

Rope Dancers, Miller’s CD) (24th 
wk; 189 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 994; $27.- . 
1850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬ 
ney). Previous week, $13,800 on 
twofers; last week, over $15,100 on 
twofers. Closed last Saturday (3) 
at an approximate $40,000 deficit 
o>n its $70,000 investment. 

Opening This Week 
Visit, Lunt-Fontanhe (D) ($8.50; 

1.402; $52,100) (Alfred Lunt, Lynn 
Fontanne). Producere Theatre pre- 
sentation , of Maurice Valency’s 
adaptation of a play by Friedrich 
Duerrenmatt; opened a limited 
nine-week run. last Monday night 
(5) tp five favorable reviews (Aston, 
World-Telegram/ Atkinson, Times; 
Chapman, News; Kerr, Herald 
Tribune; Watts, Post), one yes-ne 
(McClain. Journal-Amerlcan) and 
one unfavorable (Coleman, Mirror). 
Grossed’nearly $23,500 last week 
on five previews. * 

Off-Broadway Shows 
Ardele, Cricket (4-8-58). 
Blood Wedding, Actors- Play¬ 

house (3-31-58). 
Bonds of Interest, Sheridan Sol 

(5-6-58). . ^ 
' Bey Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25- 
58). 

Children of Darkness, Circle In 
the Square (2-28-58). 

Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58). 
Dark of the Moon, Carnegie May- 

house (2-26-58); closes next Satur¬ 
day (10).' 

Enchanted/ Renata (4-22-58). 
Evening of Katherine Mansfield, 

Royal (5-6-58). 
Garden District, York (1-7-58); 

closes May 25. 
Sign of Winter, Theatre 74 (5-7- 

58). 
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-25- 

55). 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

One Act Musicals, Sullivan St. (4-. 
23-58). 

‘Annie’ Opening Summer 
At Toronto's New Tent 

. Toronto, May 6. 
“Annie Get Your Gun” will be 

the opening show. June 23-July 5, 
for the first summer season at the 
2,000-seat jent-show at the Dixie 
shopping centre outside -Toronto* 
according to Lewis T. Fisher and 
Kenneth Gill, co-producers of 
Music Fair Ltd. 

The. other fortnightly engage¬ 
ments. scheduled in order, ere 
“Silk Stockings,” “Song of Nor¬ 
way,’’ “Happy Hunting,” “Okla¬ 
homa" and "The BoysJ?ripiid." 
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RATES CRITICS’ PLAUDITS! 
“Gisele MacKenzie as Mrs. Anna. . . is at once 
strong and charming iii the role. She has the 
asperity and tartness to 'make Mrs. Anna a live 
character ... she also has the vitality and resource¬ 
fulness . . . marshalls her skills well . . . sings the 
songs in splendid fashion with an affecting touch 
of tenderness.*’ 

‘‘There is Gisele MacKenzie to bring Celtic charm to 
the role of the crusading Anna; to look piquantly 
beautiful, to sing warmly to young lovers, wherever 
they-, are.” 

- LOS ANGELES EXAMINER 

“Gisele Mackenzie’s performance most assuredly will be 
compared with the now-classic original . . her warmth 
makes of Anna a tender, loving woman capable of the 
deepest feeling.... vocally, she is excellent; and thea 
trically, she is bright and breezy 

“Gisele MacKenzie gave a moving performance. In 
addition, she sang the lovely melodies of a distin 

^guished score with great feeling. Emotionally, she 
gave "fully to every number.” 

- LA. HERALD & EXPRESS 

“Gisele MacKenzie played the schoolteacher with 
unusual perception . . ; endowed her role with 
becoming finesse. Her singing is among the 
highlights of this spectacular production. 

- HOLLYWOOD CITIZEN-NEWS 

“Gisele MacKenzie triumphantly portrays 
the strong-minded English schoolteacher 
. ...'-she has a mellow, warm, style 

- LQS ANGELES MIRROR-NEWS 

“Gisele MacKenzie gives a smooth 
performance . . . a most adept com 
edienne.” 

- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 

(Jisele Mac mnui TM Kto) And V 
LOS ANGELES CIVIC LIGHT OPERA ASSOCIATION 
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Le Malade Imaginaire 
Phoenix Theatre presentation of Le 

Theatre du Nouveau Monde revival of 
three-act comedy b.v Moliere. Staged by 
Jean Gascon; settings. Robert Preyost; 
music, ClOrmoht'Pepin. At-Phoenix Thea¬ 
tre. NY., April 29. ’58; $4.60 top. 

Guy Hoffmann 
Huguette Oligny 

Denyse Saint-Pitrre 
_ Denise Pelletier 
... George Groulx' 
, . Gaetan Labreche 
... .Jean-Louis Roux 
.... -Jean-Louis Paris 
.,Louise Pichette 
..Jean Gascon 
....... Victor Desy 

n.a.. Georges. Groulx 
In the Prolog 

Poliohmelle ,. Gabriel Gascon 
Doctor . .- Victor Desy 
Signer . ..... Jean-Paul Jeannotte 
Supernumeraries .... ..: Andre Gascon. 

Robert Prevost 
President of Medical Faculty • 

Gabriel Gascon 

Argan -- 
His Maid .......... 
Angelique ......... 
Beline .. 
Notary ............ 
Clear.te - 
Thomas Diafoirus... 
Physician -....... 
Louison 
Beralde - -.. 
Apothecary . 
Argan’s Physician 

On the basis of their revival of 
“Le Malade Imaginaire." which 
can be transplanted as "The Im¬ 
aginary Invalid” or ‘‘The Hypo¬ 
chondriac.’’ anybody interested iri 
IVIoliere. antic theatre or just some: 
roisterous fun would play it safe 
to have a look at the work: of L,e 
Theatre du Nouveau Monde, Mont¬ 
real’s contribution to the local 
spring season, briefly current at the 
Phoenix Theatre, N. Y. 

Though the company speaks in 
French, this need not discourage 
the non-French-speaking playgoer, 
A lucid plot summary is provided 
with the program, and although 
Moliere has been written of as an 
author whose penchant is for “hu¬ 
mor of the mind." the Canadians 
have seen to it. that slapstick has 
been judiciously mingled with the 
wit. ■' 

Probably to amuse the ground¬ 
lings of his day. Moliere devised a 
prologue, two interludes and an 
epilogue which are intended as 
comic commentary upon, and sup¬ 
plements to. the; play’s action. 
Either Moliere or the company 
have outwitted themselves here, 
for these harlequinades are essen¬ 
tially unfunny, tend to detract and 
distract from the point and pro¬ 
gress of the play, and in sheer en¬ 
tertainment value are inferior to 
the rest o fthe performance this 
company has devised. 

The star of the piece, although 
not so billed in this closely-knit 
company. Is Guy Hoffman, as the 
imaginary invalid. With pouting 

red cheeks, popping eyes, prepos¬ 
terous strutting and sagging draw¬ 
ers, he bowls through the long 
pivotal part with stalwart energy. 
As the housemaid who handles’this 
droll master with considerably less 
than kid gloves, Huguette Oligny 
literally rims, through the evening, 
bosom a-bounce, red hair flying, 
face alight with pleasure as she 
accents much of Moliere’s satire. 

Jean-Louis Roux, as a doltish 
young doctor and suitor, plays this 
eccentric role as a lark, constantly 
brushing back his straggling scare¬ 
crow wig with petulant gestures, 
letting saliva fly with every word 
as he affects a king-size lisp. . : 

Denyse Saint-Pierre as the hypo¬ 
chondriac’s blondly lovely daugh¬ 
ter, charming Louise Pichette as 
her kid sister, and George Groulx, 
in the dual stint of notary arid in¬ 
valid's alarmingly imagiriative phy¬ 
sician, all are very much in a spor¬ 
tive mood. Jean Gascon has dou¬ 
bled competently as acton and di¬ 
rector, and inside Robert Prevost’s 
inventively ; practical unit set he 
has. staged a performance that, 
chortles and slambangs. Geor, 

6th Norway Fetsival To 
Open in Bergen May 30 

Bergen, Norway, April 29.. 
Sixth International Festival will 

be staged here May 30 to June 15. 
Drama content has been widened 
considerably. Normal practice, has 
been to stage only, two plays, one 
by Ibsen (who was manager of the 
Bergen Theatre for several years) 
and the other by Ludwig Holberg. 
Repertoire will include, in addition 
to Ibsen’s “Lady Inger of Ostraat," 
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” 
guest performances of “Oedipus 
Rex’* (by the Norwegian Theatre 
company of Oslo) and of “Happy 
Election," by Nils Jjaer, by the 
National Theatre of Oslo. 

Plans are afoot to make the legit 
section of this northern junket 
more representative International¬ 
ly. Roots, however, will still be 
intrinsically native, with daily con¬ 
certs at Greig’s church at Fana 
capturing the spirit Of ye olde Nor-, 
way. . .' ': 

T. Clones’Fall Tour 
“Mask and Gown," the T. C. 

Jones revue which will play a 
strawhat tour opening June 2 at 
the Bucks County Playhouse, New 
Hope, Pa., is also being scheduled 
by producer Leonard Sillman for 
a regular road tour in the falh 

As a break-iri for his Broadway 
appearance last fall, Jones played 
the Bucks barn, getting raves in 
the. local press and from the critics 
frrnn nearby Philly, arid he played 
to turnaway business. Ori the basis 
of advance interest in the forth¬ 
coming repeat engagement, Bucks 
manager Michael Ellis has already 
scheduled two extra matiriees. 

FT WORTH WILL HAVE 
500G MUSICAL ARENA 

Ft. Worth, May 6. 
A theatre-in-the-round will open 

July 7 at the new Casa Manana 
here. The operation is located in 
a $500,000 aluminum-domed, air- 
conditioned building. Promoted 
arid coordinated by the Ft. Worth 
Opera Assn., the theatre will be 
run by a non-profit corporation. 

Besides the theatre, the building 
includes rehearsal areas and busi¬ 
ness offices, while, its facilities are 
also adaptable for films, exhibits, 
dances and banquets. Profits from 
the summer presentations at the 
house will be iised to create a fund 
for Ft. Worth Art Council use in 
support of. . the city’s. Symphony 
arch and opera and ballet com¬ 
panies. 

James H. Snowden, president of 
the local. Opera Assrt., is dittoing 
on the legit venture, while Melvin 
Daciis is general manager of both 
operations. Michael Pollock, artis¬ 
tic administrator for the New York 
City Center Opera Co., is exec di¬ 
rector of Casa Mariana. He will 
also be the. N.Y. casting rep. 

The initial season, skedded to 
run 10 weeks, will take in five mu¬ 
sicals, each running a fortnight, 
the opening show will be “Can- 
Can," with the balance of the line¬ 
up comprising “Carousel," “pajama 
Game," “Merry Widow” and “Call 
Me Madam." < 

.Although not a cariv^stop, the 
spot is a inember of the Musical 
Arena Theatres Assn. 
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Dublin, May 6. 
International Theatre Festival, planned for spring , of this year 

and postponed until fall, has now been abandoned following with¬ 
drawal of support by Irish Tourist Board. 

Row started when Sean O’Casey withdrew his play “The Drums 
of Father Ned” after refusing to permit changes; this was followed 
by Festival Council dropping Alan McClelland’s dramatization of 
James Joyce’s “Ulysses," and this touched off Samuel Beckett's 
withdrawal of his three mime plays. 

With main props gone Festival was postponed until indefinite 
date in fall, but at meeting last week between Festival Council 
and Bord Failte (Tourist Board) it was announced that the project 
had been dropped “for this year." 

A Swim in the Sea. 
Palm Beach, April 28. 

Frank J. Hale Ac.Paul Crabtree presenta¬ 
tion of Robert E. Griffith & Harold S. 
Prince (with Shirley Ayers), production of 
three-act comedy-drama hy Jess Gregg.: 
Staged by Elliot Silversteiri; scenery, 
James Riley. Stars Peggy Wood; features 
Carol . Stone. Inga Swenson. George Pep- 
pard. Paula Bauersmith. Lucy Prentis. At 
Royal Pomciaha Playhouse, Palm Beach. 
April 28. *58. 
Mrs. Kitteridge ... . ........ Peggy Wood 
Swart Petry  . Carol Stone 
Durste Petry ..Paula.BauersnUth 
Amy Kitteridge ......... Inga = Swenson 
Frank Kitteridge .. „,... George Peppard 
Janet McCabe Lucy Prentis 

After a season notable more for 
social brilliance than theatrical 
distinction, Frank J; Hale and Paul 

j Crabtree have presented a real hit 
prospect at their Royal Poinciana 
Playhouse here. The show is get¬ 
ting an additional tryout following 
Its break-in last week at the Annie 
Russelr Theatre at. Rolllins Col¬ 
lege, Winter Park. The play, titled 
“A Swim in the Sea," is; by Rollins 
playwright Jess Gregg. 

I Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. 
[Prince who have the option on the 
script with Shirley Ayers, widow 
of scene designer Lemuel Ayers, 
plan a Broadway production in the 
fall, probably after minor rewrites 
and general recasting. The show 
stacks up as a likely sleeper. 

Peggy Wood, chiefly known . in 
recent years as the motherly hero¬ 
ine of the “Mama-* television se¬ 
ries, is starred here in a somewhat 
sinisterly maternal role; the decep¬ 
tively gentle woman who rules her; 
children by seeming helplessness. 
She has made spinsters of her two 
daughters by a previous- marriaage, | 

and would do the same for her 
youngest child, a 25-year-old girl 
whom she has swathed in pro¬ 
tectiveness and enslaved . with- 
feigned iUriess. 

The conflict occurs with the re¬ 
turn of the only son, a.self-reliant 
young mail who, as a child, was 
torn from the matriarchal domina¬ 
tion, and was raised by his father. 
The young girl falls paassionately 
in love with him, but he avoids an 
incestuous relationship, and in¬ 
spires her to take a figurative swim 
in the sea by striking out in life on 
her own. 

Miss Wood demonstrates her ver¬ 
satility by giving a persuasive per¬ 
formance as the consumirigly pos¬ 
sessive mother, while Carol Stone 
and Paula Baauersmith are con¬ 
vincing as the cowed older daugh¬ 
ters. Inga Swenson is attractive , as 
the intense younger sister, al¬ 
though her playing tends to start 
on too high a key to allow emo¬ 
tional development.. George Shep-. 
pard is effective in the key role of 
the catalyst son, and Lucy Prentis 
is appealing as the local girl with 
whom he falls in love, 

Elliot Silverstein’s direction is 
adroit. : 

Del Barns Set Openings 
Detroit, May 6. 

Music Circle Theatre will open 
Its season June 9 witfi’“Oklahoma," 

’ The other local strawhat, the 
Northland Playhouse, opens June 
16 with “The Reiriarkable Mr. 
Pennypacker," starring Burgess 
Meredith. 

“SYLVIA SIDNEY, PETITE AND ATTRACTIVE, SHINES LIKE ONE OF THE FOOTLIGHTS FACING 

HER ... THE LAUGHTER WAS OF THE SIDE-SPLITTING KIND.” ’ 

“GUTTERINGPRODUCTION...SOME OF THE MOST REMARKABLE SETTINGS WE’VE EVER SEEN.*’ 

Sctanocfacfy 

fo* DATES WRITE or wire, BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE 
A SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMNA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT • 113 WmI 57 f Hi* York 19, Ik Y. CAM I 
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Boston. May 6- ) two summer terms, the first of 
Strawhat theatres hereabouts which was a red ink fiasco and the 

are shifting policies from last sea- . second a recovery into the. black, 
son. Lee Falk, who runs the Bos-• Blackmer will star in the sea- 
ton Summer Theatre in. New Eng- .son’s ..bp\y, “Inherit the Wind,” 
land Mutual Hall, will abandon opening June 2. 
his ofT-Broadway policy of last sea-1 Jerry Rockwood is succeeding 
son. and return* to the star system.! Michael Ferrall. as director of Tent-: 
He is figuring “Long Day’s Jour-[ house Theatre in suburban High- 
riey Into Night.’’ with Fay Bainter;; land Park for the silo’s 11th $ea- 
“Holiday for Lovers.” with Don j son, beginning June 6. It’ll be the 
Ameche; ‘ Uncle Willie.” with first year since its inception that 
Menasha Skulnik; and “Visit to the. theatre will be without Fer- 
Small Planet,” for his upcoming rail, who recently purchased pro- 
Hub season. . i ducer Herb Roger’s winter play- 

Last season Falk did “Back to j house in Palm Springs, Cal.. 
Methuselah." with Celeste Holm; ‘Also absent this year will be 
“Potting Shed”; “Thieves Carni-1 Ferrall’s wife, Marian Walters, who 
val.” and “Volpone.’’ and called a.1 for a decade has been the Tent- 
halt in rnidseason when hit by the house lead.ng lady. BarnardKuihes 
Hub newspaper shutdown: , ; and Helen Stenborg are slated to 

South Shore Music Circus. Co-: return for eight weeks of the 14 
Lasset. opens its eight week sea-/ week season. 
son June 23 with “No Time for Rogers is planning 12 shows for 
Sergeants.” its first straight .play, i the terms, two of them to run 
after eight weeks of musicals: Rer; a ; fortnight and the rest, a week 
mainder of the lOwk season in- , each. The two-weekers will: be 
eludes two weeks of “Damn Yan- “Teahouse of the August Moon” 
kees.” June 30; “Guvs and Dolls.”,, and “No Time : for Sergeants.” j 
Julv 1*; “Happv Hunting,” Julv Other shows are . “Holiday for : 
21; “Farinv." July 28; “Where’s Lovers,”; “Mrs.. McThing,” “Sep-: 
Charley.” Aug. 11; “Most Happy arate Tables.” “Matchmaker,” 
Fella/* Aug. 18 “Diary of Anne Frank,” “Hole in 

Welleslev’s Group 20 Players'^ Head ” “Career ” .“Middle .of 
are doing' ‘‘Dear Liar.” the two ^e Night” and ‘ Potting,Shed, 
character Shavv-Mrs. Patrick Camp- • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ \ 
bell letter nlav. at. Kresge 'Audi-r larly Start at Jennerstown, Pa. 
torium in M.I.T., Cambridge; May1 The Mountain Playhouse, Jen- 
13-14. with Jerome Kiltv and Ca-: "erstwon, Fa., one pf tlie oddest 
vada Humphrey, The two-perform- .strawhats in the country,, is. getting 
ance engagement will be the. only ; ^early start again this summer, 
presentation of the show prior tol-V^O-week; season is scheduled to 
its national tour and Broadway Set underway tomorrow (Wed;,). 
run James. . Stoughton: continues as 

Group .20 Players will have its producer, with^ Charles Crain back 
regular season in the amphithe-Ias actor-director, 
atre on Wellesley College campus. / : ■■ ■ 1 

giddy a whirlpool of hysteria? he 
asked,: And the answer is provid¬ 
ed by the headline “It drops 
Shaw’s message—but what a mu¬ 
sical!’’ 

Felix Barker in the Evening 

Al Jones will be general man¬ 
ager for “The Other One,” which reiix Darner in .me D>eiiiii5 j j r,moo w 

thought it deserved tar bet-; 
ter than, .‘‘fulsome exaggerated 
superlatives.” It came near per¬ 
fection, - he opined. ‘.‘Is it* as good 
as they said it was?” That was 
the: . question. posed by Robert 
Wraight in his Star notice. The 
answer,. “Nothing this side of. . 
heaven could live up to all that; of ‘Jamiaca. 

Gardiner plan presenting on Broad¬ 
way next season. 

William Inge’s “Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs” has been published 
by Random House, 

wv.: Sherman Frank has succeeded 
of: Lehman Engel as musical director 

advance ballyhoo and this is defi¬ 
nitely this side of heaven.” 

on 

. Leonard Solbway is general man- 
: ager for the forthcoming off-Brqad- 
! Avay production of “Comic Strip.” 

■I Olga Michels has postponed her 
j contemplated Broadway production 
f of “Valentine's Terrace” until next 
I season. 

Caryl Hamburg, subscription 
i manager for the Phoenix Theatre, 
and legit pressagent Theodore 

Continued from pace 70 

•liiiie Evro 
ance,as Miss Bronte s now;old fash-; CoMsmith have set next Sunday 
loned hero, Edward Rochestei. that | fli> aS tllelr wedding date, 
there are stalwart attempts by j "Night Circus is the new tag for 
Blanche Turka as the grim house-1 Mic^j Gazzo-s piay, formerly 
keeper, Fran^Silvera as^a mystery - titled :.Dance; With the Baby.” It s 

scheduled for Broadway production 
by. Jay Julien. 

Meyer Davis, legit investor, or¬ 
chestra contractor and band leader, 
is continuing a busy batoning sked. 
He’ll front the orchs for the Friars 
Frolic at the Waldorf r Astoria 
Hotel, N.Y;, next Friday night (9! 
and the Lambs Gambol at the same 
hotel, the followihg night (Sat/'. 

Barbara Cook, currently appear-, 
ing in the / roadway production of 
“Music Man,” has signed with 
Urania Records to record an 
album of Dorothy Parker verse. 

Babies Anyone?” an English 

London ‘Lady’ Kenley Books Names . 
Toledo. May 6. . , . 

The Kenley Players will operate | " . • Continued.from page 71 

this summer at the W. D. Packard! giving his “verdict on the most 
Music Hall. Warren. O. : The j ballyhooed musical of the cen- 
group, headed by, John Kenley, is . tury,” thought it was a very good 
shifting from Dayton, where it • show, but “not the greatest mu- 
was active last year at the 2;500sical that ever was.” : He ended his 
seat Memorial Hall. The move fol-\ review, . “I came away from the 

ous visitor, Adelaide Klein as 
bibulous attendant, Francis Comp¬ 
ton as a gabby old retainer, Norah 
Howard as a fortune-hunting moth- 
ei, Jane White in the lurid bit role 
of the. demented Mrs. Rochester, 
Iola Lynn as a predatory snob, and 
a stage beginner,. British ingenue 
Jan Brooks,, in the title role. 

Ben Edwards has designed an or¬ 
nately old-world entrance hall set¬ 
ting with a. long winding staircase 
and . a large window' through which 
the melodramatic, fire scene is 
shown by. means of glowing fed 
lighting. Demetrios Vilan, Hart- j 

lows| the takeover pf the Dayton 
spot-bv a local producer. . 

Kenley r Whp presents his shows 
at a S2 top. plans to open June 10 
for a 12-week season at Warren, 
lie has a tentative agreeriient with 
the Packard trustees for a three-' 
year lease. with. an option for a 
two-year renewal. Kenley will 
rise a permanent Equity resident 
crompany of about 25 and will prob¬ 
ably bring in additional cast rriem- 

■= bers for musicals, of which six are 
planned. I 

The season will be evenly split; 
between tuners and straight plays, 
with each presentation running one 
week. The tentative production 
schedule includes Allan Jones in 
“Show Boat,” Henry Morgan in 
“Mr. Belvedere.” Jeanette Mac¬ 
Donald in “Song of . Norway,” 

. Frankie Laine in ‘‘Guys and Dolls,” 
Mae West In “Diamond LiT,” Doro¬ 
thy Lamour in. “Happy Hunting,” 
Dody Goodman in “Dulcie,” Car¬ 
mel Quinn in “Brigadoon,” Wair 
ter Pidgeon in “Happiest Million¬ 
aire” and Tallulah Bankhead In 
“Celia.” 

Two of the following four shows 
are also rated as possibilities by 
Kenley. They’re “Streetcar Nam¬ 
ed Desire,” with Diana Barrymore; 
“Girl Crazy,” Avith Lou Costello; 
“Moon Is Blue,” with Vera-Ellen, 
and “Can-Can,” with Denise Dar- 
cell and Jerry Colonna. 

Blackmer Solor Hinsdale 
Chicago, May 6. 

Actor Sidney Blackmer has 
bought out the interests of Fay 
Roope and Bob Gist in the. suburi 
ban Hinsdale Summer Theatre, 
and will operate the strawhatter 
himself this season. Roope and. 
Gist w'ere in the project the last 

cheers and the countless curtain 
calls feeling that even if not all 
the moments were magic, Britain 
would have been proud to create 
‘My Fair Lady’.” 

The Daily Herald revieAV, also 
spread over a half page, was head- 
ed ‘‘It. isn’t fair—it’s fabulous” and 
the critic, Harry Weaver, admitted 
the show was as big as all the 
ballyhoo.; “By George they did it, 
yes they did it. It was fabulous.” 
As far as he was concerned it ful¬ 
filled every extravagant promise. 

W. A. Darlington in the Daily 
Telegraph considered/ the. show 
good enough to stand up “even to^ 
the absurdly exaggerated advance 
publicity to which it had been sub¬ 
jected.” Alan Dent.; the News 
Chronicle reviewer, handed out 
bouquets, to Bernard Shaw, the 
principal members of the cast, to 
Cecil Beaton, Moss. Hart and Fred¬ 
erick LoeWe and Alan Jay Lerner 
for . their individual contributions 
to “one excited evening.” . 

The Times review began with 
the observation that it sounded 
tame to describe this triumphant 
American musical adaptation of an 
English classic comedy as a most 
enjoyable entertainment. “Yet,” 
the reviewer added, “that is ex¬ 
actly what it is, a beguilirigly 
graceful musical comedy with 
more wit and more pointed mock¬ 
ery of period social distinctions 
than we expect to. encounter in 
that. radiant world of sentimental 
fancy which has, as one of its chief 
centres, the stage, of Drury Lane.” 

Milton Shulmari, Evening Stand¬ 
ard reviewer, said “My Fair Lady” 
had beeri washed across the. At¬ 
lantic on a tidal wave of enthusi¬ 
asm large enough to swamp it. 
Could anything stay afloat in so 

ford’s house director at his Hunt- translation of a comedy by Norwe- 
ington Hartford Theatre in Holly-Ujan playwright Sverre Andrew 
wood, has staged, the show, having I * 
succeeded British director Peter 
Ashmore, who withdrew. Motley 
and Frank, Spencer provided the 
19th ' century costumes, and Leh¬ 
man . Engel arranged the back¬ 
ground music, 

Hartford, the A/ & P. stores heir 
and theatre OAvner, model agent, 
art patrori and (briefly) film pro¬ 
ducer,: .has/ been nurturing the 
“Jane Eyre” project for several 
years. It Avas originally supposed 
to have been a vehicle for his wife, 
actress Marjorie Steel, but for un¬ 
disclosed' reasons: she is not ap¬ 
pearing in it: 

With the adaptor supplyiiig the 
entire financing, the play has final¬ 
ly been done under the. sponsorship 
of Veteran Broadway producer 
Courtney Burr;. It . had a tryout 
tour several months ago under the 
title, “The Master of Thornfield,” 
with filiri star Errol Flynn in the 
title role. The deal reportedly 
advance/plus a: pre-rehearsal week¬ 
ly 1 retainer, and something like 
S5,000-$7,OG0 Aveekly salary. 

There Were . disagreements and 
various accusations between Hart¬ 
ford and Flynn, starting virtually 
from the beginning of rehearsals, 
and finally the. star walked out dur¬ 
ing the tryout tour, telling inter¬ 
viewers : that the play was impos¬ 
sible. The management thereupon 
brought charges against him with 
Actors Equity, using a surrepti¬ 
tiously-taken recording of a per¬ 
formance as evidence that the star 
was not following the script. 

John Emery, who had been hired ' 
as Flynn’s standbyv»took over the 
male lead for a week or so, but 
then the production was closed for 
revision arid; recasting. With the 
engagement' of Portman as stair, 
the play Was put on again for a 
brief tuneup tour and this Broad¬ 
way presentatioii. It’s been a long 
and- fantastically expehsive saga, 
and the climax is an evening of 
elaborate tedium. Hobe. 

JAMES STARBUCK 
CurrenHy "OH CAPTAIN'1 

On Broadway 

Craatad and Directed Musical Dancat 

Now Ir Barceleua. Spaiu, Rahaarsinq 

GRAND BALLET. MARQUIS DE CUEVAS, for Eurepaan Tour and 

SPECIAL APPEARANCE at “BRUSSEL'S FAIR” In Juno 

. Manag«m*nt 
TELIYI II O N A. R T I S T S C O RP. 

.527 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
Jack Bartall ' John Creanhut 
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The Par^ 
plans for a birthday party for the 
daughter^ . ... 

Elsa Manchester (Mrs. Laughton) 
brings an authentic and commend¬ 
able Cockney accent to her por¬ 
trayal of a blowsy, fussy, talkative 
woman with a shop across the 
street; Joyce Redman is too youth¬ 
ful as the matter-of-fact and attrac¬ 
tive wife and mother. . 

Anri Lynn show's promise as the 
daughter, clashing strongly with 
her boozy,, loquacious father. John 
Welsh does all that’s required as 
a. lodger . with crisp, sometimes 
comical sense of cerreWriess, arid 
Alber- •inriey’s young mail is suit¬ 
ably confused .rind eager, 

Laughton’s staging is excellent, 
the Reece Pemberton decor seems 
somewhat luxurious for a middle- 
class London home, and William 
Lorrairie’s lighting achieves desired 
effects,-'-. 

. Play is interesting if not stand¬ 
out theatre. On tuneup tour before 
London, it should be draw with 
marqdee name of Laughton fol¬ 
lowing his “Witness for Prosecu¬ 
tion” film click. Gord. 

Gran, is planned for New York pro¬ 
duction next fall by S. Steiner. 
Gran, incidentally, leaves N.Y. 
today (Wed.) for Oslo,where his 
latest play is scheduled to open 
soon. 

Fred Herbert has be f set as 
production stage manager for four 
entries planned for Broadway next 
fall by Frederick Brisson.arid The 
Playwrights Co. 

“The Hamlet of Stepney Green,” 
by English author Bernard Kops, 
has been annpuneed for fall pro¬ 
duction by Joe O’Brien ana Rhett 
Cone at their CricketTheritre, N.Y. 

The Actors Equity Integrated 
Showcase Production, originally 
planned, for presentation last Sunr 
day-Monday (4-5), has been post¬ 
poned until next Sept. 28-29. Those 
already set to w'ork on the project, 
which will be produced by Alexan¬ 
der H. Cohen, include John Effrat, 
overall stager; Milton Weintraub, 
labor consultant; Alex Barron, gen¬ 
eral manager, and Lois Roney, pro¬ 
duction assistarj. 
Canada Council. 

“Tall Stoiy” is the. new' title for 
the Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse 
adaptation of Howard Nemerov’s 
novel. “Homecoming Game,” Avhich 
Emmett Rogers plans presenting 
on Broadway next November. 

Producers Theritre has acquired 
Albert Beich and William, n: 
Wright’s “Maa‘in the Dog Suit” 
for Broadway production next sea¬ 
son, with Jessica Tandy and her 
husband, Hume Cronyn, repeating 
the roles they originated in a 
strawhat trj'out tour of the play 
last year. 

“The Unsinkable Mrs. Brown,” a 
new musical/with book by Richard 
Morris, is planned for Broadway 
production next season by the The¬ 
atre Guild and Dore Schary. A 
composer and lyricist have not yet 
been selected for the entry, which 
will be staged by Vincent J. Done- 
hue. * 

Alida Valli has been signed. to 
costar with Burgess Meredith and 
Charles Korvin in “Enrico. IV,” 
which William B. Duff and Tom H. 
Sand contemplate” presenting on 
Broadway next October. 

A Broadway production of Kitty 
Black’s adaptation of Fritz Hoch- 
walder’s “Public Prosecutor,” 
which was presented on tv recent¬ 
ly, is planned by the Theatre Guild. 

“Saturday Laughter” is the new 
tag for the musical adaptation of 
Peter Abrahain’s novel, “Mine 
Boy,” previously titled “The Man 
Beneath,” The tuner, with music 
by Duke Ellington, lyrics by Her¬ 
bert Martin and hook by Martin 
arid . Stephen Bates, is planned, for 
Broadw'riy production next fall by 
Christopher B. Manos and Arnold 
Margolin. Michael Howard v;ill 
direct. 

The Theatre Guild is contem¬ 
plating a Broadway production cf 
Orin Borsten’s “Fever of Live,” 
which was tried out last summer 
on the strawhat circuit. 

Martin Gabel and Henry Margo- 
lis have booked the National Thea¬ 
tre, N. Y., next October for their 
production of Harry Kurnitz’s 
“Once More With Feeling/’ which 
will costar Gabel’s wife, Arlene 
Francis, and Joseph Cotton. 

Helen Hayes rind Eric Portmah. 
both currently starring in separate 
plays on Broadway, have been set. 

to costar in Eugene O’Neill’s “A 
Touch of the Poet,” which the 
Producers Theatre plans opening 
at the Helen Hayes Theatre, N. Y., 
next Oct 2. It’ll mrirk Miss Hayes* 
first appearance at the house bear¬ 
ing her name. 

Franchot Tone and David Ross 
have dissolved their partnership in 
the planned Broadway presentation 
of “Rules of the Game.” Ditto for 
Tad Danielewski and Bilee Baum 
on the contemplated Broadway pro¬ 
duction of "“Three Against Time.” 
However, both Ross and Danielew¬ 
ski plan to go ahead with produc¬ 
tion plans on their respective 
properties. 

George Oslhrin is winding up 
three weeks in Chi as substitute 
company manager. of “My Fair 
Lady” while Joe Grossman vaca¬ 
tions. 

Overlooked in last week’s Variety 

obit on' George E. Curran, retired 
stage manager of the Mrijestic The¬ 
atre, Boston, was the frict that he 
had been a longtime member of 
the Massachusetts Governor’s 
Council.. 

Alexander S. Ince has acquired 
the U.S. rights to Felicieri Mar- 
ceau’s “L’Oeuf” (“The Egg”), new 
in its second year iri Paris. A 
Broadway production is planned for 
for the fall. 

Producer-author R» b e r t L. 
Joseph acquired two new proper¬ 
ties on a recent trip to Paris. He’s 
obtained the rights to. the 1946 
French film, “Les Enfarits du Para¬ 
dis.” and Pierre Bound’s novel, 
“Face of a Hero,” which he’ll also 
adapt. 

Sidney Poitier is scheduled to 
appear on Broadway next seasori in 
Philip Rose’s planned production 
pf Lorraine Hannsberry’s “A Raisin 
in the Sun,” which Lloyd Richards 
will direct. , 

Allen Boretz will write the book 
and lyrics for a musical based on * 
the life of Peter Freuchen, the late 
Danish explorer and author, who 
was nicknamed “the modern Vik¬ 
ing.” He’s purchased the rights to 
all the autobiographical material 
written by Freuchen; Boretz is 
also planning to produce and di¬ 
rect his play, “Ivory, Apes and Pea- . 
cocks,” for which he’s also writ¬ 
ten three songs. In addition, Bo¬ 
retz and John P. Murray are w ork¬ 
ing on the book arid lyrics to “On 
the House,” a musical version of 
their comedy, “Room Service.” 

Strawhat Season 
Continue<r froin Page 7i sa 

Rose Lee in “Happy Hunting,” Jane 
Kean and Johnnie Ray in “Kiss , 
Me Kate,” Mimi Benzell in “Song 
of Norway, Jeanette MacDonald 
in “Song of. Norway,” Frarilde 
Laine arid Fran Warren in “Guys 
and Dolls,” . Dorothy Collins in 
“Oklahoma,” Dolores Grey in “Can- 
Can,” Cab Calloway in “Porgy and 
Bess,’’ Nancy Walker in “Wonder¬ 
ful Town,” Helen Gallagher in 
Annie Get Your Gun,” and Harold 

Lang in “On the Town.” 
Also; Gretchen Wyler in “Silk . 

Stockings,” “Guys-’ and “Damn 
Yankees." Dorothy Lamour in 
“Hunting,” Kaye Ballard in 
“Town,” Allen Jones' in “Show 
Boat,” Vaughn Monroe in “Gentle- . 
men Prefer Blondes”; and Jan/ 
Clayton- in “Crirousel.” 

Another ; item slated for tent 
bookings is “Newcomers of 1928,^ 
a riitery revue starring Paul Whiter 
mail, Harry Richman. Rudy Vallee, 
Buster Keaton and Fifi Dorsay, The 
show will be booked by the Stage > 
& Arena Guild of America, which 
is also lining up tours for a num¬ 
ber of the other entries scheduled 
for the rustic region. 

SUMMER THEATRE 
FORWENT 

Modern, concrete constmction, 500 

«eoH, fnlly equipped, aconstieally 

perfect. Situated In well known 

vacation area. 80 mites front. New 

York Catering to aver 100,000. 

Visitors weekly during season. For 

particniars write 

lex V-4991, VARIETY, 

154 W. 46th St.. Now York 36. N.Y. 

FOR RENT 
AIR-CON DfTIONED, 252-8EAT 

RENATA THEATRE 

144 Bltecker St. (Greenwich Village) 
; N«w York • • 

Write or Coll OSCAR er’PICKY ZURER 
; * GR 7-4471 — QR 3-4243 * 
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Literati 

Yank ‘Guide Michelin' 
In the idiom of France’s “Guide 

Michelin" (pronounced “geed”) Si¬ 
mon & Schuster has brought out a 
$1 “Mobil Guide” which is just , as 
comprehensive a “a traveler's 
guide to .good food, lodging and 
sightseeing.” 

It coyers New Mexico, Texas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisi¬ 
ana, and is a good teeoff for what 
will probably become a series since 
these southwestern states are most 
remote from the average ken. It’s 
a Socony Mobil Oil Co. undertak¬ 
ing from research to project, un¬ 
der’ the S&S imprint, and is even 
more thorough in its coverage of 
news and information. than the 
French counterpart. Abel. 

Tiomkin’s Biog 
Film composer Dimitri Tiomkin 

has sold his biog for publication to 
Doubleday. 

His collaborator will be Prosper 
Buranelli, and manuscript will be 
completed in 10 days. 

Still After That Definition 
The Canadian government is 

probing to find an acceptable legal 
definition of “obscene” for use in 
considering bans on books, pic¬ 
tures, disks, magazines, others. 
Sparked by recent removal of a 
border ban on the book,, “Peyton 
Place,” the . investigation is ex-, 
pected to come up with a two-part 
definition, one to apply to materials 
considered lewd and indecent, the 
other for less obvious cases where 
court judgment would be called 
f on : 

"Peyton Place” was banned last 
autumn as obscene but appeal by 
publishers and distributors gained 
a federal Tariff Board reversal. In 
announcing iti 3-to-l ruling. Tariff 
Board indicated future decisions of 
this sort would have to come from 
the courts. 

advised them how to improve the 
content of their dailies, how. to en¬ 
list the interest of young people, 
how to improve community rela¬ 
tions and how to build advertising 
in, face of competition from other 
media.. 

that the popularity of the music 
would be played out inside a cou¬ 
ple of montlis. .Artists such as. 
Petula Clark, .Ronnie Hilton, Lita 
Roza, Jeahnie Carson, Billy Cotton, 
Jo Stafford, Gordon MacRae, Ted 
Heath and Rosemary Clooney, not 
to mention scores of comedians 
and other, performers, are all; hit¬ 
ting the public via disks, radio and 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK i 
♦ By Frank Scully 

Palm Spring, May 6. 
Palm Springs has become a body of sand completely surrounded by 

d_^_^_ benefits’ Not a week passes but what, the biggest biz of this Midway of 
tv "with ^the music at the "same j the; Mojave is a gaudily decorated Handout.' As a finale they staged an . 

CHATTER 
W, Richard Bruner, managing 

editor of Printers’ Ink, promoted 
to executive editor, according to 
editor Woodrow Wirsig’s announce- 
ment. 

: N. Y. Sunday Mirror columnist 
Harry Hershfield has been asked to 
do a Sunday mag feature for the 
magazine section and his first piece 
last week was on actors’ feuds. 

Harold'Rosenthal, Ni Y. Herald 
Tribune baseball scribe, will have 
lcoks.ee into the operations of the 
Boston Red Sox in a feature length 
piece in the . July issue of Elks 
Magazine. 
. Oscar Morgan, 79, owner-editor 
of the Reno, Nev., Gazette for years 
and the man who’s credited with 
coining the catchline, “The Biggest 
Little City in the World,” died 
April 29 in Santa Cruz, Gal, His 
Wife and. two. daughters survive. 

Henry Wolf; art director of Es¬ 
quire mag for the last six years, 
moves over to Harper’s Bazaar 
June 15. succeeding Alexy Brodo- 
vitch who resigned to become a 
freelance consultant, designer and 
teacher. 

The Massachusetts House has 
passed a bill to have the State Po¬ 
lice Criminal Information Bureau 
review books and other publica¬ 
tions for obscenity, Meanwhile an¬ 
other censorship bill is pending be¬ 
fore the Senate Committee on 

>Ways and Means. It would set up 
a commission to review publica-. 
tions. 

time. The question being asked all-week Desert Circus, in honor of Texas for the benefit of Palm Springs 
is: “Will the public be able to charities. One Texan named Ray Ryan even revived Glenn McCarthy 
stand the pace for long?” of Shamrock Hotel notoriety and planed around the Lone Star state 

Even if the popular iife of the ! drumming up pilgrims from oil wells and ranches to make the trip to 
songs is comparatively shortlived, California sand dune. .■-■■■' . . . ^ 4 _ . 
diskeries are expecting a fast fl'ow^ The: week began with a benefit for a church being built at Palm 
of cash into their kitties, and reC-;! Desert where Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crosby now live. It was an nil-star 
ord sales to exceed the seasonal!sll°w in-the Chi Chi Starlilc Room ai $17.50 a plate, autographs free, 
level. But with only one 78 rpn> 7>er Single was the emcee, with Phil Harris as his relief pitcher, and 
platter on the market—Vic Da-".he ran a smoother show than if he had been on ice. 
mone’s “On the Street Where You i If ever he tires of life among the Divot Set he can render no greater 
Live” for Philips—and the rest of public service than taking, over the. freeways around Los Angeles; for 
the disks on EP’s arid LP’s which the same skill that makes a talent overloaded benefit run smoothly, 
come into much higher price ' .especially one. with .slop-aiid-go. auctions between the acts, can untangle 
brackets, there’s a. shock in store i piled-up cars on the freeways. After alb they are both traffic prob- 
for the record companies. . ! lems. He collected $13,895 in cas» from gifts and at least another 10G 

Tomorrow (Wed V an EP cast- fi'°m the dinners anddrinks. Nc, bad for one night at an inn. 
irig 70c, as compared with the rior- j What Happens To The Overset? 
mal market price of between $1.50 • Now and then I have written about these charity shows but they 
and $1.90, will, be available tothe : '-usually land in the overset because Variety; too, has traffic problems, 
public. The : ' 
of the', show’s 
sold in conjunction _ _ 
Odhams Press publication, Woman, Inltery bill. His show featured Rosemary Clooney* Jose. Greco’s troupe, 
a weekly femme magazine. Com- j Phil Harris, Buddy. Coles' orch. The Amin Bros., Bobby Winters, Bud- 
pany behind this disk is Rainbow dy Lester and Bill Alexander’s band. 0 ’ 
Records, which recently began ^ Bing Crosby came on stage in white jacket, dark trousers and white 
marketing pliable plastic platters ■ shirt and black bow tie, and saiig “In A Little Spanish Town on a Night 
at 14c each. The “My Fair Lady” i Like This.” It was a lovely night and the song got such a warm hand 
record, has; however, been pressed' he. said if he thought the audience would be this good he would have 
on normal material. . j worn his hair. That got a laugh so lie-stretched the joke a bit and ex- 

Monty Lewis,, the Rainbow top- pla^ned that unfortunately he had ,sent the hair out for a crew cut. 
per; told Vamety that the tracks,j u u~r *I'“ *■ 

’Sin and Cinema’ 
Sections from advance chapters 

of Herman G. Weinberg’s forth¬ 
coming hook, “Sin and Cinema,” a 
study of movie morals, a fa cur¬ 
rently appearing in MD Medical 
News Magazine which has already 
published “The Evolution of the 
Screen Hero” and “The Evolution 
of the Screen Heroine” from Wein¬ 
berg’s hook. 

Forthcoming June issue of the 
magazine will run “Celluloid Nym¬ 
phomania.” • . 

Boston Herald’s Blast: 
The Boston Herald ih an edi¬ 

torial, “Too Many Censors,” panned 
the new rash of bills offered in the 
Massachusetts -legislature against 
obscene literature. . 

“Massachusetts has ■ perfectly: 
adequate laws against obscene lit¬ 
erature,” the editorial said. They 
go. about as far as it is possible to 
do without infringing upon the 
constitutional guarantees of free 
speech. Yet every year , new bills 
are offered in the Legislature to 
fill some supposed cranny in our 
wall of protection against the writ¬ 
ten word. It doesn’t make much 
sense ■. . .” 

Bemays’ Press Talk 
Edward L. Bernays, public rela¬ 

tions savant, spoke, at the National 
Newspaper Promotion Assn. an-, 
nual meeting yesterday (6) in 
Pittsburgh on “Public Relations 
for the American. Press.” . Bernays 
talked to publishers editors . and 
key leaders in the country, before 
delivering his remarks on the pub- 
lie ^relations problems of the press: 
and their solutions. He told the 
newspaper promotion men how 
they could refute the charges that 
th e. press is superficial, overwrit¬ 
ten and inclined to sensationalize, 
glamorize unworthy individuals, 
inadequate in news coverage, etc. 

He observed that readers still 
appear to believe that news in the 
press “is more frequently slanted, 
more frequently inaccurate than 
on radio or tv, even though news 
in the three media comes largely 
from the same sources.”: Bernays 

WIN AT GIN 
GIN RUMMY BOOK 

. Th, Oaly look of In KM 
Ever Offered to the Public 

ADVICE AND DISCUSSION OFi 
• ■ • mtwitlm play*. 

• Whonto'7^t'k • Ru,e,of 6,B Rummy- 
w 10 far. fin, -• • B«*Ie Gin Rummy. 

• Sp«ad af play. • Oklahama Gia 
• Arranpement of cards Rummy.. * 
eLuck.. • Hellywwd Gia 
• Partnarahlp pin. Rummy. 

Thlii. book l« net seld In stores. For 
your postpaid copy sand $3.00 to: 

MITCHELL. PUBLICATIONS 

>». w. 

‘Jane Eyre’ Cost 
. Continued from page. 71 

while Flynn was appearing as star. 
The tape, presented , to the un¬ 

ion as evidence against Flynn, 
backfired in that Equity is now 
demanding that the production pay 
the cast a . full week’s salary for 
making the recording. The union’s 
demand based on its regulations 
covering , recordings, is being op¬ 
posed on the stand that the tape 
was made specifically for use as 
evidence against Flynn.; ; 

Since the production’s. reopen¬ 
ing in Washington three; weeks ago, 
it’s incurred heavy weekly opera¬ 
ting losses. The take last week 
for its four performances at the 
Belasco Theatre, N.Y., . was:: only 
$4,000. On top of that, approxi¬ 
mately $9,000 was shelled out for 
full page ads last Monday (5) in 
the -N^Y. Times and N.Y. Herald 
Tribune; The cost includes me¬ 
chanical charges in making up the 
copy which was the same in both 
papers. 

An. unusual feature of the ad; 
was that it included quotes from 
educators in addition to excerpts 
from the N.Y. reviews, of which 
three were affirmative and four 
negative. According to the ad, 
more than 100 educators had been 
invited to: attend the play’s Broad¬ 
way preem. , 

It’s also been reported that Eric 
Portman, who now has the. star¬ 
ring role . originally played by 
Flynn, is guaranteed a minimum 
take of $50,000 for appearing, in 
the production.. Hartford, inci¬ 
dentally, is personally; financing 
the presentation. : 

London Queues Up 
continued from page 1 = 

scoop for commercial ty. At 30 
seconds past midnight the . strains 
of the “My Fair Lady” overture 
came over the air via Assoeiated- 
Rediffusion and the strictly en¬ 
forced ban Was ended. A sense 
of drama was injected- into the 
proceedings as a clock ticked off 
the. seconds left to go—it was al¬ 
most like the countdown / before a 
rocket launching. 

Actor Dirk Bogarde, who intro¬ 
duced the 25-minute program from 
his home, revealed that he was in’ 
on the planning of the original 
production, Which had taken pre¬ 
liminary shape at his home. 
Dancers mimed and terped to the 
music from the: Broadway LP 
and other records. The Alan Jay 
Lerner Frederick Loewe score had 
.finally broken the sound barrier. 

But first thing next morning 
there, were already . predictions 

featuring Evelyn . Sharp, Robert 
Back and Charles Peck,, had been 
bought from an American label. 
The magazine is claimed to have 
a circulation of somewhere around 
4,000,000 and. will supply its read¬ 
ers with the records by mail..Total 
price includes mailing. 

Lewis said that around $70,000 
has been spent on ty,. newspaper 
and other advertising: to launch 
the disk. He claimed that advance 
pressings by far exceed those of 
any other diskery. 

However,. the Philips LP looks 
set to hold onto the market lead 
with advance orders already ex¬ 
ceeding 100,000.. The: record V de¬ 
partments of the : Keith Prowse 
ticket brokers stores: had, by : 11 
a.m. on the day of i release, com¬ 
pletely unloaded their sticks of 
2,500. 

Performing Arts 
——. Continued from patge l——. 

ciplinary problems are practically 
non-existent . . . Interest, vitality, 
enthusiasm; arei intrinsic, overpow¬ 
ering end infectious.” 

Committee of parents. Which is 
leading the protest against Mayor. 
Wagner’s thumbs-down, say to en¬ 
gulf this exciting special" school in 
a. disinterested environment is a 
bum-rap against talent; as such, 
and robs the school- system of N.Y. 
of one of its own prides—some¬ 
thing which invariably impresses 
visitors from Europe. 

Continued from pace .71 sasss 

($8.90 for ‘The Visit”) . for the 
loges in the front of the mezzanine 
than on the lower floor ($6.90). 
Smoking is permitted in the mez-^ 
zanine, making this the only New ‘ 
York legit house offering such 

He met a lady just before the show who told him nqt to be nervous. 
With his hands in his pockets he certainly convinced the audience he^ 
wasn’t nervous; : But lie said she begged him. to be calm and lie tried* 
to convince her . that this was just another show of thousands to him 
and that he wasn’t nervous at .sill: “Well, in that case,” she asked him* 
“why. are you in the ladies’ room?” 

Between all the numbers Bing slipped in some smooth routines as 
auctioneer. He started out with a jewelled diamond cross donated by 
Andrea Leeds Howard which brought $1.0Qd in fast bids; Then he auc¬ 
tioned off a lot in the Silver Spur district where he now lives and that 
went to Eddie Silverman, the Chicago theatre owner who prophesied 
Bollywood would be a ghost town in six months, remember? 
. The money kept pouring in and Irwin Schulman. .owner of Chi Chi’s, 
Came .over: to his wife and whispered in her ear. She laughed and told 
us that he. thought the Catholics were smarter than the Jews. 

Bingo Went The Passenger! 
. Phil Harris took over for awhile, tried “Row, Row, Row,” but Buddy 
Cole’s, band topped him all the way. He then auctioned a pup-poodle 
which he described as “registered, pedigreed and perfumed.” Ray 
Ryan, who was on a buying spree ail night, got it. for $1,000.. A paint¬ 
ing by John Morris, of Bing as a clown,, sold for $1,525. After that Har¬ 
ris did the break-way shirt trick and finished on thec: story of the priest 
who was asked to rush to give the last rites to ah Irish Catholic. When 
he asked how they knew the man. was an Irish Catholic, he was told, 
“Well, Father, they found a bingo card in. his pocket.” 

This brought der Bingle back and not to be outdone he told the one 
about, the traveller who wanted to get off the train at 5:30 a.m. in Buf¬ 
falo. .The. guy woke up In Grand Central Station and was furious. He 
dragged the Pullman conductor off to report the outrage to the sta¬ 
tion-master, but the conductor was quite calm about it, said he was 
getting used to angry passengers. “The guy I threw off in Buffalo W'as 
just as mad,” he said. 

Location-Hunting 
Then Bing told the gag about the guy. who asked a cab driver to take 

him to Christ Church in New York, and was. dumped at St. Patrick’s 
Cathedral instead. The fare protested. “Well,” said the cabbie, “if He’s 
in town He!s In there.” 

He then introduced Jose Greco arid his Flamingo dancers, 14 in all, 
and they just about stole the show from their relaxed, charming hosft 
The smallest of the troupe had the most fire and vivacity. The husband 
of Gertrude Niesen told me he gave Greco a job in 1940 for $60 a week. 
Greco never forgot it. 
- After some more bids and fat checks Crosby tried another Irish tale. 
This one was about the old man who had worked 50 years in a lumber, 
yard. He decided his time was getting Shflrt he’d better get back to the 
sacraments. He confessed that every day when he quit work he would 
take home a little lumber. And over 50 years that amounted to a lot. 
The priest thought it was serious ..arid asked the old man if he’d ever 
made a retreat? The old guy lit up arid said, “No, Father, but if you 
get the plans I’ll get the lumber.”; 
. You must remember this was a benefit for a Catholic Church, and 
trade jokes-went over best 

. Crosby then introduced Bobby Winters, a juggler more nonchalant 
impossible than Bing himself and a very comical guy. He did a compii- 
^ated juggling trick blindfolded, then turned around so that the audi¬ 
ence criuld see that the blindfold had a big slifeifor his backstage eye. 

| : He dropped one of his props, took out a piece of paper and reread 
COTTwIamt-Fontahne Theatre wasith^V^TCtions^ He flubbed again, read the directioni more carefully, 

officially renamed last. Thursday | a"d then dld “ rl^ht* 
(1) at a ceremony attended by the 
stars, Alfred Lunt and. Lynri 
Fontanne (Mrs. Lifijt), with Helen 
Hayes presiding. The. house; built 
in 1910 by the late Charles Dill¬ 
ingham, was originally named the 
Globe; and played a. number of 
memorable • musical hits. In 1932, 

/however, it was acquired by the 
Brandts arid was used for pictures'. 

As an ironic. little aftermath of 
Monday night’s celebrity-packed 
premiere, Roger L. Stevens, who 
probably had iriort to do with the 
long and complicated deals by 
which the Lunt-Fontanne theatre 
was returned to legit, was ob¬ 
served walking along Broadway 
with his wife.. Both had obviously 
been to the show, of: which Stevens 

Crosby played the straight man in this act. For a finish Winters 
burned a hole in a borrowed handkerchief, went through a lot of rig- 
amarole, opened the handkerchief and there it had a hole in the mid¬ 
dle. He assured the aridience it had never happened before, whereupon 
the whole Orchestra stood up, each unfolding a handkerchief with a 
hole in the middle. 

Then the old Groaner brought on the creme de la creme, Rosemary 
Clooney. With blonde shiny hair and a polka-dotted dark dress fea¬ 
turing a harqm skirt, she sang six numbers solo and then teamed with 
the old blaster on two duets, one Of them being a beautiful rendition 
of “Give:Me Something To Remember You By.” 

It. was getting next to closing so he brought on the Amin Brothers, 
a pair. of Arabian acrobats who were featured at Chi Chi’s all weeicl 
Though it was nearly one o.’clOck their act got a tremendous hand. 

Buddy Lester came on to close the show and he was in fine form. In 
order to balance the gag budget a bit he told about a genie who asked 
a Jewish shopkeeper what , he wanted most. He said he wanted to take 
his wife arid kids to Grossinger’s for a week. The genie arranged it and 
said he Would take care of the store; The first customer who came in 
said, “Make me a chocolate soda.”. The genie said, “Okay, you are a 

is co-producer, and both were! chocolate soda.” 
formally, dressed; Despite his vast- Lester sang “Old Man River” in the manner of Peter Lind Hayes, 
financial and theatricad resources, [ He couldn’t very well do it in the manner of Bing Crosby because Cros- 
the rOaitor-producer was frownirig ‘ fiy had earlier imitated himself in the number flawlessly. Then Buddy 
just like any normal pedestrian as : did his duel with a trumpet player, and sang a song by Rodgers and 
he fumbled with a broken rirribrella iHart, (“Roy Rogers and William S. Hart”) “People Will Say We’re In . 
while escorting Mrs. Stevens ;aIong | Loye.” It went over so. well Lester askod the orchestra to give the au* 
the pavement through the rain. idience a big hand. 
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Broadway 
Gladys and Lionel Hampton 

shopping for a town house on the : in Sheraton. 

Quartet current at Getfrge Wein's 
Storyville. 

Erskine Caldwell in to plug 
God's Little Acre” at press party 

eastside. . ... 
Samuel Goldwyn Jr. in from the 

Coast to begin a two-month promo¬ 
tion tour for his newest produc¬ 
tion, “Proud Rebel.” 

Dick Richards readying 

.(COVent Carden ' 0135-6-7J 

, Merle Jones, prex of CBS sta- 
. _ the j tionSi in town for business huddles, 

shuttered Rickshaw for opening as; Stephen Boyd set for, Metro’s 
Black Angus. “Ben Hur” to be filmed in Rome, 

Phyl Doherty, WNAC-TV flack, I Harry Lee Danziger elected a di- 
-  —■... • , : setting baseball day. at Fenway for ; rector of the Gordon Hotel group: 

The Tom McKmghts , (EmelenSCr-ibe>S May 17. j Wolf Mankowitz angling, to do a 
Davis* back to the Coast-ana ms - ^i0iseyev ])ance Company from . stage musical With author Graham 
NBC-TYV chores following a t"0-- Moscow inked, for. two-day ..stand‘Greene, 
month European tour. . ... : at Boston Garden June 13-14. . 1: Prince Philip allotted the presi- 

Bernard M. Kamber, ad-pub ai- - Jerry Wald and Phillip Dunne in dential chair of the: British Film 
rector of Hecht-Hill-Lancaster off from Hollywood to o.o. Boston for. j Academy. 
to London on the promotion ot new 20th film, “The Big War,” to; American ; songstress Hadda 
“The Devil s Disciple, which be- ;be shothere. \ •• [Brooks due to double‘Society and 
gins shooting July 15.^ ! : Actors Workshop rehearsing for ; Stork'Rooms. 

Hollywood gag is that WW is chekhovV“The Cherry Orchard,” 
plugging for. Roberta she^fhe' to be, presented May 30-31 at Bos- 
cause he wants herto copie to the ton c^seryatory.. 
Tropicana. Las Vegas, \vhen Charles Munch, music director 
opens, tp help put-mmo\er. . ! Boston Symphony Orch, complet- 

Herberi Matthews of -the J. j irg programs for 1953 Berkshire 
Tunes editorial board Festival at Tanglewood. Lenox, 
in San Juan. Puerto Rico, for tw<> ! Julv 2-Aug; 10. 
icaoirc siui. interviewed .Juan Ra-\ . _ 

Kenneth L. Maidment upped to 
director and secretary of Columbia 
Pictures here, 

“Look Back in Anger” Will be 
filmed, by Associated-British and 
testing for the lead- roles has begun. 

Irdis Evans Has taken over from 
„U1T . Robin Douglas-Home as cocktail- 

weeks and interviewed ..Juan Ka-1 Hub’snewspaper row era ending j time .piano-caressfer at the Berkeley, 
mon Jiminez, Nobel prizewinner, f-,ith demolition of the defunct Tito Gobbi BOAC’d from Rome 

The Institute .of ; Intef"a^°na! Boston Post buildings and ..move for eight performances of ‘Don 
Education..-will hold a reception at . of Boston Globe to new $3,000,000 I Carios” at Covent Garden, starting 
its N.\; headquarters next Tuesday nlant in' Dorchester - 'i Fri. ■ (9). 
(X3r.for the XL S.,i? » L^ ^ AFTRA .and 
mittee on the Arts to the Secreta y • Screen Actors Guild set its anni 
°f State. .. M: AFTRA-SAG party for Sheraton 

Quite a_ few of tbe ^onven-- Plaza hotel Fri. - (9). with Howard 
last weex, ue- tioneers L.A., 

toured to Hawaii, Palm Springs and 
Nelson,: WEEI, committee chair- 

Las Vegas. and some doubled-back mar>* 
via a Lexington. (Ky.) stopoff for 
the Derby. , : « 

G. S. Eyssell, prex of Rockefeller 
Center Inc., named chairman of the 
retail and services unit for the 

Ramsay Ames 
-. ■. , , (Castellano Hilton; 57-22-00) 

surprise 

?rtong oorpora«oSCtin % - retS' P»>“ • his new.; chtper,, Glsnda- 

ani“Sts”oaldanhavctebeend EdwardK Silvana Painpariini recuping in 
D Stoneft coStte, fot Ghfse. as Barcelona, from recent appended 

erratumed in last week's Variety, ^my • • inked for role of 

New' York Authority, the Knott i Finance to roll four more pix after 

S^telTl&N TlKatiS I S • Ekberg- here.iccompahy- 
iirporf adlewild)*this (Wed.) after- S }** 
noon. Knott chain prexy W. E.; in to 
Dood has appointed Jack Hylaiid dancers Antonio and Ludmilla 

Pf the Chain'S BOteIi ^RaoSa Walsh in to prep •The 
Coby^Tee.^^tho tiny exotic dancer ' Sherifl .-of FracturedJayne 

now' appearing with Sam Levensen Mansfield-Kenneth More starrer, 
iu the Rhiera show in Las Vegas,! h” lpnwr1 here m 
has learned there that her parents 
are being held in Canton, Com¬ 
munist China. They were on a.visit 
there and taken prisoner. Miss 
Yee’s only communication is 
through friends in Hong Kong. 

John Roehurt, a regular Anni¬ 
versary. Number contributor to 
Variety but essentially a whodunit 
author, crime reporter, vidpix se¬ 
ries scripter and generally prolific 
gent with a typewriter, dedicated 
his latest. “The Climate of Hell” 
(Abelard - Schuman) . “for Abel 
'Green of Variety, a rational man.” | 

tn. <y). 
. Sergei Nblbandov’s Irish comedy, 

“She. Didn’t Say, No,” starring 
Eileen Herlie, :booked for Brussels 
World Filin fest.^ 
. Sidney Simone and *12 piece ork 
starts a three-months season at 
Park Avenue Hotel, Gottenburg, on 
June .1, with a !new' chirper, Liz 
Perry;-- • 

20th-Fox hosted a press party at 
Elstfbe when scribes w'ere flown by 
helicopter over the Chinese village 
set. built for “The; inn of. the Sixth 
Happiness.”.. ^. 

. Anthony Kimmins writing a hew 
“Smiley” story with a pricket back¬ 
ground to be shot in Australia this 
winter during the Australia-Eng- 
land test series. 

. Max Wall and Avril Angers to 
co-star in newr new Philip King— 
Falkland Carey comedy,. “The 
Gypsy Warned Me.”; The Charles 
Ross production.opens at Richmond 
on Monday (12). 

which will be lensed here and in 
nearby Guadaljara. 

By Dave Jampel 
(Press Club—27-0161) 

Michael Bergher. Columbia v.p. 
in charge of Far and Mid-East, re¬ 
turned to Tokyo base from U. S. 
visit. 

General manager L. Kachtiek of 
Czechoslovakia . Film Export and 
Import Corp. here for o.o. re possi¬ 
bility of opening exchange. 

--- .- --— . - , Doris Day reportedly due early 
Aside to author' Roeburt- from tne ; next year for Japanese role; in 
dedicatee: “a .rational nan—is that British picture, “Twilight in To- 
good? In show biz?” _. ! kyo,” to be distributed by Metro, 

Hotel St. Regis bossman Pierre, Osaka Film Fest visits of EurO- 
Bultinck corrects the VAripty pean gtars Daniel Gelin, • Heather 
story on how wrell Chevalier, Jane Sears, Jacqueline Sassard and 
Powell and Jl^^y T1?Hjan^e Tlave! Anouk Aimee scratched due to ill- 
been doing at the Waldorf, Plaza nesses and conflicting skeds. 
and Copa. as regards the state-1 Kaigai. Eiga topper Robert V. 
ment. The St. Regis Maisonette Perkins here to make two tv serials 
business , is somewhat down fronj including. “Tokvo Correspondent” 
last season at this time with BiU :for U : S mafket. If test prints are 
Hayes and Florence Henderson on 0.k>; fiiming will start in Septem- 
tap.” Bultinck states. “On the con- ber. 
trary, in the fir®t three .w-eeks of, prima^^ ballerina Maria Talichief 
their engagement .4 Hayes & Hen.der- df the;‘NeW; York City Ballet left 
son*, the business m Maisonette. for the Uv §. after performances 
exceeded that of last year. tin Osaka.. Company moved on to 

Sydney after wrapping -up 27 Japan 
shows. . .-., . 

Argos-Pathe Overseas is expect¬ 
ed to make cO-production here of 
“The Show. IS On.”. Films wall deal 
with postwar recovery and will be 

Sir Frank Scully tapped as gem ■ shot. in, Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
era! chairman of a $75,000 educa-.‘ with support from Daiei. 
tional fund raising stint. 1 ^- 

. With seasonal folding of South 
Sea Room. George Lainapau heads 
for the Hawaiian. Leong Beach. I By Gordon Irving 

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene .(Glasgow: Bearsden. 5566) 
Raymond raised, their steins fori Guy Mitchell skedded for week’s 
last Bavarian beer party at El vaude at dasgow Empire. ^ ; 
Mnrador : ; Stanley Baxter, Scot comedian, 

Abe Schiller, who hardlyever [nfrom Madeira and Paris vaca- 
wears town clothes any longer,'^Dn 
down from Las Vegas in his dude, Tomaiy steele in from Scandi- 

rarwV havia for one-nighter at Usher 
Quarter Horse Track, scheduled Hall Edinburgh ^ 

raUe rte aoigh1 I. Kenneth McRellaf, Scot tenor, 

Palm Springs 
By A. P. Scully 
(Tels Fa 4-1828) 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Foreign Press Club;, tel. 65 906) 

Harold Mirish expected here 
neXf ^0gj[4 

Monies Lewis here in between 
television stints for Britain’s 
Granada TV network. 

Rome may have a “ShowT Boat”- 
this summer, but music will only 
be for dancing and dining along 
the Tiber. 

Wolfe Gilberts and Abe Olmans 
doing the local rounds before plan¬ 
ing tb Tel. Aviv, then. Paris and 
hack to US by boat, 
Agnes Moorehead, many others: 

Jennings Lang here as part of 
his tour of MCA offices on Conti¬ 
nent. Then goes to Munich, Paris, 
London. 

Giiilietta Masina flew’ to Munich, 
where she picked up still another 
best actress award for her hus¬ 
band's pic, “Nights of Cahiria,” her 
second. German kudo in a row. 

Coluhiba Domingu.es, Mexican 
star, signed for “Brea, Love, and 
Andalusia” which gets under way 
here soon with Vittorio DeSica and 
Carmen Sevilla heading a large 
cast. 

Dame Edith Evans flew, back to 
London to start rehearsals ir 
“Henry VIII” with Old Vic Com 
pRnyi thanks to rearranged shoot¬ 
ing sked on her “The Nun’s Story” 
stint here under. Fred Zinnemann’s 
direction. 

Globe Filins International top¬ 
per Henry Lombroso back from 
Madrid confabs. His company has 
acquired an unusual number of 
“arty” pix following .success, of 

“Harp of Burma” in special re¬ 
lease. Outfit picked up France’s 
VUn Condamme a Mort s’est 
echappe,” “Ordet,” “Days of 
Wrath,” among others. 

Michelangelo Antonioni, prize- 
winning Italo director, set as second 
unit director, on “The Tempest,” 
Dirio. DeLaurentiis Production cur¬ 
rently on location near Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia.. Entire company re¬ 
cently made, the junket to the Yugo 
capital, where shooting lasts 
through May. Pic stars Van Heflin, 
Silvana Mangano, Geoffrey Horne, 
Oscar Homolka, Helmut Dantine, 

finalize a French-U. S. coproduc¬ 
tion i4The Tension Mounts in El 
Pao,” which Mex director Luis 
Bunuel will do. . ^ . . 

Paris Opiera Ballet heads for 
Moscow May 25 and the Russo Bol¬ 
shoi Ballet comes to the Paris 
Opera for the first exchange under 
the new French-Russian cultural 
exchange policy. 

Elia Kazan reported^ wants 
Brigitte Bardot for a period .. ver¬ 
sion of Pierre Louys‘ “Aprhodlte” 
opposite Rock Hudson with Ben 
Hecht to script. UA would copro-. 
duce with Pathe. 

Ghislaine De Monaco, once the 
Princess of Monaco When she was 
Prince Rainier’s stepmother, goes 
back to legit boards here next 
month at the Theatre Michel in 
PaulNivoix's 4fMadame Avril.” 

Otto Preminger may do a re¬ 
make of Vicki Baum’s “Grand. Ho¬ 
tel” in West Germany With Curd 
Jurgens, Maria Schell, Romy 
Schneider, Liselotte Pulver and 
Heinz Ruhmann; an Anglo version 
may also be made. 

By John Florquin 
Popov returning to Cirque Royal 

for new season with Moscow State 
Circus.. 

Royal Flemish Theatre, damaged 
by fire two years ago, was officially 
reopened by King Baudouirt. 

Russian KihOpanorama preemed 
at Soviet Pavilion's cinema same 
day as “South Pacific” at U.S.A.'s 

Audrey Hepburn will do p.a. at 
World Film Festival while finishing 
‘‘The Nun’s Story” on location 
here. . 

Berliner Deutscher Theatre per¬ 
forming “Die Schlacht bei Lobb- 
sitz” as second offering in Interna¬ 
tional Dramatic Festival. 

Jean Dalrymple, director of 
N.Y. City Center, outlined program 
at American Theatre; she flew back 
to N.Y. to finalize more contracts. 

Mario. Lanza, slated to partici¬ 
pate in international televised pro¬ 
gram at Expo’s Great Auditorium, 
had to be replaced, due to illness, 
by Metropolitan soprano Gloria 
Davy. 

Billed “the greatest music-hall 
in thd world,” the Paladium 
opened at Brussels Fair with Annie 
Cordy in oneTday stint. She .will 
be followed by Gilbert Becaud, 
Edith Piaf, Georges Guetary, Luis 
Mariano. 

George Skouras, president of 
Magna Corp., here for premiere of 

.‘■South Pacific,” first offering of 
the amazing American Theatre at 
Expo’s U. S. pavilion. Mitzi Gaynor 
will reach Brussels only after, end 
of film’s limited run, due here on 
May 27. 

Kirk Douglas expected to tout 
liis “Vikings’- at Brussels World 
Film Festival. Official entries at 
ditto Festival “Old Man of the Sea” 
and “The Goddess,” U.S.; “The 
Key” and “She • Didn’t Say No,” 
Great Britain; “Montparnasse 19” 
and “Sans Famille," France. 
Among “invited” films: “This Bit¬ 
ter Earth” and “Raintree County;” 

_ „ Frank Bo- 
gert. new mayor of Palm Springs, 
is still prez of non-existent rack. 

Boston 

launched new fortnightly tv series 
on BBC network. 

Jeannie Carson busy lensing in 
“Rockets Galore,”, hew Rank com¬ 
edy. on. remote Isle of Barra. 

Sheila Matthews, blonde chirper, 
returned to tv’s “One O’clock: 
Gang” after time out for mothetr 
hood. . . 

Bessie. Love planed tor London 
ter opening in her own new 

j play, “The Homecoming,” at Perth 

By Guy Livingston 
(344 Little Bldg.; Hancock 6-8386) 

Lois DeFee at Crawford House. 
Bert Wheeler at the. Lewis: Room . after 

in Revere. ‘, 
Fran Warren piped for Boston j Theatre. 

Press Club anni dinneri Scottish Theatrical & Variety 
Sliubert Theatre shuttered for I Artistes’ Benevolent Fund tosSed 

season as legit dwindles out in j luncheon to Mozart Allan, Scot 
Hub, musib publisher, who made recent 

Anita O’Day and Horace Silver's i gift to. fund. 

San Francisco 
By Bill Steif 

Jean Parker rehearsing Les Ab¬ 
bott’s productioh of “Separate 
Tables.” 

Tommy Harris, ex-radio and 
nightclub, singer, opened a down¬ 
town brauhaus. 

Monsignor Vincent McCarthy, 
chaplain of Frisco. Variety Club 
and Catholic Entertainment Guild, 
off on round-the-world trip. 

French actor Michel Saint-Denis, 
in Frisco looking over legit thea¬ 
tre. reported about his trip to Rus¬ 
sia: “The theatre there is com¬ 
pletely out-of-date — Stanislavsky 
has congealed.” 

Hollywood 
Milo Frank returned from Eu¬ 

rope;.. . 
Hugo Fregonese back from Lon¬ 

don and India.. 
Shirley MacLaine to Japan to 

bally “Hot Spell.” . 
Eugene- J. Zukor recovering from 

gastro-Intestinal attack. 
;. Ben Bender joined Four Star 
Films as chief comptroller. 

Bosley Crowther tossed cocktail 
party by Motion Picture Industry 
Council. 

Ronald Reagan on 17-city per¬ 
sonal appearance tour through 
midwest for GE. 

Cleveland 
By Glenn C. Pullen 

Bill Boehm, singing Musicarfiival 
tent show director, had appendix 
Clipped. 

Bob Hope due here today (Wed.) 
for police-firemen's b.enefft and pic 
ballyhoo, l 

Statler Terrace Room (dropping 
floor shows for summer* May 31, 
with Sammy Watkins' orch. sawing 
off for vacation June 14. 

Morris (Mushy) Wexler remod¬ 
eled his three floor. Theatrical 
Grill-Club at reputed cost of $175,- 
000. and getting some of - it back 
through Jonah Jones’ jazz trio on 
hand., 

Ace Brigode, ex-maestro . now 
promotion director of Chippewa 
Lake Park, opening its ballroom 
with . the Tommy Dorsey band 
under Warren Covington Decora¬ 
tion Day. 

By Edythe Ziffren 

Hernan Pelayo concerting at the 
Victoria. 

Florencio Contreras helming 
Goyescas nitery. 

Pablo Neruda elected prez of 
Chilean Writers Society, 

Jose Miguel Varas tagged to 
manage Radio Magallanes. 

Hector C a r v a j a 1, composer, 
snagged State Department visit to 
U, S. 

“Holiday on Ice” moved on to 
Peru after six weeks at the Caupo- 
lican., 

Jose Luis Espinoza Perez de Tu- 
d.ela named administrator of Mu¬ 
nicipal Theatre. 

“Around the World” (UA) in 20th 
stanza at the Ducal; “El Ultimo 
Cuple/’ racking up 4th week at the 
King; “10. Commandments” (Par) 
rolling into its 4th at the Rex, and 
“And God Created Woman” smash¬ 
ing into second vi'eek at the Real. 

Mexico City 
By Pepe Romero 

■ (.Tels 25-22t54 ) 

Tito Daviso. to direct Arturo de 
Cordova in “Island, for Two.” 

Jose Mojica, former opera singer 
now a Franciscan. monk, returned 
from Peru to appear in “I, Sinner,” 
film based on his life. 

Manuel “Loco” Valdez, video 
comic, suspended for three months 
for sleeping on his six-day a week 
“Variedades - Media Noche”; show. 

Mario Moreno (Cantinflas) con- 
tribbed performance in film, “Love 
Thy Neighbor.” produced by Emilio 
Tuero. for benefit Mexican Red 
Cross;-- . 

Ray. Milland here, to ready 
“Corpus Delicti,” first of series of 
films he’ll star and produce in 
Mexico; it’s due to roll and of the 
month. 

: By Gene . Moskowitz ; 
(28 Hue Hucheite; Odeort 49-44) 

Roberto. Rossellini’s. first novel, 
bksed on his experiences ini India, 
comes out next month; 

Robert Aldrich planning a film 
to be .made in Mexico in Septem¬ 
ber with Martine Carol and Gary 
Cooper. ;• 

Jean-rPierre Aiimont and wife 
Marisa Pavari to Spain for top roles 
in the presently shooting “John 
Raul Jones” (WBLi 

Eddie Constantine to do his. first 
Yank pic for UA this summer in 
Naples with David Miller directing 
and Cararoll Baker co-starring. 

Raymond Borderie: to Mexico to 

By Maxwell Sweeney 
(22 Famey pk; Dublin 68450ff) 

Royal Ballet in from London for 
week at Olympia, Dublin. 

U S. pianist Rosalyn Tureck set 
for recital at Gaiety, Dublin. 

Comedian Hal Roach back from 
Glasgow’after Scottish tour. . . 

“Desire Under the Elms” .(Par.) 
rejected by Censorship Appeals 
Board. 

Deirdre legend updated into 
“The Heroic Cage” by Biall Mont¬ 
gomery for Dublin Globe Theatre. 

Elie Kazan. in Cork with wife 
who’s doing screenplay of Frank 
O’Connor’s “The Masculine Prin¬ 
ciple.” 
. Edward Sheelihe Jr., of San 
Francisco Theatres Inc., gandering 
Irisli scenery following attendance 
at Variety Clubs International in 
London. 

U.S.-born impresario Winifred 
Stock _ will stage “The Heart’s 
a’Wonder,” ballad-opera version of 
J. M, Synge’s “Playboy of the 
Western World” in London. 

Veteran showman Charlie Van 
back in hospital. 

Employees of the Chicago 
World’s Fair holding reunion May 

Carmelita Gibbs, local model, 
headlining at the Hucksters as a 
chirper. 
.Jim Mills, WMAQ dee jay, lost 

his $50,000 home in Round Lake,. 
111., in . a fire. 
- Tina Louise due in today (Wed.) 
to bally “God’s Little Acre,” open¬ 
ing next week at United. Artists. 

Walter Lister, New York Herald- 
Tribune correspondent in Chi, off 
on a six week tour of Europe with 
his wife. 

Bill Brevall, in charge of special 
group sales for Cinerama ever since 
it started here, joining -Cinemiraclev 
camp in the same capacity. 

Nitery magician Ron Urban, 
winding up his Army basic train¬ 
ing at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mq., 
copped one of the first place troph¬ 
ies in the Fifth Army allrArmy ien- 
tertainment.. competishes at. the 
post. 

Chuck Teifel’s World Playhouse, 
Chi’s oldest art pix theatre,, is 
getting what Teitel describes as the 
largest screen owned by any mid¬ 
west arty. New sound and projec¬ 
tion equipment, is also being in¬ 
stalled, and some basic lobby and 
auditorium redecoratingls planned. 
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OBITUARIES 
‘ ELAINE S. CARRINGTON ‘Theatre: Bom in New York, he 

Elaine Sterne Carrington, 66, went to Chi 48 years ago. . 
originator of radio soap operas. Survivors include his wife and 
died May 4 in New York, after a two. sisters. . ■ 
short illness. --- , 

Details in TV. LAWRENCE M> GOODWIN 
. • ■ Lawrence M. Goodwin, 56, v,p: 

urv„v rnRvvi fiTc and Detroit . manager for United 1 
. HENRY CORNELIUS Film Service Inc , died in Chicago : 
Henry Cornehus, 43, moted^film April 27 during a business trip. He i 

producer and .^irec^or-h^1T5d .^1^c<;2 had managed the Detroit branch » 
in London ^fter a_ short ilmess. sjnCe 1951 after several years as 
Born in South Africs,-, he studied rjijA«nQ manager 
theatrical Pr^tmnu under Max Wif| -pother, and soh survive. 
Reinhardt m Berlin until the rise • . * : ■■■■ : 
of Hitler, when he left for France TELL TEIGEN 
to take up freelance journalism: Tell Teigen. 34. Norwegian aerial 
He started his career in_En- ; acrobat’. fell to his death from top 
gland working. for Sir^ Ale^nd r - 0f an 86-foot pole while perform- 
Korda and .R®n®Clair, then re-•;ihg \vith: Rudy-Bros'. Circus in Palm 
turned to his dative South Afuca springs. Cal., April 27■ I 
to become Deputy Directornf the ?His wife.: Gerd, also a performer, i 
film section of General Smuts d son survive • 
propaganda organization. ■ •: 1 •• 

As associate producer for Sir* Mother, 66 of publicist Tom 
Michael Balcon, Cornelius m ade Wright died n 28 in Los An- ; 
his mark and achieved^imrMth geles stie- v , former wife of . 
his ass^nment as directors of Relate H, B. ; icy) Wright, man- 
• Passport to^Pirplwo. >****■ im l ager of Graum?m;s Chinese Thea- 
lowed by tre in the 1920s and early.’30s. Her 
A Camera, international .winners ; husband. Andrew B. Turnbull, sur- 
He had lust completed the new • , • - r 
Kenneth More comedy,. “Next to i • ■ .;■■■ 
No Time.’’ . • , t Howard (Joe) Hall, 52. an origl- 

Survived by his wife and o j rtaI member of Glen Cray’s Casa 

daughters. i Loma orch and a top pianist, died . 
••_[May 1 in a Michigan veteran’s hos- 

WALTER H. BROOKS ; pital.. A native of Stratford, Ont., 
Walter H. Brooks, 64:, veteran irt ' he also was an original sideman 

film exhibition and until recently,. with the Pee Wee Hunt band. 
a trade publication editor, died in , . —;— 
his sleep in his New York home | Edward W. Ward, 69, president 
May 1. . .. | of Silco Theatres, Silver. City, N.M., 

Brooks began on the exhibition; where he operated the silco and 
end in 1908 and took on the man- Gila, died there April 28 following 
agement of theatres: in New York a heart attack. Surviving are his 
and Pennsylvania 1912 to 1915. He wife and three daughters, 
later became advertising-publicity .... .■ • • 
manager, and then eastern produc- . Giacinto Spadaccini, 64, trombon- 
tion manager of Educational Film r ist with the Philadlphia Civic 
Corp., a talent agent, represents- Opera Company for more than 30 
tive of Eddie Dowling, legit thea- years, died April‘24 in that city, 
tre manager and held various Surviving are his wife, two sons 
other business posts. In 1944 he and a daughter. ! 
was appointed assistant director of ”——. 
exhibitor relations at Metro and Mrs. Nettie Linton, 75, onetime 
three years later switched to edi- vaudeville performer known prp- 

fessionally as Anita Lawrence, died 
recently in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 

In Memory Surviving are a son and two sisters. 

Of My Beloved Father Henry Seeberger, 79, longtime 

cnu/ADn MEIA/MAkl clarinetist and violinist with Troy, 
EDWARD NEWMAN N.Y., bands, died April 29 in that 

vi . city./ His! brother and sister sur- 
M*y 7, 1955 vive. 

Charles Beauregard, 83, pioneer 
tor of the Manger Round Table sec- New . Hampshire exhibitor, died 
tion of Motion Picture Herald. . April 24 in Laurel, Md., while re- 

. Survivors are the widow, Ethel, turning from Florida to his Marl- 
and a brother, Arthur. boro, N.H., home. 

In Memory 

Of My Beloved FefKer 

EDWARD NEWMAN 
Mfy 7, 1955 

HARRY J. ALLEN 
Harry J. ATlen, 66, one of the 

pioneers of the film industry in 
Canada, died of a heart attack April 
SO in Toronto. With his two cou¬ 
sins, Jule Allen and J. J. Aliens he 
helped organize the Allen chain 
across the Dominion in 1912-’15>. 
Harry J.. Allen concentrated on 
Western Canada and was response 
ble for construction of deluxe thea¬ 
tres in Calgary, Vancouver, Edmon¬ 
ton. Regina, Moose Jaw, Saskatoon,. 
Medicine Hat and Fort, William. 

The trans-Canada /chain of some 
40 Allen houses was sold to Famous 
Players (Canadian) in 1922, with 
the Allen family currently han¬ 
dling Canadian distribution of Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures, : . I 

Survived by wife, two sons, two 
daughters. 

EDWARD C. LOUGHLIN SR. 
Edward . Castelio Loughlin Sr.. 

57, youngest of the noted Castelio 
bareback riders ’ of circus fame 

. some years ago, died of a heart at¬ 
tack April 23 in Henderson, N. C. 
He was fatally stricken when driv¬ 
ing on a nearby highway , with his 
brother, David. 

A native of Henderson, he was 
the son of the late David Castelio 
Loughlin and Ada Wallett Castelio, 
both of whom were from bareback 
performing families.. After retir¬ 
ing from the arena about 25 years 
ago, he went into the jewelry and 
appliance business! . . 

His brother survives. 
+ ' ——- ' , 

CHESTER J. O'NEILL 
Chester J. O’Neill Sr.* 69, retired : 

costume manager and designer; 
died April 28 in Philadelphia. He 
had been adviser to the Mask and 
Wig Club of the U. Of Pennsylvania 
for 3.7 years. He was employed by 
Van Horn Costumers, Phila., and 
Brooks & Co., New York. 

Son, four daughters, four sisters 
and .two brothers survive. 

MELVILLE L. ROSENBERG 
Melville L. Rosenberg, 60, vet 

pianist for the Shubert .theatres in 
Chicago,; died there April 24 fol- 
lowing-., a heart attack suffered 
while he, was playing at the Harris 

Derek Walker, 29, died in Lon¬ 
don, April 25, of Leukemia, follow¬ 
ing a short illness. He was features 
editor and special writer of Pic- 
turegoer,. Britain’s fan pic mag. 

Freddie Dee (real name De Pi¬ 
ano), 34, actor and former theatre 
owner and manager, died April 27 
in Hollywood. His Wife and daugh¬ 
ter survive. 

Al De Gaetano, 64, pioneer film 
editor, died May 2 in Hollywood, 
He started in silent pictures. His 
wife, son and daughter survive. 

Mother* of fish Josephs, with 
NBC’s news dept, and formerly the 
“Lee’.’ in the vaude turn of Stone 
& Lee, died April 30 in Dallas. 

Father, 68,. of film actor Don 
Marlowe; died April 28 in Ells¬ 
worth, Wise. y 

. Wife, of cameraman Frederick E. 
West! died April 29 in Hollywood. 
Daughter also: survives. 

‘Jew Suess’ Alive 
—• Continued from page 1 

capital investment. Bender Said 
he figured the value of the print 
would go up over the years, and 
considering Harlan’s action in de¬ 
stroying the negative, he was right. 
Then Bender got into trouble with 
the tax people and pledged “Jew 
SuesV’ as a security!. 

The tax people kept pressing 
him for payment, and; Bender 
finally contacted a rich cloak-and- 
suiter to . see whether the latter 
would be interested in going into 
partnership with him.. All that 
Was needed was 35,000 DM to re¬ 
lease the picture from the juris¬ 
diction of the finance ministry and 
an additional 15,000 D M; to do a 
dubbing job in Arabic. Bender 
said, with the Middle Eastern; con¬ 
tracts promised, the picture would 
earn 3,000,000 DM iii threq years. 

What he didn’t know was that 
his proposed partner was Jewish; 

So, in December, .1957, Bender’s 
dealings came to • the attention of 
the federal authorities, ..reported 
by the man Bender wanted to do 
business witli." The wheels started 
rolling and' the .'courts became in¬ 
terested. 

Meanwhile, however, the tax 
people kept asking; for their 
money. For a period, a Swiss at¬ 
torney was engaged to Help. sell 
the picture abroad, with the. full 
knowledge and encouragement of 
the German state tax officials. Ex¬ 
planation here is that the treasury 
men weren’t interested in anything 
•but'getting their money. 

On March 24, 1958, a temporary 
injunction was issued. to keep 
Bender from disposing of “Jew 
Suess.” Blocking move Was insti-. 
tuted by the Terra. Complained 
Bender <as quoted by the Spiegel): 
“First they ruined me. And now 
they want to steal the picture from 
me, too.” 

‘Swastika’TV 
Continued from page l.sss 

inside when they put on that Ger-. 
man stuff. You know, however, 
there are only three rules on the 
booksr—no eye-gouging, choking or' 
hitting low.” 

Of the; two “German” wrestlers, 
Haire opined:. “Personally, I think 
they're just a couple of Tennessee 
hillbillies.’’ : 

Atlanta German. Consul, Karl 
Schoenbach, was not so casual 
about the matter. He. said the 
same thing , had happened about a 
year ago. 

“Some people called me and 
said they were upset over wrest¬ 
lers wearing swastikas and shout¬ 
ing 'Heil Hitler!’” 

He revealed that be arranged to 
talk to one of the “German” wrest¬ 
lers and urged him to discontinue 
such demonstrations. 

“He was from Milwaukee,” 
Schoenbach said. “Didn’t speak a 
word of German,, either, and said 
he was doing it just for fun. ; 

“I told him this would hurt Ger- 
man-Aiherican . relations. The 
wrestler agreed to drop the salute, 
but said he couldn’t remove! the 
swastika because it was sewed on 
his jacket.” > 

Schoenbach failed to see any 
humor in the situation and de¬ 
clared: “If there were any legal 
way to stop this, we would take it 
up immediately,” 

Federal Communications Com- 
mision regulations do not forbid 
any such carryings-on. 

“While It definitely is in bad 
taste . :it is not indecent, pro¬ 
fane. or obscene,” said C. O. Hud¬ 
son* assistant, engineer in charge 
of Sixth Radio District for the 
FCC. . 

Action got underway, however, 
when complaints reached ears of 
powers-that-be. at WLW-A, owned 
and operated' by Crosier Corp. 
Howard Rowe, promotion manager 
of . station, conferred with Paul 
Jones and Doji McIntyre, who prof 

[mote "Live Atlanta Wrestling’’ 
matches. They agreed that the 

| demonstrations complained about 
i were in bad taste and that the 
"German” wrestlers will not be. al¬ 
lowed to repeat it on television;. 

Poland Tops U.S. 
. Continued from page * 5=^5 

fodliier with Raymond Polanski’s 
funny “Two Men and a Wardf 
rpbe,” latter with What looks like 
a list of honor for America’s ex¬ 
perimentalists: Hilary ..Harris 
(“Highway),’r Francis Thompson 
(“A Day in New York,”. enthusias¬ 
tically cheered), Kenneth Onger 
(“Inauguration of the Pleasure 
Dome”). 

Only. Argentine (with Rodolfo 
Kuhn’s “Sinfonia in No Bemol”), 
Holland (with Hy Hirsch’ “Gyro- 
morphosis’•), Israel (with Yoram 
Gross’ “Songs Without W’ords”) 
and France (with Agnes Varda’s 
"Opera-Mouffe”) succeeded in 
making the grade. 

But ‘apart from r a few . genuine 
creative, eforts, the real surprises 
of this Festival remained far be¬ 
tween. Too many films/were of in- 
ferioP quality, repetitious, unim¬ 
aginatively put together: One 
missed the iconoclasm, the power 
to shock Of. old masters like Luis 
BUnuel, Man Ray or Jean Cocteau. 

In: fact the most “experimentar’ 
items of. the competition were ac¬ 
cidental: just before the opening, 
a workman, in a true Mack Sennett 
way, slit the screen with a ladder. 
And Abel Gance’s . "Magirama,”. 
due to open the- Festival in a revof 
lutionary way, became, owing to 
technical defects, a. sad casualty. 

TV Making Pix Biz Look Good 
' Continued; from, page 1 

there is a constant weather-eye to dication). And the accent there , 
television in all its potentials. ’ was chiefly on costs, the possible 

One big objective is tollvision. uncertainty of films to maintain 
Hollywood is not blind to the con- ratings, ^ etc. Not a word about 
venience of and the in-the-home shows, live programming and 
boxoffice appeal of solid entertain- showmanship in general, 
ment, and if it ever comes to pass There was a feeling too that, 
that pay-see is the answer to the unlike the recent American News- 
first-run picture business all the paper Publishers Assn, conclave in 
guilds and crafts don’t want to New York, Where the press came 
overlook any opportunities. ■ Gotham with a cohesive con- 

This IS one iiiaior factor behlni I'HMjl'S1, ?"“b: 
the current Screen Directors' 
Guild strike vote. It's behind the 
American Federation Of Musicians' ' as ls detai>ed in the tv 
demands. It’s behind the overall s n. ,‘ „... tiMont cnoaVin„ nf 
thinking of the entire picture busi- ^ angnnn’ ^rfnnn11^^ nn|act■■fa,' boxoffice, the 40,000, 50,000 and 
ran inn tin HP 60’000 crowds drawn at the Los 

Adgeles Coliseum by the Dodgers 
is another kind of show business, 

solidate its uoxoiTiCg position- fpom „*4 ua 

“Young Lions,’5 “80 Days” and "10 mam^s ^brin^their5 brSod'-^t 
C’s” (or make your own list) have upped SCales, $2.50 and $3—just to 
not only given moral support to t a 

the picture business but hds sus- feaeue baseball PP 8 
: tamed it on an economic front. league baseball. 

But even as this now familiar 
pix ys. tv struggle continues there MARRIAGES 
continues an intensive program of tak w 

Westmere!'V ?! 
t ^ m»g t0 °"e end 3. He’s associated with his father 
cutting down that staggering pycr-. jn operation of several drive-ins in 
head. the Albany area. 

Film exchanges abroad and at Patricia Lahlum to Art DePew, 
home have been'-reduced in num- Las. Vegas, March 26. He’s a trum- 
ber and/or facilities merged by al- peter in LawTence Welk orch. 
most Overy major. Spinoffs of Kathryn Sadler to Christopher 

-every convertible asset of non-pro- Eatoii, London, April 26. Bride is 
ductive or “fat” or luxury char- a cabaret, comedienne. Bridegroom 
acter are being mulled and exer- |s U.s^ tv producer, j 
Cised. Needless, realty is being ap-|_t Mari* Coane ip Junmy 
praised for quick sale. Story prop- j [Moran, Philadelphia, May 31. Bride 

erties are being reappraised. Utili- jis Rrmo 
ration hf onp anothpr'c Hictrihntinn ! „ Josepha Heifetz to Robert BjTne, zation of one another’s distribution San Francisco, May 3. Bride’s a 
fa^ies,is fdrtherediv concert pianist, daughter of violin- 

.This doesn t mean any of them ist Jascha Heifetz; he’s editor of an 
is going out-of. business. It is,the engineering trade magazine. . 

: very, desire to. stay in business that Georgia Davis to Dan Goodwin, 
prompts these moves. Toppers. Houston. Tex., recently. He’s with 
must be cautious else rahk-and- j Winkler Drive-In Theatre ’there, 
filers get the idea of liquidation.] Pat Sheehan to Dennis Crosby, 
This already has created some j Vegas, May 4. She’s a show- 
nervousness. Company execs are he’s the son of Bing Crosby, 
concerned that such misinforma- : ~ 
tion will percolate damagingly .into RIPTH^ 
their global organizations. The DIIvinD 
danger there lies from franchise-! Mr. and Mrs. Brian Rix, son, 
holders who might look to other London, April 28. Father is actor- 
companies for product manager at . Whitehall Theatre. 

• But even as trade observers-A1®?1" is actress Elspet Gray, 
were told about keeping that w.k. ani* ?mk> ^on, 
overhead down ferine lineered Chicag0^ May 2* Father ls a radl°" 

i?£ ^ tv critic for the Chicago Tribune. 
that none v as Vi filing tp^ive up j Mr and Mrs. Gregory Peck, 
his kingdom. Studio royalty still: daiighter Santa Monica, Cal . May 
likes to rule its respective terrain.; lv Father is an actor. 

Stepping Up Production [ Mr. and Mrs. Tony Martinez, son, 
As Milton R. Rackmil, president Los Angeles, April 30. Father is 

of Universal, which is 82% owned, bandleader on tv’s “Real McCoys.” 
by Decca Records (of which he’s Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kinney, son, 
also prez), is readying for produc- Lbs Angeles, April 24. Mother is 
tion resumption July 1, the trade former secretary, to Frank Sinatra; 
is also watching the new^^ setup at , :at^f/-’ ■Wri.t^’a.r.t^t of UPA’s “Mis- 
Metro and Columbia. Sol C. Siegel ter Magoo ■ senes. _ . 
has taken: over as production boss. anf Stuart Whitman, 
«t the.Culver City plant ana Sam-!?an'L,».*?«eIe5' April 26. Father 
nel J. Briskln, briefly the bankers' Mr; an<j jlrs Harold N Mitcha. 
““'f* director of Loew's Inc !more son; Houston. April 2. Father 

(the Metro parent), has succeeded j is operator of the Market Street 
Harry Cohn in charge of filmmak- - Drive-In Theatre there, 
ing under Abe Schneider, the j Mr, and Mrs. Rick Ingersoli, soh, 
company’s new president. Latter ; Los Angeles. April 28. Father is a 
is staying on in Hollywood for an | Metro publicist, 
indefinite period to. supervise the! Mr. and Mrs. Bob Threlfall. son. 
Company’s new production line be-i New . York, April 24. Mother is 
cause, as is: patent to all, without ;:dancer DprOthy Dushock; father is 
the merchandise there’s no pic- :an electrician avith Broadway pro- 
ture business. There is a spe-idu^01? ^ CaPAtam- ^ 

eial apotUght on Col-for more than^1 dadehtef New Yori ”ADrnnr?8 

^eaS0J?i * BasicMt>'- it. concerns ;Mother-is singer Lee Perinsffath 
the new teamwork setup, on -a a dancer in Broadway production 
committee basis between the ad- 0f “Oh Captain ” 
ministrative-sales in New York arid I Mr. and Mrs. Emmett O'Connell, 
the production committee in Holly-I son, Independence, Mo., April 29, 
wood. Then, too, there is the chal- i Father is master- property man 
ienge to Sam. Briskin after the [ with Broadway production of “Oh 
resistance within Loew’s Inc. man-. Captain.” 
agement when attorney. Edwin J. ■ : Mr. and Mrs,. Melvin B. Dan- 
Weisl.: (incidentally.: also a Para- ! neisei\ daughter. New York. April 
mount board member) influenced Father is assistant foreign 
the Lazard Freres-Lehman Bros. sa\eI5L manager for RKO 
banking groupS .to place Briskin 

;on ^e boew board, since resigned. 3' FathC‘ ,S 
; Lazard-Lehman are active in Loew ■ 
stockholdings;. 

[ Meantime, as Hollywood has ob- 
; served; that tv seems increasingly 
- incapable of. holding its. audiences 
] for any great consecutive periods, 
j an bbsen ation about the NAB 
convention at this . point is. not 
amiss. This has to do with the 
somewhat appalling; lack of appre¬ 
ciation, as to what programming, 
means to the. medium. 

The- broadcasters talked about 
legislative,. civic, vidpix; technical, 
sales and merchandising matters 
but nary a seminar on. the basic 
of all show business—the show,” 

Nearest thing was the vidpix/ 
.panel headed by» Milton Gordon 
(Television Programs of America) 
and George Shupert (ABC-TV syn- 

MET SET IN DETROIT; 

!■,. Detroit, May 6. 

The Metropolitan Opera of New 
i York will make its first visit to De¬ 
troit next - Spring, appearing . in 
three or. four: performances next 
April or May in the Masonic Audi- 

; torium. The. program wilt replace 
the traditional November appear¬ 
ance of the New York Citv. Opera 
Co. 

Wav was cleared when Cleveland 
- waived an agreement with the Met 
thsr*it=J^*oifldn’t appear within 400 

[miles of Cleveland. 
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DANNY 

'ANNA LUCASTA" 

Produced, by SIDNEY HARMON 

Directed by ARNOLD LAVEN 

Written by PHILIP VORDAN 

In Production 

■. :'.r ¥ 

SPORTIN’ LIFE 

"PORGY AND BESS" 

Produced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

Directed by ROUBEN MAMOULIAN 

Screenplay by N. RICHARD NASH 

In Preparation 

SAMMY DAVIS, JR. 
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‘SHOOK UF ARENAS WOO ‘CLASS’ 
The G-String May Be Running Out 

In Sexotic-Happy Atlanta Joynts 
Atlanta, May 13. , 

Bumps and grinds and other fair 
trade practices of exotic dancers 
will come under vicarious scrutiny 
of Atlanta Aldermanic Board’s Po¬ 
lice Committee tomorrow (Wed.). 

Atlanta’s clubs, niteries and. 
lounges depend about 99.44% upon 

Laughton May Portray Sir 

ON ROCK N'ROLL 
By JOE COHEN 

Spring Has Just Arrived on fi’way, 

And Theatres Are Booked for Fall 

utsufrisivis a The country’s arenas, which had 

Winston Churchill in Films Xck’w'U MS 

----♦ Although the 1957-58 legit sea- 
n n. n —, ■ son still has two-and-a-half weeks 
Some 25 German Theatres t0 BO. the Broadway theatre book- 

_ ■ # ing situation is virtually set for 
Will ValntA liPnrtf Knicpr next fall. The situation stems from 
I? Ill JalUie ueorg liaisei producer efforts to heat the peren- 

Berlin, May 13. nial housing problem by hooking 
Playwright Georg Kaiser, who shows months in advance of their 

lice Committee tomorrow (Wed.). ilUlolVIl vlllllA/lllll 111 1 Wild 0f rock ’n’ roll for the past few «uuiu naiwi producer efforts to heat the peren- 
Atlanta’s clubs, niteries and. London, May 13. years, are now switching to the Berlin, May 13. nial housing problem by hooking 

lounges depend about 99.44% upon Charles Laughton may portray extreme. The buildings are now playwright Georg Kaiser, who shows months in advance of their 
exotics for their entertainment Sir Winston Churchill. The actor going in heavily for longhairs and would have been 80 this November, scheduled openings, 
fare and move to “regulate” them revealed in Newcastle that he had are looking for suitable attractions (he died in 1945 in Ascona, Switz- As usual, the number of houses 
could be a tough blow to these been invited to play the statesman not only in that genre but in the erland, in exile), will be greatly available to new entries is reduced 
•pots. but did not disclose whether the middlebrow group as well. honored in this country during the by the lineup of smashes and hold* 

And, to top the proposal to “keep chore was for 4 film or a play, "Of The inspiration for this quest coming season. At least 25 theatres over hits likely to continue well 
such performances decent,” per- course, I would be tremendously for classics is not only the finan- will dedicate themselves to Kaiser into next season. At present, there 
formers may be forced to undergo honored,’* said Laughton, “but I cial, social and policing difficulties plays. The. late dramatist’s best are 12 productions that fall into 
fingerprinting. think the great gentleman put his encountered by the r&r troupes known plays are “Kolportage” and‘those two categories. They’re pre- 

Alderman Ed A. Gilliam, chair- foot down and said: ‘Not until I but in the huge successes of the “Citizens of Calais.** ceded by an asterisk in the follow- 
man of the police committee, said am dead.* 1 hope he lives forever.” more staid type of show biz, The In all, Kaiser , wrote about 60 ing list of theatres and accompany- 
he was drafting a “statement of Last year, Laughton sought per- heavy boxoffice winners during the dramas. The Berlin Academy of ing fall bookings, 
policy” to clarify the city’s ordi- mission to give a stage rendering past couple of years have been the Arts, which has set up Georg Adelphi: Open, 
nance outlawing immoral and in- of Churchill’s speeches but Sir Scots Guards, the Black Watch, Kaiser archives last year, has al- Alvin: “Oh Captain,’’ continuing 
decent shows. Winston turned down the sugges- and now the Moiseyev Troupe, re- ready collected 1,583 handwritings indefinitely, with “Tall Story,” the 

“It is not fair to make the po- tion. cently at the Metropolitan Opera by Kaiser and 1,61$ various works Howard Lindsay-RUssel Crouse 
lice judge what is immoral and ■ 7 ' '-— ' House, which will play at Madi- about the late dramatist j adaptation of Howard Nemerov’s 

nance outlawing immoral and in- of ( 
decent shows. Wins 

“It is not fair to make the po- tion. 
lice judge what is immoral and 
indecent,” the alderman said. *1 1 
“This will give them a few rules of Hjm 
thumb to go by.” He did not elab- JLlU 
orate on the use of the word thumb 
in connection with the Tules. j 

Chief among these rules would I 
be a section insisting that the " 
dancers wear at all times “ehojigh 
clothing to keep the torso proper¬ 
ly and decently covered,” Gilliam 
•aid. Wearing of G-strings will 
not be considered as abiding by the 
rule. 

Another provision will demand Ed 

Edna Ferber’s % 

On "Gianf Film 

Tops 
Hollywood, May 13. 

Edna Ferber’s take on George 

son Sqpare Garden for an encore 
visit to New York. ' The latter 
troupe is expected to chalk up 
$130,000 in three shows at the 
arena in Toronto; The day after 
the first ads appeared in New 
York papers about the Garden re¬ 
peat, there were 1,500 pieces of 
mail, the largest response the Gar¬ 
den ever had to one day’s printed 
matter. 

In addition; what the arena men 
(Continued on page 63). 

Of Sagan Ballet 

that the dancers remain on their Stevens’ picturization of her best- 
feet at all times during their per- seller, "Giant,” will hit $1,500,000- 
formances. And, furthermore, the plus, greatest single payoff for a 
exotics will be barred frdhi making literary property in history of the 
“lewd or suggestive” motions or screen. Novelist has already re- 

fContinued on naffe 54) ceived $1,000,000 in cash. (Continued on page 54) 

Screen’s New ‘Boldness’ 
Marked by Picture About 

adaptation of Howard Nemerov’s. 
novel, " “The Homecoming Game,” 
tentatively set ta follow if the musi¬ 
cal fails to hold up. 

Ambassador: May get the film, 
. “Gigi,” in a moveover from the 

Royale. 
ANT A: “Say, Darling,” continu¬ 

ing indefinitely. i 
Barrymore: “Look Homeward* 

i Angel.” ; 
Beck: “Who Was That Lady I 

• Saw You: With?” continuing indefi¬ 
nitely. . 

Belasco: Alfred da Liagre Jr’s 
i- production of Howard Teichmann’s 
i- “Girls in 509.” '7 
a Bijou: Open. 
d Booth: *“Two for the Seasaw.” 
n Broadhurst: . Probably “The 

Edna Ferber’s take on George . -—~—:-r—~ Boston, May 13. Belasco: Alfred da Liagre Jr’s 
Stevens’ picturization of her best- f| rji* |T* I Modification of two dance rou- production of Howard Teichmann’s 
seller, "Giant,” will bit $1,500,000- PfA|||. 111110* K IffC tines in “The Broken Date,” Fran- “Girls in 509.” 
plus, greatest single payoff for a 1 1 If 111 A llllV) IllUu coise Sagan’s controversial drama Bijou: Open, 
literary property in history of the ballet in three acts, was required Booth: *“Two for the SeasawT.v 
screen. Novelist has already re- P. 1 by city censor Walter R. Milliken Broadhurst: Probably “The 
ceived $1,000,000 in cash. Ilfl ifllT KfAlfA here last week. The changes were World of Suzie Wong,” Paul Os- 

Miss Ferber is a one-third part- v” I wl 1/l UllV ordered after the Tuesday (6) (Continued on page 60) 
her in Giant Productions with opening of the eight performance • •.----j—— 

Stevens and Henry Ginsberg and It’s prom time and again the stand at the Colonial Theatre. • 
company, under whose banner fea- New York niteries are realizing a The changes affected the seduc- Paarcnn Vc Mnrrimpr 
ture was turned out, is an equal SRO crowds. The major benefici- tion in the bathroom scene and * CfllDWll fa* 1V1UI|W1C1 
partner with Warner Bros, in pic- ary of the juve hordes invading the dream fantasy, bedroom scene. In NaurAcf fn Rnnnil 

Miss Ferber is a one-third part- UU 1U1 1/l UflV 
her in Giant Productions with 
Stevens and Henry Ginsberg and . It’s prom time and again , the 
company, under whose banner fea- New York niteries are realizing a 

* ,.f. * | * * . ture, giving each a 50% interest, both night clubs and hotels are Milliken also ordered bumps and 
Artificial lnSCnHDHuOD Ginsberg reportedly sbld his por- spots with male singers as head- grinds eliminated. Despite the 

By HY HOLUNGER 

Another indication of the 
screen’s new boldness in tackling 
adult and previously controversial 
subjects is a full-length theatrical 
film dealing with childbirth via 
artificial insemination. The picture, 
“A Question of Adultery,” was 
produced ip England by Raymond 
Stross and is scheduled for release 
both in Great Britain and the U.S. 
shortly. 

As far as is known, this is the 

Ginsberg reportedly sold his. por- spots. with male singers as head- grinds eliminated. Despite the 
tion of enterprise for $900,000 sev- liners. For example, the Copa- splurges of publicity, it failed to 
era) months ago. cabana opened Thursday (8) with ignite the b.o. 

“Giant,” with an all-star cast Johnny Mathis,-and there has been The ballet nabbed a biting pan 
(Continued bn page 54) (Continued on page 54) (Continued on page 63) 

la Newest Go-Round Of 
TV^olnmmst; Gladiators 

What Hath Rock ’n’ Roll Wrought? 
By LEONARD TRAUBE 

both in Great Britain and the U.S. Alan Freed’s rock ’n’ roll show got a “black 
shortly eye” in Boston that is rubbing off on other units, ; 

As far as is known, this is the some with more prestige; with particular em- 
flrst time that this topic, which has phasis on the talent-laden “Biggest Show of Stars 
aroused-considerable .arguments in for ’58,” 
p«t 39 yearsJn leMl religious The New York disk jockey1* “Big Beat” in the 
Cir^-e^’ 4 ? °ee2,u^ sc.UxSe^ *7 a Hub early this month (3) had triggered an inter- 
motion picture. The picture, star-, national (including Scotland) pros & cons debate 
c+li Ju.ie Londl011 an<* Anthony that found nearly everyone with any possible 

interest; in the subject getting in on the act. 

vsentations, a newly-organized pro- Freed was indicted in Boston (see story and 
iduction,-financing and distribution editorial)* shut out in Troy, New Haven and other 
'.firm beaded by Joel Spector. ^cities last week in the windup of his schedule, 
; Stross, a British indie producer and made the topic of psychological and ecclesi- 

ThA hatiS Presenting in this jeorner (with- 
Th fCnr!tfniiSSbI^dnJcr? R?v P out ^nefit of the (Marquess ot 

(Continued on page 63) Queensbery rules for glove-fight-' 
____ , ing) the following gladiators: 
XUrt ¥ g Q uack.Paar vs. Walter Winchelll 
W/ if fit i ffh t r Steve Allen vs. Jadk O’Brian! 
I* * • Arid now, fight fans, two new- 

:r~-: comers to the prize ripg, each with 
large neighborhood! followings, 

beth the teeoff and the safart for ifeir that the 
“Bandstand” man would suffer a dip In the re> Mortimbr of“tte N' Y MirroJ 
he's been making for; himself in video. faneTna four-round nrelim 
. ..Cathoiic and Jay newspapers hopped into ;g T?'e pearson-Mortiriier fracas is 
“i’affaire Boston” with* both-feet,* but not neces- r 

formerly associated With the Rank- astical discussion (see separate stories). 
Organization, described the pro- In Brooklyn’s Ebbets Field, erstwhile home of 
duction as “a very clean film that the Dodgers, promoters had billed tv’s Dick Clark 
is; accurate and authentic.” He to kick off his tour there over the Decoration Day 

(Continued on page 54) weekend, but Clark’s mentors hurriedly nixed-: 

sarily flailing away at the biggest of the current 
beats so much as the: promoters and the symptoms, 
as distinguished from the disease. 

Soriie municipalities, notably Boston, were 
quick to point out that the rockers have already 
been, under ban in city-owned property. The 
question now was* could these communities now. 
extend the ukase to private enterprise? The 
answer is that some of them already have, by 
invoking statutes relating for the most, part to 
disturbance of the peace. 

Below* and elsewhere in Varutt (see also 
Vaudeville) is a summary of the dispatches which 
have flooded this publication In the past week 

(Continued on page 41) 

! the outcome of the: latter’s col- 
| umnar assaults on Sol Hurok’s staff 
arid •the*’ Moiseyev troupe at the 
Met. While discussing an Ameri- 
can-Russo exchange Of steel and 
iron execs over WRGA-TV, Pear¬ 
son last week launched into the 
business of Mortimer’s attacks on 
the Moiseyev. troupe land Ameri- 
can-Russo cultural exchanges in 
generaL Pearson cited Mortimer’s 
assaults on Sol Hurok’s staff! the 
members of the Moiseyev com¬ 
pany. Mortimer had insisted the 
dancers were al) members of the 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Bus Strike Fails to 

London, May 13. 4- 
At the end of the first week of 

the London bus strike, staged as a 
protest against a refusal to grant 
a sufficient pay increase, the status 
of London and suburban show busi¬ 
ness is almost unchanged. As yet, 
picture theatre circuits, lpi?it 
houses and dance halls, have not 
felt the pinch, and business has 
maintained an almost normal level. 
But the threat , that the pos'tion 
may change later is still present. 

There is now a possibility; that 
the staffs of London’s subway net¬ 
work may also take strike action. 
If this does come about. West Iv’d 
spots woidd. most certainly be 
strongly hit. This threat is coupled 
with a third and even greater one 
that the railway workers unions 
will also enforce a stop work ardor. 

Major cinema chain spokesmen 
report they Have not yet got down 
to a serious analysis of the s lun- 
tion. The Circuits Management 
As n. i which controls the pdoon 
and Goumont theatres and several 
West End s'tuations) told Variety 
that a full report on the position 
had not yet been worked out. It 
was too early to make an official 
comment, ‘•aid the (’MA- spokes¬ 
man. 

Nabe Houses May Be Helped 
Granada, too, controlling a num¬ 

ber of nabe picture theatres, stated 
they had not yet worked out a clear j 
picture of the situation, but thought 
that the strike may show ah im 
crease in attendance. The Asso¬ 
ciated British Cinemas spokesman, 
was the only one to make a direct 
“no change—us normal” statement. 

Meanwhile legit theatre man¬ 
agements report the strike has not 
yet had any adverse effect on thea¬ 
tre-going in the West End. There 
have been only a few cancellations 
and advance booking have main¬ 
tained a fairly normal pace. Keith , 

i Continued on page 54 > 

POLES’ $1,000,000 BUY 
OF U. S. POP CULTURE 

Washington, May .13. 
In live year ending March, 1959. 

Tip to $1,000,000, worth of films, 
records, books, periodicals, and. 
copyrights will be sold in Poland, 
under a U. S. Information Agency 
guarantee that the. exporters.-will. 
be paid in U. S. currency, accord¬ 
ing to recent report of the govern¬ 
ment agency. 

In same report, USIA states it is 
currently prepping second of a 
series of English-language teaching 
films for use ini agency’s 200 over¬ 
seas posts. It also reports that 
agency’s post n Djakarta. Indo¬ 
nesia, receives about 22,000 queries 
monthly regarding, use of USIA 
films, which are distributed 
throughout that country. 

Voice of America, agency’s radio 
arm, now broadcasts out of Wash¬ 
ington in 41 languages, beaming its 
shows, consisting of news, music 
and commentary, all over world, 
With 75ri angled for Iron Curtain 
countries. 

MET BASSO'S OWN OPERA 

Jerome Hines’ Church Work May 
Play Atlanta 

Irving Berlin’* 70th 
The 70th birthday of Ameri¬ 

ca’s No. 1 songsmith this week 
has; been the subject not only 

. of sundry tv and radio tributes 
1 in the U. S. but overseas Irving . j 

Berlin’s same event is . being j 
celebrated/ . . 

. Berlin, who has been watch- ( 
ing his health of late, has :. j 
gone to his Catskill Mt. (Nv Y.) j 

. retreat with; his wife, the for-., ! 
mer Ellin Mackay, and. per •. 
Usual, says .he “is working/ i 
on some new songs,” ;• 

BRITISH COPS RAID 
AtL-DAY STRIP CLUB- 

... London, May 13.. : 
A new Soho Club, Raymond 

RevuebaTv. which specializes in all- . 
day striptease shows has been 
raided by the police. The club! 
opened: only three weeks ago.: 
Twenty plainclothes cops, entered 
the club and stopped the show. 
They took the names of nearly 230 
people in the club and a’«o inter¬ 
viewed the showgirls in the pro¬ 
duction. 

Paul Raymond, who opened the 
club to compete with the .new 
“strip” entertainment. vogue now 
current in London, was not clear 
v. hether the . cops were worred 
about the entertainment provided 
or the liquor problems. 

. Atlanta, May 13. 
A group qf, Atlanta . Protestant 

ministers have formally* petitioned 
the.. Atlanta Christian Council to 
sponsor; a performance of Jerome 
Hines’ religious opera in this city. 
The opera, first written by the 
Metropolitan Opera basso, is titled 
“I Am. the Way.” and based on 
the life of Christ. It has been pro¬ 
duced in churches in New York 
City and '• environs•.some 20 times. 
The Atlanta performance would be 
its first outside that / zone. 

Hinesv was here , to sing the role 
of Mepmstopheles in ‘‘Faust” and 
had breakfast with a group of min¬ 
isters to. discuss; the matter of 
bringing his; opera South. He’s 
close; to. Salvation Army. 

"I estimate / it • Would cost us 
$6,000 to bring, the show to.Atlanta 
for a week,” Hines told pastors. 
If opera does, cpnie to Dixie Hines 
p’aris to bring skeleton staff of 
principal singers and production 
people.. A chorus would be chosen 
from voices in Atlanta church 
choirs. 

Is 100 Years Old Today 
London, May 13.; 

• The Royal Opera House, Covent 
Garden will be .100 years old to¬ 
morrow (Wed.). The centenary will 
not be celebrated until June 10, 
however, with performance in the 
presence of the Queen and Prince 
Philip. 

The present theatre stands on 
the original site of two previous 
playhouses, both destroyed by fire. 
The first was opened at the close 
of 1732 with Congreve’s "The-Way 

. Of The World.” The first musical 
piece to be performed at the house 
was the next production, “.The Beg- 

; gar’s Opera.” That theatre . was 
completely, gutted by fire in 1808. 

• The second building was opened 
! a year later, but it was not until 
. 1847 that Covent Garden became 
! an opera house, under the title, 
i the Royal Italian Opera. Again , ini. 

1856 the theatre was burned down, 
this time after a fancy dress ball. 

The present theatre dates from 
. 1858. From 1859 to 1939, witfe the 
exception of the interruption dur¬ 
ing. the First World War, opera was 

! played regularly each year during 
the London “season,” as this form 
of entertainment was looked upon 
as “high class.” 

The program for the centenary 
has not yet been announced. 

London, May 13- 
Associated Rediffusion made, 

an 11th hour decision, to withdraw 
a film from its weekly topical pro-' 

■ gram, “This Week,” because it 
: made an attack against a former 
i.SS general. He is Dr. Heinz 
i Reinefarth, mayor of the German 
! North Sea; island of Sylt: 
•• The film,/ entitled “Holiday in 
i Sylt.” has a commentary, prepared 
= by Defa.an East German film com- 
• pany. During the film, the hor- 
l.rors of the .Warsaw rising against 
the Germans during the war is re- 

1 counted, and it is pointed out that 
i Reinefarth was Van SS general 
(there. 
i The programmers checked with 
the - West German embassy and 
were told, that the ex-general had 

■ been cleared by courts trying Nazi 
/ war criminals. In a filmed inter- 
i view Reineforth, who was flown to 
• London, emphasized the fact that 
1 he had been cleared as a war crim¬ 
inal. He made it clear that he had 
no objection to “Holiday in Sylt,” 
being screened, providing that his 
interview was also aired. But AtR 
axed the .pic. although the Inde¬ 
pendent" Television Authority of¬ 
fered no. objection to its screening. 

THE PIED PIPER MUTED 
When Variety first accented a Tin Pan Alley trend of “leejr-IH^ 

part of the early rock ’n’ roll pattern,.and later also noted thafc 
the wordage was sapolioed, in the main, but “the boat” persisted 
as an undeniable boxoffice commodity, it was. part of .the record 
of the constantly shifting show biz. 

Now comes tHe Alan Freed debacle. The. May 3 Boston hool¬ 
iganism, in actuality a road company of similar incidents in 
other parts of the country, appears to be a capping climax. 
Seemingly the civic fathers—in other cities^—perhaps following 
New York Police Commissioner Kennedy’s edict ’about the big 
stick and a get-tough policy aga'nst the juvenile delinquents— 
have decided that public safety takes precedence over freedom 
of assembly. It’s analagous to the loose interpretation of “free 
speech” when one word—“fire”—could create panic. 

What the link is between the “big. beat” and the jubilant de¬ 
linquents is something for the deep thinkers to philosophize 
about. There's no question that Freed is mainly responsible for 
the' flood of new talent, much of it weird and frequently ama¬ 
teurish, on the current music biz scene. The “shook-up genera-. • 
tion” seems to go for this sort of primitive note-bending. But 
there’s a big question whether Freed’s indictment in Boston isn’t 
go'ng too far in pinning a deep-seated social phenomenon like, 
juvenile delinquency on a passing musical fad like rock ’n’ roll. 

Just as the tandem bike and the raccoon coat are symbols of 
earlier 20th century manifestations, rock ’n’ roll as a symbol of 
post-midcentury is already part of the annals. When show busi¬ 
ness will have occasion to ..look back on this phase of “entertain¬ 
ment” it may have another perspective on where panderihjg to 
the juveniles ends and hoodlumism begins. No question that, tp 
another era, a juvenile delinquent was just a bum or a punk and 
parents—arid the law—knew better; how to ciirb. it. . 

For a. time Freed, a self-acclaimed Pied Piper of the cult— 
immodestly billed himself as the “king” of the rock ’ii’ roll set— 
could do no wrong boxoff-ce-wise. Both the Broadway ^nd 
Brooklyn Paramounts chalked up phenomenal grosses with his 
type of r’n’r shows which, despite the need of entire corps , of 
safety officers, left a sufficient margin of profit to risk these 
bookings. Freed’s rock ’n’ roll impact on WINS even contributed 
to bringing it to the fore as the No. 1 New York independent 
station. So much so that the r’n’r phase not only influenced 
the programming of the competitive Gotham miisic-and-news 
stations but is said to have figured in Art Ford’s longtime WNEW 
affiliation being. severed. 

Apart from the milestone that the Freed debacle may Indicate, 
it rs also noteworthy that, as the r’ri’r thing sags, a gent whose 
initials are Sol Hurok can’t find enough longhair items to im¬ 
port and book in these United States; There’s boffo b.o., too, Jn 
longhair as weir as crewcut. stuff. It is very heartening. 
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2 RUSSIAN TRAVELOG 
FILMS SET U.S. DATES 

■ V Moscow, May 13. 
“Soviet Ballets” and “Russia To¬ 

day;?! first of new color travelog 
films on current Cultural exchange 
program (between U. S. and USSR, 
Will have American premiere at 
Wilshire" Ebell Theatre, Los An¬ 
geles, June 19-2^ presented arid 
narrated by Neil Douglas, the pro¬ 
ducer, With dates in principal 
cities to follow. New York book¬ 
ings set for Town. Hall. 

Iliko Suhishviii and his Geor¬ 
gian company of 100, winners of 

(Continued on page 54) 

s, Femme Novelist 
Own Prod. Outfit 

V . London, May 13. 
Alec Guinness and novelist 

Daphne Du Maurier have become 
partners in business, having formed 
Du Maurier-Guinness Ltd., and set 
Ealing Films to make “The Scape¬ 
goat.” This pic would use Miss Du 
Maurlerrs latest novel for a plot. 
At her insistence, Guinness will 
star. Metro wanted to buy the 
•rights for a film, but the author 
said no. Now Metro will distribute 
the film. /. 

Miss Du Maurier indicated 
she is tired of paying but in taxes 
almost everything she has earned 
from her past screened novels. 
Now this load will be spread over 
a few years. Guinness stated the 
new setup is “a legitimate way of 
spreading one’s earnings over a 
longer period. I also want to re¬ 
tain some control ove/ the produc¬ 
tion of the film.” 

So far Du Maurier-Guinness 
Ltd., has decided that the pic shall 
be shot in ILK., "with locations In 
France and that Bette Davis likely 
will co-star; with GuinneS's. • 

; As the 1958 Brussels Exposition continues tq sprout• global news 
second thoughts on the first World’s Fair since the 1939-40 New.York 
Exposition are the result of continuing queries to VAniETY, following 
the initial reports on the event: 

Is it worth seeing? Yes. 
What’s Wrong with the U.S. Pavilion? Nothing, excepting that 

whether it’s the U.S. or the USSR, this is a curious fair. It’s not a 
fun fair, in the ordinary sense. It’s not a trade fair, as Europeans . 
know the Leipzig, and kindred trade fairs. It’s really a battle of; 
ideologies or it might be called the Battle.of the Pavilions.- : 

Are the Russians eclipsing us? Yes and no. Yes, because their 
hard sell . is overwhelming, undeniable and almost overpowering. 
Their giant zeppelin hangarlike pavilion impresses on sheer power. 
The Edward D. Stone-designed U.S: Pavilion, with its attractive, 
grille design and decor is impressive, too. Within Uncle Sam goes 
soft sell. 

Should one visit the fair? Yes if you’re in Europe, though It’s 
unlikely that Brussels will become the solo lure for tourism; as did 
New York, Chicago, St. Louis and San Francisco. > 

(Continued, on page 14) 
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Cinerama Inc. on American Board 
Patent Owning Company Currently Hat Some 

6,000 Stockholders 
' +- 

Cinerama Inc.,, whose shares had 
been traded over-the-counter, has 
received greenlight for listing on 
the American Stock Exchange. 
Company holds the patent rights 
to the three-strip process and 
manufactures and installs the 
Cinerama equipment. It has about 
6,000 stockholders throughout the 
country. Stanley Warner Corp: 
owns approximately 35%; of'the 
outstanding common stock and 
Reeves Soundcraft about 17%. 

Report discloses that the com¬ 
pany’s activities for the fiscal year 
of 1957 showed a net income of 
$58,250 as compared with $118,477 
In .1956. ' Operating income 
amounted to $1,298,146,, a decline 
of $489,054 compared with the 
jprevious year. Royalties received 
were $44,070 less than in 1956. Al¬ 
though royalties from theatres in. 
the U S. and Canada declined 
$71,257, . this was partially offset 
by an increase of royalties from 
foreign theatres of $27,187. The 
major decline in operating income, 

. according to’ the report, occurred 
in the amount of income received 
for the lease of theatre exhibition 
equipment and parts which 
dropped $471,182 in 1957. . Only 
one new set of theatre exhibition 
equipment was delivered in .1957 
as compared with eight sets in 
1056. •, 

The report notes that Ciherama, 
now in its sixth year of opera¬ 
tion, has demonstrated outstanding • 
audience appeal., It is the man^ 
agement’s opinion that the new 
agreement recently concluded with 
Stanley Warner “creates an op¬ 
portunity - for substantial future 
progress.” The non-exqlusiyity of 
the SW deal, it’s stated, has 
opened opportunities for the com¬ 
pany to make production partici- 

. pation deals with major companies 
(Continued on page 54) 

. Pathe News Magazine of the 
Screen, a monthly educational film 
series distributed by educational 
directors to schools and colleges, 
is expanding its facilities and 
strengthening its coverage, accord¬ 
ing to editor-in-chief Leonard C. 
Hein. . The news magazine, pre¬ 
sented as a public service by var¬ 
ious commercial sponsors who 
receive credit on the titles of each 
film shewn in their area, is begin¬ 
ning its ninth year of operation 
and rather than being “oh the 
block,” as reported in Variety 
last week, “is as vital and produc¬ 
tive as ever,” Hein stated. 

The school newsreel, which also 
supplies educators with synopses 
and classroom guides . with each 
issue, has again been awarded the 
George Washington Honor Medal 
from the Freedoms Foundation at 
Valley Forge, Pa. Honor went to 
the Company’s America’s -Heritage 
features, a . series of eight' films 
about American history. Hein, who 
has been with the reel since it 
started in 1950, will receive thq 
medal on behalf of the film news 
magazine in N.Y. on May 29. 

Theodore C. Moorehouse apd 
Harold Baumstone, veterans in the 
production and distribution of edu¬ 
cational films, are associated with 
Hein in the. project as directors of 
the educational and sales divisions. 
They are making studies for the 
distribution and underwriting of 
the films in states not yet included 
in the program. 

Hollywood, May 13. 
Technicolor’s Herbert . Kalmus 

winged to N. Y. today (Tues.) to 
attend annual stockholders meet¬ 
ing. 

Afterwards he .proceeds to Eu¬ 
rope to visit Techni labs in Eng¬ 
land, France and Italy. 

‘Music Man* for Bing ? 
. Hollywood, May 13. 

Acting on behalf of his 
brother, Bing, Everett Crosby 
has had conversations with 
Meredith Willson in N- Y. re¬ 
garding acquisition, of film 
rights to Willson’s hit musical, 
“The Music Man,” as a Crosby 
starrer. . 

Everett Crosby held discus¬ 
sions with the composer just 
before latter left with his wife 
on a trek to Europe. Willson 
was reported “receptive” to 
the Crosby overture. However, 
it’s not likely a film version 
will be made for quite awhile 
since “Music Man” is assured 
of a long run . on Broadway, 
and ‘ roadshows, 

Years ago Willson batoned 
Crosby’s music, program on 

: radio. 

For Par Echoes 

Paramount had the greatest 
earnings report in its history when 
this week the company disclosed 
net income of $8,352,000 for the 
first quarter of 1958. Par operates 
on a calendar basis. . 

But importantly there was much 
“special income” behind the big 
upbeat, this being part of the ini¬ 
tial money accruing tc. Par from 
the sale of its pre-1948 backlog to 
television via MUsic Corp. pf Amer¬ 
ica subsidiaries. 

Operating income from the quar¬ 
ter amounted to $1,405,000, or 75c 
per share, compared with $1,299,- 
000, or 66c per share for the first 
three months of 1957, 

The rake-in for the first quarter 
period of this year was the equiva¬ 
lent of $4.43 per common share. 
Since the regular dividend rate 
per share per quarter is 50c, some 
speculation arose as to. the possi¬ 
bilities of an extra payoff to stock¬ 
holders of a new kind of corporate 
investment, or simply putting the 
added coin to use in buying up 
iqpre stock on the open market. 
There have been no decisions as 
yet by the Par board. 

Cinerama Productions Puts 
‘Substantial Shareholders’ 

Cinerama Productions Corp., 
which increased, its board of direc¬ 
tors irom five to eight, has chosen 
three of its “substantial” stock¬ 
holders to serve on'the directorate. 
Decision to enlarge the board was 
taken at. the urging of the stock¬ 
holders at the annual meeting in 
February. Following the meeting, 
the company wrote the Investors 
asking to. recommend nominees 
from their ranks, . 
’ a result, three shareholding 
directors who apparently meet the 
requirements,, have been added to 
the board. They are Leonard 
Edelman, Philadelphia, owner of 
3,800 shares; Joseph L. Skozen, 
Hammond, Ind., 5,400 shares, and 
Charles B. Ripley, New York, 
8,000 shares. Edelman is a direc- 
tor and sales manager of Foland 
& Co., a Philly furniture company; 
Shozen, chairman of the board and 
v.p. of United Bonding Insurance. 
Co.. of Indianapolis; Ripley, a 
financier. 

Associated Artists Productions 
Corp., a Delaware corporation, 
filed a statement and designation 
that Its New York offices are for 
the conduct of a business in rental 
of films. Stillman & Stillman of 
Manhattan were filing attorneys at 
Albany. . 

Final divorcement of Loew’s Inc. 
into separate theatre and produc¬ 
tion-distribution companies will be 
postponed until Aug, 31, 1959. Al¬ 
though the final decision on the 
new delay hasn’t been handed 
down by the N. Y. Federal Court, 
which has jurisdiction over the 
matter^ the Court is expected to 
rule favorably in light of the ap¬ 
proval by the antitrust division of 
the; Dept, of Justice. 

. Action is a highly significant one 
in the affairs of Loew’s iri that it 
will give the harassed company 
more than a year to iron the prob¬ 
lem of consolidated assets and li¬ 
abilities, including the debts, of 
both companies. Officials of both 
the production-distribution and 
theatre divisions have been wrestl¬ 
ing with the problem of equitably 
separating the two companies for 
several years, but haven’t been 
able to come up with a satisfactory 
solution. Main stumbling block has 
been the $30,000^000 funded debt, 
held by several insurance compan¬ 
ies, and how-to divide the liability. 

Hush-Hush Hearing ; 
Indication of the new postpon- 

ment came after a-hush-hush hear¬ 
ing last week before Federal Judge 
Edmund L. Palmieri,. who re¬ 
served decision and gave all parti¬ 
cipants in the case 10 -days in 
which to file and exchange briefs. 

(Continued on page 14) 

20th s Present 31 

/ Hollywood, May 13. 
TwentietljrFox, the major in best 

product situation - at the moment, 
projects the same . production 
schedule next year as studio is 
maintaining in current "1958 pro¬ 
gram—namely, 31 or 32 films at an 
overall expenditure of $50,000,000. 
Company’s stepped up production 
pace, according to Buddy Adler, 
production chief, is paying off in 
several directions: . 

* (1.) It is permitting a 
. planned-in-advance sked for at, 
lease the first four months _o/ . 

■ next kear. , . 
. (2) It has . resulted in the, 

lowest studio overhead, 24.8%, ; 
among all. the majors. 

(.3) It is . providing star-? 
. building material for thestu¬ 

dio's broad . new talent pro- 
gram: ■■ 
Adier said that one of the chief 

aims of 20th-Fox is to set up a 
(Continued on page 61) ; 

Widow’s Reading 
At the AMPA meeting last 

week, Paul Lazarus told of the . 
impoverished man who could 
not afford hospital and pri¬ 
vate physician and consequent¬ 
ly submitted to an operation 
On television. It went accord¬ 
ing to plan—except that the 
poor chap died. 

The surgeon, fulfilling his 
obligation, went over to the 
control room to break the 
hews . to the patient’s wife. 
The bereaved woman shrugged 
her head, and murmured, 
“Well, that’s show business!” 

Hollywood, May 13. 
What may be a showdown meet¬ 

ing between the Screen Directors 
Guild and Assn, of Motion Picture 
Producers and Alliance of Televi¬ 
sion Film Producers was to be held 
today (Tues ). 

Negotiations had collapsed in 
talks for a new pact, when the 
producers, nixed Directors’ “rock 
bottom” proposals, so matter was 
taken by the guild to its member¬ 
ship which had a special meeting. 
At this meeting membership in¬ 
structed the negotiating committee 
not to recede from is present posi¬ 
tion, but to. have a last try at 
peace efforts. 

At. the same time the member¬ 
ship instructed that, if no agree¬ 
ment Is reached within 30 days 
there will be a suspension of serv¬ 
ices by the directors. Directors are 
particularly burned up at the ma¬ 
jors’ refusal to so much as discuss 
tollvision, and adamant attitude 
against conceding the guild maV 
get a cut of post-1948 pix sold to 
tv. A: directorial source says it’s 
figured the majors may get around 
$250,000,000 for their post-1948s, 
and they don’t want to split with 
the guilds, since even a 10% cut 
for the guilds would give them 
$25,000,000. 

;. Mike Todd continues press copy. 
Ed Falesis readying a piece for 
The American Salesman on the 
showman as a good merchandiser. 

Loews 4th in 

Of all stocks listed on. the New 
York Stock Exchange; Loew’s 
ranked fourth in terms of volume 
of trading last week and the per- 
share trading price was up to a 
new high-level of $17.37^. Ac¬ 
cording to insider sources,: the 
show of strength could be attrib¬ 
uted to buying by both persons 
closely aligned with. LoeW’s and 
other Wall Streeters who have 
come to feel the corporation is 
about to turn the fiscal corner. To¬ 
tal turnover last week was 170,- 
500 shares. 

One source related. that some 
prominent, exhibitors, expecting a 
good number of “blockbuster” pic¬ 
tures from the Metro subsidiary, 
also are bullish on the stock. . 

Among the buyers is Louis A. 
Green, board member and associ¬ 
ate of the various money men from 
Wall St. who of late have entered 
the Loew’s corporate. picture. 

Stock. Exchange statistics show 

that Green, in March, acquired an 
additional 4,857 shares. He bought 
shares of stock on each of eight dif¬ 
ferent days in this single month 
with the purchases ranging from 
355 to 1,166 shares, bringing him a 
total of 142,535 shares. Green’s 
buyiips during April and so far 
this month have yet to be record¬ 
ed but it’s regarded as likely that 
he’s clinging to the same bullish 
pattern. 

Jerome Newman, who Is a Green 
associate, has been adhering to a 
similar day-by-day buying pattern 
but in lesser amounts. He’s listed 
as; holding only -5,330 shares but 
his intra-mural strength is shown 
in the fact that he was recently 
appoinated chairman of Loew’s 
finance and budget committee. 

Green’s holdings are through the 
Stryker & Brown brokerage house, ■] 

Continuing as the biggest indi¬ 
vidual stockholder is Joseph Tom¬ 
linson, with 180,000 shares owned 
directly; and 1,600 Indirectly. 1 

Cannes, May 13. 
Elias ’Lapinere, Metro’s Conti¬ 

nental publicity head; scored a 
coup when on the sixth day of the 
current festival he got Metro’s 
“Gig!” invited to be the last film 
shown Sun. (18). This gives Metro 
two festival entries with both pix 
coming in for free French licenses 
(worth about $25,000 each) and free 
remittances (worth $50,000 per 
pic). ; 

“Gigi” will .be shown put of com¬ 
petition a ia the. late Mike Todd’s 
“Around the World iq 80 Days” 
(UA) which opened' the fest last 
year. 

Selection committee was enthu¬ 
siastic about “Gigi" when it was 
screened for them in Paris, but 
the Motion Picture Assn, had al¬ 
ready picked the official Yank en¬ 
try (Metro’s “The Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov”), and had invited “Desire 
Under the. Elms” (Par) and “The 
Long, Hot Summer’’ (20th). 

Festival authorities felt that 
four Yank pix would be too many 
with Russia having only one and 
France and Italy only two each. 
It wars feared this might fan anti- 
Yank feelings and give the leftist 
press a readymade gambit. But 
the fest authorities also wanted 
something gay to end the fest, not 
a drama or a downbeat subject. So 
“Summer” will be moved to a Sept, 
night (17) spot, ajid others 
switched to accommodate “Gigi.” 

The French story, derivation of* 
the pic, through the late Colette’s 
novel, and the primarily French 
cast. (Maurice Cheyaljer, Leslie 
Caron, Louis Jourdan), plus the 
film’s having been made about 
80% in France, also helped get it 
invited. 

Columbia Pictures is angling for 
strictly high-budget pictures, ac¬ 
cording, to new president Abe 
Schneider.; Following ia series of 
meetings among studio and home- 
office officials, Schneider stated: 
“No property or cast Mil be too 
big for our productions;” 

In reaching out for i top talent 
and story material on a continuing 
basis Col will be pulling a switch. 
History of the company has been 
one of bulk production; over each 
year’s span in addition to only a 
couple of big-budgeted features. 

Col has a lineup of 36 produc¬ 
tions on its 1958-59 release sched-. 
ule and among these, already com¬ 
pleted, are seven “blockbusters.* 
These include John Ford's produc¬ 
tion of “The Last Hurrah,” from 
the novel by Edwin O’Connor; an 
adaptation of the “Bell, Book and 
Candle” legiter; and William 
Goetz’ production of “Best of 
Enemies,” starring Daiiny Kaye. 

La Crawford Carbdnates 
Meeting As 

Gilbert Attempts Heclde 
Wilmington, May 13. 

Joan Crawford had litjtle trouble 
in taking the spotlight at the 
stockholder meeting of the Pepsi¬ 
Cola Company here today. .The 
screen star, wife of Alfred N. 
Steele, Pepsi board chairman, 
wrote her own script as she tan¬ 
gled in a one-act drama with John 
(not the actor) Gilbert, who, with 
his brother. Lew, makes a career 
of attending stockholder meetings 
and engaging in sharq debates 
with management. 

Miss Crawford was all smiles as 
she took a seat In the riear of the 
room. Suddenly Gilbert, not the 
actor, spied her and asked Steel# 
to introduce her. She tjook a bow 
as the stockholders applauded en- 

(Continued on pagt 12) 
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After Many A Depressing Essay 
iz, 0. S. 

The press is meeting Hollywood>■ 
again—and on -new'' terms. Fourth! 
estatcrs, often suspected of eager-] 
ness in tossing the brickbats at' 
the picture business, are now un¬ 
derlining the positive values. It’s 
becoming upbeat, and it’s a switch. 

In recent weeks . numerous 
papers have been throwing the 
spotlight on the growing number, t , • widescreen oroeess Cine- 
of b* Pictures whlrt, toe Na- 

NO DEAL ON THE MIRACLE' 

Cinemiracle and Warners Fail To 
Find A Way . 

Los Angeles. May 13. 
Deal for Warner; Bros, to .film 

“The Miracle” in National Tl?ea- 

boxoffice commotion. The contrast 
is sharper than usual, now, for in i BreaMown in n^atj^ions, he 
past papers would me me tcnvardl M; -as -t „{ nal)ilitv,0 ^ree 
one direetron or the other without : on :m„t)ianv .^eptahle terms." 
too much stress either way. .. ./ ..Mira(.le.. ,m. firrt 0f .three pix 

Largely it was a matter .of in-, to'have been tamed out bv WB in 
difference anent the values of film : Cinemiracle, under a . contract 
product or mild applause. . closed last November. 

Couple of months ago the dailies —— 
were harsh in their analyzing— 
due in large part to the industry 
itself. The Page 1 attention was 
given to the Hollywood A. F. of L. 
Film Council's survey which: es¬ 
tablished that the lush prosperity 
of 1946-would not return. It was 
hardly noted that the peak eco¬ 
nomics of that year were beyond 
the wildest dream of anyone in the 
p.ctUre business. There was, too, 
the boldface type on a Sindlinger 
report which had it that the. re¬ 
lease of relatively new pictures to 
television would mean disaster to 
Hodywood. 

Both Sindiiriger and the Film 
Council had intra^trade motivation 
in their sizing up of the status 
of the picture industry; the con¬ 
sumer press picked them up and 
made with the big play. 

j tip^ill’s Elmer C. Rhoden.: 

Richard Widmark Sees 
Filin Men in Europe 

On Posh Hotel Orbit 
Hollywood, ‘May 13, 

Cot off . the Dorchcstcr-George 
V-Excehior .route, Richard Wid¬ 
mark advises junketing HollywoOd- 
ites. and hit some“ of Europe’s 
backwater towns and cities. It pays 
off in boxoffice and it pays off in 
experience, he says. 

Widmark is just hack from a 
two-month tour of Europe plug¬ 
ging his indie production for Unit¬ 
ed Artists. “Time Limit.” hitting 
cities in Germany, Belgium, France 
and .Italy with dav-and-date ap¬ 
pearances with the opening of the 

, . i pic which he starred in, believed 
. .But. lD0* ^PPen^ng at; to be the most extensive: p.a. for a 

this time. The Wall Street Journal] Ua s star in Eurdpe 
came out with a three-column, IIe lauded the local press in 
stor> concerning the way big pic-j such German cities as Karlsruhe, 
tures> plus .exhibitor ingenuity is Duesseldorf, Hamburg and Braun, 
drawing the public back to thea-f schweig, "where the appearance of 
tres. Recession or not, Americans a movie- star is still an event.” 
are being lured back to the na- “They ask astute, penetrating ques¬ 
tion s - movie" uouses—Mi growing tions,” he says, “that are interest- 
munbers, stated the financial ; ing and stimulating to - answer, 
sheet in its dcadoff ! They are well read about the busi- 

Vwv \ qrk Herald Tribune was ; ness as a whole and interested in 
out two consecutive. Sundays with the artist and his work, not just 
special features, one headlining ^is personality’1 
“Movie Business on Upswing” and [ ‘widmark.notes that there is Still 
the ot.ier Movies Still Most Popu-I an attitude on the part of some 
lar ot Entertainments.” . ■ j producers and .their sales staffs 

Bosley C rowthcr m the N. Y. ; to “treat an. actor as an idiot who 
Times recently was m a state of >. can’t possibly have any ideas about 
near ecstasy about the uncommon r promotion or sales,” adding, “an 
number of good pictures available.: actor who can put together a pic- 

The press nutting for the picture j tore Can’t be such .an idiot and 
industry is not limited to the; might have some ideas that would 

Bill Holden Might Play 
In Next Han Snyin Film 

If Tailored for a Yank 
Tokyo, May 6. 

During his recent sojourn in Ori¬ 
ent, much of it in H6ng Kong, 
where he invested in broadcasting 
station, actor William Holden met 
with Han Suyin, atithor of “Love 
Is A Many-Splendored Thing” in 
which Holden starred.. Miss Suyin 
has an Unpublished novel which 
Paramount Controls. Author has 
agreed to switch hero from a na¬ 
tive of Indiia to an American if 
Holden agrees to play role. 

Holden, one of Hollywood’s most- 
traveled: actors, said he didn’t 
think frozen funds had .anything to 
do with the trekking of U. S. film 
companies to overseas locations. 

“Any attempt of. a company to 
make another motion picture , just 
to use up frozen currency would 
prove a mistake,” ho . offered. “It 
has to be an artistic cpntributlon. 
If you are shooting just to have X 
number of feet of film, you have 
failed yourself and have no con¬ 
cept of the possible merit of your 
art. 

Asked if the percentage deals 
now being made bv the handful of 
actors in comrtianding positions are 
not backing producers against 
Walls, Holden, who stands to col¬ 
lect all-time payoff of $2,100,000 
from 10% of thi gross of “Bridge 
On the River Kwai ” responded, 
“The actor is taking as much of a 
risk as anyone else. If he says he 
will take ;X percentage instead of 
a figure, this is jiist a willingness 
to gamble. The guarantee is al¬ 
ways much lower than h Is usual. 
price, often, as low as 10%. 

United States. London’s Daily EX- 
> Continued on page 12) 

Universal Sets 

Hollywood, May 13. 
Universal, entering the financing 

and distribution of . indie.- product, ' S** generally speaiung+irs 
has set first deal by inking Bryna j ^i°!f 
to produce “Viva Gringo,” star- “ 

be helpfuL” 
He said the. publicity; staffs of 

UA in Europe were top-notch, at 
setting up his tours for him, laud¬ 
ing especially the German public¬ 
ity chief, Karl Scheffler, with 
whom, he spent the larger part of 
his tour. 
. Widmark discounted, in general; 
the idea of slanting a pic towards I 
the important foreign market: “It 
might be helpful to keep this mar¬ 
ket in mind while casting/7 he 
says, “but generally speaking it’s 

r.ng Kirk Dougins and Rock Hud¬ 
son. Budgctted over $2,500,000, 
feature will be produced by. 
Bryiia’s vp Edward Lewis in wide¬ 
screen and color in' collaboration 
with U production chief Edward 
Muhl. Studio to make^ available 
Its full production facilities. 

Universal is Currently negoti¬ 
ating with Biyna to make a num¬ 
ber of other pix and is setting 
other indie product on similar 
deals. 

well is still your primary require¬ 
ment.” 

Carl Foreman-Bill Holden 
To Film m Puerto Rico ? 

San Juan, May l3. 
Carl Foreman; fHra producer 

who" was here last January simul¬ 
taneously with -. William Holden 
and Hyman Gljckstem“N. Y. attor¬ 
ney and: v p. of San Juan Racing 
Assn.) has advised Harold Winston, 
local Columbia Pictures distrib 
that he hopes to return to make 
a film with Holden. Deal wbuld 
be some time off as both have pre¬ 
vious commitments,. Tax aspects 
of the island and its. settings make 
the possibility an interesting one 
to both the producehr. and the star. 

Many local observers interested 
in possiblity of a studio, here state 
Miat there is no scene in “The 
Bridge on the River Kwai” which 
could not have . been made in 
Puerto Rich. 

L. Ai td N. 
Anson Bond . 
Hoagy Carmichael 
Charles Chaplin Jr. 
Joan Fontaine 
Arthur Freed 
Jacob H. Karp 
Phil Krasrie . - 
Paul N; Lazarlis Jr. 
Pat McDermott 
Robert Montgomery 
Hal Roach. Jr. ' 

' Milt Rosner 
Hal Scott 
Raymond Stress 
S. A: Swenson 
Alin Todd 
Forrest Tucker 
Collier Young 

Y. 

How Does Trade Top Blockbusters? 
Current spate of blockbuster picutres is just fine—but what’s 

the film-industry going to do for an encore? There are no new 
b.b.’s in sight at least for the balance of this year and as a result 
many firstrun situations in New York—elsewhere, too, for that 
matter—will likely run into trouble maintaining operations. 

This point was made this week by Harry' Brandt, prominent 
circuit operator and president of the Independent Theatre 
Owners Assn. Some time ago he gave up operation: of two Gotham 
showcases, the Globe and Mayfair. 

Brandt cited the lengthy runs of “Bridge on the River Kwai” 
at the Palace, the Cinerama pictures at the Warner, “‘Ten Com¬ 
mandments” and now “South Pacific” at the Criterion arid '“Around 
the World in 80 Days” at the Rivoli. 

When these reach the exhaustion point, thinks Brandt, there 
will be little on hand to take their place in the marathon sweep- 
stakes. There's one possible exception, this being Warners’ "Old 
Mart and the Sea.” 

C’rama films have long since established a pattern: each new 
one has staying power for a shorter period than its predecessor. 

Fact that there’s already difficulty in bookng important product 
is shown, states Brandt, in the scheduling at Loew’s State which . 
has. been going with “filler” material for some time. The real 
pinch will be felt when “Kwai,” et al., expire and the Palace 
and several other houses enter the top product competitOh. 

Situaton may change next year, in Brandt’s opinion, but right 
now he can’t see it. In line with this if any one company is to 
come through with longevity epics is Metro. Brandt, bases this 
on M-G new program under. production chief Sol C. Siegel and 
president Joseph R. Vogel. . 

T 

NATALIE WOOD'S $750 

Warners Puts Morris Agency Off 
On Revised Contract 

Hollywood,May 13. 
Negotiations for a new contract 

and wage hike for Natalie Wood at 
Warner Bros, have bogged down. 

William Morris agency, the ac¬ 
tress’ reps, had submitted terms 
for a new deal for her, but WB 
informed them it didn’t Want to 
discuss the matter at this time. 

Miss Wood, who joined Warners 
two years ago at $400. a wreek, is 
now drawing $750 a week there. 

Operate Primai% From Studip$ 

'MR. LONELY HEARTS' 

Protest Its Closeness To West- 
Teichman-Schaiy Tag 

Hollywood. May 13. 
United Artists has filed a pro¬ 

test with MPAA Title Registration 
Bureau against Alex Gottlieb’s in¬ 
tended use of title “Mr. Lonely 
Hearts,” claiming it is similar to 
Dore Schary’s upcoming indie, 
“Lonelyhearts.” . 

Schary’s pic, slated to roll in 
July for UA release is adapted 
from Howard Teichman plav, “Miss 
Lonelyhearts," Nathaniel* West 
novel of same tag. 

Gottlieb’s; “Hearts,” planned as 
theatrical release, is based on four 
“Dear Phoebe” telesegments plus 
new footage. 

Warner Bros, reportedly is 
weighing the shifting of almost its 
entire New York operation to; the 
Coast Serious discussion on the 
possible move was held, by the com¬ 
pany’s top echelon and, at the mo¬ 
ment, tiie situation is in a state of 
limbo. According to one report the 
final deci§ion may go either way. 

If WB should decide to base the 
bulk of its activities on the Coast, 
it’s felt that a skeleton staff will 
be maintained in N. Y., possibly 
one or two men from each depart¬ 
ment. At. any rate, the staff won’t 
be large enough for the compaiiy 
to ..keep its entire floor of office 
space at. its Fifth Ave. headquar¬ 
ters-. 

OvCr the years there have been 
numerous reports of possibly shifts 
to the Coast by various companies. 
In a small way, particularly at WB 
and Metro/ numerous: functions 
previously performed in N. Y. have 
been transferred to the Coast. At 
present, the film companies have 

large amounts of office and stor¬ 
age space available at their Coast 
headquarters and there has been 
considerable soulsearching pertain¬ 
ing to the economics of maintain¬ 
ing elaborate setups in the east and 
west. 

At one time, it was considered 
essential to base, sales and pub-ad 
activities in Gotham. However; 
there seems to be a slow but steady 
shift of pub-ad duties to the Coast 
Witb air travel and .the coming of 
the jet age, it’s felt, too, that there 
no longer is a dire necessity to 
headquarter sales toppCrs In N. Y, 
Of course, a branch office and ex¬ 
change would be maintained just 
as they are; in other'key cities. 
Thinking now is that it will be just 
as easy to make important circuit 
deals on the Coast as it is in N. Y. 
In addition, with the major com¬ 
panies making fewer and bigger 
pictures; the distribution pattern is 
changing and it’s felt that the sales 
pattern would be similarly altered. 

PRINCETON PRODUCER’S 
SEX CRIMINAL FILM 

General Films Inc:, an educa¬ 
tional film firm of Princeton, N. J., 
has* ventured into the theatrical 
field with a 72-minute low-budg- 
eter dealing with the story of a sex 
criminal. 

Picture, made on speculation 
without a prior distribution deal, 
Was written and produced by 
Richard L. Hilliard, General Films 
prexy. Titled "The Lonely Crime,” 
the film has a cast of 10, all of 
Whom are Broadway or tv actors. 
Cast includes Karl Light, Richard 
Nicholls and Peggy Allison. 

According to Hilliard, the pic¬ 
ture concerns a schizophrenic tom 
by guilt over a murder he has 
committed. Point of the film, he 
stated, is “to explain, not excuse.” 
Film will be preemed at the Gar¬ 
den Theatre in Princeton, May 
22-24. 

N. Y. to L. A. 
John Alderman 
Kermit Bloomgarden 
Bob Chandler 
William Darrld 
Nathaniel Frey 
Irving Jacoby 
Jack Lord 
Arthur S. Lyons 
Barry Nelson 
Herbert T. Silverberg . 

N. Y. to Europe 
Frank Cooper 
Billy de Wolfe 
Shirley; Eder 
Milton Gordon 
Manning Gurian 
Julie Harris 
Alex Harrison 
Beth Hollinger 
Jack House 
Bill Kaland 
Guy Mitchell 
Eugene Ormandy 
John Oxberry 
Maimy Reiner 
Mike Santangelo • 
Robert Saudek 
Isaac Stern 
Roman Totenberg 
Jerry YFald; 

. Europe to N, Y. 
Cary Grant 
Leland Hayward 
Edward F. Kook 
Hilda Kook 
Joshua Logan 
Gaston Palmer 
Don Petrie 

♦ Three naotion picture, execs have 
'joined With Erwin S; Wolfson, 
board chairman of the Diesel Con¬ 
struction Co., to build the largest 
commercial office structure in the. 
v/orld which will rise in the rear 
oi New York’s Grand Central Ter¬ 
minal. They’re Herbert Scheftel, 
Stuart Scheftel and Alfred G, Bur¬ 
ger with extensive holdings in film 
theatre, television and publishing 
fields. 

Group, it was disclosed. last 
week, leased a large tract from the 
N Y. Central and New Haven Rail-, 
road companies to build a “Grand 
Central City” at an. estimated cost 
of $100,000,000. Within its pro¬ 
jected height of 50 stories will be 
three legitimate theatres. Two will 
contain 1.800 seats each while the 
third will have 1,200. All will.be 
located on a third floor exhibition 
area and -will be connected with 
the lobby by four escalators. 

With more than 3,000,000 sq. ft. 
of floor space, the project will be 
one-third larger than the Empire 
State Bldg. Existing structures on 
the site will be razed next, year and 
the new building is slated for com-‘ 
pletion in 1961. Its legit theatres 
mark the first time that new houses 
will be available for stage produc¬ 
tions In the east side area. "But 
whether producers would pass up 
a conventional Broadway opening 
in favor of an offbeat location is 
conjectural. 

Wolfson, whose Diesel construc¬ 
tion outfit will erect the project*. 
pioneered in building various film 
and tv laboratory structures in¬ 
cluding New York’s Film Center 
Bldg*. The Scheftels a,nd Burger, 
founders of- the Telenews Theatres 
and Telenews Productions,, alsb es¬ 
tablished Young America Films 
feducational pix) and own-operate' 
WICS; a Springfield, Ill., tv sta¬ 
tion. Additionally; they own the 
Industrial Publishing Co. 

17 Schine Houses 
Seventeen Schine. Circuit thea¬ 

tres have been placed on the auc¬ 
tion block to fulftil terms, of the 
Government’s consent decree. The 
sale will be* handled; by Joseph P. 
Day Inc., New York real estate auc¬ 
tioneer. 

According to th.e terms of. the 
decree, a number of the buildings 
miist.be sold for operatioiL only as 
theatres, Others may be sold for 
conversion to commercial uses; 

The. theatres are all in upstate 
N.Y. with the exception of one-in 
Ravenna, Ohio and another in Cum¬ 
berland, Md. The first sale will be 
held at the Manger Hotel, Roches¬ 
ter, N.Y. on Monday (19) and the 
other at the Queensbury Hotel, 
Glens Falls; N.Y. on May 24. 

Kail Hoblitcelle, head of the 
Interstate Theatre Circuit, has 
pledged $250,000 to the Saint 
Paul’s Hospital Building fund cam¬ 
paign in D allas. 
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PAR NIXES ‘10 C’ FREE RIDES 
New York Sound Track 

Look -for John Wayne to go to the courts to secure an adjudica-,. 
tion of his 5% piece in all. the old Republic Pictures. What star 
wants to. know is does he collect 5% of Herb Yates, or the film 
syndicators profit, or the local station's sale?; 

Ann Parish, the novelist, died not long ago, leading an estate in 
excess of $10-millions .. .. . riot from literature, from her first husband 

. Authors League of America waxed wistful that she did not remem-: 
ber the League in her will and has since round-robinned membership 
suggesting that the League could use some bequests ... Writers are 
also requested to mention .League membership In their Who’s Who 
brog. notes . . . Incidentally, the institute of Communications Research 
.at U. of Illinois is surveying the economic status of the 1,500-odd paid- 
'up members of the Authors Guild. 

Art Buchwald of Paris Herald did the V.I.P. act Thursday (8) last in 
Zurich, Switzerland speaking} to the Swiss Men’s Club at luncheon and 
the American Womens Club, introduced by. Marcia Hale. . . . he i 
detailed how he stumbled into being a coluirinist (88 papers now take 
him) after stringing for Variety . . as to White House Secretary 
Haggerty, Buchwald didri’t mean to kid him but the journalists who 
asked such inane questions ... talking about his visit to Moscow he 
said dames there had been wearing the sack for 40 years ; it was 
not fashion but a habit. 

Paul Behirke has resigned as head of the Skouras Theatres film buying 
department. He had been in that post since 1947 . . Lana Turner set 
for Universal’s “Imitation Of Life" set to start July 8 .. . . .Al Cohan, 
of Universal’s homeoffice staff, to New Orleans on promotion cam¬ 
paigns on four pictures set for the Joy Theatre . . .. 20th-Fox sales chief 
Alex Harrison and Mrs, Harrison off on the S.S. Constitution for a 
European jaunt . .. . Loew’s State set with product Until Sept. 4, at 
which time house will close down for conversion to theatre suitable, for 
hard-ticket attractions . . . Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres executive, 
named chairman of the film industry golf tournament: sponsored by 
Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith ... . . John Oxberry, prexy of Animation 
Equipment Corp,, off to London and South Africa for conferences with 
officials of animated film studios , . . More than 50 managers of the 
Walter Reade circuit gathered at the Mayfair House, Oakhurst, N. J. 
headquarters of the chain yesterday (Tries.) to map the company’s 
forthcoriiing summer drive. 

If Metro likes “Stranger With A Grin” so much, featuring it as prom¬ 
inently and, in some instances more so, than “The Sheepman," why 
didn’t they call it that in the first place? . . . Dore Schary returns June 
1 to the Coast to start his first indie film production of “Miss Lonely- 
hearts” ... Old pros never give up. When Maurice Chevalier has Mon-? 
day-Tuesday- Wednesday off from his second show at. the Waldorf (he 
does 10 shows a Week, the rest of the week two-a-night) he’s on-tfie- 
to.wn, casing local talent, arid auditioning the constantly shifting Amer¬ 
ican mores in nocturnal entertainment. Before he does his one-week- 
er at Los Angeles’ Greek Theatre the 70-year-old show biz vet says 
he’s “breaking in some new material,” with dates in the northwest be¬ 
fore coming to L.A. . . . 

Difference between the vaude-nitery pros in running a Friar Frolic 
and the legits* handling of their annual Lambs’ Gambol, both at the 
Waldorf-Astoria, respectively last Friday and Saturday, was underscored 
by the latter’s oyerlong “tributes,” citations and presentations. The 
Friars went into 4heir show and it was a breeze all the way. Neither 
had a dais but the Friars Were intent on making their al fresco 
“memorial" dinner to Mike Todd a laugh show and succeeded fully.. 
The Lambs were full of “the theatre," its traditions, encomiums to, 
honor guests Robert W. Dowling, Conrad N. Hilton, Adolph Zukor, 
Cecil B. DeMille, Helen Menken (“the first lady of the American 
theatre"). Last year Helen Hayes, . who also spoke, likewise got. the 

'“first lady" billing. 
Raymond Strops, who rolls “The Angry Hills” in. Greece next month 

as an indie, will also do three other films through erd of 1959, including 
“A Terrible Beauty,”, based ori new Arthur Ross novel; “The Affair" 
arid “Passport” . ... Producer Charles H. Schrieer signed Nathan Juran 
to direct “Good Day for a Hanging,” to star Fred MacMiirray and 
Maggie Hayes for Columbia Pictures-release . . Jack Lemmon costars 
with Marilyn Monroe and Tony Curtis in Billy Wader’s “Some Like It 
Hot,” for the Mirisch Co.. 

. Bette Davis signed to co-star with Alec Guinness in “The Scapegoat.” 
Miss Davis currently is in Spain to appear in Warners’ “Jbhn Paul 
Jones,” will proceed from there to England for “The Scapegoat,” to be 
produced by Sir Michael Balcon for Metro release . . . Advance ticket 
Sale for “Gigi,” opening tomorrow' (Thrirs.) at the Royale Theatre dEn 
hard-ticket policy, has passed the $50,000 mark, according to Metro. . . . 
Maurice Chevalier, Hermione Gingold, Eva Gabor and Monique Van 
Vooren, four of the stars of the picture, will attend the premiere of 
“Gigi”,. . . Joan Fontaine Gotham-eyeing after completing“A Certain 
Smile” for 20th-Fox . . . Claude J. Schlanger, County Theatre. Co., 
Doylestown, Pa.; S. Goldfinger, Loop Theatre, Chicago; John R. Hois* 
Telenew, Milwaukee, have joined Theatre Owners of America. 

Waldorf-Astoria says reservations for Maurice Chevalier’s final weeks 
at the Empire' are so heavily prebooked it cannot in conscience arid 
good, business release him to fly back to Cannes as the Film Festival 
requested; furthermore, Ed Sullivan has Chevalier booked next Sunday 
when he and another 70-year-old, Sophie Tucker, duet their septuage- ‘ 
narian roundelays on his vaudeo. 

Twentieth-rFox will send to all its domestic exchanges the 20-minute 
reel of Jerry Wald’a “Mardi Gras” location footage, for preview'ihg by. 
exhibs. • 

.... Included are actual shots of the Mardi Gras in New Orleans; plus 
material lensed at Virginia Military Institute With; four male leadsi— 
Pat Boone, Tommy Sands, Gary Crosby and Richard Sargent: Main 
photography starts in July. 

UA’s “Solomon and Sheba,’’ which will star Gina Lollobrigida and 
Tyrone Power; and will be directed by King Vidor, rolls in Madrid on 
Sep. 15th. It will be produced by Arthur Hornblow in association 
with Ted Richmond, and lensed in large screen color process. George 
Ornstein, representing UA, says that there will be. a probable overall 
cost of four million dollars, and that; the Spanish governmerit has been 
very helpful in granting permission to Shoot in a minimum amount of 
time, particularly Director-General Munoz Foritan, Overall, boss of ail 
cinema operations, and the Ministry of War. As UA has had okay 
production results from other pictures made there (“Alexander the 

? Great,” “The Pride and the Passion”), the film will be iriade entirely 
in Spain, 60% of it exteriors : . . Warwick Productions’; "The Man 
Inside,” starring Anita Ekberg, Jack Balance and Nigel Patrick, started 
shooting in Madrid April 28. Cubby Broccoli and Harold Ruth produce; 
’John Gillirig ; directs. Large cast includes Tony Neully and Barney 
Colleano. Other locations are London and Lisbon. 

Samuel Goldwyn Jr. was “included in” in Atlantic City last Wed¬ 
nesday (71 when he was presented the “Man and Boy Award” by the 
Boys’ Clubs of America during their 52nd annual convention there. ; 

JJ PflY Precedent^ Policy Certain to Echo As 
tllllllF-IIU!!i Others Follow Ten Commandments 

With the Increasingly-impOrtant 
drive-in market of summertime 
shortly to be on the picture’s play¬ 
off scehdule, Paramount is out to 
set some precedent with its 
licensing of “Ten Command¬ 
ments.” Outcome of the Par ef¬ 
forts corild have a bearing on fu¬ 
ture relationships between ozorier 
operators and the -distributors. 

Although enjoined by antitrust 
decree from: stipulating admission 
prices in exhibition contracts, Par 
has: decided on a policy that calls 
for at least some admission price 
for each iridvidual in every auto-: 
mobile at a ramp situation during 
a “Commandments” run. This 
would be a major Switch, for it’s: 
the practice of many drive-in op¬ 
erators to levy admission scales on 
a per-car basis, without regard to 
the number of occupants. 

(Several distribution companies 
have, beefed in past about this type 
of pricing arrangement, particular¬ 
ly with their. bigger pictures, /but 
nothing so far has been done about 
It. The Par undertaking thus will 
be closely watched.) 

Par also has some experiment¬ 
ing to do so far as intermission is 
concerned. Obviously some break 
will be required about the middle 
of the 219-minute, production, but 
no decisions have been reached as 
yet on where the intermission is 
to take place arid for what dura¬ 
tion. Drive-in men have their con¬ 
cession businesses to think about. 

Third big consideration for Par 
—and the rarrip theatremen—also 
centers on the mammoth running 
time. With intermission included 
it’s to be a four-hour show and 
some’ outdoor situations can’t be¬ 
gin .operations, because of light 
conditions, until nearly 9 p.m. This 
means the family, audience—in¬ 
cluding the kids in pajamas—-don’t 
get home until after 1 a.rii. 

Regal to Feed 20th 18 
Hollywood, May 13. 

Regal Films and. 20th-Fox have 
reached an agreement Whereby 
Regal will produce 18 films iri 
1958-59, instead- of 26 turned out 
in past year. 

Rolling of new product starts in 
October.1 . 

Allied’s Happy ‘Macabre’ 
Hollywood, May 13, 

Allied Artists has boosted 
advertising allocations for 

. “Macabre” from $100,000 to 
$250,000. 

Budget was upped by prexy 
Steve Broidy and John C. 
Fliriri, national ad-pub direc- 

. . tor, following initial key city 
openings of William Castle- 

^.Robb White production. 

■.■■■ . ■ - . ■ ■, -. . 

Paramount Buys Tokyo,’ 
Intended for Allied; 

Its 3d Indie Snatch 
Hollywood, May 13. 

. Paramount has purchased “Date- 
j line Tokyo,” originally produced 
for.. Allied Artists: release by Naci- 
mera Productions- arid producers 
Marviri Segal arid Norinan Henrian. 
Purchase price covered cost of film 
for which Allied Artists had ar¬ 
ranged financing. 

Pic, which stars Michi Kobi and | 
Richard Long, will be released! 
this surtuner. Co-scripted and co- • 
produced by Segal and Herman, i 
directorial chores were carried out • 
by Herman. j 

• Sale to Paramount wras handled 
by Bernie Sindell of The Sindell 
Agency, marking third indie film 
sold to. Paramount in as many 
months through deals agented by 
the Sindell org. Previous two were 
Paragon Productions’; “The Hot 
Angel” and Dolworth Productions’ 
“When Hell Broke Loose." 

WILDE & FRAU HIT TEXAS 
Dallas, May 13. 

Cornel Wilde and his wife, Jean 
Wallace, made three appearances 
on the stage of the Majestic Thea¬ 
tre- here on Friday (9) when they 
introduced, their co-starring: ve¬ 
hicle, “Maracaibo” (Par) to Dallas. 

They will accompany the ; pic 
following their local appearance to 
four other Texas cities, Austin on 
Tuesday, Sari Antonio on.Wednes¬ 
day, and Houston On Thursday; 
and then take the film to Okla- 

• horiia City Monday: and Tulsa, 
•Tuesday. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
New Pix Fail to Halt Spring Dip; ‘Pacific’ New 

Champ, ‘Marjorie’ 2d, ‘Lions,’ ‘Kwai’ Next 

First, bright days after . nearly a 
week of . heavy rain in many of the 
bigger key cities covered by. 
Variety are. hurting biz in nuriier- 
oUs spots currently, Arid the fact; 
that exhibitors have to lean on 
some routine product also is dam¬ 
aging. Net result is a rather spotty: 
national picture at the wickets.; ; . 

“South Pacific” .-(2pth), which 
has been hovering near, the top 
rung for several weeks, is. pushing 
into No. 1 spot this stanza. It is 
closely followed by “Marjorie 
Morningstar” (WB) which is mak¬ 
ing its finest showing In several 
weeks. “Young Lions” . (20th) is 
capturing third place; 
. “Bridge on River Kw'al^ (Col >, 
which has been on top for many 
sessions, is winding rip fourth. 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
is finishing fifth, much higher than 
a week ago. 

“Search; For Paradise” (Cine¬ 
rama) is landing Sixth money while 
“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) is cap¬ 
turing seventh: spot. “Paris Holi¬ 
day" (UA) is edging up to eighth 
position. 

“Teacher’s Pet”. (Par) is winding 
in ninth slot. “Run Silent,. Run 
Deep” (UA), long high on the list, 
rounds , out the Top 10. “Another 
Time, Another Place” (Par), fairly 
new, and “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) are the runner-up pix. 

“Goddess” (GoD, among the new 
entrants, is rated slick in L.A., okay 

in Philly but thin in Providence. 
“Left-Handed Gun” (WB), good in 
Denver, is Only fair iri L.A. “Frau- 
lein” (20th>, okay in Chi arid fair 
in Frisco, is mild to w-eak in three 
other keys. 

“Sheepman” (M-G is disappoint¬ 
ing in N.Y. and Chi, being especi¬ 
ally lightweight in the former key. 
“Too Much, Too Soon” (WB) 
shapes okay in N.Y. “10 North 
Frederick” (20th) is rated routine 
in L.A. 

“Desire Under Elms" (Pair), fine, 
iri Frisco, is slow in Boston and 
L.A. “Merry Andrew” (M-G), 
hep in. Toibnto, is okay in Boston 
and thiri in L.A; 

“Seven W o n d e r s of. World”’ 
(Cinerama) shapes big in L.A. and 
fair in Cleveland. “Girl Most 
Likely” (U) looiris fine in Toronto. 

“Stakedut on Dope St.” (WB) is 
rated good in Providence and -Bos-, 
ton. “Girls: on Loose” (U):, nice in 
Cleveland, looks lively in Bostori. 

“Return of Dracula” (UA), mild 
in Omaha, shapes w'eak in Frisco 
and Minneapolis. “Witness for. 
Prosecution,” also . from United 
Artsts, is solid in Toronto and big 
in N.Y. . 

“Macabre” (AA), big in Detroit, 
looms good in Frisco and slow in 
Portland. “Windjammer” (NT), 
still lofty in; N.Y., is spurting to a 
sock figure in L.A. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports oil 
Pages. 8-9-iO.) 

• The success of Paramount’s dis¬ 
tribution system for subsequent 
runs of “The 10 Commandments” 
has other film compariies eyeing a 
similar policy for their super 
blockbuster entries. Although 
smalltown, neighborhood and 
drive-in operators have registered 
numerous protests against Par’s 
technique and have charged that 
time-honored clearance and avail¬ 
ability patterns are being de¬ 
stroyed, indications are that more 
pictures will receive similar treat¬ 
ment 

The coin racked up by “10 C’s” 
in its initial sub-dates in the N, Y. 
rne^ropolitan area is cited by the 
distributors as sufficient reason for 
adopting the Par technique in the 
release of future king-sized block¬ 
busters.: For example. Par 
booked. “10 C’s” in 21 carefully-se¬ 
lected theatres in the N. Y. metro¬ 
politan area, with only eight being 
in the five boroughs of New York 
City.: Although the picture had 
completed a 70-week hard-ticket 
run at the Criterion on Broadway, 
the first subsequent showing “10 
C’s” have mahaiged to hold the pic¬ 
ture for runs of four to six weeks. 
Since March 12, the picture 
grossed $1,294,000 . in the first 21 
N. Y. area theatres to play the 
film: 

Size of the take, evqn after the 
filrii had played so long on Broad¬ 
way, has amazed film sales execu¬ 
tives and has led to the belief that 
perhaps this system can be ap¬ 
plied to other hard-ticket presen¬ 
tations now playirig Broadway. In 
addition to the amount of coin a 
picture the size of “10 C’s” has 
been able to bring in, distributors 
have observed other advantages to 
the system. 

According to their views, this 
pattern works to the. benefit of 
other theatres in the area.. For 
example, if a first subsequent-run 
house is tied up from four to six 
wreeks with a sriper blockbuster, 
product that Would normally go to 
these theatres;would b? funnelled 
to the second sub-run houses, 
which, in essence, Would gain a 
move up in availability. This ac¬ 
tually happened in the case of a 
number of theatres in the area 
where “10 C’s” had been booked in 
N: Y. With the Cecil B. DeMille 
film tying up the theatre for sev¬ 
eral weeks, second sub-runs wrere 
able to obtain such films, for ex¬ 
ample. as “Cowboy,” “The Broth¬ 
ers Karamazov” and others on a 
first-subsequent basis, v 

: The ability of “10 C’s” to score 
so successfully after1 its long 
downtown engagement is: being 
used as an argument by! distribs to 
counter the protests of; exhibitors, 
particularly Allied States Assn,, 
that a film's value is dissipated If 
it is held back froin the sub-runs 
for such a long time.! Point is 
made that, there are still a large 
number of patrons who wait to see 
the big pictures when they get to 
their local theatres. Allied, on the 
other hand, contends that’ the 
smaller theatres must obtain the 
blockbusters while public interest 
in them is still alive. :It charges 
that inability of the smalltown and 
sub -run theatres to play and obtain 
the better pictures quickly “is 
more arid, more confining movie at- 
terdance to the big city first-runs 
and is denying motion picture en¬ 
tertainment to a vast segment of 
our population.” 

CAREY WILSON RESUMES 

Again President of Screen Pro¬ 
ducers Guild 

Hollywood, May 13. 
Carey Wilson is new prexy of 

Screen Producers Guild for 1958, 
post he. formerly held in 1953, He 
succeeds Samuel G. Engel, who 
bowed out after three successive 
terms. 

Other new’ officers Include Wal¬ 
ter M. Mirisch, 1st vp; Julian 
Blaustein, 2d vp; Dick Powell, 3d 
vp; Frank McCarthy, ’secretary; 
Pandro S, Bprman, treasurer; Lew¬ 
is Rachmll, 1st assistant treas¬ 
urer; Hall Bartlett, 2d: assistant 
treasurer. 



FILM REVIEWS 

, Opd's Little Acre 

Smash b.o. prospects. Artistic 
hut still earthy version of the 
longtime-selling Erskine Cald* 
■well novel. 

Hollvttood. May 9. 
Vnltoil Allots n-lt.isf Of a Swlhiiy 

H.iirnoii' production. ■ Mars Hubert Ryan... 
AHlo Kay; costars. Buddy llackelt: \ii%lro- 

and depth and real acting to his 
role of ridicule and whimsy. Jack 
Lord, brooding and jealous, and 
Vic Morrow, a tad carbon of his 
brother, are both pitiful end 
strong as Ryan’s sons. 
. Fay Spain, the goofy and delight-, 
ful Darling Jill, makes the.role less 
a caricature than the book; she is 
a human being. Rex Ingram, as 
the Negro farmhand, sometimes: 

PfotllETf 

■v -Vortigo; 
vtV’yiSION-GOLOR) 

Psychological ihurder mystery. 
In giminick-laden Alfred Hitcb- 

. cock tradition. Starts slow and 
too long but top marquee 
names shbuld make it b.o. 
click! 

' San Francisco, May 10. 

of John P. Fulton, Farciot Edouart 
and Wallace Kelley, superb. Other 
technical credits, especially Saul 
Bass titles and John Ferren’s spe-: 
cial sequence, are tops, too. 

. Frisco location scenes—whether 
of Nob Hill; - interior of Ernie’s 
restaurant, Land’s End, downtown, 
Muir Woods, Mission Dolores or 
San : Juan Bautista—are absolutely 
authentic , and breathtaking. But 

du<««* T.na ^ seems to be the only’sensible liu- paramount release*of-Alfred Hitchcock these.also.tend to intrude ozi[story I 
Mann. .Screenplay. Philm Vordan. froip.. • . rt-f o,.hi*»viriP a moduction. Stars James. Stewart. Kim line too heaVllv. Giving a . travel- . inan being of the lot- achieving a production, stars James-.Stewart,. Kim line too heavily, giving 

S,mple __ a„d m o yin g strength.. si'm- Pgueish effect at times . 
hX nV.v. bv Fr-k^ru- <\ dwell; v.>mci-a. mail . Being 01 me 101, acnieving a ; proaucuon. . nun ,«nws.. aww 

: u,„-;r . simple. and V.m o vine Uriagtfc'. aS52“BaSjSr»22i^ 
eiiltor. ftK’lwd C •- hunninK^tiinb Lance Fuller and Michael Landon, reeled by. • Hitchcock.' Screenp] 

’• “T- with, highly individual playing. I 
y Ty Walden ........... Robert Ryan complete the cast. |-Thomas jJfrcejec; .camera (Tec Tv T.v Walden 

Bill Thompson 
Gnsoliia . ..... 
Pluto .... 
Buck Walden -•. 
Partin’ Jill 
Shaw Walden ..... 
Rosamund 

AldoUay 
Tina Louise 

Buddy Rackets 

hlilier Bernstein’s music ; is an-! Robert Burks: editor; /George • Tomasini 
the- important factor in 

tL looks like . a winner at the box- 
®u< office as solid entertainment in 
ml: the Hitchcock tradition. Stef. 

Wednesday, May 14, 1958 

Case Against Brooklyn 
■ ■ ■" ; . .. ■ .y. 

Well-made crime melodrama; 
No names, but can be good eX- . 
ploitation . or . program item^ 

Hollywood, May 9. 
. Columbia -release of a Charles H. 
Schneer production! Stars Darren Mc- 

. Gavin, Maggie Hayes; features Warren 
Stevens, Peggy McCay, Tol Avery, Emile 
Meyer, Nestor Paiva, Brian Hutton, Rob¬ 
ert Osterloh, Joseph Turkel, Bobby Helms. 
Directed by Paul Wendkos. Screenplay, 

! Raymond T. Marcus; screenstory, Daniel 
. j B. Ullman; based on an article in. True 

magazine by Ed Reid; camera, Fred Jack- 
man; music! Mischa Bakaleinikoff; editor, 
Edwin Bryant. Previewed at the studio. 
May 8, ’5.8. Running time, >2 MINS 
Pete Harris ............. Darren McGavin 

jack Lord ing the story’s depth. He has also 15«t Spoil 
(VISTAVISION) 

Performances top thin mate- 
, rial. Good cast has hard going; 

Pale prognosis. 

Hollywood, May 13. . 
Paramount release of Hal .B. Wallis 

production. Stars. Shirley Booth, Anthony 
Quinn. Shirlev MacLaine. Earl Holliman; 

„■ ’ ■ *. ■ • • vie Morn,w contributed a delightful, bouncy; Scoltie .... ..... jsmes. stewart (VISTAVISION) 
In^murnc}11^ ‘.:.T Helen Westcott title Song—words by Caldwell—i Madeleine and Judy Kim Novak --—_ 
Jim Leslie ......... r -. Lame Fuller that has all the racy vigor of couii-.! ''BarbarfbmrfHfeimore■ Performances top thin mate- 

nMieb.ei Landon lr*v music and sounds like a tradi-; officiali'l".'.'.'..'- Henry Jones . rial. Good cast has hard going; 
^ ■ ' ”! ‘ tional spiritual. . Ernest Hallers Doctor . Raymond Bailey Pale prognosis. 

Rousing, rollicking and ribald, camc-ra ■■■work is slunning. • ’pop3Lefbef Konstantin shayhe at^v n 
«CmVk t iftte Acre” is a rustic lo . sum it up,. the feeling one ■ Mistaken identity ......... Lee Patrick Hollywood May Id. 

tiOCl S At rt. is rustic . ’ ih.e ijfoduetion in ■■  _ Paramount release of Hal .B. Wallis 
revel-' with the kick Of a Georgia M tS in tyaiuaung me pioqutuon in .■ ■■•-,_ i production. Stars Shirley Booth, Anthony 
mule The Sidnev Harmon pro- ‘*Ji its phases is one of harmony.!, "Vertigo ^is„ prime though un- ^uinilt Shirlev MacLaine. Earl Holliman; 
iiiiHinn- fhr United*Artists directed This - extends-'- td the art direction : tiven Hitchcock and With the po- features EUeen Hcckart. oiint-Kimbrough. . 
CllHlion tor UniUtt Arusts, uir t , lojin ^ Ponlin Jr and cpt deco- tent rriarnuee combination of Warren- Stevehs, Jody Lawrance, Harlan by Anthony Mann, promises to be J1T- a"a set atco tent marquee cornptnaiion ^ oi Warde> Valerie AUen. Duected by Darnel 
OOP 6T- the- senrim’s- smarirhits' It • n.tion by Lyle B, Reiisnider, for .James Stewart and Kim Novak. Mann.-Screenplay. James Poe. based upon 

-,l'cn a verv fine nic'tiil’e in which t!!t‘ authentic settings; to the sound should prove to be a highly profit-1 a play, by Lonnie,Coleman; camera. Loyal 
Robert Ryah gives the performance 'b.^ Jack Solomoh and J. Henry able enterprise at the bdxoffice. nSSS!' Previewedaratn Academy”awards'. 
of his career Adams;- editing by Richard C. Stewart, on camera almost cbn- Theatre May 12. '58. Running time. 88 

„ . , . Mc>er. special photographic effects ctantlv throughout'the film’s 126 mins. 

find 'intelligent'' The sex is still duetion.supervisor Lfeon dhoblu-'ck... startlingly-fine-performance-as the- Virginia Duval ......,. Shirley MacLaine 

outhouse atmosphere is gone; the that is, vertigo or dizzinesstjijjjy ijuvai ............ ciint Kimbrough 

sly. peeping-tomism erased. >Vhat | Frblii Hell lo Texas , . . , . " -DoM^ky * • 
remains is a folk comedy, sassy and !. tC’SCOPE-^COLOR) Miss Novak, shopgirl who in- Harry ..V.'.V.’.-........ Hariah Warde 
forthright, but realistic enough to ! —-— volves Stewart in what turns out Ruby ...................... Valerie Allen 
make the final tragic moments im- j Slick western for action and to be a clear case of murder, is in- •••••••• ‘ireneVedrow 
portant and touching. . ; drive-in markets; lacks inar- teresting under Hitchcock’s direc- Attendant‘ .* ; .V• -'Bai Walker 

The direct, bmolic humor is vir- -Quee lure for de luxe spots. tion and;n'earer..an actress than she. colored Woman .. Lou«e FrankUn 
tuallv intact! and so is Caldwell^ : ■■ p: v was in either "Pal, Joey” '.or . SStoSf-'MaA**:;: r. *. : 1*. 

larger scheme, the. morality . play rioduqfibn. ^ - ^ - —..V. S hS 

Stewart, bn camera almost cbn-I Theatre May 12. '58. Running time. 88; 
aintly throughout .the film’s 126 [ mins. - . : ! 
inutes comes, .through with; a '£”£g$g. • • Ahthon^'SSbS] 

there, prune and juicy, but tne , . - . . •••• ■■ u-v.- ^ *u«r-c Fan ...___.......... Eileen Heckart 
outhouse atmosphere is gone; the that is, vertigo or dizzinesst jijjjy ijuvai ............ ciint Kimbrough 
sly. peeping-tomism erased. >Vhat | Frblii Hell lo Tt*xa» ln Jj!gh *Sa<?e^ , . , , . ' • -Do^Mky * v^*‘V/.V.Vi^jQdv 
remains is a folk comedy, sassy and !. tG’SCOPE-^COLOR) Miss Novak, shopgirl who in- Harry ..V.'.V.’.-........ Hariah warde 
forthright, but realistic enough to ' —-— volves Stewart in what turns out Ruby ...................... Valerie Allen 
make the final tragic moments im- j Slick western for action and to be a clear case of murder, is in- E3^|a^a^Ian •••••••• ‘ireneVedrow 
portant and touching. . ; drive-in markets; lacks inar- teresting under Hitchcock’s direc- Attendant‘ .*;.V• -'Bai Walker 

The direct, bmolic humor is vir- -Quee lure for de luxe spots. tion and;nearer..an actress than she. colored Woman .. Lou«e FrankUn 
tuallv intact and so is CaldwelFs : 2nil F , h . n v Tt3S .,n"-.either f*Pal,. .Joey” '.or . SStoSf-'MaA**:;: r. *. : 1*. 
larger scheme, the. morality play rioduqfibn^^ . - ' ; - .. S h«£ 
he told through the artless, some- \and;.co-stars ChW Will*. Dennis Hopper.'-. Unbilled; but certainly a prime . ..v •* j0im indrisano 
times disastrous behavior Of his ILiccted by Henry Hathaway. Screen- factor in whatever success film Funeral, car- Driver-... .Watson- H.- Downs 
foolish and ^lovable; characters. A ^i,^'aSi2^LSSr«SS 5?^ have, is :the .city of San Conductor .... ......... wNtaDro 
changed ending gives a different " (Lie Luxe xbior), Wilfrid M; time; editor, Francisco, which has. never been Bit M^an ’"** Fred Zendar 
meaning to the story,, but the-end- ^t^ ^^ wmusic. Dannie Amn- pfiotpgj-apjhed so extensively and in . . . ' 
ing is sound, aethestically and pop- iuiiiii.ng time, 100 mins. V . ’ ' such exquisite color as Robert Hal Wallis’ “Hot Spell” is a ing is sound, aethestically and pop Hot Spell” is _ 
ujarly. Some nf the changes made. Tod Lohman Don Murray Burks and his crew have here somewhat passive account of a vio- 
by' Philip Yordan were dictated by ; Ju;>hita_Bradley ........... Diane varsi achieved. } lent summer in the life of a family 
necessity, but ail oF them - work' to'' x£n®Bwd • *y.'.CM'lirr*Denws HopAr' Through all of this runs, Hitch- of Deep South. Looele has no par- 
give the story dignity and the sta- Hunter Boyd r; c. Armstrong cock’s directorial habd, cutting, ticular significance since regional 
ture it needs to. offset the notion »akse Brafdieyfi"®er^* Jay^^^ angling and ginimicking with mas- problems arenot explored. Asdra- 
that it is just sex, sex, sex. H..i'carmody. V.V.V,V^\V.'.T. John Larch tery. ma, Paramount presentation direct- 

The story, and it is told in scene tRis Boyd .. Ken Scott .rTrifftrt.inatplv: cwn that ed by Daniel Mann is satisfactory 
• ftAr cn»np nf ctrikirip ™m-er ,pp- -,*»**?!* ................ Rodolfo Acosta . -Uniortunateiy, .even tnat mastery althnil_h hiphnnvi/prpd cast Viparipd 

•■'aft^-SSaf ^ .not. enough ■ to: overcome onB mains that of a Geoigia farmer,. Truebiood ..j.Harry Carey Jr. firiaior fault for the nlain fact is ^ Shirley Booth and Anthony 
Robert Ryan, who believes he can Morgan Jerry Oddo 1t tH^ ^firi hriTFQuinn plus Shirley MacLaine and 

S^^i^ SHmay 
JUi?f«.f‘«- d£ m - m Witch'cock becaine overly ena- 

although highpowered cast headed 
by Shirley Booth and Anthony 

Earl Holliman for younger set may j 
mean okay boxoffice. . i 

Miss Booth plays dreamy mother 
spent years of his life digging for = Vaisi— “From Hell to Texas1’ is a U) Hitchcock became overlyena- ofYhree children; impersonated by 
It; ail his energies and those of ^sply made western W1th fine b.o., jnored with the vertigionous beau- MacLaine, Holliman and Clint Kim- 
his twa sons, - Jack Lord /and .Vic • •->. ,A. brough, and is estranged Wife of 

(2) Or the Alee Coppel-Samuel Quinn. She’s not part of any of 
Jim iw.u u . anu - • • . Ta» ’ ■» w UIUUKIi. ><11111 la CdUdllgcU -WllC’ U1 
Nlorrow, go into the search and .-'•■®e-IL handsomely | (2) Or the Alee Coppel-Samuel Quinn. She’s not part of any of 
the dream it represents. The hunt "1^”1^^ aSdu?^ i Taylor screenP1^y (from the novel, their loves mostly because she’s 
leads everywhere on their farm ex- -. ”D’Entre Les . Morts’’ by Pierre living in past that never existed, 
cept on the one acre Ryan has set; mar-- .Boileau and Thomas Narcejec) just Quinn’s cheating with younger 
aside, in the olden way of tithing. takes too long to get Off the ground, woman but wife won’t admit she 
for God. "God’s Little Acre” is Film opens with a rackling scene knows this. Booth exclaims at one 
marked with a cross. Fortunately .,Ts in which. Stewart’s, acrophobia is point, ."Once we all were part of 
the cross is movable, because some- exPlained: Hangs from top of a each other . , . but now weTe 
times the gold seems to be under- L With1! similar tencinn building in midst of chasing a rob- all pulling in different directions:?’ 
Death it. In which case. God gets a fil^ Kulid/throuehou^^^^^^ bei: over rooftops and watches a She believes if they just return to 
less desirable acre. The cross is^^crpennlaJpHThi^RuCknpr flnriPWPh* police buddy plunge to his death, small town where she and Quinn 
moved. And what Avas God’s^^ Uttle 1 dpii itiavMFrom rharies^ ft^i nrk^ But for. the next hour the action started life and where children 
acre, becomes another of the gap- - book ‘d is mainly psychic, with Stewart were born they’ll recapture, 
ing holes that pit Ryan’s farm , as 1 depicts the grim story of a hunted hired by a rich shipbuilder to wateh Family goes back to small town 
the endless, senseless search goes . . the shipowner’s wife (Miss Novak) at end, but with Quinn’s body 
©n. . (Object of a relentless search a5 she loses her mental moorings, to bury it, after he’s been killed 

There is nothing irreligious, or . through New Mexico badlands is attempts suicide and immerses, her- in accident funning away with girl 
Irreverent about this. It is a story - Murray who has accidentally killed se^ in the gloomy maunderings Of friend. Only then does Booth con- 
©f primitive people, and primitive ; one of wealthy rancher R G. Arm- her mad great-grandmother. Stew- cede you can’t go back, 
people bargain with nature and strong’s three sons: The cattle -art, of .course; falls in love with James Poe’s screenplay based on 
with God This Is established dex-, baron, who’s the law ini them thar her and eventually is lured to the piay “Next of Kin” by Lonnie 
terously and economically in Yoiv ‘ parts, vows fetrlbution. His fury high belltower of an old mission, Coleman possesses moody atmo- 
dnn’s scrcnnp’ay: A major factor mounts when a second son is tram- San .Juan Bautista, where his aero- spheric character study quality but 
In this is Rvan’s playing under pled to death and several members phobia prevents.him from climbing lacks poetic feeling or climactic sit- 
Mann’s direction. , because he im- of a posse become victims either at high enough to stop .the girl’s sui- .jjations necessary for big impact, 
plies.an inherent nobility that saves Murray’s hand or warring Indians; cide. Or so he.thinks. . There’s no attempt to convey 
the :tory from falling into the Director Henry Hathaway, an Stewart goes, off his rocker and Southern accent and thus orientate 
dangerous ruts left by that other old hand at these outdoor sagas;, winds up in. a mental institution: story regionally. There’s one fine 
Caldwell story of the south; "To- Wrings suspense galore from the-When he. comes, out, still a trifle scene, .mildly drunken sequence 
bacco Road.” "God’s Little Acre” yarn as the sharpshooting Murray unbalanced, he keeps hunting for between Miss Booth and Eileen 
takes another pathway altogether manages to keep a whisper ahead of girl who resembles dead girl, even- Heckart, latter neighborly adviser, 
than that "Road.” . his pursuers. There’s even a dash tually finds her.and, in a rip-snort- which these tyo pros play to high 

The story erunts in tragedy as of romance when he ^ meets , Miss ing denouement, discovers he’s point of low comedy, 
each of the people, childlike in his . Varsi in his flight. She’s thedaugh- .been..tricked—that this girl is, in- Some of scenes Dlav as If trans- 
beliefs. seeks a simple solution] of another rancher, Chill Wills, deed; his supposedly dead mystery planted directly from stage One 
(like finding gold) to his complex- They both lend him more^ than woman \vhq, with the shipbuilder, long one between Quinn and Kim- 
problems and those of his World.; fuppoVj . „ v . played o.n Stewart’s fear, of height brough is seen by camera from 
Ryan’s son-in-law.; Aldo Ray,. is a ■-r^hat ■ could be called High j f0 allow the shipbuilder to push same* position throughout when 
townsman. He is convinced that Moon” is a sock moo.nlit climax l wife off: the mission belltower. 

same position, throughout when 
minimum of cutting would’ve liv- 

he has only to turn on the power ; wberv Murray breaks up a tense. Film’s last minute, in which ened tempo, deepened feeling and 
in his company town’s shutdowni‘''!?pS Stewart: fights Off acrophobia to increased total impact. Mann’s 
cotton mill to have life surge back ^^ Miss Novak to top of bell- direction is notable on individual 
into him and his community. 1 tower: finds she stiR loves him and scenes and characters, but scenes 
Rvan doesn’t find his gold and then sees her totter and fall to don’t add up to impressive whole. 
Ray die, trying »»^ np hi, fP£ h?r fri^^ Star give, material everything 

The endmg. different ln»lff::LS“5m,SJ^Ihowe^S?^--M,nun is a specta- wj,ich means fine technique. She’s 
the book. toS-Rwt| and hi, sons. - sj '^o’s nrettv « not qu t| inil?r icene, gorgeously conceived. taost effective when holding cam- 
planting the earth as a farnmr • thp frontier type. .: * But*y...then more than two hours era alone and with gentle glow 
-should, putting into the earth rath- Wjus is thoroughly believable as have gone by, andWs questionable and incomparable deportment suf- 
er.than trying to take out. ^ the kindly^^ rancher while ' Arm-J*1”11-fV*!.® fteuld. be - pedestrian lines. Quinn’s 

One of Mann s notable achieve- , strong is {irm an<j methodical in devoted to what is^basically only a handicapped in interpretation by 
ments is his success in getting: carrving 6ut his pecunar ideas of psychological murder mystery, . . single dimensional , almost unre- 
his players to work m .ensemble ; just|ce Hopper is capable for the Supporting players are alLexcel- jievedly unsympathetic character 
They are always colloquial and. re-. most part as the son but occasion- with Barbara Bel Geddes, in capable of arousing no genuine con- 
lated. Ryan dominates the pic- ; aj]y over-acts. Good support is pro- limited role of—Stewart’s down-to- cern. MacLaine, Holliman, Kim- 
ture, as his character should. He.1 yi^ed by Jay C. Flippen, an itin- earth girl friend, standout for pro- brough and Warren Stevens do 
©pens a whole vista of roles for ; ei.aj,t merchant; Margo, as Wills viding early dashes of humor.: well despite insufficiently con- 
himself by this nbrtraval. as re- .-vrife, and John Larch, a posse mem- Tom Helnlore, as rich ship- ceived roles. Miss Heckart is a 
.markable, perhaps, as Walter Hus- ber slain by Muriray—a man who builder, is a convincing heavy; and standout and welcome value in her 
ton’s performance in "Treasure of feared being a killer. Henry Jones has one memorable, brief appearance, 
the.Sierra Madre.4’ Outdoor vistas, lushlv photo- lifelike scene as the .official pre- Loyal Griggs’ camera conveys 

Ray creates a moving, character- ?raDhed by Wilfrid M. Cline, are siding at a coroner’s inquest; Ray- feeling of brooding “Hot Spell” 
Jzation as the husband torn be-; i* cquently eyefilllng on the Cihr moiid Bailey, Ellen Corby, Kort- although significance of this title is 
tween his wife, sensitively played cniaScope screen. Johnny Ehrin’s stantin Shayne and Lee Patrick never clear. Other technical credits 
by Helen Westcott. and the volup- ci ting heightens the effectiveness handle lesser roles competently. excellent. Alex North’s musical 
tuous barnyard Susannah, striding- ; of (he 10Q minutes runnmg, time Bernard Herrmann’s music, con-^ scores a haunting poignant thren- 

club and tv conjic, gives perception ; also assets. J direction, plus photographic effects ) 

Pete Harris ..— Darren McGavin 
Lil Polombo ................ Maggie Hayes 
Rudi Franklin ^. Warren Stevens 
Jane Harris .v.... Peggy McCay. 
Michael W. Norris Tol Avery 
Captain P. T. Wills. ......... Emile Meyer 
Finelli . .;.... ..Nestor Paiva 

f Jess Johnson ... - Brian Hutton 
Bonney ....... ....-. Robert Osterloh 
Monte .. .......-... Joseph Turkel 
Edmondson ........... Thomas B. Henry 
Mrs. Carney ........... Cheerio Meredith; 
Bobby Helms ........ Himsell 

A great many people in different 
parts of the. country—perhaps the 
world—may have their own ideas 
or. what “The Case Against Brook¬ 
lyn” is, but the meaning of the 
title in the. case of this Columbia 

1 Pictures presentation is a legal 
[one. The Charles H. Schneer pro¬ 
duction, directed by Paul Wendkos, 

f is based on the true story of the 
situation in the New York borough 
when book-makers corrupted a 
frightened portion of the policB 
force. Although the ground has 
been covered before, this is a good 
melodrama, suspenseful, well-plot¬ 
ted and well-acted/ It does not 
have the names to make it a top 
attraction but it could be exploit¬ 
ed for good returns. 

Darren McGavin plays a new 
graduate of the. police training 
school who is put into under-cover 
work to try to ferret out the 
tenacles of the book-making ring 
that is buying off the police. Tak¬ 
ing an apartment in. a section of 
the -city that seems particularly 
wide open, he meets and courts 
Maggie Hayes, whose husband has 
committed suicide ; because he 
could not pay off threatening book¬ 
ies. The plot is thickened on one 
level because McGavin already has 
a wife, Peggy McCay, and on an¬ 
other when his rescue from thugs 
depends upon the precinct captain, 
Emile Meyer, who is on the take 
from the same mobsters. The con¬ 
clusion pulls few punches, Mc- 
Gayin’s friend and fellow cop, Bri¬ 
an Hutton is killed; his wife, Miss 
McCay, is blown to bits, and he 
winds up in the hospital. 

Raymond T. Marcus’ screenplay, 
based on a screen story by Daniel 
B. Ullman, which in turn came 
from a True magazine article by. 
Brooklyn Eagle reported Ed Reid, 
is sensible in emphasizing the 
mechanics of book-making and 
police detection. It is also strong 
in setting up and making recog¬ 
nizable characters of the many who 
people the story. 

*■ Darren McGavin (tv’s Mike Ram¬ 
mer) does .a capable job as the be¬ 
leaguered cop, and other contri¬ 
bute include Miss Hayes, Warren 
Stevens, Miss McCay, Tol Avery 
and Meyer; Veteran character 
actress Cheerio Meredith pops on 
the screen in a bit that bursts with 
vitality and humor, the latter qual¬ 
ity something the picture could 
have had more of. 

.Wendko’s direction is well-paced 
and Fred Jackman’s photography 
makes the . backlot photography 
look like Brooklyn locations. * 

P<me. 

Maracaibo 

Cornel Wilde as producer, di¬ 
rector and co-star (with Jean 
Wallace). Well-paeed combina¬ 
tion of romance and adventure 
revolving about the hazards of 

l offshore (Venezuela) oil drill¬ 
ings; rates attention for many - 
"A” situations. 

Paramount release of Cornel Wild# pro¬ 
duction. Stars Wilde. Jean Wallace. Tea- 

vA,!be Lane. Francis; Lederer, 
Michael Landon. Directed by Wilde, 
Screenplay, Ted .Sherdeman; from, novel 
by Sterling Silliphani; camera. Ellsworth 
Fredricks; editor, Everett Douglas; music, 
Laurindo Almeida. Tradeshown In N.Y., 
April 30. J58. Running time. IS MINS 
Vic Scott  . Cornel Wild# 
Laura Kingsley-- Jean Wallace 
Elena Holbrook --..... Abbe fen# 
Miguel Orlando'..... Francis Lederer 
Lago .. . ...... Michael Landon 

In an Industry becoming accus¬ 
tomed to so many super. efforts, 
"Maracaibo” would seem hardly to 
rate the "A” classification. Player 
names are short of overpowering 
and production Values, while good* 
aren’t blockbuster. 

With what the picture isn’t out 
of the way, on to what it is. It Is a 
well-turned tale of romance and 
action having to do with a treach-. 
eroiis offshore oilwell fire in Mara¬ 
caibo, Venezuela, and the people 
who come together to either ex¬ 
tinguish the oil blaze or Ignit# 
romantic ones! 

Sdreenplay by. Ted Sherdeman, . 
(Continued on page 16) 
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TIL EXHIB GUARDIAN 
Much Talk But No Action on ‘Orderly |[j|(|E|J SEEKS Issue Up at Wflby-Kincey Meeting: 

Flow’ o( Top Pix, Charges Ted Mann FflSY'TERMS LAW Theatres Oughta Undo 'Consent’; 
Goiienion’* stand: r Handicapsnc Buying & Booking 

Minneapolis, May 13.. 4 
After all the talk about an or¬ 

derly distribution of quality pic¬ 
tures so that they’d be on tap con¬ 
tinuously instead of flooding the 
market simultaneously, another dry 
stretch is now on hand, it was 
pointed out by Ted Mann, retiring 
North-Central Allied president and 
.operator of a theatre circuit that’s 
still highly prosperous. 

Considered one of. this territory’s 
most successful exhibitors, Mann, 
refusing rerelection at this week’s 
NCA annual convention here be¬ 
cause of lack of time to devote to 
the post, declared: "It’s the same 
old story—much, talk and nothing 
happening.’’ 

Mann pointed out that after be¬ 
ing told that boxoffice pictures 
would, not be held back by the film 
companies as hitherto; but would 
be supplied in a steady stream so 
that there’d be no periods barren 
of them nothing of boxoffice im¬ 
portance is scheduled for release 
by any of the companies currently 
and through June. 

"These top pictures are being, 
held back, j\ist as they've always 
been before, until July 4, consid¬ 
ered a more favorable boxoffice 
period, and then they’ll all be 
tossed on the market simultane¬ 
ously," declared Mann. 

Mann said he had been asked tc 
become COMPO co-chairman for 
this territory, but has declined. He 
refused to state his reason for not 
taking the post. 

Singing his presidency swan 
song, he declared, however, that 
for exhibitors’ welfare, and partic¬ 
ularly that of the smaller theatre- 
owners, it’s "vital’’ for North Cen¬ 
tral Allied to continue its existence 
and its affiliation with national 
Allied States; 

Mann praised Allied States for 
its work and tossed verbal bouquets 
in particular to Abram F. Myers, 
its executive counsel, whose capa¬ 
bilities, he said, have won his ad¬ 
miration. 

After a year of “non-aggression" 
dUring which, Under Ted Mann’s 
presidency, there was nary an [at¬ 
tack against a film company. North. 
Central Allied at its annual con¬ 
vention, here this week was to em¬ 
bark again on the militancy paths. 

Mann was to Step out as president 
and Frank Mantzke, one-time Uni¬ 
versal branch manager here and in 
Milwaukee and now . head of One 
of this territory’s largest buyirig- 
booking groups, was to be named 
for the post. 

Members were to take the floor 
to assail distributors for their "con-; 
fiscatory” 40 to 60% terms, failure 
to provide top pictures’ prints for 
small town and neighborhood late 
run theatres in time to benefit from 
such attractions’. prestige and for 
“forcing" exhibitors to advance ad¬ 
missions "for nearly every impor¬ 
tant picture, thus alienating many 
potential patrons and reducing the 
moviegoing public.” 

There were to be expressions of 
hope that film companies "would 
see the light" and refuse to sell 
any .post-1048 pictures to television. 
Closing of film exchanges was to be 
deplored in the belief it means 
less service for exhibitors. 

Outside speakers included Jack 
Kirsch, Chicago, head of Illinois 
Allied, and Ben Marcus, one-time 
Allied States president, who were 
assured by Marin, ex-NCA presi¬ 
dent Bennie Berger and others that 
NCA would continue to be an Al¬ 
lied5 States unit* 

• Plans, were to be formulated to 
combat daylight saving time and 
bingo. NCA will join hands with 

. their other opponents to try to 
knock them out when the state 
legislature next convenes in 1959. 
It was declared that .both have 
damaged the boxoffice greatly. 

,. • Conspicuously absent from the 
convention was circuit, owner Har¬ 
old Field, NCA’s “chairman of the 
.board," who has made known his 
dissatisfaction with the organiza-l 
lion’s, conduct and who has been! 
active in helping to organize a new] 
exhibitors’ body, the Business 
Building Forum Association, in this 
territory. I 

Goldenson’i Stand 
Leonard H. Goldenson, pres¬ 

ident of American Broadcast¬ 
ing-Paramount Theatres, is 
among the- industry execs, 
anxious to see some , changes 
made in the antitrust decrees! 

Gpldenson has said he’d, 
welcome a situation whereby 
an exhibitor would license a 
full season’s product in ad¬ 
vance. In this way, he feels, 
ad and exploitation campaigns 
could be developed over a sub-.'. 

. stantial period of time and 
benefiting particularly would 
be those pictures which require 
special promotional attention. 

Pix Need Leader,’ 
Youngstein Cry 

At Charlotte 
Film business is in need of a 

catalyst—one individual who can 
mobilize all important trade forces 
in an. undertaking that could 
benefit alL. And the .first order of 
•business for such a person would 
be to get the industry solidly be¬ 
hind a move to Overhaul the anti¬ 
trust judgments as recommended 
last week by Max E. Youngstein, 
United Artists V.p., at a. Charlotte 
meeting of the Wilby-kincey cir¬ 
cuit.. . 

The call for .a catalyst was made 
this, week by a top film company 
exec in New York. He, said the 
man cannot be Eric A. Johnston, 
president of the Motion Picture 
Assn, of America, for this outfit 
operates aloof from trade prac- i 
tices, somewhat similarly as does 
the Council of Motion Pieture Or- 
ganizations. 

As for the exec talent in the 
picture companies, the spokesman 
said that while Paramount presi¬ 
dent Barney Balaban and 20thrFoX 
chief. Spyros P! . Skouras both 
carry considerable weight, fears of 
charges of collusion likely would 
restrain; them from any all-indus¬ 
try move;- " 

Then where . to look? The 
spokestnan said in his opinion a 
key theatreman, as yet unknown, 
would be the logical choice. 

Geo. Weltner’s Pact: 
Basic Is $35,800 Plus 

Par Board’s Decisions 
Paramount’s employment con¬ 

tract with global distribution chief 
George Weltiier, which is on Offi¬ 
cial file, states the exec is to be 
paid $35,800 per year basic mini¬ 
mum plus such other monies which. 
Par "elects’’ to shell out to. him. 

Par proxy statement, sent out in 
advance of the company’s June 3 
annual meeting; lists Weltner’s sal¬ 
ary at $65,000. There’s no record of 
any contractual adjustment having 
been made and consequently it’s 
presumed the company simply is 
going over the figure in the deal. 
(By contrast, Murray Silverstone, 
head of foreign distribution at 
20th-Fox; receives $2,500 per week 
plus $20,000 annually for expenses 
which need not be accounted for.) 

It’s further noted that Weltner’s 
employment pact,. • which was a 
three-year termer, expired last 
March so far as his active services 
were concerned! This would indi¬ 
cate a neW deal has been entered 
or is id the' offing. 

Other Par salaries for the. past 
year; Barney Balaban, . president, 
$124,800, including expense allow¬ 
ance of $20,800; Y. Frank Freeman, 
studio, v.p! and director, $130,000; 
Paul Raibourn, v.p.-director, $59,- 
800, including expense allowance 
of $7,800, and. board chairman 
Adolph Zukor, $78,000. 

North Central Allied con¬ 
vention on Tues. (13) failed to 
act on Bennie Berger’s pro¬ 
posal '-as described below. 

Minneapolis, May 13. 
Bennie Berger, ex-longtime mil¬ 

itant president, at North Central 
Allied’s annuaT convention here 
today (13), was to move to refer 
to legal coUrisel the feasibility of 
state legislation to require distribu¬ 
tors to service siiiall-town and late 
subsequent-run theatres the" top 
pictures "at a reasonable time af¬ 
ter their release and on ability-tor. 
pay terms." 

It, was indicated the motion 
would be adopted and that if such 
a law is deemed capable of stand¬ 
ing conistitutionality’s test it . will 
be introduced in the Minnesota 
legislature When that body con¬ 
venes next January.. 

: Berger is confident such a .meas¬ 
ure could stand the test of consti¬ 
tutionality and can be enacted into 
law. because “it’s contrary; to the , 
public interest to deprive many! 
communities of the best pictures: 
as present sales policies are do¬ 
ing." . , . j 

He also poirits out that in a !. 
number of small communities the 
theatres now are Operated by 
American Legion posts and busi¬ 
nessmen . groups as civic enter¬ 
prises and. “they’ll not stand still 
while their towns are being kept 
from playing these blockbuster 
pictures by unreasonable, confisca¬ 
tory terms and lack of prints:’’ 

“Divorcement got its start 
in state legislatures arid so can 
this proposition," declares 
Berger; 

All this was in dine with the 
proposition of what can be done 
to keep as many as possible of 
“the little exhibitors" alive—a 
matter that, was to engage much 
of the one-day session’s, attention: 

Other Allied toppers agreed with 
Berger th^f the current sales poli¬ 
cies calling for high percentage 
terms, for. the blockbusters even in 
the smaller towns and for the late 
subsequent-run theatres and delay¬ 
ing their showings in such situa¬ 
tions unreasonably long are cine of 
the principal reaons ‘.‘why so 
many theatres! are and will be 
driven to the wall." 

These toppers predict that Un¬ 
less there is a film companies’ 
speedy "change Of heart" there 
will be wholesale closings of such 
theatres in the months ahead and 
that this "in the long run”.will be 
detrimental; to Hollywood. 

They point out that the. ag¬ 
gregate film rental paid by these 
small theatres is a sizable amount 
which,: they believe, Hollywood 
"needs." 

Praises‘Orderly Release* 
Plea of Paramount Chain; 

‘All Are Aided’—Brandt 
Current theatre business is short 

of the level he’d like to see it at; 
but it’s nOnetheles a considerable 
improvement over the. same period 
last year, New York circuit owner 
Harry Brandt reported this week. 

Brandt credits this to Leonard 
H. Goldenson and Edward L., Hy¬ 
man, president and v.p. respective-, 
ly of ABC-Paramount Theatres, 
who have successfully campaigned 
for “orderly release" of top. fea¬ 
tures over, all 12 months of the 
year. Complaint had been that the 
distributors were concentrating 
their big product in holiday pe¬ 
riods and stuffing the “off" seasons. 

As a result of the Goldenson-Hy- 
man campaign, the film companies 
are now supplying exhibitors with 
a more even flow of the better pic¬ 
tures and income is “considerably" 
up, Brandt related. 

Hyman, on the same subject, said 
he’s highly gratified with the way 
the distribs have arranged releas¬ 
ing schedules so far arid believes 
there’s still further Improvement 
ahead. 

Fact-Hungry Exhib 
Detroit, May 13. 

. In an effort to improve serv¬ 
ices and to enlarge the mailing 
list, Harold H. Brown, presi¬ 
dent of United Detroit Thea¬ 
tres Corp., has ordered self- 
addressed stamped post cards 
handed to all patrons of the 
chains 14 downtown and nabe 
theatres. ’ 

Card says:. “Thank you for 
attending the "blank” theatre. 
I would appreciate any com- 

! ments you would like to make, 
good- or bad, concerning this 
theatre, its appointments, 
services pr pictures. Print your 
comments below, sign with 
name arid address, arid drop 
in any mail box, no postage re¬ 
quired.’’ Card also asks pa¬ 
trons to indicate birthdate. 

Rental-Split 
London, May 13. 

British distributors are prepared 
to negotiate' individually with ex¬ 
hibitors for a new basis of trad¬ 
ing,. including, where applicable, 
the negotiation of up-to-date break 
figures. This news 'is. contained in 
a recoirimendation which the Kine- 
matograph Renters Society arid the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, 
will put before their respective 
councils for consideration. 

In making this recommendation, 
the joint committee of the KRS 
arid CEA states that having regard 
to the complications effort and 
anomalies already involved in the 
application of the existing Perkins 
Plan, the KRS thinks the time has 
come for the plan to be abolished. 

The : recommendation adds: "In 
negotiating a new -basis of trading, 
including new' break figures where 
applicable, both distributors arid 
exhibitors undertake not to seek 
for themseves an unfair or dispro¬ 
portionate share of the tax reduc¬ 
tion.” 

Agents Plugging Only 
Top Names; Newcomers 

Get Lost States March 
.Hollywood, May 13. 

New talent is being stymied by 
casting directors showing favor- 
itisrii toward large artists’ agencies, 
asserts producer-agent David L. 
March. "Major agencies are not 
interested In undiscovered talent,’’ 
he declares, “and most casting of¬ 
fices play ball only with the. larger 
agencies." 
. March claims this “over-cOopera- 
tipn" between Hollywood Casting 
directors arid the big agencies is 
the biggest detriment to the de¬ 
velopment of new talent, adding 
that casting directors Often refuse 
to recommend talent represented 
by smaller agents. 

“There is a lack of integrity and 
Understanding. towards . talent on 
the part of casting people both in 
motion pictures arid television," 
March says. - Head of The Fame 
Agency and producer of "Cry Baby 
Killer” for Allied Artists release, 
March points out that the little 
agent, because he’s hungry, w'ill al¬ 
ways be the discoverer of new 
talent. “But he’s being driven out 
of the business." 

March declares that most casting 
directors and talent heads are get¬ 
ting too old and have lost their 
guts and courage. "A casting di¬ 
rector must be able to recognize 
talent and should never turn his 

(Continued on page 61) 

By GENE ARNEEL 

Move is underway looking to a 
reopening of the antitrust decrees 
governing the -various permitted 
methods of operation in the motion 
picture business. While the court 
orders are all directed: against the 
film Companies, excepting the 
restrictions binding on the five pre¬ 
viously-affiliated theatre circuits, 
theatremen, rather than the- pro¬ 
ducer outfits, may be heading for 
the Dept, of Justice !to seek an 
easeup on trade practice "don’t’s” 
as. contained i nthe judgments. 

This became apparent at a meet¬ 
ing of Wilby-Kincey circuit execs 
this week. Theatre people were 
urged to join forces among them¬ 
selves—that is, for the various ex¬ 
hib associations to get together— 
and call upon the D. of J. Initially, 
at least,, exhibs are high on the 
idea to the extent that soirie form 
of definite: action likely, will be 
taken; 

Speaking out strongly for such 
an undertaking was Max E. Young¬ 
stein; v,p. end part-owner of 
Uriited Artists. It doesn’t matter if 
the decrees were "right” at the 
time they w'ere entered, the fact is 
they’re "w’rong” now, Youngstein 
emphasized. 

With the continuing restrictions 
on block booking and product 

:j franchise deals, exhibitors have no 
way of knowing where their film 

I supply is coming from one week to 
• the next, said the UA exec. And 
by the same token the distribs 
have no assurances as to. their cus¬ 
tomers from one picture to the 
next. 

Entertainment habits have 
changed arid as a result advertis¬ 
ing can no longer provide the in¬ 
ducement to theatre-going. Slogans 
are superficial, Youngstein added, 
insisting it’s primarily a matter of 
how pictures can be bought and 
sold 

Since the distributor is enjoined 
from selling a full season’s prod¬ 
uct at one time, there can’t ba 
any longrange trailerizing or post¬ 
ing. 

. . With the absence of assurance 
is to product, theatremen are dis¬ 
couraged from expanding for com¬ 
petitive reasons as they had dona 
in pre^decree times, said Young- 

; stein. 

. On the production front, there’s 
hardly a chance of building new 
faces for the studios can’t afford 
it, It’s now taking five times as 

• long to develop new personalities 
than in the years back when the 
outlets for product w'ere consist¬ 
ent. 

■The answer to these; and many 
other trade problems for both ex¬ 
hibitors -and distributors lies in 
the reopening of the decrees with 
adjustments made to cqincide with 
current conditiohs. 

Up in Vancouver 
Vancouver, May 13. 

Canadian film exchanges will be 
routing their prints through “Cen¬ 
tral Shipping" depots shortly, if 
plans work out, states Nat Levant, 
Columbia’s regional topper and v.p. 
of Vancouver film bdard. This 
should bring “obvious advantages" 
and economies, he said. 

West Coast Booking, indie dis- 
trib outfit headed by Owen Bird, 
and now servicing some 40 non- 
circuit film situations, has been 
offered this area’s agency , and is 
"thinking it over,” according to co- 
operator Lou Karp, who says WCB 
is equipped to handle the 18-dis- 
trib shipping consolidation. WCB 
is already located in Vancouver 
Film Exchange building, thus 
switchover appear* immediately 
practicable: 
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Estimated Total Gross 
This Week .. . $514,800 

(Based on 23 theatres> . 
Last year . . . :$475,500 

iBased on 26 theatres) 

Los Angeles, May 13. 
Local first-runs continue soft 

this frame despite new new bills 
Including three swinging into mul¬ 
ti-house release from single showr 
easing. This is highest number in 
more than 21 months. Local biz 
was clobbered Friday night by first 
televising of Dodgers-CJiants ball 
game. Ke turns Sunday were 
helped by fact that it was Mother's 
Day. ■'■■■ 

"Windjammer’’ shapes standout 
with routing ..$21.500 in fifth Chi¬ 
nese session on hard-ticket policy. 
"Young I.ion*»” is a step behind 
with a solid $21,000 in fifth round 
In four houses. 

"Left-Handed Gun” heads -.new¬ 
comers v. it h fair $19,000 or near tor 
three spots. "10 North Frederick” 
looms ordinary $10,000 at Pontages Baltimore; May ,13, 
while “Haris Holiday” is slow $-16,-!. Biz is down again this, frame 
€00 or close in four spots. It s in ■ with holdovers to the fore and only 
seventh week in one of these. Fox : jjiree new entries, Of these, ‘‘Long, 
WilshirP: “Desire tinder Elms” .is |j0t Bummer” at the Stanley looks 
dim $6,500 at Warner Beverly. f[ie be.st. “AnotherTime,Another 
Hai(Wioket pix arc shaping still place” is rated slow at Mayfair. 
Very solid. “Devil’s General” at Playhouse is 

Estimates for This Week Lnrit much better. ‘‘Teacher’s Pet” 
Downtown Paramount, Wmern. only warm in second at the 

Iris, iAi.PT - SW.-'FWC) <3.300: Century. “Search for Paradise” 
2.344; 824; 90-$1.50'—"Left-Handed • yanked from the./Town weeks 
Gun” *\VB‘ and "Violent Kpad ■ before, the;announced closing date. 
(WB-. • Fair $19,000 or near. Last ' House returns lo standard show- 
week, Dow ritow n Paramount With ings. Thursday with "The Sheep- 
New Fox. “Dragstrip Riot” jAD.: manj’ "South Pacific” is. holding 
‘Tool .and the Crazy” 'AD, $7,600 i xvell at the New in sixth round.. 
In 6 (lavs. Wiltern With State, IIolT ; ^ ■„ . . 
lywood* "Saddle Wind” «M-G>, Estimates for This Week 
"Handle With Care” ‘M-G>, $12,- ' . Century (Fruchtman) <3.100; .50- 
300. Iris with Hillstreet. Uptown,1 $1.25'—“Teacher’s Pet” 'Par) <2d 
"Adam and Eve” <TW'. ■ “Gun wkL Warm $6,000 after $8,000 in 
Battle Monterey” iAA*. $14,300. first. 

Pantages <RKO> <2.815: 90-S1.80-I : Cinema ‘Sehwaber) (460; 50- 
—"10 North Frederick” <20th>;■■ $1.25.—'‘Razria”. (Kass) (5th . wfcr. 
Routine $16,000. Last week, with ., steady $3,000 after about same last 
Downtown, “Another Time. An-; \Veek. 
other <Par) ‘T^mpbeir&j Fi,m Centre (RappaportL <890; 

-•Kingdom 'Rank 14 "-h...$7,700. ■ fjn-$1.50»—“Brothers. Karamazov” 
on 'M-Gi ‘nth wk'. Nice $5.300 after 

(HU ‘ <2.()9<: /6o. 1.3^0. 00-$l.,)0> , gr> qqq jn ^u,.^ 
—“Fraulein” <2()Ui) and "Thunder- = * -■ * _n 
ing JetV’ <20th> Weak $8.000,! Five West 'Schw aber) <460: 50, 
Last week. Los .Angeles. Ritz with ; a'ffpr '«? non Hawaii “S'ng. Bov, Sing” <20thg i [4d ivkt fair $2,000 after. $3,000 
"M:sM.uii Traveler ”■ <RV».- $5,200. .[1P* -^Pt’orid. 

Downtown, Haw aii 'SW-G&Sr Hippodrome (Rappaport) <2.300: 
(1 757- 1 106; 90-$1.50 —“Bride and 50-S1.50)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 

’ iContinued on page 10> ;.'Col) .(8th wk>. Doing : nicely at it ontinutu. on page iu . .$6400 $6.000. in seventh. . 

\. Little <Rappaport.) (300; p0-$1.25) 
—“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank (3d wk). 
Good $2;000. Second was $2,300... 

i Mayfair (Fruchtman) <980; 50- 
'$1.25 >—“Another Time, Another 
Place” (Par). Slow $4,000. Last 
week. "Paris Holiday” -tUA) (2d 
wk). $4,000. : 

New (Fruchtman) <1,600: $1.50- 

Holiday’ Fair $11,000, 
Boff; ‘Stage’ Thin 5G 

; Buffalo, May 13. 
First-run biz appears to be mere¬ 

ly marking time here currently. 
Best bet looks like "Paris Holiday,” 
which is only fair at the Buffalo. 
"Desire Under Elms” looms; espe¬ 
cially disappointing with a small 
take at Center. "Stage Struck” is 
rated very thin at Lafayette. Com¬ 
paratively, "Long, Hot Summer” is 
doing well with an okay take in 
second Teck session. . ■ 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 

"Paris Holiday” (UA) and "Steel 
Bavonet” (UA). Fair $11,000. Last 
week,. "Saddle Wind” (M-G). and 
“High Cost of Loving” (M-G), 

^Center (AB-PT). (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par).- Small 
$7,500. Last week... “Jet Attack” 
(AD and "Suicide Battalion” 1AI), 
$8,000. .. 

Century (UATC) (2.700: 70-90)— 
"Here To Eternity” : (Col) and 
"Crash Landing” (Col) (reissues). 
Soggy $6,000. Last week, "Bridge 
on River Kwai”': (Col) (8th wk),> 
$6,400 at $1.50 drip. - 

Lafayette (Basil!..(3,000: 7^90)^- 
“Stage Struck” (BV) arid •■"In' the 
Money” (AA). Thin $5,000, Last 
week, "Touch of Evil” tU) and 
"Flood. Tide” (U),, $7,000.; . 

Paramount . (AB-PT) <3.000; 70- 
90^“Left-handed ;Gun” (WB) and 

1 “Manhunt in Jungle”. (WB). Modest 
$8,000. Last week; “Another Time. 
Another Place” (Par); arid : “High 
Hell” (Par), $9,000, 

Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$l25)—: 
“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) (2d 
wk). Okay $7,000.- Last week, $10,- 
300. . 

‘Shadow’ Modest $11,000, 
D. C.; ‘Summer Slick 13G, 

3d, ‘Pacific- 12G, 6th 
Washington, May 13. 

With only two newcomers along 
mainslem, and with Holdovers and $2.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) < 6th 
longruns generally dipping, this wk<. Holding at good $10,000 or 
shapes as a dull session here, -nearafter $10,200 in fifth.. 
•‘Female Animal” at Columbia is ; Stanley (Fruchtman) <3.200; 50- 
rated routine. "Long. Hot Sum- $1.25) — "Long, Hot. Summer” 

■mer”, is-fine in.second at Capitol. <20th).. Neat $11,000. Last week. 
Even “Bridge on River Kwai,” in "Marjorie Morningstar” ..(WTB) (2d 
91 h stanza at the Trans-Lux, is wk). $7,000.. ' 
slowing up a bit,."Search for Para- Town < SW-Cinerama). <1,125; 
disc.” in 19th week at Warner- vsi.25-$2:25»—“Search',, for - Para- 
Cinerama, hypoed by Visiting 3hye dise’’ (Cinerarria' <3d wk). Lifted 
crouixs. is up holding ev-en 'vita lo $7,700 for closing week after 

• $4,509 in third. last round. “God Created Woman 
in 27* h stanza at the Plaza, stays 
right on top with- the best. “South 
Picific” still is big in sixth at'Up-': 
town. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW) 7 

<1.490; 1,000; 8.?-$ 1.25) ^ "Chase 
Crooked Shadow” «WB). Fair $11.- 
0(0. Last week., "Another Time. 
Ar.ottier Place” <Par), $8,600. ... 
, Capitol <Loew) <3.434: 85-$ 1.25) | Philadelphia, May 13. 
_ Long, Hot Summer . >20lh>. (2d wk -, jr0j- the most part,, midtown: biz 
Ideasing $13,000 after $20,000 ; js .sagging im current session. "Run 
opener. May stay agaim _ Silent. Run Deep” is tops with 

Hand an okay total. "South Pacific’ 
Keith s ‘RKO' tl.8o0; 8;>$1.25'— > still is excellent in seventh round 

‘Run Silent, Run Deep ’ < LA) <4lh at the Midtown, with group sales 
wk*. ‘Steady $8,000 atter bcttei’- obvious! v helping, 
tban-honed-for $9,000 in third. “Cry Terror,” i newie, is just 
Delds. - - _ good at the Viking. “This Angry 

Palace 'Loew* <2,350; 90-Sl.25)— Age,” also a fresh entry, is rated 
"Young Lions” »20th» i.4th wk). thin at Arcadia. However; “Young 
Steady $10,000 after $14,000: for Lions”.still is solid in sixth stanza 
tliii d. at the Fox. 

Plaza iT-L* <2*6; 90-S1.50) — Estimates for This Week 
•'God Created Woman” (Kings) - Arcadia (S&S). (526; 99-$ 1:80)— 
(27th wk"). Fast $4,500 for third. :"This Angry r: Age” <Col). Thin 
consecutive week. Continues. $8,500, Last week, “Farewell to 

Trans-Lux ,'T-Lj <600; $1.25-$2)— Arms” (20th) (10t> wk), $4,500. 
"Bridge on River Kwai” <CoD <9th Boyd (SVV) <1,430: . 75-$L80)— 
wk-. Down to $10,000, hut still fine "Goddess” (Col). Okay $14,000. 
for this stage of run. Last week, j Last week, “Long, Hot Summer” 
$12,000. Stays on. ; (20th» (5th wk), $7,500. : 

Uptown (SW) <1,000: $1.25-$31— ; Fox (National):(2,250; 85-$1.25)— 
"South Pacific” f20th' <6th wk) “Young Lions” (20th) (6th wk). 
Big $12,000. Last week, ditto. iSolid $13,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; i Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.20-$2.40i—‘ Search for Paradise” ! $1.25)—“Run Silent, Run Deep” 
(Cinerama) (19th wk). Holding at1 (UA); Great $18,000. Last week, 
eolid $12,000 for second consecu^j “Cowboy” (Cbl); $9,000. 
tive week. Holding. I Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 

Omaha; May 13. 
' The big ones are still able to pack 
a boxoffice punch at downtowri 
first-runs . .with- “Long, Hot. Sum- 
mef” proof this week. It is sock 
at the Orpheum: "Return of Drac-r 
ula” is mild at the Brandeis while 
“Cry Terror” is .'only-'fair, at State, 
■‘Bridge on River Kwai,” moved 
from Orpheum for a fourth stanza 
at the Omaha, is proving a disap¬ 
pointment. 

Estimates for This Week. . . 
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)— 

“Return of Dracula” (UA) and 
“Flame Barrier” (UA). Mild $3\000. 
Last week, “Chase Crooked Shad-; 
ow” (WB) and "Stakeout on Dope 
Street” (WB). same... >' 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 90- 
$1.25)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) . (m.O:). Disappointing , at 
$5,000 n fourth downtown week. 
Last week, “Another Time, : An¬ 
other Place” 1 Par) arid “Flood 
Tide” (U), $3;000 at 75c-90c scale. 

Orpheum (Tristate.s) (2,980; 90- 
$1,25) — “Long, Hot .Summer” 
(20thk Smash $14,000.; Last week, 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (C9I) (3d 
wk), $7,500. 

State (Cooper) (850; 75-90.)-^- 
“Cry Terror” (M-G) and "I Accuse” 
(M-G). Didn’t gbt off ground at 
$2,500. . Last week; “High Cost of 
Living:’ (M-G) and “Handle W’ith 
Care” (M-G), $4,500. 

18G; Goddess’ OK 14G, ‘Terror’ 7G 
$2.75)—"South Pacific”, (20th) (7th 
wk). Excellent $16,000. Last week, 
$14.500.. 

Randolph (Goldman). (1,250;: 65- 
$1.25)—“Bridge on River Kw'ai” 
(Col) (9th wk). Okay $13,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80W 
"Touch of Evil” (U). Weak $5,100. 
Last week, "Another Time, An¬ 
other Place” (Par), $11,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
"Lafayette .Escadrille” (WB) arid 
“Stakeout on Dope Street” (WB). 
So-so $4,000. Last week, “Cattle 
Empire” (20th) and “Sing Boy, 
Sing” (20th), $5,500. : 
. Studio. (Goldberg) (385; 90-$1.89) 
—“Bride Much Too Beautiful” (In¬ 
die). Fancy $4,500. .: Last week> 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(10th wk), $2,600. V 

, Traris-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (lOth 
wk); Great $4,200. Last week, 
$4,600. ; 

Viking (Sley); (i',000; 99-$1.49)— 
"Cry Terror” (M-G). Gobd: $7,000; 
or near. Last week, "Teacher’s 
Pet” (6th wk), $7;500. 

World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89)— 
"Three Feet in Bed” tlndie). Fair 
$2,500. Last week, "God Created 
Woman” (Kings) (10th wk), $2,400. 

•it <1 »n.ir -*• 

$13,000,44th, ‘Search? Ditto, 11th 
-f Minneapolis, May 13. 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ..^$2,249,500 

(Based on 22 cities and 239 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y. ) 
Total Gross Same Week 

“Last year ..$2,179,700 
(Based on 22 cities and 242 

theatres.) 

Providence, May 13. 
, ' Third session of "Bridge on 
River Kwai” at the State is the 
town’s best currently. Majestic 
with “Stakeout On Dope Street” is 
rated good. RKO Albee is mild with 
“Sunmmer Love.” “Th0e Goddess” 
looms very light at Strand. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee. (RKO) (2.200; 65-80)— 

"Summer Love” (U) and "Big 
Beat” (U). Mild $4,500/ Last week, 
“Lady Takes Flyer” (U) and “Damn 
Citizen” (U), $5,000. 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— 
"Stakeout On Dope Street” (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB). Good 
$7,500. Last week, .“Left-Handed 
Gun” (WB) and "Lafayette Esca- 
drile” (WB). $8,500. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 90-$1.20)— 
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (3d 
wk)! Solid $13,000. Second was 
$19,000. 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200: 
65-80)—“The Goddess” (Col) and 
“How . To. Murder Rich Uncle” 
(COl). Sad $3,000. Last week, “St. 
Louis'. Blues” (Par) and “High 
Hell” (Par), ditto. 

Frisco Off; ‘Place’ Slow 
$9,500,‘Kwai’Sock 12G, 

‘Macabre’ Eat 10G, 2d 
San Francisco, May 13;. 

Many of first-run spots are sag¬ 
ging in current session. But there 
still are some strong pix although 
mainly extended-rims. "Another 
Time. Another Place” shapes dull 
at Paramount while “Underwater 
Warrior” looms slow at the War- 
field. ; “Fraulein” is barely fair at 
the Fox. However, “Desire Under 
Elms” looks rugged at Stagedoor. 
‘■Macabre” is rated fine at Golderi 
Gate in seebnd round while "Bridge 
on River Kwai” still is socko in 

. ninth stanza at St. Francis. 
| Estimates for This Week 

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- 
$1.25) — "Macabre” (AA) arid 
"Hell’s 5 Hours” (AA) (2d wk). 
Nice $10,000* Last week, $24,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
"Fraulein” (20th) and “Thundering 
Jets” (20th). Fair $12,000 in 8 days: 
.Last week, “Young Lions” (20th) 
(5th wk). $7,500 in 5 days. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) 
— “Underwater Warrior” (M-G) 
and “Safecracker” (M-G). Slow 
$9,000. Last week, “Cry Terror” 
(M-G) and "Fort Bowie” (UA), 
$I0,00(T. 

: Paramount (Par) (2.646; 90-$1.25) 
—“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par) and "Country Music Holi¬ 
day” (Par). Dqll $9,500. Last week, 
"Lineup” (Col) and "Crash Land¬ 
ing” (Col), $12,000. - 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—“Bridge on . River Kwai” (Col) 
(9th wk). Sock $12,000. Last week, 
$14,000. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2;65) — "Search For. Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Okay 
$14,500. Last week, $13,500. 

United Artists (No. Coast) 1;207; 
90-$1.25) — "Return of Dracula” 
(UA) and "Flame Barrier” (UA).* 
Weak $6,000. Last week, “Fort 
Massacre” (UA) and “Campbell’s 
Kingdom” (Rank). $6,200. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 
$1.50)—"Desire Under Elms” (Par). 
Rousing $6,000 or near. Last week. 
"Stage Struck” (BV) (4th wk), 
$2,100 in 8 days. 

Presidio (Hardy - Parsons) (774; 
$i.25-$1.50)—"Bed of Grass’’ (T-L); 
Oke $3,500. Last week, "Man Es¬ 
caped” (Cont) 12d wk), $3,000. 

Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1:25) 
— "Smiles of Summer Night” 
(Rank) (5th wk). Big $3,200. Last 
week, $3,700. 

Coronet (United California) (L- 
250; $i:50-$3.75)—“Around World 
In 80 Days” (UA) (72d wk). Okay 
$8,500. Last week, same. 

There’s not a single newcomer 
that’s possibly, good this stanza and 
this is hurting downtowri trade al¬ 
though the continued pulling power 
of the.many holdovers is a real plus 
factor. No less than four twin bills,. 
mostly, of minor fare comprise the 
new entrants in this ordinarily, sin¬ 
gle-feature community. “Return of 
Dracula” is’ rated tepid at . the 
Gopher. 

It’s the t44th and 11th weeks, re¬ 
spectively^ for the high-stepping 
hard ticket pix, “Around World in 
80 Days” and “Search for Para¬ 
dise.” A-sixth week is being chalked 
up by "Young Lions” and a fourth 
by “Long,- Hot Summer,” -Despite 
unseasonably cold weather, a sum¬ 
mer boxoffice lull seems in evi¬ 
dence. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50- 

$2.65)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (44th wk). . Because of the 
patrons' rush on the heels of the 
“final week” announcements, the 
date here has: been extended seven 
more weeks; thus delaying: “South 
Pacific” (20th) arrival here. Smash 
$13,000; Last week, $15,000, 

Century (SW-Cinerama) (1.150; 
$1.75-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerarna) (11th wk): Still solid at 
$13,000, Last week, $15,100. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90— 
“Returri of Dracula” (UA) ^and 
“Flame. Barrier” (UAL Tepid 
$3,000; Last week," Sad die Wind” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $2,40D. 

. Lyric (Par) (1,000;. 90-$l.25)— 
"Long, Hot Surnmer” <20th) (4th 
wkv. Stout $5,500. Last week, 
$6,000. . 

. Radio City (Par): (4,100; 85^90— 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (2d wk), Well' 
liked and highly praised picture 
a big b.o. .disappointment here. 
Slow $6,500.; Last week, $8,000. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“Girls on Loose” (U) and 
“Live Fast, Die Young” (U). Light 
$5,000. Last week, “Another Time, 
Another Place” (Par), $4,500. . 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-85)-- 
“King Solomon’s Mines” <M-G) arid 
“Mogarnbo” (M-G) (reissues). Mod¬ 
erate $4,000. Last week, “Ride Out 
for Revenge” (UA) arid “Fort 
Bowie” (UA) split with “Street of 
Sinners” (UA) arid “Gun -. Fever” 
(UA), $3,000. 

State (Par) . (2,300; 85-90)^-“Fort 
Massacre” (UA) and “Cross Up” 
(UA). Wobbly $5,000. Last week, 
“Marjorie Morningstar” (WB) (3d 
wk), $4,500 at 90-$1.25 scale. 

Suburban World (Mann) (700; 85) 
—“Nights of Cabiria” (Indie). Slow 
$1,500. Last week, "Sayonara” 
(WB) (2d run), $2,200. 

. World (Mann) (400; $i.25-$1.50) 
—“Young Lions” (20th) (6th wk). 
A real boxoffice champ. Good 
$3,500. Last week, $4,500. 

New Filins little Help 
To Cincy; ‘Time, Place,’ 

lean 7G,‘Cowboy’Same 
Cincinnati, May 13. 

Grosses at Cincy first-runs are 
somewhat moderate currently. 
Newcomers “Another Time, .-An¬ 
other Place” at the Palace and 
“Cowboy” at Keith’s, are below 
hopes, former being modest. 
“Teacher’s Pet” looms as a firm 
holdover at flagship Albee. “Young 
Lions” is okay stride for windup 
of a great sixweek run at the 
Grand. ‘-South Pacific” bids to im¬ 
prove for the second straight week 
at the suburban Valley Theatre. 
“Search for Paradise” in 23d canto 
at the Capitol retains solid tempo. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$L25)— 

"Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (3d wk). 
Good $9,000 after $14,000 preem. 

'Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (23d wk). Swell $15,000. 
Same last week. 

Grand (RKO) (1?400; 90-$1.25)— 
—"Young Lions’? (20th) (6th wk). 
Winding Up big engagement at 
okay $5,000. Last week, $5,500. . 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
"Bed of Grass” (Indie). Thin $1,400. 
Last week, "Beautiful But Danger¬ 
ous” (20th) (3d wk), $1,000. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
"Cowboy” (Col). Fairish $7,000. 
Last week, "Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (6th wk), $7,200. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— 
"Another Time, Another Place” 
(Far).' Mild $7,000: Last week; 
“Chase Crooked Shadow” (WB)* 
$6,800. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- 
$2.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) (3d 
wk). Firm $14,500 for gain over 
the $14,000 grossed in second week. 
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DET. BIZ HOLDS UP SOLIDLY 
treat $12,500; ‘Time Slow 7^G, ‘Marj.’ 

Fine 23G, 2d, lions’ Loud 20G, 6th 
Chicago, May 13. • - 

May slump is hitting the Loop 
currently though most situations 
look to do reasonably .. well this 
round. “St. Louis Blues” initialer 
at the Garrick stapes sock $12,500. 
“Another Time, Another Place" 
at Esquire looks modest $7,500. 
“Bolshoi Ballet” is rated hefty 
$6,200 in World bow. 

“Marjorie Morhingstar” is nice 
In second session at the Chicago 
while. “Fraulein” eyes a good sec¬ 
ond frame at the Loop. “Paris Holi¬ 
day” looms oke. in third at the 
Oriental. “Sheepman” is limp in 
third at the United Artists. 

“Teacher’s Pet” Is rated fair in 
fifth Woods stanza: “Young Lions” 
still is big in sixth at Roosevelt. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” expects a 
sock ninth week at State-Lake. 

Hard ticket entries shape well. 
“Search for Paradise’- is fine in 
Palace fourth while “South Pacific” 
looks smooth in seventh week at 
Me Vickers. “Around World in 80 
Days” shapes , solid in 58th round 
at Todd’s Cinestage. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (Telein’t) (485; $1.25)— 

“Across Bridge” (Rank) (3d .wk). 
Okay $2,400. Last week, $3,200. 

Chicago (B&K). (3,900; 90^$1.80) 
—“Marjorie Momingstar” (WB) 
(2d wk), Nice $23,000.. Last week, 
$33,000, 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50)—“Another Time, An¬ 
other . Place” (Par). Mild $7,500. 
Last week, “Desire Under the 
Elms” (Par) (3d wk), $6,000. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“St. Louis Blues” (Par). Loud $12-1 
500. Last week, “Snow White” (BV) 
(reissue) (8th wk), $8,000. 

. Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)— 
. “Fraulein” (20th) (2d wk). Oke 
$7,500. Last week, $9,200. 

Me Vickers (JL&S) (1,580; $L25- 
$3.30)—“South Pacific” (20th) (7th 
wk). Steady $27,000. Last week, 
$26,800. 

Monroe (Jovan) (1,060; 65-79)— 
“Screaming Mimi” (Col) and “High 
Flight” (Col). Good $5,700. Last 
week,, “King Solomon’s Mines” 
(M-G) and “Seven Brides, Seven 
Brothers” (M-G), $7,000. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—“Paris Holiday” (UA) (3d wk). 
Fair 814,500. Last week, $20,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434; | 
$1.25-$3.40)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (4th wk). Fine $28,000. 
Last week, $25,000. = 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80) 
.—“Young Lions”. (20th) (6th wk). 
Big $20,000: Last Week, $22,000. 
> State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (9th wk). Great $21,000. Last 
week, $23,000, 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) 
—“Confessions Felix Krull’’ (DCAh 
Tepid $2,800. Last week, “Nights of; 
Cabiria” (Lbpert) (5th wk), $3,500. 

Todd’s Cinestage . (Todd) (1,036: 
$1.75-$3.30) — “Around World” 
(UA) (58th wk). Solid $16,300. Last 
week, $21,700, with extra shows.' ' 

United. Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)—“Sheepman” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Soft $9,500. Last week. $13,500. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-$1.50) 
—“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (5th wk).; 
Fair $13,500. Last week, $18,000. 

World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Bol¬ 
shoi Ballet” (Rank). Strong $6,200. 
Last week, “Romance and Music” 
(Indie), $3,500. j 

SAFETY-CHECKS DELAY 
N.Y. MUSEUM FILMS 

Show businessites are among the. 
some 90 persons who have joined 
an Emergency Committee of 
Friends of the Museum of Modern 
Art to help the museum recover 
from last month’s fire. Among the 
show biz names in the group are 
Frank Capra, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel 
Goldwyn, Vincent Price, Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard Rodgers, Dore Schary 
and King Vidor. 

Groundfloor of the museum was 
opened week before last with the 
Seurat exhibition. However, com- 

/plqte reopening is being delayed 
* pending realization of safety meas¬ 
ures. The museum’s daily film 
showings have been cancelled 
pending availability of. the audi¬ 
torium. 

?ACIflC GOOD $9,500, 
L’VILLE;‘RODAN’8G 

Louisville, May 13. 
Big.noise of current week is tee- 

off of “South Pacific” at the 
Brown, Preceded by a press preV 
view Wednesday . (7) night, and. a 
locally sponsored South Seas par¬ 
ty and special showing at $5 per 
head, week’s biz is a bit disap¬ 
pointing. Horror combo of “House 
of Wax” and “Phantorii of Rue 
Morgue” stacked ’em in over the 
weekend at the Mary. Ann. “Long, 
Hot Summer” in second at Rialto 
is good. “Rodan” is nice at United 
Artists. 

Estimates for This. Week 
Brown (Fourth Ave.). (1,000; 

$1.25-$2)—“South Pacific” (20th). 
A bit disappointing but $9,500 is 
fairly good. Last.: week, “All At 
Sea” (M-G) and “I Accuse” .(M-G), 
$4,000; 

. Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par). Medium $4,500. Last week, 
’Teacher’s Pet” (Par), $6,000/ 

Mary Anderson (People’s) . (1,000; 
50-85)—“House of Wax” (WB) and 
“Phantom of Rue. Morgue” (WB) 
(reissues). Bumper $5,500. Last 
week, “Chase Crooked Shadow” 
(WB). $4,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3'000; 50- 
85)—“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
(2d wk). Good $9,000 after last 
week's sturdy $10,000. 

■: United Artists (UA) (3^000; 50- 
85)—“Rodan” (Indie) and “Hell In 
Korea” (Indie). Nice ,$8,000. Last 
week, “Merry, Andrew” (M-G) arid 
“Safecracker” 1M-G),. $4^000. 

Oeve.; Harj.' 9G 
Cleveland, May ,13. 

Whirlwind . promotion ./visit by 
Bob Hope,: who grew up in .Clever 
land, gave his “Paris Holiday” a 
strong opening at the State but 
only an okay session looms. In 
fact, biz is spotty here. “Fraulein” 
looks light at the Hipp. Allen’s 
second round with “Marjorie 
Momingstar” is only fair. "South 
Pacific” in sixth lap at the Ohio is 
steady while “Seven Wonders of 
World” on 14th frame looks fair 
for Palace; 

Estimates for This Week . 
Allen (SAV) . (3,800; 90^$1.50)— 

“Marjorie Momingstar” ',(W.B)0 (2d 
wk). . Fair $9,000. Last Week, 
$17,000. 

Continental (Art Theater Guild) 
(850: $1.25) — “Paradise Lagoon” 
(Indie).; Poor $1,400.: Last Week, 
“Naked Eye” (Indie). $1,700; 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90) — “Girls on Loose” (U) and 
“Live Fast, Die Young” (U). Nice 
$4,700. Last week, “Blood Arrow” 
(20th) and “Under Fire” (20th), 
$3,200. 

Heights Art (Art Theater Guild) 
(925; $1.25)-^“Razzia” (Indie). Okay 
$3,600. Last week, “AH at Sea” 
(M-G) (3d wk), $2,100. 

- Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700: 70- 
$1.25) — “Fraulein” (20th). Light 
$9,000. Last week, “Cowboy” (Col), 
$8,000. 
. Lower Mail (Community) (500; 
70-90)—“And God Created Wom¬ 
an” (Indie) (2d run) (3d wk). Aver¬ 
age $2,800 atfer $3,200 in second. 

Ohio (Loew) (L244; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“South Pacific” (20th) (6th wk). 
Steady $10,000. Last week. $11,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1.523; 
$1.25-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (15th wk). Fair 
$10,000 or over. Last week, $11,000. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Paris Holiday” (UA). Okay $12,-1 
000. Last week, “Saddle Wind” 
(M-G), $6,500. 
; Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— 
“Knights of. Round Table” (M-G) 
and “Ivanhoe” (M-G) (reissues); 
Middling $8,000. Last week, 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (rri.oV) $6,500. 

Sirra 
. .. Detroit, May 13. 

Generally good conditions pre¬ 
vail . among the mainstem houses 
this week. The newcomers are un¬ 
even . but holdovers continue 
strong. Among the former, “Cow¬ 
boy” shapes smash at the Palms. 
“Paris . Holiday” Is . rated good, at 
the Michigan in first week. “An¬ 
other Time, Another Place”, how¬ 
ever, is very disappointing at the 
Fox while reissue combo of “Union 
Pacific” and “Wild Harvest”, are 
slow at the Adams: 

Of the holdovers, “Bridge oft. 
River Kwai” is great in ninth week 
at Madison. “South Pacific” rolls 
merrily along; in fifth round at 
the United Artists/ “Search for 
Paradise” stays swell in 14th week 
at the Music Hall. Dual horrors 
bill at the Broadway-Capitol of 
“Macabre” and “Hell's Five Hours”: 
shapes smash in second Week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1.25- 

$1.50)—“Another Time, Another 
Place” /(Par) and “Northwest 
Mounted. /^Police” (Par) (reissue). 
Light. $13,pOO. Last week, “Frau- 
lein (20th), and “Thundering Jets” 
(20th), $17,000. 

Michigaii (United Detroit) (4,100; 
90-$l.25)—^“Paris Holiday”: (UA) 
and “Mofite Carlo Story” (UA). 
Good $15,000. Last week, “Teach¬ 
er’s Pet” (Par) and “Cole Younger 
Gunfighter” (AA), (2d wk), $14,500. 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$L25)— 
“Cowboy” (Col) and “Crash Land¬ 
ing” (Col). Great $20,000. Last 
week, “Chase A Crooked Shadow” 
(WB) and “Quantrill’s Raiders”’ 
(AA), $15,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.75) 
—“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
(9th wk). Swell $15,000. Last 
week, same. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$l.25)—“Macabre” (AA) . and 
“Hell’s Five Hours” (AA) (2d wk). 
Smash $15,000 or over. : Last week, 
$25,000. 
. United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$3)—“South Pacific” (20th) (5th 
wk). Great $18,000.. Last week, 
$18,000. a 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90- 
$1.25)—“Union Pacific” (Par) and 
“Wild Harvest” (Par) (reissues). 
Slow' $6,000. Last week, “Ivanhoe” 
(M-G) and “Knights Round Table” 
(M-G) (missiles), $7,000. . 

Music Hall. <SW - Cinerairia) 
(1,205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for 
Paradise” (Cinerama) (14th wk). 
Strorig $17,500; . Last Week, ditto; 

Trans-Lux Krlm (Trans^Lux) 
(1,000; 90-$1.65)—“God . Created 
Woman” (17th wk). Fine $6,ti00. 
Last. Week, same. 

Denver Down; ‘Gun’ iOG, 

‘Lions’ Lusty 18G, 2d 
Denver, May 13. 

First-ruri biz here currently is 
ranging from poor to big with only 
two pix holding. “South Pacific” 
is: going into fourth at the Tabor 
while “Young Lions,” fancy. iri 
second frame; stays a third. Best 
newcomer, is “Left-Handed Gun,” 
good at Paramount. “Another 
Tirrie, Another Place” looms sur¬ 
prisingly modest at Centre. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 90)—“Stage 

Struck” (BV). Okay $3,000. Last 
week,. “Snow White” (BV) (reissue) 
(6lh w'k), $2,000. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 90-$1.50)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (2d wk). 
Fancy $18,000. Last week, $23,000. 

Denham (Cockrill)/ (1,429; 70-90) 
—“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par). . Modest $5,000. Last week, 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (2d wk), 
$8,500. 

Denver. (Fox): (2,586; 70-90) . — 
“Fraulein” (20th). and “Thundering 
Jets” (20th): Mild $9,000 or close. 
Last . week, / '“Screaming Mimi” 

' (Continued on page 10) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; i.e., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the. 
estiinated figures , are net. in- 

, ..come. 
The parenthetic/, admission 

prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 
tax.' 

M. Season In The Post-Rain Sun: 
‘Paris' Perky 20G, Crama Repeats, 

'■ ■: —-————-With the. rain having stopped 
arnt iri nrAnr -i Ar* a .1 after six successive days of down- . KWAI WOW 10il 9th pour, the mild, springlike weather 

■»»/it : ;Vn v • vV. . over the past.weekend obviously Is 
. CT T i <1 U A CT 10f making a dent in first-run business 
Vl.L., LIU17J TAdl lUU on Broadway this session. Launch- 

St. Louis, May 13. in? of four ^pictures is helping 
Holdovers dominate the picture somewhat although none is smash 

here this week, with. orily one new at the wickets, 
bill, “Touch of Evil” and “Female “Paris Holiday” shapes as best 
Animal,” at a, major theatre. It new entrant, with a good $20,000 
looms mild at the Fox, Continuing likely in opening round at the 
strong on h.O. are“Soiith Pacific” Astor. Return engagement of “This 
at Pageant: iri fourth stranza, Is Cinerama” did surprisingly well 
“Young Lions” in a second at the at the-Warner, with $22,800 racked 
St. Louis and “Paris Holiday”: in a up in initial stanza, considered fine, 
second frame at Loew’s. “Run Sil- “The Sheepman” was fair $22,000 
ent. Run Deep,” in third round at opening round at the Capitol. 
Orpheum looms okay. “Bridge on “Too . Much, Too Soon” is head- 
RiVer Kwai” stilL is great :in ninth iug for an okay $10,500 operiing 
frame at Esquire. week at the Odeori and good $8,000 

Estimates for This Week at the arty.Suttori the same session. 
•■■■_'. ... . , T . . .Venn Second frame of Another Time, 

Another Place- looms mUd $11.: 
$ 1.50-$2^50j-Brie on River 500 at the State, ending run tomor- 
Kw'ai” (Col) (9th wk). Great $10,- row 
000; ^ ; Still boxoffice champ is “Marjo- 
i«rpFo\: .^>000, . 60-75)— rje Momingstar” with stageshow, 

■T®Ut^t,of-Evil -fG) and Female which looks life bright $137,000 lu 
Animal . (U).^ Mild $9,00Q or near, third week at the Music Hall. Stays 
L^lt^week Teacher s . Pet _ (Par) a fourth. “Windjammer” is head- 
aiid High Hell (Par) $14,500. irig for fine $57,000 in current 
<,^jOf^*1.^oe^i^TT^;200’ OO’OO) . (5th) session at the Roxv, and, of 
Pans Holiday ;;(UA-)- and Steel course, is holding. 

Bayonet” (UA) (2d wk). 
$7,500. Last Week, $9,000. 

“Young Lions” continues to roll 
in sixth stariza at the Paramount 

.^O^J^/Loew) (1,900^ 60-90)— with a fancy $35,000 in sight. “18 
“Run Silent. Run Deep (UA) (3d North Frederick” is due in May 

^ay 55,000. Last week, 22. “Long, Hot Summer” still is 
$6,000. bn 1ft the chips, with a sturdy $8,200 

at the Fine Arts and a lofty $12,- 
^ k «rt^nnn 1C ./20th) t4th 000 at the Mayfair, both sixth ses- 
Wk). Tall $10,000. Last w'eek, sj0ns 

sa5??:. ... ,, , /wwv oC\ “South Pacific,” aided by thea-. 
Rjehmond (Arthur) (l,000; 5L25) tre parties, is perking up to socko 

Adulteress’ (Times). Fair $41,200 for seventh stanza at ths 
$1,800.. .Last, week. Paradise La- Criterion. Another hard-tlcketer, 
g°Q" (Col), $1,500. o n “Bridge on River Kwai” Is rated 

•®t. (Arthur)^ (3.800; 90- Rreat $31^300 for 21st round at ths 
. (2-0th) (2d. paiace. “Around World in 80 

wk). Big $10,000. Last week, $15,- Days” did a lively $27,090 in 82d 
002-. _ _ . .. .. session at the Rivoli. amazing for 

Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; $1-25) length of engagement. 
.-- ‘Henry V ' (Rank) (reissue) (2d -Bun silent; Run Deep” held 
wk). Oke $1,800. Last week, quite'"well at $10,000 in last six 
$2,900. days of seventh stanza at the Vic- 

--: • 'T“-- toria. “Crj’ Terror" replaces today 

‘Andrews' OK 15& IllftUIyfTO Vll IUU9 “Paris Holiday” (UA). First week 
. . ending, tomorrow' (Thurs.) looks |f r • 9 tor j like good $20,000. In ahead, “Wit- 

rllln* I inne IaIv if! ness For Prosecution” (UA) (13th 
11UU9 LllUUO lUUjtJU wk-8 days), okay $13,000 for. an 

unusually successful longrun. 
Boston, May 13. Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 

Rash of new Droduct is hot helD- $1-70)^—“Uncle Vanya” (Indie) (3d 

‘Andrews' OK 15& IlllUiy TYO VII IVU9 “Paris Holiday” (UA). First week 
. . ending, tomorrow' (Thurs.) looks 

IT r • 9 tor j like good $20,000. In ahead, “Wit- 
Tllin* I 1ATIC I All lfl ness For Prosecution” (UA) (13th 
llUV; LllUIIO lUU|tfu wk-8 days), okay $13,000 for. an 

unusually successful longrun. 
Boston, May 13. Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 

Rash of new product is hot help- $1-70)—“Uncle Vanya” (Indie) (3d 
ing-at b.o. currently, sirice fine out- wk’- Second round ended Sun- 
doors. weather ovei* weekend is 0ay dl) was splendid $7,100 after 
sloughing . biz ge:rieraliy here. $9 200 in first. 
“Merry Andrew” looms only okay .Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)— 
at Orpheum. “Desire. Under Elms” “The Sheepman” (M-G) (2d wk). 
shapes slow at Met.; “Stakeout on Fisst week ended last night (Tues.) 
Dopestreet’/ is passably good at. W'as fair $22,000. In ahead. “Teach- 
Paramoimt and Fenway combo. er’s Ret” (Par) (7th W'k), $18,000. 
“Girls, on Loose” is slick at the Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
Memorial. Holdovers are, how'ever, $3.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) <8th 
bustling/ “Young Liohs” Is wham wk). Seventh.stanza finished Sun- 
at Gary in third round. “South Pa- day dl) wras socko $41,200. The 
cific” oh hrird ticket at the Saxon sixth was $39,000. Theatre partiei 

$14,000. Last:. w'eek, 
(Col) (3d wk), $5,000. 

is sock. are helping put this oyer. 
Estimates for This Week Fine Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$1.80) 

Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 75-$l:25)— H°t Summer” (20th) (6th 
“Marjorie Momingstar” (WB) (6th wk ' /Z/IS s^a?za wipding tomor- 
wkX Nice $7,000. Last week, $8,000. ^J^hurs-i looks to hit fancy 

Beacon Hill (Sack) <678; 90-$1.50) $8,200 after $9,500 m fifth.. Holds 
-^-“Mam’zelle Pigalle” (Indie), Wow 
$14,000. Last week, “Goddess” 4.15/.tk St Playhonse 'Moss) <300; 
(Col) (3d wk), $5,000. ^l ZD-n.SOL — Mit^ou (Zenith) 

h -jei. (5th wk). The fourth round ended 

f3uMri„,]tMrias lancy w#o after 
!.00“Uef «7WSo S,°Ut ,l6-‘ Si" (GuHd. f450; »«.7SW 

••Tin'Hoo On piuor Vtuai" (Cni > today (Wed.). In ahead. Marcel- 

$1.25-$2.65):—“Search for Paradise” „ thirr y 1 

!.00“Uef «7WSo S,°Ut *l6‘- Si" (GuHd. f450; »«.7SW 

“Bridge On River Kwai” (Col) (3d ffnd/iY «ifx 
wk): Bustling $13,000. Last week, J.in0 (tndl«_'E?lssue) (5th uk-5 
same ^ , days), okay $6,500. 
. Exeter (Indie) (1.300; 75-$1.25)— a,73»:/oJ?T 
“Rouge et Noir” (Indie). Operied j “Tv Hot Summer <20th) 
Sunday (IT);. Last week, “Lucky j Current round winding 
Jim” (Indie) (4th wk), good $3,000. t^orroW'(Thurs.) is heading for a 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60r$l.10)— Jf12,000 or °ver* Flfth waa 
“Stakeout on Dope Street” (WB) $14,000. ' 
and “Violent Road” (WB) -Oke -Nomiandie^ (Trans-Lux) (592; 
$4,000. Last week, “Attila” (Indie) Stage Stmck’ (BV) 
and “WUd Dakotas” (Indie) (2d wk), (4th wk). Third stanza ended yea-. 
$6 000 terday (Tues.) was fine $7,500. 

Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.75)— Second. $10,000. 
“Young Lions” (20th) (3d wk). Big Palace (RKO) (1,700; $l-$3>— 
$18,000 or near. Last week, $22,000. “Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (22d 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; $l,25-$2) wk). The 21st session completed 
—“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (3d wk). yesterday (Tues.) was-great $31.- 
Good $5,500. Last week, $6,800. 300 for 10 performances. The 20th 

Memorial (RKO) <3,000; 60r$1.10) Was $32,100 on same nuriiber of 
—“Girls on Loose” (U) and “Live show's; 
Fast, Die Young” (U). Lively $14,- Odeon (Rank) ; (854; 90-$1.80)— 
000; Last week, “Female Animal” “Too Much, Too Soon” (WB>- First 

(Continued on page 10) (Continued on page 10) 



PICTURE GROSSES 

'Girl Likely Robust $12,000, Toronto; 
‘Witness’Fat 13G,‘Kwai’ Sharp 14G 

PIBuEfY 

Indpls. Quiet; Tacific’ I 
Big 15G, 4,'Saddle’5G 

Indianapolis, May 13. 
It's generally quiet at first-runs 

Wednesday, May 14, 1958 

Toronto, May 13. 
“Girl Most Likely” Is the only 

major newcomer, and doing o’k. in 
three spots. “Bridge on River 
Kwai’i’ in ninth-frame, still leads 
the city with; big returns at Carlton.; 
Otherwise, the city is strictly long- 
run or holdover. “Witness For 
Prosecution” still Is great in fifth 
stanza while “Young Lions” con¬ 
tinues good in same week. "Mar- iorie Morningstar” is rated fancy 
a fourth Imperial round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,518- $125- 

$1.75)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (9thc wk). Holding big at 
$14,000. Last week, $17,000. 

Downtown, Scarboro, State (Tay¬ 
lor) (1,059; 693; 694; 50-75)—“Flesh 
Is Weak” <IFD) and “Blond in 
Bondage” (IFD). Sad $9;000.. Last 
week, "Macabre” (AA) and “Hell's 
Five Hours” (AA), $20,500. 

Eglinton, Palace, Ruimymede 
(FP) (1,080; 1.485; 1,385; 50-$I)— 
“Girl Most Likely” (U). Fine $12,- 
000. Last week, “Chase Crooked 
Shadow” (WB). $14,000. ' 

Hollywood <FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Young Lions” (20th) (5th wk). 
Still good at $7,000. Last week, 
$11,000. • 

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1)—“All 
at Sea” (M-G) (2dwk): Fine $7,000, 
Last week, $11,000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-S1.25)— 
“Marjorie Morningstar” (WB) (4th 
wk). Fancy $11,000. Last week, 
$14,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 7541.25) 
—"Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(5th wk). Holding big with $13,000. 
Last week, $15,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(39th wk). Okay $6,500. Last week, 
same. 

Towne (Taylor) (693; $D—“Rifi- 
fi’MIFD) <2dwk). Nice $4,000; Last 
week, $4,500. 

University, (FP) <1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ 
rama) (6th wk). Stout $14,000. Last 
week, same. . . 

Uptown (Loew) <2,075; 60-$l>—I 
“Merry Andrew” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Fine $12,000. Last week, $13,000. 

‘Sing Boy’ Lusty $12,000, 
K.C.; Time, Place’ Fair 
7G, ‘Raiders’ Okay $6,500 

Kansas City, May 13. 
Spring fever is much evidence 

here currently and is blamed for 
offish tone at most boxoffices. How¬ 
ever, the Fox Midwest threesome 
with “Sing, Boy, Sing” looks bright. 
Paramount is only fair with “An¬ 
other Time, Another Place.” Mid¬ 
land Is holding “Run Silent, Run 
Deep” for a second week. "And 
God Created Woman” shapes okay 
in 14th week at the Kimo. Dick¬ 
inson firstrrun quartet is improved 
this week with “Quantrill’s Raid¬ 
ers” and “Hong Kong Affair.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

In, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75- 
90)—“Quantrill's ; Raiders’- (AA) 
and “Hong Kong Affair” (AA).1 
Okay $6,500. best yet this season. 
Last week, “Girl Most Likely” (U) 
and “That Night” (U) fought 
against cool weather for $5,500 but 
ahead of previous week. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 9041.25) 
—“God Created Woman" (Kings) 
(14th wk). Oke $1,700; holds. Last 
week. $1,800. 

Midland <Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— 
“Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA) and 
“Escape San Quentin” (Col) (2d 
wk). Modest $5,000. Last week, 
$7,500. 

Missouri iSW-Cinerama) (1.194; 
$L25-$2)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (3d wk). Satisfactory 
$8,509. Last week, $9,000. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— 
“Another Time; Another Place” 
(Par). Medium $7,000 or near. Last 
week, “Jumping Jacks” (Par) and 
“Scared Stiff” (Par) (reissues), 
$6,000. 

Rockhili (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90)—"Lad.vkillers” (Indie) 
and-“To Paris, With Love” (Indie) 
(reissues). Moderate $1,500. Last 
week, “Mademoiselle Striptease” 
(DCAV (2d wk), $1,200. 

Roxy ^Durvvood) (879: 75-90)r- 
“Paris Holiday” rpar) (3d wk). Off 
to $3,500: may hold again. Last 
week. $4,500. 

Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox 
Midwest) (2.043; 700: 1.217: 75-90) 
—"Sing, Boy, Sing” (20th) and 
“Cattle Empire” (20th). Bright 
$12.000.: Last week, “Day of Bad 
Man” iU) and “Flood Tide” (U), 
$10,000. 

‘Kwai’ Hefty $8,000 In. 
Dull Port.; Tlace, 4G 

Portland, Ore., May 13. 
Biz at first-runs continues in the 

doldrums here; with only “River 
Kwai" in Its seventh frame at Or- 
pheura showing much action. It 
is hefty. Town is loaded with new¬ 
comers which are doing surprising¬ 
ly slow trade. Major disappoint¬ 
ment is “Another Time,. Another 
Place,” rated drab at Paramount. 
“Adam and Eve” is modest at the 
Fox. : .- 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1- 

$1.50)—“Left Handed Gun” (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB). Sad 
$4,000. Last week, “Jet Attack” 
(AI) and “Suicide Battalion” (At), 
$4,800. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $141.56). 
—“Adam and Eve” (Indie) and 
“Lynn Stuart” (Col). Modest 
$6,000. Last week, “Lineup” (Col) 
and “High Flight” (Col), $5,900. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1890; $1- 
$1.50) — “Macabre” (A A) and 
"Hell’s Five Hours” (AA). Slow 
$5,500. Last week, “Long, Hot 
Summer”. (20th) and • “Plunder 
Road” (20th) (2d wk), $5,000. 

Orpheiim (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.50)—"Bridge On River Kwai” 
(Col) (7th wk). Hefty $8,000; Last 
week, $7,700. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
$1.50)—“Another Time, Another 
Place” (Par) and “Country Music 
Holiday" (Par). Meagre $4,00.0. 
Last week, "Return of Dr; ula” 
(UA) and "Flame Barrier” (UA), 
$2,800. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

the Beast” (AA) and “Beast of 
Budapest” (AA). Poor $5,200. 

Warner Beverly (SW). (1,612; 
$1.25-$1.75)-—“Desire Under Elms” 
(Par). Dim $6,500. Last week, 
“Marjorie Morni. gstar” (WB) (6th 
wk), $4,400. 

Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 90-$1.50) 
—“Bonjoiir Tristesse” (Col) (1st 
general run) and “High Flight” 
(Col). Slow $4,400. 

Fox Wilshire, Hollywood, Up¬ 
town, Orpheum (FWC-MetropoIi- 
tan) (2.296; 756; 1,715; 2.213; 90- 
$1.50)—“Paris Holiday” (UA) (7th 
wk, Fox Wilshire; 1st wk, others). 
Slow $16,000 or close. Last week. 
Fox Wilshire, “Paris Holiday” 
(UA), $2,900. Orpheum, “St. Louis 
Blues” (Par), “Younger, Gun Fight¬ 
er’’ (AA) (2d wk), $5,100. 

State, El Rey (UATC-FWC) (2,- 
404; 861; 90-$1.50)—“Merry An¬ 
drew” (M-G) (1st general run). 
Thin $7,000. Last Week, El Rey, 
“Sayonara” (WB) (return date) (3d 
wk), $3,200. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 
—“Goddess” (Col) (2d wk). Slick 
$4,000. Last week, $5,300. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $1,75- 
$3.50)-^“Windjammer” (NT) (5th 
wk). Sturdy $21,400. Last Week, 
$19,800. 

Four Star, Fox Beverly/ Loyola, 
Vogue (UATC-FWC) (868; 1,170; 
1,248; 825; $1.25-$2.40) — “Young 
Lions” (20th) (5th Wk). Solid $21,- 
000. Last week, $23,600. 

Hollywood Paramount/ (F&M) 
(1,468; $1.2542)—“Teacher’s Pet” 
(Par) (8th wk). Perky. $6,600. Last 
week, $6,700. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25- 
$3.50)—"Bridge. on River. Kwai” 
(Col) (21st wk). Sturdy $15,000. 
Last week, $14,000. . 

Warner Hollywood. (SW-Cine- 
rama) (1,384; $1.2Q-$2.65)-—“Seven 
Wonders” (Cine). Started. 49th 
week Sunday (11) after big $13,900. 
lnef tirOAV' 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (73d wk). Plump $18,000. 
Last week, $15,000. 

Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1.2541.50) — “Mam- 
’zelle Pigalle” (Indie). Trim $6,000. 
Last week; “Smiles Summer Night” 
(Ind) (3d wk), $3,300. 

Step Up for Dan Polier 
Los Angeles,1 May 13. 

Dan Polier steps up from as¬ 
sistant to head booker for. Fox 
West Coast Theatres, ^ succeeding 
Everett Sharp, who moves up to 
post of National Theatres film buy¬ 
er, in a realignment of department 
personnel by newly-appoirited M. 
A. (Pete) Lundgren, NT chief .film 
buyer. . 

Gordon. Hewitt, who held 
Sharp’s previous spot as NT film 
buyer, now becomes assistant to 
Lundgren. Fred Friedman, metro¬ 
politan booker, will go in as as¬ 
sistant FWC head booker. 

.•here this stanzk, fine spring weath- . ^ * uraAV t iZt dnr 
er on weekend being a downbeat jjjj firs^combo 
factor. But “South Pacific,” largely }“* ^xU®aX^stein*’s daughter” 
pre-sold, is continuing its hot pace to be Frankenstein s Daughter 

Briefs From The lots B W3y~3]ld-ArtiG T 
Hollywood, May 13. NpWPCt D^V-flah 

Layton Films will shoot five two- 111# ff vdl l/€ljr I/Qlv 

Tendency towards day:and-date 
openings on Broadway and in an 

in "fourth week at Lyric while ^ I 51astside J.art, house has Pinpointed 
“Long, Hot Summer” is doing well * , the need for a new advertising 
in third at Keith’s. “Saddle the ^lex to approach for these dual preems. 
Wind,” at Loew’s and “St. Louis ^he Crime Oil one or two recent occasions. 
Blues” at Indiana are not getting .TJ1formal beef? bv KingBros'and the' eastside location has suffered 
far, latter being , especially, slow. O :&£Snlexel launches because the entire campaign for 
“Another Time, Another Place” at —a*e,?a™ T?S come fali; the film was pitched to the Broad- 
Circle is also dull. first he<s shot in u.S. in some years way crowd. It’s generally agreed 

Estimates for This Week . #, producer John H. Burrows arid that the ad approach for the arties 
Circle (Cockrill-Doile) (2,800; 75- N. Y. attorney Leonard W. Acker- must be different, arid more subtle, 

90) — “Another Time; Another man are partnered in new indie if it’s to intrigue the carriage 
Place” (Par) and “Damri Citizen” unit, initialer to be AI Capone bio- trade. 
(U). Tepid $4,000. Last week, pic for Allied Artists release, The majors goingfor the day- 
“Teacher’s Pet”; (Par)... (2d wk), scripted by Henry Greenberg and date setup generally are more in- 
$7,500. . .. Malviri Wald . . . Tom Duggan terested In the Broadway date. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)— ^wingsTrom <(tv to for^ipie since they*re stm attuned to the 
“St. Louis Blues” (Par) arid “High in Metros Andy. Hardy u e j(jea 0f the fast playoff. Result is 
Hell” (Par). Dull $5,000 or less, films £or that the distribs are In no mood to 
Last week, “Touch of Evil’MU). and ^ wdL do six fihnslor different ad 
••Day oiBadmen” TO),$5,000. ^ s0^’'S oaWaigna and the house oper. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 9041.25)- pwifonX tnd “Wild inthe Coun^.' ator is left holding the bag, i.e.. 
“Long* Hot Summer” (20th) (3d trv” added to “Hell Raisers,” “Mar- forced to lay out of his own pocket 
wk). Good $6,000. Last week. Fine ^g^s” and “The Sound and the if he wants results. 
69,000. Fury” . . . Wald also takes over Arties are in a complaining 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— production next year on studio’s mood since they share with th* 
“Saddle Wind” (M-G) and “Under- “The Lost Country” • • . Walter distributors, the belief that th« 
water Warrior” (M-G). Slow $5,000 Brennan with John Wayne, Dean audience seginent they attract is 
or less. ; Last week, “Run Silent, Martin, Ward Bond and Ricky Nel- becoming continuously larger and 
Run Deep” (UA)* $8,000. . son in Howard Hawks’ "Rio Bravo” more important, representing th* 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— for Warner release . ; . Charles people who Uve In town, but who 
“South Pacific” (20th) (4th wk). Swain, of original 1944 Broadway wouldn’t brave the Times Sauare 
Great*$15,000. Last weelc, ditto.' gjj cj 

BROADWAY ^to Y«” 8^“ Another film to preera day. 
DRUAuVVAl kees” cast cast for-Warner Bros, and-date on Bway and the east 

(Continued from page 9) Screen vlrriSn side is “Une Parlsierine,” which 
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) Paramqunt ‘closed 12-pix deal will play dubbed on Times Square. 
looks like okay $10,500. Tn ahead, with MartIn jurow-Richard Shep- and in the original version at the 
One That Got Away (Rank) (2d teW productions, covering six-year Plaza Theatre. 

wk-10 days), $7,500. period ... Michael Cnrtia directs —————:— 
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- “The Man in the Net,” joint pro- - 

$2)- — “Young Lions” (20th) (6th duction by Mirisch Co. and Ladd r|TC CniTAp DEpf ICC 
wk). This week ending today. (Wed.) Enterprises . . . Roger Corman as- VUIj U/11UA luil Llfii) 
looks to reach robust $35,000, signed Michael Emmett as star of DC CIV Iff DDATCPTTA1T 
Fourth was $42,000. “10 North “Monster from Galaxy 27,” for AI |\Ji Hl.lli r KU-Jrilr IIUN 
Frederick” (20th) is due in May 22. release . . . Stuart and Bndd Schul- ' _- ' .. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; berg will indie produce World War __ New York. 
$1.80) — “Gervaise” (Cont) (18th- II film, “The Day We Crossed the Editor, Variety: 
final wk). Looks likely to hit okay Rhine,” based , on Ken Hechler’s If I correctly understand Charlie 
$3,500. in eight days ending today “The Bridge at Remagen,” as fol- Anderson’s letter-to-the-editor 
(Wed.). “Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (re- low-up to pair’s “Across the Ever- (May 7) referring to Variety’s re¬ 
issue) opens tomorrow (Thurs ). glades” port of Cue’s editorial criticism of 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- - ■ . ■ --' the distorted film projection in a 
$1.80) — “God Created Woman” DENVER certain old-time Manhattan vaude- 
(Kings) (30th .wk). The 29th Week (Continued from page 3) ville theatre now showing movies. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

week ending 1. tomorrow (Thurs.) 
looks like okay $10,500. In ahead. 

RE FILM PROJECTION 

issue) opens tomorrow (Thurs.). 
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 

$1.80) — "God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (30th wk). The 29th Week 

DENVER 
(Continued from page 9) 

<Col) and “High Flight” (Col), be offers_a unique answer to Bii 
$8,700. The 28th frame was $10,200. gu0^ff 

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- \ Emuire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—"Man 
left). (6,200; 90-$2.75)-“Marjorie Es™ed” (Cont). "Lean $^500. 

/IXTRV ati/l cfactochniir t __i. _i • nn_;_ - 

Projection: 
He says: “When I attend a the• 

atre tpith a distorted picture due to 
Morningstar” (WB) and stageshow Last week, “Game of Love” a uharp projection angle, I tolve 
tjd wk). This week ending today (Times), $2,500. (sic) the problem by sitting in the 
t^ed.) is heading for solid $137,- Lake Shore Drive-In (Monarch) balcony. Viewing a picture from 

S’®0*? uCJ^: the bateony adds its ovmdtetortion 
r No Time For Sergeants (WB) Is Gunfighter” (AA) and “Hells Five —but one that almost exactly can. 
set to follow but opening not set. Hours” (AA). Good $6,000. Last ceho^thatoiMnatn 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) week, “Teenage Violators” (U) and * h gh P °~ 
—■VAround World in 80 Days” (UA). “Seminole” (U), 4 days, $4,500. qn™,/ SJSf - „11arroi „rJfu 
(83d Wk). The 82d stanza finished Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 70-90)— j 
yesterday (Tues.) was lively $27,000 "Giant from Unknown” (Astof) and * 5?weY£r’ thls kind 
for 11 performances. The 8ist. week “She Demons” . (Astor). Drab * solution Invites the audience 
was- $34,500 in same number of $5,000. Last week, on reissues. c“mb five flights^ of stairs (no 
shows. Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- elevator) *0 that their sharp down- 

Plaza (Lopert) (525- $1.5042)— 90)—“Left-Handed Gun" (WB) and ward view from the bird-perching 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) “Violent Road” (WB). Good ,$10,- balcony would make the picture 
(14th wk). Current session ending 0Q0. Last week, “Return of Dra- seem straight. 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sturdy cula (U) and Flame Barrier (U), That. reasoning carried further, ' 
$8,000, being the 13th week, $9,000. same. , .. would Suggest that If the projec- 
Trimmed a bit by. fact that Monday ,(_T*bor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— tionlst showed the picture upside 
(12) was given over to a special . f °“th Pacific (20th) (3d wk). Big down we ought not bother to cor- 
preview, with no admission. The *3^500. Last week, 68,000. ^ -.rent the projection, but instead ln- preview, with no admission. The 63,500* Last week, 68,000. ^ rect the projection, but instead in- 
13th week, $9,000. Stays on, natch! <irrY.Ictory iyaef,erL(1;?23V 0O*62)— vite the audience to stand on it* 

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (2,710: $1.75- and buries^^ Nee^lffnnn^^t collective head—“thus correcting 
$3.50) — “Windjammer’-’ (NT) (5th Week^ “Lvn^^‘sSiart”^ (CoD JnA the distortion.” 
wk). Present round winding up to- *Q nnn (Col) and These are interesting “solutions* 
day (Wed.) looks like lofty $57,000 Vogue Art'(Sher-Shulman) (442- lndeed‘ Then, the theatre (un- 

the distortion.” 
These are interesting “solutions” 

Indeed. Then, the theatre (jin- 

morning mairnee xor youngsters, jgjj. jj qoo. Last week, $1 500" ‘ the best seats in the house—way 
Second was $65,000 for 10 .shows. —— ____ ’ * up in the balcony!” And it could 
Stays on. Advance sale is holding dactam charge accordinelv* “HiffhMi 

MS' gXea’t8 IKS ,C.nt®0SfT°Np.W 9) {£! 

*15500 "Day - •’MBS’ 
“Another Time: Another ^ MeiropoUtan (NET) (4.357- 70. risk o£ opthalmocopia 

State (Loew) (3,450; 5041.75)— $15,500. , . 
“Another Time, Another Place” A MetropoUtan (NET) (4,357: 70- hiche^” 
(Par) (2d wk). This frame finishing $1.10)—“Desire Under Elms” (Par). [ * n fi;s< 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like mild Slow $12,000. Last week, “Paris wml1 the ’ S’i ^ C*°?°ACtI?n 
$11,500. Opening week was $17,000, 5®lld,ay “Man On Sf? dlsting»shed pic- 
below 'hone*. “Hi eh Cost nf T ov. Prowl” (UA) (2d wk-9 davs). ture of th« year—one that has won below hopes. “High Cost of Lov¬ 
ing” (M-G) opens Friday (16). 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$L75)— 

Prowl” (UA) (2d wk-9 d; $10,000. 
Paramount (NET) (4,357; 

“Too Much, Too Soon” (WB). First. Hope Street” thought < 
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) ^ ei^ Hoad (WB). solution: 
looks like good $8,000. In ahead, week, ^AttUa” Impro\ 
“Deadly Ambush” (Rank) (2d wk- ^Dakotas (Indie) 
a Have) 4ft non (2d wk). $15,000. 
• lt*ins-Lto^52iid St. (T-L) (540* „ ™oi» OTT) (i.000; 6041.10)- 
*l-$1.50)-r"Rouge et Nolr1' (DCA) 9S5?5? “5 f|- 
(6th wk). Fifth found completed ?? ?«" ^ (Indie) (2d II n 
Monday (12) was rousing $9,000. 66,000. 11 Par 

ture of the year—one that has woii 
worldwide acclaim and dozens of 
awards! Nobody seems to havd 
thought of the simple and obvious 

Improve the projection! 
Jesse Zunser, 

Cue Magazne; 

Monday (12) was rousing. $9,000. 
! Fourth week. $9,700. . Saxon (Sack) (1,1Q0; $1.50-$3.30) 

—“South Pacific” (20th) (5th wk). 
Par HQ Men Pep Qu 

; Ytotori* (Citjr tov:) (l;06«: 5«-$2) Last week Mil —“Cry Terror” (M-G). Ooens today week, $24 J 
(wS TLMtr weei? “RuS *,Tra,ls-L,“ ^ansrLux) (730; 75- . . Chicago, May 13. 
Run Deep” (UaI^ (7th wk ft Sdivo’ S«5) ^‘M?nika” (Indie) and Paramount execs from the home- 
faWsh $10 000 after FL (Indle) <2d office and field reps in this are* 
sixfh weekP 'D after $:14,000 In wkh $4 000. Ustweek, $6,400. opened * two-day-sales meeting 

Warner XSW-Cinerama) (1,600; here <Tues.). They’re going, 
$1.80-$3.50) — “This Is Cinerama” “High ^Cost^ot^ Eovin^WSf ^^ “eW relaasin6 schedule 
(Cinerama) (2d wk). First week Bwiw oksy $15 00? or8less uSt “f oampeigns. 
ended; Saturday (10) was fine $22.- week/“Patog of GlorJ” (UA)And ^ A*S.ong those In from New York 
800 for return date of this initial “Invisible Boy” (M-G) (2d ^ wk) for the sessions are George Welt- 
Cinerama .production. Hurt by $9,000. ’ ncr» global distribution chief; Sid** 
nearly week of rain In Initial State (Loew) (3,600; 75-$i.25)^- nejf Deneau, western sales manager, 
round. In ahead, “Search For Par- “Brothers Karamazov’ (M-G) (4th and Jerry Pickman, ad-pub v.p. 
atlise’ (Cmnraina) (32d wk), $25,900 wk). Bright $9,000, Last Week, They are to return to Gotham 
on 10 shows. $10,500. Thursday. ♦ 

Trans-Lux (TransrLux) (730; 75- 
$1.25) •— “Monika” (Indie) and. 



■VAMBTY'J* LONDON OFFIC* 
1 w. Martin*! PUcs, Trafalgar Square P^RIETY INTERNATIONAL: II 

FORCE INDIA TO SHORTEN PIX 
Spain s Rules on Foreign Stars 

Madrid,-May 13. 
Spanish actors, producers and Sindicato Nacional del Especta- • 

culo have formulated policy governing utilization of foreign actors 
In Spanish film productions. New doctrine authorizes use of one 
star and one feature actor from other countries with the provi¬ 
sion that the star must have recognized, artistic standing in one 
or more foreign lands. 

In exceptional cases, not clearly defined, the two leading roles 
may he filled with foreign stars, providing one at least has inter¬ 
national talent stature. Should disagreement arise between pro¬ 
ducers and Spanish actors, as to standing of. imported talent, the 
government-industry body grouped within tlie Direccion General 

. de Cine, will make final ruling. 
Professional qualifications are waived for actors from Argentina, 

Portugal and Andorra. In addition, foreign actors resident in Ma¬ 
drid for more than four years prior to July 1, 1957, and who have 
appeared in at least four Spanish films during resident years, are 
to have what is tantamount to Spanish actor status. Only limita¬ 
tion is that no more than two actors in this category may appear 
in the cast of a Spanish film. 

Producers see new measure as a Considerable aid in getting their 
product into the world market. Spanish actors, on the other hand, 
take the. position the new code will hamper their earnings and 
further reduce the limited protection once accorded. The devel¬ 
opment of acting talent in Spain, they hold, is bound to be affect¬ 
ed aind arrested. 

Theatre of Nations Draws Good Biz 
Pekin -Opera' Returns—Greek National Hat Already 
Appeared—Paris Event Elaborately International 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Paris, May 6. 
Pekin Oners, so-called, is back 

In Paris after three years. Com¬ 
pany of Chinese acrobats, swords¬ 
men, mimes and chop siiey vaude¬ 
ville th s time is part of the The¬ 
atre of Nations (drama festival) 

. which spans the March 25-July. 25 
period. A big hit when first seen, 
the Chinese drew smart first night 
turnout at the Sarah Bernhardt 
April 30. Entirely ire-routined it 
is, as before, a wow entertainment. 

Running gamut from- folk dance 
to legends and dramas, beautifully 
disciplined and costumed troupe 
will spend a week at the Theatre 
of Nations and then 10 days at the 
Alhambra, tinder the aegis of 
Spectacles Lumbrosos, before tour¬ 
ing Europe. * 

Thus far the Theatre of Nations 
has sheltered the Greek National 
Theatre from Athens, Theatre Eri- 
slava of Madrid. Morreli-Stoppa 
repertory group from Italy and a 
ballet troupe from London headed 
by Anton Dolin and Alicia Mark¬ 
ova. Near-capacity attendance, has 
been general. Both the natives, 
and the tourists have been re¬ 
sponding well. 

Theatre of Nations was created 
in Paris after A. M. Julien’s three 
previous Paris Drama Festivals 
proved it could be done. It’s 
backed by UNESCO and under¬ 
written by. the City of Paris and 
the French government; Troupes 
have to pay their own way but get 
air the boxoffice receipts. 

Still to come are: 
May 8-17: Glyridebournfe Festival Opera 

from England. 
..May 18-22: Leipzig Opera from E. Ger¬ 
many with Bertolt Brecht-Paul Dessau 
Opera 'The Condemnation of LucUus.’ 

■ May 23-25: Theatre Du Nouveau. Monde 
from-Montreal in Moliere's "Le jMalade 
Imaginaire." | 
. May 26-28: Kubukl Hanayagi Troupe 
from Tokyo, Japan. 

May 29-31: Popular Theatre of Seoul, 
Korea in a classic opera “The Story of a. 
Perfumed Garden." ' . , 

June. 1-2: Moroccan Youth Theatre iri- 
Moliere’s “Le Malade Imaginaire" and 
"Le Joueur Des Osselets." 

June 4-7: the Stuttgart Opera from W. 
Germany In Werner Egk’a “The Inspector 
General." ' 

June 9-12: Theatre of Buenos Aires with. 
Prosper Merimee’s “The. Sacred Coach” 
and Alberto De Zavalia's “El Limite." 

June 13-15: Royal Theatre of Stockholm 
with Auguste Strindberg’s “The Credi¬ 
tor*” and “The Pariah," and Hendrik 
Ibsen's “The Wild Duck." 

Vanya,” “The Three Sisters." and 
“Troubled Old Age." 

July 1-3: Switzerland's Schatispielhaus 
of Zurich. 

July 4-6: Dance group from Ceylon: 
July 7-14: England’s Old. Vld. 
July 15-20: Poland's Nowa Huta Co. 

India Molls TV Station 
New Delhi, May 6. 

Equipment for setting up a tele¬ 
vision station in this capital city 
1& hoped for in the current finan¬ 
cial year, Indian Information and 
Broadcasting Minister Balkrishna 
y. Keskar told parliament here. 

Part of the necessary equipment 
is already on hand. 

MARKS 25-YEAR RUN 

Harold Mickey Went To B.A. 
in 1933—Still Batoneer 

Buenos Aires, May 6. 
On May 10, Harold Mickey, lone 

representative of American Feder¬ 
ation of Musicians in Buenos Aires, 
commemorates his 25th year of 
consecutive bandleading in. Argen¬ 
tina. He and five other American 
musicians, came . here in -1933 
booked Into the City Hotel’s restau¬ 
rant-bar as a sub for Rudy .Vallee. 

Others were Larry Semen, who 
stayed on for several years, return¬ 
ing to the U.S. just before World 
War II. Rev. Hagen, drummer 
Peewee Dunn, Burkie Burkholder 
and Hal Robbins were the others. 

Mickey, married a Scots-Irish- 
Argentirie girl, had. four' children, 
including twin girls,.; arid is. .cur¬ 
rently Public Relations Officer of- 
the: Williams Foundation (Williams 
Quimica, founded by Thomas J. 
Williams^ He works around the 
clock there from 8:30 to 6.pirn., 
then heads his trio (piano, bass 
and drums) nightly (except Mon¬ 
ti ays) till midnight at the American 
Club. ' 

Mickey has also published some 
30 numbers in Argentina,, and Is 
a member of SADAIC, the. local 
ASCAP. 

Gary Towlen, 15, Sets 
European Tour; U. S. 

Gary Towlen, 15-year old pianist, 
departs N.Y. May 24 for his first 
European concert tour accompa¬ 
nied by his coach-manager, Claude 
Gonvierre, and his. parents. The 
tour, entirely commercial, via Ibbs 
& Tillett management of London 
will enjoy unusual “official” co¬ 
operation from American embas¬ 
sies and consulates because of the 
artist’s youth. , 

It’s anticipated that Europeans 
will be a good audience for an 
American virtuoso at this time. 
Young Towlen has been on the 
U.S, concert platform for three 
years although his regular school¬ 
ing has prevented full tours so far. 

He opens at the Odd Fellows 
Palais in Copenhagen on May 28, 
then jumps to the Conservatoire in. 
Geneva. . His Madrid appearance 
June i0 is under the auspices of 
the ' American ambassador’s wife,! 
Francesca Braggiotti Lodge, In 
Paris Ambassador Alan Houghton 
and in London Ambassador John 
Hay Whitney will attend. 

Pianist’s father Is a prominent 
N.Y. surgeon. 

By AUSTEN NAZARETH 
New Delhi, May 6. 

The Indian, government has had 
second thoughts about its 60% 
slash in imports of raw film. 
There is still a slash but it doesn’t 
cut quite so deep. 

An official announcement says 
the government has decided to 
limit the cut to 40%—or, express¬ 
ing it the other way round and in 
more formal terms, to increase the 
quota for import of unexposed 
cinematograph films from 40% to 
60%. Importers will have to make 
application to port licensing au¬ 
thorities. . • 

The government move is in re¬ 
sponse to representations from the 
native industry. Indian film men 
have putting their case to public 
and government, and have achieved 
partial success. The concession 
does not satisfy, them, but half a 
reel is better than no film! 

The average Indian (in the cities) 
is an ardent movie fan,, and would 
hate to see the industry that gives 
him so much pleasure suffer a dam¬ 
aging blow. But not everyone 
would be ready to deny that a raw- 
film import cut. may be a blessing 
in disguise. 

Films in the Hindi language are 
longwinded, and those in the south¬ 
ern tongues (Tamil, Telugu, etc.) 
are, if anything, even more so. (A 
curious subsidiary feature is that 
every—or virtually every-f-Indian 
film is what, would be classed in 
the United States as a musical:) 

. The Indian , feature averages 
close on double the length of Hol¬ 
lywood product, not to speak of 
some real outsize whoppers. An 
indignant moviegoer wrote to 
leading southern newspaper, the 
“Madras Hindu:” A Very recent 
film released in the south was 23,- 
000-feet long and I was forced to 
leave the theater even before the 
show was over. The length of our 
films increases because of the in¬ 
clusion of many unnecessary scenes 
in them.” 

Another wrote in the same. issue 
of the newspaper asking producers 
for “just three or four good songs” 
rather than “the 14 or 15 songs in 
each film.” .. 

If less raw film makes for. short¬ 
er Indian movies, it may be all to 
the good. 

Santiago, May 6. 
Sociedad Chilena de Importa- 

cion y Comercio (“Sochildico”), 
with Miguel Labarca as. manager, 
is the latest feature picture distrib¬ 
utor in Chile and its declared spe¬ 
cialty will be films from Iron Cur¬ 
tain' countries. Outfit will kick off 
activities with a festival during the 
second fortnight of this month in 
a .pair of new houses, the “Mayo” 
and the “Nilo” belonging tp E. 
Selma y Cia. 

The films from • Soviet Russia 
will include “41,” “Malva,” “Vue- 
lan las Cigiienas”. (“The- Storks 
Fly”), “Don Quijote,” “La Madre” 
(“The Mother”), “El Secreto de los 
Dos 00631101’’ (“The Secret of the 
Two Oceans”), and two films tar¬ 
geted for kids, “El Borriguillo de 
los Ojos Azules” (“The Blue-eyed 
Jackass”) and “El Antilope de 
Oro” (“The Golden Antelope”). 

Labarca. asserted that in addi¬ 
tion to; the Soviet features,: he will 
present product emanatirig from 
Eastern Germany* Czechoslovakia, 
Poland, Hungary and Red China. 

UPGRADE KINTARO YOSHINO: 
Tokyo, May 6. 

Kiritaro Yoshino, former sales 
general manager, succeeded Fer¬ 
nando Rodriguez as head of Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures in Japan. 

Yoshino joined Columbia Japan 
first in 1933 as sales manager and 
rejoined; again after the; war 

in 

Fail to Get Exhib License 
DAUGHTER OP ACTRESS 

Romy Schneider Now One Of Top- 
Paid German Stars 

Frankfurt, May 13. 
Romy Schneider, 19-year-old 

daughter of film actress Magda 
Schneider, who has been appearing 
in films for three years,.. is -now 
way up in the leading money-mak¬ 
ing class, according to an article-iii 
“D.er Spiegel,”. one of the leading 
German weekly magazines. 

She was signed by Herbert Tis- 
chendOrf to make the highly suc¬ 
cessful series of “Sissy” films for 
just 25,000; German marks (about 
$6*000) per picture, but for her 
newest film, VMaedchen in Uni¬ 
form” (Girls in Uniform), she is 
earnng .150,000 marks (about $37,- 
500) plus a third of the gross 
profits; 

And for her next film “Liehelie.” 
she is being paid 500,000 marks 
($125,000) , an . exceptionally high 
fee for German films. 

Yankees’ Yen for Talent 
From Orient No Occident; 
‘Sayonara' But Not Goodbye 

Toledo, May 6. 
; Albert Goldman, who recently 

merged his . stateside operation 
with the Ashley-Steirier agency, is 
here on a ; two-week o.o. of local 
talent prompted by the splurge of 
U.S: interest in Oriental show 
packaging. 

Goldman said that with the. suc¬ 
cess of “Sayonara,” and the forth¬ 
coming Rodgers & Hammerste'n 
musical, “The Flower Drum Song,” 
arid “The World of Susie Wong,’’ 
plus the so6ri-to-be-released John 
Wayne starred ‘‘The Barbarian.” 
traffic of Orient, talent should pick 
up. 

Goldman made the rounds of 
local theatres, praising Noh and 
Kabuki drama for their exoticism, 
but calling them “too specialized” 
for ‘ U S. consumption. He also 
lauded the extravaganza produc¬ 
tion of the Takarazuka Girls’ Opera 
Troupe. v,. 

Before leaving, Goldman hoped 
to screen some Japanese pix with 
the possibility of finding some¬ 
thing suitable for import by West 
coast agent Abner Greshler. 

: As of this date, Goldman had 
concluded no pacts. Traveling with 
theatrical attorney-L. Arnold Wei s- 
berger,. Goldman will tour Japan 
until Thursday (8), then leave for 
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Kashmir, 
Turkey arid England, expecting to 
be back in New York on June 12. 

Israeli Cinema Strike 
Ended After 14 Days 

Tel. Avivr May 6. 
The 14-day couritry-wide strike 

of ciriemas in this^country has just 
ended,. with a reported loss of 
$165,000 for the Israeli treasury 
and an estimated loss of more than 
$200,000 for distributors and thea¬ 
tre owners: A. compromise was 
found for future negotiations via 
lowering of tfxes: which at 129% 
were unbearable for theatres. 
Opening of houses was delayed for 
another day -as the decision was 
made known too late for operators 
and ushers to return to their jobs. 

An Israeli film festival sched¬ 
uled for mid-May also was post¬ 
poned and now will take Diace it 
Nahariah, seaside. resort. 25 miles 
north of Haifa, at the end of the I 
month, when . foreign films will 
have first showings in . Israel and j 
preemed. 

Stockholdm, May 8. 
Undisclosed American interest* 

are financing “Horror in the Land 
of the Midnight Sun” to be. photo¬ 
graphed soon in the northern area 
of this country. No information 
on the plot is available excopt that 
a gorillalike figure is employed. 

Sweden's State Censorship Board 
quite possibly bright refuse to 
license such a film, this being 
the tendency throughout the Scan¬ 
dinavian countries though Den¬ 
mark, Norway and Finland are tho 
toughest. In the 1930’s when Boris 
Karloff’s “Frankenstein” frolic and 
Bela Lugosi’s “Dracula” ' blood 
chases were first around, Sweden 
was alone in admitting them to its 
screens; 

Swedish producers have tried 
certain horror effects recently. This . 
is the case with the crime-thriller 
‘ Damen i svart” (The Lady in 
Black), produced by Sandrews. The 
film is the first In the company’s 
planned Captain Hillman-series. 
Caiptain Hillman,is a private eye, 
originally created for some veiy 
popular radio plays, later returned 
in a serial of novels, and now be¬ 
coming a film hero. “Damen i. 
svart” deals with a ghost, a black 
lady, who is seen in the garden of 
an old castle. Her appearing means 
evil times is to be expected, and in 
the film, each.time the black lady 
is seen, there is usually someone 
murdered. The black lady appears 
in a way that gives a good effect 
of horror, something that probably 
is responsible for the film’s great 
success here. 

Crime thrillers are not the kind 
of stuff . Swedish producers usually 
deal with. Above mentioned film 
is a real exception from that nils. 

London, May 6. 
Sir Laurence Olivier’s projected 

film of “Macbeth,” shelved by tho 
Rank Organ'zation, looks set for 
a reprieve. K#ty Harrison. Techni¬ 
color topper, has been huddling 
in Madrid with Samuel Bronston 
and John Farrow, producer and 
director of the pic “John Paul 
Jones.” Impressed by the Techni- 
raraa rushes of “Jones,” Harrison 
has sparked off a possible package 
deal for “Macbeth.” 

Project would involve Olivier a* 
star and co-director with Farrow, 
and with Bronston to produce. The 
Shakespeare meller would be shot 
in Technirama. 

JOHNSTON SPEECHIFYING 
Houston, May 13. 

Eric Johnston, head of the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Assn, of America, will 
address the 46th anriual banquet of 
the Linen Supply Assn, of America 
on . Wednesday in the Shamrock 
Hilton hotel here. 

His topic, will be “The Coming 
Look In U. S. Business.” 

Jan Peerce Scores 
Before 2,500 in Tokyo 

Tokyo, May 6.' 
Met tenor Jan Peerce broke tra¬ 

dition and fractured the people 
here the other night before 2,500 
in this city’s Hibiya Hall by hav¬ 
ing the audience join in a commu¬ 
nity sing of the Japanese favorite, 
“Kojo no Tsuki.” 

Having taken a fancy to the tune 
because it has the flavor of a Yid¬ 
dish folk song, the ex-borscht cir¬ 
cuit belter used the number to 
climax a farewell Tokyo concert 
which saw him build up steadily in 
repertoire and performance until 
he had the throng in a pitch of ex¬ 
citement. 

Peerce’s classical training was 
evidenced in his flawless treatment 
of Italian, French, German. Eng¬ 
lish, Spanish and Yiddish tradi- 
tionals., But it was his topper With 
the Japanese tune and his all- 
around know-how benefiting a top 
pop performer that clinched the 1 
date. 

John Santikos. manager of tho 
Olmos Theatre. San Antonio, to 
Europe: fori several weeks. First 
stop: world's fair at Brussels. 
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MODEL-PROSTITUTE STORY 

How Ignoring Objections May 
Damage Germany 

. Cannes, May li. 
A request by an influential 

group of right wing West German 
exhibitors hot to proceed with the 
production of. a film telling the 
story of Rosemarie Nitribbit, the 
mannequin-prostitute who was re¬ 
cently murdered in Frankfurt 
(Germany) is being defied by 
Herbert O. Horn, chief Of Neue 
Film; Munich. He is proceeding 

Cannes, May 13: 

Comes along the law of diminishing returns. How does a gal 
attract attention at.. ail international film festival? It’s harder 
than ever in 1958. A blonde who drives up and down the fashion- 
able Croisette in a donkey cart, with a parrot perched on her head 
hardly manages to turn heads. But somebody made up a gag 
about her—she wears the parrot because she cou'd not find 
her hawk. ; . _,_f.. 
New wrinkle is, the introing on stage Of all new personality arrivals.' with/the feature even though he is 

before projection.. This can be diplomatically tactful where director or aware that the German exhibs con- 
actor does not quite bring it off, for he or she has already been ; cerned Will probably refuse to 
applauded . . '. Thus far, after Sophia Loren, top interest has been show it. 
attracted by the Russo actress Tatiana Samoilova who scored in the j The theatremen wanted Horn to 
Russo entry “Flying Cranes.” Miss Samoilova created a.rumpus during ; abandon, the project because it was 
a press conference w heh she stated she had been worried that the. usual \ felt that it would display postwar 
Cannes ’‘snob” audiences would not go for her film. But a check showed Germany in an iriimoral light and 
a Freudian slip on the part of the interpreter. She had said “connois- be damaging to national prestige, 
seur” audience. Her favorite actresses are Garbo, Vivien Leigh; Maria The- producer resisted On the 
Schell and French thesp Simone Signoret. : grounds that the murder of . the 

Greek actress Ellie Lambe".i who made a stir here tw o years ago' not^bf‘con- 
■with “The Girl in Black” is in the 1958 entry "No More Credit” also ; P ” 
Erected by Michael. Cacoyannis. Frederic Wakemap arrK;ed with the j ce^u_ a ^ thc- 

Greek pair for he .will produce a pic with them based on his novel “The I Cannes’ festival and buddlifil with 
Wastrel!.” Mvss Lambetti is learning English for the role arid a Holly- 
wood male star is: being sought, Pic will made on an indie basis by |-fur| ^ production under the title 
M alLeman and no <hstr,b setup has been made yet. . Duncan j .;Etiv jjadchen namens Nitribitt ” 
of the Paris Theatre in N./I. ogling the product. A slow day had the; .... Namprt Nitribitt) with 
Austrian, pic “Sissy, Years or Destiny” in the afternoon and the j j^jja Tiller in the title role. . V 
Argent>n*an “Rosaura At 10 O Clock at night. Sissy, a third , sequel . The killer of Rosemarie Nitribitt 
In ..the life of the Emp-ror and Empress Franz Joseph; was the usual!. has hot been apprehended; but is 
sentimental, showy stuff quite out of place at this sort of festival. Ditto ; generally believed to be one of the 
the over-contrived plotting of “Rosaura,” about.a timid painter who ■ •*«; kiooWon: 

Pathe, Hats, Mansfield, Taste & Vodka 
Cannes, May 13. 

The Russians in attendance upon the current 11th annnal Cannes 

Film Festival have been doing a Dale Carnegie turn—going all-out 

to win friends and influence people. Head delegate Igor Rathcouk 

has made himself readily available for interviews and Russia is 

clearly intent upon exercising cordiality to all journalists. 

Rathcouk attended special showing oi excerpts from old French 
films honoring the cinematic pioneer Charles Pathe. He went bn 
platform during a break to laud Pathe and asked alh present to 
remove their hats in tribute, though nobody in this resort town 
wears a hat. Apparently* no Americans were present due to- sup¬ 
posed leftist leanings of the'French Film Museum which organized 
the Pathe tribute. 

To counter Pathe there were Jayne Mansfield and her husband, 
muscleboy Mickey Hartigay. Pair was introduced Ehiday . (19) 
before unreeling of Jacques Tati’s “Mon Oncle.” The foreign press 
divided on whether Mansfield & Spouse represented welcome 
hokum or bad taste. 

Metro’s Elias Lapinere attempted to out-something the Russians 
by distributing vodka made in New Jersey in cpnnection with the 
Russian “Brothers Karamazov”, made in Hollywood. 

Promotes Drive-In Plan at Cannes 

invents a gill to make others notice him and finds her showing up one 
day to complicate his life. Second Czech pic entry “Provisional -Liberty,”' 
a French-C’zech coproduction, vyas finally yanked out of fest competition ; 
6’iown privately for the press. An okay adventure yarn With fine 
technical credits emerged. . 

Jean-Pierre Aumoht materialized right after the screening of his 
brother’s Francois Villier’s pic “L’Eau Vive” (Live Water) and cqri- 
gratulatid linn, had a drinkwith him and then Winged over to Spain 
where he is working in “John Paul Jones” . , . Raoul Levy throwing 
a private party for painter Bernard Buffet, a jury member. 

Jean Goldwurm, prexy of the Yank foreign film distrib setup Times 
Films, says he..may not take any films at this fest but is arranging to 
Invest in an Italo production to get Yank rights. He feels this is mote 

victims of an extensive blackmail¬ 
ing operation which she is alleged 
to have organized. 

Primes Film Technicians 
Syndicate Related To 
Future Common Market 

.v Cannes, May 13. . 

Roger Weii-Lorac, head of the 

_ Syndicate of French Film Tech- 
fertile than going in for the big bidding invoked by fest success . V; nicians is advocating the creation 
Max Factor not too disturbed by the big impressiori made here by the ;, , „ • 
actress Tania Samoilova who dors not use any makeup. He feels success ‘ of a European Federation of Film 
will make her come around. j Technicians to fit.in \vrith the com- 

CinemaScope has spawned a brood for other anamorphoscopic proc-j ing Common Mart and the gen- 
esses showing up have been Fronscope from France, Alexscope. from Urally greater Continental film co- 
Argentina and Totalscope from Switzerland . . . Bella Dafvi’s . toy. 0Deroti0n now. iri the offine The 
poodle getting almost as much attention as she is .». Italo. artist Nirio * 
Guiffrida opening an exhibition in town which has a direct bearing oh 
the Cannes Fest. He is exhibiting eight nude studies of top . inter¬ 
national film femme stars made from photos or, in some cases-; from 
some clothed sittings. But lawsuits may be in the offing, for the women 
in question, on the whole, feel he did not have the poetic license to 
undress them, no matter what can be said in the name of art; Among 
unclad lovelies on view are Brigitte Bardot, Jayne Mansfield, Gina . .. , . 
Lollobrigida, Sophia Loren, Diana Dors, Kim Novak, Mar tine Carol1 ^ratlorL and ^ ed-Lorae is looking 
and Francoise Arnoul. . support here. . He feels 

Charles Vidor says he finds that his jury duty is showing him that; • , s org^wouldbe invaluable 
all countries can make good, and bad, films. Vidor is doing noCutting!^rspemg technical exchange? 
up except in daily fencing practice and working bn his next project, ', hpfnp^hli5^ 
the life of the composer Franz Liszt .... . Jack Curtis and his wife in to ’ £,U^ 
ogle future foreign pix they may be dub for the U; S. , . * g Wlth’.imd 

This time the festival has a small convention of Variety staffers arid 1• • - . 
stringers. Attending the 1958 convocation are Fred Hift of the N. Y. 
Office. Harold Myers of London, Gene Moskowitz of Paris, Robert 
Hawkins of Rome, Ilans Saaltink of Amsterdam, Luigi Gario of Lisbon 

last two are here to rep European publications; not this journal, 
and. Hawk is covering for the N.Y. Sunday Times. - 

Indian film entry is a Russo-Indian coproduction /‘The Foreigner.’ 

India at Venice 
New Delhi, May 13. 

India film “Dak Harkara” - 
has been picked by the gov- 

• ernment as an entry for the . 
: forthcoming Venice Film Fes¬ 
tival. 

The producer, Agragami, 
.. made the feature from a story 

by Tarasankar Banerji. 

burgeoning coproduction was also 

stressed by Weii-Lorac as necessi¬ 

tating such an organization. . 

France, West Germany, Bene¬ 

lux; Italy arid Austria are already 

in favor of such a; European Fed- 

1 Baer Roger Huddles With U.S. Distribs—Outdoor 
Theatres Unknown in France 
——--— 

Cannes, May 13. 

The first French drive-in might 
grow out of the present Cannes 
Film Festival, according to French 
entrepreneur Baer Roger. Talked 
of in France for some time, noth¬ 
ing definite has really been done. 
But Roger has a site picked out, a 
perfect plot six miles outside of 
Cannes which could accommodate 
700 cars. He needs $150,000. to 
build it and is huddling with the 
many visiting distribs, exhibs and 
producers who have long felt a 
string of drivet-ins could help up 
filmgoing in France. 

One of the big problems here is 
the lack of American spaciousness,. 
plus the impossibility of finding ,, 
the right terrain near a key city. 
Great prices for land are also ham¬ 
pers, and the high cost of gas 
would not. bring motorists too far 
out. 

Roger made a long study of 
American drive-ins and is prepared 
to envision a super-modern one 
here with various side amusements, 
child care aspects, arid all the lat¬ 
est sound improvements and visi¬ 
bility setups. 

; Continued from page. 4 ; 

concerning the trip of the first Russian to India in the 15th century : ^ "'f< „mprl 
under orders from Czar Ivan the Terrible. This gives the Russkis one : 
and a half entries, and may explain why they Were content, with only; T David 
one official entry this year, while the U.S. has three. Russians usually 
have two at Cannes . ... New wrinkle, due to the myriad of star names ' 
expected, will have each luminary the official host or hostess for. a day. : fo?lheg N ^offiSMn^ Sw wS 
This means the lucky, or unlucky, elected one will.have to host all l ' a new West 

the Council of Mo- 
; tion Picture ; Organizations eon- 

more newspaper play re that up¬ 
beat. Continuing its series Of full- 
page insertions iri Editor & Pub¬ 
lisher,. CQMPO is pointing to the 
new abundance of space given the 
pic trade; across the country fand 
abroad) and is urging that other 
editors please copy. 

Kingsley’s Message To 
Cannes: Be Realistic 

About Yankee Playoff 
. Cannes, May 13. 

European producers must be ed¬ 
ucated to understand that a distri¬ 
bution deal With a major company 
in the U. S. is riot an open sesame 
to rich returns. That’s the con¬ 
sidered view of Edward Kingsley, 
currently on the Cote d’Azur for 
the film festival, who has. special: 
ized over a period of years in 
handling foreign language, pix. . 
. Kingsley’s experience is based 
on a wide range of imports from 
flops to hits. He is currently rid¬ 
ing high with the Bardot pic, “Arid 
God Created Woman,” which he is 
handling for Columbia and which 
he reckons will gross upwards of 
$3,000,000 in the States. 

. The selling of imports, Kingsley 
contends, doesn’t need the Vast 
network of exchanges which the 
majors employ. . With the right 
picture, he asserts, it is possible to 
gross as much as $1,500,000 from 
175 theatres. tVhat is needed, 
therefore, is one man with the 
right contacts and a telephone. 
That gets the results without the 
overheads. I 

Kingsley admits that the ex¬ 
change facilities of a major com-1 
pany could do better so far as end i 
playdates are concerned, but it is 
questionable whether there Would 
be any real financial advantage to 
the producer in the long run; 

On his own experience, and with 
a hit on his hands, Kingsley esti¬ 
mates distribution overheads can 
be kept down which have to come 
off the top. That percentage, how¬ 
ever, must rise as the gross de¬ 
clines. There is, after all, still 

I the one man with the telephone. 

cocktails and receptions of their day. With all countries going, all out; 
it looks like rough days ahead for the stars. • tinn PiM„ro 

Cannes hoteliers, restaurants and especially the casino; rubbing; 
hands at the big turnout. If the films, prizes and general festival Uvl 1S 
tip to its touristic gambiting this could.be the fest of fests. , :• newspaper play re that up- 

Trading ifs: Richard . Davis may take Swedish “A Jungle Saga” 
which made an impact opening night.. . . Anamorphoscopic processes 
ave not too much in evidence among official fest pic entries. The 
French “Live Waters” is in Franscope as is the French-Czech “Provi¬ 
sional Liberty.” The Swiss feature “Bronze Faces” is. in. Totalvision 
and the Swedish “A Jungle Saga” in Agascope. There are three wide¬ 
screen entries in “The Brothers Karamazov” tMG). The Anglo ^Orders 
to Kill” and the Argentinian “Rosaura At 10 O’Ulock;” The rest are | . '. 
standard in size but color takes up about a third of. the competitors, [ official, saved the day: Aridor was escorted rapidly to his seat and is now 
So it still seems that the so-called “art” fest pix are still being made i a black, tie.fashion plate every night..At the Russian party an import- 
in black and white and in the old screen dimensions .... . j ant official, was evicted for wearing brown shoes. 

Femme jurist Madeleine Robinson, French stage and ^screen actress. 1 Norman Lourie, who owns the Dolphin House Hotel and Country 
discharging, jury duties in spite of a broken leg incurred while skiing ; Club near Haifa,“in addition to being partnered with Kurt Unger, in 
la ;t week . . . Cannes reps a little peeved that Sir Carol Reed's “The the agency for the distribution, of United Artists product in Israel, here 
Key” iCoU was pegged jis the Anglo entry for the Brussels Film Fest. {making a technical survey on the operation of a Casino. He's hoping 
Cannes wanted it but was told it was not quite ready. This may be (for an Israeli Government greenlight to. open a gaming room at his 
true!.but it is felt that it might have been readied for last day showing | hotel. Unger came in for a day from London ior huddles with partner 
nt Cannes if it can make Brussels . .Sepia Cuban actress WananiJ. . . All the leading British distribs; of continental product .have shifted 
in for an out of competition showing of her pic “Black Blood.” made ; their h.q. here for the duration of the fest. Kenneth Rive and Ben Rose 
In English in Cuba, Filrii’s polemical treatment of race, problems has >'Gala: Films)., Phil Kuttiieir (Miracle Films) and Ingram Fraser (Films 
reportedly kept it off U.S. screens. | de France) doing, their business in the Carlton lobbies . Marvin 

The sparse houses, so far. during the evening shows'denote that the ( Goldman of Washington o.o.ing the fest after attending the Variety 
Brussels World's Fair has definitely cut into the tourist turnout here.‘ Club convention in London. 
It has solved seating problems for the time being { . Tunisia; joined the 19 other countries iri feature competition at the 

First Yank indie distrib to buy .a film here was Richard Davis. He 1 Cannes Fest despite .political tensions between France and Tunisia 
took the Anglo entry “Orders to .Kill’* (Lion) for his Fine Arts in N.Y; [• . . Entered a French-Tunisian coproduction directed by a French- 
and for his UMPO distrib company . , . Betsy Blair back to the scene! man Jacques Barathier and called “Goha.” . , . Further good-will film 
of her Continental triumph three years ago with “Martyr’ This time ! neyrs denoting, the probable lack of any political tensions at the fest, 

Joan Crawford 
SS5 Continued from, page 3 

thusiastically. then Gilbert went 
into his act, announcing he had 
several questions to ask Miss 
Crawr/ord. . 

“Make it brief boy,” Miss Craw¬ 
ford shot at him; 

Gilbert said he thought it would 
be nice if Miss. Crawford were 
elected to the board. 

"If I were,” she. said, “we’d have 
long sessions but short speeches.” 

Gilbert continued: “May I ask 
how many shares . of Pepsi-Cola 
you owni.” 

“It’s none of your business,” 
snapped Miss Crawford. “Besides 
I owned them before I married 
Mr; Steele.” 

Gilbert; suddenly changed the 
subject, vvhereupon 'Steele inter¬ 
posed with. “I let my wife run her 
business and she lets me run mine, 
I’m sure she’s taking a dim view 
of this.” . . 

Prior to the exchange, as Gil¬ 
bert talked and read comments at 
times critical of the company man- ; 
agement. she \‘was. heard to mur¬ 
mur softly several times, “Shut up. 
Shut up.” ' 

When the meeting adjourned 
Miss Crawford was again ail 
smiles. Her only after-meeting 
comment was, “When anybody at¬ 
tacks my husband when I’m 
around, I bristle.” 

she is in as a producer with partners Serge Eeggiani and .Roger Pigaut. 
They have a company called Garance Films, and have a short in com¬ 
petition, “The Seine Meets Paris,” and will show their first full length 
pic outside the fest. It is “The Kite From the End of The World,” a 
moppet pic in color about a little French boy’s imaginary trip to Chi¬ 
na . ^ . Yank jury member Charles Vidor could nbt get into a showing 
one night for he was not wearing a black tie. A shrewd move by a fest 

is the fact that Ilya Lopert and UA have acquired the Russian entry 
“Flying Cranes” for U.S. release. It is a barter* setup with Russia get- 
tirig “Marty” (UA) in return . . There are now 26 films in the prize 
running and Bulgaria could probably have a last minute entry . . , 

Lack of a new government in Paris kept the Minister of Industry j booker. He’ll headquarter in Philly 
and Commerce Paul Ribeyre* still incumbent, from coming here to : and will. supervise sales of NTA: 
officially open festival.. * theatrical, product in that area. 

Zagrans to NTA Pix 
Charles Zagrans; veteran indus¬ 

try sales executive, has been 
named mid-Atlantic district man¬ 
ager for NTA Pictures, theatrical, 
film subsidiary of National Tele¬ 
film Associates. 

Zagrans, one-tiriie branch man¬ 
ager for RKO Pictures in Phila¬ 
delphia, cobles to NTA from Stan¬ 
ley Warner Theatres in Philly 
where he was a film buyer and 
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once it was human 
even as you and I! 

THE 
INDUSTRY'S 
BIGGEST | 
SHOCK-AND - SURPRISE 
SENSATION- SHOW 

WHEN 

COMES AT YOU 
FROM 20th I 

Pis 

is The Great Showmanship Attraction Of The Yearf 
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Dirty Linen On Line In Embassy Trial 
■ - . ' ■ ■ ■ ■■■ • ' - - ; pt WILLIAM STEIF : . /; . ; ■' , ; ' ■ , 

San Francisco, May 13. 
The ordeal of Leland C. Dibble went on all last week 

in the court of Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy. As co- 
owner of the Embassy Theatre, he may well have wished 
he'd never sued the eight major producer-distributors for 
$8,000,000 under the antitrust laws. He took a brutal. {)Ounding on cross-examination from the defendants’ 

awyers. 
Though Dibble, and his partner, Daniel O. McLean, are 

the plaintiffs in this eight-year-old case, it looked through 
most of the week as if. they were the defendants. Time 
after time Dibble was caught in crossfire aimed at him 
by Eugene Bennett, lawyer for Paramount, RKO, UA, . 
Loew’s and Warner’s, and by Macklin Fleming, represent¬ 
ing Columbia and Universal. 

Dibble and McLean accuse the eight majors, plus Na¬ 
tional Theatres, of depriving them of the chance to bid op 
first-run films from 1938 through 1950, and on second-run 
from 1938 to April, 1947. The defense contends the pair 
never wanted either run until the Paramount case decree 
in August, 1946, and thereafter turned down chances, for 
first-run bidding. 

The strength of the defense, and its method, became 
absolutely clear at the start of .the week when Bennett 
introduced a Dibble letter to Herman Webber; written 
Feb. 4, 1939. less than two months after McLean and 
Dibble, took over the Embassy lease. Wobber at that time 
was 20th-Fox\s general sales manager and a 5.5Co "silent 
partner” in the. Embassy Operation. Dibble first reported 
that M, L- Markowitz, then running the Marion Davies 
Theatre (now Esquire), was suing several distributors be¬ 
cause they sold McLean "ahead of the Davies, but the film 
companies are not bothering Dan on the situation so far." 
Dibble, added: 

"The Kikes mv either, side of Dan: (the Embassy) 
^1 refer to Franklin at: the Strand bnd (Herman) 
Cohen, at the United Artists■—are doing everything 
possible to annoy, him. Franklin.is the worst trouble 
maker. While running Bingo. in the Strand, twice he. 
has had the police investigating Dan, claiming he'was., 
running a gambling game . . ” 

The game that bothered Franklin was Ten-O-Win, im 
vented by McLean, managed by Dibble and largely owned 
by Wobber. As a subsequent-run angle; Dibble has testified, : 
It was highly effective in the late ’30’s—until, local and 
State authorities, the PostofTice Department and managers 
of the big circuits, themselves, put it out of business early 
in World War II, The Embassy still uses. Ten-O-Win, 
however. 

'Strong Language’ 

Bennett simply introduced the letter referring to Cohen 
and Franklin into evidence. In what was evidently pre¬ 
conceived strategy, it fell to Fleming to use this prejudice- 
revealing reference late in the week. 

Fleming introduced a whole series of letters, written by 
Dibble in the 1938-46 period, in which Dibble bellyached 
about a number of. matters, and particularly his film 
rentals.'In all of these letters. Dibble used what might 
ordinarily be characterized as strong language. 

For instance, on Novi 4, 1944, he wrote Metro’s sales 
chief, William Rodgers, that he’d never padded his ex¬ 
penses—protested vehemently—and told Rodgers, "I have 
been in business for 25 years and haven’t had to resort to. 
that kind of. practice to date." The fact, as the defense 
has proved, is that Dibble and McLean resorted to that 
practice more than occasionally In trying .to knock down 
film rentals. 

In a June 2, 1939. letter to Wobber, Dibble complained 
bitterly of Charles Skouras and Mike Rosenberg prevent¬ 
ing the introduction of Ten-O-Win into Southern Califor¬ 
nia’s Fox West Coast houses and hoped to get even with 
them some day for this injustice. 

Finally. Fleming brought up the letter complaining of 
Cohen and Franklin and asked: 

Q —Throughout the entire period, 1938 to 1940, you had 
..not hesitated to complain in strong language if you felt an 
Injustice or. inequity was being done to you or concerns in 
which you were interested? ... 

A’—I don’t see any strong language , ... 
And the witness launched into a declaration of how 

badly he’d been damaged—hundreds of thousands of 
dollars worth—during the period. 

q.—And yet, throughout this entire period up to August 
12 1946, you did not address a single letter to any of 
these distributor-defendants asking for first-run pictures? 

A —That’s right -. . . 
Dibble went on to offer an "explanation” but Judge 

Murphy had everything after the word, "right,” stricken 
from, the record. ' . ; , 

Other Attacks 

The attorney also hurt Dibble on these other points: 

(1) Dibble claims he wired Columbia In August, 1940, 
demanding a chance to bid on first-rims, and wrote Col¬ 
umbia in November, 1946, demanding a second-run chance, 
just as he did the seven other defendants—but Fleming 
brought out Dibble had been feuding with Columbia, that 
the wire and Tetter have never shown up anywhere and 
that Dibble’s letter to Columbia reiterating his claims In 
the spring of .1947 omits a. key paragraph referring to the 
earlier wire and letter which is in letters to the seven 
other, defendants; . 

i2) Fleming showed Universal's Barney Rose had offered 
Dibble some first-run British; product In late 1940 but 
Dibble had refused these films as "Blumenfeld rejects”; 

(3) Dibble denied Columbia branch manager jack Till¬ 
man had told him to go ahead and bid for films after 
August, 1946, and. that he’d phoned Tillman a day or two : 
later, arid told him he’d changed his mind, decided hot to 
bid—but the implication . that this; might have happened 
remained in court; 

(4) Dibble denied threatening to bid agialnst Sherrill 
Corwin’s United Artists for. first-runs if Corwin bid his 
Esquire for second-runs against the Embassy in 1947— 
again, the implication of truth .remained; 

,• T5> Fleming brought out that from 1939 through 1943 
the third-run Embassy paid a lower rent than the second- 
run State for every one of 54 Columbia pictures that the 
Embassy and State both played—’43 was the: last time 
Dibble booked; Columbia until 1949; 

<6): Fletning - established that all of Dibble’s film con¬ 
tracts included 6, 10 or 20 per cent exclusion clauses, that 
on some occasions Dibble had had no hesitancy about 
using his cancellations, that on others, as suited his con-, 
venience, he wrote distributors proudly that "in 11 years 
we have hardly missed playing one of your pictures” (to 
20th-Fox’s Alex Harrison, Aug. 29, 1950)—the. point here 
was to show that Dibble wasn’t “forced” to buy film, as he 
has repeatedly testified; 

. <7) Fleming, sought to prove that "the Impetus , for 
uniform clearance” came -frorri Dibble, himself, not the 
distributors^ because Dibble throughout the whole damage 
period was whipsawing one distributor against another— 
thus, on Dec. 21, 1942, Dibble wrote the UA branch 

■ manager:-'—. .' 

"I am no longer fighting for the: clearance of 71 days. 
I have it and the fight is all over. I am no longer playing, 
I am no longer buying: any- pictures to play on 91 days 
nor will I do so”; 
, (8) Fleming drew the . admission that the downtown 
Embassy was not competing directly with the neighbor¬ 
hoods but with the subsequent-run downtown houses— 
thus, on April 13, 1940, Dibble wrote: Wobber that he was 
checking other grind-houses “at game time”; 

(9) In a classic bit; of prosecution-like irony, Fleming 
got Dibble to admit that Herman Cohen, who’d operated 
the Embassy as a first-run until; it went broke in June, 
1938, was one of the "conspirators” with the majors: 

Q.—So that, according to your testimony, the Embassy 

even in 1938, when operated by one . of the conspirators, 
was a failure on a first-run policy? 

A.—-They weren’t equal conspirators . ... 
(10) Fleming probed the Embassy’s leasehold arrange* 

inent, found Dibble and . McLean bad invested $1500 In 
their lease in 1938, paid off Wobber $8250 in 1940, and in 
1945 got a 25-year lease at $1600 a month, plus 10 per cent 
in excess of a $10,800-a-month gross, with NO.premiumi 

Q.—As I understand it, you have a 25-year lease where 
you can cancel on 30 days, Mr. (E. B.) DeGolia (landlord) 
cannot cancel it, and with the rent credit: on your books 
for the loft(s) and the bar and grill you have a minimum 
rent of $600 a month? 

A.—That is. not true;, that is riot good accounting ... 
(11) Fleming went on to establish that in 1949 Irving 

Ackerman had purchased the smaller Guild’s leasehold 
for a $55,000 premium after Dibble had rejected it for 
$60,000. Fleming probed other leasehold purchases and 
Dibble replied: 

"I have heard what Sherrill Corwin paid (Joe) Blumen- 
feld for his theatres (the first-run United Artists and 
subsequent-run Esquire) . . . I know it was quite sub¬ 
stantial. 

Q.—Did you hear that he paid $750,000? 
A.—I believe it was as much as that. Without first-run 

pictures* he wouldn’t have paid 15 cents. 
Fleming brought out that a theatre owner’s objective 

Is to build up a valuable. leasehold as well as current 
profits, pointed out that after July. 12, 1940, DeGolia 
allowed Dibble to deduct the. cost of Ten-O-Win in cal¬ 
culating his house rental, and noted that the Embassy’* 
12-year gross was $3,168,862, its Ten-O-Win cost was 
$356,131 and its theatre rental was $284;610, or about 9 
per cent of gross. 

Q.—Do you expect to pay the same rent terrns for first- 
run as sUbsequent-run? 

But Dibble ducked this, finally adiriltted a theatre’s 
policy was "very important” iri a percentage lease; 

(12) Fleming extracted Dibble’s admission that the ex¬ 
hibitor radn’t included the extra costs he might have had 
as a first-run—stagehands, operators, usherettes, etc.— 
and assumed the landlord’s "identical terms.” , 

. Q.—You made one further assumption, which was that 
you Would occupy your seats three times each day every 
day, 365 days a year, through the 12-year period. You 
made, that assumption, didn’t you? 

A.—No, we did not . . . we assumed, in the event that 
the business was there, to do that . , . but in some of ths 
years, it figures very much less than that. 

Dibble admitted he didn’t check the first-runs' actual 
seating ratio in the 12-year period, and Fleming brought 
out that the 4651-seat Fox’s ratio was LI, the 2640-seat 
Paramount’s was 1.6 and the 2656-seat Warfield’s was 1.7. 
Dibble said they filled up "on occasion” and Fleming 

. swarmed all over him. 

Q.—As I understand it, you did give some thought to 
this seat, adjustment capacity arid, you made one investi¬ 
gation: you investigated the Esquire ait a time. (1944-45-40) 
when it was operating in conjunction with the Tivoli, and 
had 2,400 seats and you used. 1000 seats for the Esquire 
and determined on this figure (ratio) of 3.0; is that what 
you did, Mr. Dibble? 

Dibble dodged. 
Q.—Isn’t your argument that (23,000-seat) Seals Stadium 

(Frisco ballfield) can seat as many people as the (100,000- 
seat) Los Angeles Coliseum if only the people would be 
considerate enough to fill it on weekdays? Isn’t that ths 
basis of this argument? ' . 

Again Dibble ducked, later admitted he hadn’t calcu¬ 
lated the Embassy’s paid admissions . nor his house’s 
average admission price. .... ‘ 

Earlier, Fleming had slashed at Dibble for his alternate 
use of the 10th (unit) system and seven-day system in 
keeping his books, claimed this resulted in "overstating 
expenses" to the distributors. 

Loew’s Slow-Motion Divorce 
Coritimied’ from page. 3 

Judge Palrnieri stated that he. 
would attempt to deal with the j 
problem as rapidly as possible. } 

The testimony of two directors,! 
appointed by .the Court to the; 
hoard of Loew’s Theatres, played a! 
significant ixfie in the proceedings.! 
The directors—Weldon Powell and 
Karl D. Pettit—emphasized that 
compliance with the divorce pro¬ 
ceedings at this time was “neither 
feasible or.desirable.” On the basis 
of several meetings in October, No¬ 
vember and December, Powell said 
he saw no likelihood of negotiating • 
an agreement between the twoj 
managements at this time.: . i 

The present state of the motion; 
picture industry as a whole ap-i 

• parently played an important part ; 
in earnirig Loew.’s the postpone- j 
ment. Powell testified that last Oc- ; 
tober he expressed the belief that - 
there was a good chance of reach- 1 
ing an agreement. He added, how-! 
ever, that it became apparent that 
the decline and depression in the 
business, not only of Loew’s but of 
the industry in general made it nn- 
wise to push the separation: He is 
reported to have said that he would 
not want, to be responsible for sug¬ 
gesting a division of the assets and 
liabilities of the two companies at 
this time. 

aurice Silverman. U.S.. attor-; 
»ey acting for the antitrust divi- ’ 
slon, told the Court that the Gov-J 

ernment appreciates that more 
time would be required arid that 
the view of the Government was 
the time schedule should, call for. 
the distribution of: separate .shares 
of stock in each company" no later 
than Aug. 31, .1959. However, he 
emphasized that i firm obligation 
should be placed on Loew’s to pre¬ 
sent a program for division of the 
funded debt and for carrying out 
the reorganization plan which was 
approved by the stockholders and 
which would result in the divorce¬ 
ment of the two companies, 

Pettit, iri his:. testimony, ex¬ 
pressed the same views as Powell 
in urging that the spilt be delayed. 
He stated that the financial condi¬ 
tions of the company as well as 
the industry would make it “dan¬ 
gerous” to order the. divorcement! 
immediately. He pointed out that 
the entire film industry is going 
through a critical, transformation 
period because of television, 

Pettit reported that the possibih 
ity of refunding the debt With the 
insurance companies had been ex¬ 
plored, but that no meetings were 
taking place with them now. He 
said it was his understanding that 
the insurance companies /‘don’t 
like Loew’s credit and • don’t like 
the nature of the business” and, as 
a result, "it is almost impossible to 
get money from that source.” 

Robert H. O’Brien, Loew’s finan¬ 

cial v;jp',, said he had had informal 
talks with one of the insurance 
companies,: but that they were not 
prepared to negotiate until Loew’s 
was ready to present a concrete 
plan. 

ZUGSMITH'S HQMETOWNER 

He and Players Diie To Ballyhoo 
High School 

Atlantic City, May 13. 

MGM’s "High School Confiden¬ 
tial;” produced by Albert Zug- 
smith, once Atlantic Cty daily 
newspaper publisher, will premiere 
here May 29 iri the Boardwalk 
Apollo Theatre, wth receipts from 
the first day going to Atlantic 
County Cerebral Palsy fund. 

. Zugsmith arid at least five of the 
film’s leading players wil spend 
two days here, per. present plans. 
Included will be Jan Sterling, Ma¬ 
mie Van Doreri and Ray Anthony, 
her bandleader husband; John Bar¬ 
rymore Jr., and Charles Chap¬ 
man ,Jri 

. Russ. Tamblyn, .who! plays the 
leading role in the picture of dope 
addiction at a Texas high, school,, 
may be on hand, if a furlough can 
be arranged. He is now taking 
Army basic training. Another pos-1 
sible visitor is Paul Douglas, Miss 
Sterling’s husband. 

There will be iiq charge for the 
film or theatre on opening night. 
MGM representatives promised the 
usual premiere ballyhoo^—swirling 
spotlights, newsreel, clips and cov¬ 
erage by syndicated columnists. 

Second Sprouts on Brussels 
Continued from page 2 

The midway? Not enough novelty and new hoopla but maybe tbs 
Sam Snyder Water Follies may help. 

. Things to watch: don’t pay fiOc to go Into the fair, then another 
20c to enter the Belgiques Joyeaux (Folklore) and find you riaust pay 
your way in again. This has created needless illwill and should be 
better clarified. In short, you can enter the Folklore’s 12 acres for 
10 francs, without going into the Expo grounds proper, until later, 
but by going from the expo to the Belgiques Joyeaux you automatically 
shut yourself out. 

The cable cars (40c) are a painless and picturesque way to traverse 
from one end to the other. ' 

Best eating: the Atomium (more anon), Czech, Spanish and Hun¬ 
garian pavilions. Brass Rail is at the U.S., and the Russians naturally 
feature the vodka-and-caviar bit which, with dinner, is not at pro¬ 
letarian prices, $10-$15 a head. The Atomium (top tower) restaurant 
comes to $15-$20 a head, with all the grape trimmings, and needs 
some VIP "in!’ to get reservations because of the limited capacity. 

The pavilion. exhibits close at night, save for the respective 
. nationalistic restaurants, and unless the groceries arc extra-special : 

they may as well fold these too. This leaves the prime night appeal 
to the midway and the Folklore sections, along with the whatever 
theatrical attractions. 

Hotels? Not as jampacked as ballyhooed. Motels? Be careful— 
they say the rains (par for Belgium most of the time) make dry sleep¬ 
ing a hazardous event. 

So far Todd-AO and “South Pacific” are no panic; and. the American 
Cinerama, at 50 and 100 Belgian francs ($1 and $2, pretty fancy tariffs 
for. here) suffers in comparison to the Russian Cinerama at 25 francs 
(50c) straight. Walt Disney’si 1-projector Circarama remains the best’, 
yet, both for its audience-participation values, and the fact that the 
price is right—gratis—being under Ford Foundation grant to institu¬ 
tionally project the automotive-way of travel. 

Bob Goldstein, with 2Qth-Fox in London, "cased” the Fair for lid 
Sullivan with an eye to the latter’s color filming thereof, which he will . 
not dp until all the greenery is in shape. 

How long to “do” the Expo? Depends on your "Expo feet.” Two 
days the hard way, three-four days easy. Remember, it’s twice this 
size of the N.Y. Fair. 
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TELLING IT TO 
MILLIONS OF WOMEN 

TOP MAGAZINES! 
Quote from Patricia Owens, guest columnist for 

M-G-M’s uPicture of the Month” in big national 

magazine and fan magazine campaign: 

“Most stories of 
the West are 
about men. This 
one is about a 
woman. I know 

because I play 
in this 

thrilling and 
unusual story. 

Robert Taylor was the 
respected law.. , until 
his own dark past 
came to haunt him. 

Richard Widmark, 
renegade outlaw.. » 
he returned to collect 
on an old debt. 

M-G-M 
PfMWtt 

Patricia Owens, a 
lovely hostage at the 
mercy of the West’s 
most savage killer. 

ROBERT 
TAYLOR 

RICHARD 
WIDMARK 

Filmed amid the grandeur 

and terror of the High Sierras! 

,• i A n I .. Screen Pley by 

MIDDLETON * henry silva • william bowers 
H.VNLBERTy • in Cinemascope And METROCOLOR • Directed by JOHN STURGES * Produced by WILLIAM HAWKS 

An M-Q-M Picture 

Based On the Novel by 
MARVIN “ 
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Theatre Owners Gripe to CBS* Paley 
Charge Doug Edwards Newscast Bum-Rapped 

Motion Picture Industry 

t. DAVE PICKER'S STATUS 

3d Generation of Film Gian As 
Youngstein’s Aide 

Theatre-Owners of America lias ; 
registered' a strong protest with 
UBS over what it considers an‘'ex¬ 
tremely downbeat and quite inac¬ 
curate picture of the movie inches- . -—“r-t, 
trv" in a network news telecast on David V. Picker, appointed over 
the Douglas Edwards show on the pastweek as exec assistant to 
April 25, Beef was contained in a Max E. Youngstein. United Artists 
letter -from TO A proxy Ernest G. i v.p.. is now set to take on an ex- 
SVellings to William S. Paley, CBS paneled role in the Operations of 
board chairman. . . . this company. He joined the out- 

The 'exhibitor organization. was fit-two years ago as liaison between 
particularly upset by Edwards* | the sales and promotion depart- 
legd-in remark that the ‘‘movies j ments, : and in the new* post will 
are broker than ever.”' TOA took- continue in this field . and. acljcl i- 
lssue with statistics employed on ; tionally;•-■will work; .ith Young- 

. the newscast, prepared by CBS'. stein along other lines, including 
Los Angeles' bureau. The report production- 
noted that there were 23,334 the- Picker, who is 28. is a third gen- 
atres in 1829 .as compared to 18.-.. oration member of a: prominent 
200 today. Stellings pointed out film industry; family. His name? 
that compared; with, the 23.334 the- sake grandfather was an early-day 
atres in 1929 there were only 15,-; associate of Marcus. Loy-w and v.p. 
273 in operation .in. 1935 during; of Loew’s Inc. HiS . fathei* is Eu- 
the height of the depression and gene Picker, v.p; of; Loew’s The- 
this climbed to 18.631 in 1948 and atres. His uncle is. Arnold M. 
decreased only very slightly in * he Picker, v.p. and one of t he ovviiers 
10 \ ears from 1948 to 1958. "This of UA. 
is hardly evidence of going *hrn-1 ■■ - .'•■■ .. - - ■ ■... ■' '■■■' - 

ker ,’* Stellings pointed out in his ' 
letter. He expressed "ariiazement; 
and disappointment” at the type of j 
treatment the report had been• 
given and requested rfh early cori j 
recMon. “This reporting—-pre- j.*— '■ —— 

pared ‘ as though sensationalism ! A warning to exhibitors to avoid; 
weie the only objective was so, the“more sensational films” was 
contrary , to the normal accuracy issued this week by Ernest GJ Stell- 
that has so Tong characterized^CBS ingS president of Theatre Owners 
iu wscastmg, said the letter, ‘that j 6f America: - Stellings cautioned 
j came as w shock to our numbers < that the o buck”Avhich might 

! I' J*- country wh0 s^:be earned from these films “might 
Thl°imnrar«rfn« K „ J, do irreparable damage to thjfe the- 

'n#m “SS atre in maintaining its position as 
nnK-Sdfi C3n a recreational center for the com- 

lndust^v ?f^rastanads<unco^et°tcdU'1’ '■ mun‘ty’ Particularly for child at- 

Charles Rnbenstein Raps 
Distribs’ ‘Attitude’; Two 

Of His Houses Closing 
St. Paul, May 13. ; 

Circuit owner Charles Hiiben- 
stcin is tossing in the towel for 
two more of his: remaining four 
Twin Cities’ neighborhood theatres, 
the Minneapolis Afion and St. Paul 
Dale, both 850-seatCTS that iised to 
be highly profitable operations and 
which now will be converted to 
commercial purposes.’ • 

This adds to the past several 
years’ growing list of such local 
demises. - 

• In revealing, the shutterings, Rii- 
benstein, an exhibitor here for 20 
years- and whose circuit once -ln: 
eluded six Twrin Cities’ uptown the¬ 
atres, charges that owners of large, 
cities’ late, run theatres like the 
Arion and Dale and of small town 
houses are being treated by the 
film companies, as though they 
were “second-rate" citizens. 

He predicts that wholesale clos¬ 
ings of these houses is imminent 
jmd puts'the blame on the film dis¬ 
tribs which, he. insists, could save 
many, of these theatres by. revers¬ 
ing their sales policies to elimi¬ 
nate high percentage deals and 
again sell top pictures, flat to such 
accounts,. 

Price Quick Buell? 
[Asks Ernest Stellings] 

Stellings maintained -that the CBS ; 
report 
actual 

' tendance.’' 
♦ , i - ; The TOA topper, indicated tijat 

currpnf0«ftwritw° the ihe considered' some., of the fecent current status of the in-., t inHi,ctrv « attacks leveled at the industry as 
"largely unwarranted and caused 
by distorted importance given to 

.ion as. soon a* pCsiMe .as re- ; 

dustry as reflected by numerous 
newspaper articles and statements 
by industry leaders”, that a correc- 

quired. 
On its part, CBS, via John F; 

Day, director of news, contended j 
that the filmed story "made. no ef-' 
fort to report the full scope of ihe 
revolution in the motion picture 
industry.” He maintained that the 
•whole point of the feature story 
was to indicate the large number 
of uses to which former film houses 
in the L. A. area had been put. 
Day noted that there was an en¬ 
tire paragraph dealing with favor¬ 
able aspects of the motion picture 
business and. he stressed that the 
figure on the relative number , of 
theatres came from the industry; 
I)av made the point that the net¬ 
work can’t possibly tell the whole 
story on the entire situation every 
day. However, he indicated that 
CBS would he carrying other sto¬ 
ries of the film Industry, as it has 
in the past, and “undoubtedly” 
there will be some which Stellings 
Will “like much better than you 
did the one in question/’ 

code as the major guarantee of 

playability of . any film. On pic¬ 
tures without a seal, Stellings said 
the exhibitor should weigh the 
film’s individual merits as enter¬ 
tainment and "play it if in his 
judgment it constitutes eiitertainr 
ment.” 

Stellings pointed Out that while 
reaction to sensational films starts 
locally, the incidents are . usually, 
"ballooned” by the newspapers 
"to .the. point they quickly have an 
effect on the industry' nationally.”. 

The TOA chieftain said that the 
current shortage of pictures often 
makes it difficult .for exhibitors to. 
pass up a .film, but he urged "a 
firm stand for the good of their 
long-range standing” in the com¬ 
munity. 

1958 

JF%ek Ended Tuesday (13) 

N, T. Stack Exchange 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. 
In 100s High Ldw Close 

177 a 14 ABC Vending 71 17% 17% 17% 
18 13 Am Br-Par Th 132 ; 17% . 17 . :. 1T%: 
30% 24% CBS "A” .; 98 30% 29% 29% 
30% 24% CBS “B” 46 30% 29 ‘ 29% 
16%: 12% Col Pix.-;, 19 1534 15 . i57a 
16% 137 a Decca 224 15 14% 143.4 
21^8 14 Disney 270 21% . 20% 22% 

1077 s 9746 Eastman Kdk. 63 .107 1.05% : 105 
5% 334 EMI ., 966 .5% . 4% ■ 5% 

H-H-L RENTS SPACE 
AT UNIVERSAL CITY 

Hollywood, May 13.. 
’Universal:studios for first time 

in many years is opening its. gates 
to rental companies. 

Hecht-iliU-Laneaster has taken 
space for filming of "The Rabbit 
Trap” for United. Artists release. 
Ditto OBS-TV, to lens first 13 epi¬ 
sodes of its new* hour-long oater 
series, “Rawhide.” 

7*8. 
15% 
9 

38% 
17% 
69% 
35 
.7% 
11% 
18 
24% 
27 

6% 
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Paramount 
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Stanley War: 
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20th-Fox . 
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300 

90 
23 
43 
29 
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9 

38% 
15% 
68% 

.34% 
•5% 

10% 
17 ; 
2434... 
27 
22% 

6% 
16% 
8% 

36% 
14% . 
6534 
33% 

■ 5% 
10; 
16% 
24% 
26% 
21% 

674 
16 > 

• 8% 
363-4 . 

-14%. 
66% 
331% 
.' 5% 

.10% 
, 16% .. 
24% 

•: 27 

. . Net 
Change 
for wk. 

. — % ' 

—. -4' 

— % 
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—;% ■ 

: + 

—' % 
4-..% 
— % 

■ -j-' .% 
—T % 
+ % 

+^% 
— a 4 ' 

+:,.% ■, 
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George Murphy Managing 
Broncos for Brussels 

Hollywood, May 13. 
George Murphy, who recently 

bowed out of Metro, will be man- 
. aging director of a huge \Vild West 

show leaving this week for a five- 
month stand at Brussels World' 
Fair. Casey Tibbs, world’s cham¬ 
pion cowboy, heads , troupe which 
will include cowboys and cowgirls, 
Sioux Indians, rodeo performers, 
plus large number of horses, and 
cattle and equipment. 

Project is backed by group of 
local business men. Including vet 
radio station operator Harry Maiz- 
lish. Following Belgian appear¬ 
ance, plans call for a tour of 
Europe. 

22% 19 Univ. Pix .. • 42 20% . 18% 19%/ • + % 
71 58% Uuiv., pfd. .*1050 64%. 58% 59 - 5% .' 
19% 16% W’arner Bros 37 19 .18% 18% :— % 
77%, 6746 Zenith . . . • 62 76% • : 74% • .'76% . • 4-.1-.' 

American Stock Exchange 
3^8 •2% Allied Artists. 352 3%. . 3% 3% 4% 
8 7% Ail’d Art., pfd. 7 8% .7% , 8% + % 

10 8% Assoc. Artists 129 / : 9% : ,9% - 9% .. ••— % .. 
%. % C. & C. Tele, 419 .34. .9/16 .11/16 — 1/16 

4^8 3 DuMont Lab. 88 4" :3% '. 4%. +■ % ■ 
3% 2% Guild Films. 1330 ": -3%. 3 3% ''*■■+ % 
944 5% Nat’l Telefilm. 411 9 846 ;. 8% •;.+ "% 
6 356 Skiatron .. 84 .. 446 4 : 4% .; +.% • 
5% 346 Technicolor 1 316/ 5?8 4% 5%. -•:+i .-' 
4%. 346 . Trans-Lux .; 3 ' 4 ' 4 4 

Over-the-Connier Securities 
"•Bid . 

Ampex . ............;........ 67% 
Chesapeake Industries 2%: 
Cinerama Prod. . l~s , 
DuMont Broadcasting ...*.*.. *..... ... 7% ' 
Magna Theatre ljg 
Official Films 1% 
Teleprompter ...;............ >.......... 5 vs 
D. A. Theatres ....i,... 3%. 

: Ask 
T034 

2% 
2% 
6% 
2% 
1% 
6% 
4% ' 

+4; :■ 
.4. % : 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quoiations furntsTied by Dreyfus & Co.) 
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Film Reviews 
= Continued from pare f 5 

Maracaibo 
from a Sterling Silliphant novel, as 
produced and directed by Cornel 
Wilde has sufficient elements of 
excitement, along with sharp dia¬ 
log, to warrant bookings above the 
level of just the dual policy houses 
—that is, it’s a fair enough bet for 
a good part of the “A” exhibition 
outlets. 

Triple-threat mail Wilde, con¬ 
sidering him as director,, has done 
a competent job of providing action 
in. a steady flow, whether it’s actor 
Wilde looking to elbow up to Jean 
Wallace for the love of it, or to 
that gusher of fire in the sea for 
the reason that there’s hardly an¬ 
other man who can do the job of 
putting it out. 

Producer Wilde has provided 
some interesting and colorful Cara¬ 
cas and Maracaibo settings that do, 
indeed, provide , the necessary au¬ 
thenticity to the physical produc¬ 
tion.: 

Miss Wallace (Mrs. Wilde in real 
life) comes across all right as the 
successful novelist wdio, upon a 
Caracas encounter, tries to remain 
aloof to Wilde because of his repiir 
tation as fiinme conqueror; but 
then joins him in .the hasty flight 
to Maracaibo as enchantment sets 
in. 

Abbe Lane (flow on Broadway 
in the "Oh, Captain” legiter) has. a 
featured; spot as a tramp. At least, 
that’s the way. Wilde describes her 
because of her love-’em-and-leave- 
'em; escapades of the past, includ¬ 
ing one involving the embittered 
Wilde: She’s on hand as the fiance 
of wealthy Francis Lederer, whose 
oil wells include the one that’s 
ablaze and liable, to explode all over 
Maracaibo any . minute. 

Miss Lane is the sexy dish, and 
from any perspective. Registers 
fair, too, with the dialog demands. 
Lederer plays as a mute in a story 
angle that doesn’t have any par- 
t-fcular meaning but it’s a sympa¬ 
thetic foie that can’t be com¬ 
plained about too much. 

Michael Landon comes through 
appealingly as Lederer’s aide and 
medium of communication; Joe E. 
Ross provides the standardized 
“character” to a. guy-from-Brook- 
lyn foie and lesser parts are han¬ 
dled well enough by Jack Kosslyn, 
Lillian Buyeff and George Ramsey. 
Martin Vargas is on view as a 
flamenco dancer, which is his spe¬ 
cialty,, and other- hotsy but. brief 
Latino tern calisthenics can be 
glimpsed in the background for 
color effect. 

Fitting musical score came from 
Lauriiido Almeida, Ellsworth Fred¬ 
ricks’ camera work and the other 
technical credits all good, but per¬ 
haps with a special nod to Sam 
Comer and Grace Gregary for the 
set decoration in the scenes laid in 
Lederer’s manse. Gene. 

War of the Satellites 

Confusing space action nvelo, 
to go out with "Attack of the 
50 Foot Woman.” 

Hollywood, May 8. 
. Allied Artists release of Roger Corman 

production, coproducers, J?ck Rabin, 
Irving Block.. Stars Dick Miller. Susan 
Cabot, Richard Devon: features Eric Sin¬ 
clair; Michael Fox, Robert Shayne, Jerry 
Barclay. Directed by .Corman. Screenplay, 
Lawrence Louis Goldman, from story by 
Block, Rabin; camera, Flovd Crosby; edi¬ 
tor, Irene Moira; mu<dc. Walter Greene. 
Previewed May 6, ’58. Running time *6 
MINS. 

Dave Boyer .. Dick Miller 
Sybil Carrington _..... Susan Cabot 
Dr. Van Pander ........ Richard Devon 
Dr. Lazar. Eric Sinclair 

• Akad ................. .v. Michael Fox 
Hodgkiss --Robert Shayne 
John ...--:...;........ Jerry Barclay 
Jay : 1..:..... Jay Sa.ver 
Mitzi Mitzi McCall 
Crew Members., .. .y. j... John Brinkley;- 

Beech Dickerson 

"War of the Satellites” is a lesser 
entry for the exploitation market, 
where it will be packaged with 
“Attack of the • 50 Foot Woman” 
by Allied Artists, also on weak side. 
Plot built around a. United Nations 
satellite program is so contrived 
and confusing it misses fire Com¬ 
pletely, ' 

Overrtalkative-script by Law¬ 
rence Louis Qoldman; leaving audi¬ 
ence unenlightened through most 
of film's rambling unfoldment, 
deals with UN attempts to send hu- 
man-cargoed fockets into space, 
and an inpenetrable banrier set up 
by niinds from outer space to pre¬ 
vent this. Earth is warned it will 
be destroyed, if it continues proj- 

[ ect,. and the scientist in charge of 
UN plan, killed in an auto accident, 
is returned to life as an instrument 
of outer space powers. He nearly 
is successful in causing another 
rocket to crash into the barrier, 
but is ovefcome by one of the crew. 

Characters are so unreal they are 
are mere walk-throughs. Richard 
Devon plays the scientist, Dick Mil¬ 
ler the man who ostensibly saves 
rocket from destruction and Susan 
Cabot a mathematician, in for ro¬ 

mantic interest. Roger Corman 
produced and directed, utilizing 
fewer special effects than are nor¬ 
mal for a subject of this type. 
Technical credits are stock. Jack 
Rabin and Irving Block handling 
special effects; Floyd Crosby, cam¬ 
era; Dan Haller, art direction; Wai¬ 
ter Greene, music. Whit. 

Ailaek of the 50 Foot 
Woman 

Minor science fiction, packaged 
with "War of the Satellites.” 

Hollywood, May 8. 
Allied Artists release of Bernard Wool- 

ner production. Stars Allison Hayes, Wil¬ 
liam Hudson, Yvette. Vickers; ■ features . 
Roy Gordon, George Douglas, Ken Terrell, . 
Otto Waldis, Frank Chase. Directed by 
Nathan Hertz. Screenplay, Mark Hanna; 
c; mera, Jacques R. Marquette; -editor, 
Edward Mann; music, Ronald Stein. Pre¬ 
viewed "May 6, *58. Running time, 65 
MINS. 

Nancy Archer.. Allison Hayes 
Harry Archer ----... William Hudson 
Honey Parker... / Yvette Vickers 
Dr. Cushing ---- Roy Gordon 
Sheriff Dubbitt George Douglas 
Jessup Stout ...:. Ken TerreU 
Dr. Von Loeb.;..... Otto Waldis 
Nurse ..  Eileen Stevens 
Tony . Mike Ross 
Charlie    Frank Chase 

“Attack of the. 50 Foot Woman” 
shapes up as a minor offering for 
the seifi trade where demands 
aren't too great. Film’s tit.e should 
help sell package in which it’s 
paired with “War of the Satellites/’. 

. Bernard Wdolner production is 
the story of a femme who over¬ 
night grows into a murderous 
giantess, out to .get husband who’s 
cheating with another woman. 
Growth was caused by ray burns 
suffered when she’s seized by huge 
monster, who lands in the desert 
near home in a satellite from outer 
space. Breaking the chains used 
to restrain her in her luxurious 
mansion, she makes her way to a 
tavern where spouse is with his 
lady love and literally squeezes 
him to death/before the sheriff , 
kills her with a riot gun. 

Allison Hayes takes over title 
role, as a mentally-disturbed 
woman whd has been in a sanitari¬ 
um, William Hudson is the hus¬ 
band and Yvette Vickers his girl 
friend, all good enough in their 
respective characters, N athan 
Hertz’ direction is routine,.; up. 
against considerable corny dialog, 
in Mark\Hanna’s screenplay. Tech¬ 
nical departments are well enough 
executed,. including Jacques R. 
Marquette’s ph.otogrophy and 
Ronald Stein’s music score. 

Whit. 

‘AttilaV 125 Day-Dates 
In Greater Gotham 

“Attila,” indie pix which is be¬ 
ing released by Boston’s Embassy 
and which is doing smash biz cur¬ 
rently at the Fox Theatre- Brook¬ 
lyn, gets day-date release in some 
125 theatres of Greater New York 
next week, Terry Turner is bally- 
ing this : sweeping opening ,irt - 
houses which include the metro¬ 
politan area theatres of the RKO, 
Loew’s, Century, Skouras, Reade 
and Brandt chains with novel pic? 
ture pages and double-pic spreads 
*in the dailies: 

Ihe film already has played with 
results comparable to "Rodan” in 
Boston. and other keys. . 

'ACRE' ESCAPES C-TAG 

But French ’ ‘Mitsou’ By 
Collette Condemned 

National. Legion of Decency is 
still mad at United Artistfs’ "God’s 
Little Acre” (reviewed in this issue 
of Variety) but nonetheless has 
given the picture a "B” rating in¬ 
stead of the "C” (for condemned) 
that was originally threatened. 
Changes in the story resulted in 
the escape from the “C.” 

“In its present form,” stated the 
Catholic reviewing organization, 
“it is still morally objectionable by 
reason of grossly suggestive situa¬ 
tions and costuming.; This film of 
low moral tone, furthermore, tends 
to glamorize immoral actions.” 

Also “B”-rated this week were 
American Interhatibnal’s "Sorority 
Girl’’ and “Machine Gun Kelly” ;; 
and Columbia’s "This Angry Age.” 

Placed in the "G" category was 
“Mitsou,” French import handled 
by Zenith International because, 
states the Legion, "the story it 
tells seriously offends Christian 
and traditional, standards of moral¬ 
ity and .decency by reason of. 
gross suggestiveness in. situations, 
costuming and dialog.” 
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Duryea Promotes His Comic Self 
Dan Duryea, actor, has been working oyer the bast week without 

any kind of money payoff. He's been giving his full time to the 
promotion of Universal's “Kathy-O". despite the fact he has no 
participation in the picture, is not under contract to U and is off 
salary. 

Duryea explained the reason in Gotham this week. Picture 
•marks his switch to light comedy—after playing the heavy in film 
productions since 1941—and he's anxious that it become a click. 

By making the p.r. rounds the player' is .hopeful of winning 
public and press acceptance in his new type of acting endeavor 
and thereby carving, out a new career in film-making. 
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CanadaVReport 
On Censorship 

Rhoden’s NT Tenure 
Los Angeles, May 13. 

Elmer C. Rhoden will serve for 
another year, starting June 1, as 
prexy of National Theatres, fol¬ 
lowing directorate picking up op¬ 
tion written into his contract last 
year providing for this extension 
of his services. Pact replaces 
original agreement which officially 
ends May 31. Rhoden: will con¬ 
tinue at same rate of pay. 

Under Rhoden’s contract when 
. he became NT prexy in Novem- 
, ber 1954 ,he was to remain active 
[ until Maly 31; 1958, and for a five- 

_ i year additional * period during 

Metro Restores N. %-N. J. Sales1 whic-h he was to 8ive advisory 
Exec Echelon ; se^c®f^, .. u 

Rhoden s contract, however, was 

CHEVRONS FOR ZELTNER 

Harold Zeltner has been, upped 
by Metro to the full status of 

Thrnnfn itTav -i | branch manager of the New York- 
ThP mrrpnf V1.0*0, \3' , | New Jersey exchange.. Since Jan- 
The current film treatment -of. uary 1957 he has been • assistant 

rape, plus the numberof -horror” branchmanager" assistant 
pictures, has brought most, com-1 3ger’ 
plaints from Ontario exhibitors, 
that this type of film possesses 
“dangerous social impacts.*' This 
was the highlight of the annual re¬ 
port to Prime Minister .Frost of 
O. J. Silverthorne, chairman of the 
Board of Censors of Ontario. Cov¬ 
ering the fiscal year ending March 
31 of this year, the report was re¬ 
leased over the weelcend. 

With the film industry predicting 
(via revision of its Production 
Code) a greater freedom of expres¬ 
sion, plus higher standards, in the 
quality of entertainment. th5s aim 
has been generally attained; and 
producers have come through “ex¬ 
cellently” in films meant for gen¬ 
eral entertainment; but there was 
a considerable number of films 
which contributed to an increased 
volume of “classified entertain¬ 
ment.” says Silverthorne. 

It is noted that the motion pic¬ 
ture industry in Ontario, which 
has more than one-third of Cana¬ 
da’s population of some 16,000,000 
people, contributes over. 40% of 
the nation’s motion picture* re¬ 
ceipts, with much of; this revenue 
ip recent years being used to alter 

.and refurbish existing houses and 
to meet screen • developments; but 
that treatment of subject matter 
involved 198 deletions of dialogue 
and realism. Says the report; “Sex¬ 
ual or \ violent in nature, this was 
definitely distasteful' (to exhibitors 
•and audiences) -and the Board 
found it difficult to* agree that 
realism, descriptive of the commis¬ 
sion of rape, would be acceptable 
even to the most liberal outlook.” 

However, states the report of the 
Board of Censors, all film enter¬ 
tainment did not reach, the level 
set by the industry. Among the 

. 582 features ..reviewed by the 
Board, there was a number of 
“horror”, pictures which “contrib¬ 
uted .to the increase in the volume 
of classified entertainment; and the 
advances in motion picture produc¬ 
tion,” more varied than at any time 
in a quarter of a century, imposed 
a need for the closest examination 
of film entertainment. It was found 

: necessary to place a larger number 
of features in the adult and re¬ 
stricted categories.” 

The Board has also bad in mind 
the broader viewpoint of the urban 
centres and the. more rigid outlook, 
of the smaller .communities; but, 
while maintaining1 a close scrutiny 
on advertising, depends on the co¬ 
operation of the film distributor, 
Says Silverthorne: “The Board has 
found him careful in the manner 
in which he called public attention 
to his products through material 
prepared for the theatre.” 

In naming. Zeltner to the post, 
Metro reinstated its policy, of hav¬ 
ing a district manager and two1 ment pay. 
branch managers for, the N. Y. 
area exchange. Same system is be¬ 
ing followed at. the Chicago ex-i 
change. j 

Zeltner started with Loew's The¬ 
atres in 1936 as a theatre manager: 
Following World War II,. he was. as¬ 
signed as a student salesman in the 
Buffalo exchange when he re¬ 
turned from service with the Ma¬ 
rine Corps. Subsequently he served 
as salesman in various.: Metro ex¬ 
changes. He assumes his new post 
immediately, joining district man¬ 
ager. Saal Gottlieb and: branch 
manager Lou Aljerhand. 

amended last year to give him a 
restricted stock option on addi¬ 
tional shares, for which he agreed 
that at the request of board of 
directors he would continue as 
prexy of firm for another _year if 
called upon to do so. 

Original pact called for Rhoden 
to receive $24*669 annual retire- 

Vancouver Press Pummels Censor; 
Said What He Did Not Their Biz 

13. 

COLORADO VOTES ‘AYE’ 
TO INDUSTRY BjU,LY 

Denver May 13. 

. The all-industry business bu:ld- 
ing campaign has received the. en¬ 
dorsement of Colorado theatreown- 
ers ynd operators. 

Delegates representing approxi¬ 
mately 300 theatres, called to a 
meeting last week by Pat McGee, 
voted to . support the industry ef-, 
fort. They, selected McGee, Rob¬ 
ert Selig and Thomas . Smiley as a 
committee of three, to solicit im¬ 
mediate pledges, . 

Delegates also heard Selig. Who 
is state chairman for., the enter¬ 
tainment industry for the 1959 
Colorado Centennial Celebration,, 
outline plays for a year-long cele¬ 
bration, and yqted to upport Selig’s- 
efforts to stage a national or in¬ 
ternational film festival as the film 
industry’s Centennial contribution: 

Velasco .Theatre, Freeport, :Tex: 
has been reopened with Ivan Yowl 
as manager. 

London, May 13. 

“This scheme must go through 
if we are not to suffer the fate 
of’ the Americah industry'!’ urged 
Arthur Watkins; president of the 
British Film Producers Assn., 
when he told of the Wholehearted 
support by his Association for the 
proposed Bernstein plan, to pre¬ 
clude the release of feature pic¬ 
tures to television. 

The: news confab to which he 
Spoke had be*»n postponed 24 hours 
because the BFPA council went to 
great lengths, to examine a memo¬ 
randum of ag’-eement which had 
been prepared hy thg industry 
drafting committee. He revealed 
he ?r>timoated that a s^Ond draft 
v/ou’d be necessary. This would 
nrobablv have to go before the 
BFPA; council a<?a;n. He. stressed 
the fact that all five trade associa¬ 
tions would have to agree unani¬ 
mously before the scheme could 
bf accepted and Dut into operation. 

Under the Bernstein plan, exhibs 
will pay a farthing levy per ad¬ 
mission into a central fund- This 
will be ued to buy uo the tv rights 
of feature films which: become 
available on 'the market. The plan 
came into force the early part of 
last February. 
: Watk;ns added that the problems 
involved in.: the plan have been 
considerable and there have had 
to. be full scale inquiries into the 
idea, but the BFPA was whole¬ 
heartedly behind it. 

Vancouver, May 

British Columbia censors “none 
of your, business” style of retort to 
local press asking verification of 
Variety report that the French 
film “And God Created Woman” 
was recently banned by him. has 
sparked the fuss of a two-alarm 
fire, evoked a sharp editorial by 
Vancouver Daily Province headed, 

- “The censor is servant, not boss.” 

i Mild-speaking censor, Raymond 
i McDonald, told Province reporter, 
j “live cooperated with the press in 
i the past, much to my sorrow,” and 
! concluded,; “It has nothing to do 
■ with the public. I am a civil 
• servant.” 

j McDonald’s main stand is. the 
i sexy Brigitte Bardot nic is prop- 
i ertv of Columbia's distrib here, . 
j and that it would ill-behoove him 
j to veto it by public proclamation, 
yfie feels it’s up to Nat Levant, as 
; Cnlumbia.’s regional chief to do the : 
; talking. Latter says that the mat¬ 
ter, is entirely ud to his company’s 
|.Toronto, head office. 

Censor!s known aversion to the 
i local press, stems from hullabaloo 
; over his previous editing job on 
| Warner’s “Baby Doll,” which took 
j a twelvemonth to reach Vancouver 
' theatres, in Feb., with “only 12 
minutes cut out of it.” according 

; to .^Earle Dalgleish, Warners’ top- 
man for. area. - 

Daily Province editorial raps 
The number and variety of items “arbitrary decision of public serv- 

on sale at local theatres via vend- ' ants,” stacks-Censor’s present atti- 

Springtime Movie Fair 
An aggressive program to 

stimulate springtime filmgoing 
has been, launched by Lpew’s 
Theatres in the : N. Y. area. 
Drive., designated Loew’s 
Springtime Movie Fair, will be 
backed up with a hefty adver¬ 
tising and promotional cam¬ 
paign. 

Campaign was kicked off 
last week with a homedffice. 
dinner - meeting, hosted by 
prexy Leopold Friedman, v.p. 
Eugene Picker and. pub-ad 
chief Ernie Emerling. As part 
of its promotional activities. 

; Loew’s Theatres is offering a 
trip for two to the Brussels 
World’s Fair for the winner of 
a Contest to be staged by the 
theatres! .. 

Conference, attended by all 
Loew’s Theatres’ managers in 
the N.Y. metropolitan area, re- , 
viewed and presented cam¬ 
paign material, including ad-. 

. vertising. displays and six- 
sheets. 

VENDING ITEMS GROW; 
SWELL NON-B O. TAKE 

Minneapolis, May 13, 

ing machines or at the concession i tude alongside Canada Customs 
] .highrhaiidedness in barring, the 

counters continue to grow, swelling novel “Peyton Place” from Cana- 
the . non-boxoffice income. Cues ' diari . distribution, unt’l judicial 
seem to have been taken from drug override freed the book only, last 
stores and supermarkets. | Jronth Leader article concludes. 

T. a. -a. J . |. . v .. if the public is noteven al- 
Latest, and. something new for ; ]OWed to know what is being cen- 

the town, is a jukebox in the lower { sored, how can it apply its opinion 
lounge . of United Paramount’s! so as to control the actions of its 

4,100-seat Radio City, the top jservant the censor?" 
showhoii.se here ! This assault notwithstanding. Mc- 
snownouse nere, . [ Donald affirms. “I’lL never give 

There’s plenty of floor space for | ari0ther word to^the press.” 
dancing by patrons to the jukebox j : ——;— ----— 

music, but Charles Winchell, the - 

circuit’s, president-general man-. 

agCi? says there’s no intention of in¬ 

viting them to do so. 

“We’ve just installed it as- an 
experiment to provide additional 
entertainment, especially for our 
younger, clientele, before or after 
they enter the auditorium to see 
the pictures,” Winchell ' explains. 

Other items on sale inside this 
and most other local theatres in¬ 
cludes candy, popcorn* hot dogs, 
various kinds of beverages and 
even toilet articles. 

PRAGUE POPULARITY 
CONTEST VS.‘PARTY’ 

-. Czechoslovakia’s Communist re¬ 
gime has hit on a new way of cash¬ 
ing in on the popularity of Western 
stage and screen entertainment 
currently available in Prague, re¬ 
ports the Free Europe. Committee. 
Theatregoers who go to see a West¬ 
ern hit usuaDy end up having to 
buy additional tickets for Czech- 
made flops to keep the govern¬ 
ment-owned show biz going. 

Thus, it’s not at all unusual to 
find Prague theatres “sold out,” 
with onlj* half the seats filled. 
Example is the Western-produced 
“Flames of Paris.” Anyone wanting 
to see it also must purchase seats 
for “Rusalka,” an old Czech opera.'. 

Western film fare is so popular 
In Prague that the Spanish film, 
“The Cat,” has been showing at 
one of the city’s largest and most 
modern houses for the past six 
months with virtually every seat 
sold out, the committee reports. 

Compromise Stockholder Complaint 
On Fabian & Rosen Compensation 

Wilmington, pel., May 13. 

A. compromise agreement and 

settlement has been reached in a 

^stockholder’s suit against. Stanley 

Warner . Corp. relating to the 
agreement between the theatre 
chain and Fabian Enterprises Inc. 
which receives compensation for 
the services of Stanley prexy S. H. 
Fabian and executive v.p. Samuel 
Rosen. Order has been issued by 
the Delaware Court of Chancery 
for those interested in the case to 
appear in court oh May 21 to hear 
the final settlement directing the 
enforcement'of the terms. 

Suit, ‘ brought by William B- 
Weinberger, charged that ; the 
agreementbetween Stanley and 
Fabian Enterprises provided for 
excessive compensation for the 
two chief officers. In answering 
the complaint, SW maintained 
that the charges were . without 
merit. Attorneys for SW also 
pointed: out that the original agree¬ 
ment/ dated March 2, 1952; as well 
as the extension on Sept! 1, 1956, 
had both been overwhelming rati¬ 
fied and approved by the stock¬ 
holders. 

Weinberger had also complained 
that the percentage compensation 
received by Fabian arid Rosen had 
been improperly computed by rea¬ 
son of the fact that net. profits de¬ 
rived by SW from sources other 
than the motion picture business 
have been included in the net 
profits on which the percentage 
compensation is based. 

SW pointed out that the March 

2, 1952, . agreement specifically 
states Ariat the percentage com¬ 
pensation was to be computed 
from any source whatever: In ad¬ 
dition, it was stressed that stock? 
holders! overwhelmingly ratified a 
change in the company’s charter 
so as to. permit it to engage in 
businesses wholly outside the mo¬ 
tion picture exhibition business/ 

Original agreement provided, for 
the furnishing to . Stanley by 
Fabiari Enterprises of the services 
of Fabian and Rosen for a. period 
of three and a. half fiscal years and 
for those- services Fabian Enter¬ 
prises would receive $3,000 a 
week, plus a sum equal tO the fol¬ 
lowing percentages of the annual 
consolidated net profits of Stanley: 
(1) no percentage on the first 
$2,500,000; (2) 5% .on the next 
$2,500,000; (3) 7^%. on cOrisolir 
dated net profits, in excess of 
$5,000,00J). On Jan. 19, 1954, the 
agreement of March 2, 1953, was 
amended to limit the total amount 
payable to Fabian Enterprises in 
any one year to $500,000, and by 
an agreement dated Sept. -1, 1956, 
the original March deal was ex¬ 
tended to cover an additional pe¬ 
riod of three years ending Aug. 29, 
1959. 

According to the! Delaware 
Court, Fabiari Enterprises, has 
made a niew offer, which had been 
accepted by the board of directors 
arid Weinberger “as a frill arid 
complete settleriient and compro¬ 
mise of all the claims asserted by; 
the plaintiff, subject, however, to 
the approval of the Court.” The 

Court set the May 21 hearing to 
learn if there were any. Objections 
to the comproiriise. 

. The offer confirms that net. 
profits from all SW enterprises 
shall continue to be Included in 
computing the percentage compen¬ 
sation : payable to Fabian Enter¬ 
prises. Offer, of settlement pro¬ 
vides for the following: 

(1) Agreement of March 2, 1S53, 
is extended for an additional term 
of two fiscal years—from Aug. 29, 
1959, to Aug. 26, 1961. 

(2) Ceiling of $344,000 (maxi¬ 
mum compensation of $500,000 less 
fixed compensation of $156,000 
which is at rate of $3,000 a week) 

‘PERSONALITY TRAILERS' 
UPBUILD NEWCOMERS 

On the. basis of a suggestion by 

Harry Mahdei, RKO Theatres pub- 

ad chief, 20th-Fox is now produc¬ 

ing special trailers known as “per¬ 

sonality trailers.” The first trailer, 

produced by 20th production chief 
Buddy Adler, stars Diane Varsl 
and will be used in RKO Theatres 
prior to the opening of “Ten North 
Frederick.” 

Object of the trailer is to build 
young performers into boxoffice 
stars. The special film highlights 
scenes from Miss Varsi's career, 
including footage from “Peyton 
Place,” “From Hell to Texas” and 
“Ten North Frederick.” 

20th has agreed to make the 
.trailer available, free of charge to 
any exhibitor in the U. S. 

SEVEN WEEKS ADDED 

‘80 Days’ Run Will flit 50 Weeks 
In Minn. 

Minneapolis, May 13. 
Extension of the .‘.‘Around the 

World in 80 Days” engagement at 
the Academy here will be for seven 
weeks, according to Jed Mann, the 
theatre’s owner. Picture hrid pre¬ 
viously been pegged as ending its 
run last week. 

The ehgageriient positively will 
.....w,. e1^ Tuesday June 24. he asserts, 
on the: percentage compensation ! time the Todd picture will 
to Fabian. Enterprises is to be re- j hav® r“n .weeks here or just 
duced unless Stanley pays divi¬ 
dends of $1.20 or more per share 
on its common stock. If SW fails 
to pay melons of $1.20 a year, the 
ceiling of $344,000 is reduced ac¬ 
cording to a stipulated formula. 

(3) In the event of death or per¬ 
manent incapacitation of Fabian or 
Roseri, the fixed compensation and j 
the percentage compensation is to ' 
be reduced by 40% instead of i 

- ' | 

(4) Fabiari and Rosen are re¬ 
stricted to devoting only 15% Of 
their working time to Fabian En¬ 
terprises instead of 33V6%. 

(5) Attorneys, for the individual 
defendants and for Fabian Enter¬ 
prises: will not' apply to the Court 
or to SW for fees or expenses in 
connection with the defense of the 
actions. 

short of a solid year, he points out. 
“Around the World” will be fol¬ 

lowed at the Todd AO-equipped 
house by “South Pacific”, also as 
a hard-ticket attraction. The 
“Around the World” scale is $2.45 
and $2.65 at night and $1.50 and 
$2 for the .three weekly matinees. 
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Mouse That Was a Rat 
. San Francisco, May 13. 

Thirtytwo-year-old radio sta¬ 
tion KYA officially.joined the 
Bartell group last Thursday 
<11 amid six hours of. dead si¬ 
lence. 

Lee Bartell, new managing 
director of station sold by 
McGraw-Keating to Bartells 
for more than f1,000,000, was 
on the spot when the sound 

. went out late Thursday morn¬ 
ing, but not even he could put 
the station back on the air 
until frantic engineers finally 
found the trouble. 

And the trouble? That was 
a mouse which had nib¬ 
bled on a tasty wire, in the 
transmitter until both he and 
KYA’s “New Sound’’ were 
snuffed but.V V = 

The proposal on jurisdiction of 
electronic video tape by Screen ! 
Actors Guild has been flatly . re¬ 
jected by the high1 echelons . Of 
American Federation of Television 
& Radio Artists. With the rejec¬ 
tion by AFTRA came the long- 
expected explosion. 

AFTRA is going to take two 
steps, the principal one being to 
call on the National Labor Rela¬ 
tions Board to -proceed .with the 
union’s petition for a national ref¬ 
erendum among all television ac¬ 
tors to determine whether SAG or 
AFTRA will ultimately handle ali 
of tape video. 

But the first step by AFTRA. 
pertain of its executives disclose. 
Will be to send a letter to members 
of both acting unions which, in 
effect, will be like declaring open 
war on SAG. The content of the. 
letter will be a “description” of. 
15-vears of SAG and AFTRA his^ 
tor'y in their respective negotia¬ 
tions with management, and ac¬ 
cording to AFTRA, it will stress 
“how SAG has always lagged, and 
In doing so, has aided the indus¬ 
try in hindering AFTRA's attempts 
to get higher rates for all perform¬ 
ers." Letter will be in advance of 
anv national vote at the direction 
of'NLRB. 

In its intra-union, organ. Intelli¬ 
gence Report, SAG a week ago of- I NBC-TV has a new “plot” cook- 
fered its own plan for settling tape j trig. As result, it now looks like 
jurisdictional disputes. Story Inj the network’s “Cimarron City’ 

SUanl" <* Mondays 10 t. U (as 
the unions on a discussion level,” j successor show to “Suspicion”) in- 
and added, “It is the Guild’s be- ‘.stead of the initially scheduled 
lief that there is a natural line of; 7:30 to .8:30 Tuesday period. Orig- 
demareation.” line being that * inal intent of the networkwas to 
AFTRA should continue its net-1 install Eddie Fisher and an alter- 
work jurisdiction and SAG itsnate-week attraction in the late 
dealings with the film studios. j Monday time. 

“Both unions should expend: NBC’s reasons for the: switch 
every effort,” SAG said, “to see' areJ reportedly twofold: RCA, it’s 
that' their contracts in related understood has agreed to under- 
fieids should contain equivalent ; ^T“e a balf-sponsorship of George 
rates for equivalent work.” the' ^obel if the same Flsher-Gobel 
reference being to performances ®etuPJ 1S■ tnaintairied in the same 
done on tape, Tuesday 8 to 9 perioffi Liggett & 

AFTRA. which previously recom- W^er’s onhnn^r UP 
mended a joint negotiating com- 5 optlolVfor the next semes. 

mittee made up of SAG. and- Secondlv NRP k nmu 
AFTRA officials to deal with : opinion tLt ?he George Mont 
employer groups, retorted that to : „oni_rv .-,aA-*. .» 
SAG equivalent rates ™ean keep-^^ SSid 
inf? fll-1 rates down to SAG s level • ^ t p fnrmiMahio • nhmnnii'fiA 

raising .them_ the Ayay; against fhe aeJ Westi^ghouSe 

Fuff imoaet"ofySAg?RA-s plana : "PesUtf P?ayh<>USe" on CBS, 
lias not been felt yet at SAG, but ! ~ ~" • •" 
a SAG official reiterated the word-; 
ing of the Intelligence Report. 

' SAG. he warned, in the past won j * p* . m. 
all NLRB votes; vis-a-vis AFTRA. J till lint 
The last of the contests dated, back 
some eight years ago. 

JIMMY NELSON 
FTATATEETA AND FARFEL 

"WITH DANNY O’DAY 
Opening Copacabana, New York 

.. June 5, 1958 
Currently TV. Spokesman for the 

Nestle Co. 
^ : .Management 

Directional Enterprises 
Booking: William; Morris Agency 

Saudek to Europe To 
For 

i’ ’58-’59 Semester 
Robert S a u d e k (Associates) 

planes out for Europe today (Wed.) 
in a three-weeker on “Omnibus” 
business that will take him to Eng¬ 
land, Germany, Italy, Spain and 
Scandinavia. .. He’ll be ; scouting 
ideas and properties for the show 
which has1 been on NBC-TV this 
season and is expected to repeat on 
that network in the next semester 
pending working out of a deal with 
exec v.p. Bob Kintrier. 

The “Omnibus” ; creator-produc¬ 
er’s London stop is based on mak¬ 
ing available to commercial tv 
th ere a number of selected fea¬ 
tures from the sho\v. via the kirinie 
route. His mission Jn Spain is to 
size up the feasibility there of film¬ 
ing his projected . 90-minute ver¬ 
sion next fall of Owen Wister’s 
“The Virginian,” the classic daddy 
of the westerns written more than 
half a century ago; Anthony Per¬ 
kins has already been announced 
for the name role.:- '. 

There had been talking of doing 
‘Virginian” live on Arizona or New 

Mexico sagebrush, but that’s now 

As WGN-TV Gets Loot Sld^do 
Chicago, May. 13. { (Continued on page 40) 

I RCA has renewed for an addi- 

strip on the local indie, 

WGN-TV, as an added hypo to the 

, promotion of tintsets in this area. 

[Curiously enough, the parent com- 

Don’t be surprised, goes the P?nyt °f NBC isn t sponsoring a,; 
word, if Sid Caesar winds up on dime s worth on jts .owned-and-op- 
liis alma mater NBC next season i era):®<J ,(?on?PetI.nS WNBQ. 
doing a series of five or six full- .S^°.Y on WGN-TV, titled 
hour specials. Caesar, who hasi B. uses, the RufusRose 
just lost his sponsor, Helena Rubin- 1 niarionettes to serialize fairy , stor- 
stein. on his half-hour ABC-TV-j; IesfPr the moppet set in the early 
“comeback” series, was being con-j ^ The renewal. Rose 
sidered for a similar series of ■spe-jwi"_“tetus from the. string-pulling 
cials on American, but the network °n 16 create new puppets 

tionsl 18. weeks its quartern-hourv Tiriitnp a i ■ -pi it 
color strip on thp 1 WNTA’s Bluechip Deals 

Is now cool to that proposal. 
Caesar does eight half-hours for 

BBC-TV in London this summer, 
after winding up his weekly Sun¬ 
day night segments for the cos¬ 
metic house which he began last 
January. At the time of the switch¬ 
over to ABC, his demands for "a 

. guarantee were rejected by NBC,, 
but even so RCA board chairman 
David Sarnoff expressed disap¬ 
pointment over the fact that NBC 
was losing him. Now comes word 
that Bob Sarnoff and Bob Kintner 
wouldn’t be averse to a Caesar se¬ 
ries of specials. It would* of 
course, depend on appropriate 
sponsorship auspices. 

for forthcoming series. 

Brit. Set Sales Up 
London, May 13. 

Sales of television sets rose by 
26,000 during the first quarter of 
this year against the correspond¬ 
ing period in 1957, reports the ______ .__ 
British Radio Equipment Manufac- [ Sterling; Geoffrey Wade Is 
turers’ Association, 1 Miles agency. 

MILES BIZ TO CBS-TV 
Sterling Drug has made its first 

buy on CBS-TV, picking up four 

daytime quarter-hours a week on 

a 52-week basis. At the same time, 

the network grabbed off some 

Miles Laboratories daytime busi¬ 

ness, three alternate-week quarter- 
hours for 52 weeks. Together, busi¬ 
ness totals around $3,000,000 gross. 

Web hasn’t accepted the orders 
yet, pending finalization of a sched¬ 
ule for each advertiser. Idea is to 
spot the orders throughout the day¬ 
time sked, blit CBS is taking extra 
care on the spotting to avoid prod¬ 
uct conflicts, some of which even 
exist between Sterling- and. Miles. 
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample repped 

In the six days before May 
7. when .WATV became 
WNTA-TV and became Na-. 
tional Telefilm Associates’ 
property; the Newark-based tv 
channel’s new.. owners sold 
$2,000,000 worth of tinie and, 
in doing so, lined up probably 
more . bluechip . bankrollers 
than the station ever before 
had at one time. Another $40,- 
000 was added to this gross 
billings report a few days after 
when Gulf Dealers inked for 
sponsorship of the 10-minute 
pre-baseball stanza fronted by 
Bert Lee Jr. 

A big hunk of the gross 
came from Budweiser, which 
bought half the sponsorship 
capacity in the 42 game Giant- 
Dodger ouLof-towh schedule. 
Palmolive bought the ballgame 
adjacencies. Other sponsors, 
some of them buying into the 
20th-Fox feature ; lineup and 
others making their , buys 
throughout the WNTA evening 
and nighttime lineup, included 
Procter: & Gamble, Maxwell 

. House Coffee, Texaco, New¬ 
port cigs, arid Westinghouse 
Dealers, which late last week 
added an additional undis¬ 
closed amount in the. buy of 
Walter Kiernan’s fivie-mmute 
news lineup between the sec¬ 
ond and third showings of the 
20th flicks, whiclf are on a 
three-a-night “grind” three 
tiines-weekly, making for six 
riews capsules. . 

Wednesday, May 14, 1958 

In startling contrast to the turbulence of nighttime program¬ 
ming and sales, daytime television represents one of the more pla¬ 
cid and reassuring, facets of the industry. Daytime schedules of all 
Jhree webs are virtually untroubled by programming Charges and 
all represent well-heeled sponsorship pictures. 

As of the moment, only two changes are In prospect at NBC, 
one at CBS and none at ABC, except perhaps to add more prov 
gramming. NBC this week put the final axe to “Kitty Foyle” and 
has already decided to drop “Matinee,” with replacement for 
“Foyle” not decided and Procter & Gamble to sub two soaps for 
“Matinee.” Game shows will be “tested” in the 2 to 3 zone during 
the summer. Only CBS change is the “Play Your Hunch” replace¬ 
ment for Garry Moore. 

Three webs are far from sold out in daytime, of course—that 
would be the ultimate for the networks. But their sponsorship sta¬ 
tus is comfortable and apparently; in a continual state of expan¬ 
sion (as witness Stirling Drugs’ first-time buy on CBS, arid U.S. 
Steel’s morning news buy, for discount purposes). On the rating 
front, all three are doing well, except for obvious trouble spots 
like NBC’s “Kitty Foyle.” 

Accounting for the prosperous daytime picture is a drariiatic rise 
in daytime viewing, at last count a 22% hike over the past two 
years. Whether Upgraded daytime programming accounts for the 
audience increase or whether increasing audierice cued the pro¬ 
gramming revamps of last year is a moot question. Fact is that 
daytime audiences (and hence daytime sponsorship) is bigger .’n’ 
better. For whieh, considering the confused state of nighttime, the. 
networks are sighing a quiet prayer of gratitude.. 

‘Our Job Is to Program What Public Wants/ Not 
What It Ought to Want 

Kellogg Axes‘Hickok’ 
Kellogg has axed its longrunning 

sponsorship of “Wild Bill Hickok” 
on CBS-TV. Understood, however; 
it’s retaining the show on ABC-TV, 
where it’s been double-exposing 
the Guy Madison-Aridy Devirie 
starrer. 

. Cancellation is effective May 25, 
arid starting June 1, QBS is turn¬ 
ing the Sunday 12:30-1'p.m. period, 
where “Hickok” was slotted, over 
to the stations for local program¬ 
ming. 

NABET—Webs 
In 3-Year Pact; 

98 Holding Out 
Engineers and technicians of the 

National Assn, of Broadcast Em¬ 

ployees & Technicians were sched¬ 

uled to sign a three-year labor 

contract with NBC and ABC last 

night (Tues.). Although it ap¬ 

peared that the pact, governing ap¬ 
proximately 2,100 network staffers, 
was to be entered into without any 
hitches, the webs and 98 non-engi¬ 
neering unionites were still at an 
impasse on 15 small contracts.. 

The 15 non-ratified contracts 
cover everything from news and 
continuity writers to set builders 
arid messengers in Frisco, L. A. 
and Chicago. 

Originally, the n e t.w o r k s re¬ 
sisted signing the major contracts 
without assurance that a strike by 
the 98 who voted the contract of¬ 
fers would not be called, but last 
week they switched tactics and 
agreed to sign. The networks, in 
the first instance, feared that the 
bigger contracts would not hold 
water if the minority of dissenters 
decided to strike and threw up 
pickets which fellow NABET rank- 
and-filers refused to cross. , 

NABET’s international off ice 
said yesterday that the men and 
women in 15 non-ratified depart¬ 
ments would not be permitted to 
strike and that a strike without the 

(Continued on page 36) 

CBS OKAYS BOB CROSBY 
AS PERRY COMO’S SUB 

CBS has let Bob Crosby off the 
hook so he can head'up a Satur¬ 
day night hour summer show ori 
NBC-TV while Perry Como takes 
his midyear sabbatical. His seven- 
year contract, originally signed in 
1953, was to have come up for 
yearly option in September but 
CBS yielded to his request for re¬ 
lease effective May 15. 

CBS used Crosby in a daylight. 
TV strip, which last year was tak¬ 
en off the air. Plans for a night 
time show failed to materialize. '. 

Frontal attack on ' television’s 
professional and amateur critics 
has been launched by tv packager 
Dan Enright, partner in the quiz- 
show specialty firm of Barry &: 
Enright. 

He feels the critics’ arguments 
against network programming are 
“absurd and self-contradictory,’* 
bluntly ventures the opinion, that 
given quality drama or an excit¬ 
ing quiz the public will'-choose the 
qui* and frankly admits that while 
elevation of audience taste is de¬ 
sirable, he doesn’t see any feasible 
way of accomplishing it within a 
commercial ty structure. 

“On the one hand, the critics 
argue that the networks underesti¬ 
mate the intelligence of the audi¬ 
ence. .On the other, they tell the 
networks to program not what au¬ 
diences want, but what the audi¬ 
ence oughts to. want. It’s an" ab¬ 
surd approach to the question. The 
only way the networks can pro¬ 
gram is by evaluating what the 
audience wants. , They can’t im¬ 
pose tastes on the public because 
the public won’t buy. 

“Put a good quiz show opposite 
a: good dramatic show, give them 
equal promotion and publicity, and 
I’ll bet on the quiz show any time. 
The success of the quizzes and. the 
westerns are a frank appeal to cer¬ 
tain animalistic instincts, the west¬ 
erns to the instinct to witness vio¬ 
lence and the quiz to greed. I 
wonder if we really are underesti¬ 
mating the intelligence of bur audi¬ 
ences. Even when viewers are oc¬ 
casionally attracted to a good 
classic drama by promotion and 
publicity arid actually find they en¬ 
joy it, they still go back to tha 
quiz show the following week. The 
drama requres too much effort to 
enjoy. 

“But television is an enter¬ 
tainment medium, not an educa¬ 
tional medium. Granted that it’s 
desirable to raise the level of audi¬ 
ence taste, I don’t know how wa 

(Continued on page 36) 

Successor to Bill Craig as tv 
programming boss at-Procter & 
Gamble is Robert E. Short, who’a 
been associate manager of pro¬ 
gramming for Procter & Gamble 
Productions. Short has been upped, 
to Craig’s old post of manager of 
programming, and will report to A. 
N. Halverstadt, manager of the 
P&G advertising projection divi- 
sion. ■ : 

Two -new appointments" under 
Short have been set. George R. 
Giroux was named manager of 
West Coast programming and con¬ 
tinues to head Up the Coast office, 
and Stanley C. Potter has . been 
upped to Short’s bid post of as¬ 
sociate manager of programming. 
Short’s been with P&G since 1949, 
Giroux and Potter since 1952. 
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There are number of major V 
roadblocks to hurdle on the pro¬ 
jected deal of National Theatres to 
acquire National Telefilm Associ¬ 
ates, one of the biggest wheeling 
and dealing telefilm houses in the 
field. 

Not the least is the attitude of 
tiie Department of Justice. Twenti¬ 
es h-Tox under its consent decree, 
v.as compelled to divorce its pro¬ 
duction branch, from its exhibition 
arm. which became a separate 
company, the big National The¬ 
atres circuit. 

Twentieth-Fox has an •. agree¬ 
ment With NTA, under which the 
picture company Is supplying pre- 
*48 product for distribution by 
NTA Additionally, NTA is part¬ 
nered on a 50-50 basis with ,20th-. 
Fox, in the NTA Film Network, 
now slated to have a big program- ’ 
ming splash this fall. j 

Question arises whether the i 
. anti-tru^t division will allow the j 
National Theatres circuit, which 
was divorced from 20th-Fox, to re¬ 
turn to a new; association with 
2Uth-Fox, via a possible National 
Theatres buy-out of National Tele¬ 
film Associates. If the Justice De¬ 
partment goes along with a pro¬ 
jected NTA - National Theatres 
deal, what changes will the anti¬ 
trust division ask re 20th-Fox’s 
role before allowing the consum¬ 
mation of such a deal? . 

Justice Department has been 
policing, the telefilm practices of 
the Industry, having filed basically 
two anti-trust suits, one against al¬ 
leged '‘block-booking” and the 
other against the Screen Gems- 
Vniversal deal. National Telefilm 
Associates is one .of the defend¬ 
ants in the ‘‘block booking” trust 
suit. 

Justice has shown some flexibil¬ 
ity in allowing divorced theatre 
circuits to get into other fields. 
National Theatres via its Cinemira- 
cle process produced “Windjam¬ 
mer.” Paramount Theatres, an¬ 
other divorced circuit, acquired the 
ABC network, and American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres 
Is engaged in motion picture pro-, 
duetton also: 

It's a virtual certainty that Jus¬ 
tice Department will be sounded 
out by NTA and NT. 

Elmer Rhoden. NT .prexy, and 
Ely A. Landau. NTA hoard chair¬ 
man. in confirming that both com¬ 
panies are holding talks on a pro¬ 
jected deal, said that “exhaustive 
studies . . . will be made by both 
parties during the next few 
months” 

Under the deal envisioned by 
the two companies, it’s understood 
that the present NTA management 
would remain intact. If the deal 
goes through, NTA. perhaps as a 
subsidiary of National Theatres, 
would have greater financial re¬ 
sources from which to draw from 
for expansion. NTA now owns two 
tv properties. KSMP, Minneapolis, 
and W NTA-TV, Newark. New Jer¬ 
sey. and is on record .■ as seeking 
other tv outlets. 

j Ted Baughn back f^om a four- 
day stay at Cape Canaveral, Fla., 
where he did a narration for a 
filmed General Electric commer¬ 
cial . .. i Joe Given signed to do all. 
tv and radio commercials for Sil- 

| ver Dust thru SSC&B. Also set to 
A- do commercials for Columbia rec- 
Un cergeant rreston ;ords ; and . Esso gasoline via Me- 

j Cann-Eriekson . . . Linda Fields 

TPA’s Overseas Posh 

Television Programs of Amer- 
'^*s .division u *t <i f A ; fum^^Rec^ds^rsdi^spot^^^sd. 
reins of \.p, ^Ian^y Reiner got an L set ^ singing commercials for 
other skein for the overseas mar- • Coca.Cola. Both accounts handled 
ket, the third Jack Wrather pro- ; by McCann-Erickson . . . with Rob- 
duetion distributed abroad by TP A.; ert piston enjoying a legit hit as 

Latest is “Sergeant Preston . of j the star, of . ‘‘The Music . Man,” 
the Yukon,” currently being tele- ; WOR-TV this week -is presenting 
cast on the CBS-TV net Thursday | “Parachute Battalion,” s t a r ri n g 
nights at 7:30 p.m. Thirty-nine Preston, on “Million Dollar Movie” 
episodes are being prepped for-!. . WGAN-TV, Portland, Me.; has 
foreign sales, with . dubbing, in ; bought the Encyclopaedia Britah- 
Spanish for the Latino market get- . nica Film library from Tran^-Lux 
ting underway immediately; 1 under a five-year licensing airange- 

TPA also has foreign distribution ment, ., Robert Mooney and Rob- 
rights to “Lassie" and “The Lone iMontgomery to Gmld_ Films 
Ranger,” both W r a t h e r produc¬ 
tions. 

On Terrytoons 
With another 50 fresh Terry- 

toon cartoons put into, the Terry- 
toon library and with renewals on 
station contracts being exercised; 
CBS Film Sales has written abbut 
$750,000 in Terry toon biz the. past 
few months. 

Terrytoon, now a subsid of CBS 
Film Sales, having been bought 
out over three years: ago,'is now de¬ 
veloping additional cartoon series, 
utilizing what it believes to be a 
simplified cartoon method which is 
not full animation. 

Under the aegis of Bill Weiss, 
Terrytoon is making cartoons for 
20th-Fox for theatrical distribu¬ 
tion, and “Tom Terrific” for ty's 
"Captain Kangaroo,” as; well as 
having a commercial ty depart¬ 
ment. . 

Terrytoon’s commercial biz at 
this point is running at about $1,- 
000,000 yearly. 

When CBS Film Sales took over, 
the operation three years' ago, it 
took 400 Terrytoon cartoons re¬ 
leased theatrically and put 200 on 
the CBS-TV net, syndicating an¬ 
other 150. The syndication of the 
150, under three year unlimited 
run licensing arrangements, now 
has been augmented by another 50 
cartoons. The full 200 now is be¬ 
ing sold throughout the country, 
with about 120 stations currently 
pacted for the Terrytoons. 

sales—Mooney from C&C and 
Montgomery from Associated .‘Art¬ 
ists Pred.' 

Phil Cooper named Western. sales 
representative for Atlantic Televi¬ 
sion, covering 11 western states, 
Hawaii and Alaska iii his territory. 
He Will headquarter in Hollywood 

. Martin. H. Poll, Gold Medal 
Studios topper, throwing a party 
tomorrow (Thurs.) at his Bronx 

I studios to kick off the filming 6f 
! Television Programs of America's 

New York Confidential.” 

BBC All Set to Roll With 
. 1st Two Vidoix Series 

Designed for Overseas 

ZULU, TOU ARE THERE’ 
HOT IN SYNDICATION 

CBS Film Sales finds its public 
affairs shows, “Sunrise Semester’ 
and “You Are There,” getting 
picked up by stations, with Prof. 
Floyd Zulli’s literature course on 
kines hotter than a pistol. 

To date about 20 stations have 
signed up for “Sunrise Semester,” 
putting the rerun show which crime 
off WCBS-TV, N. Y., into general 
syndication. At one point, even 
after the o&o deal made by West- 
inghouse Broadcasting, there was 
a question of putting Prof. Zulli 
out for general syndication. The 
stripped show' offered costly print 

Auto Dealer Jim Moran? 
m 

a 
Chicago, May 13. 

The intensified weekend feature 
film wars here, wherein the ratings 
pies have been divided three or 
four ways in recent months, have, 
sent Chi’s oldest sponsor of first- 
fun cinematics into retreat. 

Auto dealer Jim Moran is shift¬ 
ing his Sunday night “Courtesy 
Theatre” of nine years running on 
WGN-TV to Monday nights start¬ 
ing June 16. Time was Moran’s 
Sunday night film was the highest 
rated local show in Chi, racking up 
consistent ratings in the high 30s. 
But when competing stations 
latched oii to blockbusters and 
made an arena of the. time period, 
Moran’s supremacy quickly ended. 

Moran believes he’ll be able to 
get greater coverage of the market 
now on Monday nights, when the 
film competition is less keen. He’ll 
be up against Jack Paar and twb 
other features, but for the start, 
at least, his will be the only block¬ 
buster in town. Moran’s other fea¬ 
ture film, on WBKB, stands pat on 
Friday nights. 

Monday nights became available 
on WGN-TV when' the Fair Store 
terminated its alternate week spon¬ 
sorship of the latenight cinematics. 
Station will probably slot a partici¬ 
pating feature in Moran’s vacated 
Sunday night period. 

TELEFILM EXECS 
GET O’SEAS YEN 

With spring in the air, the peri¬ 
odic treks of telefilm execs abroad 
is underway. 

> Television Programs of America 
topper Milton Gordon, accom¬ 
panied by foreign v.p. Manny 
Reiner, leave for England and the 
Continent this week.1 Their .first 
stop will be London, and from 

T London,. May 13. 
The BBC’s recent decision to ___ ___ 

finance, inwhole or part, tv filmed • changes. But no’w:ThereTs Vuffi^ ^ ... • • • ... • . 
series for subsequent sale overseas j stations lined up, including WNTA, I Lhere th^y WJh go to Paris and 
has resulted in an initial deal. In N:Y., and KNXT, Los Angeles, to 
October shooting will begin on a. assure distribution throughout the 
26-week skein of 30-minute films: country. 
produced by Herbert Wilcox and 
starring Anna Neagle. Miss Neagle 
will portray Madame Brusselmans, 
the Belgian heroine who saved the 
lives of 180 British, American and 
Continental fliers by hiding them 
in her house near Brussels and 
organizing their getaway. 

“Rendezvous 127” will be filmed 
In Belgium, France, Spain, Britain 
and America and Will introduce 
many of the fliers involved. Wilcox 
will produce, and top line directors 
and script writers will be hired for 
tht series.. 

Ronald Waldman, newly ap¬ 
pointed business manager of the 
BBC’s tv. interests, left for New 
York on Sunday (111 to set- up a 
deal for the “Rendezvous 127” 
series with a leading Yank network. 
"With him is Jaines Swann Who has 
just left the London office of MCA. 
He has been signed up by Wilcox 
to nurse his new tv activities. 

About 10 stations have inked' for 
reruns of “You Are There.” 

Pete. Jaeger, formerly with 
Metro TV, and Syg Shore, a vet 
telefilm entrepreneur, have formed 
a partnership and are working 
closely with Flamingo Films. 

The Jaeger-Shore combo has dis¬ 
tribution rights to about 21 pix; 
including “Anna” and “Bitter 
Rice.” Team, ’also owns three or 
four pix jointly with Flamingo 
Films, currently handling the Dis¬ 
tributors Corp. of America, prod¬ 
uct, and becoming a specialist in 
the sale of foreign pix to ty. 

Flamingo Films . services and 
books for the Jaeger-Shore combo 
on a fee basis. Other than joint 
ownership of a few pix, it’s not a 
partnership arrangement 

Rome. They are due back in two 
to four weeks. 

CBS Film Sales topper Leslie 
Harris is due to go to Europe at 
the end of this month. Recently 
returning from an overseas jaunt 
was Earl Rettig, prez of California 
National Productions. 

To Wasserman Scrip1 
Stanley Kramer is negotiating 

with William Morris for motion 
picture rights to Dale Wasserman’ 
“Elisha and the Long Knives,**, ac¬ 
cording to a representative of the 
author. Story was originally pro¬ 
duced as ,an hourlong live video 
show by “Kraft Theatre” and had 
its last tv exposure as a live re¬ 
make on “Matinee Theatre” In 
Dec.. 1955. 

Wasserman left for the Coast 
last Wednesday (7) oh the Morris- 
Kramer dickers. 

9 
Screen Gems syndication arm paid a reported $4,000,000-plus 

price yesterday (Tues.) for negative rights to 240 half-hours pro¬ 
duced in the past eight years for the “Burns & Alien” series. Sale 
to syndication comes at the conclusion of the B&A CBS-TV net? 
work run. ' . 

Deal was made through George Burns’ MacCadden Productions, 
and gives SG rights in perpetuity. . 

Now Gomes the Revolutionary Period Via CBS 
Film Sales ‘Silent Saber’ 

Harris’ Co-Production I 
Duals oil Two Skeins 

CBS Film Sales is eyeing twb 
cb-prpduction deals with Inde¬ 
pendent Television Authority con¬ 
tractors in Britain, one of them a 
skein based on wartime intelli¬ 
gence service, still untitled, and 
the other productions of “Colonel 
Flack” episodes in Europe. 

Prexy Leslie Harris is going to 
Eure e at the end of the month to 
firm up the arrangements. Project 
for “Colonel Flack” is to produce 
half the series in the U. S. and the 
other half in Europe. 

While abroad, Harris will explore 
exterior locations in Munich for 
“The Diplomat,” shooting on which 
is due to begin shortly thereafter. 
He also will accompany the “Navy 
Log” crew which will visit Eng¬ 
land, Gibralta, Barcelona and 
Naples. 

Gross-Krasne’s 

Gross-Krasne*s syndicated sales 
organization Is being reshuffled. 
Mel Schlank, G-K’s veepee in 
charge of sales who has for the last 
year shifted between; Hollywood 
and main headquarters, in New 
York, is moving permanently back 
to Hollywood, where the new sales 
headquarters will be located. 

Meantime, Schlank is making 
plans to open new sales offices in 
Detroit and St. Louis, having in 
the past month added offices in 
Dallas and Miami. John Porter¬ 
field was.hired last week to come 
to the N. Y. Sales branch office 
under eastern chief Robert Brahm. 

Robert H. Hill, In still another 
of the changes, leaves Hollywood 
early next month to open a Frisco 
office for G-K. And Gerald (Jerry) 
King, who was co-owner with Gross 
and Krasne of United Television 
Programs, rejoins them as a mem¬ 
ber of the executive staff. UTP 
was absorbed a few years ago by 
MCA and King went into retire¬ 
ment. 

Expansion and shifting are the 
result of the plan to handle eight 
half-hour synidcated series short¬ 
ly, The product increase is ex¬ 
pected to take place within the | 
next three months, but at present 
G-K distributes “African Patrol,’ 
“Streets- of Danger” (old “Lone 
Wolf ’ series) and “O. Henry Play¬ 
house,” which is also a rerun 
skein. 

Major Wars in which, the U.; S. 
has been involved are getting full 
treatment in syndication product 
now currently being aired and 
planned. 

Latest entry is CBS Film Sales’ 
'The Silent Saber;” dealing with 

the Revolutionary period, which 
should be ready for fall , airing* 
CBS Film Sales also has the “Gray 
Ghost,” dealing with the Civil 
War, which shortly will go into, 
second year production; Addi¬ 
tionally, there Is Flamingo Films* 
“Citizen Soldier,” encompassing 
World War II, slated for fall tele¬ 
casting, and California National 
Productions’ “Silent Service,” an¬ 
other World War II skein from the 
underwater angle. 

Noticeably missing is a series 
with World War .1 as its backdrop. 
As to future wars, Ziv had “Sci¬ 
ence Fiction Theatre,” dealing * 
with interplanetary battles. It 
sold well in the U. S.; and inter¬ 
estingly enough that was one of 
the skeins which interested the 
Russians in the exchange telefilm 
program. 

The “Westward Ho” march and 
bringing order into the new U. S. 
stretches are depicted in the many 
westerns making the market-by¬ 
market rounds. Also missing as a 
War theme in the 1800 period is the 
War of 1812 with the English and 
the Mexican conflict followed by 
the annexation of Texas.. 

CBS Film Sales’ “Silent Saber* 
is based on the life of Benjamin 
Talmadge, who was head of 
George Washington’s Secret Serv¬ 
ice Bureau. The factual adult ad¬ 
venture series is being produced 
•by Edward J. Montague, with Phil 
Reisman Jr., doing the^pilot script. 
George Scheer, author of “Red¬ 
coats and Rebels,” is the technical 
adviser. Shooting will be done on 
location, with , the first episode 
using the West Point and West¬ 
chester areas to tell the story of 
Benedict Arnold’s treason. 

TV Swells Coffers 
Of Writers Guild 
Hollywood, May 13. 

Total net worth of Writers Guild 
of America West has Increased al¬ 
most 60% the past fiscal year, 
mainly because of & sharp jump 
in income of television writers. 
Annual financial statement of 
WGAW treasurer Edmund Hv 
North reveals In the same pe-’ 
riod screenwriters’ income dipped 
slightly, 

WGAW’s total capital for the 
fiscal year ending last March 31 
Is $138,900, » against $83,100 in 
1957, said North. Amount does not 
Include a fund belonging to the 
old Screen Writers Guild. 

TV writers* Income war boosted 
36%, as they earned $9,224,000 in 
the past fiscal year, u compared 
to $6JB14,000 the previous year. 
And during the last fiscal year, a 
serious one for the pix bix, screen¬ 
writers* dropped only about 1%, 
from $11,151,200 in the previous 
fiscal year to $11,028,500 the past 
fiscfcl year. 

Canada's U.S. Marketing 
Of 'Main Si. Jamboree’ 

As a C(hop Production 
Toronto, May 13. . 

Offering the series on an out¬ 
right sale basis to all American tv 
stations, a plan - for co-operative 
production of filmed , programs has 
been completed for the marketing 
of their musical “Main Street Jam¬ 
boree” by Meridian Films Ltd. of 
Toronto. Participating stations 
would purchase the films in groups 
of 13 for s fiat figure,. calculated 
on the stations' rate . cards, and 
Would own the series outright, with 
all talent payments made before . 
the sale and leaving no residual 
for stations in respect of talent or 
music. 

“Main Street Jamboree” is a 30> 
min. film series featuring country 
music, ballads^ folk songs and 
square dances, with the aim a 
youthful musical presentation. Em¬ 
ceeing is Jaqk- Kingston; who has 
guested with “Grand Old Opry,’* 
as has Wally Traugott, a regular os 
the series, who has toured with 
Smiley Burnette. Another featured 
performer is Morris Bolyer, whoso 
credits Include banjo appearaneet 
with Lawrence Welk. The dance- 
music group le Johnny Davidson 
and his Hoedowners. 

Preakness m Tape 
Runnng of the annual Preakness 

at Baltimwo Saturday (17) will bo 
videotaped and ployed back imme¬ 
diately following the live CBS-TV 
telecast of the nee. The playback 
will bo used lor a post-race analy¬ 
sis, first time tape has been em¬ 
ployed fer such a purpose. 
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Hose Hidden Costs on Par Pix 
In addition to shelling out the. $8,400,000 for the full Paramount 

library, WCBS-TV, N. Y., also will be paying for the print cost* 
and the fee to the American Federation of Musicians. 

The print costs run about $75 per. negative, or $52,500. for the 
700 pix;- the AFM fee Is 6% of . the. purchase price, or $504,000, 
bringing .the station’s cost up to $8,956,500. The CBS New York 
flagship will begin telecasting the Paramount pix in January. . 

Understood, the next market for which MCA TV has opened 
competitive bidding is Cincinnati. Again selling the pix on a 
one or more basis, the price structure for that market is said to 
total $1,200,000 for the entire library.. 

TPA Does in 8 Mos. Boom Period 
What It Took Full Year to Do 

Syndication’s economic base has>- 
grown* both in terms of stations’ 
involvement in insuring product 
and in sponsor acceptance, so that 
more and better properties are and 
will be fiinding their way via the 
market-by-market route. 

That’s the forecast of Mickey. 
Sillerman, exec v.p. of Television 
Programs of America, who points 
to the experience of his own com¬ 
pany in tabulating the growth of 
the syndication biz.' 

Sillerman reports that TPA for 
the first eight months of its fiscal 
year which began in July grossed 
more in that interim than the en¬ 
tire previous fiscal year. TPA’s 
overall gross for the previous fiscal 
year, from July, '56 to July, ’57 
was about $12,000,000 consisting of 
revenues from domestic syndica^ 
tion, the foreign market and na¬ 
tional sales. 

In putting TPA’s domestic syndi¬ 
cation for the first eight months 
of this fiscal year above the 12- 
month period of the previous fiscal 
year, Sillerman declined to break 
down the domestic gross of the 
company for the periods. For the 
last few months, though, it’s un¬ 
derstood the telefilmery has been 
doing some hypoed biz, racking up 
about $1,000,000 monthly; Strong 
seller has been “Jeff’s. Collie,” 
(“Lassie”) in TPA’s expanding 
catalog./ j 

Biz being done by TPA also un¬ 
derlines the anchor a strong syn¬ 
dication arm. gves producer-dis¬ 
tributors if pilots are not sold na¬ 
tionally. Without a syndication 
arm, such pilots become orphaned 
product to be sold off in an an¬ 
thology series, etc. 

Conversely* the company which; 
has a healthy syndication organi¬ 
zation takes the very same pilots 
and goes the market-by-market 
route, as occurred last season with i 
such frequency. 

Point Of Sillerman’s position is 
that now for the first time syndica¬ 
tion is strong enough to support 
more and better product. 

Guild Films, which recently de¬ 
clared Itself through with any fu¬ 
ture production of telefilm prop¬ 
erties for the syndication route, 
plans a schedule of 10 different 
pilots for network sale. Four of 
the pilots have definitely been ar¬ 
ranged by Jim Cole, who was on 
the Coast over the weekend to 
make final arrangements on sev¬ 
eral of the remaining half-hour 
programs. 

Cole said before he left that Hal 
Roach Jr. will produce three of the 
half-hour pilots for Guild, with 
the latter. financing, and selling. 
Previously, a half-hour, called 
“Joaquin Marietta,” was arranged 
through producer Bob Stahler. 

Before Cole made his new edict 
about no more syndicated films, 
work was started on “Michael’s in 
Africa.” With 26 in the can and 
13 more on the docket, according 
to Guild, a sale of United King- 

'dom rights was made to Associated 
Rediffusion in England. 

New Fedderson Series 
Hollywood, May 13. 

Don Fedderson is projecting new 
half-hour vidpix' s e r I e s, “Town 
Tamer” adapted by Frank Gruber 
from his own novel of same tag. 
Pilot rolls next week. 

Jack Lord; signed by Fedderson 
to. a five-year pact; will star. . 

Tag Is Important 
California National Productions, 

the NBC syndication subsidiary, is 
anxious, to p r o d u c el in England.. 
Company has never had a foreign 
arrangement, apart, from a couple 
of abortive attempts in the distant 
past. 

Earl Rettig, who returned last 
week from a 10-day junket to Eng¬ 
land where he once-covered sev¬ 
eral production companies, said 
CNP will definitely shoot in Eng¬ 
land if it finds the “right series.” 
Rettig is particularly impressed 
with the ability to save money by 
lensing in England. 

[ It’s, been a long time since any 
responsible telefilm executive here 
has admitted it’s less expensive 
producing telefilm in England, but 
bossman Rettig estimates that “it 
cost 20% less to shoot there.” 

Moreover, he was aware that by 
producing a series in England he 
would not have to worry about the 
British quota on the importation 
of American-made telepic product. 
This factor has been foremost in 
the minds of his U. S. rivals who 
in the past have undertaken Eng¬ 
lish production plans. 

Ite said that while in England he 
visited the studios, of Associated 
British, Associated Redifussion, 
Metro,, Elstree and BBC-TV, any¬ 
one. of which might be the source 
of future CNP product. His aim is 
to arrange a co-production . deal 
with England and CNP splitting 
negative costs, thereby lowering 
the risk on syndication here. In 
return, he’d give the English com¬ 
pany all European rights. 

Rettig was aware that there 
would be problems with any Eng¬ 
lish-made production for U. S.’ 

(Continued on page 34) 

Thrower’s New Sales 
On ’Russian Revolution’ 

The one-man syndication opera¬ 
tion on “The Russian Revolution,’’ 
the One-hour filmed special, has 
tacked off three more major mar¬ 
kets. 

Fred Thrower, WPIX* N. Y., sta¬ 
tion topper, is handling all sales. 
New stations sold include WMAL, 
Washington, KBTV, Denver, and 
WBZ-TV, Boston, putting the spe¬ 
cial in seven major markets, in 
addition to the deal made with the 
Canadian Broadcasting network. 

The hour-long documentary with 
live commentary was telecast on 
WPIX on April 1 to boffq. rating 

. results. Station Is producing an¬ 
other filmed documentary using 
footage keyed to the private life 
of Adolph Hitler. 

The hottest telefilm outfits on 
the national level in the sale of 
new nighttime shows for fall air¬ 
ing appear to be Desilu and Screen 
Gems, at this point, as the net¬ 
works and national sponsors are 
firming up next season’s commit¬ 
ments; 

There are a wide array of other 
firms represented, and there are 
still a number of hot pilots 
around with the field: still open 
for network berths. All three net¬ 
works for next season are going 
outside their respective webs for 
filmed shows, offering a compara¬ 
tive field day for the telefilmeries; 

I But at this stage Desilu and 
Screen Gems have the heaviest 
new filmed program entries. There 
are many renewals, with MCA’s 
Revue, SG, Desilu, Four Star, Lou 
Edelman and a host of others rep¬ 
resented. The survey encompasses 
the nighttime period, extending 
from 7:30 to 10 p:m., for all three 
networks. 

But sticking to the new. filmed 
entries,: here is the rundown: 

Desilu: “Desilu Playhouse,” on 
CBS-TV, with Westinghouse pick¬ 
ing up the tab. “Playhouse” series 
also will include Lucy-Desi hour 
specials. “Ann Sothem Show," 
with General Foods sponsoring, 
and “The Texan,” -sponsored by 
Brown & Williamson, both on CBS- 
TV. ' 

Screen Gems: “Naked City,” on 
ABC-TV, haif to Brown-Williamson: 
“Donna Reed Show,” ABC-TV, 
half-sold to Campbell; “Jefferson 
Drum,” a Goodson-Todman pack¬ 
age filmed in. cooperation with SG, 
NBC-TV; Old Gold and Chem- 
strand; “Tales Of Frankenstein,” 
ABC-TV, no sponsors; “Man from 
Tallahasse,” one-hour filmed show, 
NBC-TV, no sponsors, and a half- 
hour filmed anthology series to 
Alcoa-Goodyear NBC-TV. Alter¬ 
nate sponsor on “Naked City” is 
Quaker Oats. 

The status of shows either op¬ 
tioned or co-financed by One of the 
three networks which have not 
found sponsors remains in doubt. 
Such filmed entries ‘ may be 
dumped in favor of other shows 
Winning sponsors or deemed to 
have a better potential in corailing 
advertisers. 

But on new filmed entries, MCA 
TV has “Roadblbck,” ABC-TV, no 
sponsors set; “Cimarron City,” One 
hour, NBC-TV, sponsorship open. 
Ziv has “Bat Masterson,” NBC-TV, 
Kraft; and “Rough Riders,” ABC- 
TV* Kent Cigaretes.. Warner Bros., 
“Law Man,” ABC-TV, R. J. Rey¬ 
nolds; and .“Public Enemy,” no 
sponsor. . 

Four Star has “Rifleman,” ABC- 
TV, Miles Laboratories. Metro TV, 
“Northwest. Passage,” NBC-TV, 
half sold to RCA.. 

Others include “Philip Marlow,” 
Goodson-Todman, CBS-TV, Kent 
Cigarets as alternate sponsor; Or¬ 
son Welles Show,” co-production 
between Welles and ABC-TV, 
sponsorship open; “Light of the 
World,” Guild, ABC-Ty, open spon¬ 
sorship; "Motive,” Mike Wallace, 
ABC-TV co-production; unspon- 
sorecU “Rawhide,” CBS show 
filmed at 20th-Fox, no sponsor. 

Also “Ruditsky,” NBC-TV, Jack 
Chertock Production, sponsorship 
open; and “Steve Canyon,” PecasUs 
Productions, NBC-TV, Liggett & 
Myers jand Whitehall. 

‘Ding Dong’ on Tinted 
Ampex for Syndication? 

Chicago, May 13. ; 
. Dr. Frances Horwich’s “Ding 
Dong School,” - once an NBC-TV 
staple and now a localer on WGN- 
TV here, may soon go into syndi¬ 
cation in color by means of Am¬ 
pex Videotape. WGN-TV, first in¬ 
die station to buy an Ampex color 
unit, ,is planning to tape record 
several of . its home-grown opuses 
for sale to other stations. “Ding- 
Dong School" will probably be the 
first. 

Taping begins in a few weeks, in 
anticipation of Miss Frances’ two- 
week vacation this summer. . 

For Par s Library of 700 Pix 
Robt Schmid Exits NTA 
Robert A. Schmid has resigned 

as v!p. in charge of .station rela¬ 
tions of the NTA Film Network. . 

Schmid, formerly with the Mu¬ 
tual net in a similar capacity, says 
he will devote himself to his own 
business activities. Recently, he 
purchased radio station WESC, 
Greenville, S, C., and is known to 
be in the market for other radio 
outlets. 

. Reub R. Kaufman, the founder 
and, until recently,. president of 
Guild Films is completely out of 
the administrative picture at the 
telefilm company. Final break 
came late last week, 10 weeks after 
he was removed as president and 
John Cole took over as the new 
chief. 

Moreover Kaufman, who owned 
some 60,000 shares of Guild stock 
before ending his tenure as presi¬ 
dent, is understood divesting him¬ 
self of at least part of his stock 
interest. Belief is that he is try¬ 
ing to eliminate all his holdings 
in the company. 

Final break came when Kauf¬ 
man resigned as chairman of the 
executive committee of the Guild 
board of directors,, and his wife, 
Jane Kaufman, resigned from the 
board of directors. Also off the 
exec committee was ; George De- 
Martini, who does however retain 
his post as secretary of the com¬ 
pany. 
. Prexy Cole immediately took 
Kaufman’s position on the exed 
committee and Guild treasurer 
Arthur Lender and national sales 
boss Irving. Feld stepped into the 
other vacancies On the same com¬ 
mittee. In addition to Kaufman 
and DeMartini, this . three-man 
body on the board of directors 
originally contained Nicho las 
Reisini, a stockholder who sold his 
interest in the company at the time 
he left the committee post several 
months ago. 

Kaufman indicated, when he 
severed all official relations with 
Guild, that he intended “remain¬ 
ing active in tv film and will make 
new headquarters in New York.” 
He did not expand On that state¬ 
ment. . 

WCBS-TV, N. Y.r bought the en¬ 
tire library of 700 Paramount pix 
for about $8,400,000, a record price 
for any library in the New York 
market, or for that matter in any 
market in the country. 

The deal, which has many unique 
trade practices involved, is the 
third consummated by MCA TV, 
Boston and Omaha, being the first 
two, both of which were library 
deals. Boston's WBZ-TV paid about 
$2,000,000 and Omaha’s KETG, 
about $1,000,000, bringing MCA 
TV’s tally to date to about $11,- 
400,000 with only three markets 
sold. 

MCA TV, operating with the 
Justice Department looking over 
its shoulders, is offering the Para¬ 
mount cinematics on a per picture 
market by market basis. How this 
practice actually operates in prac¬ 
tice is offered by the example of 
what happened in New York. On 
Wednesday (7), all seven stations 
in the New York market received 
a. full schedule of the Paramount 
library, broken down pic by pic. 
They were advised that they could 
select any one or more of the cata¬ 
log for licensing. 

Prices for pictures ranged from 
about $2,400 to $60,000, with the 
number of telecasts per pic rang¬ 
ing from about four to seven times, 
and: the licensing period per fea¬ 
ture varying from three, to six 
years. Left open for negotiations in. 
the WCBS deal is whether the sta¬ 
tion will take the varied licensing 
period schedule offered by MCA 
TV, or settle* for an overall single 
licensing: period. 

Among the titles listed for $60,- 
000 \vere “Holiday Inn,” Bing 
Crosby starter; "The Paleface,” 
starring Bob Hope; “Blue Skies,’* 
“Lady in the Dark,” “The Plains¬ 
man” and “Northwest Mounted 
Police.” 

. The $8,400,090 deal with WCBS- 
TV averages out to $12,000 per pic, 
not the highest price paid on a 
per cinematic basis, but the top 
price commanded in terms of the 
number of Paramount pix. Metro 
TV got $11,000,000 for its library 
from CBS encompassing -CBS four 
b&o’s in N. Y-, Chicago, Milwaukee 
and Hartford. Allocation of $7,000,- 
0G0 for the N. Y.,market out of the. 
Metro deal would be a fair approxi¬ 
mation. That amount is $1,400,000 
off compared to what was paid by 
the same WCBS for the last of the 
major libraries, the Paramount 
ba^rlog. 

The WCBS-MCA deal was con¬ 
summated within 48 hours after 
stations in the N. Y. market re¬ 
ceived the MCA TV price list. The 
CBS N. Y. flagship paid the asking 
price. MCA-TV’s trade practice on 
the Paramount library is akin to 
the competitive bidding trade 
practice adopted in many cases by 
the motion picture industry, with 
all exhibitors being given a chance 
to bid on releases. 

At the time of the latest Kauf¬ 
man move, Cole said that he had. 
obtained . 34,000 shares of Guild 
stock. It is the first’equity he has 
had in 'the vidfilmery’s shares. 

Schlitz Reruns Summer 
Fare for Johnson’s Wax 

Johnson’s Wax has picked up a 
summer-only sponsorship deal on 
CBS-TV and will bankroll “Play¬ 
house of Mystery” (reruns of 
“Schlitz Playhouse”) on Wednes¬ 
days at 8:30 during the hot spell. 
Buy is preparatory to Johnson’s 
mbvein as alternate sponsor on 
“Zane Grey Theatre” in the fall. 

Buy has this effect of creating a 
unique. programming situation for 
CBS. “Sing Along,” originally 
scheduled as an hourlong summer 
show, will now be cut back to. 30 
minutes, even before it bits the 
air. “Sing Along” had been sched¬ 
uled for Wednesdays 7:30 to 8:30, 
With “Leave It to Beaver” reruns 
to follow, at 8:30. With Johnson’s 
in with “Playhouse” at 8:30, 
“Beaver” is moved back to 8 and 
“Sing Along” cut back. It all be¬ 
gins June 4. 

Alcoa & Goodyear 
In Switch to SG 

Alcoa and Goodyear are drop¬ 
ping Four Star Films and have 
signed with Screen Gems to pro¬ 
duce their “Alcoa-Goodvear The¬ 
atre” next season. Companies 
have renewed their Monday at ; 
9:30 slot on NBC-TV for 13 weeks 
each next season, carrying the show 
through April of ’50. 

Screen Gems show, will be a dra¬ 
matic anthology series, but .won’t 
be restricted to five rotating stars, 
as was this, season’s Four' Star 
sl ow. It will also be themed on a 
wider base, rather than being con¬ 
fined to mystery-whodunit con¬ 
tent. Series won’t be titled, other 
than for the alternating “Alcoa 
Theatre” and “Goodyear Theatre:” 

Interestingly enough* Screen 
Gems and Four Star were the two 
hot competitors for the Alcoa- 
Goodyear production plum last 
year, with Four Star winning out 
by a hair at that time.. 
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Tom McDermott’s Mot-Tesfing 
For P&G Via Four-Way Summer 

Deal-On Other Agency Fronts 
By JACK BERNSTEIN . [ ing dollars which is being felt par- 

.. „ .. .. . ticularly in the fringe areas. With 
Tom McDermott, head . of. t the tightening<of the money belt, 

programming department at Be ! ;cli*hts are. on the, agencies' 

ton & Bowles has substituted a; backto get the best deal possible 
summer anthology •_ *r ■ and to stretch the ad budget. Many 
vacationing ^or^f1^°p"tg:hilie!; stations With open time feeT it’s, 
talked the agency s larg ® i .better to sell off time for. next to 

s. .“ss“-'45SStA ™ ariy 
ducers,PeachSto^os^aroimd $4ff000... ; Hilton & Riggfo Merger? . - 
Jn all ’probability the four pilots; Two agencies which handle goods 
will not be bought by P&G but,; mainly in the package field and bill 
McDermott and his client have .a in the neighborhood of $10,000,000 
unique summer showing of theii , are working out details that . are 
own and out of the four pilots expected- to lead to a merger by 
they expect .will come a winner the end of this week. The agencies, 
that will be given a fall timeslot.; Hilton & Riggio.and Raster,. Farrel, 

There is no surefiie way of guar- i Chesley & Clifford, have been re- 
anteeing a hit and. even with a' viewing the clients list respectively 
name headliner like Frank . Sina-; arid there appear; little likelihood 
tra McCaim-Eriackson found out j ot account conflicts. K,F,C,&C’s 
it’s a case of hit or miss. McDer- j accounts are mostly pharmaceuti- 
mott minimizes the risk to a great ] cal while those of Hilton & Rig- 
degree though seeing more than * gio are chiefly, grocery, 
one pilot in action and he gets-, SWITCHES: George Polk, in 
public reaction before he commits1 charge of BBDO’S radio-tv pro- 
himself to a $3,000,000 or more in- ] gramming and planning depart- 
vestment. 

Under his arrangement with, the 
four producers, . Ashley-Steiner, 
Screen Gems, Irving Brecher and 
TPA, who’ll turn out one apiece, 
P&G gets first refusal and one 
run. McDermott says of his plan, 
•‘My Idea is simply based around 
one thought and thait’s to get the 
best programming possible for 
P&G and other clients that we rep¬ 
resent. By underwriting the pilots 
we get first crack at the best. Nat¬ 
urally, P&G gets first crack at the fiilots they have underwritten but, 
f a pilot is not. suitable for P&G 

for some reason, and it’s extremely 
good, then we try to sell .them--.to 
our own clients- If we don’t sell 
them we turn them back to . the 
packagers to :sell and handle. The 
packager Is just as happy about 
the set up as we are because he has 
pilots underwritten for free.” 

McDermott currently is the only 
one who tests his fall shows by 
summer runs. He also came up 
with the idea of testing pilots such 
as the “Rifleman” bn the “Zane 
Grey Theatre” during the fall. The 
pilot was one of the series and, 
McDermott worked with Four Star 
Productions on the script and 
later influenced P&G into buying 
the show. 

McDermott also worked on the 
scripts and the casting of “The 
Quill and the Gun," which was 
later renamed "Jefferson Drum” 
and bought by Old Gold and Chem- 
strand. McDermott says of his 
plan, "It’s not a matter of Lying 
td steal ownership of a show for a 
client but rather to have creative 
control—whiah is ultimately, help¬ 
ful in delivering a better show.” 

ment, named a vice president. 

William J. Lyons, director of 
radio-tv for Dowd, Redfield & 
Johnstone, upped' to a veepee of 
agency. 

Harlan Davis promoted to radio¬ 
tv director pf Product Services 
and Richard de MaiO at same 
agency named commercial film 
manager. 

David Miller named radio-tv es¬ 
timator fit Hicks & Greist with 
Arlene Hirsch of the same, agency, 
promoted to radio-tv traffic co¬ 
ordinator^ 

Robert Guggenheim Jr., who 
joined MacManus, John & Adams 
in 1954 as West Coast radio-tv di¬ 
rector, named a v.p. of the agency. 

Arthur B. Modell has been 
named executive; v.p. and a mem¬ 
ber of the executive committee of 
L. H. Hartman. 

William A. Chambers, v.p. in 
charge of the Los Angeles office 
of Calkins & Holden, has been as¬ 
signed to the N. Y. office as a veep 
and account, group supervisor. He 
will be replaced In L. A. by Rob¬ 
ert J. Black, C&H veepee, who, 
has been West Coast manager of 
the agency. 

Kark Gruener has been named 
administrative head of the Holly¬ 
wood tv staff of Guild, Bascom; & 
Bonfigli. ; 

SHORTS: Erwin Wasey, Ruth- 
rauff & Ryan, which : last year 
caused an advertising stir by merg¬ 
ing, followed by turbulent months 
in the integration of accounts and 
personnel, has had another'“major 
realignment.” Whitney Hartshorne, 
office manager; find personnel di¬ 
rector and Fred Clarke; copy di- 

| rector, are leaving the agency. 
Those Rate Card Deals Patterson, executive v.p. and 

-d j* j-*' j„„i Fr^ Reynalds, copy chiefs, have 
,Hf^1‘v ZVSXTS turned in their resignations. 

Bayles will move to 575 Lexington 
Ave. this summer. 

An Advertising Agencies Associ¬ 
ation of Puerto Rico has been 
founded with Jack Zerbe of Young 
& Rubicam, named as its first 
president. 

CAMPAIGNS:. — Phillips-Van 
Heusen. Corp. will spend $1,000,000 
this fall for a network tv cam¬ 
paign to introduce a new shirt. 
Campaign to be handled by Grey 
Advertising and; will, start in Au¬ 
gust. Phillips-Vah Heusen will 
shell out: over $2,000,000 this year 
in advertising. 

Wildroot planning heavy spot* tv. 
drive this fail in the top 50 mar¬ 
kets. 

. Lever Bros, is prepping a spot 
tv campaign in top markets for its 
Rinso Blue. Campaign to start 
this month and run for four weeks, 

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & off the bottom In offering off rate 
card deals to agencies and their | 
clients aren’t doing the agencies] 
ariy favor according to the Madison] 
Ave. viewpoint. With the recession ] 
affecting spot radio-tv business,: 
many stations are coming up with ' 
wholesale and firesale deals which. 
is causing some concern, along ad j 
alley and the . feeling is if one Columbus. May 13. 
agency can get time cheaper;] Highspot of the 22nd American 
what’s the station doing for an- Exhibition of Educational Radio 
other agency? t and TV programs at the Institute 

Spot radio and tv time for sta- - for Education by RadiO-TV at Ohio 
tions which rank third, fourth and ’ State U gathering here was the 
fifth In a metropolitan area is .go- j award, in both radio-ty. special 
ing begging and business . in Peoria • group section . to “Know Y°dr 
isn’t what it u$ed to be With the j Schools,’ the NBC-U. S. Dept, of 
result being that many -stations are ! Health, Education and Welfare 
making steep price concessions' series .presented .over the o&o sta- 
and off rate card deals. From a ; tions in eight cities, 
financial point of view, ad alley | In the various tv categories; 
says, if you know a station is mak^: other awards were as follow: 
ing bargains then you have the ? 1st: “Upjohn Grand Rounds” to 
duty to get at least the same deal; Medical Radio-TV Institute; Hon. 
that another client got, and whaVs ; Mention ; “Holy Week" to CBC 
more annoying you. have to dicker ] telecast over CBC; Hon. Mention:, 
with these stations to try to get “Frontiers ot Faith” to NBC, Nat’l 
an even better deal because you j Council of Churches of’ Christ, 
know that some one else will. Hag-} Nat’l Council of Catholic Men; 
gling with the station Is time con-j Jewish Theological Seminary tele- 

Chi Agencies 
By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 13. 
Upbeat in recent years; in the 

volume of broadcast hillings fo¬ 
cuses greater, importance on the 
radio-ty departments pf ad agen¬ 
cies, and of late a number of shops 
have taken steps to strengthen and 
expand their broadcast staffs. Leo 
Burnett and Foote; Cone & field¬ 
ing made significant moves a 
week ago to bolster theirs, and 
how Needham, Louis & Brorby is 
realigning its video-radio chain of 
command: 

Top. figure In the new arrange¬ 
ment is James G.; Cominos, for¬ 
merly director of the dept, and 
now veepee In charge of all: radio 
and television operations. Scott 
Keck, previously assistant director 
of radio-tv, moves up to Cominos’ 
former post. Reporting to Keck 
in the revamping are Alan Wat 
lace, , v.p. in charge of . programs; 
Kenneth C. *T. Snyder, v;p. in 
charge of commercial production; 
ahd the managers' of business af¬ 
fairs, merchandising, and of the 
Hollywood arid New York broad¬ 
cast operations of the agency. 
NL&B recently plucked Harold A. 
Smith from the local NBC shop to 
helm the agency’s, program promo¬ 
tion and merchandising. 
.. The Geoffrey Wadev agency simi¬ 
larly snatched Grover J. Allen, 
longtime ; executive director / of. 
WBKB here, for its radio-tv de¬ 
partment. Allen reports on May 19: 

Leo; Burnett named two of its 
veeps to its board of directors: 
Leonard S. Matthews, veep in 
charge of media, and Edward 
Thiele, an account supervisor: At 
the same time; the agency gave 
Veep stripes to Henry Starr, mar¬ 
keting supervisor. 

A: J. Bremner, veepee and. copy 
director of Foote; Cone & Belding, 
promoted to the newly-established 
post of creative director form the 
Chi office. He’s also being ap¬ 
pointed permanent member of 
FC&B’s Plans Board. 

SattVGershuny, who had his own 
marketing and merchandising, firm 
in Chi, joined . MeCann-Erickson 
here as an account exec. 

; Ray S. Dau named a viceprez at 
Daricer-Fitzgerald^Sample. 

R. Jack Scott agency plucked 
the Patricia Stevens Cosmetics ac¬ 
count. 

suming to say nothing about los¬ 
ing respect. for both the manage¬ 
ment and the station. Agetjey men 
say that the word on deals can’t 
be kept a secret and almost as 
soon as an order is placed word 
has gotten around to other, agen¬ 
cies. 

cast from N. Y. to NBC-TV. 
1st: “Odyssey,” to CBS; telecast 

from N.Y. over CBS; Hon. Mention: 
“Omnibus” to Robert Saudek Assm 
ciates; telecast from N. Y. over 
NBC; . Hon. Mention:; “Conquest" 
to CBS; telecast from N. Y., over 
CBS; Hon. Mention: “Understand- 

There is more bargaining going ; ing Our'World,” to tl, of Michigan; 
on currently because of the level-[ Special Award; “Project 20" to 
ing off in the spending of advertis-! NBC; telecast from N. Y. .over 

NBC; 1st: “Look Up and Live-*- 
The Seeking Years" to CBS; 1st: 
Frontiers of Health;” to U. of 

M i c hi g a n ; 1st “Assignment: 
“Southeast Asia," to NBC; Hon’ 
Mention: “The Twentieth .Century’ 
to CBS; Special. Award: “The 
Winn-Dixie Foundation Reports," 
to WMBR-TV, Jacksonville; Special 
Award: “Genius,” to U. of Michi¬ 
gan TV. ■. 

1st Award: . "Music to See,” to 
CBC; 1st Award: “On the Carou¬ 
sel,” to WCBS-TV and N. Y. C. 
Board of Education; Hon, Mention: 
“Biology” to Cincinnati Board; of 
Education and WCET, Cincinnati, 

1st Award: “To Promote Good 
Will” to WBAL-TV and American 
Legion of Maryland; Hon. Men¬ 
tion: “County Agent” to Coopera¬ 
tive Extension Service, Michigan 
State U; 1st Award;: “Witness 
Against Himself,” to WBZ-TV, Bos¬ 
ton. Hon. Mention: “Science in 
Action,? to Califorhia Academy of 
Sciences find KRON-TV, San Fran¬ 
cisco; Special Award: “A Dancer's 
World” to WQUD; Pittsburgh; 1st 
Award;; “Imagineering," rto WBNS- 
TV and. College of Erigineeringi 
Ohio. State U; Hon. Mention: "The 

(Continued on; page 36) 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 

“The Mass Communicators’- by Charles Steinberg, - CBS Radio di¬ 
rector of press information, off the Harper presses . . : Rex Marshalls 
are throwing a party at the 21 Club on May 15 on occasion of his 10th 
anni in tv . . . Wm. S. Hedges, veepee of General Services for NBC, 
undergoing surgery in New York Hospital. He’ll be in hospital, two 
weeks and recuperate at home for another, week . ... Frank Blair,.NBC; 
news commentator, off to Brussels for “Monitor”, and “Today” hack-, 
ground . . . E. Arthur Hungerford and Richard D. Heffner, director of 
operations and; director of programs for META, respectively, to Ohio 
State U. for Institute for Education powwow . ... Arthur Settel, META’s 
public relations chief, sold United Features a series of articles on “The 
Not-So-Hidden Pursuaders,” dealing with anti-U:S. propaganda of¬ 
fensive being conducted by Radio Moscow and other Iron Curain coun¬ 
tries . . . Wayne Tippit, Anthony Tuttle and Gino Ardito set through 
Deborah Coleman Agency for parts in CBS-TV’s film series “The Si¬ 
lent Saber.” ' . . Carrie Langlie moved up from secretary of A1 Cap- 
staff, executive producer of NBC Radio’s “Monitor” to production as-? 
siriant to Bud Drake, also on “Monitor." ... Frank Cooper-Sy Fischer 
Agency set writers Lee Solomon and Harvey Orkin to script for 
“Bachelor Father” and David Chandler to pen a “N Y. Confidential” 
episode. Agency also set scripter Dorothy Cooper for a one-shotter for 
“Father Knows Best.". . . . Hugh D°wns set as emcee for rUn-through 
ty version of former radio quizzer, “20 Questions,” Frank Cooper As¬ 
sociates tv package in production by CBS-TV ... NBC News producer 
Reuben Frank on three-week survey and holiday in Europe. Eliot Frank* 
el, news editor, taking over Frank’s duties meanwhile . . George 
Rirgo, author of “Hercules,” novel with Hollywood background pub¬ 
lished by Abelard-Schuman, will be “Night Beat” guest on WABD May 
26 . . . Ralph Paul doubling as announcer on “Dotto” and “Big Pay¬ 
off,” CBS-TV day timers, due to illness of Mort Lawrence who’s in hosp 
and expected out in couple weeks. Incidentally,. Merv Framer, asso-r 
ciate producer oh the late “Strike It Rich,” named production super¬ 
visor on. “Payoff.” 

Comedy scripter Lou Derman (“December Bride,” “Life With Luigi,” 
etc.) recourses to his N. Y. P.O. Dept, days; when he was a mail, clerk, 
for his new book, “You Can’t Mail An Elephant,” due via Exposition 
Press. Derman also has a new play headed for Broadway. 

Bill Wright joined the Tex and Jinx staff at WRCA Radio as a re¬ 
porter . . . WRCA Radio director Shelley Dobbins off to Los Angeles 
for two-week vacation ... George A. Heinemanh, director of program . 
planning arid development for NBC Owned stations and program man¬ 
ager of WRCA-TV, serving as chairman of clinic on local programing 
at Ohio State U. Institute for Education this week . . . William N. 
Davidson, general manager of WRCA and WRCA-TV, invited to mem¬ 
bership on board of directors of National Council of Christians and 
Jews.' 

Mary Lon Forster doing all the femme voices on the National Assn, 
for Mental Health film, “The Key,” to bei shown over ABC-TV Sunday 
(18) . . . Don (Mr. Wizard) Herbert addressed the Boston chapter of th« 
Society of Technical Writers and Editors last week (7) on “How to Make 
Science Palatable on TV” . . . Durward Kirby and Dick Van Dyke host 
the Garry MOore show for the next few weeks, while Henry Morgan 
emcees “I’ve Got a Secret” next Wednesday (21) in place of vacationing 
Moore . . . Jaye P. Morgan set for another shot on the Jimmy Dean 
show June 21 . . , Howard A. Chinn, chief audio-video engineer for 
CBS-TV, upped to the grade of fellow of the American Institute of . 
Electrical Engineers, the institute’s highest grade . . Novelist Evan 
Hunter, whose “Strangers When We Meet” is his next novel, has sold 
another tv script under the name of Ed. McBaiii, “Killer’s Choice,” 
which will be done on “Kraft Theatre” June lfi . . . Jack-of-all-musie 
assignments at CBS for years, Alfredo Antonini will he the .new con¬ 
ductor of the Tampa Philharmonic for three years. Involves sortie six; 
concerts annually . . . Producer David Merrick set a 7:30 curtain, for 
Friday’s (16) performance of “Romanoff & Juliet” so star Peter Ustinov, 
can get off in time for a “Person to Person” interview that night . .. . 
Leo Morgan set as producer of ABC-TW lipcbming “ESP" (extra¬ 
sensory perception) entry ... Author Aldons Huxley into Mike Wallace’s 
ABC-TV interview show Sunday (18) . . . Radio-video gabber Join 
Cannon and frau adopted a baby girl, Constance; the Cannons also have, 
their own son Mary Kay Murphy named manager of ABC literary 
rights unit .• . Robert J. Kochenthal to sales staff of WAbC-TV . . . 
WABC d.j. Joel Crager vacationing a fortnight in Nassau . . . WHLI 
(Long Island) pubaffairs chief John Clayton was recipient of the Air 
Force Reserve certificate of appreciation . . .“The Successor," teleplay , 
by Seymour Stern, N. Y. Mirror night city editor, to.be presented on 
General Motors show over Canadian Broadcasting Corp. May 20 . , . 
Beth Hollinger, associate producer of Goodson-Todman’s “The Price is . 
Right” on NBC-TV, on a three-week European jaunt. 

Adele Newton, 13 years of age, on. “Love of Life” on CBS . , . 
Norman E. (Pete) Cash, prez of Television Bureau of Advertising, 
appeared on WOR-TV’s “Ad World” Sunday (11) . . ; New York Herald 
Tribune’s Hy Gardner was on WOR-TV’s “It’s Fun to Travel” show 
Friday (9) afternoon. Gardner has his own show on rival WABD . . . 
Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion Picture Assn, of America, will be 
Mutual’s “Viewpoint” guest Saturday (17) .. . . Hermione Gingold guest 
of WOR Radio’s “The Fitzgeralds at the Astor” on Friday (16) . . . 
Richard D. Heffner, programming topper at Metropolitan Educational 
Television Assn. (META), spoke on “Controversial Subjects and Educa¬ 
tional Television” yesterday (Tues.) at the Ohio State Institute of 
Radio-TV .. . Newest example of offbeat sponsorship: William R. Lacey 
has bought a schedule of 21 spots on WOR Radio’s all-night Long John 
Nebel chatter show “Party Line" to sell his 82-acre estate in East 
Chatham, N. Y. r 

Patsy Bruder, who just completed a three month’s lead in NBC’* 
“True Confessions" now appearing in same web’s “My True Story” . .. 
Eddy Manson, harmonica virtuoso and composer-arranger, to discuss 
musical arrangers on Wingate’s “Night Beat" over WABD-TV Friday, 
May 23 . . .. American Institute of Electrical Engineers elevated Howard 
A; Chinn, chief audio-video engineer at CBS-TV, to grade of Fellow, 
AIEE’s highest grade. 

IN HOLLYWOOD 
Frank Crane, former head of So. Cal Broadcasters Assn.; named 

executive veepee of Radio California, which operates the L. A. radio 
indie KDAY. Irving Phillips, former preZ of KYA, Frisco, becomes 
veepee and general manager . . . Martin Manulis will pass the summer 
months in London with actress Ann. Todd to guide him through the 
fog . . . Don Quinn, longtime scripter with Phil Leslie of “Fibber and 
Molly,” whipping up a mystery series for Claude Rains. Leslie wrote 
the script of the Donna Reed pilot that Sold the show to Campbell soup 
. . . The site at CBS’ Television City on which was to rise an eight- 
story office building, has been spaced off for parking. The same for 
the adjoining Gilmore (baseball)'Field arid this means expansion plans 
by the web must wait another day . .. Kay Whitehurst quit as A1 Jarvis’ 
producer to associate with a golfing venture. Her successor is Sue 
McClnskey . . / Lynn Castile* ended her long run on KHJ as film 
gossiper for Metro and will broaden her scope via transcription 

(Continued on page 38) 
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NBC-TV’S SUMMER TRYOUTS 
Nielsen s Top 10 in Britain 

(Week Ending May'4) 
Take Your Pick.-.......... (AR) 
Television Playhouse — "You Can’t Have 

Everything” .... (AR) 
Wagon Train;......................___.'. (GRANADA) 
Emergency Ward 10—Fri..  -......... (ATV) 
Sunday Night at the London Palladium.... (ATV) 
F. A. Cup Final—Bolton Wanderers V Man¬ 

chester United. __ .____(BBC) 
The Army Game,....................... ;.. (GRANADA) 
Emergency Ward 10—Tues; .. (ATV) 
Chelsea at Eight..........._____.... .(GRANADA) 
Criss Cross Quiz........,..........(GRANADA) 
Play of the Week—’Squaring the Circle”,. .. . (ATV) 
Armchair Theatre—"Breach of Marriage”..., (ABCTV) 

71%. 

70% 
65% 
64% 

63% 
62% 
61%. 

New York City Moves on Several 
Fronts 

Plan to build up television pro-♦ 
duction in New York is being pre¬ 
sented this week to the board of 
governors of the local branch of 
the Academy 6f Television Arts 
& Sciences. A major provision 
of the blueprint, developed by an 
ATAS committee headed, by Tex 
McCrary, was that contact should 
be made with Mayor Robert F. 
Waigner, Park Commissioner Rob¬ 
ert Moses, Gov. Averell *Harriman 
and ‘‘all Republican gubernatorial 
aspirants,” including Leonard Hall 
and Nelson Rockefeller. 

McCrary’s committee is also pro¬ 
posing the establishment of a re¬ 
search body by the local industry 
group to ascertain the number of 
jobs lost by New Yorkers in the 
shift of video production to the 
Coast, and, if possible, to discover 
the. amount of money represented 
by the shifting shows, plus various 
other facts which might convince i 
solons to aid the industry. Ulti¬ 
mate purpose of the ATAS cru¬ 
sade is. to encourage civic officials 
to help in the construction of the 
long-talked-about : and much-dis¬ 
couraged production centre. 

McCrary proposes to create a 
powerful publicity group to pub¬ 
licize the campaign. 

. ATAS plan comes almost Simul¬ 
taneously with action by Gotham 
film Interests to promote a more 
favorable atmosphere in New York* 
for Celluloid production. In fact, 
the two campaigns overlap in the 
area of tv filming. 

Stanley H. Lowell, executive as¬ 
sistant to Mayor Wagner, and rep¬ 
resentatives of the city’s film in¬ 
dustry have alfeady begun work 
on a five-point program to “en¬ 
tourage and facilitate expansion of 
motion picture, arid tv production” 

(Continued on page 36) 

JohnsonVWax 

Writers Guild of America and 
the^ video networks, are on the 
vekge of signing a new two-year 
national contract. The negotia¬ 
tions, slowed by concurrent net¬ 
work negotiations with the techni¬ 
cal unions in television, have been 
going on for two months arid today 
(Wed.) or tomorrow the inking is 
expected, to take place. 
• Writers union and the tv webs 
had p o w wows scheduled until 
quite late last night to wrap up 
contract language details, It is re¬ 
ported that the dickers proceeded 
without any significant hitches, but 
both sides were bound by an agree¬ 
ment not to release any of the con¬ 
tract details until the signing actu¬ 
ally takes place. 

One of the major demands by 
WGA, when the talks began early 
In. March, was for a "critics 
clause.” It was designed to pre¬ 
clude ariy script changes by web 
or sponsor after purchase, by as¬ 
suring penalty payments if a re¬ 
vised script wais later panned by 
any critic whatsoever. According 
to one source, this will not be part 
of the final WGA-web pact, but "a 
modification” was okayed by the- 
networks. 

AM—-Total Saturation 
Washington, May 13. 

Next decennial census (i960) 
will gather data on tv set 
ownership but for. the first 
time since .1930 will not 
count radio receivers. Reason 
for the oinission is. that most 
homes now have radios. 

Census Bureau plans were 
revealed last week by Secre¬ 
tary of Commerce Sinclair 
Weeks in reply to an inquiry 
from (Chairman Warren G. 
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the 
Senate interstate Commerce 
Committee. . Weeks advised 
that “after evaluation of - all 

. pertinent . .circumstances, the 
decisions reached, are that * 
ownership of a tv set is to be 
included, but that no questions 
on radio should be included 

In a case of putting all its dis¬ 
count eggs in one network basket, 
S. C. Johnson & Son this week 
picked up two alteraate-week half-: 
hours on CBS-TV 'for. next fall, 
Johnson bought half of “Zane 
Grey Theatre” Thursdays at 9, and 
picked up alternate weeks of the 
adjacent Thursday at 8:30 period. 
No show set yet for the 8:30 slot. 

Buy gives Johnson three alteri 
nate-week half-hours on the web, 
since It’s a longtime Red Skelton 
sponsor on Tuesday nights. Money 
for the two hew buys came from 
its cancellation of the Steve Allen 
show on NBC-TV. Johnson won’t 
have any sponsorship on NBC next 
fall, with Its CBS aggregate giving 
it maximum discounts there. 

Johnson succeeds Ford as alter¬ 
nate with General Foods on “Zane 
Grey,” with Ford having skipped 
over to NBC and “Wagon Train” 
for the same purpose, of consoli¬ 
dating Its discounts. Johnson, inci¬ 
dentally, picked up a summer-only 
deal on CBS Wednesdays at 8:30, 
to give it year-round exposure on 
Columbia. 

NBC-TV, in a radical departure 
from the “repeat” and “summer 
filler” pattern of past years, • is 
Utilizing five half-hour periods 
starting late In June; to test hew 
programs in the hope that some of 
them can be salvaged for the new. 
fall season. All of them are of the 
game - quiz - participation. genre. 
Three will be slotted 7:30 to 8 in 
the evening; two iri the afternoon, 
one of the latter being a cross-the- 
board daytime version of a 7:30 
new entry; 

It’s the first time that a serious 
attempt has been made to utilize, 
the summertime spectrum as a try¬ 
out spot for .what, the network be¬ 
lieves to be potentially prrimisirig 
fall-winter shows.. 

Here’s, the lineup:. 
On Monday, June 30, NBC pre¬ 

mieres a Joe Cates-NBC package 
called “Haggis Baggis.” It’s .. a 
variation on the game of Guggen¬ 
heim with merchandise and with a 
surprise windup gimmick. 

For Tuesdays, 7:30, NBC will, in¬ 
stall a W.vn Elliott-Peg ; Mayer 
package. “Pick A Winner,” starting 
June 24. It will have five con¬ 
testants and will include home par¬ 
ticipants. 

For Fridays 7:30, starting first 
week in July, a Coast-originating 
show called “Big Game” goes in. 
This was created by Jackson Stan- 

*Hey, That’* My Pop’ 
NBC-TV was all set to ne¬ 

gotiate a deal with Jack Link- 
letter, son of Art Linkletter, 
to emcee its new summertime 
game show “Haggis Baggis” 
when the : candidate for the 
job suddenly, discovered he 
would be slotted opposite his 
father’s.; “House Party” on 
CBS-TV. He gave it a quick 
nix. * 

Instead young Linkletter 
may emcee the nighttime yer- 
version of “Haggis” or the 
web’s new ‘Lucky Partner” 
show. 

Turbulent Period for NX Indies 
As They Jockey and Shift Gears 

Like Closing Up HVood 
Hollywood, May. 13. 

The last, strains of the "Mati¬ 
nee Theatre” themer June 27 
will sound a mournful dirge 
for 2,674 tv performers, who 
have drawn paychecks from 

. NBC in the three years of the 
tinted dramas; Actor Robert 
Karnes lived high Off the 
series, having been used 25 

:: .times;. 
Off payroll after “Matinee’s” 

last gasp will also be a crew 
of 270 in assorted duties, nine 
directors and four producers. 

Sponsors Scram 

Irate departure from WINS of 
roCk ‘n’ roll advocate Alan Freed 
marks the climax of several days 
of Intensive changes in the pro¬ 
gramming and personnel of New 
York City’s top independent radio 
stations. The shifts and fluctu¬ 
ations have been the most intense 
for any given brief span! in recent 
history. 

Iri approximately a month, near¬ 
ly a dozen noteworthy changes 
have occurred. Many fit into a 
pattern brought on by the rela¬ 
tively recent success- of that same 
WINS’ jazzed-up format. Gotham 
outlets WMCA, WNEW (longtime 
leader In the market), WMGM 
bided their tune for awhile after 
WINS took the lead, perhaps 
thinking that the indie Couldn’t 
stay up there, but when the audi¬ 
ence flow constantly went in 
WINS’ direction, things started 
popping. 

What happened to WINS’ Freed 
didn’t have anything to do with 
the pattern. And a simple change 
in owriership, plus a change at 
WNEW, brings Newark’s WNTA 
into the story. 

Chronologically, the first change 
occurred at WINS. Exactly what 
it had to do with WINS’ new; 
prominence nobody at. the station 
would or could say, but sales chief 
John Maupin. took his leave of the 

and. 

Bloc On 
WLIB’sl _ 

WLIB, N; Y. daytimer, has ex¬ 
panded its Negro programming 
bloc another five hours weekly, 
which boosts its Negro program¬ 
ming to 87% of its broadcast day. 

The revision which, does ’away 
with a one-hour Latino cross-the- 
board strip gives the station more 
Negro . programming than .. any 
other outlet in the N. Y, market, 
according tri gerieral manager 
Harry Novik. 

Part of the change .finds Ramon 
Bruce, deejay formerly with 
WAAT, Newark, holding down 
4 to 7 p.m. .spot. Station still de¬ 
votes two hours dally- to a Polish 
language and ; an AnglorJewish 
program. 

ley, who will probably produce.. 
It’s a game played, with plastic 
lions and tigers. 

Daytime entries, keyed to the 
switch in network option time., to 
2 to 5 and the - bumping of 
“Matinee Theatre,” will include a 
new Marty Stone yariation-on-a- 
bingo-theme game, “Lucky Part¬ 
ners.” This goes in at 2 o’clock. At 
2:30 will be a five-tiihes-a-week 
version of “Haggis; Baggis." Both 
start. June 30.. ■ (The 3 to 3:30 
cross-the-board period will - be 
filled by two Procter & Gamble- 
sponsored soap operas.) 

NBC’s upcoming “Brain or 
Brawn” game-quiz show is being, 
held back until the fall. It’s being 
brought In. under Liggett & Myers 
auspices. Ho\vever, ABC - TV’s 
‘ESP” (extrasensory perception) 

stanza also gets, a summertime 
premiere. So does the new Good- 
son-Todman “Number Please” en¬ 
try, which goes into the CBS-TV 
Tueusday 8:30 period. 

Perhaps more significantly in 
terms Of scope and risk, NBC is 
testing two other entries, one the 
hourlpng live mysterioso series in 
color, out of N. Y. tentatively titled 
“The Inspector,’- which will re¬ 
place the Eddie Fisher-Geofge 
Gobel hoflr, the other the new 
western, “Jodie,” which subs Ten¬ 
nessee Erriie Ford. Both are out Of 
the MCA. shop, With the agericy’s 
live drama operation in N. Y. han¬ 
dling “Inspector” and Revue Pro¬ 
ductions doing “Jodie.”- Ford un¬ 
derwrites the latter. • 

- As far as Steve Allen personally 
is concerned, he’s locked up tight 
at NBC, having . fust. been handed 
his ’58-59 ticke'C but nonetheless 
there’s more than ai little concern 
at NBC over the Sunday night 8 
tp-9 commercial status in the three j Elroy McCaw-owned outlet 
way Allen-Ed SulIivan-'Maveriek” : was immediately replaced, 
free-for-all. - } Many of the ensuing events took. 

:» Of late, Allen’s been third man j piace almost at once, but in an. 
on the rating poll, but of more ; attempt to bring some semblance 
vital concern is the fact that only j of order out "of the shennanigans 
Greyhound , of. his four present-the following- “WINS - inspired" 
“count me in” on a new season i. moves were made: 
pickup. Johnson’s Wax is reported [ To start the ball rolling in a 
as pulling out, and that alone is i big way Mort Fleischl, who was 
said to represent about $3,000,000 j boss of WMCA for seven years, 
in billings, Allen’s other sponsors ; quit a month ago afte« a sharp tus- 
are Timex and Polaroid, neither i sle with owner Nathan Straus: As 
of which have, come through, with. reported iater on, Fleischl wanted 
renewals. I to inject more of the rock ’n’ roll 

As for ABC, which is riding | into the format and owner. Straus 
wide , and handsome in the fore- , nixed the .idea. Actually the argu- 
front with “Maverick,” the Kaiser! ment had beeri going on for weeks 
blessing^ for a firm full. season’s • before - but only developed into 

N. Y. B’cast Pioneers 
Elect McDonald Prexy 

New, slate of officers of N. Y. 
Chapter of Broadcast Pioneers has 
Joseph A- McDonald of NBC as 
prexy; Edward P. Shurlck, Blair 
TV, Jeff Sparks, UN, and. Arthur 
Simon, Radio-TV Daily, as’ yeepees; 
Vera Brennan,. SSC&B, secretaiy 
and Charles A. Wall, treasurer. 

pickup on a solo sponsorship basis 
has; already come through. In the 
case of Sullivan. Eastman Kodak’s 
contract rides through until the 
end of the year and aven if Lin¬ 
coln fails to renew, it’s understood 
that Eastman wouldn’t be averse 
to going for the full hour of Sulli¬ 
van on its own. However, there’s 
no word from Lincoln as yet one 
way or the other. 

MARLBORO BACK TO 
CBS-TV WITH TRUTH’ 

Marlboro cigarets, which 
scrammed CBS-TV and network 
television (except for the Jack 
Paairi participations route) this 
spring when it cancelled its hunk 
of “Playhouse 90," is set to return 
to CBS in the fall. At that time it 
will pick up alternate-week spon¬ 
sorship on the Tuesday riight “To 
Tell the Truth” paneller, sharing 
the tab with Pharmaceuticals Inc.; 
show’s original sponsor of nearly 
two seasons. 

Deal was set via the Leo Burnett 
agency. Likelihood is that Pharma¬ 
ceuticals will shop for a second 
skip-week half-hour on CBS with 
the "Truth” coin, it’s saving. 

Hal Kanter Dickers 
CBS Producer Deal 

Hollywood. May 13. 
Hal Kanter and CBS-TV are 

talking a producer deal. He has 
had previous discussions with NBC- 
Understood he is insisting on d 
participation in any properties cre¬ 
ated by or assigned to him. It was 
the refusal of Dave OMalley to cut 
Kanter in. for a piece of the: George 
Gobel show that caused Kanter to 
withdraw as producer-head writer. 

If the deal Is finalized, Kanter 
would function as a creative pro¬ 
ducer and handle his own prop¬ 
erties. 

job-quitting dimensions the day 
before Fleischl ankled. (Previous¬ 
ly, Straus hired his son Peter as 
program director and now, at least 
for the time being, Straus Jr. and 
the sales chief have teamed with 
consultant Ralph Atlass in run¬ 
ning the station. Straus was made 
a veepee this week and. remains in 
charge of programming.) 

The most startling and all-en¬ 
compassing revamp took place the 
last week in April at fornjer lead¬ 
er WNEW. Art Ford, mainstay 
jock in the big indie’s lineup, was 
bounced. Station expressed dis¬ 
satisfaction with his work on many 
different levels, but it all came 
down to the pervading feeling in 
the trade that the outlet figured it 

(Continued on page 341 

ABC Scorecard: 

Hollywood, . May 13. 
Frank Sinatra will be given a 

year’s hiatus from his ABC-TV 
contract to fulfill commitments for 
three theatrical pictures, in which 
the web participates as a partner 
in his organization.. If time be¬ 
tween pictures allows, he’ll do 
some . live specs but a regular 
weekly series is not in the net’s 
plans for next season. . 

Sinatra will be one of 12 whose 
shows will not be back on ABC-TV 
next season. Others, being closed 
out after this season are Sid Cae- 
sar-Imogene Coca, “Navy Log.” 
“Circus Boy,” “Broken Arrow.” 
“Tombstone Territory," “Jim 
Bowie,” Walter Wirichell, Patrice 
Munsel, “Love That Jill” and Betty 
White, “West Point.” . 

As against these strikeouts. ABC- 
TV has 14 renewals and eight new 
shows firmed to date for next fall. 
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Its early decision to renew its distinguished dramatic 

series on the CBS Television Network* and to increase 

its investment in television with a program in the daytime** 

—indicates its confidence in the nation's economy. 

It also suggests its confidence in network television. 

No mere patron of the arts, Steel knows what to expect 

from network television—and gets it. 

It. knows that television's audience is constantly growing. 

It knows that the audience to its own dramatic program 

(an audience uMch averages more than 20,000,000for each 

broadcast) grows increasingly responsive. 

It knows that three out of every four adults in the nation 

have seen the program and that those who watch it have 

an even higher opinion of Steel's products and policies 

than those who don't. 

It knows that to open up new markets, expand old ones 

and maintain a f avorable image m the public mind, 

there is no more powerful medium at its command than 

network television. 

Like Steel, other major television advertisers who mean 

business have announced their renewals for the coming 

season: Allstate Insurance, American Tobacco, Campbell 

Soup, Kimberly-Clark, Socony-Mobil, and Westinghouse. 

And like Steel they employ the medium that provides the ' 

largest nationwide audiences in all advertising. 

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 

.•The United States Steel Hour, 

the award-winning series of 

live dramatic programs 

produced by the Theatre Guild, 

••Starting June 4, the Wednesday 

reports of the CBS Morning 

News with Richard C. Hottelet, 
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety’* weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu- feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each . of the feature ahd audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.nj. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. . have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies,, stations and advertisers in : time period. In .the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing •the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below, is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer- 
to such factors as the. time and day. the high and low ratings for the. measured tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

DAYTON, 0. 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIMESLOT • 

ARB 
RATING HIGH LOW 

SHARE OF 
AUDIENCE 

MAY 8, 1958 
TOP COMPETING SHOWS 

ARB 
BATING 

1. MADAM CURIE— 
_ Greer. Garson, Walter Pidgeon; 

1944; MGM; MGM-TV 

Gold Cup Matinee 
Sun. March 9 
2:00-4:00 p.m. 

WLWD 

12.9 13.9 11.3 45.8 Championship Bowling...... 
. Sunday Matinee......... . 

. WHIO 

.WHIO 
j..i5.7 

•/ 

2. ROUGH RIDERS OF CHEYENNE— 
Sunset Carson, Peggy Stewart; 
1945; Republic; Hollywood TV 

Wild West Show 
Tiies. March 11 
5:00-6:00 p.m. 

WHIO 

12.3 12.9 11.3 410 Sir Lancelot ... 
Mickey Mouse Club......... 

.WLWD 

.WLWD 

co
o

 
.s

fa
 

I. BWANA DEVIL— 
Robert Stack, Barbara 
Britton; 1953; U.A.; UA 

Sunday Matinee 
Sunday March 9 

3:00-4:30 p.m. 
WHIO 

12.0 12.6 11.3 89.8 Gold Cup Matinee ............ 
Omnibus ..... .. 

. WLWD 

.WLWD ......iii 

4. RAINBOW OVER TEXAS— Wild West Show 11.8 12.6 11.8 83.0 Superman ........... ........ .WLWD 
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans; 
1946; Republic; MCA-TV 

Mon. March 10 
5:00-6:00 pm. 

WHIO 

Mickey Mouse Club......... .WLWD 

5. GHOST VALLEY RAIDERS— 
Don Barry; 1940; Republic; 
Hollywood TV 

Wild West Show 
. .. Fri. March 14 '• 

5:00-6:00 p.m. 
WHIO 

10.9 11.3 10.6 37.8 , Buccaneers ........ 
Mickey Mouse Club......... 

.WLWD 
, WLWD 

«. GASLIGHT— 
Charles Boyer, Ingrid 
Bergman, Joseph Cotton; 
1944; MGM; MGM-TV 

Gold Cup Theatre 
Fri. March 14 .... 
11:15-1:30 a.m. 

WLWD 

10.4 : 12.3 7.6 58.2 Weather; Best of Hollywood. 
Your Evening Theatre.___ 

.WHIO 

.WHIO 
........ 8.8 
.... ... 2.8 

7. A TALE OF TWO CITIES— 
Ronald Coleman, Basil 
Rathbone; 1936; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

Gold Cup Theatre 
Sat. March 8 

11:15-12:00 pm. 
WLWD 

9.5 • .* D.6' : 9:3 44.3 Weather; Theatre.... 
Your Evening Theatre....... 

.WHIO 

. WHIO 

». SIERRA SUE— 
Gene Autry; 1941; Republic; 
MCA-TV Ltd. 

Wild West Show 
Thurs. March 13 

5:00-6:00 pm. 
WHIO 

8.9 9.9 8:3 25.6 Woody Woodpecker. 
Mickey Mouse Club.. i...... 

. WLWD 

. WLWD .......26.2 

9. DR. JEKYLL & MR, HYDE— 
Spencer Tracy, Lana 
Turner, Ingrid Bergman; 
1941; MGM; MGM-TV 

Gold Cup Theatre 
Mon. March 10 
11:15-1:15 am. 

WLWD 

8.0 - 9.3 7.0 70.5 Weather; Theatre 
Your Evening Theatre...... 

. WHIO ; 
■ WHIO ........ 2 5 

10. OUTLAWS OF THE DESERT— 
William Boyd, Andy Clyde; 
1941; Paramount; NBC Films 

Wild West Show- 
Wed. March 12 

5:00-6:00 p.m. 
WHIO 

7.4 7.6 73 29.9 Wild Bill Hlckok.. 
Mickey Mouse Club... *...... 

. WLWD 

. WLWD 

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. ■ * 

I! THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS 
TWICE— 

Lana Turner, John Garfield; 
1946; MGM; MGM-TV 

First Run Feature 
Sat. March 22 

10:15-12:00 pm. 
KKTV 

26.5 31.4 16.9 51.8 Million Dollar Movie. . ......, KRDO 

2. BAT AN— 
Robert Taylor, Thomas 
Mitchell; 1943; MGM; 
MGM-TV 

Diamond Theatre = 
Fri. March 21 

10:15-12:30 am. 
KKTV 

140 19.9 11.1 792 Night Editor.. . KRDOv ....... 6.6 

2. YOUNG BILL HICKOK— 
Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes; 
1940; Republic; MCA-TV 

Trail Riders Matinee 
Sat. March 22 . 
3:30-5:00 p.m. 

KRDO 

13.1 V 14 5 11.8 88.0 Country Music Jubilee..,..... 
All Star Golf... 

. KKTV , 

. KKTV . ....... 9.6 

4. KISS OF DEATH— 
Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy, 
Richard Wldmark; 1941; 20th 
Century Fox; NT A 

Home Theatre 
Sun. March 23 

10:30-12:00 p.m. 
KKTV 

9.9 111 5.7 61.6 Night Editor..... ... . . KKTV . -... 8.0 

1. OLD ACQUAINTANCE— 
Bette; Davis, Miriam Hopkins, 
Gig Young; 1943; Warner 
Bros.; AAP 

Night Editor 
Thurs. March 20 

9:30-11:45 p.m. 
KRDO 

8.8 9.8 7.4 32.2 Climax. . . 
Hollywood Mystery...... i... 

KKTV . 
KKTV , 

4. HARPOON— 
John Bromfield, Alyce Louis; 
1948; Screen Guild; 
Screen Gems Inc. 

Variety Matinee: 
. Sat. March 22 

2:15-3:30 pm. 
KRDO 

8,1 8.4 7.4 47.8 Pro Hockey Film Short., 
Big Picture..... .. 
Country Music Jubilee., 

. KKTV . 
KKTV . 
KKTV . 

7. PRINCESS O’ROURKE— 
Olivia DeHavilland, Robert 
Cummings, Jane Wyman; 1943; ^ 
Warner Bros.; AAP 

Night Editor 
Sun. March 23 
9:43-11:45 p.m. 

KRDO 

8.0 10.5 4,4 30.1 Zane Grey Theatre.. . 
Weather; News.............. 

.News; Home Theatre.... 
Home Theatre............... 

KKTV . 
KKTV , 
KKTV . 
KKTV . 

S. ESCAPE TO GLORY— 
Pat O’Brien, Constance Bennet; 
1940; Columbia; 
Screen Gems 

Late Show 
Wed. March 19 

10:30-11:45 p.m. 
KKTV 

7.8 8JL ' : 7,4 71.1 Night Editor......;.. KRDO . . . - . 2.8 

9. RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND— 
Tab Hunter, Dawn Addams; 
1934; U.A.; UA 

Night Editor 
Fri. March 21 

10;i3-ll :30 p.m. 
KRDO 

0.0 7.4 €.1 25.1 Diamond Theatre....... KKTV . ..18.6 

10. BAD LORD BYRON— 
Dennis Price, Joan Greenwood, 
Mai Zetterllng; 1952; 

Million. Dollar Movie 
Sat. March 22 

9:30-12:15 a m. 

5.8 9.1 0.3 15.4 Lawrence Welk____ 
Weather; First Run 

KKTV . 

tflTTV • 

.... ...44.8 

J. Arthur Rank; NTA KRDO First Run Feature............ 
JVlWi V • 
kKtv . 
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Tele Fellow-lip Comment 
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Wide WideWorid 
. '‘Wide Wide World” took ^ leis¬ 
urely Sunday stroll along Fifth 
Avenue and even though it rained 
a bit, the walk Was frequently de¬ 
lightful, definitely informative and 
took. in the length and breath of 
the. street. 

The cameras viewed the avenue 
from its beginnings in Washington 
Square in the Greenwich Village, 
area, and Wound up in the slums of 
Harlem on the banks of the Harlem 
River. In between there’s a street 
of delightful contrasts with archi¬ 
tecture from Stanford White to 
Frank Lloyd Wright, from the 
struggling artists in the Village to 
the art treasures of the Metropoli¬ 
tan Museum of Art, from the swank 
atelier of Bergdorf-Goodman to the 
mean storefronts in Harlem. Rook¬ 
eries . and millionaires row, the. 
harsh realities and dream worlds 
all seem to blend on Fifth Ave. 

In several sequences, entire 
shows could be built upon single 
portions of this program. Green¬ 
wich Village, for example, could 
make a fine, display in itself, as 
could Rockefeller Centre, and of 
course, the Metropolitan Museum, 
or the zoo. In each of these seg¬ 
ments, the cameras lingered lov¬ 
ingly. The comments gave the 
show a degree of depth. Indeed, 
some of the facts unearthed are 
staggering. Qf course, nothing sur¬ 
prises in the Village, But, the stat¬ 
istics on Rockefeller Centre, for 
example,., would impel a bit of 
headscratching. The trip through 
Bergdorf’s was most interesting. It 
showed how Paris originals are 
copied, to what lengths the staff 
must go to design a fur coat. One 
sable shown , retails at $60,000, but 
that, the commentator said, in¬ 
cludes the lining. The Metropoli¬ 
tan treasures are indeed dazzling. 
From the master painters to repro¬ 
ductions of the great dining halls 
or the old world/all are to .be seen 
in this vast treasurehouse.. 

The cameras stopped only short¬ 
ly in Harlem: It brushed off the 
realities of that slum area with just 
a couple of peaks, but dwelt at 
greater length on what steps are 
being taken for that area to lift 
itself out of the mean blight in 
which it finds itself. 

“WWW” was excellently con- 
-. eejved and written. Indeed, there 
was a poet’s eye in its conception 
and a genuine love for that tremen¬ 
dous thorofare in its execution. 

It must have made a great many 
turn a nostalgic thought to the de¬ 
lightful rides from: the upper deck 
of the old Fifth Ave. busses that 
used to be available. Jose. 

Mike Wallace Interview 
As the third stanza in the pro¬ 

jected 13-week “Sufvival and Free¬ 
dom” series produced by ABC-TV 
In association with the Fund for 
the Republic, U. S. Supreme Court 
William O. Douglas' made a vigor¬ 
ous "defense of democratic rights 
under sharp probing by Mike Wal¬ 
lace. Unusual was a -Supreme. Court 
Judge's consent to risk Wallace’s 
tough questioning, even more un¬ 
usual was Douglas' all-out defense 
of. freedom of speech for all, in¬ 
cluding the Communists. Fascists, 
racists or any crackpot group which 
has some ideas to retail. . 

Within the hare question-and- 
answer format of-this show there 
emerged a rugged portrait of Jus¬ 
tice Douglas as an uncompromising 
Jeffersonian democrat. Repeatedly, 
he asserted that the greatest values 
of American society lay in the con¬ 
cepts, of freedom, equality and the 
superiority Of the individual con¬ 
science over the needs of: the state. 
Conversely, big accented the danger 
to;jiberty inherent in the current 
trends towards “orthodoxy” in 
every sphere of life. As Justice 
Douglas phrased his position, 
“there should be no limit on speech 
and no horizon on debate.” 

Wallace's conduct of the Inter¬ 
view was admirable. His queries 
were consistently directed to the 
heart of the matter and he chal¬ 
lenged Douglas’ philosophy by 
voicing a series of arguments 
against unlimited freedom of 
speech. Included among these was 
the old chestnut that absolute free¬ 
dom of speech was impossible since 
that would be a license for a man 
to ciy “fire” in a theatre. But 
While the questioning hit the prob¬ 
lem hard, Wallace, at the same 
time, was careful to avoid, the kind 
of specific issues and personalties 
on which it would not have been 
proper for a High Court justice to 
comment. Hern. 

Studio One In Hollywood 
' The killing of a Japanese civilian 
by ap American GI, which figured 
prominently in the news last year, 
apparently inspired; “The KurishikiJ 
Incident," on the CBS-TV “Studio1 

One” series Monday night - (12V. 
Roger O. Hirson’s script took off 
from a dramatic premise of an 
American soldier’s accidental shoot¬ 
ing Of a Japanese boy, but then 
sputtered r into a wordy, inconclu¬ 
sive and highly sentimental tract 

The story was elementary. The 
American GI, seeking absolution 
for his act, visits .the Japanese 
boy’s family, meets his sister and 
falls in love. The sister, however, 
does not know how her brother 
was killed and when the soldier 
confesses the deed, she rejects him. 
Later, under instruction from her 
mother, she relents and accepts 
him back. It was a very chaste 
affair with no kisses! but plenty of 
talk exchanged between the Amer¬ 
ican and Japanese lovers. 
- John Cassavetes, as the Ameri¬ 
can soldier, turned in a persuasive 
and sensitive performance that was 
the stanza’s chief, focus of interest, 
Michi Kpbi, as the Japanese girl, 
was pretty and conveyed the kind 
of delicacy and quaintness which is 
the new postwar substitute for the 
“yellow peril” in the lexicon of 
American stereotypes. Sessue Hay- 
akawaa, as the girl’s uncle, had 
very little to do except look sad 
and wise. Heim. 

. Lawrence Welk Show 
Success hasn’t gone to Lawrence 

Welk’s head. He’s been driving 
the Dodge parade for close to three 
years on ABC-TV and he’s stuck 
to same simple, schmaltzy format 
that seems to ‘ have eluded 'other 
bandleaders shooting for the same 
tv click. 

The Welk beat continues brisk 
and bouncy* and his vocalist lineup, 
Lennon Sisters, Alice Lom. Larry 
Deane, etc., hit the choruses 
squarely.. It’s, a steady format that 
has camera shooting at band, solo¬ 
ists, and audience in a fluid man¬ 
ner. •; 

On show caught Saturday (10), 
Welk had plenty of sentiment to 
play with. It was Mother’s Day 
eve and the maestro made sure no¬ 
body forgot it. He programmed 
such as “Mother Macree,” “When 
Your Hair Has Turned To Silver,” 
“Mother” and “Throw Mama From 
The Train A Kiss” and delivered 
'em all in'a proper gushy manner. 

Despite parodists and scorn from 
the sophisticates, Welk has found 
the formula for. turning corn into 
gold and you can’t take that away 
from him. • Gros. 

NBC Matinee Theatre . 
With “Matinee Theatre” due to 

be abandoned by NBC-TV at the 
end . of the season as “too expen¬ 
sive^’ this Albert McCleery producr 
tion came up with one of its bet¬ 
ter presentations Friday (9) in a 
colorcast of “Angel Street.”- Par¬ 
ticularly noteworthy was the fact 
that Vincent Price, Judith.Evelyn 
and Leo G. Carroll were on hand 
to recreate their roles ini the 
Broadway version of Patrick Ham¬ 
ilton’s meller. 

Although an avalanche of spot an¬ 
nouncements occasionally marred 
the mood and atmosphere of Wal¬ 
ter Grauman’s adaptation of the 
20-year-old original piece, gripping 
performances on the part : of the 
three principals managed to save 
its effectiveness. . Exceptionally 
fine was Miss Evelyn's emotional 
stint at the finale when she hysteri¬ 
cally refuses to help her homicidal 
husband to escape the l^w.. 

As most viewers probably recall, 
this turn-of-the-century psychol¬ 
ogical thriller concerns a murderer 
who strives to eliminate his wife by 
driving her insane. Whilp. many 
years hive passed since Price es¬ 
sayed the husband’s part, he still 
was smooth, sinister and possessive 
of a frightening leer. 

Nor has time dimmed Led G. 
Carroll’s flair for the role of the 
detective: who unmasks Price for. 
what he Is; :His was a quiet, meti¬ 
culous performance that could well 
have . 'been overplayed. Karen 
Scott, cast .as the maid, handled it 
a bit too broadly. Condensed tele- 
play eliminated the part of the 
housekeeper who was seen in the 
original. A living room set was 
typical of the gaslight era and 
Grauman’s direction managed to 
bring out the suspense despite the 
interminable plugs. Gilb. - 

KGKO Fetches 450G 
Dallas, May. 13. 

The Balaban group of radio and 
tv stations has announced the pur¬ 
chase here of KGKO, with the sale 
subject to the approval of the 
Federal Cpmmunicatlon Commis¬ 
sion. Sales price was said to be 
$450,000. * 

WUTHERING HEIGHTS 
(Da Pont Show of the Month) 
With Richard Burton, Rosemary 

Harris, Denholm Elliott, Cath- 
leen Nesbitt, Barry'Jones, Rob¬ 
ert Flyming, Angela Thornton, 
Bernard Miles, Michel Ray, John 
Colices, PattyDuke, others . 

Producer: David Snssldnd 
Director* Daniel Petrie 
Adaptation (of Emily -Bronte's 

novel): James Costigan 
90 Mins., Fri. (9), 9:30 pjn. 
DU PONT 
CBS-TV, from New York 

(BBD&O) 
Emily Bront e’s “Wuthering 

Heights” had another go-rpund 
last Friday night (9) when it .was 
presented on CBS-TV as the Du 
Pont “Show of the Month” and, for 
all of David Susskind and his Tal¬ 
ent Associates’ high and lofty re¬ 
gard for video dramatics, it ranted 
and shouted itself almost out of 
believability. . 

Adapted by‘the fine and exact¬ 
ing hand of James Costigan and 
boasting a cast of eminent per¬ 
formers as Richard Burton, Rose¬ 
mary:: Harris, Denholm Elliott, 
Bany Jones, Cathleen Nesbitt, Rob¬ 
ert Flyming and Angela Thornton, 
among others .this latest reincarna¬ 
tion of the old Bronte war horse 

: (w> ich, incidentally, followed ; on 
the heels of the newest Broadway 
revival of “Jahe Eyre”), couldn’t 
quite succeed in hurdling a thrice- 
told repetition. 

In some respects it was quite un¬ 
fortunate, for the Susskind devo¬ 
tion to qualitative production, all 
on an . ambitious and imaginative 
scope and richly endowed in its 
physical trappings, were of a di¬ 
mension to excite the viewer into 
renewed interest. Similarly, Cos- 
tigan’s adaptation, of the Bronte 
novel, both in the breaking down 
of the story for dramatization and 
in projecting the fiery, complex 
and passion-driven lovers, was on 
a meritorious level. The continu¬ 
ity was always smooth . and the 
story progression uninterrupted. 

Were the performers obedient 
to .these Susskjnd-Costigan cues it 
might have been something else 
again, granted that one could jus¬ 
tify the need for a resurrection of 
the Bronte melodramatics. Cer¬ 
tainly in view of the lurid qualities 
of this highly-emotional tale that 
borders at times; on the mystic, 
plus the need for believability and 
fervor on the part of the perfor¬ 
mers, Daniel Petrie had himself a 
rough assignment in controlling 
the performances. They just 
seemed to get away from him, in¬ 
tensity being, translated, into hys¬ 
teria. • 

... Richard Burton made an. impas¬ 
sioned Heathcliff, butioo much so, 
particularly in the closing scenes 
with Cathy on her death bed and 
later at her grave. Rosemary Har¬ 
ris gave a slightly more disciplined 
performance, at times r e a ll y 
achieving the lovely and tragic 
Cathy; But overall the perform¬ 
ances moved on an exaggerated 
key. Rose. 

Salute to1 mike todd 
(Night Beat) 
With Robert Sylvester, John Chap¬ 

man, . Sir Cedrie Hardwicke, 
Maurice Zolotow, Mrs. Billie 
Pizer, Robert J. Levin, Bill Doll, 
John Wingate 

Co-producers: Marlene Sanders, 
Morton Silverstein 

Writers; Ellen Shapiro, Herbert 
Dorfman . 

69 Mins.; Wed. (7), 11p.m. 
WABD, from New York 

Some of the. boys who nad deal¬ 
ings with the late Mike Todd gath¬ 
ered round John Wingate On “Night 
Beat” and spun sentimental tales 
about the showman’s spectacular 
and shrewd shenanigans in behalf 
of his manifold show biz endeavors. 
There was really nothing new the 
boys added to the Todd legend hut 
what they did say merely con¬ 
firmed previous estimates of his 
prowess as promoter and showman. 

Wingate opened with Todd ap¬ 
praisals penned by Ward More¬ 
house, the drama: critic, and 
Variety’s Abel Green, plus film 
clips of the showman and Elizabeth 
Taylor on the personal appearance 
circuit in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. Rob 
Sylvester, the News’ Broadway col¬ 
umnist and novelist, told Wingate 
that Todd was highly aggressive, 
more clown than villain; a dedi¬ 
cated gambler who did not take 
money too seriously. Sylvester was 
followed by Mrs. Billie Pizer, who 
had been Todd's wardrobe mistress 
in four shows. She said She was 
crazy about him, “he was just a 
doll, my pal and my pet” 

Sir Cedric Hardwicke recounted 
his perilous adventure; atop the 
pachyderm 'in Madison ' Square 
Garden during the famous Todd 
party and saluted him for his will¬ 
ingness to assume risks. Without 
risks, there’d be no Hamlet, no 
Ibsen, ho Shaw, Sir Cedric ob-j 
served. He also related how Todd 
had tried to sway him into playing 
the role of Louis B. Mayer in an 

(Continued on page 40) J 

WNTA-TVs Razzmatazz Preem 

By ART WOODSTONE Monday followup was another good 

KV still a tossup whether the ! pf^Hern^n^am^lfaneled^by^Hfton 
Daniel* Hildy Parks and Walter 
Kiernan (who is likely to prove one 
of the station’s best assets), dem¬ 
onstrated their knowledge of cur¬ 
rent events. Like “Story.” the 
Monday show was interesting but 
maybe a little ways out in terms of 
mass audience appeal. Certainly, 
these two are better than most of 
what’s on competition time. 

Richard Willis is installed night- 

Ted Cott razzmatazz parlays 13 into 
the bigtime “lucky 13” sweep- 
stakes, but; profit or no, this much 
can .be said—the Jazzed-up WNTA- 
TV programming sked and the ac¬ 
companying hoopla has put Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates’. Channel 
13 back on the video map in the 
greater metropolitan New York 
area, and all eyes in the trade are, iy at 6. As ot old (on WRCA-TV, 
riveted on what HTA station chief! in N.Y.), Willis devotes a lot of 
Cott is going to 6o next. On the|time to fixing faces and coifs and 
hasis of thp initial wppIc it lbnkc ■giying beauty advice to ladies from basis of the initial week, it looks .the audierice. Since he’s on in the 

evening instead of the daytime, 
however, he has fashion tips for the 
boys too. On opening night, things 
tended to drag as. Willis stretched 
his bits and pieces into seven and 
eightrminute projects, but he bal¬ 
anced the scales by taking himself 
and the proceedings lightly; Willis 
is not above a corny laugh or two. 

In . expanding on a previous state¬ 
ment about Walter Kiernan proving 
a decided asset to WNTA, Cott has 
inserted him between showings of 
his Monday - Wednesday - Friday 
first-run features to do a five- 
minute hews capsule. The clever, 
personable and highly informative 
handling foggy-voiced Kiernan 
gives the twice-nightly news and 
leaiures makes him one of the best 
—if not the best—tv commentator 
in tpvvn. Only trouble is his follow¬ 
ers are going to find it hard pin¬ 
ning down the time he is to appear, 
since the appearances depend on 
the length of the sflick, 

WNTA is moving slowly anent its 
Saturday - Sunday programming, 
.which presently,, contain a lot or 
“Cott filler,” plus offbeat specials 
like chess. But prospects there 

►improve when baseball comes into 
view. Dodgers and Giants, from 
out-of-town berths, are sometimes 
skedded for weekend exposure in 
the big town. Baseball will also 
pepper the regular weeknight- 
weekday sked. 

Though having presented as 
much, that is good as bad in its first 
week, WNTA has considerable po¬ 
tential. WNTA executives have 
already shown considerable imag¬ 
ination and a fair . amount of 
commensurate daring. 

promising. 
In following the programming 

launched by NTA on and since 
Wednesday (7), when the reins 
shifted from the Rosenhaus clan, 
it’s lair to say that the tv station’s 
immediate program prospects are 
not city-rshaking, but it’d be unfair 
to ; judge an operation in which 
veteran Cott has any say by its pro¬ 
gram content alone. Cott’s reputa¬ 
tion as one of the more promotion- 
wise cookies in the business is 
hardly a secret, and since "WNTA 
got underway, it’s a rep he’s lived 
up to in spades. 

That flurry of big ads in the local 
dailies (especially the ‘Times) and 
the consistent rapport Cott’s estab¬ 
lished with the press on the .edi¬ 
torial end must, in some part, have 
been responsible for that wow 
opening night rating on WNTA’s 
’grind movie” technique. Station 

ran a 10.6 average quarter-hour 
rating (third highest in- the . city) 
throughout the three continuous 
Wednesday showings of 20th’s 
‘Snake Pit.” As good as it was. 
‘Pit” is the kind of. morbid flick 

that normally might chase away a 
lot of customers, who, without the 
impetus of excellent advance press, 
might look to another channel for 
lighter entertainment. Idea of do¬ 
ing three exposures per night (and 
simultaneously announcing that “if 
you don’t catch it now you won’t 
have another chance for at least 
six months”) is a pretty good one. 
At least it’s Cott’s distinctive vari¬ 
ation on the feature film repeat 
formula. 

In seven days, WNTA has proved 
one. thing—the station isn’t afraid 
to . try new. things. And nothing 
seenris to have been undertaken 
without also seriously considering 
the promotional impact on trade 
and public. And win. lose or draw, 
it’s imaginative. Take for instance, 
a Sunday two-hour special during 
which chess champ, 15-year-old 
Bobby Fisher, took on better than 
a dozen opponents at once. As good 
a game as it Is, it’s obvious that 
chess is a minority sport and, as 
televised by WNTA, it wasn’t par¬ 
ticularly exciting. . One viewer 
tuned out on the play fairly early, 
with the intention—which he never 
kept—of tuning back in just before 
the 5 p.m. deadline to see how the 
boy genius had faired against the 
other experts. Trying chess, how¬ 
ever, makes news. 

WNTA has stolen rival WABD’s 
live local programming thunder. It 
has launched a series of five differ¬ 
ent 7-7:30 panel shows, some of 
which were good and others viewed 
were bad. In this respect, Channel 
13 began slowly on the initial day 
with “Gags: to Riches.” a tired re¬ 
vise on “Can You Top This?” em¬ 
ceed by Joey Adams, who was far 
from scintillating. The star of that 
show ‘(which also employed Betty j 
Kean and Lew Parker) was a fast- 
talking comic named Jackie Kan- 

A TIME FOR BOOKS 
With Prof. Floyd Zulli Jr. 
Producer: Warren Kraetzer 
Director: Ned Cramer 
30 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m. 
THE HERITAGE CLUB 
WCBS-TY, New York 

(Franklin Spier) 
Those late-risers in . New York 

W'ho’ve never had the gumption to. 
get up at 6:30 in the morning for 
one Of Dr. Floyd Zulli’S WCBS-TV 
“Sunrise Semester” lectures can 
now gander the NYU prof on Sun¬ 
day afternoons, and in a commer¬ 
cial format yet, “Sunrise Semes¬ 
ter,” of course, is the NYU for- 
credit course in comparative litera¬ 
ture-which has made the classics 
bestsellers in the N.Y. bookstores 
and restored educational tv to re¬ 
spectability. 

But both Dr. Zulli’s devotees and 
those who’ve never seen him are 
bound to be disappointed in his 
Sunday segment. A half-hour de¬ 
voted to a single work Is just too 
confining for Dr. Zulli; his Sun¬ 
day technique, though no more 
pedantic than his morning style, 
lacks the infectious enthusiasm of 
the morning sessions and leaves 

non. On Thursday, the slotter-at-7, the viewer with an informative but 
‘Make- Up/ Your\Mind,” with Don-, by no means an exciting lecture: 

- Dr. Zulu's chief asset in his 
oa. - morning program has been his en¬ 

thusiasm- He’s a cold starter, stiff 
and formal, but within 10 minutes, 
he warms to his work and is off on 
an excursion into the life and times 
of his subject that bubbles with 
wit. urbanity and insight. In de¬ 
voting a full week to each bonk, 
he’s been able to leave his tv stu¬ 
dents with lasting values. 

In the Sunday show, limiting 
himself to one work in the half- 
hour, Dr. Zulli never got a chance 
to warm up, had to pack so much 
information and analysis on Jane 
Austen and “Pride-and Prejudice” 
into 30 minutes that his enthusnsm 
never got the better of him. Which 
is too bad, for the lecture itself 
was a awarding one. . And the 
program was a fine showcase for 
the sponsr, the Heritage Club, 
which distributes low-cost but well- 
made editions of the classics. Per¬ 
haps WCBS-TV ought to try sus¬ 
taining an additional half-hour in 
“A Time for Books.” W'ith an hour 
format, perhaps Dr. Zulli would 
feet less crowded and better at¬ 
tuned to his subject Chan. 

Stopping for a moment at Thurs¬ 
day, the station pulled a real coup 
by presenting Art Ford (who con¬ 
tinues ; as a . Friday feature on 
WABD as well) In a much-heralded 
90-minute jazz . show. Simple in 
theory and practice, the stanza 
drew a lot of first-night attention. 
It’ll continue as a regular live fea¬ 
ture on the Newark-based indie. 

There is a fluidity to Cott’s pro¬ 
gram thinking which it might do 
well to continue, even if the sta¬ 
tion gets on a stronger financial 
footing, which in tv generally paves 
the road for the static. Throwing 
In such specials as a filmed reprise 
of. the Army-McCarthy hearings 
(with H. V, Kaitenborn doing the 
commentary) was a definite plus— 
plus the act that the one-shot tech¬ 
nique again, had its press ramifica¬ 
tions. * ' 

On to Friday, when WNTA 
launched the best of the first three 
7 p.m. panelers. “Make Up a 
Story,” guided by a dignified, yet 
pliant Cy Harfice, ‘was a nice. con¬ 
glomeration of ad libs by some j 
pretty well-known authors. The 
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Not for us the sedentary life. No sir! CNP’s our name and danger’s our game— 

has been ever since we started our new series, DANGER IS MY BUSINESS!* 

With characteristic CNP initiative and derring-do, we set out to bring something 

different into syndication—adventure to stir even the tiredest blood. Not the every¬ 

day brand of synthetic rehash--made in the peace and quiet of studio sound stages 

—but honest-to-goodness, on-the-spot, filmed-in-color* sagas of actual men to whom 

danger is the only way of life. And, by Hemingway, we’ve done it! 

Ah, the perils we’ve looked upon unafraid! While cameramen have flown on patrols 

into the eyes of hurricanes, clambered out upon the naked girders of rising sky¬ 

scrapers, accompanied nitro-shooters into blazing oil fields—we've never so much 

as blinked an eye. 

In fact, the only risk we've refused to face is a business risk. When it comes to 

tfmt, we bntyhet bn a sure thi^ 

'Available in color or black-and-white 

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
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fV7-_»W; mpf rDiTT GT? ^'ITV 1>V Y^TT'V DD ArD A Tit ril A PT Variety’s weekly dhart is based on the 22 jnajor markets regularly repotted by Teler 
PjAttTETy *lljLljrLIL5£i LI 1 I *o l^Lil 1 1 r aUvIIAIU a • pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered 

over the course of a year. CUics will be rotated. iceekly.The. Variety chart is a ccnopilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in: each 
market. Under the top 10. v-uUi'-wVekly heading. the ( + ) stands for local programming and the .'(.*) for network shows. 

PHILADELPHIA 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS >V. 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. 

.1. Perry Como 'Sat. 8:00-9:00) . . . . . . ..WRCV 41,9 
2. Gunsmoke <Sat. 10:00-10:30) . . . WCAU' 36.5 
3. Restless Gun 'Mon. .8:00-8:30) .. '.. WRCV 33.7 
4. Danny Thomas'Mon. 9:00-9:30) .. WCAU 33.4 
5. Tales of Wells Fargo <Mon. 8:30-9). ..WRCV 31.9 
6* Eve Got a Secret (Wed: 9:30-10:00).. WCAU 30.9 
6. Wyatt Earp 'Tues. 8:30-9:00) ...WFIL 30.9 
7. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) . WCAU . 30.6 
8. Person to Person 'Fri, 10:30-11:00) WrCAU 30.5 
9. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) . WCAU 30.2 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG: 

1. tPopeye CVI-F 6:00-6:30)  WFIL 26:4 
2. +Mickey Mouse Club )M-F 5:30-6:00) WFIL 23.0 
2. tstarr Theatre >M-F 6:30-7:00) WEIL . 23.0 
3. -J-News, Facenda, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) WCAU 19.1 
4. *Amer. Bandstand (M-F 2:30-5:00). . WFIL 17.7 
6. *Guiding Light *M-F 12:45-1:00) . .. /WCAU 14.8 
6. +Sports Final (M-F 11:15-11:30) . . WCAU 14.5 
7. *S’rch for T’m’rr’w (M-F 12:30-12:45). WCAU 14.2 
8. *Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a m ), . WRCV . 14.1 
9. -"As the World Turns (M-F 1:30^2) . . WCAU 14.0 
9. vNews-Wea. LM-F 11:00-11:15) WRCV 14-0 

Stations: WCAU, WFlU WRCV, WVUE. TV Hbmesr 1,160.000. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME: STA^ DISTRB. 

1. Popeye (M-F 6:00) /. ,. .'./ ., .. :. WFIL..... AAP 
2. San Francisco 86*31 (Sat. 10:30),'.-.. . WCAU.... CBS 
3.. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00) ... .V.... WCAU... . Ziv 
4. Frontier Doctor .(Thurs. 7:00) ...... WCAU - •.HTS 
5. Honeymooners. (Tues. 7:00) . WRCV .... CBS 

5. Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30) ....... WCAU ,.. MCA 
6. Annie Oakley (Sat, 5:30) >' ./ . ... .^WCAU ..... CBS 
6. Harbor Compiahd (Fri. 7:00) WCAU... . Ziv 
6. Sky King (Sat. 6:0Q) :. //,/>.,.... ..WCAU... .Nabisco 

• >7. Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:00) .../;. WCAU .. 
8. Gray Ghost (Mon: 7:00)/./... v, . WCAU: .. 
9. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) ..,... WRCV: 

110. Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00) ....... r.. WCAU -/. 
j 11. Popeye (Sat. 6:30) ... ........ . WFIL!. 

12. Boots and Saddles (Tues. 10:30).... WRCV.,. 
12. State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00) ....... WRCV... 
13. Martin Kane (Wed. 10:30) :.;.. . WRCV . - 
14. Mr. District Attorney (Fri.. 7:30); . .... WCAU... 
15. 26 Men (Wed. 7:00) .. ./ s, . ..WRCV... 
16. Silent Service (Sun. 6:30) ....... ../WFIL,... 

AV, 
RTG. 

AV. 
SH. 

TOP COMPETITION 

PROGRAM STA. 
AV. 

RTG. 

26.4 67 Beat the Clock ..... ...WCAU 8.3 

22.9 38 Your Hit Parade ... ...WRCV 21.2 
21.2 50 Popeye ............ ...WFIL 15.0 
19.9 41 State Trooper ;..... ...WRCV 15.9 
19.5 44 ( TV Newsreel ...,. ...WFIL 11.7 

1 News—John Daly . ...WFIL 12.7 
19.5 38 Boots and Saddles .. .. .WRCV* * 15.9 

18.5 54 Damon Runyon .... ...WFIL 82 
18.5 44 Studio 57 .... ...WRCV 11.9 
18.5 56 (TV Newsreel ..... ...WFIL 7 3 

1 Sports _/.. .. ...WFIL 7.3 

17,9 48 Reader’s Digest . > ... ...WFIL 10:9 

17.5 39 Death Valley Days .. .. . WRCV 17,2 

17.2 38 Gray Ghost ...WCAU 17.5 

16.9 38 26 Men .. ......... ..:wrcv 14.5 

16.0 42 (Official Detective ...WCAU 99 
(Highway Patrol ./.WCAU 21.2 

15.9 31 Mike Hammer .. . .. ...WCAU 1“9.5 

15:9 33 Frontier Doctor . . . . ...WCAU 19.9 

15.2 24 U.S, Steel Hour..... ;. . WCAU 27.5 

14.9 29 Rin Tin Tin ........ ... WFIL 21J9 
, 14.5 33 Whirlybirds .. ... WCAU 16.9 

13.2 34 * 20th Century ...... .. .WCAU 1315 

.NTA 
: CBS 
. U.S. Borax 
. CBS 
. A AP 

.NBC 

. MCA 

. Ziv 

.Ziv 
ABC 
NBC 

DETROIT Stations: CKLW, WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ. TV Homes: 986,700. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

top ten Network shows 

1. Gunsmoke <Sat. 10:00-10:30). ....... WJBK 42.2 
2. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) //:... . WXYZ 37.9 
5. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ...... . . . . WXYZ 36.0 
4. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ....... WXYZ 35.0 
4. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00) .WWJ 35.0 
6. Danny Thomas (Mon-.-9:00-9:30) .... WJBK 32.9 
6. Broken Arrow‘Tues. 9:00-9:30) ... WXYZ 32:2 
7. Wells Fargo ‘Mon. 8:30-9:00) _WWJ 31.9 
8. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WJBK 31.5 
9. Restless Gun «Mon. 8:00-8:30) .....WWJ 31.2; 
9. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00). . .. WJBK 31.2 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. Popeye (M-F 6:00-6:30) >■ .. CKLW 26.2 
2. * Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WXYZ 23 3 
3. *Amer. Bandstand «M-F 3-3:30. 4-5) WXYZ 19.4 
4. vDetroit Bandstand (M-F 5:00-5:30). WJBK 17.4; 
5. 'News—Jac Legoff <M-F 11-11:15!*.: WJBK l7;l 
6. ’"Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.iri.).. WWJ 15.6 
6. *Trust Your Wife (M-F 3:30-4:00) .: WXYZ 15.6 
7. *Art Linkletier tM-E 2:30^3:00) . ... WWJ 15:0 
7. +Soup’s On (M-F 11:00-11:30) ...WXYZ 15.0 
8. * Verdict Is Yours < M-F 3:30-4:00) . .WJBK 13.4 

BUFFALO 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

' 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Gunsmoke iSat. 10:00-10:30) .......WBEN 42.2 
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) .... ....WGR 40.5 
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:301 .!..:. WGR 37.7 
Broken Arrow tTues. 9:00-9:30),.... WGR 35.2 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30) .... WBEN 35.0 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00). .WBEN 34.9 
Lassie (Sun. 7:00-7:30) .... ../. WBEN 33.9 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30rll:00) . . . WBEN 33,5 
T’p T’nes-New T’l’nt »Mn. 9:30-10:30) WGR 32.8 
Rin Tin Tin (Fri. 7:30-8:00)....... -.WGR 32.2 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. +11 O’clock News (W.F 11:00-11:15) WBEN 25.9 
2. -"Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WGR/ . 25.3 
3. tYour Esso Rptr, (M.T.Th. 11-11:15) WBEN 23.6 
4. "Amer. Bandstand (M-F 3-3:30, 4-5) WGR 19.2 
5. +Popeyes Pl’yh’se <M-F 9-9:30 a.im) WBEN 19.1 
6. +News-Poth, W’ea. (M-F 11-11:15) . . WGR 18.6 
7- *Do You Trust Wife (AI-F 3-3:30-4).. WGR : 17.8 
8. *Capt. Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.), . WBEN 17.1 
9. * Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00). ...WBEN 15.8 

10. *CBS News, Misc. (M-F 8:45-9 a.m.). 1 WBEN 15.5. 
10. +Wea., Sprts. Rev. (M-F 11:15-11:30) WBEN 15.5 

. 1. Popeye (Mon.-Sun. 6:00) . .... i ciIlw.. .. AAP 28.9 51 Frontier Doctor .WXYZ 19.5 
2. Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30) . . . . . . . WJBK.., ... Ziv 28.5 50 All Star Theatre ....... .WXYZ 12.3 
3; Honeymooners (Sat.. 10:30) ........ WJBK... . CBS 24.5 41 Tracer .. . .......... .WXYZ 16.9 
4. Annie Oakley (Tues. 6:30) ........ .WXYZ.. .. CBS .23,5 45 Mickey Rooney... . CKLW 15.2 
5. Silent Service (Thurs. 7:00) /WJBK.. .. NBC 20.9 37 Boots and Saddles ..... . .CKLW 19.5 
6. Boots and Saddles (Thu£s, 7:00) .. • . CKLW .. . NBC 19:5 35 Silent Service .. .WJBK 20.9 
.6; Frontier Doctor (Sun. 6:00) / Z.... , / WXYZ... /.HTS 195 36 Popeye ... . CKLW 14.5 
7. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) ... WWJ/,.. .. .U.S. Borax 19/2 39 Badge 714 _........ .WJBK 13.2 
7. Stories of the Century (Fri. 6:30)... ..WXYZ., . . Hollywood 19.2 33 Brave Eagle ........... . CKLW - 18.9 
8/ Brave Eagle (Fri. 6:30) /..;./.... .CKLW.. ..CBS 18.9 .33 Frontier Justice ......; WXYZ 19.2 
8. 26 Men (Sun.. 6:30) . .......... ../ : wxyz. . ..ABC 18.9 37 Premiere-Parade. ___ .WWJ 14.9 
9. Dr. Christian (Fri. 7:00) ;....% ..,. ./WJBK . .. Ziv 18.5 32 Last of the Mohicans ... .CKLW 17.2 
9. Sky King ‘Thurs. 6:30) .CKLW.. ,. Nabisco 18.5 36 Frontier Doctor ....... .WXYZ 13.5 

10. Topper (Wed. 6:30) .. . . . . , WXYZ.. .. Telestar 17.5 33 Bugs Bunny.. iCKLW 16.9 
li. Last of the Mohicans (Fri. 7:00)... , , . CKLW.. ..TPA 17.2 30 Dr. Christian ..... .. .WJBK 18:5 
11. Ramar of the Jungle (Sat: 2:00) ; * ■. .. WXYZ . .TPA 172 46 Western Theatre ....... .WJBK 8.9 
li. Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 7:00) ..CKLW.. . NTA 17.2 32 Amos ’n’ Andy ........ .WWJ 16.5 
12. The Tracers (Sat. 10:30) ’ ...... .WXYZ/. . . Minot 16.9 28 Honeymooners ........ .aWJBK 24.5 
13. Amos Tn’ Andy (Wed. 7:00). ........ ,.WWJ... /. CBS 16:5. 30 Sheriff of Cochise. .CKLW 17.2 
14. Men of Annapolis (Tues.. 7:00) . /. ,. WJBK,. . . Ziv 16.2 29 Casey Jones —....... .WWJ 15.9 
14. The Three Musketeers (Mon ,6:30) . WXYZ . .. ABC 16.2 33 Frontier ........ ..... /. WXYZ 16.2 

Stations: WBEN WBUF. WGR. TV Homes: 352,400. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

1, Sheriff.of Cochise (Fri. 7:00) .... .. .WGR... ..NTA 32.9 64 Sword of Freedom. .....WBEN 9.5 
2/ Silent Service (Sat. 10:30) ...... WBEN .. ..NBC 31.9 48 Harbor Command ., .....WGR 19.2 
3. Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30) ...., WGR. . . . Ziv 31.5 49 Decoy --...... .WBEN 20.5 
4. Sea Hunt (Sun. 3:30) .. .. /. WGR:.. . Ziv 28.5 56 50th Film Festival . 18.5 
5. Kingdom of the Sea (Fri. 10:00);. WGR.,. . Guild 24.2 37 Lineup ... .25.5 
6.. My Hero (Tues. . 7:00) : WGR... . .Official 23.9 47 Annie Oakley ..... 18.5 
7. Casey Jones (Thurs/ 7:00) ..... WGR/., . Screen Gems 23.2 49 Studio 57 ......... 16.2 
8. Code Three (Fri. 10:30) '/.......... WGR:.. . ABC ” 21.5 33 Person to Person.., 29.5 
9. Decoy (Tues. 10:30) . /., /......... WBEN., .Official 20.5 32 Highway Patrol .... 31.5 

10. The Whistler (Mon. 10:30) ,. . ... .. WGR., .CBS 20.2 34 Studio One /.....', 23.2 
11. Men of Annapolis (Mon. 9:30) . . . . / WBEN:. ; ziv 19.7 29 Top Tunes-Talent .. ....WGR 35.5 
12. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) .... . WBEN .. .. U.S. Borax 19.5 40 Corliss Archer ... . „.;..WGR 19.2 
12. Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:p0) ..... WGR..., . ; CBS 19.5 43 26 Men _...... 19.0 
13. Harbor Command (Sat/ 10:30) ..,.. ; WGR ..., . . Ziv 19.2 29 Silent Service 31.9 
13. Meet Corliss Archer (Moh. 7:00)... .WGR... . -Ziv 19 2 40 Death Valley Days. 19.5 
14. Popeye (Mori-Fri; 9 a.m.) .,..... .. WBEN.. .. AAP 19.1 67 Eddie Cantor ..... / 5.7 
15. 26 Men (Wed;; 7:00) ,/ .. ; . . /WBEN/. ..ABC 19.0 42 Gray Ghost 19.5 
16. Popeye (Sat. 8:30 a/m.). //........; WBEN.. ..AAP 18:9 100 No Competition 
17. Mike Hammer (Mon. 7:30) .... ..>. .WGR... . . .MCA 18,8 ; 32 Robin Hood ....... 21.5 
18. Annie Oakley (Tues. 7:00) .......... .WBEN.. ./CBS 18.5 36 My Hero ......... ....WGR 23.9 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ....... WHIG , 50.3 
2. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) WLW-D 42.3 
3. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)..... WHlO 41.3 
3. Lineup (Fri. 10:00-10:30) .. ..... .WHIO 41.3 
3. Zane Grey Theatre (Fri. 8:30-9:00)... WHIG 41.3 
4. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ......... WLW-D 40.3 
4. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9) .WLW-D 40.3 
5. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WHIG 40.0 
5. Playhouse of Stars (Fri. 9:30-10:00) . .WHIO . 40.0 
6. Phil Silvers <Fri. 9:00-9:30) .......WHIO 39.3 
6. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00).: WHIO 39.3 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS : I 

' 1. + Front Page News (M-F 11:00-11:15) WHIO 26.3 
t +Sohio'Rptr., Sprts. Desk , 

(M-F 6:30-6:45) .. ........,,. .WHIO 26,2 
1. tLittle Rascals <M.T, Th. 6:00-6:30).. WHIG 25.9 
4. ♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00) ... WLW-D 20.9 
5. +Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. WLW-D ! 19.8 
6. ♦Art Linkletier (M-F 2:30-3:00),... WHIG 19.5 
7. +50-50 Club (M-F 12:00-1:39) .. ... WLW-D 19.2 
7. +News, Wea., Sprts/(M-F 6:30-6:45) WLW-D 19.2 
8. *As the World Turns (M-F 1:30-2)... WHIO 17.7 
9. ♦Beat the Clock (M-F 2:00-2:30)..; .WHIG 17.2 

4; Dr. Hudson’s Secret Jour/(Fri. 7:00). WHIO.... .MCA 
5. Gray Ghost (Moil. 7:00) ..,........ .WHIG.... CBS 
5. State Trooper (Tues. 7:00)..... .v.. . WHIG.... .MCA 

/ 5. Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:30) ........ ..WHIO,... .CBS 
6. Mike Hammer (Er;. 10:30): ........ WHIO.... .MCA 
7. CharUe Chan (Thurs. 7:00) .;....... WHIG.,.. .TPA 
8. SUeni Service (Sat! 7:00) ..... WHIG.... .NBC 
9. Little Rascals (M,T,Th, 6:00) ....... WHIG /... .Interstate 

10. Kingdom of the Sea (Fri. 6:00)... . WHIG - ^.. Guild 
10. San Francisco Beat (Thurs. 7:00).... WLW-D ... CBS . 
11; Sky king (Wed, 7:00) .V;. i.;/.. WLW-D... Nabisco 
12. Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30) .......... . •. . . WLW-D.. . Ziv 
12. Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:30) .,. /.. WHIG.... NTA 
13. Championship Bowling (Sun. 2:00).. WHIG.... .Schwlmmer 
14. Annie Oakley (Tues. 6:00) ..,...... WLW-D /. . CBS 
15. Guy Lombardo (Wed. 6:00) .. /....; WHIO. /. . MCA 
16. City Detective (Sat. 3:30) WHIO.... MCA 

36.3 65 Your Hit Parade ....... WLW-D 19.5 
30.3 47 Adventures-McGraw ... .WLW-D 34.3 
298 50 State Trooper •WHIO 29.3 
29.5 60 .Outdoor Guide ........ .WLW-D 19.8 
29.3 60 Playhouse 30 ......... .WLW-D 19,5 
29.3 50 26 Men .WLW-D 29.8 
29.3 45 Disneyland .. .WLW-D 35.3 
28.8 61 Boxing ........,..,.,. .WLW-D 18.3 
26.3 53 San Francisco Beat...... .WLW-D 23.8 
26.0 54 Midwest Hayride : ,,.... .WLW-D 22.3 
25.9 64 Annie Oakley ......... • WLW-D 19:5 
23.8 50 Price Is Right... .WLW-D 23.8 
23.8 47 Charlie Chan ... /.. WHIO 26.8 
22.3 43 Ozzie and Harriet...... .WHIO 29.5 
20.3 40 U.S. Steel Hour...... .WHIO 30.3 
20.3 33 Cheyenne .....,, WLW-D 403 
19.6 58 Gold Cup Matinee...... .WLW-D 14.9 
19.5 45 Little Rascals .......,. .WHIO 23.$ 
19.3 46 Life of RUey........... .WLW-D 22.3 
18.3 52 Sat. Matinee «• • •.. .WLW-D 16.8 

DAYTON Stations: WHIO, WLW-D. TV Hornes: 149,900. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958* 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
li Badge 714 (Sat; 10:30) . 
2; Highway Patrol (Tues, 9:00) . 
3. 26 Men (Tues/7:00) . .. 

.....WHIG/../NBC 
..WHIG.; ...Ziv 

.... WLW-D...ABC 
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^®3/cfr.TELEPUIJS!i CITY-BY-OTY PROGRAM fHART Variety’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
over the course nr a uenr nHiv,* u /, ■, . . . - iT-• pulse each: month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered 
market Under the trm ift rotated u'eekly. The Variety chart is a compilation of data On. syndicated' films; as weil as network and live programs, in each 

. market.. Under the top 10.malfi-weeWy heodtag. the U) stands,for loealVogrammiao and «he. r‘) for aeluiwk: shows, 

NEW YORK Stations: WABC, WABD. WATV, WCBS, WOR, WPIX, WRCA. TV Homes: 4,175,300. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

1; Perry Como (Sat; 8:00-9:00) ....... 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat.- .10:00-10:30)... 
3. Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-i0:30).. V 
4. Lineup (Fri: 10:00-10:30) 
5. Person To Person (Fri. 10:30-11:00) 
6. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00).,. 
7. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00^9:30) .:' .. 
8. Phil Silvers .(Fri.. 9:00-9:30) 
9. ITive Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) 

10. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) 

RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

Sea Hunt-(Sat. 10:30) 
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30)... 
Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00) . 

Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:00) 

If You Had A Million (Set.'7:00'):', 
Code Three (Wed. 10:30) .. 
Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00)... 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

1. tNews, Wea. & Snorts (M-F 11-11:15) WCBS 
2. tNews & Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15),....WRCA 
3. *CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30) ..... WCBS 
3. t7 O’Clock Report (M-F 7:00-7:15).. WCBS 
4. tLats Show (M-F ll:15-Signoff) , WCBS 
4. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. WAB.C 
5. ‘Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.mi.k WRCA 
6. ‘Treasure Hunt (M-F 10:30-11:00) . WRCA 
7. *Amer. Bandstand (M-F 3-3:30, 4-5) -W'ARC 
7* tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30).. ; ... , WPIX 

AV. 9. 
RTG. 
___. 10, 

23:9 11. 
13 8 1-- 
13.7 13. 
13.7. 14. 
13.4 15. 
13:4 !*• 
12.4 17. 

JJ2"S 
104 

Silent Service (Fri. 7:00>. 

Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 7:00). 

Popeye (M-S 6:00) . .m ,... 
Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00) ....... 
Amos *n’ Andy (M-F 6:30) 
I.ooOev Turev (M-S P*30) 
My Little Mar.yie (M-F 9:30 a m.) 
Medic (Wed. 10:00) 
Last of ,th“ M'A Jeans (Sun. .6:30), 
Touner (M-F 9:00 a.m ) 
Harhor r^mma^d (M-F; 9:00) , 
Annie O^k'ey (Sat. 6:30) ,. 

Poreve (S*>t,. 5 00) 

DICATED SHOWS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA- RTG. 

WCBS . . Ziv 286 51 Your. Hit Parade. . . WRCA 17.7 
WCBS .MCA 20.8 • 45 Vice .. WBP4. 10.2 
WRCA , . . CBS 17.2 38 t 7 O’clock Report ... .. WPT’S 13.0 

(CBS News. ..... .. 1VCBS 12.8 
.WRCA . . Ziv 16.4 36 (7 O’C’ock Report ... .. XVP^S 13.3 

1 CBS News .. .. .W^S 13,8 
WCP.S . ...MCA 16.2 42 Sky Kin® ... VmTX 6.4 
WRCA . . ABC 14.1 23 U. S. R*cel Hour ..... .. -VOPS 24.6 
WRCA . • U. S. Borax 12.2 29 ( 7 O’clock Report ... 13 8 

J CBS vews _ ...V^S 13,0 
WRCA : NBC 11.4 26 ( 7 O’C'ook Report ... 14.3 

) CBS News .... .. -WPBS 15.3 
WRCA - - NBC .10.2 24 ( 7 O’C’ock Report ... ...WPPS 14.0 

OCRS News ___ .. '.wr n S 13.8 
WPIX AAP 9.8 29 Farlv SHo”' ....... .. WpBS 8.8 
\VAT>C . - . CBS 9.6 29 Meet Th" ^ress ...... .. .W^CA 6.8 
v/pix -. CBS 93 25 Loone11" Tunes .:. . . . W Y Bn .9 3 
A*rARD . ..AAP . 8.8 24 Ear]v Show ... wrps 8.4 
WCBS .. Official; 81 48 Sandv R^ckpr Show .. .. W.UIT) 4.1 
W\BD . ..OTP. 7.4 10 TT. S. St-el Hour .... . . . W^’T’S 22.8 
WARC . .: TP A 7.1 ‘ 21 20th C-nturv . . . . V'PBS .10.8 
V’PBS v. Toiestar 6 9 39 Sandy Show .. . ;,FM3ry 4 5 
WOR. .. . : Z*v . ■' 68 9 Dar»nv 'TVomas ....... . . VTnS 35.3 
WARC 'CBS 6.7 22 fF>Vr„:show ........ ...WT^S 7.3 

) 6:^5 P-oort 8Q 
WPIX ... AAP v 6.7 24 . W PBB 7.3 

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL Stations: KM5P, KSTP, WCCO, WTCN. TV Homes: 364,800. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

top ten Network shows 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ..... .A. - WCCO 
Perry Comb (Sat. 7:00-8:00) .. 'KSTP 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30) .... WCCO 
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00). . WCCO 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00)..,, WCCO 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 8:30-10:00) ..: WCCO 
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30) .. KSTP 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8).. KSTP 
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)...... WCCO 
Restless Gun (Mon. 7:00-7:30) ......KSTP 
Lawrence Welk (Sun. 8:00-9:00);.... . WTCN 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tToday’s Headlines (M-F 10-10:15).. KSTP 
tWea., Sports (M-F 10:15-10:30) .... KSTP 
tPopeye. Misc. (M-F 5:30-6:00).WCCO 
tNews-D. Moore (M-F 10-10:15).... WCCO 
♦Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.) WCCO 
tWeaM Sports (M-F 10:15-10:30)..,. WCCO 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ....... .WCCO 
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5).... ..WTCN 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00).WCCO 
tNews, Adams, Sports. (M-F 6-6:15) . WCCO 

. WCCO 39.4 3. 
:: kstp 37.8 A 
.WCCO 32.9 

. 4* 
. WCCO 32 9 5. 

.WCCO 319 5. 
: wcco 30.4 6. 
.KSTP 30.0 
. KSTP 29.5 7. 
. wcco 29 5 8. 
. KSTP 28.5 9. 
. WTCN 28.5 10. 

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30) 

Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30) 

. Popeye (M-F 5:30) , . 

Mike Hammer (Tues. 9:30) 

Looney Tunes (M-F 5:00) 
Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30). 

Studio 57 (Wed . 9:30) .. 

Waterfront (Fri. 10:30). 
Sky King (Sat. 9 a.m.)., 

Boots and Saddles (Sun. 11 a.m.) 

Crusader (Mon, .10:30) 

Badge 714 (Tues. 10:30)... 
Cisco Kid (Sat. 11 a m.),.. 

):30) ..: . wcco . .... U. S. Borax 29.2 45 Your Hit Parade . KSTP 16 5 
. KSTP ;.MCA 24.9 37 Mike Hammer ........ : wcco .18.5 

30) ... . . .KSTP . . ziv 21.9 47 CharVe Chan. : wcco 9.7 
):30) ... . KSTP .. ... nta 20.0 40 !,She-k” : .......... .WTCN 12.7 

, WCCO . . . CBS 19-2 34 Rin Tin Tin . ......... . .WTCN 17.2 
KSTP .. .CBS 19.2 30 What's My Line . . .wcco 26.7 

.: wcco . . . AAP 19.0 47 i Mickev Mouse Club ... . .WTCN 12.2 

. wcco V ., MCA 185 28 State Trooner ____ ..KSTP 24.9 

. .wcco . ..Guild 18.3 47. Fun At Five_....... .WTCN 10.4 

..WTCN • Z’v - ' 17.9 26 Studio One ... .. ........ . WCCO 22.2 
, KSTP .. ..MCA 16.4 24 Boxing .......... . .WTCN 195 

):30).... . KSTP .. .. Ziv 16.2. . 24 Playhouse 90 ... ...wcco 31.5 

; KSTP - v ;,MCA. 15.5 3S Dr. Christian . . wcco 10.8 
. .. . . WCCO . i / Nabisco 14.9 63 Howdy Doody . ..KSTP 8.9 
5:00),. .. . WCCO . .. Guild 14.5 37 ' Baseball. News Pic’t.. 

) Wea-., Sports .. . 
. KSTP 

KSTP 
10:7 
10.0 

L a.m.).. . KSTP >. ..NBC 14.0 66 (Business-Finance _ 
) V/iid Bill Hickok .... 

..wcco 

. WCCO 
3.5 

10.5 
. KSTP .. . . MCA 14.0 38 Frontier ......... .WCCO 10.5 

a.m;>... . WCCO V .. NBC 13.4 78 5 Star Theatre.... . KSTP 3.7 
.10:30). . KSTP ..Ziv 13.4 32 Frontier Dr. ......... : WCCO 10.2 
...... . KSTP .. ..NBC 13:2 32 Crunch , and Des. .wcco 10.2 

WCCO . . Ziv* 13.2 67 1 True. Storv ....... . KSTP 6.5 

COLUMBUS Stations: WBNS, WLW-C, WTVN. TV Homes: 173,600. Survey Dates: April 7-14r 1958, 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Berry Como (Sat.. 8:00-9:00). 

WBNS 45.2 3. 
. . WBNS 37.9- 4. 
..WBNS 36.5 5. 
. WLW-C 33.9 
..WBNS 33.2 6. 
..WBNS 32 5 6. 
.WBNS 32.4 7. 
. .WLW-C 31.9 
.WBNS 31.5 8. 

.:WTVN 31.2 

Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9:00) ......WLW-C 
I've Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10).. . WBNS 
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) . .- WTVN 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) .. WTVN 
tCasper Capers (M-F 4:00-5:00).... WTVN. 
tNews-Pepper, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) WBNS 
tPopeye Theatre (T-F 6:00-6:30).... WBNS 
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30) .. ... .WBNS 
tLookiiig-Long (M-F 7:00-7:15) ..... WBNS 
♦Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.) WBNS 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00)..... WBNS 
tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15).., A .WLW-C 
tRomper Room (M-F 9-10 a.m.).. . .WTVN 

Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30).. 
Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30). 
Honeymooners (Sat. 7:00) . 
Boots and. Saddles (Sat: 10:30) .. 
Whirlybirds (Thurs. '7:00)-. .. 

Frontier (Tues. 6:30) ......:.:, 
Mama (Wed. 6:30). :.. 
O’Henry Playhouse (Fri. 7:00).. 

.WBNS ... .. Ziv 30.5 
. .WBNS : .. .Nabisco 29.5 
. . WBNS . .. .Ziv 25.5 
. WBNS • ..NBC 24.9 
. .wtvn;. . CBS 21.9 

,, WTVN . ...NBC 21.5 
. WBNS . /.CBS 21.5 

. Gross Krasne 21.2 

Harbor Command (Wed. 7:00). . 

Popeye (TrF 6:00).........;;.. 
Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30) 
Annie Oakley (Mon: 6:00>...v. 
Sky King (Fri. 6:30)A . 
My Little Margie (Sat. 6:30).... 
Science Fiction (Fri.. 10:00).,.. 
Gray Ghost. (Fri. 7:30)----... 
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 8:00);. ....... 
State Trooper (Mon. 10:30). . . : 
Tracer (Tues. 7:00)....... 

Cisco Kid (Sun. 5:30)..,...... . 
Martin Kane (Thurs. 6:30) . 
Sheriff of Cochise (Fri 10:30) , 

: . WBNS . .. CBS 20.2 
..WBNS. .. -Nabisco 19.5 

WBNS , ..Official 19.2 
,. . WTVN . .. Ziv 19.2 
..WTVN . ..CBS '18.9 
.WBNS . .. Ziv 18.5 

..WTVN . ..MCA 18.2 

..WTVN . . . Minot 17.9 

..WTVN . .. ZiV 17.5 
"WBNS . , .**Ziv 17>5 

. WTVN . NTA' • 17.5 

Studio 57 .:__ 
Dinah Shore . .,, 
Midwest Hayride 

) CBS.News . .. 
Outdoors-Mack 
Col, Bleep 
f LookingrLong 
7 CBS News ... 

Casey Jones . . 
Playhouse-Stars. 

Midwest Hayride , 
Lineup : 

Studio One .... 
; ) Looking-Long 

.. WLW-C 12.2 

.. WLW-C 26.5 

..WLW-C 15.2 

. . :WTVN 23.2 

.. .WBNS' 21,2 

.. WBNS 21.0 

. . WBNS 10.9 

.. WTVN 12.2 

...WBNS 20.3 

. . WBNS 20 7 

.. .WBNS 200 

.. WBNS 19.7 

.. WTVN 17.2 
,. ,WBNS 27.5 
.. WTVN 13.9 
. . WTVN 10.2 
.. AVLW-C 12.5 
.. .WBNS 33.2 
.. WTVN 23.5 
.. WTVN 26.5 
.. WBNS 21.9 
...WBNS 20 3 
..WBNS 20.7 
.. WLW-C 16.9 
.. WTVN 15.9 
. WBNS 32.5 

BIRMINGHAM Stations: WABT, WBRC. TV Homes: 149,900. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).......... WBRC 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9), .WBRC 
Tve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9),..; .WBRC 
Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30).. .... ■ WBRC 
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00).... .. .WBRC 
Zane Grey Theatre (Fri. 7:30-8:00) . WBRC 
Big Record (Wed. 7:30-8:00)... .... WBRC 
Phil Silvers (Fri. 8:00-8:30),....,.. . WBRC 
Playhouse of Stars (Fri, 8:30-9:00).. .WBRC, 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).... WBRC 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tMy Little Margie (M-F 5:00-5:30)!. . WBRC 
tMystery Playhouse (M-F 10:30-11) . .WBRC 
♦CBS News (M,W,Th 5:45-6:00)..... .-WBRC 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). .WABT- 
tCircIe 6 Ranch XM-F 4:00-5:00)..WBRC 
tAlabama Newsreel (M-F.5:36-5:45). .WBRC 
tMystery Theatre (M-F 11-«11:30). .-.".WBRC 
♦NBC News (M.T.Th 6:15-6:30).... . WABT 

: tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6-6:15). . . ;WABT 
♦The Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3) . . WBRC 

50 3 2. 
49.8 3. 
46.3 3. 
45.8 4- 
44.8 = 
44 3 5- 
43.3 _ 
43.3 5. 
433 f 
42.8 . «• 

"r— S. 
9. 

10. 
25.2 ; 
21,3. 1J- 
20.8 }2. 
20.1 J3. 
19.7 }4. 
m I®* 
18.3 16- 
18.2 1J- 
17.2 17- 
15.8 

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)......... . . WBRC . .. MCA 37.8 63; Colt 45 .... WABT 22 3 
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs.. 10:00).. . WBRC . ..-.NTA . 373 67 »Men of Annapolis ..... WABT 183 
Frontier (Fri. 6:30).....,.,. . WBRC . ..NBC 36.8 69 Circus Boy . .WABT 15 3 
Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:30) v....... . WBRC . .. Ziv 36.8 60 Your Hit Parade. • WABT 24.8 
Twenty Six Men (Fri, 9:30).... WBRC . .-ABC 36.3 68; (Boxing ....... 

i i Sports Digest ...... 
WABT 
WABT. 

17:5 
16.5 

Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00).. . ....... . .WBRC . ...CBS 34.8 . 72 ,? News. Sports. Wea. .. 
• (Political ___ 

WABT 
-WABT 

13.5 
14 0 

Sea Hunt (Thurs. 6:30) ...... . WBRC . .. Ziv 34.8 65 Tic Tar Dough ----- WABT 19.3 
Silent Service (Fri. 10:00)........ . ..WBRC- . .NBC . 33.8 65 iM Squad WABT i?3 
Whirlybirds (Sat. 10:00)... . - WBRC . . . CBS 33.8 70; Walter Wincheli ___ WART .14 3 
Martin Kane (Tues. 8:00) ..... . WBRC . ..Ziv 32.3 48 Adventures of McGraw J WABT 3 " 3 
Boots^and Saddles (Thurs. 9:30).. •. WBRC . ..NBC 31.8 52vJane Wyman. . WABT r 
Harbor Command (Thurs. 8:30).. . WBRC . /.Ziv 3L3 47 ; Ernie Ford . WABT 3." -i 
Sky King (Wed. 6:00 ',:.. . . ... ..WBRC . . Nabisco . 30:8 62 / ‘ News. Spbrts, Wea. .. 

' ! Portical ....;.... 
.WABT 
WABT 

13 5 
19 0 

Gray Ghost (Wed. 10:001,. ....... . WBRC . .. CBS 30.3 58 Pat Boone . WABT 21 8 
My Little Margie (Sun. 5:30).... . WBRC . .. Official. 26.3 . 52 • Disneyland ..:______ . WABT 24 3 
My.Little Margie (M-F 5:00). . WBRC . .. Official 25.2 66 Fun At Five . ........ WAliT 13.2 
Grand Ole Opry (Sat. 6:00).... . ,WBRC . :. Flamingo 24.8 55 j Ozzie and Harriet .... WABT 20 3 
Decoy (Wed. 9:30) .... ., .. WABT - . Official 20.3 33 , U. S. Steel HoUr ....... WBRC • 40 3 
Men of Annapolis (Thurs. 10:00).. WABT . Ziv 18.3 33 : Sheriff Of Cochise...... WBRC 37.3 
Cisco Kid (Sun; 3:301. /. . ...., . : WBRC ... • Ziv. 17.8 49 j Wide Wide World ....., WABT 18.8 
Public Defender (Sun. 2:30)....... ..WBRC . .. Interstate 17.8 49 [Price Is Right ......... • WABT 18.8 



GENERAL**** 
AGREEMENT 
General Electric, General Foods, G eneral 
Mills, General Motors—all agree it's sound 
strategy to be on the CBS Radio Network. 
Along with scores of other top-ranking 
national advertisers, they know that oh 
CBS Radio, commercial Salvos hit more 
listeners (47% more people listen per com¬ 
mercial minute than on any other radio 
network). And they hit them harder. (By 
its very nature, CBS Radio programming 
screens out the non-listening listener.) 

That's why, in the battle for the dollar, 
these generals make sure their campaigns 
are on the CBS Radio Network. Maybe 
what's good for theta is good for you! 
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Ik f Day’ in White House Policy 
'Wa-hin^tbn, May 13. 

Presidt***! E^nhower’s reap¬ 

pointment of Kab'-rt T. Bartley to 

a second on the Federal Com¬ 

munications Commission gave 

Democrats on the Senate Inter¬ 

state Commerce. Committee some¬ 

thing to crir/ about last week. 

Since Bartley s the first Truman, 

appointee on the* agency to be con¬ 

tinued in ofhc.iv by the present Ad¬ 

ministration. the action was seen 

as indicating a change of policy 

brought about by disclosures of 

the House Subcommittee oh Legis¬ 

lative Oversight. 

Sen. . John O. Pastore" (D-R.I.l,- 

presiding at a hearing on the nom¬ 

ination. hailed the appointment as 

marking “a new. day” in White 

House policy. He noted that, as in 

the case of former Comr,-Richard 

A. Mack, tiie Administration had 
been picking its own brand of 
Democrats to; replace :• Democrats 
on regulatory agencies when their 
terms expired. 

Informed that in a few other 
cases, the White House has re¬ 
tained minority menibers appoint¬ 
ed by Truman. Pastore said, “I'm 
glad to see that the Administra¬ 
tion has seen the light of day”. 

Sen. Ralph Yarborough ID-Tex.) 
called the appointment a tribute 
to Bartley ‘‘in view of the attacks 

on the FCC”. He. suggested the 
agency might, not have had such 
“trouble” if its members followed 
Bartley's decisions. The Commis-. 
sioner has been a dissenter In 
many cases and had voted against 
the. grant of channel 10 in Miami 
to National Airlines. 

Sen: A. S. Mike Monroney (D- 
Okla.) said the appointment de¬ 
serves a great deal of praise and is 
in “the true bipartisan spirit”. 

| Sen. : Charles E. Potter (R- 
| Mit‘h_>, only Renublican itiember 
to aopear at the hearing; also 

1 commended the apppointment. 

Carnation, Gen. Mills 
Let BM Option lapse 

Hollywood, May 13. 
[ Carnation and General Mills 
; have let their options lapse on the 
■ Burns and Allen show, which next 
, season becomes: the George Burns 
; Show upon retirement of Gracie 
? Aren. When comedy series closes 
• put the season Sept. 22 it will J mark the esnd of eight years spon- 
• sorship by Carnation, two by Gen- 
; eral Mills and four previously by 
Goodyear, 
.... B & A’s Monday night time on 
CBS-TV will be taken over by the 
web’s new hour western ‘‘Raw- 
hide.” Bob Redd, veepee of Erwin 
Wasey-RuthraUff & Ryan, is shop¬ 
ping around for a new comedy 
show for Carnation.. 

Freed’s WINS Return? 
There’s a chance Alan Freed 

will : be returning to WINS, 
N. Y. radio indie he broke with 
last week in a fit of pique over 
not being supported during a 
hassle, with the Boston judici¬ 
ary. Elroy Me Caw, station 
owner, said yesterday CTues.)" 
that the rock ’n’ roll deejay has 
made overtures yh returning to 

; the station, biit that “more 
would be known about the sit- 

: uation” today. 
iVlcCaw said that since, the 

sparks have stopped. flying it 
has become clear that Freed's 
ankling was due mostly to a 
“misunderstanding.” M c C a w 
denied reports that; the station 
had fired Freed. 

ASTAIRE’S 90-MINUTE 
; TV STINT—FOR $82 

Hollywood, May 13. 

Network producers trying in 

vain to sign Fred Astaire for a 

guest shot must have been frus¬ 

trated . last Tuesday night (May 6) 

when .they watched Astaire per¬ 
form for 90 minutes on Oscar Le¬ 
vant’s KCOP show for AFTRA 
scale—$82.50. Only additional cost 
to the indie for Astaire’s services 
was: the 5% of his salary it paid 
AFTRA’s pension and welfare 
fund. 

Of course, it was; done purely 
on a favor basis by Astaire, a 
friend of Levant^. Network pro¬ 
ducers have been trying to sign 
Astaire for guest shots for a long 
time, blit are always told by his 
agents, MCA, he’s not available. 

N.Y. Radio Shifts Gears 
; Continued from page 23 , 

was time, for a general overhaul¬ 

ing. Ford’s “Make Believe Ball¬ 
room” stint was given to William 

B. Williams, and, simultaneously, 

A1 (Jazzbo) Collins was brought 

back from the. bushleagues.: and 

several other additions and 

changes in programming and per¬ 

sonnel occurred. . 

Grogan Back at WNEW 

Though happening some days 

jater, the return of Jack Grogan 

to the program chieftaincy of 

WNEW was also partly attributa¬ 
ble to the need. for change. 
Grogan was managing program¬ 
ming for WABD (tv>, owned by 
the same chain as WNEW.. Re¬ 
portedly, it was a combination of 
events cueing his radio return; 
Grogan’s internal WABD hassling 
in defense of live local tv pro¬ 
gramming and the growing need 
for a veteran program exec over 
WNEW. His return put Hal 
Moore In the WNEW program 
slot, and Is expected to eventuate 
in further program department 
changes Within the next day op 

two, 
At the same time, WMGM, an¬ 

other indie which had been inject¬ 
ing a little of the gimmicked WINS 
(compliments of odd Storz) sound 
in its own sked—but with “dignity,” 
according to WMGM—hired Herb 
Oscar. Anderson for a. key daytime 

: slot. Hours later It pacted Norm 
Tulin from Boston circles as the 
afternoon jock vice Ernie Stone, 

who served elsewhere in the line¬ 
up. 

Incidental changes: Ford, who 
had been in Brussels wheh he wa$. 
fired by WNEW, returned and, 
after many false starts (first with 
WNTA then with WRCA, the web 
key for NBC, and then with WNTA 
again) signed a contract with the 
Newark indie, WNTA signed others 
too, but this was basically part of 
the program overhaul brought on 
by the new management. 

There are .other instances of 
change,, in-and out of the situation 
brought, on by WINS, but;it will 
do to close, in brief, with Freed’s 
resignation. 

Freed, a WINS mainstay even be¬ 
fore the big audience push by the: 
station got underway, quit in a 
huff when he accused the station 
of failing to support him in a rock 
’n’ roll controversy that began 
when a mob of teenagers mauled 
Beantowners right after leaving a 
Freed theatrical performance. The 
jock was later indicted for inciting 
a riot in the staid town and sev¬ 
eral apperances in other cities 
were subsequently cancelled. The 
station said it was remaining a 
“third party and a separate entity” 
in the embrogliq and announced 
that Freed's sub . Paul Sherman 
would, continue in the platter¬ 
spinning spot “until further no¬ 
tice”—interpreted to mean until 
such time as program director Mel 
Leeds (the man who started many 
Of the above occurrences by “intro¬ 
ducing Storz to New York”) finds 
a strong substitute for; Freed. 

Congratulations, Don on your 25th Anniversary 

of The Breakfast Club ... 

Sure happy 

to be “on board1 

T ■> -<s 
■I 1 

' Currently ... 

5 DAYS WEEKLY! 

DON McNEIL BREAKFAST CLUB 
ABN —RADIO 

Coast to Const 

Also Currently 

Howard Miller TV Show 
WNB9. Chicago 

f: yp 

Personal Management Under Direction of 

Heilman’s Two-Coast 
Agenting Consolidation 

Via Ziegler, Ross Merger 
Trend toward two-Coast consoli¬ 

dation of talent agencies operating 

primarily in television has found 

some new adherents. Jerry Hell- 

man, who exited . Ashley-Steiner-. 

some months ago to form his own 

Jerome Heilman Associates, has 
completed a merger with Coast 
agent Evart Ziegler and with ex- 
Famous Artists-Jaffe Co. percenter 
Hal Ross to form the new firm of 
Ziegler, Heilman & Ross. 

Ziegler and Heilman for the past 
few months have been operating 
under a reciprocal arrangement 
under which the former repped 
Heilman’s clients on the Coast and 
Heilman handled Ziegler’s stable 
In N, Y. Ross resigned Famous 
Artists^Jaffe to . become the third 
partner. Heilman becomes prez Of 
the new setup, and his associates 
prior to the merger continue to op¬ 
erate in the east—James Merrick 
as head of the talent dept, and 
Marian Searchinger as head of the 
literary dept. New agency’s client 
roster now numbers about 50 ac¬ 
tors, directors and writers. 

Meanwhile, Heilman has been 
gathering an impressive list of legit 
lumiiqiries for representation in 
television. He’s working on a tele- : 
version of "Major Barbara,” with" 
Robert Whitehead as exec producer 
and Robert L. Joseph as producer. 
He’s also repping Kermit Bloom- 
garden for tv and is dickering for 
Bloomgarden to piackage a series 
of spectaculars for NBC next fall. 
Also in the stable is Robert Fryer, 
who’ll do “Wonderful Town’’ on 
CBS in the fall. 

Retftig 
sss Continued from page £1 sssa 

consumption. He wanted a “U. S. 

tv flavor” for the series. He said 

it would be “short-sighted, even, 

foolhardy, to go into shooting un¬ 
less stories and scripts are written 
by experts with, full knowledge of 
what viewers like to see on this 
side of the ocean. 

“The: trip has strengthened my 
conviction ... the need for Amer¬ 
ican actors to fill leading roles. 
Supporting casts of British actors 
are fine, but pur audiAces still 
must fefel thoroughly at home with 
their stars—a lesson U. S. tv pro¬ 
ducers; as motion picture com¬ 
panies, have learned by now.” 

Rettig felt, that the greatest sav¬ 
ings by producing abroad can 'be 
“affected in the personnel areas.” 

Any lensing in England-. would 
be for next season’s syndicated 
sales, the CNP prexy Stated. 
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Available for the first 

time on TV: 20 full-length 

classics of thrill-and-chill 

with a built-in entertainment 

wallop that's sure to score a 

; knockout in the rating lists! 

;. Such top-scoring top-scaring 

/ ' j /f greats of the screen as 

> ;; “HOUSE OF DRACULA”, 

“BEFORE 1 HANG", 

-“INVISIBLE MAN’S REVENGE", 

CZA&. “BLACK FRIDAY" and 

“BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN”! 

CQNTAC JX REEN W GEMS* INC. 
TELEVISION SJJBSIOIARY OF 

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP- 

,,/i 
V- 
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New York TV Production Bid 
; Continued from page 23 j 

in the metropolitan area. Several 
committees began work this week 
to. seek alleviation of the multifold 
problems anent municipal regula¬ 
tions on film and also .to plan the 
film companies' participation in a 
‘‘New York. City Filin Festival” to 
run concurrently with the mu¬ 
nicipality’s annual Summer Festi¬ 
val.' 

Appointment of tlie committees 
to work on details of each of the 
problems was a direct, outgrowth 
of a meeting by Film Producers 
Assn, of New York with" the Mayor 
and Lowell last week. Nathan 
Zucker, FPA prexy. told Wagner 
that the celluloid industry in N. Y, 
earned approximately $150,000,000 
annually and unless something 
were, done to alleviate pressing 
problems, the business would slip 
elsewhere. 

The Mayor, Lowell said after 
the meeting, “feels very strongly 
about dorng something affirmative 
in behalf of film.” He said that a 
primary committee was formed by 
members of the industry, the po¬ 
lice and fire departments and the 
corporation counsel of the city to 
evolve a plan of action, and that 
a report is expected within the 
next week or two. 

Reporting to the chief commit¬ 
tee' on a “uniform, permit method” 
for film producers and allied in¬ 
dustries will be three subcommit¬ 
tees. Basic study committee will 
consider changes in police meth¬ 
odology for handling film produc¬ 
tion. The others will variously 
concentrate on an “interpretation” 
of city sales tax regulations, fire 
prevention regulations and arrang¬ 
ing participation in the N. Y. C. 
Summer Festival; 

At present, according to Lowell, 
nine copies of an application to do 
location shooting in New York are 
necessary. Moreover, a.completely 
separate application is needed for 
shooting on any Park Department 
property. To further demonstrate 
the confusion of shooting location 
work, the Mayor’s assistant said 
that the permits don’t extend be¬ 
yond one day and. If it rains, the 
producer has to go through pleth¬ 
ora of paperwork a second, and 
perhaps even a third, time. This 
situation was considered a primary 
problem by Zucker and Lowell 
since extensive location work goes 
on within the city’s, boundaries; 
(According to the FPA, 60 loca¬ 
tions were shot In the city last 
month alone*) 

Pledges Police Aid 
As for police aid In location 

shooting, the Mayor Instructed 
Lou ell to say that patrolman will 
be assigned during their regular 

; patrol hours to help in location 
shooting. The Mayor rejected the 
previous practice of patrolmen ac¬ 
cepting coin from the lerisers for 

: off-duty aid. The practice, as laid 
. out by Lowell, is. already taken 
care of in existing police regula¬ 
tions, he said, and will, continue so 
long as production demands re- 

f main “reasonable.' However, FPA 
plans to “educate” members on 

! the existing regulations. Lowell 
, added, “We will watch the current 
: system for a few months and see 
; how it works put/’ If it doesn’t, 
; he allowed room for change in. po¬ 
lice edicts; 

. There are 35 producer members 
fin FPA and 18 associate members 
| from laboratories, studios and oth¬ 
er allied fields. FPA told the 
Mayor that many of the fire pre- 

1 vention regulations for celluloid 
storage, etc., “relate back to the 
time of,nitrate film-” Subsequent¬ 
ly, a committee was organized to 
review* city regulations and pass 
along its recommendations to 
Lowell; 

A third sub-committee will seek 
an “interpretation” of city sales 
taxes on .film; Zucker charged 
that they are confusing In their 
wordage and that out-of-town film 
makers convert New York’s ‘‘con¬ 
fusion to their own competitive ad¬ 
vantage/’ 

Last point, also calling for cre¬ 
ation of a subcommittee was pro¬ 
posed participation by FPA in a 
New York City “Film Festival.” 
In the long run. Zucker hoped it 
,could develop Into an internatipnal 
fete, along the lines of the Cannes, 
Berlin and Venice annual affairs. 
Meantime, he and FPA, which rep¬ 
resents none of New York’s the¬ 
atrical producers, are trying to line 
up quality Gotham production 
from all quarters. He mentioned 
it Would he advantageous if the 
first fete here could obtain “The 
Goddess,” produced in New York, 
as an entry. 

Ohio State Awards 
;ss;' Continued from page 22;—^ 

Road Back” to WSB-TV, Atlanta; 
1st Award: '“Their Chance” to 
CKCK-TV, Regina; 1st Award: 
“Clete Roberts’ Special Report” to 
KNXT, Los Angeles; Hon.. Men-. 
tiori: “Satellite Sighted” to WBZ- 
TV, Boston; 1st Award: “Die 
Deutsche Stunde” to WOSU-TV 
and Ohio State U; Hon. Mention: 
“Sunrise Semester” to WCBS-TV 
and NYU; 1st Award: “Adventures 
in Number and Space" to WBS 
Stations. 

1st Award: “The Friendly Giant 
—School Series” to Wisconsin 
School of Air and WHA-TV; Hon. 
Mention: “The Living Blackboard 
—Spotlight on Asia” to NYC Board 
of Education, Metropolitan Educa¬ 
tional TV Assn and WPIX, .N.Y. 

Radio Categories 
. Awards in various radio categor¬ 

ies follow: 
1st Award: “Summer Fallow” to 

CBC; Hon. Mention: “National 
Farm Radio Foruin to CBC; 1st 
Award “The Eternal Light” to Jew¬ 
ish Theological Seminary and NBC. 
Hon. Mention: “Songs of Praise” to 
CBC; Hob. Mention: “The Ave 
Maria Hout” to Graymoor Friars 
and WMCA; 1st Award: “The Inter¬ 

national Geophysical Year” to 
CBC; 1st Award: “The American 
Theatre of the Air” to U.S. Infor¬ 
mation Agency, Voice of America 
and American Nat’l Theatre and 
Academy; Mon. Mention: .“The 
Sacred Note” to U. of Chicago and 
WBBM, Chicago; 1st Award: Hor¬ 
izons ’57” to .UN Radio; 1st Award: 
“The Hour of St.. Francis” , to Hour 
of.; St. -; Francis; Hon. Mentioji: 
“Mind Alone” to Bureau bf Health j 
Education, AMA and Marshall Gr-! 
ganization. 

1st Award: “Update,” to CBS; 
Hpn: Mention: “Footloose” to CBC; 
1st Award: “The Galindez-Murphy 
Case:. A Chronicle of Terror” to 
CBS; Hon. Mention: “Southern Ex¬ 
posure” to CBC; 1st Award: “Voy¬ 
age Into Space” to CBC; Hon. 

iMention: “National Boy Scout Jam¬ 
boree at Valley Forge” to. CBS; 1st 
Award: “And There Was Light” to 
WBBM, Chicago. Hon. Mention: 
“Scrolls, from the Dead Sea” to 
WHA, Wisconsin :. U; 1st; Award: 
“Judgment” to KNX, Los Angeles; 
Hon. Mention: “Counterpoint”, to 
WNEW, N.Y., 1st Award: “Wit¬ 
ness,” to WSB, Atlanta; Hon. Men¬ 
tion: “Report to the People” to 
WMCA; Hon. Mention: “The New 
Class” to WRCA. N.Y., 1st Award: 
“Young Book Reviewers” to 
WMCA. N.Y., Hon. Mention: “Let’s 
Listen to a Story” to WMCA.^Njk 
and Hon. Mention: “Song to Re¬ 
member” to.WNYC, NY.. 

As in the. past, coordinators, 
judges and summarizes were 
chosen from all parts of the coun- 
try. 

cfontlnued from pace 

can do it. After. all, newspapers 
have. been in business for hun¬ 
dreds of years; and the New York 
Daily News is still the most suc¬ 
cessful papfer in the country. How 
many New York Times’ are there? 
Newspapers haven’t found the an¬ 
swer; what right have they to ex¬ 
pect television to do it after only 
10 years? ' 

“Our job is to program what the 
public wants. . If we do it any 
other way. We fall on our face. Our 
only means of evaluation is the rat¬ 
ings, and they are far from per¬ 
fect, biit they’ll have to do until 
a better method comes along. The 
real problem is to program enough 
quality cultural programming to 
take care of thooe who want it. 
The critics . complain that' this is 
•confined to Sunday afternoon. 
Well, If they want it that badly, 
they can watch oh -Sunday. After 
all, the baseball fan who watches 
a Sunday game gives up certain 
other activities. So can the cul¬ 
ture fan.” 

Jack Wrather’s Buyout 
Hollywood, May 13, 

Jack Wrather has bought out 
the interests of Mrs. Helen Al¬ 
varez in two television stations and 
other properties in which they 
shared partnership. In the out¬ 
right cash purchase of KFMB, San 
Diego, arid KERO, Bakersfield, 
Weather was joined toy Edward 
Petry &; Co„ station reps. Other 
properties In which Mrs. Alvarez 
sold her interests to Wrather are! 
the Disneyland hotel in Anaheim, 
Cal., and her partnership In’other 
states. Sellout by Mrs. Alvarez 
ends the litigation' in District] 
Court. 
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Radio Review 

INSIGHT WITH ARNOLD 
MICHAELIS 

With Richard Rodgers 
■Producer-Director:. Michaelis 
25 Mins.; Sun., 6:05 p.m.. 
Mutual, from N. Y. (Tapi) 

Arnold Michaelis, a former re¬ 
cording exec, has come up with 
an interesting, informative show, 
aired by MBS early Sunday eve¬ 
nings as a sustainer. 

Judging from the Sabbath (11) 
initialer, a relaxed and revealing 
gabfest with show biz’s Ricllard 
Rodgers, it should, attract and hold 
audiences., 

Michaelis is more like the friend¬ 
ly Edward R. Murrow in his inter¬ 
view technique, than the Mike Wal¬ 
lace biting type. He lets the per¬ 
sonality speak for himself and in 
composer Rodgers he had an artic¬ 
ulate guest. 4. Michaelis could do 
some more bridging work to good 
effect, for7, instance he left the lis¬ 
tener unaware why the late Larry 
Hart and Rodgers split up. A line 
about Hart’s death would have suf¬ 
ficed. 

Rodgers told about his showbiz 
experience from the beginning to 
his present association with Oscar 
Hammerstein 2d. Some of his tunes 
were played on the piano in illus¬ 
tration. The windup packed a 
punch. Rodgers told of his bout 
with cancer of the jaw, how he was 
told about it, his and his wife’s re¬ 
action to the news, and his opera¬ 
tion and his current outlook. 

Other personalities on the Mi¬ 
chaelis docket include Hammer- 
stein/Eleanor Roosevelt, Ed Wynn, 
and Mrs. Jackie Robinson. It’s a 
shame the show is not heard In 
N. Y„ WQR Radio, the Mutual 
N. Y, outlet, declining to clear time 
for the sustainer. Many of the 
Michaels interviews are hitting the 
LP disk market via the MGM label. 

Horo. 

Radio Followup 

Bert Parks' Bandstand 
What music programming on ra¬ 

dio needs is more tributes to Irv¬ 
ing Berlin. The vet songwriter, 
who was 70 last.Sunday (11), got an 
early birthday salute the. previous 
Friday moaning over NBC’s “Bert 
Parks’ Bandstand.” In honoring 
ASCAP’s top moneymaker, the 
Parks show was also playing a sure 
thing. 

The . show’s 55-minute spread 
only allowed for a sampling of the 
tuneful and tasteful items in the 
Berlin catalog. Most of the num¬ 
bers were, performed live by the 
Skitch. Henderson Orch and vocal¬ 
ists Dorothy Olsen and Richard 
Hayes. There were also interviews 
with performers who’ve been as¬ 
sociated with Berlin in legit, pix 
and on records. Those who par¬ 
ticipated included Fred Astaire, 
Ethel Merman, Eddie Fisher and 
his wife, Debbie Reynolds. ^ 

Parks provided background mat¬ 
erial connected with some of the 
selections offered, in addition to 
commenting on Berlin’s philanthro¬ 
pic activities. Berlin’s song writ¬ 
ing career spans 50 of his 70 years! 
and as Parks stated, in quoting the 
late Jerome Kern, “Irving Berlin, 
has no place in American music. 
He Is American music.” Jess. , 

NABET 
Continued from page is 

Doerfer Defends 
FCC Vs. Bauer 
RCA Patent Rap 

Washington, May 13. 
Federal Communications Com¬ 

missioner John C. Doerfer and for¬ 
mer chairman Rose! Hyde told 
Congress' Oversight Committee to¬ 
day (Tues.) that the public, interest 
in . obtaining the best possible 
broadcast service is more impor¬ 
tant than whether FCC Standards 
for equipment promote monopoly. 

Doerfer told the subcommittee 
that, all other things being equal, 
the FCC “would probably tend to 
adopt a standard that would en¬ 
courage freedom of competition 
and rebound to the public inter¬ 
est,” but he added the FCC does 
not have sufficient personnel to 
determine questions of patent dom¬ 
ination,; He said the FCC main¬ 
tains a “liaison” with the Justice 
Dept. 

This phase of the subcommittee 
probe was sparked by charges of 
former FCC patent expert William 
Bauer that the commission had 
aided RCA in obtaining a complete 
monopoly position. 

Bauer in:a letter today to the 
committee backed up his original 
testimony that the FCC has the 
power to disqualify NBC as a sta¬ 
tion owner because of RCA’s al¬ 
leged abuse of its patents. The 
Justice Dept, already has brought 
an antitrust suit against RCA al¬ 
leging that the company has used 
Its patents to dominate the broad¬ 
cast industry. 

In his letter, Bauer accused the 
FCC of adopting tv picture trans- 
mission standards which only 

1 RCA patents could meet, thus elim¬ 
inating previously approved Du¬ 
Mont, Philco and Armstrong types. 
He further stated that the FCC had 
unfinished business “of challeng¬ 
ing the qualifications of RCA and 
NBC to serve the public interest as 
broadcast licensees.”; 

THIS BEER REALLY 
TASTES LIKE BEER 

international’s okay would be “il¬ 
legal” 

NABET said that the non-engi¬ 
neering groups had three other 
choices and listed them in the fol¬ 
lowing order: (D) Recommence 
negotiations with the networks (but 
at this point the. webs are against 
opening NABET negotiations for a 
third time); (2) . continue working 
indefinitely without a signed con¬ 
tract with NBC and ABC or (3)— 
and most important—seek union 
representation elsewhere. 

Yesterday, before the signatures 
were to be put to paper on the en¬ 
gineering pacts, a group of Frisco 
.dissenters pulled an abortive 
stride that threatened to throw the 
international’s plans' into reverse 
gear. But before the Frisco tvters 
took to the air, the international 
announced that the “wildcat 
strike” was over. 

International stated that should 
the strike have continued, it would 
not allow other NABET rank-and-1 
filers to honor the picket line. i 

WGN-TV commercials get 

results because WGN-TV 

programming keeps folks 

watching. For proof, let 

our specialists fill you in on 

some WGN-TV case his¬ 

tories and discuss your 

sales problems. 

in your Chicago sales with 

WSN-TV 
Channel ? 

Chicago 
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Kelax...tune TV from the comfort 

ZENITH 
original and exclusive 

COMMAND 
REMOTE CONTROL TELEVISION TUNING 

jJUST TOUCH A BUTTON 

ON THE UNIT IN YOUR HAND SILENT COMMAND 

This "electronic ear” hears your 

Silent command from across the room. 
\ 

And, magically, your set does 

exactly what you've told it to do. 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO TURN ON, OR OFF 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SWITCH CHANNELS TO THE LEFT 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SWITCH CHANNELS TO THE RIGHT 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SHUT OFF THE SOUND OF LONG, 

ANNOYING COMMERCIALS WHILE THE PICTURE STAYS ON 

With Zenith Space Command, you can shop all the shows, switch back 

and forth between programs, “de-voice” a long-winded announcer . , . 

right from your easy chair. No need to get up even to fuss with fine-tuning. 

On a Zenith, each channel comes in precision-tuned automatically . . • 

brighter, more sparkling, with Zenith’s new “Sunshine” Picture Ihbe. 

Space Command is not an extra cost accessory, it’s built right into the set. 
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From the Production Centres 
—.-- - -_ ( oatibued from page 22 i 

The Jack Runyons fish ini' in Mexican waters ... Widow Of CBS’ Frank ; 
Samuels was- married last week in Las Vegas Bates agency’s James 
Douglass hevre from N. Y. to examine the fall shows. 

IN CHICAGO ■ ,j 
Grover J. Allen, exec director of VVBKB, leaving the station after 

nearly 12 y.ar.sto sign on With the Geoffrey Wade ad agency . . Djrv. 

Frances Horv.irh giving a quickie course in baby sitting to sixth-graders 

who’ll he iriviled as studio audience to “Ding Dong School” tomorrow 

(Tfiurs.i. . . W.NBQ prograr.il director Harry Trigg on a junket to 

Germany. (oiirlesy of Pabst . . . Reno Tondelli’s Starnoters. WGN 
ime ie group. Ik s a new album on the .Stephany label titled:“Reno Plays 
Nevada” . . . ABC’ newscaster Paul Harvey leaving May 2&. for two 
months In Europe .'and. the Middle East. Fred Kasper spelling him ... . , 
CBS newsman Lcs Crystal, just back from the army, leaving the Chi 
shop this wvek to become news director of WSBG in Altoona,. Pa. . , 
Mike WaPace due here. May 27 to film an interview' with Adlai Steven¬ 
son at the WBKB studios . , . WGN’s Ted Thorne has switched from] 
news to t rie announcing -Staft". . . Bob Murphy subbing for Don McNeill j 
on “Breakfast Club” again three days next, week . . . Art. Spirt named 
veep ami manager of centraL division for Television Programs of. 
America, covering 16. states. 

Stevenson applied for a 250-watter at San Luis Obispo . . .• CBS brass I 
practically swarmed Over KCBS gen. mgr: Henry; Untermeyer last week 
,-^-first.' .Jules Dundes, out of CBS hq., New York, then Joseph ,T. 
Connolly, WCAU, Philadelphia; Tom Gorman, WEE I, Boston^ and Sam | 
Slate, WCBS, New York ;'KQED planning its fourth annual money-' 
raising auction for five nights, starting June 3. 

IN 19H1L4J)ELPHIa . 
With all the furor created over Boston’s rock ’n’ roll riot; Dick Clark, 

star of WFIL-TV’s American Bandstand and Sat. nite network New 
York '• offering, h s: decided to cancel his May 30 teenage show at 
Brooklyn’s Ebbeits Field . Six nuns of the Orders of the Sister of . 
the Holy Child will substitute for Mother Mary Urban, of St. Leonard’s 
Academy, on . WHCV TV’s Come Little Children, when she begins her 
vacation oil June 1 . . . The hostess of Channel 10’s new Romper Room : 
series, Miss Janet; is Cecelia Allison, a native of Allentown and mother 
of two girls: She formerly did a radio show for WNAE in Warren, Pa. 
.... . Sam Fiber, former member of WPEN, and now holding forth in 
Cleveland is celebrating a new' arrival . . . Bob Marshall has been ap¬ 
pointed program manager of WVUE ... Phil Sheridan and Bill Webber 
are breaking all area attendance records ;with their dance parties. The \ 
tv personalities are supplementing disks with personal appearances by 
top recording talent. 

Is 

IN LONDON 
Arthur Askey had to make a last minute', bowout of his Associated-. 

Rediffusion program, “Before Your Very Eves.” on doctor’s orders, j 
Comic was suflVring from a hemorrhage of the.vocal chords. A telefilm . 

■of. a-previous show, was substituted . .Veteran actor A.. F. Matthews! 

was the subject of the last in BBC-TV’s current series of “This Is Your ! 
Life.” . . Sydney. Newman-.wiH take over from Dennis Vance as drama'! 
supervisor for ABC-TV next Sun.. (18), Vance has been promoted to the 
post of Production Supervisor for the programmers . , . Maria Callas 
tipped as a future headliner for Granada-TV’s “Chelsea At Eight” . . . 
When Southern-TV begins operating as commercial tv programmers for!| 
the South of England on Aug. 30. its transmissions will coyer an area 
of more than. 3.500 square miles and a population of between 2,750.000 
and 2,000.000 ... . BBC-TV’s film biz offering “Picture Parade,” will. be 
beamed direct from the Film Festival at Brussels on; June 2. via the 
Eurovjson link .. . . Meanwhile indie tv’s filrri industry program. A-R’s 
“Close Up” is due to be rested for three months during the summer. 

IN DETROIT 
; WWJ is using the theme “radio is close to you’' In its. observance 

pf National Radio Month, spotlighting radio’s personalized service to 
its audience at home and on the road. Plans include inviting guest 
record emcees from Detroit area high schools to join station person¬ 
alities Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Dick French, Bob Maxwell and 
Jim DeLand on their programs . . , WKMH, Dearborn, transfers part 
of its. broadcasting facilities to the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel In down¬ 
town Detroit this week . . .WWJ is broadcasting one hour of “Music 
’Tii Dawn” in stereophonic sound . . . A new WJ-T V color series is 
“It’s A Great World,” a film travelog show in the 5:30 p.m. cross-the- 
board tube slot_ . Another new WWJ-TV entry is “Motor City Mov¬ 
ie-time,” in the 6 to 7:30 p.m, Saturday slot. 

IN BOSTON . . 
WHDH-TV hosted press party for mayor of Mettenheim. Germany at 

Statler-Hiltpn with Pabst Brewing Co. celebrating brewery’s 100 mil¬ 
lionth barrel . .... Evan Neuhoff. WBZ-TV promosh dept., and Steve 
Melerparel, WBZ radio promosh. Vacationing in Miami.,. Phyl Doherty, 
pubad dir. WNAC-TV, back from Bermuda vacash . . Dave Maynard 
ankles WORL joining WBZ-TV on permanent basis June i with a daily 
tv platter show .: . WBZ exec sales staff turned put in especially tailored 
“IV Look” outfits to host nat. Sales reps from Peters. Griffin & Wood¬ 
ward launching the summer sales campaign . . . Ray Dorey, WHDH-TV, 
running a “June Bride Contest” in which entrants write in 25 words 
why they want Dorey and.Bill Green orch to entertain at their nuptials 
. . . WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H. nabbing terrif response with their. 
“Bingo At Home” show with 215,364 entries tallied as of April 30 . . V 
John Luttrell, WBZ-TV news ed.,.winner pf the Arriasa Howe Award 
for distinguished service in journalism based on articles he wrote as 
a Boston Daily Record reporter . . . Allan Kaye, WBZ-TV news dept, 
staff cameraman, winner in annual tv newsreel contest of Boston Press 
Photogs Asso. . . . Joe Jaworskl, WBZ gen. serv. dept., engaged to 
schoolteach Patricia Harrington . . .WBZ-WBZ broadcast “The Keepers 
and the Keys,” radio documentary produced by station on life in mental 
Institution, Sunday (11). 

IN SAN FRANCISCO 
Jaime del Valle, of “Lineup,” was chief speaker at San Francisco 

State. College’s radio-tv industry conference. Other speakers included 
KCBS’s YVanda Ramey, Don Mozley and Bill Cullenward, KPIX’s.George 
Goldman and John Highlander, KLX’s Barry Simmons* KRONrs Tom 
Mullahey and KGO-TV’s George Rice . ..... KGO beat KJBS to the air by 
three weeks—\vlth a helicopter to clock commute traffic . KPIX’s 
Del Courtney on vacation. Boh Tutt subbing for him . . . Frisco’s Rex 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . 
Mike Dix and Bob Jones, who were identified with El. Paso and 

Omaha, respectively, WMIN disk jockey additions . . . WCCO ace 
Cedric Adams back from a European tour . . . A special program that 
included a number of Minnesota celebrities introduced KMSP-TV as 
the National Telefilm Associates’ local station call letters in place of 
KMGM-TV. It now' also calls itself the Twin Cities “community sta¬ 
tion” and will provide more locally originated programs . . . St. Paul 
Bowling Proprietors Assn, inked as one of WISK’s baseball “Game of 
the Day” broadcasts, sponsors 1 U, of Minnesota radio station KUOM 
celebrating 20th anniversary with series of special programs. Its present 
director, Burton Paulu, has been with it from its inception . . . Bob. 
DeHaven, WCCO Radio personality, elected to board of trustees of St. 
Barnabas, one :of city?s leading hospitals. 

IN PITTSBURGH 
John Howard, former program director at WIIJB in Greensburg, 

named publicity director for WQED, the educational tv channel. He re¬ 
places 'Mildred Popovich, who resigned ... Slim Bryant and the Wild¬ 
cats returning to Ch. 2 this summer for hour-long show every Satur¬ 
day afternoon ... Announcer Paul Dean and deejay Sam Holman have 
exited KQV , . . George Newell, director at WQED, has ankled for 
spot on WXIC production staff . . . Lawrence M. O’Toole appointed as¬ 
sistant manager of WMBA in Ambridge . . . James P. Blair, frefelance 
photographer-reporter,, has been added to the news staff at Ch. 11 . . . 
Barry. Kaye back spinning platters on WA'MP after motoring vacation 
to Hollywood and Las Vegas 'with his wife . . . Florence Manson will 
stay with daily strip on Ch, 2 for couple of months before joining her 
husband Arthur Manson, in Nfew York, where, he has just been named 
national publicity director for Cinerama. 

DuMont Broadcasting is nov/ of¬ 

ficiary Metropolitan Broadcasting 

Corp. Stockholders at the annual 

meetmg in New York Monday (12) 

okayed the name change and yes-’ 

terr’^y . (Tues.) the newr title was 

filed with the New York state sec¬ 

retary’s office. 

Shareholders ^lso voted in David 

Mahoney, prexy of Good Humor, 

as a new', member of the broadcast 

chain’s ’board. The corporate name- 

change arid the departure from 

the board of Mahoney’s predeces¬ 

sor, Dr. Ailen B. DuMont, marks 
the official end. of the founder’s 
connection with the broadcasting 
setup. Dr. DuMont retains his 
board and consultancy positions 
wiih DuMont Labs. 

Metropolitan issued a statement 
after the annual powwow saying- 
that the reason the name wras 
changed was based on a constant 
case of mistaken identity with thtf- 
old DuMont Network and with: 
DuMont Labs. 

to Glete Roberts 

on winning an EMMY 

for his “Special Report” 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Storm appears to have broken violently In Boston over CBS-TV 

; “Camera Three’s” two-part presentation of the Sacco-Vanzetti case. 
! First installment on May 4 aroused the ire of Arthur E. Fetridge, ty 
' critic of Bostbni Herald, who. charged that “the real reason.for their 
[ death (Sacco-Vanzetti) sentences was lost in a welter of charges of bias, 
; radicalism vs. Conservatism arid many other things . . . if part two of 
' this presentation . .. . is as biased as was yesterday’s the network should 
look into the qualifications of . a producer who dreams up ‘facts’ for 
tele vision.” Only adverse comment came from Massachusetts. 

Shortly after Fetridge’s review appeared, Boston Herald carried a 
defense of the program by Herbert. B. Ehrmann, who Was associate 
counsel for Sacco and Varizetti. Lewis Freedman, producer of “Camera 
Three,” made reference to the Boston Herald matter in the second 
installment last Sunday (11) in which the program recalled that the 
Herald had won a Pulitzer Prize in 1926 for its change of attitude in 
connection with the case. 

Material from the actual trial formed the basis of the two Sacco- 
Vanzetti programs. Second program also featured appearances by Louis 
Joughin, Columbia U. law prof. Script was by Clair Roskam and 
Warren Wallace and directed by Clay Yurdin. 

CBS drew considerable mail as. a result of the telecast, virtually all 
of congratulatory nature. 

Heartiest congratulations to you awl KNXT CBS—and our sincere 

appreciation for your outstanding contribution toward the effective 

use of Ampex* Videotape* Recording. In so successfully meeting 

the exacting requirements of Sunday newscasting, you have clearly 

demonstrated the quality, efficiency and convenience of prerecord¬ 

ing with Videotape. From one Emmy-winner to another, thanks for 

t job well done. « 

CORPORATION 

New York; Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas, Washington D.C., Detroit* San Francisco, Atlanta, Toronto 

^TM Ampex Corp. 

Burton (Bud) Benjamin, producer of CBS-TV’s “The Twentieth 
Century,” is wasting no time getting production started for next season 
He’s due back Friday (16) from a month in Europe, where he super¬ 
vised special filming at Remagen for one show oil th» city’s famous 
bridge and its role as an invasion gateway. Benjamin also did film 
research for a show on the Russo-Finnish War and also visited Ireland 
England and France on other subjects. * 

Educational station WTTW, Chicago, has raised $234,414 to date 
towards its goal of $340,000 from the coriununity in its fund raising 
campaign for the current year. Station is now more than $50,000 ahead 
of its pace in last year’s drive. WTTW is nearly 50% self-supporting 
earning about $500,000 this year from production contracts with 
Educational Television and Radio Center, from the Chicago Board 
of Education for its college courses, and from its kinescope sideline. 

National Assn, of Broadcasters reports intensive activity by stations 
throughout the nation in observance of National Radio Month Com¬ 
munity promotional gimmicks are being used both on and off the air 
as the observance; ends its second week. 

Emphasizing the theme, “Radio is Close to;You” stations are making 
big use of NAB promotional aids designed to’ induce more radio listen¬ 
ing. Many broadcasters are devoting entire programs to the theme 
Most Cleveland outlets joined in a 12-hour broadcast to boost the 
Month: > 

Governors and mayors have issued proclamations in support of the 
Month and other VIP’s are lending their Support through tape Inter¬ 
views. '■■■ - • 

Contests have been started by many stations, prizes of money or 
receivers being awarded for best written tributes to radio. 

Wheeling’s ‘Jamboree’ 
Chalks Up 2,000,000 

Attendance in 25 Yrs. 
. Pittsburgh, : M^y 13. 

“Original Jamboree” of WWVA 
in Wheeling, W. VaM celebrated its 
silver anniversary Saturday (10); 
marking 25 years of consecutive 
broadcasting which began in 1933 
and has continued without a break. 

More than 2,000.000 people have 
traveled to Wheeling in that time 

1 to see the Saturday night radio 
broadcast, which is presented as ai 
combination prograin arid stage 
performance, for which a regular 
admission is charged at Virginia 
Theatre. Every state in the union, 
plus every Canadian province, has 
beep represented in the audiences 
over the quarter of a century. 

Paul J. Miller, present managing 
director of WWVA, has played an 
active part , since the inception of 
the “Jamboree” in ’33. At that 
time, Miller was an announcer and 
production manager of the show. 

The broadcast has been a regular 
feature of the CBS net’s “Saturday 
Night-Country Style” since the be¬ 
ginning. 

JULIE NEWMAR 

'Ethnical 

Neurotic Bafct 

Company 

"UnbftfevabU” 

5tiv. AHtn Shew; 

May 18th 

FOR SALE—New York City 
Spiclou* S-Stery fewnlwtne. 11 m* 
5 baths, 2 lav., wood burning flropUcos, 
Otis elevator, naw gas boat. Compact 
layout for homo atmosphere hut ample 
tor gracious entertaining. MIMO's, 
Park and Madison Avo. Price S1MA00. 
Box #V-5*V-M, Variety 1S4 W. 4Mh St. 
New York U. 

PROPERTY 
on private Island fifteen minutes by 
beat from Freeport L. I. Two «om- 
plataly furnished cottages on the 
property. Sandy beach, fine swimming, 
and no telephones, roeds or dose 
neighbors. A Unique and beautiful 
location; hate to, but must sell.. Bruce 
W. Preston* 25 Slecvm Crescent, 
Forest Hills Bardens, New York. 

FOR MANUFACTURERS OF 
THEATRICAL OREAS9AINT 

Now Available tor Sole aTi.OW COST 
Two i.ehmami greasepalnf machkies 

One: 15%« x 7Wr One: ir* x ft" 
Arse Available: one powder machine, 

greaM (Mint and guantHy powder 
OSCAR F. BRRNNRR, INC. 

IR W. 44th Street 
AYARY. 
JUdson 2-ISftl 

-WHATim THE SHOW 
NFS THE GREATEST! 

DOUG, ANDERSON 
Currently: TfcB Magic Clown1 
For IONOMO TURKISH TAFFY ob 

Channel 5, New York 
Sundays at 10:00 A. M. 

. Pioneer 7r57ft1 
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ART FORD’S 
"Jazz Party" 

WNTA-TV Channel 13 
(Tho Ntw Station In Town) 

Thursday*, 9:30-11 P.M., EOT 
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Television Reviews 
; Continued from page 27 ; 

* upcoming production, but he nixed.’ 
this. notion: Todd, he said, did hot 
huniboo/Ie him into -taking a role 
in • JIO Ihito.” It became the thins 
to do/’-ho said. "It was the fashion : 
to '4et into the picture/’ Comment- 
ini» on-toe- ma^:vi\ bungling Todd 
.shmth-; at the (lardi-n, he reported 
tills <: ark . li om one of tin* 1-8/HJO ' 

■gur-N at the parly: "Does this 
ire hi v.o Jiave to -have the/Mike 
To to our house;". 

.h/rin Chapuiau, the News’.drama-' 
sentinel. Was sold.bn Todd’s show- 
mar.diip ‘ ability/'Tqdd. liked his" 
raffish .rep; Chapman insisted, nor 
was tie out-to.bilk tlie public. Todd j 
fancied himself a Robin Hood but 
lie Hviliy gave. :the public its:', 
money's worth,. Chapman. - main-, 
taimvd, Todd was the last of the 
eahirful showmen, he said, gone 

Dillingham. Brady and Zieg-; 
f v I or h j i t v Ruse: “he has'; 
ret ired to count his money,’’ Chap- ’ 
man snapped. 

Next win Maurice ZolotoW, who ( 
said the show man was possessed' 
of never-ceasing vitality, bursting/ 
with life-force, a guy who could 
never be alone, a man who couldn’t - 
sit still. Robert J. Levirr, a maga-. 
zine writer who saw .Todd shortly! 
before his death, was- impressed, 
with Todd’s feeling about his fam- . 
ily. i. 

Then Bill Doll. Todd’s press 
agent, came; on. The p.a. said he 
was continuing to speak of Todd in j 
the present tense in all news re- 1 
leases anent “80 Days" . because, j 
as he put it, “Mike built himself 
right Info the negative” of the .'film. 
Doll said Todd was a press agent’s 
dream and possibly the greatest 
exploitation man that ever lived. 
He said Todd’s son was now in the 
saddle, ready to do a picture and 
tlvit the old man would, have been 
proud of Junior. Show closed with 
a film clip of Todd giving Harvard 
students his showmanship credo, 
and Wingate's pitch to viewers to 

send contributions for a Mike Todd 
Theatrical .Scholarship at the 
Actors. Stiidio for a deserving stu¬ 
dent... 
. Earlier in the hour-long show, 
Wingate made reference to the fact 
that Todd would not have wanted a 
wake or silly platitudes spouted.: 

Majority' of Todd’s eulogists bore 
this admonition in mind. It was a 
shrewd, knowing, albeit, affection¬ 
ate, appraisal of the sizzling show¬ 
man. V Rails.' 

FOR SALE 
A Lavish and gracious show 
place for show people. Not 
45 but 30 minutes from 
Broadway. 
This luxurious property has 
charm and the ultimate in 
smart planning. 
1st FLOOR LAYOUT—Centre 
hall, living room, dining room, 
modern all electric kitchen, 
Pine pannelled library, bar, 
solarium with Vita glass in¬ 
stallation, powder room. l/2 
level above main floor—ser¬ 
vants quarters comprising 2 
bedrooms and bath. 
2nd FLOOR — Ma ster suite 
with bath; plus 3 large bed¬ 
rooms and 2 baths. . Two se¬ 
cluded sun decks off bed¬ 
rooms, 2 car built-in garage. 
I/2 acre beautifully land¬ 
scaped g r o u n d s. Offered 
realistrcally at $55,000. 
Furnishings are also open fo nego¬ 

tiation in addition to the above ask¬ 

ing price./ 

WILLIAM J. GRANDBERG. Agent 
Brokers Protected 

766 North Avenue, New Rochelle 
NEW YORK NE. 2-1821 

RIP VAN WINKLE 
(Shirley Temple’s Storybook) 
With Shirley Temple,, E, G. Mar¬ 

shal1, Leora Dana, Beverly 
■Washburn/. Ralph Dumke, Char¬ 
les Dayis, Paul Bririegar, others 

Producer: Alvin Cooperman 
Director: Harry Horner 
Adaptation: Noel Langley 
60 Mins., Thurs. (8), 7:30 p.m. 
JOHN II. BRECK, HILLS BROS. 

COFFEE/.SEALTEST 
NBC-TV (film) 

. ti\V WV. Aycr\ 
Ever since their first live produc¬ 

tion of "Beauty and the . Beast.” 
wliich was a honey of a show, 
Henry Jaffe Enterprises and 
Screen Gems have shown the re¬ 
markable , facility of making the 
fairy tales in their “Shirley Tem¬ 
ple’s Storybook” series downright 
dull. “Rip Van Winkle’’ was no 
exception. 

Competently: produced on the 
technical side. Well cast/ scrupu¬ 
lously adapted from the Washing¬ 
ton Irving story, old “Rip” nonethe-; 
less failed to bring off that ring of 
open-eyed ingenuousness that’s a 
must for a fairy tale. Perhaps 
producer Alvin Cooperman and 
director Harry Horner played it 
too close to the belt in terms of 
the realistic approach . to the 
shrewishness of Rip’i wife and the 
photographic realism of the Dutch 
village arid its characters. 
. And perhaps E. G. Marshall, in 
the title role, strove .too hard for; 
a characterization .and not hard 
enough for an impression. For R: p, 
the goodnatured oaf, became in 
Marshall’s hands far too much of 
a troubled soul for the black-and- 
white of a fairy. tale. And as a 
result; Rip became something of 
a dull, and hence hot completely 
sympathetic character. 

The beauty of a fairy story lies 
in its simplicity; for the. kids be¬ 
cause children see things in black 
and white and for adults because 
of the sentimental values of look¬ 
ing back to a simple time. That’s 
why the “Storybook” production of. 
“Beauty and the Beast” was tops— 
because it told the Story simply 
and beautifully.. And that’s why 
succeeding “Storybook” shows have 
failed—because they’re not simple 
enough for the kids and too com¬ 
plicated for the. adults to care 
much about them. Chan.. 

ter of Quong Y. Chin of the lower 
East Side of Gotham, on WABD in 
cooperation with the N. Y. Heart 
Assn, from the University Hospital, 
was of epic proportions in the his¬ 
tory of tv. 

Minus the trappings of theatri¬ 
balism, metropolitan viewers, saw 
Dr. Jere Lord, surgeon of the 
N.Y-.U:-Bellevue Center, perform 
what is medically known as a pat- 

, ent ductus arteriosus on a three- 
: year-old child.; It’was a completely 

1 absorbing, thoroughly illuminating 
I journey, through a ,wonderland of 
' surgery. It made “Dr; Christian” 
and “Medic” look like unadorned 
quacks. This was the scalpel and 
lancet at their, true best, wielded 
by a master-surgeon., 
. When the cairieras were not fo¬ 
cussed on the actual operation, 
John Wingate; interrogated three 

'.doctors: in an anteroom regarding 
. the careful surgical proceedings. 
/On ■occasion',' Dr. Lord would be 
! heard , describing the . procedures. 
After the operation he was inter¬ 
viewed . .by Wingate arid viewers 
had an opportunity to hear his sim¬ 
ple statement and. see the face of 
the tired surgeon. 

Heart operations have been on 
tv before, .but nothing of the kind 
performed in front of the Du Mont 

! cameras. It was a glowing demon- 
! stratiqn of what the healers of 
' mankind are capable '.' of accom¬ 
plishing. 

WABD is. planning to edit the 
1 kine of the operation, and .present 
it with a last-minute report on the 
youngster’s., progress sometime 
next month. DuMont will call the 
followup program,. fittingly enough, 
“Chin Up.” All concerned in this 
heroic. medical endeavor behaved 
admirably, nay eloquently. It was 
inspiring education, thanks to tv, 

Rans. 

HEART SURGERY 
With Mabel Chin, Dr. Jere Lord, 

Dr. Louis R.-.Orbin', Dr. Edmund 
, II. Reppert, Dr. A. Wilbur Dur- 

yee> Arlene Francis, Jane Pick¬ 
ens. John Wingate, others 

Co-producers: John Grogan, Mar¬ 
lene Sanders, Morton Silverste’ri; 
Milton: Robertson of WABD 
with Al Freeman of N. Y. Heart 

. Assn. 
Writers: Marlene Sanders, Morton 

Silverstein 
120 Mins., Tues. (6) 10 pan. 
WABD-TV,. from New York 

Truth is stranger than fiction and 
rnakes considerably more enthrall¬ 
ing video viewing. The heart oper¬ 
ation of little Mabel Chin, daugh- 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

HEW YORK 

THE WRITTEN WORD 
With Dr. Frank Baiter 
Producer: Dept, of Cinema, Univ. or 

Southern California for Educa¬ 
tional TV-Rad:o Center, Ann 
Arbor, Mich., and presented in 
cooperation with META 

36 Mins , Mon. (12) 7:30 p.m. 
WABC-TV, from New York (on 

film) 
Credit properly belongs to* rivany 

for this illuminating series, “The 
Written Word” with Dr: Frank Bax¬ 
ter, English prof of the Univ. of 
Southern., California, narrating. 
First,, a salute to WABC-TV for 
spotting, the series in an advan¬ 
tageous hour—an hour when both 
young and old can watch and learn 
the graphic story of communication 
from cave to caslon, so to speak. 
Secorid, congrats to the Dept, of 
Cineriia. of the Univ. of Southern 
California, for fashioning the 15: 
installments Tor the Educational 
TV-Radio Center at Ann Arbor, 
arid thirdly, a bow in the direction 
of the Metropolitan Educational 
Television Assn., the Gotham edu¬ 
cational-tv institution for its salu¬ 
tary: influence on better video pro¬ 
gramming. “The Written,Word” is 
preseritbd on WABC-TV in coop¬ 
eration with META. 
. This .series is both entertaining 
and profitable. Dr. Baxter, an old 
and experienced hand in both 
classroom and., video behaviour, 
makes the half-hour episodes, ab¬ 
sorbing. expeditions —r“—* a difficult 

[feat indeed. The initial program 
: "Sign and Symbol” had Dr. Baxter 
j launching into the origins of man’s 
1 primitive. means of reaching his 
fellowman with signs and symbols. 

The . -informal, easy-to-listen-to 
prof explained how our ancestors 
began with signs and symbols on 
walls and caves. He told of primi¬ 
tive pictograph arid the role it 
played in magic and superstition., 
Particularly effective were the il¬ 
lustrations of the comparative ideo¬ 
graphs by the- early Egyptians, 
Mayans and our resourceful Amer¬ 
ican Indians. 
• Subsequent programs will deal 
with the advanced forms of writ¬ 
ing, origins of bur alphabet, an¬ 
cient manuscripts, wood blocks and 
metal types, techniques of early 
printing,. its decline and remarka¬ 
ble revival; At the conclusion of 
the first chapter, viewers were 
urged to write for a bibliography 
and pamphlet on printing. 

“The Written Word” with Dr. 
Baxter is teaching at its finest. 
The program, has substance, mean¬ 
ing arid" is a fascinating date 
with tv. Rans. 

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr. 
MGM TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated ; 

1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y. • JUdson 2-2000 

INMATE—THE WALPOLE 
STATE PRISON STORY 

With inmates of Mass. State Prison, 
Walpole. 

Producer-Writer: Joseph Levine 
Director-Film Editor: Matt Con¬ 

nolly Jr* 
30 Mins.) Wed.. (7), 9:30 p.m. 
WHDH-TV, Boston (film) 

: Here's one formula for exciting 
tv—go to the pokey. The WHDH- 
TV news department did, and re¬ 
sult was. gripping blend of show¬ 
manship and public service, “In¬ 
mate—the Walpole Prison Story.” 
The one-shot documentary, from 
the first, telephoto shot of. the walls 
outside to the exit, at gates,; proved 

slickest, most interesting film pro¬ 
duction yet by any Hub tv station. 
Three WHDH-TV staffers did the 
job the hard way. Producer-writer 
Joe Levine; director-editor Matt 
Connolly and associate producer 
Jim Harrington had themselves 
imprisoned at Walpole for 24 hours 
gathering atmosphere and facts for 
production. The actual filming, 
with staff photographer and Sound 
engineer joining crew, took eight 
days in jail. 

, Result, turned out to be 
: dramatically photographed, tight 
; knit and hard hitting report on 
prison life, told partly by inmates 
themselves, without censorship, for 

j the first time In Mass, history. .The 
prison warden and Catholic chap¬ 
lain told: other parts of the story. 
The documentary shaped up as 
more of a current news in depth 
report, than ordinary documentary, 
for prison .problems are big news 
in Mass, due; to recent convict riots 
and disturbances. 

“Inmate” explored the reasons 
for riots, pulling iio punches Ih 
Showing flaws, in prison security, 
plus ,shorts of table tops covered 
with, knives and black jacks taken 
from convicts including a “home 
made” two-foot machete. Construc¬ 
tive efforts to rehabilitate prison-, 
ers under new reform program 
were also studied in, detail. There 
were well thought out photographic 
interviews with inmates. The over¬ 
all picture was the first authentic, 
unvarnished view of what life in 
Mass, prison is really like. Equally 
important.was the fact that the ed¬ 
ucational message was presented 
with sharp and dramatically etched 
showmanship proving public serv¬ 
ice can be exciting tv fare. Much 
credit for this goes to the dramatic 
and sensitive .script by producer 
Joe Levine; imaginative photogra^ 
phy by John Davin; and crisp di¬ 
rection and editing by Matt Con¬ 
nolly. Guy. 

Westerns 
^ Continued from page 19 

Gen.-Electric bowout. Web Is con¬ 

templating a Thursday night half- 

hour entry, sponsor unseen. 

CBS plans going to the Monday 
evening 7:30 to 8:30 post With its 
new “Rawhide" western. As yet no 
sponsor. Network’s. 

1 On Other Fronts 

Overall, on the basis of. current 
planning, there appears little on 
tap for next season calculated to 
make the viewer flip: for joy. 
There’ll be some ambitious restaff¬ 
ing of “Playhouse 90” on .CBS, 
with Fred Coe, Herb Brodkin and 
John Houseirian going in . as execu¬ 
tive producers; there’s the poten¬ 
tially promising Westinghouse $12,- 
000,000 buy of the Desilu full hour 
Monday night show's to succeed 
“Studio One,” there’s the project¬ 
ed full hour Garry Moore CBS 
variety show, which, of course, can 
go this way- or that way, and the 
created-by-Nat Hiken promissory 
note attached to the “Magnificent 
Montagues” Sunday night CBS ser¬ 
ies. But by and large ’58-’59 seems 
to be shaping up as ’57-’58 one 
year later. 

Saudek 
Continued f rom page 18 

celluloid has come about as a re¬ 
sult. 

Does ‘Omni' Shift on Stay? 
Whether “Omnibus” will remain 

on NBC-TV next fall or will shift 
to CBS will be determined by the 
program’s current sponsors within 
the next few days. Both webs have 
made pitches for the show which 
packager Robert Saudek states are 
satisfactory, and he’s turned the 
proposals over to Aluminium Ltd, 
and Union Carbide, program’s 
sponsors, for their sayso. 

Saudek wouldn’t disclose the 
terms of the offers by the webs, 
but it’s generally known that NBC 
wants to couple “Oirinibus” with 
“Wide Wide World” again while 
CBS is offering the Sunday 5 to 
6:30 p.m. period. It’s believed 
that NBC overcame Saudek’s ob¬ 
jection to being limited to.an hour 
(because of the cutback to an hour 
of “Wide Wide World”) by offering 
him the opportunity of doing sev¬ 
eral 90-minute “specials” within 
the overall context of the series. 

Charlotte, N.C. — Three high 
school students won* the Jefferson 
Standard Broadcasting Co.’s schol¬ 
arship to attend the North Carolina 
H.S. Radio-TV Institute at Chapel 
Hill. Two-Week workshop is co- 

1 sponsored by the North Carolina 
Assn, of Broadcasters and the U 
of the North. Carolina. 

Washington, May 13. 
House Appropriations Commit¬ 

tee has recommended a budget of 
$101,750,000 for the U.S, Informa¬ 
tion Agency for the fiscal year, be¬ 
ginning July 1. In addition, an esti¬ 
mated $3,591,000 will be available 
to the Agency from. other funds,, 
providing a total of $105,341,000 or - 
about $7,000,000 more than the 
amount provided for the current 
fiscal year. 

Committee, allowed the Agency 
$4,750,000 for new radio, facilities, 
which . includes an estimated 
$2,900,000 for a high-powered 
broadcasting facility in the Greek 
area to replace . the ship-borne 
transmitter Courier. 

Agency , had requested $110,032,- 
000 of which $5,032,000 would go 
for additional radio facilities. 

Committee action followed re¬ 
lease of testimony at budget hear¬ 
ings in February disclosing : that 
USIA director George V. Allen 
suggested that Agency documen¬ 
tary films be made available for 
domestic showing. However, Rep. 
John J. Rooney, chairman of the 
subcommittee considering the 
budget, gave the idea the cold 
shoulder. 

USIA produced 35 documentar¬ 
ies . in the last fiscal year. It was 
brought out, and its film list as of 
Feb. 1 included 528 original pro¬ 
ductions and 615 acquired , sub¬ 
jects._•/.. 

REQUIRED 
Feature, Cartoon and T.V. 

Films by 

CARVAL ENTERPRISES, LTD. 
London, England 

Or Agency Basis for Great lrltoin, 
Crown Colonies, and Europe. 

1st Class Dlstrlbotiog 
Facilities Available. 
contact us XT- 

second FLOOR 
20 BEDFORD ST. 
LONDON. W.CJ2. 

special 
For film or TV Producerc 

LOt SALE 
NOW AVAILABLE: 2500 Tboatrfcaf 
Homan Hdir Wigs-=-Seitable for pay 
period story. 

OSCAR F. BERNNER. Ine. 
152 W. 44th Street, New York 36 

JUdson 2-1863 

Over $8,000 in Commissioiis 
Was received by each of 

5 Part Timers in 1957 
Tou can now sell Mutual Fuad* and 
F.I.C. Plana for Wellington Fund, without . 
giving up regular .Job. Phone Tor ap¬ 
pointment with oldest and largest Arm 
specializing In Mutual. Fundi. LO 3-S800. 

FIRST INVESTORS CORPORATION 

SVIRT DAT il 

ON IviRT CHANNIl \ 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
S«M«tisi^N.V.C.-Tel.N.MMe J 

FOR SALE 
Beautiful Heme; Lerchmont, ‘N.Y. 
Enellsh Tudor—16 rooms; 4Vi battis; 
Pino Paneled Library—Llvlnj; Room 
rt x IS. Beautifully Landscaped 
Grounds. Owner transferred, must 

Call TE Principals Only— 
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SPA Agency to 

Centralized collection.', of cleffer 4‘ 
royalties by the Songwriters Pro¬ 
tective Assn. is due to start next 
September. Under the new setup - 
now being readied by SPA, pub-1 
lishers will pay royalties on both 
sheet and disk sales to a single 
agency which, in turn, will make 
the. distributions to the ... song¬ 
writers. 

Idea for such an agency was 
proposed earlier this year by the 
SPA leadership . and obtained 
overwhelming approval from the 
membership'. At the present tirhe, 
SPA is requesting its membership 
to give the organization a formal 
power of attorney with which to 
deal with the publishers: 

SPA plans to make regular 
audits of the publishers’ books to 
check. the statements as well as 
make certain, that all royalty 

. sources* have been accounted for. 
Up to now, SPA has. been making 
sporadic spot checks of publishers’ 
records when beefs from members 
cued suspicion: of chiseling. 

SPA’s cost of running the serv¬ 
ice has been set at a maximum of 
5% of the collected royalties,; to 
be deducted as and when collected. 
SPA execs point out that it’s im¬ 
possible to foretell at the present 
time what the cost of the service 
will be since expenses will depend 
on a variety of factors, including 
the number of writers participat¬ 
ing, the amount of royalties col¬ 
lected, clerical and auditing ex¬ 
penses, et al. It. will be, a. non- 
profit agency and there’s >a hope, 
SPA prexy Burton Lane informed 
members, that the service charge 
will be less than the 5%. tenta- 

:. tively fixed. 
SPA’s accounting staff, will be 

under the supervision . of David 
Algase.. The organization is cur¬ 
rently enlarging its staff to handle 
the additional clerical duties and 
will probably find it necessary to 
move to bigger quarters once the 
agency starts to roll. 

SPA, meantime, is starting .talks 
with the music publishers totfay 
(Wed.) for a new basic pact; The 
current agreement, which has 
been extended for two years, is 
due to run out at the end of this 
year. First meeting today is tak¬ 
ing place with the Music Publish¬ 
ers Protective Assn, repping most 
of the top publishers. Other seg¬ 
ments of the publishing industry 
will also be invited to the talks at 
a later date. 

For defers Set to RoO Sept. 1 

If. Pecora Leaves 
ASCAP to Launch A to Z 

Radio-TV Program Finn 
Louis W. Pecora; program serv¬ 

ice director for the American So¬ 
ciety of Composers, Authors & 
Publishers for the past 11 years, 
has resigned that post to head a 
private operation called Broad¬ 
casters Program Service.: Pecora 
stated that the neW outfit will be 
geared to provide programming 
Ideas and material to stations and 
sponsors according to individual 
specifications. BPS will cover the 
entire music repertoire, from long¬ 
hair to rock ’n’ roll. 

First project of the new outfit 
Is a musical program almanac de¬ 
signed as a day-to-day guide to 
programming formats pegged to 
holidays and special promotional 
events. The almanac is due for 
release in August. 

Pecora, who is the son of for¬ 
mer Judge Ferdinand Pecora, spe¬ 
cial counsel for ASCAP with the 
firm of Schwartz & Frohlich, 
edited “30 Years of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Music” which ASCAP just 
released. The 125-page book lists 
recordings of the major Hollywood 
hit tunes since 1928. An index 
covers the numerous soundtrack 
albums using ASCAP repertory. 
Pecora’s ASCAP spot will now be 
handled by Dick Frplich, ASCAP’s 
publicity director, and Jeari Stark, 
who was Pecora’s assistant. 

Crosby Bros.—New Act? 
Hollywood, May 13. 

Randy. Wood is trying to 
bring some harmony into the 
Crosby clan—between Bing 
and Bob, that is. 

The Dot label prexy would 
like to bring the brothers to¬ 
gether for an album session. 
If it works out it will mark 
the first time they ensembled 
on wax. : 

Bob Crosby is real anxious 
to do it and says the LP would . 
be comprised of spiritual type 
ballads like “I Believe:” 

on 

... In an unprecedented move,, song¬ 
writer Ann Ronell is intervening 
in the suit filed by Walt Disney 
Productions against Bourne Inc. 
Miss Ronell, who penned “Who’s 
Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf” and 
“Mickey Mouse and Minnie’s. In 
Town,” filed for intervention in 
New York’s Federal Co urt' on th e 
grounds that her interests would not 
be adequately protected and that 
she may be. bound by. a judgment 
in the Disney vs. Bourne action 
which' could .adversely affect her 
rights as the cleffer of the afore¬ 
mentioned tunes. 

In a separate action, Miss Roriell 
is suing Disney, for libel, slander 
and unfair competition. In this 
suit, which is on calendar of N. Y. 
Supreme Court, Miss Ronell al¬ 
leges that Disney was instrumental 
in representing to the.' public that 
'‘Who's Afraid of the Big Bad 
Wolf” was written by someone 
else. She claims, that. the^ mislead¬ 
ing credits were made on CBS-TV’s 
“Toast of. The Town” (now “Ed 
Sullivan Show”) and ABC-TV’s 
“Disneyland.” 

The Disney misrepresentation, 
she claims, is Affecting the sale of 
a Michael Danh screenplay based 
on her life and a tv series, “Tin 
Pan Alley Girl,” which is built 
around her and the fact that she 
penned “Big Bad Wolf.” 

In the Disney vs. Bourne suit, 
Disney alleges false and fraudulent 
accounting by the Bourhe on the 
picture tunes and is asking for full 
control of the Disney song copy¬ 
rights. 

See Smathers Bill Smothered At 

This Session; More Raps Put In 
By JACK PITMAN ; 

Chicago,. May 13. 
Several other topics were aired, 

but scolding the American Society 
of Composers, Authors & Publish¬ 
ers was the dominant, theme at the 
last week’s Music Operators of 
America Stand here. The jukebox 
men made it clear they View 
ASCAP as a moneyed behemoth 
out to extend, its influence at what¬ 
ever expense to the music indus¬ 
try.. 

Central to the issue is the cur- 
cent U. S. Senate bill that would 
place coin - machines under perr 
formance fees by amending the 
copyright law. Eleven previous 
congresses have considered and re¬ 
jected similar legislation. - The 
present, bill. : introduced by ' Sen. 
Joseph C. O’Mahoney (D., Wyo ). 
looks to be doomed for lack of 
time. Fast legislative work would 
be required ' to obtain passage be¬ 
fore adjournment, but even if the 
measure , gets by the Senate,- it 
would still have to clear the House, 
where most of the opposition to it 
has been in the past. 

The jukebox operators con¬ 
vened in Chicaeo, however, weren’t 
counting.: on time. MO A prexy 

George A. Miller pleaded for them 
to recruit allies for the showdown, 
to enlist .firm support, from law¬ 
makers, restaurant owners and 
others. He warned that the ops are 
on the “thinnest . ice” . yet, and 
promised a “fight , to . the bitter 
erid.” 

. ASCAP, by the way, was a con¬ 
vention exhibitor for the . first 
time,. and took a page in the of- 

1 (Continued on page-48) 

RCA Victor on Qui Vive 
For Van Cliburn Cuttings 

RCA Victor, which signed long¬ 
hair pianist Van Cliburn to a long¬ 
term pact last week, is losing 'no 
time in putting that recent winner 
of the International Tchaikovsky 
Competition in Moscow on wax. 
Due in New York within the next 
couple of days in time for his Can- 
negie Hall, N, Y., date Monday (19>, 
Cliburn will start his recording 
sessions for Victor next week. The 
pianist returns to Carnegie Hall 
May 26 for a second stand due. to 
the. fast sellout of his first per7 
formance. 

Cliburn, who has been copping 
spectacular publicity breaks fol¬ 
lowing his win in . the Russian con¬ 
test, Is. getting an official New York1 
“Van Cliburn D.ay” next Tuesday 
(29) for being a cultural hero. All 
the music organizations and city 
schools have been, invited to par¬ 
ticipate in the celebration. 

53310761 ■= Elvis 
. ... Elvis Presley’s U. S. Army 
hitch is giving the pop cleffers 
something to toy with. UpThis 
week is a tune dedicated to 

. Presiev’s Army, serial number. 
It’s called “Dear 53310761.” 

Davie & Moore are the. clef- 
.. fers and Trinity Music Is the 

publisher. Tune has been cut 
by the Thirteens group on; the 
indie Rev label. 

in 

Washington, May 13. 
• A plea for “democracy” In the 

American Federation of Musicians 
was carried before a Senate Labor 
Subcommittee last week. It came 
in connection with, the bitter mu¬ 
sicians’ dispute in Los Angeles, 
Where much of the AFM local has 
been fighting the leadership of 
James C. Petrillo and the trust 
fund arrangement. . - 

Cecil ; F. Read, a former L. A. 
AFM. official and now chairman of 
the Musicians Guild of America, 
called for legislation to insure ‘‘cer¬ 
tain minimum requirements for 
democracy in. labor unions.” He 
was gunning, of course, for the 
Petrillo leadership of the AFM: in 
supporting the “bill of rights” leg¬ 
islation proposed by several mem¬ 
bers of Congress. 

‘Some of the employers, notably 
NBC and RCA; Victor Records, 
CBS and Columbia Records, and 
Capitol Records,” Read said; “are 
now sallied : with Petrillo fighting 
court actions by musicians. de¬ 
signed to end the trust fund ar¬ 
rangement. 

“They have evidently arrived at 
a working relationship with Mr. 
Petrillo that they do not want dis- 
trubed. They support Mr. Petrillo’s 
trust fund and he overrules strike 
votes by the New York and Los 
Angeles locals.” 

Pat Ballard's Memoirs; 
Vet songsmith Francis Drake 

(Pat) Ballard has joined the auto¬ 
biographical brigade with 30,000 
words of nostalgia, sbngwriting ad¬ 
vice and true confession. 

• Mark Hanna is agenting. - 

What Hath Rock V Roll Wrought? 
Continued from page i s 

covering Boston itself and the 
postscripts thereof—from several 
points. 

Deejay Sidelines 
May Be ‘Unpopular’ 

By GUY LIVINGSTON 

Boston, May 13. . 
With the Alan Freed-Bostojri 

hassle going full blast as result of 
the riot following his rock ’n? roll 
show at the Arena, indications are 
that disk jocks playing r&r and tv 
stations carrying and planning 
"bandstand” type shows are going 
to be affected in Boston. 

: Mayor Hynes’ ban of lock. ’n’ 
roll shows and the indicting of 
Frded by a Suffolk County Grand 
Jury> on a charge of “inciting the 
unlawful destruction of property” 
are seen as making record hops, 
profitable sideline activity for disk 
jocks, and tv and radio rockers 
very unpopular. 

The dick jocks, radio, tv and 
music trades are rallying here 
against any possibility of a rock 
’n’ roll music ban. The Pilot, of¬ 

ficial newspaper of the Catholic 
Archdiocese of Boston, although 
denouncing Freed and backing 
city officials, warned, against an 
outright ban of the music. 

In an editorial Saturday (10), 
the newspaper said: 

“What we have to remember 
here, as so often elsewhere, is that 
youngsters should not be placed 
in situations which are too volatile 

ducted record hops for a decade 
and Who now hosts a bandstand 
type Show, “Boston Ballroom,” on 
WHDH-TV Saturday nights, for an 
hour, in prime time, said: ‘‘I think 
Boston disk jocks could run an¬ 
other just like the one of the 
Arena and we wouldn’t have a 
bit of trouble. The music in itself 
doesn’t incite anyone to anything.” 

While the furore over Freed 
for their youthful capacities. We boiled, few recalled that he had 
cannot expect them to act asj played the Hub with the same type 
adults, and while we allow them ; show at Loew’s State Theatre in. 

Washington, May 13. 
The Smathers Bill, which would, 

force broadcasters to divest them¬ 
selves of all music interests, stands 
virtually no chance of passage this 
session of Congress. In addition, 
there is indication that its spon¬ 
sor, Sen. George Smathers (D. 
Fla. V has lost interest in the bill 
and will not push to bring it out 
of committee. 
; Sen. John Pasture (D.. R.I.), 
chairman of the Communications 
Subcommittee of the Senate In¬ 
testate and Foreign Commerce. 
Committee, which has been holding 
hearings on bill Intermittently for 
the past .two months, told Variety 

that witnesses will continue to tes¬ 
tify “well into July.” With the 
Congressional timetable this elec¬ 
tion year calling for Aug. 1 ad¬ 
journment, there is dim hope that 
a bill such as this could be cram¬ 
med -through the final, crowded 
days of a vote-conscious Congress. 

Sen. Smathers, though a member 
.of the subcommittee holding hear¬ 
ings, has appeared only twice, once 
at the opening session, and again 
briefly during testimony of one of 
his constituents. This disinterest 
is unusual for the sponsor of k bill. 

Meantime, interest of motion pic¬ 
ture industry in proposed legisla¬ 
tion Will be further accented when 
MPAA prexy Eric Johnston ap¬ 
pears in opposition to bill at re¬ 
sumption of hearings next Wed¬ 
nesday (21), Paul Raibourn, v.p. 
Paramount Pictures, and* Omar 
Elder Jr„. secretary and assistant 
general counsel of ABC-Paramount 
Theatres, both testified past week 
on the close connection between 
pix production and music. They 

(Continued on page 48) 

Irving Berlin Nixes 
BBC-1Y: 

Of Life on Eve of Show 
London, May 13. 

Irving Berlin threw the BBC into 
panic when he forbade a tv drama¬ 
tization of his life story, scheduled 
to be aired on his 70th birthday, 
last Sunday (11). News of the 
composer’s decision reached the 
programmers three days before the 
tribute was to have gone out. 
. Large scale disappointment was 
registered by BBC-TV officials, but 
after the initial panic, it was de¬ 
cided to go ahead with a revised 
program devoted mainly to Berlin’s 
music. Scriptefs frantically re¬ 
shaped the 90-minute "Offering. 
Scenes involving Gaylord Caval- 
laro, who was to have portrayed 
the tunesmith, were slashed, bring¬ 
ing down the dramatized section 
of the show from 45 minutes to 15 
minutes. Body of the show Was 
built up with Berlin music. Caval- 
laro took over narrative chores. 

It was originally intended that 
Berlin should come to Britain and. 
take part in the production, but he 
refused; 

When news of the program was 
released the BBC claimed the show 
would be one of the most “am¬ 
bitious and spectacular television 
musicals ever staged in this coun¬ 
try.” • 

areas of free decision as part of 
their maturing process, we do so 
only within. boundaries that. pro¬ 
tect their best interests.. 

“It is no insult to the young to 
take care of them and to make im¬ 
possible their exploitation by the 
unscrupulous. At the same time, 
however,. we must. not deprive 
them of the legitimate enthusiasms 
of ybuth even where these maiy 
seem undignified or lacking In true 
quality.” 

‘Don’t Knock the Rock’ 
Hub disk jocks are wailing 

“don’t knock the rock.” Bob Clay¬ 
ton, vet disk jock who has con- 

1955 to mild biz and ho excitement. 
In that, show were Al Hibbler, 
Dinah Washington, Spmphony Sid, 
Bod Didley and others. 

Sen. Fleming’s Bill 
A bill to prohibit the use of the 

Boston Arena "or. any stateowned 
building or armory” for rock ’n’ 
roll shows was filed in the State 
Legislature Thursday (8) by Sen. 
William D. Fleming (D.) of Wor¬ 
cester, ■: . 

In filing the measure. Sen. Flem¬ 
ing said he had received info al¬ 
leging that narcotics were sold at 
the Alan Freed “Big Beat” show j 

(Continued on page 46) 1 

Bud Dant A&R Chief 
On Coast for Coral 

Bud Dant, arranger and musical 
director, has been named Coast 
artists & repertoire chief for Coral 
Records. Dant who has been 
working as musical chief on several 
Coast-originated radio-tv shows, 
has been a&r assistant to Sonny 
Burke, Decca’s Coast a&r manager, 
for the past couple *of years. He ll 
now work under Paul Cohen who 
recently took over as Coral’s a&r 
topper. 
. On the promotional front, Ray 
Free has been named New York 
rep for Coral and its subsfd label, 
Brunswick? both of which are $ub- 
sids of Decca Records. Free works 
under Martin P. Salkiri, Decca’s 
publicity-promotion boss. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
.By HERM SCHOENFELD . 

Johnny Nash (ABC-Paramounti: 
"I LOST MY LOVE LAST NIGHT" 
(Pamcot), a very sentimental ballad 
with a slow rocking beat, is belted 
for maximum impact by this fine 
young singer. 4-PLEASE DON’T 
GO*:’ (Delstonet) is another slow- 
tempoed ballad with a more con¬ 
ventional message, 

Felicia Sanders (Decca): “SAME 
OLD MOON” (Witmark*), from 
the WB “Marjorie Morningstar” 
pic. is a class ballad with potent 
pop chances via this sensitive ren¬ 
dition by Miss Sanders. “MELAN¬ 
CHOLY MOONT” (E.. H. Morris*) 

verts to the familiar rocking patr 
tern. 

Sheb Wooley (MGM): “THE 
PURPLE PEOPLE EATER” (Cor¬ 
dial t)f. an offbeat number with an 
out-of-this-wrorld creature peg/ is 
dished up with appropriate humor 
by this country singer. “I CAN’T 

The G Notes (Tender): “RON¬ 
NIE” (Rikpaget), another teenage 
number with a name title,. is an 
okay rocker vocalled in typical 
juve style by this feirime combo. 
“1 WOULD” (Rikpaget) is a com¬ 
pendium of song cliches. 
BELIEVE YOU’RE MINE” (Rob- 

JOHNNY NASH .. 
(ABC-Paramount)........ 

FELICIA SANDERS ....... 
(Decca) ......... 

TONY PERKINS .......... 
A RCA Victory ........... 

JOE VALINO . .... .... 
(United Artists) .: 

JIMMIE HASKELL ORCH. 
{Imperial). 

THE THIRTEENS ......... 
■(Rev-) ... 

I LOST MY LOVE LAST NIGHT 
. v..... .... please Dont Go. 

...... v....: same old Moon 
.-.Melancholy Moon 

■ THE PRETTIEST GIRL IN TOWN 
;..... ... . No, No, No 

.. GOD’S LITTLE ACRE 
. i I’m Happy With What Vve Got 

V.-. v..•..,. . VANGUARD ' 
Moonlight Bay 

.... . DEAR 53310761 

.... ........ .-. .... .D6owaddie/:. 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And His Champagne Music Present 

v THE LENNON SISTERS 
AND PETE FOUNTAIN 

On Brunswick “Mr Clarinet Man” 
B W “My Deaf One” (BR No. 55058) 

is another solid ballad with a lilt-1. 
Ing melody and adult lyric deliv- j 
ered in tiptop style. . 1 

Tony Perkins (RCA Victor); J 
1 THE PRETTIEST GIRL IN 
SCHOOL” (World.*), a catching 
light rhythm tune pegged for teen¬ 
agers, is handled pleasingly by 
actor Tony Perkins. “NO. NO, NO” 
(Sequence*) is a strong slow ballad 
also done with a winning unpreten¬ 
tiousness. . . 

Joe Valino (United Artists):, 
‘‘GOD’S LITTLE ACRE” (Phyllis*), 
title song of the UA film, is a rous¬ 
ing revivalist number belted 
brightly by Joe Valino with solid 
backing bv a gospel group. Strong 
potential. “I’M HAPPY WITH 
WHAT I’VE GOT” (Wood*) is a 
swinging number, with a cute lyiric 
which should draw spirts. 

Jimmie Haskell Orch (imperial): 
“VANGUARD" (Post*), with a 
rocket launching niotifi is a bright¬ 
ly swinging production which coUld 
orbit Into the hit lists. '“MOON¬ 
LIGHT BAY” (Remick*), the oldie 
which has been getting a new ride 
recently, turns up in an excellent 
arrangement which should help the 
revval. 

The Thirteens (Rev*: ’ “DEAR 
53310761” (Trinity*),. which is Elvis 
Presley’s Army serial number, is 
a cute juve tune vocalled attrac¬ 
tively by this juve distaff combo. 
“DOOWADDIE” (Desert Palms- 
T'-inity-) is routine rocking stuff. 

The Drifters ( Atlantic): “MOON¬ 
LIGHT BAY” (Remick*), is rocked 
in standout style by this combo 
who handle the modern beat with 
a restraint cued to the songrs lyrics. 
Could be big. “DRIP DROP” 
(Tiger*) is a good rocker. 

Laurie London (Capitbl): “I 
GOTTA ROBE” (Beechwood*) is a 
fine religioso which makes a na¬ 
tural followup to this young sing¬ 
er’s click bn “The Whole World In 
His Hands:” “JOSHUA” (Beech- 
wood*) is a similarly styled re- 
ligioso. . 

The Deb-Tones (RCA Victor): 
“MISS LONELY HEARTS” (Sher- 
-\vin*> is a nifty ballad showcase for 
this trio which recently copped the 
Westinghouse radio chain talent 
contest. “CUDDLY BABY” (Mel- 
lin*) is an okay rocking item, nice¬ 
ly harmonized. 

F r a n k i e V a u e h a n (Epic): 
“JUDY” is an above-par juve tune 
belted dramatically by this British 
singer. “AM I WASTING MY 
TIME ON YOU” is also vocalled 

. savvily in a straight forward ballad 
style. 

Tina Louise (United Artists): 
“I’LL BE ; YOURS” (Sudbury*>, a 
good straight ballad, is projected 
by actress Tina Louise with a 
pleasingly effortless stvle.. “IN 
THE EVENING”. (United Artists*), 
an uptempo tube is also nicely 
projected. 

Julian Barnett & The Talents 
(Herald): “COME RACK TO ME” 
(Lark* >, a Latin-styled hallad, is 
smothly belted by Julian Barnett 
w-ith an admixture of a rocking 
beat which the kids go for. “DON’T 
WALK AWAY” (Lark*) is an okay 
ballad.With a more conventional 
format. 

Rico . Henderson (Citation): 
“STRICTLY FOR THE BIRDS” 
(Coliseum*) is a nifty instrumental 
with some incidental vocal effects. 
Could come out of left field. 
“RICO’S SPECIAL’” (Topaz*» re- 

ertson*) is a more routine ballad 
for the hayseed market 

The Ht-FIVES (Decca): “JUST A 
SHOULDER TO CRY ON” (Jason*); 
a slow rocker with a. good lyric, 
is worked -over very effectively by 
this combo. “DOROTHY” (Jason*) 
is a so-so uptempo item, in the cur¬ 
rent first-name, song cycle. 

Pee Wee Hunt (Capitol): “I 
LOVE PARIS” (Buxton Hill*), the 
Cole Porter sho.vvtune, turns,up in 
a snappy, dixieland slice which 
could give this number a whole 
new career; “MISS OTIS RE¬ 
GRETS” (Harms*), another Potter 
standard, gets a nifty talking trum¬ 
pet workover. 

Gar Bacon: (Dale): “MARY 
JANE” (Republic*) is a pleasing 
jUye-angled ballad with a moderate 
rocking beat. “CHAINS OF LOVE” 
(Republic*) is familiar rock ’n’ roll 
stuff delivered: in customary style. 

Johnny O’Keefe (Brunswick): 
“REAL .WILD CHILD” (Melody 
Lane*) is a frantic rocking number, 
but in a groove that’s becoriie Very 
tired in the last year or two/ 
“SHAKE BABY SHAKE” (Goday*> 
is. double-speed rockabilly gentry 
that also fails, to go very far. 
O’Keefe, an Australian singer, has 
been listening too closely to U S. 
pop disks,. 

Kitty Dee (Jubilee): “I WENT 
TO THE DANCE” (Benell*) is 
another. standard-cut ju.ve-angled 
ballad vocalled okay by this song¬ 
stress. “OOH, LA LA LA” (Benell*) 
is a rhythm item with a simple- 
minded lyric and doubtful chances. 

(Compiled by Sam Goody’t, leading New York disk retailer 
whose global mail order operation ref.ects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

Artist 
1., Original Cast 
2. Original Cast 
3. Original Cast 
4 Sound Track 
.5, Mantovani 
6. Eydie Gorma 
7. Lester Lanin 
8. Johnny Mathis 
9. Mantovani 

10. Meredith Willson 
11. Ella Fitzgerald 
12. Sound Track 
13. Frank Sinatra 
14. Original Cast 
15. The Weavers 
16. Ella Fitzgerald 
17. Edmundo Ros 
18. Sonny Terry Sc 

Pete Seeger 
19. Xavier Cugat 
20. Harry Relafonto 

Title 
The Musio Man 
West Side Story 
My Fair Lady 
Around World 80 Days 
Concert Encores 
Vamps The Roaring 20’s 
At the Tiffany Ball 
Goodnight Dear Lord 
Gems Forever - 
The Music Man 
Sings Rodgers Sc Hart 
South Pacific 
Come Fly With Me 
Oh Captain! 
At Carnegie Hall 
Sings Duke Ellington 
Rhythms of the South 

Pete Sc Sonny 
Cugat’s Cavalcade 
Calypso 

Label 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Columbia 

, Decca 
London 
ABC Paramount 
Epic 
Columbia 
London ’...!• 
Capitol 
Verve • I . 
RCA Victor1 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Vanguard 
Verve 
London 

Elmer Bernstein: “Blues and 
Brass” (Decca), Elmer Bernstein, 
whose soundtrack score for “Man 
With The Golden Arm” clicked in 
its; blend of jazz ideas and atmos¬ 
pheric motifs, turns up in this 
package as composer-conductor of 
more excitirfg modern swing music. 
On a dozen pieces written spe- 

*ASCAP, f BMI. 

Brit. & All That 
‘JATP’ All-Time (M 

With Ella, Oscar & Co. 
London, May 13. 

The biggest jazz package show 
of all to hit these shores, Norman 
Granz’ , “Jazz : At The Philhar¬ 
monic,” carries, its stiqg in its tail. 

.-Naturally enough, the tail, consists 
pf Ella Fitzgerald and the Oscar 
Peterson Trio who are at present 
introducing Britain to some of the 
best live jazz ever heard here. 

Presented in Britain by Harold I cially for this set, an enlarged orch 
~ 1— -- **-- -of topflight Coast sideriien plays 

with drive, color and contrast in 
an instrumental session of continu¬ 
ous interest.. 

“Backgrounds for Brando” (Dot) 
spotlights Elmer Bernstein as 
maestro of music Written by com¬ 
posers other than himself. Marion 
Brando makes a good personality 
peg and permits widely diverging 
themes, ranging from “Sayonara” 
through “Julius Caesar” to “The 
Wild One,” to be used. 

Shorty Rogers & His Giants: 
“Music From ‘Gigi’ In Jazz' (RCA 
Victor). As with the Lerner & 
Loewe score for “My Fair Lady,” 
the L&L music for “Gigi” is get-, 
ting worked over by various jazz 
combos. In this entry. Shorty Rog¬ 
ers* small band gives a modern 
touch to the film tunes, but with¬ 
out losing the melodic flavor of 
such standouts as “The Night They 
Invented Champagne,” “I’m Glad 
I’m Not Young Anymore;”. “Thank 
Heaven For Little Girls” and the 
title song, . 

Leonard Feather-D^ck Hyman 
All-Stars: “Oh Captain” (MGM). 
This is a new twist on. jazzing up 
showscores. The Jay Livingston- 
Ray Evans tunes for the current 
Broadway musical, “Oh Captain,” 
here get a jazz treatment that ex¬ 
tends beyond the music to the 
words as well. It’s .a nifty innova¬ 
tion since Marilyn Moore and 
Jackie Paris, who handle most of 
the vocals, add hep flavor to the 

Davison, a key figure in the Anglo- 
U. S. band swaps, “JATP” made a 
smash impact at its London debut 
at: the. Rank-owned mammoth pic¬ 
ture theatre, the Gaumont State, 
Kilburn. An official $2.80 top was 
far exceeded by eager, fans willing 
to- pay plenty for .a peek at the 
stars,. 

Highlight of the first half was 
supplied by Stan Getz and bassist 
Ray Brown. - 

Petersen, with Brown arid Ellis, 
came up with a brand of music 
that puts the trio away up front 
as the tops. 

Then Miss Fitzgerald, sticking 
rigidly to her allotted 30 minutes, 
got in seven numbers, and although 
troubled by the. spotlight came up 
with a great performance. Her Im¬ 
passive, features and lack of stage 
presence. were overcome by her! 
great, flexible.voice. 

The “JATP” outfit: opens tonight 
'.(Tues.) for two concerts at Glas¬ 
gow, followed by dates at Leeds, 
Liverpool,. Brmingham, Manchester 
and a farewell concert at the Gau- 
rriont State, Kilburn, Sunday (18). 
It’s reported that all seats have 
long since been sold. : Bary. 

Benny Goodman will preem An¬ 
dre Previn’s seven-minute jazz 
composition, “Brussels Briefing,” 
during his stand at the Brussels 
Fair May 25-31. - 

1. TWILIGHT TIME (5) . 

2. ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DRI 

3. WITCH DOCTOR (4) . 

4. WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HA 

5. RETURN TO ME (4); ., 

6. CHANSON D’AMOUR (1) 

7. WEAR: MY RING (3) _ 

8. KEWPIE DOLL (3) . 

9. SUGAR MOON (1) ... 

0. TEQUILA (10) . . . 

OH LONESOME ME 

WHO’S SORRY NO>y 

JOHNNY B. GOODE 

' BILLY ...;. 

FOR YOUR LOVE ......... 

■ SECRETLY .;.:yzv. 

TORERO ... ’. .. 

LOLLIPOP 

TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS 

Platters ...... . . .Mercury 
(3) Everly Bros. ..... ... Cadence 

David Seville ..... 
(7) .. Laurie London .... 

.. Dean Martin ...... 

(Art & Dotty Todd . 
*' \ Fontane Sisters ... .... Dot 
.. Elvis Presley ..... ....Victor 
... Perry Como 

... Pat Boone . ■ ......: .Dot 
Champa V......... . .Challenge 

Second Croup 

Don Gibson . . .... Victor 
Connie Francis ..., ..... v. MGM 
Chuck Berry ...... ... • • Chess 

.. Kathy Linden ...... ... . .Felsted 

.. Ed Townsend .....,,, >... .Capitol 
Jimmie Rodgers .. .. •.. >Roulette 

f Renato. Carosone ,,, ..... Capitol ........ .. ., 
* * | Julius LaRopa .... .., Victor 

Chordettes . , ,...Cadence 
Billy Vaughan ...... 

:• - -■ v.V...... : . Four Lads Columbia 
{Figures in parentheses indicate, number of weeks, song has been in the Top 101 

►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>>♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦»»♦♦» 

lyrics while various quartets, quin¬ 
tets and octets provide solo oppor¬ 
tunities for such jazzmen as Cole¬ 
man Hawkins, Tony Scott and 
Harry Edison. Drummer Osie 
Johnson also handles one vocal as¬ 
signment on “Hey, Madame” with 
pleasing blues pipes. 

Kurt Weill’s “Mahagoriny" (Co¬ 
lumbia). The Kurt Weill-Bertolt 
Brecht team, best known in this 
country for “The Threepenny 
Opera,” have another powerful 
work to their credit in “Mahagon- 
ny,” a musical play produced in 
Germany a couple of years before 
Hitler took over. Once again, Weill 
has written acidulously sharp and 
touchingly dramatic music for a 
bitter social commentary by Brecht. 
Although the lyrics are sung in 
German, except where the original 
lyrics were written in English, the 
language barrier is overcome by a 
fine German-English libretto; Re¬ 
corded in Germany last year, the 
cast is comprised of able theatrical 
singers of the -Weill school, includ¬ 
ing his widow Lotte Lenya in one 
of the lead roles. 

Morton Gould Orch: “Billy The 
Kid”-“Rodeo” (RCA Victor). Two 
of Aaron Copland’s ballet scores 
are performed in precise and: 
sparkling style by a large sym¬ 
phonic orch under Morton Gould. 
Both are related via the oatune mo¬ 
tifs, but while “Billy The Kid” ac¬ 
cents the dramatic, “Rodeo” jumps 
with, direct dance tempoes. 

“Chansons de La Belle Epoque” 
(Vanguard). “La Belle Epoque” is 
the Gallic version of the “Gay 
Nineties” and the French songs or 
that period included in this set 
have that all-out melodic quality 
typical. of that antediluvian era. 
The 16 songs in this collection, all 
in French, are delivered by six 
singers/ Germaine Montero, Aime 
Doniat, Michele Amaud, Micheline 
Dax, Remi Clary and Eric Amada. 
It’s a varied program of old music 
hall songs, 

Helen Grayco: “Lady In Red” 
(Verve). Helen Grayco (Mrs. Spiko 
Jones) has been a . consistently . 
solid performer on wax and in this 
set continues her excellent stylistic 
form. Miss. Grayco blends fine 
pipes, a sure , phrasing sense and a 
sexy quality on a flock of Latin- 
styled tunes such as the title song, 
“Frenesi,” “Besame Mucho,” “Per- 
fidia,” “Temtation” and “Them 
There. Eyes,” W'hich is dressed up 
with a bongo beat 

Marilynn Lovell: “Scotch Mist” 
(Jubilee). Marilynn Lovell, a clear- 
voiced songstress with a good 
range, dishes up a tangy Scotch 
stew in this LP. Included are a 
flock of old folk tunes such as the 
“Wee Cooper of Fife” and “The 
Laird O’ Cockpen,” together with 
some, more current numbers, “My 
One.arid Only Highland Fling” and 
“Lullaby.” 

Werner Muller Orch: “Tinie To 
Unwind” (Decca). Wernef Muller’s 
orch specializes in the lushiest mu¬ 
sic, In tiffs set, Muller has again 
unleashed his strings on a soothing 
program of standards covering 
such perennials as "Dancing In The 
Dark” “How Deep Is The Oceans 

With A SOng In My Heart,” “Star 
Dust,” ‘T’m In The Mood; For 
Love’ and one current hit, “Twi¬ 
light Time;” in which the rock ’nV 
roll beat has been sublimated- into 
complete xespectability. Herm. 

Lillian Randolph, radio character 
actress who playpd Madame Queen 

| on the ! “Amos ’n’ Andy” series, . 
bowing pn disks via the Chock label 

1 with “Satellite Love.” 
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Boston* May 13. 
Although the disk industry has made great contributions to the 

development of musical culture, in the U.S-> RCA Victor disk 
v^p. and general manager George R, Marek believes that “nothing 
takes the place of a live performance.” Marek made the unusual 
pitch for non-canned music in behalf of the upcoming Boston 
Arts Festival here last week at a meeting of 300 business, civic 
and artistic leaders. . • ' 

Marek pointed out that the growth of the arts in America Is 
not something, that can be measured, in statistics alone. “Art . 
used to be suspect,” he said, “and people who loved it were con¬ 
sidered just not quite right, not quite trustworthy—indeed not 
even -100% American.” That however is no longer true, Marek : 
stated, pointing to the widespread acceptance of good music today. 
He said that music once regarded as an “untouchable” goddess, 
has today stepped off the pedestal and. the public has found “that 
the goddess is a girl very pleasant to live with ” 

But, Marek stated, “we still have much to accomplish. There 
are still millions Of people in this country who. need and want 
musical guidance,' And there still lurks all around us a wide-, 
spread inferiority complex about good music.” The Victor: exec 
said that his label has tried to “take snobbery and recondite : 
estheticism out of the artistic approach and substitute for it 
friendliness and simplicity.” He cited such; LP platters as. “Clas¬ 
sical Music For People. Who Hate Classical Music” as an effort 
to help the public reach good music. He said that , disk and a 
couple of similarly slanted packages have sold over 300,000 copies 
since they were first released around three years ago. 

AD SOLICITOR’S 250G 
SUIT VS. PETRILLO 

An advertising solicitor, Simon 
Goodman, is suing James C. Betril- 
lo prexy of the American Federa¬ 
tions of Musicians, for $250,000 
damages for alleged breach of con¬ 
tract in N.Y. Supreme Court. He 
claims the money: is due hirii for 
advertisements Which he brought 
into the AFM publication, the In-, 
ternational Federation, since 1940. 

Judge Irving I. Saypol. last week 
denied a motion, by the defendant 
to dismiss the case. 

Cates’ Coral-to-Welk 
Hollywood, May 13. j 

George Cates has resigned his 

post as Coast artists & repertoire 

chief of. Co’ral Records to join 

Lawrence Welk. as musical consult- J 
ant and director for. his two week¬ 

ly ABC-TV programs. 

Gates, in addition to supervision 

of Walk's tv schedule, will work 

with individual Champagne Music 

performers on their recording 
schedules for Coral and Brunswick 
Records. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, May 13. 

Whole Lot’* W’m’ii. .Rainwater 
’ - (MGM) 

Who’* Sorry Now.. .. .Francis 
(MGM) : V 

Too Soon to Know.... Boone 
(London) 

Wear My Ring..;..... Presley 
(RCA) ' 

Shepherd Blue* ... *, .Heath 
(Decca) 

Lollipop .;..... Chordettes 
(London)! 

Tom Hark ,.,..,. Jive. Flutes 
(Columbia) 

Grand Coolie Dam .Donegan 
(Pye-Nixaj 

Lollipop . . . ...... . Mudlarks . 
(Columbia) -j 

. Magic Moment* ..Como 
(RCA)' 

Donegan’s ‘Irishman’ j 
Too Hot for BBC Air 

London, May 13.. 

. The straightfaced BBC has! 

banned the latest Lonnie Donegan; 

waxing, “Nobory Loves Like An: 

Irishman,” for Pye-Nixa, because 

the selection committee has taken 

exception to one line of the lyric 

which reads: “Praying all night 

with his el Koran.” ] 

A BBC spokesman said that it J 
was considered that the line might 
be offensive. “After all, we Would 
probably object if anyone made a 
similar reference to. the Bible,” he 
added. But the ban on the disk 
does not mean that the skiffler will 
not be able to sing the song on 
BBC. As soon as the. ban was an¬ 
nounced, a substitute lyric was 
provided. Which has proved “quite 
acceptable.” 

Phflly Fed! Court, in Precedent, 
Upholds ASCAP on Wired Music Fees 

DON GEORGE APPEALS j 
‘YELLOW ROSE’TOSSOUT 
The legal hassle, stemming from 

“Yellow Rose of Texas” was on the. 
bloom again last Week when song¬ 
writer Don George made an ap¬ 
peal from a dismissal of his court 
action Involving royalty money 
from the revised tune against 
Planetary Music, publisher of the 
song. Appeal was made to the Ap¬ 
pellate Division of the N. Y. Su¬ 
preme Court. I 

•The suit claims that Planetary j 
has only paid him 25^0 of the 
royalty and had claimed that the 
other 25rc bf the writer’s money 
Was turned over to Bill Randle, 
disk. jockey at WERE, Cleveland. 
George, contended that Planetary ; 
had wrongfully represented that I 
Randle, was the discoverer of the 
public domain: song and he there¬ 
after had signed A blanket, assigns 
ment. 

•N. Y. Supreme Court Justice 
Henry Clay Greenberg had dis¬ 
missed the suit some, time ago on 
the defendant's contention that 
part of the royalties Were turned j 
over to Randle, involved is more: 
than $20,000 in royalty money I 
which George claims is his share. J 

The appeal W ill be heard in June. 

Dick Roman has been tapped, by J 
the MGM label; Crooner was a re¬ 
cent Winner of the ‘‘Arthur God- i 
frey Talent Scouts” show. 

Philadelphia, May 13. 
The American Society of Com¬ 

posers, Authors & Publishers* right 
to collect performance f£es from 
wired music services was estab¬ 
lished for the first time* in law 
last week when Judge John W. 
Lord, in Philadelphia Federal 
Court, awarded damages to three 
ASCAP publishers. Defendants 
were Muse-Art Corp., a wire-serv¬ 
ice music supplier, and two Penn¬ 
sylvania restaurants, the Lew Tt*n- 
dlcr Tavern and Sansom House, 
which used the music service. 

Judge Lord ruled that use of 
wired service music, in which com¬ 
positions are played on transcrip¬ 
tion disks and transmitted by 
leased telephone wires to sub¬ 
scribers, falls under the heading 
of public performances of profit 
and hence is subject to licensing. 
The judge cited numerous prece¬ 
dents to support his position, in¬ 
cluding the historic decision of 
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver 
Wendell Holmes in the 1917 Her¬ 
bert vs. Shanley case which payed 
the way for ASCAP’s collection pf 
licensing fees. 

The judge turned down defense 
arguments that ASCAP’s power to 
license music is in violation of the 
antitrust laws. He said that such 
a defense is not permitted in a 
copyright infringement action. He 
also noted that the defendants took 
the risk of moving for a judgment 
“without introducing any evidence 
whatever” to contradict the fact* 
adduced by the plaintiffs in the 
case. 
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1 ■ 1 
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) 
All I Have to Do Is Dream.. 1 1 2 i 1 3 3 1 2 1 4 1 B 1 3 i 2 .1 1 3 1 188 

2 2-■' 
DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) 
Witch Doctor 8 2 1 2 1 8 « 1 2 2. 3 5 1 2 2 1 134 

3 3 
PLATTERS (Mercury) 
Twilight Time .... 4 3 3 4 9 e 9 3 3 2 6 1 7 3 2 3 9 110 

4 6 
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)' 
Return to Me . . 10 6 3 ' 7 4 7 3 ■ -4- 3. 7 2 1 3 4 8 92 

8 5 
LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 
Whole World in His Hands..... 7 fv 5 2 5 5 5 9 5 8 8 4 ' 5 2 75 

6 4 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Wear My Ring ..... 2 •: 3 10 2 8 ■ i 9 6 7 6 fl 10 55 

7 7 
ART & DOTTY TODD (Era) 
Chanson D’Amour ... 4 7 8 1 8 4 8 7 Z 2 50 

8 16 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
Johnny B. Goode ........ 8 7 9 3 ■; 4 8 3 : 37 

» 10 
KATHY LINDEN (Felsted) ' 
Billy ....J. 6 2 . 4.'' 7 25 

10 A 14 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Looking Back .... . ... 6 3 8 4 10 9 21 

10B .. 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 
Big man .. ,. . 8 2 8 9 7 21 

12A 17 
FOUR LADS (Columbia) 
There’s Only One of You,.. ..... 5 2' 10 io 9 19 

* 12B 15 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Kewpie Doll '.7- ip 10 6 3 19 

12C ., 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Sugar Moon , . . 4 8 •4; fi 19 

15 8 
MONOTONES (Argo) 
Book of. Love 9 4 9 18 

16A 19 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Teacher, ..Teacher 9 1 10 9 10 16 

16B 9 
CHAMPS (Challenge) 
tequila _ _ 4' 7 6 16 

18 23 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Let Bells Keep Ringing . 8 10 5 9 10 15 

19 12 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
Believe What You Say .......... ; 8 • 4 13 

20A 11 
DON GIBSON (Victor) 
Oh Lonesome Me 8 8 8 12 

20B 24 
ED TOWNSEND (Capitol) 
For Your Love .... 5 fl _12 

22 
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette) 
.Secretly . •" . 6 '• 5'' 77 11 

23 
PAT BOONE (Dot ) 
Wonderful Time Up There 5 7 _10 

1 24A .. 
. AQUATONES (Fargo) 
You . ..Xv 10 • • k. : .. ■ 4 • ■ _8 

HUEY SMITH (Ace) 
24B 13 Don't You Jjist Know It......... ,. 8 ....... 6 ..... ... 8 

Judge Lord awarded Leo Feist 
Music and Williamson Music $250 
apiece in statutory damages and 
$500 to DeSylva, Brown & Hen¬ 
derson Music, plus costs and red--- 
sonable attorneys’ fees, which the 
judge put at $250. The. three 
ASCAP publishers brought suit 
against the defendants for infring¬ 
ing the following tunes: “My Blue 

I Heaven,” “Smile, Darn Ya, Smile,** 
I “Together” and “If I Loved You.” 

Neely to King In 

Hal Neely is moving over to 
King Records this week to take 
over as general manager of the 
diskery and its affiliated, record, 
publishing and manufacturing com¬ 
panies. 

According to Sid Nathan, King 
prexy, the appointment is the first 
step in a plan to give King a “new 
look.”. Neely will team with cur¬ 
rent King execs Jack Kelly, How¬ 
ard Kessel, Al Miller and Jack 
Pearl in a drive to give the label 
major status within the next two 
years. Plans call for an all-out 
push, to expand the artist roster 
with a concentration on building 
up the LP line. Federal and De- 
Luxe, King’s subsid labels, also 
are in line for an extensive re¬ 
vamping, and expansion program. 

Neely comes to King after nine 
years With Allied Record Manu¬ 
facturing and its subsid companies* 
American Sound Corp. and Urania 
Records, where be was veepee. 

Rockefeller Fond For 
Study of How to Save 

San Antonio, May 13. 
Will Elvis * Presley’s records 

last? So far as the music is con¬ 
cerned,'one guess is as good as an¬ 
other. But guessWork regarding 
preservation of the plastic disks 
will be eliminated as a result of at 
study being made at Southwest Re¬ 
search Institute here. 

The institute’s scientists, under 
direction of Dr, M.. M. Lemcoe, 
manager of the strength analysis 
section of the engineering mechan¬ 
ics department, are investigating 
factors which affect disk and 
magnetic tape recordings during 
storage. A $65,000 Rockefeller 
Foundation grant is financing the 
study being made for the Library 
of Congress. 

Lemcoe points out that the Li¬ 
brary has. an estimated 250,000 to 
500,000 phono records , and about 
2.000 tapes, many o' wh’ch are ir- 

; replaceable and cf gic:;t historical 
‘importance. 
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Chicago, May 13. 
Chicago dee jay Stan Dale told last week's Music Operators of 

America convention that “top 40” radio station programming is 
“dictatorial” and the. “biggest cancer yet to hit the music industry.” 
Spieler, who gabs here for the indie WAIT, made similar state¬ 
ments at the K. C. disc jockey husting in March. 

“Top 40,” he said, hurts juke operators as well as deejays be¬ 
cause the system Unfits exposure of possibly worthy new tunes 
that could generate more coin machine play. Under the pattern. 
Dale said*. shows are programmed “mechanically” by simply alter¬ 
nating records classed; by tempo, e.g., medium,, medium fast, 
medium slow, etc. This disregards • the mature of the tune, but 
more than that the system “eliminates individual enterprise,” re¬ 
placing it by mechanical programming, . 

Another obvious evil; he asserted, is that many, of the “top 
40” tunes aren’t indicative of public taste. 

Irving Berlin’s golden anniversary as a songwriter will be celebrated 
in Dave Garroway’s “Today” program when it originates tomorrow 

^Thursday) morning in Roanoke, Va. Variety diskologist Jim Walsh 
-ill be interviewed by Garroway and play a 1910 Columbia record by 
erlin of a comic German dialect song, “Oh, How That German Could 
ove,” written by himself (words! and Ted Snyder (music). 
When the record was issued Columbia commented: “Mr. Berlin is 
singer of no mean ability. He undoubtedly will be called on to do 

iore and even better work for us. in the future, as ^e becomes more 
i.xperienced in recording wbrk.” However; the cleffer made no more 
■ecords until he sang “Oh, How I Hate to Get Up iff the Morning” in 
.Decca “This is the Army” album issued during World War II. Berlin 
las a copy of the 1910 record in his files, and kiddingly asked Walsh 

Jvhat his price would be not to play it He says that when he last 
>layed the ditty, “I laughed my head off—not at how funny I was, but 
it how brave I was to do a song in German, dialect that I had written 
!or Sam Bernard.” 

Garroway show will also originate Friday in Roanoke, and will be 
in from 6-9 a.m. (EST) each day. Much of the telecast will be from 

^lill Mountain in the heart of the city. A portion will be televised 
’riday underground from nearby Dixie Caverns. 

Audio Devices is getting in on the space kick with the publication 
booklet, “You Can Record The Satellites.” Booklet, which will 

:eU for 10c, instructs off how to receive satellite radio signals, record 
hem on tape, interpret the signals and assist in space research. 

Brit Decca’s ‘hce’ in Hole 
London, May 6; 

The British Decca will issue a 
new cut-price label next month. 
The label, called Ace of Clubs, is 
aimed at combatting the steadily 
growing threat from record clubs 
With their more popular pricetags. 
\ The new label will be devoted 
solely to classical reissues featur¬ 
ing international topliners. A 
spokesman for the diskery said 
that by featuring the stars, they 
were doing something the clubs 
could not. Price of the platters, 
would, he added, be comparable 
with those of the club labels. The 
records would be sold through the 
normal channels. Chances of a 
similar label devoted to pops /was 
remote; ; 

45s Tops in Germany; 
Longhair LPs Up 67% 

. ; Berlin, May 6. 
Germany is following the general 

trend of preferring the 45 rpm 
disks to the old 78 rpirn ones. While 
four years ago the percentage of 
the 78 rpm disks amounted to about 
75%, it’s now just the other way 
round. Of the 57,000 disks pressed 
in this country last year, 74% were 
of the 45 rpm type: As this trend 
rapidly continues, it .all looks as 
though the old (shellac) disks have 
only still a short time to go. •/.. 

The classical repertory has also 
been on a considerable upbeat last 
year here. Compared with the year 
before ' (1956), the sales hike 
amounted to 67% in 1957. The 
share of the LPs of this country’s 
total disk production was 12% last 
year. In all, there have been 40% 
disks pressed more in 1957 than in 
the year before. 

9 t, 
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Good Try at Inside Music Biz Story 
By ABEL GREEN 

A real inside book on the' music 
biz has yet to be written: Helen 
Meyer’s “The Gold In Tin Pan 
Ailey” (LIppincott; $3.95) is a good 
try- ' ' \ 

Isaac Goldberg, who did it 
through the careers of personal¬ 
ities like Gershwin and the Wit- 
marks, or the late Edward B. 
Marks’; memoirs in collaboration 
with A. J. Liebling, and the sundry 
books by Dr: Sigmund (“tune 
detective”) Spaeth have also cov¬ 
ered the fieldL" Not to mention the 
recent trends to biographies—by 
Drivid E\yeff, Deems Taylor and 
others. 

Miss Meyer’s book is. distin¬ 
guished by the fact that she had 
a . workaday closeup on the busi¬ 
ness through her association, for 
two years, with the Warner Bros, 
/group (Music Publishers Holding 
CorpJ headed by Herman Starr. 
To her credit she doesn’t apple- 
polish her ex-boss, pointing up a 
gobf when that ruggedly individ¬ 
ualistic publisher, vexed at what 
he felt an inadequate payoff for 
his stable of firms and such top 
tunesmiths as Herbert, Porter, 
Kern,. Coward, Gershwin, Romberg, 
Rodgers, walked out on ASCAP. 
Eventually he .'returned to the 
Society. 

Miss Meyer has compressed a 
lot .into her 250 pages, tracing pop 
songWriting from the pre-Revolu- 
tidnary patriot Francis Hopk’ hson 
(“Yankee Doodle”) and William 
Billings (1746-1800) through Fran- 
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MUSIC MAN (Capitol) 
Original Cast (WAO 990). 3 7 6 i 3 . 2 i 2 3 2 io 1 i 4 i 1 10 i"- 3 1 157 

2 2 
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Sonndtraek (LOC 1032)...... 7 4 5 8 2 3 1 .1 .l' 8 9 3 1 % 3 2 119 

4 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny's Greatest Hits (CL 1133) 1 10 9 8 ',2 . 5 1 4 8 2 8 2 4 1 4 102 

4 3 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Come Fly With Me (W 920).. io 3 2 2 8 io 4 2 .J-. 3 2 « 8 4 8 8 3 98 

7 
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast (B^2579-80).... 8 3 vi'; 4 1 4 3 5 8 2 74 

• 5 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090)... , . 9 10 7 9 •4-' 7 3 2 9 3 51 

7A 11 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ; 
Golden Records (LPM 1707).. 2 1 10 8 4 8 7 6 8 ' 50 

7B 10 
MANTOVANI (Londbn) 
Gems Forever. (LL 3032).. :, . 9 1 6 « 4 '3;-; 7.' 6 50 

9 6 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Warm (CL 1078).; B 5 "'4 8 * 4 9 7 10 10 6 43 

10 8 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Till (KL1081)..— ... f 6 3 0 10 9 4 5; .42 

ir 14 
AROUND THE WORLD JDecca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046). 9 .*• 3 8 7j 2 9 38 

12 17 
JONAH JONES (Capitol) 
Swinging on Broadway (T 963) 6 7 1 7; 8 ,, 2 35 

13 12 
WAYNE KING (Decca) 
Dream Time (DL 8663) . . .... 4 2 4 10 10 8 , 6 10 34 

14 13 
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol) 
Late, Late Show (T 876)..... 4 4 7 ' 7 9 24 

15A 20 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
This Is Sinatra. VoL H (W 982) 2 9 5 17 

15B 23 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Great Hit* (DLP 3071). 9 3 6 7' .. 17 

15C 24 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sail Along (DLP 3100)...... . V 8 1 .. 10 8 .17 

18 21 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp> 
Fabulous Fifties (XXL 5000). 9 2 8 9 u' 16 

19 9 
CARMEN CAVALLAKO (Decca) 
Remembers Duchim (DL 8661)... '7 •• . 10 3 9 15 

20 18 
KING 6 I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740).... 8 6 9 8 _13 

7JA ... 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
St. Leals Bines (W 993) . . . 3 10 9 _n 

21B 16 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Good Night Dear Lord (CL 1119) « 8 _n 

23A 
FEANK SINATRA (Columbia) 
Frank Sinatra Story (C 2L6L . V 3 9 .v 10 

23B .. 
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capttol). 
Hymns (T 756). 8 ' T” 10 

23C ., 
TOMMY * JIMBTY DORSEY (Columbia) 
FahirisssDoneys (C2L8)... 8. 4‘v. . . io 

cis Scott Key arid up to the 1957 
manifestations of rock ’ff roll, 
payola, a&r execs, chiseling 
deejays, cut-ins, etc. 

Author is frankly sentimefctal 
j and eschews any source credits, 
but it’s evident that Ben Bloom, 

! a Tin Pan Alley vet, and the late 
tMose Gumble—one of the deans 
i oi the music business—who gets 
: the “dedication” In an oblique 
j manner — were rich material 
sources. Her stoppage at the 1957 
as the “time of writing” explains 
an actuarial discrepancy or two. 
There are other lesser errata. 
A major error is the identification 
of the late Joseph N. Weber, a past 
president of the American Federa¬ 
tion of Mus;cians. as the Joe Weber 
of Weber & Fields. 

Mi<s Meyer is consistent with 
her title bv putting proper accent 
on the goldeh rewards of Tin Pan 
Alley and is realistic'in anpraising 
the professional songsmith versus 
the one-shot wonders bom of the 
BMI school. She tries to he middle- 
road about the ASCAP-BMI hassle, 
but somehow her respect for the 

[American Society of Composers, 
• Authors & Publishers tends to out¬ 
weigh the scales vis-arvis Broad¬ 
cast Music Inc: 

Pioneer Publishers \ 
From England’s Gilbert & Sulli¬ 

van and Harrigan & Braham, a 
lesser known. team, she puts on 
the record such American pioneer 
publishers as Root & Gady (wiped 
out by the Chicago fire, although 
C. M. Cady continued the business 
for a spell thereafter), Oliver Dit- 
son, John F. Perry, Harry Coleman 
(who published Sousa until the 
march king switched to John 
Church in Cincinnati), (L Schir- 
mer, (Pari Fischer, Woodward, 

; Thomas & Alex Harms <T. . B. 
j Harms Co.), Howley, Haviland & 
I Dressef, Charles K. Harris. The 
120th Century legacy of these 
! pioneers included such firm names 
as Marks* Feist, Shapiro-Berastein, 

; Von Tilzer, Remick. Dreyfus (Chap- 
J pell). Mills and Witmark. 
{ In her kaleidescope she traces 
[ the music business from its pioneer 
Bowery and 14th St. zones to 28th 

.! St (between 5th Ave. and Broad- 
j way)—the original Tin Pan Alley 
; —a designation which has lingered 
1 into the Brill Bldg, and Radio City 
ervirons. 

The evolution of the plug into 
the payola—bandleaders’ cut-ins, 
the powerful a&r men, the ditto 
diskery artists, the built-in tv plug 
(she makes much of “Let Me Go, 

! Lover”)—continues the narrative 
‘ depicting the various exploitation 
idioms. 

There are some stray nuggets of 
information, some familiar, some 
little known. Among. the latter 
might be N. Y. Philharmonic maes-. 
tro and multiple-threat composer 
Leonard Bernstein having tried his 
hand as pop tunesmith under the 
nom-de-gueixe of Lenny Amber; 
or that Baltimore music store prop. 
Thomas Carr first arranged Francis 
Scott Key’s poem, “The Star Span¬ 
gled Banner,” which he had set to 
an 1814 tune known as “To Anacre¬ 
on In Heaven,” generally credited 
to one John Stafford Smith. 

Song Slides 
An 1892 Brooklyn stage electri¬ 

cian, George H. Thomas, is credited 
with developing the illustrated 
song slides via “Where Is My 
Wahd’ring Boy Tonight?,” out of 
a legit tearjerker titled “The Old 
Homestead;” For a time music-hall . 
and variety artists paid for ’their 
orchestrations just as the nickleo- 
deons paid $5 for the illustrated 
slides which developed into good 
byproduct income. Soon the acts 
were getting their music for free, 
later wooed with gifts and scenery 
and other devices to insure plug¬ 
ging specific tunes, and simul¬ 
taneously the pluggers were play¬ 
ing a “route” of neighborhood 
movie houses to plug the ill. slides 
with robust impact designed to 
generate public enthusiasm. Ball¬ 
parks, excursion boats, the six-day 
bike races. Coney Island, picnic 
grounds—any place and every 
place where crowds congregated 
.were targets for the pluggers’ en¬ 
thusiasms. 

Variety is mentioned in connec¬ 
tion with its founder, Sime Silver- 
man, helping to form the Music 
Publishers' Protective Assn. John 
O’Connor, of the paper's staff at 
the time, sparked the intratrado 
body dedicated to policing payola. 

(Continued onpu* 481 



What Hath Rock V Roll Wrought? 
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at Boston Arena. “I don’t think 
that rock ’n‘ roll music was the 
primary * cause of the trouble be¬ 
cause I have been informed that 
certain products—narcotits—-were 
were sold,” Sen. Fleming said on 
the Senate floor. 

”It was not the music which sent 
the youngsters along the path of 
destruction,” he added. 

Mayor John B. Hynes banned 
rock shows from Boston following 
the Freed show. 

Previous rock ’n’ roll score in 
Boston Nov. 16, 1957, Boston Gar¬ 
den, 12 arrests made and a score 
of teeners forcibly ejected; pre¬ 
vious year, two juveniles were crit¬ 
ically stabbed during a rock ’n’ 
roll affair at the Garden. 

Cambridge police banned record 
hops two years ago following a 
riot at M.I.T. in which 300 college 
students and teeners took part. 

Dist. Atty. Garrett H. Byrne 
charged Friday (9) that the license 
for the Alan Freed rock ’n’ roll 
show was granted despite an agree¬ 
ment among local officials that 
there would be no more such show's 
in Boston. 

Grove Says Politics 
Cued Ax in Newark 

Political considerations forced 
cancellation of the Alan Freed 
Show Saturday (10) at the New’ark 
(N.J.) Armory, according to Izzy 
Grove who was to have promoted 
the event. Freed’s advance, ac¬ 
cording to Grove, was $16,722 for 
both shows, and likelihood wras that 

IIiTIof the 
>el|lIf WEEK 

LEROY 
HOLMES 

And His Ore. 

BASIN 
STREET 
BLUES 

Continued from page 41 ■ ■ — 1 

:>n’t think there would have been a $20,000 

: was the gross. Freed’s fee would have ; 
•ouhle be- been $C,000 and it cost Grove 
rmed that about $3,275 to promote the event, 
tits—-were According to Grove, a city elec- 
g said on tion held yesterday (Tues.) was the . 

major cause of the cancellation. ; 
•vhich sent City authorities apparently felt 
e path of that there was too much at stake . 

and sought to avoid criticism by , 
*s banned rec0mmending that the stand be ■ 
following caiicd 0ff. Grove spent a fruitless ) 

day Friday (9) in conference with : 
score in city and National Guard officials ! 

jston Gar- jn an eff0rt to reinstate the Freed : 
id a score stand> i 

pH?’ Wires were also sent by union of- | 
rock ’n’ finals and performers to Jersey; 

L, authorities, but to ho avail. ! 

r-VaKIETV- 
Survey of retail sheet music 

best sellers based on reports 
obtainefL from leading stores in 
13 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

* ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. 
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Washington, D. C., Wants: 
No Part of Rock V Roll: 

Washington, May 13. i 
Rock ’n’ roll, which has been. 

fiercely attacked and staunchly de-: 
fended in recent days on Capitol’ 
Hill, is a dirty word, so far as 
Washington’s city fathers are con-j 
eerned. District officials have re¬ 
fused to allow a one-night stand 
of “Biggest Show of Stars for ’58” 
at Griffith Stadium June 1. Permit 
was denied Irvin Feld, producer of 
Super Enterprises, by police offi¬ 
cials, who cited the recent Boston 
r&r riots, and expressed fear that! 
such a show might turn into a free- 
for-all. 

Feld, who with his brother Israel 
also operates a large chain of mu¬ 
sic and record shops, as well as 
town's mammoth Outdoor Carter 
Barron Amphitheatre, vigorously 
protested ban, insisting his was a 
reputable show and had never at¬ 
tracted trouble in any of its cross-' 
country tours. He pointed to fact- 
that Paul Anka, one of headliners 
in show’’s cast of 100, had been 
chosen to highlight the recent 
Cherry Blossom Festival, town’s 
annual, family-type tourist attrac¬ 
tion, which is sponsored by local 
business. 

Israel Feld, who tends the firm’s 
multiple home interests while 
brother Irvin tours with the show, 
told Variety the show had skipped 
D.C. last year because of officials’ 
attitude. He pointed out that book¬ 
ings rolled in faster than they 
could be handled, and that in past 
five years Super Attractions had 
toured such pop music shows twice 
a year, covering 85 cities each tour. 
Brooklyn’s Ebbets Field, it was re¬ 
ported has been substituted for 
Washington on current tour. 

Show features all types of pop 
music, according to Feld, and can¬ 
not be compared to the Alan Freed- 
type show which sparked the Bos¬ 
ton mellee. 

Freed Sez He Will 
Appeal to Higher Ct. 

New Haven, May 13. 

Local Court of Common Pleas 
took on heavy show’ biz atmosphere 
last week when, on successive days 
(6-7) Judge Sidney A. Johnson pre-? 
sided at cases involving an inde¬ 
cent nitery performance charge 
and also the Alan Freed injunction 
seeking to play a police-banned 
rock ’n’ roller at the Arena. 

Former case stemmed from ac¬ 
tion against Jim and Nino’s nitery 
in nearby Branford, concerning an 
August, 1957, show femceed by 
Mabel Albert of New York and in 
which Beverly Price of Cumber¬ 
land, Md.f appeared as the 

Title and Publisher % 
__ 1 fe 

*World in Hands (Chappell). 2 

ITwilight Time (Porgie). . . . . 3 

♦Witch Doctor (Monarch) ... 6 

tHave to Do Is Dream (A-Rose) 1 

♦Catch a Falling Star (Marvin) 10 

♦Chanson D’Amour (M-Lark). 7 

♦Return to Me (Southern).... 4 

♦Who’s Sorry Now (Mills). 

tSugartime (Nor-Va-Jak). 

tTequila (Jat). . 

*76 Trombones (Frank). 

♦Kewpie Doll (Leeds) .. 8 

fWear My Ring (R-Presley).. 9 

♦Precious Love (Witmark). 

i'Are You Sincere (Cedarwood) .. 

1 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 4 
2 3 2 1 5 8 2 

3 4 4 7 8 6 3 10 3 

5 1 1 10 4 1 

4 3 2 4 6 6. 

6 6 4 2 

7 9 3 

8 6 9 2 5 

8 9 9 ~5~ 6 4 

6 3 

~~4~ 

5 5 

9 -77 

10 8 7 5 

5 5 _u_ _u_ 

10 10 8 10 9 
— 
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“Champagne Lady.” It was the 
second such charge against opera¬ 
tors Nino Fulvi and Gisto Gargam- 
elli, they having been previously 
convicted on same complaint in 
1956. 

Faced with revocation of license 
on this second count, owners drew 
a breather when judge decreed 
that nudity per se or the use of 
double-entendre lyrics, as pre¬ 
sented at the show in question, did 
not constitute immorality or inde¬ 
cency in violation of the law’. 

In the Freed case, the jurist de¬ 
creed that the local police chief 
had hot acted unreasonably or ar¬ 
bitrarily in revoking the license 
for the troupe to appear here. 

Judge emphasized that he was 
not weighing the. merits or faults 

Hub DA to Freed: 
Better Show Dp; 
D.J.s ‘VIP Atty/ 

Boston, May 13. 
If arrangements for Alan Freed’s 

surrender have not been made by 
tomorrow (Wed.) afternoon, extra¬ 
dition proceedings will begin, Dis¬ 
trict Attorney Garrett H. Byrne 
said. 

The D.A. said he conferred by 
telephone with M. Warren Troob, 
Freed’s New York lawyer, over 
the weekend and that Troob told 
him local counsel will contact him. 
So far the name of the Boston at¬ 
torney who will represent Freed 
has not been revealed. 

The Boston American in^an ex¬ 
clusive yesterday (Mon.) said that 
Freed had told them by telephone 
that he would surrender and that 
his lawyer would be in Boston to 
make arrangements for a Hub at¬ 
torney to handle the defense. The 
newspaper said Freed had dis¬ 
closed that his Boston attorney is 
“very prominent and widely known 
in Hub legal circles.” 

“I cannot reveal the name of the 
Boston lawyer who has agreed to 
represent me,” Freed was reported 
as stating. The paper quoted 
Freed as saying that he had'heard 
that Boston’s first weekend with¬ 
out rock ’n’ roll saw a new outbreak 
of gang violence including several 
stabbings, beatings and attacks, 
and wasn’t surprised at the out¬ 
bursts. 

“It’s the same all over the na¬ 
tion,” Freed said. "It’s a shame 
that 97% of this country’s young¬ 
sters must suffer because of the 
3% hoodlum element among teen¬ 
ers. Something must be done to 
help these kiddos as much as pos¬ 
sible. Juvenile delinquency Is a 
major problem throughout Amer¬ 
ica and the banning of rock ’n’ 
roll won’t cure it. Rock ’n’ roll 
music in any form cannot be im¬ 
moral as long as the lyrics are 
clean. Music in any form should 
be encouraged for teeners as it will 
develop their interest in other 
arts.” 

of rock ’n’ roll as such and his de¬ 
cision rested only on the fact that, 
in his judgement, the police chief 
had not acted arbitrarily after in¬ 
vestigating the Boston situation 
which involved a disturbance al¬ 
legedly tied to appearance of 
troupe in that city. 

Midway of the trial, Freed in¬ 
formed Variety that, it the de¬ 
cision went against him, he would 
appeal to a higher* court to prevent 
a situation whereby “a little dicta¬ 
tor in each town could tell kids 
what they can or can’t see.” Sub¬ 
sequently, Freed was not available 
for comment, as he left town be¬ 
fore the verdict was rendered. 

‘Biggest Show’ Off 
At B.O. in Regina 

Regina, Sask., May 13. 
“The Biggest Show of Stars for 

’58” drew a weak turnout of 1,428 
for a gross of $3,754 in Exhibition 
Stadium Wednesday (7). Last Oc¬ 
tober, the ’57 edition with several 
of the same headliners attracted 
a near capacity 6,500. Tickets were 
scaled from $2 to $3.50 for the 
event. 

Audience was well-behaved and 
gave Paul Anka one of the biggest 
mittings of the evening, .a far cry 
from the reception in Ottawa, his 
hometown, where bottles and flash 
bulbs were heaved at him last 
month. 

Troy Cancellation, 
CYO, & WTRY’s Role 

By JAMES A. CONNERS 

Albany, May 13. 

Echoes of the Catholic Youth 

Organization-WTRY cancellation of 

Alan Freed’s “Big Beat” show al 

the R.P.I. Field House Tuesday 

night (6) continued to be heard In 

the Capital District. Stations play¬ 
ing any great amount of rock 'n 
roll debated how to remove the 
“black eye” that may have been 
given, through the episode and the 
previous “difficulties” in Boston. 

The Evangelist, official weekly 
of the Albany Catholic Diocese, 
came out Friday (9) with a leadin ’ 
editorial declaring “WTRY’s act' 
demonstrates a mature regard for 
the welfare of teenagers which can 
only be highly commended.” 

The editorial stated that cancel¬ 
lation by WTRY—the CYO was to 
be the beneficiary—“drew mixed 
reactions around the tri-city area.” 
It continued: “Some voices were 
raised against the station for de¬ 
priving the youngsters of the good 
time it had played up for them 
during the past several weeks. 
Others commended the move as 
the wise and prudent thing to do. 

“Alan Freed, disk jockey at the 
Boston affair, had been booked to 
call the dances at WTRY’s affair. 
Although first reports placed re¬ 
sponsibility on Freed in no small 
way for the Boston outbreak, later 
accounts attributed the Incident to 
several elements of which the 
dance itself was a minor factor.” 

The Evangelist added that “con¬ 

flicting reports of Freed’s reputa¬ 
tion which suddenly broke into 
print prompted the Catholic Youth 
Organization, which was to bene¬ 
fit financially from the local affair, 
to withdraw.” The Troy station 
“agreed with the CYO authorities 
and cancelled the show because of 
the ‘possibility’ ” that the show 
might have been related to the dis¬ 
turbance in Boston. Without hav¬ 
ing all accurate facts, WTRY was 
unwilling to take a chance. 

From The 

PARAMOUNT PICTURE 

of the some name 

ANOTHER 
TIME 

ANOTHER 
PLACE 

Recorded by 

PATTI PAGE 

PAT O’DAY 
V,c:o r 

VERA LYNN 
London 

DON CHERRY 
Columbia 

MARY KAYE 
TRIO. Dacca 

Famous Music Corporation 

y A “HIGHLIGHT”^ 
For Every Program ^ 

JUNE 
NIGHT. 

CAREFUL CAREFUL 
EILEEN I0DCEIS Columbia 
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FIRST PRIZES TWOLUXURT 
CHEVROLET IMPALA CON¬ 
VERTIBLES!.! for the winning 
listener entry—1 for deejay who 
submits winning listener entry. 

SECOND PRIZE: TWO 
RCA LIVING COLOR 
TV SETS! 1 for deejay - 
1 for listener. 

THIRD PRIZE: FOUR 
RCA VICTOR HI-FI 
SETS! 2 for deejays 
2 for listeners. 

“SECRET OF HAPPINESS' 
With Harry Zimmerman’s Orchestra and Chorus. ±7/20-1211 

t 

CONTEST RULES 
1. Ask your listeners to write, in a letter of 10 words or less, their own "Secret Of Happiness." Listeners must 
send entries to the deejay whom they heard announce contest, not to~RCA Victor. 

S. Listener oontest ends midnight. May SI, end all entries must be postmarked before that time. 

a. Tou select the one best entry reoetred from your listeners and forward it to Jack Dunn, RCA Victor Records, 
150 E.24th St, IfewYork 10, N.Y.Thls Is your contest entry. It must be postmarked not later than midnight, June 6. 

4. Winners win be announced ln_*Deejay Digest" sometime in June, and also on NBC-TV’s ‘'Dinah Shore Show," 
June 10. 

0. Decision of the judges will be final and all entries become the property of RCA Victor Records. In case of 
ties, duplicate prisee will be awarded. 

FOURTH PRIZE: FOUR 
POLAROID LAND CAMERAS! 
2 for deejays — 
2 for listeners. 

c/w “ITS THE SECOND TIME 
YOU MEET THAT MATTERS’* 

(From the B’way hit, “Say, Darling”) 

®RCA\lOTOl{ @ 
**!«>• T KADtOCORPORATION Of MK*C» V ^ 

START YOUR LOCAL CONTEST TODAY! 
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Grand Awards 
European lies | 

. Enoch Light, exec veepee at y 
Grand Awaird Records, returned ; 
from a six-Week overseas trek With j 
a batch 0f European deals in his ! 
pocket.. Deeds, in the main, were ] 
for representation of-the GA line y 
in Europe. . * ! 

Among the tie-ins set up by. Light 
were Italy’s Fonti-Cetra.Germany’s J 
Bertes'mann, and Holland’s Rove- ? 
nia. In addition. Light also had ; 
confabs with Pathe Marconi execs, ■ 
Geoffrey Capstick, Jean-Paul Giii- • 
ter and F. Mirichin, with whom GA , 
has been working for the past two • 
years, which resulted in a plan for j 
expanded activity on the GA line. I 
Light also huddled width Hans Test- ■} 
reicher of Turicaphon in Switzer- i 
land to discuss plans for the forth- j 
cotnihg year. j 

In Belgium, Light met with W.! 
Goldschmidt, of AnveTs Radio in] 
Brussels, on the expansion of busi-: 
ness in a predominantly EP mar- i 
ket. 

The recent ties made by Light in 
Eur.ope now give GA representa¬ 
tion in almost every country 
throughout the world. 

Randy Brooks’ Comeback 
Boston, May 13. 

After eight years of forced inac¬ 
tivity as the result of a paralytic 
Stroke, bandleader Randy Brooks is 
making a comeback. i 

Brooks reentered the musical | 
scene with a new dance band at 
Sanford, Me., week before last. 

What Makes 
Garner 

Better Than 
“The Most”? 
He can’t read music — never 
knows what key he’s playing 
in—doesn’t know' how to use 
the foot pedals and used to 
think Bach was a kind of beer! 
Yet Erroll Garner was not 
only voted the No. 1 jazz 
pianist by Down Beat, but 
even the classicists think he’s; 
he’s a genius! 

In this week’s Saturday 
Evening Post, you’ll get a 
close-up of this strange talent 
who spends $10,000 a year on 
phone calls,. loses brand-new 
cars anti often forgets all his 
clothes in a hotel room when 
he’s leaving town! 

f$KlEXl[ Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of.the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system', comprising each of the three major, sales' outlets enu¬ 
merated above.. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 

- with Variety. The positions: resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tune* (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last . 
Week Week 

TALENT 
ARTIST AND LABEL 

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) All I Have To Do Is Dreamt 

DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty). ....,........... Witch Doctor* 

PLATTERS (Mercury) . . ..., ...... ..... . . ... Twilight Timef 

DEAN MARTIN (Capitql) .. ...... . .......... Return To Me* 

LAURIE LONDON .(Capitol).... Whole World In His Hands* 

ELVIS. PRESLEY (Victor),.,.......,...,... Wear My Ringf 

ART & DOTTY TODD (Era)....... ........ ChansonD’Amour* 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) Johnny B. Goodef 

PERRY COMO (Victor)r.... |5atch.A_Ff,!iing Star* 
' / Kewpie Doll* 

PAT BOONE (Dot) .........'Si*®3!; 3V!°?^!. IT . 
V ■ . |Wonderful Time Up Theref 

POSITIONS 
This Last. 
Week Week 

TUNES 
PUBLISHER 

4 tALLLHAVE TO DO I§ DREAM .................. ........ Acuff-Rose 

1 * WITCH DOCTOR y...:... •.:. ., ■ ...... <.............. y Monarch 

3 fTWILIGHT TIME ........... Porgie 

2 * WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS .................. ......... ChappeU 

5 ^RETURN TO ME .....,.......... ........................ Southern 

6 ^CHANSON D’AMOUR ..... .. .... ............. . Meadow Lark 

7 fWEAR MY RING .....;.......,......................... Rush-Presley 

*KEWPIE DOLL . • > - Leeds 

fTEQUILA 

*WHO:S SORRY NOW .... . ... ... ... 

(*ASCAP fBMl F-Films) 

Smathers Bill Hearing 
Continued..from page 41 — 

And you’ll learn why hi* * 
first piano teacher gave up on 
him, even though he was play¬ 
ing piano at the age of three— 
and why, today, he is com¬ 
pletely unaware of his extra¬ 
ordinary, $200,000-a-year tal¬ 
ent—all in "Man With Maglo 
Fingers,” the story of music’s 
fabulous Erroll Garner; 

INALL, 9 articht, 4 ttorh*, 

2 totialt, many cartoon*. 

Get your copy todoyl 

I lie- s.d uril.n cuing 

jir■i 

M;i\ I7.pr.rt /7 

A CURTIS MAGAZ1NI 

We're Headin' For 

HOT 
SPELL 

Fi’srre the Paramount Picture 

“HOT SPELL 5 
Recorded by 

MARGARET WHITING 
DOT 

ERNIE FELiCE 
VICTOR 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 

charged that passage of bill Would 
create an undue hardship for 
studios. 

The networks and the major rec¬ 
ord companies will also have their 
day on the witness stand next 
week; Richard Salant, v.p. CBS, 
and Joseph MacDonald, attorney 
for NBC, are slated to appear. In 
addition, Goddard Lieberson, prexy 
of Columbia Records, and George 
Marek. v.p. and general manager 
of RCA Records, will oppose bill. 

Last week’s hearings took an un¬ 
expected turn When Marlin Obie, 
v.p. and general manager of 
KWAD, Wadena, Minn., charged 
Sesac with “unfair tactics,” stat¬ 
ing this licensing company had ac¬ 
tually “threatened” his station. 

Up to this point. Sesac had been 
mentioned only in most cursory 
fashion. Obie, backing up his state¬ 
ments with similar one from about 
a dozen midwest and western broad¬ 
casters, said that Sesac extracted 
fees averaging $25-$40 per month 
for small stations, for music that 
was “extremely limited in quan¬ 
tity.” 

Raibourn claimed passage of bill 
would “bring about restrictions of 
a segment of American business 
which Is unwarranted and unnec¬ 
essary.” He added that, “In . the 
present , state of the motion picture 
industry, which is known to all,” 
adjunct sources of income, such as 
derived from Pairamount’s inter¬ 
ests in L.A» station KTLA, Dot Rec¬ 
ords, and Par’s two music publish¬ 
ing subsidiaries, Famous and Para¬ 
mount Music, were vital to com¬ 
pany’s existence. . 

The Paramount exec emphatical¬ 
ly stated that KTLA plays a pre¬ 
ponderance of ASCAP music, com¬ 
pared to BMI tunes, and that the 
number of Dot tunes played on the 

station were infinitesimal. Like all 
other anti-bill witnesses, he de¬ 
clared only public taste and de¬ 
mand, were considered in choice of 
music. 

Raibourn also pointed out that 
films and music were so inter¬ 
twined, that “many a motion pic¬ 
ture has been helped to success 
just because of the popularity of 
a song.” He cited “To Each His 
Own” and “Golden Earrings’’ as 
well as such hit tunes irom films 
as “Buttons and Bows” and “Cool 
of the Evening” as examples. 

. Elder declared that conditions 
of bill, would require his company 
to divest itself of its two music 
subsidiaries, Ampco Music and 
Pamco Music, even though it owned 
only 3,344 shares, or about 4V2 % 
of BMl’s total issue of 73,864 
shares of stock. Otherwise' he 
added, it would have to sell its 
owned & operated stations. 

Charles Cowley, head of Muzak 
Corp., similarly requested amend¬ 
ment of bill so as “to clearly ex¬ 
empt from its provisions a back¬ 
ground music service such as ours.” 

At one stage of hearing, Sen. 
Pastore expressed grave concern 
about the recent riots in Boston. 
Mrs. Mae Axton,. Florida school- 
marm; and writer of r ’n’ r music, 
assured him. that the Uprise could 
not have been connected “in the 
slightest, degree” with. the music 
itself,. .Pastore questioned whether 
It. could be the mariner in which ; 
thje emcee (Alan Freed) “excites” 
the juvesy and Mrs. Axton pointed 
proudly, to the many r ’n’ r ses¬ 
sions sponsored by her school and 
others which served to “loosen the 
tensions”, of the youngsters, rather 
than stimulate them. . 

At one point, Seri. Pastore served 
notice on ASCAP that he would 

j Helen Meyers 
j —Continued from pass (S aa 

j It soon became evident that it was 
j without teeth to enforce a sup- 
| posed system of fines for payolas. 
! She also credits Variety for coin- 
: ing the payola term itself, also disk 
i jockey and other identifications 
j which have become brass-accepted. 
1 The history of Nathan Burkari 
[and Victor Herbert in the forma- 
ition of ASCAP is compared with 
: the 1940 creation of BMI. Sbe 
j compares Broadcast Music Inc. at- 
' torney Sidney M. Kaye' with Bur- 

| kart for astuteness and strategy. 
■ The payoffs by each performing 
: rights society are stated in broad 
J terms, also their respective merits. 

The author has organized her 
i book with somewhat whimsical 
j chapter headings. Thus The Trail 
fpioneer days of Tin Pan Alley) 
leads into The Road (Chapter 2) 
and The Alley (Chapter 3). The 
Big Plug; the Big Change the 
Wire ... and Haywire;" “They’re 
Playing Our Song”—ASCAP and 
BMI; Tempo Fidgets; “Pop” Goes 
to School (educational pop music 
and “building a standard”); D. J* 
Plus A. & R. Equal'YLP.; Payola!; 
Copyrights, Copycats and Con Men; 
A Songwriter Has Two Heads; A 
Publisher Wears Three Hats; and 
Hits Aren’t Made ... They Hap¬ 
pen, are the respective chapter 
headings and each speaks succinct¬ 
ly for the subjects covered. There 
is. also an index. 

require an explanation of Mrs. Ax- 
ton’s charges that, at beginning of 
her songwriting career, she bad 
written two letters to ASCAP, In¬ 
quiring about membership, but had 
received no answer. 

Mills on top with . . 

XgSffk 

• -.0^® 

X 

MILLS MUSIC, INC 

—j ContlnuRd from 41 — 

ficial program to greet the opera¬ 
tors and express hope for an “early 
and amicable resolution of our dif¬ 
ferences.” 

Miller implied a David-Goliath 
contest on the issue of performance 
fees. He said MOA operates for a 
year on $75,000, contrasting this 
with ASCAP expenditures last 
year, according to him, of $400,000 
in legal fees and over $151,000 for 
miscellaneous. 

Atty. Nicholas Allen, MOA’s new 
counsel, said , performance fees 
would be an “onerous burden” that 
would “break the industry’s back.” 
Replying to “free ride” charges 
from the opposition, tie pointed out 
that ASCAP receives, nothing front 

I the motion picture industry either. 
Miller noted that ops are willing 
to pay more in mechanical royal¬ 
ties than the 2c. a record side 
they’re now charged. 

Passage of the bill, Allen as¬ 
serted, would eliminate many 
operators, and would also result, in 
raising the pfice-per-play. •. There j 
wasn’t a demurring sojund in the 
general meetings room when the 
lawyer added that coin. machines 
provide lots of “high quality” en¬ 
tertainment for teenagers. 

Miller, who testified with other 
MOA’ers two weeks ago before Sen. 
O’Mahoney* s subcommittee on 
Patents, Trademarks & Copyrights, 
questioned how such hearings 
could be impartial if their chair¬ 
man and the bill’s author were one 
and the same. He sounded pes¬ 
simistic about the Capitol Hill trip, 
saying, “We felt we were talking 
to a wall—to closed ears.” 

WMCA’S 
HERB OSCAR ANDERSON 
wishes the best success to 

FRANKIE RECORDS 
and a new star 

JOHNNY JACKSON 

"HE WAS A GOOD MAN" 
b/w "HEY YOU" 

FRANKIE RECORDS 
Hartford-N. Y. 

ADDISON AMOR-Gea. Mgr. 

233 E. 32d St. 

New York 16. New York 

Di's pitas* call coll ft 

MU 6-1786 

LOW COST 
« Mf*L0RDEI1 mailing list 
2V!T 3?;00? *n< AMniHi C«vtr 
Ettlr* Minis FUlri Dlw JiKkwI. RmmS Cl 

*u5l<«h«r». BMklu Ago 
"•J** . m* MiiufHlinfi QmpI 

<s«M chMk 
a* C.O.D.) . 

MUSIC SUPPLY COMPANY 
IW BrMiway — Niw Ytrk II. M.V. 



BIG ONE ON RCA VICTOR I 

PAT O'DAY SINGS 

PL A 
c/w 
ALL LOVE BROKE LOOSE 
With HENRI RENE'S ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS 

(FROM LANA TURNER’S 
NEW PARAMOUNT 
PICTURE, "ANOTHER TIME, 
ANOTHER PLACE”) 

47/20-7191 
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Reno-Tahoe In Spate of Names 
As Tourist Season Gets Going 

Reno, May 13/ 4 

Renq-Lake Tahoe club owners 
have impressive list of names 
booked to appear In the area dur¬ 
ing the May-October tourist season. 

. The season officially got under¬ 
way May 2 at the Lake with 
Vaughn Monroe opening the sum¬ 
mer session at Harrah’s Club for a 
15-day engagement. 

In Reno, the Mapes Hotel re¬ 
opened the SkyrOom with the 
Goofers for two weeks, thfe Golden 
teed off its Mardi Gras Room With 
Billy Ward & His Dominoes for an 
extended engagement, and. the 
Riverside brings in the Andrews 
Sisters as the first show of the 
current “busy” season. 
. The Holiday Hotel, hooking only- 
lounge acts. Spotted Nick Lucas 
and the Townaires starting Thurs¬ 
day <8> with the Sabres and the ' 
Strollers alternating. Holiday plans 
to open the plush Shore Room for 
dinner-dancing to a full orch. 

In the Reno Harrah’s Club, cur¬ 
rent behind-the-bar groups are Red 
Nichols & His Five Pennies, Joe 
Karnes Four, the Marksmen, and 
Deedy & Bill. 

Top names booked during the 
season at Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe, 
include Jaye P. Morgan, Anna 
Maria Alberghetti, Nelson Eddy 
with Gale Sherwood, Dennis Day, 
Liberace. Dean Martin, the DeCas- 
tro Sisters, Gogi Grant, Frankie 
Laine, and Teresa Brewer. 

For late shows at the Lake 
Tahoe club, Harrah has booked the 
Mary Kaye Trio, the Three Suns 
and the Idiots. 

At the Stateline Country Club 
will be the Fabiflous Woodsons, 
Sons of the Pioneers, the Kings IV 
and Bob Scobey. 

In the summer lineup at the 
Holiday will be the Commodores, 
Matha Davis & Spouse, the Lanc¬ 
ers and others. 

Harold’s Club, where acts were 
Introduced only last year, ‘current¬ 
ly feature the Wiere Bros., Carl 
Ravazza and the Kenny Knox Fun 
Korral. 

MEA’s Vegas Office 
Chicago, May 13. 

Mutual Entertainment Agency Is 
opening a Las Vegas office to be 
headed by AI Sherman, who’s cur¬ 
rently berthed here. 

Besides Chi, agency has offices 
In Ft. Lauderdale,. Fla., and Beverly 
Hills. 

Antobats& VaudeVice 
Clark for Ebbets Bow 

Ebbets Fields Brooklyn, has 
booked Jack Kochman’s Hell Driv¬ 
ers to play the former home of the 
Dodgers, starting May 30 for three 
daysl Deal was made after Dick 
Clark called off his tour which was 
to have opened at the ballpark at 
that time. 

The Kochman show will have 18 
drivers as well as a group of vaude 
acts: They will do two shows daily. 

Hurok Grabs Garner 
Erroll Garner has switched 

his longhair agency from Co¬ 
lumbia Concerts to S. Hurok. 
Agency for other dates re¬ 
mains joe Glaser’s Associated 
Booking Corp. which will con¬ 
tinue to book Garner on one-, 
nighters, cafes, televsion, etc. 

Hiirok office is currently 
planning a Carnegie Hall, 

. N. Y., date in October, 

Hub Riot ‘Freed’ 

Wildwood Keeps Expandable B.R.; 
Niteries Loading Up on Top Talent 

—■-;—;--^^—r-4- Wildwood, N. J., May 13. 

li I > iti i « 9 Another flock of name bookings Nelson S UDarCt KCVlie have been inked as Wildwood’s 
... . night clubs complete preparations 
After, series offourSatoday fo® the 1958 seascm. .ThoSe signed-. 

“r N include Teresa Brewer, Frankie 
ELe,?w rd e“b taine. Buddy Rich, the Treniers, 
bert Nelson ls preppmg his Cab- Ballard and Steve Gibson’s 
aret Revue” for a regular New p - r 

At Oscar Garrigiies- Manor Ho- 
has dot yet been set but Nelson' f , s pc Club the seating 

is aiming for an October bow. capacity will be enlarged by 300 
“Cabaret Revue” is written and to handle 2,100 per show. In ad- 

composed by Nelson, who also.ap- dition, a larger stage and improved 
pears in it assisted by his wffe, lighting and sound facilities are 
Eva. In addition to the two Nei- being ; installed. Teresa Brewer 
sons, production uses slides, film^ appears at;the Manor the week of. 

■ cfips and tape inserts. Aug. 25. She formerly played the 

Fla., Coast Upbeat 
General Artists Corp. has elim¬ 

inated the Cincinnati office to 
strengthen the Florida and Coast 
branches. Frank Hanshaw, for 
many years in the Cincy area, has 
been shifted to Florida and Chuck 
Campbell to the Coast. The Ciricy 
area will now be serviced out of the 
N. ,Y., Chi and Dallas offices of 
gac. • 

Move reflects the growing.' im¬ 
portance of Florida to GAC inas¬ 
much as the. entire Caribbean area 
Is serviced out of that branch. 

In another move, Frank.: Taylor 
was shifted from Chicago to he 
general sales manager of GAC- 
Haniid, the agency’s outdoor sub¬ 
sidiary, working out of New York. 

ADD BARCLAY, TORONTO, 
TO ACT LIST; 500G BUY 

Toronto, May 13. 
The 132-room Barclay Hotel has 

been purchased for some $500,600 
by Albert Siegel who will play top 
band has been hired for the Indigo, 
Room. Trump Davidson’s six-piece 
band has been hired for the Indgo, 
which will he managed by William 
Gold. ; ;• 

Siegel at present operates the 
Elmwood Casino at Windsor, across 
the river from Detroit, and the Sie¬ 
gel Distributing Co., which has Ca¬ 
nadian rights to the Wurlitzer juke¬ 
box trade. Bobby and rooms of 
the Barclay Hotel will be imme¬ 
diately; renovated. 

. The talent agencies interested in 

rock ,’n’ roll aren’t ready to give 

up the cause as result of the Bos¬ 
ton rioting on May 3. At General 
Artists Corp. and the Gale Agency, 
for example, it’s felt that now. that 
there will not be any troupes in 
competition with each other, the 
Feld Bros., who expect to remain 
the sole r&r impresarios, will be 
able to realize profits on outsized 
ventures. (Also see r&r roundup 
starting on P. 1». 

At GAC, which will probably 
handle all future Feld Bros, tours 
coincident with Tim Gale’s starts 
at that agency Monday (19) as head 
of the package show department, 
it’s felt that with Alan Freed and 
Dick Clark out of the touring 
shows, there will not be the hectic 
competition for talent nor will 
there be any- invasions. of each 
other’s territory which divided the 
market. 

It is: freely admitted that the 
current tour was . unprofitable in 
some instances, and grosses were 
down in many situations which did 
produce a prbfit. However, they 
feel that there is still a basis of 
selling the tours as is seen by the 
bestselling record lists, and the 
still large numbers of juveniles 
that flock to all rockers and rec¬ 
ord hops.; 

Glasgow, May 13. 

.clips and tape inserts. Aug. 25. She Jormerly played the 
—•—- • • Club Bolero. . Frankie Laine draws 

I\ fill /\ the Manor week of July. 4; Dean 
IIawya If IIA in I In Martin will get the July 8 week 
OOfVPi fjIlQ IN IVfl while. Liberace does a sfrnt from 
a/WI *>7 VM July 18-31. Michael Francis’ 18- 

/V I II piece orch draws the full season 
V/iaI (IJaaiv Uitma bandstand stint at the Manor. JtOl UfleOU liVDO Gibson s Red Caps will appear 

. V JT for their 12th consecutive season 

Glasgow, May i3. atu. JaJe.. • Diamond’s . Martinique. 
,r. , - . This string of successive engage- 
yictor Borge will play a one- ments is something of a local rec- 

mghter at the city-center ^Odeon Drd for boxoffice longevity. . 
Theatre here May 23, following jn a surprise switch, the Tren¬ 
dy at Manchester, Leeds, New-| iers win return to their former 

e jan<L Liverpool. He .is an- boss, Ben Martin at the Club 
other, in the series of entertainers j}0lero. They open there late in 
bemg paged by the Rank Orgamza- July and wm stay until Labor 
tion to hypo biz. . Day following a European tour. 

Ella Fitzgerald stars tonight! In past years, they have appeared 
(Tues.l^at the CTdeon with “Jazz at at Harry Roesch’s Beachcomber 
the Philharmonic” unit. which will now switch to a name 

With cinemas, ; even mainstem singer policy, 
ones,. doing such downgrade biz . Martin has augmented the July 
these days, idea has been mooted 18-24 show starring Sam Cooke 
that a return be made to cine- and Connie Francis with the 
variety, with main feature .film and comedy team of the Jaye Bros, 
a stageshow. Policy of live shows Tommy Leonetti and Pepper 
is paying off here, Davis & Tony Reese headline dur- 

— , '   ——— ing the August 1-7 period. In his 
«*•***/« otlfcr operation, Martini has inked 

MILLS BROS. SHATTER, M TJS, 
j V’C’YER CAFE RECORD The Diamond Beach Club has 

Vancouver,. May 13. rpacted singing m.c. Alan Foster 

Mills Bros, topped all records for ^ae * .He£ He?; 
turnout to Cave Supper Club 10 
days ago (3). “We had to lock the 
doors and turn ’em away,” said 

cats and the Charlie Spivak orch 
for the entire season. 

The Corine Calvert show July 4- 

Gilford Set for Ifataim*?. «?*«<*?•■.“P 
/ Comedian Jack Gilford again 
has been engaged by Rudolf Bing, 
general manager of the Metropoli¬ 
tan Opera, to repeat the role of 
Frbsch, the jailer, in “Flederraaus” 
next season at the Met. 

Gilford appeared-in the role In 
1950. 

happened - In the last 10 years.” 
Billy Daniels’ fortnight last July 
came near to It. 

Attendance was big throughout 
Mills’ first frame here, had sar- 

Fellows, juggler Francis Brunn 
and Hal Loman & The Playmates. . 
Kaye Ballard gets the featured 
comedy slot and her first Wild¬ 
wood appearance with the Dick 

dined by Friday., but Satoda^ 
stint opened to an unprecedented 
700 (capacity) reservations, with 

in this show will be singer Millie 
Vernon* wire artist Hubert Castle 

MCA PRESENTS 

TIM KIRBY 
JUBILEE RECORDING STAR 

LEONARD MENDLOWITZ RICHARD HARRISON 
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph Houston Press 

“Penn-Skcraton Menu to have “A rousing round of tunes by 
struck gold . . . lost week's do- singer Tint Kirby. He war the 
but with Tim Kirby was a evening's biggest Hit! i” 
smash." • 

PAUL HOCHULI 
^ Houston Prsss 

/ Cork Club—"Tim was so good 
E - ' that Glonn McCarthy saw fit to 
^ - r x* hoid him over for as long, ds ha 

- wants to stay." 

CLEVELAND NEWS 

“In singer Tim Kirby the Hotel 
Statler Terrace Room floor show 
has a tenor baritone of infec¬ 
tious bounce, easy movement 
and charm . , , pplisfled and 
tastefuf." 

JACK WARFEL 
Cleveland. Press 

"Fresh entertainment at Hotel 
Statler's Terrace Roam presents 
a young new singer, Tim Kirby. 
He has a clear, appealing 
voice, good phrasing and an ap¬ 
parently boundless repertoire," 

HAROLD V. COHEN 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

: “The Penn - Sheraton Hotel’s 
Continental Room was Jam 
packed and Tim Kirby' never 
sounded better. The Intimacy 
of the place complements his 
style perfectly," 

PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE 

"Tim Kirby a hit at Holiday 
House.... John Berterd so sold 
on Tim Kirby he wants a firm 
commitment on him for six ap¬ 
pearances over next six years." 

boibffieT todtar hecoc' 7t $2!50 . 
s ner “We lammed another inn in King and Lou Monte 

standing, and locked the door at with ^Norman^ Dean 
11:30” for the post-midnight floor- * DeJ?’. BU1y M.V>r‘ 
Show Watters saift ray and tIle Ardray Sisters. Martha 

Brisk 1biz^ coXued to closing >er appearance 
(10) for group’s 16th Vancouver August so that she may 

Joe Grady and Ed Hurst, WVUE- 
117: TV disk jockels, are set to appear rlaSuC ristoleer Wins all summer at a boardwalk loca- 

mi w . i rii i tion* w^fie Mitch Thomas also of 
1 hem Loses in Hub Club wvuE tv» -wm appear locally an 

. season: 
Boston, May 13. Hunt’s Starlight ballroom, home 

Latest In a series of holdups in base for Dick Clark all last sum- 
Hub niteries was attempted by lone mer, has not yet announced the 
bandit to take the Stage Bar last program for this year. Clark, of 
week. The holdup man, according course, was a boxoffice bonanza 
to police, was seated in the bar last summer, even before he 
for a half hour before making his achieved national recognition via 
move. tv. 

Nearing closing time, he moved --—,—:— 
i to the back of the club as some ^ 

patrons were leaving, and Danny Rogers, comic pantomim- 
snatCned $1,000 from David Baker, Ist* wiI1 do'six weeks at Stork Club 
co-owner, who was counting up, A fn London starting May 251 Due 
bartender, who had seen the rob- back for Eden Roc, Miami, 
bery, rushed into the street shout- — 1 ■ 1 =a 
ing. An off-duty detective, Frank . ■ 
Murphy, ran into the night club “THE COMEDIAN” 
and in front of ah aud of scream- - vyrnu/inn 
ing, cheering men and women and _The only Real Monthly 

i snatched the* gun from the holdup- ThH LrrE5T°NAr 
| man. After it was over, it was disr the most-up-to-datest 
-covered the fullsize pistol was a Now ini It* Mnd Issue, containing 
: plastic to}'. Tile money was re- Stories, onerllners, poemeltes, song 
; covered titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- kv,i.,yu, . |..c . J_LI. __ ur,. 

THE COMEDIAN” 
> ing, cheering men and women and _The only Real Monthly 
i snatched the* gun from the holdup- ThH LrrE5T°NAr 
| man. After it was over, it was disr the most-up-to-datest 
jcovered the fullsize pistol was a Now ini It* Mnd Issue, containing 
: plastic to}'. Tile money was re- Stories, onerllners, poemeltes, song 
; covered titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- 
1 !®9S' parodies, double- gags, bits, 
, -^----- ideas. Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 

personations, political. Interruptions. 

Jane Powell Monte Carlo &“?h5 A 
■ Jane Powell has been signed for! I Y- ,6°-s,n9,# « 

I the Sporting Club, Monte Carlo,J s^-no^dS 
; starting Aug. 3. i .. .B1Itw „ 

For Prompt Information 
H. G. FELDMAN 

1S04 C. of C. Bldg., Pittsbirgh It 
AT 1-9000 

NOW APPEARING 

STATLER-HILTON 
DETROIT, MICH. 

Other dates are to be set on the 
Continent. v • 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 St„ New York If 

BEST ACTOR AWARD NOMINEE—VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 

DOTTS JOHNSON 
ART AND SOUL IN DRAMATIC SONGS 

420 W. I3M St.. N.w TorkJ7. MvY. . Rum MO 4-32*4 
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New York 
Lee Sharoii to undergo surgery 

in Dallas. on May 21 . . . Anita 
O’Day and J.iose Allison comprise 

the new' show at the Villa e .Van¬ 
guard which opened last night 

(Tues.l . -, Lou MosconI Jr. preems 
at the Frolics, Revere Beach, May 
25 . . Teddi King inked for the 

Americana Hotel, Beach, June 20 
. ... Blackbmrn Twins.& Jerry Col¬ 

lins to the Roosevlet, New Orleans. 
May 29 /. . Allen & DeWood set 
for the Carter Barron Amphithea¬ 
tre, Washington, on the July 7 
show topped by Nat. King Cole,.- 

Dancers Tybee Afra and Johnny 
Brascia to be a team, . They may 
go Into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, 
on the Jack Benny show now m 
negotiation tor July , ", . Louis 
Jordan tapped, for the Nitecap, 
Newark. May 29 , : . Eartha Kitt 
resumes at Eh Rancho. Las Vegas, 
Sept. 3 . . . Gene Baylos goes into 
Mr. Kcllv’s, Chicago, Nov. 3 v , 
Beatrice Kay set for Amato's, Port¬ 
land, Ore., May 19. 

followed by Tina Robin May 31 and 
The Diamonds June 13 . . . Betty 
Johnson does eigne days at Lake 
Club, Springfield, III., May 31, 

Hollywood 
Sue Carson, opens a two-week 

stand at Frank Sennes’ Moulin 
Rouge June 10 . , . Connie Towers 
set for two weeks at El Saii Juan 
Hotel, San Juan, beginning July 
2 . . Nitery comic Dave Ketchum 
holds* at Frisco's hungri i through 
June 2■. . . Champ Butler opens 
a week engagement at Hesperia 
Inn Friday (16) .and follows with 
two weeks at Wilton Hotel in Long 
Beach, opening May .23 . . . Comic 
Alan Drake opens at; Codoanut 
Grove May 28 for two weeks . .... 
Zsa Zsa Gabor will headline the 
opening of new Cafe de Paree in 
Washington, D. C., teeing off Fri¬ 
day (16> for 10 days. 

Chicago 
Betsy Duncan goes into Mr. 

Kelly’s May 26 . . Kirby Stone 
Four and Charlotte. Rae set for the 
Empire Room starting June 5 . , - 
Damita Jo inked for a pair at the 
Black Orchid as of June 10 . . 
Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats do a 
single frame at the Muehlebach, 
K.C., starting May 14 . . . Tunes- 
men (3i open ri stand at the Guild- 
wood Inn, Sarnia, Ont./July 14 . . . 
Charley Chaney current at the re¬ 
furbished Playbowl in. Calumet 
City . . ..Trio Shmeed set for a pair 
pair at the Radisson Hotel, Minne¬ 
apolis, June 2. Denise Lor opens 
there for a like stand.July 31 . . ; 
Thrush Cathy Carr does two weeks 
at Eddy’s, K.C., starting. May 16, 

Dallas 
Myron Cohen headlines South¬ 

western Men’s Apparel Club show 
May. 19 at Baker Hotel . , , With 
Jose Greco’s troupe due May 16- 
29 . Statler-Hilton follows with 
Carol Channirig, May 30-June 11; 
Marie McDonald, June 12-25; Vicki 
Bcnet, July 10-23; Betty . O’Neill. 
July 24- Aug. 6, and Bobby Van, 
Aug. 7-20 ... Will Holt and Dolly 
Jonah into private .Tree Club Mon¬ 
day (12) for two weeks ... Louann’s 
has dated the Fabulous Dorsey 
band for May 16 and Harry James, 
for May 30 . . ■ Ray McKinley; 
heading the . Glenn Miller band, 
inked. for May 16 at Oak Cliff 
Country Club . . . Dave Chenault, 
singing 88’er, into the new Saps 
Souci indefinitely :■.// . Frederico 
is the new maitre d' at Statler- 
Hilton Empire Room , . . Exotic 
dancer Lee Sharon, who retired 
a year ago, returning to show biz 
via a European tour. She’s dated 
through a Paris agency for Spain, 
Monte Carlo,. France, Germany and 
England. Before leaving she un¬ 
dergoes surgery here May 21 at 
Baylor Hospital .. . Chuck-a-Lucks, 
locally based vocal and comedy 
trio, have a second record out on 
Lin label; “Magic of. First Love” 
and “Disk Jockey - Fever” .;. . 
Everett E. Everett, comic emcee, 
returns to suburban Theatre 
Lounge May 16-31, with exotic 
dancers Collette Martel, Tori 
Shane, Jo LaSure and .Carla Raye. 
. /. Team of Ernie Johnson, 88’er, 
and Vicki Holliday, singer, opens 
May 20 at the Village Club 
Terry Shand a holdover at Univer¬ 
sity Club : . . Danny Marshall trio, 
longtime at Luigi’s, open at La 
Bistro; Houston, May 28. 

Atlanta 
Comedians Allen & Glen joined 

the seven-girl revue at Clovis Club, 
Where exotic Diane Delys is fea¬ 
tured . . . Exotics Lee Conroy and 
Terissa Kay opened Monday at 
Club Peachtree on same bill with 
blackfacers Cotton Watts & Chick. 
.,. . Henry Grody Hotel’s Paradise: 
Room holding over mesmerist 
Arthur EUen and terper Phyllis 
Ponn . . . Sammy Diuncan dixieland 
crew provide tunes at Hank & 
Jerry’s Hideway , . . Pianist Dave 
Townsend is dug in at Red Carpet 
Lounge . . . Ballerina Roma Prima 

I added to bill at Atlanta Biltmore 
I Hotel's Empire Room, where singer 
Freddie Martell is held over . . . 
Emcee Martin Boone, exotic Sunny 
Dare and dancers Rene & Andre 
top bill at Chick Hedrick’s Domino 
Lounge in Imperial .Hotel , ... . 
Jerry Jordan tops show at Latin 
Quarter, With - Latino .’ dancers 
Themis & Emilio heading support 
which includes bevy of exotics. 

MICHAEL CHIMES and j 
HIS FAMILY 

"MICHAEL CHIMES, his * sons and 
daughter, a. solid family act that. Is 
commarcIaL Intros shrowd.ly handled 
for plus values. Harmonica work, 
good, CHIMES' sailing and production 
puts act way up." 

Bill Smith, The Billboard. 
Ph.: MO .4-4141, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

YVONNE MORAY 
42" tall-Singing Comedienne 

STAR DUST ROOM 
St. Loait, Mo. 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORF. 

Jot Glcucr, Prtfc 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Benway 

Saranac Lake, May 13. 
IrVing Greenberg, Gerald Sobin, 

Jack Slattery and Bill McLaughlin 
in to finish installation of a master 
antenna so that tv can be shown in 
every room of the institution. At 
present it is only shown, in both of 
the lounge rooms of the hospital. 

Joseph (IATSE) Hays planed, to 
and from Culvert City wlierri he 
pent a two-week furlough showing 
off his progress to his wife, family 
and friends. 

Pierre. Andre, Spanish dancer, 
hit the gong to rate ups for meals 
in the main messhall.. Ditto for 
Robert Simril and Herschel Riley; 

Special mentions from our non- 
TBi third floor. Progress for Evelyn 
Ellis, Kinesha. Cohen, Bill Brogan, 
John Pendleton; Anna W. Stumpt, 
Lloyd. Devito. • 

Three-day Lake Placid Sports- 
. men’s Show ended with a big turn- 
j out at the Olympic Arena, The. 
{ Tuckers, trampoline act, and the 
[ Slickers, a trained seal act, were 
the top features. 

Write to those who are ill. 

Featured in PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 

Now KO KO CLUB, Phoenix, Arizona 

Mgr. BILL MITTLER, 161* Broadway, New York 

‘Down in Depths’ Foldo 
: Down in the Depths, N. Y., shut¬ 

tered last week following a fun 
with a book show labeled “Small- 
tacular.” Business at the-time of 
closing . was reportedly good, but 
shuttering stemmed from a dis¬ 
pute with landlords. 

. Deal is on -for a new group to 
take over the operation. 

te Shako It Le Sexy 
; Continued from page 51 ; 

Raek to frolic; 

Circumstances forced the Friars 
to revert to their ancient arid re¬ 
vered format which provided some 
of. the classic entertainments in a 
vintage Broadway era. The Organ-; 
ization came up with a “Friars 
Frolic” on Friday (9). at the Hotel 
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., that con¬ 
stituted <?ne of their better artis¬ 
tic. offerings. 

The. “Frolic’’ idea stemmed 
from the desire, of this theatrical 
organization to provide its own en¬ 
tertainment in an annual fund- 
raising /Jtest. for. the theatrical 
needy. The Friars again put on a 
Frolic, and with excellent results, 
both. financial and; artistic. The 
fete realized $65,000 with about 
1,000 attending. 

: The Friars moved into a “frolic” 
idea when the death of Mike Todd 
on March 22 forced them* to cancel 
the dinner in his honor the follow¬ 
ing day. Under these : circum¬ 
stances, there could be no stand-in, 
and; so the old format was trotted 
out: . 
. Then there were the efforts of 
the individual performers which 
started with Jack E. Leonard. He 
emceed the first portion of the 
show, With his successors including 
Jack Barry, Lou Holtz and Joey 
Adams. Barry, Incidentally, the 
tv “Twenty-One” man; is develop¬ 
ing' into a rostrum wit, and can 
hold his own with the professional 
funnymen in the organization: 

The Girls Hit It 
Jiiles Podell of the Copacabana 

was especially liberal with' his 
headliners, donating singer Johnny 
Mathis arid comedian. Joey Bishop 
tb the proceedings. Both scored. 
Front ..the Latin Quarter . came 
Sallie Blair and the Morlidor Trio. 
It is surprising, that the two major 
hits of the evening were femme 
performers. Miss Blair gave an ex¬ 
citing performance, vyhile Jean 
Carroll seemed to do no wrong in 
this large seater. Current at the 
Old Romanian, Miss Carroll seems 
to specialize in large rooms scoring 
most effectively in spots the size 
of Madison Square Garden. . Of 
course, Sophie Tucker stacks up 
to all of them. She’s still the first 
lady of . the variety, field as was 
evidenced by her stand at this 
show. . A grade-A spot was also 
tendered by Georgia Gibbs. The 
Szonys, per always, showed a 
skilled routine. They danced with 
class and distinction/ 

A highspot of the show was the 
production. The opening number 
of welcome, fronted by Johnny 
Johnston had wit. The number 
stressed the new eastside charac> 
ter of the club that came with Its 
move from the west side to its 
new location. The swish bits by 
the 22-man chorus were done in¬ 
offensively. The finale, also by this 
same group, labeled “Wives of the 
Friars,” napped a good evening of 
entertainment. 

‘Life’ of: Aaron. Chwait 
The top sketch was; devoted to 

a ‘‘This Is Your Life’ ’takeoff on 
Aaron Chwait (Red Buttons’ maid¬ 
en name), with participants includ¬ 
ing Buttons (of course), Dagniar, 
Greta Thyssen, Jerry Bergen and 
with Robert Alda as conferencier. 
Another excellent sketch was a 
trio bit, “The. Cowboy, The Singer 
and The Quizmaster,’’ with Pat 
Boone,/ Jack Barry and Johnny 
Johnston. It has enough commer¬ 
cial value to warrant a reprise on 
tv. ..••/'■ ':•/ 
/■ Bob Hope, working another ben¬ 
efit in the building for the Musi¬ 
cians Emergency Relief Fund, also 
addressed the ; assemblage bidding 
the show biz stalwarts to have no 
fear as “somewhere on some lone¬ 
ly frontier Elvis Presley is de¬ 
fending us. His stay was brief but 
effective. Humor in large doses was 
alsb dispensed by Adams and 
doubletalker A1 Kelly. 

The Jackie Bright hat-passing 

(Continued on page 55) 

where noodles come with the 
nudes, and most , of the Montpar¬ 
nasse places where post-World 
War I Hemingways and Fitzgeralds 
once held sway; Among the latter 
are Venus, Jockey, College Inn, 
La Boule Blanche and Le Villa. 
But all . have enough production 
aspects arid straight acts to allow 
some respite for those blinded by 
the fleshy parades. 

Razzle & Dazzle 

Specs: Kingpin is, of course, the 
brilliantly mounted, inventive Lido. 
Fast paced, elegant, tasteful and 
expensive; this is a mecca and one 
must book in advance. The Nour 
velle Eve reopens for the summer 
with a pleasing tableau-like show 
helped by fine costuming and some 
imaginative production use of the 
small floor. Such Pigalle spots as 
the Naturistes, Eve, Sphinx, Pig- 
alls, Nouveau Moulin Rouge all 
have acceptable, if conventional, I 
nude studded productions. Moulin. 
Rouge remains a vaude-cabaret I 
with name acts. 

Le Sexy and Drap D’Or would 
fall in between the foregoing two 
types, for strip vies with produc¬ 
tion address arid, usually, top-rank¬ 
ing headliners. 

Existentialist: This is an an¬ 
achronistic expression kept alive 
by tourists. St.-Germain-Des-Pres J 
is still the headquarters as oglers 
sit at the corner cafes until it is 
time to sink into the caves; But the 
caves have become strictly dance 
or jazz joints, by now. One hold¬ 
over is the nearby Fontaine Des 
Quatres Saisons which : offers 
uriique acts and vestpocket theat¬ 
rical revues for cerebral appeal. 
The Tabou also fits into this with 
its midnight theatre as well as the 
Airiiral with its topical revue/and 
Ghez Gilles with its patter come¬ 
dians, songstresses arid sketches. 

Fiddleries & Danseries ' 

Fiddle: - After Monseigneurs, 
which pours music over the sen¬ 
timentally inclined, there are also 
Novys, Florence. Ciro’s and the 
Dinarzade, which also gives a good 
standup show. Sheherazade is a re¬ 
minder of the more baroque violin 
joints. 

Danseries, where one likes to be 
seen, are still topped by L’Ele- 
phant.Blanc and. Jimmy’s with run- 
ners-up in L’Elephant Noir and the 
Calypso Club. Le Carrolls gives a 
neat show with its all-night danc¬ 
ing and is still a fave for Latinos 
and Yank showfolks. 

Personality Spots: Where head¬ 
liners might do late shows are the 
Night Club,. Ville D’Este, A N’lm- 
port D’Ou. Chez Suzy Solidor, 
Mdcambo. Then there are places 
for flamenco fanciers . like La 
Puerta . Del Sol, more commer¬ 
cialized, and- Le Guitar arid Le 
Catelan, nearer the needed fire; 
and for belly dance ogling, the El 
Djaziar. 

Offbeaters also abound, viz., 
L’Abbaye where . two Yarik folk- 
singers, Gordon Heath and Lee 
Payant, hold forth, to rapt admirers, 
who snap their fingers to. applaud 
because of neighbors; Le Port De 
Salut with budding young talent, 
arid ditto L’Echelle De Jacob; -La 
Gallerie with standout acts; L’Ec- 
luse, a star-maker; Chez Agnes Ca¬ 
pri, fine offbeat evenings of poetry 
readings and good performers; the 
Scandia, for its Danish dishes and 
the internationally satisfying enter¬ 
tainment dished up; and Milord 
I/Arsouille for a racy, Gallic eve¬ 
ning of wit. A smattering of the 
tongue helps in these places. 

Who Wears the Rants? 
. There are the travesty places like 

Le Carrousel, Indiffereht, Chez 
Moune, Monocle and Madame Ar¬ 
thur where one cannot tell a man 
from a woman; the folk spots like i 
Le Cannibal, for Africa; Caveau 
Des Oubliettes and Caveau De La 
Bolee, for medieval French fool¬ 
ery; Au Lapin Agile, for more 
French folksinging’ in colorful, 
Montmartre; and Chez Plumeau, 
atop Paris on the Butte, with its 

mixture of art clientele and solid 
personality purveyors. 

And then all the diseothecques 
Where one dances. They are sup¬ 
posed to be private clubs but the 
folding green commands attention. 
Th ere is the Discothecque on Rue 
Saint Benoit and one on Rue De 
Seine, Le Michothecque, L’Etoile, 
La Licorne and others. • 

Les Fleurs has an all night nev¬ 
er ending show, and /Au Franc 
Pinot is the late Borrah Mine- 
vitch’s present to Paris, a smartly 
made, three-tiered cellar supper 
club /on the historic Isle St Louis. 
There is dancing, tod. La Coloiribe 
is also a taking dining spot with 
music. : 

Choice of $1 to $10 
This a cursory looksee, at best; 

and there are many other boites, 
spots, etc. But that would take a 
book. Prices range from $1 to-$10 
per, but there is definitely some¬ 
thing for everybody in Paris, and 
it is not called the City of Night 
Cor nothing. 

The jazz spots should also be 
pointed out; Mars Club with Yariks 
Art Simmons; Quentin Foster and 
Aaron Bridgers as well as ham¬ 
burgers all night; Bidiile, Gallic 
New Orleans^, imitations, most by 
good, and ditto the Caveau De La 
Huchette, La, Cigale, Chat Que 
Peche. Le Kentucky; Vieux Colom- 
bier; The Club Saint-Germain-Des- 
Pres. with top French jazzsters 
and Yank visitors, and ditto Metro 
Jazz. . 

Altogether, there must be way 
over 100 assorted night clubs: in 
Paris. 

Airport Inn Names Lane 
Bandleader Eddie Bane has been 

named entertainment director of 
the International Hotel, at the In¬ 
ternational . Airport, Tdlewild, L. I., 
^N. Y. He’ll also handle promotion 
for the inn which is part of the 
Knott chain. 

Hotel currently plans a band 
policy with Richard Himber going 
in some time in June; 

HILLTOPPERS' O'SEAS TOUR 
Edinburgh, May 6. 

The Hilltoppers, with Jimmy 
Sacca, in vaude at the Empire 
Theatre, plan to tour Europe on a 
vacation-business trek before re¬ 
turning to the U.S.’ A “Sunday 
Night at the Palladium” tv date is 
also skedded. 

Group play such key English 
Cities as Liverpool, Manchester, 
Bristoii, Sheffield, London and 
Southampton before going to the 
Continent; 

GLASON'S 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for all Theatricals 
"W« Servlet the SUrs" 

Big Temporary Special on AH 
35 Gag Files for $15, Plus $1.00 Postage 

Foreign: $1^0 ea„ 35 for $4C 

e 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $!• o' 
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $U e 
• Minstrel Budget ..$2$ • 

How to Master the Ceromonlee : 
• $3 per Copy 
No C.O.D's .. "Always Open* 

BILLY GLASON 
MOW. 54th St., N.Y.C., If Circle 7-11M 
(WS TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train Yew) 

The Owners Of 

BALI-HAI 
ApartmBnt Hotal 
"Home Of The Stars" 

Las Vagas, Navada ; 
. . . are proud fe announce 

the qppolfifitienf of 

Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE SAMPLE 
as their new 

General Managers A Operators. 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 
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€opacabana,N. Y. 
johnny Mathis, Joey Bishop, The 

Pagets (2), Joni Roth, Ronnie Hall. 
Michael. Durso & Frank Marti 
Orchs; $5.50 minimum. 

Not quite two years old as a 
disclicker, Johnny Mathis moved 
into, the headline spot at the Copa- 
cabana last week (8) at little: ahead, 
of his time. And once again; it’s 
proved that the magic that can be 
generated in the grooves and per¬ 
fected in the recording studios 
doesn’t necessarily have: to come 
through bn the nitery floor." . 

"It’S hot that Mathis, who’s been 
pacing the Columbia Records ros¬ 
ter in the pop single and album 
fields, will be a wasted two-week 
bet for Jules PodelL In fact,, ac-.- 
cording to advance reservation re-, 
ports,, the Mathis booking looks 
like a good gamble for the room.. 
There are a lot of Mathis rooters 
and they’re Sure to cheer him oyer 
his two nightly sets. Artistically* 
though, this is. not in Mathis’ favor 
and may be harmful in giving him 
a false sense of security. 

The stuff that, singing stars are 
made of seems to be in Mathis’ 
makeup but it’s not yet fully de- 
veioped. He’s got a pleasing vocal 
style/a fine jazz feel, arid a boyish 
quality that the femmes take • to 
their hearts quickly. But the pre¬ 
requisites from a Copa headliner 
include many more facets.. Excite-* 
ment, inspiration and a savvy, of 
shQv/manly values are some of the 
angles missing from the Mathis 
onener, but he was always In there 
trying and, in that try he was, at 
least able to show that there wasa 
star potential, somewhere within. 

He relied heavily on his disclicfcs 
which went over well with the 
opening nighters, but there are 
plenty around who don’t know cur¬ 
rent jock, and juke product and 
he’s missing a bet in this respect. 
Hitting the standard route a bit 
more often would serve. him in 
better stead. In the repertoire are 

. such as “It’s Not for Me to Say,”. 
‘‘Wonderful, Wonderful,” “Get Me 
to the Church on Time,” “I’ve 
Grown Accustomed to Your Face,” 
“Wild Is the Wind,”“Chances Are,” 
‘■Teacher, Teacher,” “I Could Have 
Danced All Night” arid “AH the 
Time;” 

The Copa capers began energeti¬ 
cally with the. spinning Pagets 
(Audrey and John) and a topflight 
standup comedy stint from Joey 

‘ Bishop. He’s got a quiet, method!- 
- cal manner, rind he invariably h;ts 

you where you laugh. .His material 
is tasteful as well as funny and 
though his style may seem uncon¬ 
cerned and easygoing, it’s always 
penetrating. 

The Copa cuties continue to 
prance in a delightful manner and 
the orchs under the batons of 
Michael Durso and Frank Martin 
fit the bill, as usual. Gros. 

Drake Hotel, Chi 
Chicago, May 6.y 

; Sheila Reynolds, jimmy Blade 
. Orch (6); $1.50 coven 

Sheila. Reynolds is a first-timer 
at the posh Camellia House, and 
looks to be assured of playback. 
Chirper has pipes of near-operatic 
quality (which she . wisely tones 
down), and is a regal looker in 
blue-figured satin with train arid 
Upsweep coif. 

Her tunes are an effective me-r 
lange of evergreens and current 
pops,, though , she could chuck as 
miscast the “I Believe” religiosb. 
Best response from first-night 
tablers went to a lesser-aired med- 

. ley of “My Fair Lady” tunes 
wrapped as a special material num¬ 
ber. Singer , tried some showman¬ 
ship that didn’t quite come off for 
technical reasons, singing “Love 
Walked In” as she entered from 
the front, and “Tou jours” as she 
exited via same route. 

Her delivery is sincere but at 
times too emphatic—too much in 
the elocution vein. Fewer stilted 
tones and she’d come' across with 
miore warinth. Jimmy Blade orch 
(6) gives alert backstopping. Den¬ 
ise Darcel is next in: June 4 for a 
pair. Pit. 

Chateau Madrid, S. V. 
Carlos Ramirez, Raul A Eva 

Reyes, Antonia & Pepe, Ralph Font 
& Panchito Orchs* $4-$5 minimum. 

Angel Lopez’s Chateau Madrid, 
which has frequently experimented 
with non-Hispano acts,. is concen¬ 
trating . on Spanish-flavored . per-, 
formers this time out arid the re¬ 
sult is satisfactory. Headlined by 
Carlos ^Ramirez, the 45-minute 
show blends nicely with the paella 
and other Spanish and latino foods. 

Ramirez, a Latin-American bari¬ 
tone, is in good voice and he 
pleases with his combo of familiar 
Spanish and American tunes. If 
there’s any fault to find .with ftis 
’stint, it’s that it was too short at 
show caught, consisting of merely 
five numbers, the clientele seemed 
to appreciate Ramirez, but appar¬ 
ently they didn’t applaud suffi¬ 

ciently for him to return. It’s rare 
that nitery headliners. put in so 
short an appearance. 

In addition to his Spanish rep¬ 
ertoire, Ramirez clicks With “I 
Could Have Danced . All Night” 
froin “My Fair Lady” and With a 
samba tune from "Latin Lovers,” 
a film in which he appeared with 
Lana Turner some years ago. V 

- Raul and' Eva Reyes,, an acro¬ 
batic arid comedy dance team, are 
familiar to the Chateau Madrid 
customers; Their acrobatic dancing 
is firie, but their comedy •; seems 
somewhat forced. The femme half 
of the team tends to mugg too 
much. All in all, however, they’re 
a pleasant turn and win plaudits. : 

‘Antonia & Pepe, introduced as 
direct from Madrid,. are a hand¬ 
some terping couple in the famil¬ 
iar Spanish tradition of castiriet- 
clicking and heel-stompirig.. 

Ralph Font’s orch. does a top- 
notch job in. showbacking and ah 
ternates with Panchito’s crew for 
customer terping.' Roll. 

Divert Innv i&s Vegas 
Las Vegas, May 7:; ’■ 

Marie . McDonald, Jackie Miles, 
Tony Dalii, ■ Doitn Atdeh Dancers 
(16), Carlton Hayes orch (131; $3 
minimum. 

Marie McDonald returns, to the 
scene of her night club debut none 
the worse from the headline battles 
She’s had since .. she. lived down 
those that preceded the preem. 
The star looks beautiful as ever, 
she’s handsomely gowned, and the 
pipes. Capably interpret the tubes 
selected by her teammate;, conduc¬ 
tor Hal Borne. Repertoire includes 
“Alive and ‘ Kicking,”; ‘ Paradise,” 
“Eiribraceable You,”: “Under Mv 
Skin,” “He’s Got The Whole World 
In His Hands,” “It’s All Right With 
Me,” ‘‘Body and Soul” and ah in¬ 
ternational medley. Borne superb¬ 
ly serves as ringleader for. the act! 
froriting the Carlton Hayes orch 
(13). ■• 

Jackie Miles, extra added; is. at. 
home in this; room; and gets con¬ 
sistently, loud laughs With his paro¬ 
dies, one-liners, tales of the gam¬ 
ing industry and Las Vegas in gen¬ 
eral. The . ever-present cigaret is 
there, and he got off some smooth 
ad libs on opening.night when dis¬ 
tracted by .backstage voices (“now 
it’s my turn”); 

. Tony Dalii, newcomer singer to 
America, shows promise here as a 
powerhouse attraction with his big 
voice Which ; has strong dramatic 
shadings. He’s personable, arid is- 
especially effective with his ver¬ 
sions of “You’ll Never Walk Alone” 
and “If You Loved Me.” 

Two holdover prodiictiori num¬ 
bers (“Rock-A-Billy Mambo” and 
“Female Vs. Male”) feature: bari¬ 
tone Art Johnson and the Dorin 
Arden Dancers (16). Package set 
for. four frames. Duke. 

Dorchester, London 
London, May 7. 

Leslie A. Hutchinson (Hutch), 
Howard De Courcy, Dorchester 
Girls (4),- Cyril Grantham and 
George Birch Orchs; $5.50 mini¬ 
mum. 

The. Dorchester is now the only 
major hotel in London’s West . End 
to feature cabaret arid that gives 
it a natural advantage, particularly 
during the. peak tourist. seasori. 
The shows are in a solid middle 
bracket and there's apparently rio 
attempt to enter into Competitive 
buying of top international stairs. 

The current bill is a typical and 
good example. Hutch, a stalwart 
in the London nitery stfne, arid a; 
smooth arid polished performer, is* 
always good for a thoroughly prof 
and diverting entertainment. This 
time out is no exception and his 
growing band of loyal followers 
knows just what to expect. At show 
caught — night of the “My Fair 
Lady” opening — his routine in¬ 
cluded one of the hit songs, “I 
Could Have Danced All Night,” 
which has hitherto been subjected 
to an embargo. 

That is about the only, departure 
from a routine that has developed 
over the years. Self-accompanied 
at the piano arid with his fine rich 
voice, he puts over standards with 
considerable knbw-how and, by. 
way of change, of pace, always in¬ 
troduces a touch xof satire. His 
current victims, are the Dockers 
(recently1 banned from the Riviera) 
with a lyric which oozes biting wit. 
His marathon version of. “Let’s Do 
It” is, per custom, his closing; 
while a nostalgic roundup makes 
ari adiriirable begoff item; 

Howard De Courcy, an adroit 
magician, has a few fascinating 
card tricks, is a deft hand at mani¬ 
pulating a deck and has a neat 
trick in which a canary is trans¬ 
ferred info a cage sealed in a 
closed chest. The resident line of 
four girls dance pleasantly enough 
and they have a quality of youthful 
freshness., Myfo. 

Hotel Plaza9X. Y, 
Celeste Holm with George Kent; 

Ted Strdeter and. Mark Monte 
Orchs; $2.50-$3 convert. ••'. I 

. Celeste Holm can hold down the 
floor in. anybody’s saloon, mass or 
class, and she proves it again in 
the Persian Room plushery. It. is 
to the credit of her prowess as a 
pro that she does as well consider¬ 
ing that her new repertoire is a 
little weighted down by being over¬ 
produced, It is creditable that she . 
strives for a new format. Which 
Ruth Hughes Aarons, the table ten-: 
nis champ who has since become, 
very professional as a special ma¬ 
terial writer for the class bistro 
set, but in this instance it is some¬ 
what overdone. . 

Utilizing., the. theme of “what 
does a man want in: a woman?” 
Miss Holm has a slick cycle of old. 
and new pops, skillfully rephrased 
and updated to fit .the. format. It 
permits for warmth, sophistication 
arid satire, -running the entire 
gamut, with good special lyrics 
and/or rewritten and updated 
wordr.ee to support the basic theme 
premise. . A little I eschewing mf 
some of the vocal hors. .d’ouyres 
will^acliieve much to . Offset the 
.overflow prpductioriy feeling. : 

Mils Holm; of course, is a very 
personable blonde with a compell¬ 
ing cafe floor style. A new fillip 
is stripping to tights for a drum 
'majorette Sousa-like.• finale, with-, 
the bard oompahirig through the 
room to a rewrite of “76 Trom¬ 
bones.” Miss Holm has a slick as¬ 
sist in George Kent at the. ivories: 
he also did the arrangements and 
is. an effective, special conductor of 
the always surefire Ted Straeter 
band which is surefire also in get¬ 
ting them up on the dance floor. 
Same1 goes for the. Mark Monte | 
Continentals with the Latin sets. 

• Abel '■ 

Riverside, Reno 
Reno, May 13, . 

. . Molly. Bee, The Maxwells (2),. 
Lucille & Eddie Roberts; Starlets 
(8) iri Morb-Landis production, 

■ Bill Clifford Orch (II); $2-$3.50 
httnimum; 

: Pony-tailed Molly Bee,. making; 
her debut on the nitery ciircuit, 
clicks through her 25-minute song 
arid comedy stint. With personality 
plus, the blonde 18-year-old in¬ 
genue won repeated applause from 
a first-night audience that was far 

: from capacity but was free with 
approval. What she lacks in show 
biz savvy, she overshadows. with 
exuberance and determination; 
c Her sold format runs the scale 
from rock ’n’.roll to ballads, to hill¬ 
billy stuff, to yodeling. On the 
jump tunes. She has the command.. 
On the ballads, more experience 
before the night club set is indi¬ 
cated. ■ 

Mert Wertheimer’s theatre res¬ 
taurant show opens, with the Star¬ 
lets iri a holdover “Old South” pro¬ 
duction by Moro-Landis, with pre¬ 
cision choreography endorsed byJ 
the audience.. . i 

The Maxwells; a male acfo team: 
now to Reno, start the three-act 
bill with a slow motion presenta¬ 
tion designed to. demonstrate nias- 
cular control and coordination, and 
to produce, laughs. The two wear 
Mongolian expressions during the 
complete routine, done in street 
suits and street shoes. They work 
with no visible strain. 

Lucille & Eddie Roberts, in , a 
well-studied bit of. mentalism, 
amaze the audience, with ari. in¬ 
triguing. demonstration . of what 
they call “extrasensory precep- 
tion.” He intersperses quick wit: 
as he takes various items from the 
onlookers and asks his wife, blind¬ 
folded on stage; to make identifi¬ 
cations. Their act is the best of its 
type to hit Reno in many seasons. 

The Starlets close the show with 
a second holdover minstrel dance 
that is good but is getting old. . 

Long. 

Goldeii Hotel, Reno 
• . , Reno, May .1. . ■ 

Billy Ward & His Dominoes (5); 
no cover, no .minimum. . 

.The Mardi Gras Show Lounge, 
open during the winter to. only 
weekend entertainment, began 
rocking to the music of Billy. Ward 
and His Dominoes. Personable 
young showman and his four musi¬ 
cians can easily become. Reno 
favorites. 

The Dominoes, playing an ex¬ 
tended engagement in the Golden’s 
theatre-restaurant, are met With 
immediate approval with their in¬ 
terpretation; .of “Stardust” and 
“Deep Purple/’ 

Pianist-conductor Ward keeps 
the varied selections in key with 
audience demand. His requests in¬ 
clude rock ?n’ roll, ballads, spiri¬ 
tuals and novelties calling for audi¬ 
ence participation. : 

Indications point to a successful 
booking, at the Tomerlin Bros.’ 
Golden Hotel, . . Long. 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 53 

By JO RANSON 

This is for the solid burghers of 
.Brooklyn, the rye-ori-rock-ribbed, 
money-in-the-savings-bank, highly 
insular colonists who shop shrewdly 
arid can spot a bargain, iri better-: 
couturiCred garments at Loeh- 
mann’s or superior comestibles and 
substantial entertainment at Ben & 
Doris Maksik’s vast Town and 
Country Club in the upper 
stretches of Kings County's Flat- 
lands.' 

Ecologically, the Maksik nitery 
is built to order for the borough’s 
inhabitants. It has the correct 
amalgam, of polished modern decor, 
not too avant garde, and the smell 
of the not-toordistant bay and sea. 
It possesses the • unmistakable air 
of a posh joint with dowr.-to-earth 
consumer,, a rarity indeed in. the 
boniface. biz. It’s an ai criitectural 

Where They Speak the Kings County 

axiom that buildirigs and open 
spaces must go together to achieve 
esthetic harmony and this, too, is 
in Town & Country’s favor. 

If Brooklyn is America, as often 
insisted, then the Maksiks have the 
key to the Mosler. They are giving 
this burg’s residents a fat. and 
bulging show for. their dough pn . 
the documented theory that . the 
lpcal patron isn’t a dope in. as- 

Toun & Country, Bklyn. 
Tony Martin, Jackie Kannon, 

Bev & Jack Palmer, Buster Bur¬ 
nell Dancers (10), ,Ned ’Harvey 
Orch; $5.50 minimum. 

Palmer Houses ITil - 
. Chicago, May 8. 

Spoftsmen (4) (with John Ra¬ 
ng), D avium Bros., Mattison Trio,]. 
Ben- Arden Orch ilOh $2 eerier, i 

Eydie Gorme’s cancellation due 
to illness resulted in frantic last-! 
minute book'ngs for . the - Empire j 
Room. Substitutions, however, pro- \ 
Vide, the 'poshery with one .of its.' 
better layouts in recent months,! 
though, bill. Will like.y need beau- J 
Coup, word-of-mouth. if traffic’s to; 
hold up for the staind. ! 

Jack Benny’s Sportsmen. quartet! 
toplines with a neatly-paced cata- j 
log of. oldies and ribvelty stuff, all i 
allowing for showy harmonics.! 
Fellas at first had a loughie follow¬ 
ing .the middle act, finally making 
it with a choreographed “Me: and 
My Shadow” arid “Buirible Bee,” 
latter with a continuous whistle arid 
three hums that took nice palrriirig. 
Group also made points with a bar¬ 
bershop medley (with bowlers and 
handlebar moustaches), but their 
rock ’n’ roll parody seemed; t:re- 
sorrie after the first bars. Their big 
click is a lengthy Las Vegas report 
adoitly splicing the taped ethereal 
voice of Sheldon Leonard admon¬ 
ishing “bet it all,” till finally all 
is nothing. John Barigr responsible 
for the dexterous arrangements, is 
at the 88 for the turn. 

Dornan1 Biros, work clever aud- 
participation with standup come¬ 
dies for a snappy 30 miriutes that 
had tablers doubled-up at windup.. 
Brother: Charley opens solo for 
some standard gagging, Leo later 
joining for some vocals with yodels. 
Several aiud-planfed riiaracas ac¬ 
company "My Blue Heaven” to 
good laughs, but the guffaws pour 
when five guys are brought up to 
moutli silently while’ Charley hides 
behind to do bizarre voices, for 
each. It’s a sock bit anywhere... -..... 

Mattison Trio (two guys and a 
femme) offer: sharp . modern, tap- 
terping and body English that 
usually riiake sense, They mirror 
some Parisian moods,, do a satis- 
factory: Ravel Bolero, and cap their 
15 minutes with a nicely conceived 
Rodgers & Hammerstein tribute 
that takes hefty mitting as much 
for its swift costume changes and 
segues as for the precise footwork. 

Pit.. 

Adolphus Hotel, Dallas 
Dallas, May 6. 

Ted Lewis with Eddie Chester, 
Beverly Marshall, Eddie Lawrence 
& Connie, Cathy Basic, Joe Reich- 
man Orch. (7); $3 cover. 

Ted Lewis is hack on the local, 
scene after too loing an absence, 
but again With an “all star revue.” 
And, again, there’s no diminution 
of top talent iri his show; 
: Lewis, headliriing a 75-rriinute 
operiing before a packed Century 
Room, is in for two frames and 
augurs the heftiest biz the plushery 
has had since it started continuous 
floorshow policy a year ago. Lewis’ 
bits are familiar—and still popular 
—though he adds some topical gags 
to his ;. run-through. This time 
around' he’s got his original 
“shadow,” diminutive Eddie Ches¬ 
ter, Who scores in his own solo 
stands. A master ' showman, Lewis 
gives each act the spotlight—and 
the room rocks with response. 
. Beverly Marshall, a looker, frac¬ 
tures ’em with her record panto 
bits of . “St. George arid the 
.Dragon/’ “K-k-k-katy” and “Old 
Philosopher.” She’s a show stealer 
working Solo on “Cocktails for 
Two” as an inebriate. 
' Small slot is given Eddie Law¬ 
rence & Connie for a smart terp 
turn. Talented duo gets over big; 
he’s handsome and she’s an eye- 
appealer Who shows shapely gams. 
.. Eye arid ear attention is grabbed 
by pretty Cathy Basic, who rates 
palm praise with her vocals, regis¬ 
tering big with “I Could Have 
Danced All Night/’ Bark. 

sess:ng the worth of a night club 
routine. Moreover, management of 
Town and Country is working on 
the notion that Brooklynites are 
not rubes living in a sinkhole and 
the villagers know their show biz 
having been raised on professional 
fare, at such celebrated variety 
lyceums as the old Orpheum, the 
Bushwick and the Albee, to men¬ 
tion a few. They instantly spot the 
mccoy from the bogus .and they 
have virused this .theatrical savvy 
to their offspring, and it is this 
young fry from the upper grades 
in secondary school, prep school 
and colleges who how congregate 
at the Town and Countrv. The 
Maksiks make a strong pitch for 
this huge student body as well as 
the constant stream of confirma¬ 
tion; bar - mitzvah, engagement.. 
wedding ard other socials so dear 
to Brooklyn parishioners. 

So what are the MalHks doing 
now? They have Tony Martin, the 
S'nger: Jack’e Kannon, the comic; 
Bev & Jack Palmer, acroadagio 
dancers: the Buster Burnell Danc¬ 
ers, and Ned Harvev’s orch. The 
patrons, with Flatbush dew on their 
Upper lips, are hep to this brand 
of entertainment; and the structure 
is consenuently crowded. - 

It’s obvious that Martin is at. 
home here, both with the diners 
and the owners, This is a far shout 
frornB the Judy Garland brouhaha, 
with the Maksiks; this an insepar¬ 
able friendship of epic proportions. 
The affection is so all-oervasive 
that Martin pays public tribute on¬ 
stage to the boriifaces of the Town 
and Country and eagerly acknowl¬ 
edges the dressing room with two 
chairs and a wash basin they’ve 
given him, plus the flowers and 
other civilized courtesies seldom 
wished upon night club minne¬ 
singers. 

Martin does all his sock record¬ 
ing numbers and more. His props 
are few, save for a skimirier and 
stick and two suavely-shaped si¬ 
rens who aid him with their con¬ 
summate dancing skill in two fetch¬ 
ing numbers, “I’ve Got My Love to 
Keep Me Warm” and “My Shawl.” 
They are Diane Nellis and ETvi 
Coronna, and they well deserve 
their; hows. Virtually everything 
Martin does scores \vith the diners, 
most , of all “All of You,” his last 
year’s fine RCA Victor recording; 
“Gigi,” his latest recording;-“Tak¬ 
ing a Chance on Love.” and “I’m 
Getting Sentimental Over You.” 
For his .recalls he produces such 
worthy standby?, as “Begin the Be- 
guirie,” "There’s No Tomorrow” 
ard “Here,” long familiar to Mar¬ 
tin record devotees. 

Martin has first-rate piano ac¬ 
companiment from A1 Sendrey 
WTho has also done a nifty job of 
arrangements, .Moreover, there’s 
able support from William Galardo 
on the conga drum and Ray Rivera 
on the timbales and from Ned Har¬ 
vey’s orch. 

The Buster Burnell. Dancers* 
seven gals and three lads, are a 
fresh and friendly unit in their 
spirited costumes, particularly the 
red spangled and the periwinkle 
blue outfits. Kannon boffos with a 
string of jokes and several comedy 
vocal bits, his standouts being the 
rock ’n’ roll and Indian lampoons. 
Nor do the Palmers have difficulty 
Winning friends with their acro¬ 
adagio specialties; their lifts and 
spins are polished twins. 

Martin has a five-year deal with 
the Maksiks for a four-week annual 
stint at a reported $25,000 per 
week, 

: Brooklyn has always been bullish 
on double-worded, doublerbreasted 
institutions, namely, Abraham & 
Straus; Gage & Tollner, Van & 
Schenek, Hyde & Behman. Now it’s 
Town & Country that is catering 
coiossally to a celebrating citizenry 
from the better-off pastures of the 
borough. Generally speaking, the 
Maksiks will continue to. derive 
their principal, biz from the domi¬ 
nant middle classes iri such stal¬ 
wart sectors as Flatbush, Manhat¬ 
tan Beach and Bay Ridge, but sel- 
dorii from the grubby economic 
Wastelands of Williamsburg, Red 
Hook and Canarsie. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 14 

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of shoW> 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall 

Car I Colillo .A 
Maria itos.i 

Kimtii Slid man 
Cuips de Ballrt 

15 Great Barton 
Malini .. 
I.ucile Cummins* 
Rockettes • 
Glee Hub 

AUSTRALIA 

MELBOURNE 

Tivoli 12 
Roily Rolls 
Douglas & HrivnUa 
Dairfu*. Quintet 
15.11v Baxter 
N.mv 
AlceU>5 
Dirnlli.v Costello 
I) ilravs 
1'its.v O'llara 
Jim Berinson 
Rie .Morgan 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 12 

Larry Griswold 
Johnny Lockwood 
Eagle A Man 
A Robins 
Kayes A Faye. 
Ann.v IJerryer 
Medlock A Marlowe 
Winnctou A Squaw 
BAD Stuchbt»ry 
Jimmy Rark/mson 
Edit Julns/. 
Frank. Ward 

BRITAIN 

ASTON 
- Hippodrome 12. 

Teiry Cantor 
Ked Brest on -f'- 
Toiva Kee 
Julie 
Colleen Iaiine . f- 
Beverley Lambert 
Kennv Cantor 
Barry Youns 
Dale Walren 
Sue<ia!ties 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome 12 

Ruby Murray 
Tommy CooneT 
4 Jones Boys 
Gordon A Colville 
I.aycork A Bee 
JAP Barbour 
Jean Anderson 
Vicki Hammond 
8. Lovelies 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome 12 

Mickey Katz 
Menton Bros 
Freddie Frinton 
I. A V Day 
Fred Lovelle 
3 Brittons 
Lana Sis 
Lea MalUm - 

COVENTRY 
Empire 12 

Dickie Valentine 
Jimmv James Cci- 
Brazilimos 
Kemble A Christine 
Ladrinqlos. 
Roy Castle 
McAndrews A Mills 

EDINBURGH 
Empire 11 

Terry Dene 
McKinnon Sis . 
Etna Siva Re 
Sinny Roy 
Eva May Won* 
3 Sparkes 
Roy Lance 

GLASGOW 
Empire 12 

Michael Molliday 
Bemie A Barbara 
Hal Mon*y 
EL Granada* 
Peter - Crawford . . 
Skylons. 

LEEDS 
.Empire 12 

Kaye Sis 
M A B Winters 
Bobbie 2 

. Mist in Juniors 
Gilbert 
Frank Cook 
Pei>«y Cayell 
Barry Anthony 

LONDON 
Metropolitan 12> 

Betty Smith. 5 
Stan- White 
Phyllis CraiR 
Jessie Robbins 
Traey Sis 
4 Otners 
Cherry Wainer 
Don Storer . 

Palladium 12 
Johnnie Ray 
Treniers 
Harry Worth 
("banning Pollock. 
Trotter Bros 
Peiro Bros 
Authors A -SwihsOn 
Theda Sis 
George Cardens 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire 12 

Marvin. Rainwater 
Candy Sis . 
Morecambe A Wise 
Carlo Sis :. 
Phil Fernando 
Freddie Earle : 
Falcons 

NORTHAMPTON 
New 12 

Whittaker A Law 
Luscious Gold wy ns 
Don A Juanita ; 
Pamela Phillips 
Les Madrigols 
Benny Garcia 
Maureen Gabrieli* . 
Latin Quarter 
Renee Fontain 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 12 

Nitwits 
McKennas 
Morton Fraser's Co. 
Lotus A Lila 
Kirk Stevens 
Tex McLeod 
Billy Burden 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire 12 

Denny Willis 
Margery -Manners 
Cart Ames 
Sonny Jenks 
George Rex • 
Travails . 
Lizette A Renay 
Johnnie Mack- 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 12 

Revel A Fields 
Marqueez 
John A Julie 
Roy Mack 
Gillian Prince 
Roy Marsden 
Jackie Fortune 
Marie De Vcre Co. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel 

Mivoslu Umeki 
Charles Manna 
Geo. Matson 
M io Barnes 
Re.vneau 
Bart Howard 
Jiiuinie Lyou Trio! 

Bon Soir 
Fetic'ia Sanders 
I.airy Storch 
Jane Dulo 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

Casahpve 
Donrta Dunn 
Margnt A Adrienne 

Chateau Madrid 
Candi Cortez 
Ralph Font Ore 

' Par.chito Ore 
Copacabana 

Johnny Mathfa 
Joey Bishop. ' 
The Pagets 
Ted Morrell 
Mimi 
DAG Prior 
Michael Durso Grc 
Frank Mart* Ore 

Downstairs Room 
JuliusMonk 
Runny Graham 
Ceil Cabot 
Ellen Hanley 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen 

El Chico 
Indios Trabaja* 
Rosita Rios 

No. 1 Fifth Avo. 
Phyllis Diller 
Bob Downey 
Dean Sheldon 
Harold FonviKo- 
Joan Bishop 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ric*rdel Ore 
Betty Benee 

Hotel Piaza 
Celeste Holm 
Ted Stnetei Ore 
Mark Monte Ore' 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

Hotel Statler 
Xavier Cugat Ore 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Patricia Wilson 
Milt Shaw Ora 
Rav Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Sallie Blair 
Bernard Bros. 
Seven Ashtons 
Gena Genarde 
Martha Errolle 
Queti CTavejo 
Jo Lombardi Ore. 
B Harlowe Ore 

Le Cupidon 
T. C..Jones 
Ish Ugardi Ore 

Old Romanian 
Jean Carroll 
Larry Marven 
Laurette A Clymas 
Bob Brooks . 
Mac Pollack Ore 
McKenna Line 

Roundtable - 
Joe Buslikin. Ore 
Teddy Wilson Ore 

Town A Country > 
Tony Martin 
Jackie Kannon 
B A .1 Palmer 
Buster Burnell 

Dancers. 
Ned Harvey Ore 
Sicari Ore : 

Viennese Lantern 
Rosina Pagan . 
G A J De Los Rios 
Ernest Scboen Ore 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Tony Lavelli 
Pete Pederson 
Marshalls 
Lafry McMahon 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Mose Allison 
Anita O'Day 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Maurice Chevalier 
Emil Coleman Ore 
Bela Babai Ore. 

CHICAGO 
Black orchid 

Frances Faye - 
Joe Parnellor (3) 

Blue Angel : 
“Tropical Holiday” 

jj Carmen Romano 
!! PedrO Roman 
i Glamazon* 

Lord Christo 

Blue. Note 
Geo. Shearing (5» 
Dakota Staton' 
Joe Saye-Trio 

. Cloister tnn 
Eddie. Hiegins 3 
Beverly Kelly' 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 

Conrad Hilton 
Glenn A Coleen 
Menchassys 

Drake Hotel 
Sheila Reynolds . 
Jimmy Blade Ora 

.Gate of Horn 
Bob Gibsbn 
Will Holt 

London. House- 
Barbara Carroll 3 

Mister kelly's. 
Martha* Davis A 

Spouse 
Marty Rubinstein 3 
Marx A - FrigO 

Palmer House.! 
Sportsmen (4> 

Dorhan Bros.. 

LOS ANGELES 

AvanteGarde 
Roberta Linn 
Phil Leeds 
Joe Castro Trio 

. Band Box 
Billy Gray . .' 
Pony SherreU 
Antone A Curtiss 
Billy Early 
Bob ‘ Bailey’s ore 

Ben Blue's . 
Ben Blue 
Mae. Williams 
Buddy Lester . 
Barbara Heller. . 
Sammy Wolf . 
Joan Kayne 
Dick Bemie : 
Ivan Lane Ore 

Coconut Grove 
Nat. “King” Cole 
Alien A Be Wood 
Russ Morgan Ore ■ 

Crescendo 
The- Four. Freshmen 
Irwin Corey 
Renet Tou/et Band 

881 Club 
Johirny Walsh 

Interlude 
Tom Lohrer'. 
Martin Deiiny 
.Group (4) 

Largo 
Herb Jeffries 
Tony Martinez Ore 

L-.rry Potter's . 
Supper Club. 

Chantel Noel 
Sahd.v Sims. 

Mocambo 
Elaine . May A Mike 

Nichols' 
Frankie Sands Trio 
,!’au: Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouoe 
Jackie Barnett's 

. ‘'Newcomers of J28” 
Dick Stabile Ore 

Sltte- Bros;..- 
Don Rif kies 

. Vido Musso. 
Statler Hotel 

.Dave Barry 
The Belmonts 
Erf Bergman Ore 

Ye Little Club. 
Frrtn Jeffries. 

HAVANA 

Capri 
Darryl Stewart 
Lilia Guizar 
Luisa Chorens 
Somavitla Ore 
Cal vet Ore ; 

Hilton 
J. Moreno ". 
Fajardo Ore. 

' Nacional 
Maria Ne ilia 
c-rit-jp. [■ Raymond 
Parislen Dncrs 
L..v Cirson 
Dancing Waters 
W Revet ore 

Riviera 
Iglesias Ballet 
Aida . Ramirez 
Maria Fabrigas 
Antonio Espanol . 

’’‘epe Segiindo 
Felix Ultrera 
Rivera Ore. 

Sans Soucl 
Cetra 4' 
Gloria A Rolando . 
Victor Alverez-'. ■' 
Miriam Barrera* 
La Serie Ore . 
Ortega Ore ■ 

Tropicana 
Erlinda Cortes - 
Alberto Rochi 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys A Freddy 

Riveros 
OUaracheros . 
Monica Castel 
Tropicana Ballet 
S Suarez Orq 
4 Romeu Orq 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert tnn 

Marie Ml:D<>naId. 
Jackie Miles 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore. 

. Dune* 
“Life Begins At 

Minskj'’s” 
Pinky Lee . 
Pat Amber Halliday 
Marquis Family 
5 Yokois . 
Martine Vargas. 
Eva Pavlova 
Gillian Grey 
Bruce Yarnell . 
Cee Davidson Ore;. 

El Cortez 
Dubonnet Tfio 
Dick : Saunders 
Mareie Miller 
Deedy A BiU 

El Ranchp Vegas 
Joe E. Lewis 
Lit! St. Cyr 
Marion C’olby 
Barry Ashton Dncrs 
Dick- Rice Orcb 

Flamingo 
Pearl Bailey 
Lou Bellsorr 
Harrison A Fisher 
Four Voices 
Moana Gleason 
Don Kirk 
Flamingoettes 
Jack Cathcart. Ore '■ 
Dick Contibo 

Fremont Hotel 
•Todimats 
Make Believes ‘ 
Magnetics 
Shirl A Earl Mor- • 

tensen 
Golden NUgget 

Harry Ranch 
Jig Adams 
Charlie. Boyer 
L A F Maynard ■ 

Riviera 
Sam Lcvenson 
Patti Moore ■ 
Ren LeSsy 
Dorothy Dorben 

Dancers 

Novelites 
Ray Sinatra Ore 
Dukes of Dixieland 

S3hara . 
Teresa Brewer . 
Ha rvejr Stone 
Terry Tone* 
Saharem Dncrs 
Mary Kaye Trio. 
Louis Basil :Orc 
-Beachcombers 

\ Sands 
Danny Thomas 
Kings Four. . 
Bob Kaye 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelll Orr. 

Sah Soucl 
“Havana Heatwave" 
Sid Fields 
Bobby Morris 
Pat Moreno 
Cindy A Alberto 
Jeanne Masson - - 
Mile. Zabuda , . 
Bobby Blue Ore 

Shownoat 
Hank Penny ■ 
Shirley Scott 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girle 
Vic Artese Ore 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry. . 
Annie Maloney 
Peggy Dieterick . 
Kim Athas 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye.. 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redma^ Qrc 

Thunderbirtf . 
Frank Gusto 
Joe Fornato ■. 

Tropicana 
Ernie Kovacs 
Edie Adams :. 
Elaine Dnnh 
.Dante D'Paulo 
George Chakiris . 
Lizanne Truex 
Jack Ackerman - 
Nat Brandwynne . 

Ml AMI-MI AMI BEACH 
Americana 

Jaye P. Morgan 
Morgan Bros. 
Sammy Shore 
Barbara Bailey 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
Charlie Farrell 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey Gentile 
Jose Curbelo Ore 

Carillon 
Helen Forrest , 
Bob McFadden 
Loita A Dario 
Dick Sterling' 
Jacques Donnet Ore 

DeauviHa .- 
Smart Affairs ■ 
Larry Steele . 
Rose Hardaway. 
Sir Lionel Bockels 
Wanderers (4») . 
Leonard: Bros. 
Flash Gordan 
Lon Fontaine 
Beige Beauts . 
Walter Nye Ore 

Eden Roc 
Marion Marlowe . 
George Givot 
Mambo Aces 
Rascha Uodell 
Mat Malkin Ore . 
Sonny Kendis Ore 

El Patio 
Wingy Manone 4 

Rudy Ferguson 3 
Bobby Sherwood 

Fontainebleau 
Toni Arden 
Jan Arden 

Davis A Reese 
Hal Loman Play- 
/ mates. 

Murray Schlamm 
SacasasOrc 
Pupi Campo Oro . 

' Lucerne 
Havana Mardi Gras. ■ 
Diosa Costello 
Milos Velarde 
Don .Casino ■' 
Tonii Flores 
Tony A Francella 
Juan Romero 
David Tyler.. Ore 
Luis Varona Ore . 
Murray Franklin's 

Murray. Franklin . 
Dick. Havilland 
Kay Carroll 
Dolores Leigh 
Phyllis Arnold 
SnUffy Miller 
Eddie Bernard 

Nautilus 
Mac! Pepper . 
Carlos A Yvonne 
Syd Stanley Ore. 

Sans Soucl 
Mickey Katz 

■ Freddy1 Calo -Ore- 
Paul. Seers ; 

SAN FRANCISCO 
: 440 Club 

4 Sharps 
Lenny Bruce 
Gloria Padilia 
... Backstage 

Joalme Beretta 
Bernard Bragg 

Blackhawk 

Modern. Jazz 4 
Easy Street 

Kid Ory Ore 
Crest Leunge 

Pete Daily Ore 

Rack's II 

' Ruth Olay ... . 
-Axidentais 

; Fairmont Hotel . 
I Dorothy Shay '.. 
i E. Heckscher, Ore I 
! ■ Gay. ,90's- . ' j 
j Bee. :Ra.v. A Ray K. I. 
I, • ‘. Goman 
Joy Heal.v Dncfs 6 
Wally Rose ()rc. 

I Hangover . 
-.Earl- Fatha Hines 
j. ' Ore-. ’ 

Muggsy Spanier 
Joe ' Sullivan 

Hungry I 
Don Adams 
Marsh Bros. 
Gateway Singers 
Annette Warren 

Jazz Showcase 
Paul Bley 4 

Purple Onion 
Lil Greenwood 
Lou Gottlieb. 

.365 Club 
Paul Gilbcro 
Joy. Heaiy Oners 
Alex Diichin Ore 

SAN JU^N 

Intercontinental 
Ximiisej-Vargas ,Tr. 
BrUni Roque 
Francisco Gago .O.rc 
Lito Pena Ore 

• Caribe-Hilt 
Dick Haymes'. . •. 
BAC Robinson 
Los Riviera. 
Miguelito Miranda 

Ore; . ■ ■ ■ 
Joe B'ahco .Ore ■. • 

' Cbndado Beach. . 
Bobby Capo^ 
Cuqui .A ■ Robert. 

Pepito Torres Ore 
Hector' Naervey Ore 
Normandie Hotel 

M. A. Ortiz 
RauL.De Meja 
Alva A. Rosario 

• Voodoo'. Ore ' 
Cotillion Room. 

Tt.bac-o rtuniz 
.: Flzmboyan Club : 
Manola Alvrez Mera 
RUdenko Bros. 
M arlt za. 
Kiko 'tendive' 
Joe Vallejo Ore 

RENO 

Harolds Club 

Wiere Bros. 
Carl Ravarza 
.' Harrah's Club . 

Saunders A Miller 

Lee Nortinas 

Marksmen.. 
Deed;. A . Bill 

Holiday 
Ni. k Lucas 

' Mapes . 
Gobfer-: . 
Meg. Myles. . . 
Ed - FLzp^trick Ore 

. Golden 
Billy Ward A 
. - Dominoes 
Harry Ranch Ore 

Riverside 
Molly Bee 
Lee Roberts 
The .Maxwell* 
Starlets 
Bill. Clifford Ore 

Prom Time 
’' ■ ' Continued from Rage 1 ■ ■ 

turnaway business. The younger 
trade was lined up at 1:45 a.ni. 
wailing - for. tables for the third 
show after two sellout sessions 
earlier that evening. 

There was a similar, lineup at the 
Lat h Quarter., even though there 
was no male s in ger headlined. 
However, the big shows ore the 
draw, there. Also in the big busi*, 
ness department is the Town & 
Country. Club, Brooklyn, which 
opened Friday (9) with Tony Mar¬ 
tin. The spot put out the SRO 
sign that Right, and. got a tremend¬ 
ous weekend trade; The roster of 
parties already, booked is sizable. 

The hotels are getting a big play 
top, even without any special book¬ 
ing !' provisions - for the. collegiate 
and highschool set. Thp hotels 
get a natural dralught of youngsters 
during this season, many of them 
being the offspring of parents who 
went to their proms at the same 
inns. 

This season always produces. a 
scarcity of top: names throughout 
the country. Bonifaces still feel 
that despite the natural increase of 
business at: this time, they must 
make the cafes, attractive to the 
kids; It’s a once-a-year deal for 
most and most pf the operators try 
to provide some attraction favoiv 
able to the youngsters, especially 
since these constitute the future 
audiences... 

Continued from page .1 = 

use any "props” during dance rou¬ 
tines; : 

Gilliam said the rules will be 
brought upV for approval at the 
meeting of the police committee 
tomorrow"',and - he has invited club 
operators, to appear at session to 
discuss his proposals/ 

“We ! do not want to appear 
prudish,” Gilliam said; "blit some 
of . these -dancers are. used to ap¬ 
pearing in cities. that have fewer 
restrictions than we haye.” .. 

Would Bar ‘Fraternization’ 
Another rule proposed by Gil¬ 

liam will forbid feminine perform¬ 
ers from “fraternizing or drinking 
with the customers.” Also, unes¬ 
corted women will be barred from 
entering establishments with flpor- 
sliows and wine, consumptipn 11- 
enses. (The wine consumption li¬ 
cense is aiso known as a “pour¬ 
ing license,” under which mixed 
drinks—-illegal in Georgia—are 
sold.) ./. . 

. Gilliam further stated that he 
will introduce an ordinance requir¬ 
ing ail entertainers, musicians and 
employees in these establishments’ 
to be fingerprinted. These prints 
will be checked against local and 
FBI records, he said. He statedi 
however, that people -with (pblice) 
records would not necessarily be 
barred from working or perform¬ 
ing, but that the police, should be 
aware of who they are. 

Gilliam, emphasized that there 
is no effort to "close night clubs 
. we are not getting bluenosed, 
nor- are we on a witch hunt; We 
are simply trying to maintain: some 
semblance of decency. - I do not 

think compliancB >with the pro¬ 
posed suggestions will detract from 
art or make the exhibitions less 
attractive.” ? 

Watching over Atlanta’s morals, 
runs in the Gilliam family. His 
wife, the former Christine Smith, 
is the city’s film censor. 

Cinerama Inc. 
=—  Continued from page 3 ■ — 

and indie producers. Future suc¬ 
cess of the company’s, it’s stressed, 
is based on Its ability to interest 
groups in addition to SW in mak¬ 
ing pictures, in the Cinerama 
process and in opening more thea- 
thes. 

New Terms 

The. new agreement with Stan-, 
ley in addition to taking away the 
theatre chain’s exclusivity, also 
gives SW the right to exhibit non- 
Cinerama pictures utilizing Cine¬ 
rama’s exhibition equipment, upon 
payment of 3% of the gross box- 
office receipts, provided such films 
are not referred to as Cinerama 
pictures. 

Instead of its regular annual 
meeting. Cinerama Inc. will hold 
a special session in New York on 
May 28. Proxy statement lists the 
formal business matters to come 
before the meeting as the election 
of a board of five directors and ap¬ 
proval of employee restricted stock 
options. Nominated for election as 
directors, are prexy Hazard E. 
Reeves, executive v.p, Wentworth 
D. Fling, Wall St. broker Edward 
V. Otis, Stanley Warner general 
manager and v.p. Harry M. Kal- 
mine and SW executive Arthur M. 
Rosen. 

Subject to the; approval of the 
stockholders. 70,000 shares, at the 
market price of $1.60, will be pur¬ 
chased for options granted to 11 
officers! and employees. 

2 Rvss Travelogs 
——Continued from page 2 ——, 

Khrushchev and Stalin dance 

awards and recently featured on 

Bob Hope’s television show, ap¬ 
pear in “Soviet Ballets” in ex¬ 
cerpts from . Tchaikovsky’s "Swan 
Lake,” Mussorgsky’s “Boris God- 
ounov” and a new work, “Swallow 
and Hawk,” climaxed by a spec¬ 
tacular forest -fire, all to symphony 
music. 

They also perform dances from 
popular ballets of the Caucasus, 
-Tartar, Ukraine,.. Moldavia and 
Uzbekistan, with balalaika, bayan 
(accordion) and tambourine or¬ 
chestras. 

On Moscow visit a few. months 
ago, late Mike .Todd negotiated to 
bring Suhishvili troupe to the 
U. S. for a tour. 

“Russia Today,” photographed 
last autumn and winter, .shows the 
Moscow State Circus, Popov- the 
Clown, Bolshoi Opera, Sputnik 
Festival, fashion parades. Krem¬ 
lin, Leningrad, czarist relics, raire 
paintings and sculpture, Byzantine 
cathedrals, motion picture stars, 
Odessa markets, Cossack choirs, 
Yalta Botanical Gardens, ski cham¬ 
pions, Sochi flower exhibits,' an¬ 
cient Georgian castles, soccer 
games, Tbilisi caravans, interna¬ 
tional chess matches, and other 
highlights. 

London Bus Strike 
Continued from page 1^^ 

Prowse, one of the largest ticket 

brokers, reported that the break in 

London’s road transport has had an 

effect, but it Is not anywhere near 

as serious as was originally antici¬ 

pated. : Advance bookings had 

slowed down, but by so little that 

it was hardly noticeable. 

It is expected, however, that mat¬ 
inee performances may be hit 
because patrons would have to 
make their way home during the 
rush hour when workers are head¬ 
ing for the suburbs. The Ballet and 
opera season at Covent Garden 
has shown no ill effects. Big West 
End shows like those at the Palla¬ 
dium and “My Fair Lady,” at the 
Drury Lane Theatre* are playing to 
capacity. . 

Night life has been entirely un¬ 
affected. One club owner, surveyed 
the line of parked ears, made up 
mainly of Bentleys,. Rolls Royce’s 
and Jaguars, outside his premises 
and summed up the nightery posi¬ 
tion thus: “Should I be worried 
about no buses?” 

Wednesday,. May 14, 1958 

Pix’ New Boldness 
Continued from page 1 

termed it “a. serious document that 
has undeniable integrity.” Accord¬ 
ing to Stross, in New York to dis- . 
cuss production deals with Metro, 
for whom he is how making “The 
Angry Hills,” the script of “A 
Question of Adultery,” as present¬ 
ed to Geoffrey Shurlock of the 
Motion Picture Assn, of America, 
had beeri approved “in principle’* 
for a. Production Code seal. He ac¬ 
knowledged, however,, that MPAA 
officials had not seen the com¬ 
pleted picture as yet. 

Stross, whose earlier film "The 
Flesh is Weak,” a story about Lon¬ 
don prostitutes, aroused consider¬ 
ably controversy but nevertheless 
was the fourth highest grossing 
film in England, maintained that 
“unless the cinema grows pp, I 
don’t giye it seven years.” 

Audiences, he maintained, are not 
“nitwits.” He strongly feels that 
many of formerly taboo subjects 
can be : placed on the screen “if 
they are handled honestly;” These 
types of pictures, he said, have 
been made.on the Continent for a. 
number of years. America, he 

'pointed out, has only recently begun 
to tackle these subjects. And Stross 
noted that it appears that they are 
being accepted. He cited the suc¬ 
cess of Jerry Wald’s “Peyton Place” 
and “Long, Hot Summer.” 

Stross. acknowledged that he an¬ 
ticipated some difficulty with reli¬ 
gious groups, but he stressed that 
he would fight to keep the title be¬ 
cause “that’s what the picture is 
about.” He pointed out that tli® 
British courts had labeled artifi¬ 
cial insemination as adultery, but 
that there had been no official legal 
opinion on the subject in the U. S. 
He is convinced, however, that he 
will have no problems with local 
censor boards. In England,: the ' 
picture will have an “X” ciassifica- 
tion—for adults only. It has. been 
booked, he said, on the entire ABC ' 
circuit of 700 theatres in England. 

Following discussions with Pro¬ 
duction Code chief Shurlock, whom. 
Stross said he. found extremely co- 
operative and understanding, the 
producer said he agreed to change 
one page , of dialog which had 
numerous references to “test tube 
babies.” In addition, he. said he 
consented to change a line of dialog 
which referred to “an act of love” 
to “an act of intimacy.” 

. “A Question of Adultery” was 
made with partial American financ¬ 
ing, the U. S. coin coming from Joe 
Harris’ Essex InternationaL 

Pearson Vs. Mortimer 
Continued from, pace Ts^l 

NKVD, etc. Pearson ended his 
ayem program with the crack that 
“Lee Mortimer is seeing things 
under the bed.” 

The following day, another Mir¬ 
ror gladiator, Nick Kenny; with the 
stamina of a James Figg, got into 
the fray . with a defense of Mor¬ 
timer. Barked Kenny: “Leon PeaN .. 
son wept crbcodile tears on Chan- . 
rtel 4 yesterday over the fact that 
Lee Mortimer or anybody else 
could see anything subversive in 
the current tour of the Russian* 
Ballet." - 

Meanwhile* Winchell continues 
to take pot shots at Paar in his 
syndicated column, while O’Brien 
tails the Alien show With - all the 
tenacity of a grim gumshoe. 

How come Gillette Safety Razoi 
hasn’t sponsored these bouts? 

FerberVGtant’Take 
Continued from page 1 55555... 

headed by Rock Hudson and Eliza¬ 
beth. Taylor* Is anticipated to gross 
$13,500,000 domestically, with m 
global total of $21,000,000, thus 
skyrocketing Stevens production to 
WB’s all-time top grosser. Since 
Stevens’ share equals Miss Fer- 
ber’s, his return, also probably sets 
a record for a director. 

WB financed pic and got dis¬ 
tribution fees Until 100% recoup¬ 
ment of costs, following which dis-r 
trib fees were eliminated and film . 
company and indie partners divid¬ 
ed every dollar 5Qt50. 

Warner has been dickering vrith 
Miss Ferber to buy her interest in 
film, but. to date no deal has even¬ 
tuated. Stevens also continues to 
retain his interest. The Ferber- 
Stevens-Ginsberg combine recently 
was dissolved. 
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New Acts 
PATRICIA WILSON 
Songs 
35 Mins. 
Hotel St. Regis, N. Y. 

Patricia Wilson has come a long; 
way from her first (and last) New 
Act-recorded entry at New Yofk’s 
Village Vanguard in 1953 and, .if 
perhaps she is an unknown for the 
posh environs of the Hotel St. 
Regis* Maisonette, there is no gain¬ 
saying her professional prowess. 
She evidences longtime grooming 
and delivers a sonaglog which, on 
basic merit, eclipses some of the 
glam babes whom Pierre Bultinck, 
bossman of the St. Regis, books 
into his class bistro. Unfortunate- 
ly, as a Yank entry, she hasn’t'the 
rep (for the circuit) of, say, her 
namesake Julie Wilson, long a. 
standard in this room. On the 
other hand, when they come into a 
room of the calibre of the Maison¬ 
ette with a French accent it?s some¬ 
thing else again; the Gallic brogue 
magically offsets many other de¬ 
ficiencies. . . 

This Miss Wilson gives full evi¬ 
dence of painstaking preparation; 
for her class big league debut. She 
is smartly accoutred. A tall lissome 
girl with a neo-comedy pan, which 
she only gives fuller opportunities 
towards the end, she presents an 
attractive front and plays it “class” 
in the main. ' . 

More important, her songalog is {>ro all the way. Ken Welch fash- 
oned some expert routines for her. 

The arrangements are unusual. Her 
treatment of'4! Got Rhythm” is a 
minor classic on arrangement and 
rendition, a completely different 
version of and away from the or¬ 
thodox finger-in-therclouds style pf 

: an Ethel Merman. 
She knows her way around an 

upbeat tune as well as ballads, and 
mixes them with good variety; and 
pace. She revives standards like 
“Hard-Hearted Hannah” and blends 
into a deft pot-pourri with “St. 
Louis Blues” and “I Don’t Care, ’■ 
giving that Eva Tanguay oldie new 
values. “Fascinatin’ Rhythm” and 
“Llmehouse Blues,” more yester¬ 
year pop. standards are likewise 
ultra. The finale “Goodbye Cheese¬ 
cake” affords her that comedy op¬ 
portunity which could be expand¬ 
ed with another midriff number of 
similarly lighter texture. Unlike 
the out-of-the-headlines opener, 
“Oh Dear,” bemoaning all the lam- 
misters to the Brussels Fair, the 
closer “Cheesecake” falters only on 
its somewhat dated theme. Marilyn 
Monroe “discovering” the Actor’s 
Studio is now pretty familiar stuff, 
and Miss Wilson’s concept of MM’s 
rear-end projection and wide¬ 
mouthed mugging has also been 
explored quite thoroughly. 

Miss Wilson’s booking comes into 
the tag-end of the Maisonette sea¬ 
son, preceding the St. Regis Roof 
.reopening, and thus faces an au¬ 
tomatic soft b.o. market. In fact 
this was true of the equally worthy 

. Richard Hayes-Florence Henderson 
team, a standout combo just pre- 
ceding,: who did nothing but please 
the customers — excepting there 
weren’t enough of them.. Other¬ 
wise, per usual, Milt Shaw’s 
sprightly dansapators give excels 
lent assist to the headliner; along 
with their compelling brand of ten* 
tunestering, and ditto for the. al¬ 
ternating Ray Bari ensemble. 

Abel. • 

TWO MATANZAS 
Aero 
8 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

A male and a femme engage in 

bles, the male carrying knives and 
a gun for added thrill-rousing. 

• Series of somersaults, etc., with 
knives grasped in hands also, makes 
for audience gasps, and male fol¬ 
lows this with both forward and 
back somersaults. 

Okay act for general run of 
vauderles. Garbing is -suitably col¬ 
orful. Exits to good reaction. 

Gord. 

DIANE HALL 
Songs 
15 Mins. > 
Majestic* Vancouver 

Here’s a Monroe-ish miss with 
an ingenue air who’s patently head¬ 
ed for progress. Sultry blonde 
looker electrifies the audience 
from walk-on and scores on stand¬ 
out stacking, husky pipes, warm 
natural chatter, chic attire, and a 
full measure of girl-next-door 
appeal. 

Songalog’* nothing, but femme’s 
.interping is, whether she’s torch¬ 
ing “You Made Me Love You,” or 
driving the beat into “Changes 
Made” with a catch here and an 
inventive twist to the tune in un¬ 
anticipated spots. Jay, 

AL MARTINO 
! Songs 
45 Mins. 
Frolic, Revere 

, A1 Martino,, back in action with 
a new act after big record back in 
1952, “Here Is My Heart” on Capi¬ 
tol, and sojourn in England, belts 
out a songalog of standards, bal¬ 
lads and novelty tunes on a swing¬ 
ing kick which register With sock 
impact and should put him up in 
the big time. Out for only five 
Weeks, and not yet documented in 
Variety, the one-time hot record 
piper demos that he’s got the touch 
in no uncertain fashion. 

With Gene Krutch on the 88 and 
conducting the Cliff Natale house 
orch, Martino shows the English 
influence by putting on a longer 
than usual nitery singing stint, a 
full 45 mins. Opening with “I Love 
You,” the personable, dark-haired, 
5-8Vi ft. tux-clad piper, segues to 
“Witchcraft” using big high bari¬ 
tone voice for full effect reaching 
furthest environs of the 400-seater. 
A smoothly integrated line of 
patter tied up with songs that he 
did in England, not recorded in 
America, wins all the way. He gives 
out unstintingly. 

A Duke Ellington medley, with 
patter on compositions written in 
past years, puts him into swinging 
“I Got It Bad” followed tiy “Soli¬ 
tude.” There’s a little for every¬ 
body in his well rounded format. 
“Foggy Day; In London Town” on 
the British kick; “Goodbye To 
Rome,” oh the Italian side with 
asides on his visit to Italy. He goes 
to show tubes with “Let’s Face 
The Music,” "Till There Was You/’ 
and wins big salvo with his "Here 
In My Heart.” All in all 17 num¬ 
bers, climaxing with a swinging 
arrangement of “This Moment On” 
with aud clapping in on the beat. 

Martino has a terrific range, 
works hard all the way, exuding 
class and showmanship. His phras¬ 
ing Is Solids A belter in the grand 
style with knowhow in effortless 
selling, Martino looks to rank high 
among his contemporaries and is 
a surefire bet for the class rooms, 
video and musico comedy. Guy. 

ROLLING ROCKETS (5) 
Songs-Instrumental 
10 Mins. 
Apollo, N. Y. 

The Rolling Rockets are instru¬ 
mental-vocal group fresh from the 
hills of West Virginia. They work 
in the current rockabilly genre. 
The group leader who plays a gui¬ 
tar, the only one. of which isn’t 
amplified, is an energetic citizen 
who does the singing and a bit of 
dancing: They score a good beat 
with their, instrumental of a drum 
plus three other guitars all elec¬ 
trified. 

; They’re proficient musically, but 
as yet have no act that Can height¬ 
en interest. They could work, the 
lounge circuit at this time, where 
they could pick up better perform¬ 
ance values on this type of date. 

Jose. 

FREDDIE GAMBRELL 
Instrumental 
30 Mins. 
Jam Workshop, Frisco . 

Gambrel! is a blind jazz pianist 
recently signed to a World Pacific 
recording pact and has an LP due 
soon. He has a forceful, driving 
style that has echoes of both. Oscar 
Peterson and Bud Powell in it, is 
particularly effective on ballads 
Where his innate lyric ability 
comes through. 

On up tempo tunes he has a ten¬ 
dency to drive too hard. Gambrell 
is accompanied by a good bass 
player, Ben Tucker. If nis LP is 
successful, tills lad could develop 
into a solid draw at jazz Clubs. He 
has an attractive personality, and 
his Jazz . playing, while not yet 
unique, is individual enough to be 
attractive. - Rafe. 

MOLLY BEE 
Songs 
25 Mins. 
Riverside Hotel, Reno 

Eighteen-year-old Molly Bee in¬ 
dicated a potential in her opening 
show of becoming the darling of 
the nitery circuit. The pony-tailed 
blonde, cute and vivacious, breezed 
through her first appearance be¬ 
fore a night club audience with a 
captivating onstage personality. 

Her well-chosen numbers, rang¬ 
ing from ballads to rock ’n’ roll, 
offered a demonstration of her ver¬ 
satility. First-nighters approved 
with repeated applause. 

In a silver-white, street-length 
dress, the trim songstress opened 
her part of the show with a fast- 
moving version of “Movin’ On,” 
then moved on to a sweet and easy 
rendition of “Please Talk1 About 
Me.” 

Audience intimacies, hot always 
convincing; Were attempted with a 

number called "Goin* Steady With 
A Fellow Named Freddie,” before 
the young recording artist switched 
to a stool, a guitar, and a selection, 
of hillbilly numbers she offered in 
a true Oklahoma backwoods accent. 

With such stuff as “Hogtied Over 
You” she at times was more am¬ 
used than the audience when she 
made, the introductions, but showed 
complete control in the Dorothy 
Shay-type selections. 

Self-assurance was obvious in 
such titles as "Cheatin’ Heart,” 
which she remembered was au¬ 
thored by- the late Hank Williams 
during "my little, brief career,” and 
"Shotgun Boogie,” which she cred¬ 
ited to Ernie Ford. 

The television guest star held 
positive audience attention with 
her Version of “Steady with a 
Dream,” one of her late recordings. 

In the fast bouncy numbers, the 
night club newcomer works like 
a pro.. FOr the slower times, need- 

: ing . more control,. Miss Bee needs 
more onstage training to be con¬ 
vincing. In her Riverside opening. 
Bill Clifford and his orch offer 
solid backing. Long. 

\ CHRISTIANE BRETON 
! Songs 
20 Mins. 
Gatineau, Ottawa 

Petite . Christiane Breton has 
gone quite a few places in her 
three professional years,, and will 
go much farther with good han¬ 
dlings. She’s played.; Montreal’s 
Chez Paree, Bellevue Casino and 
El Morocco, latter three times; and 
Le Cupidon, N.Y., last June. She 
records in French for Canadian 
Pathe and. has done plenty French 
tv in Montreal, where she also sang 
in one musicomedy.; 

Advertised as “La Petite Ga¬ 
mine,” she’s rarely ganiinesque and 
that period and billing are over 
henceforth. She’s more of .. a 
straight chanteuse, though with 
pipes that could fill the Garden 
when she1 really belts a number. 
She did that with Tony Bennett’s 
“I Am.” Okay hut not overboard, 
on looksL she’s appealing, her dark; 
hair is attractively gold-touched; 
and she has a nied figure...' Her 
panto is sure, uninhibited and high¬ 
ly expressive. 

Puzzlingly appareled in a modi^ 
fied Charleston dress of glistening 
silver fringe, she led off with two 
French ballads—-not giving even 
the titles in English for the mainly 
non-Gallic audience. After “I.Am” 
she finally tossed in a touch of the 
Charleston, in a longish special-, 
material number partly done in a 
top hat. , This was in English, but 
story line of latter half needs elari-. 
fying. Also questionable, whether 
brief Charleston bit justifies Wear¬ 
ing the trademarked dress through 
two-thirds of her act 

Then she startlingly followed a 
rich-voiced religioso with; “Street- 
whlker’s Dream of Love” in French. 
After outlining plot, she darted off 
for a lightning change to striking 
Apache outfit, topped with a bright 
red cap that made her look taller. 
This was a very strong, vivid num¬ 
ber, excellently done except that 
ending was not clearly defined and 
too sudden. Applause from rather, 
small house at early show Was. good, 
but she took no bow. That, she 
said afterwards, was because she 
was crying. Used to working with, 
her own pianist to guide the orch, 
she felt lost, and “hopeless” with? 
out him. - She wasn’t, by any 
means; Gard. ; 

House Reviews 

Friars 
Continued from; pajre 52==s j 

act brought’up a distinguished lisf 
of audience participants, including 
commentators John Daly and 
Walter Cronkite. 

Todd in Absentia 
With this fete; the Friars made 

the most of a difficult situation. 
There was some. controversy 
whether the souvenir journals 
printed for the Todd dinner should 
have, been distributed. They were 
left on the chairs enclosed in an 
envelope: Perhaps it was wise to 
handle this situation this way. At j 
least it was an holiest admission 
that Todd Was there in spirit. 
There was no avoiding the feeling 
that this was a stand-in event. 

In the Friar counting rooms. 
Carl Timin, club’s executive direc¬ 
tor, tallied about 1,000 heads. 
About 1,200 would have attended' 
for the original g. of h. and gross 
would have •' been nearer $80,000j 
and might have broken the record 
established by the Perry Como 
dinner. 

Show-was coordinated by Timin 
with production supervised by 
Buddy Arnold, and Irving Gray, 
Arnold and the club’s abbott, Mil- 
ton Berle, and Jerry Seelen wrote 
the special lyrics to “The Cowboy, 
the Singer and the Quizmaster," 
Bobby Goron contributed “Wives of 
the Friars.” j 

Palladium, London 
London, May 6. 

Johnnie Ray, The Treniers (8), 
Channing Pollock, Harry 'Worth, 
Trotter 'Bros. (2), Peiro Bros. (2), 
Authors & Swinson, Theda Sisters 
(2)f George Carden Dancers (16), 
Reg Cole Orch. 

Johnnie Ray, in his fifth head¬ 
line appearance at the Palladium, 
makes a fitting finale to the six- 
week, vaude season. Not even the 
start of the bus strike kept more 
than a handful of pews empty, and 
the regular ? turnout of squealing, 
shrieking teenage fans came in 
force. 
. Songster’s act has changed little, 
except for inclusion of a few new 
items and a more boisterous deliv¬ 
ery, which results in the usual fan 
rush down the aisles and bouquets 
tossed onto the stage. Although 
the routine; has not changed, and 
the methods remain as: before, Ray 
scores a smash hit. 

During his 40-minute, 16-song 
spot, Ray holds his audience in the 
palm of his hand, controlling the 
ecstatic shrieks by frenzied snatches 
at the mounted handmike and curl¬ 
ing up on top of the baby grand. 
The act is fast moving with, in most 

, cases, lio time wasted on introduc¬ 
tions; Opening with “All of Me,” 
Ray goes from one number straight 
into another. Old favorites such* as 
"Shake a Hand,” “Walking My 
Baby Back Home,” “Cry,” “Not 
Tonight, Josephine,” “Such a 
Night” and “Walking in the Rain” 
have the audience near hysteria. 
The singer, sometimes seated at the Eiano. or among the onstage orch, 

hows well enough the formula for 
success at this vaudery. 

The Treniers, a slick, .energetic 
Negro rock ’n’ roll octet making 
their first Palladium appearance, 
are. strong first-half closers. Their 
act is a perfect entry on this bill 
and a fine warmer for the top spot 
The combination of musicianship, 
terping and vocals on w.k. beat 

'numbers has not only the teenage 
but also the older contingent in the 
audience clapping and stamping to 
the rhythm. Vocals by Claude, 
Cliff* Milton and Buddy Trenier 
are strongly backed by group’s alto 
sax, piano, drums and electric bass. 

Chinning Pollock and his im¬ 
maculate brand of magic, although 
often seen, still carries its initial 
impact. The appearance of one 
dove after another out of thin air 
and his dexterous card manipula¬ 
tion'continue to bring gasps of won¬ 
derment. Comedian-vent Harry 
Worth, , with his hesitant humor; 
calculated uneasiness and double 
dummy routine, makes a solid con¬ 
tribution to the bill. 

The Trotter Bros., another Yank 
act making its Palladium bow, have 
a novel and well appreciated pup¬ 
pet routine With its fair share of 
the offbeat, which switches neatly 
between pathos and comedy. Fifth 
American entry on the current line¬ 
up, the Peiro Bros;, juggle their 
way raoidly through some novel 
stunts. Canadian mime act. Authors 
& Swinson, burlesque popular plat¬ 
ters to glean moderate yocks, while 
the Theda Sisters gracefully. per¬ 
form acrobatics on a high trapeze. 
The resident line of George Carden 
Dancers open both halves of the 
show with, well executed routines, 
and strong backing for the whole 
offering is supplied by Reg Cole’s 
resident orch. Bary. 

Apollo, 1*. Y. 
Bill Mercer, Red Prysock Orch, 

Bobbettes (5), Rolling Rockets 
(5), Huey Smith & Clowns 14), 
Val Martinez, Eisley Bros.: (3), 
Linda Hopkins; "Jennifer” (AA). 

: With rock ’n’ roll at a critical 
stage in its career; this. Frank 
Schiffman flagship, apparently: must 
look ahead to find a suitable re¬ 
placement for this form if this last 
of the vaudeville stands in the 
United States is to remain on that 
policy, 
. The present layout is of the 
r *n’ r genre, emceed by Bill Mer¬ 
cer and having a collection of acts 
that could test the durability of pa¬ 
trons, only because of the virtual 
uniformity of musical thought dis¬ 
pensed here. 

There is, however, some cute 
relief, with the Bobbettes, a quintet 
of subteen femmes, who charm 
their way into encores. The yellow- 
clad kids are well drilled, and have 
a passable turn. 

Other groups on this, bill Include 
the . Eisley Bros. (3) who are con¬ 
spicuous in White suits and red 
shoes and give an energetic ac¬ 
count of themselves. This one has 
a high tenor lead who works sharp¬ 
ly. Huey Smith ic His Clowns is 
another musical unit, also with a 
tenor, lead, but with an unappetiz¬ 
ing song assortment. Another 

I group, the Rolling Rockets (New 
Acts), comprise the ofay portion of 
the shoW. 

In the singles, Val Martinez, a 
.youthful singer with an intricately 
j engineered hairdo, has a large 
voice and somehow is able to ob- 

1 scure a good sense of musical val- 
lues with a mass of vocal affecta- 
I tions. Linda Hopkins comes off 
' well with blues renditions. 

The music is by Red Prysock 
orch. Prysock plays an eloquent 
tenor sax. The crew has a heavy 
sound, mainly because of the elec¬ 
tric organ and amplified guitar but 
they do spur on the actsl Jose. 

31 elropole, Glasgow 
Glasgow, May 9. 

Donald Peers, Aly Wilson & Co., 
John & Betty Royle, Larry Davis, 
St. Denis Sistets, J. P. Masterton 
Orch; 

. Donald Peers, smiling and dap¬ 
per, has retained much of his pol¬ 
ish and charm since last time 
around the Auld Lang Syne terri¬ 
tory, where he began his early ca¬ 
reer. With smart crewcut that, 
oddly enough, suits his middle-aged 
poise; singer has lotsa bounce and 
resilience, and holds outfrenters 
in his palm for heavy mitting after 
such tunes as “Make Me Feel So 
Young,” “Love Me For Ever,” 
“April Love” and “Can’t Give. You 
Anything But Love.” 

Opens gaily with "Oh* Oh, I’m 
Falling in Love Again,” and goes 
strongly into varied songalogs, in- 
terspliced with some gabbing re 
his 25-years-ago bow in vaudery. 

Aly Wilson, Scot comedian, clicks 
in some native character comedy, 
using local tilts at . tv and “rock.’1 
John & Betty Royle are pleasing 
singers- with Scot and other bal¬ 
lads, and are garbed .smartly. Larry 
Davis gives out with pop tunes, and 
layout is generally adequate. 
Peers is in for a two weeks’ stint. 
J. P. Masterton orch showbacks. 

Gord. 

3faje£tle, V aneouver 
Vancouver, May 7. 

Three Days & a Knight (4), 
Jerry Pastel, Shane Family (5), 
Johnny Haydn, Carl de Santis 
House Orch; “Baby Face Nelson” 
and "Huk” (UA). 

: This downtown vaudfilm layout 
has been cut to four-a-day on 
Wednesday and Friday, a midnight 
show on Sunday, with rest of week 
three-a-day Trade’s declining with 
65c top. for a five-act bill and two 
feature plx notwithstanding. Poor 
receipts this particular week are 
partly owing to opposing Interna¬ 
tional Trade Fair, but trouble Is, 
says co-operator Charlie Nelson, 
house is hexed by played-out pic¬ 
tures. It’s a four-theatre thorough- 
farej. where this “new” situation 
comes, last oh the list for preferred 
flickers, and remedy is urgently 
sought because the vaude bills, as 
standing, just aren’t pulling them 
in. 
/Headlining Three Days & a 

Knight serve average fodder as a 
brand new act comprising Jamai¬ 
can Kennie Hamilton piping Harry 
Belafonte faves and some easy-to- 
take rock *n’ roll, with native Glen 
McDonald belting tenor sax riffs 
and soles over backstop by guitar 
and drums, amd while criticism’s 
due for sameness of tunefest and 
overall low potency of offering, 
there’s no denying group’s person¬ 
ality or the warm mitting awarded. 
McDonald is late of the currently 
dormant Four Canucks, and shows 
promise of a topflight saxman, 
while Hamilton rates high for his 
local tv exposures. 

Jerry Pastel is a clean-cut comic 
with uproarious chitchat who flips 
his. torso around to add shock to 
merited howls, and draws sustained 
applause* 

The Shane Family is an ingrati¬ 
ating and classy act spotted twico 
on the show ..which first puts two 
small mutts through awsome acro¬ 
batics and balancing stunts, as toe- 
poised on Shane pere’s thumb, then 
juggling them with a confidence 
that rouses ho concern for the pets. 
Following by nimble softshoe and 
prestige-style hoofing by Shane 
and his beauteous spouse. Second 
time around includes the three 
Shane boys, crewcut, tartan attired 
and comical, aged 4, 6 and 8, who 
sing, terp and tumble in an en¬ 
semble that fractures the aud. 

Spread starts Welsh singer 
Johnny Haydn on a quartet of 
house-emcee frames, and vocally 
and in presence, he’s outstanding. 
He chatters well and gets a big 
raction. Whole presentation Is 
smartly backed by Carl de. Santis* 
resident orch in the pit Films are 
reissues. Toms. 
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B way Off Again; 
‘Dark’ 

ANN HARDING'S RETURN 

Back To New York Lefit la 
‘Gaitfen: District' 

Broadway continued . downbeat 
last week. ..•.Business dropped for 
pract ically all shows not in the pow¬ 
erhouse category-.'• Several entries 
are already operating on a mar¬ 
ginal basis and are expected to 
close soon. 

There Were 24 Main Stem pro¬ 
ductions of which seven were sell¬ 
outs. “Dark at the Top of. the 
Stairs'’ dropped out of that cater 
gory after 21 consecutive weeks. 
Joining t he lineup, how ever, was 
the newcomer; "The Visit/’ The 
other six entries included “Look 
Homeward. Angel.” ‘‘Music Man/' 
“My Fair Lady.” “Say, Darling.” 
“Sunrise at C’ainpobello” and “Two 
for the Seesaw.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C • Comedy >, D <Drama), 

CD \Cwn“'d>f:Drama) t R (Rerue), 
MC i Musiea1 Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal Dranm■*. O ' Opera), OP .tOp- 
ettav. . 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices < where 
tu*o prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday Saturday nights and, the 
lower for v'eeknights), number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes: 10% Federal and 
5% City ta?\ but grosses are net 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Maine, Broadhurst (C> 
(74th wk; 581 p> ($6.90; 1,214; $46.- 
500» t Greer Garson). Previous 
week, $41,500; last week, around 
$38,000. Ends N.Y. run June 28. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(76th wk; 604 p> ($8.05; 1,453; $58.- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, overquoted, was $48,600; last 
W'eek, over $48,700. 

Blue Denims Playhouse (D) filth 
wk; 84 p> <$6.75-$6.90; 996; $31,500). 
Previous week, $18,000; last week 
almost $21,000, with parties. 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box ID) (23d wk; 180 p) 
<$5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Pre¬ 
vious w'eek; $31,500 with parties; 
last week, over $29,900 with parties. 

Firstborn, Coronet (D) 12d wk; 14 
p) ($6.90; 1101; $35,040) (Kath¬ 
erine Cornell). Previous week, 
$15,700 for first six performances; 
last week, nearly $21,500. Closes 
May 31. 

Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (28th wk; 
220 p) (S8.35: 1,427; $63,000) (Lena 
Home, Ricardo Montalban). Pre¬ 
vious week. $45,000; last week, al¬ 
most $45,800. 

Jane Eyre, Belasco (D) (2d wk; 
12 p) ($5.75; 1*037; $31,582): Pre¬ 
vious week,. $4,000 for first four 
performances; last week, nearly 
$4,400. 

Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (78th 
wk; 620 p) i$8.05; .1,614; $58,100*. 
Previous week. $38,300 On twofers; 
last week, almost $35,000 on two¬ 
fers. 

Look Back in Anger, Golden (D) 
(32d ivk; 255 p) ($5.75; 800; $25.- 
152). Previous week, $11,800; last 
week, nearly $11,100. 

Look Homeward; Angel, Barry¬ 
more *D> (24th wk; 188 p) ($6.90; 
1.076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins). 
Previous week. $41,000; last w eek., 
over $41,300. 

Music. Man, Majestic (MC* (21st 
wk; 164 p* '$8.05; 1.626;. $68,658) 
(Robert Preston*. Previous . week. 
$69,400; last week, nearly $69,200. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(113th wk: 899 p) ($8.05; 1.551; 
$68,210). Steady at $60,200. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St; (MD> 
(52d wk; -M5 p) ($8.06-$9;20; 1,297; 
$59,085* (Thelma Ritter), Previous 
week, $33,000 on twofers; last 
week, over $29,800 on twofers. 

Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) (14th 
wk: 111 p* t$8,35-$9.20: 1*331; $60,- 
000*. Previous week. $55,800 with 
parties: last week, nearly $53,800 
with parties. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (31st wk; 244 p> ($5:75-$6.25; 
1.062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Previous week. $20,000; last week, 
over $19,100. 

Say, Darling,. ANTA (MO (6th 
\vk; 44 n> ($7.50; 1.185: $50,460) 
(David Wayne, Vivian Blaine). Pre¬ 
vious week. $49,300 with parties: 
last week. same. 

Sunrise at Campobello, Cort <D> 
<15th wk: 116 p) ($6.90; 1.155; $36,- 
000) (Ralph Bellamy). Previous 
W'eek. ^35.600 with parties; last 
week. nearly $37,500. 

Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 
(26th wk: 207 p) ($9.60: 946: $43.- 
000) (Helen Hayes. Richard Bur¬ 
ton). Previous week. $28,200. last 
week, .almost $27,100. Closes June 
28. 

Two for the Seesaw', Booth (CD* 
t,17th wk: 132 p) ($6.90; 780; $31;- 
7.001- (Henry Fonda). Prcv ous 
week, $”2,100; last week, almost 

$32,000. 
Visit, Lunt-Fontanne (D) (1st wk; 

8 p* ($8:50; 1,402; $52,100) (Alfred 
I unt. Lynn Fontannei. Over $53,- 
400 for first eight performances. 
- VVest Side Story, Winter Garden 

(MD); *33d wk; 260 p) ($8.05; 1.404; 
$63,203). Previous week. $45,600; 
last week, nearly $44,600. . 

Why Was That Lady I Saw You 
With? Beck (C) (10th wk; 80 p) 
‘S6.90; 1.280; $47,000* (Peter Lind 
Hayes, Mary . . Healy**. Previous' 
week. $36,100; last week, nearly 
$32,500. 

Closed Last W’eek 
- Entertainer, Rbyale 'CD) (13th 
wk; 97 p) ($7.50; 1.050;. $43,500) 
(Laurence Olivier). Previous week, 
$27,800 bn., .twofers; last week, 
almost $30 300. Closed last Satur¬ 
day (.10) at around $40,000 profit 
on a $60,000 investment. 

Fair Game. Longacre (O (27th 
wk: 217 p) ($5/75-$6.90; 1.101; $32.- 
000* (Sam Levene). Previous week. 
$13,900; last week, $16,500. Closed 
last Saturday (10). at about $35,000 
loss on an approximate $120,000 
investment: 

Le Theatre du Nouvbau Monde, 
Phoenix tC) (2d wk; 16 p> (S4.60; 
1.150; $29,382). Previous week, 
$8,000 for French-language pre¬ 
sentation of Moliere’s “Le Malade 
Tmaginaire”; last week, around 
$5,600 for French-language presen¬ 
tation of three Moliere one-acters. 
Ended limited two-week stand last 
Sunday (lib as the final Phoenix 
entry this season. 

Ann Harding will return to the 
New York legit scene May 27 as 
successor to Hortense Alden in the 
off-Broadway. production of Ten¬ 
nessee Williams- double-bill, “Gar¬ 
den District/.’ As indicated by that 
move,. the John C. Wilson-Warner 
LeRoy produeticih has cancelled its 
scheduled May 25 closing at the 
York Playhouse. 

The presentation is. now slated 
to. continue its run through mid-, 
summer and: then move out for a 
six-week summer theatre tour. 
Miss Harding will remain with the 
production. during its strawhat 
hike. The actress’ last New* York 
legit appearance was in the Broad¬ 
way. production of “Goodbye My 
Fancy,” which closed in’ 1949; 

“District” is also scheduled for. 
production next fall by the Actors’ 
Workshop in Sari Francisco/ 

Road Uneven; Bennett $55,700, Mpls, 
‘King’ $72,400, LA; ‘Lady’ 
‘Fella’ 54G, S.F.; ‘Planet’ $16,300, St. L 

( Off-Broadway Shows 
{ Ardele, Cricket (4-8-58*; closes 
next Sunday (18). • 

Blood Wedding; Actors Play^ 
howse <3-31-58>. 

Bonds of Interest, Sheridan Sq. 
v(5-6-58). 

Boy Friend, Cherry Lane G-25- 
; 58). .. 

Children of Darkness, Circl e in 
the Square (2-28-58). . 

I . Crucible,/Martinique (3-11-58). 
j Electra.Jan Hus<5-9-58>. 
I Enchanted. Renata (4-22-58). 
f Evening of Katherine Mansfield, 
; Roval (5-6-58). ... 

Garden District, York (1-7-58) 
’ Judge, Theatre Marquee (5-13- 
58). ' ' 

Playboy West’n World, Tara (5- 
8-58). 

Shaw Series, Downtowm (5-12-58). 
; vSign of Winter, Theatre 74 <5-7- 

58*. 
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-25- 

55>. 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Dark of . the Moon,. Carnegie 
Playhouse (2-26-58). 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening; dates) 

LONDON 
Any Other Biz, Westminster (4-10-58). 
Ar Drop ot Hat, Fortune f1-24-57). 
Bells Ringing, Coliseum (1M4-57). 
Brass Butterfly, Strand (4-17-58). 
Breath of Spring, Cambridge (3-26-58), 
Boy Friend. Wyndham's. 02^1-53). 
Bride & Bachelor. Duchess (12-19-56) 
Cat bn Hot Tin Roof, Comedy (1-30,58). 
•Dear Delinquent. Aldwych (6-5-57). . 

. Dinner With Family, New (l2-10-5t). 
Due) of Ahgels, Apollo (4-24-58). 
Expresso Bongo, Saville. (4-23-58): ' 
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). : 
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-58). 
Vousetrao. .Amhissa<tr«rs (11-25-52). 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58). 
New Crazy Gang; Vic. Pal. (12-18-56). 
Not In th# Book, Criterion (4-2-58). 
Plalsirs De Paris* Wales (4-20-57). 
Rape of Bolt, Picadilly (12-12-57). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar. Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57). 
Salad Days. Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
^Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57). 
Simple Spyiiian, Whitehall (3-19-58). 
Something to Hide, St. Mart. (4-29-58). 
•Touch of Sun, Princes (1-31-58). 

.. Tunnel of Love. Maje^v's (12-3-57) 
Variation on .Theme, Globe (5-8-58). 
Where’s Charley, Palace (2 20-58): 
•Transferred. 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Moscow Arts,. Sadler's (5-15-58). 
Verdict, Strand (5-22-58). 
Big Tickle, Duke York’s (5-23-58). 

. CLOSED LAST WEEK 
; Iceman Cometh, W'int. Gard; (3-29-58). 

Lysistrata, York's (2-18-58). 

Barn ‘Sergeants’ $18,200 
For 5th Wk., Paper Mill 

Robert Weiner’s strawhat-tour- 
ing production of “No Time Tor 
Sergeants” grossed, a smash $18 200 

: in,its fifth frame at the Paper’Mill 
Playhouse. Milbufn, N-J:, last week. 

’ The show wrinds up its run at the 
■ theatre this week. 

(May 12-25) 
Auntie Mime (Nat'l Cd.WVictory, K.C. 

(12-17); KRNT. Des MoiheS (19-24). 
Auntie Marne (2d NatT Co.)—Regent, 

J Grand Rapids (12-13)j. Mem. Aud:, Dayton 
1 a4-i8):-- ■ 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof—Gfeary. S.F. 
r (12-17. closes). . 
I Diary of Anne Frank—BushDell Aud., 
. Hartford (12-13); Playhouse; Wilmington 
; (14-17); National. Wash. . (19-24). 

Happiest Mifllonaire-^Aud.. Memphis 
■ (12-13X; Tennessee. NashviHe (14-15); 

Tower,. Atlanta (16-17. closes). T: 
! • Marcel Marceau—American, s: X. (li- 
. 17.. closes). ': ■ 

Most Happy Felia^currah. S.F. (12-24). 
; My Fair Lady—Shubert. Chi (12-24). . 
j ■ No Time for . sergeants . (N.Y. Co.)— 

. Denfield. Aud., Duluth (12); Mayo.. Civic 
; Aud., . Rochester,: Minn, ,(I3>; Veterans 
! Aud.,'Cedar Rapids (1.4);. Coronado. Rock- 
| ford. Ill. (15-16); Wisconsin Union, Madi- 
! son. .(17-18); .Senior H.S. Aud., Appleton,. 

(19. closes)! ; 
Tunnel of Love' (Coast . Co.)—Hartford, 

L.A. (12ri7). closes). 
.. Visit to: a Small Planet—Paramount, 

; Omaha (12-13);: Aud^ Denver (15-17); Hart- 
;■ ford. L.A, (21-24), 

i SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS 
OFF-BROADWAY 

Comic Strip,. Barbazon Plaza (5-14-58). 
Sat. Night Kid, Provincetowii (5-15-58). 
Maiidragola, 4th SL (5-28-58), 
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-10-58). 

The ownership and operation setup ol the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 
N. \., is unusually irrv'oLved, even for a New Yojrk fealty venture. The 
land was purchased some months ago by Willicun Zeckendorf, of the 

; Wrebb & Knapp realty firm, and subsequently resold to a syndicate. 
■However, the actual theatre structure was acquired on a longterm lease 
; by a newly created entity, the Herrick Gorp., consisting of City Invest¬ 
ing Co., Producers Theatre and Zeckendorf. The house is managed by 
City Playhouses, Inc., a subsidiary of City Investing. Herrick Corp. did 

• the renovating of the theatre. 
\ Robert/W. Dowling, is involved in the project in a dual capacity, as 
: president of City Investing and as a partner with Roger L. Stevens in 
/the Producers Theatre. Louis A- Lotito, presideint of City Playhouses 
land vice-president of Producers Theatre, handles the booking of the 
| Lunt-Fontanne, with Producers Theatre having first call on the house 
• for any of its productions. 
{ A somew-hat similar situation applies to the Mbfbsco, Helen Hayes and 
/ Coronet Theatres, which Producers Theatre lease from City Playhouses. 
\ On the other hand/ Lotito is in charge of management but also has: 
j complete freedom in booking the 46th Street and Bijou Theatres, which 
are operated by .City Playhouses,-and of the ANTA Playhouse, which 
is owned by the American National Theatre & Academy. . 

As a completely independent operation, Lotito is also managing 
director of the Martin Beck Theatre, N: Y,, attending to bookings, and 
all management matters. 

! As reported recently in Variety,' the net profit on the original 
| production of “Auntie Marne” Was $375,697.36 as of last March 29. 
However, the show also earned back its $186,963 production cost. Thus, 
while the Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr production netted only 
$191,745.29 from the Broadway operation (excluding the $183,952 in 
film revenue and other subsidiary income), it actually earned a total 
of $378,708 during its first 88 weeks at the Broadhiifst Theatre, N. Y. 
That’s an average Of approximately $5,569 operating profit per week. 
For the four-week period ended March 29, the net profit from opera¬ 
tion was $13,655, or $3,413 per wreek. 

Business on the road last w’eek 
was up for "Some shows and down 
for others. The lineup of touring 
entries is gradually being depleted, 
with two bowouts last week and 
four others definitely scheduled to 
wind up this frame. 

There were 14 hinterland entries, 

ATS subscription at Pabst, Milwau¬ 
kee. .. -' 

ST. LOUIS 
Visit to a Small Planet, Ameri¬ 

can (C) ($4;95; 1,513; $39,000) (Cyril 
Ritchard). Almost $16,300. ; Pre- 

, . . ■ , - vious week, $18,000 on subscription 
two less than the previous stanza. I.at shubert. Cincinnati. 

f a. T o.l Woolr : ■ ■ Estimates for Last Week 
Parenthetic designations for out- 

of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates over $11 700 
tryout. Also, prices on touring $16,000. ’ 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and local tax, if any, btit as On 
Broadway grosses are net; i.e:,. ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

LOS ANGELES 
King and I, Philharmonic Aud 

(MD) (3d wk) ($6-S5.50; 2,670; $73,- 
500) (Cameron Mitchell, Gisele 
MacKenzie). Smash $72,400. Pre¬ 
vious week, same. 

Long Day's Journey Into Night, 
Biltmor.e (D) (2d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 
1*736; $41,500) (Fay Bainter, Anew 
McMaster), Almost $20,500 on 
Guild-ATS subscription. Previous 
week, $19,500 o on subscription. 
Closed last Saturday (10). 

Tunnel 'of Love, Huntington 
Hartford (C) (5th wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 
1,024; $29,600). Nearly $10,500. 
Previous week, $11,500. 

BOSTON 
Diary of Anne Frank, Wilbur (D) 

(5th wk) ($4.95; 1,241; $32,699). 
^ Previous week. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Most Happy Fella Curran (MD) 

(3d wk) ($5.40-$4.95; 1,758; $58,000). 
Over $54,000 : on CLO subscripT 
tion. Previous week, same. 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Geary 
(D) (1st wk) ($4.95-$4,40; 1,550; 
$42,000). (Victor Jory). Almost $14,- 
000. Previous week, $15,000 in Six- 
performance split. 

CHICAGO. 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.): Shubert 

(MC) (27th wk*; ($7,210; $72,979). 
Over $68,200. Previous week, $65,- 
500. ' 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Auntie Mame (Nat’l Co.) Lyceum 

(C> (single wk) ($5.50; 1,820; $60,^ 
000) (Constance Bennett). Nearly 
$55,700 on Guild-ATS subscription. 
Previous week, $44,100 on Guild- 

'ANGER' IS MAYBE HIT, 

Paris, May 13. 
The abusive hero, Jimmy Porter, 

of John Osborne’s “Look Back in 
Anger*” has not made the impres¬ 
sion in Paris that he did with Brit¬ 
ish and American audiences and 
critics. But there is some interest, 
and. “Anger” shapes up as a nerv¬ 
ous hit that could build to smash 
proportions on word-of-mouth and 

CLEVELAND 
Marcel Marceau, Hanna (Panto) 

(single wk) ($4; 1,515; $32,000). 
Around $13,000. Previus Week, 
$16,600 at Shubert, Detroit. 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Auntie Mame (2d Nat’l Co.) (C) 

(Sylvia Sidney). Totaled over $31,- 
400 in seven performances as fol¬ 
lows: single, Monday (5), . Jaffa 
Mosque, Altoona, Pa., $4,200; sin¬ 
gle, Tuesday (6), Robins,: Warren, 
O., $2,600; single, Wednesday (7), 
Munic. Aud., Charleston, W. Va., 
$6,100; single, Thursday (8), Munic. 
And., Canton, O., $5,500; three, 
Friday-Saturday (9-10), Paramount, 
Toledo, $13,000. Previous week, 
$26,000 in seven-performance split. 

Happiest Millionaire (C) (Walter 
Pidgeon). Totaled nearly $20,900 
in seven performances as follows; 
two* Monday-Tuesday (5-6), Robin¬ 
son Aud., Little Rock, $5,500; two, 
Wednesday-Thursday (7-8), Con¬ 
vention Hall, Tulsa, $7,500; singlo 
Friday (9), McMahon, Lawton, 
Qkla., $3,900; two. Saturday (10), 
Aud., Oklahoma City $4,000. Pre¬ 
vious week, $18,200 iu seven- 
performance split. 

Damn Yankees (MC): . Totaled 
over $32,000 in seven performances . 
as follows: two, Monday-Tuesday 
(5-6), Aud., Oklahoma City, $9,200; 
single, Wednesday (7), Forum, 
Wichita, $4,600; single, Thursday 
(8), Aud,, Topeka, $3,400; three, 
Friday-Saturday (9-iO), Paramount, 
Omaha, $14,800* Previous week, 
$38,300 in seven-performance split. 
Closed, last Saturday. (10): 

No -Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.) 
(CL Totaled bver $14,300 in four 
performances as follows: two, Mon¬ 
day-Tuesday (5-6), Jubilee Aud., 
Edmonton, Alberta, $7,500; two, 

(pi A WET* CD CA PARK I Friday-Saturday (9-10). Playhbuse, . 
l LnllLI uv’uVj i Hlilu j.Winnipeg, Manitoba, $6,800 Per¬ 

formances were limited to four be-? 
cause of travel. Previous week, 
$13,400 in three-performance split. 

AC Wants B’way’s Hits 
For Fall Touring Dates 

Atlantic City* May 13. 
. - , George Hamid Jr.,/who with his 
the impact on the French counter-, father operates Steel Pier and a 
part of Britain’s “angry young • string of local film theatres, says 
men" represented by author Os-1 that with five live shows already 
borne. [planned, some long-run Broadway 

One Gallic critic found that the j plays, with their original casts in- 
play’s hero, Jimmy, talked more i tact, will probably be booked here 
than 100 Englishmen usually do ! next fall. He so informed the Off- 
all year. Though most reviewers { Season Attractions Committee of 
panned the play’s form, they ad- j the Chamber of Commerce, 
pitted being held by Jimmy’s These shows, including musicals 
irascibility and anger.- Some felt and straight plays, would appear 
he .was more annoying than mov-[ for short runs between the five 
ing. First night audience was also new productions already sched- 
split, 

Constance Colline’s adroit adap¬ 
tation and the fine, impassioned*} 
playing of a young cast are also 
assets. Pierre Vaneck is an ex¬ 
cellent Jimmy, while Brigitte 
Auber is perfect as the hapless foil 
to his rantings. Pierre Trabaud 
and Judith Magre are also good, 
as is Raymond Gerome’s percep¬ 
tive direction. 

It has a more subtle, deceptive 
title here, “La Paix Du Dimanche” 
(“Sunday's Peace”). It should give 
the Theatre Mahturins a lively 
late-season entry,. 

The opening of Gore Vidal’s 
Visit to a Small Planet/’ ; as 

adapted by Jose-Andre Lacour, 
was. put off for a month at the 
Theatre Fontaine due to spats be¬ 
tween producer Andre Puglia and 
director Rene Dupuy. It has now 
opened without direction credit, 
and appears doubtful to repeat Its 
U. S. success. 

Played more as a charade than 
in the more satirical Yank man¬ 
ner, it wears out its joke after the 
first act. With reviews lukewarm, 
the comedy may have a fair run 
on its laughs, and word-of-mouth, 
is unlikely to be a major hit I 

uled for fall tryouts, Hamid says. 
He explains that they ^ill make 
Atlantic City one of the first stops 
on • road tours following^ their . 
Broadway runs. Unlike the five 
tryouts, they will require no cash 
guarantees. All would play in the 
Warner, which Is being renovated 
for legit use. / 

Michael Fiore* who heads the 
committee, says that sales of sub¬ 
scription books of tickets to the 
five original shows has reached 
$106,220. 

Hamid reveals that the commit¬ 
tee booking the five shows wants 
three musicals and . two dramas, 
and hopes that they vwill *11 be 
tryouts* He warned that Atlantic 
City is going to have to do a good 
selling job with Broadway pro¬ 
ducers, as other tryout _ towns 
aren’t going to lie down and let 
‘us take the cream of the crop/’ 

Fiore said the $1,735 cost of the * 
campaign to sell • Subscription 
books was covered by a $1,000 con¬ 
tribution from the city, $408 from 
the Atlantic City . Race Course, 
$200 by the Atlantic City Electric 
Co., and $100 each by the Res¬ 
taurant Assn, and the city’s Im¬ 
provement Assn. 
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Rtf Memory Pages of Theatre GuOd 
Excerpts Climax Big Soiree Marking 40 Years and 

199 Productions 

By JESSE GROSS 

The Theatre Guild, with two hits 
currently running on Broadway, 
brought in another winner last 
Sunday night (11). It was the pro¬ 
ducing organization’s 40th anni 
celebration at the Plaza Hotel, 
N. Y. Nearly 750 legit tradesters 
turned (boosters at a five-hour af¬ 
fair, cocktails, dinner and a 
'‘Memory Book” presentation, cov¬ 
ering scenes from 12 Guild pro¬ 
ductions. 

Excerpts represented only a 
fraction of the total productions 
since Guild inception in 1918. The ' 
actual count, thus far, is 190 in j 
New York and nine out-of-town • 
and in London. There ace also 
more to come, with the Guild cur¬ 
rently concentrating on new pro¬ 
ductions for next season. 

The scenes presented, extracted 
from musicals and straight plays, 
were all good. Two were particu¬ 
larly standout. The topper of the 
evening was the recreation by 
Helen Hayes and Helen Menken of 
their 1933 roles in Maxwell An- 

. derson’s ‘‘Mary of Scotland.” Their 
performance, 25 years later, was 
powerful and poignant. It drew a 
standing ovation. 

Contrasting that dramatic high¬ 
light was the hilarious Time mag 
■subscription pitch from William 
Saroyan’s “Love Old Sweet Song.” 
Alan Hewitt, giving the rundown 

" of all the editors on the periodical, 
and Dora Merande, as the Oakie 
fascinated by the names, were ex¬ 
cellent. Both appeared in the orig¬ 
inal 1940 Broadway production. 

The program of excerpts got 
underway with a medley of tunes 
from various Guild productions, 
including -“Oklahoma” and “Ca¬ 
rousel.” Items on the bill included 
the following: 

Ethel Ayler and LeVern Hut¬ 
cherson-singing songs from “Porgyj 

(Continued on page. 60) 

The Realist 
Young & Rubicani ad agency, 

y.p.. Joseph Moran and his 
wife, Thelma Ritter, currently 
starred in the Broadway musi¬ 
cal, “New Girl in Town,” 
have two grown children. . a 
son and daughter. So last 
week, Moran asked his spouse 
the seasonal question, what 
she’d; like as a Mother’s* Day 
present. 

“Nothing,” answered the ac¬ 
cess. “I’m not your mother.” 

Plan New. Fest Theatre 
At Pitlochry, Scotland 

Pitlochry; Scotland; May 13. 
A new, permanent Festival Thea¬ 

tre is likely to replace the present 
semi-canvas playhouse at this Highr, 
land resort. A $600,000 project is 
planned. 

The hew theatre, aimed largely 
at . culture-conscious vacationers, 
would combine theatre , and social 
amenities. The committee of the 
Pitlochry Festival Theatre believes 
it will take seven years to complete- 
the project. 

But at Least Chi Joining Coast 

Hub Censor May Be Fair, 
But He’s Just One Man, 

CLU Lawyer Points Out 
Boston. 

Editor, Variety: 

Some, weeks. ago Variety, pub¬ 
lished an interview with • the Bos¬ 
ton stage censor, Walter R. Milli- 
ken. I’ve never had the pleasure 
of meeting him, but gather from 
the interview that he is conscien¬ 
tious about his job. 

Here in Boston, shows run for 
two, three or, at most four weeks. 
Under those circumstances, theatre 
owners naturally hesitate to risk 
losing their licenseSrfor failure to 
follow Milliken’s “suggestions” as 
to deletions from one play. 

Test cases are interesting for 
lawyers to read later in the law 
books, but they don’t show up on 
the income side of a theatre own¬ 
er’s financial statement. It seems 
clear, therefore, that the “sugges¬ 
tion” of the chief of the Boston 
Licensing Division will have the 
practical force of law. 

Thus, the question is not wheth¬ 
er Milliken as an individual; cen¬ 
sors “arbitrarily.” He makes a 
plausible case for. .asserting that 
he is as fair as the next man. Nor 
Is the question whether or not he 
waits until the opening perform¬ 
ance of a play is over before mak¬ 
ing his suggestions. Presumably 
he does this to avoid the rule 
against What lawyers call “prior 
restraint.” 

The real difficulty In ^Boston is 
that, mainly because of economic 
pressures, one man has the power 
to determine what Boston theatre¬ 
goers may or may not see and 
hear. That is not a healthy power 
for a city or state to delegate to 

: any man, no matter how * con¬ 
scientious he may be. j . 

I do envy Milliken in one. re¬ 
spect, however^ It would' certairiiy 
be nice to have tickets to the first 
night of every show that comes 

^ to town. 
William P. Homans jr.; 
Counsel, Civil Liberties . 
Union, of Mass.. 

Ralph Bellamy has been peti¬ 
tioned by a large segment of the 
Actors Equity membership to run 
for a third term as president of the 
union. He previously declined to 
run for renomination When the 
regular ticket was being made up 
for the annual Equity election, to 
be held in June. 

Bellamy said yesterday (Tues.) 
he was thinking about the move to 
draft him but had made no defi¬ 
nite decision which he’s held for 
the last six. years. His decision, 
however, will have, to be forth¬ 
coming by today (Wed.) to beat the 
deadline on the entry of an in¬ 
dependent ticket, .; ; , 

The move to draft Bellamy is not 
regarded! as an. action to oppose 
Frederick O’Neal, the regular tick¬ 
et’s candidate for prexy. It’s con¬ 
sidered to be, more a case of the pe¬ 
titioners wanting to keep Bellamy 
in office on the basis of his past 
performance. . He’s, generally re¬ 
garded as. one of the .* ;most, dy¬ 
namic presidents the union has 
had. 

However, regardless of Bellamy’s 
decision, a partial independent 
ticket, with or without his name, 
is expected to be submitted in 
opposition to some of the. candi¬ 
dates running for council. 

Washington, May i3. . 
The . liveliest party of theEisen-' 

bower administration was held at ; 
the White House past week, thanks j 
to Rroadway-filrn producers Robert 
Griffith and Harold Prince, who 
brought a streamlined revue to the 
usually staid East. Room of the Ex¬ 
ecutive Mansion. . 

Show, which featured headliners, 
from five current Broadway musi¬ 
cals, highlighted the post-dinner 
phase of the dinner given by Presi¬ 
dent and Mrs. Eisenhower in honor 
of the Supreme Court.; In addi¬ 
tion to the .64 top drawer dinner 
guests, about 125 other people wit 

Alive arid Annoyed 
Greenock, Scotland, May 13. 

Calum Mill, 39-year-0ld 
Scot legit producer, recently 
presented “The Carefree Tree” 
at the local Arts Guild Thea- 
t re. but according to British 
Actors Equity, he was dead at 
the; time. His obituary notice 
appeared with a heavy -black 
border in the organization's 
annual report; 

Mills 'says, “I have tele¬ 
phoned: Equity, and. asked 
them to publish a suitable cor¬ 
rection, I am most annoyed.” 

♦ Except for the Coast and Chi¬ 
cago, legit activity on the road will 
come to a standstill again this 
summer. Only two of the current 
hinterland entries are expected to 
span the June-September period. 
One of those will be sidestepping 
usual road dates in favor of musi¬ 
cal tent theatre bookings. 

Making the move to the canvas- 
tops. which may pave the way fpr 
similar action by other shows In 
the future, will be the Sylvia Sid¬ 
ney -edition of "‘Auntie Marne.” 

, The production, which has been 
I playing split-week stands, already 
j has three tent bookings lined up 
J for . an eight-week spread, begin- 
.■ ning June 10. 
j The other offering, figured as a 
summer-spanner, is the national 
company of “My Fair Lady,” which 
is expected to continue at the 
Shubert Theatre. Chicago, where 
it’s currently in' its 28th week. Two 
other current road entries,. the 
Constance Bennett edition of 
“Auntie Mame” and “Most Happy 
Fella,” will be active part of the 
summer. 

“iViame” will lay off for six 
Rt n>7r.T rniTT* I" peks, beginning June 21. while. 
By HAZEL GUILD | “Fella” moves May 26 to the 

Wuppertal, May 13. Philharmonic Auditorium. Los An- 
“An American concert artist per-i geles, where it will remain for 

On Concert Life 

for the performers: the late recep-, it he has to be versatile.” So says . 
-tion guest list included. 25 femme ; Kenneth, Spencer..- . • 5,hes? two 9ntries. three new. pro-. 
White House reporters, Who spread [ : By “versatile” Spencer refers to duci.101ns ^bw on the Coast for 
the word of the sock show: and the:;, the wide number of fields which he . P0^?1 .SI?hinier runs. ^ ... 
enthusiastic reaction in news col-; Himself covers. Primarily a concert 9^ 4resh items includes 
umns throughout country. ;■ Nor-: singer of romantic and baroque ;!le Pr€*B.r°3dway tryouipreera of 

mally. ihe musical entertainment; songs, he.has—made television ap-iH16* ^erSA0rlit.Mu Gra- 
fallowing dinners at the Executive I pearahcies in five countries during ' A T^5lln^r 
Mansion are .reported second ' the last three months with perform1! 7* ,e ottier 

i han d, via guests in attendance. } antes as different .as singing Bach’s-'i-^J”?,.^ 
j Performers, who played hookey ; ‘;st. Matthew’s Passion’' ! The ' S-- ■ ■ ’ -ch b<nvs 
from their own Broadway hifs to; ing “EmperOr Jones” u 

' (Continued on page 60) sing and dance were:—Carol Law- cial tv. in London in a giant spec- 
rence arid Larry Kert. who ~~ ’ " - ’ ’ ' ” * ~ 
‘Tonight” from “West Side J 
Thelma Ritter and Cameron ] 
Homme, in tunes from “New Girlj arid “Honriesick. for, Virginia”—all | 
in To«m”: “Mv Lad''’**” Sallv in German-—arid such spirituals as'■ 
jAnri 'Howes: and Eddie Hodges, of, “Old Black Joe” and “O Susanna” 
“Music Man.” Pat Stanley, . of ! in Eriglish. 

“Blue Demrii.” Frank-‘Bells Are j addition, he appeared recently “Fair Game ” one of Broadwav’a 
Ringm«” Dm-bas, and choreogra-i' ravihg. an American soldier and!; • , . e,li0?®°,1Tadu^‘ 

S pher Peter Gennaro teamed un in the^man ' '° 3°!LngS Saturday ,aJ?- 
sing and dance “Steam Heat,” Hal ■ ^ it s thought, fmaneedjolriwby 

ho sang | tacular, making recordings for Co-1 ' . . •;. ; : ' ■ 

m Pri’d- ' God to Thee,” “White Christmas” j ‘Entertainer’ Net, $40,000; 
$35,000 Loss on ‘Game’; 

APPOINT 35 FAT CATS 
TO SAVE CHI CULTURE 

Chicago, May 13. 
Mayor Richard J. Daley has ap¬ 

pointed a committee, of 35 promi¬ 
nent; Chicagoans to work out a solu¬ 
tion to Chicago’s “culture” prob¬ 
lem. As of ihe end of May, When 
the Opera House becomes a perma¬ 
nent showcase for Cinemiracle pro¬ 
ductions, the. Windy City will have 
no regular house suitable for tour¬ 
ing ballet arid opera companies. 

The civic committee Will have to 
decide whether to renovate the 69- 
year-old Auditorium, a 4,000-seater: 
not used since “Hellzapoppin’” in 
L941, or try to put up a new, mod¬ 
ern theatre. In either case, the 
committee will have to devise a 
plan for fund-raising.. . 

Local impresario Harry Zelzerhas 
booked the Bolshoi Ballet and the 
Metropolitan Opera for a year 
hence, but both bookings are tenta¬ 
tive, pending the availability of an 
auditorium with more than 2,500 
seats. All the legit houses in Chi 
are too small, Zelzer says: There’s, 
a possibility he may lease a shut¬ 
tered motion picture grind house 
in Sri outlying. neighborhood for 
the 1959 bbokings. 

now With American ; Shakespeare 
Festival in Stratford,; . Conn., 
emceed. 

The presidential kudos were 
soread throughout company, but 
Ike left little doubt that 10-year- 
old Eddie Hodges, resplendent in 
miniature white tie and tails, had 
special appeal for his grandfather’s 
heart. 

‘‘Command performance” was ar¬ 
ranged by Ralph Becker. Washing¬ 
ton counsel for New York’s legit 
theatre owners, and prominent in 
local GOP circles. 

Wanted Better Service; 

its 27-week 
run at the Longacre Theatre at a 

.} deficit of about $35,000 on an out¬ 
play of approximately $120,000. 
j That’s understood to have been the 
! cost .of opening the Sairi Locke 

FOR TOUR NEXT FALL tomcdy 1n Ncw York 

(Continued on page 60) 

SLATE 2 TUNNEL’ COS. 

Mrs. V. Beaumont Allen, a New 
York theatregoer, has contributed 
$3,000,000 for the construction of 
a repertory theatre in Lincoln Cen- 

* ter fur the Performing Arts, N.Y. 

Gerry Brooks for ‘Cat’ 
At Allentown Strawhat 

John Cameron has signed a lorig- 
term lease for the Guthsville Play¬ 
house, Allentown, Pa.y and will 
serve as producer-director at the 
spot. An Equity resident company 
will be utilized at the operation, 
which , is scheduled to begin a 15- 
week season June 6 with “Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof,” starring.. Geraldine 
Brooks. 

Bookings for the 277-seat arena 
house are being handled by the 
Stage & Arena Guild of America. 
Cameron was resident director last 
season at the Star Theatre, Eph- 
rata.Pa. 

Although the Sam Levene-starrer 
The Theatre Guild is planning is believed to have earned an oper- 

to serid out two touring compa- ! ating profit on Broadway, that arid 
nies of “Tunnel of Love” next fall.! income from the sale of the film 
One is set for regular road dates, ] rights to the property aren’t fig- 
while a bns-and^truck company is ured to have been enough to cover 
contemplated for a southern trek, ( the costs involved in bringing the 
The Independent Booking Office is i production to New York. Inciden- 
routirig .the tours. tally. Hart also assisted in rewrit- 

The production playing «the reg- j irig and restaging the vehicle, 
ular IBO dates will utilize the' The other closing was David 

m II II II • 1 scenery from the original Broad- Merrick’s production of “The En- 
rJans New Haven Hotel i way company. The sets are stored . tertainer,’? which ran 13 weeks at 

xt TT xir j in Detroit, where the New York - the Royale Theatre. The John 
New Haven, May 13. production moved following its : Osborn play, which starred Lau- 

With the idea; of getting better | Main Stem closing last Feb. 22. rence Olivier, was financed at $60,- 
hotel. service. New York realtor- j The . show folded after a three- °00 and is figured to have earned 
producer Roger L. Stevens is buy-1 week run at the Shubert Theatre, i about $40,000 . profit. The British 
ing a $4,307,246 building; site in ; Detroit. . import was originally scheduled for 
midtown New Haven for a three-j It’s likely that for the bus-and-j a limited eight-week run but was 
block redevelopment project. It; truck project the. Guild will pfir- extended five additional weeks. 
wiU be part bf a 9.^acre febijilding ‘ chase the scenery used by Ran- . ———-- 
plan. ! dolph Halo in his Coast production ] i 

Last autumn, while here for the • pf the comedy. Hale’s production j Goldman Acquires Locust 
tryout of his. Playwrights Co-]erids a lengthy Coast run next Sat- ‘ 
sponsored production of “Time Re- ; urday (17) at the Hartford Theatre, 
membered,” Steyeris told various ‘ Los Angeles, 
associates of the. vexations; he’d* 
had on many occasions while here 
to attend the theatre. One of his 
prime gripes was the lack of later 
night room service at the Taft 
Hotel, which adjoins the Shubert 
Theatre and gets inost of the show 
biz trade. “Someday,’’' he vowed, 
“I’m 
here. 

As His 2d PhiOy Legiter 
Philadelphia, May 13. 

. _ , l v , William Goldman Theatres. Inc., 
Andersbil S Golden Six which operates the Erlanger Thea¬ 

ter tre arid a string of film houses here, 
; IS Jrreenied in Boston ^as acquired ahother local legit 

Boston, May 13. outlet. The firm has leased the 
Maxwell Anderson’s new play, Locust Street Theatre for 20 years 

iraae >omeaav ne v.iwpci ' -he -Golden Six,” presented Week from the Locust-Broad Corp. Under 
i coine to build ^ ‘eOod’ hotel! ^e£ore last at Boston Univ, theatre the new management, the house 
i going to Duiia a good notei. with a student cast of six. The ..will book films in addition to legit 

bun, ! author and his wife attended the ; shows, 

form only one part of’the project i dpen^ng’ as did many regular Hub. Along with its new acquisition, 
call for an 18-stdry -building with : first*ni^te«- However, none of the. firm has signed Broadway pro- 
Qhri ^ .. g ! Anderson?s fellow-meinbers of the ! ducer Alexander H. Cohen as New 

j Playwrights Co. was seen at the York booking rep for both the 

Martha Sleeper’s Change 
San Juan, May 13: 

Scheduling of opera season here 
next month- has caused dates. for 
several attractions to be shifted or 
changed, among them Martha 
Sleeper’s. 

She will do In “Sorry Wrong 
Number” at the forthcoming, drama 
festival, and: not “Pygmalion” as 
first planned. 

i preem or at subsequent perform- ; Erlanger and Locust. The Locust, is 
ances. 

The . two-act drama is set. in 
pagan Rome. Chief characters are 
the emperor Claudius and Gaius 
Caesar Caligula. Misuse of power 
leading to corruption of men and 
destruction of natioris is the theme. 
Boston crix called the play a “pow¬ 
erful new drama,” “chronicle; of 
Wile and destiny” and “melodra¬ 
matic hprror story,” 

one of several theatres disposed* of 
by the Shuberts in line with a gov- . 
eminent consent decree. It had 
been operated earlier this season 
by Manny Diavis. 

William Goldman, head of the 
firm bearing his name, is also the 
plaintiff iri an anti-trust suit (barg¬ 
ing the Shuberts with a theatre 
monopoly in preventing him from 
getting booking* for the Erlanger. 
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Off-Broadway Reviews 
The Enchanted 

David Kanter A Charles Pratt Jr. re¬ 
vival of three-act fantasy by Jean Girau- 
doux, adapted by Maurice Valency. Staged 

■. .'by- ‘ Ernestine Perrie; settings and . cos¬ 
tumes, Robert Soule;-lighting, Tom Skel¬ 
ton; incidental music, Francis Poulenc. 
At Renata Theatre. N.Y., April 22, *58; 
$3:50 top ($4.50 opening). 

-. Cast: Skedge Miller, Thomas Barbour, 
Sushelagh Ree. Deborah Moldow, Janice 
Tanzillo, Donna. Friia', Catherine Rosato, 
Mara Joyce, PauT Ballantyne; .Gerald 
Hiken^ Frances Ingalls, Viola. Swayne. 
Page Johnson, Charles Goff, Maurice Ed: 
wards, Robert Diehl. 

The off-Broadway faculty for 
taking a Broadway failure and 

making of it a worthy production 

has been achieved once again, this 
time with Jean Giraudoux’s “The 
Enchanted.” Of the Giraiidoux 
plays to be produced in the U.S.r 
this was the least well received, 
managing only 45 performances at 
the Lyceum Theatre, N: Y., early 
in 1950. Although it was selected 
as one of the best plays of the 
.season in the Burns Mantle series, 
then edited by John' Chapman, it 
was considered a flop by commer¬ 
cial standards, a succes d’estime by 
its adherents. 

At Bleecker St.’s comfortable, 
elongated Renata Theatre, a new 
producing team of David Kanter & 
Charles Pratt Jr. have revived 
“The Enchanted” with conspicuous 
good taste. Ernestine Perrie has 
staged it with an assurance born of 

. confidence in its virtues, and Rob¬ 
ert Soule has designed for the 
small stage a pretty clearing.in the 
French countryside, and a charm¬ 
ing room just off the square of a 
provincial town. 

“The Enchanted” is a quest into 
many things, but principally into 

.the eternal mysteries of life, love 
and death. Through the eyes of a 
susceptible school teacher who 
falls in love with a phantom, a 
fantasy world is seen that is. un¬ 
derstandable in its ability* to al- 
most lure the girl away from the 
realities of mortal existence. 

Being one of the forefathers of 
20th century gallic insouciance, 
Giraudoux naturally comments on 
normal views with what might be 
called reverse English. It’s a neat 
play writing device, dear to the 
French, seldom successfully copied 
by writers of other nationalities, ; 
and it does much to keep an audi¬ 
ence from guessing that in “The 

Enchanted” the important: things 
are only slight dramatically. . 

The cast is very good, and* not 
least of its virtues is director Per- 
rie’s success in getting charmingly 
professional performances from: 
five little girls, ranging from five 
to TO years old, who play students. 
Without doubt, the sprightliest, 
freshest scenes are when the Misses; 
Moldow, Tanzillo, Friia, Rosato and' 
Joyce are scampering through 
their paces, prattling, with artless 
gaiety. 

Thomas Barbour as town doctor, 
Paul Ballantyne as the inspector 
and Skedge Miller as the mayor 
create together and individually 
moments of civilized comedy. 
Sushelagh Ree as the susceptible 
schoolmistress is sweet-voiced and 
attractive; while Gerald Hiken as 
her suitor and town supervisor 
uses a commendable romantic style 
and easy, humor to carry off a size¬ 
able portion of the adult acting 
honors. Viola Swayne as a deaf 

. town gossip has. a true; flair for 
catching every legitimate laugh her 
short part contains. 
: This revival of ‘The Enchanted” 
has brought more enchantment to 
Bleecker . St. : than its predecessor 
did ta West 45th St. It is becom¬ 
ing fashionable to opine" that off- 
Broadway has had it, but It will be 
hard to make the case while this 
kind of freshness can be. found in 
the by-ways.. ; Geon 

From Here to There 
Dorothy Raedler Jr Virginia Card, In 

association with Lee Paton, production of 
three' one-act.. musicals; “Otherwise En¬ 
gaged,’’. music and book, Allan Davis, as 
adapted from a short story by P. G. 
Wodehouse; “Slow Dusk” by . Carlisle 
Floyd; ".'A Real Strange One," music. 
Bob Holton, book. Terete Nelson, lyrics, 
Easter Yahya. Staged by Miss Raedler; 
music direction, Ronald Bush; at the two 
pianos. Bush and Arthur Komar; scenery 
aiid lighting, Arthur De- Cenzo. At' Sulli¬ 
van St.. Playhouse, N.Y.,. April 23, '58; 
$3.45 top. 

Cast for “Engaged”! Raymond Allen, 
Joan Brainerd, John J. . Smith, Thomas 
Boyd. Donald .Slagel, Richard- Krause, 
Bruce Graham. 

Cast for “Slow Dusk”: Ruth Ray, Don¬ 
ald Slagel, Joan Brainerd. Richard Krause. 

Cast for “Strange One": Lorraine 
Phillips,: Raymond Allen. John J. Smith; 
Helen Gullet, Thomas Boyd. ■" 

"Director Dorothy Raedler’s pen¬ 
chant for taking curtain calls with | 
her opera and operetta companies J 
has this to be said for it. She’s 
willing to face tha music. 

In the program of three one-act 

musicals that she has mounted at 
the Sullivan St. Playhouse under 
the collective title of “From Here 
To There,” one, Carlisle Floyd’s 
“Slow Dusk,” is a dark and moody 
tone poem of frustrated love aiid 
death that is rewarding by virtue 
of being a small, work of art by 
the composer of the . more ambi¬ 
tious “Susannah.” • 

The other two are trifles, how-, 
ever, of strained slapstick humor 
ajid negligible. worth. The first, 
“Otherwise Engaged.” with music 
and book by Allan Davis; as adapt- 

| ed from a P.: G. Wodehouse story, 
j threatens to become amusing with¬ 
out ever genuinely succeeding. 

Raymond Allen, as a timororis 
suitor, Joan Brairierd, as the maid¬ 
en fair, and Thomas Boyd, as her 
be-knighted father who carries a 
horsewhip to. deal with unepopera-. 
tive wooers, all sing and perform 
with twinkling eyes, hut Davis has 
not brought the music together 
with the nonsense. 

“A Real Strange One,” with mu¬ 
sic by Bob Holton, book, by Terese 
Nelson, arid lyrics, by Easter Yahya, 
seems like a prank concocted at 
music school over some freshman 
beers. Its one unfunny joke is that 
it takes place on Mars where up1 is 
down and vice versa, people grow 
from old. to young, a slap replaces 
the kiss as a token of affection, and 
the house pet is called a riorma- 
gatroyd. Among those trapped are 
Lorraine Phillips, as the mother, 
and Thomas Boyd, as an earthling. 

What is a. dignified piece like. 
Floyd’s “Slow Dusk” doing sand¬ 
wiched between two such pieces of 
trivia? It is making what is left 
of the evening worthwhile. A girl 
falls in love, her lover is; drowned. 
That’s all that happens, hut as sung 
with dignity arid feeling by Richard 
Krause as the. boy. Miss Brainerd 
as the girl; Donald Slagel arid Ruth 
Roy as their elders, it is a deeply- 
felt piece of life and Americana. 

Miss Raedler has given Floyd’s 
mood piece her preferential treat¬ 
ment, and it’s a great pity that it 
has had to tie programmed with 
two other works that have only 
their youth to excuse them. 

: Geor. '.. 

Legit pressagent Arthur Cantor i 
will be the sole producer of Paddy: 
Chayefsky’s “The Dybhuk From1 
Woodhaven,” scheduled for a Nov. 
6 Broadway opening. Joe Harris 
will be general manager of the 
presentation. 

Fy JESSE GROSS 

“Business for Industrial show 
producers is expected to hit a 
record .high this year. Ironically, 
the anticipated boom may not be 
reflected in increased employment 
of: professional performers. That’s 
the two-sided opinion of Rankin 
Bingham, head of Dramaturgy Inc., 
which has been producing indus¬ 
trial shows for 30 years. ! 

Bingham’s forecast of a banner | 
year is based mainly on industry j 
going all-out in a selling campaign ! 
to buck the current: economic re¬ 
cession. This, he claims, is already 
reflected in the business, upturn 
registered by Dramaturgy over 
prior years. On the negative side, 
however, Bingham feels that un¬ 
less the quality of industrial pro-j 
ductions improves, manufacturers j 
will begin using fewer actors and ! 
more scenery. j 

The scenic angle refers to manu¬ 
facturers dropping shows in. favor 
of professionally-staged meetings, 
with their own execs delivering 
the speeches! In line with this,! 
Dramaturgy, which retains a full j 
staff of writers, directors and 
other personnel, instructs industry 
brass in speaking techniques, be¬ 
sides editing speeches and provid¬ 
ing sets, speakers, turntables, etc., 
for thri performerless confabs. 

Classroom Curriculum 
it’s Bingham’s contention that 

there’s, a shortage of trained per¬ 
sonnel in the industrial show field. 
On this score, he asserts that sev¬ 
eral manufacturers were burned 
last year over the poor quality of 
productions put on for. them. His 
attitude is that more than vaude 
acts are. needed for the presenta¬ 
tions and; that although the field is 
looked upon as a soft touch for 
pro writers, a special scripting 
technique is needed. He even ad¬ 
vocates the incorporation of indus¬ 
trial show training in college dra¬ 
matic courses. 

Bingharri also feels there’s a 
question as to whether industrial 
show producers should specialize 

9 

in one field or take on a variety of 
accounts. Meanwhile, regarding 
the bullish prospects for this year, 
he notes that appliance manufac¬ 
turers are expected to spend more 
this year, on industrial shows and 
that the roster of firms using such 
shows is constantly growing. On 
the other hand, he states, those 
manufacturers that are dropping 
performers are maintaining indus¬ 
trials show budgets for the staged 
meetings. 

Dramaturgy, Bingham points 
out, is also entering a new phase 
of industrial show production. The 
out fit has stajged a Westinghouse 
exhibit for Pacific Ocean Park, 
which is scheduled to open in 
Santa Monica early in July. POP 
will combine amusement facilities 
with industrial exhibits. The ex¬ 
hibit, mounted by Dramaturgy, 
tak< ~ in one huge set, with the dis¬ 
plays ranging froin a simple elec¬ 
tric toaster to .a full-scale mp^el 
of the interior of the atomic-pow¬ 
ered sub, the Nautilus. Pro per¬ 
formers will carry on a story line 
while patrons walk through the ex¬ 
hibit. 

Stratford’s Side Events 

Stratford, Ont., May 13 . 
“Beggars Opera” arid New York 

Fro Musica will be side attractions 
at the Shakespeare Festival here 
this summer. Former, directed by 
Tom Brown and conducted by 
Louis . Applebaum, runs July 29- 
Aug. 16, interspersed on July 30 
arid Aug. 1 by Pro Musica. 

Ann Casson, daughter , of Sir 
Lewis Casson and Sybil Thorndike, 
plays Mrs. Peachuri and Mrs. 
Vixen, with Robert Goulet and 
Maxine Miller of Canadian tv in 
leads. Both shows will be-in 999- 
seat Avon Theatre, normally a 
cinema. 

Princess Margaret will attend 
“The Winter’s Tale” here on 

! July 31. 

Date* for the long-awaited 

Broadway production of the new comedy 

JESSICA TANDY and HUME CR0NYN. 
in 

By ALBERT BEICH end WILLIAM H. WRIGHT 
<fro» the MMl ky IDViflN CORLQ 

are being allotted NOW. 

Opening October 30 
CORONET THEATRE 

For further Information phone er write to 

Yfetor fiamrock or Raymond L. Broodtr, 
1545 ^roadway. New York 36, N. Yl ^ 

1* til* P,oyJinici \ 
-II box T 

Man in tfae Bog Suit 

Chicago, June lg. 

itsTtrialdrinCtoJIiha0,?,ed)r> ">akir 
tre circuit Jammer the; 
the JBroadwavrf-ituaiy * c'ncl1 * 
In Rs present f„iendar this fal 
expected^nLri®™' as would b 

‘*nd a lot of cuSng ,bI,fe/?uch,l, 
time “Dog Suit'' nfa„.Lthe nex 
hats it should jiave ?hf $e< straw Perennial; nave the status of > 

'seldim‘aT’ ffi£& ®n<>“Sh. bui 
PPlite bank teifin inYolve* « 
discovers how nufnw0 *uddenl> 
be stripped of^hS inMKSi? 14 is to 
his escape vehicle jPnfjjttlons. Here 

t which accidentally becdameChu-ef 

the scriot if1■ situation giv 
the climber, anVthevvhhr11® ?n-° 

H.Ze“£ c,ubvalSes.h°Ie ScheH 
tickling Jekyfl^Hvd 
hank tellerf'S hlBCl,fnges of th 
Jessica Tandy* hi* n^ef0611®3 wit 

le$. 



LEGITIMATE Variety 

-legit Bits 
Century Lighting Co. prez Ed¬ 

ward F. Kook and his legit in¬ 
vestor-wife. Hilda are due back this 
weekend from six-week tour of 
theatrical centers in Europe. 

Maxine Barrat, who appeared 

professionally as a dancer when 
partnered with Don Loiper, is mak¬ 
ing her legit debut as the femme 
lead in the current production of 
“Biography1’ at the Studio M Play- 
house, Coral Gables, Fla. 

New York ticket broker Lou 
Schonceit sails in two weeks with 
his wife, Renee Carroll, for a 
European vacation. 

“Come and Kiss Me,” by scenar¬ 
ist Lewis Meltzer, opens May 27 at 
Las Palmas Theatre, Hollywood, 
as a presentation of Sid Melton and 
Mike Cazden, 

British author-producers Joyce 
Adcock and Gordon Caleb have 
completed a. musical version of 
Jane Austen's Victorian novel, 
“Pride and Prejudice.” Another 
song and dance treatment of the 
same work, with score by Glenn 
Paxton and book and lyrics by Rob¬ 
ert Goldman, is on the indefinite 
future schedule of Broadway pro¬ 
ducer George Gilbert. 

“Method or Madness.” the text 
of the lectures given at the Play¬ 
house, N. Y., last year by director 
Robert Lewis for legit profession¬ 
als will be published next October 
by Samuel French. 

General manager-producer Wal¬ 
ter Fried says he remembers when 
Playwrights Co. g.m. Victor Sam- 
rock was an usher at Carnegie Hall, 
N.Y., as he also ushered there at 
the same time. . 

. Artist-illustrator Don Freeman is 
touring in a one-man “Sketch Book 
Revue,” using fluorescent theatri¬ 
cal drawings done on the spot, with 
a recorded Sound track. He’s been 
playing college and civic dates. 

Author’s agent Janet Cohn, of 

. the Harold Freedman Brandt & 
| Brandt agency, is conducting a 
series of seminars this summer at 

' N.Y.U., with such names as pro¬ 
ducer Gertrude Macy, designer 

= Paul Morrison and costumer 
Helene Pons as guests. 

An adaptation by Melchior 
Lengyel of D. H. Lawrence’s “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover” Is planned for 
Broadway production next fall by 
William Gyimes. 

“Doomsday,” by Harry Jenkins,, 
formerly with the Associated Press 
in Europe, is scheduled for off- 
Broadway presentation by the hew- 
ly-formed Pioneer Players at the 
Jan Hus Theatre, beginning June 2. 

Hartney Arthur, a partner in the 
Brisco, Goldsmith & Arthur talent 
agency; and David Pelham, assist¬ 
ant to producer David Merrick, 
will be associated with Robert 
Fryer & Lawrence Carr in the 
projected London production of 
“Auntie Mame,” in which Beatrice 
Lillie is scheduled to star. Arthur, 
in partnership with strawhat opera¬ 
tor Nat Stevens,, is also planning a 
Broadway production next October 
of Reginald Lawrence’s “The Leg¬ 
end of Lizzie.” 

Sholoin Secunda will compose 
the music for the new untitled 
Yiddish-American musical sched¬ 
uled for presentation next fall at 
the Downtown .National Theatre, 
N. Y.,: by Irying Jacobson, Irving 
Grossman and Julius Adler. 

Gene Kelly, who’s directed sev¬ 
eral films, will debut as a legit 
stager on the upcoming Broadway 
production of “The Flower Drum 
Song.” 

John Alderman, who left New 
York recently for Hollywood to 
appear in the Gregory Peck-starrer 
“Pork Chop Hill,” will also appear 
in a Coast production of “The Cave 
Dwellers” in the role of the mute 
which he originated on Broadway. 

% 

Had a helluva good time 
starring in 

“DAMN YANKEES” 
"LEON JANNEY walked off with the show!" 

—Birmingham Nawa. 

"LEON JANNEY is the funniest Hell master to hit 
the stage In many moons." ^Naahviiia Banner. 

"LEON JANNEY steals the show/* —Charlotte Nawa. 

“LEON JANNEY. a captivating Evil On*, with 
neither morals nor scruples about stealing the shew." 

—Mamphia Commercial Appeal. 

"LEON JANNEY walks off With the show;" 
—Atlanta New*. 

"LEON JANNEY has the opportunity for stealing 
nearly every scene he's in and takes advantage of 
everyone." —Evana villa Courier. 

"LEON JANNEY'S song and .dance routine brought 
down the house.1' —Lafoyatta Journal 1 Courier. 

"LEON JANNEY can sell a song in a delightful man¬ 
ner. He Stopped the show." ^-Arkanada'Democrat; 

"LEON JANNEY is the star of the show." 
—Richmond Time* Diapatch. 

Contact Agents 

HARRIET KAPLAN-LILY VEIDT, Inc. 
527 Madison Ave., Plaza 5-2214 .. 

Denise Dracei will, pinchhit as 
the femme lead in the Broadway 
production of “Oh Captain” when 
Abbe Lane takes a leave of absence 
Aug. 18-Nov. 8 to make a film in 
Italy. Miss Darcel will also take 
over the role during Miss Lane's 
one-week vacation, beginning next 
Monday (19): 

Jo Mlelziner has been tagged to 
| design the sets for the forthcom ng 
Broadway production of “Whoop- 
Up.”,-;.. . 

Shows Abroad 
5555 Continued from page 58 

Expresso Bongo 
The first half is exceptionally good. 
It’s full of life, although 'a little 
too poisy, and has a vigorous qual¬ 
ity. - : 

In the second act the tuner has a 
tendency to get bogged down in 
its own plot and doesn't quite main¬ 
tain the- earlier promise. Never¬ 
theless, it, is overall a lively .enter¬ 
tainment. 

It w'as a master stroke to get one 
Of the West End’s finest classical 
actors and put him into a musical. 
Paul Scofield plays a shady small¬ 
time talent pedler who discovers a 
bongo player from the slums in an 
expresso coffee . bar and immedi¬ 
ately puts him tinder a five-year 
contract on a 50-50 deal. And al¬ 
most with startling suddenness he 
discovers he has a hit on his hands. 

The boy, played by James Kenny, 
turns out to be a smash on disks, 
cabaret, television, the lot. Unfor¬ 
tunately, he also turns out to be a 
minor and Scofield is forced to 
agree , that the contract he signed 
is void. 

Mankowitz’s satirization has been 
done with almost malicious glee. 
It's a cruel, yet penetrating takeoff 
and there is one outstanding num¬ 
ber to establish “mom identifica¬ 
tion” between the singer and his 
audiences. This number, “The 
Shrine on the Second Floor,” with 
a church-like setting and choral 
effects, brings the first act curtain 
in great style. 

The songs 'are always an integral 
part of the plot and most are in 
the same cynical key as the book. 
There are, however, a couple of 
pleasant ballads sung with a great 
deal of charm by. Millicent. Martin. 
Among the better numbers are 
“Nausea/* which another legit 
actor, Meier Tzelniker, does -with 
surprising skill; “I Never Had It 
So Good,” which is Scofield’s first 
song in the show; and “Nothing Is 
for Nothing.” Also, “The Dip Is 
Dipping,” a lyric describing the 
hard times that have befallen a 
night club (uncannily like the Cafe 
de Paris) is distinguished by its 
wit. • 

Probably the weakest part of the 
production is the score. The music 
is rarely melodious, not; particu¬ 
larly tuneful arid often far too 
vibrant and noisy. But, in a way, it 
matches the tempo of the story 
and is in character.. The dancing, 
riot unduly ambitious, is attractive 
enough and William Chappell has 
staged the show with commendable 
vitality and obvious enthusiasm. 

The cast is full of surprises. Sco¬ 
field’s starring performance is ex¬ 
tremely good, while James Kenny, 
another dramatic actor, makes 
quite a hit as the young discovery 
and does his vocal chores with sur¬ 
prising energy and skill. Millicent 
Martin as a young stripper who 
fancies herself as a second Judy 
Garland, acts with charm arid takes 
fine care of the ballads. Meier 
Tzelriiker as a disk company exec, 
Hy Hazell as a famous actress who 
takes the youtig boy under her 
wing, Elizabeth Ashley and Susan 
Hampshire as representatives of 
high society, and Hilda Fenemore 
and George Tovey as the boy’s 
parents, head a good team of per¬ 
formers. Myro. 

Summer Shrivels Road 
5SS55 .Continued from past 57 ^^55 

the New York company of “Auntie 
Marne,” which opens Aug. 4 in San 
.Diego, with Eve ’Arden .in the title 
role. 

. Of the other current touring 
shows, three are scheduled to fold 
next Saturday (17). They’re “Cat 
oh a; Hot Tin Roof,” “Happiest 
Millionaire” and the Coast com¬ 
pany of “Tunnel of Love.” “No 

1 Time for Sergeants” wraps up the 
following Monday (19), while “Visit 
to; a Small Planet” calls it quits 
June 28. Marcel Marceau may 
play a Philadelphia date next week, 
but if that doesn’t materialize the 
mime will end his tour next Satur¬ 
day. “Diary of Anne Frank,” the 
remaining, entry, goes into the 
National Theatre, Washington, 
next Monday where its figured to 
run a few weeks, as the season 
windup. 

Last year, Chicago was dark 
much of the summer, so the road 
consisted solely of the * Coast. 

Riff Memory 
aiJia Continued from page 57 

and Bess,” Glenn Anders and June 
Havoc in a scene from “They Knew 
What The^ Wanted," Jet Mac- 
Doriald ana Jerry Lazarre in a 
workover of some “Carousel” num¬ 
bers, Uta Hagen delivering a 
speech from “Saint Joan,” Edith 
Meiser singing the “Queen Eliza- 
t»e®” number from : “Garrick 
Gaieties” and Alexander Kirkland 
and Frank Conroy in a scene from 
“Wings Over Europe.” 

. Also, Judy TIolliday and Sydney 
Chaplin reprising, from “Bells Are 
Ringing” and Ralph Bellamy and 
Mary Fickett in a scene from “Sun¬ 
rise at Campobello.” Those shows 

f are the Guild's current Broadway 
hits. Betty Comden and Adolph 
Green, who wrote the hook and 
lyrics. for “Bells” also appeared 
with Miss Holliday In a takeoff ori 
“Drop That Name/’ a numher from 
the musical. 

In the closing portion of the 
presentation. June Walker and 
Franchot Tone recreated their 
roles in Lynn Riggs’ “Green Grow 
the Lilacs.” The play, a failure 
during the 1930-31 season, was 
later the source for “Okalhdma," 
which put the Guild back in the 
money in 1944. 

As the windup item, following 
the “Lilacs” segment, Theresa 
Helbum; Lawrence Langner and 
his wife, Armina Marshall, co- 
administrators of the 'Guild, ap¬ 
peared on stage to recreate a 
backers audition for “Away We 
Go,” which was subsequently re- 
titled “Oklahoma.” Joining them 
were musical’s authors, Richard 
Rodgers and Oscar Hammersteln 
2d, and Alfred Drake and Celeste 
Holm, who appeared iri the original 
Broadway .production. 

For Miss Holm, her appearance 
constituted a switch from one Plaza 
room to another since she’s cur¬ 
rently headliriing in the Persian 
Room. Warren Caro, Guild pro¬ 
duction associate and executive di¬ 
rector of the Theatre Guild-Airieri- 
can Theatre Society, hosted the 
presentation/which was staged by 
John Effrat. 

B’way Theatres 
5^5 Continued. from page 1 ss 

born’a adaptation of Richard 
Mason’s novel, which Josh Logan is 
co-producing. 

Broadway: Open. 

Coronet: “Man in the Dog Suit,” 
William H. Wright and Albert 
Belch’s adaptation of the late 
Edwin Corle’s novel “Three Ways 
to Mecca,” to costar Jessica Tandy 
and Hume Cronyn. 

Cort: *“Sunrise at Campobello.” 

46th Street: “Grand Hotel,” 
musical version of Vicki Baum’s 
novel, with book by Luther Davis 
ond music by Robert Wright and 
George Forrest.; Paul Muni will 
star. 

; Golden: Open. 
[ Hayes: “A Touch of the Poet,” by 
Eugene O’Neill. 

HelUnger: *“My Fair Lady.” 
Imperial: “Jamaica,” continuing 

indefinitelyi with the David Mer- 
rick-Leland Hayward production of 
“Gypsy,” a musical adaptation of 
Gypsy Rose Lee’s book, “Gypsy, A 
Memoir,” with book by Arthur 
Laurents and songs by Harold H. 
Rome, scheduled to follow later 
in the season. 

Longacre: Open. 
Lunf- Fontaime: “Goldilocks,” 

musical with book and lyrics by 
Jean and Walter Kerr, other lyrics 
by Joan Ford and music by Leroy 
Anderson. 

Lyceum: “A Swim in the Sea,” 
by Jess Gregg. 

Majestic: +"Music Man.” 
Miller: “Patate,” Irwin Shaw's 

adaptation of Marcel Achard’s 
French play. 

Morosco: “Cold Wind and the 
Warm,” by S. N. Behrman. 

Music Box:' +“Dark at the Top of 
the Stairs/’ 

National: “Once More With Feel¬ 
ing,” hy Harry Kurnitz. 

Playhouse: Open. 
Plymouth: “Marriage-Go-Round," 

by Leslie Stevens, *0 star Charles 
Boyer and Claudette Colbert. 

Royale: “Pleasure of His Com¬ 
pany,” by Samuel Taylor and Cor¬ 
nelia Otia Skinner. < 

St. James* “Flower Drum Song," 
Richard Rodgers L Oscar Hammer- 
stein 2d production of musical with 

j hook by ‘Joseph Fields and Ham- 
merstein, lyrics by Hammersteln 

l and-music by Richard Rodgers. 
I Shuhert: ♦“Bells Are Ringing, 
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■ continuing Indefinitely, wittr 
“Whoop-Up,” Gy Feuer & Ernest 
H. Martin’s production of a musical 
based on Dan Cushman’s novel, 

; “Stay . Away Joe,” with book hy 
; Feuer & Martin, music by Morris I. 
' Charlap and lyrics by Norman Gim- 
. bel, scheduled to follow later in the 
! season. 
. Winter Garden: +“West Side 
, Story.” 

Kenneth Spencer 
Continued from page 57 ' 

vals, balls, in Western Europe plus 
India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Greece, 
Israel. 

To accomplish all these fetes, he 
sings in French, German, Russian, 
Spanish, Hebrew as well as his 
mother tongue. 

Los Angeles-born Spencer came 
to Europe a decade ago at the in¬ 
vitation of the French government 
to sing at a music fest in Nice— 
and has been making his home in 
Europe since, residing recently in 
Wuppertal, West Germany. 

He stresses that to make a suc¬ 
cess of living in Europe you must 
become part of the community, 
land he’s so well identified with 
Germany through his free benefits 
arid paid performances that he’s 
often erroneously termed a Ger¬ 
man citizen. But he’s proud of his 
U.S. origins and plans some day to 
return to the States and resume 
his singing there—preferably alter¬ 
nating half thes year in America 
and half in Europe. 

“In Europe, a performer is paid 
far less than for comparable ap¬ 
pearances in America,” says the 
young basso, “But on the other 
hand, you pay out less. 

“Travelling and living are 
cheaper here. And the concert 
agent* generally get 10% instead 
of the 20% in the States." 

Paris Olympia Sets 
Up Tel Aviv Season 

Tel Aviv, May 6. 
The Paris music hall, the Olym¬ 

pia, will establish a similar enter¬ 
prise in Israel this month, using 
the 1,500-seat summer garden of 
the Zionist Organization of Amer¬ 
ica in this city. Programs will be 
presented 14 nights In Tel Aviv and. 
14 to 16 times around the country. 

Most of the artists will come 
from abroad but local artists also 
will participate. The Peter Sisters 
will be featured In the opening 
show. 

PROFESSIONAL CAROS HONORED 
Theatrical and TV Make Up • All 
Laadfns Xesmetls .Lines • Imported 
A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive 
Fountain Service. 
FREB D1LIVIRY OPSN SUNDAYS 

"Tha Druf star# of tha Start" 
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 

11S1 4th Ave., Cor. 44 St., NEW YORK 
Tolophono. FLaxa 7-0423 

FOR RENT 
AIR-CONDITIONED. 292-SEAT 

RENATA THEATRE 

144 Bloockor St. (Greenwich ViHafo) 
: ...N«w. Y«r.k 

Write or Call OSCAR or RICKY ZURR 
0* 7-4471 — 6R 2-4249 

UNPRODUCED 
playwright wishes to contact 
struggling agent or aspiring 
producer — successful people 
please abstain. Call evenings 
MO. 3-4279. : 

SWEATER MODEL WAN1ED 
Olrl for showroom modol and hostess. 
Ideal surroundings with Amortca's 
most famous sweater name. No ex¬ 
perience required. Size 12, 5'J" to 
|'5". Call In person for Interview. Ask 
f®f Mr. Kowal. Helen Harper Sweaters, 
1371 Broadway, Now York. 

Theatre for Lease 
80* Scots 

Suitable eff-troadwqy, TV Studio, etc. 

Immadiata Poaaaaaian 

BOX V40123*51. Variety, 
154 W. 45th St., Hew Toffc 34, N.Y. 

CHILD CARE 
Motherly Care Given Infants 

| Breatweed. JL I* 
RRofWood 3*f452 





62 CHATTER P4£riety 

I Buenos Aires for: role in “From Droaaway TheAppenines. To The Andes,”.di- 

Prima ballerina Maria Gambarelli; regajJ Mufra^skie^back to U S 
received AM IT A (American Italian ' ,-Dop. J° 

£^raWi7°r "0U’en °f 

•‘B?Mge on'the RWcrKwai'^ Sailed 

Mo^m’/9n 
Gary Grant in. from Europe, On > n^plfrirhSHrilnn in ^ 

the He de France yesterday-*Tu?s.)| tS) has naw topped" 
after completing location shooting ; w c*. /\as 

""•Bliie"Murdcr^^St.11'nnian's,''} * aVmany/6thei%Italo centers! 
based on cHaracfar*.er^^by'-tar-.SSS; 
toonist Ronald Searle. will have its j-'• S?o - neia . 

atre followhm “Unci- Vanva^' j Producer Sam Bronston in from;. 
RCA exec. Frank M. Folsom, who j JJ?dnKP-nPShPfi7wpfifm» h^Wa^ already has six honorary doctorates ; ships bemgJjuilUhere foi his War 

from L\S. colleges and universities, 
was given another award yesterday 
tTues.) by Bellarmine College, 
Louisville, Ky. 

Phil Gerard, Universal’s eastern 
publicity manager, . back at his 
homeoffice desk after screening 
“A Time to Love and a Time to 

ner “John Paul Jones” production. j 
Capt. Villiers, who skippered May-, 
flower II to U.S., will sail ships to 
Spanish locations. 

Eleven new. pix started in . Italy 
during the. month of April, as 
against 14 during April of last 
year. Of these, nine are all-Italian, 

^ "ainn one is Itrilo-French, and one Italo, 
for ^Wc11 and ^as?hington j Spanish. Four are in color, six,in 

PThe FriarsS* Frolic's souvenir* on® seVeral wide-screen systems, 
menu-program cover by artist Lis- 
amby satirized the new femme 
couture with “Two Sad Sacks’— 
the traditional friar in cowl and 
the 1958 femme. . 

Annual film industry golf; tourna¬ 
ment—seventh sponsored by New 

Frankfurt 
By. Hazel Guild 

( 24 Rheinstrausse; 776754)':" 

__ __ _ ._, Rivoli, Hannover, fifth . German 
York’s Cinema Lodge of B’nai, theatre to install Todd-AO opened' 
B’ritli—will be held at the Vernon, with 20th’s. “Oklahoma.” j 
Hills Country Club at Tuckahoe, {. Hildegard Knef starring in', new 
N. Y. on June 12. 1 pic, “Das Maedchen aus Hamburg” 

H. Ch. Gomperts, prez of the tThe Maiden from Hamburg) for 
Amsterdam (Holland) music pub- j passas release, 
lishing firms of- Basart and Streng-. cjrinp ''Rrrtthpr? Karamazov” is 
holt, to tow* to-too 
business,-headquartered : Festival, invitation to show it at 
Netherlands. Chamber of Com- „■ ,. h b . ithrt . 
merce. contacting the music biz. Beilin has been withdrawn. . 
publishers, diskeries; etc., , German actress Annemarie_puer- 

New Rockefeller Centerrestau-/ JUfer». ^!° ..appeared .in.„ 
rant. The Forum of the 12 Caesars,1 ‘ r"'T 
takes no chances on goofing the 
street address, which is indicated 
In proper Anglo-Saxon English; but 
the Plaza 7-3450 phone number is 
given the Roman numeral touch 
and comes out Plaza VlI-III-IV- 
V-O. 

Mary Jane Sloan, former legiter, 
to accompany her husband, Emil 
John Koop to the John Tracy 
Clinic, Los Angeles, while com¬ 
pleting a course on speaking \vith- 
out a voice box. Miss Sloan re¬ 
cently completed a pamphlet on 
the subject for use. by the state of 
Connecticut. 

Claude C. Philippe, in accepting 
the Lambs’ silverplate on: behalf 
of his • boss, Conrad N, . Hilton, 
turned a neat phrase in saluting 
the outfronters “who, after all, are 
my bosses/’ As major domo of all 
the Waldorf: functions, veepee 
Philippe’s; . direct rapport with 
VIPs and customers is wellknown. 
‘Philly: newspaperman (arid 

Variety correspondent) Jerry Gag- 
han accompanying the Philadelphia 
Orchestra, conducted , by Eugene 
Ormandy, on its 8-week European 
tour. Two airliner?, plus a third 
cargo plane carrying $1,000,000 
worth of musical instruments, 
transported the party of 130 over¬ 
seas. ■ c 

Scripter Eddie Davis in Roose¬ 
velt Hospital with a recurrent 
asthma, attack. For a time he had 
to reside in Arizona for the cli¬ 
matic rest cure and, coincidentally, 
he turned out a bedside reader 
called “Flat On My Asthma.” This 
time he’s working on “I Don’t Want 
To Get Well” as the N. Y. counter¬ 
part. 

The Lambs presented $1,000 
check to Maurice Chevalier at their 
87th annual Gambol for his favor¬ 
ite charities. The Frenchman stated 
it would be divided half for the 
Home for Old French Music Hall 
Artists and the other to the 
SACEM (the French ASCAP) rest 
home on the site of Chevalier’s 
former Riviera estate. 

Impresario Albert Gins of N; Y. 
to Puerto Rico for fifth annual 
spring opera Season there. Em- 
pressa: Ferre stores are underwrit¬ 
ing part of deficit, w’ith Herman 
Nigaglioni and Gins the rest. Runs 
from June 13 to 21_ Eleanor Ste- 
ber, Lucine Amara. Beleri Ampa- 
ran, Richard Tucker, Walter Cas- 
sel, Jerome Hines set to warble, In 
eight different operas. 

Count Five aind Die," will do her 
own synchronization of role irito 
German. 

Bavarian Televisiori in Munich 
has bought four dubbed feature 
films from Screen. Gems , to show 
on its tv net: “Man Without Fear,” 
Too Old For Dolls,” “Double Ex¬ 

posure” and; ‘‘Wedding March.” 
Renate Hoy; “Miss Germany” 

last year, representing this land ini 
Miss Universe Contest, has been 
signed by Henry Ephron for part 
in hew 20th-Fox film, “A Certain 
Smile,” based on the Francoise 
Sagan novel. 

Rome 

By Forrest Duke 
. (DUdley 2-6100) .... 

Ziggy Elman greeting Jack .Cath- 
cart and other pals at the Flamingo. 

. Hal Belfer inked by Flamingo 
to stage and direct the upcoming 
Ray Bolger show. . . . . 

Jack Denison, Riviera, rnaitred’. 
celebrating his 13th anni in Vegas, 
and his lQth with present Riv 
owners. 

Lionel Crane Hollywood rep for 
London Daily Mirror, in town for 
one night with boss Dick Dins- 
dale, paper’s deputy editor; ■ 

Leo Gutman,, director of adver¬ 
tising for Ziy films in Cincinnati, 
weekending here at El, Rancho 
after NAB convention in L.A. 

Louigi Coniglio, whose Italian 
restaurant “Louigi’s” is . on the 
Strip* has opened branch eatery” in 
new Silver Palace casino down¬ 
town. . 

Flamingo’s Abe Schiller at the 
Kentucky Derby, was made a Ken¬ 
tucky Colonel, in addition to get¬ 
ting the keys to City of Louisville 
from Mayor Holitzell. 

Shecky Greene’s opening in Ri¬ 
viera lounge brought out Sam 
Levenson, Patti Moore, Sammy 
Lewis, Tommy McDonnell, Patrice 
Wyinore and Mr. & Mrs.: Austin 
Mack. 

Arturo,. maitre d’ at El Rancho 
Vegas, got a letter fro mhis mother 
in Chicago which enclosed a $2- bill 
for Joe E. Lewis instructing him 
to “bet on something" and give 
winnings to her son for his birth¬ 
day. 

• Marie Boggid, administrative as-, 
sistant to Burns & Allen for 15 
years, Avas wed to L.A. physician, 
Di\ George Cech, at the Tropicana. 
Graice Allen was matron of honor, 
and Carol Channing acted as 
bridesmaid. 

Ivan Paul, San Francisco Ex-, 
aminer columnist, hosted Sahara^ 
choreographer-music team of Sonia 
Shaw and Bill Hitchcock during 
their visit to . Bay City. Looks like 
something triight be cooking in SF 
for Shaw-Hitchcock Productions. 

Ted Fio Rito, former El Rancho 

ICOVent Garden 0135/6/7) 
Agent Derek Bolton dickering 

for purchase of a London ballroom. 
Kay Brovvn, MCA executive, in 

London to visit client Ingrid Berg- 
man. : 
- Harry Green has acquired Brit¬ 

ish rights of Yank play, “Uncle 
Willie/’ Green, will.star; . 

;. Ennis Hylton, bandleader-wife of 
showman Jack Hylton;, who died 
last: October, left. $101,000. 

New . Churchills. Club, closed 
down by police1, has reopened ais 
Churchills of Bond Street. 

RKO.’s “Stage Struck” was 
launched with; a midnight matinee 
at the Odeon, Leicestersquare. 

Guild of Television Producers 
and National Television Fund, will 
throw annual gala at Festival Hall 
May 30. . • ... 

Sam Spiegel in town for confer¬ 
ences with Columbia execs on his 
next Horizon-British pic for Co- 
lumbia-.- 

William. Clark of London Ob¬ 
server joined ATV as “consultant, 
adviser and narrator in field of 
public affairs.’’ Clark will continue 
his Observei* job. 

. Millicent Martin, a hit in new 
Saville Theatre musical, “Expresso 
Bongo,” has been added to the 11 
yoiiiig artists under joint contract 
to. Ealing. Films and Metro. 
.. Mantovani, Anne Shelton,. Alma 

Cogan, Stanley Black, Petula Clark, 
Laurie London, Russ Hamilton and 
Johnnie Ray guests Of honor at 
Variety Club’s Disk Stars lunch.: 

“The Big Money;” Ian Caromi- 
chael comedy shelved because 
Rank topper John Davis didn’t 
think it funny, has been reedited 
by producer. Hugh Stewart and will 
now be shown in June. 

• By Emil W. Maass 
(Grosse Sehrffgasse 14; Tel. 

.35-61-56) ‘ 
Wien Film added fifth stage to 

its Rosenhuegel studios. 
Vienna BOys Choir will appear 

at Brussels Expo with new pro¬ 
grams. 

Josephine Baker inked by Casa¬ 
nova nitery along with Peter Kreu- 
der, w.k. German composer. 

Hilde Gueden awarded “Silver 
Rose,” highest decoration of Vienna 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Second tv station opened on 
Kahlenberg, close to the capital. 
Service is getting better. 

State opera Will preeni Francois 
Poulenc’s /‘Songs of the Carmel- 
ites’f next Season. Margarethe Wall- 
marin directs. 

Austrian capital plans regular 
film festival starting next year. 
Plan is to alternate biographies,, 
operas, historical pix, 

Eduard Macku senior (orchestra) 
and Eduafd Macku junior (jazz- 
band) playing in the Wiener Kaf- 
feehaus at Brussels fair. 
/ .Theatre of Bad. Ischl (where 
Franz Lehar lived and died) reno¬ 
vated, named Franz Letiar Theatre 
and preparing a. festival Week. 

Salzburg Mozarteum Foundation 
Will hold its traditional Interna¬ 
tional Summer College from July 
16-Aug. 30. Antal . Dorati of Minne¬ 
sota entrusted with conductor’s 
class. . . 

Robert Stolz composing music for 
.new Paula Wessely production “Im 
Prater bluehn wieder die Baeume” 
(It’s. Spiring Again in the Prater). 
Otto Duerer is in. charge of produc¬ 
tion. All-star cast includes Johanna 
Matz, Gerhard Riedmann, Theo 
Lirigen; Marte Harell. 

By Robert E. Hawkins 
(Foreign Press Club; teC 65 906) 

John Derek and Ursula Andress 
in town: 

Haya Hararit, Israeli star, set for 
role in “Beil Hur;” 

Mitzi Gaynor slated to arrive in maestro, back in town after com- 
Rome from Cannes Felm Fest on l pleting arrangements for his RCA 
European swing. 

Gene Lemer of .Kaufmah-Lerner 
flackery . leaves, for three-week 
coast o.o. via SAS Polar route. 

. Charlton Heston being feted at 
Rancho Grande nitery this week 
before starting on his: “Beii Hur” 
stmt. 

Eleonora Rossi Drago .skied to 

album, “Ted Fio Rito Alumni.' 
Album will feature songs he's 
cleffed, sung by artists - W’ho’ve 
worked > with him, including .Betty 
Grable, June Haver, .Lou Bellson, 
Patti (Palmer) Lewis (Mrs. Jeriy), 
April Stevens, Leif Erickson, Nick. 
Lucas, Muzzy Marcellino and Dale 
Robertson. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(26 Rue rHuchette; Odeon 4944) 
Maurice- Chevalier will star iii 

“ Cancan" (20th). with Marilyn 
Monroe. It rolls in Hollywood in 
October. 

Laslo Benedek in for opening of 
West German pic he made two 
years ago, “Kinder, Mutters Und 
Generalen,” He will probably make 
a pic here next season. 

Two Cannes prizewinners of last 
year, Polish “Kanal” and Swedish 
“The Seventh Seal,” finally get¬ 
ting dates here in . chain of small 
arties and doing big biz. 

“Peyton Place” , (20th) b.o. sky¬ 
rocketing since the Lana Turner 
publicity. It’s been -brought back 
for the second time on the Champs- 
Elysees. Other Lana Turner pix are 
also being reactivated. 

Public balloting for Victorine 
Statuettes voted “River Kwai” 
(Col) best foreign pic and best off¬ 
shore . actor award went to Alec 
Guinness for “Kwai” and Giulietta 
Masina for the Italo. “Cabiria.” 

Gene Kelly signed«French dancer 
Noelle Adam to star in “Love In 
Paris” Which he will star-direct 
for Metro release, this summer. 
Miss Adam received good notices 
in Franchise Sagan ballet “Broken 
Date.” 

Jean Cocteau’s one-act play 

monolog, “Le Bel '■Indifferent,” 
made a hit ballet addition to Paris 
Opera Ballet repertoire. Danced by; 
Claude Bessy and Max Bozsoni, 
with choreography by Serge Lifar, 

; entry got. critical hosannas. 
Producers Robert and Raymond 

Hakim trying to buy Victorine Stu¬ 
dios in Nice (seven stages, water 
tank, etc.) for two productions; 
“Isidora Duncan,” and “The Train 
8:47/ Studios presently belong to 
government and it wilL be some 
time before all the red tape is un¬ 
tangled and it’s decided whether 
the: Hakims have gotten control of 
Victorine. 

Ry Jerry Gaghan 
Gloria Swanson here to plug her 

dress line at Snellenburg’s dept, 
store. . 

Lou Holtz inked for the 32 Carat 
Club dinner at the Bellevue-Strat- 
ford Hotel. 

Morton DaCbsta restaged “Auntie 
Marne” for preem at Brandywine 
Music Circus. 

Norman Carol will be conceTt- 
master with Robin Hood Dell Or¬ 
chestra this, season. 

Joe Helprin. g.m. of Willow 
Grove, elected president of Penn¬ 
sylvania Assn, of Amusement 
Parks. 

Laura Lee, vet Evening Bulletin 
film critic, retiring to. Italy, May 1, 
was feted by press - at Frankie 
Bradley’s. 

Comedy team of Al Fisher & 
[Lou Marks will take part in the 
Valley Forge production of “Kiss 
Me Kate/’ 

Academy of Music. 3,000-seater, 
sold out on mail orders following 
announcement of Van Cliburn con¬ 
cert appearance. 

Jack Curtis, singing-emcee re¬ 
turns to Skinny D’Amato’s 500 
Club, Atlantic City, in June, for 
10th consecutive season. 

Bernie Lo.vve, cleffer, publisher 
apd recording man, has incorporat¬ 
ed Bernard Lowe Enterprises Inc. 
with capitalization of $50,000. 

City of Philadelphia honored 
Eugene Ormandy and the Phila¬ 
delphia Orchestra at a civic, lunch¬ 
eon before it took off on European 
trip. • 

Bill Haley-Lord Jim Art. Gal¬ 
leries will have its official opening 
at Booth’s Corners, Delaware 
County, when the rodk ’n’ roller 
returns from South America next : 
month. j 

Portland, Ore; 
By Ray Feves 
(AT 1-3076) 

Jacqueline Fontaine, headlining 
at Frontier Room. 

Disk jockey Don Porter ankled 
KXL; and joined the KGW staff. 
Bob Blackburn left KEX and 
switched to KXL. 

Arthur Duncan, Lloyd Lindroth, 
Tony Marks & Co., The Whippor- 
wills (4) and The Claydettes (6) in 
at Amato’s Supper Club. Beatrice 
Kaye follows. 

Australia 
By Eric Gorrick 

(Film, House, Sydney) 

Allied Artists product continues 
under the RKO banner here. 

“80 Days” (UA) swung into its 
eighth month at Paris, Sydney. 

It’S reported that Aussies spent 
$900,000,000 on gambling last year. 

“Sugar and Spice” bows into 
Tivoli, Sydney. Ronnie Ronalde is 
starred. 

Aussie Actors’ Equity still press¬ 
ing for 50% local talent setup in 
tv programs. 

“Fantasia” (RKO) in Sixth week 
of yet another repeat rim at Es¬ 
quire, Sydney. . 

Margaret Rutherforcl, British 
star, due at Elizabethan, Newtown, 
in “Time Remembered.” 

“Ten Commandments” (Par) con¬ 
tinues powerful on two-a-day at 
Prince Edward, Sydney, 

“River KWai” (Col) continues a 
smash in Sydney and Melbourne 
for Greater Union Theatres. 

Harry Wren; will roadshow his 
Cherry Blossom revue coast-to- 
coast. It’s an all-Nipponese, cast. 

Robert Helpman will do a limited 
run here in Noel Coward’s “Nude 
With Violin” under J. C. William¬ 
son banner. 

Peter Dawson, of Savoy Conti¬ 
nental pic houses in Sydney and 
Melbourne, boats abroad on for¬ 
eign pic buy. 

Church authorities pressing Ca¬ 
hill government to curb gambling j 
in New South Wales. Pic biz 
would like to see a . poker machine I 
redlight. 

Aussie key newspapers splashed 
Lana Turner case on their front 
page and likewise aired a load of I 
dirty linen covering Hollywood in 
general. 

Single feature pic bills okay in 
New Zealand. Here few houses play 
single pic; it’s generally a double 
feature, plus shorts. In nabes some 
shows run to four hours. 
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Hollywood 
Jonie Taps divorced. 
Cary Grant in from London. 
Bill Doll in from N. Y. 
Jerry Wald off to Cannes Fes¬ 

tival.: 
Simon Wincelberg had his tonsils 

yanked: 
Brian Keith back from Hawaiian 

holiday. 
William Holden returned from 

Far East trek. 
: Freddie Fralick hospitalized with 

heart condition. 
Gene Kelly home after three 

weeks in Europe. 
Ronnie Waldman due in. next 

week from Gotham. 
Robert Aldrich, back from four 

months in Germany. 
Danny Kaye to Honolulu for 

preem of “Merry Andrew.” 
Larry Germaine new prexy of 

Cinema Hairstylists Society, . 
Screen Actors Guild placed Miro 

Productions on “unfair” list. 
Duncan Renaldo off on fair and 

rodeo. personal appearance tour. 
Society of Cinema Music Editors 

is new name for Ciiie-Music Edi¬ 
tors.' 

Shirley MacLaine to Tokyo to, 
visit producer - husband Steve 
Parker. 

Alex Caplan, Far ESst supervisor 
for Disney, - in from Tokyo for 
confabs.. 

Cedric Gibbons awarded honor¬ 
ary life membership by Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. 

M.A.J. . (Tim) Healy succeeds 
Simmon Levy as Hollywood direc¬ 
tor of. MPA A Advertising Code 
Administration. 

SAG. revoked agency franchises 
for non-payment of fees of Frank 
L. Esternaux Agency, RMP Enter¬ 
prises, Richard Wiley Agency, L.A.; 
George Baxt and Kaie Deei, N.Y. 

Oscar Levant, who has been 
pore, literary than musical for 
some time, will resume concertiz- 
ing June 2 when-he plays Shostako¬ 
vich’s Second Concerto at L. A. 
Music Festival under Franz Wax- 
man’s baton. 

Vancouver 
By Jay Tomson 

Elmer Gill, Seattle-based piano- 
vibes-pipesman, at Pacific Athletic 
club. 

Josephine Goad ankles Vancou¬ 
ver Symph: p.r. spot for extended 
European junket. 

Kenneth .Caple, QBC regional* 
topper, to Brussels and Britain on 
biz and pleasure. 

Bob Gillies, warbler with Thea¬ 
tre Under The Stars, to CFCK 
Montreal, as deejay. 

Peter Kosick ankles CKLG in¬ 
ternational programs exec slot for 
sales dept; at CKNW. 

Gerrit Van Triest, Dutch bari¬ 
tone with John Emerson Singers, 
hospitalized with hepatitis. 

“River Kwai” iCol) finished its 
fifth week at biggie Orpheum, did 
“four times any normal biz.” 

Norma Arngrim, aictress-wife of 
New York producer Thor Arngrim, 
here for a three-week visit. 

AFM Local 247 (Victoria) lobby¬ 
ing liquor control solons to allow 
“live” combos in cocktail bars. 

Marina Katronis, Winnipeg bal¬ 
lerina, hoofing to Chris Gage’s 
jazzbo ivories at Arctic plushery/ 

“80 Days,”, already in its ninth 
month/ hypoed into another hold¬ 
over by appearance of basket bal¬ 
loon at B.C. International Trade 
Fair. 

(•Delaware 7-4984). 
Anne Rogers arid Brian Aherne 

back in leads roles of “My Fair 
Lady” at Shubert. 

Cafe Continental penalized with 
20-day license suspension for hav¬ 
ing been caught with stolen liquor. 

Sanford (Bud) Wolff, w.k. tiiea- 
trical attorney, partnered in new 
law firm of Blumberg, Smith, Wolff 
& Pennish. 

Jazz combos of Gene Esposito, 
Ellis Stukey and Frank Jackson 
dishing it out at Chicago Teachers’ 
College benefit. 

B&K Garrick, grind house , on 
Main Stem, getting new canopy 
and marquee that should be up 
around June I. 

Producers Film Studios' prexy 
Jack H. Lieb’s daughter, Elizabeth 
Helen Lieb, will’ marry Lt. Nolan 
H. Rogers here on June 5. 

British Information Services 
tossed a. clambake for George 
Shearing and Joe £aye, both jazz 
imports from England currently at 
Blue Note. 

Arthur. Newman joined Mesriel 
Abbott’s current ice. revue at Con- . 
rad Hilton, replacing Fred Napier, 
longtime featured skater who.left 
for white collar ranks. . 

Goodman Theatre .winding up 
present season with* “The Dream,” 
a synthesis of Shakespeare’s “Mid¬ 
summer Night’s Dream” and Pur¬ 
cell’s opera “Fairy Queen/’ 
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OBITUARIES 
NORMAN BEL GEDDES 

Norman Bel Geddes, 65, designer 
author and legit producer, died 
May 8 in New York. . 

Well known most recently for his. 
Futurama at the 1939-40 New York 
World’s Fair, he also designed , and 
produced numerous plays on Broad-, 
way in the i920s and !30s. He 
also wrote or collaborated on sev¬ 
eral plays and books. . 

He designed more than 200 thea¬ 
trical productions ranging from 
opera at the Metropolitan to the 
Ringling.Bros. Circus. Among the 
plays were “The Truth About 
Blayds,” “The Rivals,” “Lady Be 
Good,” “The School For Scandal/* 
“Ziegfeld Follies,” “Strike Up The 
Band,” “Fifty Million Frenchmen;’ 
and “Flying Colors:” He also pro¬ 
duced and designed “Dead End,” 
in 1935. His last Broadway pro¬ 

sold out to Naify,. who borrowed 
the necessary ^capital front . the 
Bank of America on Joe Schenck’s 
endorsement. McNeil, had been in 
semit-retirement recently. 

Wife and daughter survive. 

BILL GOODWIN 
Bill Goodwin, 47, announcer- 

emcee-actor for two decades in 
radio, television., and motion pic¬ 
tures, died of a heart attack May 
9 in Palm Springs, Cal. A native 
of San Francisco, , he started his 
radio career in Sacramento and 
shortly after became a staff an¬ 
nouncer on the Don Lee network. 

Moving- to Hollywood, he caught 
on fast as an emcee and straight 
man for such comics as Burns & 
Allen, Bob Hope and Edgar Ber¬ 
gen. This led to his own shows on 
NBC and film offers. He wias fea- 

ln Fond Remembrance 

WILLIAM H. STEIN 
CO-FOUNDER OF M CA. 

MAY 14, 1943 

duction was “The Seven Lively 
Arts,” in 1944. 

In 1916, he went to Los Angeles 
to stage his own and five other 
plays for. the Little Theatre. The 
same year, he wrote and directed 
the film, ‘’Nathan Hale,” for Uni¬ 
versal. He was also planner or de¬ 
signer for numerous theatres in the 

sU.S. and Europe,, including the 
Theatre Guild, N.Y. Roxy Theatre, 
the Ukrainian State Opera. House 

WILLIAM WIEMANN 

February 16, 1902 - May 15, 1952 

-In Kharkov, Russia;, and the Copa 
City in Miami. 

His wife, stage director-producer 
Edith Lutyens; daughter, actress 
Barbara Bel Geddes and another 
daughter survive.. 

ROBERT A. McNEIL 
Robert A. McNeil, 70, co-founder 

of . 100-Theatre United California 
circuit, died May 9 in" San Fran¬ 
cisco. 

McNeil began as a newsboy who 
sang songs in Frisco, ferry boats ! 
before the 1906 earthquake. Short- 

In Loving Memory of 

Howard R. Malcolm 
May 19, 1955 

Ruth 

ly after the quake he got a job 
singing in a Frisco nickelodeon 
running the projection machine. 
He became owner-operator of a 
number of Frisco and Oakland 
houses, together with Eugene 
Emmick. 

in the early 1920’s McNeil and 
Emmick joined with Mike Naify,. 
who’d taken over the Turner and 

. Denken circuit, to form what even¬ 
tually became the United Cali¬ 
fornia* biggest independent circuit 

IN MEMORIAM 
OF MY BELOVED BROTHER , 

MORRIS GEST 
May 14. 1942 

SIMEON OESt 

in the Northern California-South¬ 
ern Oregort-Nevada area. 

McNeil-Emmick agreement with 
Naify was that their Golden State 
circuit confine itself to city dis¬ 
tricts while Naify worked the coun¬ 
try towns, Emmick, who died two 
years ago, and McNeil each owned 
30% of the top holding company, 
United California, while. Naify 
owned the remaining 40%. But 
Fox was an Important minority 
oyner of subordinate circuits like 
Golden State and Nalfy’s T. and 
D. Jr: 

United California developed into 
a circuit with more than 100 thea¬ 
tres. In 1947, McNeil and Emmick 

tured in a half dozen pix, among ] 
them “The Jolson Story.” i 

TWo years ago Goodwin bought, 
the Nooks hotel in Palm Springs 
and was on a constant shuttle be¬ 
tween his home there and Holly¬ 
wood for radio, tv and picture com¬ 
mitments. His last assignment in 
tv was as host of Colgate Theatre 
fold Metro films) on KTTV, Los 
Angeles. 

Surviving are his wife, the for¬ 
mer Philippa Hilber, film actress, 
and four children.. 

JOHN F. HORAN 
John F. (Irish) Horan, 57, man¬ 

ager of an automobile daredevil 
show, died of a heart attack May 2 
in Indianapolis. He had just re¬ 
turned from Detroit, where ar¬ 
rangements were completed for 
his show's summer tour. He worked 
with Luckq Teter in the '30s on 
pioneering “Hell Drivers Show.” 
After Teter was killed in 1942 dur¬ 
ing one of the performances, Horan 
formed his own thrill show and 
also was associated with Jimmy 
Lynch Death Dodgers. 

His 42-year show biz career in¬ 
cluded stints as a publicist for the 
late Tom Mix, announcing for 
newsreels, auto polo shows and 
other races. During World War II 
he toured with USO shows. 

I Surviving are his wife, mother, 
three brothers and two sisters. ‘ 

LUCIAN H. MORGAN 
Lucian H. (Lou) Morgan, 48, di¬ 

rector of the orchestra off the 
Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, 
died May 8 in that city. Also musi¬ 
cal director for the hotel, he began 
his career in his youth, playing 
clarinet and saxophone in . a band 
led by Dean Miller, elder brother 
of the late Glenn Miller. Latter 
also played In the combo. 

Morgan served on the staff of 
station KOA for several years. He 
and his wife operated the Lou Mor¬ 
gan Music Co. In Denver for the 
last .five years. 

Surviving are his wife, Louise, 
and his mother; : 

SIEGFRIED SCHOLZ 
Siegfried Scholz, 34, German 

film industryite who Was in charge 
of production and shooting for 
many films, died recently of a 
heart attack in Stuttgart. 

He had just returned from Egypt 
and; Lebanon, where he arranged 
for the. production of four docu¬ 
mentaries for Redetzki Film Pro¬ 
duction. < 

He worked on the production of 
documentaries, “Persia—Focus of 
the World,”'“50Q0 Years of Egypt” 
and “Japan Laughs Again,” all 
made within the last couple of 
years in. foreign lands. 

FRANK McNELLIS 
Frank McNeills, 67, legit actor 

for many years, died May 7 in Long 
Island, N. Y. 

His Broadway credits include 
“Wall Flower," “Flamingo Road,” 
“The Man,” “Coriimand Decision,” 
“Five O’CIock Girl,” “Irene” and 
“Her Master’s Voice.” He also ap¬ 
peared in numerous; stock produc¬ 
tions including ‘The Late George 
Apley.” He was also known as 
“The: Man of Distinction,” a name 
he received as an advertising 
model. He also served for many 

ftfiniEfr 
years as chairman of the executive 
board of the Catholic Actors Guild 
of America. 

His son survives. 

DR. PETER P. BRAUER ... 
Dr. Peter Paul. Brauer, 59, Ger¬ 

man film director, died April 29 in 
Berlin. He was one of Germany’s 
busiest .directors until 1945, makr 
ing most of .his pictures for the 
then Terra.- His directorial credits 
include such films as “Swedish 
Nightingale,” “Waitress Anna,” 
“His Son,” “The. Senior Chief,” 
“Spinsters of Bisehofsberg,” “Luck. 
With Women” and “Heaven! We 
Inherit a Castle.” 

Brauer’s last activity Was with 
Berlin’s Hans Deppe-Film, where 
he worked as director and produc¬ 
tion manager. 

HELEN ANDERSON 
Mrs. Larry Anderson, onetime 

nightclub performer who operated 
the Embassy Club, Sedgefield, 
N. C., died of cancer May 2 in 
Greensboro, N. C. The former 
Helen Morris, she was a native of 
Portsmouth, Va. With her husband,, 
she had operated the Embassy. 
Club since 1939 and prior to that 
had run the Town Talk, a spot near 
Greensboro. During the 1920s she 
trouped at a New York club oper¬ 
ated by the late Texas Guinan. 

Surviving, besides her husband, 
are a son: and two sisters. 

PAUL BERNARD 
Paul Bernard, French stage and 

screen actor, died iii Paris after 
years of a lingering illness from a 
rheumatic heart. Bernard’s last 
stage role was in Jean Renoir’s 
adaptation of Clifford Odets’ "The 
Big Knife” in which he played the 
rapacious Hollywood producer. He 
had Renoir make. him ill .to mask 
his own state. 

Bernard made more than 50 fea¬ 
tures and progressed from a top 
leading man to one of the character 
actors most in demand. 

No known survivors; 

VERNON H. SMITH 
Vernon H. (“Bing”) Smith, 59, 

former newspaper and radio exec¬ 
utive, died May 2 in Lawrence, 
Kans.* after a! brief illness. A .na-, 
tive of Kansas City, Kans., he was 
known for his affiliations with 
WREN/ Lawrence; . the Omaha 
World Herald and the radio station 
it then owned, KOWH. More re¬ 
cently he Was in the. tobacco busi¬ 
ness. ' 

Surviving are. his wife, two 
daughters, two sons and \ his 
parents,' 

ROBERT BABERSKE 
. Robert Baberske, . 58, German 
cameraman,. died ’ March 31 after 
a short illness, it has just been as¬ 
certained. 

He speht 41 years in the German 
film industry, shooting such hits 

. as “Der letzte Mann” (The Last 
Man), “Die Drei Groschenoper” 
(The . 3-Penny Opera), “Sinfonie 
einer Grossstadt” (Symphony of 
Big City), and had recently turned 
out some outstanding new pictures 
for DEFA. 

SARA T. ALBERT 
Sara Triiax Albert, 85 .leading 

lady of yesteryear dramatic pro¬ 
ductions* died April 25 in-Seattle. 
Born in Chicago,, she began her 
professional career at the age of 
16 when she was “discovered” by 
Otis Skinner.; She first came to 
Seattle as the wife of noted actor 
Guy Bates Post who wais a native 
of that city. She made, her Seattle 
debut in stock sortie 62 .years ago. 

Surviving is a daughter. 

JACK BUCKLEY 
Jack Buckley, 63, veteran 

straight man in burlesque and 
vaude, died May. 1 in Chicago of 
a liver ailment. He’d been a mein- 

[ her of the team of Country, Brenna 
& Buckley, and retired several, 

i years ago after working many years 
at the old Rialto burly house in ; 
Chi.- 

Wife, daughter and a son survive. 

SHELDON LEWIS 
Sheldon. Lewis, 89, Vet actor, 

died May 7 in San Gabriel, Cal. 
After 30 years t on the stage he en¬ 
tered films in> 1916 as one of the 
first stage stars to swing to motion 
pictures. “Orphans of the Storm” 
was one of his top films. For many 
years he concentrated oil heavy 
roles. 

In recent years he had lived in 
retirement. 

JOHN C. PHELPS 
John C. Phelps, 55, former man¬ 

ager of the Kentucky and Brown 
. Theatres in Louisville, died last 
week In that city. ; He retired In 
February due to illness/ At the 
time of his retirement, he lived in 
Wabash, Ind., where he was a the/ 
atre manager. 

His wife, mother and a sister 
survive, 

KELLY SELIGMAN: 
Kelly Seligman, 54, vet Southern 

California motion picture theatre.. 

exec, died of a heart attack May 5 
in Honolulu.. For the past 30 years 
he had been associated with Pop- 
kin Theatre, Los Angele^ and was 
with Gore Bros. Theatres for 10 
years. 

Surviving are his wife, son and 
two sisters. 

H. ROBERT HAMPTON 
H. Robert Hampton, 46, origin¬ 

ator and producer of the U.S. 
Navy’s nationally ^circulated week^ 
ly radio program, “Across the Blue 
Pacific,” died May 4 in Honolulu. 
An enlisted chief petty officer with 
the rating of Chief Journalist, he 
had spent years in the Navy. 

Wife and two sons survive. 

! MARY E. MITCHELL 
| Mary Elizabeth (Betty) Mitchell, 
50, membership secretary for Chi 
chapter of American Federation of 
Radio and Television Artists, died 
May 8 in Chicago: She had held 
her AFTRA post for the past 20 
years. 

Mother, sister and two brothers 
survive. 

Henrietta Michelson, 75, pianist 
and former teacher at the Juilliard 
School of Music in New York, died 
May 5 in Jerusalem. She went to 
Israel in: 1959 to teach at the New 
Jerusalem Conservatory and Acad¬ 
emy of Music. Her sister survives. 

Mrs. Emma. Jones Guenzel, 80* 
former Shakespearean actress who 
toured the U.S. and Canada With. 
Mme. Mojeska and Louis James, 
died May 9 in Clarks Summit, Pa. 

,-r: Father, 83, of Jack Short, Scot 
vaude producer, died May 7 in 
Glasgow. He was grandfather of 
Jimmy Lrtgan, Scot comedian. 

Boris Romashov, 63, Russian 
playwright who won a Stalin Prize 
in 1948 for his play, “The Great 
Force,”, died recently in Russia. 

Father, 88, of Jules Curley, 
assistant pub-ad director for Stan¬ 
ley Warner Theatres in Pittsburgh 
zone, died May 5 in St. Louis. 

Sylvia Grey, 92, one of the origi¬ 
nal Gaiety Girls, died May 6 in 
London. She would have been 93 
next Sun. (18).. 

Father, of Herbert Beniiin, Metro 
branch manager in Washington, 
D.C.r died May 3 in Clearwater 
Beach, Fla. 

Father, 76, of Edward Reichert; 
of the Rogowski Press iVariety) 
composing room, died May 8 in 
Flushing, N.Y. ./.•a'//../ " j 

Son; 9, of comedian Red Skelton,1 
died May 10 in Los Angeles, after a 
long illness. 

Bertram Rowe, 43, concert bari¬ 
tone, died May 8 in Petosky, Mich: 

Percy B. Harris, tv actor, died 
May 10 in Union, N.J. 

Continued from page 1\,— 

from Elliot Norton, Boston Record 
drama- critic, who said' it “proved 
to be nothing much more than a 
peep show, designed by and for 
juvenile deliquents.” The. aisle-sit¬ 
ter said of the Toni Lander-Skour- 
atoff dance of adultery, “The grop- 
ings, the. posturings and the at¬ 
titudes of this last scene, Which 
depicts their adultery, are ugly and 
contemptible.” 

Thd Adam-Skouratoff seduction 
scene, were scored by Norton as 
“probably the ugliest scene on the 
stage today and .why the French 
should want to export it, unless 
perhaps to get it and its performers 

ioiit of their country, lb ;hard to 
understand.” . ; 

The Boston Herald touched bn 
-the “Broken Date” situation in art 
editorial last Saturday <10), The 
paper, which rapped Milliken last 
fall following his censorship action 
against the London legit play, “The I 
Entertainer,” noted that censor¬ 
ship standards are strikingly dif¬ 
ferent in Boston and England. 

After listing-some of the shows 
that haye been banned In London 
after playing in Boston and other 
U.S. cities without interference, 
and mentioning the “Broken Date-' 
and “Entertainer” episodes, the 
editorial commented sardonically, 
“We should not like to see a cen¬ 
sorship as capricious as the Lord 
Chamberlain’s; in force in Boston.” 

. The critical score for the ballet 
was as follows: one pan (Norton, 
Record), two negatives* (Doyle, 
American; Lloyd/ Monitor) and 
three affirmatives (Durgin, Globe; 
Hughes, Herald; Maloney, Travel¬ 
er). Exited. .Sunday (11) for Phil¬ 
adelphia after eight performances. 

MARRIAGES 
Miriam June Fink to Amla 

Shapiro, Chicago, April 27. He’s 
a newswriter for WBBM-TV in that 
city. 

Deborah Minardos to Tyrone 
Power, Tunica, Miss., May 7. lies 
the actor. ‘ 

Joan Stowell to Ted Randal, 
Virginia City, Nev., May 4. He’s 
emcee for teenage show on KPIX, 
San Francisco. 

Freida Ewart to George Urie 
Scott Jr., Glasgow, May 7.. He’s 
director of Empress Theatre, Glas¬ 
gow, arid son of George Urie Scott, 
vet theatre and cinema owner. 

BIRTHS 
Dr. and Mrs. C. Larkin Flana¬ 

gan, „ daughter, Chicago, May 6. 
Mother is Carol Fox, general man¬ 
ager of Windy City’s Lyric Opera. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Dale, son, 
Chicago/May 6. Father is dee jay 
on WAIT ini that city. 

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dana, 
daughter, Pittsburgh, April 28. 
Mother’s tv actress Eleanor Schano; 
father, of United Fund publicity 
staff, is son of Pete Dana, Eastern 
division sales manager for UI. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Delaney, son, 
Pittsburgh, May. 4. Mother’s the 
daughter of Joe Schafer, band¬ 
leader, and former dancer Nora 
Lewis. 

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lerner, 
daughter, New York, May 6. 
Father is Mills Music ad-pub di¬ 
rector. 

Mr. and . Mrs. Marvin Newton, 
daughter, Hollywood, May 4. 
Father is a fotog. 

Mr, and Mrs. James Joyce, son, 
Boston, May 6. Father is. an opeta 
singer and night club comic. 

Mr. and. Mrs, John Milligan, 
daughter. New York, recently. 
Mother Is actress-model Gillian 
Tilbury; father’s also a thesp. 

Mr. and Mrs. Juarez Roberts, 
daughter. May 4, Scarsdale, N.Y, 
They’re both television writers, she 
under the name of Sonya Roberts. 

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bland, 
daughter,. New York, May 9. 
Mother is dancer Rosemary Zinnerj 
father is a dancer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Michaels, 
daughter, Freeport, L.I., May 9. 
Father is head of television plan¬ 
ning board of General Artists Corp. 

Mr. and Mrs. Orison S. Marden 
in, daughter, White Plains, N. Y., 

[ April 25. Father is sales service 
| rep for CBS Radio._. 

‘Shook-Up’ Arenas 
Continued from pare 1 

regard as the better attractions 
have also hit highly profitable 
takes such as the'recent tour of the 
U/S, by the Mantovani orch. The 
Melachrino brch will also trek the 
U. S. The arena ops are counting 
on the belief that they can butgross 
theatres. 

Rockers Slip at B.O. 
Although the arena meii are a 

particularly impartial group, being 
generally willing to book the kind 
of attractions that will hit the box- 
office favorably, they have long 
noticed the decline of rock ’n’ roll. 
For example, in Toronto, the Feld 
Bros, show got $17,000 in Septem¬ 
ber; $13,3Q0 in January, and only 
$7,900 April 21. In Montreal, the 
same Feld Bros, units hit $45,000 
for two. shows last September, and 
on April 20 It pulled only $14,000 
also for two shows. In Philadel¬ 
phia, Feld drew but $5,600 for two 
on April 12 with sponsorship by 
two local deejays who plugged the 
layout heavily. 

Aside, of course, from the hot 
Alan Freed incident in Boston, 
there have been only a couple of 
instances Where the arenas, 
wouldn’t handle rock 'n* roll. Syra¬ 
cuse, for example, felt. it. best to 
stay away from it, and so did 
White Plains, N, Y. 

. That There Classy Stuff 
In contrast; the arena managers 

feel that highbrow and middle¬ 
brow attractions would produce a 
class set of audiences In their 
houses. It is also felt that with 
the Brussels Fair and the present 
cultural exchange program be¬ 
tween U. S. and Soviet Russia, s 
lot of new and important attrac¬ 
tions will be made available. Some 
already mentioned include the 
Ukrainian State Ballet and the 
Bolshoi Ballet.” There is even 
some talk that the Red Army 
Chorus might come over under 
proper ausplbes. It is also figured 
that there are plenty of suitable 
attractions In other parts of Eu¬ 
rope as well. One that may be 
coming over Is the Spanish Riding 
Academy of Vienna, a world-famed 
school of riders. In addition the 
Royal Ballet (formerly Saaler’s 
Wells), which already has proved 
effective in arenas, will be coming 
over next year and likelihood is 
that it will play a set of arenas. 
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What the 
papers sap 
about 
GRANADA’S 

CHELSEA 

jt&m 
MffiM 

at nine 
on British Independent Television 

“ Chelsea at Nine? on ITV was in particularly good form last night. 
As each act was finished I was annoyed and wanted more. I cannot 
think of a better compliment than mat. 

Daily Herald circ 1,581,144. 

“Chelsea at Nine? on Independent television packed the, 
usual variety of art, craft and entertainment' into its 
40 minutes last night. 

Daily Telegraph circ. 1,109,564. 

Among all the programmes which jostled each other for 
our attention on the ITT Channel, the best (by a very 
long range) was Granada’s “ Chelsea at Nine ”, 

Daily Mirror circ. 4,657,873. 

British television has seldom seen such a combination of musical, dramatic and dancing talent. 
The Granada Company have certainly showh that they think TV has shed its adolescent 
growing pains and is now adult entertainment. 

Daily Sketch circ. 1,282,529. 

It is ITV which is presenting the only 
civilised , variety bill* in Granada’s 
“ Chelsea at Nine”. 

Daily Mail circ. 2,142,746. 

This Granada show Is one which casts its net wide. Every 
week it comes up with some act which somehow would ( 
never occur to the producer of any other programme. 

News Chronicle circ 1,334,303. 

Something has happened in TV Light Entertainment as revolutionary- 
as the satellite. Granada has discovered a new orbit of small screen 
amusement ujled M Chelsea at Nine ”. 

The People circ 4,865,534. 

These American artistes have appeared 
daring the last few months 
LARRY ADLER ELSA LANCH ESTER 

JANET BLAIR CHARLES LAUGHTON 

DIAHANN CARROLL YEHUDI MENUHIN 
LEONARD PENNARIO 

EDDIE CONSTANTINE HERB SHRINER 

MISCHA ELMAN SISTER ROSETTA THARPE 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS THOMAS L. THOMAS 

ZSA ZSA GABOR RICHARD TUCKER 

PAUL GILBERT 4^ 

appearing over: the next few weeks 
STAN FREEMAN MONICA LEWIS 
JOSE ITU RBI ^ TONY MARTIN 

^ ALAN KING BILLY DE WOLFE , 

GRA NADA TV NETWORK 36 Golden Square, London 
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They Ever Gone Out of Style? 
: Nudes are coming back in force -f 

. on the riitery circuit. Actually, 
they never went out Of vogue, but 
there were legal difficulties at¬ 
tached to their display in most 
parts of the country. Nudes, once 
the vogue in the days, of the great 
showmen symbolized by Ziegfeld, 
Earl Carroll, George White and 

■ the Minsky family, went into de¬ 
cline in the era of the late mayor 
of New York, Fiorello H. La- 
Guardia. 

The pelt-parade is apparently 
returning. slowly and siirely, law 

' or .no. The portents are evident 
throughout the country. 

For example, the key spot in 
this situation is Las Vegas. The 

- Dunes Hotel made' a financial and 
'- artistic comeback with its Minsky 

fhows featuring bare - breasted 
babes. With Le Lido, Paris, show 
fpening July 2 at the newly built 

, Stardust in that town, are the 
•JUuebell Girls, the famed troupe 
ithat has supplied the bulk of 

• Parisian cafe nudity for years. 
./They are expected to be more 
- potent as a cafe attraction than 
. some of the highpowered names 
that play the resort. . 

However, Las Vegas isn’t the 
only town offering the skin Ses¬ 
sions. For example, there has been 

„ a/light return of nudity to the 
New York scene as has been free¬ 
ly predicted iby the continued pop¬ 
ularity of same at such pace-set¬ 
ting events as the Art Students 
League and Artists Equity bal 

" masques. The Latin Quarter has 
one delightful specimen who takes 

(Continued on page 24) 

MPIC’s ‘Cannes-in-Cal.’ 
Under Study Via Hookup 

With Coast’s Trade Expo 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Motion Picture Industry Council 
is studying feasibility of tying in 
an International Film Festival, 
similar to Cannes and other Euro¬ 
pean fetes, with the . California 
state-sponsored, international Trade 
Fair and Exposition, which will 
open here next April I. 

Industry organization, at urging 
of fair officials, has already out¬ 
lined a tentative plan for such a 
festival with these points: 

(1) The Academy of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Arts & Sciences would act as [ 
co-sponsors with MPIC of the fes- j 
tival. 

(2) A committee of top studio 
execs would; work On all phases of 
project. ] Washington> May 20. 

(3) Added feature of festival j The complicated question of how 
would include motion picture and: much the late Lee Shubert left to 
art exhibits such as paintings be- his heirs has been referred to the 
longing to film personalities; fU.S.. Tax Court. .Shubert, who died 

(4) Panel discussions bringing to-- Christmas Day, 1953, left ah estate, 
gether producers* directors, actors; according to his executors, valued 
and other film-makers from the j for Federal tax purposes at $6,619,- 
var'ous companies. 1000, and paid about $3,000,000 in 

Cost of the Festival would range ; inheritance, taxes, 
from $500,000 to $2,000,000. accord- The Internal Revenue Service 

(Continued on page 24) . j (Continued, on page 79) 

More ‘Authors' 
In addressing the Columbia 

Univ. Club last week, Steve 
Allen made reference to fur¬ 
ther “authorships” which he 
felt more appropriately linked 
to books, as for example: 

“Naked To Thine Enemies,” 
by Brigitte Bardot. 

“Don't Go Near The Water,” 
by Joe E. Lewis. 

‘■Bad Seed,v by Luther Bur¬ 
bank, 

“Somebody Up There Likes 
Me,” by Adam Clayton Powell 
(a switch from. Bobby Sarnoff, 
as he once previously quipped). 

H’wood Glamor 

By JOHN FLORQUI^ 

Brussels, May 20. 
Huge crowds continue . to pack 

the U. S. Pavilion at the Brussels 
Fair and it is a generally admitted 
that here is the gayest, charming 
and most: gracious of all the archi¬ 
tectural Wonders of the Fair. “But 
where, in this vast gnd. impressive 
dream, of Americana, is Holly¬ 
wood’s glamour?” visitors have 
been, heard to remark. 

There is, of course, “South Pa¬ 
cific” at the exciting American 
Theatre, but* this musical is not 
everybody’s dream of delight and, 
downtown, plenty of Yank musicals 
in celluloid form battle their way 
through the suburbs. Hollywood’s 
export No. 1, the best known and 
perhaps the most loved over here, 
has been sadly Overlooked: the 
stars up to now have bypassed 
Brussels. 

Mitzi Gaynor hurried to the Lon¬ 
don “South Pacific” premiere but 
preferred the Cannes fireworks to 
a local p.a. which perhaps would 
have added plenty of glitter, to her 
film’s initial bow. She has prom¬ 
ised to come later. 

William Holden and Sophia 
(Continued on page .22) 

TAX ON SHUBERT ESTATE 

22 Musical Tents This Summer Eye 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

With the United States at the 
present time seemingly the nation 
least likely to win... a popularity 
contest in large. sections of the 
world, the question has again been 
raised as. to whether and to what 
extent Hollywood feature films 
“represent”, or .“misrepresent” 
American life and culture and en¬ 
hance or diminish national pres¬ 
tige. 

A check of American ambassa¬ 
dors’ opinions of the envoy-value 
of American films suggests that the 
officials' vote is divided. Ambas¬ 
sador Scott McLeod in Dublin is 
on one extreme, declaring: “I 'find 
that the Americans on my staff 
and those in the American com¬ 
munity.. in Dublin, unanimously, 
cringe at the effect which Ameri¬ 
can movies appear to create on the 
local population 

In contradistinction to McLeod 
other U.S. ambassadors and charge 
d’ affaires think the balance, in¬ 
cluding good, bad and indifferent 
releases, is a cross-section of an 
energetic, open-minded, justice-re¬ 
specting society,. 

The point is repeatedly made 
that Americans show in their films 
a commendable willingness to find 
fault with their own Institutions 
and failures and that, in the end, 
ihis is more impressive to fort 
signers than attempts to convey 
an “allrfavorable” impression. (It 
is to be recalled that Sir Winston 
Churchill once remarked that it 
was a Waste of time to criticize 

(Continued on. page 22) 

Hollywood, May 20. 
There are strong indications that 

Hollywood directors may soon call 
for “cessation of services” against 
major studios and Alliance Televi¬ 
sion Film Producers, possibly by 
next week. It would be the first 
directors’ strike in history. of in¬ 
dustry. . 

Another negotiation session to be 
held tomorrow, but insiders with 
producers. Screen Directors Guild 
concede little chance of agreement 
since bankers are adamant that 
studios will not change their stance 
regarding post-’48 residuals and 
tollvision. Crux of entire situa¬ 
tion is feevee. On this important 
point in negotiations producers 
have flatly told directors they will 
not. pay one cent additional if or 
when there is home pay-tv. that 
they feel its merely extension of 
theatrical boxoffice, hence should, 
be. treated exactly like theatrical 
films. Their flat rejection of 
Screen Directors Guild- demands 
on this crucial point have burned 

(Continued on page 24) I 

(,000,000 B.O. 
Tourists Vs* Politics 

Paris, May 20. 
Comment, that Parisians are 

their usual nonchalant selves 
despite the DeGaulle-Algeria 
crisis touches the question of 
American tourists. Are they 
safe in this city? So far, defi¬ 
nitely yes. Worst that has hap¬ 
pened to any . is that they’ve 
been forced off Champs Ely- 
Sees into the bars. . 

Meanwhile incidents be¬ 
tween gendarmes arid agitators, 
left, or right, provide camera 
bugs; from States with plenty 
of sbuttej* opportunities. Sar¬ 
donic ones say street fight are 
better shots than . Lido or 

. Folies. 

By JESSE GROSS 

The mushrooming musical tent 
■ field is expected to hit an estimat¬ 

ed $7,000,000 gross this summer. 
That’s based on an anticipated at¬ 
tendance of 3,500,000, with th« 
ticket price averaged out at $2 
each. 

j The tents have been spreading 
! steadily since St. John Terffell 
I opened the first in Lambertvil?#, 
i N. J., in 1949. This year, at least 
j four new canvastops are'scheduled 
J to open. That’ll make a total of 22 
r. in operation! There were 19 last 
j year, and all but one are expected 
; to resume; this semester, 

j The new spots include the To- 
j rortto Music Fair; Carousel Thea- 
| tre, Framingham, Mass.; Colonie 
; (N. Y.) Musical Theatre, and the. 
Ellen ville (N. Y.) Music Tent. The 

; only one of last season’s operations 
.not figured likely to resume this 
(summer is the Music Circle, 
] Detroit. 

Most of the tunertents belong to 
j the Musical Arena Theatres Assn., 
I which also includes among its 
i members two Florida spots which 

• opened last winter. The latter, the 
Miami Musical Theatre arid the 

• Palm Beach Musicarnival, are not 
included in the summer lineup. 

Hotel and casino/heads given however, since they operate during 
the choice of operMing either in , cold-weather months. Another 
Las Vegas or Havant have chosen . MATA. member not m the tent cat- 
Las Vegas. The investors who have ®pory-^ the new aluminum-domed 
shares in both cities are preparing banana Theatre, Ft. Worth, 
to pull stakes in Hfiyamh They are , ,Two other canvastop theatres in 
in the process ofTdisposing of all the works but not due to bow until 
their holdings there and stick to!?fxt J’€ar W1h be in Springfield, 
their U. S. heaths. Mass., and Phoenix, Ariz. Mean- 

The decision was forced upon "hile, plans for the erection of a 
them by a ruling of the Nevada (Continued on page 181 
State Commission which gave the ~ ~ — 
operators the choice of the two. «*•■ j n. . n A 
cities on.the ground that with the tllDUrit S ll<U10l0rt6 D.U. 
difficult revolutionary situation in _ . ■ 
Cuba, there may be international i Kofpc Kl A <PrPcImr, Han I* 
complications accruing. ! IU*A I lCMCy USal, 

Wilbur Clark of the Desert Inn, 
who operates the Hotel Nacional, 
is pulling out of Cuba. Ed Leven-. 
son of the Havana Riviera is also vance orders for Van Cliburn’s 
exiting, although he has no own-; fir.st Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto 
ership in any Las Vegas soot. ! i or any other) recordings although 
Clifford; Jones of Vegas’Thunder- ; naturally. the prizewinner in the 
bii d is another departee. from. Tchaikovsky musical sweepstakes 
Cuba.. He’s part.of the casino con- in Moscow will first wax the Re¬ 
cession .at the Habana Hilton, v sian composer’s works ’ 

No changes are expected at Uie The 23-year old Texan, 

Sell 100,060 IPs Blind 
RCA Victor has over 100,000 ad- 

(Continued on page 18) 

BG’S ALL-TIME TOP POPS 

. whose 
Monday. night (19) Carnegie Hall 
(N: Y.) concert, first-in-America 
since his Soviet acclaim, was criti- 
callv kudosed as “living up to ex¬ 
pectations despite the great build¬ 
up.” was ticker-taped in a tradi- 

Benny Goodman’s" current stand ; tiorial Father Knickerbocker wel- 
at. the Brussels Fair, under aus- come-to-our-hero parade yesterday 
pices, of the Westinghouse Broad-... (Tues;) morning, 
casting Co., is. cueing a special al- BiU Judd of Columbia Concerts, 
bum package to be sold exclusive- handling Cliburn’s business affairs, 
ly through Westinghouse dealers, set a longterm pact with Victor at 
The 12-inch LF, titled .‘.‘Benny what, the diskery calls “unusual 
Goodman Plays World Favorites in guarantee terms” although #refus- 
Hi-Fi,” will spotlight the 10 num-. ing to name figures. It calls for a 
bers which the BG orch has re-i spread of income over a number 
ceived the most, requests for In its I of years., similar to the deal which 
world travels. It’ll retail for $1.39.; Elvis Presley get from Victor. In- 

The album is being produced by j come spread is designed for tax 
Westinghouse’* radio-tv division. (Continued on page 24) 
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Columbia Earns as It Holds Coin 
Due Bill Holden on 10% of ‘Kwai’ 

Ken Englund’s 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Hollywood,'May 20, 4 
A joker in William Holden's 

deal which calls for 10C<> of the 
gross , of "Bridge on the River 
Kwai’—deliberately inserted, by 
thesp himself—makes arrangement I Ken Englund is new prexy of 
considerably less favorable than' Screen Writers Branch and Donn 
w Hat has been regarded as the all- Mullally prerty of Tv-Radio Branch 
time best deal for ah actor. Ob-, of Writers Guild of America, West, 
viously Holden never believed j Other officers-elect of screen 
Sam Spiegel production would be , branch are Ben Roberts, vp; Win- 
the success it is. now expected to 
hit a gross upwards of $25,000*000. 

The 10rr of gross is unchanged, 
hiit Holden insisted that his con¬ 
tract carry a clause to the effect 
that in ho year was he to receive 
more than $50,000 from picture. At 
that rate, his expected take of '$2.- 
500,001) from film will not be fully 
paid him for 50 years. 

Meanwhile,. Columbia Pictures 
has Hi e itse Of his money. In 
about three or four years, it will 
be holding the bulk of his $2,- 
500 000 return. 

ston Miller, secretary-treasurer. 
In tv-radio branch: Leonard Free¬ 
man, vp; Anthony Ellis, secretary- 
treasurer. 

Second Week of London 
Bus Strike Finds Small 

Change in Show Biz 
London, May 20. 

The second week of the London 
Even at the low rate of 4*kPfc for bus strike still finds the status of- 

’ a safe bond or blue chip stock in- central, and suburban show .biz 
vestment. Columbia can get a re- registering very little change. Re¬ 
turn of $90,000 a year on around P°rts indicate that there has been 
$2,000,000 of Holden’s money it only slight variation from normal 
y ill probably be holding four ‘ trade, and that where the attrac^ 
ve.irs from now, paving Holclen , 'tio.n is bigenough,the patrons still 
only $50,000. Gn that basis, over j manage to fill the regular number 
the remaining 45-year span, Co-j of seats.. 
luiubia can make $1,800,000 before ! West End;: cinema trade has 
taxes, in interest on Holden’s shown no appreciable drop. One 
money and at the end of the 50- • spokesman said that if the prod- 
year span keep ail the principal j uct was atractive enough the Row 
besides. ;pf patrons would not be-stemmed 

Holden’s deal on 'The Key.” a by ai road transport breakdown. An 
Carl Foreman production and also ! indication were the. lines outside 
a Columbia release* is said t'o call both the Carlton and Ritz theatres, 
for the same terms, 10rc of the ’ The Carlton is playing “The Young 
gross but no yearly payment of -Lions,” and the Ritz "The Sheep- 
more than $50,000. If this picture ; rivari.” Nabe theatres, too, are main- 
is any sort of success, Columbia’s ; taining almost, normal biz, except 
interest on money, it will be hold- ] where bus routes provide the only 
ing for Holden will naturally go link between theatres and patrons, 
that much, higher. j Legit, theatres , continue with 

! perky trade and library bookings 

Judy Garland’s Heartfelt- 
!■ casual trade.. But the public’s de- 
• termination, to overcome transport 

p- m l p i i . . difficulties is reflected in the roar- 
1 or Male Celebrant in’g business of such hits as "My 

... .. ,r Fair Lady/’ “The Mousetrap’’ and 
Minneapolis, May 20. .“The Boy Friend.” 

Appearing on a state centennial; t . , , . .. , 
celebration, with Secretary of State !' Jazz cl^f report normal attend- 
Jolin Foster Dulles, film actor Wah ?nce? ahd dance Rails have not, so 
ter Abel and others before a huge i ^ar> telt the--pinch. 
V. of Minnesota Memorial Stadium 
audience -which included such VIPs 
ns Norwegian Princess Astnd and 
Swedish Prince Bertil, native Min¬ 
nesotan Judy Garland stopped 
midway through her first song; 

"Can I start again?” she asked. 
“I missed the lyric. Isn't this ter¬ 
rible? .1 was trying to be so good.” 

Miss Garland was accompanied 
by 32 Minneapolis Symphony or¬ 
chestra musicians led by her own 
conductor, Buster Davis of Holly¬ 
wood. 

“Boy, I really messed that up,” 
she told the audience afterwards. 
“But I.- meant every word of the 
song. This is a great honor and 
I’ve really been terrified. This 
place is so damn big.” 

After the episode the Minne- 
<Continued on page 24) 

Washington, May 20. 
Zsa. Zsa. Gabor made plenty, of 

hay from the publicity sun shining 
on the gifts she received from 
Dominican General Rafael Trujillo. 
The Hungarian actress arrived here 
to headline preerti of the 750-seat 
Cafe Paree nitery just, as Rep. 
Wayne Hays (D., Ohio) was tongue- 
lashing the son of the . Dominican 
dictator for his lavish use of for¬ 
eign aid funds. 

Trading blow.for. blovv, Lai Gabor 
, dared the legislator to repeat his 
! description of her outside. the im-, 
mune floors. of Congress, She 
would.. then* she ' promised, ..toss 
the book at him for slander. . 

The Ohio legislator had said that 
Zsa Zsa is “apparently the .most ex¬ 
pensive courtesan since Madame 

Pompadbur.” \ 
“Let him come out in the open 

and I will sue him for his: slander¬ 
ous statements/’ Miss Gabor told 
the press.; 

Meantime, at her Hotel Statler 
suite; the volatile Zsa Zsa had fre¬ 
quent meetings with the press. 
Her first press conference, held in 
the mammoth Presidential room of 
the Statler, brought the remainder 
that she was, after all,, a stock¬ 
holder; Statler is. part of hotel 
chain headed;, by Conrad Hilton, 
former husband of actress, 

■Nobody, seemed to notice, but 
! other acts at Cafe Paree debut in¬ 
cluded . comic Joey Adams,; Al 
Kelly, belly dancer’ Nejla Ates; 
emcee Lenny Paige, and ah 18-girl 
line. 

Garland’s Heartfelt 
Regrets Too Profane 

to 
Paris, May- .20. 

Ben Carlin, American Impresario 
who operates out of Paris, has 
signed Jean Babilee and his ballet 
company for a five:week tour of 
Brazil. Troupe will play theatres 
under management of Dante Vig- 
giani, opening at Municipal Opera 
House, Rio de Janeiro, for three- 
week stand beginning Aug. 22 to. 
be followed by weekstands at Sao 
Paulo and Bahia. 

Company: of 16 soloists sans 
corps de will feature Babilee’s 
standby, “Le Jeune Homme et la 
Mort” (The Yoilng Man and 
I)eath> produced originally for 
Roland Petit/ 
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Last Tent Show 

Shaffner Players, which winter 
in,Sarasota, Florida, will.be on the 
road again out of Wapello, Iowa. 
This is believed the last surviving 
repertory troupe. under canvas. 
Famef has come to the company 
Over the years and to many na 
tional magazine “discoveries” will 
be added on May 25 an NBC tele¬ 
vision . pickup on : “Wide Wide 
World” from the village of Wash- 
ingtoni Iowa, Where company will 
play until June 1. . 

Self-described as: folk theatre 
and presenting “Toby and Susie’ 
stock characters the tent; show, has 
the following: route,; fairly stand¬ 
ard summer after summer* lined 
up: 

Delta; la.i...,, June 2:8 
. New Sharon. la..,,■ June 9-15 

... Mt.Pleasant, la. ......... June 16-22. 
Carthage, Ill. .:. . ...June 23-28 
Quincy, lit, ........ June 29-July‘6 
Edina. . Mo. ... . . July 7-13 
LaPlata, Mo. ........... July 14-20 
Lewistdwij, Mo. ,......... July 21-26 

: Hannibal* Mo. ........July 27-Aug. 3 
Perry, Mo. . ............. Aug. -4-10 
Vandalia,. Mo. .......TAug. 11-17 
Paris, Mo. ..... 
Mexico, MoJ.;», 
Centralia, Mo. .... 
Macon, Mo. ..... 
Green City, Mo. ., 
Unionyille, Mo.... 
Kahoka, Mo. 

Aug. 18-24 
......, Aug. 25-31 
........ Sept. 1-7 
...... Sept. 8-14 

-Sept. 15:21 
Sept. E-28; 

.. Sept. 29-Oct. 4 

Doolittle’s Frisco Grief 
With Moiseyev Rule; 

Sunday Evening tost 
San Francisco, May 20. 

;, A Soviet stage rule, has fouled 
up schedule of soldout Moiseyev 
Dance. Company in Frisco and no 
exception to the rule will be forth¬ 
coming, apparently. 

Result is that James Doolittle, 
California manager , of ’ the Moi¬ 
seyev tour, last weekend was 
forced to substitute a midweek 
riiiaitinee for the troupe’s Sunday 
evening performance, June 1. 

. The Soviet rule provides that 
dancers Who. perform both matinee 
and evening on any: single day 
must have the next evening off. 

The troupe was booked into the 
3;500-seat Frisco Opera House 
from Saturday (31) through eve¬ 
ning of June 5, with a matinee and 
evening show set for June 1/ 

Because of the Soviet rule. Dock 

(Continued on page 18) 

Sam Goldwyhs- in N.Y. 
Samuel Goldwyn, ^ accompanied 

by Mrs. .Goldwyn, has arrived in 
Ne\v York. It’s his first Manhattan 
visit in two years. / 

Producer Will; spend two weeks 
in Gotham on business related to 
his production of “Porgy and 
Bess,” now in rehearsal at his 
Coast studio. 

. _ Vedneaday, May 21, 1958 - 

Van Cliburn: A Musical Lindbergh 
An American kissed a Russian in Carnegie Hall Monday (19) 

evening While thousands were cheering, not the foreign-style ca^ 
maraderie but the Tchaikovsky (No. 1) and Rachmaninoff (No. 3) 
concertos. More a patriotic rally than a conventional concert, the 
occasion nonetheless was .a musical demonstration that 23-year-old i 
Van Cliburn holds up America. He’s V for virtuoso and -his win¬ 
ning the Moscow piano relay Was completely intelligible. 

The kissed Russian, a young giant in hammerclaws, Kiril P. 
Kondrashin, first conducted the short Prokofieff Classical Sym- - 
phony. Op 25. He wTas, and it was, received with hearty hospitality. 
Again the charged atmosphere in the totally-soldout-tb-thertop-gal- 
lery house confused the musical issue. More than the eyes of Tex¬ 
as were upon the audience. The world was watching its behavior. 
Nobody can now say Americans aren’t ready to exchange, culture, 
kisses or publicity campaigns. 

Wise beyond his years, Cliburn has said that his present N-Y.. 
appearance is not authentic success but sensation. Nonetheless ]he / 
is a result well latched. He plays w-ith power and potential great¬ 
ness, a lanky, boyish artist wRo is going immediately to Washing¬ 
ton and Philadelphia with, the Symphony of the Air and Kon-. 
drashin, Next fall and winter he’s booked to stamina’s'limits by 
the Columbia Management which, since Cliburri had the bright¬ 
ness to win in Moscow and become a musical Lindbergh image, 
has pulled all the stops on the ballyhoo organ. And of stamina the 
young man has plenty since he tackled two intricate and taxing 
Russian concertos with only 10 minutes' intermissibn betw’een. 

it was a hollering audience and Clibui'n more than justified the 
pride the customers, clearly wished to express-It added up to a 
very special evening at Carnegie. Land. 

--.- . . ' ; -—4 

Sports Seek Exemption 
Washington, May 20. 

By a slim margin, 'the House 
Judiciary Committee has voted to 
send to the House floor for action 
the Celler bill to exempt profes¬ 
sional shorts froni the antitrust 
laws. Committee members general¬ 
ly agree that professional sports 
should have; some rights to regu¬ 
late video broadcasts in specific 
areas, without fearing antitrust 
crackdowns. 

The question is how far this 
should go, however. Minor league 
baseball clubs explain, for exam¬ 
ple, that if the majors can sell 
telecasts of their games nation¬ 
wide, it will destroy attendance at 
minor league games. 

- There Is considerable question 
as to whether Congress will get 
through a bill in the short time re¬ 
maining this year. 

Platters’ Aud With Pope, 
Who’s Hip to Rockers 

Rome, May 20, 

The Platters, at a special audi¬ 

ence yesterday (Moil.) granted by 

Pope Pius XI, were reminded that 

they must lead lives that will in¬ 

spire y o u n g people eyeryvvhere. 

The Pontiff seemed to knd\v of the 

influence that the rock ’n’ roll 

combo had. had on teenagers 

around the world. 

The Pope presented the Platters 

with medallions. 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 20. | 

Chicago needs a culture dome, p 
but otherwise there’s nothing*, 
'wrong with the toddlin’ towm that 
a good head-shrinker couldn’t 
take care of—routine hypochon¬ 
dria, simple self-laceration, and an 
acute case of jitters. In these 
times of “cultural” crisis, W'heri ac¬ 
tion is needed, this dizzy , burg is 
immobilized by its own hysterical!? 
syrhptoms. 

When the Opera House leased it¬ 
self a month ago to Cinemiracle, 
leaving Chi without physical hos¬ 
pitality for incoming dance and 
opera extravaganzas, the city .im¬ 
mediately broke out in a rash of 
words—and hasn’t recovered yet. 
The emergency case is in gravaf 
danger Of being talked to death, t 
and the only thing that is predict- i 
able at this point is that there’ll I 
be no satisfactory remedy for *1 
1959. The projects posed as solu-Ty 
tioris will all take more than a T> 
year to complete. ;;V 

As soon as the news of the crisiSi 
hit. print, (and it hit very; large)*; 
groups of organized culture lovers 
popped up All over town, like hives, 
to thump for a; new longhair 
Showcase. To, date they’ve suc-^'4 
ceeded in pulling off a dandy; 
Laurel & Hardy act, bumping into! 
each other. Some think the old 
Auditorium, in., bad repair since 
1941, should be renovated, while .. 
others are pushing for a 5,000-seat, f 
theatre in the still distant stater f 
sponsored Metropolitan Fair and 
Exposition Center on. the lake* 

■front. -. 
Mayor. Richard J, Daley, finally 

recognizing the civic implications, 
(Continued on page 22) 
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FURY INSIDE CANNES JURY 
pbiqe Winnefci at Canned 

Best Picture (Golden Palm) 
(Russia) “When The Storks Pass” (Letiat Jouravly), a MosAlra Pro¬ 

duction starring Tatiana Somoilova and Alexis Batalov and directed by 
Michael Kaltatov, 

Special Award 
(France) “Mon Oncle” (My Uncle), written, directed and starred In 

by Jacques Tati.. 

Best Actress 
(Sweden) Award went to feminine ensemble in “Near Life” (Naera 

Livet”), produced by Nordisk, directed by Ingmar Bergman, starring 
Bibi Anderson. 

Best Actor 
(United States) Paul Newman, for his performance in ‘‘Long Hot 

Summer” (UA). 

Best Documentary 
(Switzerland) “Bronze Faces” (Visages de Bronze) made, by Luzuy 

Film, directed by Bernard Taisaiit, with Jacques Bondon. 

Best Original Scenario 
(Italy) “Newylweds” (Giovanni Mariti); 

Best Director 
(Sweden) Ingmar Bergman for “Near Life.” . .... 

Best Short (Golden Palm) 
(France) (1) “The Seine Meets Paris” and (2) La Jaconde:” . 
(Special, jury awards went to Germany's "The Source Of Life/' and Czech cartoon,. 

"How Man Learned To Fly.'* International critics* prize, went, to Spanish director ] 
Juan Bardera for "Vengeance.") . | 

Only Missing Factor in Proposed 
Manhattan Film Festival: The Help 

Of Americas Picture Industry 

By FRED HIFT 

Cannes, May 20. 
Charles Vidor, the American 

representative on the Cannes film 

From Jumping Public Domain 
Properties ‘Announced’ for Screen? 

Motion Picture Assn, of America 

S!2 Artist, m Divvy 
strong' terms to the British entry, 
“Orders to Kill,” as being offen¬ 
sive to the United States. 

The jury subsequently failed tp 
raise the fopr. positive votes neces¬ 
sary to continue the film in the 
competition. Only three votes were 
cast for it, though the reaction to 
the Lion International Films pro¬ 
duction had been generally good 
and many felt it was one of the 
best pix shown at the fest. 

“Orders to Kill” has been ac¬ 
quired for the U. S. by Richard 
Davisr United .Motion Picture Or¬ 
ganization- He paid £75,000 for it- 

. The incident in the jury room 
is bound to “leak” now that the 

Hollywood. May 20. 
. Allied Artists has declared 

1334C per share diwy on 5Vo°b 
cumulative convertible pre¬ 
ferred stock. 

Melon payable June 15 
stockholders of record June 
3. •: : : ' ' 

Paramount has purchased an ad- 

secrecy. V: ^ itS v°>'" gr°wi"g inclination toward big 
here lflct uwk that he Planned to common stock on the New York budgets which many of the top lit- 
deUil' his"^stand1^ Pfter^ the Cfest. Stock Exchange, bringing the total , erary works require. ^ 
When he does, a major source of of such buys to 198,600 shares. generally conceded that the 

friction is likely to arise inasmuch , Thus the company is continuing fipSf. 
as the charge is certain to be made with its policy of reducing its out- in* 
that “the Americans” killed -the standing issue, in that the stock so 
British film at the fest. "... purchased is earmarked for retire- ^cs; *JSSL 

• Actually, Vidor’s objections pos- ment. w a 

0 ,Either4hese Stock acquistion such as at Par Warded as “unfair,” 
kept the film from getting the ne? and other film corporations are de- 8 Consequently, the top industry 

^ itCvS the ?if"aS a cushion against pos- attorneys are looking to legal ways 
SP:X ^ and means of stopping the practice. 

American juror objected... . ing means, obviously, the lesser 
Many Americans, polled here by amount of dividend payoffs and 11T . * 1 fl 

Variety, disagreed witlrVidor, say-: lessened possibiltv of cutting the VlTAAII 
ing they could see nothing wrong jivvy rate. Par particularly is well- lMIUUlRU JUGGI1 
with the film. Story originally was heeled with cash and in a position 
that Vidor had caused the film to to follow the plan without too Ifl ft •- 1||\ | I 
be tossed out of the fest. This much difficulty. I A M Vlt IvlPlI A 
impression was later corrected and -. ■ - 1U JLiAll lvAl JTIll 
it was made clear that no such pro¬ 
cedure was possible once Favre Le- 1I[D UA NDT IMT PDTNTQ National Screen Service has 
Bret’s fest direction had accepted *»" linill/Linu I lllllld served notice of exit on the Mo¬ 

an entry. VIA NATIANAI 1711 M1tioA picture Assn, of America of 
jay Oarmody, Washington Tin HA 1 lUll AL A lLlTi its resignation to become effective 

Star critic and official: State > Physical distribution operations within the next year. NSS, which 

at;all;“ic “cf,anges ofWar‘ ^sSfwS^at 
jectionable in the picturef In- ners 15 being taken over by Na".members of the trade organization. 
deed, he added, he felt sure tional Film Service. Ben Kalmen- Bowout means that Herman Rob- 
it would do extremely well son, WB exeb v.p.^ disclosed in New b^n5», HSS board chairman and 

when it went on release in York yesterday (Tues ). P^sidfe°^’ vtal*rt to^beA™6"1' 
America. . ^rimonfcber°f ,the MPAA fioar<L This ac- 

ing to prevent telecasters from air¬ 
ing public domain works after the¬ 
atrical versions of the same prop¬ 
erties have; been .“announced” and 
highly publicized. 

Film company presidents, as 
members of the MPAA board, be¬ 
lieve that telecasters, by present¬ 
ing the same classics that are head¬ 
ed for the nation’s theatres, actual¬ 
ly- are drawing some .of the pub¬ 
licity values that rightfully be¬ 
long to the theatrical product. 

With the industry looking for 
“bigger and better” pictures, it’s 
likely that the classics will bo 
tapped more so than in past, ac¬ 
cording to one highly-placed 
source. He attributed this to thd 

Campaign of the Film Producers'...—... ■ ' — 
Assn, of N. Y., a group made up j. u/ii. LI 
almost entirely of producers of tv Hate With Heart 
commercials, business, educational From an anti-toll tv prorao- 
and television films tp stage an tion piece put out by the Joint 
international film festival in New Committee on T6U TV and urg- 
York in cooperation with city au-- . ing citizens to. protest any pay . 
thorities has been received some- video authorization to their 
what skeptically by the theatrical Congressmen: V : 
motion picture industry. ‘-You can argue that toll tv is 

Point made by the major pro- illegal . . . will cause unem- 
ducers is how is it possible to ployment . . . will kill good . 
launch a festival in New York or quality programs , it’s un-. 
elsewhere without the inclusion of American.’* . 
the producers of important the-- —jss 
atrical films. At the FPA’s meet- — ■ _ -' 
Ing recently with Mayor Robert F. vAlL 17^’IV« 
Wagner’s executive assistant, Stan- /ll||l«P||V C |j|On 
ley H. Lowell, not a single repre- “VUI 1 WA V lll511 
sentative of the major film com- _ 
panies or of the Motion Picture ffOfl 07 Dam 
Assn, of America was present.- It’s |J|lf||P jl/M A1 | Pf 
pointed out by reps of the theatri- VL J.UI I vl 
cal film industry that a festival _ .. , w /l xT 

- staged without Hollywood coopera- Twentieth-Fox stock on the New 
tlon would consist of tv spot com- York Stock Exchange hit a new 
mercials, half-hpur telepix, and. year’s high last week of $29-87V£ 

To Exit MPAA 
WB HANDLING PRINTS £: 

VI A NATTANAI dl Mi tion Picture Assn, of America of 
Tin HA HUH AL rlLlfl its resignation to become effective 

Physical distribution operations within the next year. NSS, which 
on Js a manufacturer of trailers and 
all domestic exchanges of War- acceSsories, was one of the earliest 

ners is being taken over by Na- members of the trade organization, 
tional Film Service. Ben Kalmen- Bowout means that Herman Rob¬ 

son, WB exec v.p., disclosed in New bin5' N3S board chairman and 
York vesterdav (TupVV president, will cease to be a mem- 
yotk jesteraaj (lues.). ber of the jlPAA board. This ac- 

,bda»?ess and educational films. per share as unusually heavy trad- 
FPA. officiais as well as Lowell ing the issue was registered. To- 

acknowledged that the festival ^ 60,900 shares was exchanged.. 
(Gontinued on page 24) ■■ . .. ., . , v, 

■ ■■- • • - . Reason behind the strong activ- 
_ _ w ■ ity was two-fold. For one, the com- 
ImmJau ClAJr pany itself has been a big buyer, 
lUCinPi if I III, K the objective being-to shrink the 
*UyIU- 1 a/LVVAl capitalization so as to ease the divi- 

'• V . dend load via the lesser number of 

TraiiCaHlAhC 5hareS »uts‘“dins w the future. 1 lallSaCllUllo °» *he. second count,, the Na¬ 
tional Society of Security Analysts, 

: , Washington, May 20. at a Coast meeting over the past 
April summary pi Securities & week, reportedly gave considerable 

Exchange Commission on “insider” anteroom conversational play to the 
transactions shows acquisitions in notion that 20th s oil and real es- 
Loew's common reported by three fste holdings alone were worth be. 
directors. Louis A. Green; pur- rtveen $25 to $30; per share. This is 
chased 4,857 shares in March: Jer- aP^ fcom fl1^ production and 
ome A. Newman bought 800 shares distribution and theatre owner- 
same month to bring his total to ships. 
5,330 shares. He also reported It was regarded, as iikely that at 
acquisition by Graham-Newman & least some Stock Market appraisers 
Co. of 980 shares to bring. its passed this word along to clients, 

Insider Stock 

when it went on release in York yesterday (Tues.). w # ™ a a 1V ^• 
Ampfica . ^ . .. ber of the MPAA board. This ac- 

, ’ : . Experiments of sUch a tieup were tually is not meaningful since Rob- 
“Orders to Kill was directed by conducted in several cities in past bins, because of the unique posi- 

^’ith benefits in . efficiency. and tion of his organization (it not be- 
A.bert, Paul -M.ass.ie, Lillian Gish iiig on the same trade-wise foot- 
and James Robertson Jlistice. Film economy said to result.inH with the Droducers and distri- 
tells of a yoiing U. S. Air Force of- f 
ficer who is picked by American v* ■■ w j. • t^n in”) rarely attended a'meeting 
intelligence to kill a “contact” in USC8r lV10r23D A6tiriD2 of the MPAA directorate. 
Paris during the war, the contact ^ 7* • Reason for NSS’ bowout from 
being suspected of doing business 9?c^.r Morgan revealed in MPAA strictly one of economy, 
with the Germans. The American, -ork yesterday ^Tues.) he s Key SoUrce said the service organ- 
played by Massie, is trained for retirmg at the ^nd of this month izati01i simply couldn’t afford the 
his mission in Britain and, after 3fter years-with Paramount. He “luxury” of Continued MPAA align- 
considerable pangs of: conscience, b^gan in, 1214f M ra?nagff the ment. f . . 
kills the contact in. one of the most c91)1P.an> ^ wbrst ^beatre» tbe Para- ——-;—— 
rr -.'istie. murder scenes ever filmed: in Newark. i 
C science catches up with him J • Over the years, he’s held many. WHO'S FOR BRAVERY? 

: when he discovers that his victim - sales, management posts, including --- 
i was innocent. In the end, Massie head of. newsreel and short sub- Press Invited to Experience 
; looks up. the widow of the dead jeets sales. Now, he says, he just ‘Vertigo’ Under Woifeers’ Realism 
i mart and gives her money. wants.t<p “go fishing.” --— 

Vidor’s View is that the British, Testimonial is to be given Mor- Anj'one for blood punch? This is 
who made the picture, were hiding gari by Par execs and other asso- among the itepis on the menu set 
behind the American: uniform in ciates June 3. Hugh Owen, Par for a Paramount-Alfred Hitchcock 

(Continued; on page 26) I v.p., is. chairman pf arrangements, cocktailery set for tomorrow 
• ‘ ::■ '• i iThurs.) in what’s whimsically 

'billed as the “Vertigo Room.” Ac- 
/9/ JJ tf & (> 4 jtually the site. is the 29th (con¬ 

i' C/toe la creto floor of an unfinished build¬ 
ing at 200 East 42d Street, Man- 

' ■ ■■ ' • ■ ' ■ • ■ • ...■■ I; hattan. and this fits in with the 

Cannes Mav 20 theme °rf tbe ne'v Hitchcock pic- 

. Old time “festivalier” Henri De Turerine. of France-Soir, Cannes - SaftPr f 

ing with the producers and distri- 
butorsr—and he not W'aiiting to ‘‘lis¬ 
ten in”) rarely attended a meeting 
of the MPAA directorate. 

Reason for NSS’ bowrout from 

holdings to 6,125 shares. resulting In the stock upbeat. The 
Three directors of National The- per-share price rise for the week 

atres also reported acquisitions, amounted, to. $2.25 per share. 
B. Gerald Cantor bought 500 '■ •" ' ■ 
shares to raise his holdings to . 
109,000 Jack M. Ostrow, who RFN .SAfK DKTRIR 
hdlds 5,000 shares, reported pur- DEll OAl/B AJ UIiJllUD 
chases by corporations of 21,400 1VITU CAM DiniMAMn 
shares, lifting their total to 80,000 fllin uAlu lilvnillUnll 
snares. E. .C. Rhoden, Sr., who Boston, May 20. 
holds 35,800 shares, reported pur- Ben Sack, owner, and Sam Rich-. 

Clue *lo- Qatuteif Bmant Bet 

WITH SAM RICHMOND 
has shown, him over, the years that there are 10 commandments that; 
ill annH fp.ct fnllmvPrs m.icf fnlln^ Tlimr « fnlln,^. , lllg in dlZZineSS> of high altitude. 

chases by holding companies of mon(jf gen. mgr. Sack Theatres,! 
2,000 shares for total of 55,52o operating six firstrun houses, four 
shares. . : . : , , _• in Boston and two in Fitchburg, - 

Decca ^Records acquired 2,100 have formed Saxon Distributing 
shares of .Universal .Pictures to c0v to distribute films in New Eng- 
raise its holding to 756,985 shares- jand. ^ 

all good, fest followers must follow. They. are as follows: I Guests—meaning the press-are 

(1) —One: must live at the Carlton during the fest or one is noth- ; to. be taken up in the workmen’s 
ing- . • :.elevktors, participate in a “ship’s 

(2) —One must be seated in the .mezzanine along with the stars and pool” (meaning to guess the time 

vips. ! it taikes for a dummy to fall to the 
(3) —One: must never bring one’s wife, or. husband, to the fest. It street*, be served by waiters 

is very bourgeois. . . . . ' i dressed as. doctors and be sur- 
{D—Never ask the, name of a star one does not know; it is gauche, rounded by ihodels looking like 

Roger W. HurloCk bought. 300 
shares of Allied Artists to raise his 
holdings to 14,700 shares.. 

First acquisition for the new dis-J 
trib outfit is Brigitte Bardot in. [ 

. (5)—Make believe one has lost a lot of inoney in the Casino. 
(6):—If one is asked for an autograph, sign it Gary Cooper. 
(7)—One: must be photographed even if one has .to strip tp attain working Pgr 

something out of Charles Addtfms. 
Hitchcock — or possibly hard- 

S S0.d 2,! 
. sure cure for vertigo. 

000 shares of. Guild Films to s re: 
duce his total to 7,407 shares: Ar- 

Sack Beacon Hill in Hub, for N, E, 
territorial release. Negotiations 

thur Levey sold 13,350 shares of are underway for other film prop- 
Skiatroh Electronic & TV Corp in ernes. 
February to reduce his total to Sack operates the Beacon. Hill, 
340,331 shares. : Saxon, Gary and Capri in Boston. 

(8 )-~Ofie must do some water skiing before the Carlton, even it t _' ' ' 
means running the risk of drowning, \ . . • Rocer H Lewis United ArHcU 

. (9)—One must, be in with the head-porter at the Carlton, Julien, ad-pub director, returned to the 
who can sometimes be touched for large -sums or hard-to get tickets homeoffice Monday (19) after a 
and. invitations. itwo-weekstudyofteleyisionpromo- 

(10)—And, finally, one must go to all the cocktails, parties etc.; tion of theatrical pictures in va- 
withbut once showing an invitation at.the door. Jrious European capitals. 
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Stellings Sanguine That Post 1948 Pix 
Will Never Go To TV Syndicators 

By GENE ARNEEL/ +• / . - ■ •"'• .y   —'■• . , ■ . 

The ultra-valuable theatrical ] n m i ) vv CG O I II O 

Ballyhoo s Dream Star—Bob Hope: 
♦ i.if m/in4h bra rmt hV. tal- : W ■ . * 

POLL OF U.S. AMBASSADORS’ VIEWS 
[On Hollyw<rod Features} 

“ /-t 

By GENE ARNEEL ♦■/ . - ; ■ — 

The ultra-valuable theatrical] n 11 i ) |V 
productions made after the August, KolllTnAA C I lrA3VT1 
1948, ‘pictures turned out before MtUljlIUlI v 1/1V(till 
this month are not affected by tal- , . ■ 
ent guild contracts) will not go to Mori KrUshen, exploitation chi 
television and that’s for sure. At Hope, “There may be others but 
least. Ernest Stellings, president tion. man’s dream star; He will j 

■of the Theatre Owners of America, it isn’t too' early In the morning/1 
.says-so and it’s to be noted that . In proof of Hope?s Willingness t< 
TO A membership comprises many en points! to these television, apt 
of the wealthiesh and influential with his new United Artists reh 
theatre circuits of the country. U.S. keys: 

Stellings stated with complete March 2 Bob Hope Prd 
confidence that theatremen them- W* 2 .*■ y1 “* 
selves would buy rights to the pic-, April |......v.. Steve £««*«! 

Hires before they’d permit any li- ■ * * Rnh Hone sho 
censing to telecasters. He’s sounded April 5 ......... .Bob^Ilope^s ^ 

out many of them and, fearing ] April 12 ---.- .Perry^Como s 

disastrous competion. they all !, ^pn,1, £ 
agree that it would be best to buy ^ j ‘'"Ifele Alieri si 
before the t.lecasters buy Aprii^29 Z!!!!!!Ittie Fisher , 

Exhibitor leader related that . M 1 ; ..Art Liriklettei 
theatre owners have already con- 7 Patti Patte rn 
sented toiestablish a “trust fund1’ Ma> 10 //.V/.V/^Dick Clark 
if this is necessary as a; means of “Moriitor” pre 
preventing the tv’ing of the “new” 30 minute pr 
theatrical features. “PARIS ] 

There are other alternatives, in ‘‘Beat The Cl 
addition to assurances from, sev- “WIDE, WIDI 
eral distributors that there’s no in- In addition Hope made televisi 
tention to sell to tv in the first wit: 
place. However, if it does become Feb: 26 ......./‘Tonight’’—-B] 
necessary for the theatremen to March 1 ..._..“In Town To; 
purchase the product from the dis- March 2 ........ .London Palad 
tributors they re standing ready to ;1# addm0n, Hope did round-t 

ao so; . . . and tape shows in key situatioi 
Stellings said lt^ y? land (Ore.), Boston, Cleveland, D 

Loew> Joseph R. Vogel. United Estimated that Hope’s TV appe 
Artists’ Arthur; B: Knm and Rob- ly live reached at least 300,000,01 
ert S. Benjamin. Columbia s^ Abe iy? some more than once. . 
Montague and Universal s Milton 
Rackmil and Alfred Daff. And on 
the basis of these conversations f}«rfA Iralonrl’c ^Rmicoc’ 
he's convinced that the film com- r IICWIIU 5 DiUloCd 

unload the host-48 s to tv. But 'if - Tied Up for Square-Off 
there’s a change of heart the ex- ilpiL P ZiTSf • ,• 
bibs would acquire the pictures, Willi UFftlt JUriSulCuOnS 

,|lcm f°r lhCatI'eS “ ilollywpod. May 2a 
„ ;* .. Dale Ireland, producer Of “Bucks 
That is. if no other solution can ; an(j Bruises,” Marathon Prodiic- 

be worked out. - I tions Indie feature on which iens- 
$ 10-Mil Down Payment i ing was halted over a week ago 

Mori KrUshen, exploitation chief of United Artists says of Bob 
Hope, “There may be others but right now Hope is the exploita¬ 
tion man’s dream star; He will go anywhere and. do anything, If 
it isn’t too'early In the morning.” 
v In proof of Hope?s willingness to dash off in. all directions, Krush¬ 
en points ! to these television, appearances of Hope’s coincidental 
With his new United Artists release, “Paris Holiday” hitting; the 

••U.S. keys:. V 

March 2 ......;.. :Bob Hope Program (NBC Network). I 
April 2 ........ . . Steve Alleii show (NBC. Network) 
April 3 ......... John Crosby show (Hope-Clip) 
April 5.:.. . . ... ..Bob Hope show (from Moscow) (NBC Network) 
April 12 .........Perry Como show (NBC Network) 
April 13 ........ .. “What’s My Line”—(CBS. Network) 
April 19 .....Polly. Bergen show—(NBC Network) 
April 20 .........Steve Alien show (NBC Network) . 
April 29 .Eddie Fisher show (NBC Network) 
May 1 :........ .Art Lirikletter (CBS Network) . 
May 7 .. . ..... .Patti Page.(The Big.Record) (NBC Network). 
May 10 ... /..... Dick Clark (NBC Network) 

“Moiiitpr” program (NBC Netwp.rkiSeries of 10 . 
30 minute programs, this network, all plugging 

“PARIS HOLIDAY/’ . 
“Beat The Clock“—(NBC Network). 
“WIDE, WIDE, WORLD” (Scheduled this week) 

In addition Hope niade television in London fur the picture,, to 
wit: ’ •• 
Feb. 26 .. . . . . . /‘Tonight’’— BBO-(TV Network) 
March 1. ... ^. .“In Town Tohight”—(BBC-.TV Network) 
March 2 . . . .,. . .London Paladium Show'^-TV; 

In addition, Hope did round-the-clock local tv . and radio live 
and tape shows in key situations such as' Miami, Seattle, Port¬ 
land (Ore.), Boston, Cleveland, Dallas, Los Angeles,, Chicago, etc. 

Estimated that Hope’s TV appearances, live and taped, but main¬ 
ly live, reached at least 300,000,000 viewers and listeners. Obvious-. . 
ly, some more than once. ; ’ \ 

BOB HOPE COMES IN 
ON H00K4-LADDER 

With Craft'Jurisdictions Bob ir0Pe qi?ppedn.%hease unit- 
Hollywood, May 20. ed Artists press agents are .trying 

Dale Ireland, producer of “Bucks t0 kill me with kindness and crazy 

^’!'« he ™!l.<f.dow„ Cleve- 

ing. \vas halted over a'week ago land s main stem holding the rear 
Stellings estimated that an ini- . when SAG and NABET reps in- control of a fire department hook- 

lial payment of only $10.()p0.<)00 i tervened.' has signed a contract and-ladder truck.last week.. ' 
Mould be required to purchase the : with the. Screen Actors Guild, spb- w’hen the •locai-boy-who-made- 

' rights to the post-48’ from all dis- i iect to SAG board approval, F^ct 
tributing companies. (The figure*! is retroactive to beginning of the 5diere ^“Paris^^Holiday^was hAv- 
seemed small in view of the fact -Pic s production. Intervention by 
that it was exactly $10,000,000 that i unions was initiated after learning 
Paramount received from a Music that. Ireland, a member of IATSE «F JnStv 
Corp. of America subsidiary as Local 776, was proceeding with his narking^loL^for this ski-uosed bat^ 
downpavment for this one com- pic .without having signed union f,ar• 0r — skl-nosea Dat 
panv's pre-48’s!) - /contracts/ tle^oiL-. . . 

. Commenting on this. Stellings ; T^AG spokesmen ^ 

UUWIipilVIUtUt .IVl llllor ■ uue luui- wut 11QV1U5. OlgntM ULIIVU *1*i„r«rrAr» 99 ' 
panv's pre-48’s!) - ') contracts. . uewagon. . - ■• ; _ ... 

Commenting on this, Stellings ! ■ ^AG, spokesmen declared that n ^whirlv' 
cited other advantages for the dis-'! Ireland can. now resume Iensing. as 
trihs in selling to the exliibs* G) planned, only if he pays enough bird, which he dubbed a banana 
capital gains benefits via (rntright l 'raoney to permit thei ;actors in- coPte^ 
sale rather than the 52^ straight j-volved to complete the picture. fnnl^ 
corporate income levy imposed via I Spokesmen repping Ireland also : installation where the big .rocket 

ioaLg airangentoti/; ^ need j .that 

saie ramer man me oa* <> -siraigm •, wo rAMrot 
corporate income levy imposed via I Spokesmen repping Ireland also : installation where the big .rocket 
easine arraneement^ «2) mo^need I .revealed that the producer had :..eannon were raised-for his benefit.; 
toSteiitwith lATSEmid the Team- JA : 
escane from the tv comnletron stor s union, and that in addition Krushen was here to lubricate the 
whfclf &o3d do i to a new IA cre^,.same cast is re- wheels of progressive hallyhpo. .. 
completely new productions in j suming roles in the pic. They also Invited, to .take a close-up peek 
theatres, and (4) the' companies ^ noted that Edgar B. Yuhl and at the Nikes, he sljook his bead 
would retain theatrical reissue1 Robert Ellis had been appointed saying: Tin afraid, they would 
privileges and collect distribution exec producers of the feature to throw me. into a . rocket, PUU the 
fees for same. serve with Ireland, who remains trigger ^and splatter me all over 

cnSgicaen<rlvUh otheTex'hibiwrfon if*6ET%' 
tlm mattei- Sar and dear to“ hem Association o( Film Craftsmen chief Story with another quin: 
ttov^d ^ declared that following up 'Folks, thU is almost the way I 
ami" over tv TheaSemen had ’ suspension of AFC's members who left Cleveland about 30 years ago 
complained that features were go- had refused to walk off .the pie. ^only then Story was chasinff me,” 
ing on tv too shortly after they had three have been expelled from the - Hope’s personal appearance at 
been in theattes: the public had 'vblIer severalothersare up state’s sell-out benefit show raised 
gotten the impression that a cer- ^ around $8,000 for faiifiilies of local 
tain picture needn’t be paid for at J?kentI. Hot/dirfctiy because of the firemen and policemen killed in 
a theatre since it would be avail- Mariathpnb, ’ acportbhg to Hmes, Une cf duty. 

able on the homescreen in oracti-h. .. ... !” ; / 
callv no timo at - all ■ r .sion action- is still, pending anent . 
catty no time at all. . •, XABET men not paid'for their . L. A. to N. Y. 

Clearance doesn t mean a thing.. ,vork on the film ; • Av A* saiH SfpiMrutc hnvn -m ("olicon tne mm. . . John Cassavetes 
L A. to N. Y. 

said Stellings. “We have .10 and 
15-year-old pictures bn tv knock-/ 
ing hell out of us so why ask for 
clearance?’’ 

Rise Due for Safran 
Jerry Safran Columbia’s Cleve¬ 

land branch manager, is reportedly ! 
headed for a new post, that of as-] 
sistant to Col domestic sales chief 
Rube Jaekter. j 

Jackter has felt the need of a) 
homeoffice distribution aide for 
some time, -it’s-said. 

N. Y. to L. A, 
Herbert M. Alexander 
^Martin S. Davis 
Dan Duryea 
Arthtir Freed 
Sam ^Iarx 
Vincente Minnelli 
Arnold Moss 
Howard Strickling 

Europe to N. Y. 
Americo Aboaf • 
Ben Carlin 
James Carreras . 
Padraic Colum. - 
Fred Hift 
Rodney Lewis 
Jean Martin 
Larry Morris . 
Jason Robards Jr. 
John Saxon 

N Y. to Europe 
Betty Comden 
Hal Davis . 
Pete Kameron • 
Harriet Kaplan. 
Don McGahrion 
Dick Pack 
Nikos Psaeharopoulbs 
Meyer Schattner 
Lenore Tobin 
Nat Weiss 
Mark Zgller. 

John Cassavetes : . 
Joan Caulfield 
Cyd Charisse 

: Jan Clayton 
Rosemary Clooney 
Mrs. Harry Cohn 
Joan Collins ; 
Robert Evans 
Jose Ferrer ; 

. Samuel !GoId\vyn ■■■■ 
Donna Hallo way 
Alfred. Hitchcock 
Leo- Jaffe 

• Leonard B. Kaufman* 
Frank King .- 
Maurice. King 
Evelyn Lane 
Gordon MacRae 
Anthony Mann 
Kim Novak: 
Donna Reed 
Frank Ross 
Gena Rowlands. 
Budd Schulbe.rg 
James Stewart 
Ann Todd ; 
Dana. Wynter 

. (The excerpts which follow were extracted by Variety from replies 
received by Edward L. and Doris Bemays who originally raised the 
question some months ago of American feature films **responsibility’* 
for foreign impressions bf the United States. The material below has 
been in collation for some weeks but perhaps acquires an added patina 
of significance in the light of the unhappy tour of South America by 
Vice President Richard Nixon—Ed. ) 

Austria:. “I do not have the impression that the ‘.bad* films have . 
seriously damaged American prestige in Austria,” concludes the Charge 
d* Affaires, David W. Wainfaouse.. Eschewing detailed comments on 
features he remarks that Vienna’s exhibs advertise and .ballyhoo their 
offerings pretty much the way. their counterparts in the States do. 

/ Argentina: When Argentinians actually visit the U. S. A. they in¬ 
variably testify upon their return to Argentina that their impressions 
derived from films were false to the much more favorable impression 
they took away after contact.. 

Brazil: Ambassador Ellis O. Briggs agrees that “some American films 
do distort the image of America, and so harm American prestige.” 
Concerning the_ occasional aberrations of Hollywood he comments, 
“most of our friends abroad seem sufficiently sophisticated to place 
’escape’ movies in their proper context.” 

Czechoslovakia: Red-controlled, this country has for, a long time 
imported no American films save “Marty” and "The Little Fugitive.” 
Both were popular, perhaps because necessarily novel, This is the gist 
of the press attache, Arthur S. Hoffman’s reply. 

Dominican Republic: Verdict in this island republic, as rendered by 
the U. S. Ambassador, Joseph S. Farland, favors Hollywood rather 
than condemns it. Films of quality have "shown graphically the virtues - 
and good fruits of the American way of life, and definitely outweigh 
the few fallacious exaggerations Which occasionally creep into routine 
entertainment. Further I have had the distinct impression from recent 
American films that our film industry is growing more and more 
Conscious of its responsibility to present a mature and just picture of 
American life.” 

Egypt: What film industry there is in Arabic largely centers in Cairo 
yet U. S. product predominates on Egyptian screens. Viewed mostly 
for relaxation and entertainment, our films nonetheless shape opinion. 
“The hero is not only, a hero but an American hero. Problems are not 
only problems but American problems.” 

Ethiopia: Writing from the Embassy at Addis Ababa, Don. Bliss thinks 
very little impact is implicit in U. S. films in a country where literacy 
is about 1% and 90% live on the land as tribesmen with no access to 
the cinema. From his: long Foreign Service experience Bliss questions 
that our films are bad envoys. “In the final analysis each.nation’s film 
industry is. able to produce a very small number of really good films 
and a very large number without distinction.” 

Federation of Malaya: Homer M/Byington Jr. writes that “there is 
in general a cordial feeling of friendship on! the part Of most Malayans 
for the United; States” but the high duties on foreign films limits 
imports to the most popular American features. Documentaries made, 
available cuffo by American and British sources get a very high 
attendance, : 

Greece: Financial remittances by Greek-Americans play a big role 
and may account for the Greeks dominant impression of U. S. films 
being one of “richness” in American life. Greeks editorialized against,, 
but extensively patronized, a film about the Trojan war which* though 
fought 4,000 years ago, hurt their pride. , 

Greek film theatre operators add to the possible “violence” and 
“sensational” flavor of imported product by changing Hollywood titles; 
“Friendly Persuasion,” Allied Artists’ gentle tale about Quakers, 
emerged in Greece as “The Man Without Guns” and “The Story of 
Esther Costello,” dealing with the education of a deaf mute child was 
advertised as “The Golden Virgin.”, Anybody would; think they were 
in Times Square! ; 

Israel: Main form of amusement in the 10-year old state is film-going, 
attendance being, pro rata, among world’s highest; Relatively few 
“westerns” or. crime exploitationeers reach this Jewish country and 
general impression is that the “A” product shows Americans as “ener¬ 
getic and open-minded people who can. attack their own faults realis¬ 
tically, and often artistically.” The quote is from Ambassador Edward 
B. La\vson. • 

Italy: “A Face in The Crowd” (WB) was so adverse in its picture 
of one aspect of American life that it impressed a hardboiled Italian 
editor, Gaetano Baldacci of the Milano II Qiorno. In an editorial about 
satellites lie expressed his reaction to seeing that movie in terms of a 
country so superbly capable of this kind of self-criticism and therefor 
potentially capable of overcoming any difficulty. 

Iran: The former Persia took umbrage of United Artists’ treatment 
of “Alexader the Great,” a Greek who gave ancient Persia a hard. time. 
On the broad question, intelligentsia was polled by U. $. Embassy at 
Tehran, over half finding U. S. films “rather” but not "very” repre¬ 
sentative of American life. 

Korea—Ambassador Walter Dowling expresses: his value-judgment 
<on the 100-odd features entering Korea from States. Taken literally 
by the viewers these will, “lead to distorted Impressions of normal 
American life and conditions.” 

Libya—From the American Embassy in Tripoli counselor Rodger P. 
Davies speaks of the many “westerns” which form the average Libyan’s 
concept of life in America. “The Libyan public almost invariably 
receives a distorted view” but he thinks that their contacts with U. S. 
Air Force and U. S. State Dept, persoimel puts impressions in better- 
balance. 

Lebanon: This is the Near East country (Arab racially but largely 
Christian in attachment) where the American Library has lately been 
gutted and where invasion from Nasser’s satellite, Syria, is. feared. 
Ambassador Robert McClintock “does not believe that . American films, 
are bringing about the misunderstanding, envy arid ill-will which you 
(the Bemays pair) observed in Britain. Lebanese critics, judge .films 
according; to! their merit in entertainment Value: and artistry, and do 
not appear to take them as factual commentaries on American life/* 
U. S. films are in fact“extremely popular” in Lebanon. 

Phnom Penh: French rather than English is understood here (the 
former Cattibodia) and there’s no legal way to import American films 
because of dollar restrictions. It is felt that many of the films which 
do get in bias the natives' against Yanks bqt public opinion, is an un¬ 
measurable commodity in this remote corner of Asia. 

Norway: “Norwegians as a whole are well informed hot only about 
pur country but the. about the world.” Such is the opinion of U. S. 

. Ambassador Frances E. Willis, the lady adding, “The Free World 
sometimes ihust pay the penalty of sensationalism, exaggeration and - 
even misunderstanding. Much as such situations are to be regretted, 

. the alternative of central censorship arid control wouid'be intolerable.” 
Paraguay: Testimony of the U. S. Embassy’s Public Affairs Officer, 

James M. Keys, is tp the effect that Paraguayans “receive a positively 
favorable impression . . . of the industriousness of Americans, the 
freedoms enjoyed in the United States and America’s power in the 
world of today.” 

Peru: My own opinion is that the Peruvians* who are very friendly 
tpward .the U.S. and admire most everything American, including some 

(Continued on page 22> 
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No Divorce? Loews Can Dream! 
Exhibitor “word of mouth” about petitions for an overhauling of the 

antitrust decrees governing the industry this week came to include 
strong support of the idea of Loew’s remaining as an “integrated’ 
corporation.. Long delayed/ the. outfit’s: official separation of produc 
tion-distribution from domestic exhibition is now expected to be 
ordered by an August, 1959, deadline. 

That Loew’s itself was. angling for avoidance , of the divorcement is 
hardly a secret. Company officials nad it figured that there, was no 
longer any need for a split since, anyway, some of the major circuits 
were moving into production and Paramount and United Artists, at 
least, were seguing back into, exhibition, 

Ernest Stellings, president of Theatre Owners of America, this week 
came out in favor of the continued Loew’s status quo. There’s n° rea¬ 
son for the corporate division,, he said, but on condition that all other 
previously-affiliated chains are permitted to make pictures. 
• This is Stellings’ main contention—that all big theatre companies 
be freed from present injunctions against. production activities. But 
within the framework of this idea he thinks Loew’s. shouldn’t be 
ordered, to divorce, for, due to the change in industry conditions. It 
Wouldn’t serve the purposes that were originally considered. 

Stones, Married Producers, Beat 

Overhead, Never Build a Set 
By HY HOLLINGER 4—■ --- 

“Unique” and “unprecedented” n l 9 p» 1 
are probably the most abused ad- mSIlfiV PrOuS f ISC81 
jectives of film pressagentry. but ■ \ • * _ • 
somehow these words seem, to ap- halnnaV1 Half.Yaar c 
ply when used in connection with riCIUUdJf. Hall 1MI 5 
the career and activities of Andrew ; M.i |T_ j._ ffl COO OCft 
and Virginia Stone; Hollywood’s llCl U|1 10 f 
only husband-and-wlfe production , Hollywood, May 20. 
team. The Stones, who recently Walt Disney Productions set new 
completed two pictures for Metro, records in the first six months 
have signed a new four-picture (ended March 29) of its current fis- 
deal With the film company. cal year with gross revenues of 

Not only do the Stones produce $22,499,750 and a net profit of $1,- 
their own pictures, but they prac- 633,250, or $1.06 per: share, 
tically constitute a one-family film- Gross in the first half of last 
making unit They do almost every- year, was $10,457,933 . and the net 
thing in the connection with the $1,532,391, or $1.03 per share, 
production of a picture except, act Film rentals in the new period 
in it. Stone writes the- screenplays amounted to $7,707,280, television 
from h’s own original stories and brought S7.886.027. the Disneyland 
also directs Mrs. Stone uj addition amusement pa r k $3,876,686 and 
to helping her husband ip compil- other it,ms s„ch „ music and rec- 
ing the production budget, is the 0rds, 'Cartoon character licensing, 
official cutter and Mm editor. In neuapaper comics and publications 
addition, she scouts all the loca- yielded $3 029 757 
tions arid supervises the costumes , 
and the props. Walt Disney Productions has de- 

Perhaps the most unusual aspect elated its regular quarterly cash 
of the Stones' operation is their dividend of 10c per share on com- 
production technique and method mon st0CK* 
of operation. They have no office at Divvy is payable July 1, 1958, to 
any. studio and they never shoot stockholders of record June; 13. 
a picture at a' studio. Every film ; ' •" 
they make is shot completely on lo- 1VTAni. All m . .. 
cation—on city streets, hotel rooms, WORK ON TAX SETUP 
private homes, apartments, tunnels, “ - 
bridges, etc. For example; in “Cry Qp RFRNSTFIN PI AN 
Terror,” their most recent picture, VI FLAll 

(Continued on page 20) ■ London, May 20, 
• • • • = . Representatives of the Inland 

- -_f# f Revenue will meet with the draft- 
11 A MAlrAA lll-I-L ing committee of the tele defense 
IIAV ITldKrS TV lin plait (the Bernstein scheme) Friday 

l,lwllVtf 11 (23) to discuss the tax problems in- 
—^ V\ I 1 volved. Scheriie calls for exhibitors 
PvnffiT KaaLIaIi t0 ievy a farthing from each ad- 
rrCilV DOOKlcL mission for the fund, but if the 

V authorities do: not alio,w the farthr 
ing as a normal tax expense, the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, 
will have to go into the situation 
once, again. Ellis Pinkney, the 
CEA’s general secretary, pointed 
out that. if the farthing was riot 
allowed as a tax expense, it would 
double the cost to the exhibitor. : 

Pinkney also disclosed that the 
CEA is proposing that the scheme 
should cover any picture, irrespecr 
tive of its length, where it was felt 
that, if aired on tv it would be 
likely to have a detrimental effect 
on the commercial interests of the 
trade. Arid further, that care 
should be taken to cover the even¬ 
tuality of re-registration of a film 
as. well as contingencies arising out 
of commercial tv programs being 

. transmitted iri to the United King¬ 
dom from another country. 

Toho Again to Distrib 
Imported Pix in ’58 

. Tokyo, May 13. 
After a three-.and-a-half.; year 

lapse, Toho returns to the field of 
iridie distribution of imported films 
this year. Pix slated for release 
among the minimum 20. annually, 
include “Tall T,” “Ladron de Cada- 
veres” and “Lupiri.” 

Seven reissues will be on the 
schedule in addition . to six! Japa¬ 
nese films which will be treated on 
foreign film basis, 

Gross 
. United Artists this week was out 

with its first annual report to 
stockholders and it was a rosy 
brochure. Gross revenues in 1957 
climbed to $70,371,170, compared 
with $64,771,784 in 1956, Net earn¬ 
ings jumped from $3,106,497 in 
1956 to $3,262,466 in 1957; 

Considered of major significance 
is this fact: the management own¬ 
ers (president Arthur B, Krim, 
board chairman Robert S. Benja¬ 
min,* et al.) waived dividends, on 
their combined 650,000 shares of 
Class B common stock out of the 
combined 1,171,255 shares out¬ 
standing. 

Net earnings were equal to $3,05 
per share (compared with $2.90 
the previous year) but because the 
management pards declined any 
payoff the net actually was equal 
to more than five times the divvy 
rate of $1.40 per share annually. 

Company’s expenses . in 1957 
amounted to $63,988,704, which in¬ 
cluded selling, general and admin¬ 
istrative costs of $15,584,451 arid- 
indie producers’ participations in, 
pictures of $47,204,516. 

The fiscal inside on UA also 
showed total current assets (in¬ 
cluding cash of $7,023,669) of $55,- 

(Continued on page 22) 

Mexican film -producers' who 
have heretofore concentrated on 
making Spanish language pictures 
for Latin America for some 500 
theatres iri the United States cater¬ 
ing to Spanish Speaking customers, 
are how casting a covetous eye on 
the entire American market;. That 
there’s coin to be made north of 
the border became obvious when 
the Mexican producers observed 
the success of numerous French 
and Italian entries.. 

Striking closer to home is the 
initial success of a Mexican film 
with an English narration which 
is racking up fall coin in its first 
dates in general situations in the i 
U.S. The film, “Adam and Eve,” 
starring Christianne Martel and 
Carlos Baena, grossed $141,000 in 
21 spots in its first week in Los 
•Angeles, 
. Based on the launching of 
“Adam annd Eve,” the U. S. dis¬ 
tributor, William Horne, is ready¬ 
ing another Mexican film for 
American release. The .second 
presentation, “Titoc,” stars two of 
Mexico’s leading boxoffice attrac¬ 
tions, Maria Felix arid Pedro In¬ 
fante! . It: has: been dubbed into 
English. 

Not only are efforts being 
stepped up to find art and general 
outlets for Mexican-made films, 
but the south-of-the-border film¬ 
makers are also wooing U. S. film- 
ites to participate iri co-production 
deals with pooled creative talent. 
For example, presently being pre¬ 
pared for U. S. distribution is 
“Flower of May,” starring Jack 
Palance,. Maria Felix and Pedro 
Armendariz. Film, based On a 
novel by Vincente Blasco Ibanez. 
aiithOr of “Blood and Sand” and 
“The Foiir Horsemen of Apoca¬ 
lypse.” was shot in both-' English 
and Spanish versions by producer 
Olailo Rubio Jr. 

Cheerful-Earful From Skouras; 

Confirms Howard Hughes Buy-Out; 
Says ‘And Wait for Oil to Flow!’ 

“ ~TT--■ •; • '—-► Twentieth-Fox : has bought out 
n r if n n A. j Howard Hughes’ major individual 
I rCiCrS U.u. uCr6€D Did ; stock holdings in the company -at 

r t • ryrn a price of $5,041,000. The airman 
tor tear Desoite 75(i unloaded 191.000 shares at $26.50 * VI * MU i/vopuv iUM per share> 20th president Spyros P. 

fihlp From A>kj||pc : Skouras revealed, 
tapie From ACIlUieS It was officially established on 

Despite a bid of $75,000 from . the New York Stock Exchange this 
Achilles; Industries; indie film'com-: week that 20th bought in 284,300 
bine of Berlin. for the motion pic- of its own shares after a previous 
turje rights to “the Chains of Fear,” acquisition of 104,800. for a total 
N. Narakov novel to be published of 389,100. There had been no 
by Henry Regriery and to be serial- announcement as to the identity 
ized in eight parts by the Saturday ■ 6f the; seller but both New York 
Evening Post, Christopher Bird, | financial district people and knowl- 
who translated the book from the ! edgeable film industry' execs knew 
Russian and has a half interest in ! it was Hughes, 
the property, said in N. Y. he would : In any event it appeared clear 
hold out for an American offer. [ that 20th, in arranging the finane- 

Bird, a former U. S. intelligence ing via bank borrowings, had 
officer, indicated that the Germans I wrapped up one of the biggest 
might be too close to the east-west! stock transactions of the type with 
conflict and might tend to turn the 1 an individual in modern film busi- 
story into a propaganda piece. Al-1 ness history. 
though there are some political j 
overtones in the novel. Bird main- ; 
tamed that it was essentially a sus-; 

It was simply a matter of Hughes 
having bought in—and then hav¬ 
ing sold out. He did the buying in 

pense thriller.. In addition, he about a couple of years ago. But 
pointed out that it presented, per- whatever.role he played in man- 
haps for the first time, the role of! agement affairs, if any, was strict- 
Womeri in Communist Russia. The [ ly private. To industry observers 
novel is set in a Russian province there seemed no question but that 
during the; 1930’s. Bird described be was in touch with 20th presi- 
Narakov, a 72-year-old Russian ref- dent Spyros Skouras anent the 
ugee, as the “Grandma Moses of (Continued on page 18) 
literature.” He said he first hap- —. . . 
pened on the book; while he was in 
Japan as a U. S. intelligence officer I IT T| 1 Iff | 

“tsiraenad u i°brush up °n his All ralsy-Walsy 
The book was originally pub- ! 

lished in Russian by the Chekhov I ■ i f) lf,t1 1111 ■ 
Press, a firm established by a Ford IXt IX KaK I |f|AOf * 
Foundation grant to publish the ; * 1 
works of refugee Russians. j . 

Quarterly Biz Up • ^ ■ - Horror Pii Prodscers I WWIJM4U|I 
Censorship Absiirditiet To N.Y.‘Dracula’ 

Chicago, May 20. London Mav 20 j lng in New York yesterday (Tues.), 
Part of the irony of Chi’s re.ve?led themselves as a tame lot. 

film censorship is that Under- Tt. jines Carreras and Anthony , Missing were the barbed questions 
. .21 audiences can see pink- Hammer Films,.^^have ; that have miffed many a company 

ticketed (adultsV pictures at been ^lnvffed ^ Universal to^at- ;management iri past: annuai ses. 
drive-ins outside' city limits, tend the New York pre^i of their , sjons throughout show business, 
where the censor code doesn’t . ^?r^0F, vLm’, .Horror of ; The AB-PT investors were inter- 
prevail. Dracula.'at the Mayfair on Broad- ested in discussion, not debate, of 

Ozoners showing Chi adulted. ' ■ ■ ^bey will reach N. Y. Sun- operations, and president Leonard 
pix, such as 20tITs current day <25), and stay for four days. ; H. Goldenson, flanked by k;rd 
“Peyton Place,” even curry The pic, which in UK is called. members on the platform, had 
juve trade, by admitting cha- merely “Dracula,” opens here at; words of encouragement to offer, 
peroned moppets under 12 the Gaumont, Haymarket, tomor- Although the final results are not 

. free. row night. . j known, he reported, both the thea- 
————■' .vf'-■ :! ~~~ i tre business and broadcasting in 

. _ . # - p i the second quarter hav« been run- 

INational Boxoffice Survey 
^ V ei-ii rt tir •> 1 neriand*Park, in which AB-PT hat 
Trade Turns Lower; racinc Dull Champ, Kwai a 35% interest, is doing well the 

Second, 'tions’ 3d, ‘Summer,’ ‘Search’ Next , ^ 
Biz in key cities covered by the two runner-up films. electronic companies are “expand- 

Variexy this session reflects the “God’s Little Acre” (UA) shapes in2 their product lines.” 
attitude of exhibitors in just mark- as standout newcomer, being socko bas 537 theatres and 
ing time until the arrival of the in Chi. arid smash in L. A. “Cry "“l °ut down further as any situa- 
Memorial - Day weekend; Hence, Terror” (M-G) looks modest open- ; tlPn necomes uneconomic. Expan- 
many theatres are delaying the ing week in N. Y. “Gigi,” from I f1011 m the; drive-in field is possible 
launching of new fare until next same company, looks capacity , in but only if a profit-making ramp 
week in order to take advantage first stanza -playing hard-ticket (Continued on page 20) 
of the hblidiy! And many of them policy in N. Y. “Left-Handed Gun” --——-—-— 
are holding over pix or using any (WB), fair in Firsco, is slow in St. „ ,„ 
product that is available. That is Louis and Balto. SWEDISH DESIRE’ MAY 
shown by the fact that more-than “Too Much,- Too Soon” (WB), is IV1AI 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Turns Lower; ‘Pacific’ Still Champ, ‘Kwai’ 

Second, ‘Lions’ 3d, ‘Summer,’ ‘Search’ Next 

(Continued on page 20) 

product that is available. That is 
shown by the fact that more, than SWEDISH‘DESIRE’MAY 

HANG ONE ON CENSOR 45 different pix are . playing the fair in N. Y. and L. A. and light UANC AAIlt ftM rUAICAD 
keys currently.- in Washington. “Touch of Evil” IlfUlU Uilll Ufl lUlOUll 

“South Pacific” (20th) again, is (U) »is f fated lively in Boston. Chicago. May 20. 
champ, same as a week ago, but “Rodan” (DCA) looks stout in Another legal swij>e at Chicago’s 
this time by a healthy margin. Omaha. . }film censorship setup is expected 
“Bridge ori River Kwai”. (Col) is “Attila” (Indie)* excellent in 1 from Janus Films which had its 
pushing iip from fourth spot of Philly. is big in L. A.: "Merry An-‘ Swedish “Time of Desire” banned 
last stanza to second place. drew” (M-G): looms mild in Boston* . here as immoral. Picture’s also 

“Young Lions” (20th) is captur- “Windjammer” (NT) still is barred from New York screens, 
irig third position, the same as a sturdy in N. Y; and okay in L. A:' although it has played to good 
week ago. “Long. Hot Summer/’ “St.. Louis Blues” (Par), okay in grosses on the Coast. 
also from 20th-Fbx* is winding up Cleveland, looks fair in Omaha and 
fourth as against seventh spot of , briskvin Chi. 
last week. “Arourid World” (UA) "Return of Dracula” (UA) shapes 

Tom Dowd, who’s distributing 
the film .for the Milwaukee and 

last week. “Arourid World” (UA) ! "Return of Dracula” (UA) shapes chi exchange areas, wanted to 
is taking fifth* big in K. C. “Another Time. An-r put it into his arty Ziegfeld here 

“Search for Paradise” (Cine- Other Place” (Par), okay in Boston, and says he still will if the ban’s 
rama) is capturing sixth money. *s.jnild iri Chi and Cleveland. . removed. It’s^-eported four of the 
“Fraulein” (20th) looms as a mod- ’‘Desire Under Elms” (Par), lofty six Police Censor Board members 
est seventh-place film. “And God in Frisco, is dull in Boston, Port-. voted for outright rejection and 
Created Wbman” (Kings) is wind- land and L. A. “Run Silent, Run tw.0 for the pink ticket (adults), 
ing up: eighth, being helped by Deep” (UA), big^ in Washington,! Morality arigles H. “Time for 
general release in L. A. looks solid m Philly and Louis- Desire” include (1) a birth out of general release in L. A. looks 

“I Married a Woman:” (U) is j ville. 
taking ninth place. “Sheepman”j (C 
(M-G) and “Angry Age” (Col) are I 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports 
. on Pages 8-9) 

wedlock and (2) a lesbian rela. 
j tionship Pie has n*i names of 
J consequence to U.S audiences. 
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<’igi 
(MUSICAL—eSCOPE— 

COLOR) 

Gay 90s Gallic 
coup b.o. 

“Gigi” beau- 

Metro release of Arthur.Freed prod.ic- 
llon. Star?, Leaht Caron. Maurice Un , a- 
L*r. Louis Jourdan; features Heomone 
OtnjjfiUl. Eva Gabor. Jacques Berj.erac. 
Piret teti by Vintente Minnelli. Scree nplay ?n»l lvms. Alan Jay I.ernor (based .on 
he novel by. Colette): music. Frederick 

J.oewe Music Supervision. Andre Previn: 
orchestrations, Conrad Salinger: costumes 
and. scenery. Cecil Beaton; art, William A. 
Morning fc Preston Ames:'camera (Metro- 
color). Joseph Huttenberg: -asst, direc¬ 
tors, William McGany At William Shanks. 
Premiered reserved-seat policy May 15, 
*W. Royale. N.Y. Running time, lit MINS. 
Gigi . .. ..Leslie Caron 
Hoiiore Lachaille. ......Maurice Chevalier 
Gaston Lachaille .. I.quis Jourdan 
Mme. Alvarez ..... llermione Gingold 
Liane DExelmans . Gabor 
landomir ... Jacques Bergerac 

. .Isabel Jearts 

Prayer For Me Tonight:* as she de¬ 
cides to accept Jourdan’s romantic 
if not altogether honorable pro¬ 
posal, preparatory to meeting him 
at Maxim’s. 

Produced . in France, “Gigi” is 
steeped in authentic, backgrounds 
from Maxim’s to the Tuilleries, 
from the Bois de Boulogne to the 
Palais de Glace which sets. the 
scene for Eva: Gabor’s philandering 
with Jacques Bergerac, her skating 
instructor and establishes the pat¬ 
tern of playing musical boudoirs; 
which was par for the circa 1890s 
Paris course. 

The. performances are well nigh 
faultless. From Chevalier, as the 
sophisticated uncle, to John Ab¬ 
bott, his equally suave valet- from 
Miss Gingold’s understanding role 
as Gigi’s grandma to Isabel Jeans, 
the worldly aunt who would tutor 

fianueil,cl\‘ 1;.".!‘ John^Abbou ; Gigi in the' ways of demi-moridaine 
—,- : love; from Jourdan’s eligibility as 

■ “Gigi” is destined for a global! the swain -t®- Bei-gerac’s casual 
kfivoffirp momiD l courting of light ladies’ loves; from 

T. I n ,K i' Eva Gabor’s concept of said 1.1. to 
It has all the ingredients. It s^a Mjss Qaron»g sincere performance 

naughty but nice romp of the u ■ ideaI choices for their 
nyper-romantic naughty 90s of, , 
Paris-in-the-spring,in the Boisl in j . . 
Maxim’s, and in'the' boudoir. How |. 
Ann it micc^ ' in tnc st3£6 version of Col6ttc s 
tan it m ss. ■ ,.■ cocotte (Audrey Hepburn did it in 

Despite the sex and, to tllie Ci edit, ^ xj.S.) stands her in excellent 
©f all concerned including^ the cen-1 stead in her cinema concept. This 
torial authorities who abstained, it l marks her film return since. “Lili." 
is replete with taste from its sar¬ 
torial investiture to the ultimate 
histrionic performances. 

Alan Jay Lerner’s libretto is !ailor-made for an inspired casting 
ob for all principals, and Fritz 
uoewe’s tunes (to Lerner’s lyrics) 

Jourdan, of course, is capital as the 
unwilling philanderer opposite her. 

Director Minnelli’s good taste in 
keeping it in bounds and the gen¬ 
eral sound judgment of all con¬ 
cerned—with full, awareness that 
Lerner’s excellent basic libretto 

“Gigi” is a French variation, by 
Colette, of the “Pygmalion” leg¬ 
end. The analogy of this tiptop 
Arthur. Freed film production to 
Herman Levin’s legit production of 
the Shavian source becomes in¬ 
creasingly apparent as the film un¬ 
folds. And, of course, the Lerner- 
Loewe association heightens the 
Comparison - as their compelling 
melodies punch over with pyramid¬ 
ing effect in the expert hands (and 
Voices) of the cast (or their skillful 
Vocal doubles). Just to complete 
the package Cecil Beaton’s imag¬ 
inative costumes, scenery and pro¬ 
duction design, which figured so 
Importantly in “Lady,” repeats in 
‘‘Gigi.” It's Beaton’s Hollywood 
debut and Lerner - Loewe’s first 
Score post-VFair Lady.” 

“Gigi” is lOCKo escapist fare and 
is a cinch for worldwide impact, Iirobahly including those territor- 
es not overly partial to musicals 
►eeause, in this instance, it's fun¬ 

damentally of a “foreign” pattern. 
The preoccupation of the... French 
for the ampur-ambur department, 
both sexes, is an undeniable com¬ 
mon denominator, and as Colette’s 
Character unfolds it is apparent 
that the hoydenish “Gigi” has a 
greater preoccupation with a wed¬ 
ding ring than casual, albeit super¬ 
charged romance. 

The sophistications of Maurice 
Chevalier uvho well nigh steals 
the picture), Isabel Jeans, Her'mi- 
One Gingold and Eva Gabor are in 
Contrast to the wholesomeness of 
the Leslie Caron-Louis Jourdan 
romance. Despite his plaintive 
“I’m Bored.” one of the several 
tailormade lyrics that match the 
plot so well, his attachment for the 
blossoming “Gigi” is an intangible 
yet vibrant romance motivation. 

Miss Caron is completely captivat¬ 
ing and convincing in the title role. the is part of the illusion of the 

n-de-siecle characters of the pe¬ 
riod whose volcanic pecadilloes 
highlighted the spice arid gossip at 
Maxim’s. Skillful casting, perform¬ 
ance and presentation have en¬ 
dowed realism to the sum total. 
Even Betty. Wand's vocal doubling 
for Miss Caron appears authentic, 
Jn fact a shade more than sorne of 
the synchronization by the others, 
Louis Jourdan for example. 

The songs are already an LP de¬ 
light and, with the film’s extended 
Circulation, bound to enhance in 
Value as the celluloid characteriza¬ 
tions project into the popular con¬ 
sciousness.’ The Maxim’s waltz 
(“She Is Not Thinking Of Me”) is 
Jourdan’s vocal solo; he does 
’Bored” as a double with Chevalier 

and “The Night They Invented 
Champagne” with Miss Caron arid 
Miss Gingold. Latter scores jn a 
telling double-lyric with Chevalier, 
a nostalgic item titled “I Remem¬ 
ber It Well,” as she corrects the 
lothario’s. faltering romantic rem- 
iniscense. Chevalier is a standout 
in this and two solo opportunities 
which he milks to the last lyrical 
line—“I’m Glad I’m Not Young 
Any More” and “Thank Heaven 
For Little Girls,” latter a delight¬ 
ful opener which alSo serves as the 
fadeout finale. “Young Any More” 
is an. old roue of an uncle’s philo¬ 
sophic summation of life lived to 
the fullest. Miss Caron’s (Betty 
Wand’s) solo is a paean of love anil 
impatience with “The Parisians” 
and their predilections for toujours 
amour, and she thrushes “Say A i backgrounding. 

pendent, production. The Metro- 
color rates recognition for its soft 
pastels under Joseph Rutteriberg’s 
lensirig; the Beaton costumes, sets 
and general production design are 
vivid physical assets at first sight. 
The skillful integration of words- 
and-music with the plot motivation 
makes this “Gigi” a very fair lady, 
indeed as a boxoffice entry. 

Abet 

Golfo 
(Girl of the Mountains) 

(GREEK) 
. Greek Motion Pictures release of Finos 
Films production. Stars Antigoni Vala- 
kou, Nikas Kazis. Rlimi Fotopoujos. Di¬ 
rected by Orestis Laskos.. Screenplay by 
Laskos from story by Spyros Peresiadi; 
music, Ttkis Morekis. Tradeshown in N. Y. 
Running time, 90 MINS. 
Golfo .......... _Antigoni Valakou 
Tassos .... Nikos Kazis 
Stavroula ..............Kyveli Theochari 
Kitso Byron Pallis 
Old Tlianassoula Yorgos Glynos 
Yanos ......:._Mimi Fotopoulos 

(In Greek; English titles) ' 

This, is perhaps the best Greek 

feature to be uriveiled in. the U. S. 
to date. Screen vehicle has no 

complicated plot—it’s simply bby; 
meets girl. Variation here is that 
a wealthy dame, who Is left out iri 
the cold, decides to entice said boy 
away from the comely, if poor vil¬ 
lage maiden. Further complication 
is that the rich landowner also 
courts the comely lass. From this, 
a modern-dress Greek tragedy is 
developed. With a longrun record 
already marked up in Greece, this 
shapes surefire for Greek and some 
foreign-language houses here. 

While there are moments of 
claimed comedy in this piece, plus 
an interlude with two. Yank tour¬ 
ists, film essentially wrings tears. 
How well it succeeds, of course, is 
what gives it appeal to Greek situ¬ 
ations. An added asset is the fact 
that it has been Filmed in the 
mountain area of Helmos. . 

The hadnsome shepherd, Nikos 
Kazis, finally achieves his long- 
sought ambition—to wed. the delec¬ 
table shepherdess, Antigoni Vala¬ 
kou. This stems from the reward 
money he receives for rescuing the 
tourists. To revenge herself , from 
some imaginary grievance, the rich 
girl, Kyvenli Theochari, then con¬ 
spires to. wean him away from the 
sweetheart with surprising results. 
Miss Valakou finally gets her boy 
friend back but unfortunately she 
has taken poison. When she dies, 
Kazis kills himself. 

Miss Valakou is standout , mem¬ 
ber of an. excellent, cast. Aside from 
her beauty and thespian ability, 
she . has. also an excellent voice. 
Kazis makes a stalwart lover while 
Miss Theochari is sufficiently 
vengeful to satisfy in a distasteful 
role. Mimi Fotopoulos, as the 
clowning shepherd and; match¬ 
maker, measures up to his previous 
performances though his rep in 
Greek films as the standout come¬ 
dian becomes a bit annoying at 
times when he tries to theft every 
scene. 

Orestis Laskos* screenplay takes 
advantage of every fresh slant 
Spyros Peresiadi has framed in his 
far from original story. Camera 
work is remarkably excellent for a 
black-and-white pic but the lens- 
man is not credited. Takis More¬ 
kis’ music makes for powerful 

—Wear. 

PSstmfr 
The Viking* 

(TECHNIRAMA—TECHNI¬ 
COLOR) 

Kirk Douglas’ grandscale ac¬ 
count of the . fighting Norse¬ 
men of the 8th Century^ Ac¬ 
tion is fierce -and plentiful, 
photography exquisite. Popu¬ 
lar appeal V. ingredients . in 
abundance. Good outlook. 

United Artists release of Kirk Douglas 
production (produced Jay Jerry Bresler) 
Stars Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Ernest 
Borgnine. Jamt Leigh: features James 
Donald, Alexander. Knox, Frank Thring. 
Directed by Richard Fleischer. Screen¬ 
play, Calder Willingham, adaptation by 
Dale Wasserman from the Edison Marshall 
novel; tvmera (Technicolor), Jack Cardifi; 
editor. Hugo Williams:, music, Mario Mas- 
cimbene. Previewed at Victoria Theatre, 
N. Y., May 2, '58. Running time 114 MINS. 
Einar ......... -. - • Kirk Douglas 
Eric ..1-.;, .v.: 1i.... - - Tohy Curtis 
Ragnar .....:. Ernest. Borgnine 

.Morgana •.. .... -- Janet Leigh 
Egbert James Donald 
Father Godwin .Alexander Knox 
Aella . - -...... . Frank Thring 
Enid .. :;.. ..Maxine Audley 
kilala -.v.-.i...Eileen Way 
Sandpiper ,............ Edric . Connor 
Bridget ..... .:. /....:Dandy Nichols 
Bjorni : .....___ -....... - .-1 Per Buckhoj 
Pigtails . . . ,. . . -... Almut Berg 

: “The Vikings” is spectacular, 
rousirig and colorful.. Blood flows 
freel^P- as swords are crossed arid 
Arrows meet their mark in barbar¬ 
ian combat: And there’s no hesi- 
fance about throwing a victim into, 
a wolf pit or a pool of crabs. 

Under Richard Fleischer’s direc¬ 
tion, the terror of the 8th and 9th 
centuries is communicated and this 
makes for audience, excitement. 
The faint-of-heart many wince, but 
no one’s likely to be bored. This 
story of the fearless and greatly- 
feared Norsemen, whose god is 
Odin and who thrive on battle con¬ 
quests, is on the move all the way. 
; There is some complication at 
the start, however, as the various 
characters are brought into view— 
as the Vikings'army of 200 raids 
the Kingdom Of Northurnbria, in 
England, and elements of mystery 
and intrigue are brought into. the 
story. But: it is not too long before 
Calder Wallingham’s screenplay 
and-director Fleischer have their 
people in clear , focus and the basic 
plot and asides are then easy to 
follow. 

History is highly fictionalized, sub¬ 
tleties are eschewed. It stars with 

. a raid on one of the small king¬ 
doms in England, the death of the 
English leader, the.succession to'the 
throne of . Frank Thring who’s 
strictly the. heavy. The; queen tells 
her confidante she is with child, 
the father being Ernest Borgnine, 
head of the marauding Vikings. To 

; escape the new king’s wrath; she 
flees to another land and with the 
proper; passage of time the child, 
now a young : man, Tony Curtis, 
turns up in the Viking village as 
a slave whose identity is not known. 

It Is at this"’point that Curtis en¬ 
counters Douglas, latter as heir. to 
the Viking, throne. Neither is 
aware of .the fact that the other is 
his brother. They clash and Curtis 
directs his malicious trained bird 
to strike Douglas. Douglas becomes 
a. grotesque figure, with, ope eye 
clawed out, ind Curtis . gets the 
crab pool punishment from which 
he miraculously escapes. 

Janet Leigh participates as 
daughter of the king of Wales who 
is to be taken as a bride, by the 
sadistic English king. But the mar¬ 
riage never conies off; for her ship 
is captured, overtaken by Douglas 
and she’s taken into custody by the 
Vikings., 

Douglas falls for Miss Leigh in 
a big way but she comes to favor 
Curtis, and thus is established the 
romantic triangle. : 

Yarn has many twists arid turns; 
the foregoing outline ought to suf¬ 
fice. It’s the production that counts 
and producer Jerry Bresler, work¬ 
ing with Douglas’ indie outfit, has 
done it up big and with apparent 
authenticity. Lensing. was in the 
Norse fjord area and various parts 
of Europe, including the Bavarian 
Studios wli >✓ facilities apparently 
are top quai.ty. in view of the type 
of picture that was accommodated. 

Photography is standout :in 
Technicolor and the Technirama 
widescreen process. Jack Cardiff’s 
camera work has filled the screen 
with an enchariting beauty in cap¬ 
turing the little fleet of Viking 
ships at sea. The lighting and col¬ 
oring are subdued arid remarkably 
effective. The battle scenes are 
striking, although some of the 
closeups may seem to some observ¬ 
ers as placing too much emphasis 
on the gore. 

Douglas, doing a hangup, free¬ 
wheeling job as the ferocious and 
disfigured Viking fighter,- fits the 
part splendidly. Borgnine’s . Viking 
chief is equally convincing. He’s 
a conqueror of authority, Curtis, 
as the bearded slave who’s to be¬ 
come a ruler, handles the assign-; 
ment with sufficient competence, 
playing it out with more restraint 
than Douglas. Miss Leigh would 
have benefitted from some emo¬ 
tional chargirig-up, what with a 
couple of armies fightmg for her. 
Thring, James Donald and Alex¬ 

ander Knox contribute good fea¬ 
ture-role work. 
. All in all a rousing, adventure 
special. Music provides ^lively 
backstopping without being too in¬ 
trusive, the editing is sufficiently 
sharp for the most part arid other 
technical credits are top-notch. 

Gene. 
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TkeeidUflu ui 
(COLOR) 

Hemingway’s Life Mag botcI- 
. ette tackled in offbeat style. 
Top lensing can’t hide thinness 
of basic material. Should click 
with special handling. 

Unseen Heroes 
(BRITISH) 

Straightforward war adventure 
about the planning of flying 
bombs; has fair measure of 
thrills and sound all-round 
acting. 

London, May 13. 
Eros release of a. John Bash (George 

Maynard) production. Stars Michael Ren¬ 
nie, Patricia Medina, Milly Vitale, David 
Knight. Directed by Vernon Sewell. 
Screenplay, Jack Hanley and Eryk Wlodek 
from book by Bernard Newell; camera, 
Basil Eminott; editor," Lito Carruthers; 
music. Robert Sharpies. At Warwick Pri¬ 
vate Theatre, London. Running time, 
MINS. 

.. Michael Rennie 
. Patricia Medina 
..... Milly Vitale 

David Knight 
. Esmond Knight 
Christopher Lee 

.. John G. Heller 

...... Carl Jaffe 
.. Peter Madden 

George Pravda 
.. Gordon Sterne 
... Carl- Duering 
. . Hcrold Siddone 
. George Pastell 
... Henry Vidom 

S(anley Zevic 

Stefan .......... 
Zofia .. .. 
Anna 
Tadek ......__ 
Strieker ... 
Brunner ...__ 
Fritz .. . .... 
General .. 
Stanislaw ....... 
Karewski ......... 
Margraaf.. 
Scientist .. 
W Com. Searby . 
Eryk 
Konim __..... 
Kubala .. 
Franus .. Gregory Dark 
Wlodek...Jan Conrad 
Anton...Tom Clegg 
Dakota Pilot _......... Robert Raikes 
Forewoman i. Valerie White 
Min. of Defense ____ Geoffrey Chater 
Himmler .. .. ......-..;.. Julian Somers 

“Unseen Heroes” is the negative 
title chosen for the Yank presenta¬ 
tion of “They Saved London,”, a 
true-life war adventure, concerning 
Hitler’s secret weapon, the V.l. 
missile. It is a straightforward ac¬ 
count of how the Polish under¬ 
ground, movement helped to delay 
the planned Nazi attacks and en¬ 
able Britain to prepare to meet th» 
menace which Hitler hoped to 
crush her overnight. With w*ell- 
known and competent actors rather 
than stars, the pic must depend 
largely on its theme for appeal. It 
will. have considerable curiosity 
attraction iri the U K. but is less 
likely to intrigue U.S., patroris.. 

The film is set in Warsaw back 
in 1942. Michael Rennie and David 
Knight are the two Poles rounded 
up for forced labor, They are sent 
to work on a large secret construc¬ 
tion site, at Peenemunde. It is 
obviously a top-secret experimen¬ 
tal station and their job is to find 
out what’s going on and get. the in^: 
formation to Britain via the Polish 
underground. 

They discover the new form of 
missile which is being manufac¬ 
tured. As a result the RAF plans 
a mass bombing raid which obliter- ; 
ates the factory. Rennie and Knight 

: escape and set about the task of 
capturing an intact flying bomb to 
help British scientists in their task. 
The Poles try to ambush a lorry 
transporting one of the VL-s but 

■iare. beaten off by the Nazis. SOme 
weeks later a flying bomb crashes 
in a field and fails tD explode. The 
Poles secrete the Bomb, smuggle it 
to Britain, 

“Unseen Heroes” has several 
episodes of considerable tension. 
The bombing raid on Peenemunde 
is exceptionally well done with an 
adroit use of newsreel shots inter¬ 
woven. There is also exciteirient 
as Knight and Rennie tackle the 
dangerous job of defusing the fiy- 
ihg bomb’s warhead. As so . often 
happens in these underground 
films the heroes seem to be given 
overmuch and over. convenient 
room to go about, their business 
considering that it is being done 
in occupied territory. But this is a 
Sound, absorbing adventure yarn, 
exceptionally well photographed by 
Basil Emmott and directed with a 
sure touch of Vernon Sewell. 

Rennie and Knight are thor¬ 
oughly credible as the heroes, espe¬ 
cially in the concentration, camp 
sequences. Patricia Medina, as Ren¬ 
nie’s wife, joins in the adventures 
with an impeccable hairdo, a brave 
smile and a camera. Milly Vitale, 
as a Polish girl, has one very good 
scene when she is eaptured and 
tortured to death. 

The director falls into the trap 
of allowing all his Nazis to be 
either exaggerated brutes or nit¬ 
wits but the use of a large number 
of Polish actors insures that the 
local atmosphere is retained faith¬ 
fully. The American version is 
shorter than that designed for U.K. 
consumption but even so there are 
a few static scenes which would 
have benefitted from more ruthless 
editing. . Rich. 

Buyi Tower from Estate 
Dallas, May 20. 

Tower Pictures, owned by the* 
estate of the late Harold Schwarz,! 
has been bought by Harold A. 
Greenlin of New Orleans.. 

Latter owns the midtown Strand,, 
here, aIeo the Gaiety and Avenue 
Theatres in New Orleans. 

ward production. Stars Spencer Tracvi 
features Felipe Pazos, Harry Bellaver 
Directed by John Stursea. Script, Peter 
Viertel, from Ernest Hemingway novel of 
same title; camera (Warnercolor), James 
Wdng Howe; additional photography by 
Floyd Crosby, Tom Tutwiler; music, 
Dimitri Tiomkin; editor; Arthur' P 
Schmidt*. Previewed In N.Y., April 30, ’58! 
Running time, 84. MINS. 
The Old Man 
The Boy 
Martin* . 

Spencer Tracy 
Felipe Pazos 

Harry Bellaver 

Credit. Warner Bros, and produc¬ 
er vLelarid Hayward with a surplus 
of guts for tackling Ernest Heming-.. 
way’s introspective one - episode 
novelette, “The Old Man and the 
Sea.” This very decidedly isn’t the 
stuff ordinary films are made of, 
and the picture version of this 
minor classic represents a bold at¬ 
tempt to do what some probably 
would have termed “the impos¬ 
sible.’* 

This is virtually a one-character 
film, the spotlight being almost 
continuously on Spencer Tracy as 
the old Cuban fisherman who meets 
his final test in his tremendous 
struggle with the huge marlin. The 
picture has power, vitality and 
sharp .excitement as it depicts the 
gruelling contest between man and 
fish. It has been exquisitely pho¬ 
tographed and skillfully directed. 
It captures the dignity and the 
stubborness of the old man, and it 
is tender in his final defeat. 

And yet “Old Man and the Sea” 
isn’t a completely satisfying pic¬ 
ture. There are long and arid 
stretches, when it seems as if pro¬ 
ducer and director were merely 
trying to fill time. The eye grows 
tired of the man and the sea, and 
eventually even of the fish. The 
sharks once too often and the re¬ 
curring dream sequences lose their 
impact.. 

This being an age when “offbeat” 
seems to carry boxoffice value, 
“Old Man and the Sea” may break 
through, particularly if it’s handled 
as offbeat adventure drama. Fact 
that it’s based on the Hemingway 
sto t should carry weight with the 
eggheads, while the fishermen in 
the audience certainly will get 
their fill and thrill- Unquestion-. 
ably,. there, will be those who’ll be 
bored. And then there’ll be as 
mariy who will gasp at the cine¬ 
matic values of this film and enjoy 
it completely. 

Perhaps it . should be mentioried, 
too, that this is likely to be-a “crit¬ 
ics’ picture.” It has artistic, iritegri- 
ty and it certainly captures the 
essence of the book, though some 
may argue that this film proves . 
that the screen has a certain re¬ 
sponsibility to itself, i.e. that it can 
go too far in borrowing from Other 
media and neglecting its own re¬ 
quirements. Word pictures, with 
their intermingling of thoughts and 
description, are a lot easier to 
paint, and they tend to hold the 
reader’s attention a lot longer, 
than those same images on a 
screen. This is the great weakness 
of “The Old Man and the Sea,” and 
it is one which simply could not be 
overcome. 

This, of course,. Is Tracy’s pic¬ 
ture from beginning to end. One 
could quarrel with his interpreta¬ 
tion of the old man. There are mo¬ 
ments when he is magnificent and 
moving, and others when he seems 
to move in a stupor. It'is, on the 
whole, a distinguished and impres¬ 
sive performance, ranging from the 
old man’s pursuit of the fish, to 
hooking him, to the long chase and 

i the final slashing battle. And then 
the heartbreaking road back, when 
the sharks devour and destroy the 
prize until nothing much more than 
a glistening skeleton is left. This 
is one of those solo acts perform¬ 
ers presumably dream about and 
Tracy is up to the chore. His old 
man is weary and heartbroken, his 
eyes glazed with tiredness, but he 
still has-the strength to look to the 
future, even as he dreams of the 
past. 

In a, supporting part, Felipe 
Pazos plays the boy who loves the 
old man and understands him. It 
is a very appealing arid tender per¬ 
formance. Harry Bellaver has a 
small role as the tavern owner 
who sympathizes with the old man 
and, with the rest of the village, 
learns to admire him for his catch. 

Peter Viertel’s adaptation of the 
Hemingway book is a very good job 
within the prescribed limits. He 
gets around one of the prime d if- . 
ficulties by having Tracy narrate 
part of the story off-screen, slip¬ 
ping every so often into actual 
dialog. The narration helps catch 
the Hemingway flavor, which is; 
nourished further by the topnotch 
lensing of James Wong HOwe. The 
vet cameraman outdoes himself on 
this one and'many of the Aim’s 

(Continued on page 16) 
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: TOO TIGHT GIRDLE 
New York Sound Track J Loews Prematurely Separated; 

With all debts paid, the Michael Todd company now owns 82% Of TuL mTUlL! 11 flIIL v 
the producer’s share of ‘‘Around the World in 80 Days." CBS has 8% I [If II I 111 J III Ini P ' 
via initial investment and the balance of 10% is held by exhibitors, I I.ILIl l IILU UUIVL a 
reportedly including Robert J. O’Donnell. ' ’ ■ , V. 

Arthur B. Krlm off to Israel to participate in a WeiMnann Institute thrir^oJces^Sew'ttU^weeK’lor 
(he’s on the board) anniversary celebration. May stop off in Monaco 
en route back to attend the •'Kings Go Forth" preemduneld. Frank 
Sinatra will trek abroad for the same opening. And Max Youngstera operation 
is heading for the Coast Friday (23) in pursuit new production deals Ernest Stellings. ©resident of 
for United Artists. Theatre Owners of America, stated 

Darryl F. Zanuck and most of the crew, he took to Africa for the flatly he would favor a rewrite of 
"Roots of Heaven” location came down with malaria and Zanuck still, the antitrust decrees to the extent 
is suffering from attacks. . Associate producer, Robert Jacks, was in that the major circuits now en- 
serious condition for several days, but now is completely recovered . . . joined from entering production on 
Meyer Hutner, Warner Bros, publicity manager, and wife Roberta a full. scale could now do so—this 
checked in at Cannes for a looksee of. several days . . . Surprise hit of for the purpose of increasing the 
the Cannes fest: * Jayne Mansfield . .‘‘Wild is the Wind” goes into supply of product for all exhibi- 
Berlin, says Alfred Bauer, director of that fesf. He wanted "God’s tors. 
Little Acre,” but his committee thought the film, strayed too far from If this could be accomplished, 
the book . . . The Soviet delegate at Cannes urged Yul Brynner to said, Stellings. the top producer- 
appear in a Soviet co-production. j distributor organizations ought to 

Paul E, Manheim, partner in Lehman Bros, and formerly a member have the right to get back into the 
of Loew’s Inc’s board, and Edwin L. Welsl, industry attorney and Para- theatre business Without undue re¬ 
mount board member, named to the board of the One William St. striction. . 
Fund, new investment fund sponsored and managed by Lehman Bros. - Stellings said he sounded out 

May Restore Control Temporarily 

... Nat Weiss, 20th-Fox assistant ad manager, off to Europe to yiSit many other theatremen on the idea 
locations of company’s films-being made abroad . .... ■ and; they’re all in. agreement with 

Columbia settled the.$6,000,000. suit filed against the company by him. ... . . ■■■; 
Joseph Field and Jerome Chodorov . over subsidiary rights to their Important theatremen . m . tne 
"My Sister: Eileen” play. Terms undisclosed ...Ernest Stellings says camp of Allied States, whiclt is 
he was "talked into” taking a second term as TOA president but em- rlvJ“ ja!i°na^ exhlt)_9r*arl‘ 
phatically will turn down any suggestion of a third. The organization ization, echoed the same sentiment, 
work has taken up 80% of his time, he related. In other words, the ^e.xhibs-- 

" Assignment: Mankind,” a 30-minute color documentary film about ™anTy of whom provoked the Dept, 
the Christian Science Monitor, will be released next autumn as. part v^t *5, into^ienting tne^ anti- 
of the Monitor’s 50th anni celebration. Film, written by John Beaufort, trust battle in .the 
N.Y. theatre and'motion picture critic for the Monitor, will be dis-iPf3^,1^ agreement that t e 
tributed by Irving K. Lesser. Narration is by Anthony Quayle: Louis should be a^^oiisiterMion ^ 
Appelbaum provided the original musical score: cememt and trade-practice re- 

Warner Bros, has 34 pictures completed and awaiting release, now n* n 
being filmed or in various stages of production . . . Dan Terrell’s Met- ■T In m 
ro pfaisers rate a bow on the N:Y. launching ol “Gigi.” . . .The na- 
tion’s 48 Governors, convening in Miami, received a gold courtesy haAn’t hit .,nnn two “nmn 
pass for all theatres in the Wometco.Circuit. .; . Metrostepping,up to 

divorcement arid trade-practice re¬ 
sults of the fight, 

Stellings stated he’s not of a 
mind to go to the D. of J. in quest 
of adjustments at this time be¬ 
cause he hasn’t hit upon the "prop¬ 
er approach,” He* explained that 

use of Cinemascope and color. Of 15 pictures ready for release or in . . v 
11 „„*11 i,n conn T'Cnnnn nine in nAlo. + 13St . 'JLl00el lI*e production, 11 will be seen in C’Scope and nine in color . . . National _ v ■ ■ ueinK aslc€d was re- 

saturation bookings of Metro’s "High School Confidential” will begin idctaij* to go along with such 
June.16. Picture will be preemed iu AtUntic.City May 29, to be fol. -Sge. because thf elJcults had 
lowed byspecialreleasesi m six key stations, ,, . demoded pre-emptive rights on 

Following the midnight opening of "Horror of Dracula” at the May- the product they would produce, 
fair Theatre May 27, Universal will stage all-night “horrorthons” May uriited Paramount has such 
29 and 30 . , . Universal contract player, John Saxon, on loanout to rights because of the individual 
Metro for. "The Reluctant Debutante,” returned to N.Y. from London nature of its decree This means 
to help his home studio plug "This Happy Feeling.” . . . Transfilm is United can produce . pictures and 
employing Gordon Jenkins’ "Manhattan Tower” as background work give them first to its own theatres 
for The Greater New York Fund’s 1958 campaign film, "Any Given ^_as it has been doing. The Privi- 
Minute.” Frank Overton does the narration. Walter Lowendahl pro- lege is not extended to Loew’s The- 
duced and Richard Bagley directed.. : . Amerlco Aboaf, Universal’s atres, RKO. National Theatres and 
foreign chief, back at his homeoffice desk after a five-week European Stanley Warner. The freedom 
survey of the company’s offices . . . Georges Clouzot, the French di- given so far has been limited to 
rector, had offers to come to Hollywood to film there. But he prefers the Cinerama prdductions aliened 
to. make his first U.S.-sponsored effort in Europe. He’s had offers to -with S-W and NT’s Cineramiracle 
work with Frank Sinatra and for Hecht-HUl-Lancaster . . . Ipcongru- projects. 
ous: Canries worries about films while the: headlines proclaim France Stellings thinks the pre-emptive 
on the brink of civil war . . . Fred Gronich, MPAA’s new Continental conditions asked by the big chains 
manager, the mainstay of the American delegation. His apartment at is within reason but. again. re- 
the Carlton Hotel resembled Grand Central Station. peated he has no ideas on how to 

Montgomery Clift will star in Dore Schary’s first Indie, "Lonely- obtain D: of J. approval: 
hearts,” rolling June 15 for United Artists release under direction of There the matter stands. But it’s 
Vincent Donehue ... . . Walt Disney bought George Stewart novel, importantly noted that there is 
"Storrii,” from Paramount, which has owned film rights for past 14 much agitation for a renewal of 
years, with James Algar to adapt and direct . . . John Sturges closed the productiori-distribution-exhibi- 
three-pix co-production deal with Mirisch Co., arrangement calling for turn integration that would be 
him to produce arid direct . . . Yul Brynner’s first film under his own akin to the situation that tradi- 
Alciona Productions banner will be "The Magnificent 7,” a western tionally had existed in the picture 
transposed from Japanese film, "The Seven Samurai.” business and which had led to a 

Further instances Of editorial ppsies: "The movie industry is taking courtroom row covering a span of 
on a healthier look,” commented an Associated Press dispatch; "Films Over 10 years. 
Launch Mighty Recovery Campaign,” headlined the Cleveland Plain As for the trade practices, the- 
Dealer; "1958—‘Class A’ Year for Movie. Patrons,” banner-lined the atremen in growing number are ex- 
Baltimore News Post, and a special Sunday piece in .the New Orleans pressing favoritism toward the idea 
Times-Picayune discussed the “strength of motion picture theatres and of being able to buy many pictures 
the weakness of television” in relation ta. "togetherness.” : at one time so as to set long-terin 

Praising the French film made of Stendhal’s "Rouge et Noir” for its programming. Under the decrees, 
fidelity to the original novel, Frances Keene in The New Leader asserts the distribs are called upon to li- 
that the French, and Europeans generally, would boycott a film that cense their product on an indivi- 
tampered with the essentials. Going on to mention "Moby Dick” (WB), dual-picture and individual-theatre 
"War and Peace” (Par) and “Brothers’vKaramazov” (Metro) critic cpm- basis, 
ments: "What have these films in common except the liberties they take AS the major defendants in the 
With the recognized Big BOOks from which they so; loosely derive? antitrust suit, the distributors feel 
Color? Sure. Good acting? In an (werwhelming number of cases, this they alone can’t go to the D. of J. 
too. A pre-determined audience? res, and there’s the rub. The treat- for "relief.” It’s up to the theatre^ 
inent. is geared to a mass audience that will not smart or stamp and nien to start the ball rolling, they 
throw the furniture about if liberties are taken with their own classics, state- The outcome thus clearly 
let alone those of Other cultures.” _ focuses on exhib action. 

Because of his East European accent, Ivan Desriy within a few years, .. • -■■ . 
has appeared in nearly 40 German films, (and some foreign produc- .. C.J Wmivnrl RotirAe 
tiOns). He portrayed a Russian in "No.Way Back” some years ago and .Dal* "8*0^11 I\CU1 Ca 
has been a Russian (or at least an East European) in practically Over Earl Wingart, veteran' 20th-Fox 
since . . . He now has male lead in the German "Anastasia” film (op- staffer, will retire «effective May 
posite Lili Palmer). 31. 

Paella Madrid (Via Hank Werba): Castellana-Hilton bar now a close In his present position as mer- 
second to the George V and Excelsior. . . Hollywood represented by chandising manager since 1950, 
Robert Stack, Marlsa Pavan, Erin O’Brien, Charles Coburn,1 John. Far- Wingart joined 20th in 1932 as 
row ... Raoul Walsh and Jayne Mansfield due in mid-May . , . French publicity manager, holding the po-: 
film figures include Brigitte Bardot and director Duvivier locationing sition for 10 years. He left 20th I 
in Sevilla with Mouloudji in for a Spanish pic assignment. . .-Carmen for a. brief period to work with 
Sevilla welcoming Vittorio DeSica at Barajas Airport, both to star in the public relations committee of 
"Bread, Love and Wine,” under the DeSica-Behito Peroio coproduc- the Motion Picture Assn: of Amer- 
tion banners . . . Lacy Kastner, Columbia Pictures IntT prexy, Ranked lea and returned to the film Com- 
by Continental toppers Norbert Auerbach and John McNab, surveying pany’s exploitation department in 
production-distribution situation locally . . . Anita Ekberg, Jack Pal- 1944. In 1945, he was promoted; 
ance and Nigel Patrick working Madrid street exteriors for Warwick’s to assistant publicity manager and; 
"The Man Inside” (Col), a b&w Cinemascoper directed by John GUI- four years later became press book 

-• (Continued on page 22). editor. 

focuses on exhib action. 

Earl Wingart Retires 
Earl Wingart, veteran' 20th-Fox 

Re-Excite the Loop 
Chicago, May 20. 

Committee-conscious Chica¬ 
go has a new set of civic ini¬ 
tials to ponder, the DCPC— 
Downtown Chicago Promotion 
Committee, with a founding 
membership that includes 
Loop entertairiment interests.. 

Group’s intended to bally 
downtown "excitements" arid 
special, promotions on a nori- 
partisan basis to wean more 
pedestrian traffic from the 
nabes arid suburbia. 

Trial Runs Seek 
Playoff Format 

For ‘Old Man’ 
. A hard-ticket policy will be test¬ 
ed in four engagements of Warner 
Bros.’ "The Old Man and the Sea,” 
producer Leland Hayward dis¬ 
closes. The picture will have its. 
world premiere on a reserved seat 
basis at the Stage Door Theatre in 
San Francisco on Aug. 12. Follow¬ 
ing the.Frisco bow, it will open at 
the Astor in Boston, the River Oak 
in Houston, and the Beverly Hills 
in Los Arigeles. 

Max Bercutt, who is WB’s liaison 
on the picture for publicity and ex¬ 
ploitation, says hard-ticket. system 
may vary from situation to situa¬ 
tion and that it would either be on 
a reserved seat system or by the 
sale of tickets, equivalent to the 
number of seats in the house. It 
was stressed that the policy for fu¬ 
ture runs, was not necessarily fixed, 
However, it was emphasized that it 
would riot.be presented on a "grind 
basis.” It’s understood that the pic¬ 
ture has been booked for. the 
Odeon Theatre on Broadway for 
showing during August. 

Because ..of the 86-mimite run¬ 
ning time of the film version. of 
Ernest Hemingway’s novella, War¬ 
ner Bros, has beenJooking at "a lot 
of shorts” in search of one that 
would be appropriate for hard- 
ticket engageirients with the pic¬ 
ture. However, it’s noted that if. a 

(Continued on page 24) 

John L Snyder Jr. Subs 
For Briskin on Loew’s 

John I. Snyder Jr., president and 
Chairman of the board of U. S: 
Industries Inc , will be named to 
the . board of Loew’s. Inc; today 
(Wed.) at a meeting of the com¬ 
pany’s directors. 

Snyder will replace Samuel J. 
Briskin who resigned !o become 
chief for Columbia. The new direc-. 
tor, nominated by the Wall Street 
banking firms of Lehman Bros, and 
Lazard Freres, will serve as a rep¬ 
resentative of the financial houses 
as did his predecessor. 

The board meeting today is 
expected to act On many Of the 
suggestions proposed by directors 
Louis A. Green and Jerome A. 
Newman Who have been making a 
thorough-survey of the1 company’s 
financial position. The executive 
committee; 'headed by prexy Jo¬ 
seph R. Vogel, convened yesterday 
(Tues.K. ; 

Sidney Off ‘Hellinger’ 
Hollywood, May 20. 

George Sidney, has bowed out 
of his directing and co-production, 
deal with. Charles Schnee on 
Coluriibia’s "Hellinger Story,” due 
to conflict starting dates of that 
property and his own "Pepe.” 

"Hellinger” originally was to 
have rolled this month, but script 
and casting matters delayed start 
until October. 

There is a good chance that fi¬ 
nancial Control of Loew’s Theatres 
may be restored to Loew’s Inc. for 
a limited period so that the prob¬ 
lems of the settlement of the fund¬ 
ed debt and the division of incoiri# 
held by the theatre circuit can be 
solved. Government attorneys dur¬ 
ing the reeent hearings before 
Judge Edmund L. Palmieri in N. Y. 
Federal Court admitted that it was 
mistake to order the theatre divi¬ 
sion and the production-distribu¬ 
tion firm to operate separately fi¬ 
nancially before there was a final 
split of the shares and the financial 
commitments of the parent com¬ 
pany. 

Judge Palmieri Is presently 
weighing the appeal of Loew’s Iric. 
for the return of financial control 
to the parent company so that, a 
solution, can be found that would 
lead to the final, separation of the 
two companies as ordered by the 
Government’s consent decree. 
There are' indications that Loew’s 
Inc* may obtain a favorable ruling. 
This opinion is based on the views: 
expressed by the Court-appointed 
representatives — Weldon Powell 
arid Karl, D. Pettit — who stated 
that compliance with the divorce 
proceedings at this time was 
“neither feasible or desirable” and 
that they, saw no likehood of a 
negotiated agreement between the 
two, companies; 

Although the profit racked up 
annually by Loew’s Theatres, offi¬ 
cially a subsidiary of Loew’s. Inc., 
is included in the consolidated net 
earnings of the parent company, 
Loew’s Inc., has been unable to 
touch that coin for any purpose . 
although it needs the money for 
the repayment of the funded debt, 
for production and for payment of 
dividends. Loew’s Theatres, for 

(Continued on page 18) 

Jerry Lewis Now 
Partly Own Boss 

Hollywood, May 20. 
For an Undisclosed Sum Para¬ 

mount has bought out Jerry Lewis* 
interest in York Pictures Corp., 
which comedian .originally formed 
with his former partner. Dean 
Martin. Prior to his sell-out, Lewis 
was under exclusive pact to York 
for all his. services in entertain¬ 
ment field, 

Lewis immediately becomes a 
free agent and is able to operate 
in all entertainment media except 
for an eight-pix commitment to 
York oyer next seven-year period. 
He is also committed to Hal 
Wallis for two additional pix, one 
to start In Fall and second next 
Spring. 

Following windup of these two 
features, comic will have the right 
to make one film annually apart 
from his commitment to York. 

Contract previously between 
NBC and York for Lewis* appear¬ 
ance in a specified number of tv 
appearances over next four-year 
period has been assigned to Jerry 
Lewis Enterprises, Which will pro¬ 
duce these shows for NBC. 

Mastbaum Down Chute 
Philadelphia, May 20. 

Mastbaum Theatre here, the 
City’s largest film house with a 
Seating capacity of 5,000 is sched¬ 
uled, to be torn down. Stanley War¬ 
ner, called it "a casualty of prog¬ 
ress” arid that the new type of 
motion picture exhibition demand¬ 
ed "increasing intimacy between 
the audience and the story on the 
screen required smaller theatres.” 

The theatre, built at the cost of 
$5,000,000, opened on Feb. 28, 
1929. During its career, it has been 
forced to shutter several times. 

The late S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel 
took over the house for 10 weeks 
Iri 1935, but the operation proved 
too costly despite the b.o* take. 
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New Pix Perking LA; ‘Acre 
$31,009, AtiDa’llOG in 

‘Woman’ 90G in 17, ?et’ 59G, 10 
Los Angeles, May 20. - 

Several strong newcomers are 
giving L.A. firstruris a more for¬ 
midable appearance this week. 
“Cod’s Little Acre” is heading the 
new pix at regular .first-runs with 
a soeko $31,000 in three theatres. 
It is running up a house record at 
one of these, the Rialto, and hit a 
new high opening day mark at the 
Iris. "Attila” looks a big $20,000 
in two houses* with a whopping 
$120,000 total for three nabes and 
nine ozoners plus the two hardtops. 

“And God Created Woman,” in 
general release, looks hefty $12.- 
300 in three houses, with a $90,000 
total including 10 nabes and four 
drive-ins. “Too Much, Too Soon” 
is fair $15,000 at two Paramount 
houses. “Teacher’s Pet.” also in 
first general release, is a warm 
$9,300 in two spots with $59,000 
total in three nabes and five 
ozoners.' 

Of regular holdovers, “Young 
Lions” is strong $15,600 in four 
sites for sixth stanza. All hard- 
ticket pix continue bright, with 
“Around World in 80 Days” getting 
the biggest coin, $16,500 in 74th 
Cart hay week, . i 

Estimates for This Week 
Hollywood Paramount, Down¬ 

town Paramount iF&M-ABPT) 
(1,468; 3,300; $1.25-$2»—“Too Much, 
Too Soon” t\V.Br and added feature 
pix. Fair $16,000 or near. Last 
week, Hollywood Paramount, 
Teacher’s Pet” 'Pari <8th wk, 5 
days', $6,400. Downtown Para¬ 
mount with Wiltern. Iris. “Left 
Handed Cun” 'WE', “Violent 
Hoad” iWBi, $18,000, 

Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S) 
(2,752; 1,106; 90-SI .50'—“Attila” 

. (Indie) and “Naked Cun” 'Indie). 
Big $20,000 or close. Last week, 
Hillstreet. “Bonjour Tristes.se” 
(Col> (1st general run), “High 
Flight” tCoD, S4.200. Hawaii with 
Downtown. “Bride and Beast” f AA), 
“Beast of Budapest” (AA), $4,400. 

Fox Wflshire. Iris, Rialto iFWC- 
Metropolitan' <2.296: 825; 839;*, 90- 
$1.50'—“God’s Little Acre” (UAL 
Smash $31,000 or near. Last week. 
Fox Wilshire with Orpheum. Hol¬ 
lywood. Uptown. “Paris Holiday” 
(1st general run, 7th wk, Foxwilsh; 
1st wk, others'. "Fort Bowie” iUA>, 
$15,000. 

State. Hollywood, Uptown 
(L’ATC-FWC) i2.404; 756; 1,715; 90- 
$1.505—“Ft. Massacre” iUA> and 
“Steel Bayonet” 'UA>. Soft $$.800.: 
Last week. State with El Rey, 

(Continued on page 20) 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week . : . .. . .$484,500 

(Based on 22 theatres) 
Last Year . .. $538,500 

(Based oil 27 theatres) 

'Frankin' Fair $8,500, 
St. Loo; 'Saddle' Ditto, 

'Kwai' Big $9,600,10th 
St. Louis, May 20. 

Following a spate of holdovers, 
most major marquees are blosspm- 

■ ing this week with new* bills, so 
none very big.. “Saddle the Wind” 
looks fair at Loew’s. “Stage 
Struck" at Orpheum is okay. 
“Left-Handed Gun” is rated slow 
at the Fox. The two big holdovers, 
“Bridge on River Kwai” at Esquire 
and “South Pacific” at Pageant 
continue strongly. i 

Estimates for This Week 
Esquire iShukart-Leviii) (1.500; 

$1.50-$2.50) — “Bridges' on; River 
Kwai” iCol) (10th wkV Big $9,600:1 
Last week, $10,000. 

Fox* (Arthur) (5,00$; _ 60-75)— 
“Lelt-Handed Gun” (WB) and “La¬ 
fayette Escadrille’’ (WB). Slow 
$9,000. Last week, “Touch of Evil’’ 
<U> and “Female Animal” (U>, 
$8,000. 

Loew’s (Loe\v) (3.200; 60-90)— 
“Saddle Wind’’ . (M-Gl and “Un¬ 
derwater Warrior” iM-:G). Fair 
$8,000 or near. Last week. “Paris 
Holiday” lUAi and “Steel Bavonet” 
XU A5 (2d wk\ $7,500; ' ... 

Orpheum <Loe\v' (1.900; 60-90)— 
“Stage Struck” (BY) and “Decision 
Against Time” <M-G). Okay 
$4,500. Last week. “Run Silent, 
Run Deep” i’UA) >3d Avk). $5,500. 

Pageant (Arthur' 0.000; $1.80- 
$2.25 —“South Pacific” i20th) (5tli 
wk . Trim S 10.000. Last week, 
same. 

Richmond (Arthur' (1.000; S1.25' 
-^“Spanish Gardener” tRFDA': 
Fair $1,500. Last week, “Adulter¬ 
ess" (TiinesL $1,700. ' 

St. Louis 'Arthur) <3.800: $1.25'— 
“Fraulein” '20th) and •'‘Thunder¬ 
ing Jets” '.20th . Fairish $8,500 or 
better. Last week. “Young Lions” 
(20th< (2d wk), $10,000. 

Shady Oak 'Arthur 560.; $1.25: 
—“Smiles of Summer Night” 'In¬ 
die ■. Good $1,500. Last week. 
“Henry V” (Rank) *2d wk), $1,800. 

Toronto, May' 20. 
With Queen’s birthday Monday 

(19) a national holiday, plus cur¬ 
rent heatwave, biz is generally off 
oyer the currently. But “Long, Hot 
Summer” is- packing the patrons 
into the Imperial, Canada’s largest 
cinema, for wham returns. Of other 
newcomers, “Gift of Love” is doing 
nicely in a three-house combo, with 
“High Cost of Loving” also good. 
“Lafayette Escadrilie” is only fair. 
Such long-runs, as “Witness for 
Prosecution” and. “Young Lions,” 
both in sixth stanza, show little 
weekly change. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank). (2,518;;. $1.25- 

$1.75)—“Bridge oh River Kwai” 
(Col) (10th wk). Dipping to $10,000 
on final week. Last week, $14,000. 

Century, Downtown, Glendale. 
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar- 
boro, State (Taylor) (1,338: 1,059; 
995; 1,089; 1,393; 752; 684; 694; 50^ 
-75)—“Lafayette Escadrille” (WB) 
and “Fort Dobbs" (WB). Mild $20,- 
000 for eight houses. Last week, 
for Downtown, Scarborp, State, 
“Flesh Is Weak” (IFD) and “Blond 
in Bondage" (IFD), $9,000. 

Eglinton, Palace, Runnymede 
(FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1385; 50-3.1 )— 
“Gift of Love” (20th). Fine $13,000. 
Last week, “Girl Most Likely” (U), 
$12,000. . *•“ 

Hollywood (FP) Q.080; $1-$1.50) 
—“Young Lions” (20th) (6th. wk).; 
Holding : stoutly at $9,500. Last 
week, same. 

Hyland (Rank). (i;357; $1)—“All 
at Sea” (M-G) (3d wk); Oke $5,500. 
Last week, $7,000. 

imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.25)— 
‘‘Long, Hot Summer” . (20th).. Wow 
$25,000. . Last Week, “Marjorie 
Morningstar” (WB) (4th wk), $9,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2|098); 75-$ 1.25): 
—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(6th wk). Still sturdy at $11,000. 
Last week, $12,500. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(41st wk). Down to okay $5,000. 
Last week, $5;500. ' 

, Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)—“High 
Cost of Loying” (M-G). Nice $4,500.: 
Last week, “Rifffi” (IFD) (2d wk), 
$3,500. 
. University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ 
rama) (7th wk). Fine $13,000. Last 
week, $14,000. 

Uptown lLoew) (2.075; 60-$l)— 
“Merry Andrew” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Good $9,000. Last week,. $10,500. 

Traiilem’ Good $7,000, 
Seattle;'Married'5iG 

Seattle, May 20. 
Biz is in doldrums here current¬ 

ly, with new pix little help. How¬ 
ever, “Fraulein" shapes fairly, good 
at Coliseum. “Bridge on River 
Kwai” looks sturdy in ninth week 
at Paramount. “Bolshoi Ballet/’ is 
slow at Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 95- 

$1.50)—“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
(5th wk). Okay $4,000. Last week, 
$4,200. 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
95-$1.50) — “Fraulein” (20th) . and 
“Thundering . Jet” (20th); Fairly 
good $7,000.: Last week, “Lineup" 
(Col) and “Case Against Brooklyn” 
(Col), $5,200. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; . 95t$1.50i—"Teacher’s Pet” 
(Par) and “World is Jury” (Col) (2d 
wk). Down to $6,500 in 9 days. Last 
week; $7,700.: 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 95- 
$1.50)—“I Married; a Woman” (U) 
and “All: Mine to Give” (U). Fair 
$5,500. Last week, “Cry . Terror" 
(M-G) and “High Cost of Loving" 
(M-G),. $3,600. , 

Orpheum 1 Hamrick). (2,700; 95- 
$1.50). — “Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank). 
Mild $6,500 ?in 5 days. Last week, 
“Ft. Massacre” (UA) and “Mel¬ 
bourne Rendezvous” (Indie), $3,200 
in 6 days. 

Paramount (Fox^Evergreen) (3,- 
107; 95-$T.50)-^“River Kwai” (Col) 
(9th wk). ' Still good with $7,000. 
Last weeki $7,200. 

lh W^ls; Beat’ 5G 
Minneapolis, May 20. 

From a hOxoffice standpoint 
newcomers; more in evidence than 
hi- recent weeks, are of minor 
league calibre currently. Lone 
entries of more or less consequence 
are “All At Sea," “Macabre" arid 
“Mark: of the Hawk.” But with 
patronage generally depressed by 
seasonal influences, no rush of pa¬ 
trons is materializing. Sunshiny 
weather is; an adverse factor. The 
only holdovers, smallest number in 
months, are the. two local hard 
ticket pix, “Around World in 80 
Days” and; “Search for Paradise,” 
in. their 45th and 12th weeks, re¬ 
spectively, and still prospering. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50- 

$2.65)—“Around . World" (UA) 45th 
wk). Hep $7,000.. Last week, 
$7,500. 

Century (SW-Ciheraina) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65).—“Search for Paradise". 
(Cinerama) (12th Wk). Standing up 
well at big $14,000. . Last week, 
$13,400. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“Mark of Hawk” (U). , Winning 
praise, but only $3,200 looms: Last 
week, “Return Dracula” (UA) and 
“Flame Barrier” (UA), $2,800.^ 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Un¬ 
derwater Warrior” (M-G) and “Cry 
Terror” (M-G). : Mild $4,000. Last 
week,. “Long, Hot Summer” ,20th), 
$5,000 at $1.25 top. 

Radio City (Par) (4100; 85-90)— 
“Fraulein” (20th). Mixed opinions 
holding this one back. Friday night 
(16) sneak preview of “10 North 
Frederick” (20th) brought in added 
coin to help total takings. Slow 

(Continued bn page 20) . 

New Pix Bop Balto; ‘Sheepman’ Dull 
6G, Traulein’ Slow 5G, Pacific 10G, 7 

Baltimore, May 20. 
Biz is slow again this round with 

the new product making a generally 
weak showing. Outdoors weekend 
Weather didn’t help: Best of the 
lot are still “Long, Hot Summer,” 
holding nicely in second at the 
Stanley, “Bridge on River Kwai.” 
good in a record ninth frame . at 
the Hipp and “South .Pacific,’’ 
sturdy in seventh at the New. 

On the weak side are ‘.‘Left- 
Handed Gun”: at Mayfair, “Sheep- 

.mari" at the Town arid “Fraulein”. 
Vat Century. “Razzia” is okay- in 
■ sixth Cinema session. “Brothers 
1 Karamazov" shapes neat in sixth 
at. the Film Centre.. 

I Estimates for. This Week : 
Century (Fruchtrnan) (3.100; 50- 

! $1.25)—“Fi aulein”. (20th». Slow 
: $5,000 or near. Last week, “Teach- 
: er’s Pet” (Par). (2d wk>, $6,200. 
j Cinema (Schwaber.) (4.60; 50- 
$1.25)—“Razzia” (Kass) * 6th wk). 
Oke $2,500 after $3,000 in fifth.. 

j Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
50-$l :50‘>—“Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G) (6th wk). Neat $5,000 after 

' about same, for fifth. . 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Rouge et Noir” (DCA). 
Fair $3,000, Last week, “Adam arid 
Eve” (Indie) (3d Wk), $2,000. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$1.50):—"Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (9th wk),. Holding. at solid 
$6,000 after about same in eighth. 

Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$1.25) 
—“Nights of. Cabiria” (Lopert). 
Good $2,700.. Last Week, “Bolshoi 
Ballet” (Rank) (3d wk), $2,000, * 

Mayfair iFruehtman) (980; 50^ 
$1.25)—“Left-Handed Gun” (WB). 

I Tepid $4.000.. Last week, “Another 
' Time, Another Plaice” (Par), $5,000. 

New (Fruehtman) (1,600; $1.50- 
$2.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) (7th 
wk). Holding at about sturdy $10,- 
000 after ditto for previous week. 

. Stanley (Fnichtman) (3,200;: 50- 
$1.25)—“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
(2d wk). Nice $7,000 after $11,- 
000 opener. 

Town (Rappaport) (1,125; 50- 
$1.25)—"Sheepman” (M-G). Fair 
$6,000. Last week, “Search for 
Paradise’’.. (Cinerama) (3d wk), 
$7,700. 

Del Leans on Lot^nms; Tadfic’ Wow 
$19,0(10,6th. ‘Search’ Great 17C, ISth 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ........ $2,182,800 

(Based on 23 cities and 244 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 
Last Year ........ $2,390,800 

(Based on 23 cities and. 246 
theatres.) 

Traulein Oke 9G, 
Cincy; ‘Dope’ 7G 

Cincinnati, May 20. 
[ Pic trade here this week con¬ 
tinues at so-so pace as belated ar¬ 
rival of spring warmth finds resi¬ 
dents catching up on outdoor 

1 chores. “Fraulein,” is shaping 
i barely okay at the Albee while 
“Stakeout on Dope Street” is mild 
at the Palace. These are the new¬ 
comers. Stay of “Young Lions” at 
the Grand was extended to sev¬ 
enth stanza with nice results. Hard- 
ticket “Search for Paradise” and 
“South Pacific” remain potent at 
downtown Capitol, in 24th week, 
and the suburban Valley Theatre 
iri fourth round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— 

"Fraulein” (20th). Just okay $9,000 
or near. Last week, “Teacher’s Pet” 
(Par) (2d wk), $8,500. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise" 
(Cirierama) (24th wk). Hefty $i4,- 
000. Last week, $15,000. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.25.)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (7th wk). 
Good $4,500 on extension of run 
after $5,000 in sixth week. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
"Bed of Grass” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Mild $1,400. Holds a third. 

: . Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Cowbov” (Col) (2d wk): Modest 
$5,000 after $6,500 bow. 

Palace (RKO.) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— 
“Stakeout on Dope Street (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB). Mild 
$7,000, Last week, “Another Tinje, 
Another Place”. (Par), ditto. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1,50- 
$2.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) (4th 
wk). Fine $14,000. Same last Week. 

Weather Hurts Hub But 
‘Evil’ Lively 12G; ‘Lions’ 

14G, 4th,‘Pacific’22G 
Boston, May 20. 

Fine weather With potential pa¬ 
trons to the open road is sloughing 
the biz here currently. Little new 
product to help and most of- it mod¬ 
erate, “Another Time, Another 
Place” is only fair at Paramount 
and Fenway. “Touch of Evil” 
shapes lively at Memorial, “Case 
Against Brooklyn” is rated neat at 
Pilgrim. 

“Desire Under Elms” is sad in 
second at the Metropolitan. 
“Young Lions” is steady in fourth 
at the Gary. “Bridge On River 
Kwai” looks neat in fourth at the 
Capri. “South Pacific” is holding 
up big at Saxon in six. “Marjorie 
Morningstar” is still okay at Astor 
in seventh. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 75-$1.25)— 

“Marjorie Morningstar” (WB) (7th 
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, 
$7,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.50) 
:—“Mam’zelle Pigalle” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Great $8,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (26th wk). Fine $17,- 
000. Last week, $16,000. 

Capri (Sack) (990;. 50-$i.50)— 
"Bridge On River Kwai” (Col) (4th 
wk). Neat $10,000. Last ‘week, 
$12,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$1.25)— 
“Rouge et Noir” (Indie) (2d wk). 
First week ended Saturday (17) was 
bright $7,300. 

. Fenway (NET) (1.373; 60-$1.10)— 
“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par) and “Country Music Holiday” 
(Par)., .Okay $4,500. Last week, 
“Stakeout on Dope Street” (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB), $2,500. 

Gary (Sack) <1,340; 90-$1.75)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (4th wk). 
Steady $14,000. Last week, $18;O00. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)— 
“Smiles Summer Night” (Rank) 
and “Alligator Named Daisy” 

i (Continued on page 20) 

Detroit, May 20. 
Very strong long-termers are 

taking up the slack caused by some 
modest new product this week to 
give the main stem an overall look 
of prosperity in this autoburg 
where layoffs are at depression 
levels. It’s the old story of escap¬ 
ing from worrie? by goirig to the 
cinema, but being very selective 
about it. 
. Thus, such escapistrfare as 
“South Pacific” in sixth week at 
United Artists and. “Search' for 
Paradise’’ in 15th round at. Music 
Hall .continue very big. Also; the 
10th stanza of “Bridge ori River 
Kwai” at Madison and 18th week 
of “And God Created ’Woman” at 
Trans-Lux Krim look great. Of the 
newcomers, “Maracaibo’’ at the 
Fox, “Screaming ; Mimi” at the 
Broadway-Capitol, “Sheepman” at 
the Adams and*“Angry Age” at the 
Palms are average or below. Last- 
named shapes; about okay. 

Estimates for This Week . 
Fox (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; $1.25- 

$1.50) — “Maracaibo” (Par) and 
“High Hill,r (Par). Light $12,500. 
Last week, “Another Time, An¬ 
other Place”; (Par) , and “Northwest 
Mounted Police” (Par) (reissue), 
$13,000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,100: 
90-$1.25)—“Horror of .: Dracula’* 
(U) and “Thing Wbuldn’t Die" (U). 
Opens today (Tries:). Last week, 
“Paris Holiday” (UA) and “Monte 
Carlo Story” (UA), nice $15,000: 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Angry Age” (Col) and ‘‘True 
Story Lynn Stuwart” (Col). Oke 
$14,000. T.ast Week, “Cowboy” 
(Col) and “Crash Landing” (Col), 
$16,000. 

I : Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.75) 
—-“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
(11th wk). Swell $12,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—“Screairiing Mimi” (Col) 
and “Lineup” (Col). Slim $12,000. 
Last, week, “Macabre” (AA) and. 
“Hells Five Hours” (AA), $15,000 
in second week. ■ 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$3)—“South Pacific” (20th) (6th 
wk). Sensational $19,000. Last 
week, $19,600. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Sheepman” (M-G) and “Blonde 
Blackmailer’’ (UA).. Slow $8,Q00. 
Last week, "Union Pacific” (Par) 
and “Wild Harvest” (Par) (reis¬ 
sues), $6,500. ; 

Music. Hall (SW - Cinerama) 
(1,205; $i,20-$2.65)—“Search for 
Paradise”. (Cinerama) (15th* wk). 
Great $17,000 or near. Last week, 
$18,500. 

Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; 90-$1.65)—“God Created 

Woman” (indie) (18th wk>. Okay 
$5,500. Last week, saine. 

Too Soon’ Not Much 11G, 
D.C.; ‘Summer’ 9G, 3d 

Washington, May 20. 
Pattern of two newcomers per 

week prevails as does'a lagging b.o. 
gait for most pix. “Too Much, Too 
Soon,” daydating Metropolitan arid 
Ambassador, looks slow. “Frau- 
lein’’ at Loew’s Palace shapes only 
fair. Longruns are generally off¬ 
ish. “Bridge on River Kwai” is 
still good for 10th stanza at Trans- 
Lux, but dips each week. “South 
Pacific” in seventh session at the 
Uptown shapes solid. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW) 

(1,490; 1,000; 85-$1.25) — ‘Too 
Much, Too Soon” (WB). Slow $11,- 
000. Last week, “Chase Crooked 
Shadow” (WB), ditto. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) 
—“Long, Hot Srimmer” (20th) (3d 
wk). Oke $9,000 after $13,000. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)— 
“Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA) (5th 
wk). Fairly steady $7,000 to wind 
up solid run. Last week, $8,000. 

* Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$l.25)— 
“Fraulein” (20th). Fair $13,000. 
Last week, “Young Lions” (20th) 
(4th wk), $9,000. 

; Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50)—“God 
Created Woman” (Kings) (28th 
wk). Bounced , back to nice $4,000 
after $3,000 last week. Holds. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) 
—“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
(10th wk). Still firm at $8,000 after 
$9,500 last week. Stays. 

Uptown (SW) (1,000; $l:25-$3)— 
“South Pacific” (20th) (7th wk). 
Pleasing $11,000. Last week, same.' 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (20th wk). Thanks 
fo group bookings, fine $11,00.0 for 
second consecutive week. Stays bn. 
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Chi Slips; 'Acre Sockeroo $29,000, 
"Married* Fair $15,000, 'Lions’ Big 

1SG in 7th, "Blues’ Bright 9G, 2d 
. Chicago, May 20. 

Nice weather continues to divert 
coin from Loop cinemas although 
strong holdovers are to some ex¬ 
tent counteracting the current soft¬ 
ness. “God's Little Acre’’ is the 
new pacesetter, looking for wow 
United Artists week of $32,000. “I 
Married a Woman" and “Flood 
Tide”, tandem is shaping to get a. 
fair $15,000 opener or near at 
Oriental.: 

“Another Time, .• Another Place’: 
is down badly in Esquire second 
while “St. Louis Blues” Is headed 
for a warm second round at Gar¬ 
rick. “Bolshoi Ballet” rates nice in 
second at World.- . 

“Marjorie * Morningstar" looks 
good at the Chicago in third. 
“Fraulein” is figured for a fairish 
third at the Loop. “Teacher’s Pet,” 
rated slow in sixth and windup 
Week at;the Woods. “Young Lions”* 
is pacing to a good seventh, frame 
at Roosevelt. “Bridge on River 
Kwai” is headed for a fine 10th 
term at State-Lake. 

Estimates Are Net 
.Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; i.e., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when . 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
.prices, however,, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 

■ tax. 

‘Atda’ Hep 20G, 
My;‘Kwai’ 11G 

Kwar is headed lor « fine 10th [ Philadelphia, May 20. 
term at State-Lake. I “Attila,” one of few pix opening 

“Search for Paradise” is good in here this stanza; shapes excellent 
fifth week at the Palace. “South at the Stanley, with oversized pro- 
pacific” looms brisk in eighth at motion campaign . in local dailies 
Me Vickers. “Around World” nailed and on radio obviously a big help, 
a sturdy 59th canto at Todd's Cine- “The Sheepman” Is sluggish open- 
stage ing week at Stanton; “Run .Silent, 

Estimates for This Week Run Beep” doing well in second 
rv rams. round at Goldman where solid tak- 

nS. tags are in prospect. "From Here 
To Eteroily." back on reissue, 

TJ.’Sg?01Neice1*20SMg?tLast “Bridge on River Ifwai” at Ran- <££ »*>■ Nice *20,500. Last week, d0,ph in joth frame. 

‘MARRIED’0KE $7,000, 
2NDPLS.; TACIFIC' 16G 

Indianapolisi May 20. 
Biz Is sluggish at most first-runs 

here again this stanza. Exception 
once more is “South. Pacific” which 
is reaching for highest gross yet in 
fifth week at Lyric oh basis of 
group sales. Speedway time, trials 
over weekend and outdoor weather 
cut into other prospects. ‘T Married 
A Woman’’ is rated, okay at Circle 
to lead new entries. “Stage Struck” 
is. getting only modest results at 
Keith’s while other newies are dull. 

Estimates for Thte Week 

Circle (Cockrill-DOlle) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“I Married A Woman” (U) and 
“Al^Mine to Give” (U). Oke $7,000. 
Last week, “Another Tim.e, Another 
Place” (Par) and “Damn Citizen” 
(U),. $4,000. 

Indiana (C D) (3,200; 75-90) — 
“Decision at Sundown” (Col); and 
“Long Haul” (Col). Tepid $5,000. 
Last week, . .“St. Louis. Woman” 
(Par) and “High Hell” (Par), $4,500. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200;. 90-$1.25i— 
“Stage Struck” (BV). Mild $5,000. 
Last week, “Long, Hot Summer” 
(20th) (3d wk). $6,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90) — 
“Paths of Glory” (UA). and “Gun 
Fever” (UA)- Slow $4,500. Last 
week, “Saddle Wind (M-G) and 
“Underwater Warr i o r” (M-G), 
about same. 

Lyric CC-DV (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
“South Pacific” (20th) (5th Wk). 
Great $16,000. Last week, $15,000. 

PICTUItE GROSSES 

Rains* Mild Weather Hit S way Biz 
But Gigf Capacity $19,300 for First 
10 Shows; 'Marjorie’ Lush 132G, 4th 

'Summer Smash 
$16,000 in Cleve. 

$23 000 ' ««***». «I 1VH1. 

Esquire (H&E Balahan) (1,350; . Estimates for This Week 
$125-$1.50) —“Another Time, An- Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$ 1.80)— 
other Place” (Par) (2d wk). Dreary “This Angry Age” (Col) (2d wk). 
$4:000. Last week, $7,500. . Slow $6,500. Last week. $8,500. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)-^ Boyd (SW) (1,430; 75-$1.80)— 
«*St. Louis Blues” (Par) (2d wk). "The Goddess” (Col) (2d wk). Fair 
Brisk $9,000, Last week, $12,500. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)— 
“Fraulein” (20th) (3d wk). Fail 
$6,000. Last Week, $7,500. 

McVickers (JL&S) (1*580; $1.25 

500. $8,500. Last week/. $14,000. 
>0V— | Fox (National) (2:250; 65-$1.25)-r- 
Fair. “Young Lions” (20th) (7th wk). 

. 1 Good $10,000. Last week, $13,000! 
1.25- j Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 

T_._0)—“South Pacific” H20th) (8th $1.25)—“Run Silent. Run Deep” 
(Continued on page 20) (UA) (2d wk). Solid $11,000. Last 

—:-——-——week, $18,000. 
m - t n . . . Midtown (Goldihan) (1,000; $2- 
Rphirn Dracnla Brisk $2.75)—vsouth pacific” (20th) (8th 
aciuiu i/ldtuia Ulldk Wk). Great $15,000. Last week, 

$15,000 in Lagging K.C.; Randolph (Goldman)! (1,250; 65- 
/p I • y || i r or $1.25)-—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
rraolem Modest 0(1 «*>«. doth wk) Big $11,000 or 
* IUU1VU. mu . near. Last week, $13,000. 

Kansas City, May 2Q. . Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$l.80)— 
Offerings for this session are “Attila”.(Indie). Excellent $20,000, 

only moderate, and b.o. is same. Last week, “Touch of Evil” (U> 
Brightest is “Return of Dracula” $5,000. 
in four Dickinson theatres where Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
the drive-ins are beginning to real- “Sheepman” (M-G). Sluggish $9,- 
ize their summer potential. “FraU- 000. Last week, “Lafayette Escad- 
lein” in three Fox Midwest thea- rille” (WB) and “Stakeout Dope 
tres “Maracaibo” at Paramount Street” (WB), $4,000. 
and “Saddle the Wind” at Midland Studio (Goldberg) (385; 90-$1.89) 
are: all disappointing newcomers. —-“Bride Much Too Beautiful” (In- 
Rockhili has “Gervaise” to up in- die) (2d wk). Fair $3,000. Last 
terest there a bit. Weather has week, $4,500. 
warmed up to almost summer fate, Trans-Lux (T-LV (500; 99-$1.80)— 
aiding drive-ins but is little help (‘Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) filth 
to hardtops. wk). Oke $3,900. Last week, $4,200. 

Estimates for List Week . (Sley), <i OM: .mi.**)- 
... .4j. -Tirlve- -Here To Eternity” (Col) (reissue). 

._G*" Good $8,000. Last week, "Cry Ter- 

‘RetornDracula’ Brisk 
$15,000 in Lagging K.C.; 

‘Fraolein’ Modest 8G 
Kansas City, May 20. 

ln^Xeawood^privedn (Dickinson) "Cry Ter, 

.S°i 1,10°f Si? (UA)’ ami World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89ri- 
SgJ-T- Reiur° fi.DfTTA>la rY^$15^ “Genevieve” (Rank) and. bitfield 
.Flame Bamer JUA). Big$15, Thunderbolt.” So-so $2,500. Last 

(AA), $6,000. Biz on “Dracula” is * . . • ■. 
best non-summer biz for these 
houses. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) 
—“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(15th wk).. Still big at $1,500. Last 
week, $1,200.. " 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— 

San Juan Off Albeit 
‘Sayonara’ Sturdy 6G 

San Juan, May 20. 

There ware no cheers from ex- 
■‘Saddle Wind”: (M-G) and “Under- hlbitors last, week over business, 
water Warrior” (M-Q). Mild Sb * hj ^ was off in all houses, “Say- 
000. Last week, “Run Silent, Run . .• _ ■■ - 
Deep” (UA) and “Escape from San onara,” while off some from its 
Quentin” (Col), $5,000. first week, led first-run cinemas 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1.194;. with a nice take. “10 Comroand- 
$1.25-$2) — “Search fdr Paradise hients” in its seventh week still 
(Cinerama) (4th wk). Moderate wassolid. . 
$7,500. Last week, $8,000. 

Paramount (UP) (l,900; 75-90)— 
“Maracaibo” (Par) and Country _ Metropol 

Estimates for This Week 
Metropolitan (Commionwealth) 

MuS^oliday”(Pat). lOM-WOl- 
Last week, “Another Time, An- (Par). (7th ^k). Big $3,000. Last 
other Place” (Par), $3,300, and week, $4,400. .; 
lightest in many weeks. Lorraine (Commonwealth) (700; 

Rockhili (Little Art Theatres) $1)—“War and Peace” ((Par). * Re- 
(750- 75-90) — “Gervaise” (C6nt). turn date, fair $1,500.. Last week, 
Okay $1,800. Last week, “Lady- “Lady Takes Flyer” (U), $2,600.. 
killers” (Indie) and “To Paris. With Music Hall (Commonwealth) 
Love” (Indie) (reissues). $1,500.. (600; $1)—“Pal Joey” (Col). Okay 

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)— $3,500. Last week, “Girl Most 
“Paris Holiday” (UA) (4th wk). Fair (U)? $1j00 

$3 000. Last ^^$3,900. _ Metro (M-G) (l,000; $l)--“Rain- 

R/r.GiTl7d 75F90^ tree County” (M-G) (3d wk). Oke 
Midwest) (2,043; 700. 1,217, 7p yu( L,a«!t:wppk tTOOO 
— ‘Fraulein” (20th) and “Touch of * ■ • • . ' . ' ’ . _ ‘ 
Evil” (U) Modest $8,500, Last Paramount: (par) (916: $1.50)— 
week “Sihg Boy Sing” (20th) and “Sayonara” HWB) (2d wk).; Nice 
kittle E&Se^ $10,000, 1 $6.00.0, Last week. $7,800. 

* Cleveland, May 20. 

Biz still is a bit spotty here cur¬ 
rently but “Long, Hot Summer” 
shapes torrid at . the Alien, It is 
easily top grosser this week; “S.t. 
Louis Blues” is just okay at Still-: 
man as is “Macabre” at Hipp. 
“South Pacific” looms steady in 
seventh round at the Ohib. “An¬ 
other. Time, Another Place” looks 
mildish opening session at State, 

Estimates for This Week 

. Allen (S-W) >3,800; . 85-$1.25) 
“Long. Hot Summer” (20th). Tor¬ 
rid $i6,000. Last week, “Marjorie 
‘Morningstar” (WB) (2dWk), $9,600. 

' Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1,25) —“Mam’zelle Pigalle” 
(Indie). Nice $2,600: Last week, 
“Paradise Lagoon” (Indie), $1,600. 

Embassy (Community) (1.200; 70- 
90)—“This Angry Age” (Col) and 
“True Story Lynn,: Stuart”. (Col).: 
Fairish $3!3Q0. Last week, . “Girls 
on Loose” (U) and-“Live Fast, Die 
Young” (.U). $4,300. 

= Heights Art! (Art Theatre) (925; 
$1.25)—“Razzia” . (Indie) (2d .wk). 
Mild $2,100. Last week, $3,700. 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
70-90) r— “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (2d run) (4th wk). Okay 
$2,000. Last week, $2,500. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $L25-$2.50) 
—“South Pacific” (20th) (7th wk). 
$9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,523; 
$1.25-$2.40) -—^‘Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (16th wk). 
Okay $10,600. Last, week, $10,000: 

State (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Part. Mildish $9,000. Last week, 
“Paris Holiday” (UA), $10,500. 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— 
“St. Louis Blues” (Par) and “Coun¬ 
try Miisic Holiday” (Par). Okay 
$9,000. Last week, “Knights of 
Round Table” (M-G) and “Ivanhoe” 
(M-G) (reissues), $6,000, ! 

Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 70- 
90)—“Macabre” (AA). Okay $12,- 
000. Last week, “Fraulein” (20th), 
$9,000. 

L'ville Okay; ‘Run Deep’ 
Virile 9G,‘Married’6G 

LouisviUe, May 20. 
Overall bdxoffice pace at down¬ 

towners is good this week, but a 
couple of . situations are wobbly. 
“South Pacific” in second stanza 
at the Brown is building. “I Mar¬ 
ried a Woman” at the Kentucky is 
shaping strongly, as is “Run Silent; 
Run Deep” at United Artists. Third 
stanza of “Long, Hot Sumiher” at 
the Rialto is perking. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,000; 

l‘-$1.25-$2)—'“South Pacific” <20th) 
(2d wk!. Likely nice $10,000 after 
opening stanza was under hopes at 
$9,500. , ' . 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“I Married a Woman” (U). Sturdy 
$6,000, Last week,: “Another Time, 
Another Place” (Par), $4.500., 

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000; 
50>85)—“Stakeout on Dope Street” 

•(Continued on page 20) 

Broadway first-run houses had to 
contend with, springlike weather 
last Saturday and a heavy down¬ 
pour gust as the opening matinee 
was getting under way last Sunday. 
This was such a body blow at the 
boxoffice that the deluxers never 
quite recovered, and it is resulting 
in a rather offish week at the 
Wickets. The few strong spots are 
badly outweighed by the fair to 
niild showings, at others. 

Of. the three newcomers, only 
“Gigi” at the Royale is measuring 
up. Metro put “Gigi” into this 
former .legit House on a reserved- 
seat, upped-scale run, playing only 
10 shows per week. A sellout from 
opening day, it looks capacity $20,- 
000 on first session. 

“High Cost of Loving,” also new, 
looks , like a slow $12,000 at the 
State! “Cry Terror” shapes modest 
$14,000 or near opening week at the 
Victoria. “Peter Pan,” back on re¬ 
issue, hit a great $15,000 in initial 
round at the arty Guild. 

“Marj one Morningstar” with 
stageshow is heading for big $132,- 
000 in current (4th) stanza at the 
Music Hali, and; of course, holds 
a fifth week. “Paris Holiday” is 
holding with a lofty $20,500 or near 
in second session at the Astor. 

“Windjammer” continues stoutly 
with $51,000 in sixth round at the 
Roxy, arid stays on, naturally. "The 
Sheepman” : is down to a slight 
$15,000 in second frame at the 
Capitol, arid stays only one more 
week.' •;' - 

“Younk Lions” is holding with a 
nice $32,000 or close in seventh and 
firial session at the Paramount.- 
“10 North Frederick” opens tomor¬ 
row: “Long, Hot Summer” shapes 
good $17,000 in seventh round, day¬ 
dating the Mayfair and Fine Arts. 
“Horror of Dracula” is due to open 
at the Mayfair with a : midnight 
preem on May 27. 

Hard-ticket pix are .faring well 
this stanza! “Soiith Pacific” wound 
its* eighth session at the Criterion 
with a smash $38;400. “Around 
World iri 80 Days” prished to a 
smash $29,000 in: 83d round at the 
Rivoli while “Bridge on River 
Kwai” held with socko $31,000 in 
22d frame at the Palace* 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (Citv. Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Paris Holiday” . (UA) (2d. wk). 
First holdover round winding up 
tomorrow. (Thurs.) is heading for 
hangup $20,500. First was $23,- 
500, considerably over hopes. 
. Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70)—-“Uncle Vanya” (Indie) (4th 
wk)/ Third week ended Sunday 
(18) was good $4,800. Second was 
$7,100- “Blue Murder at St. Trin- 
ians” (Gont) opens May 26. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Sheepman”. (M-G) (3d-final wk). 
Second round ended yesterday 
(Tues.) was slight $15,000 or less. 
First was $20,500 below' hopes, 
“Vertigo” (Par) opens May 28. 

Criterion. (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) (9th 
wk).. Eighth session ended Sunday 
(18) was smash $38,400. Seventh 
-was $41,200 Stays on indef. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90*$1.80) 
—“Long. Hot Summer” (20th) (7th 
wk); Current round finishing up 
tomorrow' (Thurs.) is heading for 
good $7,000., Fifth was $8,200. 
“Folies Bergere” (Indie) opens May 

•26.: ; 
55th St- Playhouse (Moss) (300; 

$1.25-$1.80)—“Mitsou” (Zenith) 
(6th wk). Fifth frame ended Sun¬ 
day - (18) was oke $3,300. Fourth 
Was $4,000. . * 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— 
“Peter Pan” (BV) (reissue) (2d wk). 
First week finished yesterday 
(Tues.) was great $15,000, one of 
high opening week marks at this 
bandbox house. 

Mayfair (Maurer) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80)—“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
(7th wk). This stanza finishing up 
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for 
okay $10,000. Sixth was $11,500. 
Slays on. with “Horror of Dracula” 
(U) due in at midnight preem on 
May 27. . •:■■■ 

. Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;' 95- 
$l,80)^-“Stage . Struck” <BV). (5th 
wk). Fourth round ended yesterday 
(Tues.) was lofty $7,000. Third was 
$7,500: - 

Palace CRKO) (1,700; $l-$3) — 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (23d 
wk). The. 22d session finished 
yesterday (Tues.); was socko $31,- 
000 for 10 performances. The 21st 
week was $31,300 same number of 
shows. Goes to 14 shows in about 
a month to take care of summer 
Visitor influx 
;• Odeon (Moss) (854; 9Q-$1.80) — 
“Too Much, Too Soon” (WB) (2d 
wk). This stanza winding up to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) looks to reach 

mild $8,000 or less. First wrai 
$10,000. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$21—“Young Lions” (20th) '7th- 
final wk). Looks like good $32,000 
alter $35,000 for sixth. “10 North 
Frederick” (20th) opens tomorrow 
(Thurs.), 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80) — “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (31st \vk). The 30th week 
ended Sunday (18) was big $8,900. 
The 29th week, $8,700. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬ 
lers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Marjoriu 
Morningstar" (WB) and stageshow. 
(4th wk). This stanza winding up 
today (Wed.) looks like big $132,- 
000. Third was $140,000, consid¬ 
erably over expectancy. Stays on; 
“No Time For Sergeants" (WBJ. 
opens May 29 or June 5. 

Royale (Loew) (934; $1.5043)— 
“Gigi” (M-G). First week ending 
tornorrow (Thurs.) looks like ca¬ 
pacity $19,300. Holds, natch! Ad¬ 
vance seat, sale now is reported t« 
have topped $65,000. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(84th wk). The. 83d session ended 
yesterday (Tues.) was smash $29,- 
000 for 11 performances. The 82id 
week, was $27,000 for like number 
of shows. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(15th wk). This round winding to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) is heading for big 
$9,500. The 14th week was $8,000, 
with one day lost because of pre¬ 
views, Upbeat In current week 
stems partly from fact that this is 
the first week it has not been day¬ 
dating with Astor. 

Roxy (Nat’L Th,) (2,710: $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Windjammer” (NT) (611i 
wk). This stanza ending doday 
(Wed.) shapes to get hangup $51.- 
000 for 12 performances, extra 
shows being Saturday morning 
matinee and. Thursday afternoon 
mat. The fifth week, $55,000, for 
11 shows. 

State (Loew) (3*450; 50-$1.75>— 
“High Cost of Loving” (M-G). First 
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 
looks like slow $12,000; In ahead, 
“Another Time, Another Place” 
(Par) (2d wk), $11,000. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-51.75)— 
“Too^ Much, Too Soon" (WB) (2d 
wk).' This week ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) Is heading for okay $6,500. 
First was $8,000. 

Traris-Lux 52d St.s(T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50)—“Rouge et Noir” (DCA) (7th 
wk). Sixth stanza finished Monday 
(19) was sturdy $8,700. The fifth 
was $9,00>. : 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 50-$2) 
— “Cry Terror” .(M-G) (2d wk). 
Firist round ended yesterday (Tues.) 
was modest $14,000 or under. In 
ahead. “Run Silent, Run Deep” 
(UA) (7th wk-6 days). $9,500, for a 
very solid extended-run. 

. Warner (SW - Cinerama) (1,600; 
$1.80-$3.50) — “This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (3d wk). Initial hold¬ 
over week ended Saturday (17) wa» 
good $22,900: First week, $22,800. 

Frisco Parks Up; ‘Adam’ 
Fast $16,000, ‘Sheepman’ 

Nice 15G, ‘Search’ 17G 
San Francisco, May 20. 

There is. a slight upbeat at first- 
runs here currently, partly stem¬ 
ming from fact that the Giants 
baseball team now is on the road. 
“Adam and Eve” shapes dandy at 
Golden Gate. “Sheepman” is rated 
nice at Warfield, but “10 North 
Frederick” looms only so-so at the 
Fox. “Bridge on River Kwai” is 
fancy at St. Francis. “Search For 
Paradise” is better with a big total 
in 10th round at Orpheum. “De¬ 
sire Under Elms” looks satisfac¬ 
tory at Stagedoor. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.859; 90- 

$1.25)—“Adam arid Eve” (Indie) 
and “Oregon Passage” (AA). Dandy 
$16,000. Last week. “Macabre” 
(AA) and “Hell’s 5 Hours” (AA) 
(2d wk). $10,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“10 North Frederick” . (20th) and 
“Cattle Empire” (20th). So-so 
$12,500. Last week, “Fraulein” 
(20th) and “Thundering Jets” 
(20th). $11,500 in 8 days. 

Warfield (Loew) (2.656; 90-$1^5> 
—“Sheepman” (M-G) and “Law¬ 
less Eighties” (Rep). Nice $15,000. 
Last week,. “Underwater Warrior” 
(M-G) and “Safecracker” (M-G), 
$9,000. . 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) 
-^“Left-Handed 'Gun” (WB) and 

(Continued on page 20) 
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*VAl(liTY'r LONDON OPPICI 

t W. Mirtln,i Hitt, Tnfilnf Square VSstlEft EVTER.\ATIOm 

-MINDED 
San Juan, May 20. 

Puerto Rico's governor, Luis Munoz Marin, was once a member 
of a literary coterie in Greenwich Village, Manhattan, and this 
may partly account for this island* commonwealth having a gov¬ 
ernment steeped in show business. Entertainment alone is not. 
the goal, but education, recreation and stimulation of tourism are 
involved. 

Puerto Rico is officially, participating in television, radio, legit, 
publishing, folk music, ballet and concert-type . festivals: The ’ 
government may also rtep into opera which heretofore has de¬ 
pended upon newspaper and private philarithrophy subsidy. 

Island has a $900,000 investment in a new. radio-video station 
under its Dept, of Education headed by Rafael Delgado Marques. 

Anti-Trust Restraints of Germans 
All-Industry Organization Meets May 23—Admis- 

sions dc Taxes Vexing 

. Cannes, May 20. 

SPIO, the German all-industry 
organization, has created a special j 
committee to deal with film policy] 
on an industry-wide and if neces¬ 
sary international level. First ses¬ 
sion of the group is skedded for 
Hamburg May 23. 

Biggest issue facing the i2-mem- 
ber committee is that of. the Ger-: 
man admissions and turnover tax. 
It will concern itself also with the 
disposition of the old UFA fortune, 
running to about $20,000,000, with 
licenses, problems of youth protec¬ 
tion, etc. 

Much as in the U.S., the German 
producers and distributors are 
restrained from acting in concert 
on such Issues as sales policies, etc. 
by the German antl-cartellization 
laws. The group does plan to tackle 
the question of German industry 
policy vis-a-vis television and the 
availability of films for German tv. 

RankWorksOut 
New Rental Plan 

London. Mav 20. ] 

Rank Fi l m Distributors has ] 

worked oj£t a scheme whereby the 

“Perkins Plan" adiustments will] 

give way to percentage increases j 
on break figures.. This follows a 

recommendation which the Kine- 

matograph Renters Society and the ] 
Cinematograph . Exhibitors Assn;; 
put before their respective coun¬ 
cils, as reported in last week’s ! 
Varuty. ';] 

Harry Morris, managing director ■ 
of RED, said that producers can¬ 
not live without exhibitors and 
theatres cannot live Without pro¬ 
duct. Hence, it is essential for 
Cinema Tax relief to be fairly split 
between the two sides of the in¬ 
dustry. 

All existing “Perkins Plah" ad¬ 
justments will be eliminated. The 
RFD scheme provides the follow¬ 
ing adjustment of break figures on 
contracts played after May 4, 
1958: 

(1) Customers with break figures 
based on certified operating costs 
will have those figures raised by 
20%. 

(2) For customers with break 
figures based otherwise than on 
costs; (a) If now receiving 1954 and 
1957 “Perkins Plan” adiustments, 
break figures ruling prior to. 1954 
will be uplifted by 25%; (b) If now 
receiving only the 1957 adjustment, 
break figures ruling prior to 1957 
will be hoisted by 20%. 

Morris-states that if this basis 
unacceptable to the customer, 

revision based on operating costs 
Will be available. RFD will ex¬ 
amine, on their, merits, any cases 

. in which the customer feels that 
the above proposals have unfair 
application. This RFD scheme, 

■will! operate for at least six months 
and then RFD will have the right 
to review it in the light, of current 
conditions. Morris stresses.that 
the arrangements, will not apply to 
customers enjoying Small Exhibi-; 
tors Terms, but they wiU always 
have the opportunity to negotiate 
a new basis of trading. 

South Africa Concert 
Bookings Key Varied 

Musical Performances 
By EVELYN LEVISON 

Johannesburg, May 13. 

. Music in Johannesburg, these ! 
past Tew weeks, has. been more va- j 
ried, and more enthusiastically sup¬ 
ported, than at any time since the ] 
International Arts ^Festival celer 
brating the city’s seventieth birth¬ 
day in 1956. Concert bookings in¬ 
dicate that this spate of musical ac¬ 
tivity will be intensified during the 
coming month, with accent heavily 
on the classical. !! 

Artists who have drawn crowds 
include the Janacek Quartet, cham¬ 
ber music ensemble . from Czech¬ 
oslovakia^ It gave four perform¬ 
ance for Musica Viva Society. 
Italian Pierino Gambo, engaged by 
the South African Broadcasting 
Corp., conducted a series of con¬ 
certs in the current Symphony Sea- ] 
son, most' of them sell-outs and 
stays another month as pianist, not 
conductor. Six American jazzists of 
Joe Napoli’s •• “Jazz West , Coast 
1958" were booked by student com¬ 
mittee of Natal U. to help raise 
binds. 

University’s enterprise In per-, 
suading Bud Shank, Bob Cooper, 
vocalist June Christy and the 
Claude Williamson Trio to spend a 
working holiday in South Africa 
after their European tour. paid 
handsome dividends in Johannes¬ 
burg. Five performances at the 
City Hall (1,650 seats at $3 top) 
and two for African natives at the 
Bantu Men’s Social Centre at¬ 
tracted capacity. 

“Jazz "West Coast 1958" moved 
to Durban after its Johannesburg 
season, and the four leading mem¬ 
bers of the group have . now*< re¬ 
turned to Europe, undoubtedly 
leaving, many converts to the jazz 
idiom in their wake. 

Concert pianists scheduled for 
appearances during the * coming 
weeks include GreekGina Bachau- 
er, Irene Kohler from England, 
and Varda Nishry who is sharing 
joint recitals with violinist Iyry 
Gitlis . 

Due to arrive In June are the 
Vegh Quartet from Budapest and 
the Czech Nonet from. Prague. 
Public Interest in these events has 
already been indicated by the num¬ 
ber of inquiries received by Show 
Service, the city’s leading booking 
agents. Also in June, the recently- 
formed National Opera Co. pres¬ 
ents its second season. The five 
operas to be performed are “Ma¬ 
dame Butterfly,” “La ' Traviata," 
“Gianni Schicchi,’’ “Die Fleder- 
maus" and “Die Droogte," an Af¬ 
rikaans work by John Joubert 
which evoked much favorable 
comment, when originally pro¬ 
duced during the Johannesburg 
Festival. 

IT* New Holland Rep 
The Hague, May 13, 

W. Hemelraad has been name? 
manager of Universal’s office here 
in Netherlands. 

Prior to joining U’s international 
division, Hemelraad was sales man-; 
ager. for City Films, an indepen¬ 
dent film distributing organization! 
of this country. 

; Cannes, May 20. 

International Federation., of Film 
Producer Assns;, in an extraordi¬ 
nary move, is seeking to set itself 
up as a film lobby On an interna¬ 
tional governmental level, The 
Federation has probed the possi-. 
bility of the Motion Picture Export 
Assn, joining in this new activity. 

The chances of American partic¬ 
ipation is such a project are ex¬ 
tremely slim, particularly since one 
of the proposed weapons would be 
boycott. The Americans are ex¬ 
tremely sensitive on that score; 
the reason being that the antitrust 
laws apparently carry into the area 
of foreign operations. 

MPEA overseas operates under 
the special provision of a Congres¬ 
sional : act which allows it to act 
as an umbrella for its member com¬ 
panies on matters of joint interest: 

In the past, the Federation has 
from time to time blossomed, out 
With proposals of production 
“pools” and other artificially re¬ 
strictive ideas which the American 
companies have found objectable 
and have protested: The current 
proposal is aimed primarily at 
Switzerland and Belgium. Both 
countries have imposed restrictions 
on royalty payments which have 
proved particularly - annoying to 
the French and the Italians. 

On the surface, the “pressure" 
activities of the Federation, which 
has been active primarily in the 
approval of film festivals, are 
aimed at creating better conditions 
for films on the strength of a com¬ 
bined approach, It’s noted, how¬ 
ever, that the “moving spirit” of 
this proposal; i.e. France, maintains 
a quota system which many other 
countries, notably the U.S., find 
highly restrictive and undesirable. 
Question is being asked whether 
such Issues would properly fall into 
the framework of the proposed new 
“lobby,” 

One who attended the first IFPA 
meet here at Cannes, at which the 
question of IFPA expansion was 
raised, said later that it was obvi¬ 
ous that there was no intention to 
proceed against any of the major 
producing countries. MPEA is rep¬ 
resented in the Federation by 
Charles. Baldwin, the MPEA's Lon¬ 
don rep. 

Arbitration Panel Idea 

A proposal to set up an inter¬ 
national arbitration panel is to be 
considered by the International j 
Federation, of Film Producer As- 
sociations, when it -holds its gen¬ 
eral assembly in Brussels from 
June 9. Thie decision to make it 
k- key Item, on the; agenda was 
taken during the Council sesh held 
here last week: 

: Federation should appoint a tri¬ 
bunal to arbitrate in disputes in¬ 
volving the film makers of mem- j 
ber countries,, provided the con-] 
tracts called for arbitration in the 
first place. The Federation, for ex¬ 
ample,' envisages the possibility of 
being called in to! adjudicate on; a 
dispute between producers of dif¬ 
ferent countries involved in a co¬ 
production; or in an argument be¬ 
tween producer and distributor. 

. Also to be considered by the 
general assembly in Brussels is the 
attitude to be taken to the increas¬ 
ing number of. film festivals. 

Another matter to be reviewed 
at Brussels concerns the “problem 
countries,” l.e.; those territories 
where restrictions are having an 
adVerse reaction on the motion pier 
ture industry. Among the coun¬ 
tries Involved are Austria, Turkey 
and Switzerland. 

London, May 20. 
Max Bygraves, leading stage.; 

disk, tv and vaude Comedian whose 
film career has so far been limited, 
is to make three films in a year 
and will collect 20% of the profits! 
This will make By graves one of 
Britain’s highest paid entertainers. 

Already he is reputed to make 
$210,000 a year* of which he sets 
aside two-thirds for the taxes. 

ILS.-Japan Cartoon Co-Production 
Set by Toei With Harman-lsing 

Aussie Exhibs 
Set Mfrs. for Bine 

Re Films 
Sydney. May 13. 

Aussie film • exhibitors are 

burned up over the type of sales 

chatter used currently by tele set 

manufacturers here to sell their 

wares to the people. The tv mer¬ 

chants are going out flatly via ra- 

dib and newspaper ads to get sets 

into homes] on a no deposit plan 

and easy payments. 

Major irk to the native theatre- 

men, is that the blurbs aired via 

the radio tell listeners they can 

have the best films right in their 

oWn homes at a very low cost. 

“Why go to the cinema these 

cold nights .when you can: enjoy 

Holly wood’s best with your family 

and. friends at no extra cost," these f ...... 
blurbs claim. “Just ring so-and-so .Harman, proxy of H-I. 

Hollywood, May 20. 

Harman-lsing Pictures, vet Hol¬ 
lywood animation outfit, has closed 
deal with Toei Motion Picture Co. 
Ltd., of Tokyo and Kyoto, in first. 
East-West co-production deal for a 
program of feature-length car-. 
toons. 

Toei, one of the largest film 
companies of the Orient, will pro¬ 
vide major financing as Well as 
artistic talent, including animation. 
H-I, which previously turned out 
shorts programs for Metro and 
Warner Bros., will prep all sub¬ 
jects at its Hollywood studips, and 
will expand staff to concentrate on 
creative elements of upcoming 
program. Additionally, program is 
expected to include shorts, com¬ 
mercial and industrial films and 
several tv series, plus combo live- 
action and animation features 
later. 

Initial films will be “King! Ar¬ 
thur.” “Ali Baba and the 40 
Thieves” and “Joy to the World." 
Actual production is expected *fo 
start in Japan around September. 
Budgets look to be between $1,500,- 

if000 and $1,800,000, according t® 

and a set will be in your home to¬ 

night at no charge to you. Re¬ 

member, you can have tele for as 
j;low as $3 weekly. Just think of 
the saving on ybur entertainment.” 

•That “pix in your own parlor" 
selling angle is a real gripe to the 
local showmen. [Right now they 
are searching for an attack blue¬ 
print to counter, the tele biz 
splurge. One school of thought 
favors a series of ads in the major 
newspapers featuring the fact that 
the tv pix are dated product, that 
the local cinema offers the best 
entertainment for the whole fami¬ 
ly at a lower-price when interest 
payments on tele sets are figured 
out plus license fee ($10) and serv¬ 
ice costs. Only snag to this Idea 
is that the majority of the major 
newspapers here are linked to 
commercial. tele. stations and have 
been blasting the picture biz. se¬ 
verely over the past year via 
stories of studio cutdowns, cinema 
closings and yellow stories about 
Hollywood star escapades. 

A second group calls for a join 
of distributor-exhibitor interests! 
with a common aim of selling the 
public the idea that a country 
minus cinemas would toe a drab 
place in which to live. This school 
believes that the public can be 
brought back to the cinema via^a 
continuance of good product and a 
lot of specialized ballyhoo. 

Showmen point out that good 
pix will lick tele badly. They cite 
“Around World in 80 Days" (UA)r 
currently in its eighth month; 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col), “10 
Commandments" (Par), “Peyton 
Place” (20th) and “Raintree Coun¬ 
ty”. (M-G). They also point to the 
sixmonth run of “An Affair to Re¬ 
member” (20th); 

TEBALDI, FASHION PLATE 

She Dominates Audience As 
Maggio Musicale Opens 21st 

By TRUDY GOTH 
. .. Florence, May 13. .. 

Maggib ' Musicale had its 21st 
opening here with Italy’s premier, 
Adone Zoli, heading a white tie 
turnout. : First work was little- 
known Rossini work. “The Lady 
and the Lake” derived from Sir 
Walter Scott’s novel. 

Rosanno Carteri of Rome Opera 
had femme lead and Cesare Vallet: 
ti of Met was. tenor. An American 
tenor, Eddy Ruhly, also sang and 
a Spanlsh-Russian mezzo from 
Paris; Inez Companez, proved an 
impressive newcomer! 

- Renata Tebaldi, who skipped last ; 
season at the Met in Manhattan be¬ 
cause of the death of her mother, 
was the grande dame of the audi¬ 
ence in a new hairdo] and splendid 
toilette of white satin. She has 
shed some 20 pounds, being now as 
svelte as Maria Callas. Tebaldi 
opens the Met season next Octo¬ 
ber.! : 

Toei, in addition to furnishing 
major financing, also has arranged 
with Nippon government for use of 
American blocked yen for possibl® 
use in program. Should such coin, 
called non-resident yen and owned 
by American majors, be utilized, 
films likely will be released 
through American company mak¬ 
ing frozen yen available. 

International deal will mako 
possible a savings of between.25% 
and 30%, it’s estimated by Har¬ 
man, who said that in addition to 
this Savings deal was made be¬ 
cause of the. fresh and enthusiast!® 
attitude held by Japanese, who pos¬ 
sess great artistic talent. 

Levy Gloomy On 
U.S. Cinema Setup 

London, May 28. 

Herman Levy* general counsel 
of Theatre Owners of America, re¬ 
vealed here that In view of th® 
American shortage of product, 
there would be less reliance placed 
on U. S. films if British pictures 
improved. He said this was on® 
reason for his visit 

Among other reasons for his trip 
j.were; to study the effect of .com- 
ptnercial tv on picture theatre at¬ 
tendance; to look into the work¬ 
ings of the Eady Fund; and to dis- 
cuss with the Cinematograph Ex¬ 
hibitors Assn, a closer liaison be¬ 
tween TOA and the CEA, 

Levy painted a depressing pic¬ 
ture of the State of the American 
industry, as a direct result of the 
overpower ing competition from 
tele. He said that any further sales 
of backlogs to tv would have an 
even “greater chaotic^’ effect on 
the Yank exhibitor than that al¬ 
ready experienced. He added that, 
at the moment, it was hard to get 
Americans out of *= their living 
rooms and away from tv sqj!s by 
offering them an alternative film 
at a theatre. 

Ritchey Finds Good Pix 
Still Make Real Coin 

London, May 20. 

Norton Ritchey, Allied Artists 
foreign topper, left here on Satur¬ 
day (171. Hiis brief London stay 
was the last leg of a three-month 
distribution and promotion drive in 
Australia and the Far East. Ritchey 
said: ^So far television is. not af¬ 
fecting the cinema business in Aus¬ 
tralia and there are no imminent 
signs of it doing so. Good pic¬ 
tures are still making good money 
wherever I visited.” 

He said Allied Artists’ policy of 
distributing only through top na¬ 
tional distributors—a policy , which 
has been adopted by Allied in Brit¬ 
ain for many years—is now paying 
off handsomely in other territories. 
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one million sold! 

and BIG RADIO CAMPAIGN WITH LOCAL 
DISC JOCKEYS ON 5 SMASH-HIT 
RECORDINGS OF TITLE SONG I 
Keep these records spinning via p. a. system , 
inside and outside your theatre! 

CHAE 
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on 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Second Bryna production for .Universal will be. “Spartacus,” to 
star Laurence Olivier, Kirk. Douglas and Charles Laughton. Pic, 
to be directed by Olivier and produced by Edward Lewis, Bryna 
Vp, is bndgetted at $4,000,000, financed: by U and repping highest, 
budget in company’s 46-year-old history. 

Two other Roman epics also are skedded.'for a combined sked- 
ded outlay of around $19;000,000. Metro’s “Ben- Hur” carries a 
$10,000,000 cost and Yui Brynner’s Alciona Productions has set a 
$5,00Q price mark for -The Gladiators.” 

“Spartacus” is pencilled in to roll around Sept. 15 or earlier, 
in Cinemascope and. color., Bryna’s first for Universal will be 
“Viba Gringo," pairing Douglas and Rock Hudson. 

STRIKE «ND A RELIEF 

Technicolor has under “careful 
consideration”, a plan for aiding 
independent producers with the 
financing of Technirama prints, . .. ; 
prtxy Herbert T. Kslrnus told the . Theatre Operates Noted^wnbeat, 
company’s stockholders at. the an-j . During .Lockheed Strife, 

nual meeting in New York Monday; ;. J 9n 
(19). He did not reveal details, but . 
said it world ‘'be of 
financial risk” to the company: He;{j55iiAi!S2|.iSSi,- 
noted that Techni had decided to! gWgV 
take this move because a con-;;:earB^^BirieUa thre\vopen lla 
siderable volume of business had ^00i\Monday^l9) and welcomed 
gone to competitors “because .they i ^3^.®:^® 8^^?® workers. .. . .. 
Save offered such financing assist-i Settlement between management 
ance 

In a boisterous and often uncon- 

and Unioneers . (members of Inter¬ 
national Assn, of Mechanics), was 
effected Thursday (15) and workers 

ment representatives 
stockholders, Kalmus 
vealed; 

and. 
also 

.the f 

trollable meeting, marketl by fre- voted to accept, two-year pact at 

" ^""'’"''1 meeting Saturday (17). 
Walkout of Lockheed workers 

had a decided effect on amuse¬ 
ment business hereabouts, since 

(1) That Techni. is near finalizing" recession was beginning to make 
it deal.with. Warner Bros. and. that; i^elf felt hereabouts.. Lockheed’s 
lawyers are in the process of com-! payroll has becoihe an important 
pleting drafts of the agreement, adjunct to the Atlanta area com- 
He did not disclose the nature of. omy. During. 10 days of strike 
the deal, but it’s known Techni has j slack attendance at motion picture 
been negotiating with WB to take 1 theatres, especially driveins, was 
over the film company’s laboratory 
facilities in New York and the 
Coast. • 

12) That the company racked up 
a net-profit of $78*971, equal to 4c 
a-share,; for the first four months 
of the 1958 fiscal year as compared 
with $69,000, or 3c per share, fpr 
the same, period of 1957. - Kalmus 
thought the company should show 
“a substantial improvement”, oyer 
1957. The “tide is turning” for the 
motion picture industry in general. 

(3) That negotiations are taking 
place relating to the future of 
Techni’s plant in: Paris. Kalmus 
pointed but that while the British 
and . Italian plants were operating 
profitably, the French subsidiary 
was^ having diffculties and. he in¬ 
timated that there were plans afoot 
to dispose of it in some way,; 

The meeting, held at the Com¬ 
pany’s: Rockefeller Center head¬ 
quarters, got off to a stormy start 
When John Gilbert,’ a career small 
shareholder, proposed that . the 
affairs of the company be discussed 
before the management proceeded 
with the election of four directors. 
The management, on the advice of 
its counsel, Hugh Fulton, insisted 

. that its procedure be followed. 
This resulted in a long delay while 
a stock vote on the issue was taken, 

-Although Gilbert's motion was 
overwhelmingly defeated, the man¬ 
agement backed down and heard 
discussions of the company's af¬ 
fairs before the voting was com¬ 
pleted. - - . 

The management was berated 
for not presenting full information 
in its proxy statement, for its re¬ 
fusal to list the number of shares 
held by directors add the salaries 
of'the officers, and for generally 
neglecting to give, the shareholders 
fuller information on the activities 
of the. company. Charges of “arro¬ 
gance” shot back and forth at tn& 
meeting which, at times, Was com¬ 
pletely out of control. 

In the formal portion of: the 
meeting, John R,. Clark Jr., Kay 
Harrison, Harrison K. McCann 
and Charles L. MacDonald were 
reelected for three-year terms. 
Management easily defeated a 
nomination made from the floor by 
Gilbert, its candidates defeating 
Joseph Janney, a Philadelphia in¬ 
vestment broker, by niore than 
1,000,00(1 votes to 6,000. A total 
of 1,352,124 shares, or more than 
67%, were present in person , or 
by proxy.' 

Julie Goldman Hits N.Y. 
New assistant branch manager 

.for Warners in New York is Julie 
Goldman. 

He had been a WB sales staffer 
in Indianapolis. 

noticeable. 

2 British Housed Open 
After Tax Concessions 

London, May 20. 

The first two cinemas to be re¬ 

prieved following the Budget en¬ 

tertainment tax concessions re¬ 

opened last Week. Tlie are two 

Associated British cinemas in nabe 

localities, the (japitol in Winch- 

more'Hill, and the Savoy, Tedding- 

ton. ' 

B9th houses are on trial and If 

they pay off, others will be unshut¬ 

tered.. Forr the time being, the 

Capitol will open only , at night 

and the balcony . Will ’open only 

over the weekends. 
Early response -was encourag¬ 

ing. At the Savoy, Which was 
showing “Old Yeller” (BV I, there 
were lines on. a sunpy afternoon 
before the. doors opened. There 
was a 200-strong line at the Capi¬ 
tol. : ‘ 

London Critics Divide 

Subject Matter Issue 
London, May 20. 

CinemiracIe teed off in London 
with premiere of “Windjammer” 
at the Odeon, Tottertham-court 
Road* a street , which has normally 
been, an unfashionable ■ entertain¬ 
ment area but which is now being 
put on the map by “South Pacific” 
at the Dominion, and the close 
proximity of “Around the World 
in 60 Days” at the nearby Astoria. 
The house’s foyer Was decked out 
with ship’s, gangways and similar 
nautical touches and the. first night 

Danes Accept Yankee Victory; 
S. Films Again Use 

'Embargo’ in Foreign Trading 
SPECIAL TO LINGUALS 

Copenhagen, May 20. 

f The ...Motion Picture Export 
Assn.’s threfe-year battle with the 

TTA in,]M Tnr Min«r;*v Tn4»»cf ■DaI,es has now resol ved. into a 
TIA Angl^( For Minority. Interest clearcut American victory, almost 

in Goas Acre [three-years to the day since the 

v_r ‘.i j i .. . . , . •: original imposition of the embargo. 
United Artists is pitching a spe- , . The Danish exhibitor orgahiza- 

- , cial ad-exploitation campaign at tion has passed a resolution allow- 
drew the rubbernecksi to .goggle;•^ g.minority groups for “God’s (ing its members to deal with the 

Little Acre,” Anthony Mann-Secur- 
ity production .based on the Erskine 

j, , . , vi . i i Caldwell all-time best-seller. Ex- 
The press devoted notably less Cerpts.Up to 7,500 words, from tWe 
lace to CinemiracIe: than to the :• ..f • -.qq 

at a ritzy array of British and 
Yank stars, including Jayne Mans¬ 
field. .;. - ;. 

space to CinemiracIe 
advent of Cinerama and Todd-AO Janauaae "newsDaoers in° 12 "an- Holly woodfeatures, but were kept 
but mortly rated the new technique ; 1-?uage newspapers m 14 Jan : frnm i)Din<r hv ni^ 
as highly impressive; But many of ; 

guages. 

U.S. distributors pn the latter’s 
terms. This in effect opens the 
way to the resumption of normal 
trading. A number of the Danish 

! :jnlcd, ‘f Book the 
Hollywood features, but were kept 

i from doing so by their pledge (as 
. ian association) not to pay more 

the critics were less enthusiastic ■: . Additionally, foreipi-. language. than 30%. for any film, 
about the pic itself. . .;.ra(^? s*at?onf- particularly Spanish Collapse of the Danish resistance, 

Harry Weaver •bf^.the^:paily.••He'r-;'•.•J*l;:"^• Y. and. southern Texas, will which had been preceded last year 
aid was irritated by the jiggling v pliigs, for*. whieli by a partial breakthrough which 
blue-grey lines where the three , has been allocated. Other : saw a number of Copenhagen 
pictures: ioin, and.added that it was '.Pitches will he made in ^Polish, ^ houses signing up on American 
a pity they Couldn’t have kicked .^German, _ Dutch and Yiddish. Com-/ terms, also Spells the of an era 
Off with somethin!? more exciting 'j pany al?o has arranged for direct MPEA policy/ While, both/Jtfi 
th.3n “Windiarnmer.” j appeal to foreign language groups Spain and in Denmark, the. em- 

Harold Conway' of the- Daily : via copies of novel in various for- 
Sketch wrote;"The cult of colos-.’ cign translations, 
salness has now. reached satura- - 
tion point in the cinema. It 
Dounded my mi^d into blankiiess. 
The audience’s i)lu.sion of being ac¬ 
tually in the. pWnre does not com¬ 
pensate for the g:gantic, mo¬ 
notony.” ‘ . 

On the other hand that London 
Evening News’s Jympsori Harman 
opined that CinemiracIe. is by the.! 

bargo policy proved effective in 
the end---implying also that these 
countries found it difficult to con¬ 
tinue without an adequate supply 
of . Hollywood product-many: in 

n, in , n. ’ n | : the American industry are con- 
dtor?! Wants Mar Kola : vitlced that embargo as a weapon 

_ .has proved to be something of a 
Roine,. xViay 16. boomerang, hurting the American 

Don Murray . has secured pic industry as much as helping it! 
rights tq the Romain Rollaiid tome. Bitter fact. is that the industry 

. . . . . “Jean. Gliristophe.” Actor would. can no: longer afford to impose em- 
•fa'r the most' -attfactive- of the;: new j. like to arrange a production of this ! bargos on two counts: (1)-..It no 
techniques and, voted “Windjam- j in - Europe soinetime within the longer can muster the kind of un- 
mer” an ^'entrancing entertainment. | nexttwo years, and to do the. title ity that’s needed to make an em- 
Ivon Adams.of The Star also «aye |role himself. -Sto^was previously bargo stick, and (2) it can’t afford 
the thumbs u.o to the Pic: “It is. optioned by 20th-Fox, but allowed. to take the kind of losses which 
as it claims to be, a Cinem;racle. 1 to lapse. the quitting of markets entails. 
“Wiridjartuner” is magnificent trav-’; . Murray, who has headed back In that sense, both the Spanish 
elogue.” But, added Adams cau¬ 
tiously, “CinemiracIe is wonder¬ 
ful. Now they must decide What 
they are going to do with it.” 

Matinees For Film Buffs 
Detroit, May 20. 

i Pierre LaMarre, owxier of 
the : Clawsbn Playhouse in 

. nearby Clawson, is planning a 
Sunday . Afternoon Cinema 
club.' “I have had an idea for 

; . quite Some; time that Detroit 
film followers would be inter¬ 
ested in their owm Cinema . 
Club, where they could enjoy 
in. quiet comfort unusual films ■ 
as an ‘art’ form, not regularly 
presented in Detroit theatres. 

. because .they w^ere not com-' 
mercial or profitable for a long 

-run,” LaMarre said. 
Planning the first six weeks 

he wants -things 1 i k e “A 
; Visit- With Picasso,” “Albert 

■ Schweitzer,” etc. Screenings . 
would be strictly for “mem¬ 
bers'’ . 

Green, Newman Push Loew’s for More 
Cuts of Overhead, Old ‘Lush Living’ 

to the U. S. to start work on “These 1 snd the Danish action Thave- been 
Thousand Hills” (20th), said he [ costly, not only in coin lost, but 
felt the pic should be made in Eu- j.fbso in terms of exposing a grow- 
rope (Germany, France or Switzer- • ihg weakness of MPEA. It’s no 
land) because that was where, the i longer a secret to the Europeans 
book was set. . ,‘that MPEA is beset by internal dif- 

;— . ficulties and it’s possible to plav 

Bob Gessner’s Debate ifn™uscompa,UesaglUn?t one 
Pxof. Robert Gessner, of the mo-'' 

tion: picture and tv department at . tnP Jt had 
New York UnivMsitJ-, returns to PJendg^ » 
Europe next .week for a debate ifc “ * remamder along these 

P,erte<hjftors represent^ j under the conditions now ac- 
the Ecole de Moscow whidi. too,, cepted by the Danes via their re- 
has a similar course, established olutibn accept U.S. trading 
many years ago. by the Russian term5 the companies wiU seu tb*S 
film director, Sergei Eisenstein. firstrun releases at 40% with spe- 
Gessner last winter went to Britain . cific holdover provisions. Subse- 
for a similar seminar. • qiient runs will pay 36% and the 

. In all, a do^en educators will at- sub-sub runs 30%. In addition, 
tend the International Congress of : each company is permitted to bring 
Schools of Motion Pictures & Tele- j-in two big films which will be free- 
vision, as it is called, in a series ;ly negotiable, Metro and- Para- 
of lectures at the Palais de Chail- ; mount can bring in a couple of 
lot from May 20-23. They are! blockbusters (incl. “Quo Vadis,’r 
about evenly divided between the - “Gone With the Wind” and 
West, and the Iron Curtain coun- j “Greatest Show on Earth”) which 
tries. j also will get free trade conditions. 
r... ■ /•—. ’■■.-————-| The Danes are now attempting 

to set a ceiling of 50% on the free- 
! ly negotiable product, too, but this . 
j is being resisted by MPEA whose / 
; Fred Gronich helmed the long 
■ negotiations in Copenhagen when 
still the MPEA chief in Germany. 

Louis A. Green and Jerome A. 
Newman, who have emerged as key 
directors on the board of Loew*s 
Inc., are reported to be rapidly 
Increasing; -their holdings in the 
company. Green,.* partner in the 
Wall Street, firm of: Stryker fie 
Brown, . and Newman, managing 
partner of Grahdm-Newman, own 
personally or through their firms 
more than 180,000 shares. In addi¬ 
tion, they are said to control, in a 
manner, of speaking^ some 1,250,000 
of the. 5,300,000 outstanding shares 
of Loew'i Infc. 

By “cqntrdt^ it’s said that New- 
man and Green, if they are so dis¬ 
posed, can- obtain the proxies of 
the Wall St. banking: firms of Leh¬ 
man Bros; and Lazard Freres, 
which can speak for 400,000 sharesi j 
and of Joseph Tomlinson, the dis¬ 
sident director who fought an Tin- 
successful prpxy. flattie, against the 
managemeflt. Tomljijson now owns 
approximately 160,000, having sold 
21,600 shares recently. In addition;! 
Green and Newman, who have a 
large following in Wall Street, are 
believed to be . able to obtain .the 
support of numerous brokerage: 
firms, individuals and personal 
friends with holdings in Loew*s 
Inc. " 

1 Basis of the support the pair can 

corral is the job they achieved. are reported to be . fighting for an 
with another “sick” company—the 5 additional cutdown in: expenses 
Philadelphia & Reading Co. T-hey.-j and ‘Mush living.” Their main ob-1 
changed a $10,000,000. loss into a. jective, it-s said; is to “shrink” the j 

$22,000,000. profit over a two-year company, that is, to get Loew’s to ! 
period. As a result, many of the unload those facilities that are not ■ 
individuals; previously associated | bringing in; returns and never. Will ’ 
with, them have indicated they’d under present market .conditions.1 
be willing to. go along with »any 
program Green and Newman come 
up with for Loew’s Inc. 

Green and Newman, who rate 
themselves as strictly financial 
men, have been making a detailed 
study of the Loew?s situation. 
Green; accompanied fly Loew’s 
prexy Joseph R. Vogel, recently 
returned from ^the Coast where he 
made a thorough investigation of 
the company’s studio operation. 
Newman, who heads Loew’s newly- 
established budget., and financial 
committee, previously made a sim¬ 
ilar study. Their observations are 

To 151 Cities 
( Special previews of “Kings Go 

It’s stressed that their aim is not; Forth” have been slated for 151 
.liquidation or the Cessation of pro-; cities and all of them are. to be 
.duction, but to get rid of facilities ‘ held exclusively for femme audi- 
and activities that are proving to: ences, producer Frank Ross told 
be a drain oh the company. Among: reporters, in New York Monday 
their targets, It’s said, are single-j <19 »T 
purpose buildings, unproductive. Filmmaker stated he’s out ta es- 

• theatres in the U. S. and abroad.! tahlisli a word-of-mouth campaign 
and peripheral studio property j tied in with the “Never under- 
that is no longer being used. The! estimate the power of a woman” 
unloading by; Loew’s of dubbing I idea. The 151 showings will be in 
studios in Pans and Rome is said; every United States city with a 
to; be part of this campaign. In population of over 100,000. 
additioh; it’s understood that the i Ross figures on drawing 100,000 
Company’s Coast laboratory is on:-gals, gabbers all, to the showings 

____ __ (.the block,. ‘ and bases this on one test preview 
expected to play an important role | . Financial pair, it’s. ..reported; already hejd at the Strand Theatre, 

in charting Loew’s future course.; strongly favor some sort of con-;Had^r<^-, . , , • 
It’s thought that Green and New- i of nrodurtion facilities1 o.R°»ss al«P reported that Frank 

man are pitching • aggressively for i sohdation of production facilities, smatra. who is among the “Kings” 
an overall financial program for;'among;..the. various film companies stars, will do hour and a half bene- 
the- studio which hais been operat-l and .afe acutely, aware of the prob- . fit p.a/s following openings of the 
ing in the red for a number of hems involved, particularly the fac-; Pirtiire in Monaco (the world pre- 
years. They are said to be extreme-t th *«dfide” of the ; fnie^e1) J,^e 14 a?d 111 Hollywood 
ly concerned over the lack of a tors relating to the pride ot the in Julv.. Ross and his wife, Joan 
definite program and hard-headed] company toppers in initiating such Caulfield, left Gotham yesterday 
budget controls. In addition, they | a. move. .t (Tues.) for Monaco, 
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TAKES BROADWAY BY STORM I 
SHOW BIZ HISTORY IS MADE! ADVANCE SALE SETS NEW RECORD! 

REVIEWS ECHO 
THROUGHOUT AMERICA! 
N.Y. TIMES 

“The ‘Fair Lady’ of filmdom." 
DAILY NEWS 

★ ★★★ “Highest rating.” 

HERMIONE 6IN60LD EVA GABOR-JACQUES BERGERAC-ISABEL JEANS 

ALAN JAY LERNER- T1 
.CmemiScope.* 

*** CECIL BEATON* METROCOLOft * . *» 

N. Y. POST 

“A hit. Will run a long, long time." 
HERALD TRIBUNE 

“Will probably run 3 years.’*’ 
JOURNAL. AMERICAN 

“Top flight entertainment” 

WORLD .TELEGRAM 

“Delectable,' irresistible.” 
TIME MAGAZINE- 

“Feast for eyes and ears.” 
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Universal apparently plans to 

meet the challenge of exhibitors to 

reissue a selected group of post- 

1948 pictures. The company, ac¬ 
cording to sales Chief Henry H. 
Martin, will make a survey to de¬ 
termine what pictures theatreown- 
ers want reissued. 

U’s branch managers will ques¬ 
tion key exhibitors in each ex¬ 
change area. A total of 53 pictures, 
released from 1949 to 1952, is being 
made available for selection. Actual 
titles and the. specific number of 
pictures that will be made avail¬ 
able for re-release will be deter¬ 
mined by the survey,; the company 
said. 

Exhibitor organizations have 
been urging the film companies to 
m4ke post-1948 pictures available 
for. reissue instead of unloading 
them to television. Theatre Owners 
of America, for example, has prom- j 
ised that its members would give.! 
full support to a program of re¬ 
issues. • j 

SUBURBIA NEAR CHI 

Chicago, May 20. 

Chicago’s southwest suburbia, al¬ 

ready “teeming” with drive-iri the¬ 

atres, will get another sometime 
next fall. New ozoner, With a 1,200- 

car capacity, is being built by 
Louis and Samuel Levin, partnered 
in two Dayton, O., outdoor film-' 
eries and one at Springfield, O. 

New situation Will be from two 
to five miles of five other drive-ins, 
three of Which have double 
screens, so that practically the area 
will have nine theatres. So far this 
year, biz for Chi ozoners is behind 
1957, and the prospect of more 
competition has the exhibs frown¬ 
ing.. •• 

Mixed Up—As Always 

Buffalo, May 20. 

Current picture release situation 

in Buffalo is a case of the more it 

changes the more it resembles the 

same. 
Following last summer’s selling 

by UA to an ozoner of “Pride and 
Passion” for exclusive second run, 
Columbia has now come up With a 
new switch. After eight week 
downtown first run Of “River 
Kwai,” picture has been sold for 
an exclusive move-over first run 
at Schine’s Granada, until recently 
a sub-run nabe. 

Last winter, Granada took 
“Around the World” for an exclu¬ 
sive second long-run, which was 
followed by ; “Oklahoma” on the 
same policy, Current “Kwai” en¬ 
gagement is first time for a move- 
over first run in any spot here 
outside of downtown area. 

Other non-competitive sub-run 
houses offered Columbia same deal 
for a simultaneous move-over en¬ 
gagement without results, leaving 
certain exhifis grumbling oyer al¬ 
leged discrimination as in old pre- 
decree days. 

SHOPPING CENTRE TEST 

Dick . Sloan Rents 900-Seat 
Dome For Three Weeks 

Detroit, May. 20. 

Dick Sloan, of the nabe Mercury 

Theatre, is experimenting for 

three weeks with a shopping cen¬ 

tre film operation. He has Tented 

the geodesic dome which is com¬ 
mitted this season to Northland 
Playhouse for stage productions. 

Sloan bills include “The Small¬ 
est Show on Earth” and UPA Fes¬ 
tival, cartoons with Mr. Magoo for 
the first week; “Nights of Cabiria” 
plus “The Red Balloon” for Ihe. 
second week. His third and . final 
Week of testing is unbooked. Alu¬ 
minum dome seats about 900.. . 

While certain, industry figures, 

have expressed confidence that ex¬ 

hibitors will contribute their one- 

half ^share of the $2,300,000 budget 

for the U. S. film trade’s over-all 

business-building campaign, one 

source whispered this week that sO 

far only between $26,000 to $27,000 

actually has been, received, from 
theatremen.- Far more, substantial 
figures have been spoken.-of, he 
said, but these have been only 
pledges” and not actual hohest-tp- 

goodness checks. . 
Outcome of the: b-b campaign 

consequently is clearly uncertain. 
Distributors and some exhibi¬ 

tors, by way of Council of Motion 

Exhibitor Coin Just Not Coming In; 
Biz-Building Campaign Fate Vague 

Picture Organizations,*have been 
urging all threatreihen to. ante up 
right along. Theatre Owners of 
America leaders say there haOe 
been “natural delays.” All. per¬ 
sons Contacted say the campaign. 
Should be gotten off the ground. 

But these are the facts: (1)A 
$900,000 newspaper, advertising 
project had been earmarked for last 
month and is now pencilled in 
(somewhat doubtfully) for Septem¬ 
ber; (2) A country-wide series of ra¬ 
dio, commercials, at a cost of $300,- 
000, is scheduled to start July 1 but 
there’s no assurance the. money 
Will be on hand in time; (3) Motion 
Picture Assn, of America , picked 
up the check for last March’s Acad¬ 
emy Awards telecast with the 

thought that exhibs would pay 
half; MPA A has to Wait (and per¬ 
haps wait;, and wait) Until the the¬ 
atremen pay their share for the 
other facets of the b-b undertak¬ 
ing before additional exhib reve¬ 
nue can be applied against the Os¬ 
car aireW This could be never. 

Meanwhile, many ! individuals 
connected with the institutional 
endeavor are doing a burn. . They 
feel they worked long hours On the 
planning, and on assurances that 
theatremen would provide the half¬ 
way bankrolling. Distributors had 
already voted to contribute an 
amoiint'equal to whatever is con¬ 
tributed by the theatremen. But 
the theatremen haven’t been shell¬ 
ing out adequately. . 

•Gmldweir* Creed 
Chicago. Mav 20. 

Author Erskine Caldwell, 
chinning With the local film 
critics, was asked by Chicago 
American’s Ann Marsters, 
“Why do you write such dirty 
books?” 

“I just Write 'em,”, was the 
riposte, “p. e ople interpret 
them.”. 

• Caldwell was in to pitch 
filmization of his “God’s Little 

.Acre.” 

Write-In for Bids To 

Of ’10 North Frederick’ 
Chicago, May 20. 

Round-the-clock 24-hour “sneak” 

Screenings in branch projection 

rooms are part of the exploitation 

by 20th-Fox in Milwaukee, Detroit 

and Chicago for its “Ten North 
Frederick.” Marathon showings are 
being blurbed by one indie radio 
station in each city—WRIT, Mil¬ 
waukee; WJLB, Detroit; and WCFL 
in Chi—the plugs advising . that 
each runoff is to be limited to the 
first 50'post card replies. 

Purpose . of the 24-hour skein, 
therefore, is to allow listeners to 
pick a screening convenient to their 
workaday schedules. Result, it's 
believed, will be a more realistic 
cross-section priwy audience fbr 
word-of-mouth touting of the. pic¬ 
ture. ., ' ; 

Gimmick is. the brainchild of Sol 
Gordon, district ad-pubber here, 
who says that Gotham homeoffice 
is mulling expansion of it to other 
sectors. 

Preview screenings in- the three 
cities will start; at one minute past 
midnight. Picture opens tomorrow 
(Wed.) ’ at the Fox in Detroit, Fri¬ 
day ' at the Robsevelt. in Chi, and 
May 29 at the Wisconsin in Mil¬ 
waukee. 

WOMEN HOUSE MGRS. 
GO HOME TO HUBBIES 

Vancouver, May 20. 

In Canada femme theatre man¬ 
agers are being sent back to their 
families. Three of them here, all 
operating suburban houses for the 
Odeon chain, have been pink- 
slipped . as the sub-run theatres are 
being forced to shutter. 

Frieda Drake, npw out of work 
with the darkening of the Rio The¬ 
atre, is; not too concerned because 
“I’ve got my two boys and my 
husband’s diary to keep me busy.” 
Further, she figures on doing some 
summer relief work in theatres; 

Dorothy Smith, who had been 
with Odeon 17 years, bowed out as 
the Varsity sub-run folded and re¬ 
grets only that, she couldn’t have 
made the 25-year club. But there’s 
no economic concern because her 
husband ; has his . own commercial 
art setup and Odeon is among his 
clients. 

Third apparently heading out is 
Anne Thomson, noW at the Park 
Theatre, who’s been With the cir¬ 
cuit 16 years but is in reality “a 
family girl.” 

American Broadcasting - Para¬ 

mount Theatres is filing an appeal 

with , the ..U.S. Court of Appeals 

and the U.S. Supreme: Court for 

a reversal of a decision of Judge 

Edmund L. Palmier! of the N.Y., 

District Court refusing the peti¬ 

tion of AB-PT to repossess the 

Grove Theatre in Elgin, Ill. 

The theatre, which had been di¬ 

vested by circuit under Govern¬ 

ment’s consent decree, Was sought, 

for reacquisition by tjie theatre 

chain after, its Rialto Theatre in 

the same city burned down. The 

Court, in making the ruling, up¬ 

held . the position;, of the antitrust 

division of the Dept, of Justice. 

The Court left the Way open for 

AB-PT to acquire the Grove by 

rioting that it might consider the 

AB-PT petition if it Could prove 

that competition in the area wf(*uld 

not be duly. restrained. However, 
AB-PT decided to appeal the de¬ 
cision on strictly legal grounds. 

In another ruling by Judge Pal¬ 
mier!, National Theatres’ petition 
to acquire a leasehold on the Chi¬ 
cago Opera House as a Cinema- 
Miracle outlet was approved. 

Wisconsin Convention 
Milwaukee, May 20. 

Allied Theatre. Owners of 
Wisconsin will hold its annual 
convention at Oakton Manor 
resort, PeWaukee Lake, Wis¬ 
consin, June 16 to 18, accord¬ 
ing to prexy Ben Marcus. 

The 1958 meeting will mark 
the third, year in a row that. 
Wisconsin Allied will hold its 
convention at a resort commu¬ 
nity. 

Beacon, San Bernardino, 
Secures Supreme Court 

Review of Case Vs. Fox 
Washington, May 20. 

.U:S. Supreme Court agreed this 
week to review case of lower court 
ruling denying the Beacon Theatre 
of San Bernardino, Cal., a jury 
trial on its antitrust suit against 
Fox west coast theatres. ; 

Beacon, which operates the Bel- 
air drive-in, charged Fox with re¬ 
ceiving first-run clearances for its 
California Theatres in San Bernar¬ 
dino in violation of the Paramount 
injunction against clearances be¬ 
tween houses not in substantial 
competition. Fox countered with a 
declaratory ruling restraining Bea¬ 
con from instituting action op. 
grounds clearances were “reason¬ 
able” and1 riot in violation of law. . / 

Since high court recesses at end 
of June case will probably be on 
Fall calendar. 

Universal Chief Informs Employes That Company Is 

Going Ahead With Own apd Outside Product 

Universal “will not deal in fan¬ 

tasies and rumors but only in 

statements of fact” in relation to 

the company’s production program, 

prexy Milton R. Rackmil told the 

company’s employees this week. 

Rackinil’s statement is contained 

in the current issue of Progress, 

U’s.. house organ, in which, he aims 

to dispel rumors concerning the 
company’s future. 

He stressed that “announce¬ 

ments” would be made as each 

picture deal is finalized, but that 

the important thing for the com¬ 

pany’s staffers to know “is that we 
are moving ahead, aggressively arid 
with determination to meet the 
challenges of a changing business.” 

He reminded the employees that 
several months ago he had told 
them; as well as the; stockholders 
that the company’s production pro¬ 
gram Was being reviewed “in light 
of the changing market here and 
abroad” arid that he had every 
confidence that U “would come 
through a period of readjustment 
as it had in the past and with new 
strength and new vigor.’’ He add¬ 
ed that he had emphasized that 
the company had an inventory of 
some 30 pictures and that there 
Would be no interruption in the 

orderly release of the company’s 
pictures. 

The company’s. policy, he said. 
Was not to make any announce¬ 
ments of its production plaris un¬ 
til it had specific pictures to re^ 
port. Rackmil stated that the 
company would continue to make 
pictures on its own as well as enter 
into co-production deals. He called 
attention to two pictures which 
will be made under the company’s 
new program — “Viva Gringo,” 
budgeted at $2,500,000 and to. be 
made in association with Kirk 
Douglas’ Bryna Production, and 
“imitation of Life,” a remake of 
the Fannie Hurst novel. Latter, 
starring Lana Turner, will be made 
exclusively by Universal, ' with 
staff producer Ross Hunter helm¬ 
ing. No starting date is listed for 
“Viva Gringo,”, but Rackmil notes 
that “Imitation of Life” will face 
the cameras July 8. 

The U prexy indicated that for 
the rest* of the company’s fiscal 
year it will have in release “a 
number of outstanding boxoffice 
attractions," He listed “Horror of 
Dracula,” “This Happy Feeling,” 
“Kathy O,” “A Time to Love and 

a Time to Die,” “Voice in the Mir¬ 
ror” and' “Twilight for the Gods” 
are being among the summer re¬ 
leases W-hich are being booked “m 
top houses with top playing time.” 

By LES’REES 

Minneapolis, May 20. 
After, what’s generally agreed to 

have been its “tamest” although 
well attended annual convention, 
North Central Allied, Allied States 
unit, has a new president who says 
that, instead of fighting the film 
companies, the ensuing months will 
be devoted principally to battles 
to knock out daylight saving time 
and curb bingo: 

, He’s a. long-time ex-Minneapolis 
and Milwaukee Universal branch 
manager, Frank Mantzke, now 
head of a local theatre circuit and. 
buying-booking group. He ; suc¬ 
ceeds sucessful circuit owner Ted 
Mann who rounded out a “peace¬ 
ful” year on the heels of Bennie 
Berger’s lengthy incumbency 
marked by strife with /the de¬ 
nouncements of distributors. 

Asserting that “resolutions never 
help, anyways,” Mann,-before step¬ 
ping out to devote himself to his 
personal interests, ^didn’t even ap¬ 
point a resolutions committee. 

As a result, the Berger effort to 
have investigated. the “feasabilty” 
of obtaining state legislation to 
classify distribution as a public 
utility “so that film companies 
would be required to sell top pic¬ 
tures to all exhibtors at prices they 
can afford to pay and with a reason¬ 
able lime after their release” came 
to naught. 

Berger was invited to address 
the convention and brought up his 
proposal during the talk. But noth¬ 
ing came of it. 

“I inquired about a resolution 
comittee so that I could appear be¬ 
fore it arid ask that the matter be 
submitted to the. convention,” says 
Berger. “When«I found that Mann 
didn’t intend to appoint one I de¬ 
cided that in the interest of har¬ 
mony I wouldn’t push it.” 

Self-Blame 
In his talk Berger blamed exhibi¬ 

tors in part for their present 
“plight” because of their failure 
to sacrifice personal interests for 
the common good, lack of unity 
and failure to back up leaders fi¬ 
nancially and otherwise properly 
in the latters* battles to eliminate 
“nefarious” trade practices im¬ 
posed by “heartless” film com¬ 
panies. 

He . also advised every exhibtor 
to buy the. blockbusters regardless 
of their “extortionate" high per¬ 
centage terms and then, if unable 
to earn a fair, profit on them, de¬ 
mand of the distributors that the 
prices .be concilated. 

“You can’t stay in business with¬ 
out these pictures and a fair profit 
on them,” Berger told the con¬ 
vention. 

It was charged during the con¬ 
vention that the orderly jrelease of 
top pictures, “so much talked about 
recently,” hasn’t been accom¬ 
plished. 

Speakers include two. national 
Allied States board members and 
ex-presidents, Ben Marcus of Mil¬ 
waukee. and Jack Kirsch of Chi¬ 
cago, heads of . the Allied units in 
their states, and executive counsel 
S. D. Kane. 

Marcus and retiring president 
Mann urged. Hollywood to bring 
about the “orderly, continuous flow 
of top boxoffice pictures without 
further delay in order to save 
many exhibitors from extinction/’ . 

In his talk, Marcus pointed out 
that many small town and city 
late subsequent run theatres 
haven’t been able yet to obtain 
such blockbusters as “The 10 Com¬ 
mandments,” “Peyton Place” and 
“Sayonara,” etc., “which are 

t soreiy needed to keep them in 
! business.” 

One of the main reasons for 
present exhibition, “distress” is in- 
abilty of “these little fellows” to 
obtain these pictures at all or in 
time to capitalize on their initial 
advertising and because these “less- 
important theatreowners” are not 
allowed to know in. sufficent time 
when the pictures will be available 
in order to permit effective ex¬ 
ploitation. 

-Vlf Hollywood thinks it can get 
along on revenues derived only 

l Continued on page 20) 
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B>isat .lonravlv 
•(Flying Cranes) 

(RUSSIAN) 
Cannes,. May 13. 

■ ‘film rt-Iciise and production.. Stars, 
ina Samoilova, Alexis Batalov;: fea- 

>. V. Mei kouriev, A. Chvorine:' S.: 
utinova. Directed by Mikhail Kala- 
l S<i uonplay, \ ictor: Rosov; camera, 
e Ouioussevski: editor, E. Svidctelev. 
'.tnnts Ellin Fust. Bunding time, 90 

S. 
tuque . .... Tatiana Samoilova 

>. .... Alexis Batalov. 
for .................. V. Mvrkouriev 

.... __A. (-hvorine 
i ...........___ S Kharitonova 

Film has been taken for U.S. 
«li.strib .already by Ilya Lopert arid 
United Artists as part of a “barter" 
deal.-. For the Russians the film is 
a stride: forward with no propa¬ 
ganda and evoking a moving tale 
of a tender , love affair shattered 
by the war. 

'■■Technically and thespieafly ex¬ 
cellent. this , appears a logical re-: 
]• ase to start Russa-Yarik ex- 
changcs'. Its bravura is. sometimes 
too flasliy, but the. sensitivity of 
ji;irtra\als, lift this over-contrived 
plot on to a poignant level. 1 

A pair of young lovers are split 
by the i.var. He loses touch with 
her ami she is seduced by his 
b-other on a raging. bomb-torn, 
night. .They marry but she . still 
keeps her feelings for her absent 
Io\er. Story details the lives ori.the 
home front, with its heroisms and 

.shirkings, and the war front. The 
boy '.is. killed but the. girl finally 
has the courage to leave-her-callow' 
lui'-hand and embrace life again. 

Virile sometimes overboard di¬ 
rt ci ion nonetheless brings.out .in¬ 
telligent acting by Tatiana Samoi¬ 
lov a, and Alexis Batalov. Mosk. 

! with a neglecting of a humanizing 
j. influence, limit this for U.S.,; but 
| it might be exploitable on its frank- 
! ness and theme. 
‘ Director Ingmar Bergman . has 
• kept the film caged In the hospital 
with some occasional visits as the 
backgrounds of the protagonists are 

; blocked out. The climax is the 
. agony of the one woman who truly 
i wants her baby leading to the acr 
; eeptanCe of hers by the up wed. girl. 
| Acting is expert but characters are 
] conventional. 
j Technical credits are. expert and 
' the deft observations make the 
• lack of music a plus factor.Afosk. . 

Parnsfc Pathar, 
(The Philosopher's Stortej 

(INDIAN) 
Cannes, May |3. 

L: B. International , release and; pro- 
: ductlon. With Tulsi Shakraverty, Rani- 
i bala. Kill Banerji, Gangapada Besu, ■ Directed by Satyajit Ray, Screenply, Ray 
. from the novel by Parasiirum; camera, 
I Subrata Mitra: Editor, PuJal Dutta. At 
i Cannes Film Fest. Running time, 90 MINS. 
Taresh Dutt ....... . . -Tulsi Chakraverty 

I Mrs. Dutt ............... ... . Ranibala 
{Biswas .. Kali Banerji 

Kachalu - .. Cangapada Basu 

' G; 
I In 
*. cl 

3ton Oiu*Io 
(My Uncle) 

(FRENCH: COLOR) 
Cannes* May 16. 

iinnont release of Specta-Clra.v-Alrer 
i pir.dintiori.. Written.by, directed by. 
stalling. Jacques Tati; technical as- 
nis. Jean L’llote,.Jacques La Grange, 

leia lEastmancolori, Jean Btiurgoin; 
• i. Suzanne Baron; musics Alain Ro¬ 
ts. lianck Barcellini. At Canties. Film 
l Running time,. 120 MINS. 
Ie Hulot .... . - Jacques Tati 
c) .. Jean-lMerre Zola 

Aipel ............ Adrienne Servant! 
aid ..Alain Becourt 

Director4 Satyajit Ray has won 
. two major, prizes at both . the 

,! Cannes and Venice Festivals with 
first two of a trilogy on Indian life. 

■ He Interrupted the trio to make, 
t this lightweight comedy. . It emer- 
'!■ ges an uneven bit of whimsy which 

does not. Come off, and! looks 
. chancey for any possibilities out-- 
; side of its native country. . 
1 An aging clerk finds; a stone that 
can turn things to gold. He makes 

; enough to live comfortably, but 
• one day gives things away when he 
! is: snubbed at a cocktail party. Then 1 comes a gold panic, arrest and final 
absolution when a lovesick clerk 
swallows the magic stone to-.commit 
suicide and it dissolves. and turns 
the gold back to stone; ... 

Ray has given story a bright be¬ 
ginning, but then let it flatten out. 
Technical credits and acting are 
good. A neair-miss.. Mosk.. 

Whom, she feels, turned in her 
brotherl On the work trip the sis¬ 
ter: falls for the supposed squealer 
and love finally triumphs over ven¬ 
geance. 

Color is somewhat garish and.the 
scripting glosses over too many 
happenings, such as; strikes and 
scabbing, a sudden fire destroying 
a town’s wheat cropland a man’s 
fight against a machine that is re¬ 
placing him in the fields. 

Director Juan Barde has given 
Spain . some international acclaim 
at festivals via '‘Age of Infidelity” 
and “The Lpvemaker,” but does 
not quite bring this Off. It is too 
diffused., in point, dramatics and 
feeling.. Mosk, 

Eri H|niigelsa|a 
(A Jungle Saga) 

(SWEDISH AGASCOPE; COLOR) 

Cannes, May 6. 
Sandrgws release of Arne Sucksdorff 

production. Written, photographed (Tech¬ 
nicolor), directed -and edited by Sucks¬ 
dorff, aided by Graeme Ferguson, Astrid 
Sucksdorff. Commentary; Pierre Gascar 
spoken by Michel Aiiclair, Martine Sarcey; 
music; Ravi Shanker. At; Canines Film 
Fest: Running;time. 90 MINS. 

Somewhat long fdr a comedy, 
J.icques Tati's new. film has inven- 
t ‘ eri ess. gags, warmth and a “po¬ 
etic” approach'to.'satire.- Tati has 
Mict e.lcd in creating his own World 
c?:; the screen. He is a truly original 
Mi.eeh artist, 

“My Uncle’’ is a definite U.S. art 
■house bet with Tati’s previous pic. 
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday.” and his 
Yank video appearances, helping 
jet it up. ' ; * 

Film took two years to make. 
T.ui has built film via comic.juxtav 
position of two ways of life, his,: 
a- the eccentric, independent uncle, 
alongside a Super-modern, hygienic, 
materialistic brother-in-law. 

There are scenes that could 
sheared to speed it up for more 
general Yank -distribution!. . An 
English version has already been 
joade which is nine minutes 
shorter. , 

Antiseptic house of Hulot s rela¬ 
te es operates a myriad of tirrie- 
sa\ing but noisy electronic gad¬ 
gets. Tati is the catalyst who un¬ 
intentionally creates havoc. He 
wins over his nephew whose pa¬ 
rents have no time for him and 
who is only really happy during 
the. wonderful escapades he has 
with his uncle. But Tati is finally 
sent off to be a traveling represen¬ 
tative of the brother-in-law’s firm 
while father and son are finally 
brought closer by what they have 
It aimed from the uncle. 

Satire is not barbed or vicious 
and everybody can laugh at it. and 
themselves. Expert blocking, out of 
characters, the creative use of 
sound, and the eschewing of all 
timeless dialog should make it a 
film with international utility. . 

■ Mosk. 

Aara Live! 
(Brink of Life) 

(SWEDISH) 
... Cannes, May 16. 

Nordisk TorlgfUm release and produc¬ 
tion. Stars Eva Dahlbeck, Ingrid Thulin, 
Bibi Anderson; features,. Barbro Hiort 
Af Ornas, Erland Jpsgphson, Max Von 
S>do\v, Gunnar Sjo'uberg, Directed. by; 
Ingmar Bergman. Screenplay, Gila 
Jsaksson; ivmera, Max Wilen; editor,.Carl- 
OU.v Skeppstedt. At Cannes FUm Fest, 
Running time, IJ MINS 
Suna  .Evg Dahlbeck 

. ... Ingrid Thulin 
Rjordis: .................. Bibi Andersson 
Brita ............ Barbro Hiort Af Ornas 
Anders -Erland Josephson 
Uarry- _ Max Von Sydow 
Doctor .,............. Gunnar Sjoberg 

Clinical tale stays in a hospital 
with three expectant mothers, one 
w ho wants and eventually loses her 
child, one wrho does not want it 
and kas tried an abortion, and the 
other who has had a miscarriage. 
Emphasis on the physical aspects, 

NiLiv 
(Nine Lives) 

(NORWEGIAN) 
Cannes, May 13. 

. Nord . Filrti release . and production. 
Stars Jack ■ Fjeldstad; features Henry 
Moan, Alf MaUand,. J. Holst-Jenseri. Di¬ 
rected .by Arne Skouen.. Screenplay, 
Skouen from the book by David Howarth: 
camera,'. Ragnar Sorensen; editor, Bjorn 
Breigutu. At Cannes: Film Fest. Runilihg 
time. 97 MINS. 
Jan Baalsrud r ......, .. Jack Fjeldstad 
Agnes. Henry Moan' 
Martin"........ Alf Mallan'd 
Grandfather ............. \J. Holst-Jensen 

Film is based on a true, harrow¬ 
ing-odyssey during the last wrar. 
It makes a reasonable actioner, but 
lacks the imagination to convert 
story into a great study of man’s; 
ability and endurance. It looks a 
chancey Yank item. V 

Story: When the Germans blow 
up a ship of NorWegian commandos 
on its way to Norway for a special 
job, only one : manl survives. HO is 
helped by. a series of people, as he 
tries to make rieutral Sweden. In 
the process he goes snowblind, cuts 
off his own frozen toes, is lugged 
over mountains by brave resistants, 
and lies in a snow pit for over a 
month until finally, sent over the 
border in a rush of reindeer by 
helpful Laplanders. 

Direction is too stolid to really 
hoist this to plane where adventure 
would-be transcendent. Jack Fjeld- 
stad does well as . the amazingly 
resilient man who. really/seems to 
:ha!ve nine .'lives: 

Technical credits are good . arid 
the on-the-spot; lensing gives this 
a needed authenticity. Still alive; 
the actual here was presented to 
the Cannes audience; after the fea¬ 
ture, to big applause. Mosk. 

La Yenganza 
(The Vengeance) 

(SPANISH) (COLOR) 
■ . , Cannes, May 20.. 

Gonzalez release of. Guion-Vides-Sue:via 
production. Stars Raf. Vallone, Carmen 
Sevilla, Jorge Mistral; features '.Jose 
Prada, Fernando' Rey,. Louis Seigneur: 
Written and directed by Juan Antonie 
Bardem. Camera (Eastmancolor), Mario 
Pacheco; editor, Margarita Ochoa. . At 
Cannes. Film Fest. Running time, 123 

Andrea ,,... Carmen Sevilla 
Luis ...>.,.v.Raf Vallone 
Juan Jorge' Mistral 
Bermejo ...... Arnoldo Foa 
Forastero — .. Fernando Rey 
Merlin .......i,'. Louis Seigneur 

This one’s about a group of agri¬ 
cultural migratory workers with 
yeridetta between an unjustly pris¬ 
oned man and his accuser and the 
labor troubles, loves, and. lives of 
these Spanish fascimiles of the 
pre-war dust howl “Oakies” of U:S. 
Film " is overlong and over-tele¬ 
graphed and emerges melodrama 
'rather than drama. 

A man is released from prison 
and goes home. His sister makes 
him stvear to avenge himself on the 
leader of a migratory work team, 

This one can be termed a storied 
documentary,. Loving care has been 
put into this tale of isolated tribe 
in India arid its daily detail. The. 
storyline is; subordinate to this 
preoccupation, which is the film’s 
weakness as also its strong point. 
It emerges a hard—to—sell exotic 
item for U,Sl 

Director Arne Sucksdorff spent 
two- years with the Muria tribe. in 
central India, It is a communal 
life passed in mutual aid, arid liv¬ 
ing with its own superstitions. A 
young hunter marries a girl from 
another, tribe arid when a riiaraud- 
irig leopard . takes a toll on the 
people and their livestock a public 
ritual puts the blame on the hunt¬ 
er, He is exiled, but the leopard 
still strikes and. he is reconciled 
to die in a titanic struggle with 
the big cat. 
\ Unable to really treat character 

in this .film, the interest sometimes 
lags. But Sucksdorff’s expert Visual 
sense leads to startling work with 
animals and especially the leopard. 

- Mosk. 

Pardesi 
(The. Foreigner) • 

(RUSSIAN-INDIAN; SOVSCOPE; 
COLOR) 

Mosfilms-N.S... International release and 
production. Stars Oleg Streeshenov; fea¬ 
tures Balraj Sahni. Prithviraj.: Directed by 
D, Pironin, K. , Abbas. Screenplay, Abbas, 
Maria Smirnova: camera . (Sovcolor), A. 
Renkov; editor- Ronuc. At Cannes .Film 
Fest. Running. lime, 110 MINS: 

Here’s a sort of Rdsso-styled 
Marco Polo! Tale concerns first 
Russian to go. to India in the 15th 
Century to set up. trading. Film is 
Well photographed but emerges a 
naive adventure film with colorful 
backgrounding in India. 

Viewer (and traveller) discover 
a picturesque. India and the dialec¬ 
tics are held to a minimum to make 
this an engaging moppet adventure 
pic, but with color print costs mak¬ 
ing this dubious for export. Per¬ 
formances and technical details 
first-rate. Mosk. 

Ciulini! Baragnnului 
(Fools of Baragan) 

• : (RUMANIAN) ' 
Buceresti. release and production. With 

Nuta Chrilea, Ana Vladesco: Directed by 
Louis Da quin. Screenplay, Antoine Tudal, 
Daquin from the hovel by. Panait Istrati; 
camera, Andre DUmaitre; . editor, Liviu 
Popa: At Cannes. Film Festival, Running 
time, TH MINS. 

Though made by a French direc¬ 
tor, this Rumanian film is an old- 
hat bucolic melodrama about the 
uprising of a group of. peasants in 
the feudal Rumania. Lacklustre 
quality misses humanity and action 
inherent in the story! 

Little bhance . outside of the 
Eastern countries and denotes, that 
Rumania is still in the stilted film¬ 
making era. Mosk: 

X’Eau Vive 
• (The Live Water) 

(FRENCH; FRANSCOPE; COLOR) 
Cannes, May 13. 

.; Carlton Film release of Caravelle pro¬ 
duction, With' Pascal Audret,. Charles 
Blavette, Andree Debar; Arlette Thomas, 
Milly- Mathis; Directed by Francois VU- 
liers, ■ Screenplay, Jean. Giono; camera 
(Eastmancolor), Paul Soulignac; editor, 
Edouard. Berne. At Cannes FUm. Fest. 
Running time, 95 MINS. 
Hprtense ........- .... Pascal Audret 
Simon Charles Blavette 

. \ ignerone ... >   .. Andree Debar 
Dabisse Arlette Thomas 
Maralcher....... .... Milly Mathis 

Film has a pleasant candor in. 
its treatment of a rapacious peas¬ 
ant family when the family heri¬ 
tage has gone to a young girl. It 
skirts melodrama hut is helped by 
fine imagery, an outstanding script 

(Continued on page 18) 

I'iie Old 31an and the Sea 
values must be attributed directly 
to, his work. 

Additional camerawork was done 
by Floyd Crosby and Tom. Tut- 
wiler. The camera generates ex¬ 
citement and the shots of the 
hooked marlin slashing, on the sur¬ 
face are cleverly integrated. Also, 
the underwater shots of Lamar. 
Boren, picturing the sharks tearing 
away at the dead fish, add to the 
realism. Warnercolor adds to the 
magnificence of Howe’s photog¬ 
raphy. 

John Sturges directs with a vfew 
to keeping the essential values in¬ 
tact, It’s not his fault that the 
basic, material simply doesn’t sus¬ 
tain interest throughout 86 min¬ 
utes ^of pictures. Dimitri Tiomkin 
wrote and conducted the score, 
which is massive and at times dis¬ 
tinctive. This is one of those pic¬ 
tures Where the music is of more 
than ordinary importance. 
! Arthur P.. Schmidt’s editing 
cleverly integrates Nspecial footage 
and keeps everything moving as 
much as possible, 

Producer Hayward, who did 
some pioneering in the direction of 
the.“offbeat” via 'The Spirit of St. 
Louis,” seems to have a penchant 
for picking difficult themes. But 
he has turned out a film that, in 
many ways, is . extraordinary. 
Whether the broad audience will 
go for Tracy on his lonely voyage, 
battling a huge fish with nary a 
female leg in sight, remains to be 
seen and proably depends to spine 
extent on how the picture is sold! 
It certainly isn’t anything the la¬ 
dies are likely to flip over, unless 
they have learned,to enjoy seeing 
hungry men cutting up raw fish and 
eating it. 
. But audiences have come a ways 
in recent years, and “Old Man and 
the Sea” might, well shape as a 
strong! e-*‘.ry. It certainly is a eom- 
posite—techriically. and. artistically 
^-of some of the best Hollywood 
has to offer. Hift. 

stop drinking. Miss London, her 
j sensuous beauty keeping things 
j alive, sings smoothly over the main 
; titles, then concentrates on straight 
j.actirig which, she proves, she can 
lhandle with talent and ease. O’Con- 
; nell is touching as Egan’s imbibing. 
friend, and Matthau is exception¬ 
ally strong as hte doctor. Good 
support conies from Harry Bartell 
.Ann Doran, _ Troy. Donahue. and 
Dons Singleton.. 

This Gordon Kay production 
benefits from the sensation of real¬ 
ism grabbed in downtown Los An¬ 
geles, mostly on Main Street. Harry 
Keller’s direction* is potent, with 
vigorous performances the result. 
He carefully moves the. long but 
good Marcus .screenplay through 
the battle of alcoholism and to the 

| lofty victory. 
The whole story was capably 

photographed by William Daniels, 
and other assists came from com^ 

l poser Henry Mancini, art directors 
l Alexander Golitzen and Richard H 
Riedel, soundmen Leslie I. Carey 
and Robert Pritchard and film edi* 
tof TJeorge Gittens. 

Title sorig, with Words and music 
by Miss London and. Bobby Troiip, 
isn’t likely to raise much interest. 
But the framed motto .which ends . 
the:film is always worthy of note: 
“God grant the serenity to accept, 
the things I cannot change; the 
courage to change the things I can; 
and the wisdom to know the differ- 
ence.” . . Ron. 

Up the Creek 
(BRITISH—HAMMERSCOPE) 

Lively naval comedy register¬ 
ing excellent quota of yocks; 
cheerful b.o. prospects for 
family audiences. 

Voice in the 31 irror 
(C’SCOPE) 

Good but long story of an al¬ 
coholic, Richard Bgsn and 
Julie London brighten pros¬ 
pects. 

Hollywood May 16. 
Universal release of a Gordon Kay pro¬ 

duction. Stars Richard Egan, Julie Lon¬ 
don; co-stars Walter Matthau, Arthur 
O’Connell; with Troy Donahue, Harry 
Bartell, Peggy Converse, Ann Doran, Mae 
Clarke, Casey Adams, Hugh Sanders, Ken 
Lynch. Doris Singletdh, Dave Barry, Alan 
Dexter, Richard Hale. Directed by Harry 
Keller. Screenplay, Larry Marcus; camera, 
William Daniels; editor, George Gitteris; 
music, Henry Mancini. Previewed May 14, 
’58 . Running time, 105 MINS. 
Jim Burton .. .Richard Egan 
Ellen Burton M... . Julie London 
William Tobin --Arthur O’ConneU 
Doctor Leon Karnes-..Walter Matthau. 
Paul Cunningham.Troy Donahue 
Harry Graham ..  Harry BarteU 
Paul’s Mother ..Peggy Converse 
Mrs. Devlin .......--- Ann Doran- 
Mrs. Robbins ............... Mae Clarke 
Don Martin .   Casey Adams 
Mr. Hornsby. _..... Hugh Sanders 
Bartender: :... Ken Lynch 
Liz        Doris Singleton- 
Pianist .... Dave Barry 
Bartender Alan Dexter 
Gaunt Man .. Richard Hale 

“Voice in the Mirror,” a fully 
detailed account of what anony- 
rhoiisly appears to be the birth of 
Alcoholics Anonymous, is a hard- 
hittinjg film that belabors but none¬ 
theless makes good its point; Only 
a drunk can help a drunk./ The 
names of Richard Egan arid Julie 
London \vill add a spirit or two 
for this Universal production, and 
overall sales prospects loorn above 
satisfactory. 

There is no specific mention of 
A A in the Larry Marcus screen¬ 
play, though there can be little 
doubt what. Is being described. 
Egan, following the death of his 
infant daughter, has become an 
alcoholic, and no amount of under¬ 
standing and help from Wife Julie 
London has been able to set him 
straight. Neither have the call-to- 
reform harangues from his doctor 
(Walter Matthau). Landing in the 
city drunk tank, Egan meets a 
trumpet-playing alcoholic who once 
stayed’ sober for 20 months on 
spiritual help alone. Egan is un- 
receptive to this theory arid heads 
straight to the nearest'bar but 
later, .finding his .drinking has 
caused nerve damage; he is shocked 
into wanting out. In his search he 
finds Arthur O’Connell,, a former 
arithmetic teacher on a 14-year 
bender, and the men find they can 
help each other stay away from 
whisky. : 

Egan's portrayal is a powerful 
one; and though he isn’t given the 
histrionic chance to shake the DT’s 
in all their dramatic splendor, he 
does paint a most convincing pic¬ 
ture of the alcoholic who wants to 

London, May 13. 
Warner release of a (Henry Ralsted) . 

Byron production. Stars David Tomlinson* 
Peter Sellers. Directed by . Val Guest, 
Screenplay, Val Guest;, camera; Moray 
Grant; music, Tony Fones, Tony: Lowry. 
At Warner Theatre, London. Running 
time, 86 MINS. 

Lieut: Fairweather    David Tomlinson 
?2sun ••••• •- , ■ Peter Sellers 
Admiral Foley Wilfrid Hyde White 
.koly • •.,...........- . .Vera Day 
Susanne .. LiUane Sottanee . 
Flag Lieut, ............... Tom Gill 
Nelson .......---• . Michael Goodliffe 
Publican ........Reginald Beckwith 
Perkins ..... ............ Lionel Murton 
Cooky .. John Warren 
Steady Barker :-Lionel Jeffries 
Bates .........:. . Sam Kydd 
SlatiQiimaster ......... .Frank Pettingell 
Farm Laborer Donald Bisset 

“Up The Greek” is an arniabie 
navy farce, which rates a; fair 
measure of guffaws, but often has 
its slim joke stretched to the break¬ 
ing point; It makes up in good hu¬ 
mor what it lacks in wit. But there 
are a sufficient number of slap- 
happy situations to make it a good 
bet for most U.K. houses. Its Yank 
problem is whether the stars, David 
Tomlinson and Peter Sellers, are 
sufficiently known to lure patrons. 
Directed by Val Guest at a swift 
pice, it inanages t'o skate rather 
successfully over its occasional . 
soggy patches. 

The joke has Dkvid Tomlinson, 
as a dim-witted navy officer with 
a passion for ihventing rocket mis¬ 
siles which explode inconveniently. 
He is posted out of harm’s way as 
commanding; officer of an ancient 
destroyer which is sitting on a re¬ 
mote part of the British coast. 

For two years, it has been with-, 
out a boss and the bosun, played 
exuberantly by Peter Sellers,, has 
set up the ship as a base for H.M.S. 
Berkeley Enterprises. These in¬ 
volve a one-day laundry service, 
eggs from chickens kept on the 
bridge, paint sold at cut prices to 
the village plus various other ways 
of supplementing his earnings. By 
the time Tomlinson discovers the 
shenanigans ;he is himself, involved, 
and the pic finishes with a crazy 
inspection by an: admiral which 
winds up haphazardly if hilariously. 

/The Cast play this tiny anecdote 
foi* laughs and get them effortless¬ 
ly. Tomlinson, Sellers and Wilfrid 
Hyde-White head a cast which is 
experienced in making a jest look 
like a fullrpowered joke; Tom Gill, 
Lilliane Sottarie, Reginald Beck¬ 
with and Lionel Jeffries also land 
a slick hand in keeping this genial 
frivolity bubbling. Mostly, how¬ 
ever, “Up the Creek” depends on 
a ripe and fruity performance by 
tv. arid radio comedian Peter Sell¬ 
ers and it is somewhat disconcert- 
irig to find that a .sequel, “Further 
Up The Creek,” has been started. 
without Sellers, who has. another 
engagement. This may well press 
the luck of the producers a shads 
too far. . 

Moray Grant's lensing is ade¬ 
quate. ^ Technical adviser is Lieut¬ 
enant-Commander J. H. Puller of 
the Royal Navy Who, without any 
doubt, has cut himself off from any 
further • diplomatic relations with 
the Admiralty. Rich. 
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ELVIS PRESLEY’S NEW 
Picture is Your Star 

It s the top Presley show ever because 
It's got all the Presley singing magic— 
with something new added: a great 
dramatic performance by young America’s 
idol. A stronger story, a bigger cast, a 
greater Presley all indicate that this 
attraction will top by a wide margin the 
terrific business he’s done before! 
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Hungary to Pay 3G Per Feature? 
Now Likely Russia’s Satellite May Acquire 10 From 

U. S.—Terms Contain Oddities 

Cannes, May 20. 

Despite reservations, arid com¬ 

plaints on both sides, a deal for 

the .sale of 10 American pictures to 

Hungary nevertheless appears close 

to signing. 

The Hungarians are willing to 
pav $3,000 per picture, which 
Dt\yn Dosai, the Hungarian export 
chief, said v as "the highest price 
we re paving for any. import.’' 

Among the titles selected by 
Budapest are "Roman Holiday,” 
"fiaM of Eden.” "Robin Hood.” 
“ivnnck on Wood,” "Country Girl,” 
‘'Francis." "Invitation to the 

20lh’s Hughes Buyout 
Continued from, page 5 

Dance.” "Phone Call From a , P^ny s .hallyear ^armngs would be 
Stranger" and ■ "Captain Horn- approximately $5,000,000. equaLto 

blower." Earlier, The, Hungarian . **£^*5?** 
monopoly had purchased "Marty” 

Cine Trade Fund To 
Give Up Command Show 

London, May 13. 
Following the decision of the 

Queen not to patronize the Royal 
Film Performance this year, the 
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent. 
Fund has decided to abandon the 
show in 1958. 

However, Elizabeth the Queen 
^ Mother will give the-Royal nod to 

twists and turns In company atT the; 1959 film performance. No 
fairs. j date has yet been skedded but it 

Twentieth Century-Fox chalked will probably take place in Febru- 
up a net profit of $2,147,71 i for ary, which xyill come within the. j 
the first quarter of 1958, prexy : charity’s financial year. 
Spyros Skouras told the stockhold- 1 
ers at the company’s annual irieet- 
ing in. N. . Y; . yesterday <Tues.). 
Earnings , are equivalent to 84c a 
share as compared with the 82c 
earned on the $2U71.680 net for 
the same period a year ago. . 

At the same time, ' the /20th 
chieftain predicted that the com- j 

1958 CannesTest Films 
Continued from page 1C - 

and ‘‘Trapeze,” 
Asked why Hungary hadn’t 

shown any American films between 
1948 arid last year, Dosai. ex- 

$4,070,000 or $1.54 a share for the 
same half year stanza of a year 
ago. 

In a well-mannered meeting, 
during which.' Skouras Was fre¬ 
quently praised for his chairman- 

plained "We can’t be held respon- a'nd‘ for his guidance of the. 
for the mistakes made by a Bible- 

past 'Rakdsii regime.” In. 1948, 
Hungary forced the Motion Picture 
Export Assn, to close shop in Buda¬ 
pest. Earlier, the Hungarians re¬ 
fused to show films featuring per¬ 
formers or others Who appeared 
as "friendly” witnesses in the 
House L’nAmerican Activities Com¬ 
mittee hearings on Communism in 
Hollywood. 

At a press conference here, the 

company, the stockholders, also 
learned ab^ut the Howard Hughes 
buy-out (see above). 

In addition to the. 52,000 shares 
of common stock Tield in the treas¬ 
ury. at Dec. 28, 1957, at a cost of 
$1,069,273, the company, purchased 
52,800 shares during, the first quar¬ 
ter of 1958 and’an additional 284.- 
300 shares during April at a cost 
of $&,805,480, . 

Skouras reiterated that the film 
Hungarians, said tlieir industry industry had made a serious error 
tould "tackle any subject’* that was . in selling the post-1948 backlogs 
’ not offensive or hostile to the to television. 
regime.” Asked the concept of the Skouras used the meeting as, a 
screen in Hungary today, the dele- platform to urge exhibitors. to 
gat ion spokesman replied it was to combine Into one trade association 
"entertain and to instruct.” He so they can employ their influence 
wouldn't say which came first. in legislative hallsandeven"ob- 

■ '•■■■■■ tain a subsidy, if necessary.” . 
v The 20th topper also discussed 
the cbmpaMy’s activities in. the oil 

! business and rioted that profits, al¬ 
though small now, would increase 
once drilling and equipment costs 

Vegas Wins 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

Capri which was built partially are recouped; 

Tuner Tents’$7-Mii 
with Miami Beach capital. Lefty 

Clark at the Tropicana Is also with- j 

out Vegas connections and will re-_- 

•main. Jake Lansky may take' oyer. ;'i£s=s --Continued from page i-' ■ ■■ 
at the Nacional; Myer Lansky exit- ; tunertent in Danbury, Conn., have 
td the Riviera after some Havana been abandoned. 

Highlighting _ . 
scheduled for the various tents this 
summer will be the new. releases 

j of. ‘‘Fanny,” “Most Happy Fella,” 
j "Happy Hunting,” “Damn ■ Yan- 
.kees,” “jfew Girl in Town” and 
| “Porgy and,'Bess,” the latter being 
sent out as .a package. Several cari- 
vastops will also pad out their 

Minneapolis, May 20. 

“Gigi” has been, landed by the 
Minnesota Amusement Co. (United 
Paramount) for: its Twin Cities' 
firstruns: and will open day and 
date July 4 at the Minneapolis Ly¬ 
ric and St. Paul Riviera. 

It’ll not be a hard-ticket attrac¬ 
tion in the two cities. Whether ad¬ 
missions will be upped for it hasn’t 
been decided . yet, according to 
Charles Winchell, MAC president- 
general manager. 

. Industry, here anticipates the 
after. 5: p.m, tap will be boosted 
from the regular 90c to at least 
$1.25 and, perhaps, $1.50. 

Loew’s Theatres 
Continued from page . 1 

example, has approximately $9,- 
000,000 available in cash , which 
Loew’s Inc. cannot touch without 
the express ; permission of the 
Loew’s Theatres board of directors. 
The theatre board has been tena¬ 
ciously holding op to the coin, 
ostensibly to use for diversification 
purposes when it finally breaks 
away from Lpew’s Inc. ; 

The theatre company arid the; 
production - distribution. firm have , 
long been at odds on how to divide 
the liability on a $30,000,000 fund¬ 
ed debt held by. a number of insur¬ 
ance companies. The theatre -cir-.j 
cuit’s board has insisted that I 
Loew’s Inc. be responsible for the 

Cinlinii Baraganiilul 
and a beguiling tale of Innocence 
triumphing over greed. 

A governmental dam dooms 
little town alongside a river. A 
young girl is vividly courted by 
greedy relatives when her father 
dies and his fortune is not found. 
They, in turn, try to find the money 
and the girl finally comes on it arid 
gives the family the air and goes 
off to live with her one. good uncle, 
a sheephei-der. 

Film’s fine anamorphosocopic 
lensing . builds the dam construc¬ 
tion into a parallel line with the* 
girl’s growth and final defeat of 
her. designing family. It escapes 
being turgid arid flows on peace¬ 
fully in its simple tale full of smart 
notations on French provincial life. 

Pascal Audret lacks the drive to 
really make a vital character of the 
persecuted but independent girl, 
arid Francois. Villiers’ direction 
lags somewhat. But Jean Giono’s 
script gives excellent ■insight into 
its people and the land for the 
film’s main merit. Technical. credit 
arid supporting cast ate tops. 

Mosk. 

Xiberte Snrevellle 
(Provisional Liberty) 

(FRENCH-CZECH; FRANSCOPE, 
COLOR) 

Cannes, May 16. 
Silver Film release of Czech State-Tri¬ 

dent production. Stars Marina Vlady, Rob¬ 
ert Hossein; features. Rene Lefevre. Di¬ 
rected by Vladimir Voltchek, Henri Ais- 
ner. Screenplay, Pierre Laroche, Colette 
Aiidry; camera (Agfacolor). H. Alekan; 
editor, J. L. Lacour. At Cannes Film Fesf. 
Running time, 90 MINS. 

It is easy to ’ see why this film 
was finally riixed by the Czechs as 

their entry, and why the fest selec¬ 
tors finally showed it out of com¬ 
petition rather than as a French 
film. It is a cliche-ridden opus 
about a Western (French) fugitive 
who .manages to escape the police 
to Eastern Europe (Czechoslovakia); 
by • being mistaken for the new 
member of a French boating team. 

Love is waiting in the East and 
he renounces his former life by 
returning a stolen museum paint- 

and deciding to stay in the 

debt and has refused to agree to a I 

compromise, settlement. . j th£ast-^est cop^odirtion will have 
An example of the. Conflict her to do better than this to catch with 

tween the two companies is. in-! either side. Mosk. 
dicated by the testimony of Leo- 

who hooks the Fremont' iLas 
Vegao and the Havana Riviera 
will sell-his shares in the latter 
Spot. 

Form Committee 

Havana. May 13.. 
A new committee has been 6i> , ■ . ... , 

gani/ed to boost Cuba’s lagging schedules witlv such straight play 

tourist trade. Called the New ,te”s„“ T,lme (?rn?u-g',a,nt? 
Cuba l'ro Tourism Committee, the and ‘’Auntie Marne There'll be 
group is composed of hotels, night- t\vo companies of the latter com- 
clubs, airlines and other business- edy tounng the tent circuit, 
es which deal with the tourism as Opera will be/offered at some 
w ell as I he official Cuban Tourist ^Phts. such as. the .-Musicarnival. 
institute. Committee plans to ";h.W « production of: 
spend $2,500,000 on publicity; par-, La Boheme is planned. Boxoffiee 
tiVularlv.in the V. S. The money are. remaining genera ly 

is to go for not only .dvettta- W1*”* 
tag but also on prizes for contests I salll“* (or.1,!ss than ?4. practically 
among tourists who come here.: a ye tents are. soUctting theatre 
Prizes w ould range from ranches to Parties, with most reporting ad- 
PVfi,rcinn« , vance sales over last year. The 
excursions. . . , f ‘ South Shore Music Circus, Cohas^ 
* T^f ne'v i°V.t^t pom^d out sett, MasSi, however, limits its par- 
for the first time sections of the ties to one per week, 
tourist industry had united in a . growth of the tents has also 
common effort. _ Cuba s 17-month ; Cue(i ali increase in royalties, with 
revolt against Dictator Fulgeiieio, mosj shows now being peddled on 
Battsta has sorely hurt tourism.,, guarantee against a percentage 
which is the country s No. 2 mdus- i of the gross. Licensing the ihusi- 
try after the sugar crop. During cals are Tams-Witmark and Music 
the past few months tourism has Theatre Inc 
dropped down to almost nothing,5 ’ ■ *■ •: .-•■ ■ ■ 

Cl°Sing aU bUt °ne °r: Howard SmldrHeac^L6ge^4 

i o ” : Howard Smidt, of Paramount/ 
eial stnke attempt April 9, theie js paying a repeat as president of 
has been a slight pickup in hiz. L0ge 24, Colisseum of Motion Pic- 
hut the rebels are reorganizing for tuve Salesmen—vice Virgil Jones, 
new effoits. shifted by Warners to the sales 

Among the members of the Pro- : offices in New York, after the elos- 
Tourism Committee are Hotels Na-. ing of the Albany exchange, 
eional, Riviera, Hilton, Capri. Pres- Jones, Who is slated for a selling 
idente, Vedado and Lincoln; Tropi- assignment in another territorv, re-‘ 
cana Nightclub; Pan Americaa and turned here for a diriner given by 
Cubana Airlines; and the Cuban the Albany unit. Honored with 
and American Chambers of Com-.: him was Howard Goldstein. The 
lnerce- [latter resigned May 2 as a 20th 

--—:-r— . Centur-Fox salesman, to join his 
France Nuyen will be the guest father-in-law in a Schenectady 

for the “South Pacific” opening at s dr^s shop, ^ I. 
the Centurv, Buffalo Wednesday Goldstein, however, is keeping 
(2D. First two nights will be bene- \ his hand in industry affairs, by 
fits—Wednesday, for Boys Town of ; serving, as buyer-booker for a nuim 
Italy and Thursday, Navy-Ma inc1 t>er hf drive-in and conventional 
Memorial Stadium Fund sponsored /theatres . '(-including' his brother’s 
by the U.S, Naval Air Station, Fort Warren Drive-in, Castle ton, 
hiagara Falls. i Vt). 

pold Friedman,, president, of Loew’s 
Inc., which has been in a desperate 
financial position, had asked , the 
theatre division to declared a divi¬ 
dend, Friedman revealed. How¬ 
ever, the theatre board refused to 
do so, he noted, but added that the 
theatre company had agreed to 
Consider .Tending Loew’s Inc. 
money for production purposes 
with . “proper, security” and at a 
‘■prime rate.” Although Loew’s 
Theatres is still officially connected 
with Loew.’s Inc., it has not con¬ 
tributed a cent to the latter’s■ treas-.j 
ury. On the other hand, Loewr’s 

R^saura -A Las Dioz 
(Rosaura At 10 O’Clock) 

(ARGENTINIAN) 
Cannes, May 13. 

Argentino-Sono Film release and. pro¬ 
duction. Stars Juan Verdaguer, Susana 
Campos; features Maria Robledo, Alberto 
Dalbes. Directed by Mario Sbffici. Screen¬ 
play, Marco Denevi, Soffici from the' 
novel by Denevi; camera, Anibal Paz; 
editor, Gobi Munez. At Cannes Film Fest. 
Running time^ 9S MINS. 
Rosaura ................ Susana Campos 
Camilo Juan Verdaguer 
Milagros Maria Robledo 
Reguel  .. Alberto Dalbes.' 

Looks suitable mainly for *His^ 
^_ _ _ _pano lingo houses in States, where 

Theatres has Thnt nioney To United j it could have exploitation values. 
Artists (with interest); for produc- Otherwise this complicated tale 
tion purposes. ' [from Argentina of a timid painter. 

The complicated financial struc- ! invents a fantasy girlfriend 
ture currently existing — w;hereby l )vho comes to life, is too slow mov- 
Loew’s theatres jncome ls includ-! ing .and san? necessary character- 

the milieu, but she is too overin¬ 
dulged and given a tragic mask too 
early m the pic to make her final 
self-realization telling. Stacks as 
chancy art house item for the 

Miss. Lambeti is willing to mar- 
ry a rich man for his riioney but 
relents when the family’s selfish¬ 
ness and cowardice in the face of 
adversity leads to the death of 
tneir devoted maid when the moth- 
er and daughter try to stop her 
fiom telling all when she demands 
money for her ailing child. It is a 
heart; attack arid. Miss Lambetti 
exits the family and life of lies 
with the child. 

Director Michael Cacoyannis has 
a flair for telling notation oh con- 
vtntialism, but the- uneven script¬ 
ing obscures the present theme and 
makes-it somewhat conventional in 
its own way. Technical credits are 
?o™«nd this was brought in for 
$35,000. Mosk. 

OOHA 
(TUNISIAN) 

TiAr. , Cannes, May 20. 
*nd produetion. Stirs 

Omar -Cheriff; features, Zina Bouzaiane 
.Ga“ol°- Gabiiel Jabbour, DarSli 

DirJ?cted ^ Jacques Baratier. 
(AefnrniftrV 9eorg^ Schehade; camera 

2CD0r)’ Jean Bourgoin; editor, Tr- 

Afc£nnes Fam Fest->S- 

Film is a colorful adaptation of 
a Tunisian folk tale. Unreeled in 
the form of a yarn told by a story- 
teller, it has forthright folk quali¬ 
ties, fine technical aspects and good 
trouping. 

Concerns a seemingly simple- 
minded youth who has more imagi¬ 
nation and sense than his family, 
teachers and friends. When he is 
involved in a love affair with the 
beauteous second young wife of the 
town wiseman, the film suddenly 
turns from whimsy to drama. It is 
a tribute to director Jacques Bara¬ 
tier s knowhow, in his first fea- 
ture, that he riianages the Swerve. 
Color and technical credits are 
first-class. Mosk. 

Vasvirag 
(Iron Flower) 

(HUNGARIAN) 
. .. Cannes, May 16. 

rel*ase and production; 
Stars Mari Torocsxk, Zoltan - Varltonyi; 
features, Istvan Avar. Directed by Janos 
Hersko. Screenplay, Miklos KoUo from 
the novel by Aiidor GeUeri; camera,: 
Ferenc Szecsenyi^edjtor, Zoltan Kerenyi. 

N^armeS Fdm Fest* ; Running, time, 90 

The recent picketing of and 
lukewarm reaction in the U. S. to 
another Magyar pic, “Merry Go 

Round,’* suggest that it is still hard 
for satellite pix to break into. Yank 
marts. 

This one Is a tale of a love affair 
during the depression period of the 
1930’s, a little shop girl wolf-called 
by her rich boss leaves her poor 
but honest lover for luxury drily to 
regret it 

Tale avoids bariality and emerges 
tender film obscured somewhat 

by an ambiguous ending. Direction 
is knowing Rnd thesping outstand¬ 
ing. Mosk. 

ed .in Loew’s Inc.’s report—pre- izatioh, mood or poetics. 

Timid soul has inverited this girl serits a false picture of the overall I, A11?10 soui nas lnyentea tms gin 
assets of the Writ company, ac-! ‘° >"teres‘ h« Ia”dlad/ s da«ghter parent company, 
cording to soriie stockholders. 

As. a consequence of the long 
conflict between the two compa¬ 
nies, it’s believed that the only way 
a solution;; can be found to. the 
financial . differences is for the 
parent company to assume full. fi¬ 
nancial, control again. The Antitrust 
division of the Department of Jus¬ 
tice has agreed to a new deadline 
for the final separation of the two 
companies, setting the date at-Aug. 
31, 1959/ However, it’s believed 
that Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel 
—if the Court restores financial 
control to Loew’s Inc. — will at¬ 
tempt to bring about: the final div¬ 
orcement for announcement at the 
annual meeting in February, 1959, 
It’s stressed that assumption of 
financial control by the parent 
company will be only for a limited 
'time-^-just* long enough for settle¬ 
ment of the. $30,000,000 funded 
'debits 

Niagara Foldo Blames TV 
. . Niagara Falls, Orit., May 20. 
This border city’s first., movie 

housei Capitol Theatre, Was shut¬ 
tered and put up for sale by Odeon 
Theatres Ltd. May 12. House was 
opened in 1913, 

Ty was. bamed ioi*. attendance 
drop. Two other hardtops and two 
drive-ins in area still operate. 

in him. But he has done it from 
an old photograph and one day the 
girl stumbles in. He is whirl- 
w-inded into marrying her by his 
landlady and she is . then killed 
for the film’s various flashbacks 
and different versions of the affair 
before it is straightened out. 

. Feature is in a 1:2.5 process 
called Alexscope and has okay tech¬ 
nical resources with competent 
thesping. Mosk. 

To Telefteo Psemma 
(No More Credit) 

(GREEK) 
“Cannes, May 13. 

_ Fln°s Film release and: production. Stars 
Ellie Lambetti; features. Georges: Pappas, 
Athena Michaelidou, Eleni Zafiriou. D i- 
rected and wiritten by Michael Cacoy¬ 
annis. Camera, . Walter Lassally; editor. 
Yanni TsarouchL At Cannes Film Fest. 
Running time, TOO MINS.- 
Chloe EUie LambetU 
Cleon Georges Pappas 
Roxane .............. Athena Michaelidou 
Katerina ..Eleni Zafiriou 

Director Michael Cacoyannis has 
impressed at other film festivals, 
arid put the Greek feature on the 
international art house map, with 
his proceeding “Stella” and “The 
Girl in Black,” This one is more 
difficult and skirts melodrama in 
its tale of a ruined bourgeois fam¬ 
ily fighting to keep its dignity and 
standing. 

Actress Ellie Lambetti ha§ some 
striking dramatic scenes as the 
daughter who finally escapes from 

Doolittle’s S.F. Brief 
= Continiied from page 2 —s' 

little has been forced to cancel 
the June 1 evening performance 
and substitute a June 5 matinee- 
on June 6 _the troupe will. he oil 
the road and have the evening 
free. Ticket-holders for the June 
1 performance are being allowed 
to exchange for the June 5 mati¬ 
nee or to get refunds, but this has 
brought, howls of anguish froin 
San Franciscans who’d hoped to 
catch the Russians on the weekend ' 
and will have to work during the 
Thursday iriatinee. 

Doolittle. has .been asking tour 
boss Sol Hurok to get the . Soviets 
to make an exception, but has 
heard nothing but . adamant 
“nyets.” 

B.O. Above Capacity 
Detroit, May 20. 

Moiseyev Dance Co. from Mos¬ 
cow scored artistic and financial' 
success in a three-day stay booked 
by Sol Hurok at the 5,000-seat 
Masonic Temple Auditorium. Rus¬ 
sians played to. standirig-room-orily 
audiences at all three perform- ' 
ances and were cheered enthusias¬ 
tically and repeatedly by the most 
excited audiences seen here sirice 
My Fair Lady” was in town. 
Show grossed $67,654 before 

taxes. Capacity was $66,000.' 



EVERY SHOWMAN AGREE 

THERE IS NO SUBSTIT 
‘'vuc^tjcL-oL- 

TO ASSURE BOX-OFFICE 

WFBrTg^ 

W. R. (Billy) WILKERSON, publisher of Hollywood Reporter: 
.. It's the best, by many lengths, that Alan Ladd has had 

since ‘Shane’, and, for our money, it's even better than ‘Shane 

LOUEUA PARSONS: 
"TV/o stars are born in ‘Proud Rebel’—Samuel Goldwyn, Jr 
emerges as a top flight producer, and Alan Ladd’s son, David 
... the most appealing young actor I have seen since Richard 
Barthelmess made history in ’To'ble David’... Frankly, I love 

this picture.” 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF THE U.S.A 
... excellent... with motives dose to most hearts 

VARIETY: 
‘‘One of the truly heartwarming films of the 
season ... cinch to score strongly." 

FILM BULLETIN: 
"Excellent entertainment for the family and for 
action fans. Should roH up big grosses in the 
‘Old Yeller' manner.... Heartwarming 

INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL: 
“First rate family entertainment...” 

- SMIK.GOBWNJr. 
PRESENTS 

ALAN LADD * OLIVIA deHAVILLAND 

TECHNICOLOR’ 
CO-STARRINO AND INTRODUCING ,* 

DEAN JAGGER * DAVID LADD • CECIL KELLAWAY • JAMES WESTERFIELD 

Screenplay by JOSEPH PETRACCA and LILLIE HAVWARO * From i Story by (AMES COWARD GRANT 

Produced 6 i, SAMUEL GOLDWYN, JR. Directed W MICHAEL CURTIZ 
Distributed by BUENA VISTA FILM DISTRIBUTION CO., INC. — 



PICTURES 

Picture Grosses 

Race Meet Lifts Omaha; 
‘Rodan’ Mighty $10,000, 

'Summer Hot 13G, 2d 
Omaha, May 20. 

Plenty of out-of-town traffic, in 
for the Ak-Sar-Ben horse race 
meeting that tees off today (Tues,); 
is giving downtown first-runs a 
boost this session. ‘‘Rodan” is^ es¬ 
pecially rousing at the Brandeis, 
“Sheepman” is fine at State. “Lorig 
Hot” remains solid in its second 
week at the Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brandeis (RKO) M,100; 75-90)—■ 

“Rodan” (DCA) and "Hell in. Ko¬ 
rea” (DCA). Smash $10,000. Last 
week, “Return bT Dracula” (UA) 
and "Flame Barrier” . (UA), $2,800. 

Omaha (Tristates) *2,066; 75-90) 
_“St Louis Blues” (Par) and 
“High Hell” (Par). Fair $5,000 or 
near. Last w eek. “Bridge on River 
Kwai” (Col) (4th wk), $2,500 at 
90e-$l .25 scale. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 90- 
$1 25)—“Long Hot Summer” (20th> 
(2d wk). Slick $13,000, and may go 
three weeks. Last week, $15,000. 

State (Cooper) (850; 75-90)—^ 
“Sheepman” (M-Gh Fine $5,000. 
Last week, "Cry Terror” 'M-G) and 
“I Accuse” (M-G', $2,500, 

‘Kwai’ Fancy $6,000,8th, 
Port; ‘Married’ Ditto 
Portland, Ore.* May 20. 

First-run biz continues on the 
skids here, with a sudden heat 
wave and transient name attrac¬ 
tions mainly blamed. “Bridge on 
Liver Kwai” continues at a fast 
pace and still is standout in eighth 
frame at the Orpheum. "I Married 
A Woman” looks so-so at the Fox 
but is the top newcomer currently/ 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) *1,875; $1- 

$1 50i — “Sheepman” . (M-G) and 
“High Cost of Living” iM-G), Slow’ 
$4 500. Last week, "Left-Handed 
Gun” <WB> and "Violent Road” 
(WB). $3,900. . v ■■ 

Fox 'Evergreen) (1.536; $1-$1.50) 
—t"! Married A Woman” iU) and 
“Violators” <Uv So-so $6,000. Last 
week, "Adam and Eve” <Indie) and 
“Story Lynn Stuart” (Col), $6,200. 

Liberty i Hamrick) <1,890; $1- 
.$1.50“Dragstrip Riot” <AI) and 
“Cool and Crazy” (AD. Slim $5,- 
000. Last week, “Macabre”. (AA) ■ 
and "Heli’s Five Hours” <AA>, 
$5,300. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) <1.600; $1-. 
51 50'-^-"Bridge On River Kwai” 
(Col) (8th wk). Fine $6,000. Last 
Week, S7.700., 

Paramount (Port-Parl (3,400; $1- 
51 50»—“Desire Under Elms” 'Par) 
and "Gentle Touch” (Rank), Sad 
$4,500, Last week, "Another Time, 
Another Place” (Par) and "Coun¬ 
try Music Holiday” (Par), $4,000. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

wk'. Fine $28,000. Last week, 
$27,000. . . ■ 

Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-79)— 
“True Story of Lynn Stuart” (Col), 
and "World Was His Jury” (Col). 
Soft $4,300. Last week,: "Screaming 
Mimi” iCol> and “High Flight” 
(Col). $5,700. ■ !'. M 

Oriental 'Indtel (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—"I Married a Woman” <U.) and! 
“Flood Tide” <U>. Fair $15,000 or 
close. Last week. “Paris Holiday” i 
(UA) '3d wk). $14,500. ! 

Palace 'SW-Cinerama) (1.434; 
$.1.25-$3.40> — "Search for Para¬ 
dise” Cinerama) '5th wk). Fine 
$25,600 Last week. $28.0G0, 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80) 
—"Young Lions” (20th) (7th wk). 
Big $18,000. Last week, $20,000. 

State-Lake 'B&K) (2.400; 90- 
51 go) — "Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col' (10th wk-. Brisk $18,000. Last 
week. $21,000. . 

Surf 'il&E Balabuh) (685; $150) 
— Confessions Felix KruTl” i.DCA) 
(2d wk . Slow $2,000. Last week, 
$2,800. . .. 

ToddV (’inostage- (Todd) <1.036; 
$1 75-^3 80 —".V ound World in 80 
Davs” -UA) <50‘h \vkh Hefty $16,- 
00'.). Lost week. $1(5.300. 

United Artists -invK) '1,700; 90- 
51 5()—"God’s Little Acre” /UA). 
Wow S32.0:):). Las', \vook. "Sheep¬ 
man’’ M-G» ’2d wk>, $9 500; . 

-Woods Es -aness* . 1.2C0:- .90- 
$ 1.50!—"Teacher's Pet” 'Par) (6th 
w k-. Oke $11,000. Lari week. $13,- 
500. "Maracaibo” 'pan opens to.-, 
dav 'Tues. . 

World Teitel) 606; 90'—"Bol¬ 
shoi Ballet” (Rankr '2d v.kh Brisk 
$6,700. Last week, $6,200. 

Ziegfeld 'Dowd) (485: $1.25(— 
“Snow Was Black” Coni'. Busy 
$7,000. Last week, reissues. 

LOS ANGELES apS* 
(Continued from page 8) . with Maj 

"Merry Andrew” (M-G) (1st gen- p,^se be* 
eral run), $6,900. • wn® a h 

Globe (Metropolitan) (799; 90- ,, “ 
$1.50)—“This Angry Age”. (Col) Alan- . .„ 

PftniEfY 

‘BROTHERS’NICE 11G, 
PROV.;fANGRY’$9,000 

Providence, May 20. 

State’* “Brothers Karamazov” 
appears ’healthiest . hereabouts, 
with Maj estic’s “This Angry Age” 
close. behind. Strand is fair with 
“Case Against . Brooklyn” as is 
RKO Albee. with “Day of the Bad 

Vednesday, May 21, 1958 

Bang Bingo & DST As Foes 
; Continued from: page. 15 ; 

and “Screaming Mimi” 
Light $3,000. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)* 

Downtown, Wiltern (SW) *1,757; "Day of the Bad Man” CU) and “Fe- 
2,344; 90-$1.50) —- "I married a f male Animal” (U). : Mild $4,500. 
Woman” (U) and "All Mine to Last week, "Summer Love” (U) 
Give” (U). Poor $5,000. . ' and "Big Beat” (U), $4,000. 

Orpheum, . Ritz (Metropolitan- Majestic *SW) (2,200; 65-80)-— 
FWC; (2,213; 1,320; 90-$L50)— “This Angry Age” (Col) . and 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) (1st general “Screaming Mimi” (Col). Nice 
run). Warm $9,500. Last week, $9,000. Last week, “Stakeout On 
Ritz w’ith Los Angeles, New’Fox, Dope. Street” (WB), $7,000. 
"Fraulein” (20th), “Thundering ; state (Loew) (8,200; 70-90)— 
Jets” (20th), $8,000. "Brothers Karamazov” (M-G). 

Los Angeles, New Fox, El Rey Good $11,000. Last week, “Bridge 
(FWC) (2,097; 765; 861; 90-$1.5p)— 0n River Kwai”. (Col): (3d wk), 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) (1st $10,000. 
general run) and “Fraulein” (20th) Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
(1st wk, El Rey; 2d . wk, others), 65-80)—"Case Against Brooklyn” 
hefty $12,300. .'Col) and “Let's Rock” (Col). Mod-. 

Pantages (RKO) *2,815; 90-$1,80) est $5,000. ! Last week, "The God- 
—"10 North Frederick” (20th) (2d dess” (Col) and "Murder Rich 
wk). Weak $3,100. Last week,1 Uncle”. (CoD, $4,000. 
$11,100. ■•' . ” ■ — i 

Warner Beverly ’ (SW) (1.612; nncTAXI 
$1.25-$1.75)—"Desire . Under Elms” . ' BUa iON 
(Par) (2d wk). Dreary $3,000. Last ' Continued from page 8) 

^^(FWG) (1 408* $1 75- (Rank1. Good .$7,500. Last Week, cmnese uj.-vvgj- «fi nnn 
$3.50)—“Windjammer” (NT; (6th. 1,rSo?^1Soo.?60 $110) 

??ll00Okay ?17’-00- 
■ Four star Fox Beverly Loyola, trill s, Raiders. . (AA). .Lively $12,—. 

VoFgS? ^C^?^868; Si 0()0., Last week,“GlrlkOn Lopse” 
1,248; 825; $1.25-$2.40) — “Young: ^nd .Live Fast, Die Young (U), 
Lions” (20th) (6th wk).. Strong “<’000. ^ M 
$15,600. Last week, $20,300. , rpISi 

ir<rmttan ittatoi ii tl 25- ) $1.10)—^Desire Under- Elms (Par) 
$3^ol^ "Brid^biri River’ Kwa?” . Dull $7,000,/ Last -week, 

'luiSr G°°d S8i200' ^ ^Paramount* -NET) '. (4,i57- 60- 
Wirner ’ Hollywood (SW) (1,384; 1 °lr^^n0tileF. . Another 

$1.20-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders” Place ^ /Par) and Country Music 
(Cinerama).- Started 50th wk on Holiday. / (Park - Okay $12,000. 
Sunday (18) after big $16,200 last Last, week Stakeout on Dop, 
week i Street” (WB) and "Violent Ro.aa' 

f Carthay (FWC)' (1,138; $1.75- (WB),. $6,000, 
$3.50):—‘‘Arouhd World in 80 Days” i ^Pilgrim (NET) (1,000: 60-$L10)-. 
(UA) (74th wk). Fat $16,500. Last .‘ Case Against Brooks. (Col) and 
week $18 000. VLets Rock.’ (Col). Nice $7,500. 

• ’ ^ ’ Last week, "And God Created 
r\ ct t A » Woman” (Kings) and "Date With 

Butt 3.Q. Sags ; Age Disaster” (2d wk), $4,000. 
CP ‘Ciiinunfr’ ftP Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3.30) 

..rair oix, summer oix —'south pacific” 120th) <6th wk). 
I Buffalo, May 20. Socko $22.000.. Last week, $23,000. 
I Film biz is sagging - here this,! Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25)— 
stanza despite a. surplus of new- “sinners” (indie) and “Tempest in 
comers. About, best newcomer is I Flesh” (Indie).V Neat $4,000. Last 
VThis Angry Age,” which is only |.\veek< “Monika^ (Indie) and ‘‘Mixed 
fan* at Paramount. All considered, Up Women” (Indie) (2d wk) $4,200, 

Long, .Hpt Summer is not doing. Orpheum. (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25> 
so hadly in its third stanza . at the J _^‘*MeiTy Andrew” (M-G) and 
Teck but farFrom big. Cattle Em- ..Hlgh Co^t 0f‘Loving” (M-G) (2d 

Ftloen,!fff?«ed W k six dajs at Ayk) . Mild: $9000 in;6 days,. Last 

; Estimates for This Week i chn. r,K ^ week. $10,500, 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)-^ ( 
"Cattle Empire”‘(20th> arid "Under- Brothers. Karamazov (,M-G) (5th 
water Warrior” (M-GH Lean $7,000 Tnm . $7,500. Last week, 
in 6 days/Last week,-"Paris Holi- ditto, • 

day” (UA) arid "Steel Bayonet” .; ' —^—————— . . . 

.3.000: 70-90- SAN FRANCISCO 
“Goddess” (Col) and “High Flight ’ (Continued from page 9): 

SAN FRANCISCO 
(Continued from page 9) 

ICol2‘ .S)0r- l Fair $10,000.: 
onn Desire Under ElmA . ■ Par ’ | Last week, "Another Time,: An- 

.iTATh i9 7nri* 7ri qni_! other Place” (Par) and "Country 
Music Holiday” (Par), $9,500. . 

Hnman^UhdS" l St* Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
Soft $4000 ^ast^veek “Here to'—‘bridge On River Kwai” (Col) 
Ft^nftv” ?Col) and "Crash Land- plQth'.lvk). Fancy $11,000 or near. 

ing” (Col) (reissues), $6,000.. ^wnneramaV (1458- 
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 

“I Married a Woman”^--(tJ)'-^ arid 
“Female Animal” (U). Fair $6,000 ; •G-1?.^5nn’ 
or close. Last week, “Stage Struck” v JD00. D|st we.ek, $14,500. 

.■jig) ''In W°n 'y" lAA’’ ! 20t!"Thunder RoS' 
' ■ Paramount (AB-PT) 0,000; 70- j (UA) and “Toughest Gumin Tomb- 
; 90)—“This Angry Age”. (Col; and stone ’ (UA). Fair: $8,500; Last 
"Screaming Mimi” (Col). Fair . week. Return of pracula” (UA) 
$8 000 ■ and “Flame Barrier” (UA), $6,100. 

1 Tech (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25)— I Stagedoor; (A-R) (440; f $125- 
{ “Long, Hot Summer” (20th) : (3d ; $r,50)-."Desire TJnder: Elms” (Par) 

wk). Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,000. ^MAvk). Hep $4,400. Last, week, 

MINIMF APm Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; 
MUNDULArUI-lO $1.25-$1.50)—"Bed of Grass” (T-L) 

. (Continued from page 8) ,U.2d wkU Okay. $3,000. Last week, 
$7,000. Last week,“Teacher's Pet’1. /$3,500, . .- 
(Par) (2d wk), $5,500. i Vogue (S.F. Theatre) (364; $1,25) 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) <2:800; 75- ’—-"Smiles Summer: Night” (Rank) 
9C» — "Macabre” (AA) and •“Hell’s . <6th wk»... Fine $3,000. Last week. 
Five Hours” (AA). The S1,000. S3.200. D 

: fright insurance gimmick stirring j Coronet (United California) G,- 
: up attention. Fast $9.000.. Last 250; Si:50-$3.75>—‘Around World 
; week, "Girls on Loose” (U) arid : In 80 Days” (UA) (73d wkh Good 
I "Live: Fast, Die Young” (UV; $4.000.' $8;50Q, Last Aveek,: ditto. 
| RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-85)— ■ : .. . . " •. ■ 
“Toughest Gun in Tombstone”. : 1 ATTICVtl I 17 

’«UA) and "Outlaw’s Son” 'UAL/ .. 'LuyV1LLL 
Tepid $4,000. Last, week, "Ridel (Continued from page 9) 

■Toughest Gun in ■ tombstone . : 1 ATTICVll I 17 
«UA) and "Outlaw’s Son” 'UAK i .. 'Luy V1LLL 
Tepid $4,000. Last . week,. "Ride l (Continued from page 9) 
Out Revenge” (UA) and "Fort ‘ (WB) and "Violent Road” - (WB). 
Bowie” (UA i, $3,800. /Puny $3,000. Last week,. 

State (Par) '-2,3.00; 85-90)—“Big of \vTax”’ (WB) and ‘‘Phantom of. 
; Beat ’ (U ) arid “Summer Love’ Hue Morgue” (WB) (reissues), 
; <U-). Should be teenagers’ feast but $5,500. 
• biz is on disappointing side. Flimsy Rialto. (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50- 
■ $5,000. List week, “Fort Massacre” 85)—"Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
j (UA) arid “Cross^Up”- (UA), .$4,500. (3d wk>. Perked somewhat by 
j Suburban World- (Mann) (7f)0; sneak pfeview. Sunday (18), to in- 
! 85’—"Stella” 'Indie). Fair $1,700. dicate oke $7,000 or near. Last 
i Last week. "Nights of Cabiria” (In-4 week, $9,000. . 
■ die), $1,500. ; United Artists (UA) (3^000; 50- 
; World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— 85)—“Run Silent,.Run Deep” (UA). 
“‘All at Sea” (M-G). Very good Virile $9,000. Last week, "Rodan” 
, $5,000. Last week. "Young. Lions” (Indie)-and “Hell in Korea” (Indie), 
l (20th; iOth .wki, $3,500. . ] $8,000. 

from the approximate 4,000 top 
theatres. I’m sure it’s due for a 
rude awakening,” declared Marcus. 
“If the small theatres are forced to 
the wall all of Hollywood will go 
with them and that'll be the end 
of the film business.” 

iff arcus accused Paramount of 
feeding; “Commandments” to the 
public with a “teaspoon.” He point¬ 
ed, out that only a comparative 
minority of theatres have been: al¬ 
lowed to play it and milions of 
peope aren’t getting to see it w'hile 
it’s still a “hot” property. 

“If this is the forerunner of what 
other companies are going to do 
with their big pictures, we’re in. for 
more trouble and many more thea¬ 
tres are doomed ” asserted Marcus. 

Hold For July 4th 

Retiring NCA .president Mann 
claiined May and June Will bring' 
little or nothing in the way of box- 
office pictures because “the film 
companies are holding them back 
until and after July 4 when, as 
usual, they’ll be flooding the mar¬ 
ket at. one time instead of coming 
in the steady stream so much talked 
about.” 

In. order to bring “order out of 
chapSj” Marcus also cited some 
other correctives “which will have 
to be made.” 

He said that to insure industry 
health the film Companies must not 
sell their post-1948 backlogs to tele¬ 
vision and must quit present “hit" 
or miss” business methods. 

“There’s a crying need to unite 
all industry branches for re¬ 
searches that will . produce vital 
statistics to guide production,” de¬ 
clared Marcus: 

“Before large industrial concerns 
in other industries, like, for exam¬ 
ple, Procter & Gamble, bring a new 
product fb the market and engage 
in a costly advertising campaign, 
they spend much time and money 
to study the situation arid learn 
what likely will be acceptable to 
the public. They don’t do things by 
chance. 

“But our Industry spends prac¬ 
tically. nothing to try to learn in 
advance what the. public will buy 
in the way of pictures in theatres. : 
All branches must unite, through 
COMPO or otherwise, to obtain 
such basic facts. 

“I’m sure that such -q more sci¬ 
entific approach would produce a 
terrific boxoffice upsurge. It Avould 
be like an atomic bomb exploding 
in a way to get five million more 
people back in theatres.” 

Admissions Too High? 

Kirscli told the convention . he 
fears nothing can be done about 
the sale of backlogs to tv. He and 
Marcus both expressed the opinion 
that the present advanced admis¬ 
sion spree is keeping many people 
away from theatres and sending 
them to their tv sets for entertain¬ 
ment. 

“The Industry must be careful 
not to price itself out of business 
by advanced admissions,” said Mar¬ 
cus. “Our great success has been to 
provide mass entertainment, but 
we’re getting further and further 
away from, that. Too many people 
can no longer afford moviegoing 
because of present high costs,” 

Attorney Kane told the conven¬ 
tion that, in his opinion, the state 
law legalizing bingo with certain 
restriction is unconstitutional and 
the new NCA administration Will: 
consider a court test of the meas¬ 
ure. It also will make plans to com¬ 
bine, with other groups to combat 
daylight saving time. Assertions 
were made at the convention that 
the fast time and bingo are hurting 
the boxoffice almost as much as tv. 

Berger during his talk says he's- 
“optimistic” by nature, hut now 
can’t help feeling pessimistic re¬ 
garding exhibition’s future and he 
believes most exhibitors, particu¬ 
larly the “smaller fellows,” will 
have to. toss in the towel. 

However, issue was taken with 
him by Marcus who averred that 
in his travels about the country he 
has felt an ‘‘upbeat’’ nearly every¬ 
where. 

‘Tye found that people are de¬ 
serting their tv sets in large num¬ 
bers,” said Marcus. “I’m sure 
there’s a future for. us in this busi¬ 
ness. I’m really optimistic.” 

Conspicuously, absent from the 
convention was circuit owner Har¬ 
old Field who last year was elected 
NCA board chairman, but who has 
been active in getting another ter¬ 

ritory exhibitors’ body, the Bu*i- 
-ness Building Forum association, 
permanently organized. Moist of th* 
others participating in the BBF, 
meetings also stayed away. 

Ma ft Pa Slone 
=j=5 Continued-from page .5 

they employed 73 different loca¬ 
tions. “We never -build , a set -or 
shoot, a process shot,” Mr. Stone . 
revealed in New York last week. 

Borrowed ‘Scenery’ 

The Stones have conceived a 
streamlined method of shooting, on 
location. They travel lightly, carry¬ 
ing a stripped-down camera arid a 
minimum of lighting equipment. 
As a result/ they have been able to 
movetheir equipment into the 
smallest rooms. If the script Calls 
for a hotel; lobby, they make ar? . 
Tangements to use a real one. Ditto 
for an office, store, police station, 

■etc. 

Base of operation for the Stones 
is their home in the WOstwood 
section of vLos Angeles. One room 
of the house has been converted 
into a cutting room and it is here 
that their footage; is edited and 
put into final shape: . Working at 
home during the preparation and 
final stages of their film projects/ 
gives the couple the opportunity 
to spend a lot of time with their 
twp children, ages six And nine. 

Forte of the Stones is suspense 
films. According to Mrs. Stone, her 
husband, who conceives the pilots, 
“is the most natural born criminal 
lacking guts.” She said she is often 
amazed with the number and var¬ 
iety of different ways to commit 
criminal acts that her husband 
conceives. The team, which plans 
to continue the suspense formula; 
does not rely on. the whodunit 
technique. Mr. Stone's stories 
"puts the characters in jeopardy 
at the beginning of the picture and 
doesn’t get them out until the filial 
few seconds:” “ 

In addition to "Cry Terror,’* 
which opened at the Victoria on 
Broadway on May 14, the Stones 

; have . completed . for delivery to 
Metro another picture which will 
be released; either as "Terror at 
Sea” or : “infamy at Sea.” The 
Stories have been considering cm-? 
ploying the word “terror” in all 
their titles as sort of a trademark, 
but are not fully convinced of the 
advisability of it. 

Andrew Stone is a veteran 
screen ; writer, having: made the 
shift from musical comedy scripts 
to suspense yarns. His credits in¬ 
clude ' “Stormy Weather,” “The 
Great Victor. Herbert,” “Say It in ; 
French” and “Magic in Music” 
among others. Virginia Stone is a 
former nitery singer turned film 
editor. 

Par Meeting 
Continued from page 5 

operation can be come upon. New 

policy of providing parking facili¬ 

ties for customers at the N,Y. Para* 

mount showcase has proved so suc¬ 

cessful that all. other Broadway 
first-runs are looking for the same; 
kind of garage tieups. 

Has the company given any 
thought to exec salary cutting,, a 
stockholder wanted to know. ABr 
PT, answered Goldenson, already 
has lost top personnel, who were, 
offered more money elsewhere. In¬ 
deed, there’s such a scarcity of ex¬ 
ec manpower that the corporation 
is underway with a training pro* 
gram involving promising young¬ 
sters out of business schools. 

Another stockholder suggested 
specially-priced tickets for high 
school students (which is a matter 
of policy with several AB-PT re* 
gional chains) and another sug¬ 
gested raising to 14 . years, from 
12i. the age up to which kiddie 
prices prevail. 

. Orie worrisome investor won- . 
dered about the possibility of thea¬ 
tre people in the field “abscond¬ 
ing” with company money. There 
are safeguards against this, Gold¬ 
enson assured him, including teams 
of touring checkers whose iden¬ 
tities are kept secret. 

All directors were reelected by 
a record vote and an amendment 
to cut the board to 14 members, 
from 18, was passed. 
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Envoy Value of U.S. Filins 
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America since the Americans did it 
nnich better.) 

The . check of ambassadorial 
opinion, just cohipleted and given 
added timeliness by the fiasco of 
Vice President. Richard Nixon’s 
tour of South America, was con¬ 
ducted by the man-and-wife pub¬ 
lic relations partnership of Edward 
L. and Doris Bernays. They had 
last year dug into Anglo-American 
relations and the supposed guilt 
of the American feature in falsi¬ 
fy! ng the image of America upon 
which the sensation-peddling Lon¬ 
don dailies so heavily play, as de¬ 
tailed in Variety's earlier story 
captioned: ‘‘New British Sport: 

Spank Yank.” 
Not all the ambassadors respond¬ 

ed. Some . referred the Bernays 
questionnaire back to the State 
Dept.... Some answered but put 
their comments ‘-off the record.” 
A digest of remarks from American 
embassies around the world is ap¬ 
pended to these present para¬ 
graphs. 

The dilemma of the film as both 
entertainment and goodwill influ¬ 
ence in the international market 
seems to lie in free choice as ex¬ 
ercised by producers, writers and 
directors as against any kind of cen¬ 
sorship. Practically all articulate 
Americans, including the Bernays 
pair strongly oppose censorship. 

Don Bliss from the U.S. Embassy 
in Ethiopia remarks to Bernays: 
'■‘To get the true image of our coun¬ 
try which you seem to have in 
mind which I take to be an exclu¬ 
sively favorable image \yould in¬ 
volve us in a pattern of restrictions 
intolerable in a country committed 
to freedom of expression.” 

Against this again quoting . Am¬ 
bassador McLeod from Ireland: 

"As a general proposition I do 
not believe American business-, 
men give much thought to the 
fact that they are carrying the 
flag whenever they do business 
outside the United States. 
Those Of us who live overseas 
can readily contrast this atti¬ 
tude with that of the British 
and German businessmen and 
to a lesser degree that of the 
Danes* the Dutch/ the French, 
the Italian.” ; . 
Relating to McLeod’s argument, 

only in .January at its Buck Hills 
Falls meeting, the Board of Mis¬ 
sions of the Methodist Chureh 
called for “a more careful super¬ 
vision of the kind of American 
movies sent overseas." 

Producer Sam Spiegel in a recent 
interview was asked by Mike Wal¬ 
lace If the motion picture industry 
was living up to its responsibility, 
as to global impact. He replied, 
‘‘To .be honest about it. no.” He 
added that “We in Hollywood live, 
in an ivory tower—or an ivory 
sewer. We have absolutely no idea 
of the effect our . movies have on 
people abroad.” 

MI»PA’s Check 
When the Bernays report (about 

Britain) first was promulgated, the 
Motion Picture Producers ASsn. 
undertook its own fact-gathering 
from foreign sources and assembled 
a series of “pro” quotations.: The 
flavor. of these may be suggested 
by the following: 

John Hay Whitney, U.S. Ambas¬ 
sador to Great Britain: “(Consider¬ 
ing the vast output of the U.S. film 
Industry, and the many demands it 
must satisfy* it is remarkable that 
so many really first-rate and artis¬ 
tically admirable films do cross the 
Atlantic between Britain and 
America. They help us to keep a 
balanced view of one another.” 

Earl Mountbatten: “For the Brit¬ 
ish sailor, it is very valuable to be 
able to see such American films, 
which give an excellent idea of the 
U.S. way of life. A better under¬ 
standing of America undoubtedly 
contributes to the happy relation¬ 
ship existing between the American 
and British navies and between our 
two countries.” 

Max Aitken, chairman of the 
Beaverbrook Newspapers: “In my 
experience as a film-goer, I have 
found that for every film that fal¬ 
sifies or glamorizes the American 
way of life, there are a dozen which 
deal fearlessly and faithfully and 
factually With your great coun¬ 
try, its aspirations and problems. 
The outstanding candor of the ma¬ 
jority of American films makes 
them invaluable in promoting un¬ 
derstanding.” 

U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bun¬ 
ker from India: “At their best, 
films from the United States proj¬ 
ect America with vividness and 

authenticity—the vital facts ahd 
the trivia as well. Of course at 
times there may be distortions. 
The motion picture is a human pro¬ 
duction and suffers from man’s fal¬ 
libilities just as it benefits from 
man’s genius . * .1 feel that Amer¬ 
ican films, in the main, reflect gen¬ 
eral American viewpoints and cus¬ 
toms.; 

Shintaro Fukuishima, president of 
the Japan Times, the: largest Eng¬ 
lish-language daily, observes: “By 
and large, I feel American ..movies, 
do, indeed, create a favorable im¬ 
pression of the United States. They 
give the Japanese audience an op¬ 
portunity to observe the American 
way of life and to recognize the 
thinking and behavior of Americans 
generally. . The American is usu¬ 
ally accurately portrayed in his 
movies as a steady human individ¬ 
ual. Particularly, I feel, that Ja¬ 
panese, after seeing American mo¬ 
tion pictures, soon get the idea 
that American hopes and aims are 
basically quite similar to those 
held by themselves.” 

Commenting to this publication 
last week Edward Bernays . oi> 
served: 

: . “It Would seem to me that there 
is a disposition in certain cases 
to gloss over the realities and ra¬ 
tionalize the situation in accept¬ 
ing what is as inevitable. Of 
course I do not believe that any 
human situation of this kind is a 
static one. I think that aroused 
public opinion can change values 
relative to motion pictue Content 
just as attitudes in. America have 
been changed in the past towards 
many different concepts, from au¬ 
tomobiles to scientific education* 
I am hopeful that a balanced 
evaluation of these letters wiir in¬ 
dicate to the motion picture field 
the vital importance movies play 
in affecting the Image people have, 
of the United States and how Im¬ 
portant it Is for the industry to 
give serious consideration to this 
matter.” 

Ghi Flagellates Self 
^ Continued from, page; 2 —— 

stepped into ; tjie picture a fort¬ 
night ago and appointed an offi¬ 
cial committee of 35 prominent 
citizens to talk this thing over. 
This committee, judging from un¬ 
official reports, is weighing the 
Auditorium against the Expo Hali 
in terms of costs and expediency, 
so it’s plain there’s remedial plan 
for next season even in the talking 
stage. 

The daily press, milking the 
crisis for all it’s worth; has been 
alarmist rather than helpful. The 
same chauvinistic press that’ll pin 
the ears back on any outsider who 
slanders this windy settlement has 
picked up the cudgel of reproach 
and is slamming the city with epi¬ 
thets like “Culturally Blighted” 
“Cultural Wasteland.” . Actually 
the name-calling is unwarranted, 
because the Chicago capacity for 
culture has not been lacking.. The 
Opera House was sold because 
James Kemper, prez of Kemper 
Insurance Co. and owner of the 
Opera House, had a crack: at what 
appears to him to be a good busi-; 
ness deal, so who can blame him? 

Estimates for the restoration of 
the Auditorium Theatre have, been 
placed at between $750,000-$2.- 
000,000. The theatre, reputed to 
have the finest accoustics in the 
world, is now owned by Roosevelt 
University which does not have the 
funds to put it back in repair but 
is willing to make a ddal with out¬ 
side capital The house seats 4,- 
000, is 'Situated on Michigan Ave. 
on the perimeter of 'the Loop, and. 
can be renovated in shorter order 
than the Exposition Hall can be 
erected. 

. Industrialist Arnold Maremont, 
a member of Mayor Daley’s com¬ 
mittee, has proposed that the 
money needed to restore the Audi¬ 
torium be borrowed from the $10,- 
000,000 In racetrack collections the 
state is assigning to the Expo Hall 
project, Another, plan Is that the. 
Chicago Park District take over 
the old theatre; another that the 
International Amphitheatre be Con¬ 
verted Into a theatre; and still an¬ 
other is too broach Chicago finan¬ 
ciers with stocks ahd bonds for a 
new opera house built on the air 
rights over the Illinois Central 
railroad tracks. 

Anyway, they’re still, talking 
about it. 

pjSftfflFr 

DEN M CHARIOTS 
ROLL ON CAMERA 65 

Hollywood, May 20. 
Metro will film its re-make of 

“Ben Hur” in the 65m Panavision 
! system; after having spent in ex¬ 
cess of $500,000 in lenses ; and 
other photographic equipment. 

' Speculation. that spectacular 
chariot race 'Sequences might be 
shot in another system for which 
the screen, would “open up” now 
is removed, since Camera 65 proc¬ 
ess is considered capable of pro¬ 
ducing any effects any .other so- 
called “participation” process can. 

Misunderstanding about Camera 
65 arose over its first, use, in 
Metro’s “Raintree County.” . Al¬ 
though production was lensed in 
65m it was never shown in this 
size,, being reduced to 35m; and 
projected in that size. “Ben Hur,” 
according to present plans, will be 
shown as a ^roadshow attraction 
with 70ml projectors for a three- 
to-one ratio, establishing it as com¬ 
parable to Cinerama, Cinemiracle 
and other “participatioh” proc¬ 
esses'. 

^5^5" Continued from page 1 , 

Loren are due at the Fair later this 
month and they will score undoubt¬ 
edly in a big way in spite of the 
expected French invasion of stars. 
It is felt; nevertheless that more 
U. S. strings should have been 
pulled, and a more, realistic, view 
taken. . : 

Czechs’ OK Showmanship 

Rivalry. between; competing na¬ 
tions at the Brussels Exposition 
has reached a new stage through 
the entertainment value of shows 
organized within the realm of each 
pavilion and offered free in order 
to attract attendances. Some of 
these- pavilions only offer varied 
programs of documentary films; 
others; like the Holy See, feature 
films . specially, designed to serve 
the purpose* .But; some have gone 
much further: in entertainment 
values it would be difficult to beat 
them. 

Czechoslovakia, opening its Cul¬ 
tural Section, unveiled ah exciting 

: little theatre. seating 170 and fea: 
turing a non-stop revue,. “Magic 
Lantern,” aptly named as it com¬ 
bines live action. arid films, . in¬ 
geniously blended and Immensely 
proficient. Artists' jump literally 
out of the screen and continue 
their songs, dances or speeches on 
stage; Loud applause; for instance, 
greets a choreographic interlude 
performed by. a male on stage and 
a female on the screen* At the 
same time folklore pervades the 

. whole show in an orgy of sound, 
color and rhythm* . 

Director Alfred Radok, of the 
Prague National Theatre, evi¬ 
dences remarkable showmanship in 
combining the 15 items of “Magic 
Lantern”—-one of them utilizes Jiri 
Trnka’s puppets^-and solves the 
jjarrier of language by having a 
girl, e real looker, introducing the 
show in French on the stage, the 
same girl in double film form hav¬ 
ing, with the live person, a most 
animated conversation in English 
and German. Thus the shape of the 
screen never ceases to vary, the 
whole company of 20 works very 
hard and efficiently to give every¬ 
thing an arresting liveliness. 

At thg same pavilion eight 
screens are used to show “Spring 
in Prague” Ini a new process called 
“Poly-Screeri,” where him is com¬ 
bined . with slides, color film with 
white-and-black, sound and . music 
(by Fischer ) blended with amazing 
results.. 

UA’s Pretty Picture 
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070,417, against total current lia¬ 
bilities of $32,564,537. 

Itemized are various notes pay¬ 
able, including: $3,500,000 in notes 
to exhibitors being used for pro¬ 
duction financing and due in Sep¬ 
tember,. 1959; Other unsecured 
notes., (not further explained) of 
$5,788,869 and an indebtedness of 
$4,443,584 to Walter E. Heller & 
Co., Chicago factoring hutfit : 

Addressing themselves to stock¬ 
holders, Benjamin and Krim stated 
UA “is still very much a growth 
company*” It has grown stronger 
via its relationships with inde¬ 
pendent talent and looks to en¬ 
hance. itself further with its ex¬ 
pansion into television, records and 
music publishing, they added. 
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Poll of U.S. Ambassadors 
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aspects of our civilization which are less desirable than others, prob¬ 
ably are less adversely affected by seeing our movies than the people 
in most other countries in which I .have served. 

Few foreigners seeing American movies realize that what they art 
seeing is not American life but entertainment. I am afraid I question 
the statement in your letter that “it is vital to America that a true 
image of our country be presented to the people of the world through 
the movies.” It would certainly be desirable and I hope that some 
progress toward that end can be made. However, American movies 
are made primarily for the boxoffice and, since the people of other 
countries seem to have an avid desire for American movies, I am 
afraid the basic criterion will always be what Hollywood thinks the 
American public wants to see. 

Theodore C. Achilles 
American Ambassador 

Portugal: (Quotation which follows is from James Bonbught.) “There 
can be little doubt that more Portuguese derive their impressions of 
America and Americans from. U S, commercial films than from any 
other source. There is equally little doubt that these impressions are 
distorted and, hence, bad. 

“Of the 393 films shown in Portugal’s theatres last year, 223 (or 
56.7%) were American. The percentage of the audience (estimated at 
26,000,000) who saw American productions was undoubtedly even high¬ 
er, since our films are extremely popular. 

“Although there is official censorship of films here, it!is of course 
responsive to Portuguese Values and sensibilities father than to the 
fidelity, or otherwise, of imported pictures as a reflection of life in 
their country of origin. The barring of persons under 17 from certain 
films likewise has no direct relevance to the films’ portrayal of ha- 
tional character or customs. 

“Another element contributing to the impact of American movies 
in Portugal is. the general assumption—born of . local Conditions and 
tending to confirm the veracity of the films—that the U!S. Government 
acts directly in the selection of .export titles. The Portuguese are so 
used to official.supervision that even the well-informed will ask: ‘Why 
does your government send Us films like these?’ 

“This question was put by a Lisbon businessman who called at the 
Embassy in January, 1956, to express his dismay over the. showing of 
‘Blackboard Jungle.’ When his misconception was pointed out, the 
visitor accepted the explanation though apparently With reservations)*” 

Sweden: Skeptical of snap-judgments. Public Affairs Officer. J. 
Howard Garnish, writes from the U. S. Embassy in Stockholm: “There 
have been good movies and bad, just as there have been good news¬ 
paper stories and bad. The extent to which the audience believes that 
a motion picture, or a news story, mirrors American life would require 
a very thorough and well-prepared survey.” 

American films help spread in Sweden a knowledge of the English 
language.. Garnish would “not blame American movies Or any other 
single source for false images, where they exist.” 

. Union of South Africa: Comment from the American Embassy at 
Pretoria (via Public Affairs Officer C. Kenneth Snyder) points out that 
80% of the films shown in 270 “white” and 80 “black” houses are from 
Hollywood. Some dangers of misrepresentation lurk, in pictures reach¬ 
ing unsophisticated minds in alien lands when the intention has been 
to kid, say, the American millionaire or the bombastic American tourist.. 
Cited Is Columbia “Waterfront” which carries “overtones of a sub¬ 
stantive weakness in American society, at times dominated by gangster 
elements.” 

Yugoslavia: Upon his recent transfer to Belgrade from Taipei, K. L. 
Rankin responded to the Bernays query with an expression of doubt 
that “our films are a prime source of misunderstanding of foreign 
peoples concerning the United States” and adding his reluctance as a 
representative of the American. Government and its people abroad! to 
make “a condemnatory statement about one of our most pervasive 
exports.” 

Soundtrack 
Continued from page 7 ^. 

ing . * . Anthony Steel, Ludmilla Tcherina~and Spanish ballet star 
Antonio teamed with British producer-director-screenwriter-ballet com¬ 
poser Michael Powell on exteriors in the: seaport city of Vigo . . . Arid 
recbnnoitering for another big Hollywood contingent expected this 
summer for “Solomon and Sheba,” production manager Dick Mc¬ 
Whorter arrives early next week to huddle with United Artists rep in 
Spain George Ornstcin on preliminary production details. 

Detailed analysis of “The Performing Arts and the Anti-Trust 
Laws” by Joseph Taubman has been reprinted from the spring issue 
of the Cornell Law Quarterly. Taubman has probed many aspects of 
the subject Including the anti-trust regulation of performing arts, U.S. 
vs. Paramount and the limits of judicial regulation. A closing note 
urges the creation of a Department and Tribunal of the Arts. 

In listing the qualifications of Leonard E. Edelman, a Philadelphian, . 
recently added to the board of Cinerama Productions Corp., the com¬ 
pany notes among other things that “his great interest in the theatri¬ 
cal field relates hack to service as a motion picture critic for his col¬ 
lege and school newspapers.” ... Having completed a dubbing assign¬ 
ment on “The Case of Dr. Laurent,” Jill Kraft, Gina Collens and Frank 
Silvera are now providing the voices for the new Brigitte Bardot star- 
rer, “Une Parisianr” Miss Kraft is the voice of Bardot... . . Larry Mor¬ 
ris, v.p. and general manager of B. S. Moss Theatres; back from a four- - 
week tour of the European production centers . . . “The Doctor’s. Di¬ 
lemma,” A Comet Production for Metro release,-went before the ca-. 
riieras at MGM’s British studios this week with a cast headed by Leslie 
Caron, Dick. Bogarde, Robert Morley, Alastair Sim and Felix Aylmer. 

'Joanne Woodward told Ronald Johnson, Toronto Globe & Mail col¬ 
umnist, a year ago when she was an. unknown: “It would be awful to 
be a star!” So he reports (15). 

San Francisco trial of Lelarid C. Dibble’s and Daniel O. McLean’s 
$8-million Embassy Theatre antitrust suit against eight major distrib¬ 
utors and National Theatres was In recess all last week because of ill¬ 
ness of Federal Judge'Edward P. Murphy. 

In Toronto to tub-thump his production of “Chase a Crooked Sha-. 
dow” (WB), ^Douglas Fairbanks Jr. expressed thought that any film- 
biography of his fathers—with the son playing the lead— would he in 
“bad taste,” though he has been approached. Young Fairbanks also 
believes that the current crop of teenagers never heard of his father’s 
pioneering and swashbuckling roles of the silent-films era; cites his 
friend, James Stewart, as having an “economic disaster” when latter 
filmed the Lindbergh exploits and the present generation never heard 
of. the: first man to pilot a plane solo peross the Atlantic., 

A previous entertainment editor left Toronto Globe Sc Mail report- . 
edly because: of complaints about his scathing critiques of many films. 
Present movie reviewer Ronald Johnson doesn’t seem, to be Worrying. 
Of “Macabre” he warned: “One attends this film only at one’s own 
risk—of complete boredom. We rather suspect the only person ever . 
frightened by it was. producer William Castle when he sat through the, 
first screening.” 

Selene Walters to the Coast for Columbia for filming of “Senior 
Prom,” 
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‘NO TIME FOB SERGEANTS' TO 
DO 5-STAR BLOCK-BUSTER BIZ 
Mervyn LeRoy Film 

Tops Book, Play everyonb who 
r 1 # QCCQ IT QAVQ IT* 

“NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS’* 
(Mervyn LeRoy Prods.-Wamer*) 

The patrons will be laughing so hard 
at “No Time for Sergeants” they may 
have scant time for breathing./ Belly- 
laughs come so thick and fast, as 
Mervyn LeRoy has directed them.-fhat 
there’re apt to be a lot of broken belts 
and burst girdles in the wake of the 
picture’s playdates. BOxoffice records 
should be broken as well, for John Lee 
Mahln’s hilarious screenplay, about a 
hillbilly buck private who is so dumb 
he almost grounds the U.S. Air Force 
is more rib-tickling than Mac Hyman’s 
funny novel and Ira Levin’s uproarious 
play. It’s an amusement sputnik that 
sets a new high in entertainment. 
Those who wish to stay happy will miss 
it at their own risk. 

EVERYONE WHO 

SEE3 IT SAYS IT: 

You’ll need a 
whole lot of 
playing time 
for t* ** 

No 
Andy Griffith makes Will, the 

knuckle-domed hero, one of the most 
charming boneheads in military history. 
Warner Bros, has taken a best-seller 
and a hit and expanded it ihto.a block¬ 
buster. 

The picture acquires a shapely note 
of sex in the person of Jean Willes, 
who appears as a W.A.F, captain, and 
a. new set of laughs when Griffith (who 
has been told he must notice the office 
and not the individual) insists that he 
can’t tell a man from a woman. 

Other well-acted roles are played by 
Murray Hamilton, Will Hutchins, Don 
Knotts, Henry McCann and Dub Tay¬ 
lor. Sets by art director Maltolm Brown 
and set decorations by Robert Benton 
include such witty touches as old bed¬ 
steads used as wrought irorv 
Pa’s beat-up farm and**^^ 
reading .* ‘ Mother^i^^ ^ 
the pedce-JfpJ^^ ^ 

stes to 
Vnotto 
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Cannes, May 20. * 

tendency of American indepen¬ 
dent distributors to buy up Cana¬ 
dian as Well as U.S. rights . for 
Fiench films has forced establish¬ 
ment of Atlas Film Distributors as 
a new foreign film distributor in 
Quebec Province. 

Bill Lester and J. Oupcher, part¬ 
ners in Atlas,Were in Cannes to 
purchase twenty French films, hav¬ 
ing bought 3G last January, when 
Atlas came into being. Lester runs 
"United Theatres in Quebec. Chain, 
with Montreal headquarters, oper-. 
ates soirie 50 houses, many of 
which feature French-language 
product. 

Lester said that, under the new 
renditions, with American indies 
paying so much higher guarantees 
for imports, the Canadian rights 
frequently were sold them. Ind’es, 
in turn, are asking unreasonable 
prices for Canada, he charged. He 
cited one instance Where a dis¬ 
tributor had paid $50,000 originally 
for a French film and_jthen had 
asked $25,000 for the Canadian 
rights. 

“They . know, that Canada, with 
the major' companies . represents 
only about 80'of the ‘domestic’ 
market, S*ill, they are asking these 
prices. That’s why we. are better 
Off birring direct from the French 
p.odiict rs.” 

Lester «;aid lie had. discussed the 
Soviet film, “When the Swans 
Fly.'1 uiili the Russians at. Cannes, 
v.ho hail asked $25,000 for the 
Canadian rights. “We just laughed 
into their faces.” Lester said. He 
stressed the censor problem in 
Quebec, which is keeping many 
good films from coming; into the 
province. 

Cliburn’s ‘Presley’ Deal 
5^^^; Continued from pace 1 — 

purposes as well, as providing long- 
Tange security. Lloyd Almirall, 
New York lawyer for Cliburn who 
has been <»n the Cohst for the last 
two weeks, is still putting the last 
touches on the contract. . 

Victor has set up ah intensive 
recording schedule for Cliburn im¬ 
mediately following his second 

. Carnegie Hall date next. Monday 
<2(5>. Vieto" taped past Monday 
night’s (\ H. concert and if it’s 
technically up to standard, may is¬ 
sue that as an LP. Victor also 
has a tape of his prizewinning per¬ 
formance in Moscow, but it’s un¬ 
derstood the relatively poor quality 
of the Russian tapes makes a disk 
issue vunlikeiy, except possibly for 
curiosity value. Cliburn has yet 
to hear both tapes which he plans 
to review this.'week' with RCA Vic- 

Hatty Deny Catcalls At 
Cannes for ‘Karamazov'; 

Ahier of UP Defends Item 
Was "The Brothers Karamazov” 

the victim of. ‘‘boos, catcalls and 
whistles” and were its stars, Yul 
Brynner and . Claire- Bloom given 
the cold-shoulder at the Cannes 

Film Festival? •' 
According to a United Press dis¬ 

patch from. .Cannes^ the picture 
received an “openly hostile recep¬ 
tion” and .“many of the fans stood 
up in: their seals and:shook their 
fists.” However, the wire ; service 
report was immediately labeled "a 
vicious fabrication and complete 
lie” by Metro and the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Asm. of America. To 
back up their charges, M^G and 
the RIPE A released cabled com¬ 
ments from officials present, at the 
fete. Jay Carmody, America’s offi¬ 
cial representative at the festival, 
according to Metro and the MPEA, 
termed the UP report as “a com¬ 
plete falsehood.” Nathan. Golden, 
of the Motion Picture Division of 
the Dept, of Commerce, said : “The 
showing was -excellently received: 
and I neither saw nor . heard any 
adverse audience reaction.” Favre 
Le Bret, head of the festival com¬ 
mittee, is quoted as saying that the. 
report was ‘‘absolutely false.” 

In New York, the MPEA imme¬ 
diately protested to the UP and for 
an investigation of the original 
story. The press association main¬ 
tained that its correspondent in 
Cannes, Robert Ahier, “stands by” 
his dispatch, but in view of the 
industry’s protests had asked Ahier 
to document his story. 

According to a Metro source, 
based on information received 
from its Cannes, Ahier denied .that 
the report as it appeared in U. S. 
papers was the same one he had 
cabled, intimating that it had been 
rewritten, in New York. 

General industry - view of the 
situation is that this year’s Cannes 
festival has been so dull ini the 
way of provocative copy that a re¬ 
port from Cannes had been “juiced 
up” to receive attention. At any. 
rate, the MPEA appears inclined, 
to forget the whole thing and no 
longer seems to have any intention 
of pressing the matter. : . 

‘Old Man & Sea’ 
; Continued from page 7 ; 

suitable one is not found, WB 
would maintain the hard-ticket pol¬ 
icy with the feature alone. 

-- -.v - - -- - j Hayward realistically . acknowl- 
tor’s. Alan W. Kayes and make a : edged that the picture hadreceived 
decision. | a preliminary bad press ; because 

AVQKR’s Cliburn Concert i of the length of its production time 

WQXR, N Y. Times-owned indie, 
bought the exclusive bi*oadcasting: 
rights to Van Cliburn’s second Car- 
nceie Hall concert next Monday 
(26). American award-winning pi¬ 
anist's recital will be aired from 
8:30 p.m. until , conclusion. 

Abram Chasins. musical director 
of the station, wilt interview Cli¬ 
burn during intermission. Since 
Carnegie Hall is sold out for up¬ 
coming recital, station deemed it 
both a scoop and public service 
carrying the. pianist’s recital. 

MPIC’s ‘Cannes-in-Cal.’ 
Continued from page 1 

ing to the MPlC. which notes, that 
the Cannes Festival makes an out¬ 
lay of about half a million dollars, 
some of it government apportioned 
and some nut up by local business. 

The April 1 date tentatively put 
on the Festival would tie it into 
the Academy Awards which are 
tradit'onally held in March and 
would mean that film notables and 
press representatives on_ hand for 
tlie earl ie r event could conveni- 
cntly remain for the later one. 

Th MPIC notes that the Festival 
would serve to focus attention on 
Hollywood-'and. its product and 
aUo says that while: other U. S. 
cities have been mentioned as the 
possible lot ale for such a Festival 
it would be “illogical and ill-con-, 
ceived” to have the affair any¬ 
where but “the film capital of the 
world.” 

(two years) and the production 
cost ($5,000,000). The producer de¬ 
tailed the production difficulties 
and admitted that “we had a mis¬ 
erable time” because , of “wind, 
ocean, sharks, etc,,” but that he 
was determined “not to fake it.” 

Hay ward’s attitude about the bad 
press is: “Just let people see the 
picture.- They don’t care how long 
it took to make or how much it 
cost. We intend to let the picture 
stand and speak for itself. If it’s a 
good picture, it’ll find an audi¬ 
ence?’ He acknowledged,, however", 
that “it’s a special picture that 
needs special handling.” In connec¬ 
tion with the special handling, Ber- 
cutt started out on a cross-country 
tour to launch the publicity, pro¬ 
motion and advertising endeavors. 

55s Continued from... page Z 

apqlis Morning Tribune, published 
a letter from a male reader,. Ed¬ 
mund Way of Minneapolis, who 
wrote lie wished to “publicly pro¬ 
test the inclusion pf Judy Garland 
with the use of vulgar and: pro¬ 
fane language on the program.” 

Way pointed out that the pro¬ 
gram was begun arid closed with 
prayer and some of the speakers 
referred to the benefit by the state 
and themselves from Godly for¬ 
bears.' . .... 

“I think the inclusion. of this 
artist.was out of keeping with the 
rest cf the program and showed 

| bad taste,” he concluded. 

Nudes Make Comeback 
Continued from. page. 

a shower dhstage and leaves ever 
so little to the imagination. For 
some years now* the,line in that 
emporium has been; wearing net 
costumes with only the essentials 
getting some covering. Lou Wal¬ 
ters, opening tonight (Wed.) at the 
nearby Cafe De Paris, is. also ex¬ 
pected to Continue, the trend with 
some tasty displays ' of his devis¬ 
ing. . Sherry Britton is one of the 
featured performers: 

Nudity, of course, seems to be 
entering a new' phase. It’s becom¬ 
ing a mass project, whereas in pre¬ 
vious years it was confined to sin¬ 
gles! Along New York’s 52d St., 
in Vegas’ El Rancho Vegas, where 
Liii St. Cyr headlines, and in the 
few isolated spots where such Stal¬ 
warts as. Tempest Storm, Sharon 
Lee and others held; forth, there 
has been a never ending parade of 
single strips. Now there’s to be 
acres , and acres of ’em, and the 
bonifaces expect some, delightful 
boxoffice upbeats as a result. 

Curiously enough, and probably 
no wonder,, the upbeat in nudes in 
cafes comes at a time when the 
cover-up sack, chemise and trapeze 
looks, which reveal nothing of the 
anatomy, became stylish. \ How¬ 
ever, until a Short time ago, tfie 
femme fashions . were paced by 
"such citizens as. Marilyn Monroe 
and Jayne Mansfield, Gina Lollo- 
brigida, Brigitte Bardot, Sophia 
Loren and a few other? who re¬ 
vealed a lot. more in everyday 
dress than what is available today. 

France s Licenses 
Cannes. May 20. 

Question of the French license 
division for: the - year starting in 
July, 1958, how is completely in 
the hands of Jacques Flaud, head 
of France's Centre National de la 
Cinematografie. Flaud original¬ 
ly had planned to set up a com¬ 
mittee. to work out the details of 
the plan, but the Americans, have 
refused to serve on such a group 
and now the French producers also 
are showing considerable reluct¬ 
ance to participate. .. 

T h. e American . companies, 
through the medium of the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn.;, are still 
trying to dissolve their original 
agreement With Flaud and to per¬ 
suade bim to allocate the 110 per¬ 
mits for the year as it . was done 
in the past. . 

What Flaud asked, and MPEA 
had agreed Id, was that 40 of the 
110 permits be, allocated among 
the. Yank outfits on the basis of 
"service to the French industry.” 
Many American film execs are 
frankly fearful of the kind of pre¬ 
cedent such . a new formula and 
procedure may set for other coun¬ 
tries which have long been after* 
MPEA with a view to obtaining 
reciprocity of some sort; 

There now . exists considerable 
confusion as to Flaud’s precise 
ideas on just what constitutes the 
kind bf. “helpful” activity that 
might induce, the French to hand 
out bonus permits. Fred Gronich, 
MPEA’s new Continental manager, 
has huddled with Flaud on that 
topic, but confusion persists, pos¬ 
sibly because Flaud himself has 
not yet a precise formula. 

The Centre chief, disclosing that 
he’s had to abandon his plan for a 
mixed committee to regulate the 
bonus permit question, said the 
decision, had been thrown pretty 
much into his lap. French and 
American observers on the scene 
here feel that Flaud is in a deli¬ 
cate position; and this argument 
is. being used on him to: convince 
him that he has more to gain from 
cooperation with the MPEA rather 
than " unilateral action, which in 
effect would serve to set the U. S. 
companies against one another., . 
. Study of the situation estab¬ 
lishes that, the two. American dis¬ 
tributors that really stand td be 
hurt are RKO and Universal. The 
rest all can show some, kind of 
activity to justify extra permits. 
According to Flaud, such activity 
would include production in 
France, purchase and distribution 
of; French films abroad, invest¬ 
ment in French production, etc. 
Flaud expressed surprise over the 
American companies’ “confusion,” 
stating- that on his recent N. Y. 
Visit he had outlined his ideas in 
detail to the various companies. 

Excuse to Escape Wives9 
[FRANKOVICH RE CANNES FESTIVAL] 

London, May 20. 
Mike Frankovich, Columbia's London boss, attending the Can¬ 

nes Film Festival, in an interview with Robert Muller, of the Daily 
Mail cracked: “This festival is an excuse for guys to get away 
from their businesses and their wives; The fascinating, thing is 
the way these nobodies seek: publicity. 

“The only time the British and the Americans get. treated like 
human beings here is when they have a star to bring along to a 
party. I tell you, this year the British and Americans haven’t got 
a chance to win a prize. The jury are all off-beat, aesthetic types— 
you know, lovers of True Art. So what’ll happen? They’ll choose 
some off-beat, aesthetic picture- They’ll hate me for saying this/ 
but I don’t care. The best thing that can happen to me is to get 
banned. They’ve got to take the chisel out of the Festival:” 

«x Grand Prix 
Two American Entries Among Seven Given Special 

Mention at Cannes 

Stratford’s U.S. Features; 
Eastman House Exhibs; 

Four Forums on Cinema 
Stratford, Ont., May 20. 

At least two new Hollywood fea¬ 

tures will be shown at second In¬ 

ternational Film Festival ■ here, 

June 30—July 12. They’re “The 

Kings Go Forth” (Frank Sinatra) 
and “The Vikings” fKirk ijouglas). 
Also rumored possibility of “Across 
the Everglades,” starring Toronto- 
born Christopher Plummer, star of 
concurrent Shakespeare Festival 
here. Foreign films will include 
Akira KufosaWa’s Japanese film 
version of, “Macbeth” — "The 
Throne of Blood.” India, Poland, 
Britain, Germany and Russia will 
also have entries, Louis Apple- 
baum is festival director, John 
Hayes associate. 

Producers Lester Cowan and 
John Houseman, writer-producer 
Budd Schiilberg and Richard Grif¬ 
fith, N. Y. Museum of.Modern Art 
film librarian, are expected to take 
part /in four film forums at 5 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday , afternoons 
in 999-seat Avon Theatre, where 
showingswill be held. 

George Eastman’ House, Roches¬ 
ter, has prepared a show of early 
motion picture equipment, plus 
stills and posters. . Morning , pro¬ 
grams July 7-8 will revive, respec¬ 
tively, classics, by Chaplin, Keaton 
and Sen nett; and a series tracing 
development of picture sound, 
starting with a French film made 
in 1900, ending with “All Quiet on 
the. Western Front.” Admission 
free to those. 

Fear Directors’ Walk 
Continued from page 1 

directors. In addition, producers 

have made it clear they will not 

up their offer of 5% overall wage 

hike arguing that in granting that 

much they pave way for other 

union, demands, all of which will 

up to $10,000,000 more in produc¬ 
tion costs annually, at time when 
there is a recession. 

Directors are just as adamant. 
Another sore point in negotia¬ 

tions has been considerable dis¬ 
satisfaction by some name direc¬ 
tors that top tier studio execs have 
not joined negotiations, instead 
have been rapped by Charles 
Boren, labor negotiator for ma¬ 
jors. In early course of talks was 
explained to SDG that such execs 
could sit in on discussions only if 
they were held during work days, 
not at night or weekends, due to 
health of sdeh execs as Y. Frank 
Freeman, Paramount studio chief, 
E. J; Mannix, Metro exec. How¬ 
ever, top directors couldn’t make 
daytime negotiations regularly due 
to their activity in current produc¬ 
tion. Consequently, men such as 
John Ford-attended meetings only 
sporadically, and they boiled down 
to sessions between negotiators 
for each side, With SDG repped by 
committee chairman H. C. Potter, 
director Joe Youngerman, prexy 
George Sidney, John Rich. 

Producers’ reps have told SDG 
they don’t plan give coin to any 
of Hollywood guilds in connection 
with either feevee or post-’48’s, but 
added if they do directors would 
receive such coin also. Pro¬ 
ducers’ offer of 5% overall wage 
hike has been flatly rejected. 

By HAROLD MYERS 

Cannes, May 20. 

The sole British entry in the 

Eurovision competition, held as 

part of the main film fest, col¬ 

lared the Grand Prix. The win¬ 

ner, “Bird’s Nest Soup,” produced; 

and directed by Hugh Gibb and 

Tom Harrison, was one of six sub¬ 

jects filmed in Borneo ' and pre¬ 

sented in the U. K. via BBC-TV. 

Two American entries out of 

seven, rated special mention. Oni» 

was the “Johnny Rath Story,” pro- 

educed by Don W. Sharpe and 

Warren Lewis and directed by 

Robert Florey, and the other was 

“The Midnight Bath” produced by 

Alfred Hitchcock and directed by 
Robert Stevens., A Yugoslav and 
Italian subject also received a spe¬ 
cial nod. 

The Eurovision contest, an in¬ 
novation at the festival, was con¬ 
ducted entirely in secret and no 
info was passed but to the press 
while the jury was in session. That 
led to a formal press protest pub- . 
lished in one of the daily news 
sheets and to a specially convened 
press conference to explain" away 
the secrecy. The festival was, it 
was explained, trying out some¬ 
thing new, and they weren’t quite 
sure how well it was going to work 
out: They wanted to avoid too 
much publicity, in case it didn’t. 
In the event, it’s (been rated a suc¬ 
cess and will in all probability be 
enlarged next year/ with a free 
flow of information virtually as¬ 
sured.- ■ 

There were .32 entries, and the. 
films were screened on a closed 
circuit in a! private room at the 
Miramar Hotel over a period of 
four days. Germany was the big¬ 
gest participant with nine entries, 
and 'America a close second with. 
seven. Canada was in third place 
with six,; Other participating na¬ 
tions were Belgium, France, Italy, 
Switzerland and Jugoslavia.! 

Cecil McGivern, BBC-TV topper, 
who received the award on behalf 
of Great Britain, will hand it over 
to the winners at a private cere¬ 
mony in London this Week. Edward 
J. Stern, Ziv International prexy. 
Who was here during the period of 
the competition, presented “Sea 
Hunt.” 

N.Y. Film Fast? 
Continued from page S 

York City. Among other things, 
the FPA is seeking a reexamina¬ 
tion and revision of licensing and 
permit procedures for filming on 
location in Gotham, a reaffirma¬ 
tion of police cooperation, a mod¬ 
ernization of fire prevention regu¬ 
lations to recognize the use of 
safety films in N. Y. studios, and a 
clarification of other municipal 
codes in areas such as the city 
sales tax. 

Lowell, who attended a recep¬ 
tion last week at the Gold Medal 
Studios (formerly Biograph) in the 
Bronx, where the telepix serie$ 
“New York Confidential” will be 
filmed by TPA, declared that the 
festival idea was “just a-start” and 
that it was hoped that the major 
producers of theatrical films would 
be induced to join. 

It’s understood that the FPA 
plans to add to its ranks theatri¬ 
cal filmmakers who prefer to make 
their pictures in Gotham. These 
include such names as Elia Kazan 
and Paddy Cheyefsky, 
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Does Censor First Okay Entries 
For Vancouver s Filin Festival? 

Vancouver, May 20, - 

Submission deadline, for cellu¬ 

loid part of Vancouver’s first “in-: 

ternatiorial arts festival” is down- 

dated again, to June 30 this time,' 

“because recognition <by IFFPA) 

hasn’t resulted in the number of 

submissions. we. expected,” said 

Jim Patterson, fiimfest’s chief. 

Around 200 entries are logged as 

repping 20 countries festival runs 

Aug. 4-16, and not July, as pre¬ 

viously set. Customs clearance 
hinders what inflow there is, arid 
excise taxes pertain to all but doc¬ 
umentaries which clear free of “ed¬ 
ucational. certificates.’’ Entries 
from USSR have apparently side¬ 
stepped the revenuers, entered 
Canada via diplomatic pouch. 

No Canadian feature films are 
expected, arid other categories are 
“waiting for new prints,” to be 
made. America is repped solely by 
“Miracle in Manhattan” at this 
time, though others are expected. 

There’s perplexity over censor’s 
role. Neither festival officials nor 
British Columbia censor savvy the 
protocol in this instance, with the 
scissor-wielder offering, “It should 
be like the film festival in Scot¬ 
land (Edinburgh) . where they get 
blanket permission,” and stating, 
“I’m not going to review entries, 
until I’m approached.” Festival is 
reconciled to submit, if necessary, 
all spoolage for censor’s okay 
stamp, and in event of any nixed 
entries will nevertheless screen 
them in camera, for adjudication. 
“It’s possible to screen (censored) 
films to small selected groups,” 
Patterson opined. 

Question of notable judges and 
star names, finds none tabbed at 
this time. As with the music and 
drama performances, fest is again 
slightly self-conscious and seeks 
to append “Canadian” to the ros¬ 
ter. Among names bandied by 
press reports is Mary Pickford 
who’s claimed a native. There’s a 
heap of choice, with Alexis Smith 
as a British Columbian, Yvonne de 
Carlo, Rod Cameron, though ap¬ 
pearance of any, unless American 
studios get a. move on with en¬ 
tries, will have little relation to 
what’s unreeled at the Vogue The¬ 
atre. 

West Germany’s bid for Vancou¬ 
ver plaques include “Jonas,” “The 
Golden Garden,” “Adults Are 
Against It,” “Kandinsky”., and 
.“Olaf Gugxransson,” submitted 
also to the Stratford (Ontario) 
filmfest, set for. July 8-10. 

Can.’s Feature May Enter 
Venice Film Festival 

Ottawa, May 20. 
Canada’s first feature-film *'e.ri- 

try” at Cannes Festival, “The 
Dangerous Age,” -screened there 
out of competition, may compete 
at Venice Festival. 

Made by Sidney Furie, 24* of 
Toronto, with N.Y. actors Ben Pi¬ 
azza and Anne Pearson in leads, 

. it opened in London May 9 to gem 
erally good reviews. Furie made 
it for $50,000, and could afford 
only one print till after the Lorn 
don opening. 

Richard Davis Broadens 
European Commitment 

To Include One Spanish 
Cannes, May 20. J 

Buys . made here' bv Richard 
Davis, president of United Motion 
Picture Organization; during, the 
Cannes / Film Festival,, which 
wound- on Sunday < 18), reflect a 
broadening in scope of his activi¬ 
ties. 

At Cannes, Davis also acquired’ 
outright the Brigitte Bardot pic, 
“Light Across the Street,” which 
he was already distributing. Total 
price involved is believed to be 
close to $75,000. Other French pix 
which he has bought include 
‘Beauty Up His Sleeve”; two Jean 
Gabin starrers, "Red Light is On” 
and “Touches-Pas au Grisbi”; 
“Look Out Girls”; rind the current, 
French comedy hit, “On Foot, On 
Horseback and by Car.’.’ He is also 
actively bidding for another 
French pic, “Nobody’s Boy.” 

Other deals closed by the UMPO 
topper include the rights to a 
Spanish film, “Pepnote” and a full 
length Indian documentary. He has 
also bought Western Hemisphere 
rights, including Japan, for a 
French short, "La Joconde,” which 
was screened on the opening night 
of the fest, for a reported $15,000. 

According to advance reports, 
Ilya Lopert had acquired U. S. 
rights to the. Russian entry for re¬ 
lease through United Artists, but 
the Soviet delegation is, apparent¬ 
ly, still offering the pic to potential 
buyers, with the asking.jprice rising 
as interest increases. 

Among other Cannes deals, Ed 
Kingsley has acquired an Ar¬ 
gentine subject, “House of the 
Angel,” which was presented at 
last year’s junket. 

HOW FILMS LINE UP 
FOR BRUSSELS FEST 

Brussels, May 20. 

In the wake of the Cannes Festi¬ 

val which closed Sunday the: spe¬ 

cial onetime World Film Festival 

here at the Brussels World Fair 

opens today (Tues.) with 30 na¬ 

tions signed on. There are still 

gaps in the entries but the present 

lineup is as follows: 
ARGENTINA—open.. 

. AUSTRIA—"Skandal Inlschl.” 
BELGIUM—open. 
BRAZIL—"Rebilia Em Vila Rica.’r . 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA—"Diabolic Inven¬ 

tion." • 
EGYPT—"Rodda Calbi.” ... 
FRANC E—"Montparnasse 19,” "Sans 

Famille." 
GERMANY—"Nasser Asphalt” "End- 

station Liebe." 
H U NGARY—"At Midnight." 
ITALY—"FortuneUa” ‘.’Two acres of. 

Heaven” "The Chinese Wall." 
. JAPAN—"The Unfaithful Wife” "The 

Slums." . ' - -. 
NETHERLAND—“Jenny » 
SWITZERLAND—open. 
SPAIN—"La Violetera” "Los Jueves. 

Milagro.V 
BRITAIN—“The Key” "She Didn’t Say 

No.” •' 
UNITED STATES—"The Old Man and 

the Sea” :“The Goddess” "Rainiree 
County.”. #: ■ 

U.S.S.R.—“The Peaceful Don” "The 
House Where I Live.” 

YUGOSLAVIA—"Saturday Night.” 
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Eli WaUach Thinks Yanks 
More, Europeans Now Less 

‘Arty’ in Their Features 
Cannes, May 20. 

Current trend in Hollywood pro¬ 
duction is making a powerful cul¬ 
tural and intellectual impact in 
Europe, according to Eli Wallach 
who came in here from Vienna last 
week to take a fast look at the fes¬ 
tival. To emphasize his point he 
cited as a typical, example the 
three U; S. entriesto the fest, all 
by name writers—^O’Neill ("Desire 
Under, the.. Elms”), Dostoevsky 
(“The Brothers Karamazov”) and 
Faulkner (“The Long Hot Slim¬ 
mer”). \ 

Irrespective of quality of the 
films, thec choice of the subject 
matter ;was, “Wallach comment¬ 
ed, having a / favorable reaction. 
He also noted the reversal of 
roles between film makers in 
Europe and America. The conti¬ 
nental producers, i :notably in 
France arid Italy, were abandon¬ 
ing the neo-realistic films which 
made such a deep impression in 
the postwar period, in favor of sex 
symbols and bosoms. , Hollywood, 
on the other hand, was dropping 
the bosom in favor of serious sub¬ 
jects; and. that, he felt, reflected 
the striving for culture of the 
American people. 

JVallach, who came in on the 
bomber jmade available to bring 
Yul Brynner from Vienna, cited 
that as another example of official 
American cooperation which had 
resulted in goodwill. It was, too, 
an important recognition by the 
State Department of role of mo¬ 
tion pictures—and their stars—in 
creating a new iritematiorial spirit. 
Wallach’s wife, Anne Jackson, is 
currently filihing In Vienna In 
“The Jburney,” with Brynner, De¬ 
borah Kerr and Robert Morley. 
Pair will return to the U. S. in the 
next week or. two. : 

Fury in Jury \ 
Continued from, page SEES 

telling this unpleasant (though 
thrilling) story. He objects to the 
portrayal of several of the Ameri¬ 
can: officers. Generally, he takes 
the view that self-criticism in films 
is fine, but that if It’s done It 
should be up to the Americans— 
and. not the ' British—to do the 
criticizing of the U. S. 

There are those here who agree 
with Vidor on that point, though 
they hold he’s probably being ul¬ 
tra-sensitive about it. Vidor’s ad¬ 
dress to the jury maintained that, 
at. fest like Cannes, it was neces¬ 
sary to consider international un¬ 
derstanding as well as art, and that 
“Orders to Kill” contributed little 
to the former; 

In any case, the American direc¬ 
tor. certainly wasn’t swayed by na¬ 
tional j‘: prejudice. When Para¬ 
mount’s “Desire Under the Elms” 
came up before the jury, it got ex¬ 
actly one'vote. It needed four to 
continue, but. the jurors appeared 
willing to waive the requirement: 
It Was Vidor who spoke up arid 
told them to stick to the rules, thus 
condemning the Par entry. 

' David Kingley, managing direc¬ 
tor of British Lion Films, the com¬ 
pany which is distributing “Orders 
to Kill” in Great Britain, said he 
was at a loss to understand why ex¬ 
ception had been taken to the picT 
ture, the. more so as it was based 
on fact. It was bn record that a 
grounded American airman had 
been assigned to assassinate a 
lYench resistance agent who was 
suspected of passing on informa¬ 
tion to the enemy, and the story 
had beeri developed around that in? 
cident; "I can only assume,” he 
added, “that Charles Vidor is par- 
ticu’iriy touchy.” 

It is. thought there that Vidor 
resented that a private and con¬ 
fidential discussion among the jury 
members had leaked out. He’s 
quoted as explaining his obj ction 
to the pic in this way: It would be 
as if Hollywood made a film about 
lynching and had a British subject 
cast to do the dirty work. ‘ 

Vidor apparently was riot aware 
that the film was based on a real 
life incident and said that if it had 
had all British characters he would 
have regarded It as a great picture. 

John B. Nathan, Continental boss 
for Paramount, returns to his Paris 
base a'ter 10 days in N.Y. of 
powwows with the top brass and. to 
see his two sons, both in American 
universities after their longtime 
grammar and prep schooling in 
France. 
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Cannes, May 20. 

May Shorten: Cannes Festival in 1959 . . 

Though 1958 itself was tightened, there, were dull stretches during 

the 17 days and the 1959 film festival here may run but 14 days. So 

hints the president of the event, Robert Favre Le Bret. He is anxious 

to keep Cannes moving and vital, never a bore, as can happen with 

film festivals, especially now that they are so numerous in Europe. 

Shortened festival here, also fits the skimpy budget. France, being 

drained by Algerian war costs, is not likely to grant Cannes noticeably 1 
larger funds for 1959. But by next spring the facilities will have an 
added 1.0Q0 seats so that the ticket problem should then be finally 
licked. Earlier showings this time diverted many critics from the pre¬ 
viously/ jammed night unspoolings; 

Le Bret feels cheerful about the 1958 event though he points out 
that he cannot reject certain films, when nominated by participating 
countries, though he may feel they are unsuitable for Cannes. 

Television Critics Shut Out 
Television films were “included” in the 1958 festival but under re¬ 

strictive conditions. Projection was open only to delegates registered 
for that purpose. Television critics did not qualify. A small room in 
the Hotel Martine made for cramping to start with. Some ill-will may 
have been generated when persons who wished to get in, arid counted 
upon it, ran into the exclusion rule. 

Producers Play Coy 
Though not much buying was done by visiting American- importers 

of foreign film; almost all gave the 1958 Cannes Film Fest high marks. 
Among those present were Richard Davis, Ed Kingsley, Jean Gold-; 
wuriri, Cy Harvey and Ilya Lopert. 

They maintained that though most foreign producers were irritating 
.to deal with at Cannes, since they traded one against ariother and held 
out until prize time in many, cases, the fest gave a good cross-section 
of Important world production coming onto the market and allowed 
for talks with film reps of various countries under centralized condi¬ 
tions.- 

‘Karamazov* Bad Choice . 
United Press yarn, which broke in the N.Y. World-Telegram, some-. 

What exaggerated the response to Metro’s Brothers’ “Karamazov” by 
stating that there were boos, catcalls and fists were shaken at the 
screen etc. Actually the response Was only'fair and there were a few 
scattered whistles. Indubitably this adaptation of a Slavic classic was 
not a smart choice as the official U.S. entry which should have been 
more intrinsically American. 

However, the pic got a fairly good press and the acting was praised 
though most French critics felt it did not translate the tone of the novel 
and emerged more Western than Russian. 

. “Desire Under the Elms” (Par) was felt to be too “stagebound” and 
“literary”—which is a new kind of gripe against an American film here, 
“The Long Hot Summer” (20th), Which was invited by the festival out¬ 
side the Motion Picture Export Assn, list, (20th plays lonewolf), 
emerged the top Yank entry as far as interest went. 

Rumors & Speculation—Toujours 
Festival halls buzz always with, theory and rumor. French newspa¬ 

permen believe, but did not publish, that Americans showed up in big¬ 
ger numbers this time as a return of courtesy by the American, pro¬ 
ducers for the Grand Prix last spring to Allied Artists’ “Friendly Per¬ 
suasion”—a choice, distinctly unpopular with the French press. 

Personalities attending Cannes in 1958 included Sophia Loren,;Yul 
Brynner, Eli Wallach, Mltzi Gaynor, Jayne Mansfield, Orson Welles, 
Joan Collins, Lee Remick, Jerry Wald, Martin Ritt, Sam Spiegel, 
Charles Vidor, Claire Bloom. 

Jerry Wald, Columbus In Reverse 
Jerry Wald argues U.S. filmmakers have still not properly taken adr 

vantage of the immense publicity values of the International film fes¬ 
tivals (nor of the truly colorful backgrounds of the Continent for 
American film locations). With over 50%; of the Hollywood income 
coming from abroad, Wald feels that now is the time to do it He him¬ 
self is currently making his first trip abroad. 

Politics Dampened Climate 
Troubled political climate of France and Algeria threW a damper 

on. the latter days. BUt show ended with the traditional farewell fete. 
Low calibre Of most of the films did not help either, and: even the 
presence of an abundance of stars was riot enough to lift Cannes, to 
the solid possibilities it offered on paper in advance. 

Attendance was light this year and there were, riot too many ticket 
difficulties in view of this. 

Co-Production Blueprint of Soviet: 
53 Features During 1958 & 1959 

Cannes, May 20. 
According to Igor Ratchouk, 

head of the Soviet delegation to 
the current festival and in chart** 
of Russo coproduction, the USSR 
intends to make 53 co-productions, 
with hoth Eastern and Western 
countries, during this year and 
1959. Ratchouk made it clear that. 
Russia was particularly desirous of 
making one or more with the 
United States, but no direct proj¬ 
ects were as yet in the offing. He; 
said he knew nothing of any plan 
to make “Michael Strogoff” with 
Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Productions. 

Three co-productions are already 
Set with France, and the first one 
will be “Normaridie-Nieman” about 
a Free French-Russo fighter squad¬ 
ron during the last war. Ratchouk 
maintained that Russia was now 
ready and willing to see how other 
peoples lived through their pix, 
and hoped other nations would feel 
the same in coming film exchanges 
and productions. 

Italy, Argentina, Finland and 
Yugoslavia have already set up 

co-production with Russia, and 
talks will soon be going on with 
Britain.. Russkis recently , turned 
down. Yank, director Robert Aid- 
rich- s proposal to do a pic version 
of Gogol’s “Taras Bulba,” for. they 
felt it might offend a third party. 
This 15th century tale of the last 
of the Cossacks has the Poles as 
the heavies, 

Ratchouk said that Russia would 
like to start co-production using 
Russo classics and then work up to 
contemporary tales and original 
scripts. : 

I—RADIO CITY MUSIC IALL—» 
Rocktftfer Cwtar • CI6-4600 

“MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR” 
'Starring 

OEISKELLY ‘NATALIE WOOD 
ABnvliaLltlaiia* hWanarttfar 

GAIA NEW STAGE SPECTACLE 
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STATION LICENSES LAID TO FCC 
Washington, May 20.0 -f- 

The Federal . Communications 
Commission has created rigid 
standards for the granting of tele¬ 
vision licenses. 

But it flabnlly permits them to 
he violated via back door transfers, 
trafficking in licenses, and through 
ignoring its own yardstick. 

‘ This charge was laid down last 
week by the House Committee on 
Legislative Oversight which, this 
week, is producing testimony to 
back up the contention. 

Sensationalism will be very 
much in the picture again this 
weeki tiie Oversight Subcommit¬ 
tee council Robert Lishman prom¬ 
ised today ‘Tues.L 

Subcommittee is skedded to re¬ 
turn late Wednesday or Thursday 
to such juicy items as improper ap¬ 
proaches to FCC Commissioners 
bv applicants for contested tv 
channels. 

Meanwhile Subcommittee Chair¬ 
man Oran Harris threatened that 
Congress would take steps to end 
“trafficking” in tv licenses* “pay¬ 
off” to competitors, for tv chan¬ 
nels and so-called nuisance appli¬ 
cations. These last are last minute 
filings. 

Pinch-Hitter at ‘Bat’ 
The “Bat Master son” show,.. 

which J. Walter Thompson 
bought for Kraft for Wednes¬ 
day night tenancy on. NBC 
starting in the fall, is actually 
a Young & Rubicam-created 
property. 

Under an arrangement, with 
NBC Y & R agreed to “lend- 

. lease” the show to JWT and 
Kraft when its. own plans for 
sponsorship on behalf , of. a 
Y.& R client failed to material¬ 
ize. ;•. -. ' 

However, “Bat Masterson” 
reverts back to Y &. R upon 

. expiration of the present 
Kraft-JWT contract. : 

in 
Still cautious about pitching 

ABC-TV into multichrome produc¬ 

tion, Leonard H. Goldenson told 

THE 
nONEY DREAMERS 

Appearing: June 21 Montauk, L. I., 
. .. Airport -Dedication. 

Records . Transcriptions 
Mgnit: ART WARD Direction 

Oxford '7-9034 . . . MCA ' 

Ju’f^f^r^ubSitS kocichpld.rs yesterday <T«e„ at 
should probejFCC's deintermixture , the annual meeting of American \ 
proceedings. He contended FCC : Broadcasting-Paramount. Theatres ; 

breaks the law when it limits 9 ! that'- the' 'Company • estimate- -is4 to. 
community to UHF which he ! enter tint by the fall of I960, when 
termed an inferior service. 

Neither Lishman nor Harris 
would reveal name of witness who 
is to tee off the promised new sen¬ 
sations. Lishman indicated that 
revelation will be “big.” In line 
with usual air of mystery surround¬ 
ing Subcommittee. action! he de¬ 
clined to amplify that statement. 
Tie did reveal that Miami Chan¬ 
nel 7 case would figure promin- 
ately among 25 to 30 contested tv. j 
cases. 

it’s figured the “demand of spon¬ 
sors” will be great enough; 

Goldenson, • AB-PT prexy,; said 
there are approximately 250,000 
color sets in. use today. AB-PT is 
awaiting, the day; when tint re¬ 
ceiver purchases increase :at; about 
the same rate of speed as black- 
and-white sets did after the first 
days of commercial video. 

There is a chance that the 1960 
target will be revised, Goldenson 

Todavs iTues.i witness. Robert! declared. Re said .thgt the rorpora- 
S. McMahon, Subcommittee re- j tion has beem promised the tech- 
search assistant continued pre- J nical aid of both RCA and General- 
vious week’s . testimony about i Electric when ABC greenlights 
mergers between competing appli-: 
cants for tv chanmels. | Meantime, AB-PT anticipates a 

The charge that FCC turns its j cost of $20,000,000 to $25,000,000 
back on violations was made by j just to install , basic color equips 
two witnesses Thursday <151, j ment 'and several millions, more 
James. P. Radigan. of the Library ; once color is off the ground, at 

ABC-TV. 

He said preliminary changes 
have been made in the net’s Chi¬ 
cago plant and, iii planning to 
build new studios in Detroit, ABC 

! is taking preparatory .color steps 

of Congress, presented summaries 
of 18 “representative” contested 
cases to show complete jack of 
uniformity and pattern in the way 
the FCC dishes out licenses. Rob- ..0 
ert S. McMahon, a member of the \ j. 
House committee staff, analyzed , installing the proper aircondi- 
the cases and claimed they proved . tioning> lighting capacity, etc. 

** £,ir«TX‘ ™* PU ! Goldenson told a questioning 

jJStaMn the- week, FCC : cha*:if 
C. Doerfer told. the ‘h*g«**» ?». and 40 statton 

j affiliates” in the* last year: (A year 

luff the anti-trust latvs in 'the ?«»• ^ reporte^ 340 . affiliates. 
Broadcasting business belongs to 1 ** »>«•• Period - when Robert 

the Anti-Trust Division of .the! preS|d?5t w AB<£ 
Justice Department, and not to the i ^^19- At dr.D^d to^ about 292 
FCC. ~ ’ -v — 

Nighttime Hiatus 
For,the first time fn years, Bor¬ 

den’s will, be without a nighttime 

show on tv for the final quarter 

of ’58 when the company’s present 

entry, “People’s. Choice,” goes off 

in September. 

Future plans are being held in 
abeyance pending a redesigning of 
the Borden products , that have 
been . getting nighttime, advertis¬ 
ing exposure: Sponsor’s, current 
daytime entry,. “Fury,” will not be 
affected: . ; \ 

. ,A couple months back, Young & 
Rubicam, the Borden agency, had 
high hopes of .installing the "Bob 
Hope 'Comedy . Theatre’-. in the 
Thursday night NBC tiine occupied 
by the company, but plans, fell 

‘ through with Bordeii subsequently 
calling a \ hiatus on nighttime tv 
participation. . 

man John 
committee that the job of enforc- j a 

Doerfer replied to questions of 
the committee about the alleged 
RCA patent monopoly on broad¬ 
casting. RCA witnesses go before 
the committee next week to reply 

(Continued on page 50) 

CBS-TVs Summer 
All-Live Entries 

affils, another ABC spokesman said 
later:) 

INVISIBLE MAN’AS 
CBS-TV WED. ENTRY? 

CBS-TV, with the Wednesday 

7:30 to 8:30 p.m. period up. in the, 

air, is mulling the idea of slotting j7:3® 

NYU’s Lionel Casson 
To Succeed Zulli on 

‘Sunrise Semester’ i 

TVs New 'Grunt V Groan’ 
Television industry Is being treated to a new exhibition of grunt 

»n’ groan, not the early-style Wrestling form, but the sometimes 
agonizing negotiations surrounding the firming (or losing) of 
multimillion dollar sponsorship deals. Never, it seems, have nego¬ 
tiations for firming of time slots and shows been so prolonged and 
intricate, nor so widely exposed and publicized for all to see. 

The protracted impasse between CBS-TV and Chrysler, for 
example, had the trade as avid readers and witnesses through every 
step of the way. Similarly, though Westinghouse and CBS-TV 
managed to keep the “Desilu Playhouse” deal a close-vested 
secret, the trade followed the winding and tortured dealings for a 
Westinghouse renewal of its Monday night time period through 

. every painful twist. The Kraft-Milton Berle-NBC deal was another 
in-and-outer that; had a wide trade audience through most of the 
maneuvering. 

If the industry cliffhangers are presenting a new and interesting 
type of cliff hanger for the casual observer, they’re hell for the 
actual network-agency-sportsor-talent participants. Nobody likes the . 
current situation, but it exercises a curious fascination which 
nobody can resist. - . 

Up on In-Depth TV News Specials 
YOU CAN BE SURE . 

WBC Cited. In Congress for Public 
Spirited Projects 

. Washington, May 20. 

Broadcasting, which has been 

the subject of Congressional 

brickbats in recent weeks, came in 

for some high praise on floor of 

House of Representatives past 

week. Rep. Alfred Santangelo 1 
CD,, N: Y.) specifically named West¬ 
inghouse Broadcasting Co. for such 
“public spirited projects” as its* re¬ 
cent Baltimore conference on pub¬ 
lic service programming. 

The New York Democrat, citing 
the “close scrutiny” which has 
been directed at broadcasting by 
Congress; urged his fellow law¬ 
makers to keep in mind aspects of 
the industry as represented by 
Westinghouse. He pointed to the 
Benny Goodman stint at the Brus¬ 
sels* Fair, sponsored by Westing- 
house, as an example of outstand¬ 
ing public service. 

The prof waiting in the wings, to 
take over when Dr. Floyd Zi^lli 
steps down from WCBS-TV’s “Sun¬ 
rise Semester” will be Lionel Cas* 
son;v who teaches the' classics at . 
NYU. Zulli, who revolutionized 
rise-andrshine education. on tv 
channels, completes "his two-term 
sessions on comparative literature 
shortly, and heads for a European 
holiday. . 

Prof. Casson, no stranger to tv 
cameras, will teach “The Legacy 
of the Greek, and Roman Drama” 
Monday through Friday from 7 to 

three-hour 
T . . __ „ . _ OA , ■ credit course with a tab of $75 for 

The Invisible Man in the 7:30 to l tv ^udentS; rA certificate of com- 
8 period on the premise that the 1 
shocker* Inspired by the H. G. 
Wells story, might he just the 
thing to counter the- heavy inroads' 

pletion will cost $35. Dr. Cassori’s 
previous stint on WCBS-TV was a 
series titled “Long Before Shakes¬ 
peare;” The. new; course will run 

Can Be Lucrative 
Robert Eastman, who spent ap¬ 

proximately 10 months with Amer¬ 

ican Broadcasting-Paramount The¬ 

atres as president of its radio net¬ 

work, got what might easily be 

termed as a “sweet settlement.” 

It’s reported that the former prez 

is now pulling down $50,000 a 

year for the next five years from 

his recent employers at AB-PT. 

Eastman, who is now lining up 
stations for his own station repre¬ 
sentation firm, signed a contract 
With AB-PT when he took the ra¬ 
dio topper’s, post a year ago this 
month for $85,000 annually. As of 
last January, a. supplement to the 
Eastman-AB-PT contract went into 
effect, which would have—if there 
turned put to be any black ink— 
given him ah additional sum based 
on 5% of the radio arm’s, net earn¬ 
ings. There was a top limit to this 
override, it is explained, but the 
belief is he could have made some¬ 
thing like $165,000 a year if every¬ 
thing turned out well. 

of ABC’s “Disneyland” and NBC’s [ nine weeks and starts June 16, 
“Wagon Train.” 

“Invisible' Man” is a William 
Morris Official Films package, be¬ 
ing filmed in England as a half-; 
hour series. 

Like NBC, CBS-TV. Will also be 
In there pitching with some new* 
live entries this summer in a bid 
to get off the “repeat” pattern: 
Four new live shows 'will pfeem 
next month, one a nighttime hour 
version of the daytime cross-the- 
board. “Verdict Is Yours,” which. ___ __ • . ..... _ 
goes into Thursday 8:30 to 9:301 CBS Slots-Special On 
period. 

Other three will be tested as po-; . •_ ■ , — —- ——---— 
tential entries for a regular season CBS^^ News chief John ■ Day is , arise with the morning .milkman, 
run. They are the “Sing Along4’! wrapping a special Sunday (25) 3.0-] As the previous .“Semester” course, 
stanza, which goes into the Wed- minute tv show on the current Lthe Regents .of the State of New 
nesday 7:30 to 8 peribd with Lcs-5 French-Algerian crisis. “The Last'.York .okayed, the present series, 
ter Gottlieb producing (it was orig- ‘ Word” is being dropped on tliis oc- | thus attesting to . the seriousness 
inally intended as an hour show-1 casiomfor a live plus filrn^account l and educational validity of the. pro- 

A summer. “Sunrise Semester” 
was not in the cards origirfelly, but 
the extraordinary success of the 
Zulli series, prompted both NYU 
and WCBS-TV to present a hot- 
weather video course, rln order to 
make it easier for future profs on 
“Sunrise Semester,” WCBS-TV 

cMoSo ! way tape. a flock, at one time, in 
rrench-Algerian CllSIS; order not to make the teachers. 

gram fare. 
Meanwhile, Zulli has two more 

Sunday afternoon programs over 
WCBS-TV for Heritage Books. 

easel; ‘'Numbers Please.” , a Good- I with David Schoenbrun. CBS News’ 
son-Todman quizzer. which gets correspondent being called in from 
the Tuesday night 8:30 to 9 slot, the French capital to N. Y, to nar- 
and “Keep Talking.” panel show : rate the 6 .to 6:30 p.m., program, 
packaged by . Wolf Enterprises,; Day expects special film and j Stan Repp, mail order and t^ di- 
which will be the summer replace- commentary from Alexander. Ken- rector of Eranklin Spier, agency 
ment for “Person to Person.”. CBS drick, . . currently in Paris; Ernest j for ...the account, says it’s too soon 
is confident it will wrap up a spon-: Leiser, also iiv Paris, and Lou j to judge o u tc o m.e of the Zulli 
sor for this one. i Cioffi from Algiers. | sponsored series. 

f Hot news rivalry between NBO 
TV and CBS-TV will take on still 
another aspect next fall, when 
NBC News branches out into the 
field of in-depth television specials. 
An ambitious schedule of hour- 
long or 90-minute news specials, 
designed to air on alternate Sun-, 
days or every-third-Sunday, is. cur¬ 
rently. on the NBC drawing boards 
and clpse to approval by the net¬ 
work brass. 

Since the separation of NBC 
News into a separate operating en¬ 
tity last summer,, it has been un¬ 
dergoing a hotfoot and has been 
rivalling and sometimes surpassing 
CBS in spot news coverage. But 
its in-depth tv efforts have been 
few and far between. With day- 
to-day coverage now upgraded and 
administrative revamping resolved 
(including the placing of Ed Stan¬ 
ley’s public affairs dept, under the 
wing of NBC News yeep Bill. Mc- 
Andrew), the netiyork is turning 
its attention to the field of spe¬ 
cials. 

Proposed series would operate 
out of the shell of the current 
'Outlook” series, but on a vastly 
expanded basis, with large budgets 
for promotion and publicity ds 
well, as for the shows 'themselves. 
“Outlook” Has done some occa¬ 
sional ■"specials” , such as Chet 
Huntley’s interview of Tunisia’s 
Prime Minister .. Bourghiba, next 
Sunday’s (18) 90-minuter on Israel 
and the following week’s special 
on New Yorks “600” schools, the 
city’s problem, schools. But for the . 
most part it’s been restricted as 
to budget and scope and has held 
to the half-hour format. 

. . Plan is to alternate the “Out¬ 
look” specials (probably under 
another name) with some other 
Sunday show. In the event “Om¬ 
nibus” defects from NBC, it might 
well be the news specials will al¬ 
ternate With “Wide Wide World’' 
at 5'to 6 p.m. If “Omnibus” stays, 
the news specials would move into 
some other Sunday afternoon slot¬ 
ting. .. 

Proposal,... including basic . and 
Supplementary budgets, is now 

(Continuer on page 51) 

3D GO-ROUND FOR 
SHOW 

V 

Alex Gottlieb, film producer 

gone tv, has had. his Gale Storm 

show renewed for a third season 

on CBS (it’ll be sponsored by P. 

Lorillard and Nestle) and has two 

new series making the pilot rounds. 

One is a situation comedy, “Zsa 
Zsa In Paris” (with Miss Gabor, 
of course) and the other ;is “Eve¬ 
lyn,” starring 71.4-year-old Evelyn 
Rudie, who personated “Eloise” in 
the tv spectacular based on Kay. 
Thompson’s bestseller, 

All ventures are Gottlieb Pro¬ 
ductions ini association with Hal 
Roach, on whose lot he produces. 
Gottlieb is currently east on .busi¬ 
ness-holiday with his Wife Polly, 
sister of Billy Rose. ,. 

Before.. ever getting off the 
ground at ABC-TV, Five-Day De¬ 
odorant Pads has switched the half- 
hour “Musical Bingo” to NBC-TV, 
the first show being Thursday (29) 
at 10:30 p.m. ABC had the biz up-, 
der contract for Fridays at 8:30 
p.m;, but the 13-week summertime 
pact was abrogated by Grey, the 
sponsor’s agency, because of an 
ABC failure to make the necessary 
station clearances. 

However, ABC said the clear¬ 
ances were hot due to any ordinary 
failure to clear stations. Instead, 
the web said, the half-hour pack¬ 
age brought in by Harry Salter, 
failed to clear the. legal depart¬ 
ments of some local outlets. Sta¬ 
tions, in these cases,: feared legal 
repercussions because of the give¬ 
away angle. ; 

Exactly how NBC has solved this 
problem was not disclosed.. 

ABC-TV currently has “Stars of 
Jazz’’ as the Friday 8:30, entry. 
Network has not disclosed its new. 

, plans for the time period. ' 
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OF TV 
Some of the salaries being paid to NBC contractees: 
Bob Banner, producer of the Dinah Shore Show, $171,000 a year 

for 24 Dinah hour entries and 15 other Chevy shows. (He’s shift¬ 
ing over to CBS.) 

John Bradford, Dinah Shore writer, $66,000 a year. 
■ Earl Brown, musical coordinator, $350 per show. 

Bob Finkel, who has just switched over from the Perry Como 
show to produce the Tennessee Ernie Ford show, $50,000 a year 
(and retaining all outside fees). 

Alan Handley, general roving producer, $52,500 a year (retaining 
all outside, fees). 

Tony Charmoli, choreographer, $1,153 per week (or $60,000 per 
season’s cycle). 

Joseph. Hamilton, musical coordinator, $26,400 per year.. 
Arnold Peyser, writer on the Dinah Shore show, $36,000 per 

year. 
Harry Zimmerman, musical coordinator, $24,000 per year. 
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank: $40,000 each from NBC this 

year to suggest four spectaculars, of which the network would 
choose one. 

Jack Chertok, consultant to network’s, v.p. in charge of pro¬ 
gramming, $500 per week. 

Eddie Foy, $11,698 a year under terms of a contract signed in. 
Jan., '54, and extending six years. 

Leo Durocher, program executive-consultant:. $135,000 total for 
two years (with NBC retaining outside fees). 

Jack Douglas, writer for Jack Paar, $1,125 weekly. 
Tom d’Andrea, $50,000 a year (with NBC keeping outside fees). 
Phil Harris, $52,000 a year under his 10-year , contract which 

Was signatured back in 1952, 
Robert Henry, producer, $1,166 a month. 
Chet Huntley, $400 a week and commercial fees; six year deal 

with options signed in Jan., ’56. 
Gummo Marx, consultant to NBC, $27,500 a year. , 
Tom McKiiight, producer: $200,000 extending over three /years. 
Dennis O’Keefe, $85,000 a year. 
Walter O’Keefe; maximum of-$850 weekly for 345 weeks. 
Jess Oppenheimer, program executive,. $2,000 a week under 

five-year deal negotiated in’56. 

Bob Banner’s sudden exiting^- 

from NBC to join CBS, where he’ll 

operate on a creative level in de-, 

yeloping new program ideas, not¬ 

ably in the area of specials, poses 

a problem as to Who will helm the 
Dinah Shore show next season. As 
producer of the Chevy entry, Ban¬ 
ner was regarded as one of the key 
elements in its No. 1 prizewinning 
status in the hour musical-variety 
sweepstakes. v 

Despite his $250,000 earnings this 
Season (over and above his basic 
NBC pay). Banner'was anxious to 
get off the every-week treadmill 
and concentrate on specials for 
CBS. CBS program boss Hub 

. Robinson . actually initiated the 
talks with Banner two months ago. 

CBS wants him to develop four 
or five spectaculars for next season 
and he’ll share in the sponsorship 
spoils, if and when they come to 
fruition. He’s in on a one-year 
(with options) deal. Meanwhile 
there’s some talk that Charles 
Dubin may get the: nod,as succes¬ 
sor to Banner on the Dinah Shorej 
show. ' Dubin staged the Gen,, 
Motors spec. 

Banner’s exit points Up anew the 
Increasing trend of CBS (building 
up its stable' of creative compbn- 

(Confinued on page 54) 

Raymond W. Welpott, former 
veepee arid manager of WKY and 
WKY, Oklahoma City, steps, into 
the NBC owned stations and spot 
sales division in a general execu¬ 
tive capacity, starting in June. 

Welpott, who went to WKY last 
June after a spell as manager of 
WRGB, the GE outlet In Schnec- 
tady, will report to P. A. Sugg, 
veepee In charge. 

Fact that ABC-TV's “Cheyenne" 
has its full complement of spon¬ 
sors for fall leaves the skip-week 
companion “Sugarfoot” temporar¬ 
ily without coin for next season.. 

American Chicle shifted its COiri 
this week from “Sugarfoot” to 
“Cheyenne," after it became clear 
that General-Electric; was not re¬ 
newing for ’58-’59. Just pripr to 
Chicle’s coin switch, Johnson & 
Johnson took the . other half of 
“Cheyenne.” 

GE owned the entire “Cheyenne ’ 
hour this season, but the network 
said before the Chicle, and Johnson 
inkings, that a renewal was being 
delayed by the defection of one of 
the GE divisions. 

Chicle had committed for an¬ 
other' alternate-Tuesday half-hour 
ride on “Sugarfoot” before the GE 
negotiations. breakdown became 
general knowledge. 

Two major packages, one a film 
series is taking shape in the Rob¬ 
ert Saudek Associates packaging 
outfit, with likelihood that they 
may be on network tv this fall. 

Live show, almost ready for sale 
ter a major bluechip sponsor, is the 
highly-touted “Prevues” with Leon¬ 
ard- Bernstein and other conduc¬ 
tors-at the helm; of the New York 
Philharmonic in a midweek even¬ 
ing spot. Bernstein and his baton- 
wieldirig colleagues would provide 
both music and casual breaks for 
discussions with the audience arient 
music and other melodic curiousa. 
This would be a one-hour tv pack¬ 
age, hi no conflict with the Philr 
harmonic’s regular concert per¬ 
formances. 

Film series would be based on 
New Yorker articles called “An- 

(Continued on page 54) : 

Bach & Granz Pitch Up 
. Ella Fitzgerald Spec 

- Bob Bach and Noririan Granz 
have offered NBC-1 V a “special” 
featuring “Ella and Her Friends,” 
consisting of Ella Fitzgerald and a 
number of rooters on the. occasion 
of. her 20th anni jn the Vocalizing 
biz. 

Miss Fitzgerald is currently tour¬ 
ing in Europe: and the Granz-Bach 
package would be, a fall preserita- 
tion with NBC said to be evincing 
interest in the deal. 

->By George rosen 

A handful of men, possibly rio 
more than Six . each with a bankroll 
of anywhere from $30,000,000- to I 
$100,000,000 in annual television! 
billings at his disposal, are largely 
responsible for dictating the . tv 
program patterns and determining 
what the American viewer should 
or should not see. .• 

Granted that a William Morris 
Agency or a Music Corp. of Amer¬ 
ica wield enormous power with 
their grip on talent arid packages; 
granted that a Bob Kintner at NBC, 
a Hub Robinson at CBS , or an Ollie 
Treyz at ABC play such key roles 
as the “keepers of the time slots,” 
in the final analysis, it’s six agency 
characters—maybe one or two 
more—who today ride herd in 
evolving and perpetuating the pro¬ 
gram habits of the nation’s tv 
viewers. 

The Roster 

Not. necessarily in the order of 
their.. listing, here are ; the half, 
dozen or so Madison Ave. “im¬ 
presarios” whose responsibility it 
is to make the decisions that 
largely, influence, the program 
schedules on the television net- 
works* > 

Terry Clyne of McCann-Erickson 
'(with Tom McAvity and George 
Haight as prominent backstops'. 

Danny Seymour of ; J, Walter; 
Thompson. 

. Tom McDermott of Benton & 
Bowles. 

Bob Foreman of BBD&O. 
; Bob Mountain of Young & Ruby 
cam (with, a major assist from Pete 
Levathes). V--.- 

Jim Douglas of Ted Bates agency 
(with Dick Pinkham running im¬ 
portant interference). 

Lew Titterton of the Comptori 
agency who, perhaps more than; 
any other, rates the title of “King 

The Matinee’’ with his dominant 
grip on daytime . programming 
(Procter & Gamble, etc.). . . 

‘ There are others, of course, such 
as Nick Keesely of LCnnen 8c New¬ 
ell; Jim Neale of Dancer, Fitz¬ 
gerald & Sample, plus one or two 
other important cogs. But by and 
large it’s the above mentioned who 
pay the piper and tell him what 
to play. ; 

Sometimes others might move 
in, with the; talent agencies* the 
rietworks and even the sponsors 
themselves for example, exercising 
some measure of influence iri 
swinging decisions, but by and 
large it’s one man and one man 
alone who usually dictates how and 
where the big. money chips (total¬ 
ling in the aggregate anywhere 
from a quarter to a half billion 
dollars annually) will be spent in 
entertaining the American public. 

McDermott’s Coup d’Comedy 
Take,, for. example, Tom McDer¬ 

mott at B & B, with millions in 
P 3c G and General Foods coin, to 
be siphoned off to the networks. 
Regardless of how many moved in 
for that curtain bow, it was McDer- 
inott who pulled the prize, play of 
the; year creating, by a single 
stroke, a whole new awareness of 
the value of situation coiriedy as a 
continuing basic staple in the tv 

(Continued on page 55) > 

Lots of Open Holes in Net Skeds 
The Hubbub About Hub 

The ruinor mill stepped up 
into high gear this week as 
word s oread, through tv circles 
that CBS-TV’s program exec 
veepee Huh Robinson was 
checking out of the network to 
take the big General Motors tv 
job in Detroit that’s been kick¬ 
ing around. The rumor, Which 
somehow caught on like wild- 
fife (particularly within the 

. NBC precincts), also had Bill 
. Dozierv corning' in from the 

Coast to replace him. 

Robirison’s comment: “For¬ 
get it. Nothing J,o it.” 

NBC toCallin O’Seas 
Staff for OcL Roundup 

Foreign staff of NBC News will 
be called home in October, for the 
first time, to do a special pre-elec¬ 
tion appraisal of American foreign 
relations. Williairi R. McAridrew, 
veepee of NBC News, plans. an 
hour-long show, exact date to be 
set later. 'It will probably be at the 
time NBC-TV affiliates meet in 
N. Y. Oct. 22-24 because he wants 
the correspondents to address the 
meeting. \ 

The October roundup by staff 
correspondents will not cancel out 
NBC News’ yearend roundup in 
December, a regular feature. 

In addition to the overseas’ cor¬ 
respondents, domestic .reporters 
will also, be used on the program. 

Hollywood, May 20. 

With tv’s latest buying, season 

on record moving into the final 

stage, the three nets are holding 

the bag on 36 pilots that cost over 

$1,500,000 to produce. Belief runs 
in trade that shows not sold by 
June 1 for next season aTe in .the 
trouble area, with the only way out 
a concession. in both price and 
length of series. 

Another effect of the late buying 
are holes iii the network skeds for 
next season. In this department, 
ABC-TV has 17 half-hours open 
in prime time, 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. 
Both NBC and CBS have 13 half- 
hours still urisold. ABC claims 27 

j half-hours sold; CBS,. 31, NBC, 28. 
CBS to date, is hung up on 17 
pilots of which none have been 
sold. NBC has sold five of 12 
pilots, made. ABC has underwriters 
for five of 17 pilots filmed. 

Breakdown on network invest- 
j ment in pilots lists CBS with 
; $600,000; NBC With $425,000, of 
which $175,000 will be recovered; 
ABC with $600,000-of which $175,- 

: 000 will be recovered. Cost per. 
4 . . ... _ ' pilot based on industry approxima- 
Appointment - Of veepee David , ti0n is $40,000, give or take a few 

?s a5^9ciate director of the, ^0|[ars within the next 30 days 
television, dept, at Young & Rubi-• the wei)S. are hopeful of selling off 
cam under, v.p. Bob Mountain is a few of their test films and close 
keyed io expandingactivities of ■ up ^ their open tim‘e> -There 
both the agency s+ TV. Committee, are over 70 pilots from indie pro- 
< comprising Mountain j Dev'y, Fete j ducers and telepix studios that are 
Levathes and Ev Erlick, the lab ; in ln the same market with net 
ter representing media) and the; 
recently-activated programming de- ■ y 
velOpment unit spearheaded by 1 
Levy, 

TV Committee was incepted by 
agency president Sig Larmon de¬ 
signed for a more efficient opera¬ 
tion in resolving future media and 
program problems arid toward 
eliminating a. chronic situation 
which heretofore found media and 
programming in conflict with each [ The Nat Hiken-created “Magni- 
ofher:- Latter situation in recent.; ficent Montague,” half-hour situa- 
years' w^s the cause for some key j tiori comedy series, slated for spon- 

lontague Out 
In 

resignations. 

The program development unit 
lias several hot items on the fire 
for the immediate future, including 
plans for a half-hour series based 
on J; Edgar Hooveris current No. 1 
bestseller ‘'Masters of Deceit” 
(which/will be done in conjunc¬ 
tion with Television Programs of 
America”) and a "Mr. Blaridings” 
series. Preliminary discussions 
have already been held: toward 
wrapping up. tv rights, to the Hoo¬ 
ver anti-Comrriunist tome. 

DON SHARPE SERIES 
• Bristol-Myers has finally re¬ 
solved "it Monday at 9 plans on 
NBC-TV, buying the Don Sharpe 
package, “Pete Gunri For Sale.’’ 
Title may be changed before 
preerri time iri the fall. : 

. Initially B-M had planned mov¬ 
ing “Tombstone Territory” over 
.from ABC-TV and after scrapping 
the latter plan mulled purchase of 
the “Riditsky” series. But this, too, 
was. abandoned in favor of the 
Sharpe, private-eye skein, Current 
Mpnday at 9 entry, “Twenty-One,” 
shifts to Thursday 8:30 in the fall: 

sorshiip next season in the Sunday 
night at 10 spot on CBS-TV under 
P. Lorillard sponsorship auspices,, 
has been , knocked out of the box. 
Whether it goes on at all riext sea-, 
son is no\v highly problematical, 

Lorillard cancelled out becaus# 
the Sunday at 10 time was taken 
away from it. Decision to slot 
Garry Moore on Tuesdays 10 to 
11 created a problem of what to 
do with Revlon’s 10 o’clock entry, 
“$64,000 Question.” Revlon re- " 
solved this by slotting the show 
in tile Suriday at 16 period cur¬ 
rently occupied by its sister show, 
$64,00o; Challenge,” which goes off, 
Result: No place for “Montague/ 

j Latter show stars Vivenne Segal 
arid Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Thre( 
installments have already bee* 
filmed. .; 

Herbert V. Akerberg, veteran 
broadcasting figure and veepee in 
charge of station relations for 
CBS-TV is steppirig out because of 
ill health. Akerberg racked up 
riearly 30 years of service. with 
CBS starting in the engineering 
department and later moving to 
research and development. He 
switched tor statiori relations in 
1935. 

Edmund C. Bunker was pinch- 
hitter for Akerberg during the 
latter’s illness. Akerberg, how¬ 
ever; hopes to serve in an ad¬ 
visory capacity to station owners 
during his retirement. 

‘Buckskin’ Oater Spells 
Tennessee Ernie TV'a 

“Buckskin,” MCA Revue pack 
aged oater, is slated as summei 
replacement for Tennessee Emil 
Ford on NBC-TV starting on July 
3 and running until Oct 2. 

Western wiU be produced by Bet- 
ford Productions. Filming started 
Monday (19 >. Deal was set via Jr 
Walter Thompson for Ford Div. of 
Ford Motor Co. ahd'Ford Dealeri 
of America. 

CBS, Crosby Near Pact 
Hollywood, May 20L 

Negotiations between CBS and 
Bing Crosby on a telepact are ex¬ 
pected to be finalized some time 
this week. 

Crosby has arrived here from 
his Palm Springs home, -and Ms 
reps and CBS are now in talks ex¬ 
pected to be crystallized at any 
time. CBS has been trying to sign 
Crosby tc do a number of speci 
each yea: with a five-year pact 
its aim. 
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For 'SS-’W; Dozen New Series 
Hollywood, May 20. -f 

National Telefilm Associates has j 
already initiated plans to more 
than double its vidpix budget, 
planning from 10 to 12 series for 
the 1959-1960 season. While most 
vidfilmeries are still working on 
next season’s plans, NTA is busy 
scouting properties for the season 
following, and has allocated up¬ 
wards of $10,000,000 for that 
period. 

Plans of the company were dis¬ 
closed by Mart Abrahams, director 
of creative programming: for NTA, 
here to scout properties. The exec 
is currently in talks anent such 
vehicles with the William Morris 
agency, MCA, Famous- Artists, 
Desilu. TCF-TV, Hal Roach Jr., 
and will also confer with Four Star 
Productions and McCadden Pro¬ 
ductions during his stay here. 

Abrahams said “several series 
are under consideration, but at the 
present time, they are all very 
formative. We are trying to bring 
back to tv that, lost feeling of 
showmanship so vital to this busi¬ 
ness. We’re’not going to try to get 
In on the tail end of a trend to 
make a fast buck. We think we can 
do better by getting in there first 
and establishing trends. We’ll take 
chances. Occasionally we will make 
pilots where the situation demands, 
but we are prepared to go ahead 
on production of 26 or 39 telepix in 
a series. We back our judgement 
With more than lip service. Where 
we have all the right ingredients, 
v/e will go ahead with a series with- 
out shooting a pilot. 

“I don’t bar anything. But as for 
westerns, at this point I would 
not do one unless 1 saw a specific 
reason for such a series; we aren’t 
interested in just cashing in on a 
trend which may blow in a year. 
If such a series doesn’t have a dif¬ 
ferent concept, I’m not interested 
in doing it,” he said.. 

Exec explained NTA has three 
ways of programming its proper¬ 
ties: To one of the three networks, 
through syndication, or on its own 
film network, and which way a 
series goes depends on the indi¬ 
vidual property. 

At the present time NTA is bank¬ 
rolling “Man Without a Gun” and 
“How to Marry a Millionaire,” 
both TCF-TV; “This Is. Alice,” “Of¬ 
ficial Detective, ’’Sheriff of Co¬ 
chise,” George Jessel’s Show. Busi¬ 
ness,” “Walter Winchell File,!’ all 
Desilu. In addition it has a couple, 
of Desilu-made pilots, “Grand 

(Continued on page 58) 

TWO NEW ENTRIES 
PREPPED BY ZIV 

Hollywood, May 20. : 
Ziv Television Programs, Inc., 

plans to swing into, production of 
two new series end of June, along 
with resumption of shooting oh two 
of the company’s syndicated skeins 
.Boost will bring company out oj 
current low production ebb. '* 

Full-scale production is due to 
begin then on “Bat Masterson,” 
primed for NBC-TV airing next 
fail, and ‘-Rough Riders,” recently 
sold to P. Lorillard Co. and slated 
for ABC-TV beaming next season. 
Syndicated skeins Which resume 
lensing are “Highway Patrol” and 
“Harbor Command,”. 

In addition, "Sea Hunt,” under¬ 
water vidpix venture suited by its 
format for summer lensing, may 
continue filming through the sum¬ 
mer season by delaying its hiatus 
until next winter. Show filmed in 
Florida last winter. 

Watch for . 

JOY HODGES 
To - Night (May ..21st) in 

“THE . MILLIONAIRE” CBS TV 
. at 9 P.M. 

Representative: 
Rosen - Finger, California 

Wilmington, May 20. 
Eliot Hyman, president of Associated Artists Productions Corp„ . 

told stockholders yesterday (Mon.) that he decided to sell off to 
United Artists because the “original purpose of AAP was denied 
to it,” 

Hyman reasserted tp AAP stockholders that when Lou Chesler 
(who sold his interest in the distfibbery recently), led a group of 
“large stockholders,” Chesler withheld working capital. The lack 
of financing, further film library purchases and the tax picture 
made it necessary to sell, Hyman said. 

More than 700,000 shares—42.7% of the outstanding AAP stock 
—was sold to Gotham Television . Film Corp., a UA subsid by Hy¬ 
man and others. 

As explained by Seymour Peyser, United vice president and 
general counsel, the principal parts of the sale offer, are $6 cash 
and $6 debetures, the latter payable in five years, for each AAP 
share in the new company, United Artists Associated Inc, set up 
by Gotham to handle sales and take over the films. The new> com¬ 
pany will be independent of UA, but UA will have the option to 
buy it at cost, in return for assigning tv residuals of its own. films, 
advancing money and giving advice. The new company can drop 
the whole thing if it doesn’t get 80% of the stock. 

Right now, said Peyser, the-deal is at a standstill because of a 
New York court injunction as the result of a suit brought by Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates, which charges Chesler and his. Sup¬ 
porters with breach of contract and AAP with inducing the breach. 

UAs First Entry 

United Artists Television first 
telefilm entry will be “The Young 
in Heart,” starring Mercedes Mc- 
Cambridge, and produced by her 
husband Fletcher Markle, under 
the Aries Productions banner. 

Projected series concerns the ad¬ 
ventures and misadventures of col¬ 
lege girls at an American univer¬ 
sity, with the lead character play¬ 
ing a sorority mother. 

Pilot will be available in N. Y. 
Monday (26). Initial half-hour 
stanza was produced on location at 
U. of California Los Angeles. 

United Artists Television (UA 
TV) grossed $4,700,000 in sale? iri 
1957 on its two Dost-48 packages 
of “Top 39” and the “52 Award 
Group.” according to parent com¬ 
pany United Artists first annual 
report to stockholders. 

The report cited UA TV's plans 
to expand via entering into tele¬ 
film production. “It is planned,” 
according to the. report, to give 
UA TV telefilm producers “the 
same benefits of autOnomv and 
ownershipthat are available to 
UA producers of theatrical films.” 

Regarding cinematics, the report 
noted that since 1951 UA has in¬ 
sisted wherever possible on a grant 
of tv rights in its distribution 
agreement with feature film pro¬ 
ducers. In the Past six vears. it 
has acquired such rights on more 
than 250 motion pictures. Since 
the company began feature dis¬ 
tribution to tv in late ’56, it had 
licensed 91 cinematics for telecast¬ 
ing by the end of ’57. The. current 
year, UA TV fed another 72 pix 
to the tv mill. 

As Paramount s 

First TV Series 
Hollywood, May 20. / 

“Conquest of Space” will be the 
first property, to be filmed by Para¬ 
mount Sunset in its projected slate 
of tv series. Rip Van. Ronkel, head 
writer on the new series, is cur¬ 
rently penning the pilot, with like¬ 
ly choice as director as well. : 

Jim Schulke, vp, general man¬ 
ager of the Paramount subsid, is 
prepping a presentation film, of the 
new project, and leaves for NY in 
June to confab with nets and po¬ 
tential sponsors. If no sale is 
made. Paramount, still will go 
ahead with the series, according to 
Schulke. Announcement will 
probably be made, of other Para¬ 
mount series with the next two 
weeks. 

U S. Air Force aid has been enT 
listed for the new space series. 
Stories will be told in retrospect 
from year 2,000. Initial 39 seg¬ 
ments will start from. Orbiting 
space-vv’heel satellite launched by 
U.S. carrying through to a lunar 
exploration. 

Second year series will cover 
man’s trip to Mars ! and Venus, 
with third year series to tell story 
of space station on Mars. Series 
to include running characters. Will 
incorporate exclusive special ef¬ 
fects stock footage. ; 

Joseph G: Morgan switching from 
British Lion in England to sales 
for Fremantle . of Canada, video 
outfit in Toronto.. . . Bob Hart adds 
duties of technical supervisor at 
Transfilm to his old duties as chief 
grip . ... Sam Mari, exec producer 
of Metro : TV, is in N.. Y. from 
Hollywood pitching the “Min and 
Bill” pilot . . . Liebrrian Breweries 
has bought: “State Trooper” for. 
sponsorship on WRCA-TV Wednes¬ 

day nights . . . ABC Film Syiidica- 
i tion holding s national sales clinic 
‘ at- the Westchester Country Club 

. . . Lynne Krauthamer, director of 
station . servicing for National Tele¬ 
film Associates, has been named to 
the new post Of director of..film 
operations . . 1 Richard J. Butter¬ 
field named v.p. in charge of sales 
for KMSP-TV, NTA’s station in 
Minneapolis-St. Paul. ... 

Favorable response to the series 
of ads on NTA -Film Network’s fall 
programming plans, in consumer 
and. trade press, prepared under 
aegis of NTA ad manager KCrmit 
Kahn, has resulted in extension of 
campaign another two Weeks. Dail¬ 
ies in Detroit and Chicago also will 
be utilized . . Ed Sullivan will be 
honored at the anniversary lunch¬ 
eon on June 19 of the National 
Television Film Council. 

SCHUBERT-SAVAGE 
PREP THREESOME 

Telestar Films, under, the aegis 
of Bernard L. Schubert and David 
Savage, is prepping three new half- 
hour syndicated properties to: add 
to its catolog. 

Titles are being withheld at this 
time, but all are aimed to be ready 
for airing this fall or before. Three 
properties under consideration fall 
under the separate categories of 
adventure, musical and social docu¬ 
mentary. 

In line with the. fall program¬ 
ming push, outfit plans to augment 
its sales staff. Current catalog in¬ 
cludes “White Hunter,” "Topper*” 
“Crossroads,” “Mr. : a n d Mrs. 
North-” and “TV ’Reader’s Digest.” 

WABC-TV’S $250,000 
FOR ’SON OF SHOCK’ 

The 20 feature pix in Screen 
Gems’ “Son of Shock” package 
went this week to W ARC-TV, ,in 
New York, for. $250,000, according 
to the distrib. “SOS” has been 
sold since the., end of April in 15 
tv markets. SG points but that all 
the purchases of the mysterioso 
package were made by stations 
which own local rights to the orig- 
inaT “Shock” group of 52. 

,WABC. paid a reported $750,000 
in New York for rights to the orig¬ 
inal 52 films, , bringing its current 
expenditure up tp $1,000,000 . to 
keep the Jiorror flicks going in their 
current latenight stripped posi¬ 
tion. At: the same time WABC 
closed the latest SG deal, other 
ABC-TV owned & operated sta¬ 
tions in Detroit and Chicago also 
bought “Son of Shock.” 

an 

Assn, to Protect Interests Abroad 

‘PEOPLE’S CHOICE’ FOR 
RIDE IN SYNDICATION 

William Morris Agency is ped¬ 
dling “People’s Choice” for a rerun 
ride in syndication. 

The Jack Cooper package is due 
to go Off NBC-TV this September. 
There are 104 episodes, a factor 
which makes it desirable for syn¬ 
dication. as a possible Monday 
through Friday strip operation. 

William Morris now is talking 
to a number of syndicators on a 
deal. 

CKLW-TV Film Clinic 
Detroit, May 20. 

In a series of 11 presentations 
covering a three-week period; 
CKLW-TV is presenting its fourth 
annual film clinic, to about 300 
sponsors, local and national ad 
agency executives and press reps 
who will view brief film clips, of 
the station’s new acquisitions. 

Station has purchased the War¬ 
mers film library of 754 films, plus 
a great number from the MGM, 
UA and 20th vaults. CKLW prexy 
J. E. Campeau said the station now 
.has the largest film library in the 

iarea. 

Into 100 Markets 
National Telefilm Associates’ 

’Champagne Package” has ; now 
been sold in over 100 markets. 

Recent stations sieniniz for the 
58 pix include KDKA; Pittsburgh; 
WCOV, Montgomery; WLWA, At¬ 
lanta; WSIX,. Nashville; WBAL, 
Baltimore; WKRC, Cincinnati; 
WMTW,: Portland, Me,; WOOD, 
Grand Rapids; Mich ; KPRC, Hous¬ 
ton; WTRI, Albariy-Schenectady; 
and WTVT, Tampa, Fla. 

7 Arts Into 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Seven Arts Productions, the 
Eliot Hyman-Ray Stark indie,' pl&ns 
to go into vidpix production once 
it gets its theatrical film program 
under way. 

Seven Arts hasn’t yet selected 
its video vehicles. Program Will be 
accelerated if deal for the indie to 
acquire California studios from 
Gross-Krasne goes through. Nego¬ 
tiations are still on in N. Y. ' 

Shooting in N.Y. 
Hardly mentioned in the N. Y. 

versus Hollywood filming argu¬ 
ment is the factor of N. Y. weather 

and up through mid-May it’s 
been awful for outdoor shooting 
in the N. Y. environs. 

. Case in point is CBS Film Sales’ 
experience with shooting the pilot 
oh “The Silent Saber.” After a day 
and a half of filming tin location, 
at Tarry town, N. Y., the crew had 
to scurry indoors at Brown’s Stu¬ 
dios. Losing a day iri the shooting 
schedule on Friday (16) because 
of bad weather cost the producers 
about $3,500. 

For location shooting, it’s fairly 
safe to begin shooting in the N. Y. 
environs after June, when there’s 
usually plenty of sun around, at 
least enough for filming. Prior to 
that, in the period from midwinter 
through May; it’s a chancy proposi¬ 
tion to depend on not having over¬ 
cast weather. It’s that period, in¬ 
cidentally, which mainly is utilized 
for pilot filming. 

The situation is quite different 
when a series is slated for syndica¬ 
tion, or already committed. Then 
outdoor lensing could be done with~| 
ease , in June. Such is the case with 
Television Programs *of America’s 
“N. Y. Confidential,” slated for fall 
airing in syndication and being 
filmed at Gold Medal Studios for 
indoor shots. In that case, if weath¬ 
er is bad, the crew and talenf can 
be kept intact and switched to In¬ 
door work for a break in the 
clouds. 

Leslie Harris, CBS Film Sales 
prexy, waiting for the weather to 
break for his. “Silent Saber,” 
opined that Hollywood never 
seemed more desirable. . 

♦■ The first concrete step to form 
an export association for the 'tele¬ 
film industry has been taken with 
telefilm execs meeting for a ppw- 
wow at the headquarters of the 
Motion Picture Assn, of America/ 

Initial meeting was purely -ex¬ 
ploratory in nature. Another ses¬ 
sion is expected to be held in two 
or three weeks. Additionally, a 
committee is due to be appointed 
to. make recommendations for the 
next powwow. 

First meeting had quite a broad 
representation,, including execs 
from Screen Gems, MCA TC, sub- 
sids of the three networks engaged 
in foreign trade, and the principal 
telefilm indies: Motion Picture; 
Assn, of America isn’t playing any 
role in the formation of the group. 
It loaned its offices at the behest 
Of Screen Gems, the parent com¬ 
pany of which Columbia is an 
MPA A member. 

Purpose of the projected telefilm 
organization is to protest the film 
exporters against what they con¬ 
sider unfair restrictions and arti¬ 
ficial barriers, as well as to .^cklo 
such . problems as censorship, 
blocked currencies, etc.. 

Once a budget for the organiza¬ 
tion is set up—a step which still is 
a long ways- off—a permanent staff, 
topped by an exec director, will be 
hired. 

Telefilm distributors currently 
are deriving from 20% to 25% of 
their total revenues from abroad. 
There have been complaints in 
England against. American tele¬ 
films inundating British tv screens, 
despite the quota on foreign; tv. 
product. There have been threat? 
of a dubbing war in Latin America, 
with Mexican film interests threat¬ 
ening to keep out American prod¬ 
uct unless dubbed in Mexico rather 
than Spain, These are some ex¬ 
amples of the. work cut out for the 
projected telefilm association. 

E&rnshaw Exits Revue 
Hollywood, May 20. 

After writing over 200 original 
teleplays and adaptations for Re¬ 
vue Productions the past six years, 
telescripter Fenton Earnshaw has 
exited the vidfilmery. 

Earnshaw declined an Offer. of. a 
contract extension in favor t>f free¬ 
lancing and also turning to pro¬ 
ducing.,: 

Japanese Dicker 

London, May 20. 
Japanese television is eyeing 

telefilms made by the Incorporated 
Television Program Co. Naomachl 
Omori of Radio Tokyo Television 
and .Ichiro Imamiira of the Nippon 
Television Network, have been in 
Britain on, a tv material prowl. 
Among ITP telepix viewed were 
“OSS,” “Sword Of Freedom,” 
“Scarlet Pimpernel,” and “White 
Hunter/* After the. screenings, the 
Japanese indicated that deals 
would be negotiated in the near 
future. Imamura also saw some 
shooting’ of the "William Tell’* 
skein at National Studios and said 
he felt the series would click on 
Nippon tv. 

Swedish tv, too, is in the market 
for ITP pix. The Swedes already 
have the “Scarlet Pimpernel,” and 
“Robin Hood,” and intend to begin 
airing the “Theatre Royal” series 
on June 14. Sven-Bertil Norberg, 
one of the chief program directors 
of Televisionen Sveriges Radio, 
and Lennert Ehrenborg, head of 
its film department, also viewed 
some of ITP’s Series. 
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THE PRODUCT. NOT STUDIO 
Reub’s TaDy: Sweetness & Light 
Now that Reub Kaylman is through with Guild Fihnsand tem-. 

porarily finished with active participation'in. the tv film biz, indus- 
tryites have taken to. reviewing his former activity and one of 
'them came up with an unusual observation. In the field of syn- 

- dication, which was and still is domihently preoccupied with action : 
and adventure, Kaufman racked up a record of undeniable “sweet¬ 
ness and light” in his program fare. 

Ten series were produced under his. aegis, and all but two of 
them were transparently good natUred. Here, for instance, are: 
Liberace, Florian Zabach and Frankie Lairie,: “Molly" (the Ger¬ 
trude Berg show), “Life with Elizabeth," “Fun to Reduce” (even 
the title conveys the point), “Light of the World" Bible series 
(now up for network sale, but produced before Kaufman departed) 
and “Joe Palooka" (who gets into adventurous scrapes, true, but 
is considered the wholesome type by'a partisan segment of Amer¬ 
ica’s youth). ' 

Two other series, produced: toward Kaufman’s latter Guild; days H 
—and hence may; signify something of a change in the former 
chief’s attitudes, were “Captain David Grief” and “I Spy." . “Grief" 
was straight action-adventure. “I Spy" was a mysterioso. 

But even at that, there are mitigating circumstances: the pilot 
for “I Spy" was based on the Bible. ' ■/ ■. v : :v . ■ •; '• 

BBC’s Ronnie Waldman on Prowl 
For U.S.-Brit. Co-Production Deals 

British Broadcasting Co., which A 
currently runs about 90% live 
programming would increase ; its 
use of telefilms, such filmed shows 
are truly U. S.-British co-produc¬ 
tions of quality and Of popular ap¬ 
peal.' 

That’s the word from Ronnie 
Waldman, business manager of 
BBC’s tv program, who is in the 
U. S. on a fact-finding mission. He 
said the BBC now is engaged iii 
entering the . international pro¬ 
gram market via films. As head of 
the project, he’s sounding out the 
nets and producer-distributors in 
the UVS. 

BBC wants to tie up with U: S. 
interests on filmed programs, but 
as. Waldman put it not the “quick 
buck" program variety. . A true 
co-production' from Waldman’s 
point of view is not a skein that 
simply may be filmed in England, 
with • American stars,; American 
Writing talent, etc. It should be 
a 50-50 proposition, a pooling of 
talent such as achieved by “The 
Bridge on the River Kwai” in the . 
motion picture field, and of similar 
quality and popular caliber as that 
pic. 

Waldman feels that to date An¬ 
glo-American program biz has been 
“a one-way street" with the U. S. 
coming out way on top. Better 
relations in tv could be achieved 

(Continued on page 58) 

Matty Fox Cited 
In Contempt Rap 

A contempt of court order is 
outstanding against Matth ew 
(Matty) Fox, prez of C&C Televi¬ 
sion, for his failure to appear for 
examination in a suit brought by 
the William. Morris Agency. 

.Order was signed by New York 
Supreme Court Judge; William C. 
Hecht Jr. It stated that Fox could 
vacate the order by. appearing Mon¬ 
day (19) for examination w’hich he 
failed to do. The contempt order 
fined Fox and Motion Pictures for 
Television (MPTV), a Fox oorpora- 
xtion, each. $250. 

[Fox states this omission may be 
laid to his attorney, in Washing¬ 
ton on business at the time, and 
to a law clerk in the attorney’s 
office failing to note the date. A 
motion to vacate will be made im¬ 
mediately, says FoxJ 

The examination try grew out of 
a defaulted judgment of $80,761 
entered against Fox and MPTV in 
favor of the William . Morris 
Agency. The talent agency sued 
Fox and MPTV. as signees of . a 
promisory note involving the 
agency’s investments in “Duffy’s 
Tavern" and “Flash Gordon." 

•On Thursday (15) another de¬ 
fault judgment was entered against 
Fox and MPTV in favor of the 
Feuchtwanger Corp., stemming 
from Fox and MPTV promissory 
notes1. 

Last tfeek, C&C Television se¬ 
cured control of Hazel Bishop, Inc., 
the cosmetic firm. 

Trans-Lux in First 
Co-Production Deal 

Trans-Lux Television is about to 
get its feet Wet in telefilm produc¬ 
tion, with a co-production deal on 
lensing a skein in the offing, 

Trans-Lux. diversifying its dis¬ 
tribution activities, recently began 
pitching a group of seven features,, 
topped by “La Strada." Most of 
its sales activities in the past has 
been confined to distribution of 
the Encyclopedia; Britannica film 
library. . 

Guild Move-In 
With Prod. Coin 

. Motion picture; backers Joseph 
Blau and Joseph Harris are. mov¬ 
ing into the Guild Films setup ort 
what is said to be a substantial 
financing basis. Harris last week 
admitted that Blau-Harris coin is 
available to Guild’s new manage¬ 
ment for production. From other 
quarters, it was learned that the 
team recently has been closeted, 
with John Cole, Guild prexy, work¬ 
ing out details of the arrange¬ 
ment. 

: An equity in Guild is expected 
to go to Blau and Harris,for their 
financial participation, but neither, 
according to available information, 
will take an active part in the cor¬ 
poration’s administration. 

Harris and the company denied 
that the financiers currently own a 
piece of the distribution-syndicar 
tion house. Harris also denied the 
report circulating that he or any 
of his associates were even partly 
responsible for the recent shifts in 
Guild’s management. 

Reuben Kaufman, the company’s 
founder, sighed all active interest, 
two weeks ago, and“TS understood 
selling off his stock in Guild- 

Under Cole’s aegis, Guild is go¬ 
ing to make IQ pilot films for net¬ 
work consumption- 

Friedland a Hero 
The rising star at MCA TV is 

Lou Friedland, v.p. in charge of 
station program sales. He negoti¬ 
ated the record $8,400,000 Para¬ 
mount deal with WCBS-TV, N. Y., 
and the library deals in Boston 
and Omaha., 

For a good long while, he’s Been 
MCA .TV’s sparkplug in the film 
syndication division, responsible 
for some of the major sales in 
MCA’s catalog of half-hour skeins. 
When MCA TV bought the Para¬ 
mount library, he was put in 
charge of selling the pix. So far 
he’s racked up about $11,400,000 
in three cities. 

. As sponsors and nets shape up* 
their, fall schedule, it becomes in- : 
creasingly clear in the telefilm 
field that tv isn’t bowled over by 
the major studios. 

The once-held impression that a 
Hollywood motion picture studio 
would be welcomed with open arms 
by . the “poor man’s" medium,, 
video, is all but buried at this 
stage of. the game, , 

This is not to say that studios 
such as Columbia, via.Screen Gems, 
and Warner Bros., aren’t active in . 
telefilms. Screen Gems, after draw¬ 
ing a blank on new shows last year ; 
at this time, rebounded impres¬ 
sively this spring, as one' of the 
hottest telefilmeries on the na¬ 
tional, sales level. But the days 
when a Metro or a 20th-Fox could 
come to tv with almost anything 
and get a program and sponsor on 
a network berth, as occurred not 
so many . years ago, is gone. 

Now the ad agency, sponsor and 
the net aren’t overly impressed with 
a studio’s, success in the motion 
picture industry, but- its track rec¬ 
ord in tv, the merit of the pilots, 
etc. Interesting to note, that the 
lushest telefilm , deal this season 
went not to a major studio but to 
Desilu, which, inked the Westing- 
house biz. Desilu is strictly a tele¬ 
film operation]. 

Twentieth-Fox this season hasn’t 
sold anything to date, Other than 
its tieup with telefilmed shows to 
be telecast on the NTA' Film Net¬ 
work,. in. which they are partnered 
with NTA. Studio had the “20th- 
Fox Hour,” which made a fairly 
good showing for itself, cancelled. 

Universal has “Woody : Wood¬ 
pecker" on tv, but nothing else, 
despite its announced plans to co¬ 
produce With NBC. Perhaps, at this 
stage, it’s too early, for those plans 
to jell. • 

Metro has sold “Northwest Pas¬ 
sage" and “Thin Man," with the 
latter up for renewal next month. 
Warner Bros, has done well with 
its westerns on ABC-TV, which in¬ 
clude “Cheyenne," Maverick" and 
“Sugarfoot," It has other deals 
with ABC-TV. Walt Disney, an in¬ 
die, is in a class by himself. United 
Artists still has to get itself wet in 
telefilm production. 

MCA TV, via Revue, one of the 
busiest telefilmeries on the Coast 
also is another example of the non- 
major;: status in the.-tv field. To 
put it succinctly; the door is open 
to the majors in tv, but to get the 
network film deal, the name of the 
studio hardly counts, it’s the pro¬ 
duction. 

Tape Talks Shipshape 
Contract for tape Jurisdic¬ 

tion won’t be finalized .until 
next week between the Film 
Producers Assn, of N.Y. and 
the International Alliance of 
Theatrical & Stage Employees. 
Richard Walsh, IA prexy, and 
Walter Lowendahl, FPA labor 
relations chief, are closeting 
today (Wed;) to work out lan¬ 
guage: and a couple of other 
barriers to a pact giving tape 
to the technician-and-camera- 
man union. 

Both -sides / jettisoned cum¬ 
bersome negotiating commit¬ 
tees nearly a fortnight ago, 
when all but a few major prob¬ 
lems were solved. • 

‘N.Y. Confidential’ 
. Television Programs of America j 
pulled off one of the largest re-! 
gional deals of the recent past.! 
inking D-X Sunray Oil Co. for 50;. 
markets in 13 midwestem states i 
for “New’ York Confidential." j 

The; deal virtually assures TPA] 
$1,000,000 over a 100-market 
spread comes July, when the skein, 
now in production, ; is offered to 
TPA field salesman. The Lee Tracy 
starrer already has been sold to 
WCBS. N. Y., KTTV, Los Angeles, 
with Schaeffer Beer picking up the 
tab for Washington, D. C., Albany,} 
N. Y., Philadelphia and New Haven.! 
Other markets also have been sold,! 

D-X Sunray came into the syndi-1 
cation field over a year ago, when j 
it made a large regional for Guild’s; 
“Captain Grief." TPA deal was ’ 
made via Potts-Woodbury, Kansas 
City, Mo. Starting date of D-X; 
sponsorship is Sept. 8. States in-i 
eluded in the deal take in Min- J 
iiesota, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, i 
Missouri, Kansas, Wisconsin, In- j 
diana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Ken¬ 
tucky;- South Dakota and Okla- J 
homa,. 

-■ Hollywood. May 20. 

Deal was near closing today 

tTues.) for Four Star Productions 

to take over a. considerable portion 

of space at 20th-Fox’$ Western 

Ave; lot, perhaps eventually that 

studio’s entire space. As part of 
its expansion FoUr Star is also 
pitching up a “Six Star Playhouse" 
series at CBS for next season. 

As part of the deal, Four Star 
promised the film studio at least 
400 shooting days for the telefilm 
Outfit’s productions. 

. Four Star, which has been talk¬ 
ing space deals with various 
studios, also is beginning discus¬ 
sions tomorrow with Desilu on the 
possibility of renewing its lease 
with that company. Desilu is now 
quartered at the former RKO 
Pathe lot. Four Star’s expanded 
activities would require space at. 
both Desilue Pathe and Desilu 
Hollywood lots. 

If Four Star production de¬ 
mands result in the telefilm firm 
taking over 20th-Fox’s entire West¬ 
ern Ave. lot, TCF-TV, currently 
occupying the studio, would move 
to the main Westwood' Studio. 
TCF-TV is 20th-Fox’s vidfilm sub- 
sid. One of the most successful 
telefilmeries on the Coast, Four 
Star is owned by Dick Powell, 
David Niven and Charles Boyer! 

WOlIt 2-Mo. 
Gross For AAP 

Repeats Seen Headed 

Screen Gems has not officially 
made known its sales blueprint 
for the 240 half-hour Bums & 
Allen telefilms, but SG insiders 
figure the shows will be released 
primarily for daytime stripping 
among video stations sometime in 
the near future. 

Deal with McCadden leaked on 
Tuesday (13), when the price was 
reported to be In excess of $6,000,-. 
000, which would make it the larg-. 
est single expenditure on. record 
for residual telefilm property. 
. The size of the package and the 

fact that it’s a situation comedy 
string make it a daytime stripping 
natural. Moreover, the stripping 
pattern generally means a quicker 
return than straight syndication bn 
the initial investment. Syndication 
traditionally limits the distrib to 
the release of 39 per season, while 
a strip deal could mean a bulk sale 
td stations: 

Previous off-network packages, 
stripped locally have been 126 
“Margie" half-hours, the Stu Erwin 
stanza and 104 “Suzie” flicks. 

Mere TV film News . 
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Into CNP Syndication 
California National Productions 

went into syndicated sale yesterday 

(TUes.) with; a new. series called 

“Danger Is My. Business" being 

produced by John Wayne's Batjac 
Productions. It’s the NBC subsid¬ 
iary’s first mUltichrome offering 
for station sale and it’s also the 
first outside package the company 
has taken on in a year. ■ 

Director William Morrison and 
host-narrator Lt. Col. John D. 
Craig are tied up in the Batjac se¬ 
ries, based oh a group of documen¬ 
tary .adventures. With seven half- 
hours in the can, Morrison ; and- 
Craig are oh the road shooting se-! 
quences at race tracks, with aerial 
precision teams, and at the Calgary 
Stampede, etc. v 

Eliz. Bain to DuMont 
. Chicago, May 20. 

Elizabeth Bain, film editor for 
two Chicago tv stations oyer the ] 
past. 10 years, leaves the Windy 
City at month’s end to join the ‘ 
DuMont operation at its Gotham] 
headquarters. Miss Bain will be in ; 
charge of purchasing and program¬ 
ming film for both WABD, New 
York, and WTTG, Washington. 
Possible, too, she may have a sav-1 
so in film purchases of DuMont’s 
Los Angeles anchor, KTLA. 

Miss. Bain spent nine years with ' 
WGN-TV here as director of film 
programming, and for the past 14 
months was employed similarly by ■ 
WBBM-TV. i 

Going great guns though it’s had 
the Warner flicks on the tv market 
for many moons, Associated Artists 
Productions racked up a fresh 
gross of $2,000,000 for the first 
two months of the second 1958 
quarter. Biggest hunk of business 
for the April-May period came via 
a first-run sale to the Hearst sta¬ 
tions in Baltimore and Milwaukee, 
according to the distrib. 

xVBAL - TV, Baltimore, and 
WJSN-TV, Milwaukee, each bought 
AAP’s Warner cartoon library, afid 
WBAL bought 600 of the features, 
WISN 500. During the same period, 
six other tv stations each bought 
52 pictures in AAP’s “Jupiter" 
group. “Additional" sales of fea¬ 
tures were made to four other 
tv’efs, and two stations made 
further cartoon buys. 

Off-Network Shows 
(‘Robin Hood/ B&A, Etc.) 

Loom Hot in ’58-’59 
Some of the hottest properties 

in syndication this fall should be 
off-network rerun skeins. 

Screen . Gems has “Burns and 
Allen”; and Official Films will be 
releasing “Robin Hood.” It’s no 
secret Television Programs of 
America, has been grossing heavy 
dough on “ J eft’s Collie" ’ (Lassie) - 
ABC Film Syndication will have 
“Jim Bowie” and CBS Film Sales 
“Navy Log." 

In fact, the hotter off-network 
skeins can do an earning and rat¬ 
ing job equal and better at times 
than some .first-run “made for syn¬ 
dication” properties. The off-net¬ 
work skeins of lesser quality can 
die on the vine in syndication, too. 

Miller Exec Producer 
On-Lux, Schlitz Segs 

Hollywood, May 20. 
Alan . Miller will be exec product 

er on Revue Production’s Lux and 
Schlitz Playhouse series next sea¬ 
son; ... ’ 

Miller is production chief at Re¬ 
vue, and is currently hunting for 
two producers to turn out the vid- 
films.. Schlitz producer Frank P. 
Rosenberg exited the company to 
produce “Guns Up!" Marlon 
Brando starrer for Pcnnebaker 
Productions Inc. ,* * 
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WHERE'S 
THE FIRE? 
Time and place are no barriers 

to newsfilm.No matter where 

the news breaks—or when— 

newsfilm's force of 400-plus 

cameramen and correspondents 

round the globe guarantees 

johnny-On-the spot coverage. 

Moreover, newsfilm spreads 

the news like wildfire! Sped 

to four large processing centers, 

assembled footage is expertly 

condensed to 12 minutes a day 

of fast-moving, complete world 

reporting—edited especially 

for television—then air-rushed 

to subscribing stations while 

the news is still red-hot. 

But discover for yourself why 

newsfilm is America's leading 

source of news for home viewing 

...with more U.S.subscribers 

than any other television news 

Service! Call the CBS Television 

Film Sales office nearest you 

and arrange a screening of some 

typical newsfilm programs. 

NEWSFILM, product of CBS News, 

is available to all stations. 

F iy*- 

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.® 
. .thisbest film programs for all station*” 

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, 
Boston, San Francisco, St- Louis, Dallas, 
Atlanta; In Canadai-5. W. Caldwell, Ltd. 
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The Other Network, 

Ollie Treyz Sez Wed. 
Shifts ‘Not So Crazy’ 

Mutual, which has been losing* 

biz recently., has inaugurated a new 

proof-of-performance project, to 

document the performance of af¬ 

filiates-in carrying the network's 

news shows on the half-hour. • 

As spelled out by Armand Ham- j 
nu-'r. hoard chairman and prez, all 
affiliates have been asked to sign 
affidavit^ on the schedule of five- 

Alan Freed, Who for the last two' 
. weeks has been the center of a 

Trendex Top 10 
(Week May: 1-7) . ' . 

Gunsmoke ....... - ;CBS 37.7 
Danny Thomas ....CBS 29.0 
Have Gun, Travel . . CBS 28.9 
Price Is Right ....NBC 28.i 
Wells Fargo ......NBC 27.9 
Wyatt Earp .. . .. ..ABC 27.2 
Loretta Young ... . NBC 26,4.. 

minute w eh newscasts carried lo-! Restless Gun .. .NBC 26.2 
callv To date, about 200 rep’ies i ’ I've Got A Secret .. . CBS 25 8 
haveCome in. with 95% of the af- Perry Como . .NBC 25.0 
fils stating that they carry virtually 
t-;ie entire web schedule; j 

Traditionally,, the practice has j 
b? en to poU tlte affils after the pro- 
giams have been bought by a spon- \ 
sor. Many times stations wouldn’t ; 
ariswer the poll, and the soonsor, 
uould get commensurate rebates. ; 

Now the proof of pre-clearance 
will he offered prior to time buving 

of months, to keep the record up 
j„ date. Hamper | 

tlu- An. 0f a wiNS. N.: Y,. longterm. pact 
poles mecting that about^25 af(er the indie allegedly failed to 
afuliate.s v\eid ^ ® _tpn ’ support him in the hassle that took 
was -hasoebun ”\si f J t0 place because; teenage trouble was 
liiing for the iailure • . provoked in Boston after one of 
reply.- his arena dates, will start June 2 

As to biz. Mutual has lost a nitm- jn a *Monday-Friday three-hour-45 
ber of accounts to the American minute , stint. 
Broadcasting Network, including Freed, in addition to holding A 
Pontiac which took its sponsorship sjot ^eeknights between 7:15 and 
of the Notre Dame games to ABN, • n p.m., may end up doing a Satur- 
Jello. and a Sunday religioso half- day s]1qW for the web. flag.. The 
hour "Back to God” moving over time setup is similar to the night- 
to ABN. ; time deal Freed had until week 

Queried on the loss of biz. Ham- before last it WINS. Latter had 
mcr maintained that there’s a hopes of getting him back after 
good deal of rate cutting going on, the walkouU 
and Mutual will not go along with-, Boston courts indicted the dee- 
the practice. Asked how long MBS , jay for provoking the post-arena 
can continue to operate in the red, ! rioting in which several Bostonions 
even if it holds on to its rate stmc- were inauled. Legalities; still con- 
lure. Hammer maintained that Mu- ■ tinue. 
tual can sit it out longer than any ,? . " .-^——— . 

C m(m^^M“^{o£!AFL-CIO Sponsor; Coin 
ing more, he replied, with them 
rale cutting. MGS is a stream¬ 
lined operation; with its overhead 
kent down, and its programming, is, 
geared to a swap ^a^emeuL^and, By next ^ aFL-CIO. is ex- 

i’S tn^Hammcr pected to finalize a renewal for 
anHC ennn^irs he added the nightly newscasts on ABC Ra- 

Agcncies a P - y in by Jo^n Vandercook ahd Ed- 
Iom- respect for the rate cotters m „ The tw0 shoWs> 0 c 

the ions run. ... five-minutes long, the other 15, 
MBS has retrenched its *at%wiiipfobably continuefor another 

night programming structure, lop- year beginning in July, 
irig off Long John, who has. cm ried Recently, Washington sources 
front 11:05 to midnight, and Barry expresSed doubt that the cross-ther 
Gray, who had a chatter show from boarders would continue beyond 
12:01 to 2 a.ni. . the current contract expiration 

Robert E. Ma’rcato, national sales date, due to an enlarged public re¬ 
manager, has resigned, Ditto for jationS program: in other areas by 
Robert Jor*"=. wlio headed Mutual’s the central union body. But 
Chicago office. Jones will be re- union official said on Monday (19) 
placed. Marcato’s functions Par- i that the radio stanzas, although the 
t-ially will he absorbed by exec v.p. ,contract with ABC is still unsigned, 
George Vogel, with Syd Allen re- will continue. • 
maining as admihLstrative v.p. ; Promise of this AFL-CIO biz. 
Hammer said from time to time for which the union last year paid 
there will be exec changes, as the ' $600,000 (better part of it ac- 
new management builds a; good cruing to ABC in net time charges) 
working team. J caps a busy several days for the 

The- MBS, prexy also stated that.' radio web. 
he has a 20-day option to buy up j.: Approximately, $1,100,000 in 
the 50% Common stock by the : other renewals were announced 
group; headed by Paul Roberts, last week, much, of the biz going 
former MBS topper. The. Roberts into Don McNeill’s “Breakfast 
group common stock is non-voting .Club ” 
and its profit participation Comes 
after certain financial obligations 
are fulfilled. Hammer said the op¬ 
tion calls for payment of. over 
$125,000. 

(Vandertook & Morgan) 
Won’t Desert ABC Radio 

New York. 
Editor, Variety: . 

Your story, “How to Go Crazy in 
TV,” is inaccurate. 

The move of “Ozzie and Harriet1 
to 8:30 
current 

IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 
- . . , CBS prez Frank Stanton holidaying for month in Europe . . . John 

p.m. Wednesday, from its * Seymour into cast of CBS Radio’s “Romance of Helen Trent” serial 
9 pan. slot, was made pure-; . Elaine Roset into cast of CBS Radio’d “Second Mrs. Burton” •„ . . 

ly on the basis of programming, and j)aVe camerer, scripter of CBS Radio’s “Sports Time” with Phil Rfo- 
not to gain,^;'-.as you. report, from ;Zuto, edited new book, “Improve Your Golf,” with feature articles by 
Quaker Oats “an additional half-; tQp gojf pr0s. . . Don Morrow back after making videotape commer- 
hour ton. ‘Naked City’).” I cials for General Motors in London, France and Italy'.’.*,- . William S.; 

Th'e “Ozzie. and . Harriet” Pro-Icailmor, for many years news analyst with WHN fnow WMGM) ap- 
gram was moved up, not for the I pointed news editor of WPEN, Philly outlet . . . Perry Leff of Frank 

Territory”. in the 8:30 pma.: Wed- Damdn Runvon Cancer Fund, to discuss fund raising with Fanny Hurst 
nesday period,- made the tnoye pos- . on her WABD-TV “Showcase” May 28 ;. ; ,4 WRCA-WRCA-TV exe.es 
sible, . . : Max-E. Buck, Arthur Hamilton, Herman Maxwelk Joseph Murphy, and 

Your account, which portrays the; cooking expert Josephine McCarthy to attend three-day Supermarket 
program shifts . as a matter of institute’s annual convention, May 25-28, in Atlantic City . , . Mary 
expediency, niisses the point. The ^ Lou Monahan; secretary to John O’Keefe, WRCA publiety director, va- 
shiHs were based on programming ■ cationing on the Coast . . , WRCA-TV producer John. Fengler was guest 
considerations and. were premised j speaker at Queens County PTA group last week . . . Pat Benoit cast for 
only on what this network regards! ]ead role in “Today is Ours.” starting June 30 on NBC-TV ... Howard 
as the best program, structure and; ^t. John cast for lead role in “Investigator” on. NBC-TV, supimer re¬ 
sequence that -it can fashion in; placement for Gobel-Fisher program . . . “Buckskin” with Tommy No- 
behalf. of our advertisers, and the ian is summer replacement for Tennessee Ernie Ford’s program start- 
viewing public.. ■Ti ing July 3 . . . “Martha Wright Show” has been expanded on WCBS 

Would you. please publish this I Radio. Starting June 2 it’ll. be heard from 5:20 to 6 p.m. Monday 
letter, so - that , your readers may ] through Friday ... WCBS Radio’s rise-and-shine performer, Jack 
have the opportunity to get the \ Sterling has written a book, “So Early in the Morning’” to be pub- 

Ollie T.reyz i 
. President ABC-TV 

facts. | lished in the Fall , . . WCBS. Radio Director of News and Public Af¬ 
fairs Dave Driscoll appointed member of Business and Professional 
Men’s Committee of Stadium Concerts . . . Arthur Van Horn set as 
fronter on “The Ad World,” WOR-TV Sunday live fare for agency 
row ... Sallie Blair, the thrush, did the first of three Ed Sullivan guest 
spots Sunday (18), with others coming up on June 1 and July 6 . . . . AI. . 
Markim becomes executive assistant at Telestudios Inc., the tape video 
.Operation . . . Zel de .Cyr doing the voice behind for the puppets on 
Minute Rice blurbs on “Do You Trust Your Wife?” , . . Hal Holbrook, 
five-year vet on CBS’ “Brighter Day” doing characterization on “Wide, 
Wide,.. World’s” May 25 rundown on American humor . . , Fred Segal, 

• former WABD art. director, becomes director of arts and advertising ^ 
pDo-n' niiflrfpr parnine«! for fo^ WNTA-pIus-tv . . . “Night Beat” co-producer Marlene Sanders mar- * 

n-o 8 j ryihg Symph of Air. manager Jerome Toobin at the. endof May....... As 
1958 was $6,518,039, compared | 0£ tomorrow (Thurs.) “Art Ford’s Jazz Party” will be broadcast simul- 
with $5,907,323. for similar period taneopsly on tv, and FM radio, Hour-and-half, which began two Thurs-. 
of 1957, representing an increase ! days ago on WNTA-TV, is a d d i n g Newark station’s sister outlets 
of 10.3%. j WNTA ahd WNTA-FM to the lineup ; . . Zel de. Cyr just completed do- 

William S. Paley, chairman of | ing the voice of “Winnie Wav.erly” for. four, new radio commercials for 
board, also told board members; Waverly Bonded Glosheen . . . WOR Radio, picking up a recording 
that net. sales and. revenues for j frorh a ham radio operator in Amagansett, L.I., aired the sound of 
first quarter. amount to $103,296,-; Russia’s new Sputnik Thursday (15) . . . Mutual’s “Word of Life Hour” 
857, as compared with $95,946,932. i will be aired June 7. from Madison Square Garden.. . . Bob Garrity,. 
for comparable period of 1957.1 WOR Radio’s "Flying Reporter” will be back on The job comes Memor- 
This is an increase of 7.7%. ; • j ial. Day. weekend reporting on traffic conditions . V . WOR-TV aired a 

: Current earnings are equivalent Video tape recording on its Ampex machine of the return of Vice- . 
* 4 President Nixon. • to 83c her share, as compared with 

77c per share for first quarter of 
1957; 

Cash dividend of 25c per share 
on Class A and Class B stock will 
be payable in June to stockholders 
of record on May 29. 

Jim Reeves’ 10-Wk. Stint 
On‘Ozark Music Jubilee’ 

. Jini Reeves;, the country & west¬ 
ern performer whose chief con¬ 
nection with ARC was severed sev¬ 
eral weeks ago when the; web’s 
radio, side started its live program¬ 
ming cutbacks, . has again made 
contact with the company in tv—- 
but only on a temporary basis. On 
Saturday (June 7). the Nashville 
singer-talker will do the first of 
10 emcee chores in: Springfield, 
Mo.; on “Ozark Music Jubilee” for 
vacationing Red Foley., 

Reeves will start, a heavy fair 
date, sked in August and Septem¬ 
ber, after Foley returns from a 
California vacation. Not too long 
ago, Reeves, dicl guest spots on 
ABC-TV’s Dick Clark stanza. and 
with Lawrence Welk. 

Lipton Tea Axes 

Lipton’s Tea is calling it quits 

with Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent 

Scouts” on CBS-TV after, an asso¬ 
ciation of some 11 vears. Outfit 
began as raidio’s only sponsor on 
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts program, 
then picked up the tab on both 
radio and tv since early 1948. Show; 
Is currently on tv only. 

Toni Co., plugging permanent 
wave and other hair care products, 
is reportedly a good bet to con¬ 
tinue either as an alternate or 
weekly' sponsor when show shifts 
to Wed. in the fall. 

Aiperican Hqme Foods, had a 
tentative order in for the fall but 
withdrew. 

Example of .how to get something for practically nothing from 
the television networks was offered last week by U.S. Steel Corp. 
in its purchase of the "Wednesday segment of the. 10-minute early- 
morning Richard Hottelet news strip on CBS-TV. Because pf the 
peculiar nature of the CBS TV discount structure, the Hottelet news 
will involve an expenditure by U.S. Steel .of no more than $620 a ' 

■week. 
Arithmetic surrounding the discount setup is a fascinating exer¬ 

cise in timebuying. It all stems from. CBS’ socalled “station-tiour 
discount,” under , which alternate-week nighttime advertisers can 
earn discounts through the; purchase of a daytime program on the 
skipweek. Through such a purchase, the nighttime program earns 
an additional discount of. 15% and the newly acquired daytimer 
also earns a 5% discount, above and.beyond standard 52-week dis¬ 
counts, etc. That 15% additional discount the sponsor. earns on 
“U.S. Steel Hour” is. practically enough to cover the cost of the 
news show. 

Here’s how it all breaks down. The Hottelet news costs a total 
(time & talent) of $8,800, less’ the station-hour discount of 5% 
and other discounts. Ignoring the other discounts and applying 
only the 5% discount to the time-only costs of $7,700, the net on 
the show comes to $8,420. But the sponsor earns an additional 15% 
discount on “U.S; Steel Hour,” which based on time charges of 
$104,000, comes to $15,600 per show. This discount is earned every 
other week, so that the weekly-discount earned on the “Steel 
Hour” comes to $7,800 per show. The $8,420-per-show cost: less 
the $7,800 discount leaves a net expenditure of $620 a week for 

. the Hottelet show. 

George Vogel, exec v.p. of Mutual,, in Kew Gardens Hospital recov¬ 
ering from an intestinal obstruction operation . : . WLIB’s “Voice of 
Puerto Rico” shew on Saturday afternoons will feature English les¬ 
sons directed at recent arrivals from Puerto Rico. Lessons will be con¬ 
ducted by Professor Eloisa Garcia Rivera; of Columbia U. . . . Mrs. 
Eleanor Roosevelt will tell some of her globe-trotting experiences on 
WOR-TV’s “It-s Fun to Travel” June 10 . . . WLIB donating time and 
talent for the current fund raising campaign for Harlem’s Police Ath¬ 
letic League .... WMC A owner Nathan Straus quit as chairman—after 
several years—of Mayor Robert F. Wagner’s advisory- council . . . Lil¬ 
lian Okun, children programming director for WMCA, on_four-week .... 
respite to India. 

John Mason Brown^ lecturer and panelist on CBS-TV’s “The Last:. 
Word” winds tip his seasonal lecture tour at N.Y.’s Town Hall today 
(Wed.) . . . CBS-TV pre-empting its “Verdict Is Yours” show on Mem* 
orial Day (30) for jspecial telecast from Arlington National. Cemetery 
. , . Frank Cooper Associates has set writer A1 C. Ward to script a Per- . 
ry Mason program and Charles Hoffman to write a “Climax” episode. 
Stirling Silliphant will do a “Philip Marlowe” script . . , Sylvester L. 
Weaver, Bob Foreman of BBD&O and Davis Susskind will. participate 
in an all-day seminar on tv at Boston's Emerson College next Tues¬ 
day (27). . ' 

Ira Wolff upped to manager of sales promotion in NBC-TV network 
sales . . . Metopera star and WCBS host-eommentator John; Brownlee 
set for. a Town Hall concert May 27 . . . Betty Sue Albert into “Edge 
of Night.,”, replacing Beverly Lunsford, who pulled out because of her 
“Rope Dancers” stint on Broadway . . . Stan Freeman does three weeks 
at the Embers, N. Y., doubling from his WCBS show, then flies to 
London fpr two. commercial appearances June 17 and 24 on Granada- 
TV’s “Chelsea at Eight" stanza . . . Three writers, not one as originaUy 
indicated, involved In the recent preparation pf the CBS Radio “Masland 
Radio Color Roundup;” They are Marvin Marx,; Walter Stone and Allen 
Sloane ... Gene Klavin joins the panel of; CBS Radio’s “Sez Who!” on 
May 25.. . . Lew Parker and Betty Kean guest, on CBS Radio’s “Robert 
Q. Lewis Show” today (Wed.) . . . Frank Kearns and Youseff Masraff 
of CBS News Cairo Bureau leave N. Y. this week, stopping off in 
Frankfort, Germany, before their scheduled May 15th arrival in Cairo ; 
; • • Wells Church, CBS News, Washington,, trekking through South. 
America with Veepee Nixon . . : Claudia Morgan of CBS Radio’s “Right 
to Happiness” named 1958 “Radio Mother of Year”, by Stage Mothers 
Club of N. Y. Glenda Farrell was named “TV Mother of the Year.’*4 

Bill Lewis, K&E topper, has nixed plans to go to Europe this sum¬ 
mer. Son Lawrence is slated to enter Officers Candidate School and 
daughter Ragan, who attends Reed College, plans trip to altar in Sep- 
tember. : 

IN HOLLYWOOD . 
: KNX, CBS p&o, won seven awards for news excellence at annual 
meeting of Cal. Associated Press TV-Radio Assn. . . . Barrie Chase,-, 
dancer in filmusicals, got her first dramatic break in tv as featured, 
femme in “Have Gun, Will Travel.” . . . NABET gave its full endorse¬ 
ment to John and Ruth Conte’s Foundation for Preservation of “Mat¬ 
inee. Theatre.” It is estimated that more than $250,000 has already been 
received in contributions. from viewers, not counting the monies re¬ 
turned by NBC . , . N.Y. Post sent a gal out to get the lowdown on 
Jack Paar from his former writers. It would be a sizzler if they used 
the verbatim ,.. . Bill Asher signed an exclusive director contract with; 
NBC-TV . ; . George Gruskin back in his Morris office cubicle after a 
lengthy illness . They’re telling some weird stories about what goes 
on at a writers conference with Sid Caesar . . . A1 Scalpone took space 
at Desilu-Gower butrhe’s not rushing*into his first pilot for CBS. Just 
now he’s studying his contract so That what the, big priiit giveth the 
small print doth not taketh away /.. Jim Douglass, of the Bates agency 

(Continued on page 50) - 
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Lots of Smoke in CBS-TV s Eye 
a There’s quite a cigaret hassle going on between Ted Bates 

agency (representing Brown & Williamson) and CBS-TV dVer 
product conflicts on Friday-Saturday night programming commit¬ 
ments for next season—and the smoke hasn’t cleared away yet. 

It all stems from the fact that, after wrapping up Brown & Wil¬ 
liamson as an altematerweek client on the Saturday night 8:30 
“Texan" series, it pacted P. Lorillard as a skip-week bankroller 
for the “Gale Storm Show" which follows at 9. True, the compet¬ 
ing ciggie companies will alternate so that they won’t run smack 
into one another—but since the skip-week client gets a crossplug, 
there’ll be a head-on back-to-back clash. (CBS. doesn’t provide pro¬ 
tection on crossplugs.) ^ 

Same situation prevails Friday nights', with Lorillard in for an 
alternate-week ride on “Person to Person." Preceding the Ed Mur- , 
row show is “The Lineup,” which Brown & Williamson will share. 

Murrow’s staying aloof from the whole thing—still puffing a\yay 
on his Camels. 

For Greater Stake in TV Stations 
Toronto, May 20. 

With the intention of investing 
the funds irt a new Toronto tv sta¬ 
tion venture, Jack Kent Cooke has 
just sold six of his magazines. This 
will mean the disappearance of two 
pioneer, publications in Canada, 
plus sale of four tradepapers, 
Cooke is also owner-operator of 
CKEY, Toronto, and CKOY, Ot¬ 
tawa, both radio stations. Besides 
being president of Consolidated 
Press Ltd., he is also owner of the 
Toronto Maple Leafs baseball 
team, lessee of. the Maple Leaf 

■Stadium here, and. interested in 
plastics and steel manufactures in 
Canada. 

He has sold The Canadian Home 
Journal (circ. 525,000) to the Mac- 
Lean-Hunter Publishing Co., Ltd.* 
and this will be merged with the 
latter’s Chatelaine (circ. 470,000). 
His Farmer’s Magazine goes to the 
William Weld Co., Ltd., and will be 
merged with their Farmer’s Advo¬ 
cate and The Canadian . Country¬ 
man, which have a combined cir¬ 
culation of 155,000: 

Claiming increased labor and 
material costs, plus a loss of more 
than $500,000 over the year, Cooke 
has recouped his losses and made a 
profit on the deal, according to the 
publishing trade, but what he got 
on sale of his six magazines is 

(Continued on page 54) 

Hollywood, May 20. 
“Playhouse 90." producer Martin 

Manulis, moving in September to 
20th-Fox as a theatrical him pro¬ 
ducer, doesn’t plan to buy a single 
television story for his feature film 
sked. 

Explained 'the CBS producer: 
“I’m not planning to film anything 
I did on tv. I want something 
fresh. I don’t want to do tv on a 
large screen." 

Producer has had two of his 
“90’s” bought by studios, but says 
they were . both paters, and this 
type of yarn can be expanded and 
given more scope in feature pix. 
Stanley Kramer bought "invitation 
to a Gunfighter " and 20th “The 
Last Man,” both of which were on 
“90.”' 

Acknowledging the downbeat in 
studio buys of tv stories, Manulis 
attributes it to a number of fac¬ 
tors, one of them being many a 
tv story bought for feature filming 
turned out to be a b.o.'bomb. 

“Today in the big budgeted pic¬ 
tures they. Want established stage 

. and literary properties. Also, now 
tv. has such a huge audience. that 
to do a tv show as a movie would 
be almost like a repeat. 

“We had one show I thought for 
certain would be bought by the 
movies—‘The Miracle Worker’— 
but it wasn’t. The feeling today is 
that once : a story’s been on tv 
you’ve used up your audience," 
said Manulis. 

Producer said he hasn’t yet ac¬ 
quired any properties for his 
schedule at 20th, but that he’s first 
taking a European vacation with 
his family. 

Hobin to Boone Show 
William Hobin will be producer- 

director of Pat Boone’s ABC-TV 
show next season, replacing Tom 
Naud. •' . 

Hobin, formerly with “Your Hit 
Parade” and Max Liebman’s 
“Show of Shows,” will actually be¬ 
gin as producer-director on Boone’s 
summer replacement, the Andy 
Williams show—also Chevy-spon¬ 
sored—which gets under way July 
3 on ABC. 

Rank-and-file of Writers Guild 
of America last week unanimously 
okayed contract offers by CBS, I 
ABC and NBC.. Though contract 
dickers took several months and 
covered 12 different scribbler cate¬ 
gories, they went along without 
any . major hitches, and the net¬ 
works made a partial concession on 
script changes which initially ap¬ 
peared to be the most serious is¬ 
sue on the agenda., 

Webs agreed to give freelance 
writers a guarantee anent script 
changes. Contract makes it man¬ 
datory for producers “to discuss 
contemplated changes in the char¬ 
acterization and nature of dramatic 
scripts with a writer before control 
of the property passes over to the 
producer,” and if the scribe doesn’t 
like the proposed changes he can 
withdraw the script. On a number 
of occasions in the past, writers 
asked their names removed from 
screen credits after producers had 
altered the original material. 

When WGA went into the nego¬ 
tiations, it had ready an extreme 
demand to stop alterations. Union 
wanted, networks to pay cash pen¬ 
alties to the writer if his script 
was altered and then panned by 
even one ty critic. 

In the same category of live free¬ 
lance television, WGA received an 

(Continued on page 54) 

Chas. Ayres in New 
ABC-TV.Sales Berth 

. Charles Ayres has become east¬ 
ern sales manager for ABC-TV. 
The new tv wieb sales administra¬ 
tor, once veepee in charge of ABC 
Radio, and then the same for NBC 
Radio, returned to ABC about a 
year ago as a salesman in tv. 

Gene Wyatt, the last to be east¬ 
ern . sales manager at ABC-TV, is 
now described as a liaison between 
programming and Sales. Wyatt, 
whose new title (he had it once be¬ 
fore) . is national, program sales 
manager, vacated the eastern sales; 
spot some days before Avres took J 
over, according to the web. : J 

Ayres reports to WHiam Mullen, j 
newly anno to tod v.p, in charge of ! 
the tv web’s sales. I 

. With practically everybody re¬ 
signed to the fact that, insofar as 
the Week-to-week half-hour diet is 
concerned, next season’s television 
fare will be a reprise of lacklustre 
’5.7-’58, the networks are counting, 
on that little extra push toward 
90-minute specials to generate the 
only excitement and creativity on 
tap. ' 

Thus a determined effort is be¬ 
ing made to give an aura of extra- 
special to the various series of 
specs and one-shots in an effort to 
erase the stigma of another here- 
we-go-again semester of bread & 
butter programming. 

Single specs costing in the area 
of $500,000 won’t be uncommon, as 
for instance in the case of CBS- 
TV’s “Wonderful Town’’ display, 
due in November, which, with the 
exception of Eileen and the male 
lead will bring back the entire 
original Broadway cast, including 
Rosalind Russell as the major star. 
“Town” will exceed the half-mil¬ 
lion cost mark.. Then there’s “Hall¬ 
mark Hall: of Fame” (out of the 
Milberg Productions shop), which 
is negotiating for a telemusical 
production of Cold Porter’s “Kiss 
Me Kate” as a $500,000 extrava¬ 
ganza to finale the Hallmark series 
next season- 

Hallmark series, in fact, on the 
basis of its blueprint, will boast its 
most elaborate and promising 
series in ’58-’59, With plans for a 
hightoudgeted original Christmas 
presentation} an original to he 
WTitten specially for. Julie tlarris; 
another original by James Costi- 
gan (who scripted this season’s 
highly-touted “Little Moon of 
Alban” which starred Julie Harris) 
and a repeat of “Green Pastures” 
with the original tv cast. There 
may also be a repeat of “Cradle 
Song.” Geprge. Schaefer will di¬ 
rect four of the. Hallmaik entries. 

The “Du Pont Showr of the 
Month” has an extra-special gleam 
in its ’58-’59 CBS-TV eye. The 
Bob Hope specials on NBC-TV for 
Buick will he upgraded to the tune 
of j $400,000 per show with Mc- 
Cann-Erickson. agency allocating 
an additional $3,500,000 to make 
with some spec noise. Out of the 
Henry Jaffe or Dave Susskind pro¬ 
duction house will come a series 
of four top-budgeted musicals, for 
A T & T (client reportedly has an 
Overall budget of $5,000,000 to 
spend next season, chiefly for spe¬ 
cials). 

Even “Playhouse 90" on CBS-TV 
will give it a real college try in 
getting away from its . week-af ter- 
w-eek onus in a bid to capture that 
“every show a 90-minute special”: 
flavor of excitement Thus the 
new production team of Fred Coe. 
John Houseman, Herb Brodkin and 
Arthur Penn are being fortified 
with major properties, among 
them; for example, Ernest Heming¬ 
way’s “The .Undefeated,” an origi¬ 
nal oh “The Last. Days of Stalin”; 
a sweeping probe of Alcoholics 
Anonymous' called “The Fourth 
Step”; a tv version of Helen Mac¬ 
hines’ “North from Rome”; an 
adaptation of the late James Agee's 
“A Death in. the Family"; a David 
Shaw adaptation of F.' Scott Fitz¬ 
gerald's “The Great Gatsby," etc. 

V There will, of; course, be the usu¬ 
al Lucy & Desi specials, which are 
being Incorporated into the West- 
inghouse-sponsored “De6ilii I ay- 
house” hour series . on CBS-TV, 
along with the customary in-and- 
outers such as Dean Martin, Jerry 
Lewis,, etc., ' 

Otherwise, as far as the night- 
after^night half-hour entries are 
concerned, “don’t look for any-? 
thing different than this year," as 
one network exec conceded. 

TV SPOT BIZ UP 

Bullish Report For First Quarter 
of *58; $2,127,000 Hike 

Television is the “only m a j o r 
mass advertising medium" to show 
a revenue increase during the first 
quarter of 1958 as opposed to the 
sapne 1957 quarter, according to 
Television Bureau of Advertising. 
TvB backed up the. allegation with 
the latest Rorabaugh auarterly re¬ 
port on spot video spending, in 
which, tv showed an increase from 
last year of $2,127,000. 

Full spot expenditure for the 
latest fuU quarter, was $119,062,- 
000 against $116,935,000 in Jan.- 
March, 1957. Increase is 1.8®c. 

By ABEL GREEN 

: ABC-TV has given its public af¬ 
fairs department the long-awaited 
okay to go! ahead next season .with 
as many special as it sees fit. De¬ 
cision was reportedly made on the 
strength "of department’s last two 
specials, “Prologue, 1958” done 
at the New Year, and “Report 
Card, 1958,” done a few weeks 
ago. This new trend is a sign of 
ABC-TV. coming into financial par¬ 
ity with its rivals. 

Veep John Daly, who heads the 
news-public affairs department for 
ABC, has long sought clearance 
and coin for an increased schedule. 
Under the hew arrangement, his 
department expects to do at least 
four to six specials. 

Like everything else about the 
new. pattern, whether next season’s 
'specials will be 30,. 60 of 90-minute 
jobs pretty much, depends on tne 
department’s decision/ As it was 
explained, ABC news has the oxay 
to do anything “within reason.’’- 
Broader plans require an extension 
ih Daly’s budget, but Just how 
much was not made definite. 

Since Daly’s department Works 
for both ABC Radio and ABC-TV, 
lie does not report directly to 
either of the web chieftains, but 
instead to . Leonard Goldenson and 
other officers of the parent Ameri¬ 
can Broadcasting-Paramount The¬ 
atres. ( When James Riddell begins, 
at ABC as head of both operations, 
it’s considered likely Daly will re¬ 
port to him*) Goldenson, report¬ 
edly impressed by the critical re¬ 
ception given “Report Card” and 
the Peabody * given “Prologue," 
decided in favor of the expansion. 

! ABC has not decided on the sub¬ 
ject material for the 1958-’59. p.a. 
specials, but one plan for spacing 
them is “approximately one every 
quarter or one every tw*o months." 
This, though. Will finally be de¬ 
termined by "What’s, happening 
and what’s tellable,” First of the 
shows will be produced in the 
•fall. • 

McCann - Erickson's $60,000,000 
in nighttime television billings and 
up to. a possible $100,000,000 kill¬ 
ings to Include daytime radio and 
tv spots and other sponsorships 
put that agency neck-and-neck with 
J. Walter Thompson for top agency 
disbursements next year, trailed by 
Young & Rubicam’s $85,-$90,000.- 
000 and BBD&O’s $80,000,000 in 
billings, radio-tv only. 

The major slices of the $60,000,- 
000 nighttime tv programming will 
be via NBC. with $25,000,000 there¬ 
of earmarked for CBS including 
that $11,000,000 Desilu deal. This 
latter. is broken down into seven 
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz specials, 
Monday nights, 10-11 p. m.. and 
43 “Desilu Playhouse” programs, 
making 50 weeks in all. - _ 

The $11,000,000 includes . time 
and talent and, of this segment, 
the seven specials figure $400,000- 
plus for each spectacular. The 
400G breaks down about even be¬ 
tween time and talent, with a 
shade more cost going to the tal- 

I ent. 
McCann-Erickson’s tv-radio boss- 

man Terry C.. Clyne has the Milt 
| Caniff package, “Steve Canyon," 
'adventure series based on the Air 
Force files, set for NBC Thursday, 
9-9 :30 p? m. slot, sponsored by Lig¬ 
gett & Myers. L&M will also spon¬ 
sor “Brains and Brawn*” a French- 

i created package handled by the 
: William Morris agency, slated for 
; Thursdays at 8 p. m., with “Twen- 
; ty-One,” moved from Mondays-at-9 
j to Thursday at 8; 30, between 

“Canyon” and “Brains,” all NBC. 
Latter show is the toprated tee- 

‘ veer currently on Radio Defussion 
Francaise, the French state-owned 

; television. “Canyon” is also a 
: Morris office package, which Ca¬ 
nid. will script and supervise. 

: “Steve Canyon” has the Army Air 
Force blessing with' an eye to pos- 

; sible integration of any dramatic 
! projections, that might come to 
pass; such as secret missiles, earth- 
made satellites, etc. 

Air Force skein has picked up 
American Honto Products as alter¬ 
nate sponsor. with L&M. Series 
will be directed by Ted Post and 
produced by Mike Mishikoff and 
David Haft. Dean Fredericks will 
portray title role. 

The Eddie Fisher-George Gobel 

(Continued on page 54) 

Toni Exits‘Hit Parade’ 
Toni Co. is giving up its half- 

sponsorship of the Saturday bight;. 

“Hit Parade" at the end of the; 
current cycle. J.' j 

: American Tobacco is continuing • 
its co-sponsorship with NBC.on the ; 
prowl for a skip-week bankroller. I 

Sid Garfield Heads 
CBS Radio Press Info 

.: Sid Garfield steps in as director 
of press information for CBS 
Radio, the post vacated by Charles 
S.. Steinberg, who moves over to 
CBS-TV as director of information 
services. . • 

Garfield, who’ll report to veepee 
Louis Hausman, formerly was ex¬ 
ploitation director of the radio 
web.: He Joined CBS Radio in 
195L Both Garfield and Steinberg 
were -Warner Bros, publicists at 
one period in their careers.;. 

Melvin Spiegel, Assistant Direc¬ 
tor of Press Info, retains that 
position, plus taking on added ad¬ 
ministrative chores.. 

Hollywood, May 20. 
Four Star Productions and CBS 

are close to a deal for Four Star’s 
”Six Star Playhouse" to be on the 
web next .seas- n. Series ..was on 
NBC this season under the aegis of 
“Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre,” but that 
series, will be produced as an an¬ 
thology at Screen Gems next 
semester. 

Barbara Stanwyck will join the 
series regulars, Robert Ryan; Jane 
Powell, Jack Lemmon, David Niven 
and Charles Boyer in the Four 
Star entry. ' . > 

Alcoa wanted to alternate the 
“Alcoa-Goodyear”. show, with Four 
Star producing half the segments, 
SG the! other half. 

This was nixed bv Four Star 
prexy-owner Dick Powell, who 
said: “We had been receiving $42,- 
500 a show and $13,000 for repeats 
although we would spend as much 
as $47,000 and $48,000 a show. 
Screen Gems is getting the series 
because they offered to turn them 
out. for $40,000 a show and nothing 
for the repeats. Alcoa wanted us 
to alternate; with Screen Gems, but 
I turned it down. I didn’t want to 
alternate, with them, when they 
will be spending less per show*. It’» 
not a good position to put pur peo¬ 
ple in, and we didn’t w*ant to do 
it.” 



* u 
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It is not particularly surprising that a company whose 

business is involved with other people's future should 

be astute about insuring its own. 

Convinced that for companies; as well as for people, 

the present is the best time to protect the future, the 

Prudential Insurance Company renewed its schedule 

on the CBS Television Network—a program series which 

averages 23 million viewers each week. 

Each year since 1950 Prudential has placed increasing 

reliance on the persuasive power of network television. • 

Last year, for • example, it devoted more than two-thirds 

of its entire advertising appropriation to tele vision. 

ial buys insurance Q 
And apparently with notable success. Prudential reports 

“Our 22,000 agents throughout the country are proud to 

be associated with CBS Television in a programming 

venture with the scope of The Twentieth Century. 

They consider television a tremendous help in winning 

the confidence of potential policy holders, ” 

In the present period of stiffening competition American 

business employs [the most efficient sales tools it can get 

—which is why more and more advertisers are announcing 

their renewals on the CBS Television Network each week: 

Lever Brothers, S. C. Johnson, Liggett & Myers, U. S. Steel, 

the Nestle Company and Westinghouse. 

Like Prudential, they find their best insurance in the 

network whose vital statistics reveal that for the past 

68 consecutive Nielsen Reports* it has provided the 

largest nationwide audiences in all advertising. 

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
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yyy — mpf 171>IT¥ Cl? riTV UV rt^TV T>Dnro A ill rtl A o th Variety’s weekly chart is based cri the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
(SjVRIETY • 1 tiLLrlJLSri LI 1 r.-t> 1-L.I1 1 r nUbiiAiU LnAlU. pulse each month, in addition to 133 other- Telepulse tabulated .US, markets, covered 

over the course of a year. Cities -trill be rotated weekly. The, Variety cnart is a compilation of data on syndicated films,: as well as network and Hue programs, in each 
market. Under the top 10 inulti-trcekly heading, the (i) stands for local progr>vnining and the (*) for network shows. 

CHICAGO Stations: WBBM, WBKB, WGN, WNBQ. TV Homes: 1,791,700. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAT—TIME STA. 

Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30) ^ -. -. WBBM 
Perry Como <Sat. 7:00-8:00) ■. ... WNBQ 
What’s My Line ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00) ... VTBBM 
Restless Gun (Mon. 7:00-7:30) ..WNBQ 
Danny Thomas <Mon. 8:00-8:30> . WBBM 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8) . WNBQ 
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30) . . WNBQ 
$64,000 Challenge *Sun. 9:00-9:30) WBBM 
Dinah Shore 'Sun. 8:00-9:00> WNBQ 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) . WBBM 
Lassie 'Sun. 6:00-6:30) . WBBM 
Pcop’e’s Choice (Thurs. 8:00-8:30) WNBQ 
$64,000 Question 'Tues. 9:00-9:30) . WBBM 

~ TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 
. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

^Susan’s Show (M-F 4:00-4:30) WBBM 
♦Mickey Mouse Club’< M-F 5:30-6:00) WBKB 
tNews Roumlun 'W-F 10:00-10:15) WBBM 
tin Town Tonight (M-F 10:15-10:30) WBBM 
♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00) . WBBM 
♦Big Payoff • M-F 2:00-2:30) . .;•/ WBBM 
♦Art Linkletter «M-F 1:30-2:00.) WBBM 
♦Capt. Kangaroo 'M-F 8-8:45 a m.) WBBM 
tBugs Runny & Friends 'M-F 6:30-7) WGN 
tMiss Lee, Wea., News 

.'M-F 8:45-9 a.m.)  .WBBM' 
• News-Bentley (M-F 6:00-6:15) WTBBM 

AV. I. TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 

RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 'DISTRIB. 

Silent Service (Tues. 9:30) ........ . WNBQ..... NBC 
State Trooper tWed. 9:30) .:... ;v;. . WNBQ.... MCA 
Sea Hunt i Wed. 8:30) - ...... . WGN :... Ziv 
African Patrol (Tues. 9:30) .. . . WBBM..,. Gross-Krasne 
Annie Oakley <Fri, 6:00)'././.::. WGN• • .. • CBS 

Studio 57 (Monl 9:30) .',V . .i..WGN..., . .MCA 
Honeymioohers (Thurs. ,9:30) .... WGN..... CBS 
Sky King (Thurs. 6:00) . ........... WGN.Nabisco . 

Cisco -Kid ‘Mon: 6:00) .... WGN...,.. Ziv 

Whirlybirds ‘Thurs: 9:00) . ,. ,.. / .. WGN ..... CBS 
Highway, Patrol (Fri. 8:00) ;., ..... WGN..... Ziv 

ST. MM IS 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:301 .. KV 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00) KS 

.3. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9).... KiV 
4. Danny Thomas ‘Mon- 8:00-8:30) .. . Kiy 
5: December Bride <Mon.'8:30-9:00) . , K\ 
6. Tales of W’eUs Fargo (Mon.'7:30-8) KS 
7. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30) v; KS 
7. I’ve -Got a Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) . KIV 
8. Oh Susanna (Sat. 8:00-9:00) .KIV 
9. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7:30-8:00) ..... KT 
9. Red Skelton (Tues. 8.30-9:00) .•/..... KIV 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. +10 P.M. News, Wea, (M-F lO-loTlS) KMOX 
- 2. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00 > KTVI 

3. * Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00) . KMOX 
4. tLatest. News (M-F 6:15-6:30) , KSD 
5. tWea., Spoctsview 'M-F 6:00r6:30) .KSD 
6. iEye on St. Louis iM-F 10:15-10:30) KMOX 
7. ♦Amer. Bandstand 'M-F 3-3:30. 4-5) KTVI 
8. tWrangler’s Club (M-F 5:00-6:00) KSD 
9. *Queen for a Day (.M-F 3:00-3:45) . KSD 

10. ♦Price Is Right tM-F 10-10:30 a.m.) KSD 

MILWAUKEE 

11. Looney Tunes (M-S 12:00) .... .....WGN /. . Guild 
12. Code 3 (Fri.. 9:30) . :_ ..... WBKB ., .ABC 
13. Rocket Squad (Tues: 8:30) _: WGN . ; . .ABC 
14. Frontier (Sat, 6:00) ....; ...v.WNBQ,. ;. NBC 
15. Brave. Eagle.'Tues. 6;0Q) .. . WGN . . .. CBS 

14.4 
14:3 
14.2 Jo- 
13, 6 .}*• 
13.5 JJv 

San Francisco Beat (Wed. 9:30)../.. WGN.CBS 
Crusader (Fri. 9:30) WGN..MCA 
Men of Annapolis iMon, 9:00) ..... . WGN ....; Ziv 
Official Detective (Wed; 9:00) . WGN..'... NTA 
S. Donovan, West. Marshal (Wed. 6) WGN.,... NBC 

AV. TOP COMPETITION AV 

SH. ' PROGRAM STA, RTG; 

i African Patrol ......... WBBM 
U. S. Steel Hour...., . WBBM 
I’ve Got a Secret........ WBBM 
Silent Service ........./.WNBQ 
1 News—Bentley ;..... . WBBM 
I CBS News .......... WBBM 

Studio One . ........;.. .WBBM 
Playhouse 90 .... ;. ... i.. . WBBM 
1 News—Bentley ....... WBBM 
I CBS News ........:. . WBBM 
f News—Bentley ....... WBBM 

. I CBS News ........... WBBM 
Playhouse 90 __:... WBBM 
Phil Silvers ...._: ;, WBBM 
Lone Ranger ........... WBBAI 
Person to Person WBBM 
Red Skelton . :....,. . WBBM 
CBS News Special ..... . WBBM 
i News—Bentley .....WBBM 
) CBS News WBBM 

U. S. Steel Hour...... . .WBBM 
Person to^Person ..._WBBM 
Studio One . WBBM 
This Is Your Life...... . WNBQ 

I News—Bentley ....... WBBM 
1 CBS News .... .,V..... WBBM 

Stations: KMOX, KSD, KTVI. TV Homes: 560,200. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

Boots and Saddles (Fri; 9:30) -. 

Frontier Doctor (Thurs. 10:00) ,... 

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30) . . . ... 
Whirlybirds (Tues. 10:00) .. ..... 

Highway Patrol (Thurs. 9:80) ..... 
. Annie Oakley1 ‘Sat, 6:00) .....,, 

. Sky King (Sat. 11:39 a.m.) 
Gray Ghost (Sun. 9:301 
Martin Kane (Mon. 10:00) 

Studio 57 (Wed. 10:00)’ 

. KMOX. v .. U. S. Borax 3i.2; 53 Your Hit Parade ... ., KSD 17.4 
KMOX . ..NBC 27.5 49 . i Boxing ... ...KSD 16.3 

) Sports Extra. ..... ...KSD 14:7 
.Ksb..:. . HTS . 26-5 49 ) 10:00 News, Wea.. . ...KMOX 19.0 

) Eye—St. Louis ... ...KMOX 15.3 
.KSD... .. MCA 26;5 41 Silent Service / .... .... KMOX 20.5 
. KSD.... . CBS 24.5 50 . ( 10:00 News, Wea... ...KMOX 16.3 

VEye—St. Louis _ ...KMOX 12.0 
. KSD .. . Ziv 22.2 35 Playhouse 90 _ __ ...KMOX 26.7 
KMOX .. .: CBS 21.2 58 ) Who’s Who—Govt. ,. .KSD 10.0 

( Farm Newsreel . . ...KSD 8.7 
. KSD ... . MCA 20.5 40 110:00 News, Wea... ... KMOX 22.7 

(Eye—St. Louis. ... .. .KMOX 16.3 
.KMOX:. .NBC 20.5 33 State Trooper .....; ...KSD 26.5 
. KSD . ... ;. Ziv .20.2 32 U S. Steel HouF..... ...KMOX 26.2 
.KSD .. Ziv 17.9 50 Paul Winchell __ ... KTVI 9.2 
/KMOX.. ..Nabisco . 17.2 58 Fred Moegie ....... ...KTVI 7.7 
.KSD... ; . CBS 17.0 .29 What’s My Line .... ...KMOX 3QJ2 
KSD ..:, ..Ziv 16.5 43 I 10:00 News, Wea,.. . . KMOX 14.0 

1 Eye—St. Louis ... .. . KMOX 11.0 
.KTVI... ., CBS 16.2 30 Lassie .... ....... ...KMOX 23.9 
KTVI... .. Ziv 15.9 23 Playhouse 90 .... .. .KMOX 28.5 

. KSD/., . .. MCA 15.9 36 (10:00 News, Wea.. . : . KMOX 19,3 
1 Eye—Sit. Louis ... .. . KMOX 16.3 

I. KMOX:. ., Bagnall 15.4 36 Jane Wyman ...... ...KSD 14.5 
KTVI... . . Screen Gems 14.9 25 State Trooper .... ...KSD 26.5 

. KTVI,.. -ABC 14.5 26 Robin Hood ....... ..KMOX 22.5 

Stations: VVlSN, WITI, VVTMJ, V/XIX. TV Homes: 287.000. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Pefry Como iSat. 7:00-8:00) .. WTMJ . 
2. Restless Gun (Mon. 7:00-7:30) .. .. WTMJ 
3. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30) ...., WTMJ 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) WXIX 
4. Wells Fargo 'Mon. 7:30-8:00) ... ...,WTMJ 
5. Bob Cummings «Tues. 8:30-9:00) .... WTMJ 
6. Lawrence Welk ‘Sat. 8:00-9:00) ....; WISN 
7. Californians (Tues. 9:00-9:30) ...... WTMJ 
8. Dinah Shore (Sun. 8:00-9:00) .:.... WTMJ 
9. Thin Man (Fri. 8:30-9:00) ...::, ... . WTMJ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WISN 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ........WTMJ 
tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:00-6:15) .. .. WTMJ 
tWea.,. News (M-F 10:00-10:15) A .. WTMJ 
tGretehen Colnlk (T, Th. 4:00-4:15) WISN 
tLrte N’ws, Wea.-Spts. (M-F 10-10:15) WXIX 
•Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a m.) . WTMJ 
tLate Show (M-F 10:15-Sigiioff).;.. WXIX 
+Uncle Hugo (M-F 4:00-5:00) .. ... WISN 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 3:00-3:45). WTMJ 

3Z.9 4 
32.5 J’ 
32.2 5* 
32.2 6. 
31.5 7. 
31.3 • 
30.5 '* 
29.5 "* 
28.5 10. 

'' .• 11. 
12. 

■ . 12. 

18.2 13. 
16.5 13. 
16.1 
15.5I,; 
14.8 JJ- 
14 3 14. 
13.8 15. 
13.0 16. 
12.7 17* 

.‘“IS 

Whirlybirds (Sun: 9:30) .......... .WTMJ;, ...CBS 27.5 43 What’s My Line...... ..WXIX 25.2 
State Trooper (Tues: 9:30) ........ .WTMJ:. ../MCA' 24.9 43 Waterfront __...... ..WXIX 21.5 
Waterfront (Tues. 9:301 ........... .WXIX,. . MCA 21.5 37 State Trooper ....... ..WTMJ 24.9 
CapL David Grief (Fri. 7:30) /....■* .WTMJ.. . . .Guild 21.2 32 Zane Grey .\ /. .WXIX 219 
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 8:00) :... .wtmj:. ..NBC 20.9 31 Pat BOone ........... ..WISN 219 
Harbor Command (Thurs. 9:30).,. .WTMJ.. . Ziv 20.5 32 Playhouse 90 ..WXIX 22.2 
Annie Oakley tSat. 6:00) . . .WTMJ.. ; CBS 18.9 38 . . WXIX 21 2 
D. Fairbanks Presents (Wed. 9:30). .WTMJ.. . ABC 17.5 30 U. S. Steel Hour ..,. ./WXIX 22 .i 
Silent Service (Fri. 9:30) ..... .WISN.., .. NBC 17.2 30 Person to Person . ... . ..WXIX 215 
Frontier Doctor (Sat. 9:30)......... .WXIX.. . HTS 15.5 25 Sat. Night Theatre..-. ..WTMJ. 33.5 
Studio 57 (Thurs. 9:00) ........... ;wisN... ..MCA 13.9 22 . .WTMJ 229 
Flash Gordon (Sun. 12:00) .... .WXIX... , . Guild 12.9 48 Bowling-Champs ...... ..WTMJ 119 
Last of ihe Mohicans (Sun.: 5:30): .: .WTMJ.. ...TPA 129 29 Lone Ranger . .... ..WISN, 11.5 
Highway Patrol (Sun. 10:00) ,;/•. .WISN... .. Ziv - 12.5 26 Star Parade ......... ..WTMJ 16.2 
Sheena, Queen; of Jungle (Mon. 6) , ; WITI ..., ...ABC 12.5 28 S News, Wea. .. -,.... ..WTMJ 16.7 

1 NBC News ......... -.WTMJ 179 
Sky King (Sat, 5:30) . /:, /........ V .WTMJ.. . . .Nabisco 12.5 31 Legionnaire ... ..WISN 9.9 
Autlry-Rogers (Sat, 3:00) .. . • WTMJ.. ...MCA 129 39 Museum. Diorama .... --WISN 8.2 
The Three Musketeers (Sat. 5:00).. WITI... .. ABC 11.2 29 Citizens-Renewal ..... ..WTMJ 10.5 
Frontier (Mon. .8:00) . ...!. .WITI... ...NBC 10.2 15 Twenty One ...;..... ..WTMJ 25.5 
Legionnaire (SaL 5:30) ..;.....-/ . WISN ... ..TPA 9.9 25 Sky King ....... /.... ..WTMJ 12.5 
Victory at Sea (Sun/ 5:30) ■... .... .WITI.,. ...NBC 9.9 22 Last of the Mohicans.. .WTMJ 12.9 

SEATTLE Stations: KING, KIRO, KQMO, KfNT, KTVW. TV Homes: 235,000. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

top ten Network shows 
Gray Ghost (Sun, 6:00) 

Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) . 
Maverick tSuh. 7:30-8:30) .....;, 
Perry Como (Sat; 8:00-9:00) .... 

../KING 4(1.3 2. 

.. KING 38.3 3. 

.. . KING 36.5 A 

...KOMO 31,1 
; 

.. . KING 31.1 5. 

.. KOMO 30.2 6. 
: KING 29.8 ■••7. 

}). .KING 29.8 a' 
Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8:00-8:30) . . . KOMO 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9). .. KOMO 
Tombstone Territory (Wed. 9-9:30). KING 
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30 ... KIRO 
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30) . KOMO 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tEarly Edition (M-F 6:30-7:00) . .KING 
•Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) KING 
•Our Miss Brooks (M-Th. 6:00-6:30) KOMO 
tWorld Today (M-F 10:30-10:45)... KING 
•NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00) . .KOMO 
♦Amer. Bandstand (M-F 4:00^5:00) . .KING 
tShell News (M-F 6:30-6:45) ..... KOMO 
tCartoon Festival <M-F 8-8:30 a m.) KING 
tSUn Boreson (M-F 3:30-4:00) ... KING 
tWunda Wunda (M-F 8:30-9:00 a m.) KING 

25.8 
19A !3. 
18.0 14. 
17-7 
16.3 ,5 
16.0 J*’ 
15.5 16* 
14.7 17. 
14-4 17. 
13.7 

KING .. .. CBS 29.8 
.KOMO.. .. Ziy -28.3 
.KING,.. . ; Ziv 27.8 
KING.... ..CBS 27.3 

/KING... .. NTA 26.3 
KING... .. NBC 25.5 
KING... . . Bagnall 24.3 

.KOMO.. .. U. S. Borax 22.8 
/king... ..NBC 22.8 
. KING... > / TPA 22.3 
. KING... ..MCA 21.8 
.KING... .. Nabisco 21.5 
.KING... ..CBS 2i.3 
. KING.,. ..MCA 21.3 
KOMO.. ..ABC 18.8 

.KOMO.. .. Guild 16.8 
KIRO... ..Official 16.8 

.KIRO... . i Official 15.8 

.KING.. ► . .Interstate 14.4 
/KING..; . . Flamingo • 13.8 

KING.., .. TPA 13,8 

. .KOMO 8.8 

..KING 19.3 

..KIRO 17,3 

..KIRO 10.3 

..KIRO 18.8 

..KOMO 14.3 

-.KOMO 18.8 

..KING 25.3 

..KOMO 23.3 

. .KOMO 16.3 

..KOMO 18.5 

..KOMO 19.3 

..KOMO 189 

. . KOMO 26.8 

..KING 24.3 

.KING 20.8 

..KING 29.8 

..KING 29.8 

.KIRO 6.8 

..KIRO 11.8 

..KOMO “28.8 
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^3r7E7x-TELEPULSE CITY-BY-CITY PROGRAM CHART Variety’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tela- 
■ . • . , .A,.- T; v . - . , . „ „ - ' pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.$. markets, covered rhArui* ruZSe °Ju a ^ Vn!^.^c rotated ;|OenJcVariety chart is a compilation of data on .syndicated films, a* .well as network and live programs, in each 
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (*) for network shows. 

LOS ANGELES Stations: KABC; KCOP, KHJ, KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KTTV. TV Homes: 1,892,000. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1953. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

RKi PROGRAM—D AY-TIME ST A. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ..,...:.KNXT 
2. - Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00) . .: ... KRCA 
3. Groncho Marx (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).: . ..KRCA 
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) A.;. KRCA 
5. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) .!. KNXT 

: 6. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) .. KNXT 
7. People Are Funny (Sat. 7:30-8:00) .: KRCA 
8. Chfeyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) .. KABC, 
8. Have Gun Will TravellSat. 8:30-91 KNXT 
9. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00). .... . KNXT 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

RK.: PROGRAM—DAY—-TIME STA. 

1. ♦Mickey Mouse C’ub (M-F 5:30-6) .. 
2. * Queen For A Day (M-F 1:00-1:45).. 
3. ♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) 
3: tBig News (M-F 10:30-11:00).. ... 
4. tLittle. Rascals (M.T.Th.F . 7-7:30) . 
4. tSix O’Clock Report (M-F 6-6:15).. 
5. tNew.s-E.' Putnani (M-F 10-ID;)5).. . 
6. * Art Linkletter (M-F 11:30.-12;001 
6. . tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30) 
7. *Ma£iriee Theatre (M-F 12:00-1:00) .; 
7. ♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 12:30-1:00) 

BOSTON 

: Av; TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRB. 

25.0 8. 

— 9. 

AV. 10. 

RTG. 11. 
" '• 12. 

13. 

. Star Performance (Sat. 9:30) A... ,■.. 
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00) 
Sheriff of Cochise (Sat, 7:30)...... 

Highway Patrol (Mon. 9.00VV.../... 

26 Men (Mon. 7:00) .. ... 
Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30) ............., 

San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30) ..... 
Frontier Dr, . (Sat. 7:0.0) :. '. 
Whirlybirds (Mori.[ 7:30) - . ..; 

I Search for Adv’nture (Thurs. 7:00). 

Honeymooners (Thurs. 7:00)... . A', 

Little.Rascals (M,T,Th;F 7:00>/A . .. 
If You Had A Million. (Tries. 10:00) 
Men of Annapolis (Thurs. 7:30) . 
Popeye (M-F 6:00) . 

Wonders of the World (Tues. 7100).:. 
Harbor Command (Mbin, 9:30).. 

Star Performance (M.W 10:00) :.... 

Charlie Chari (Sat. 7:00). 

Official 

tl. S. Borax 

AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION 
RTG. SH. PROGRAM ETA. 

22.9 35 Turning Point ......... . KRCA 

17.9 28 Search For Adventure KCOP 
.KTTV . .. .NTA ' 16.3 24 People Are. Funny .. ,..;krca 25 8 

KTTV . .. .Ziv ’ 15.8 . 21 Studro One ...KNXT 21.9 

.KRCA .ABC 14,1 2j Burns & Allen ..KNXT 18.4 
KTTV ... . . .Ziv 13.9 22 Price Is Right ...... ...KRCA 15.5 

KTTV . .. '.CBS 13.5 :. 21 Dick Powell_..... ... KNXT 22 9 

.KTTV ;..HTS 13.3 21 Perry Mason ......, ...KNXT 21.5 
KHJ ... . ; CBS 13.0 20 Price'Is Right :. ...KRCA 15-5 

1 KCOP . . ...Bagnall 12.5 ; 19 Death Valley Days .. ... KRCA 17.9 

^NXT..: ...CBS •••. 11.2 17 Death Valley Days .. ...KRCA 17.9 
KHJ . . . . Interstate 10.8 18 Burns & Allen ...... ...KNXT 18.4 

KNXT .• :. MCA 10.3 18 Californians ; ’ ...... .. KRCA 13.3 

.KNXT . •V.'.ziv.. - •; .10.2. 15 Tic Tac Dough ...... ...KRCA 20.3 

.KTLA ., .. AAP 10:0 . 21 ' Six O’Clock Rpt. ...KNXT 10.8 

1 CBS:News ; ..... ..KNXT 1L6 
KCOP ,; .: .Caples 0.9 17 Mr. Adams. & Eh'e... ...KNXT 15.9 
;kttv .. ;. : Ziv 9.7 14 Studio One ......... ...KNXT 21.3 
KNXT .; Official 9.3. 16 (Suspicion ,........ ...KRCA 17.4 

. 1 This: Is Your Life . .. KRCA 223 
'KNXT . . . ABC: 9.4 

' ^ ! Colgate Theatre .. .. KTTV 18 2 
.KRCA . .. TPA 9:2 

: ! PeErv Mason . KNXT 215 

Stations: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. TV Homes: 873,200. Survey Dates: 4 Weeks Ending April 14, 1.958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).. . WNAC 
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-:900) .....! WBZ 
Playhouse .90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) .. WNAC 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat: 9:30-10) WNAC 
Climax (Thurs. 8:30-9:30) :. .... WNAC' 
LuCy-Desi Show (Mon. 8:30-9:30) . -. WNAC 
Playhouse of Stars (Fri. 9:30-10)..WNAC 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10).WNAC 
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30)... ... .WBZ 
Wagon Train. (Wed. 7:30-8:30)....., WBZ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7:00) ..... WBZ 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) . WNAC 
tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) . .... WBZ 
tAmok V Andy (M-F 5:00-5:30V.... WNAC 
tBoston Movietime (M-F 4:45-6:45) . . WBZ 
tLate News, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15). A, WNAC 
♦Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.) WNAC 
♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00). A WNAC 
♦Love of Life (M-F 12:15-12:30).... WNAC . 
♦S’rch for T’m’rr’w (M-F 12:30-12:45) WNAC 

1. WTiirlybirds (Tues. 7:00V . ... .WBZ ..CBS 28:2 . 57 . Combat Sgt. ...... WNAC 14.9 
2. . Honeymooners (Sat. 10:30) ....; .., .WNAC - CBS 26.7 52 i Your Hit Parade .... ..A. WBZ 16.3 
3. Gray Ghost (Wed.. 7:00) ,..... _WBZ . . . CBS 25.9 56 ; Waterfront ........ .....WNAC 14.9 
4. Harbor Command (Sun. 7:00);. .. ... .WNAC . . . .Ziv 23.9 43 j 26 Men .WBZ 20.9 
5. Code 3 (Tues. 10:30) . ... ... WNAC . : . ABC 23.5 48 1 Studio 57 .. .. ...WBZ 14.5 
5.; Frontier (Sun. 4:30) ...WNAC : ; . NBC 23.5 55;Cinema 7 26.9 
6. Silent Service-(Fri. 7:00) .... -WBZ . , .NBC:- 23.2 50 jBadge 714 18.2 

Great Gildersleeve (Sat. .6:30):..... LWNAC 

Decoy (Stiri. 10:30). 
Topper (Fri.. 6:30).. 

WBZ 
WNAC 

Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:0Q) ...... ... WBZ :. 
Official Detective (Mon. 7:00).. .... --WBZ . ... 
Dr. Hudson’s Secret Jour. (Fri. 10:30rWNAC. 

Frontier Doctor (Thurs-. 7:00) .:. .. WBZ , 

State Trooper (Sun. 10:30) ........: WNAC 
26 Men (Sun. 7:00);. A A .;.. A.... WBZ , 
Last of the Mohicans (Fri. 6:00).... WNAC 
Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:30)..,.... - WNAC 
Sky King (Wed. 6:00) . . WNAC 
Count of Monte Cristo (Wed 6:30) . WNAC 

.Official 
. Tele Star 

' Boston Movietime ... ...WBZ 
(News. Wea.',?;..*.'. 
State Trooper .. .. 
' Boston Movietime 
( News, Wea. ...... 

Lassie V _ 

.....WBZ 

...;.WNAC 

.... WBZ 
_WBZ 
.... WNAC' 

I Dr. Hudson’s Secret Jour, WNAC 
.'Boxing ........... 
) Sports ... .. .... 
.' Interviews Patti 
I Sports Time ...... 

Decoy .... 
Harbor Command .. 
Boston Movietime.: .. 
Movie . A..... 
Boston Movietime :.. 
' Boston Movietime - 

J.l News, Wea. ...... 

........WBZ 

........WBZ 
... WNAC 
...WNAC 
...WBZ 
.;..WNAC 
... WBZ 
...WBZ 
....WBZ 
... WBZ 
... WBZ 

WASHINGTON Stations: WMAL, WRC, WTOP, WTTG. TV Homes: 512,500. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS T. 

• Perry Como (Sat, 8:00-9:00.)-. . WRC 2- 
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30);... i... .WTOP 36.5 3- 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon, 8:30-9),, . WRC 32.9 4*. 

■ Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30)... ... WRC 32.2 5- 
Have Guu WOl Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WTOP . 30.5 
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) WMAL 30.5 6* 
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ...WMAL 30.3 7* 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10). ,... WTOP 28.7 8* 
Lineup (Fri. 10:00-10:30).;., ........ WTOP 28.5 
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00*10:30)... WRC 28.4 J* 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS ” 10‘ 

tll:00 PM Report (M-F 11-11:15)... WTOP 165 U- 
♦Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a,nl.) WTOP ; 16.3 12- 

♦Queen For A»Day (M*F 4-4:45).... WRC . 15.1 T2. 
tPopeye (M-F 6:30-7:00)..1..•> . :WTTG. 13.9 13• 
♦Mickey Mouse Club, (M-F 5:30r6).. . WMAL 13.7 
♦Modern Romances (M-F 4:45-5:00) ...WRC 13.4 l4* 

tMilt Grant (M-F 5:00-6:15), WTTG 13.3 15- 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.rti;). . WRC 12.9 15« 
♦News-John Daly (M-F 7:15-7:30).. . -WMAL 12.6 16. 

f7:00 Final (M-F 7:00-7:15). i. .... .“WMAL 12.5 l7* 

Silent Service (Tues. 10:30) .. ,> . . . . WTOP . ..NBC 19:7 36. Mike Hammer’.. ..WRC 16.4 
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).. ... ..WRC .... . .U. S. Borax 19.5 . 40 , City Assignment . . .. .. .WTTG 11.5 
Gray Ghost (Sat. 10:30).. . .... . '. . .WTOP ; .CBS 19.4 33 * Ticket-Holly wood ..... .. WTTG 15.2 
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00) ........ . WTOP . :. .ziv/ 19.2 39 Grand Ole Opry .... .. .WTTG 14.5 
Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00)......;. ..WRC :. ..CBS 17.5 36 ; ' 7:00 Final ........ ...WMAL 15.7 

j v.News-John Daly ,. ...WMAL. 16.0 
Whirlybirds (Fri, 9:30V........; . WTTG . .CBS 16.5, 24 i Playhouse of Stars .. ...WTOP 24.2 
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30)-- -- . WRC .. : MCA 16.4 30 Silent Service .......... ..WTOP *19.7 
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00) .. . WRC]... : .NTA-.. . 15.3 29 1 7:00 Final : ...... ...WMAL 14 T 

. i- Ne\vs-John Daly .. ...WMAL 14.3 
Badge 714 (Fri.-7:30).,.... ........ . .WTTG . .NBC 15.2 . 26 Rin Tin Tin ... _ ...WMAL 15.5 
Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:30) ,.... A . . . ... . .WTMAL . . .Ziv .. 15.2 ; 24 Person To Person ... ...WTOP 27.2 

- 26 Men (Sriri.. 6:3.0.)... . .;........; ..WMAL * ..ABC 14.9 22 Outlook .. . ......... .. WRC 11.2 
Grand Ole Opry (Sat. 7:00) .. ..., . WTTG ., .Flamingo 14.5 .30 Highway Patrol ..... .. WTOP 19.2 
Errol Flynn (Wed.. 10:30)1.....,; ..WTTG .. ;. .Official 14.2 26 U! S. Steel Hour .... ...WTOP - 21.5 
Waterfront (Fri: 10:00).............. ..WTTG .. ..MCA 14.2 22 Lineup ...... * ...WTOP 28.5 
Popeye .(M-F 6:30)... .,...... .WTTG . ,AAP r 13:9 v 32 ' 6:30 Spotlight;. .. WTOP 9.5 

} CBS News . .. . WTOP 9B 
If You Had A Million (Fri. 10:30).. . . WTTG .. : .MCA 13.2 21 . Person To Person ... ; . .WTOP 27.2 
Mr. District Attorney (Tues. 10;00). . . WTTG • ziy ■; 12.9 21 ! Californians ........ ...WRC 21.2 
Science Fiction (Sun. 6:00>--. ..WMAL . .. Ziv. 12.9 29 ! Meet The Press .. ... ...WRC 11.9 
Last of the Mohicans (Wed, 7:00).. , WRC . . . . . TPA 12.5 27 [Casey ;jpnes- . ...... ...WTOP 11.9 
White Hunter (Thurs. 7:00)....... 1 .WTTG .. ..Tele. Star 12.2 ' 23 Sheriff of Cochise ,,. .. WRC .15.5 

NEW ORLEANS Stations: WDSU, WJMR, WWL jV Homes: 213,900. Survey Dates; April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)...... -... WWL 
Dinah Shore (Sun. 8:00-9:00)....., . . WDSU 
Swing Into Spring (Wed. 8:00:9:00). .WDSU 

Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00) ... ., . WDSU 
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).. . .WDSt) 

Father Knows Best (Wed. 7:3Q-8:0b) .WDSU 

Groncho Marx (Thurs. 7-7:30) .. !... .WDSU 

Twenty One (Mon. 8:00-8:30)..... . WDSU 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8).. .WDSU 
Thin Man (Fri. 8:30-9:00)..WDSU 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..WDSU 
tEsso Rptr, World-Spts. (M-F 6-6:15), WDSU 
tLittle Rascals (M-F .5:00-5:45).... . WDSU 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.). .WDSU 
♦Queen For A Day (M-F 3-3:45),. . .WDSU 
tWea.-Esso Rptr. (MF- 5:45-6:00)... WDSU 
tMy Little Margie (M-F 4:30-5:00). . .WDSU 
♦Matinee Theatre (M-F 2:00-3:00), . WDSU 
♦Treasure Hunt (M-F 9:30-10 a.m.) . . WDSU 
♦Esso Rptr, News (M-F 11:00-11:15) . WDSU 

Famous Fights (Fri.. 9:45).. . . .wdsu .: Winik : 32.3 ■ 51 ' Person To Person ..... WDSU 24.3 
Highway Patrol (Fri. 10:00) - ..., . . . WDSU . . . Ziv .. 29.5 55 African Patrol ........ .WWL. 18.2 
Death Valley Days (Sat. 10:00) . .. . .WDSU . ;. ,U. S^ Borax , 29.2 59 Arthur ‘Murray ....... ..WWL 14.5 
Crusader (Tues. 9:30). ..:....... , . WDSU . MCA • 28;5 44 Frontier Dr. .......... .WWL 269 
Frontier Doctor (Tues. 9:30).. . ... ...WWL ■... .; HTS 26.9 42; Crusader .WDSU 28.5 
Sky King (Sat: 11 a.m.),.. 5.,,... ..WDSU . .; Nabisco 26.9 73 [ Jimmy Dean .......... -WWL 9.9 
Honeymooners (Wed. 9:30) ....... ; :Wdsu : .. CBS 26.5 41 ;U. S. Steel Hour ...... .WWL 21.5 
Official Detective (Sun. 9:30).... . . ..WDSU . ....NTA 26.2 42 j What’s My Line ...... WWL 30 2 
Boots & Saddles (Fri. 7:00)..,..... i.WWL .. ...NBC: 25:5 40 | Court of Last Resort WDSU 31.5 
Looney Tunes (Sat. 9 a.m.V. ..WDSU . A Guild 25.5 76 Capt. Kangaroo... WWL 7.9 
Men of Annapolis (Thurs. 9:30)... , .WDSU . . Ziv . 25.2 40! Playhouse 90 ......... WWL 33.9 
26 Men (Fri. 10:30) : . WDSU . ABC 25.2 54 ’ (News, Wea. . .... .WWL 16.3 

: < Wea.. Sports ...... A - .WWL 16.0 
State Trooper (Tues. 10:00) ...... . WDSU . ..MCA 24.5 47 j- Trackdown .....,.;.... .-.WWL' 21:2 
Charlie Chan (Sat. 9:30). .w...... ..WWL :r ...TPA 23.5 401 Your Hit Parade ... .. .. WDSU 28^ 
Harbor Command (Sun. 6:00)..... ..WDSU . . . .Ziv 235 .49(Lassie A , -WWL 21,5 
Studio 57 (Tues. 10:30)A . :WDSU ,. . MCA ’ . ' ;' . 23 5 .56; (News ..A. WWL 12.3 

. * . -•; ■" . A Wea., Sports A . . . .. . 4 WWL 11.3 
Whirlybirds (Mon. 10:00).. *. WDSU . . CBS 229 .‘ 47 j Waterfront ..... ..... .WWL 19.5 

.WDSU Minot 2L7 - 46 j Play of the Week ....... • WWL 19.2 
Gray Ghost (Thurs. 10:00) ......... . . WWL A CBS 21.5 48iDecoy A . i...... WDSU 18.2 
Dr, Christian (Wed. 10:00)... . . ..WDSU ... ...Ziv 21.2 48 Captain David Grief ...j. WWL * * 15.5 
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Still is. Ill television the competition never lets up. It keeps going, 

day and night, 52 weeks a year. And each year it gets tougher. 

With the final Nielsen Report now in for the October to April season 

-(the period of peak audience competition among networks) it is now 

clear that all three networks have delivered larger audiences than ever 

—an average of 14% more at night and 15% more during the day. 

It is also clear that during this season the CBS Television Network 

—again attracted the largest average audiences in broadcasting 

—achieved the seasons largest average audience for a single program— 

the 48 million who watched a Gunsmoke show 

—presented more of the most popular programs than any other 

network—a monthly average of 6 of the top 10 

—won the largest number of program awards for adding new 

dimensions to the presentation of entertainment and the promotion 

of public information and understanding—a total of 60 

—earned a 16% larger investment from advertiser than the second 

largest advertising medium. 

Whether you consider it in terms of the biggest audiences, the most 

important awards, or the largest advertising investment, the decision 

is plain. The winner and still champion in every round, as it has been 

for the last 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports, is still... 

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
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SUMMERTIMES 
* RESPONSIVE 

TIME IN 
WAR RADIO 

i 

Year 'round 2,279,000 families spend $14,353,165,000 
annually but a; tremendous influx of vacationers adds to the 

area’s richness; makes WCAU-land an advertiser’s Paradise; 

Resorts bulging with vacationers:... bumper to bumper 
auto traffic . . . that's Summer in WCAU RADIO’S 

Vast coverage area and there’s no vacation for sales; 

The heart of the most prosperous vacation land in the feast 
. it’s a 47-county* 5-state area where 93% of the 

vacationers away from home are never out of reach of. 
WCAU RADIO’S 50,000 watt clear channel coverage 
... and where 1,899,846 passenger cars with radio 

sets crowd the vast highway systems. 
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PHIL SILVERS SHOW 
With Gloria Krieger, Walter Dare 

Wahl, William Redfield, Georg- 
ann Johnson, Darryl Richard, 
June Taylor Dancers, Saul Chap¬ 
lin, Paul Herzog, Herbie Faye, 
others 

Producer: Allan Sherman 
Director: Bill Hobin 
Writers:-Will Glickman, Joe Stein, 

Allan Sherman 
60 Mins., Tues. (13), 10 p.m. 
PONTIAC 
CBS-TV, from New York 

(McManus, John & Adams) 
Phil Silvers became a live issue 

on a one-hout spfcc for Pontiac on 
Tuesday (13) and he indicated that 
with good material, he can make 
out as well in this ared as well. 
However,, this displf^r had a dis¬ 
tressing amount of unsuitable sit¬ 
uations for Silver, and after a 
strong start, he found that there 
was nothing he could do for an 
encore. 

The hand-holding bit done with 
. Walter Dare Wahl seemed to be 

the height, of his endeavors. Start-' 
ing out with a string quartet, he 
became entangled with these acro¬ 
bats for hilarious results. There 
was another section which perked 
up interest. The sequence in which 
he recalled some of the stalwart 
bits of business of the Minsky days 
was in part quite funny, and there 
were moments with his awkward 
squad from his Bilko filmed show 
that paid off. In between, there 
were some unrewarding moments, 
such as the strained camp-counsel¬ 
lor bit, and, along With Saul Chap-, 
lin, his own material, the ‘‘Show- 
boat” item, which he used in his 
own cafe vaude acts for many 
years. He Indicated that if he had 
to return to personal appearances, 
he would need a substantially new 
act to replace - the one he used 
to do. j 

There were some production 
. items, only fairly funny such as the 
miniature chorus girl lead, and the 
glee club item, which seemed so 
unnecessary. • 

Gloria Krieger guested. She has 
a good coloratura voice and. made 
out fairly well. Jose. 

IRVING BERLIN TRIBUTE 
With Gaylord Cavallero, Lily Kann, 

George Margo, Mark Baker, Joan 
Rice, Alan Keith, Jack; Cunning¬ 
ham, Sonya Cordean, Sydney 
Keith, Barry Shawzin, Robert 
Mackenzie, Arnold Diamond, 
David Lawton, Jimmy Day, War¬ 
ren Mitchell, James Dyrenforth, 
Natalie Lynn, Lee Montague, 
Derinot Palmer, Kaye Sisters, 
Morton Fraser’s Harmonica 
Gang, Marion Keene, David 
Hughes, Ronnie Carro’U, the Ver¬ 
non Girls, Janet Ball, and danc¬ 
ers. Eric Robinson’s BBC orch. 

Producer: Ernest Mazin 
Writer: David Whitaker 
90 Mins., Sun. (11) 8:45 p.m. 
BBC, from London 

The BBC’s decision to pay a 70th 
birthday tribute to Irving Berlin 
took a late knock when the cele¬ 
brated song spinner vetoed any 
impersonation of him in a drama¬ 
tized program. . In the circum¬ 
stances producer Ernest Maxin and 
writer David Whitaker were faced 
with panic stations. They could 
either have scrapped the. show or 
improvised. They decided on the 
latter course and the program must 
be marked up as a gallant failure. 

Instead of a dramatization, Ber¬ 
lin’s numbers were strung together 
with a flimsy narration and 4)0 
minutes of this format were rough¬ 
ly 45 too many. At the end of the 
show viewers had an earful of 
Berlin melody and his progress as 
a songwriter had been clearly 
marked. But nothing very much 
was learned about the man him¬ 
self. Gaylord Cavallero, a young 
actor Who looks astonishingly like 
a younger Berlin, was to have por¬ 
trayed the composer^ Instead he 
became* a reporter reading to his 
editor a story about Berlin which 
he had been commissioned to write 
This feeble gag was not improved 
by the fact that the. reporter and 
the editor played it almost like a 
knockabout vaude act. Other links 
Were provided by closeups of peo¬ 
ple who had shared Berlin’s life 
. . . a bartender, a songwriter, a 
young feipale theatregoer, a music 
publisher and so on. Most of their 
accents were phoney Yank and 
merely acted as interruptions in 
the flow of Irving. Berlin hits/ 

Most of these evergreen numbers 
came up fresh and pleasant.to the 
ear, though , not all the artists en¬ 
gaged were capable Of giving them 
the topnotch interpretations that 
they need and deserve!, This be¬ 
came increasingly obyious with a 
long film excerpt of Fred Astaire4«i 

•- doing his “Top Hat” routine and I s, 
Astaire and Ginger Rogers giving 
with the “Cheek to Cheek” song. 
Nobody . in Maxin’s lenghty cast 

Continued on page 47) 

t.. 
Tele Follow-Up Comment 

Kraft TV Theatre : 
Again-one can only larrient the 

passing of a . weekly dramatic se¬ 
ries, in this instance ‘‘Kraft. TV 
Theatre,” in its finest hour. Take, 
for example, last week’s presenta¬ 
tion of Don . MankieWicz’s adapta¬ 
tion. of Robert Penn Warren’s "All 
the King’s Men” (being done in two 
installments, with tonight (Wed.) as 
the conclusion)^ The initial por¬ 
tion was tv drama at its very best, 
with the three-way collaborative, 
teamup of scripter Mankiewicz, 
producer David Susskind and di¬ 
rector Sidney Lumet; combining 
for an exciting, and compelling 
video version of Warren’s saga of 
demagogy and^ political corruption. 

On practically all counts it was 
rich and rewarding tv drama, Un¬ 
compromising in the wallop it 
packed and studded with a oast of 
principals who conveyed that they 
knew what they were about and 
Were.alerted to all the meaningful 
overtones and undertones of this 
ugly tale of Willie Stark. 

But what gave it its major dis¬ 
tinction was the overall concept as 
embodied in Susskind’s physical 
production. It had’ a breadth and 
a scope that seemed to burst out 
of the limited. tv dimensions; con¬ 
versely, the more intimate scenes 
and closeups had the stamp of real¬ 
ity, contributing mightily toward 
heightened tensions. The film ver¬ 
sion of "King’s Men” was one of 
the mote qualitative theatrical cel¬ 
luloid, entries of its day. The first 
of the two installments of the tv 
version, in its own live way, merits 
similar praise, if only for the fact 
that a more difficult assignment 
was Carried off with such a flourish. 

Neville Brand as the despicable 
and despotic policito; Maureen 
Stapleton as the. femme braintrust, 
and the others, including William 
Price, Frank Conroy and Robert 
Emhardt were all more than equal 
to their tasks. : 

Despite that early cancellation 
rap, Susskind shows considerable 
courage and inventiveness both in 
Choice of properties ana mounting 
them in rounding out Kraft’s 13- 
week "curtain” cycle. It’s unfortu¬ 
nate he came on the scene so late. 

’. Rose.. 

Ed Sullivan Show 
Two fabled veterans of show biz, 

Sophie Tucker and Maurice Che¬ 
valier, came up with a click nos- 
taligc routine on the. Ed Sullivan 
show Sunday night (19),. Chevalier, 
who carried the major part of the 
script, gave a superlative demon¬ 
stration of Gallic charm as he 
opened the tete-a-tete with La 
Soph, reminiscing how he first 
caught her at a London theatre 
back in 1922 when she was only : a 
"little plumb.” That segued onto a 
duet of “I Remember It Well,” 
from the pic, “Gigi,” in which: Che¬ 
valier stars/ Arthur Freed and Vin¬ 
cente Minnelli,; producer and direc¬ 
tor of the film, also were on hand 
for a bow amidst the Sullivan plugs 
for the pic. Chevalier and Miss 
Tucker wound up their stint with 
a medley in which she attempted a 
carbon of the Frenchman doing 
"Mimi” and he. did her trade- 
marked song, “Some of These 
Days.” It rates waxing. 

. The studio tumult over the Che¬ 
valier-Tucker duolog apparently 
knocked the show’s timing off 
slightly and the • closing, juggling 
turn was shown behind the runoff 
of the credits. It made for an in¬ 
teresting finale. 

• Rest of the stanza was marked 
by some neat bits by the Kirby 
Stone FOur with their: Sullivan 
tune takeoff on “It’s A Really Big 
Show Tpnight,” Ogden Nash recite 
ing some of the prose and poetry; 
Georgie Taps in a very slick hoof¬ 
ing display, to march tempo with 
his. dancing company;, songstress 
Sally Blair delivering “Witch¬ 
craft”; and Jack E, Leonard in a 
straight, hardhitting one-line gag 
routine. Also oh hand were the 
Wake Forrest College drum major¬ 
ettes, and the West Point Choir; 

Heim. 

Eddie Fisher Show 
From the screams and whinnies, 

that erupted out Burbank way, the 
looker and listener to Eddie Fisher 
last Tuesday night may have rea¬ 
soned, that the rock ’n’ rollers have 
deserted their idols for a sweet 
singer. It could also be surmised 
that the.: audience was “loaded.” 
Whatever, it Was Fisher’s night in 
the rotation with George Gobel, 
who was spelled in the comedy 
department by Buddy'Hackett, and 
the night was filled with music of 
the superior quality that Fisher 
spreads with his boyish charm. 

Across the broad expanse of our 
land and away from the cultural 
centers of high literacy and low 
regard for the normalcies of tv. 

there niust’ve been quizzical ac-, 
ceplance of Oscar Levant; making 
his return to the networks in a 
role unfamiliar to them. It was 
riot enough: that he reduced Fisher 
to the minescule stature of a stooge 
but such flippant egomania. as “I 
had delusions of grandeur, I 
thought I was Oscar Levant,” must 
have tipped off the looker to what 
was in store, ©n a local Hollywood, 
station, where he has a peculiar 
appeal for the "smart crowd,” he 
is an idol .of sorts but the by-arid- 
large citizenry may not have dug 
him at all. To them his self infla¬ 
tion of his own importance may 
have rankled them after a weekly 
helping of the Combs, Gobels and 
Tennessee Ernies. You’ve got to 
understand this guy to enjoy him 
arid;his educated asides. I 

Once parked on a’piano bench 
and his fingers deftly stroking the: 
keys, he must have caught up in 
their favor. None* ca.n gainsay his 
artistry is of high order and of 
especial appeal was his accomp for 
Fisher on the songs of George 
Gershwin: and A1 Jolson. His eriidi- 
tiori. is- best expressed riiusically. 
Fisher is gradually moving info 
the sphere of JOlsonia and there 
are those who believe that with 
more maturity he may yet achieve 
the dist’riction. as the great Jolie’s 
successor. 

TWe show’s other elements pro¬ 
vided . Fisher with a . fine buttress 
of pleasurable entertainment. Hack- 
ett, the rubbery-faced m i m i c„ 
clowned through a monolog and 
Otherwise deported in his disarm¬ 
ing, naivette that raised a good 
cargo of laughs; Marge and Gower 
Champion swirled arid spun 
graceful arcs with good production 
backup to set -off their terp:sicho- 
rean excellence, and . Dolores Grey 
banged away at a couple of num¬ 
bers to keep the melodics booming: 
Barry Shear’s direction and the. 
music of Buddy Bregman were 
commendable. Helm. 

Person to Person 
Edward R. Murrow got an un¬ 

expected measure of depth out of 
his Friday <16 > session ori CBS-TV. 
Technical difficulties prevented 
the interview of Huntington Hart¬ 
ford from his 100 ft. yacht moored 
in Manhattan. . In its stead, cam¬ 
eras were moved into the N.Y: dig¬ 
gings of Dore Schary, the former 
studio head at Metro who authored 
and Co-produced the current Broad¬ 
way smash "Sunrise at Campo- 
bello.” Depth has been art ingredi¬ 
ent that has been too infrequent, in 
the Murrow sessions, and Schary 
with a constantly courageous out¬ 
look, that, has made mates of art 
arid controversy gave the. forepart 
of the show a considerable bit of 
inner-strength. Schary also gave 
.his views of the potential of tele¬ 
vision, feeling that video should be 
used, as befits its responsibilities in 

[the 20th Century, Mrs. Schary 
(Miriam Svet) an artist in her own 
right, gave a further, iridication of 
the cultural atmosphere of this 
.household.. 

Second portion of the show 
was devoted to Peter Ustinov, 
who rang up an earlier curtain 
at the Plymouth to make this 
10:45 p.m. deadline from the the¬ 
atre where his “Romanoff & 
Juliet” is playing, to his apartment 
Ustinov is one of the veteran child- 
prodigies in the theatre. He, upon 
occasion, has made some brilliant 
utterances on many facets of - our 
mid-ceritury civilization and has 
displayed a sharp wit arid keen ob¬ 
servations. There were a few lines 
from the Ustinov that indicated 
the -show would be rolling. How¬ 
ever, the interview seemed to lose 
its punch at too frequent Intervals. 
The Frerich-Canadian Mrs. Ustinov 
gave a 'note of chami to the pro- 

['ceedings,: but the full potential: of 
this segment was never realized. 

Jose. 

Playhouse 90 
What the first H-Bomb blast did 

to five men Within 20 miles of its 
center became taut, forceful drama 
in the hands: of scripter Paul Mon- 

ash; arid, it would have remained 
so had it not fallen knee-deep into 
a maudlin wave of quotations, self- 
recriminatioris and philosophy. 
. “Nightmare at Ground Zero,” 

based , on a Satevepost. article by 
Dr. John C- Clark as told to Robert 
Cahri, was a semi-documentary ap¬ 
proach to the many miscalculations 
involved in the 1954 detonation at 

iBikirii of what amounted to 15,000,- 
000, tons of TNT. The. five-member 
firing party seemingly sat safely in 
a hunker outside the fallout range, 
but the mushroom cloud moved 
over them, making their shelter a 
living, radiation chamber. Though 
barely mentioned, it did the same1 

for a Japanese fishing boat called 
the Lucky Dragon. 

All the excitement, of the days 
before H-Hour, Franklin Schaff- 
rier’s remarkable direction of the 
silent scientific action, plus the in¬ 
tricate use of film created a moving 
production. Once the bomb had 
gone off and the men had become 
aware of their circumstance,: th* 
excitement continued at a fervent 
pace. But then came the inevitable 
doubts, the physicist who questions 
the moral implications of his work. 
He doesn't want his- new daughter 
to. grow up in a world that has cre¬ 
ated this bomb, to which the leader 
replies, in effect, "This is a new 
kind of energy, and it can be har¬ 
nessed.” The statement was old- 
hat, and the reply pat. 

Heading the firing party was 
Ba~ry Sullivan who turned in a 
highly accomplished performance. 
Jack Ward en, despite what he had 
to say, made a sharp arguing piece, 
and top portrayals also came from 
Edmon Ryan, James Hong, Herbert 
Anderson, H. M. Wynarit and Carl 
Benton. Reid; Robert Middleton cre¬ 
ated a vital feeling with his expert 
narration. 

The Martin Manulis production 
was ai realistic one, with Albert 
Heschong’s military sets particular¬ 
ly effective arid Edwin Hill’s ^"ht- 
ing most notable. Ron. 

Chet 

Camera Three 
Once again "Camera Three” 

presented a wise and reflective 
appraisal of 'a significant segment 
of American history. In this in¬ 
stance, the highly-intelligent guid¬ 
ing force behind the Sunday morn¬ 
ing WCBS-TV Public Affairs Dept: 
program gave viewers the first of 
a two-part production entitled 
"The Antagonists,” , probing Gen¬ 
erals Lee and Grant’s characters 
and careers. • 

. First installment (18) dealt with 
the admirable qualities of General 
Lee as seen from the torn battle¬ 
field of Appomattax shortly before, 
his surrender to the Union forces. 
Whitfield Conner portrayed the 
general with understanding and 
conviction. Behind him. in effec¬ 
tive, low-keyed scenes, both Un'on 
and Confederate soldiers, were 
able to recount the extraordinary 
military as well as human achieve¬ 
ments of the Southern military 
leader. They spoke With gentleness 
of his behavior at Gettysburg, the 
wilderness arid the rugged battles 
of Spotsylvania and Gold Harbor. 

A particularly outstanding scene 
Was-that; of the General displaying 
| his compassion for the lowly and 
hungry foot soldiers and similarly 
one caught the love and respect 
of both Union and Confederate 
soldiers for the leader of the South. 
A great man’s portrait was painted 
with clarity in the first part of this 
two-program series. 

Music was handled with taste 
under Oscar Brand’s direction. 
There were* mature acting scenes 
by Wyatt Cooper, James Dukas, 
Paul Stevens and Leonard Stone. 
Lewis Freedman produced, Clay 
Yurdin directed and both, as in 
past, displayed honesty of approach 
to production problems. Warren 
Wallace Was the. scripter and he 
too was above par: 
/ “Camera Three” continues to 
enrich the mind and there is con¬ 
siderable : satisfaction in watching 
the series. Runs. 

ISRAEL—The Next 10 Years 
With Chet Huntley, others 
Producer: Reuyeri Frank 
Director: Jack Sughrue 
Writers: Piers Anderton, 

Huntley, Reuven Frank 
90 Mins., Sun. (18), 4 p.m. 
NBC-TV (film) 

In commemoration of the 10th 
anniversary of Israel, NBC-TV’s 
Chet.Huntlet on Sunday <187 pre¬ 
sented a 90-minute complete, in- 
depth probing of the present con-, 
dition of the new nation in the 
realm of industry, technology and 
immigrant integration, with a 
glimmer: of their hopes for the 
future. 

It was absorbing viewing, the 
hour and a half documentary offer¬ 
ing an understanding of the ca¬ 
pacities of the 10-year-old Israel 
to organize its forces, to conquer 
natural obstacles and absorb into 
economy and life a number of im¬ 
migrants far exceeding its original 
population. The various areas ex¬ 
plored were handled jbjectively 
with no personal slant or political 
motiye. 

Huntley in interviews starting 
with Arina Weizmann, sister of the 
late Chaim Weizmann first presir 
dent of Israel, in h!s laboratory 
which she now uses; with the heads 
of Israel’s schools and army train¬ 
ing, elicited full answers as to 
conditions and goals of these 
serious people. The recapitualtion 
of the industrial progress, the 
scientific miracle of land reclama¬ 
tion and the educational progress 
that permits this tiny nation to 
have an Atomic Energy Commis¬ 
sion was fully detailed by qualified 
and dedicated people. 

There was no rehashing of the 
early pioneer days or the clashing 
with neighboring hostile nations 
but in their stead interesting film 
sequences of the Negev with its 
endless sandy waste now sprouting 
factories arid giant steam shovels 
te unearth the cloride salts, the 
phosphate and the potassium that 
are the raw materials Israel’s 
scientists are using for atomic 
energy.; 

The iriimediate task of teaching 
the peoples from 70 countries a 
common language—Hebrew—and 
basic rules of hygiene and citizen-. 
ship; the need for the universal 
military training for boys and girls 
of 18 and reserves up to the age 
of 49, dictated, as a means of sur- 
v’val, the incorporation of all these 
facets within the strictures of a 90- 
minute documentary made for an 
interesting arid informative Sunday 
afternoon, program. ' Rose. 

Steve Allen 
An uneven outing was served up 

Sunday (18) night on the Steve Al¬ 
len Show. Although the vaudeo 
layout was pleasant enough, de¬ 
spite the weaknesses of some stints, 
the major fault was that it failed 
to build to solid overall entertain¬ 
ment impact.. 

Not helping the end impression 
was the "Ethnical-Neurotic Ballet 
Co.” final number. It was supposed 
to be a spoof at modern psychologi¬ 
cal daricing-done on Broadway. As 
performed, it was a silly bit with¬ 
out too much wit or point. The 
dancers were Allen regulars Louis 
Nye, Tom Poston arid Don Knotts, 
aided by statuesque, graceful Julie 
Newmar of "Li’l Abner.” Al§o not 
helping was the overlong stint be¬ 
tween Allen and Abby Van; Buren, 
advice to. the lovelorn columnist 
who has just written a book. It 
may have helped the sales of her 
book, but it did little for the show, 
her outing, coming over the air as 
a piece of unspontaneous business. 

Allen clicked well with deejay 
Dick Clark. They did a funny piece 
on teenage cool talk, using sub¬ 
titles and singing the hepstets ver¬ 
sion of “Surinyside of the Street.” 
Vet LoU Costello registered nicely 
in . a slapstick bit as an army re¬ 
cruit, aided by Allen regulars. Sid 
Gould had his funny moments in 
a "Man of the Street” characteriza¬ 
tion. Ditto for Maurice *Dober- 

(Cohtiriuer ori page 51) - 

JERRY LEWIS SHOW 
With George Jessel, Four Step 

Bros., Connie Stevens, Walter 
. Scharf orch, others 

Producer: Ernest D. Glucksman 
Director: Jack Shea 
Writers: Arthur Phillips, Lewis 
60 Mins., FrL (16), 10 pjn. 
OLDSMOBILE 
NBC-TV, from Hollywood 

. (D. P. Brother) 
Jerry Lewis was ubiquitous, hut 

riot particularly amusing, on sea¬ 
sonal finale Friday. The energetic 
Lewis was everywhere and every¬ 
place during the hour, it seemed, 
but the material didn’t match his 
energy. All in all, it was an in¬ 
auspicious hour, with about the 
only real humor being a lampoon 
on live tv—a skit in which the star 
didn’t even appear. 

Lewis’ humor lacks consistency. 
At times he tries for the pathos of 
a Chaplin; other times he’s as 
broad as Fifth Ave. But at no time 
is there intelligent cohesion be¬ 
tween all this. His closing show 
Friday was an illustration. 

Lewis opened with his “arrival” 
from England, welcomed by report¬ 
ers (reaMife ones hailed by Lewis 
as though they were royalty). The 
sequence developed into a “riot” 
but not of humor. It was chaos, 
not comedy. Next came a pathos 
bit, with Lewis the unwanted one 
at a high school prom, playing it 
for laughs and tears, but not ac¬ 
tually receiving either. It was mild 
at best. 

Sketch on what can happen when 
things go wrong in live tv was a 
good one. at times hilarious. It was 
brief, yet the high spot of the 
show. Sketch wherein George Jes¬ 
sel played straightman to Lewis 
was marked by some very corny 
gags. Four Step Bros., whirled on¬ 
stage with some torrid terping, 
with the star joining in; was a good 
bit; Filmed-in-England seg with 
Lewis and nitwits, a comic band, 
had some fun but was too repeti¬ 
tious, pegged as it was ori one long 
gag. Connie Stevens was okay with 
redition of “Why Can't He Care 
For Me?” Lewis closed by singing 
"Dormi, Dormi, Dormi,” from his 
newest film, “Rockabye Baby.” 
Comic was not in good voice. Sam¬ 
my Cahn arid Harry Warren, who 
wrote song, were billed as guests, 
but. didn’t appear. 

Direction of Jack Shea and 
Lewis was uneven, and material by 
Arthur Phillips and Lewis was un¬ 
inspired. Could be the star was 

J trying to do too much. Daku. 
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PAT CONWAY • RICHARD EASTHAM 
as Sheriff Clay Hollister as Editor Harris Claibourne 

WELL RECEIVED WITH REVIEWS LIKE THESE l 

‘‘Superior production, perceptive 
casting, knowledgeable direction 
and tight writing... one of the 
best of the new Western crop." 

—BILLBOARD 

... kept me at my set right thru 
the commercial! . . . crisply and 
believably written... ” 
—SAN FRANCISCO CALL BULLETIN 

.... a fair cut above the deep rut 
of cowpoke capers.. • ” 

—N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN 

.. claims distinction among the 
rash of TV Westerns!” 

—CHICAGO TRIBUNC 

“.has quietly shot Its way Into 
the Nielsen bigtime.«." 

RADIO DAILY 
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ONLY 5 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP “TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

CURRENT NIELSEN 2 ND REPORT FOR APRIL, 1958 * 

AND IN EVERY NIELSEN IN 1958 

TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” MAKES ABC’s TOP TEN! 

NIELSEN 1ST REPORT 

FOR APRIL, 1958 

ONLY 8 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP “TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

NIELSEN 2ND REPORT 

FOR MARCH, 1958 

ONLY 6 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP “TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

NIELSEN 1ST REPORT * 

FOR MARCH, 1958 

ONLY 6 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP "TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

NIELSEN 2ND REPORT 

FOR FEBRUARY, 1958 

ONLY 7 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP "TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

AVAILABLE FOR NETWORK 
SPONSORSHIP THIS FALL! 

NIELSEN 1ST REPORT 

FOR FEBRUARY, 1958 

ONLY 8 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP "TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

NIELSEN 2ND REPORT 

FOR JANUARY, 1958 

ONLY 8 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP "TOMBSTONE TERRITORY" 

NIELSEN 1ST REPORT 

FOR JANUARY, 1958 

ONLY 6 SHOWS ON ABC 
TOP "TOMBSTONE TERRITORY” 

* for the Purpose of this analysis "Cheyenne” and “.sugarfoot” which alternate are considered one weekly show. 
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PAY 

JOHN 
NESBITTS 

PASSING 
PARADE 

48 exciting crime stories with a point-of-view that makes 
them ever-timely. Dramatized in a documentary staccato 
style that provides perfect entertainment for prime evening, 
hours: Starring such famous MGM names as Laraine Day,* 
Robert Taylor, J. Carroll Naish, Van Johnson arid others! 

MGM-TV suggests that since each film runs 
only 21 minutes, they can be programmed 
as a 25-minute series, offering stations an 
extra profit-making 5-minute segment in 
which to slot news or weather reports. Ideal 
for spotting just before joining or leaving 
the network. 

69 breathtaking adventures in science, history, medicine Or 

geography .. . scripted and narrated with the dramatic flair 
that made John Nesbitt famous. Designed for a family 
audience. Packed with prestige for bank, utility or insurance 
sponsorship. 

MGM-TV considers these 10-minute films 
just right for the advertiser with a longer- 
fo-tell message in a quarter-hour segment. 
Or follow these audience-winners with a 
2-minute sponsored weather bulletin for 
extra profit pick-up. 

write .wire or mom 
TO toac-yp VOUR MARKET 

BEEOREfTS 50U>! 

A Service of 
' incorporated 

R«hcnrd A Harper,Gene/<il Sole* Mgr 
1540 6roadway, Hew Yfcifc 3$, N. Y V ittdson 
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Variett'# toeefciy chart, based on. ratings furnished by. American Research Bu- : feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
reau’s latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m, would hardly 
week, the five, top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. have any children:, viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped bams utilising the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release, year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible Along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer- 
to such factors as the time and: day, the high and low . ratings for the measured tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

NEW YORK 
TOP 5 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIMESLOT 

Arb 
BATING HIGH LOW 

SHARE OP 
AUDIENCE 

APRIL 8-14, 1958 
TOP COMPETING SHOWS 

ARB 
RATING 

1. THE HUCKSTERS— 
Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr, 
Ava Gardner; 1947; MGM; 
MGM-TV 

Late Show ; 
Sat. April 12 

11:15-1:30 p.m. 
WCBS-TV 

/ 18.6 21.2 13.8 74.4 Movie 4 ,....::.___... 
Championship Bowling....... 

WRCA ........ 6.1 
WOR ......... 3.2 

2. THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS 
TWICE— 

Lana Turner, John Garfield; 
1946; MGM; MGM-TV 

Late Show 
Fri. April 11 

11:15-1:30 p.m. 
WCBS-TV 

= 17.0 21.0 128 74.1 Jack Paar Show. ............. .WRCA ........ 5.4 

3. THE AFRICAN QUEEN— 
Humphrey Bogart, Katherine 
Hepburn, Robert Morley; • 
1952; UA, UA-TV 

Early Show 
Tues. April 8 
5:30-7:00; p.m.. 

WCBS-TV 

13.5 14.3 12.3 36.9 Mickey Mouse Club .......... 
Little Rascals... . ............. 
Popeye . ......... i.,... 
Looney Tunes............. 
Amos ’n’ Andy.... . . 

WABC __...12 3 
.WABC_.... 6.6 
.WPIX  .8.4 
.WABD ........ 7.8 
.WPlX.. . . 6.4 

4. BUFFALO BILL— 
Joel McCrea, Maureen O’Hara, 
Linda Damell; 1944; .- ; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

Early Show 
Thurs. April 10 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

WCBS-TV 

11.9 12.6 11.4 .50.5. .Mickey Mouse Club.. 
Popeye .....:............ 
Looney Tunes......... 
Amos ’n’ Andy,/............, 

.WABC.9.7 

.WPIX ..6.1 
:WABD....6.1 
WPIX.  5.4 

5. MAKE HASTE TO LIVE— 
Dorothy McGuire, Stephen. 
McNally; 1953; Republic; . 
Hollywood-TV 

Movie 4 
Sun. April. 13. 

10:30-12:30'a.m. 
WRCA-TV 

11.3 12.3 9.6' 43.9 What’s My Line.. 
Sunday News Special......... 
Late Show................. 

. WCBS . .......29.7 
,WCBS ...22.5 
.WCBS ........ 5.0 

DETROIT 
1. TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI— 

John Payne, Maureen O’Hara, 
Randolph Scott; 1942; 

Premiere Film .Parade 
; Sun. April 13 
. 6:00-7:30 p.m. 

16.0 , 16:4 15.0 42.3 Lassie ...,...... 
You Asked for It....:......... 
Twentieth Century..... ...... 

.WJBK ........13.6 

.WXYZ ........ 8.9 

.WJBK ....... 7.7 
nvr.xv *7 0 

20th Century Fox; NTA WWJ-TV 
“26” Men..:................. . WXYZ  .7.4 

2. ESCAPE-r- 
Robert Taylor, Nonna Shearer; . . 
1940; MGM; MGM-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Fri. April 11 
7:30r9:00 p.m. . 

CKLW-TV 

11.3 11.7 10.4 22:4 Dick & the Duchess......... . 
Bin Tin Tin.... ............ 
Court of Last Resort ........... 
Jim Bowie .... 
Life of Riley:.,............. 
Colt .45 . .......... 

,WJBK ........10.6 
WXYZ ........13.4 

.WWJ ...14.7 
WXYZ ....i... 15.6 

.WWJ .....16.4 

.WXYZ ........15.7 

3. SON OF LASSIE— 
Peter Lawford, Donald Crisp; 
1945; MGM; MGM--TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Sun. April 13 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 

CKLW-TV 

10? . 11.7 9.7 33.6 Baseball ..;. i., 
Wide Wide World ........... 

WJBK ........17.6 
WWJ ..4.4 

4. THUNDER AFLOAT— 
Wallace Beery, Chester 
Morris, Virginia Gray; 
1939; MGM; MGM-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Tues. April 8 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 

CKLW-TV 

8.7 9.4 •8.0 12.5 

Treasure Hunt...;........... 
George Gobel..;..,........... 

WJBK ........12,4 
.WXYZ ........34.9 
.WWJ ....15,8 
.WWJ -.....19,1 
.WXYZ 37.8 

5. THE WOLF MAN— 
Lon Chaney Jr., Claude Rains, 
Bela Lugosi, Ralph Bellamy; 1941'; 
Universal; Screen Gems 

Shock Theatre 
Fri. April 11 

11:30-12:45 p.m. 
WXYZ-TV 

8.6 9.0 8 0 38.6 Jack Paar Show.... . ...... . 
Nightwatch Theatre,. 
Starlight Theatre.. . .......... 

. WWJ .. . 4.8 

.WJBK ........ 4.2 
. CKLW.. . 4.6 

Foreign TV Reviews 
S5S5555S Continued; from; pace' 43 • ssssssss 

each character to such an ' extent 
that they almost drowned out the 
rest of the "cast. Blit as the play 
developed the actors settled down 
to hit 'the right note. Production 
and settings were good. - Bary. 

could touch the superb technique 
of these veteran performers. Nor 
did anything Maxin produce have 
the production value of the film 
clips. 

However, for Berlin fans, the. 
r show was a feast of nostalgia; Star¬ 
ting with a medley from “Annie 
Get Your Gun,’* the show paraded 
“Marie from Sunny Italy,” “I Love 
a Piano,”.“My Wife’s. Gone to the 
Country,” Alexander’s. Ragtime 
Band,” /‘When 1 Lost You,” “A 
Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody,”. 
“What’ll I Do?,” “Remember,” 
“Always,” “Blue Skies,” “How 
Deep is. the Ocean,” “Top Hat, ’ 
“Cheek to Cheek,” “Easter. Pa¬ 
rade,” “Tropical Heatwave,’’ “Love¬ 
ly Day Tomorrow/’ “This is the 
Army,” “Stage Door Canteen,” a 
“Call Me Madam” mixture, winding 
up with a medley from “Holiday 
Inn.” There could be no grumbles 
about the number and variety of 
the songs chosen, but there was 
little to indicate that Berlin has 
invariably been one Jump, ahead 
of most of his rivals in assessing 
public taste; ; * 

David Hughes emerged best 
among the Various vocalists, who 
included Marion Keene, Ronnie 
Carroll and Morton . Fraser’s. Har¬ 
monica Gang. Tommy Linden’s 

. choreography and the . orchestra 
conducted By Eric Robinson con-: 
tributed excellently to a mammoth, 
task, but: Audley Southcott’s des¬ 
igns were- over-fussy.■= Producer 
Ernest Maxin did his level best in. 
difficult circumstances, but David 
Whitaker’s commentary was unin¬ 
spired and corny. In short, thanks 
largely to Berlin’s own action, a 
well deserved tribute to a well 
lcved composer went sadly flat and 

the tribute would have been more 
entertaining had . it been ‘cut in 
half.' Or, better still, left to sound 
radio. # Rich. 

HANGING JUDGE 
With Raymond Massey, John Robin¬ 

son, David . Markham, Julian 
. Somers, John Cairney, Margaret 

Anderson, Gordon Gardner, 
Harry Hutchinson, Becket Bould, 
Leslie French, Reginald Smith, 
James Raglan, Tom Macauley, 
Deering Wells, others 

Producer: George More O’Ferrall 
Writer: Raymond Massey i 
TV adaptation: Whitfield Cook, 

Raymond Massey. 
75 Mins:, Sun., 9:35 p.m. 
ABC-TV, from Birmingham. .. 

A prime aim of ABC-TV’s ambi¬ 

tious drama department is to bring; 
w.k. foreign talent and. plays: to 
British screens. : One of these im¬ 
ports was Raymond Massey in the 
dual role of actor and playwright. 
His play, “Hanging Judge,.” though 
not a vehicle for audience identifi¬ 
cation with its improbable charac¬ 
ters, was set et a racy tempo, , and 
achieved such good performances, 
that, it made. Massey’s trip worth¬ 
while. A major part in achieving 
the favorable result went to John 
Robinson, as Sir Francis Brittain, 
the judge. Massey, himself, gave a 
masterful and convincing perform-, 
ance as Sir George Sidney,. the 
newspaper owner. 

: Plot, concerning the almost bru¬ 
tal judge with a strong conviction 
that the English 4aw is infallible 
until he finally gets, caught up in it 
himself on a wrongful charge of 
murder, was well developed. 
Strong personalities of both male 
leads brought out the last drop of 

NAN MERRIMAN 
With Gerald Moore 
20 Mins., Tues., 10:50 p.m.: 
BBC-TV, from London 

One of the long standing aims 
of BBC-TV has been to present 

leading classical musicians and 

singers of the world to its public. 
In this 20-minute recital, the pro¬ 
grammers went a; long way towards 
furthering this ambition by bring¬ 
ing American mezzo-soprano Nan 
Merriman- to the screen. Introduced 
by. Gerald Moore, who accompanied 
the singer at the piano. Miss Mer¬ 
riman : sang several songs with 
Spanish and French origins. 

•Sets were simple and production, 
straightforward, both of .. which 
proved to right for presenting the 
recital. Moore’s matter-of-fact in-, 
troductions nicely punctuated each 
number. Bary: 

CRY THE BELOVED COUNTRY 
With Gordon Heath, Kenneth 

Spencer, Laurence Payne, Errol 
John, Lionel Ngakane, Orlando 
Martins, Ian Fleming, Peter 
Howell, Claude Collier, Antony 
Wagner, Kenneth Midwood, Jim¬ 
my Lloyd, Charles Stapley, Wal¬ 
ter Horsbrugh, Enid Hewitt, J. 
Grant Anderson,. Frank older, 
Michael SaundHers 

Director: Josephine Douglas 
Writer: Felicia Komai (adapted by 

JosOphine Douglas) 
90 Mins., Wed.* 8:30 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬ 

don 
. Josephine Douglas’ adaptation of 
Felicia Komafs play from the 
novel,. “Cry The Beloved Country,” 
prove d so diluted that the original¬ 
ly. strong emancipation theme was 

almost completely lost in a stilted 
offering, Miss Douglas also han¬ 
dled the direction, and here again, 
the. result was paceless and uncon¬ 
vincing, The production was flabby, 
mainly because the guts of the 
story was missing, and despite sev¬ 
eral workmanlike performances, an 
unconvincing supporting . cast 
pulled the play even further into 
the doldrums. 
: One highlight was the dignified 
performance by Gordon Heath as 
the Rev. Stephen Kumalo, Who went 
from his hick settlement to the big 
city in search of his son only to 
find him convicted of murder. The 
final, almost hippy ending, de¬ 
signed to warm the heart, was 
drawn out and failed to-attain the ; 
desired result. This dramatized j 
version, which was performed in r 
the ehurch at St. Martin’s in the: 
Field, London, several years ago.: 
called for two narrators — orte; 
black, the other white. These j 
chores went respectively to Ken¬ 
neth Spencer and Lawrence Payne j 
who tried commendably hard to j 
brong out the meaning behind the! 
flowery prose, Bary. 

Chelsea at Eight 
Sandy Wilson, author of the long- 

running London show, “The Boy 

Friend,” has written a new musi¬ 
cal comedy entitled, “Oh Henry,” j 
"based ori “The Private Lives -of ! 
Henry; VIII.” . So far he hasn’t; 
found a backer for the show, so j 
Granada TV took the unprecedent- j 
ed .step of airing a 15-niinute ‘ 
potted version of the piece.and in-; 
vited viewers to record their opin- ’ 
ions of the work. The extract was ; 
beamed during "Chelsea At Eight” 
<13) with a competent cast headed; 
by Keith Michell However, al-j 

though the tunes were... tuneful 
enough and the humor suitably 
lusty, it was virtually impossible 
to make judgment on the entire 
play front -such a. brief "Showing; 
Purpose of the stunt was obviously 
to permit Wilson’s, work to be pre¬ 
viewed by impresarios. 

Glib American comic Alan King, 
who in the previous program of the 
series had the climax of his rou¬ 
tine cut short because of a timing 
mixup, more than got his “re¬ 
venge” for. the blunder. Before the 
show title was screened. King fin¬ 
ished the routine from exactly 
where lie had been previously cut 
short. He explained: “Granada 
owed me a minute.” Entry was 
good for lotsa yocks. Later in the 
offering! the comic again scored 
heftily with some pointed gags' 
about the current state of the mu¬ 
sic business and the recent crop of 
songsters—especially Elvis Presley. 
He vocalized himself as the show 
closer on “He’s Got The Whole 
World In His Hands,” with the 
Granadiers. 

Jose Iturbi. making his commer¬ 
cial tv debut, demonstrated his 
pianistic aptitude, but overdid the 
showmanship with a cumbersome 
gimmick- by asking the audience to 
bear with him smoking his pipe as 
he flayed. He explained that it 
helped him to relax. 

From Paris’ Left Bank, where 
they , operate a club, came folk 
singers Gordon Heath and Lee Pay- 
ant; To help create atmosphere, a 
club setting was provided and the 
singers sang, a couple of songs from 
perches- atop step ladders. They 
provided’ their own guitar accom¬ 
paniments which proved to be the 
most musical part of the Routine; 
Emcee Bernard Braden was much 
improved and cut a lot of his pre¬ 
viously overlong gab. The Grana¬ 

diers continued to register as the 
tops with a Couple of fine singing- 
terping interludes. Musical , sup¬ 
port from the Peter Knight oreh 
was faultness Bary. 
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Some homes ore more VALUABLE 

GET AGE homes are a prime example. For advertisers, they comprise the most valuable 
audience in America. Because the GET AGE (the years between 16 and 49) includes families 
when they’re young arid growing when their wants and appetites are most prodigious. It 
includes, too, families at the very peak of their earning power —who are buying more than, 
they ever will again. GET AGE families spend an average of one-third more, per household, 
than any other age group!* 

•Source: Alfred Politz, "Ufe' Study of Consumer Expenditures/* 1957. •‘Average audience based only on home* with housewife as classified by A. C. Nielsen. ***Average audience and. program cost dot* 
based on A. C. Nielsen, JanuoryrFebruary, 1958 (Sunday through Saturday. 7:30rl 6-30 f .M., NYt). Cost per thousand homes per commercial minute for housewife home* (14-4? year* of age) bated M 
programming cost* prorated to include all A. C. Nielsen housewife-classified hornet 
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than others 

The payoff: 72% of ABC Television’s average audience** is made up of GET AGE homes. 
Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. What’s more, cost per thousand 
for GET AGE householders on ABC is $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.*** 

Household for household, GET AGE families buy far more automobiles than anyone else. 
They buy far more food and beverages, far more home appliances, far more of almost every¬ 
thing that’s advertised on television. They’re your most valuable audience. And remember: 

You get them at the GET AGE-abctv 
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META on the Rocks; Entire Staff 

The Metropolitan Education 4 
Television Assn, suffered a blow 
yesterday • Tues.) when Dr. Alan 
WiHard. Brown, prexy, revealed 
that he was. laying off its entire 
staff of 35workers because of lack 
of funds. Layoff is effective June 1. 

META. Dr. Brown, said, needs 
$200,000 to carry on its work'"'dur¬ 
ing the. summer, and expressed 
the hope that it would not mean 
the complete shutting down of the 
N. Y. educational tv project. He 
anticipates that funds will be forth¬ 
coming to restore META to its full 
strength in the fall. 

META has been supported by six 
foundations, Carnegie, Fund for 
Adult Education, N. Y. Foundation, 
Old Dominion Fund, Rockefeller 
Bros. Fund and Avalon Fund. Dr. 
Brown recently engaged Elizabeth 
Bradley to head a fund-raising 
drive but apparently it did hot get 
underway in sufficient time to draw 
the urgent donations. Earlier this 
month META appeared on the CBS 
airlanes in a program called ‘.‘Con¬ 
cept” designed to raise funds. The 
results were evidently disappoint-, 
log. 

Affected in the layoff are Rich¬ 
ard D. Heffner, director of pro-, T-J Honifc Onf 
gramming; Arthur Hungerford, di- | I CO Jieeie fiaDgS UUl 
rector of operations; Arthur Settel, 
director of public relations, and 
Meryl Evans, a member of the 
press department. 

Dr. Brown indicated that he 
would make a determined effort' in 
the next few days to raise the 
necessary funds for survival. 

FCC 

Matty Fox Finalizes 
Hazel Bishop Takeover 

Deal was finalized last week 
whereby C & C Television Corp. 
purchased controlling stock of 
Hazel Bishop, with Raymond. Spec- 
tor, Bishop prexy and Matty Fox, 
president of C & C, inking the 
agreement. 

Spector sold all of his preferred 
and common stock, which upon 
conversion of the preferred will 
represent 836,000 shares or more 
than 60% of common to C & C at 
about $4.50 -per common share, 
This would amount to approximate¬ 
ly $3,762,000. 

C & C will make a similar offer 
to, other. Hazel Bishop sharehold¬ 
ers within 90 days. 

Spector will act as president, and 
chief executive officer of Hazel 
Bishop under a five-year contract. 
The advertising agency' bearing 
Spector’s name was not affected by 
the transaction and 'will continue 
to promote Hazel Bishop, products. 

Radio Review 
STAN FREEMAN SHOW 
Director: Kathy Revner . 
15 Mins, Mon. thru FrL, 11:30 ajn.; 

Sat., 120 Mins., 1:30 p.m. 
participations 
WCBS Radio, N.Y. 

A pleasant Weekday morning in¬ 
terlude is offered by Stan Freeman 
in his newr show' on the CBS Radio 
N/Y flagship. ; • ; V # • 

Freeman, a vet performer, in the 
broadcast and nitery fields, tickles 
the keys with tunes, spins a num¬ 
ber of records and offers Some chat-') 
ter. In addition to the Monday 
through Friday 15-minute strip, 
he’s on Saturdays for two hours in 
the afternoon. 

On show caught Friday (16), he 
evidenced real pro touches. He may 
not open any new paths in radio, 
but he comes over the airw'aves as 
an amiable, enjoyable personality, 
the “boy-next-door” type as he bills 
himself. 

The commercials seemed heavy< 
detracting from the entertainment. 
Nevertheless, it shaped up as a re¬ 
laxed, easy-going 15 minutes for 
the busy housewife*. Iloro. 

Continued from page 28 

to charge* that they have a strong¬ 
hold on the industry via the RCA 
patent pool. 

Hotspot of the week's, hearings, 
however, .was the point that the 
FCC. by carelessness—if not W'orse 
—operates, its licensing procedure 
as a kind of revolving dpor. It 
was . charged that the Confimission 
selects a winner in a contested 
liearing and then permits. him to 
sell out early, for a fat profit, to 
a contestant of inferior qualifica¬ 
tions. 

The general picture,, as pre¬ 
sented by staffer McMahon, *was 
this: 

1. Contested license applica¬ 
tion cases face long and detailed 
hearings before an FCC examiner. 
The Commission then grants the 
license to the one considered most 
qualified. 

2. But there is little or no in¬ 
vestigation when, the successful 
applicant sells his station’s assets 
and. license to one of the unsuccess¬ 
ful competitors, or even to some¬ 
one who w ould , never have been 
considered at all by the FCC, as 
an original applicant. 

Commented McMahon: “Sta- 
- tions have been sold for large suths 

or money where actual operation 
ha-'- baielv begun and where indi¬ 
cations were that the buyer was 
basically buying a channel alloca- 

l;/*“-5>n</e.,the seller had little > Washington, May 20. 

Vi i '-e it . . . „ . Sharp division on whether iiet- 
McMahon speciScally picked out! >voM[S *hould bd prohlbited .from 

C..a!.nti . t.i,e m Denver. The ef ting stations, /other than. 
A..,dd. i Radio ^Television sold, ^ ® national spot sales 
to » s bs.o«uy,<MTim»Me. AtoJ.4#eM ,ras voiced, today iTues.- in 

before / the Federal 
tiU . ' Cominuhicatiohs* Commission, . the operation- and sold at an esti-j ... <. . ■ .... ■ ... 
nva‘.ed' profit *of S2.901.372 over the1 Speaking against the Barrow Re- 

Station Rep Shingle; 
Other Changes in Field 

With 1958 just about having com¬ 
pleted three innings of7 play, the 
station rep field is off to a booming 
start with the scheduled announce¬ 
ment of two more entries in the 
field and host of changes within 
the existing repperies themselves. 

Latest to hang out his shinglp as 
a national representative is radio- 
tv man Ted Steele. He currently is 
put Wooing stations. Another new 
entry into the field is the disposed 
head of ABN, Bob Eastman; . East¬ 
man expects to open his office next 
month and so far has lined up 
WNEW, N.Y:, and WHK. Cleve¬ 
land. Also joining the fold are 
members of the Balaban radio 
/group: WIL, St Lbuis and' WRIT, 
Milwaukee, and subject to FCC ap¬ 
proval. KGKO, Dallas. - 

.Another rep, Henry Christal, 
w'ho currently reps only radio, is 
toying with theidea. of moving into 
tv. Christal, who shuns ratings-and 
sells without them for the most 
part), may have to change his policy 
according to other reppefies. who 
say tv spot selling is based chiefly 
on Nielsen, Pulse and ARB.: 

The changing rep scene in ’58 
has also seen Charles Bernard taike 
over Joseph H. McGilvra Without 
an announcement and the Ram- 
beau reppery take over the College 
Radio Group to form Rambeau, 
Vance, Hopple. In addition to this, 
Burke-Stuart was bought out by a 
West Coast based reppery. 

Ben: Hoberman, a tv salesman 
for ABC’s -owned & operated 
WXYZ, in Detroit, becomes gen¬ 
eral manager of WABC Radio, the 
New York o&o on June L He re¬ 
places Stewart Barthelmess, who 
might return 'to the network side 
of the ABC picture. 

Though it Was only made, public 
last week, the decision to change 
leadership in the Gotham flag) had 
been brewing for several weeks. 
There* are many factors Which 
entered into it. Besides, which, 
Barthelmess has expressed a de¬ 
sire to get back into the network, 
where he held various sales execu¬ 
tive positions before going to 
WABC. 

Hoberman. the new boss, hav¬ 
ing been with WXYZ-TV for eight 
years, is described officially as a 
close associate, of James Riddell. 
Riddell, overall boss of WXYZ, is 
moving to; New York July 1 to be¬ 
come executive vicepresident of 
ABC Radio and ABC-TV. 

Barthelmess and the radio Web 
are currently holding talks about 
his mpveover. He’ll likely end up 
in sales, although report is that 
dickers have not. been limited to 
jobs in that area alone. 

■Make Me Laugh’ As 
A British Entry 

“Make. Me Laugh,’’ the Mort 
Green-Geprge Foster package on 
ABC-TV, has been sold to Jack Hyl¬ 
ton TV Productions for presenta¬ 
tion on commercial tv in. Great 
Britain. Hylton plans a September 
start with 'the show on one of the 

( ITA outlets, utilizing English com¬ 
ics. 7 • 

bo«*k value of its stock. . * ( port recommendation, which would 
MvMahwn --aid further that “sta-! Put the CBS and NBC spot sales 

tions have irequentlv been sold i radio-tv divisions out of business, 
repeatedly before they have done • were Jay W. Wright, exec. V.p. pf 
an\ actual broadcasting and * . ..: KSL and KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, 
before -ta:ions licenses have been and Glenn Marshall: Jr., prez of 
granted.' . WMBR-TV (AM>t Jacksonville, Fla. 

“There arave inconsistency in; Both outlets are CBS affiliates arid 
providing elaborate procedures for i are represented, in the .national 
lieen-in^ to determine the best : spot sales division. 
qualified applicant, only to have'.j7 Members of the Station Repre- 
the ba<is tor the decision shattered ; sentativeS Assn., in their.testimony, 
by a transfer.” . came put strongly for the Barrow 

Rep. Oren Harris (D.. Ark.).’ proposal which would: take .the 
committee- chairman, spoke darkl.v NBC. CBS spot sales division out 
of “skullduggery**• and-- “chicanery” of the station representation field 
in connection With the practices, for other than o&oTs. 

-——^————— [ Not all the testimony of the SRA 
rrr> [witnesses were aritLnetwork. Ac- 
fvv S /lUg, niaiuS j cording to Lloyd Griffin, of Peters, 

Washington, May 20. I Griffin, Woodward, Who spoke in 
The Federal Communications= SR.Vs behalf, “No one is more 

Commission is planning for its aware of the accomplishments of 
usual vacation months this August, i.the television networks than we 
Following the practice of the past j are. No one is . more appreciative, 
few vears. the FCC is scheduling; of the value of netwprk program- 
no hearings or oral arguments durr^ming to our business, or of the im- 
ing that month. portance of network affiliation, 

than we are. Of course, we share 
this appreciation with the network 
affiliated stations we represent.” 

The opposing forces split on the 
issue Of public interest being 
served by nets engaging in the rep 
business, with . Wright and Mar¬ 
shall contending that the CBS spot 
sales division offered superior 
service and procured more biz than 
the indie reps. : "Frank Headley, 
prez of H R. Television and SRA 
topper, maintained that there is a 
conflict of interest between spot 
biz and network tv, and having.the 
same business organization engaged 
in both fields deters free compe¬ 
tition.' /v-. . .. 

Eugene Katz, head of the rep¬ 
pery bearing his own name, appear¬ 
ing as another SRA- witness, called 
for a modification of option time 
as it is currently practiced. Katz 
came out in opposition against the 
Barrow . recommendation . that op¬ 
tion time be eliminated entirely. 
SRA wltnesss John P. Blair, of 
Blair TV and Blair Television As- 

[sociates, called “unwarranted” the 
Barfow recommendation that the 
nets spell out the .'criteria they 
utilize in granting and rejecting 
affiUations and in discontinuing af¬ 
filiations. Also testifying was Lloyd 
Griffin who outlined the role of 
the independent national represen¬ 
tative. 
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From the Production Centres 
Continued from pace 34 

passed a few days here to look, over pilots screened by Frank O’Coni 
nor . . . Sam Fuller, former NBC producer and program exec, is part¬ 
nered in a cafe-hotel in the yalley.. . . Hollywood Ad Club didn’t like 
the way things wrere being run oh tv commercial cqmpetish so with-, 
drew its participation. 

IN CHICAGO . 
Norm Ross and* Dorothy Bond were set t6 unveil a new day tinier oh. 

WBKB until hoods set fire to Allgauer’s Restaurant last week. Allgauer. 
was to have sponsored . . . Bill Taylor,, director at WBBM-TV for past. 
10 years, was fired last week .. . Chicago American tv critic Janet Kern 
in Gotham currently for a look-see ... . WGN Inc. has cut back a total 
of five announcers since a year ago. Present count is 13 . . . Don Meier, 
network producer-director for NBC-TV here, spending the week in 
Champaign-Urbana as consultant to U. of Illinois’educational station, 
WILL-TV ,. WBBM singer Bill Lawrence lays off a couple days next 
week to undergo a . tonsilectomy . , . Beulah Zachary, “Kukla, Fran 
and Ollie” producer, available now for any good tv offers, indicating 
dim hopes for a return of KFO ... Betty Ryan spelling Joan Kohn as 
p.r. director of WTTW while latter tours Europe, and Susan Kaplan 
pinchhits on-the-air promotions at the educational station while Loret- 
t* Lorenz spends five months in Mexico ... WBKB dropping “Science 
’58” and “Books and Brent” at the end of 13 weeks June 13, meaning 
signon will be cut back to 8 a.m. for the summer. “Norm.Ross and Fac¬ 
simile” remains. - 

IN BOSTON . 
Richard P. McKee, son of a former mayor of New York, Joseph P. 

McKee, bought facilities of Key Chain Stations with outlets in. Berlin 
and Conway, N. H„ and has assumed operating control of WKCBM, 
AM, WKCQ, FM, both of Berlin, N. H.; and WBNC, AM, Conway . . > 
Brockton gusted Frank Luther, WNAC-TV. personality, with “Frank : 
Luther Day” turning out a motor caravan, visits to. schools and hos¬ 
pitals . . . Ruth Sylvano, WNAC-TV press is new girl photog for the. 
station . . . A four hour p.m. disk jock show is up for grabs at WORL 
with Dave Maynard, vet platter spinner there, ankling to WBZ-TV . . . 
Norm Prescott, WBZ-WBZA disk jock, off to World’s Fair at Brussels, 
where he will emcee 11 radio shows featuring Benny Goodman and 
orch produced by Westinghouse . Four Preps, Jack Scott and the 
Kalin Twins did Bob Clayton’s “Boston Ballroom” s&ipw ovef WHDH-; 
TV, and Dotty Todd, Connie Francis, Fpnr Esquires and Brookline 
High get spotlight on his Saturday (24) show. 

IIS PHILADELPHIA . . • 
WCAU-TV is going on the air 15 minutes earlier each day. New line¬ 

up has Bill Hart with news at 6:30 a.m. followed by “Mr. D.A.,” “Car¬ 
toon Theatre” and “Bill Bennett Show” ... WFIL-TV’s all night show 
—which features movies through the wee hours of the a.m. is going 
to add an occasional interview. Billy Kretchmer, well-known local jazz 
musician, was the first interview . . . Murray Arnold, of WPEN, aiid. 
Bob Lemon, of WRCV-TV, will speak to members of Pennsylvania As¬ 
sociation of Broadcasters at Galen Hall (May 25). Clair R. McCullough^ . 
of WGAL, Lancaster, will receive a pioneer award . . . Ed McMahon, 
former WCAU and WCAU-TV personality, joins WIP for summer 
months* He’ll fill in for vacationing. Joe McCauley, Jack Pyle and Boh 
Menefee. 

IIS SAN FRANCISCO 
: New KCBS sales manager is Seymour Whitelaw, who joined CBS 
radio in 1951 after leaving Don Lee Broadcasting Co. He succeeds 
Richard H. Schutte, who quit to become Coast manager of Robert E. 
Eastnian Co., radio reps . . . About 420 persons turned up for gala Aim 
Holden testimonial on occasion of the KGO-AM personality’s 35th anni 
on the air—included among 120 wires and cables Miss Holden got was 
one from California Gov. Goodwin J. Knight addressed to. Ann Holden, 
c/o KJBS, gulp! . ,. Frisco pressure’s growing for telecasts of Giants* 
on-the-road ball games but so far Horace Stonehamr-and, presumably, 
Matty Fox—have turned deaf ears . . . KRON, and the NBC affiliate’s 
news chief. Bill Cothran, won a California Associated Press certificate 
of merit for “outstanding news work in 1958”—KRON was the only 
Northern California station to win one ... 

IN CLEVELAND ... 
Westinghouse President “Don McGannon talked (19) to Sigma Delta 

Chi initiation supper . ... New AFTRA officers are Tom'Carson, WJW, 
president; Warren Guthrie, freelance; vice president; Bruce Charles, 
WHK, treasurer; Betty Nickel,- freelance, secretary. Members of the 
Executive Board, Paul Bedford, Jim Graner, KYW, KYW-TV; John 
Fitzgerald, Jim Doney, WJW-TV; Hal Morgan, WGAR; Frank Jay, Pat 
Dopp, Jimmy Dudley, freelance . Jack Perkths *WEWS newscaster 
slated for army call . . Jim Passant, joined KYW publicity staff . . . 
Henry Simmens, WNEW, named WHK general manager with DuMont 
takes over June 1 . ... James Bloyd upped to WEW$ chief engineer 
. . . Bill Gordon, WHK, berthed in permanent WEWS 1 p.m. daily va¬ 
riety spiel replacing Dorothy Fuldhelm . . . John McClay, assistant to 
KYW-TV vice president Rolland Tooke, conducting seminar tv man¬ 
agement course at Western Reserve. 

IN DETROIT 
WJBK-TV is aiding the “Keep Detroit Dynamic” effort by giving 

free time for auto dealer interviews on Jac LeQofTs. 6:30. and 111 p.m. 
newscasts. Also, station is contributing a total of 148 20 and 60-second. 
Spot annourisements, donating 68 station identification breaks and shar¬ 
ing 720 IDs in the “Buy Days Mean Pay Days” campaign. Keith Me-. 
Kenney, sales manager, in cooperation with program director Ralph 
Rust, conceived and executed WJBK-TV’s part in the attempt to prime 
the economic pump , . . Bob Runyon has Been named news director of 
WKMH . . . “Summer Concert” series' by the Detroit Symphony Or¬ 
chestra will be broadcast each Thursday evening over WJR beginning 
June 12 through Aug. 9, marking the ninth consecutive year the sta- : 
tion has presented the series. Sponsors are National B^nk of Detroit, 
the Detroit Edison Co. and the Trust Funds of the Recording Indus¬ 
tries, adipinistered locally by the Detroit Federation of Musicians. 

IN WASHINGTON 
Ted Ayres, producer of CBS’ “Face The Nation,” copped the $500 

Sidney Hillman Foundation award for show’s televised interview with 
Russian premier Nikita Khrushchev ... WRC received five put of 10 
annual tv awards presented by local branches of the American Asso¬ 
ciation of Univ. Women, for following shows: “Other Two Billion”; 
“25th Semester”; “Teen Talk”; “Traffic Court “ and “The Muppets.” 
. . H. Leslie Hoffman, prexy of Hoffman Electronics Corp . will re¬ 
ceive electronics industry’s 1958 Medal of Honor at association’s 34th 
annual convention here this week . . . WTTG’s Max Resnick emceed 
a telethon past Sunday (18) on behalf of St. Constantine apd Helen 
building program . . . “The Russian Revolution,” produced by WPIX, 
New York, has. been purchased by WMAL-ABC for use on its channel 
In. near future^. .. 
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TV Followup Comment 
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man) Gosfield, the same “Street” 

scene. Mr. Ballantine lent a few 
yocks with his magic, act. Beverly 
Kenny did all right with a spright¬ 
ly version of “I Hate Rock ’n Roll,” 
hut wasn’t as winning in her second 
number “What Is There to Say.” 

Ronnie Dauville rendered the lush, 

sentimental “Someone to. Watch 
Over Me” to good effect. Horo. 

Eye on New York . 

CBS-TV’s “Eye on New York” 
was focused on Clinton, Conn., last 
Sunday morning (17). The spot¬ 
lighting was verbal not visual. It 
stemmed from the appearance on 

the program of Charlotte Harmon, 
operator of the Clinton Summer 
Theatre And one of the more out¬ 
spoken strawhat producers. 

Miss. Harmon "was. interviewed 
by Bill Leonard regarding her own 
operation and the stock field in 

general. Such subjects as produc¬ 
tion pressure, packages, temper- 
mental stars, controversial plays 
and tryouts were touched upon. 
There was also a demonstration of 
a performer , audition, with three 
different actresses participating 
and explaining why they were seek¬ 
ing employment in summer stock. 

It was a generally interesting 
session and provided viewers with 

some’ldea of what makes stock tick, 
besides pointing out its value as a 
training ground for performers. 
Vet actor Walter Abel also ap¬ 

peared on the show to further 
accent the importance of the stock 
circuit as an area where a per¬ 

former can • "sharpen his tools 
again” in playing to a live audi¬ 

ence. 
In discussing stars, Miss Harmon 

stated’ that some can be a head¬ 
ache such as was the case <vith 
Shelley Winters when she appeared 
at Clinton. Miss Harmon noted that 
her legit pressagent husband, Lewis 
Harmon, bowed out as her co-pro¬ 
ducer following Miss Winters’ en¬ 
gagement at the barn. Miss Har¬ 
mon, didn’t mention the production 
involved,: but it’s believed to have 
been - “Wedding Breakfast,” : in 
which she starred at Clinton in 
1955. Jess. 

NBC vs. CBS News-In-Depth 
Continued from pace 28 ; 

before the NBC exec committee, 

which passes on all final: program¬ 

ming decisions. Presumably, com¬ 

mittee will hold off on a final an¬ 

swer until the status of “Omnibus” 

is clarified, but meanwhile is ex¬ 
ploring the series from every pos¬ 
sible angle. 

. A certain factor in the NBC de¬ 
liberations is the enviable status 
CBS- has gained, both in terms of 
prestige and more recently, in 
sponsorship, on the news specials. 
A “See It Now” series and such 
one-shots as “Where We Stand” 
and ‘‘Ceiling Unlimited” certainly 
don’t, hurt the reputation of CBS. 
And when a Prudential moves in 

to sponsor some of the specials, 
Columbia feels no pain. With the 
growing commercial possibilities 
offered by the news specials, along 
with the exploitation values inher¬ 
ent in a Bourghiba interview, for 
example, it doesn’t take too -much 
to convince the powers-that-be 

[ that those news one-shots are be¬ 
coming an increasingly necessary 
part of network operations. 

Houston—Non-commercial edu¬ 
cational television will celebrate its 
fifth birthday on May 28 when the 
U. of Houston’s KUHT-TV telecasts 
an anni program from the Green 
Room of the school’s Oberholtzer. 
Hall. 
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SHARP FOCUS ON HISTORY 

AS IT HAPPENS When Explorer I soared into orbit, the story was first flashed to a wait¬ 

ing world by NBC News. Such speed, responsibility and drama are 

characteristic. This year, these qualities have helped NBC News win. 

more awards than any other news service in the broadcasting industry. 

The Sylvania “Best Network News Award” was given to*NBC News 

“because it has taken a big step in 1957 in doing more things and greater 

things with news than it has ever done before.” 

The Saturday Review award for Distinguished Achievement in the 

Public Interest went to the NBC News department for showing “inde¬ 

pendence of editorial opinion... symptomatic of the general emergence 

of NBC as the leader in radio and television news coverage.” 
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The Overseas Press Club, in its annual awards, honored Chet Huntley 

for “Best Radio or Television Interpretation of Foreign Affairs,” and 

cited Welles Harigen, NBC News correspondent in Cairo, for “Best 

Radio or Television Reporting from Abroad.” 

Du Pont honored Clifton Utley, of NBC News in Chicago, “for his au¬ 

thoritative, intelligent, responsible and literate reporting and analysis” 

and because “he epitomizes the best in American news.” 

Eight of the fifteen National Press Photographers Annual Awards went 

to NBC News cameramen. Maurice Levy won a Headliners Award for 

the best coverage of a news event: the tornado ripping through Dallas. 

The NBC News series with Chet Huntley and David Brinkley was voted 

the best news program on the air in the annual Look-Listen Opinion 

Poll conducted by the American Council for Better Broadcasts. “Outlook” 

was honored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews and by 

the National Association for Better Radio arid Television. 

More and more, America is turning on its broadcast dials for the si^ht 

and sound of history as it happens. NBC News provides that history 

with a force, clarity and conviction that have made it, this year, the 

most honored news-gathering organization in broadcast journalism. 

National Broadcasting Company 
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. 1 Scott Mnni to WMCA 
McCann-Erickson’s $60,000,000 

r .. staffer bv WMCA. and the N. Y. 
. • . • • •.•• • indie began a -shakedown in the 

stum will be:split into two separate j one alternate, in effect a varia- daily 3-4p.m.slotthis week, prior 
. jMickages by Clyne.. Each will have j tion on “Club Oasis.” Fred As- 4° his getting a fulltime berth at 

hi,. Mo hour, alternately spon-. taire (live, is another possibility «ep^ 

s.jred by L&M fFisher) and RCA despite his stated objection to a 0f tffe many moves in Gotham 

iGobeh - While both stars may! continuing series. Also likely is radio during the. past few weeks, 

nuke two or three drop in” appear-i “Love My Doctor,” situation com- ! Erhie Scone keeps his 1 to 3 p.m. 
ant es on one another's shows it ‘ edy a la “Father Knows Best,” a ! strip. Arid, under the present set* 

will not he the same pattern as this! Tommy Rpckwcil-GAC .package, j recentTv Seed . b^WMCA^frbnts 

ye tr. McCann : Erickson's additional 'fpoin'4 to'-T ir'*ji.‘'xUi:ly.. (’L**.:t'w€jeik, 
.McC'ann Erickson’s Buick plans.| billings include the Wednesday in a roendi’.p . of local , radio 

include eight specials for Bob 1 night fights iMenncns; $3,000,000); ‘.changes, it \yas .errd unr.'d that 
. t,- „ ,i..„ «inn nnrt m nnn nnn ■ ' Anderson was. with WMGM.) 

I bus” shows In excess of the offer 
made by NBC. 

It's also reported that upper 
echelon programming chieftains at 
CBS offered Saudek an Indie pro¬ 
ducing deal along with a more sat¬ 
isfactory “Omnibus” ..setup that 
would tempt him to pitch his tent 
at 485 Madison. 

While both stars may 

or three drop in" appear- 
continuing series. Also likely is 

“Love My Doctor,” situation rom¬ 

ances on one another's shows . it j edy a la “Father Knows Best,” a 

will not he the same pattern as this; Tommy Rpck\vcll-GAC package, 

y'eir. McCann - Erickson’s additional 

McCann Erickson's Buick 'plans* billings include the Wednesday 

include eight specials for Bobi night fights i Mennens; $3,000,000); 

Hope, also of the $400.000:plus j $7,000,000 for Esso spots, news; 

category, and co-sponsorship with j syndicated shows and the lik**;. be- 
Americ.ei Tobacco of “Wells Far- ’ tween $3.-S4,p0O,OOO for Biilova on 

.. t networks, plus other spots. 

In addition .(hire will be ear- ! ItcCann-F.ri^son hastot optfcn 
marked another' $3:500.000 torn ?.n when he returps 

six additional "specials" embrao!llv* ».“« ». 
ln< other ideas, formats. proper-i expected.-he. will dp a diope-type 
ties and the like. Thus, between nf special shpw. 
Hope's $3.500.000-and . the added / ‘Mr. & JVfr.s, Westinghouse’ 
specials a tola! of $7,000,000 is; On the “Desilu Playhouse,” 
budgeted’ for these supers. . : while Betty Furness will con; iniie 

The “Club Oasis” Saturday-at:9: the commercials, an integration 
p m. slot, which had been held for; campaign will lead Ball-Arnaz into 
“(’any on” and which also had been j the signoffs with an eye to making 
.NBC's- gleam for the Gale Stormi their impact felt as “Mr. & Mrs. 
show will see one of three. newWestinghoiise ” 
contenders. Miss Storm remains: “Desilu Playhouse” idea’-, has 
at CBS i Nestle and P. Lorillard).. been fulminating with Clyne and 
Instead, one of prospects will I Arnaz forfour years. The ad exec 
replace C I.ub Oasis. ’ A decision recalls that'he first broached it in 
may he made this week. ’54 and at that time there .were 

Club Durante ■ (the Sehnoz) * two restrictions—Clyne didn't have 
—■-■  11 the right client arid Arnaz didn’t 

have the facilities for such, a proj- 
IVICAI ACQICTANT ' ect although “Lucy” was just get- 
■UtHL Hvvlw I fill I ^ ting into its: high. However, they 

... tl *■ were still at Motion Picture Center 
IN RAD ID -T V at the time but last February Clyne 
til unw iv ■. ■ reopened it when he . learried of 

DDnni IPTiny Desilu’s takeover of the RKO stu- 
I ItUvUvIlUn dios, which certainly solved the 

_ ... ... . facilities problem;; Clyne took it 
For Ad Agency or Packager up with Chris Witting. Westing- 

■ ■ ■: ■ house yeepee, and latter brought 
E*)«nsTv# working experience in in the company prexy and it was 
Writing—everything from seriptc to buttoned up/ 

novels Clyne says other McCann-Erick- 
Composlng—pop songs, complete son accounts Will make decisions 

show scores, cue end back- on future tv-radio commitments in 
ground music, (ingles the next. 60 days. All have been 
(A.S.C.A.P. member) on tv but are reviewing their: budg- 

Arranging—for fop vocal groups. ets for the future. . Six are cur- 
Castlng—radio, television, legit rently in the midst of budget 

——--—- meetings/ They include Mennen, 
fop industry contacts and references Chesebrough, . Swift, Rival Dog 

“—--——■— Food, Helene Curtis, Derby Foods 
BOX Y-4055-58, VARIETY, (peanut butter) and represent 

.154 W. 46rh New York 35 some $15,000,000 in alternate 
_ J I sponsorships. 

-Tv 
means 

The Q-Tv system of 
positive synchronism 
tion Used on all nef- 
works (no service 
has an exclusive on 
any station} 

Absolutely silent. 

Designed to fit all 
cameras. /. 

Vu in-lens mirror ' 
system available. 

. tailored to fit your budget . .. 

Q-Tv 
NEW YORK: 

630 9th Avenue 
JU 6-6464 

CHICAGO 
5 W. Hubbard 

MO 4-6646 

HOLLYWOOD 
810 N. Highland 

HO 7-9262 

•' Convinced from P-ice 35 , 

guesswork. Though: both were es¬ 
tablished ,55 years ago. .his Cana- 
dim. Home Journal arid The Far- 

; mer's Magazine now lose their 
identities. : 

Four. monthly tradeoapers—/Mo¬ 
tor Magazine. Canadian Baker, 
Fbod in Canada and Canadian 
Jeweler—have been purchased by 
the MaqLean-Hunter Publishing 
Co., L‘ d,, Toronto. Latfer officials 
say th;it few of the staff of Cana¬ 
dian Horiae Journal will join Chat¬ 
elaine but that most of the trade- 
paper staffs will be absorbed into 
the new setup. Weld said that 
none of The Farmers Magazine 
staff would be put- bn- his com¬ 
pany^ payroll. 

While Cooke let it be bruited 
aboilt that his newly-built station j 
at Don Mills, a Toronto suburb, 
was to be for expansion purposes 
of CKEY, Toronto* it’s now known 
to the trade that he plans a tv 
station, wdth the money from his 
sale of publications;to be^ applied 
to new studios and equipment. 
Cooke has not been granted a li¬ 
cense by the Canadian Broadcast¬ 
ing Corp. but believes he has the 
inside track on independent tv 

. operation: in the /Toronto area. . 

From. his publishing empire, 
Copke retains Liberty, arid Satur¬ 
day Night, a critical semi-monthly. 

Bob Bainer 
1 Continued from page 29 

ents in contrast, to NBC’s “proh 
ducing from without,” as witriess 
the switchover of the Fred Coes, 
the Herb Brodkins, the Gordon 
Duffs, etc. 

“Matinee’s” exit; further accents 
anew this different philosophies 
shared by the. two networks. The 
3 to 4 p.m. hour now goes to Ben- 
tori & Bowles and Compton agen¬ 
cies for a brace of Procter & Gam¬ 
ble-sponsored soaps. Whait happens 
to “Matinee” producer Albert Mc- 
Cleery, under contract to. NBC, has 
yet; to be 'resolved.. 

Saudek 
■ Continued: from page 29 

nals of Medicine” which dealt with 
epidemics. RSA, Inc. formal title 
of the Saudek packaging enterprise, 
took an option on “Annals in Med¬ 
icine” in book /form, and it’s 
Saudek plan : to film the series 
with a name performer and sub¬ 
sequently selling it to one. of the 
major medical drug manufacturers/ 

Saudek is presently in Europe 
looking for new “Omnibus” mater¬ 
ial as well as other fodder for the 

■RSA, Inc. creative catalog. 
Meanwhile, CBS has a strong in¬ 

side chance of getting “Omnibus” 
in the. fall, despite NBC’s efforts to 
keep the program on its own' chan¬ 
nels. Story at the moment is that 
CBS has: made an almost irresisti¬ 
ble offer to Saudek* . 

CBS reportedly, offered. Saudek 
Sunday prime late afternoon time 
for a majority of SOrminute “Omni- 

Writers Guild 
. -Continued from page 15 

increase in the minimum rate for a 
‘60-minute show of $1,100 to $1,500 
a script. Hikes were also made in 
other categories. 

Staff continuity writers at all 
webs go. up, with senior writers 
getting a raise fcom $171 to $183. 
Newswriters at ABC and CBS got 
a 7% increase-bringing top scale 
to $182 for writers with two years 

! experience. .NBC writers (who 
l have no overtime provision) in¬ 
crease from $189 to $202. At all 
webs, news editor contract pro¬ 
vided an increase from $208 to 
$222.50 weekly. 

All the, gains are retroactive to 
April 1, and the pact ruris to March 
21, 1960. . . 

At WABD, an indie tv station in 
New York, WGA east, finished 
dickers, and a contract is now be¬ 
ing drafted. At Gotham’s'WOR, 
news scribe dickers are being con¬ 
cluded this w'eek, WGA said. 

Scott, Dorothy Collins 
- Dropped in Reshuffled 

CBS AM ’Best in Music’ 
CBS Radio’s “The Best In 

Music” will expand to two hours, 
dropping Raymond Scott and Dor¬ 
othy Collins, effective after the 
June 15 broadcast. New “Best in 
Music” schedule and replacement 
of “Rusty Draped Show,” says 
Howard Barnes, veepee in charge 
of programs, will give web oppor¬ 
tunity to showcase more new talent. 

Expanded show will follow the 
1-1:05 pun. news on the net, and 
will break at 2 p.m. for another 
news broadcast. Show, which ends 
at 2:55 p.m., will be followed by 
five-minute “Ford Road Show.” 
Program will feature, begirining 
June 22, vocalists Stu Foster; Al¬ 
fredo Antonini with 27-piece band; 
seyen-ivoice choral group and 
Louise O’Brien, vocalist of “Rusty 
Draper Show.” 

Draper stanza begins summer 
layoff after June 27 broadcast. Re¬ 
placement will consist of five sep¬ 
arate 25-minute shows on an across- 
the-board basis. Draper returns 
Sept. 29. Monday and Tuesday of¬ 
ferings of the Draper replacement 
will feature Antonini with boy and 
girl singer, to be named later. 
Wednesday series will come from 
St. Louis* Municipal Opera via 
KMOX. Mid-week show is peren¬ 
nial. titled “Summer In St. Louis.” 

On Thursday CBS Radio will 
continue at 9:30 p.m. will move to 
8:35 p.m. Friday program will fea¬ 
ture the Antonini orchestral group 
with different set of vocalists. Sat¬ 
urday “Stu Foster Show” wiil he 
replaced by 10-minute orchestral 
offering at 8:35 p.m. 

JACKIE RAE TO BRIT. 
ON GRANADA DEAL 

Toronto, May 20. 
Jackie Rae, farmer variety pro¬ 

ducer for: the Canadian Broadcast- 
irig Corp. network, has signed a 
52-weeks contract with the Granada 
tv setup and leaVes here at end of 
May. Blond singer-comedian will 
either do a five-a-week late night 
program, plus himself as emcrie, or 
a 60-min. musical every Week. 

Apart from his “Jackie Rae 
Show” for the CBC arid his weekly 
appearances at The Stage Door 
Toronto riitery. 

Wednesday,/May 2l, 1958 

Pepsi-Cola Will Try 
Again on Tonys’ in ’59 

Despite 2-Time Bump 
Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan Bottling 

Co„ via Kenyon & Eckhardt, will 

valiantly try for .the third time 

next year to present the annual 

American Theatre Wing “Tony’* 

Awards over WCBS-TV, from the 

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. 

Unceremoniously bumped off .the 

air twice in two years as a result 

of difficulties resiiltirig from IBEW 

and IATSE disputes, the sponsor 
is determined to make one more 
stab at ushering in next year’s 
“Tony” awards. 

Phil Rubenstein* executive vee¬ 
pee of the bottling outfit, and Don 
O’Leary, account executive at the 
ad agency, have been assured that 
the telecast props won’t be 
knocked from under them by union 
difficulties in ’59. They’ve been 
sold the notion that lightning canft 
strike three times in the same 
place. . 

American Theatre Wing threw 
a party yesterday (Tues.) at Sardi’s 
at which Rubenstein^presented the 
organization with. a $5,000 check 
despite the fact that his outfit 
never got on the air with its Pepsi¬ 
Cola plugs. Rubenstein made a 
similar philanth^jpic gesture last 
year when last-minute labor juris¬ 
dictional disputes prevented the 
program from going on. Helen 
Menken, head of the - Airierican 
Theatre . Wing, and Mrs.. Martin 
Beck, former leader of the group, 
were on hand to accept the check 
from the sponsor who never got on 
the air, but said thanks neverthe¬ 
less. 

It’s reported that IBEW, one of 
the unions involved in the: pre- 
vious. disputes, also made a sizable 
contribution to the American 
Theatre Wing coffers. 

^ WANTED — SALES AGENTS 
E*tr« Sallini This 

OutstamliM Group «f Tilnltltn Films. |B- 
*‘ud‘V f30 Minute and 

; IS Miaute Filia Swtei. 
T# b« said fa TV fttatiani and Laeal Spaniart.' 

seek Indlrliluals to represent us In war-- 
kets Jorge and Small throughout the' country. 
If yon hare rondel* with lelarlsloa station 
managers nr flm buyers, or with local' ad¬ 
vertising agenoles ni* sponsors, this is an 
unusual opportunity for you to inake aub- 
stantlal extra Income. 
These television programs 'would be first run 
in niaiiy markets,' although certain of our 
"packages*' .have bean sold—and are getting 
high ratings—In key markets throughout the 
country. Tour representation would- be on an 

. excellent commission basis. We supply pre- 
:motional literature and powerful-selling audi ¬ 
tions. ; Write .today giving experience and 
background. You’lt hear from us quickly. 
Box V-3831-58, VABIETT. 151 W. 46th St 

' . New Tork 36 

OUTRIGHT SALE! 
•9 Imlf heir Rim series feoterleg 
televisiee's tep ceekleg shew befig 
mode available for eetright sale by 
prodieer dlsselvlng orgaeluHee. 
Featarieg an literaaHoaally fa- 
mees perseeallty, this series offers 
many posiibilMot In merehaadlslag 
and resldial pleas. Excelleet fir 
stech footage ase. Negatives aad 
two 16mm pr)ots *f each pre^ram 
ie storage. '■ 
For Details Write Box tl. VARIETY, 

154 W. 46th St., New York 34 

Lucrative EVENING WORK 
National conetrn ha* opening* for dlgnifltd 
work evenlnn 6-9. Car naeecsary. Hi«h c*m. 
missions and bonus for alert- men and women. ■ 
Ne canvassing tr dsllvory. 

— Colt, or write for interview 
. 198-ID E. 65th Cfoseent 

. Fresh' Meadows'65. N. V. 
. Olympia 6-3835; 

NEW APT. HOUSE 
170 East 4th Street 

1 Va Rat.. $85490. Vfi Rm.. $125. 
Air-eeaditleaiag Optieael 

Livlag Room. Klfcheaette, Colored 
Tile Beth, leelaerdter. 
lad. aad BMT Sebwey TE 8-2990 

pnnnnvr y|QK*f WeVe travelled some 800,000 
UUUUDIt tOJ • miles all over America to get 
Person To Person on the air these past five years. 

Last Friday night, after the show, we made the hard¬ 
est trip of all . . . just across the street. Our staff, with its 
accumulated service of 125 years at CBS, took along inany 
memories. 

But you're always welcome to drop around to the old 
desks in our new offices. 

Tell us more about your bosses, your clients, your 
friends, even your troubles. Well still listen. 

JOHN A. AARON JESSE ZOUSMER 
and Hid 

PERSON TO PERSON STAFF 

HELLO 501 MADISON 
*But ™t Edward. R. Marrow Who stays near enough to look down into our windows. 
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TV’s ‘Unsung Heroes’ 
SS=a: Continued from pace 29 ===== 

sweepstakes. It was McDermott 
who made the decision to take the 
Danny Thomas show out of its 
four-year going-no where doldrums 
by shifting the show from ABC-TV 
into Monday night at .9 (the Spot 
warmed up for years by “I Love 
Lucy”) on CBS. Within a span of 
Weeks Thomas was a Top 10 hero. 
So was McDermott, but an unsung 
one. 

These. half a dozen or so men,, 
each committing liis agency to a 
stake in from 20 to 25 network 
shows (on the basis of their plan-, 
ning for next season) emerge as 
many things to many people. They 
are shrewd, keen and. calculating 
showmen, first and foremost, each 
alerted to the Shifting trends and 
patterns. But unlike showmen in 
other areas, they’ve also got to 
know how to parlay that showman¬ 
ship into product sales and product 
identification, knowing how,; when 
and where to slot their show. They 
earn their-keep. 

It’s a job as full of frustrations 
as its moments of triumph, with its 
full quota of intra-agency infight¬ 
ing and throwing of curves. They 
don’t always call them . right, as 
Witness Terry Clyde’s booboo on 
the Frank Sinatra pledge of alle¬ 
giance for Chesterfield, with a re¬ 
sultant wave of singer commit¬ 
ments for ’57-58 that found them 
all going the wrong way. 

Frustrations, Too 
The stakes are high and the de¬ 

cisions lofty ones. When a Danny 
Seymour helps in crystallizing a 
Desi & Lucy full hour pattern (for 
Ford) to run off with the season’s 
highest ratings on specials; only, to 
lose it in the Westinghouse $12,- 
000,000 buy of “Desilu Playhouse,” 
it’s a bitter pill to swallow, but the 
satisfaction, for whatever it’s 
worth, comes from recognizing 
such new approaches to maximum 
showmanship. 

They get hot and botheredr—but 
hot for long. If a Nick Keesely is 
knocked out of the Wednesday 
night box on ABC-TV for his Loril- 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 

WHATEVER THE SHOW 
HE'S THE GREATEST! 

DOUG. ANDERSON 
Currently: 'The Magic Clown* 
For BONOMO TURKISH TAFFY oft 

Channel 5, N*w York 
Sundays at 10:00 A. M. 

50'S WEST NEAR BROADWAY 

STUDIO 62 x 25 
. 22' Calling.. f Largt Officii. 

Total Area, 4,000 Foot, 
Garaoo Elevator 

Roasonablo 
MR. ROGERS 

BROWN, HARRIS, STEVENS, INC. 
14 East 47th St., Now York OX 7-OSW 

lard client when a Danny Seymour- 
maneuvers a reshuffle on behalf of 
Quaker Oats in fulfilling a yearr 1 

long quest, the Lennen & Newell: f 
factotum can rant and rave and cry * 
"foul,” but two days later he’s back 
doing business with Qllie Treyz and £ 
all is forgiven. There, are only three £ 
networks in which to move around * 
— peeves and burns have to be * 
slept on and forgotten. 

Berle’s Encore as Trend? . j 
When a Seymour, oh behalf of * 

his important JWT Kraft client, £ 
pacts a half-hour weekly Milton 1 
Berle show for next season, it’s 3 
with a full realization that the day. 3 
of the comic in tv may be turning 1 
full cycle; that If Berle makes it 3 
big again other agencies and other 1 
sponsors will fall in. line in activat- ‘ 
ing the newest trend in program- 1 

■'ming. "But they’re the boys who 1 
incept it. They’ve got to know six 1 
months in advance what the tv 1 
viewer will be wanting to see. Right 
dr wrong, there?s only one higher i 
court of appeals .—. the viewing ] 
public. \ 

• ' ■ ■—— 1 

SHADEL TO ANCHOR | 
ABC RADIO NEWS: 

Taking new steps slowly arid by \ 

degrees, ABC Radio waited several t 

weeks before instituting revisions j 
in its morning news strip, but now 
the network chief Edward De Gray 
has hired former veteran CBS 
newsman Bill Shadel to become 
anchor man on “News Around the 1 

'World,” which commences: June 9. < 
ABC Radio news ' cross-the- . 

boarder stays at 8 to. 8:15 a.m., but 3 
web is jazzing it up by inserting 1 
remote pickups from ABC staff1 
commentators. Hypoed version of 1 
the show, promised to affiliates sev- • 
eral days ago when the network < 
was considering alternatives; such j 
as going out of business entirely i 
or continuing on a curtailed pro¬ 
gramming basis, reportedly will 
cost around $3,000 a week. 

Shadel, in New York, will cut¬ 
away for regular reports from the 
London, Paris, Tokyo, Cairo Bonn 
and Vienna bureaus. News veep 
John Daly worked on details of the 
strip during a recent world hop. 

HU Daddy’In WJW 
Doghouse For 90 Days 

Cleveland, May 20, 
Pete (Mad Daddy) Myers was 

tossed off WJW for 90 days, even 
though he remains on the payroll, 
for signing a WHK contract with¬ 
out notifying WJW management; 

Myers, according to Reg Merrl- 
dew, WJW manager, had* a con¬ 
tract calling for 90-days notice, and 
signed with DuMont, which pur¬ 
chased WHK, without giving 
notice. ' As a result Myers was 
taken off the air. He’ll next be 
beard around Aug. 10. A rock ’n’ 
roll enthusiast, Myers was replaced 
by Dick Drury, formerly of KYW. 

Myers also lost a WJW-TV Sat¬ 
urday night spook film spot.' 

f<AStIEfr 

TV Lampoons Steal Slow j 
At Annual Women’s Press; 

Club Shindig in Capital 
Washington, May 20. 

The impact of television on the 
Washington scene was. accepted in 
format and skits of Women’s Na-; 
tional Press Club’s annual show. ! 
“Out Where, the Jest Begins,’’ the ] 
gridiron - type lampooning musical '■ 
staged by distaff side of the capi-! 
tal’s press corps, , took its theme : 
from the current western kick of 1 

3.the tv channels. 
In addition to seeing the capital 

moVe Westward- the 600 topdrawer 
guests, including nationally known 
names from Capitol Hill, the White 
House, the Pentagon, and Embassy 
Row; heard the (Commentary from 
two NBC personalities, newsgal 
Esther Van Wagonner Tufty, and 
WRC’s Patty Cavin. This repre-. 
sents a far cry from the not-too- i 
distant past when the various [ 
Washington press clubs did not ad-, 
mit radio-tv personalities as active i 
members. 

One of the; most rib-tickling skits 
Was based on the Congressional 
probe of the FCC, an agency gen¬ 
erally considered tod tame for liver 
ly lampooning. Sung to the tune, 
of “Ain't Misbehaving,” a quartette 
of newshens bellowed, their woes, 
with the theme of “Gee Mr. Harris, 
Please don’t embarrass us.” 

Show stopper was another radio- 
tv rep. Nancy Hanschman, produc¬ 
er of CBS’ “Leading . Question” and 
associate producer of “Face the 
Nation,” wowed the. assembled big¬ 
gies with her takeoff on president 
tial aspitaiit Sen. John Kennedy. 

Hazel Markel, another NBC per¬ 
sonality, Scored a hit as Secretary 
of- State John Foster Dulles. 

Show was directed by Arch Lust- 
berg, of Catholic IT’S; drama staff,' 
with Major Albert Schoepper, Ma¬ 
rine Band maestro, in. charge of the 
music. Florence Lowe, Variety's 
Washington correspondent, was in 
charge of arrangements and served 
as vice-chairman for the dinner 
and show. 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

On Ad Agency Front 

BBC Radio’s Tribute 
To Jack Buchanan 

London, May 20. . 
Fred Astaire and Johnny Green, 

musical director of Metro, will; he 
taking part in a BBC radio tribute 
to the late Jack Buchanan next 
Wed. (28). The Americans have 
recorded their contributions. ; 

Show, entitled "The Jack Bu¬ 
chanan Story,”: will run for 75 
minutes in the Home Service 

: Stuart D, Ludlum has been ap- 
] pointed director of radio-tv at the 
; Kudner Agency. The position had 
! been handled on a temporary basis 
j by Donald Gibbs, Kudner, veepee. 
i since the resignation of Myrori P, 
' Kirk. Ludlum held a‘similar post 
; at C. J; La Roche where he was 
also v,p. in charge of the West 
Coast office; .Arthur White has re¬ 
placed Ludlum in the La Roche 
position. . 

Edward Kogan has been named 
director of radio-tv in charge of 
all . program supervision and com¬ 
mercial production. at the Joseph 
Katz Co. He was formerly an ex¬ 
ecutive television producer and 
manager of the office of Edward H. 

; Weiss. 
| James S. Reifsnyder has been ap¬ 
pointed director of the media de- 

i partment of Gray & Rogers, Phil- 
i adelphia. Reifsnyder, a buyer, suc¬ 
ceeds David B.. Arnold. 

Robert W. Bode and; Robert M. 
Haig have been named veepeies at 
the Kudner Agency. At the same 
agency, Donald Gibbs has been 
elected to . the executive commit¬ 
tee. 

Alfred W. deJonge has been ap¬ 
pointed European coordinator in 
the international department of 
BBD&O. He will maintain head¬ 
quarters in Zurich, and act as liai¬ 
son between BBD&O in the U.S. 
and the associate agencies in 
Europe. 

Shorts: Kastor, Farrell, Chesley 
& Clifford and Hilton & Riggio 
which were reported as merging 
last week, have announced they 
are uniting June 1 to form Kastor, 
Hilton, Chesley & Clifford. Com¬ 
bined billings will be approxi¬ 
mately $18,000,000. 

Principal officers of - the new 
agency will be: H, Kastor Kahn, 
chairman; Peter Hilton, president; 
Charles E. j. Clifford, vice chair¬ 
man; and W. S, Chesley Jr., chair¬ 
man of the executive committee 
and. treasurer. 

A new agency, Bernard Cooper 
Advertising, has been formed. 

Campaigns: A national radio ad¬ 
vertising campaign to promote iced 
tea was kicked off last week by 
the . Tea Council of U.S.A. Leo 
Burnett is. the agency for the 
council. 

Relaxacizor in N. Y. City has con- 
. traeted with WIP, Philadelphia, for 

three times per week sponsorship 
on the Carlton Fredericks Show.: 
Contract starts June 21, and is for 

13 weeks. William Warren, Jackson 
& Delaney is the agency. 

: Bristol-Myers introducing new 
Ban roll on deodorant package 
with heavy tv campaign. 

Tintair will kick off heavy spot 
tv campaign starting on June 1. 
Product Services has already pur¬ 
chased spots on 36 tv stations. Cam¬ 
paign will use Terry Moore com¬ 
mercials and will run for a mini¬ 
mum; of 4F days. 
. ,N.. W. Ayer for Johnson & John¬ 
son is quietly testing a new surgi¬ 
cal dressing product in three major 
markets. 

Chi Agencies 
Chicago, May '20. 

Jack Dempsey, former heavy¬ 
weight boxing chan\pT opening an 
ad- and public relations agency 
here with George F. Florey of the 
agency bearing his name. Florey’s 
agency will continue to operate 
separately; Dempsey’s will be a di¬ 
vision of Jack Dempsey Enter¬ 
prises. 

Milton Bram tapped as merchan¬ 
dising and sales promo director of 
Kuttner & Kuttner. 

Robert L. Dellinger of Grant 
Advertising’s Hollywood office 
transfeiTed to Dallas office as veep 
and manager. 

. August Tonne, ex-Earle Ludgin, 
joined Keyes, Madden & Jones as 
production manager in Chi. ; 
. John C. Ianlri, formerly ‘ with 
Grey . Advertising in New York, 
signed on with Leo Burnett Co. as 
account exec. 

Charles Blaicemore added to cre¬ 
ative staff of McCann-Erickson 
here. 

Calvin Holmes, whilom senior 
writer for Erwin Wasey & Co,, 
named copy chief of M. M. Fisher 
Associates. 

PRODUCER • WRITER • PERFORMER 

From Home Offlco to Sorvloo Station. 
SINCLAIR Is 

4<Spot is doing a great job for Sinclair. And/' adds James J. 

Delaney, Sinclair Refining Company’s Advertising Manat r 
#,we now boast the biggest campaign for size, scope and 

duration, in spot radio history. It’s been so successful that 

a questionnaire sent to Sinclair marketers and distributors 

brought a resounding 95% request spot sales 

for continued use of Soot Radio!” \3& 

W rite 

W ire 

P h o n e 

« AN K 
LADD 

Agency producer on Milton Berle Show 
(NBC-TV, Texaco); Jackie Gleason Show 
(CBS-TV, Bnick and Shick); TV version of 
“Angel In the Wings” with Fred Coe (NBC- 
TV, Philco); “Met” opera-radio for Texaco; 
USO Shows playing 28 months around the 
globe. 

Wrote Judy Canova radio show (Colgate- 
Palmolive); performed and aided In writing 
Bob Hope radio show;, featured as “Beetle” 

. and wrote Phil Baker radio show; per¬ 
formed as emcee and comedian in theatres, 
hotels, night clubs and guest-starred on 
radio and TV. 

Produced the yearly Buick Industrial meet¬ 
ing shows playing throughout America and 
produced the NBC-TV “The Arrow Show” 
With Hank Ladd. Also, wrote Kraft Music 
Hall series; performed in Paramount Pic¬ 
tures’ “Las Vegas Nights”; appeared in two 
Earl Carroll Vanities; and wrote radio show 
—Olsen and Johnson and Gertrude Niesen. 

Exclusive Management: LOUIS W. COHAN 
7 West 24th Street, New York Tel. WAtkina 9-0670 

VVesf Coasf Associafe: CHLOE ELROD, Leu Irwin Agency, Hollywood 

Press Representative: JED NELSON. 730 Fifrti Ave.. New York Tel. Circle 6-S470 
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BILL , FLORENCE 

HAYES ^ HENDERSON. 



a new way of going places in the ROCKET AGE! 

BILL HAYES and FLORENCE HENDERSON 

Oldsmobile’s delightful duet*,, 
are doing a greatjpl 
Olds inJ^^Fliifhappy talent 

^^paif'Tiave helpedmodft^o 
sales respJds^fofOlds 

^^frc^ntheir very first 
performance , . . 
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as 
Deals Are Finned for 26 Weeks 

The 13-week bucaboo which-f 
just prior to the current selling [ 
season scared telefilmeries Droved 
out to be a. phantom. I 

Pacts are being inked for at 
least a 26-week cycle. Agency 
execs joined by Some network 
brass who a few months ago 
raised the issue of shortterm com¬ 
mitments on telefilms, now; are 
silent on trying to get 13rweek 

deals. 
Probably, there are more 26- 

week commitments abound, with 
renewal options, than will be ad¬ 
mitted. And less of the firm, tra¬ 
ditional deals of 39 weeks plus 13 
repeats for netwbrk berthed senes. 

But fact remains that ad agency 
and sponsor execs agreed to hold 
the line at 26 episodes, a number 
which the telefilm producer-dis¬ 
tributors can live with. To com¬ 
mit for anything less than 26 weeks 
would be disastrous from, the view¬ 
point of the telefilmeries. The film 
execs cite, upped costs, talent and 
technical crew commitments, and 
depressed residuals in. arguing 
against anything less than a 26- 
week order. 

It seems their, argument carried 

the day. 

MCA TV Expands Staff 
MCA TV's film, syndication divi-. 

sion, now handling the Paramount 

library, has added five new sales , 

execs, j 

John R. Overall joins MCA’s j 

New York syndication staff; mov¬ 

ing over from NBC's network tv 

sales department. John Spires 
heads the company’s European 
sales staff, " ex - Universal - Inter¬ 
national Pictures, where he was 
general manager for Europe, the 
Near East and North Africa for 
three years. He will be based in 
Paris for his new assignment.. 

Dan Dempsey has been assigned 
to the Northwest, area out of 
Seattle; Boyd Mullins, from KRON 
to the San Francisco Office; and 
Jack Robertson, who will be based 
in St. Louis. 

Hugh O’Brian Wants Out 
. Hollywood,: May 20. 

Hugh O'Brian, star for three 
years on “Wyatt Earp” telepix 
series, lias requested his release 
from the series, but refused to give 
a : reason. Request was turned 
down.:: 

O’Brian said “Problem is be¬ 
tween me and the producer.. I’m 
not happy, about it. I don’t want to 
get into a situation inhere our 
problems ate aired in public.’’ 

Detroit—WJBK is using a heli¬ 
copter to presentoon-the-spot rush- 
hour traffic reports to its listeners. 
Called •Traffic-Copter,’’ the craft 
is flow n along arterial routes dur- 
ing morning and afternoon rush 
hours and immediate reports on 
tieups are given by Bob Martin so 
that motorists can take alternate 
routes: 

, A RfcAL 
“DUTCH TREAT" 

One of the surprises of the cur¬ 

rent selling season, according to 

one telefilm exec making the 

agency rounds;’ is the interest in 

kid shows. 
He finds agencies and sponsor 

interest high in; kid adventure 

skeins, a complete reversal of the 
network situation last season, when 
it was argued that a telefilmed 
show' which appealed mainly to 
youngsters was too limited in 
cost-per-thousand equation. It may. 
be the recession. Parents pinch 
the kid's budget the last and a kid¬ 
die vehicle with proper kid appeal 
sponsorship is considered good biz 
today. 

Incidentally, the telefilm exec of¬ 
fering his experience among agen-. 
cies and clients had no children’s 
show to sell. 

SYNDICATED TAPE 
SHOW FOR WOR-TV 

Video tape has taken its first 
step in syndication, with the deal 
between WOR-TV. N. Y., and 
KENS-TV, Sad Antonio. 

Show in question is “The Don 
Mahoney R a n c.h Party,” a half- 
hour western variety-program for 
children, which is videotaped at 
KENS-TV for distribution in ma¬ 
jor markets. 

WOR-TV, one of the first indies 
in the east to install the new Am- 
pex Videotape Recording equip¬ 
ment, has picked up Flav-R Straws 
as sponsor for the show, which will 
preem Saturday (24)- at noon. 

RKO Teleradio N. Y. flagship 
also utilized its Amp Ax recorder for 
last night’s (Tues.) address of Presi¬ 
dent Eisenhower before the Con¬ 
ference of the American Manage¬ 
ment Assn. at. the Hotel Astor. 
Station preemed the technique on 
“Ad World” Sundav (iff)..night'."’ 

Station’s deal with Flav-R Straw's 
is for 13 weeks. 

Gas, Electric Companies 
Cookin’ With Vidpix Buys 
Ziv credits the pioneer tv net¬ 

work rides taken by the Electric 
Power Companies: of America and 
the American Gas Assn, for the 
growing-number, of public utilities 
sponsoring syndicated series. 

The tally of gas and electric 
companies picking up the tab on 
Ziv show's has risen 87% in the 
past two years. The number of 
markets Tn the same period utilized 
by; the public utilities rose 70%, 
according to a Ziv' analysis. 

Heine kens 
I HOLLAND BEER 

- ; (Jen U S. Importers: VAN MUNC»l»C«cb:.%.- 
t York, Chicago; Beverjy. Hilts, ttKaiftf:- 

NTA WINS ROUND 
IN AAP-UA DEAL 

National Telefilm Associates won 
an injunction in New York Su¬ 
preme Court, putting certain 
shares of Associated Artists Pro¬ 
ductions stock in trust pending 
further litigation. 

The injunctiye move stems from 
NTA’s suit against, United Artists 
and others, contending that NTA 
had a prior commitment to buy out ! 
the controlling stock shares in 
AAP held by the Louis Chesler 
group, Chesler was a former board 
chairman of AAP. 

The Supreme Court did not rule 
on the merits of the NTA-UA suit 
arid NTA’s contention of a prior 
contract with the Chesler group. 
It held that the stock in question 
should be held in trust pending 
the trial on substantive issues. 

The court, in granting the mo¬ 
tion, took a crack at the “exhaus¬ 
tive briefs and extensive docu- 

1 ments” filed by both sides. 

—' Continued from page .31 == 

if there was more cooperation and 

more joint program enterprises 

between the two industries. BBC 

allocates about 9% of its prograin- 

ming to American skeins, includ¬ 

ing “Burris arid Allen,”: “Phil Sil¬ 

vers Show,” Jack Benny and 
others. The ITA has an unofficial 
quota for American telefilms of 
about 14%; 

British motion picture interests 
are solidly behind the. BBC'prbject, 
Waldrnari added, The first skein 
on the schedule will be produced 
by motion picture producer: Her¬ 
bert Wilcox. Based , on the real- 
life wartime drama of a Belgium 
housewife to help downed Allied 
airman , back to Allied lines, the 
series will star Anna Neagle: 

Before, returning home Waldman 
will visit Hollywood: and Canada. 

: Cleveland — Henry W. (Bud) 
Simmeri is the new general man¬ 
ager of WHK. Previously he was 
a salesman at WNEW. N.Y. 

RANCH PARTY RHYTHM 
Wins FANS... Wins RATINGS!! 

23.9 CORPUSCHRiSTI -.. 1S.5 COLUMBIA. MO. .;. 12.1 ST. LOUIS ... 16.6 BAKERSFIELD 

NEW YORK 

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF. 
711 Fifth Aveniie, New York 22 PL 1*4432 

DETROIT CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD : MIAMI • HOUSTON 

Source: ARB 

TORONTO 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Newly elected members of board of governors of N.Y. Chapter of 

Academy of TV Arts and Sciences for 1958-60 term are r Actors arid 

Actresses—Gertrude Berg; Directors—Clark Jones, Vincent Donehue, 

Perry Lafferty; Musicians—Richard Rodgers, Vladimir Selinsky; Spe¬ 

cialty Perforriier—Kay Armen; Vaughn Monroe, Paul Winchell; Pro¬ 
ducers—Fred Coe, David Susskind; Technicians—Rick Kelly, Louis 

Tedesco; Writers—Erik Barnow, Herbert Hirschman, Irve Tunick. 

Reelected to the board for second two-year term are: Syd Eiges, 

Faye Emerson, Mark Goodson, Ben Grauer, Robert Rowe Paddock, 

Otis Riggs, Ed Sullivan and Henry S. White. 

Continuing in office for second year of two-year terms are: Robert 

Alan Aurthur, Bil Baird, Kirk Browning, Clayton (Bud) Collyer, Walter 

Cronkite, Daniel Franks, Betty Furness, Bernard Green, Carl Kent; 

Robert F; Lewine,,Robert Markeff, Jayne Meadows, Hubbell Robinson 
Jr. Henry SylvCrn, O. Tamburri arid Paul Tripp. 

Goodson is prexy of the N.Y. Chapter. 

When Metropolitan Broadcasting still went under the name DuMont 
Broadcasting, in the 13 Weeks until March .29, the station chain had 
gross revenue receipts of $3,363,469. Same period the year before, 
company only grossed $1,541,039. ■ . • , 

Metropolitan’s net income, before depreciation and amortization, 
was $461,542 while last year it was $16 287. After depreciation and 
amortization, statirin. last quarter made $56,021, but in 1957’s quarter, 
in question there Was a net loss of $70,656. 

Top American religious musiemakers are involved in the upcoming 
first public performance of a new oratorio, "The: Invisible Fire ’ on 
CBS-TV Sunday (25)' at 10 a.m. Alfredo Aritonini will baton the 45- 
piece CBS Concert Orch, also featuring four soloists, Margaret Hillis 
Choir and congregation of 200 singers. Oratorio was commissioned 
by National Methodist Student Movement and Dept, of Worship and 
Arts of National Council of Churches. Cecil Effinger, Univ. of Colo¬ 
rado music prof, composed the riiusic; Tom Driver, instructor in drama 
at Union Theological Seminary, did libretto. Special telecast Will be 
produced by Pamela Ilott of CBS News Public Affairs Dept. 

Arthur Hailey, tv-secreeri writer, returned from London last Week 
after researching at Scotland Yard for a “Playhouse 90” script. He 
also did a hurrv-up rewrite on his “Course for Collision” which, last 
year Was bought for CBS for production by Herb Brodkin on “Studio 
One” but Was never done due to Air Force objection, and the script 
was subsequently rejected by all nighttime shows for similar reasons. 
This time “Matinee Theatre” bought it and the rewrite had to be done 
pronto in order for “Course for Collision”, to get into production before 
“Matinee’s” last live show on June 13. . 

Maeve Southgate, Hailey’s agent, reports an offer from ABC Tele¬ 
vision Ltd, British commercial network, for “Hour of Rat,”^ which 
Hailey adapted from an English play. BBC is also angling for the 
property. “Hour of Rat” wdll be seen on U. S. Steel Hour tonight 

(Wed.). * ’ - - - 

NTA 
mmmi=z Continued from pace 30.=== 

Jury” and “U S. Marshall.”, In ad¬ 

dition it is now. shooting “Adven¬ 

tures of William Tell” in England, 

and plans two more series to be 

lensed there. 
Abrahams explained that while 

NTA sells quite a few vintage pix, 

including the 20th-Fox backlog, to 

tv, it’s going into tv film so heavily 

because “we are convinced there 

is an end in sight for the income*] 

to be derived from feature films on 

tv. And we don’t think the post- 

1948 pictures will be released to 
tv for some time.” 

NTA, he added, has a sales force 
of approximately 200 in seven of¬ 
fices around the country. 

Kansas. City—New owriers of Sta¬ 
tion KIMO in nearby Indepen¬ 
dence. Moj, took control of the 
operation last week after receiving 
formal notification from the FCC. 
Station immediately is changing to 
a format of news, information arid 
music. 

Announcer 
Vi/anted! 

NEW YORK CITY 

FQR RADIO — TV WORK. 

—If you're rim of the mill-— 
DON'T waste your time 

—If you ARE a topflight tele¬ 
genic talent;—* weH known 
or unknown— 

—If you can bring real im¬ 
portance and style to news, 
disk jockeying, and tele- 

WIRE — Don't Write 
-BOX V-0987-58, VARIETY 

154 W. 46th Sf., New York 

All Replies Confidential I 

HAL HOLBROOK as MARK TWAIH 
Music Hall, Hoastoii: “One of the brightest, most entertaining ects to 
appear this season.” Hoestoe Chronicle, 2/15/58. 

May 25th: "WIDE WIDE WORLD « NBC-TV 

William Morris Agency 

announcer 
NARRATOR 

ACTOR 
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CHARACTERS 
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Want Prelim Tipoff on Proposals 
With the major publishers stay-.** 

ing out, the Songwriters Protec¬ 
tive Assn, met with some half- 
dozen pubbery reps last week in 
preliminary talks regarding a. new 
basic contract to supplant the one 
expiring at the end of this year. 

Although invited to the meeting, 
execs of the Music Publishers Pro¬ 
tective Assn., representing 50 top 
firms, did not show. An MPPA 
spokesman stated that MPPA 
wants a list of proposed changes 
in-'the contract before it sits down 
to talk with SPA. Otherwise, he 
stated, there will be “much batting 
of the breeze without anything get¬ 
ting accomplished.-’ 

SPA execs, on the other hand; 
want to hold . exploratory talks 
with the publishers to find out 
what they think about Suggested 
amendments. John Schulman, SPA 
general counsel, indicated that the 
opinions of the smaller publishers 
were particularly important in 
view of past objections that the 
SPA basic agreement was drawn 
up only in consultation with the 
top firms. 

Disk As ‘Publication' 
In the initial talks last Tuesday 

(13), SPA indicated, that the first 
change it was considering in the 
contract involved the question of 
publication. Under the present 
agreement, drawn up some 12 
years ago, a publisher must publish 
sheet: music on a song within a 
specified period in order for the 
pact to be valid. Recognizing, the 
new pattern of the music biz in 
which sheet music has become sec¬ 
ondary to the disk, SPA is sug¬ 
gesting that the contract be 
amended so that the release of a 
disk would constitute publication. 
If no disk were released within a 

(Continued on page 66) 

Decca Low-Pricer 
Via Old Vocation 

Decca Records Is the latest ma¬ 
jor to enter the low-priced LP field 
with its $1.98 Vocalion series which 
bows next month. Decca is mak¬ 
ing use of its back catalog for the 
Vocalion platters and the first re¬ 
lease of 15 albums will feature 
such artists as Bing Crosby, the 
Pour Aces, Guy Lombardo, Tommy 
Dorsey, the Ink Spots, the Mills 
Bros., the Andrews -Sisters and. 
Gordon Jenkins, among Others. 

Like most Other companies in 
the low-priced LP field, Decca is 
Using four-color covers for the al¬ 
bums which will be pre-packaged 
in a sealed polyethelene bag. The 
pre-sealing feature has facilitated 
the marketing of the low-priced al¬ 
bums in the supermarkets and Syn¬ 
dicate stores where the merchan- 

Wallichs to London 
Hollywood, May 20. 

. Glenn E. Wallichs, prexy of 
Capitol Records, is . en ropte to 
London to attend a board of direc¬ 
tors meeting of Electric & Musical 
Industries Ltd., Thursday (22). / 
; While abroad, Wallichs will 
meet with various . Cap reps in 
France and Germany, He returns 
here June 5 With a stopover in 
New York June 2. •' 

WB Taps Cook As 
Saks Chief; Col 

The new Warner Bros, disk label 
made another step in the direction 
of a fall kickoff with the. tapping 
of Hal B. Cook to take over as head 
of sales and marketing. Cook re¬ 
signed his post of veepee in charge 
of sales at Columbia Records to 
move to WB. Moving in as sales 
director to replace Cook will be 
William P. Gallagher. 

Cook’s switch to WB marks the 
second time he’s been reunited 
with James B. Conkling who’s now 
prexy ing the WB label. Conkling 
and Cook had worked together at 
Capitol Records arid after Conk¬ 
ling moved out to the presidency 
of Columbia Records, he brought 
in Cook from Cap to head Col’s 
sales. Cook had been in the top 
sales spot at Columbia for the 
past three years. 

Cook expects to leave for the 
Coast shortly to huddle With Conkr 
ling Who bases there. Present 
plans call for Cook to head the 
sales and merchandising division 
out qf a New York'office. 

Gallagher, who’s been with Col 
since 1952, has been firm’s national 
sales manager for the past several 
years. .. 

Prom Tune on a Track; 
Chirps to ‘Sell’ Disks 

Oil Slow Train to Wis. 
Chicago, May 20. 

Agents and talent looking for 
new coin might follow chirpers Jo 
Ann Miller and Gale Robbins, who 
are booked for a variation of the 
prom stand.. Singers will add a | 
glamour touch to a. 12-car train- 
load of suburban Arlington Heights 
teenagers who’ll spend a chape¬ 
roned Saturday. (24). near Lake 
Geneva, Wis. 

dise is displayed on racks and sub¬ 
ject to much customer handling. 
: The Vocalion series, which has 
been named after a long defunct 
label bought out many years ago 
by Decca, will be handled by Decca 
branches and distributors across 
the country. 

Publisher Georgeoff Joins 
Lengsfeldejr in ASCAP Suit 
A new plaintiff, publisher Evan 

Georgeoff, has joined Hans Lengs- 
felder in the latter’s N.Y, Supreme 
Court suit against the weighted 
voting system used by the Ameri¬ 
can Society of Composers, Authors 
& Publishers. Suit was filed sev¬ 
eral months ago by Lengsfelder, 
who is both an ASCAP writer and 
publisher, and is aimed at ending 
the ASCAP voting system under 
which the number of ballots each 
member controls is determined by 
bis income. 
: Georgeoff has been an ASCAP 
publisher since 1936. His entry into 
the suit is significant since one of 
the ASCAP answers to Lengsfel- 
der’s complaint • involved the fact 
that, the .latter was hot a member 
of the Society when the weighted 
vote was. adopted in 1941. 

Both acts will be paid In legal 
tender, but beyond that there was 
strong inducement to accept for 
the opportunity to tactfully pitch 
their current records to about 
1,000 pop disk buyers. 

Assignment. doesn’t’ actually call 
for them to entertain formally, but 
it’s expected; that both thrushes 
will pipe; a few tunes enfoute. 

• Normally taking an hour and a 
half by train, the special choo- 
choo will be paced to make It in 
four hours, leaving the suburb 
early Saturday morning. Dansa- 
pation aboard will be backed by a 
couple of five-piece combos, and 
strolling musicians will work for 
impromptu sing-a-longs,” 

Freddie Williamson, Associated 
Booking veep here, set the deal for 
Misses Miller and Robbins. Tab 
for the outing is being lifted by 
the Arlington Heights Highschool 
Junior-Senior Parents Club. 

/ CoFf ‘Key’ Pic Album 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Soundtrack from Carl Foreman’s 
Columbia Pictures release, “The 
Key,” will be released as an album 
by Columbia Records. 

Malcolm Arnold will conduct 
from his own'seore. 

By MIKE GROSS 
The music publisher move-in on 

the disk manufacturing business is 
on the upbeat. It’s a reversal of 
the /pattern set. several years ago 
when the established record com-; 
panics started launching their own 
publishing subsids, arid it’s a fur¬ 
ther blooming of the Wax romance 
that has been putting practically 
everyone connected with; music, 
from small-watter dee jays to giant 
film studio corporations, into the 
platter, production picture. 

Although more and more pub¬ 
lishers haye. been taking . stabs at 
indie disk production, the. publish¬ 
ing industry still Isn’t unified on J 
the disking drive:. The publishers 
In the negative say : “Our business 
is to supply material to the record 
companies, not to compete with 
them.” On the other hand, the 
disk-producing publishers state: 
“It’s one way the publishers can 
get back control of the music' 
business.” 

: Other arguments for the publish¬ 
er-disk ties include suclf conten¬ 
tions as I) “It gives us.a chance 
to gist our material recorded the 
way we want it.” 2) “The expense 
of making a . commercial platter 
isn’t that much greater than mak¬ 
ing A demonstration record which 
Virtually all artists & repertoire 
men demand to audition a tune.” 
3) “With sheet music sales at a 
low-point. We’ve got to look else¬ 
where for profits and disk pro-. 

| duciion could provide the answer,” 
While the pros and : cons are be¬ 

ing kicked around by Tin Pan 
(Continued on page 66f 

■ Maurice Chevalier has. been set 
for a three-album deal by MGM 
Records. According to Arnold 
Maxin, label’s prexy, the three 
packages will encompass “songs of 
yesterday,” “songs of today” and 
“Broadway showtunes.” Chevalier 
currently is on MGM release via 
the soundtrack set of' “Gigi.“ 

The tapping of Chevalier for the 
MGM label Is part of Maxin’s plan 
to nab top-name personalities for- 
special projects when they’re in- 
between contracts to other labels. 
Chevalier was recently tied to 
Philips, European label, which re¬ 
leased in the U. S. via Columbia 
Records. ■ 

Maxin. set a similar deal with 
Rosemary . Clooney Who recently 
exited her longtime Columbia af¬ 
filiation. He grooved her in an 
“Oh Captain” set with her husband 
Jose Ferrer and currently is prep- 
ping another package for the hus¬ 
band-wife team. . 

. Maxin figures that he can get 
more mileage ;out. of the top-nam- 
ers with special., project . angles 
than tying them up with longterm 
contracts and guarantees; to boot. 

Maxin heads foi* the Coast at the 
end of this.w.e.ek to huddle with 
Metro execs and prowl name avail¬ 
abilities. He’s also scheduled a 
Europen trek for June 7 with the. 
object of Improving the MGM deal 
with EMI (Electric & Musical In¬ 
dustries). 

AFM LICENSING FILM 
DISKERIES REGARDLFSS 
Despite the strike of musicians 

against the major film studios in 
Hollywood, the American Federa¬ 
tion of Muscians. is still granting 
recording licenses to the disk sub- 
sids of the various film companies. 
The 20th Century diskery, a sub¬ 
sid of the 20th Century-Fox pic 
company, received its AFM license 
last week. 

United Artists Records, the UA 
subsid, , similarly .received its li¬ 
censing some time ago and no 
trouble is expected in obtaining 
similar okays for the new Warner 
Bros, and Columbia Pictures disk 
operations. ; 

Stereo Wont Dip Price on Monaural 
Disks; RGA’s Marek ‘Guarantees It 

Gogi’s End of An Era 
Hollywood, May 20. 

Songstress Gogi Grant and 
Era Records have finally and 
legally parted company. Miss 
Grant and Era have; agreed 
on a settlement whereby lat¬ 
ter would; dismiss its $7,000,- 
000 breach of contract suit 
against the vocalist and RCA, 
while, freeing her . from the 
diskery. In return. Miss Grant 
relinquishes $19,000 in back 
royalties, and RCA pays to Era 
an: additional $5,000. 

. Suit, in the works for over a 
year, originally started when 
Miss Grant attempted to re¬ 
scind her pact to work for oth¬ 
er labels. 

Steve Sholes, RCA Victor pop. 
singles artists & repertoire chief 
for the past year, has been upped 
to a&r boss of all pop disks, includ¬ 
ing singles and albums. Under the 
new consolidation, Sholes will be 
top man of a staff designed to han¬ 
dle repertoire in the pop, country 
& western, international, sacred 
anj children’s fields,; in addition 
to Vik,. Victor’s subsid label. 

Ed Welker, who had been head¬ 
ing the a&r operation for the al¬ 
bum department, Was shifted to a 
newly created post of manager oi 
special projects. He will focus on 
show albums and special packages 
and will also be involved in the 
planning arid production of all 
packages made: in Europe by RCA 
affiliates. Welker is due to spend 
considerable tiine in Europe this 
summer to line up an extensive 
program of overseas production. 

Herman Diaz, who headed the 
Vik. a&r department, . has now 
been named manager of popular 
a&r coordination and will work 
with C. E. (Chick) Crumpacker, 
who Will assist in the planning. Also 
working out of the New York of¬ 
fice will be a roster of musical di¬ 
rectors and a&r staffers, including 
Joe Reisman, Hugo Winterhalter, 
Fred Reynolds, Ed Heller, Brad 
McCiien, John Comacho, Lee Scha- 
pTro and R. G. Bollard. 

Chet Atkins continues to head 
the. studios in Nashville while Dick 
Peirce and Si Radv will / handle 
the recording activities in Holly¬ 
wood. : Bob Yorke continues as 
manager of the Coast operation. 

The stereo disk jitters now wide¬ 
spread among dealers worried 
about the early obsolescence pf 
monaural LP’s are completely un¬ 
warranted, according to George R. 
Marek, RCA Victor disk v.p. and 
general manager.: The conventional 
monaural disk will continue to he 
the foundation for the business for 
a • long time to come, Marek . em¬ 
phasized, and there is no reason 
to fear that the advent of stereo 
on disks this summer and fall will 
bring any radical changes in the 

.industry’s price structure. Stereo, 
according to Marek, is only an ad¬ 
ditional service to the trade and 
is “no magic carpet to never-never 
land.” 

Victor's move to allay dealer 
fears, that stereo disks may tumble 
the prices of monaural disks has 
cued the company’s decision to 
guarantee present prices on all 
new LP releases, including stereo, 
as well as 80% of Victor’s catalog 
material. In short, Marek pointed 
out, if monaural prices drop, 
“dealers will be able to ship hack 
the merchandise to us and the loss 
will be ours.” While monaural LP 
prices will remain as is, Marek said 
no decision had been reached on 
tabs for the stereo disks. It’s be¬ 
lieved that the stereo platters will 
be at least $1. to $2 higher than 
the monaural LP's. 

In accenting the continuing Im¬ 
portance of the standard LP disk, 
Marek said there were now about 
20,000,000 phonographs in circula¬ 
tion equipped for monaural records 
only. The industry, be said, will 
continue to supply this vast mar¬ 
ket and Victor will put out every¬ 
thing in monaural form. In no 

[event, moreover, will monaural 
j disks become obsolete since they 
j are not only compatible with stereo 
pickups, but actually sound better 
in the new system. 

Marek discounted recurrent re¬ 
ports that the industry will lower 
the costs of . monaural disks when 
stereo gets moving. ’ He pointed 
out that mounting production costs 
virtually preclude such a price 
drop. In any event, Victor’s price 
guarantee indicates that no such 
price revision is in the works for 
a long period ahead. 

Freed Pleads Innocent 
To 2 Indictments, Out 

, On Bail in Hub R&R Case 
- Boston, May 20. 

Alan: Freed pleaded innocent to 
two indictments charging inciting 
to riot and inciting u nl awful 
destruction of real and personal 
property before Judge Lewis Gold¬ 
berg jh Suffolk County Court and 
was put bn $2,500 bail Friday < 16). 

Freed’s counsel, Atty. Paul 
Smith, w: k. criminal lawyer of 
Boston, was given 20 days in which 
to file special pleas. No bate was 
set for trial, 

Alt. Smith at first . Instructed 
Freed to stand mute and enter no 
plea, to the charges and thus not 
waive any rights. Judge Goldberg 
said there was no need for such a 
;course, and if Freed pleaded inno¬ 
cent he could make any special 
pleas he Wished.. 

“All right,’’ said Freed from the 
dock, “Not guilty," 

Freed and his entourage walked 
into a jammed seventh floor court¬ 
room. With him were his wife. 
Jacqueline,, bis business manager, 

(Continued on page 66) 

In Berlin, Gets IS 
Berlin, May 13. 

Benny Goodman and his combo 
flipped a capacity audience • here 
with his Saturday night flO) con¬ 
cert at the newly rebuilt, 12,000- 
seat Deiitschlandhalle. The Good¬ 
man band and vocalists Jimmy 
Rushing and Ethel Ennis received 

la 15-minute ovation after the two- 
and-a-half-hour performance. The 
gate set a new attendance record 
for a Yank jazz combo in Berlin. 
Goodman was paid 30,000 marks 
($7,100) for; the date. 

The New Jazz Circle of Berlin 
directed by Wolfgang Jaenicke! 
promoted Goodman’s stand here! 
Jaenicke is bringing in the “Jazz 
At The.Philharmonic” troupe here 
May 30 and next month is staging 
a concert and dance date with the 
Eddie Sauter hand from the Baden- 
Baden radio station. 

The Armed Forces Radio SerVr 
ice station here, AFN-Berlin, re¬ 
ceived permission to record’ the 
Goodman concert for airing to the 
Armed Forces stationed overseas, 
Goodman is playing next week at 
the Brussels World’s Fair under 
the auspices of Westinghouse 
Broadcasting System. 

ABC-Par’s APT Subsid 
ABC-Paramount Records, subsid 

of American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres Inc., is forming a 
disk subsidiary under the label of 
APT Records. New-label will be 
handled by indie distributors. 
. Initial release of APT will fea¬ 
ture disks by Bobby Hampton, the 
Stereophonies, the Cavaliers and 
the Elegants. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Roger Williams (Kapp). “YOUNG 
AND WARM AND WONDERFUL ' 
(Frank*1 is a clicko natural on 
Roger Williams’ keyboard. The 
melodic line is .rich and clear and 
suited to all programming tastes. 
“INDISCREET” (E. H. Morris*) 
will serve as a sturdy trailer for the 
Ingrid Bergman-Cary Grant pic .Of 
the same name hecause of the wav 
Williams handles the rich melodic 
line. 

. McGuire Sisters (Coral). “DING 
DONG" Sequence*) rings out as 
a jock and juke winner right from 
the start and the McGuires keep it 
going in champion manner. “SINGE 
YOU WENT AWAY TO SCHOOL” 
(Nor Va Jak*) continues the juve 
musical line in a* swinging style. 

try market and it may even have 
trouble there. 

! Ted Heath Orch (London). “CHA 
: CHA BABY” (Zodiac* > is a hip- 
I swinger that doesn’t take; itself too 
| seriously and just for that reason 
j the jocks should give, it a good 
I spinning try. “TOM HARK” 
/(Southern*) moves in the invigorat¬ 
ing Ted Heath style that makes it 
a worthwhile item for the class 
programmers. 

Eddie Layton . (Mercury). 
“BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BRUS¬ 
SELS”. (Bourne*)., gets its power 
from Eddie Layton’s light-fingered 
organ work plus a bouncy melodic 
line. “OVER THE WAVES” 
(Pure*) floats along nicely as Lay- 
ton steers: the. organ. 

McGl irE SISTERS 
(Coral) ...— 

ROGER WILLIAMS ... .YOUNG AND WARM AND WONDERFUL 
(Kapp) ... Indiscreet 

... DING DONG 
....Since You Went Away To School 

BILLY BROWN .............:....... . A:.. NEXT 
(Columbia) .. ....... Once In A Lifetime 

RISS CARLYLE ORCH ..... ........-.... . ROUGH ROAD 
(Fraternity) .. .-- Typin’ A Letter . 

Billy Brown (Columbia). “NEXT" 
(Aberbacht) rides into the winner’s 
circle on the basis of a racing 
rhvthm drive and a hot vocal de- 
liverv. “ONCE fN A LIFETIME” 
(Lowery*) is in the plaintive coun¬ 
try groove lacking the broad appeal 
of its mate. 

Russ Carlyle Orch (Fraternity!. 
“ROUGH ROAD” (Pincus & Sons*) 
Is paved with payoff plays. It’s a 
driving, fast-beat item that Russ 
Carlvle s orch and chorus build to 
the hilt “TYPIN’ A LETTER” 
(Pincus-Sons*) has a tricky idea 
but it just doesn’t seem to work 
out. 

Earl Holliman (Capitol). “TEEN/ 
ACER SING THE BLUES” (BVC*) 

. gets a solid ballad feel ini Earl Hol¬ 
liman's hands • and the spinners 
should go for- it. “DON’T GET 
AROUND MUCH ANYMORE” 
(Robbing is an. updated version of 
the Duke Ellington classic. 

The Peewees (Josie); “BLUE 
JF.AN / CINDERELLA” (Zodiac*) 
nears a routine beat and. vocal 
styling. “TOOTSIE ROLL” (Meri¬ 
dian^ >■ comes Off: the same counter 
as “Lollipop”, but won’t do as well. 

Gorman Sisters (Joy). “SOCK 
HOP” (Oxford*) will .pull tip a 
good spinning record because it fits 
the juve pattern in beat and deliv¬ 
ery. “THREE LITTLE FISHIES” 
<Jo\ * ' gets a fresh life in this mod¬ 
ern takeoff of the old novelty. 

Margie. Rayburn (Liberty). “I 
WOULD” )Rik Page*) will find 
room in the programming circles 

- because of Margie Rayburn’s nifty 
handling of a light and breezy item. 
“ALRIGHT. BUT IT WON’T BE 
EASY” Golden West*) is an easy 
rocker that’s good for: the juke 
crowd; 

. Pat Suzuki fVik). “DADDY” (Re¬ 
public hasn't been treated so well 
in a-'long time. But even with Pat 

.Suzuki/ expert handling it remains 
a tough item for current jock and. 
juke tastes. “BLACK COFFEE” 
t Blossom* will wake up a lot of 
programmers to Miss Suzuki’s in¬ 
triguing song styling. 

Leslie Uggams (Roulette). “ICE 
CREAM MAN” (Planetary*) has a 
bright flavor that will appeal to 
some of the juve jukers, “I’M OLD 
ENOUGH” ‘Planetary*) is a varia¬ 
tion on an overworked teenager 
theme but Leslie Uggams’ power- 
piped stvling is worth hearing. 

Joni James (MGM». ‘ COMING 
FROM-YOU” (Parliament*) comes 
across as a sweet arid likable ballad 
but it will be ai tough item to selt 
to the spinning trade. “JUNIOR 
PROM” Rosemeadow*); fits tire 
seamr.a: goings-on with a pleasing 
but not too uplifting waltz mood. 

Don Sergeant (RCA Victor). 
“TEN MINUTES TO HEAVEN” 
(Mack Martin*) has the kind of 
countr> feel that goes over well in 
the r-Halfa belt jukes and hardly 

..ere else. “THE JELLY/ 
CO VI. MAN” (Fred Raphael*) is a 
folk fla\ored entry that’s not likely 
to get off to fast start, but it does 
have a long-lasting quality that’ll 
make it heard time and again. 

Doc Williams f.Wheeling). “OLD 
LADIES HOME” (Irving Caesar*) 
has. s:i:red up enough noise in the 
Whee’-ing * W. Va.) area to have Dot 
Records pick, up the master for. 
natiorsl distribution. It’s old-fasn- 
iohed and corny but the; whimsical 
dee jays could turn it into a hit. 
“SO USED TO YOU" fAltoona* • 
hasn’t got a chance out,of the coun- 

Dan Terry Orch (Devere). “BULL 
FIDDLE WALK” (Terrier*) fea¬ 
tures a fine big orch sound that the 
dee jays should pick up for a pro¬ 
gramming fling. “COCA COLA 
ROCK” (Terrier*) pops off in an 
oldtime big band way: with vocal 
chorus and all but it doesn’t come: 
off too well. 

Chico Hamilton Trio.(World Pa¬ 
cific). “A FOGGY DAY” (Gersh¬ 
win*) becomes, a bright jazz item 
via Chico Hamilton’s understanding 
vocal and instrumental treatment. 
“SEA-WAVE” (West Coast*) spot¬ 
lights Freddie Gambrell’s piano in 
a picturesque jazz theme that 
should be picked up by offbeat 
programmers. 

Tom & Jerry (Big). “THAT’S 
MY STORY” (Village*) is a .slow 
rocking ballad, that could work it¬ 
self into, a popular spinning entry 
along the lines of their previous 
‘■Hey, Schoolgirl.” “DON’T SAY 
GOODBYE”. (Village*) says the 
same old story in the same old 
rocking manner. 

The . Charmonaires (K n i c k) 
“ONE WHOLE SUMMER” (Coli¬ 
seum*) rocks according to juve 
tastes with, a topical theme that 
can keep the disk buyers and spin¬ 
ners interested: “DANCE TIME 
SHOW” (Regent*) gets a lot of 
Spirit into a familar lyric and 
melody idea. 

Bobby Christian Orch (Phono¬ 
graph). “TOOTIE FLOOTIE” 
(Keith*) follow the line established 
by “Swinging Shepherd Blues” but 
it won't get as far. “EAST AVE¬ 
NUE EXPRESS” (Keith*) fea-. 
ture.the flute in fair instrumental 
offering. 

Larry Wheeler (Glory): “CRY 
WOMEN CRY”’ (Franklin*) travels 

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailor 
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the. national 
market, but internationally}. 

LAWRENCE WELK Presents 

PETE FOUNTAIN 
and his clarinet on Coral’s New Hit 
Record (No. 6.1958), “When My 
Baby Smiles. At Me.” B/W Another 

All-Time Hit, “I Want A Girl.’' 

down the well-trod .rocking road 
without any new twists: or turns. 
4 YOU CAN’T LOSE ME” (Bry- 
dent) is more of the same, Larry 
Wheeler vocalling competently in 
the rockabilly vein. 
* ASCAP. +BMI. 

SEEKS MORE ATTENTION 

London, Ont. 
Editor, Variety: 

I was very interested in 
article headlined, “Canadian DJ’s 
Play Disks , to Death Prior to 
Release:” 

This is a situation which I have 
seen happen quite often in this 
area; For some time now I have 
been wondering, why this time lag 
between Canada and the U. S.? A 
large part of our programming, at 
CKSL. is devoted to new releases 
and In order to keep up our repu¬ 
tation in this highly competitive 
market for getting new records on 
the air. first, it is imperative that 
we get them from the. States. If 
there is. any solution to the prob¬ 
lem I believe.it is up to the record 
companies to speed up their pro¬ 
duction so that the. new disks are 
released in Canada shortly after 
we DJ's (by the way,;.I also object 
to the term DJ) get them. 

Perhaps, while I’m at it, you 
would permit me to get a couple 
of other things off my chest.’ 1. 
How about a little more Canadian 
news in Variety? It would be nice 
to read. 2. Why don’t the record, 
companies pay as much attention 
to the. Canadian Jockey as they 
seem, to do to our counterparts 
south, of the border? (I ;hope it’s 
hot just because some of them are 
blessed with a larger audience.); 

Thank you very much for your 
time. I am a long standing Variety 
fan. -. . / 

G. W. Bascbmbe 
(Chief Announcer, 
Station CKSL) f 

Artist 
1. Original Cast 
2. Original Cast 
3. Original Cast 
4 Sound Track 
5. Mantovani 
6. Eydie Gorme 
7. Lester Lanin 
8. Johnny Mathis 
9. Mantovani 

10. Meredith Willson 
11. Ella Fitzgerald 
12. Original Cast 
13. Frank Sinatra 
14. Original Cast 
15: The Weavers 
16. Ella Fitzgerald 
17; Edmundo Ros 
18. Terry & Seeger 
19. Xavier Cugat 
20. Harry Belafonte 

Title 
The Music Man 
West Side Story 
My Fair Lady 
Around World 80 Days 
Gems Forever 
Vamps The Roaring 20’s 
At the Tiffany Ball 
Goodnight Dear Lord 
Concert Encores- 
The Music Man 
Sings Rodgers it Hart 
South Pacific 
Come Fly With Me 
Oh Captain! 
At Carnegie Half 
Sings Duke Ellington 
Rhythms of the South 
Pete it Sonny 
Cugat-s Cavalcade 
Calypso 

Label 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Columbia 
Decca 
London 
ABC Paramount 
Epic 
Columbia 
London 
Capitol 
Verve 
Columbia 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Vanguard 
Verve 
London 
Folkways 
Columbia 
RCA Victor 

Jo Stafford: “Swingin’ Down 
Broadway” (Columbia). Broadway 
showtunes never had it so good. 
With Jo Stafford in charge of some 
of Billy May’s most inspired ar¬ 
rangements and with her husband 
Paul Weston handling the baton, 
the fondly remembered items out 
of legit’s past come to life with a 
vigor that bounces right out of 
the grooves. Package is standout 
example of everything working out 
right for. the right purpose. In¬ 
cluded here are “Tomorrow Moun¬ 
tain” from “Beggar’s Holiday”; 
“Any Place I Hang My Heart Is 
Home” from “St. Louis Woriian”; 
“Love for Sale” from “The New 
Yorkers,” and “I Got It Bad” from 
“Jump for Joy.” Latter folded after 
an out-of-town try, but it belongs 
in Broadway showtime category all 
the same. 

Lester Lanin: Orch: “Lester 
Lanin Goes to College” (Epic). Les¬ 
ter Lanin makes dancing to wax 
easy. He’s pioneered a society orch 
move to the recording studios but 
he’s managed to pace them on the 
bestseller lists. In this, his fourth, 
for Epic, he’s sure to hold Up as a 
hot LP item. Package contains 41 
uninterrupted tunes and the Lanin 
best bakes them all easy to take. 

Perry Como: “Saturday Night 
With Mr. C.” (RCA Victor). The 
“Saturday Night” in this LP/s title 
refers, of course, to Perry Como’s 
weekly NBC-TV excursion. It’s a 
payoff tieup. To assist him in the 
tune roundup, Como has brought 
in such “Saturday Night” regulars 
as the Ray Charles Singers and the 
Mitchell Ayres orch. It's a tasteful 
round of old and new and the sales 
results should keep pace with 
crooner’s tv ratings. 

Tennessee Ernie Ford: “Nearer 
the Cross” (Capitol). There’s a big 
following for religiosongs and Ten¬ 
nessee Ernie. Fora seems to fit the 
LP - bill. Already out with such 
bestsellers as “Hymns” and “Spiri¬ 
tuals,“Ford seems to have heaven 

1. ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM (4) .. 

2. TWILIGHT TIME (6) , 

3. WITCH DOCTOR (5) . I....... 

4. WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS (8) 

5. CHANSON D’AMOUR (2) . /...... 

6. SUGAR MOON (2) . ., ; . . . .... 

7. RETURN TO ME (5) .. 

8. KEWPIE DOLL (4) ... 

9. WEAR MY; RING (4) ........ 

10. OH LONESOME ME (I) . . . . . 

FOR YOUR LOVE .. . 

SECRETLY ... /.\ ;............. 

SKINNY; MINNIE. ,.1..........V\' 

BIG MAN ...... 

LOOKING BACK ^ 

BELIEVE WHAT YOU SAY ; ,...... 

I’M SORRY I MADE YOU CRY .... 

WHO’S SORRY NOW ; 

♦ TEQUILA .. . 

♦ JOHNNY B. GOODE 

^ IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10] 
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Everly Bros. __ ... Cadence 

..'. 'Platters ..... ..... . .■ .Mercury 

David Seville . Liberty 

Laurie London .;... ... . Capitol 

J Art & Dotty Todd .. 
* *' ( Fontane Sisters .... 

. .. Pat Boone .. .......Dot 

... Dean Martin ... ....Capitol 

. ., Perry Como Victor 

... Elvis Presley ...... .Victor 
— Don Gibson .. ...... . ,.. Victor 

id Group 
Ed Townsend ....... ... . Capitol 
Jimmie Rodgers...... .. .Roulette 

,../ Bill Haley .. 

4 Preps .. .. . .Capitol 
... Nat King Cole ...... ... : Capitol 
:. . Ricky Nelson ;....... ..Imperial 
... Connie Francis ..... . . . . .MGM 

Connie Francis . MGM 
Chanjps ......... ■ Challenge 
Chuck Berry ......, 

locked up. The pattern, is followed 
in this new package of hymnal 
items and it’s made more effective 
by Harry Geller’s orch backing. 
Among the dozen hymns are “God 
Be With You.” “Take Time to Be 
Holy” and “Nearer My God to 
Thee/’ 

Diahann Carroll: “Best Beat For. 
ward” (Vik). Among the things you 
can be sure of in a Diahann Carroll 
album are taste and talent.. Thrush 
has an emotional quality in her 
lyric rendering that taken hold of 
the listener; Some of it is fast and 
some slow but it’s all worth a 
listen and especially a spin from 
the jocks who are swinging to al¬ 
bum programming. 

Miguelito Valdes Orch: “Cuban 
Nights’* (Decca). Miguelito Valdes* 
orch is teamed here with MachitO : 
and his Afro-Cubans In a showcas¬ 
ing of some torrid tempos. Even 
when Valdes is in the grove alone, 
the sound will continue to appeal to 
the hip^swayers. A couple oi vocal 
choruses are thrown in for good 
measure. 

Dukes of Dixieland: /“Circus 
Time” (Audio Fidelity); This is th» 
seventh album put out by thf 
Dukes of Dixieland for the AF 
label, arid it’s bound to do as Well 
as its predecessors. To fit the title, 
they've got some snappy workovers 
of such as “Billboard March,” 
“Entry of the Gladiators,” “Man 
oil the Flying Trapeze,” “Washing- 
tori Post March” and “Over fhs 
Waves.” 

Julie London: “Julie” (Liberty). 
Julie London turns to a mellow 
jazi mood for this LP outing and 
the results are quite effective. Heir . 
Sultry vocal styling is still evident 
but a hip quality has been added 
to make the items more gripping. 
She’s accomped by Jimmy Rowles- 
orch, Rowles, incidentally. also 
rates a nod for his imaginative 
arrangements. 

Moiseyev Russian Folk. Ballet 
Co.: “Great Russian Folk Dances” 
(Epic). S. Hurok has turried Moi¬ 
seyev into a magic marquee name 
in the U.S. with his promotion of 
a hot-selling tour and the Epic' 
people should have a winner with 
this set on name lure alone. The 
Moiseyev company, under the orch 
direction of Sampson Galperine, 
hits a lively and frolicsome beat as 
it romps through the native melo¬ 
dies. On the flip side of the LP, the 
Hungarian States Folk Ensemble 
runs through an energetic program 
of songs and instrumentals: The- 
orch here is Under the direction of 
Baross Gabor. . 

“Paris Holiday” (United Artists), 
The music from the soundtrack, of. 
the Bob Hop.e-Fernandel pic, “Paris 
Holiday,” apparently wasri’t enough 
to build into an LP package so the 
UA boys enlisted Bing Crosby for 
a go-round with his old crony, 
Hope. They duet on “Paris Holi¬ 
day” and “Nothing Iri Common,” 
both delightful items by Sammy 
Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen. In 
addition to. that, there’s Hope alone . 
on “The Last Time I Saw Paris’* 
and ‘‘April In Paris” and there’s 
Joe Lllley copducting the orch on 
his pic themes. It all makes for a 
good trailer. 

Mark Monte it The Continentalst 
Dancing at the Habana Hilton’* 

(Jubilee). Mark Monte is an old 
hand when it comes to laying down 
a terp beat. In this package, pegged 
around his chores at the Habana 
Hilton, Monte mixes up the south- 
qf-the-border beat in a way that’s 
bound: to keep the home-terpers 
active and happy. There are med¬ 
leys of rhumba; cha-cha-cha and 
bolero with some mambos thrown 
in to help round out a lilting latino 
act. Gros. 
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R&R Takes Over Toreador Top 
Algiers, May. 13. 

The Platters, now barnstorming North Africa, are clicking in the 
bullring circuit. Bullfight impresario Paul Barriers bought the 
U: S. combo for the Oran Arena; for one afternoon performance at 
the usual corrida hour, 4 p.m., and the rock ’n’ rollers drew: a 
capacity house of 14,000. It fact, it was over-capacity since 21,000 
admissions were sold. That kind of bad arithmetic led to a riot 
when the police lines were broken and 11 local fans were put into 
the local lockup. 

Barriere is now trying to get the Platters for a two-week tour of. 
bullrings in Spain, Portugal and southern Trance after the group 
completes.their series of dates in Brussels, Paris and Israel where! 
they, open for 10 days on July 4. The Platters are doing six shows 
in Algiers. 

Trench military authorities cancelled one date in this country 
because of heavy guerrilla warfare at Bone. The Platters also are 
due for a two-day stand in Tunis before reporting to Milan for 
another film, an Italo-American co-production deal for Universal 
release. Buck Ram, the Platters' manager, is writing the music for 

■the pic. 

Boom in stereophonic disks and players is just around the corner. 
Hottest report is that the major manufacturers plan stereo-only phonos 
by spring of next year. What’s more certain, according to high trade 
sources, is that by the first quarter of ’59, all phonos over $90 will be 
stereo, witb^many so equipped to sell for less that that 

Industry accord on the so-called 45r45 system (to designate angle of 
record groove)* has manufacturers rushing to complete their stereo 
lines, and virtually every significant name In the field is expected -to 
be'represented in the. first full showing at the Music Industry! Trade 
Show starting July 21 in Chicago. What stereo will mean to the econ- 
dmy is indicated by Karl Jensen, head of Jensen Industries (phono 
needles), who forecasts stereo disk sales of $800,000,000 by 1962—twice 
the volume racked up -last year. Jensen thinks LP record sales will 
continue on the upbeat for the next year or two, but expects a decline 
to set in by 1960 is consumer conversion to stereo begins to make 
itself felt. 

Max Steiner and Andre Previn are the first two recipients of the 
Screen Composers Assn.’s first annual awards “for outstanding achieve- 

(Continued on page 62) . 

4 Aces' A1 Alberts Gives 
R&R 20 Years; Sez The 

Best’ Will Be Standards 
Ottawa, May 20. 

! Rock *n’ roll is good for another 
20 years; A1 Alberts thinly, but 
the “wild” r&r is on Its. Way out. 
And the best of r&r—“rock *n* roll 
ballads like Everly Bros.’ ‘Dream,* 
Pat Boone’s ‘Wonderful Time Up 
There/ Paul Anka’s ‘Crazy Love”' 
—’will become standards, like the 
best of blues, dixie and bop. That 
includes the “uptempo religioso” 
numbers that he sees; as a trend. 

Whatever happens, Alberts 
should worry! He’s playing both 
sidles of the boulevard. Leader of 
ballad-trademarkedFour Aces de¬ 
votes every spare hour outside 
singing to rock /’n* roll,” hie told 
Variett here last week. Aces, then 
in for 10 days at J. P. Maloney’s 
Chauciere Rose Room, are current¬ 
ly in Alberts’ hometown, Philadel¬ 
phia. at Sciolla’s Supper Club. 

Alberts owns two pubbbries — 
Springton Music (ASGAPr-hie’S an 
ASCAP ;Songsmith ! himself) and 
Alstel Music (BMI). They publish 
and Genius Records, which he also 
owns, does nothing but r&r. He’s 
an independent producer, digging 
up tailented groups, cutting them 
and leasing the masters to any 
major label he can interest. He also 
writes some of the rocking tunes 
his discoveries wax. 

Will the Tour Aces go r&r? Prob¬ 
ably not, says Alberts. “We’ve done 
fringe things like ‘Rock ’n’ Roll 
Rhapsody* arid our new one ‘Satur¬ 
day Night Swingout,’ but most, all 
the mail and talk we get congratu¬ 
lates us on sticking to ballads, so 
we likely will.” 

“Who's gonna take over after the 
ill r • | > p . p | I boss is gone?” was the big question 
Align AltilCK $ Up-t0-t0i m musician circles last week u 
■ r . . . . 0n n ; James Caesar Petrillo announced 
As T.ncrm^nncr A&K DOSS wm not aGcent renomint- 

® ... . j to succeed himself as presi- 
A n T7. May 20* j dent of the American Federation of 

I ■ Allen Emick is exiting Capitol Musicians at the annual convention 
Records’ engineering staff to sup-j opening in Philadelphia June 2. 

I plant Lowell Trank at Columbia After 18 years as prexy Petrillo 
Records, . Latter, wh<> recently (has so dominated ATM affairs that 
joined Warners’ newly-formedl la- j there is. at the present time, no No 
bel. was responsible for buildin? ‘ 9 ctrnnom.n _i_. ’ _ - 

ui 

Bagley (LA.) But Don't ‘Bury Caesar 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 

-Variety- 
Survey of retail album best 

sellers based on reports from. lead-. 
trig, stores and showing comparative 
ratings for this, week and last.. 

National 
Rating1 

This Last 
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title 

MUSIC MAN (Capitol) . 
'Original Cast (WAO 990).. i io 2 2 1 1 2 5 
SOUTH PACITIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032). . . 2 6 1 1 4 2 1 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny's Grtest Hits (CL 1133) .. 3 3 v .. 2 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) - 
Come Fly With Me (W .$20), 2 6 .10 

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090) ... 3 4 . 
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia): 
Original Cast. (B 2579-80).. .. . 8 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Gents Forever (LL 3032) .. . .... .. 6 .. 4 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Golden Records (LPM 1707). 5 9 .. 10 

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Till (KL 1081) 5 .. 5 .. 

9B 9 
, JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia); 
Warm (CL 1078) .. .. .. .. 3 8 1 9 

JONAH JONES (Capitol). 
Swinging on Broadway (T 963) 8 

12 13 
WAYNE KING (Decca) 
Dream Time (DL 8663).. 7 9 .... 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046) . 7 .., 8 3 

14 15 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
This Is Sinatra Vol II (W 982) 

15 19 
CARMEN CAVALLARO (Decca) 
Remember DuchinfDL 8661): . .. ..8 8 

16A 18 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 

: Fabulous. Fifties (KXL 5000).. 

r.Uuu. w ■ reimios retirement has thus 
rector , of engineering at Col. will created a wide-open scramble for 
hold down .the artist & repertoire the top post and.lt’s expected that 
berth. [delegations to the convention will 

— “ : " [ be pushing favorite son candidates 
<A_ iLa I I Q V !fror" their own areas. Prominently 

Ury $ VH tug L6Y66, tf. T> /mentioned for the prexv spot at 

San Francisco. May 20. \ Charles L. Bagley. 
Edward (Kid) Ory, the Dixieland ■£rJ“'4Y*p' California, and. 

trombonist, said last week he’ll jV Manuti, president of Local 802, 
open his own club on Frisco’s 
waterfront late next month. While normally it could be ex- 

Ory has applied for transfer of PeGted that the next AFM prez 
the liquor license now held .by. y™ come from the board, the1 
Peggy Tolk-Wafkins,; who operated - * X- supporters of Manuti, who Is 
the now-defunct Tin Angel: He’ll. not a hoard member, are placing 
call the place “On the Levee,” . ^raaf slRniLcance on a phrase In 
hopes to open by June. 27 and re- "Utrillo s resignation announce- 
ported: , ment, “the position requires a vig- 

“Peggy'called me and said she orous, younger man with bright 
Was broke and asked me if I new ideas.” 
wanted to buy th^ place. I said 1 j Manuti 46 Pin. m* 
did. I don’t know exactly how ,w 
much It’ll cost.” * fIi orking for Manuti is the fact 

that he is only in his 40s, that he 
is the president of the biggest local 
in the Federation and that he Is 

, probably the most widely known 
figure in the union next to Petril¬ 
lo himself. While the attitude of 
the smaller locals has been tradi- 

• tionally cool to New York, Manuti 
! has countered this attitude bv h!f 
firm support of the Music Perform¬ 
ance Trust Funds and his repulse, of 
the attempts of Cecil Read, Coast 
insurgent who has set up his own 
musicians group, to get a foothold 

. in the east. 

Manuti has not yet coclared 
himself a candidate but if any kind 
of boom develops for him at the 
convention, there’s no question" 

"aut that he’ll accept the nomina¬ 
tion. Mahuti’s advocates within 
Local 802 claim that support from 

• local’s throughout the country have 
been received in the past few days. 

Now 66 years old, Petrillo, who 
: will retain his $20,000 post as prexy 
of the Chicago local, claimed that 

j while not sick, he was “tired.” He 
j has been advised bv physician? to 
i ‘"take things easy.” It’s known that 
/the various lawsuits against the 
AFM, generated riiainly by the dis¬ 
sident musicians on the Coast, 
have taken their toll on Petrillo 

i who has been the main target for 
j all attacks against the AFM. Petril- 
; 16 stated that he would have liked 
• to stay on until the suits have been 
•settled, but lawyers have advised 
him that the court actions could 
still go on for years. 

Don’t Discount Top Banana 
Some union observers see an 

outside chance that Petrillo could 
be persuaded to remain as presi¬ 
dent of the AFM if it’s proved to 

. him that the union is in too great 
La crisis to be without his leader¬ 

ship. Petrillo’s resignation still 
^leaves the acceptance uo to the 

V membership since the AFM prexy 
«stated that “I hope and pray the 
. delegates to this convention will 

, respect my wishes by not nominat- 
I'ir.g me for the presidency of our 

great organization, and if nominat- 
‘ ed, by permitting me to withdraw.” 
It’s believed, however, that Petril¬ 
lo will take another term orily un¬ 
der extreme circumstances. 

1 3 4 167 

122 

3 100 

10 1 68 

64 

3 5 5 61 

10 59 

7r. 53 

2 35 

35 

27 

10 

3 20 

8 18 

6 17 

16B 
ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi) 
Taboo (R 806) ,. ; . - €‘7 .. 
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) . 
Nearer the. Cross . (T 1005).. ... 

18B 14 
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol) . 
Late Late Show (T 876) .... 

20A .. 
MANTOVANI (London)-. 
Film Encores (LL 1700). : 

FOUR ACES (Decca) - 
Hits From Hollyw’d (DL 8693) r.- .10 ... 3 7 

22 20 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740) 

23 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol). ' 
Soundtrack IS AO 595) .. .7 8 9 13 

24 17 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sail Along (DLP 3100).. 

25 16 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071),. io; 7 10 

Hawaii's New ASCAP Rep 

Honolulu. May 20. 
ASCAP has appointed Don Mc- 

Diarmid Jr.,; manager of the rec- 
ord division of Nylen Bros., as its 
representative in Hawaii. Heil 
take immediate steps to clamp 
down on “many” night clubs and 
cocktail lounges that are using 
ASCAP music without royalty pay¬ 
ments. - 

Hawaii's radio and tv stations 
and major hotels and theatres have 
carried ASCAP licenses for years. 

McDiarmid’s father, incidentally 
is a composer member of ASCAP. 
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New York 
Omitted from the film review 

of "Let's Rock" in the May 7 
Variety were cleffer credits to 
Don Gohman (music) and Har 
Uackady i lyrics). Their tunes are 
“Two Perfect Strangers ,” “Casual" 
and “There Are Times” . . . Jose 
Melis will record “Sweet and Love- 
■lv-” theme from 20th-Fox’s “Ten 

. North Frederick," for Seeco ... . 
Beloek Instrument Corp. is enter¬ 
ing the stereo field with a new di¬ 
vision to be known as Beloek Re¬ 
cording Co. . . . France's Grand 
Prix du Disque has been copped by 
Ray Charles’ Atlantic LP simply 
tagged “Rav Charles." 

a one-nighter ait Sweet’s: Ballroom, 
Oakland, mid-Juiie . ; . .Freddie 
Gambrell into the Jazz Workshop 
. . y Constance Moore opens at Bim¬ 
bo's 365 Club tomorrow (Thurs.). 

Pittsburgh 
Vagabonds check into the Holi¬ 

day House July <4 for two Weeks 
. . . Pittsburgh Symphony has 
sighed new two-year contract with 
Local 60 calling for first hike in 
minimum wage scale in long, time 

*-. Johana Harris, pianist-in¬ 
residence at Chatham College here, 
back from tour of colleges with her 
husband, Dr. Roy Harris, the com- 

.w- ----- .. . poser ... The New; Arena Res- 
Lyle Kenyon Engel has compiled . taurant, formerly New Nixon Cafe, 

- "Popular Record Directory ; has tagged Al Marsico band to a 
which Fawcett Publications is put;- | longterm deal • 
ting out at 75c per. Book has j . ' _L 
more than 12.000 disk entries ... r.. 
Lester Lanin is sending deejays a Kansas City 
“Certificate of Registration” ^en- j New album ..just done by Gale 
rolling them in his. new Epic album• Robbins fpr Vik.was released dur- 
course, "Lester Lanin Goes To Col¬ 
lege” : . Johnny Matson and Mona 
McCall'set for Ricky Nelson’s toUr 
of the northwest beginning ih mid- 
June . . . Robert Kerr was uninten¬ 
tionally brushed off in the May 7 
Variety story on “record consult¬ 
ants.". Kerr fits the bill as disk 
consultant to Radio Record Net¬ 
work of Tele-Theatre Corp 

London 

ing her stand, in the Terrace Grill 
of Hotel Miiehlebach last week. "I 
Am a Dreamer,” it is her second 
effort. She heads for Chi and some 
tv work after her date here . . . 
Jay Jason heads for the Catskills 
after he winds at Eddys’ May 29, 
being set, for the Concord Hotel, 
Kiamesha Lake, N, Y.. with Eydie 
GOriiie . . , Cathy Carr will shift 
from Eddys* to the Town House, 
Pitt, opening June 2 for a week, 

LESTER LANIN 
MOST PQPULAR college 
BAND IN THE COUNTRY 
Sales. TERRIFIC for new Lanin 

EPIC LP ALBUM LN 3474 “LES¬ 
TER LANIN GOES TO COLLEGE.” 

Turning. Rock and Rollers Into 
Lanin fans at Cotton. Carnival, 
Memphis, May lfi-17.. 

Most successful., return .engager 
hient ever at the U. of. P Ivy Ball, 
May 16. , 

; Extend StokiY Pact 
: Houston, May 20. 

Leopold Stokowski’s contract as 

music director of the Houston Syfn- 
,. 4. .. . . . i then to the Steel Pier* A.C. . .... -.phony Orchestra has been extend* 
bigtime . vocalists joined ; Vincent Villa Tno holding forth m ! 1(ll.o en 

’ ' ' “There’s j the Picardy Cafe of Hotel Muehle-j ed through the season of iff59 60. 
Stokowski’s original contract Was 

forces as a: choir to sing “There’s j the Picardy Cafe of Hotel Muehle-.. 
No Business Like Show Business” bach, following Juan Makula who { 

rofnrnoH In PKi ’ nn'it' Rnlh Trin ! at a Variety Club of Gi’eat.Britain returned to Chi . -.. Hoo Roth TrioVfor three years and would have ex- 
lunch at the Savoy Hotel. . They 
Were Johnnie Ray, Laurie London, 
Russ Hamilton, Ann Shelton, Alina 
Cogan and Petula Clark . . . Diny 
Gillespie had his spectacles grabbed 
by a souvenir hunter after a recent 
British concert ... Drummer-leadr- 
er Eric Delaney denies reports that 
he intends to settle in the U.S. . . . • 
Cleffer Harry Tobias stopped off in ; 
London enroute to the Continent j 
for a vacation. I 

back from Hawaii after several I'... ... inco. eA . 
months in the islands and set at s Pired after the 1958-59 season; This 
the Hilton Hotel, Columbus 1 is: the second extension. 

Inside Stuff—Music 
; Continued from page 61 ; 

mentin the art of composing music for motion pictures.” Steiner was 
honored on the Coast by his colleagues “for his many years of dis¬ 
tinguished contribution to the art of composing music for motion 
pictures”; and Previn received his award for “outstanding achieve¬ 
ment in the art of composing music for the motion picture film,” mainly 
for his original ballet in Gene Kelly’s “Ring Around the Rosey,” from 
Metro release, “Invitation to the Dance.” 

Presentation of awards took place on NBC-TV’s “Rosemary Clooney 
Show” on Thursday (15), following which winners were feted at a 
dinner at the Sportsmen’s Lodge. Johnny Green emceed gathering, 
which included guest speakers Jack L. Warner and SCA’s George 
Duning, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco and Herschel Gilbert. 

Veteran maestro Emery Deutsch is getting an unusual double play 
on an album, “Gypsy By Candelight,” which RCA Victor released 
around 18 months ago; Although the album has. sold oyer 30,000. cop¬ 
ies, both Deutsch and Victor now feel that the “Gypsy” tag on the 
package of standards was a misnomer and it’s now being reissued in 
a new jacket under the title of “Candlelight Moods.” It’s an instru¬ 
mental set played in lush Continental style. 

Taking advantage of the Mills Bros, fortnight at the Cave. nitery in 
Vancouver two weeks ago, Ken Welsh, distrib exec for Dot label, 
threw a party to intro the quartet’s latest LP album to city’s deejays, 
but found too late he could get only a couple of samples, and those 
from Seattle at that, excise-taxed on the way in. Gnash-maker. in 
Vancouver is that platter won’t be pressed in Canada “for a week or 
two.” he said. Distrib is faced With a common dilemma iu^Vancouver, 
Which is that the disk’s market will he created by Seattle’s watters, 
KOL and KJR, long before local Dot dealers get stocked.' 

France’s top disk award, the Grand Prix de L’Academie Charles Cros, 
has been conferred this year on maestro Igor Markevitch for his re¬ 
cording of Milhaud’s “Les Choephores,” with the Lamoureux Orchestra 
of Paris of which he is the permanent'conductor. Markevitcti’s disks 
are released in the U. S. by Decca Records* 

Anton de Waal, topper of the South African music publishing firm, 
Carsten-de Waal, is enroute to the States via London for a nine-week 
exploitation trip. De Waal has several new South African ditties to 
peddle, and believes that the Wane of rock rn’ roll may make his visit, 
opportunity timed. Following his U.S. tour, he’ll head back to Europe 
for a brief stay before returning to Johannesburg'. 

Holly wood | 
Al Simms named general mgr. of j 

Rip Records by Dick Puccio, proxy | 
of label ... Frankie Laine to cut; 
five new LP’s within 90 days . . .1 
Producer Philip Waxman has ob- : 
tained rights to use Benny Good- j 
man’s “Sing, Sing, Sing” in ;his • 

"forthcoming Columbia production, i 
“The Gene Krupa Story.” Krupa] 
plaved the drums in the original J 
disk ... The Doodlers, vocal! 
quartet, inked to a recording pact 
by the Jones Co. in Texas . . . 
Ilarold Lloyd’s son, Duke, pacted 
by Surf Records. Initial sides are 
“Special Date” b/w “I’m Hip, 
Daddy Bird.” Page Cavanaugh 
backstops tunes from the indie pic; 
“Frankenstein’s . Daughter” . . . 
ABC-Paramount Records acquired 
master of “Buy . A Car” from 
Avalon Records. 

Chicago 
Red Xorvo begged .out Of his. up¬ 

coming Chi London House engage¬ 
ment. promising to make the stand , 
later in the year. . Jo Jones , and j 
Buck Clayton replace for three 
weeks starting May 21 . .Errbll 
Garner Trio set for the Ravinia j 
Festival July' 2 and 4 . . . Ernie j 
Cast & Iloneycones in at Rock! 
Island’s Paddock Club May 20. j 
Unit iust waxed “Cool It Baby” on 
the Ember label, tune defied by 
Bob Vincent. Mutual Entertain¬ 
ment topper in Chi . . . Joe Sante 
quartet with Irene Keller '.will be 
at Brown’s Lake resort, Burlington, 
\Vis : through . July . . . Johnny 
“Scat” Davis current, at the Gold 
I'ropr Bar. Cheboygan. Mich. . , 
Jimmy Nuzzp, whilom Ray Apthony ! 
termr s ixist. takes his sextet into . 
Club Laiirel June 25 for a week v 
. . Jimmy Jett quintet with Sherry 
Martin b n\ed at Duluth Hotel May 
lit. . Crosswinds, Canadian r&h 
five'-ntie into Club Laurel May 21 
for a pair . . . They’ll be followed 
bv The Satellites <5> for three 
weeks. Latter group then heads for 
'the I.Vegas Fremont Hotel. 

San Francisco 
Nat King Cole set for .two. per- 

formances' at Frisco Opera House 
June 21. with Gogi Grant, Shorty 
Rogers and Nelson Riddle’s orch in 
suppoit . . Betty Bennett into the j 
loweu ise hungry i last week, with 
Tom Lehrer now booked for June 3 

Ernie Heckscher’s Fairmont 
orch flew lo Hollywood last week 
for a Verve recording session . . .. 
Don Cherry booked into Fack’s II 
for September . . . The Poets’ Fol-"{ 
lies included jazz-and-poetry read¬ 
ings by Kenneth Rexroth. Michael 
Grieg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, 
music by the Brew More-Dickie 
Mills Quartet and by the Wally 
Rose band . . . Count Basie set for 
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Survey of retail disk best 
sellers based on reports ob-. 
tamed from leading stores in . 
21 cities and shoroing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
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1 
EVERLY BROS^ (Cadence) : 

1 All I Have to Do Is Dream • • • ,. i i i 1 3 2 1 1 4 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 i 1 1 190 

2 
DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) 

2 Witch Doctor .. 7 - *•. 2 * 2 2 1 8 2 1 1 6 6 3 3 2 6 9 2 ..124 

3 
PLATTERS (Mercury) 

3 Twilight Time . 2 :• 2. 4 9 3 2 2 4 5 3 6 5 3 2 2 111 

4 
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) , 

4 Return to Me . 3 5 ,7 5 3 10 6 5 2 5 2 4-. 4 3 4 6 102 

5 
.ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 

6 Wear My Ring : .. : v.. . 4- : 4 4 9 6 4 10 1 8 5 9 5 5 69 

6 
LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 

5 Whole World in His Hands . 6 7 2 5 2 8 5 5 3 56 

7 
ART & DOTTY TODD (Era) 

7 Chanson D’Amour 2. 
' 

5 . 7 10 7 • : 4 8 7 8 • 8 3 43 

8 
; LINK WRAY (Cadence) 

Rumble:; 4 3 4 6 10 6 33 

9 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 

14 Sugar Moon . -7: 6 7 9 7 _ 7.. 7 7 31 

10 
CHUCK BERRY iChess). 

8 Johnny B, Goode ... . -4 ... 3 3 9 28 

11 
DON GIBSON (Victor) 

20 Oh Lonesome Me. . 9 5 8 7 8 2 27 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol), 

. 12A .11 Big Man .. :. .. ..._'. _8_ ■. , 6 2 8 20 
JODY REYNOLDS (Demon) 

12B .. Endless Sleep . . . . . . ... 8 1 4 20 
• NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 

10 5 8 .7- 8 9 19 

JIMMIE RODGERS i Roulette) 
14B 22 Secretly .. . ...... 3 ;t . .; 10 10 3 10 19 

16 
DION & BELMONTS iLaurie) 

.. I Wonder Why 6 3 7 17 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
17A 16 Teacher, Teacher 10 ..♦ .. . 7 10. '6 6 46 

AMES BROS; (Victor) 
' 17B .... A Very Precious Love • 1.- 6 ;; 10 16 

MONOTONES (Argo) 
17C 15 Book of Love 3 9 5 16 

BOBBY FREEMAN i Josie) 
20 Do You Wanna Dance, ...... 10 9 6 15 

21 
- CHAMPS • Challenge) 

17 . Tequila _ ....-4; 9 8 _12 

[.. 22A 12 . - 
FOUR LADS (Columbia) 
There’s Only One of You ... ,.., 8 •4 ;• 10 _11 

. TONI-ARDEN i Decca) 
| 22B . .. Padre .. . ' -4 7. _11 

24 21 
ED TOWNSEND (CapitOl) 
For Your Love 8 jo 

25 13 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Kewpie Doll. / . . 10 7 9 7 
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Marks Wins Copyrights, Coin in Suit 
Vs. Harris Over Joe E. Howard Tunes 

Edward B. Marks Music scored* 
a victory against Charles K. Harris « L Uf*!!* > fUL 
Music in a decision handed down Y2Q2DI1 W11113MS Mtil 
last Friday (16) by the N. Y. Fed- ^ ! - „■ 
eral Court of Appeal^. The action, > 
which had been pending in the Vancouver, May 20. 
courts for over. 11 years, involved ain 
the ownership in the renewal copy- _ Come Aug. 10, the Vancouver 
rights in 154 songs by Joseph E. International Festival Symphony 
Howard, including such standards orch, under William Steinberg as 
as “I Wonder Who's Kissing Her guest maestro, gets first crack, in 
Now.” “What's The Use. of Dream- North America that is, at Ralph 
ing," “Honeymoon,” “Be Sweet to Vaughn. Williams’ latest work, his 
me Kid,” “Blow the Smoke Away” Ninth Symphony, 
and yThe Time, The Place and The The Pittsburgh Symphony con. 
Girl. Attorney Julian T. Abeles. ductor has . ; been . receiving' Wil- 
represented Marks. liams’ new; score “by Installments 

The. anpellate court established from the publishers,” Oxford Uni- 
a precedent for controversies in- versity Press, according to Nicola 
volving renewal copyrights as well Goldschmidt, the test’s impres- 
es.other.disputed rights. ' ario, who said that though the 

Harris, the original publisher of W specifies “one saxophone is 
all the compositions, had in 1916 essential,” the festival orch will be 
obtained an assignment from, using three. Playing time for Wil- 
Howard which said that he con- new. symphony is 30 miii- 
Vcyed to Harris all his “right, title utes. 
and interest by way of copyrights " ■ ■ ,—. 
or otherwise in and to all my mUsi- -r,'. ■ ■ a nwr t» • x x 
cal compositions.” Upon the d^ath P HSCO At M KeillStateS 
of Harris, the business was con- TpaMiPr in Tx><rnl 
ducted bv his widow Cora L. 1 ?*CILer “J ■ 
Harris. The business was then San Franeisco, May 20. 
transferred to Southern Music, the American Federation of Musi- 
defendant, which recorded an dans Local 6 has reinstated a 

PMslETf 

WaUh’a Way-Backers 
. Jim Walsh, Variety dlskolo- 
gist from Vinton, Va., spot¬ 
lighted a few of his choice 
collector’s items on NBC-TV 
last Thursday (15) morning on 
the Dave Garroway “Today’* 
show which originated from 
Roanoke, Va. In a brief seg¬ 
ment, Walsh demonstrated a 
1893 jukebox which worked 
by crank and a penny insert. 
It was this type of primitive 
machine, incidentally, which 
cued Congress, to exempt juke¬ 
boxes from the Copyright Act,; 
never anticipating that, music 
via coin machines would burr 
geon Into a multi-million-dol¬ 
lar business. 

On an oldfashioned. windup 
machine,. Walsh also played 
sides by the late Billy Mur¬ 
ray, who Was called the all- 
time ..bestselling artist; arid 
George M. Cohan, in a tinny, 
but yet effective-sounding ver¬ 
sion of “Life Is A Very. Funny 
Proposition After All:” 

The first disk; made :by Irv¬ 
ing Berlin in 1910 did riot 
come through intelligibly; per¬ 
haps because it was a comic 
German : dialect song, “Oh, 
How That German Could 
Love.” Also played were some • 
interesting voice tracks of 
General John . J. Pershing, 
Theodore Roosevelt, Benito.. 
Mussolini and Gandhi. Herm. 

Jazz’s Key Role at French Lick Fest; 
Wein Books ’Em Big (or Hoosierland 
. ■; French Lick' UndJ, rnaking like a 
n * . VT I* . n li Tanglewood, Has scheduled three 
Robin Hood Mar Roll jtaz totes, a flintiest and art Show. 

for its seeond Music Festival in 
.; ■ i ■ ■ -■ i . ■ August. The jazz insert ’will be 

Philadelphia. May 20. W£in’ ve'P “>d 
Robin Hood Dell has set Its ros- of the Newport Jazz 

ter of conductors and soloists for already lined up Bobby 
the siv.weet free concert series »a<*elt, Dave Brubeck. Duke EL- the six-week, free concert series. ^ 
which gets under way June 16 and Ga,rner- 
ends July 31. Conductors include ls h?Peful—almost to the. 

^ux-.Erich Deinsdort. £ 
George. Szell,- Alfred Wallenstein 
arid Russian conductor Josef Krips. 

have Benny Goodman for the stand 
but won’t know till Goodman re¬ 
turns from his Brussels Fair as-' 

or uinerwise in anu 10 an my jnusi- 1~i • AnfD * X X ^imau 
cal compositions.” Upon the d^ath PT1SCO Ar M KeillSuLteS Love.” Also played were some 
of Harris, the business was con- Tpneh<»r in Tx»o-al Raw interesting voice tracks of 
ducted bv his widow Cora L. 1 eacner III Ixegai 1COW General John J. Pershing. 
Harris. The business was then San Franeisco, May 20. Theodore Roosevelt, Benito 
transferred to Southern Music, the American Federation of Musi- Mussolini and Gandhi. Herm. 
defendant, which recorded an dans Local 6 has reinstated a 1 ■ ; 

sSSTn such^enew^s* S who sued Westminster in Compote 
” new dls To" Marta. ‘° aSS,,m ‘hC William H: iouton. a Junior Of Longhair & Pop St« 

ftrioinoi hetiorv affainst high school music instructor who Westminster Records is goi 

Pianists are: . Guibmar Novaes, slgnment. Clarinetist is among the 
Claudio Arrau, Vityl Vronsky, Vic- stars SGt for the NeWp0rt layout in 
tor Babin and Moura Lympany. July. 

Five Met stars will warble; This year’s French Lick show 
namely, Jan Peerce, Roberta Pe- will be played over four weekends, 
ters, Robert Merrill, Hilda Gueden the jazz segment down for Aug. 15- 
arid Margaret Harshaw. 17. Saturday and Sunday of that 

/——- weekend will also offer indoor jaza 
m i i * ,> ci ■■ * symposiums in the French Lick- 
Toledo Aliresco spot Sheraton hospice. Whole "shebang, 

'Rnnko Tnti NamA Rqnrk in is au,spiced by the Shera- 
xjOOKS lOp IN 31116 rJaliUS ton chain, which incepted the fest 

Toledo, May 20. . last year and sees it making the v Toledo, May 20. \ 

Howard contracted to assign the . 
renewals to Marks. 

Marks original action against 
Harrs was for a declaratory judg¬ 
ment, alleging that the defendant 
represented to the trade and pro¬ 
spective users and licensees . that 
it was the owner of such renewals, 
and had thereby prevented the 
plaintiff from exercising h’’s licens¬ 
ing Tights. Plaintiff, asked the 
court to declare that it was the spie l 
owner o* the copyrghts. 

The dictrict court determined! 
that as the 1916 assignment to' 
Harris did not specifically mention ! 
renewals it was ineffective, and; 
accordinglv that Marks was .the j 
owner of all 154 litigated renewals, | 
However, the District Court re-; 
fused to grant any damages under : 
the CoDyright Aet, for the.infringe- ; 
ment-bv defendant of such renewal: 
copyrights upon the ground <1K 
that being, an action for dec! aratpr-y i. 
judgment .the allegations that de- ; 
fendant had asserted an adverse . 
claim to such renewals did not con¬ 
stitute an irifringement. and . (2) ! 
there havirig been a delav of 11 . 
years in bringing the action to j 
trial , this, constituted ladies and ; 
precluded plaintiffs recovery of j 
damages. Defendant appealed from, j 
the ruling that Marks was the.j 
proprietor of such renewals and } 
plaintiff appealed from. the refusal,: 
of the court to award it damages J 
for infringement. •' 

The . Court of Appeals dncided j 
both anneals In favor of Marks. It] 
held with the District Court, that j 
in order to constitute an assign-.j 
nient of a -renewal, 'the instrument j 
must sDecifically mention.“renewal; 
richts” and no other word’rig or i 
evidence will suffice. It likewise 
held with Abeles that Mairks was 
entitled. to dajriages^for infringe¬ 
ment, spying (1) that fh a declara- 
torv judgment action, based upori 
defendant’s claim of ownershin of 
a renewal copyright, a plaintiff is 
entitled to damages , under the 
Copyright Act for infringement, 
when there is a “declaration of 
plantiff’s ownership” and (2) that 
defendant had consented to or 
joined in the applications for the 
adjournment of the trial a^d had 
riot shown that it was prejudiced 
by the plaintiff, the original owner, 
rather than defendant, the infring¬ 
ing wrongdoer, with severe penal¬ 
ties for the delay in which they: 
both participated.’* 

Abeles will now renew his appli¬ 
cation, for the recovery of damages 
sustained by Marks by reason of its 
infringement of the renewals with 
a miniirium recovery of $250 under 
the Copyright Act with respect tq 
each of such 154 renewals. ,Max-l 
well Okun and Arthur L. Fishbeiri 
appeared for the defendant. 

• ' Col’s New Copy Section 
Columbia Records has set up a 

new copy editing section with Mor-1 
ris Hastings in charge. The sec-! 
tion will function as part of the ad- j 
vertising and sales promotion de-1 
partment and will be responsible ! 
for ad, promotional, fly-leaf and ] 
catalog copy material. ; 

David Jones, formerly catalog j 
editor, will assist Hastings. I 

Love” Also played were some • Summer season of outdoor danc- Hoosier spa mid-America’s culture 
interesting voice tracks of ing in the Centennial Terrace, at centre. . * m 
General John J. Pershing, Sylvania, O., near Toledo, will Should that eventuate, intelll- 
Theodpre Roosevelt, Benito , again, see several name bands for gentsia hereabouts could make 
Mussolini and Gandhi. Herm. one-nighters. Spot’s operator is Bob with questipn marks over futuri 

Burge. Johnny. Long, whose band status of Ravinia Paik, the subur- 
_T . : , , bolds all the; attendance records ban Chi longhair, music ozorier 
Y estmmstfer in Compote for this open-air spot, has been which offers enticements similar 
rif T pT pAn QiiifF booked for the weekend of July 24 to. French Lick, though Btressini 
UI LOngnair & rOp to 26. the classics. This season, for ex- 

Westminster Records is going Other bands signed include the 'vliU alsj 
crossed a picket line of the Contra out on a spring push for its Sono^ Glenn 

court settlement. Bouton dropped 

tape line. There will be 17^releases McKinley, for June 17; Tommy j 

u. ucuiub bigucu luauuc me r*. ; rv . TT . , I • 

Miller orchestra under Ray j ~~.-- r-vwrfc*** uui uu. a buiuiK uush lux ua ouuu* nuuci yimcsua uiiuei naj _ « j , _ ., , • . ^ 

Costa County Federation of Teach- tane line There will he 17 releases McKinley, for June 17; Tommy ^llrR °yeirBennett in tht 
ers, was ousted from Local 6—rhe’d Dorsey’s band under Warren Cov- CT*«*■*'*»:** 
also refused to join; the teachers’ m the classical field , and - .15 re- ^oti July 3; Buddy Morrow v Apa?T^ .t1!?e’lazz ^^ation 
union. Under terms of an out-of- leases in the pop field. band, July 15; and Ralph Marterie, Llc£ Wl11 return the Louis- 
court settlement. Bouton dropped The classical line will feature Aug. 12. Season opens on Satur- h t"en“na^Jlv®ek* ’ j ville Syrriphony for the final week- 
-- -^vu.Uii xjic hiaaaitai imc wm icdtuic i Aug.' ax. oeasun opens on oaiur- i itlj u -n. _ , , 

his suit in return.for reinstate- all the Gershwin works, Handel’s day. May 31, with Jack Runyan’s ; • ^vaes^^d ** Dr;. RPberJ 
ment in Local 6. | to the Bach-Weinrich organ series. | orchestra. , 

PftRltiTY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
«ts Published in th& Current Issue 

NOTE: Th* current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three ihajor sales outlets enur 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources* which are exclusive 
with Variety. The. positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped, from the ratio of points scdred, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines,, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last TALENT 
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL ..TUNE;. 

1 -■l;'. EVERLYBROS. (Cadence) _______ ... . All I Have To Do is Dreamf 
2 2 DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) ............ . ,*•. . Witch Doctor* 
3 3 PLATTERS (Mercury)...... .... Twilight Timef 

: 4'-; : A . DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) .... Retiurn To 

5 3* LAURIE LONDON (Capitol)........... .... Whole World.In His Hands* 
6 6 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) . :..... ... Wear My Ringt 

7 7 ART & DOTTY TODD (Era).......... .... Chanson D’Amour* 

8 10 PAT BOONE (Dot) ....,.,... a . .. .. Sugar Moonf 
9 DON GIBSON (Victor) ................ .«Oh Lonesome Met 

10 9 PERRY COMO (Victor) ........... ... Kewpie Doll* 

POSITIONS 
This Last TUNES 
Week Week r' TUNE PUBLISHER 

1 

2 

1 

3 

fALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM 

f TWILIGHT TIME ............ 

...Acuff-Rose 

.,. . ................ i Porgie 

♦WITCH DOCTOR ..................*... Monarch 

♦WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS ...,.......f. Chappell 

♦RETURN TO ME ...........i.,;v.-..v.; .,. ..... Southern 

♦CHANSON D’AMOUR ......... ■ .,. ,V. ’... ....,.....,... . Meadow Lark 

fWEAR MY RING ........ !. vRush-Presley 

♦KEWPEE DOLL .... .......... . . a . . . ...........’.. Leeds 

fSUGAR MOON .......... . . Gallatin 

fOH LONESOME ME ... ....... ;>. . . . ..;.... Acuff-Rose 

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films) 

•Whitney, plus guest artists and 
I conductors yet to be named by fest 
, director Al Banks. Set for the 
* first and third weekends are choral 
; and folk music programs. 
• All everits take place in a ver- 
] dant natural amphitheatre on ho- 
. tel acreage midway between the 
j inn and its golf course. Up tc 
'.5,000 can be accommodated. 
j ' —-— • • ■ 

McKimmie, McColgin, 
DeLieto, Bell, Helms, 

Others in Col LPost; 
Columbia Records and its XI 

! cluh division went on a reorganiza 
:;tional binge last week. Leading o£ 
I the personnel shifts was Paul Mc¬ 
Kimmie who's been upoed to prod- 

; uct manager of pop albums. Me- 
Kimmie, who had been district 

j sales manager in the northwest, 
; will he responsible for Hie co-or- 
; dination and planning of merchan- 
; dise programs on all pop, original 

cast and “Adventures In Sound” 
'series.: 
j For the newly established post 
I of national quality control director 
] Col has brought in Robert McCol- 
j gin. He’ll be responsible for set- 
} ting the standards and maintaining 
] quality control of record produc¬ 

tion and all manufacturing loca- 
j tions. He reports to William Grady 
j director of manufacturing. And to 
! assist Carl Petty, CoFs personnel 
[ director, Mathew DeLieto, has been 
set as personnel manager. 

Over at the LP club, William 
Bell was set as assistant director of 
artists & repertoire. He’ll concen- 

) trate on pop a&r problems. In 
j other appointrrtents at the^club Ed- 
] ward Helms was upped to the new 
i position Of associate director of 
{ quality control and operational sys- 
. terns and procedure; William Mari- 
; etta was named supemsor of the 
Terre Haute quality control sec¬ 
tion; John Rehorst was set as op¬ 
erations manager of the Terre 
Haute fulfillment operation; Rob¬ 
ert Poynter as manager of the 
clerical section, of the fulfillment 

, operation, and David Hayes will 
head , the mail section. 

Hi Fi Label’s Stereo 
High Fidelity Records, indie 

Coast label, makes its entrance 
into the stereo disk field this 
month with release of eight LP 

{albums. 
i LP’s to be tagged Hifi-Stereo- 
1 discs will retail for $6.95 and dis- 
, tributed through company’s regular 
j outlets. 

J Prexy Rich Vaughn said that if 
"■his. initial stereo disk line shows 
: an active sale, he is ready to con¬ 
i’ vert his whole line. 
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18 WONDER /TUNES IN ALL. ‘ PERRY PATTERNS AN ENTIRE ALBUM AFTER HIS TOP-RATED SATURDAY NIGHT NBC COLOR TV 

LOP-1004 

4 

NO LOOK AT THE TREMENDOUS SELLING FORCES WORKING FOR YOU AND THE ALBUM: 

n 
SHOW, REACHING 17,000,000 VIEWERS EVERY WEEK! j LOOK MAGAZINE AD, TO REACH 

£ 

.. ’ ■ ■■ , •, % . 

ING HITS MAGAZINE ADS TO REACH THE TEENAGERS! ( A COLORFUL, COMPELLING DISPLAY PIECE! 

PERRY, HIMSELF, ON TV’S 

OF ALL AGES! 

k 
m j* m 

MATS FOR LOCAL TIE-INS! V ORDER " THE SONGS THEY LIKE BEST” FROM YOUR RCA VICTOR DISTRIBUTOR! 

Tmk(s) • T RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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Granada, Too* Has 
in 

London, May 20. 
The (Canada theatre and tv 

chain- plans'to enter'the disk busi- 
jiess. Sidney Bernstein,, company 
topper, said that the operation [ 
was' scared to start in the fall, i 
Plans for the label were still hazy, : 
hut Bernstein expressed confidence 
that prosing facilities were avail-* 
able 

Title for the label has yet to 
be fixed, but he indicated that ■ 

■ “Granada” would be featured! 
somehow. Main preparations at' 
present time are in acquiring art¬ 
ists i'none has. yet. been signed) 
and getting the necessary staff. 
Diskery would be devoted to mid¬ 
dlebrow tastes, and the possibili¬ 
ties of operating as a club are 
being explored. 

N. E. Ballrooms Set Bands 
For the Summer Session 

Boston, May 20. 
Ballrooms in N. E. are set for 

the alfresco season with big names 
being sought, block booking out, 
and ops optimistic. 

'Lester Lanin, hot in the region 
after record-breaking stands; last 
season, opened at John Dineen’s. 
Hampton. Beach Casino Saturday 

if 17'-. - Four Lads are in for a 
- Rhodes on the Pawtuxet, Provi¬ 
dence, date same night. The Surf, 
in Nantusket. which debuted last 
season, opens the 17th also with 
Lain Cooper. 

The 
f OF THE 

WEEK 

His Ore arid Chorus 

SOMETHING’S 
ALWAYS 

HAPPENING 
ON THE 
, RIVER 

K 12449 

Big Continenta 

AxVh _ i y ' 
A# 

EDMUNDO 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
-pftRIEfi 

Survey of retail sheet music 
best sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
13 cities and showing conjt- 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

♦ ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
Title and. Publisher 

' fc . 1 « j s. CO O Q'. U S a W J 15 
4) 
w § 

1 1 ♦World in Hands (Chappell) i 10 i 6 ■:,2; 2 1 4 i 1 2 4 4 103 
2 4 iHave to Do Is Dream ( A-Rosei i 6 2 5 1 '. 4 1 2 4 1 1 93 
3 2 tTwilight Time (Porgie) ; . .. 3 3 3 9 3 2 2 6 1 3 75 

4 3 ♦Witch Doctor (Monarch),. 6 8 10 1 6 3 3 10 5 8 2 61 

5 7 ♦Return to Me (Southern).. .' 4. 1 5 9 4 • 7 7 9 2 6 56 

6 6 ♦Chanson D’Amour (M-Lark) 7 7 ■ 4 8 8 7 5 7 3 50 

7 12 ♦Kewpie Doll (Leeds) 8 ■■■' 7-. 3 6 2 5 5 41 

8 5 * Catch a Falling Star (Marvin) 10 10 7 3 .... 5 ~6~ 10 26 

9 14 ♦Precious Love (Witmark).. 2 :4. 5 9 24 
10 13 tWear My Ring (R-Presley) ,. 9 '• 5 8 ~7~ 6 20 

Ml A 8 ♦Who’s Sorry Now (Mills) . . 10 4 3 10 17 

■ 11B 10 iTequila (Jat> .........-. •.'... 6 5 9 7 17 
13 ♦April Love (Feist) . 1 6 T7~ 15 
U 9 tSugartime (Nor-Ya-Jak) ... 8 8 8 8 12 
15 15 t Are You Sincere (Cedarwood) ~2~ 9 11 

RCA Victor’s decision not to cut 
: an original cast album of the flop 

1955 legit musical, “The Vamp,” 
! cued . filing of a $20,000 lawsuit 
| against the diskery in N. Y. Su- 
i preme Court last week by one of 
; the producers, Oscar Lerman. Ler- 
man also is suing two of his part¬ 
ners in the production, Alexander 
Carson and Martin Cohen, for not 
joining in the action. The suit 
charged that JJCA breached a con- 

I tract in which they agreed to re¬ 
cord the tunes from the show 
which folded after a short run. 

In asking for a dismissal of the 
action, RCA - claimed that there 
never was a contract.with the pro¬ 
ducers but only preliminary nego¬ 
tiations. RCA contended that no 
moneys are recoverable under the 
law since no written contract could 
be produced. 

Publishers Itch to Etch 
; Continued from page i 

Alley, more and more publishers, 
have been succuTnbing to the disk 
production lure. And the jump-in. 
has not been confined to the small, 
straw-in-the-wind clutching publish¬ 
ers either but to old-linefs as well. 

Spotlighting the vet publisher 
attack oil disk production is Joy 
Music’ Firm has launched Joy 
Records with a coupling by the 
Gorman Sisters of a tune in the 
current Idiom, “Sock Hop,” backed 
with a Joy catalog oldie, “Three 
Little Fishies.” In explaining the 
move-in a Joy spokesman said, 
“We might as well take a crack at 
it, everyone else has.” 

Mills, Valando, Etc. 

Other publishers getting in on 
the disk bandw’agon are Sidney 
Mills, who recently, left his pro¬ 
fessional manager’s post at Mills 
Music to set up his own firm, and 
Tommy Valando. Mills, w’ho pub¬ 
lishes via Sidney Music and Diana 
Music, launched Diana Records 
with a Bobby Hamilton coupling 
of ‘‘While Walking Together” and. 
“Crazy Eyes For You.” Mills, how¬ 
ever, followed the pattern set by 
some of the smaller publishers 
wiio’ve gone into disk production 
and sold the master to ABC-Para¬ 
mount. On the other hand, Val- 
ando, w ho ^publishes through his 
Sunbeam, Valando and Laurel Mu¬ 
sic firms and who kicked off Sun: 
beam Records with Gerry Graham’s 
“No Chemise Please” and “Girl of 
My Dreams,” is running like an 
indie disk manufacturer. 

Larry Spier. Music is another 
publisher that , has gone into the 
the disk business on a complete 
Indie, setup with distribution, .a&r 
man, and all. Firm set up Green¬ 
wich Records and. brought in - Hal 
Webman from Decca to oversee 
the recording activities. Following 
virtually the same pattern is Marty 
Melcher, who operates Day win and 
Arwin Music with his wife, singer 
Doris Day. He’s set up Anvin Rec¬ 
ords and although he turned over 

the label disking of “Jennie Lee” 
to Dot Records for distribution, 
he is running solo with his second 
noisemaker, “Cha^Hua-Hua.” 

Pincus. Paxton, Prosen 
Other publishers who’ve joined 

the disk-making crowd with their 
own distribution setup or for- mas¬ 
ter-selling purposes are George Pin¬ 
cus with Pincus Platters, George 
Paxton with a Co-Ed label, Sammy 
Kaye with Dale Records, Sid Pro- 
sen with Big Records, Larry Utall 
with* Madison Records, Truman 
Music with .Code Records; Shapiro 
Bernstein with Skidmore Records 
and Trinity Music via a tieuj? with 
Rev Records. And still waiting in 
the wings is Big Top Records a 
new diskery being prepped by the 
Aberbachs’ Hill & Range combine, 

Some industry observers believe 
that the publishers* stepped-up in¬ 
terest in personalized disk activity 
is a retaliation against the“closed- 
door” operation of the major disk 
companies. Others say, “it’s spread¬ 
ing afcr from A-to-Z " 
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stated period, a songwriter could 
get his song back from the. pub¬ 
lisher., • • 

The half-dozen publishers at the 
initial meeting/ asked for more; 
time to consider the. proposal. One 
tentative objection "to the change 
was that it would give the major 
publishers an edge over the small¬ 
er companies since they would 
find less difficulty in getting a rec¬ 
ord through one method or another; 
It was pointed out that the cost of 
securing a record version of a song 
is substantially greater than pub¬ 
lishing the sheet music. SPA execs 
agreed : to discuss the matter 
further with the; publishers at the 
next, meeting which will be sched¬ 
uled for the second or third week 
in June. 

Publishing firms represented at 
the first meeting included General 
Music, Alec Templeton Music, 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London,, May 20. 

Who’s Sorry Now.-Francis 
, (London). 
Too Soon to Know; . . . .Boone 

(London) 
Wear My Ring,..Presley 

(RCA) 
Whole Lot’a W’m’n : Rainwater 

(MGM) 
"Lollipop .......... .Mudlarks 

"(Columbia) 
Tom Hark ....,■.., Jive Flutes 

(Columbia) 
Grand Coolie Dam: : Donegan 

(Pye-Nixa) : 
Shepherd Blues ....,. . Heath 

(Decca) 
Lollipop .;;;.;... Chordettes 

(London) 
Magic Moments....... .Como 

(RCA) 

Crescent Music, Sounds Music, 
Ben Bloom Music and Sam* Fox 
Music. Attorney Harold Orenstein 
and his associate Larry Green, who 
represented numerous publishers, 
atte* '?d as “observers.” Orenstein 
stat j that he would participate 
in future talks provided a more 
substantial number of publishers 
attended so that he could get an 
idea of what a broad cross-section 
of publishers were thinking. 

For SPA, those attending were 
prexy Burton Lane, attorney John 
Schulman, council members Jack 
Lawrence, Milton Drake, Abel 
Baer and Alex Kramer and exec 
secretary Miriam Stern. 

SPA execs will report to the. 
membership at the annual meet¬ 
ing today (Wed.) at the Hotel 
Edison, N.Y. At that time, the re¬ 
sults of the referendum to change 
the name of SFA to the Composers 
&. Lyricists Guild of America will 
be announced. Eric Maschwitz, 
head-*'of the British songwriters 
guild, will be guest speaker. 

Alan Freed 
Continued from page 59 s=SS 

Jack Hook, and his N.Y. counsel, 
Atty. M. Warren Troob. Asst. Dist. 
A tty. Edward M. Sullivan had ask¬ 
ed for bail of $3,000 on the first 
indictment, a felony, and $2,000 
on the second, a misdemeanor. 
Atty. Smith asked that his client 
.be held only in personal recogniz¬ 
ance. • 

Judge Goldberg said he saw no 
more reason why Freed should be 
released in personal recognizance 
than two policemen defendants he 
had held in bail in another case 
the preceding day. He was refer¬ 
ring to two South Boston officers 
held in the cell death of a Maine 
businessman. 

Freed in an interview with the 
courthouse press reportedly said 
that rock ’n’ roll is “only a passing 
fad.” - * 

Although eight witnesses were 
called before the grand Jury at the 
session which resulted in the sec¬ 
ond indictment, only three appear¬ 
ed. The other witnesses, who were 
excused subject to recall by the 
grand jury, included representa¬ 
tives of the Boston booking agency 
which arranged for the show, and 
spectators at the Arena during 
the May 3 “Big Beat” incident. 

The grand jurors returned the 
second indictment after a 15-year- 
old girl, Beverly LaRochelle, had 
testified. The girl said that fights 
broke out on the Arena fl*or dur¬ 
ing the show and that sh« was 
slugged and knocked down. She 
said she went to the Arena with 
another girl a’nd described how the 
lights were dimmed until Boston 
police ordered them turned up 
and how she witnessed a “sexy 
dance” by a femme performer. 

She reported that fights br6ke 
but during the performance in the 
Arena and in the-corridors as the 
aud of teeners exited. She said 
that she and her companion were 
attempting to flee when she was 
slugged across the head, knocked 
down and injured. 

Arwin Sets N.Y. Office 
Headed by Joe Linhart 

Hollywood, May 20. 

Marty Melcher’s Arwin Records 
is expanding and has set up offices 
iii New' York with Joe Linhart in 
chairge. Label has also signed three 
new artists—Bill* Watkins, Jack 
Lewis and Adam . Ross. Sessions 
are planned for all three singers 
this month. 

According to Melcher, Arwin is 
now. employing seven pressing 
plants throughput the country and 
has four promotion men on the 
road. Bob Bacon, Jerry Johnson 
and George Jay will also cover the 
country to promote disks, in addi¬ 
tion to Linhart. 
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By RAY FEVES 

Portland, Ore., May 20. 

Irving Feld’s "Biggest Show of 
Stars” drew a. mild $8,500 at the 
Paramount. Theatre here last Wed¬ 
nesday (14) and wound up a nine- 
day tour of Pacific Northwest cities 
for Nbrthwest Releasing Co. with 
a slim total of $68,500. Layout 
grabbed $10,000 in Winnipeg, $4,- 
000 in Saskatoon, $5,000 in Regina, 
$9,000 in Calgary, $9,000 in Ed¬ 
monton, $7,000 in Spokane, $9,000 
In Seattle, $2,000 in Vancouver, 
B: C., and finished here. Nearly 
all stands had two shows pet night 
and were scaled at $3.50 and $3.75, 

Northwest Releasing played the 
show two years previously with top 
results. Bossmen Zolly Volchuck 
and Dick Engerman said the take 
was 60% less this year. NWR also 
spent a bigger bundle on promo¬ 
tion in view of economic condi¬ 
tions. Volchuck also stated that, the 
nut of the show is much too big 
due to the salaries asked by the 
acts. The overhead for this unit 
is $8,500 per day with $6,000 per 
day earmarked for payroll. He said 
that if salaries aren’t cut, then the 
chow will have to be cut to suit- 

, able size, so that the promoter can 
make a buck instead of taking it on 
the chin financially. 

The Northwest Releasing execs 
are trying to dope out the precise 
reasons- for this show going on the 
skids. Volchuck said that the adult 
trade was nearly completely absent 
and that the tab of $3.50 is much 
too steep for teenagers. NWR has 
noted that in the promotion.oi all 
Its attractions, the top seats sell 
first and fastest,. This round, they 
were left in the racks and the 
cheapies Went. • 

With the take down on an aver¬ 
age of 60%, and NWR writing in 
red, the promoters feel that the an¬ 
swer lies in acts cutting their sal¬ 
aries. This layout included Everly 
Bros,, Paul Anka, Sam Cooke, La- 

(Continued on page 70) 

Borge to Play Europe 
Victor Borge takes off Saturday 

(24) for a series of dates in Europe 
plus a trip through his native Den¬ 
mark. Initial stand will be in 
Copenhagen June 1, and he follows 
with a date in Frydenlund. There¬ 
after he plays several engagements 
throughout England before hitting 
Denmark again on June 28. 

Borge is also slated for a BBC 
telecast June 16. 

Police Panel in Atlanta 
Passes Buck on Sexotics 

Kick to Nitery Owners 
Atlanta, May 20. .. 

Atlantans club and nitery opera¬ 
tors were left nonplussed when 
the Police Committee, instead of 
promulgating a set of rules . gov¬ 
erning behavior of exotics terpers, 
passed the buck to operators and 
instructed them to work out their 
own. rules. 

Committee last week rejected a 
set of regulations presented by Po¬ 
lice Capt; E. O. Mullen, tagging 
copper’s restrictions on night clubs 
and dancers as too general'. Mullen 
told committee stricter rules are 
needed in ”12 ori 15” places to give 
police officers a guide to use in en¬ 
forcing “obscenity laws.” : .. 

“I’ve seen shows in Atlanta that 
would put New Orleans to shame,” 
Mullen told the committee. “But, 
it is not fair for the police officer 
to have to decide whether it is im¬ 
proper.” : 

Restrictions proposed by Mullen 
also would have barred unescort¬ 
ed “ladies” from night clubs, would 
not allow performers to fraternize 
with customers, would have re¬ 
quired * more clothing on the 
dancers anil barred several “sug¬ 
gestive” actions from routines of 
higglers. 

Committee approved in sub¬ 
stance an . ordinance which would 
require entertainers in such clubs 
to be fingerprinted. This also was 
referred to the operators, the At¬ 
lanta Convention Bureau and the 
Police Dept, for redrafting. 

Mullen told the Police Commit¬ 
tee the “no unescorted ladies and 
fid fraternizing” rules are needed 
to stop “hustling , and B-girls” 
which, he charged, is going on in 
many of the Atlanta clubs. 

Committee, after shunting re¬ 
sponsibility to club operators, 
requested, that restrictions, be 
brought before them for reconsid¬ 
eration at their June 11 meeting. 

Case of Luft Vs. 
Maksik Put Off 
Till Judy Shows 

Final disposition .of . the case 
brought by Sid Luft, husband and 
personal manager of Judy Garland, 
against Ben Maksik, operator Of 
the Town & Country Club, Brook¬ 
lyn, will be ! deferred until Miss. 
Garland comes to New York to 
testify. This was the decision of 
the N.Y. branch executive board 
of the American Guild of Variety 
Artists which heard Luffs charges 
last week. ., 

Both Luft and Maksik were rep¬ 
resented by attorneys at the AGVA 
hearing. Luft had sought to get 
Maksik to pay $84,000, claiming 
that amount was owed on an orig¬ 
inal contract signed by Luft and 
the boniface. Situation was fur¬ 
ther complicated by the fact that 
Music Corp. of America, represent¬ 
ing Miss Garland, asked Maksik tb 
sign a new contract. 

Maksik contended that he had 
advanced sufficient monies to Miss 
Garland arid Luft for recent en¬ 
gagement which was terminated, 
when Miss Garland walked off th e 
stage. Until that time, Maksik said 
he had advanced various sums to 
Miss Garland, rented a house for 
her in Neponsit; L.I., paid for 
various COD packages, arid bills, 
had a maid, car and chauffeur for 
her and a nurse for heir children, 
and at the time of the signing of 
the original contract had given 
Luft $15,000 as a loan. Luft,. prior 
to the walkout, according to Mak¬ 
sik, had made, a demand that Miss 
Garland’s, salary be palid in: full 
and in advance, which Maksik re¬ 
fused tQ do. ,V * 

At the hearing, Luft presented a 
letter purportedly signed by Miss 
Garland setting forth a series of 
complaints against Maksik includ¬ 
ing orie that he struck, her. Maksik 
and his attorney refused to accept 
this letter as evidence, 

. If the. union finds for . Maksik; 
Miss Garland would be Unable to 
work in a cafe or in ariy spot un¬ 
der; AGVA jurisdiction . until she 
plays out her date at the Maksik 
spot. ■. 

; By JOE COHEN 

One of the sore spots in the 
current show biz economy is the 
virtual collapse of the juvenile mar¬ 
ket for the time being: Projections 
into the summer seem very bleak 
indeed. While the current reces¬ 
sion cari be blamed for. the major 
part of the debacle, some showmen 
believe that the industry itself 
must bear a- substantial part of the 
blame by virtue of its - failure to 
keep pace with the youngsters’ 
ever-changing tastes and in not 
providing attractions at realistic 
boxoffice prices. , 

NOne of the more disturbing fac¬ 
tors iri the picture being presented 
is in the economic field. With the 
recession, the youngsters’ -.' allow¬ 
ances haven’t grown to keep pace 
with the high cost of going out, or 
in many-areas have been cut to 
virtually the diminishing point be¬ 
cause of unemployment. . But to 
many, the more; disturbing factor 
lies ip the picture ori summer em¬ 
ploy merit given . by leading econo¬ 
mists. who predict that such em¬ 
ployment in the juvenile field will 
be down by about 50%. With this 

(Continued on page 70) 

Just an /Off’ Night 
... Chicago, May 20. 

Cook County (Chi) Sheriff 
Joseph. Lohman is having his 
troubles getting convictions 
for law-b u s t i n g strippers; 
Whenever his deputies pinch a 
Calumet City or Cicero peeler 
for dancing iri the nude, her 
in-court excuse is that her 
G-string just broke. 

"And; it always stands up in 
court,”-laments Lohman. 

To Tout Tourism 
Havana hotel operators are work¬ 

ing to get business back fo the 
level of the pre-Castro breakout of 
several months ago when the rebel 
leader sought to _ gain power 
through a general strike. The ho- 
telmen are considering an all-out 
campaign iri the IT. S. stressing 
the now peaceful nature of the is¬ 
land, along with the other natural 
attributes that always attracted 
tourism to that country. | 

Business this winter hit an. all- 
time, peak in Cuba, primarily be-l 
cause of the new inns* particularly 
the Rivera and Capri. The Habana 
Hilton preem, coming in the midst 
of the inost violent stage of the 
rebel movement, hasn’t yet: been 
able to contribute to the general 
ecoriomy of Cuba. 

The operators of all the hotels, 
together , with sanction arid pos¬ 
sibly help from the Cuban govern¬ 
ment, are seeking a war chest to 
help , promote tourism arid . bring 
it back to its previous prosperous 
level. There has always been some 
movement in Hhvaria in the sum¬ 
mer, but bulk of its business con¬ 
centrated in the fall: arid = winter. 
Therefore,. any campaign - thaL will 
be started will be for the benefit 
of the trade : later this year. 

It’s likely that the campaign will 
be handled by Garl Erbe Associ¬ 
ates which did* a strong bit of pro¬ 
motion on the Riviera opening arid 
which handled various, aspects of 
the Cuban promotion in the U. S. 
for a number of years. 

To Mex Powwow 
The administration of the Amer¬ 

ican Guild of Variety Artists has 
started to clamp down on candi¬ 
dates which they believe will op¬ 
pose the union’s present officials. 
Harry Baker, a magico elected as 
delegate to the union’s convention 
which opens!June 9 in Mexico City, 
has been informed that he has 
been suspended as a delegate on 
charges that he acted as a booker 
four months ago. At the same time, 
the union has informed Dinah 
Goldberg, the candidate receiving 
the next highest number of votes, 
that she will attend the -confab in 
Baker’s place! Baker is to be heard 
at the union starting tomorrow 
(Thurs.). However, in view of the 
fact that a successor has been 
picked, he feels that he has been 
convicted beforehand. 

Another opposition ; candidate. 
Paul Valentine, a member of the 
cast of "Oh, Captain,” is also ex¬ 
pected to have, charges thrown 
against him because of his known 
opposition to the ruling group. 

Miss Goldberg is the wife of 
board member Irving Grossman, 
long an administration spokesman, 
ever since an auto accident in 
which he was severely, injured. At 
that time, the entry of the policy 
into union records was under mys¬ 
terious circumstances. 

Valeritirie. says that as long as it 
was felt that he wouldn’t be able 
to go to the confab, he would not 
be molested by the administration. 
However, since he now has per¬ 
mission to go, he is confident that 
he, too, will be. handed charges 
because of his consistent opposi¬ 
tion to the present list of officers. 

Stardust’s July 2 Teeoff 
Las Vegas, May 20: 

The Stardust Hotel’s opening: 
date has been fixed at July 2 with 
the . Lido Revue coming ip from 
Paris for a .sixmonth stand,; Its 
label is “C’est Magnifique.” 

The Stardust Hotel will add 1,065 
rooms to the resort’s; inventory. 

Vancouver Totes Up Smut Glut 
By JAY TOMSON 

: Vancouver, May 20. 

. Wrath over certain aspects of 
Vancouver.: show biz has been evi¬ 
dent since the . first of the year, 
starting with German colony’s; ire 
with local tv. over showings of 
films unkind to. Nazi ideologies. 

Since then: The Historical So¬ 
ciety ' has sparred with the Na¬ 
tional Film Board over alleged Un¬ 
truths in its ‘‘Legendary Judge,” 
British Columbia epic; the League 
of Women Voters has tackled NFB, 
whose affair it’s mot, about the 
“scandalous” private lives of Hob 
lywood film stars, and Wants their 
pix banned; Performing and Cag¬ 
ed Animals Protection Society has 
protested local theatrical; showing 
of the bullfight feature “Torero”; 
the film censor is presently in bad 
odor with the press for declining 
to confirm that the Brigitte Bardot 
film, “Arid God Created Woman” 

is banned for B.C.; American im¬ 
migration at nearby bordertown 
Blaine . has soured ori Canadian 
performers crossing to play cas¬ 
ual dates at> Birch Bay, Wash;, arid 
has unreeled the-red tape. . 

Variety’s April 23 piece quoting 
stateside - comics’ complaint that 
when playing Vancouver its. neces¬ 
sary. to be “blue” to draw yocks, 
has sparked the latest fuss, arid it’s 
a lulu. Visiting artists are brand¬ 
ishing “rebuttals.” Vancouver Sun 
columnist Jack Scott has issued a 
searing diatribe against town’s 
iilght clubs. His colleague and, 
nightlife scribe . Jack Wassermanj 
having already written on comic 
Stu Allen’s beef about smut, has 
cried “Out of line!” to Scott, arid 
the city license inspector has ap¬ 
proached the Cave Supper. Club 
with a belligerent stance, x 

It’s Gotta Bri the Cave 
Stigma, of. the standup comics’] 

dirty material appears to have 

homed-in on Isy Walters, because 
technically, ' Vancouver has only [ 
one “night Club,” and acts quoted ! 
on the subject dp, generally speak- j 

f-ing, play only the Cave. Other bis¬ 
tros are largely “societies.” 

The fretful thirig about city in¬ 
spector Milton H. Harrell’s bird- 
dog approach is official power. “I 
don’t like to Use the word 'censor’,” 
he said, "but that’s what I am. By 
pity law I should cancel the Cave’s 
license for ariy immoral or lewd 
performance.” VHe stated he had 
not heard from city hall, hut ex¬ 
pected to. “I’ve riot been in (the 
Cave) lately but by this we ap¬ 
pear like the dirtest city west of 
Chicago;” 
Though neither comics nor Scott; 
had specifically fingered the Cave, 
it’s. been eyes-right toward that.; 
popular echo-chamber. 

.‘Abominable Traps* 
Scott burps at “the bad name our 

(Continued on page 70) 1 

By JOHN W. QUINN 

Kansas City, May 20. 

Echoes of the sentiments recent¬ 
ly expressed from the N. Y. Copa- 
cabana and other sources anent the 
sorry state of the night club busi¬ 
ness are reverberating here. The 
area is seeing biz off generally in 
both clubs and theatres, and a case 
in point is the Eddy Restaurant, 
which has been playing acts for 
several years. 

A recent bit of checking showed 
business for April off one-third 
from a year ago; continuing a trend 
which began about the first of the 
year, according to Ned Eddy, one 
of the three brother-partners. 

It's difficult to pinpoint the dif¬ 
ficulty, but if the trend doesn’t re¬ 
verse itself soon, a major change 
of policy—i.e., caricel acts, concen¬ 
trate on the restaurant biz—may 
be in order, it is indicated by the , 
three Eddys, George, Sam and Ned, 

Chief deterrent to night club 
traffic is the 20% Federal admis¬ 
sion tax, regarded as a- holdover 
from wartirne and long outmoded, 
as witness it has come off most 
every form of entertainment, A 
reduction to 10% would be certain 
to have a salutary effect on biz, 
insuring employment for waiters 
and house staff as well as mu¬ 
sicians arid entertainers, Ned Eddy 
points out. 

Added to the difficulties are the 
closer serutinity on expense ac¬ 
counts and the fact that it is in¬ 
creasingly more difficult to satisfy 
the public now gloated with enter¬ 
tainment on television. 

Another cross is the Starlight 
Theatre, outdoor musical season in 
Swope Park, which in some cases 
has the same players who stand at 
Eddys’ and with no Federal admis¬ 
sion tax whatsoever outdoors. 

Rate for top actors almost rules 
out bringing in the big names in a 
room of the intime design such as- 
this <absolute maximum about 300). 
There is no way in which cover 
charges can pay for a big name, 
and . only the biggest volume of 
food and drinks can make it 
feasible. 

As an example, the Eddys last 
year paid out more than $100,000 
for acts and orchestra over and 
above the receipts from cover 
charges—$1 weekhights, $1.50 Sat¬ 
urdays. This means revenue has 
to come from tabs, and with the 
current restrictions from the tax 
and expense, account squinting, 
sales are. at a cautious pace. 

Some of this is even moire puz¬ 
zling when admittedly there is lit¬ 
tle recession iri this area, generally 
booming with high farm incomes. 

Tootsie RoBs to Sub 
Minsky in Pinky Lee’s 

Las Vegas, May 20. 
A special free show for kiddies 

with Pinky Lee as star will be held 
Sunday < 25) afternoon in the Ara¬ 
bian Room of the Dunes Hotel. The 
Tootsie Roll candy company, which 
sponsored the comedian’s tv show, 
has “filled his dressing room*’ with 
candy to he given to the smallfry 
guests. 

Hundreds of requests received 
by the management from both 
youngsters and their parents since 
Lee opened as headliner of the 
adults-only "Life Begins at Mins¬ 
ky’s” prompted the decison to give 
the children their only chance to 
see him perform, during this en¬ 
gagement. 

The Marquis Family, a trained 
chimp act, will/be on the kiddie 
bill with Lee, as:will bicycle artists, 
the Five Yokois. Obviously, the 
semi-nude , chorines will be absent 

Buddy Walker’s ‘50th* 
Miami Beach, May. 20. 

Buddy Walker, vet comic and, 
emcee, being feted by the Lamp¬ 
lighters, a local theatrical’org, on 
his 50th anrii in show biz, at the 
Deauville Hotel here May 26. » 



VAUDEVILLE 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York j 

Hetty Johnson booked for the; 

Copaoabana. July JV. . Joe Glaser,! 
ht^ui of Associated Booking Corp., 

to Las Vegas on a booking trip ,.. j 

Andy Sparks tapped for the Blue . 
Angel starting June 2 . .... William 
J. Fried mail, of Chicago, and Con- =■ 
rad N. Hilton Jr., added to the 
board of directors of the Hilton* 
hotel chain . . , Peter Pritchard; 
left the London office of Lew &; 
Dr-lie Grade Agency to be road 
manager' fur Johnnie Ray , . 
Trudv Richards goes to Le Cupidon,' 
May 27 . . . Charlotte Rae begins 
a stand at the Palmer House, Ou- 
c'.i ' i. June 5. . , 

( on- lance Moore selected for the 
2 stand of the Maisonette of 

the St Regis: Hotel . . . Goes to 
Bimbo's. - San Francisco, May 22 . :. 
George .Matson inked for the Pi- 
gale. London. June 30 for 16 weeks 

Jave P. Morgan started at Har- 
iab's. Lake Tahoe. Monday '19)..;.' 
Four Aces into the Twin Coaches, 
Pittsbuieh, May 23 . . . Miyoshi 
I'meki and IVIort Sahl joined the 
■William Morris stable . .. . Charles 
Applewhite booked tor the Town 
HoU'-e. I’i!!'burgh. May 26.. . . Cab . 
Calloway oil to Europe to open at 
ti>« Oh mp;a. Paris . . , Barry Sis-. 
Vrs .-signed with General Artists 

Hollywood 
liberate opehs a ■ four-week 

\m>i at the Cocoanut Grove Aug. 

t;. Yir-t ’ time lie has played this 
V. . . Maurice Chevalier set to 
V ) ; uiu-ri.s i:i Portland; June 18; 
V uifiu'ver. June 20; Spokane, June. 
2! an i Seattle. June 23 .. . . Vet , 
1 Sammy Wolfe celebrated his : 
2 t n v.*ar as stooge to . Ben Blue 
I : id.; 16* at latter’s Santa Monica 
i :irv\ . Vet 88er Goldie Gold¬ 
stein back at the Flame Room .... 
Tommy Sands will headline thje 
-{;>:::!>!.nation dance and entertain- 
; .rvi -how being held at San Ber- 
i; Swing Auditorium May 31. 

Chicago 
Sam. llonigrberg, who flacks for 

George Gabel, taking assignment: 

t. ditto’ tor comic Shelley Berman 

on tr.e Coast . . Frances Faye 
parted to open June 13 at the 
Desert Spa in Vegas for three 
week" • . . Colstons, brother-sister 

.( .niedy team, opened a two-week 
st:,nd at the Nacional Hotel in 
H e. ana . . . Yvonne Moray goes 
1 > the- Dallas Adolphus July 30 for. 
a pair . . . Roberta Sherwood has a 
f-.r!night scarring July 9 at the 

‘(■hi Black Orchid ... . Billy Fellows 
s;‘t tor the Elmwood. Windsor, 
Cut. June 2.for two frames : . . 

Adolphus has Boh Melvin 
,Lu..- lit; and Norton & Patricia 
i-d.-v, for Sept. «... Detroit 
( the lias hooked The Playmates 
hr » June 6 opener and Tommy 

‘THE COMEDIAN” 

THE LATEST -r THE GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 

Now in its 93rd Issue; containing 
stones; one-liners; poeme tes, song 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono¬ 
logs, parodies, double -gags, bits, 
ideas, intros. Impressions and im¬ 
personations. political, . Interruptions. 
Thoughts of the Day,. Humorous 
Views of the News, etc. $30 yearly. 

3 Yrs. $50—Single Issues $3 

Foreign: $3$ Yr.—3 Yrs. $90 
Single Issues $4— Ho C.O.D/s 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 S»~ New York 19 

Leonetti down for July 4, both two- 
weekers. Leonetti has a June 20 
date at the MUehleflach, K.C. . . - 
Gogi Grant goes to the Chi Palmer 
House Sept. 10, with Jose Greco’s 
troupe due there Sept. , 25 . . 
Scott Forbes (tv’s Jim Bowie) set 
for four, days at the Northwestern 
Louisiana Rodeo. at . Shreveport 
starling Sept. 1. 

St. Louis 
Carmen McRae in “for a week at 

Peacock Alley . . .. Juanita Hall 
drawing at the Tic Toe Tap . . . 
Ken Barry taking over as singing 
host at Ambassador Crown Room 
. . .-.'Karla (The Body) in. spotlight 
at World Theatre... . . The Vaga¬ 
bonds inked for last of the seei.o.i’s ; 
shows at Chase Club, starting May -. 
29 for two! weeks .. . Davey “Nose” , 
Bold continuing; at Celebrity Club ! 
. . . Comic Manny Opper in umpr j 
teenth week at Claridge Lounge j 

; Val Valentine in the stripper ; 
limelight at Stardust Room. I 

Atlanta 
“Stars on Ice Revue” 111), opened 

Monday e 19 > at Henry Grady Ho¬ 
tel’s Paradise, Room,, featuring 
skaters Johnny Flanagan, Beverly 
Osborn, Farrer .&• Carter, V::c 
Charles, Penny . Selwyri and Ice 
Adorables. \ Music for show and 
dancing is by Erv Hinkle ofch 
Troubador George Petras tops new 
bill at downtown Club Peachtree, 
with, pair of exotics, Lee Conroy , 
and Leo Wong, in support . 
Bryan & Linda Peters holding Over 
at ■ Danny Demetry’s Zebra Lounge 
in Howell House Lobby . . Bilt- 
more Hotel s Empire Room, featur¬ 
ing music of Emile: Poisson crew, 
will shutter June. 9 and hostelry's 
outdoor garden will be scene of 
dining and dancing . Hank & 
Jerry’s . Hideaway Continues with 
dixieland jazz, produced bv Sammy 
Duncan and group .. . . Red Carpet 
Lounge in Georgian Terrace Hotel 
holding oyer: pianorganist Dave 
Townsend . Exotic Sugar Cane 
heads up the . seven-girl show at 
Clovis Club . . . Fawzia Amir, billed 
as King Farouk’s favorite belly, 
dancer. co:featured with emcee- 
comedian Freddie Bernard and 
singer Natacha Badgley at the 
.Harem. . Dancer Sunny Dare, 
comic Marvin Boone, dancers An¬ 
dre & Renee, plus music by Tokye 
Trio, current at Domino Lounge in 
Imperial Hotel.. . 
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Maine’s Breakers Hotel Inoiila QfiifF Vaulin 
Demolished by Blaze lllhftlv ulUII” ? dully 
York Beach, Me:, May 20. The. North Carolina Board of Agriculture voted to retain Dr. J. S. 

A fire swept the wooden Break- Dorton as manager of the N. C. State Fair at Raleigh despite the fact 
fers. Hotel,, one o£ the largest and ! that the fair showed a small operating .loss last year In what Dorton . 
; Art t’nb -rtrttv, called the worst report he ever presented, he told the board that the 
^ olh^t gammer .inns on tne ^outh-| 0ctober exposition had an operating Joss of. nearly $5,000. It was the 
ern Maine coast, luesday (14); Th6. grslt op6rating loss the fair has, shown in several years, and Dorton 
hotel, skedded to open for the s^a- p0jnte(i but that the fair came in the midst of last fall’s Asian flu epi- 
son next jnonth, was operated by [ demic_ He said that the grandstand and arena, which are usually well 
Louis Cohen of Bostop^ ^wflo^a^o | ^tended, faded to make a profiriast-year, 
runs Lie Hotel Bostonian and. its . : __ 

ih6W Gllded! Claude Alphand, who was on the opening bill at the Blue Angel, 
ua0e .nuery m xne nuD. N.Y. will again be in evidence tomorrow (Thurs.) when Michelle Leura, 

Last : season, Cohen introed a ; a reCent French import, opens. She’s done the coaching for Miss Leura, 
line : and. acts _ at the Breakers, a thhs initiating her niece into U.S. show biz. Mile. Leura is better known 
120-roomer built m the 1880 s. jn her native France as a composer, haying won the 1954 Deauville 

” “■ ; fest with her entry. “Les Enfants de Paris.” For Miss Alphand, it’s an- 
rji ii . nA/1 17 other new contract in show biz, having long retired to become Mme. 
Irdoners Ket ZUb rroin Herve, wife of the French ambassador to the United States. 

LQ BsflCht* Dslc Iniury • For a ?! token fee, Ringlmg Bros, and Barnum & Bailey’s menagerie 
^ ^ iTr-» i Fii ’ w'ill become part of the city’s zoo at Pawtucket, R. I., 10V^ months a 
fnap kiifc Wlm PhntOfl year. The animals, valued at more than $100,000, were to arrive from 
yuco l U-O t.iu i u • P j New York yesterday (Tues.) aboard four flat cars. Under the lease-lend 

“ff it weren’t for these benefits,; agreement, the animals will be exhibited from the middle of May each 
a lot of guys would never have aj year to the following April 1. Under the arrangement, the menagerie 
chance to appear on Broadway." j win be shipped to New York’s Madison Square Garden for the annual 
So said Phil. Foster during his turn; performance each April, 
at the Troupers’ 10th anniversary ; - - : ■ 
shindig^ heldv Sunday . (181 at the j A ban on nonresidents of Westchester County at Playland, Rye, has 

•^rarier,;+^' a m *- i been petitioned for by those living in the area. Amusement Park, which 
rfSifSm^ th> <rRO,is exPected t0 gross $1,540,000 and tab a net profit of *450,000, would 
LvtnfTe fl' »bfeWiled ^gl.tteh-be in line with other units in the Westchester County Park 
f0riJ $2d to‘$50 for tables The | 1to”, on which clamps against nonresidents have been appUed. 
guest of honor was Polly Bergen Playland has been heavily plugged in newspaper, radio and tv ads, 
Sinch this is an eveut^y’*whichianh .residents of the area have complained of “overcrowding, excessive: 
theatrical ■ charity benefits exclu- traffic, nmse and nuisances. • 

sively, Theatre Authority, didn’t . 
take the usual slice Shifted to the Walter Reade Community Theatre—after the Hudson, 

Foster during hiahighly '“inside” 1^«■ «J f^i^ by t^l ^ 

take the usual slice. Shifted to the Walter Reade Community Theatre—after the Hudson, 
- Poster during his highly “inside” | N Y ’ Board of Education upheld a protest by the local unit of the 

turn Pinpointed a lot gof fheartteal I National Assn, for the. Advancement of Colored People, _that its title 
truth in hit! statempnt Virtuallv and character made unsuitable the presentation m a tax-supported 

lke ^hool^Ameriean Legiom Post 184’s “Black 
lot of singer! got up to do a brief and White Revue drew a standee audience of 1,600 last week. No 
turn: Ofcourse, there, were some undents were reported. Legion officials, while they disliked the 
Avith'little difficulty in getting slots' protest- had predicted there would be. no picket line or other dem- 
\utniliue amicuicy in geiung Sipis , -Thp-nnsf Inntr nrpcpntpH an annual RhmvTnthP hiffh on Bfoadway who also^appeared; - onstrationsl The post long presented an anhiial show in the high 

Among those showing up for the Mrs. Muriel Jenkins, president of Hudson chapter, which originally 
event _were _Frankie Lymon, Alan criticized the scheduled show as derogatory to the American Negro and 
King, Peter Palmer & Btubby Kaye, as a type which had no place in the United States of today, said no 
Kenny Youngman, Jean Carroll, protest against the theatre performance has. been made: There hab 

u0Jtt ar?-lt*v’ f^e^e Miyo- been talk of an appeal by the Legion to the State Dept, of Education, 
shi Umeki, Alan Dale, Djck Shawn, f01. a reverai of the Hudson Board of Education’s, action in upholding 

6M^terV r£inah Washington, f the complaint of the NAACP. 
Phil Silvers. The guest of honor 

■ ''iVne,-r S1? ?ro“p S As a result of doing free shows at the Memorial Hospital, N; Y., some 

-staged hv^John PranskV enRoW years ag0- the Parents of a former patient are contributing an annual 
! Alio^ rtVrt^xrtAKy- H0bert trophy to the International Brotherhood cf Magicians. Award has been 

a enmeeaanarny,, . made through magico Milbourne Christopher. Walter Rollins Jr. of 
.! . The Troupers themselves got a Canova, W. Va., made the award as a memorial to his late son Chipper 
/chance to perform. The ladies Rollins. 
; staged their own fashion parade ’ ' 

, wearing sequinn^d buplap sacks Dan Friendly, former booker for the RKO. circuit, will still be booTc- 
• aJ?d parodied “There is Nothing jng beaucoup vaude talent despite the fact that he’s now concentrating 
i a Guy,’ written for them by] on television. Together, with producer A1 White Jr. With whom he 
I. Burt Milton. It gave the show a partnered in a personal management firm, he’s producing, a kinnie of 

■fast start. -.- “Video Varieties” which will be lensed May 27 and 28. Cast will be 
! One event marred the show.. Alan made up of Ballantine, Chordettes, Augie & Margo and others. : - 
i Dale, leaving the cWb, was pushed -—:-———^---——^— ■; ;r——- -— --- 
( down the stairs and crashed into a n . ,• n. m 2 n i. n « 
j piategiass showcase window. He Brit. BlacKpodl s TeY Balinese Back 
1 was hadlv cut. and later removed r 

Scotland’s Caird Hall 
To Post Cops at Stage 
Dundee, Scotland, May 13. 

. Police or other officials will, now 
stand on- the side of the .stage here, 
whenever teenage idols top in 
vaude unit shows. 

Management of C a i r.d Hall, 
where teenage fans caused a near- 
riot during a show. .by. Tommy 
Steele, British rock ’n’. roll kid; 
stated this in a “postmortem’’ ver¬ 
dict.: 

At Edinburgh, Tommy Steele, 
cause of. all the bother; admitted 
he might have been “trampled to 
death.” He said his experience 
was “like a Christian being thrown 
to the lions.” . 
. Booking agents at Edinburgh re- 

‘ funded coin paid for tickets. About 
S300 was paid out as long queues of 
teenagers formed outside the ticket 
office. Biggest rush came, in late 
afternoon after school closing 
tinie. ’ 

1 Steele is due to head vaude at 
Glasgow' Empire, week of May 26. 

Tef Balinese Back 
1 was badly cut and later removed . 7. . „ . , m 

to. a hospital. A melee resulted Wltll Dick IlniK* All HlK . Galveston, Tex,, May 20. 
i when a ,N. Y« Post photog attempt- " Uilllo, /HI lWo The Balinese Room here Is sched- 

ed entry into the washroom, Anil T nnniA Hn VIA (Van TfUl 1116(1 to reopen as a supper club 
/where an M.D. from the audience ADO LOMIC UOnegaD 100 ahd restaur^nt on JuneP2. Top- 
had been summoned, to.lens the Blackpool, Eng., May 20.. . v : . ... . , 

! event. Harvey Rosen operator of A novel innovation In the Black- fUght shows will be reinstituted, 
I El Borracho .became outraged at pool show biz parade this summer but the opening attraction has not 
; the efforts of the photog and i5 planned by Leonard Urry and* been signed. 
; punches started, Cecil: Buckingham. Producers will Under consideration is Sophie 
i . . .—lease the 600-seater Royal Payilion, 
1 W • normally a legit playhouse, lbcated Tucker w-ho wfil be closing an en- 

So. Methoai&t s Concerts on the Golden Mile promenade, gagemerit In Dallas at the Century 
Dallas Mav 20 mecca of millions of vacationers. Room of the Hotel Adolphus. 

: Civic Music Course has listod.^oy «-ill stago.a new-style^um- ... , - 

i its-1958-59 series at McFarlin Aud m,er;show‘ 9°!dc” ?'?k» C0n!j)0 I 1 

Under consideration is Sophie 

, on the Southern Methodist U. rirtavKirtc** 
i campus. Dated ai-e Leonie By- ®‘sk,P,?ubles and PersonaUty 
j sanek, soprano, Nov. 12; Witold - -■ . „ 4 

mer.show; “Golden Disk” combo 
of two current roadshow units. 

sanek, soprano, Nov. 12; Witold r 1, 
Malcuzynski,.. pianijj, Nov. 25; Jo- 
hanna. Martzy, violinist, Dec. 4; JV1- 
Gerard ; Souzay, baritone, Jan. 20; lmPc 
Moura Lympany, pianist, in Feb- ??d 
riia-rv • ‘ ’ May 

Geared for record buffs, show 
will feature English artists in Voice 
impersonations of leading U. S. 
and British disk stars; Opening 
May 23, it will be emceed by Frdn 

DPI IMA 0F HOLLYWOOD 
DIIUliV announces 

a new department for high qualify 

REPRODUCTIONS or REPRINTS 
from original* taken at our studios or from your own photos 

expertly copied at a small minimum charge. 

F as LOW as "l. >2-AB:. 

. 0 . .' ■ ■-_■ ■ ^ Dowie & Candy Kane, Canadian 
^ S4* ^rch’ f?1?* comedy duo, in guise of Gracie 
ducted by Edouard van. Remoortel, Burns & George AUen. 
comes in March 5, and Jennie Tou- Performers booked include Syd- 
rel, mezzo-soprano, March 3L ney Walmslev. Dean Pirelli. Dev 

———.j Shawn, Dick Francis, Eddie Shaw, 
'• : •' ••••';••- •••’• : : ■■ ’ Valerie Hunt, Teddy Wayne, Bob- 

eBFMA ■ by King, Candy Ross, John Hughes 
SII'EvlAL —— '■and June Haynes. 
50 8x10 Photos Taken Another extra show for Black- 

on 8x10 Films pool will be presented by London 
I imUsil TlmA Impresario Harold Fielding, Open- 
Limited Time Only lng july 7 wIU be a six-week 

■ . ’ . , : matinee season at the Palace ThUa- 
—-i— ■ .’ . ■ ■. ! tre, starring Lonnie Donpgan, sup- 

SPECIAL — S45 tetnage 
- - ra rnmnAciiat and disk Interest. 

SPECIAL — S30 
50 8x10 Photos Ta ken 

on 8x10 Films 
limited Time Only 

REYES 
MaMqMUtf 

SENIA GAMSA 

119 West 57th St., New York, N. Y. 

PL 7-1574 

6,/jC 
In Large Quantifies Per 100’s 

Bring in This Ad and Receive FREE 
One H x 14 Display Photo With an Order of Above Specials 

SPECIAL — i45 
50 Composites 

(4 Poses)’ 

World Famous Photographari to 

Artists of Stage, Scraan,' 

TV, Radio 

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO 
154 West 57th Street 

New York City 
ilieaes Circle 7-3505; 

lottoe Stedlo: Hotel Teeratee 

CAB CALLOWAY 
1 i Currently 

1 j. OLYMPIA THEATRE 
PARIS, FRANCE 

Mgt. BILL MinLER, 1519 IrMrfway. New Yeifc 
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Seek Armory for Shows in Hub; Ax 

Boston. Mav 20. 
Commonwealth Armory would 

gerve as interim accommodation, 
for Boston’s conventions and trade- 
shows until a S12.00b.0d0 conven¬ 
tion hall is. erected, under a plan 
disclosed by : the Greater Boston 
Chamber of Commerce. . 

The chamber said that without 
facilities to handle large conven¬ 
tions and exhibitions in 1959. the 
convention bureau has already lost 
three national gatherings skedded 
for 1960. Among those to be home¬ 
less next year because of the de¬ 
molition of Mechanics Bldg, are 
the Sportsmen’s & Boat Show, 
Lost because of lack of facilities 
are the American. Legion conven¬ 
tion in 1960, v. \ th $6,000,000 in 
business, the American National 
Bed Cross and the American Water 

• Works Assn. 
In. all, 12 major events and a 

number of smaller conventions 
and tradeshows. as well as count¬ 
less sporting events and public 
gatherings, must be booked into 
other halls starting next year. Mar 
yor John B. Hynes has been ap¬ 
proached; for help in securing use 
of the armory and Gov. Foster Fur- 
colo’s aid will be enlisted, offi¬ 
cials said. 

Shriners’ Aleppo Temple, Me¬ 
chanics biggest permanent tenant; 
is faced with the problem of seek¬ 
ing new quarters. The. temple, 
whose 16.000 riiembership: makes it 
fourth largest in the country, rents 
on end of the hall. 

In seeking expedition of. erect¬ 
ing a new convention hall, the 
chartiber named a nine-man may¬ 
or’s commission, headed by Glen- 
wood Sherrard. managing director 
of the Barker House, to approve 

. final plans for the structure. Ar¬ 
thur D, Little Inc. has been en¬ 
gaged to conduct a convention 
market potential study of Boston. 

Until the 75-year-old Mechanics 
Bldg, is razed, foundation work 
cannot be started on the first of 
the new Prudential Center’s build¬ 
ings... Prudential has skedded its 
foundation work for late Decem¬ 
ber. 

' Quebec, May 20. 
The Quebec Provincial-Exhibi¬ 

tion Commission has reported a 
profit for the 24th consecutive 
year. Net surplus for last season 
was $14,914. Operating revenue 
for. 1957 amounted to $642,429 and 
expenditures, including $101,749 
for a new pavilion plus other im¬ 
provements, brought , the total up 
to $555,004, leaving a gross of $87,- 
424. . Of that sum, $72,509 was paid 
out to cover, a deficit from the 
operation of the Coliseum. 

During this period, the expo re¬ 
imbursed the City of Quebec the 
sum of $19,118 for part of the cost 
of building a new*'industrial pavi¬ 
lion erected for the 1956 expo. 
Commission still owes the city 
$11,500 for this building. V 

Report of the Commission in¬ 
dicates that the attendance for 
1957 was down from the previous 
year because of the weather. Mid¬ 
way operations increased, however, 
by 5%. The Coliseum show, was 
the Harold Steinman-Kalanag Re¬ 
vue which drew 43,000 attendance. 

B.C.’s Int’I Trade Fair 
Clocks 140,000 at Gate 

■ ■ Vancouver, May 20. 
Although official reckoning is 

not yet out, British Columbia’s in¬ 
itial international Trade Fair was 
a sock expo, with 140,000 through 
the turnstiles, "although we over¬ 
spent by $25,000,’’ stated manager. 
BruCe Barnett. ITF ran May 1-10 
at Exhibition Park, with original: 
nut set at $150;000 by provincial 
solons. ' 

Fair featured "Coquette,’’ the. 
basket balloon piloted by Francis 

. Shields, - as used in "Around the 
World ini 80' Days” film; Japanese 
fireworks displays, shows by vari¬ 
ous; ethnic groups, and an inter¬ 
national fashion parade. Tei^ over- 
seas countries exhibited this time 
around, with some' 40 nations 
repped by their consulates. 

’Holiday on Ice’ Click 
At Berlin Sportpalast 

Berlin, May 13. . 
“Holiday On Ice," American- 

produced show, wound its two- 
week stand at Berlin’s 8,000-seat 
Sportpalast to all-around kudos. 
With lavishness always this 
troupe’s special forte, the 19581 
program, surpassed all previous 
ones. A more spectacular number 
than this year’s "Bolero” cannot 
be recalled. It drew enthusiastic 
applause;-'...'. 

But despite all the glamor and 
ice artistry, the. biggest applause 
went to. group having nothing to 
do with blades, the four R/astellis, 
versatile clowns who belong to the 
best funmakers ever seen in. this 
city. . Runner-up for honors was 
Guy Longpre, an ice clown who 
knows how to sell slapstick. Loud 
ovations went to three' Germans, 
Rosemarie & Robert Unger and 
Werner Mueller. The Ungers 
clicked with . their couple skating 
and Mueller. proved highly effec¬ 
tive with his skating on stilts. 

Others who scored strongly Were 
Arnold Shoda, Kay Servatius and 
Werner Kronemann. . The catchy 
music (with melodies’: mostly from 
Cole Porter, George Gershwin, Irv¬ 
ing Berlin and Jerome Kerri) con¬ 
tributed much to the overall suc¬ 
cess. • '.. 

EyesofTex.(S.A.) 
On a "Disneyland* 

San Antonio, May 20. 

A million visitors , a year would 
attend a Disneyland~~type amuse¬ 
ment park in this city and spend 
$3,000,000 to : $5,000,000 for. the 
privilege,, the man who built Cali¬ 
fornia’s Disneyland said here. 

C, V. Wood, prez of Dallas Marco 
Engineering of the Southwest Inc., 
spoke before, about .40 Chamber of 
Commerce officers and representa¬ 
tives of the Municipal Advertising 
Committee, and executive council 
of the* Chamber’s Summer Festival 
and River Development Committee. 

Considered a foremost authority 
on. developing, engineering / and 
building such tourist, attractions as 
Disneyland,. Wood said a "minimum 
facility” for this city would cost 
about $2,000,000. It would Require 
50 to 100 acres of land, lie stated. 

Wood said that such a.park could 
pay itself off from revenue in four 
years, although he recommended 
slowing down the payoff period to. 
seven years by plowing back 25% 
of the enterprise’s profits. 

Arthur E’ Biard, chairman of. the 
Summer- Festival, named Charles 
A. Kuper chairman of a subcom¬ 
mittee to study ways to finance the 
initial feasibility survey, 

AUSTERE, SCOT FEST 
EYES TOPULAR’ NAME 

Edinburgh, May 20. 
: Plans are afoot to book a lead¬ 
ing popular entertainer for appear¬ 
ances at the upcoming Edinburgh 
International Festival.. This fol¬ 
lows the news that Louis Arm¬ 
strong will not be available for. 
the annual culture junket. 

Robert Ponsonby, Festival top¬ 
per, .described the act in question 
as “an extremely popular enter¬ 
tainer.” He declined to say 
whether he had a male or femme 
in mind. 

Decision to present a light en¬ 
tertainer at the International Fes¬ 
tival here is a complete About-face 
on part of Festival Society, which 
has hitherto followed a highbrow 
path only. Vaude and jazz.has had 
no place in the three Weeks’ stint. 

bailey’s Tex. Benefit 
Dallas, May 20. 

Dan Dailey will headline with 
ventriloquist Ricky Layne in sup¬ 
port at a benefit show for the Na¬ 
tional Jewish Hospital in Denver 
at the Crystal Ballroom of the 
Baker Hotel here June 5. 

; Dailey will bring his entire revue 
here from the. TropicSiia at Las 
Vegas where he is appearing, 

McConkey Shifting Base 
From Kansas City to Chi 

J. S. McConkey Artists Corp/ 
will transfer bulk of its activity 
from Kansas City to Chicago with 
reorganization of the butfit. Ray¬ 
mond. Auler,. former operator of 
the Consolidated Artists. Corp,, 
took his roster to the McConkey, 
office and shifted their: contracts 
there/ . Darrell Kitterman goes 
from the KC to the Chi office. 

Outfit is also adding a tv depart¬ 
ment. • 

S 

The Philadelphia branch of the 
American Guild of Variety Artists, 
is expected to reenter its charges 
against the national AGVA office 
with the Associated Actors and 
Artistes of America. Last week, at 
a 4A study of the charges, a rill¬ 
ing was' made that the Philly 
branch must exhaust all remedies 
within AGVA. The Philly branch/ 
claims that this has been done in¬ 
asmuch as Dick Jones, a Philadel¬ 
phia member, had appeared at the 
last meeting of the AGVA national 
board arid charged the current 
Jackie Bright administration as 
well as several of his uredecessors 
With /issuing “sweetheart”! con* 
tracts and with unethical conduct. 

Recently, the Philly branch filed 
charges with the 4A’s demanding 
that the parent organization take 
oyer . the affairs of the variety 
union, until various charges from 
1950. on were investigated. The: 
Philly branch included in its par¬ 
ticulars demand that all loans 
from the AGVA sick and relief 
fund to AGVA national b oaf d 
members be looked into and to see. 
what repayments to the fund were 
made. 

At the last executive, board meet* 
ing, Jones, former eastern .regional 
director of the union, aired, the 
charges against, the union in a 
75-minute speech. Jones charged 
that the board had massed a rul¬ 
ing not to discuss the charges with : 
Jones, to ask no questions, and the 
matter was considered closed. 
Bright, national : administrative, 
secretary of the: union, stated that 
the: "sweetheart” contracts ques¬ 
tioned by Jones were made during 
a previous administration. 

To the Dames, There’s 
Nothing Like Boston 

As the ’City of Music’ 
Boston, May 20. 

Boston has: been chosen the out¬ 
standing music community in the 
country, Ralph H. G. Matthews, 
head of the high . fidelity depart¬ 
ment of Westirighouse Electric 
Corp. told a luncheon meeting of 
the State Federation of. Women’s 
Clubs here. 

Westinghouse, together with Jor¬ 
dan Marsh, dept, store, will salute 
Boston, "City of Music,” the week 
of June 9, Matthews said. Cuffo 
debut concerts by young perforin-, 
ers will, be presented, also singing 
groups, chamber music orgs and 
music clubs in Jordan Marsh Audi¬ 
torium. Deems Taylor will preside, 

"Westinghouse hopes to be able 
[ to give something hack to the 
world of music, which we have 
been able to bring electronically 
to countless millions,” Matthews 
said.-' 

OLD ROMANIAN GOES 
ICER FOR HOT SPELL 

. The Old Romanian, N.Y., plans 
an ice show policy for the suhjmer 
•months/ Operator Jack Silverman- 
has booked a. blades : display 
through agent Harry Hirsch which 
will /open July 2 for four, weeks and 
possibly eight. Hirsch ivill bring 
in his own portable tank. 

The nitery’s icer will make the 
third frappe frolic in the New York 
area , during the summer; Lou 
Walters, who opens the Cafe De 
Paris* today (Wed,), will have a 
permanent ice show , sequence, and 
"Song of Norway” at Jones Beach 
will also use an ice segment. " ": 

‘Centurama’Blows DpaStonn as Bow 
Of Can. Tour Nears; AGVA-Vcv’r Nix 

t Vancouver, May 20. 

There’s a twin storm shaping 
up in Vancouver over the 
"Centurama” stage - water --aerial 

Martin to Bow Frolics’ 
ft 1 • iw *•' 1 ^emurama - . stage - waier^ aeixai 

DOOZe-llere-Again i OllCV 1 s^ow bankrolled by British Cblum- 
: :ilL M.. on i committee.- It’. 

slated to play 32 B.C. towns, in- 
j eluding this city, with itinerary 

Salisbury, B’ch, Mass., May 20: 
With booze back and hopes high, 

Denny Mulcahy, operator of the ! starting June 3* 
1,200-seat Frolics here, is bringing; „ . .. ' . . 
in Martha Raye to open the season * ^ stemA ^.01? American 
June 27 28 j Guild of Variety Artists and from 

.Following the two-nighter, he : Vancouver ^centennml body, a civic 
has signed Steve Lawrence and setup with AGVA blocking its 

Eydie Gorme for a week, and ha*;8nd thS' 
Tony Martin./booked - for a frame ,«ty getting that “the show won’t 
starting Aug 10 : play Vancouver.” .Further, there 

Only: 19 liquor licenses wereappears no accommodation for the 
granted by the recently formed i Centurama *° P^y this town. ^ 
Salisbury License Commissiori. Producer of the show, Roy LTso- 
There were. 55 applicants for a gal;, states the spectacular of 40 
total of 28 . licenses which could artists will play Exhibition Park 
be awarded. Public hearings are t here Aug. 4-9, as in published itin- ■ 
being, held . today (Tues. on two : crary, but an official of Pacific Na- 
others which were contested arid j tiqnal Exhibition said '“we wouldn’t 
a third which received only a tie be letting any show compete with 

■ Snyder’s Water Follies,” inked for 
j.the expo Aug. 18 to Sept. 1. "or 
to come in beforehand.” Georgia 
Aud, seemingly only possible al¬ 
ternative, is preempted by city’s 
international fest for Marcel Mar- 
ceau performances on coincident 
dates. t 

Government-sponsored show is 
in bad odor with the Vancouver 

., ...... , centennial body. Latter had pacted 
A .temporary injunction was. i along with Kinsmen’s Club, for a 

given to E. M. Loew, owner of the ; three-way-split Sportsmen’s & 

9uarter’^- against _Loq { Home Show promoted by Lisogar 
Walters- preventing the latter from j as an adjunct .to Centurama, and 
using his name in connection with | withdrew hastily, refunding about 
any nitery for. a period of three I $i,600 that Lisogar had collected 
years. The case comes up for trial | selling space and for printing. 
Tnno .9 Mnflivol-h I . 

vote./. 

June «2:.- Justice Owen McGivern 
of N. Y. Supreme Court handed 
down the decision. 

Attorney for the Latin Quarter 
Claimed that when the deal was 
made to buy out Walters’ share in 
•the LQ ; for : $424,000, agreement 
was made whereby Walters agreed 
not to use his name in connection 
with any similar venture in New 
York for three . years. The LQ. 
claimed that Walters violated, this 
provision in affixing his name to 
advertising. the Cafe De Paris 
which opens tonight (Wed.); -It is 
also claimed that Waiters had been 
mailing out brochures and other 
matter under his name in connec¬ 
tion with, the new nitery. 

Walters sold out to his former 
partner in January of this year. 

It was reported Jack McCoy, 
AGVA*s Portland rep who services 
this area, had ordered several un¬ 
ion acts riot to pact with the show. 
Report is that AGVA will pull art¬ 
ists prior to show’s preem in Nan¬ 
aimo,* Vancouver, Island, next 
month. 

It.’s an incipient dual tempest as 
yet, but shows signs of agitating 
a few solons in the capital city, 
Victoria, if it doesn’t blow the 
whole tour off the road. 

JAYEP. MORGAN TO TOP 

, Chicago, May, 20. 
.. A seven-act hill, paced by Jaye 
P. Morgan & Brothers and comics 
Rowan & Martin, has been set for 
the annual Du Quoin,. Ill., State 
Fair the week of Aug. 85, and, not 
to be confused with the politicaliy- 
orierited fiesta at Springfield, the 
state capital. Much of the turn¬ 
out at Du Quoin, however, is likely 
to be. liired by the famed Hamble- 
tonian, the Kentucky Derby of 
sulky racing, which Fair prez E. J. 
Hayes first brought to the town 
last year. 

Also pacted for the week’s stand 
are the. six Fredonias, Happy Jes¬ 
ters (3), singer Nick Todd, Rex 
Ramer & Eilene, Latin illusionist 
Richiardi, the Hal Sands Girls (24) 
and the Lou Breese orch. 

Traditionally, a separate block-1 Bob Astor. 
buster show is staged on Labor 
Day, and fair officials are still try¬ 
ing to swing several big names. 
They’ve had a turndown from Jack 
Benny and are. said to be pitching 
for Bob Hope , arid Johnny Mathis. 

The Circle Artists Corp. has 
been formed as a replacement for 
the former Gale Agency, which 
was dissolved last week when its 
prexy, Tim Gale, moved over to 
General Artists Corp. as a veepefe 
in charge of touring, shows. Head- 
irtg the new outfit will he Bill 
Peterson; Birney Golden, /Frank 
Sands and C. L. Christian. 

The new outfit will handle many 
of the small bands and combos 
that were with the Gale office. In 
addition, some singers and other 
types of acts elected to stay with 
Circle. ' They plan to add more 
agents within a short time. 

As presently constituted, Peter¬ 
son and/ Golden will handle the 
bands arid singers. Sands will book 
one-nighters, while Christian will 
take care of administration. 

Those who moved over to GAC 
with" Gale include A1 Valente and 

Steel Pier Jumping Gan 

Bennett-Basie a Team 
for State Dept Trek 

Hollywood. May 20. 

Singer Tony Bennett and orch 
• leader Count Basie will team up on 

, ... ; ah international tour to take them 
Atlantic City, May 20. 1 to Europe next winter, under aus- 

Steel Pier, operated by George; pices of U. S. State Dept. 
A. Hamid & Son, begins another I 
season May 24-25/ Pier in other] 8 Pth to open 
years opened over Memorial Day I show in ^Psc0 v- 
vrith the exception of the Easter l 

A«”aciio„s lor the opening i ‘I«* Boboli’ Off-BVay 
weekend iriclude. the two motion \ Tbe latest nitery to try off- 
picture theatres, vaudeville, with Broadway type of shows will be 
four acts booked, and the Marine ; to Boboli, operated by Arturo Sac- 
Ballroom, with Alex Bartha’s orch. co, former maitre .d’ of the Blue 

For the Memorial Day weekend ; Angel. Show, produced by Gail 
Bill Haley’s Comets are slated for Benedict & Gail Holzer will preem 
the vaudeville while Lee Vincent’s next Tuesday <27». 
orch will play the ballroom. / ! Cast will iriclude Christopher 

1 Cary, Vivian Lori. Patti Reno, Ken- 

Matt Gregory,.formerly in cliarge neth Shelton, with James_Leon 
of the Las Vegas branch of the handling musical direction. Cast is 
Milton :Deutsch Agency, has J under the jurisdiction of Actors 
opened his pwri-talent agency there, i Equity Assn. 
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Salisbury 'Outs Protest New 
Liquor Permits to New "Boozers’ 

S ilisbury Beach, Mass., May 20, 

Conversion from dry to wet was 

not proceeding too smoothly in this 

little beach town which gained, na¬ 

tional prominence when It went 

dry la>t year, as the new seven- 

man liquor license commission 

tightened up on licenses. 

Indication, of court action by 
Ir; te applicants who failed to re¬ 
ceive their green signal to serve 

..the bubbly again threatened last 
week to hold up the.functioning of 
21 licenses already granted and 
k* ep thirsty imbibers thirsty for 
v.j «*k-» to come. 

The chief protest involved the 
gi ailing of at least six licenses to 
persons riot previously in the. booze 
Ixia. However, several long estabt 
1 be 1 spots, forced to shut, down 
when the town went dry. Jan. 1, 
11517. and who can’t resume with¬ 
out a license, haven’t received one. 

One of the chief objectors, to the 
m w deat granting , of licenses was 
.A.dee'p Moghabghab, beach resi¬ 
dent and innkeeper since 1912,. 
whose application for his Uncle 
lvfdx’s spot was rejected by a vote 
ot 4-3. 

With a total of 25 licenses grant¬ 
ed to date, the maximum allowed 
now is ”!). The remaining four will 
hi for v ear round club licenses. 

U the 1.200-seat Frolic, Denny 
Mulrihy is ready to swing the ni¬ 
tery info operation after one sea¬ 
son’s absence from his over a dec¬ 
ade of big name acts. Martha Raye 
opens the season at his spot June 
27-28. arid.'he’s inked Steve Law¬ 
rence and Eydie Gorme to follow 
for a week. Tony Martin Is booked 
for a week starting Aug. 10. 

The other spots are negotiating 
for talent as the beach resort girds 
itself to regain Its lost nitery biz. 

Edie, Mead-y, Ski-dy 
Las Vegas, May : 20. 

Edie Adams' first visit to 
Lake Mead/turned out to be 
an exciting one. Miss Adams, 
who’s costarririg with hubby 
Ernie Kovacs at the Tropicana, 
went to the lake Saturday (10) 
with Jerry Lester,, the Trop 
lounge. star, and Roy Gerber; 
the local MCA rep; for a ses¬ 
sion of water skiing*; 

The party, in a 14-foot boat, 
got caught in one of the worst 
windstorms ever to hit the 
lake, but managed to get 
ashore without riiishap; 

On the way in. Miss Adams 
spotted two men in the water 
whose boat had overturned, 
shouted to Gerber and Lester* 
who turned their boat around, 
went back, and pulled them 
aboard to safety. 

Celebrating My First 

Anniversary at No. 1 

Fifth Avenue Hotel, 

May 22, Thanks to All 

For a Wonderful Year 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for all Theatricals 
,!We Service the Stars" 

Big Temporary Special oa All 
is Gag Files far $15, Plus $1.00 Pottage 

foreign: $1.50 ea„ 35 for $40- 

e.l Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 • 
e 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. *25 • 
e.Minstrel Budget . _... . $25 a 

How -to Master the Ceremonies 
kl ' $3 per Copy 
Na c.o.D's .. "Always Open" 

BILLY GLASON 
M9 w, 54th St., N.Y.C., 1* Circle 7-1130 
Wg TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
Let a Real Professional Train You) 

‘Five-Past 8’H&W Revue 
A Glasgow Gee-Wliizzer 

As Prelude to Liz Gala 
Glasgow, May 20. 

Howard Sc Wyndham, major U.K. 
theatrical firm, staged its most 
lavish summer revue in the ‘‘Five- 
Past Eight” series at Alhambra 
Theatre here last night (Mon.), 
with Dick Hurran producing. 

Special intrest attaches tp the 
new show in view of news that 
Queen Elizabeth will attend a gala 
Royal Variety performance at the 
Alhambra July 3. Much of the 
new scenery and talent is likely to 
be used, with guest acts from Eng¬ 
land and elsewhere. 

Latest “Five-Past Eight” has 
$9,000; bathing-pool set. Pool, in¬ 
set on the. stage, measures 18 feet 
across, eight feet wide, and six feet 
c^eep. ; Circulating in it are about 
20,000 gallons of water, chlorinated 
and heated to a temperature of 70 
degrees. It is backed by a six-foot 
high mirror reflecting to all parts 
of the auditorium. Pool is part of 
a Riviera number titled “Happy 
Holiday/’ and uses many of the 
chorines in leg displays and beach 
Costumes. : 

Stewart Criiiksharik, boss of 
Howard &. Wyndham, has dressed 
his new revue with greater use of 
coin than before. Girl dancers 
wear crinolines costing $300 each. 

Stanley Baxter, Rikki Fulton and 
David Hughes are featured in the 
new show. Geraldo orch is under 
baton of Danny Walters, and dance 
direction is by Ross Taylor. Pro¬ 
grams will change each month. 

An Edinburgh edition of '“Five- 
Past Eight” at King’s Theatre opens 
May 30. 

Eartha’s Waldorf‘Eve’ 
The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y., 

is In the process of lining up its 
Empire Room talent roster for next 
season.. Latest to be booked, is 
Eartha Kitt who goes in on Dec. 29 
for the New Year’s Eve show. Deal 
is also brewing .for Marie Mc¬ 
Donald, to precede Miss Kitt. 

TheEmpife Room opens for the 
season Sept. 18 with Edith Piaf in 
for eight weeks. 

Brubeck’s Mideast Dates 
New Delhi, May 13* 

After a tour of South Asia that 
has drawn wide acclaim, the Dave 
Brubeck Quartet is headed Middle 
Eastward.- The American jazzmen 

. are playing dates in Kabul, Tehran, 
j and Baghdad—capitals of Afghan- 
; istan, Iran and Iraq—before they 
| return home.. 
1 Quartet has performed in key 
i cties of India, Ceylon and Pakistan, 
j. A. tight schedule caused it to skip 
| its final concert in Karachi, the 
; Pakistani capital, on direction 
| from Washington, D. C, so it could 
j fill engagements in . the neighbor- 
. tag lands to the northwest. Bru- 
: beck’s visit to Asia is sponsored 
; by the U; S. Dept, of State under 
I the American Natonal Theatre & 
I Academy: 

AVAILABLE Mondays and Tuesdays ONLY 
through JULY and AUGUST 

Person*! Management: HARRY ADLER / 

165 West 46tb Street, New York 36 

PL 7-2535 

Atlantic City, May 20; 

Despite the brawls and rioting 
Which sometimes stern from rock 
,’nV roll shows, George A. Hamid & 
Son. operators of the boardwalk 
Warner Theatre here, has booked 
16 acts of performers appealing to 
juveniles for Saturday, May 31. 

Show will be emceed by Harold 
Cromer and backed. by the Paul 
Williams orch. “Biggest Show of 
Stars” will bring Sam Cooke, the 
Everly Bros;, Clyde McPhatter, 
George Hamilton IV; . LaVern 
Baker, Frankie Avalon, the Sil¬ 
houettes. the Royal Teens, the 
Crescendos, the Storey Sisters, 
Monotones, Jimmy Reed, Jackie 
Wilson and Jimmy Dell into the 
big house; 

. The Feld Bros, rocker will play 
three performances in the 4,200- 
seater the day after Memorial Day 
which, because of the three-day 
Weekend, shapes to attract top 
crowds. There will be an afternoon 
stanza at 2:30 and two evening 
shows at 8 and 10:30; Tab will be 
$2.50. 

Hamid interests V last. summer 
brought a big rock ,'n’ roller into 
the Warner for a two-night stand 
without incident as far as the most¬ 
ly juvenile audience Was concerned, 
and expects no difficulty, this time. 

'Biggest Show7 Off Pace 
■, Continued from pare $7 ; 

Juvenile Boxoffice 
is Continued from ptc< n ss 

Vern Baker, Royal Teens (5), 
Frankie Avalon, Clyde McPhatter, 
Crescendos (5), George' Hamilton 
IV, Story Sisters, Sillouettes (4), 
Jimmy Dell, Monotones (4), Jackie 
Wilson, Harold Cromer, and Paul 
Williams orch (13). Although this 
has been the best balanced show, 
nearly ail of the platter artists 
lack stage savvy, nor do they have 
an act. Anka, the Everlys, Cooke, 
McPhatter and Wilson are about 
the only ones that can be “acts.” 
The remainder of the bill, with the 
exception of LaVern Baker, are 
strictly good amateurs. 

Last, year, the show boasted a 
parade of guitars. This round* it 
was noted that the parade changed; 
from guitars to . diamond finger 
rings.. Many of the these with a 
hit disk are insulting the audiences 
by trying to persuade them that a 
diamond ring on the little finger, 
no talent and poor wardrobe can 
make an act. 

Frank Breall handled the promo 
tion for NWR here. “Stars” moved 

on to Denver. The Nat King Cole 
Show is next for NWR with the 
Ricky Nelson Show and Maurice 
Chevalier to follow. 

important source of revenue cut 
off, it’s ’anticipated that the coin 
available for entertainment for the 
kids will be at its lowest since the 
pre World War II era. 

Thefe are already some in¬ 
stances of desperation on the part 
of youngsters. Record sales, especi¬ 
ally among the kid; faves, are on a 
much lower level than in. maiiy 
years. Rock 'n' roll has been fading 
for some time and nothing is yet 
in sight, to replace this form of 
entertainment. 

Showmen feel that they too must 
bear a great part of the blame 
presented in this very bleak pic¬ 
ture. One of the reasons is the fail¬ 
ure to come, around with any new 
or exciting! formats. When even 
shows with nearly 20 headliners 
fail to pull weight in the arenas, 
it’s seen that showmen must latch 
onto something new. What’s more, 
it becomes increasingly evident 
that admissions must be lowered. 
The long prevalent theory that the 
kids will get up the coin when 
there’s something they want to see* 
must be drastically revised. It’s 
felt by. many that shows must be 
geared for kids who now have less 
loot to part with! For example, the 
$2.50 bite at the Paramount, N. Y., 
during the recent Alan Freed en¬ 
gagement . would be considered 
much too excessive in light of to¬ 
day’s conditions. 

There is oil bright picture at 
present. The prom trade this sea¬ 
son is. perhaps the heaviest in 
years: However, this is an unusual 
situation, since it’s something that 
provision must be made for dur¬ 
ing the school term. Also parents 
are cooperative In that respect and 
slip the kids a few more just to be 
on the safe side and they try to 
encourage the youngster into mak¬ 
ing his prom night a memorable 

■ evening. Such cooperation in most 
{ other fields, however, is. dubious. 

It’s unlikely that the juvenile 
market \yill be abandoned by show¬ 
men. However, they. will have to 
reasses the current situation lia 
light of changing tastes and eco¬ 
nomics. There is some: shift al¬ 
ready, with the greater stress on 
adult entertainment which the film 
market has definitely gone into in 
a heavy way. Showmen are pre¬ 
pared to write off entire areas as 
far as kid attractions are con¬ 
cerned, but not for long. The 
search is on for • new excitements 
to offer the juvee. j 

Vancouver 
CoatihaeB from page 67.55 

town is getting from entertainers 
who have appeared in them (niter- 
ies) recently,” and raps bistro-prow¬ 
ler Wasserman for being “a little 
shortsighted in his apparent sym¬ 
pathy with the entertainers at the 
expense of putting their squawks 
in proper perspective.” Columnist 
calls city’s night clubs “abomin¬ 
able,” and “uncivilized traps,” their 
clientele largely “yahoos” who are 
unsophisticated,” and “bad man¬ 

nered and drunken,” and the comics 
in the case, “obscure acts.” 

Wasserman indicates that Scott 
should “get out and observe a cou¬ 
ple of night clubs first hand,” but 
he nods agreement later with, “the 
typical Vancouver audience is made 
up of insensitive slobs . . .” 

Scribe defends Walters* seem¬ 
ingly not necessary since the indict¬ 
ment is inferential, by stating 
‘there’s only one night club opera¬ 

tor, in town with the inclination to 
risk thou$ands of dollars bringing 
in the type of night club acts Jack 
Scott would like to see,” and that 
“when I argue, in print and in per¬ 
son, that he lets these comics go too 
fat he replies, with some justice, 
that it’s his money he’s losing.” 

Comedians' Views 
Helen Boice, veteran comedienne 

at the Cave lait month, and deploy¬ 
ing unquotable material through¬ 
out each stanza, was nevertheless 
anxious to “make a rebuttal,” she 
said, to comics’ statements. Com¬ 
edian Lennie Russell, sometime 
Cave act and here visiting, said, 
“It’s not true." Comedy-juggler 
Mel Ody supports Allen and said, 
“But it’s the same everywhere now 
—not just Vancouver. I’ve found 
I’ve got to do some of it too, al- 
thoughSTve worked a lot of stags 
without using a dirty line, and went 
over good. 

. Drop in Vancouver 
Vancouver. Mav 20. 

Flop of . the Paul Anka-headed 
“Biggest Show of Stars” one-night- 
er here eight days ago confirms 
rock ’n’ foil’s fast ebb in this area. 
Highly touted bill of “17 Big Acts,” 
including Sam Cooke and Everly 
Bros., drew less than 3,000 for two 
performances in the 2.300-seat 
Georgia Auditorium — • “mostly 
teens” and much less vocal than at 
previous parades. 

The $2-$3.75 w.icket had few ad¬ 
vance sales. pulled a gloomy $8,- 
000 where promoter Zollie Vol- 
chuk’s Seattle bookerv grossed 
some $14,000 for u similar caval¬ 
cade last fall, incidentally killing 
single-name stands, like Johnny 
Mathis who turkeyed at Exhibition 
Park in January. 

Ricky Nelson’s flash date here, 
June 16 becomes speculative. 
. Apart from; regional wahe of 
Anka style tunefesting, this parti¬ 
cular show was “helped alpng” by 
dqej ay indifference, since Anka re¬ 
portedly soured the waiters last 
tiriie around by failing to show for 
a . CJOR interview session they’d. 
skedded. So Says Brian Forst. un¬ 
til lately himself a caterer ta the 
teen kick. 

There’s no local apprehension as 
to the Nat King Cole one-shot at 
Georgia Aud. May 30. That’s to 
be supported by Connie Francis 
and Nelson Biddle with orch. 

Blinstrub Books ’fin 
Big For Next Season 

Boston, May 20. 
Stanley Blinstrub, operator of 

Blinstrub’s 1,700-seat nitery In 
South Boston, is back from Man¬ 
hattan with takings for next season. 
These include Nat King Cole, Gi- 
sele MacKenzIe, Sophie Tucker, 
Anna Maria AlberghettI, Eydie 
Gorme & Steve Lawrence (as a 
team), Nelson Eddy, Helen Traubel, 
Johnny Mathis, Liberace, Mills 
Bros, and Sammy Davis Jr. 

Rounding out this season* Blin¬ 
strub had Connie Francis, opening 
Monday (19), and Vaughn Monroe, 
booked for May 20. New for his 
spot this season were Jimmie 
Durante, Tony Martin and Gordon 
MacRae. Firsts for next season in 
the acts garnered are Cole, Tucker, 
AlberghettI, Traubel, Liberace and 
Davis. j 

‘Opry’ Beats 'Biggest' 
Regina. Sask., May 20. 

A “Grand Ole Oorv” unit headed 
by Hank Snow drew .2,000 custom¬ 
ers for two performances iii Ex¬ 
hibition Auditorium last week (13). 
The. gross was $3,728, with tickets 
at $1.75 and $2. 

The turnout was 600 uo on tha 
name-packed rock 'n' roller, “Hu¬ 
gest Show of Stars for ’58,” which 
played the city a week before. 

With Snow were Wilma Lee and 
Stoney Cooper. Cowboy Copas, 
Jimmie Snow. Carol Lea. Sleepy 
McDaniel, the Clinch Mountain 
Clan and the Rainbow Ranch Boys. 
Promoter was P.ArcV Scott of Cal¬ 
gary. 

BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW 

HOTEL 

Show folks art raying about ttii : 

ail new Hotel Avery. All new, Urge, ; 

beautifully Jurnished deluxe rooms 1 

with private beth and television, j 

Many Air Conditioned 

AVERT a WASHINGTON SIS. 

RAYROMJUNI 
and CLAIRE 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 
Opaoiaf 10th latoraatioaoi Tear 

•tufmtlx 

LISKBERG PARK 
Gottaaharq, Svradaa 

Diracfien: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

pi in n mu m it mu m n iiTirtiiiiiii ili ii.infmtnniri 
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Chez Paree, Chi 
Chicago, May 16. 

Tony. Bennett. (with Bob Sharon 
Trio and Candida)', Rowan & Mar¬ 
tin, Chez Adorables (9), George 
Cook. Orch (12); . $1.95 cover, $4 
minimum:. 

Chi's flagship nitery, darkened 
for two months, relit (16). with a 
show" that suggests all that glitters 
could very well be gold—or at least 
appropriate: silver for this, its 25th 
anni year. Breem. layout disclosed 
the stuff. of which bistro boniface 
dreams are made, including some 

; unexpected assets" from a new line 
and orch. 

Turnout for the opener Was just 
short of capacity, which invites lots 

• of speculation: Maybe, for one, 
natives who. otherwise Would have 
come in assumed . the occasion 
would be ropes-up arid therefore 
put it off to. soirie tomorrow. As. it 
was, those who showed were amply 
demonstrative and easily gave the 
room the feel, if not the coin, of 
SRO, 

And the feel was sufficient for 
Tony Bennett, who paid his. laryng¬ 
itis no heed through a 45-minute 
turn that could starid as a model of 
showmanship.. Guy’s heartmanShip 
and moxie made the raspy pipes an 
easy hurdle to. fast aud rapport, 
and the table-pounding and mitting 
for-every lyric was exciteriient in 
itself. The threat trouble was 
most manifest: on the ballads, but 
happily in this case they were less 
than 50% of the catalog. 

Bennett’s voice is no great in¬ 
trinsic shakes, but his what-you-do- 
with-it savvy “and stage bearing are 
formidable virtues on any nitery 
floor. He’s poised, gracious and 
economic with the patter, and thori 
dughly outgoing with gratitude for 
the outfront tumult. So much, so, 
that he found it hard to beg off, 
though possibly that was his way of 
well-wishing oh the reopening. 
Bob Sharon's trio integrated with 
the orch for knowing support of 
the singer, with, boff bongoing by 
Candido giving it the needed vigor 
and flash. 

Despite a tendency, to overplay 
their , hand in spots, Rowan & Mar¬ 
tin rate all the same as a very 
funny team, with plenty of yock- 
getting material. Martin’s as awash 
as ever in beer foam through an 
evening on tv, and really has the 
glow on heckling Shakespearean 
elocution in a Las Vegas saloon. 
The comics work to especially good 
returns when they’re bantering, 
per “What’s your vocation?” “The 
first two weeks in July.” Lpts of 
laughs, too, from Martin’s pro¬ 
nunciation boo-boos, a credit to his 
timing and facility with tongue 

. and brain. The only bit that 
missed, in fact, was the naive tour¬ 
ist in Las Vegas. This one needs 
some rewriting for Rowan to mouth 
while Martin mimes upstage. And 
some tightening, too. Pit. 

Le Cupfdon, Y. 
T; C. Jones, Howard Beder, Ish 

XJgaYti Trio; $3.50 minimum. 

T. C.. Jones virtually has the fe¬ 
male impersonation .field, to. him¬ 
self but he’s not getting lazy about 
it. The turn,, which first came into 
the Broadway spotlight via a “New 
Faces” revue and later at the Blue 
Angel, remains sharp and intrigu¬ 
ing. 

In voice and gesture, Jones has 
got the coarse but amiable “lady” 
nitery performer down pat and 
when he. moves into carbons . Of 
Bette Davis and Tallulah Bank- 
head, the act is rolling in ‘high 
gear. In between there are itty- 
bitty impressions of Joan Crawford, 
Greta Garbo, Marily Monroe and 
June Allysori. Latter is a real 
quickie bit but Jones manages to 
get his point across. 

The material. is bright and in¬ 
terlarded with innuendo which tit¬ 
illates nitery crowds. He encores, 
as usual, by taking off the full¬ 
blown red wig tq display his now 
familiar bald plate. The gimmick 
has become so well known that 
tome of the shock is gone. 

Showtime opens mildly with a 
briefie songalog by Howard Beder. 
It serves mainly to quiet down the 
diners, and tipplers for the main 
event. Ish Ugarti Trio handles 
backing and. terp music in fine 
•tyle. Gros. 

Chase, St. Louis 
St. Louis, May 16. 

Carol Channing, Paul Neighbors 
Orch (IV; $1.50-$2 cover. 

. A brand new," read-hot love af¬ 
fair is now flaming in St. Louis. 
On the one side—audiences at the 
Chase Club; on the othqr—the 
unanimous object of their affection, 
the Incomparable Carol Channing. 
It’s Miss Channing’s first nitery 
appearance here, but it won’t be 
the last if the management has 
anything to say about it. * She’s the 

lifts.tftjpJsx, 

this neck of the woods in many, 
many moons. 

The Wide-eyed chanteuse, who 
can belt a song or coddle it like a 
baby, throws in everything but the 
kitchen sink* from her buoyant 
chanting of the “Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes” favorites to a pair of de¬ 
vastating impressions of La Bank- 
head and La Dietrich and an af¬ 
fectionate takeoff, of Sophie Tucker. 

Curtain call is a hilarious strip¬ 
tease spoof guaranteed to make a 
laughing boy out of. the most dedi¬ 
cated grouch. The echoes of. the 
applause , are still hanging around 
long, after the show is over. 

Paul Neighbors orch continues 
on the bandstand for the Channing 
engagement, with the Vagabonds 
and Buddy Moreno’s orch due in 
May 29 for two; weeks. Which will 
close the season at the Chase Ciub. 

•" Bob. 

Riviera, Las Yega» 
Las Vegas, May 13. 

Liberace,' Sid Kroftt, Phyllis 
Sues, Dorias, Ray: Sinatra Orch 
.(17)., • Dorothy Dorben Dancers 
(12); orchestration, Gordon Rob¬ 
ison, choreography, Ray Arnett; 
set Bob Rough; $3 minimum.. 

Liberace’s first Vegas .visit sans 
brother George finds, the 88er- 
crooner-terper in a package gen¬ 
erously jammed with songs, dances, 
comedy, audience participation, and 
puppetry. With his distinctive per¬ 
sonality, Liberace ties the festivi¬ 
ties together in a neat demonstra¬ 
tion of showmanship. 

In the piano department, he of¬ 
fers a motley group of numbers 
including a Gershwin; boogie and 
polka medley; an original calypso 
tune, plus “Warsaw- . Concerto,” 
“Fascination,” WTico Tico” and 
selections from “Gigi.” _ Latter is 
in form of plush production num¬ 
ber featuring a very pretty and 
talented terper, Phyllis Sues. Lib-, 
erace joins her in the dancing to 
good effect. . 

Sid Krofft and his puppets are 
seen in highly clever action which 
is ingenious, colorful’ and humor¬ 
ous. In one bit, a puppet does a 
takeoff on Liberace, and in an¬ 
other, a tiny Liberace at the piano 
is being manipulated by strings at¬ 
tached to a larger puppet. 

Act, presented by Sammy Lewis, 
was written and produced by Lib¬ 
erace. Gordon Robinson helms the 
Ray Sinatra orch (17) with aplomb, 
and Dorias is a skillful bongo man. 
Holdover curtainraiser is “76 Trom¬ 
bones” production: featuring the 
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (12). 
Show is in for four weeks. 

. Duke. 

Interlude, Hollywood 
Hollywood, May 16. 

Tom. Lehrer, . Martin Denny 
Group (4); $1.50 cover. 

Tom Lehrer is one of the most 
likable and disarmingly . clever 
youngsters to hit the Sunset Strip 
in. some time. Although his tal¬ 
ents have been concentrated on the 
collegiate classes, he and the In¬ 
terlude can look forward to a solid 
three-week engagement once the 
word gets around. 

Lehrer, a former prof of math at 
Harvard, pokes fun ait everything 
from missiles to Mozart with origi¬ 
nal songs that rate as high as 
priceless. The voice with which he 
communicates these welcome ideas. 
fits the bill Of satire, and his rous¬ 
ing piano provides a lively backr 
ground. Lehrer has not been sub¬ 
merged by theatrics; he most. ob¬ 
viously is onstage what he is off¬ 
stage. And. for. his audiences, it’s 
like watching a brilliant, refresh¬ 
ing friend at an intimate party. 

With good taste, Lehrer lampoons 
the south, the wild, west, .. college, 
folk songs, Gilbert & Sullivan, mo¬ 
tion pictures, atom bombs and 
“those noble; little bastions, of 
democracy, the Boy Scouts.”. His 
most effective tune is a diatribe on 
the possibility ..of nuclear explo¬ 
sions charring trie whole bunch of 
us at once or, as he puts it, “When 
the air becomes uranius. we will 
all go simultaneous/’ His patter 
between songs—is deserving of 
belly laughs and chuckles and is 
thrown away without pretense by 
the humorist. His tongue even fits 
his cheek well when plugging his 
LP record. 

Lehrer’s wit is dry though not 
odiously cynical. Arid if there be 
one fault, it is . that his 25-ininute 
turn is simply too short. 

What isn’t topical is tropical dur¬ 
ing this successful Interlude show. 
Martin Denny & Group, best known 
for their “Exotica’’ albums, are 
iriakirig their first. L. A. appearance, 
coming here from Honolulu, and 
their hour-long stand coriimands a- 
good deal of attention. Their 
rhythmic Oriental sounds are off¬ 
beat, and their versatility is shown 
in upbeat, citified tempos. It’s an 
intriguing ensenible that gives 
careful. thought to arrangement 
and sound, making it a. pe fect 
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Americana, Miami B’eh 
. Miami Beabh, May 16.: 

.' Fran- Warren, Doman Bros., 
Jackie Heller, Lee Martin Orch; 
$2.50-$5 minimum.. 

There’s a mixture of vaudertype 
comedy and sock, singing parlayed 
for the customers this week at the 
Bal Masque.. 

Fran Warren is a Well received 
familiar in this area. She a.wa.vs 
comes up With a soundly conceived 
stint that accents high ranging ap¬ 
proach to;the evergreens arid the 
currents, with specials to spice up 
the whole. Art attractive easy riio.v- 
ing, -authoritative, performer, Miss 
Warren captures attention from 
opener arid sustains build through 
blend of ballads , and upterapos to 
encore-requested reprise on tunes 
from “Pajama Game” in which she 
was one of the leads. On for 30 
minutes, she kept them pounding 
for more. 

The Dorrian Bros, are summer¬ 
time staples in this spot. Their 
brand of comedy, arid aud-partici- 
pation is ma.de to order for the 
budget-package types Who vacation 
in these parts during the between- 
seasons period: Main role is played 
by the brother: with the specs; he’s 
a well versed gagster, albeit his 
material is out of the years-back 
book: -That he garners big howls 
is tribute to his true aim at wants 
of the unhip plentifully .present. 
Big item is the gathering of sev¬ 
eral males from- the arid for hat 
and wig donning and sesh of voice- 
change tossing by the brothers. It 
wins them heavy mitts, Lary. 

Flamboyan, San Juan 
San Juari, May 10. 

. Zafra, Kiko Mendive, Rudenko 
Bros., Maritza & Showgirls, Ruven 
Ortiz, Edmund Klinger production 
staged by Laucel Darce; :■ Cesar 
Concepcion & Jose Vallego Ofchs; 
$1.50-$2 cover; $3-$4 minimum. 

durrerit floorshow follows stand¬ 
ard pattern. Zafra, Cuban femriie 
singer, and Kiko Mendive, Cuban 
song and dance man, delivered but 
were somewhat outplayed by the 
orchestra on night caught. 

. Rudenko Bros.; slick juggling 
turn, is good for. better than standr 
ard anywhere. They close with 
flame-tossing bit. 

Production number staged by 
Laucel de Arce which has Puerto 
Rican showgirls in spangled Chi¬ 
nese costumes, “butterfly” girls 
plus some in scanty dress doing an 
“Oriental” something called Tea¬ 
house. Maritza, who sings in. this 

reduction, gives the impression of 
aving considerable audience ex¬ 

perience arid dominated as the cen¬ 
tral figure. To follow and . close 
show, dark-skinned Kiko Mendive 
brought laughs as he made his 
entrance in a Chinese femme cos¬ 
tume to wind up doing a Cha-Cha- 
Cha number. 

Flamboyan lease was taken oyer 
last year by Jose Antonio Barbieri 
of Montevideo. 

It was formerly leased to Al 
Suarez, now running local Coral 
Beach Hotel. His. son, Jose Carlos 
Barbieri, represents him here. Ed¬ 
mund Aliriger handles most pro¬ 
ductions by long distance and also 
books Barbieri’s Montevideo outfit.. 
Ponte de Este Reuben Causa is 
general manager. Klinger's assist¬ 
ant is Vitante Bi-egnai an Argen¬ 
tine who lives in p.R. 

Flamboyan nitery serves as draw 
for the casino. Operation seems to 
have a strong flavor of Latin pa¬ 
tronage as contrasted with the 
jnoreHDontinental (Americano) Hil¬ 
ton and international hotel setups, 
possibly due to the. joint having 
some atmosphere and perhaps a 
more simpatico setting,, Rein. 

Beverly Hills, Cincy 
Cincinnati, May 13. 

Carmen. Cdvallaro Quartet, Lenny 
Colyer, Dorothy Dorben Dancers 
(10) with Clay Mundey, Gardner 
Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber 
Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, 
$4 Sat. 

For a change of pace after , a 
string of femme toppers; Johri 
Croft uncorks Carmen Cavallaro 
and his rhythm trio and comic 
Lenny (Specs). Colyer in the cur¬ 
rent fortnighter at plush Beverly 
in nearby el’ Kaintuck. Along with 
the capable backstopping by the 
locationing Dorothy Dorben line 
and Gardner Benedict’s bahd, the 
65-minute floorshow scores high 
on the entertainment meter* 

Cavallaro, absent for several sea¬ 
sons, wins immediate favor with 
his mastery of the keyboard. and 
trade-mark arrangements. Socko: 
are his attention to a “Duchin 
Story” medley, “Begin the Be- 
guine” and “Voodoo Moon.” When 
not soloing the Stein way. he has 
good support .from Buffy Dee, 
clowning drummer, guitarist Jim 
Notton and bass fiddler Bill Bandy. 

Colyer, speed; monblogist, with 
a change of material from his last 
engagement here, racks Up heaviest 

.j-jetums oh impressions of Rudy 

Valiee, Frankie Laine, Robert 
Mitchum and Gabby Hayes. His 
voice takeoffs are outstanding. . 
. Two classy routines are contrib¬ 
uted by the Dorben Dancers; with 
Clay Muhdey as singing emcee.' 
Dance music. for intermissions 
comes from the Jimmy Wilber 
threesome. Roberta Sherwood head¬ 
lines: the layout openirig Mav 23. 

. ■ Koll. 

Statf cr-Hilton* Dallas 
Dallas. May 17.. 

. Jose Greco & Spanish Dancers 
(l'.V, Garwood Van Orch (IV; $2- 
$2.50 corer, . 

Jose Greco & Co.; who. hold the 
Empire Room’s atteridance record 
from 1956-57 dates, made a big bid 
at opening (16i to top previous 
marks. Ropes weren’t up at this 
debut, since the management had 
already cleared the back curtain to 
accommodate some 700 Greco fans 
by. utilizing the adjoining grill 
space: A new record should be in 
the books from this fortnight.. 
: Captivated; audience gets its 
money’s worth; fast show keeps 
attention through, the 45-minute 
runthrough. There’s never a dull 
moment; with dancers on and Off 
like lightning. Costume changes 
enhance the iO-number show with 
color. Greco’s quick changes aiT 
low his six costumes. 

Per usual, the “Bolero” cash 
with Lupe Del Rio spotlights the 
Spanish dancer; but highlights four 
others in the exciting segment. 
Notable oil. this outing is the hefty 
palming. of an appreciative crowd 
that bolsters each of the 10 num¬ 
bers. Repeat. bit is “El Cortijo,” 
the “four horsemen” rornp that’s 
been a fave here. Slickest seghient 
is “Castellana,” with Greco, Lupe 
Del Rio and Maria Angeles. Distaf¬ 
fers afe not only talented terpers 
but well-stacked lookers, which 
builds the male trade. In the 
troupe this year is Paul Haakon, a 
“name” dancer himself, and a sock 
addition to the Greco company: 
Haakon , is in six of the 10 outings. 

Closer, “Fantasia de Valencia,” 
is a ball, employing the eritire com¬ 
pany is a lengthy finish which is 
too soon for the aficionados. Greco 
& Co. had to beg off after three, 
bows: Conductor Roger Machado, 
guitarist Miguel Garcia and fla¬ 
menco singer Manuela De Jerez 
work well with Garwood Van’s 
band for socko backing of the intri¬ 
cate show. 

Act ends May 29; Carol Channing 
is due May 30 for two frames. 

- Bark. 

Mapes Skyroom, Reno 
Reno, May 15. 

John Carroll (with Jeff Lewis), 
Ruth Price, Anthony, Allyn & 
Hodges, Mapes Skylets (8) in Joy 
Healy- Sonny Howe production; 
Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch . (10); $2 
minimum. 

John Carroll’s switch from his 
swashbuckling film roles to that of 
sentimental vocalizing registered 
surprise tp first-nighters catching 
his initial show in the Skyroom— 
surprise at his. authority and com¬ 
mand of a smooth, cultivated voice. 

■ The veteran actor booked his 
all-new Reno show as the first in 
his night club tour. Backing Car- 
roll in his 30-iriinute songfest is 
Ruth Price, dynamic young thing 
in heir first club act with a speak¬ 
ing part. Her Upbeat tempos, con¬ 
trasting-Carroll’s ballads, and her 
teenage patter make for a well-bal¬ 
anced turn, with only minor rough 
spots needed for. smoothing. 

Show opener is handled by the 
Skylets (8) in., a Joy Healy-Sonny 
Howe production designed to intro¬ 
duce Jerry Paul, talented in both 
the vocal and dance , routines, and 
Patrice . Michaels, a darkhaired 
lovely working with Paul on the 
vocals. 

Anthony, Allyn & Hodges, acro- 
terp trio in first Reno, stand, 
prompt patron approval with some 
well-timed, . well-rehearsed rou¬ 
tines. The two guys and. a gal mix 
cOiriedy with the aero stuff, brit 
win only polite applause with the 
fun bits. 

The Carroll repertoire includes 
“Day In, Day Out,” “Around the 
World in 80 Days,” “Johnny Trou¬ 
ble” (froiri a pic, he produced) and 
“Grariada,” latter. done in a com¬ 
manding voice in convincing Span¬ 
ish, The only slow spot in Carroll’s 
set comes, in a trio-long buildup 
getting Ruth Price onstage. She’s 
worth the waiting, however, com- • 
branding a big support with her 
jump versions of “September Song” 
(sharing the spot with Carroll) and 
her Own rendition of “Thirteen 
Men.” 

. To .evoke the laughs, Carroll and 
Miss Price bat. around a teenage- 
older man discussion that leaves 
the songstress. in first place with 
the. spectators. Carroll’s onstage 
personality, doesn’t get all the way 
through to some of the audience, 
but his singing show maturity and 
wiq yWJOttfilfBtiVt. , . --teyVi. 

Village Vanguard, X.Y* 
Anita O'Day, Mose Allison Trio; 

$3 minimum. 

It’s all ja2z at Max Gordori’s cel¬ 
lar and it’s all good. And the jazz 
buffs apparently can smell out good 
stuff because the room at show 
cauglit on a rainy Thursday last 
week. (151 had a good helping of 

■■ civilians as well as jazz pros. 
. it’s not that Anita O'Day is a 
singer’s singer that draws the show 
bizitos in, either. It’s just that she 
whips, up.an. intriguing vocal storm 
with an interesting and imagina¬ 
tive handling that everyone can dig. 
She also looks better and is much 
warmer in her approach than her 
last visit to the Vanguard last 
September. 

Her. repertoire is standard and 
! familiar but it’s, all worth hearing 
; again. Opening breezily writh “Have 
You Met Sir Jones” (femme singers 
seem to insist on using that title 
instead of the Rodgers-Hart origi¬ 
nal “Have You Met Miss Jones”), 
she moves into an effective “I. Hear 
Music” and. then wraps everything 
up with “You Turned the Tables 
On Me.” It’s all hers after that 
with such as “Bewitched,” “Sweet 
Georgia Brown” and the scatting 
“Them There Eyes.” 

Some of the hipsters have been 
trying to pin a “William Faulkner 
of ja2z” appellation on Mose Alli¬ 
son. It’s a loose description holding 
up mainly on the fact both hail 
from Mississippi. But even without 
the literary link, Allison can stand 
up on his own. His keyboard style 
has a slow southern quality and he 
blends a blues arid jazz feel for 
topmost effect. And when he moves 
into a slow and effortless vocal, 
the mood becomes, intriguing. His 
drummer and bassist aides supply 
just the right effect for an overall 
solid set. Gros. 

Sahara, Las Vogas 
Las Vegas, May 13. 

Teresa Brewer, Harvey Stone, 
ferry Tones (4), Dick Summers, 
Saharem Dancers (11), Shaw- 
Hitchcock Productions, Louis Basil;r 
Orch (14); produced by Stan 
Irwin; $3 minimum. 

Teresa. Brewer’s distinctively 
high pipery has returned to the 
Congo Room where producer Stan 
Irwin presents a well-balanced 
package with Harvey Stone capably 
handling the yock department. 
Miss Brewer, always a good draw 
for this room, repeats her past suc¬ 
cess with some solid songology, 
plus a .medley of her disclicks 
which evoke hefty mitting. She 
even manages to make effective a 
tearjerker. “I Wouldn’t Trade the 
Silver In My Mother’s Hair.” 

Backed by. a male quartet, the 
Terry Tones, a good sound group 
which mixes into the well-staged 
act. Miss Brewer makes several 
costume changes including a form 
& gam revealing feathery outfit in 
the “Naughty, Naughty Nineties’* 
finale. Herb Eidemiller guides the 
Loms Basil orch (14) through top- - 
liner’s turn. 

Stone, one of the few standup 
comedians who are regulars in this 
room, clicked with first-nighters 
via his gambling jokes and paro¬ 
dies. He! did a well-received 24 
minutes, and for the first time in 
years omitted his w.k. Army sketch. 

Original music, lyrics and choreo 
by Sonia Shaw and Bill Hitchcock, 
with vocals by ; Dick Summers, 
make the “Gonna Have A Jackpot*1 
production number clever and most 
appropriate—the jackpot consists 
of the Saharem Dancers (11) slid¬ 
ing out of the giant one-armed 
bandit. Lloyd Lambert designed 
the costumes for the show. Duke. 

Eddys’, R. C. 
Kansas City, May 16; 

Jay Jason, Cathy Carr, TOny DU 
Pardo Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover. 

Current bill at the Eddy estab¬ 
lishment has Jay Jason, back after ' 
about a year’s absence, and Cathy 
Carr in for her first date. Combo 
of comedy Jiid vocals moved right 
along through 50 minutes and gave 
the customers fair value for their 
investment. They play through 
May 29. . 

Petite Miss Carr warbles a con¬ 
siderable variety of tunes, cen¬ 
tered around her former Fraternity 
label hit, “Ivory Tower.”; She clicks 

, nicely, putting the rhythmn touch 
i.td “I’m Beginning To See the 
! Light,” and for a change of pace 
I has a sriltry “St. Louis Blues.” 
There’s a novelty, a parody and a 
takeoff on Eddie Jackson doing 
“Bill Bailey,” all of which helps to 
relax the customers and get the 
show rolling along. ’ 

Jason picks rip the proceedings 
casually and keeps it all very 
chummy and chatty as he devotes 
sorne pithy and pointed remarks to 
old pix on tv and air commercials, 
marriage, children, top tunes ana 
has some fun with youngsters at 

jiqgsirie, _.......... .. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 21 

Numerals in connection with, bills below indicate opening day of show. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Kill 22 

Vt. r & 
! Great Barton 

Maliiii 
Luoite Cummin:;! 

: U<i<ki*tlos 
. Glee Club 

AUSTRALIA 

I>IU*»tiiV l V-.tl*U(> . 
I>alra\*. 
I’atsv O'll ua 
Jim !loi:ihiil . 
Itatt M-iiiin 

SYDNEY 

Tivoli 19; 
R mm- R:>nahtt* <2i 
\ it* tlvde 
( litlor.l G 
C'uubjs 

• George Holmes 
I-jeanor Gunter 
Joe Martin 
M. Sc S Davis 

• Busier. FiUiless 
Joe Jenkins 

. AlWjn Leckie. . 
: NEWCASTLE 
I Victoria 1> 

Johnny Lockwood 
Alurjlo 

j Kayes Sc Faye 
f Anny Berryer 

Medlock A Marlowe 
>-Les Thaika 
• jimmy Jeff- 

"■ W tlhams A .Shand 
| Edith Juhasz 

.[ Frank Ward 
I Barton A Stuchb'r'y 

Chez: Pare* 
Tony Bennett 
Rowan A Martin 
Geo.' Cook Ore.' - 
Cher Adorablos' • 

Cloister Inn 
Eddie HiSRins 3 
Revet ly. Kelly 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 

Conrad Hilton - 
Glenn A C’oleen 
Menchassvs 

Drake Hotel : 
Sheila Reynolds" 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

/Cate of Horn 

Bob Gibson 
Josh White . 

London House -.. 
Barbara Carroll 3 

. Mister Kelly's 
Mike A Elaine. ' 
Marty Rubinstein. 3 
Marx A Frigo 

Palmer House 
Modernaires 
Dornan. -Bros.. 
Mattison Trio 
Beii Arden Ore: 

(Axidentals 
Mel Young 

. Fairmont Hotel. 
I Herb Shriner 

Geo. Alexander 
; £. Heckscher Oro 
! Gay 90's • 
: Bee; Ray Sc. Ray K. 

. Goman , 
: Joy Healy. Dncrs 6 
Wally Rose Ore' 

Hangover • 
Earl . Fatha Hines • 

Ore 

Muggsy Spanier 
Joe SulliVan 

Hungry I. 
Betty Bennett . 
DiveKetchuni . 
Gateway' Singers 

Purple Onion 
Lil Greenwood 
Lou Gottlieb 

36S Club 
Davis & Rbese 
Constance - Moore 
Joy Healy Dncrs 
Alex Duchin Ore. 

SAN JUAN 

LOS ANGELES 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome IV 
Tertv Cantor 
It * I Prestou 
Tuva Kee 
Julie' 
t'.iUeen Laine 
Beverlev Lambert 
Kenny (\mtor 
Barry Young 
Dale Warren 
Specialties ■ 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome IV 

Nitwi'i 
Iiincmg Debutantes 
Morton .Fraser's Co. 
Judv Movm 
Kirk Stevens 
Hal Ro n 'i 

■ Tex Mcl.eod 
EDINBURGH. 

Empire IV 
Olsen it Johnson 
Kaluiidon & Earn 
Tony Brent. . 
Keefe Bros, it A. 
“ i Hoot 
R-ii S.-ort. 
_r'Dulav Co. 
Fiaiicoss St Zandra 

GLASGOW 
Empire IV 

Russ H iindlpn 
Arthur W.orslev 
Iadringlo* 
1 ana So 
l*in Yue Jen Co. 
Kemble A Christine 

GRANADA 
Shrewsbury IV 

Benny Hill 
Peter Vernon 

| Tanner Sis. 
- t A i David Galbraith 
M .n^adors i Anne Peter. Crawford 3 

Billy Burden 
Tattersall 4 Merry’ 

. LONDON 
Metropolitan IV 

Butlinairs.: 
Freeman Sc Page 
4 Teens ' 
Jack Kitwan 
Vivienne. Martin 
Hollywood: Marion¬ 

ettes. . 
Mitzi Gray 
Mandy A Sandy 
M Jr M Marino 
Johnnie Maxim 
Adrian A- Adrienne 
D <t S Stephens. 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire IV 

Jimmy Shand. Co. • 
McKennas. 
Gladys Morgan 
Edward Victor 
L Sc V Day 
2 Pirates . 
Harold Taylor 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire IV. 

Ronnie Hilton 
Manton Bros. 
Freddie Friiiton 
3 Brittons .' 
Peter Dulay 
Les Mallini 
Hill Sc Billie 

Avante Garde- 
Ann Richards 

, Phil I.eeds 
i Joe Castro Trio 

Band Box 
■ Billy Gray 
Tony Sherrell. 

I Antone Sc Curtiss 
I Billy Barty 
' Bob Bailey’s 

. Ben Bi ’ 
Ben Blue 
Mae Williams 
Buddy Lester ■ 
Barbara Heller: 
Sammy Wolf 
Joan Kayne 
Dick. Bernie 
Ivan Lane Ore . 

Coconut Grov'e 
Nat “King” Cole 
Alien Sc DeWood 
Russ Morgan Ore 

Crescendo 
June Christy 
Irwin Corey 
Renet Touzet Band 

881 Club 
Johnny Walsh 

HANLEY 
Royal IV 

TiMiv Dene 
MeKiii'io:)' Sis 

> lo t si*uce 

A Sc V Shelley. 
Mart’n Grainger Co. 
Jack Beckitt 
5 Robertis 
Bernie Sc Barbara. 
Granada Ore. 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand IV 

Rhoda Rogers • 
Cyril Dowler 

l’»*1 es t*j ••* ! I.ynton Boys 
\\ i:ite:s 4 Yielding f Dillon 

Interlude 
Toni Lehrer 
Martin Denny 
. ..Group (4) . 

• Largp '■ 
Herb J.effriw 
Tony Martitfez Ore 

Larry Potter's 
Supper Club 

Chantel Noel 
Sandy Sims 

• Mocambo . 
Elaine. May Sc Mike 

Nichols 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin . Rouge 
Jerry Lewis ''- 
Donn Arden Revue 
Dick.. Stabile Ore 

Slate Bros. 
Don Rickies 
Vldo Musso : 

Statler Hotel 
Dave Barry.' 
The Belmonts 
Ed Bergman Orel 

Ye Little Club 
Annette Warren 

HAVANA 
Capri 

Darryl Stewart 
Luisa Ghorens . : . 
Soma villa Ore 
Calve t Ore 

Hilton 
■J, Moreno,. 
Fajardo Ore 

Nacional 
Maria Neglia 
r'-«rlisse A- Raymond 
Parisian Dncr* 
iia> Carson . 
Dancing Waters 
W Revex Ore - 

Riviera 
Raye Sc Naldl. 
Violeta Vergera 
Felix Guerrero Ore; 

Casino Playa • Ore. 
Sans Souci 

Cetra 4 
Gloria Sc Rolando 
•Victor Alverez 1 
Miriam Barrera* 
La: Serie Orc 
Ortega. Ore : 

Trepicani 
Erllnda Cortes 
Alberto Rochi 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys Sc Freddy . 

Riveros 
Guaracheros .; . 
Monica Castel 
Tropicana Ballet 
S Suarez Orq . 
4 Romeu Orq 

IAS VEGAS 

Pi'll 
<»lv: f h 3 
limit a•! ,>:-v 
Al.i:i ! ?t> •, 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire .19 

Guv Viiti -1011 

6 Boys 
3: Young Ladies 
Dennis Burroughs 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire 19 

Kaye Sis 
M Sc B Winters 
Dobbie 2 
Mistin Juniors 
Gilbert 

........ . Lotus Sc Lila . 
4- June • Taylor A Valerie■ 

' Rondart Sc. Jean 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel 

Mtv.iv.il i :neki 
• Bel man- 

R.i Ik: v ird 
i..* l.von Trio 
don Soir 

ielusa hinders 
Uu A H 
J icv R,w 
2hr'*e Fi lines 
Jsnvn.'e. D.miels 

Cafe De Paris 
R>*t'v Hutton 
Sheri*. Britton 

H i: :.v;n Sc Kossi 
■v\.l 
:■ t Lrke Ore 
Casanova 

• • Dunn 

Ted Straeter Ore 
. Mark Monte -Ore 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

Hotel Statler 
Xavier Cugat Ore 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Patricia Wilson 
Milt. Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin' Quarter 
Johnnie Ray 
Seven Ashtons 
Gena Genarde 
Martha Errolle 
Queti ClaVejo 
Jo Lombardi Orq 
B Harlowe Ore 

Le Cupidon . 

Desert , tnn 
Marie McDonald 

. Jackie Miles 
| Donn' Arden /Dncrs 
I Carlton Hayes Qrc: 
j . Dunes 
■' “Life Begins At 

Minsky’s” 
Pinky Lee 
Pat Amber Halliday 
Marquis Family , 
a Yokois 
.Marline Vargas 
Eva Pavlova 
Gillian Grey 

[ Bruce Yarnell 
I Cee Davidson Ore. 

El Cortex 
Dubonnet Trio. 

! Dick Saunders 
Marcie Miller 

El Rancho Vegas : 
l .Tee E. Lewis . 
] Lilt St. C.vr 

.1 Marion Colby 
j Barry Ashton Dncrs 
■ Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo: 
{ Pear.l Bailey 
' Lou Bellson 
I Harrison & Fisher 
! Four. Voices 
' Moana Gleason . 
! Don Kirk 
; Flamingoettes. 
1 Jack Cathcart Ore 
j Dick Contino 
I Fremont Hotel 
J Jodiraars 

■[ Make Believes; 
l Magnetics' 
/ Shirl A Earl Mor- 
i. tensen 
[■ ' Golden Nugget. 
' Harry Ranch 
Jig’ Adams 
Charlie Boyer 
L A F Maynard • 

Riviera 

Phyllis Sues 
Dorothy Dorben 

Dancers 

SheckV /Greene 
Ray. Sinatra Ore. 
Dukes of Dixieland 

• Sahara 
Teresa Brewer 
Harvey Stone 
Terry Tones . 
Saharem Dncrs - . 
Louis. Printa A 

Keely Smith 
Louis' Basil Ore 
Beachcombers 

Sands 
Danny Thomas 
Kings Four 
Bob Kaye . 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morellf Or«. 

San Souci 
“Havana Heatwave” 
Sid Fields .. 
Bobby Morris " . 
Pat Moreno ;.: 
Cindy A. Alberto 
Jeanne Masson. 
Mile'.';'. Zabuda ■ ■ 
Bobby Blue Ore 

Showboat 
Ilank Penny 
Shirley Scott . 
Garr . Nelson . 
Showboat Girl* 
Vic Artese Ore 
■■■ Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry • 
Annie Maloney. 
Peggy Dieterick 
KimAthas 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye. 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman.Ore 

Thunderbird . 
Frank Gusto 
Joe. Fbrharo 

Tropicana 
Ernie Kovacs .: 
Edle Adams 
-Elaine Dunn 
Dante D’Paulp 
George Chakiris 
Lizanne. Truex 
Jack Ackerman. / 
Nat Brandwvnne . 

Intercontinental 
Xim.inez-Vargas Tr. 
Brurii Roque . - 
Francisco Gago Ore 
Lito. Pena Ore. 

Carlbe-Hilton : 
Florian Zabach • 
Goyo Reyes 
Pepita' Ortega . 
Migtielito Miranda 

Ore ' 
Joe Blanco Ore. 

Condado Beach 
Bobby Capo 
Cuqui A Robert 

Pepito Torres Ore 
Hector Naeryey. Ore 
Normandie Hotel 

M. A: Ortiz 
Raul De Meja 
Alva A Rosario 
Voodoo Ore 

- Cotillion Room 
Tobaco Muniz 

Flamboyan Club - 
Manola Aivrez Mera 
Prof. Dilmer 
Maritza 
Kiko Mendive 
Joe Vallejo Ore . 

RENO 
Harolds Club 

Wiere Bros. 
Carl Ravazza 
Keiiny Knox - 

Harrah's Club 
.Denis A Rogers 
Lee Nortinae 
Windsors 
Saunder A Miller 

Holiday 
Nick- Luca* . .. 
Stroller* 
Sabres 

Map** 
John Carroll . 
Ruth Price 

Anthony Allyn A 
Hodges • 

Dorothy Claire 
Nancy. Lee 
Jack -Melick Trio» . 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

Golden" 
Billy Ward A 

Dominoes- 
Harry Ranch Ore 

; Riverside 

Geisha Girl Revue. 
Make Believes 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Oro 

Apollo, \N. Y. 
Dinah Washington, Lonnie Sat- 

tin, Willis Jackson Arnold 
Dover, The Tune' Weavers (V, 
Spic & Span (2), Reuben Phillips. 
Orch= (13J; “House of Numbers” 
(M-GK ' 

New Acts 

JACQUELINE JOURDAN 
Songs . 
17 Mins.; 
Hotel Shamrock, Houston 

When JacqueliDe Jourdan opened 
at the International Club in Hous¬ 
ton's Shamrock Hilton Hotel May 
15 it was hefbre her first American 
audience. She's. well-known on 
European cabaret circuits, and 
from her showing here is destined 
for U.iS. impact also. 

. Here is a classic style. Parisian 
night club canary in the best Right 
Bank tradition:: Miss Jourdan sings 
in both English and French, but 
is best and most charming when 
si icking to her native language. 
Yet her: French-accented English 
sounds exciting When trilling a 

j song like “If I Coiild Be With You." 
| Her voice is well-train6d though 
• small, yet develops surprising 
power . when . the melody : de“ 
mands It. 

Dressed in exotically original 
gowns, of her own design. Miss 
Jourdan presents a, striking figure 
on the floor. She easily, stilled a 
usually talkative audience as' she 
sang “Jezeel,” in French. In this 
as with most of her others, Miss 
Jourdan uses her . arms and hands 
in ah expressive manner, and be¬ 
comes artfully sexy in. an elusive 
and tasteful way. 

She seemed at. her best: with 
“Mademoiselle de: Paris’’ and also 
did a charming solo dance with 
“Carioca,-'’ in English. 

After her American debut Miss 
Jourdan confessed she was terri¬ 
fied throughout her Show. It was 
true that nervousness could be 
discerned in her. opening number, 
but as "she was later assured there 
were no grounds for it. ' 

Polished and sophisticated, she 
seems a natural for the domestic 
nitery circuits*. She goes next to 
Montreal. . . Harr. 

MlAMi-MlAMIBEACH 

: A Adrienne | T. C. Jones. 

nl- ( »r;ez 
;>i: bom Ore 

Ore 
Copacablna 

» Gibbs 
• i><* Witt 

* A Mitzi 
7-b- i\u •*ts 

• Hall 
a; • - **: Ourso Ore 

Alsrli fire* . 
Downs*airs Room. 

J:iLa> Monk 
M- k»‘. Di*s‘ms 

J’vwi |,»u Law 

Ha: ■! ! f- invill 
J ua r.:-k*'->p 

Hetsi Pierre 
S*ar>\ Vef>a Ore 
I k* flii-arih*. Ore 

Hotel Plaza 
T I *s*e H »Im 

Ish Ugardi Ore 
Old Romanian 

Julius LaRosa 
Gary Morton 
Bob Brooks 
Mac Pollack.. Ore 
McKenna lane 

Roundtable 
Joe Bushkin Ore - 
Teddy Wilson Ore 

Town A Country 
Tony Martin . 
Jackie Kannctn 
B A J Palmer 
Buster BurheU 

Dancers 
Ned Harvey Ore 

. Sicari Qrc 
| Viennese Lantern 
: Rosina Pagan 
: G A .J De Los Rios 
i Ernest Schoea Ore 
f?»ul Mann 

Village Barn 
i Tony Lavelli . 

Pete Pederson 
5 Marshalls 
: Larry McMahon 
{ Piute Pete 
f Bobby Meyers Ore 
! Village Vanguard 
; Mose AUison 
: Anita O’Day . ' 
I Waldorf-Astoria 
| Maurice Chevalier 
t Emil Coleman Ore. 
I Bela Bahai Ore 

CHICAGO 
Black orchid Pedro Roman 

Frances I: aye j GLamazons 
Joe Parnello <3) • , . 

Blue Angel | C*11*3*0 
“Tropical Holiday” ( . Blue Note 
Carmen. Romano . I Gene Krupa C4) 

Americana 
Fran WarTen- 
Dornan Bros. *■ 
Jackie Heller1 . 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
Charlie FarreU ; 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey Gentile . 
Jose Curbelo Ore 

Carillon • 
Varel. A Bailly 
Les Chanteufs 
The Archers 
Dick Sterling 
Jacques Donnet Ore 

Deauville 
Smart Affairs' 
Larry Steele 
Rose Hardaway 
Sir Lionel Beckels 
Wanderers (4» 
Leonard Bros. 
Flash Gordan. - 
Lon Fontaine 
Beige Beauts 
Walter Nye Ore , 

Eden Roc 
AI Bernie' 
Kay Brown , 
WiU Gaines 
Rascha Rod ell 
Mai MalkiD Ore . 
Sonny Kendis Ore 

El Patio 
Wingy Manone 4 

Rudy Ferguson 3 . ' 
Bobby. Sherwood. 

. Fontainebleau' 
Inkspots ' 
Joel Grey; . 
Eileen .O’Dare : 

Murray Schlamm 
Sacasas Ore 
Pupi1 Campo : Ore 

• Lucerne 
Havana Mardl Gras- 
Diosa Costello 
Milos. Velarde . 
Don Casino . 
Tonia Fibre* : 
Tony A Francella 
Juan Roinero 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Varona Ore. 
Murray Franklin’* 

Murray Franklin. 
Dick Havitland- 
Kay CarroU. 
Dolores Leigh 
Phyllis Arnold 
Snuffy. Miller. . 
Eddie Bernard 

Nauflfui 
Mac. Pepper 
Carlos A Yvonne. 
Syd Stanley Ore. 

: Sans Souci 
Mickey Katz 
Freddy Calo Qrc 
Paul Seers 

SAN FRANCISCO 
440 Club 

Lenn>’ ■ Bruce 
Belasco Four 
Silly Collin 

Backstage 
loan -* Beretta 
Bernard Bragg . 
Roger Bullock 

Blackhawk 
Modern Jazz 4 

Easy Street 
Kid Ory Ore . 

Crest Lounge 
Pete- Daily Ore 

Fade** It 
Ruth play 

JOHNNY SIX 
Songs 
3$ Mins. . 
Chaudiere, Ottawa ^ 

Chanter of western iunes, Johnny 
Six is w.kl in the Ottawa Valley 
where he has worked live and on 
disk. for. some years as Orville 
Prophet. Last winter he switched 
names to Johnny Six and toured 
Canada and the U.S. with a west¬ 
ern unit, booking into this Chau- 
riere Club date as the tour, shut¬ 
tered. ;;v . 

He’s equipped with the* custom¬ 
ary nasal pipes but lacks the savvy 
required in niteries. He muggs the 
microphone, and apparently, on 
night caught (16), had no makeup, 
Given gciod staging, costumes, some 
gimmick items. Six would be solid 
for niteries, television. He already 
is okay on/ radio and disks; 

'' . Gorm. 

Dinah Washington heads the 
Harlem vaude flagship this week 
and delivers a songalog with im¬ 
pact. Warbler once again proves 
her versatility by moving from r&r 
tunes to the blues and tosses in a 
touch of . Latin America. Miss 
Washihgtori, an accomplished song¬ 
stress with an easy delivery and 
poise, scores with “Crazy Lbvef 
‘‘Electric Chair,” and winds It up 
with “Blue Gardenia.” 

Sharing top honors on the 125th 
St. bill is Lonnie Sattin, former 
band singer with a fine set of pipes. 
Sattin has played some top spots 
and he continues to belt out a song 
with plenty of personality and con¬ 
fidence. Like Miss Washington, 
lie has a varied offering and "han¬ 
dles “Stand Up and Fight” from 
Carmen Jones,” (which he did in 
“Body Beautiful” on. Broad way r as 
easily as he does “Million Dollar 
Baby.” Sattin, who sings at least 
one religioso at every appearance, 
renders a nice “I Believe” for the 
Windup. 

Mimic Arnold Dover returns to 
the Apollo and shows talent in im¬ 
pressions. In his extensive reper¬ 
toire he imitates Godfrey, Arm¬ 
strong, Jerry Lewis, among others. 
One of the best Dover carbons is 
his takeoff on Billy Eckstine. 
Dover jacts as emcee of show and 
if he intends to double he ought 
to pick up a few gags, for In this 
role he appeared aiwkward. 

The Willis Jackson Quartet 
should know, that rock ’n’ roll is 
slipping and . perhaps ought : to 
be looking around for new matr 
erial. Jackson himself is a good 
sax player although he seemed to 
have trouble with his rendition of 
“Man I Love.” / His foursome;would 
probably win honors for at least 
being the loudest in town, if for 
nothing else. In addition to “Man” 
he does his own “Something Else,” 
and “Big Boy.” 
.The Tune Weavers live up to 

house bill as rock ’n’ roll group and 
register ok. Their ordinary song 
stylings don’t, make them any dif¬ 
ferent from so many groups. Spic 
& /Span, are better-than-average 
hoofers with personality to boot. 
Reuben Phillips Orch backs up 
show in, usual fine manner. 

Bern. . 

Majestic, Vancouver 
Vancouver, Moy 14. 

Ma & Pa O’Hagan, The Mona¬ 
hans (3), George Gibson, Christie 
Bowman, Johnny Haydn, Carl de 
Santis Orch (5); “The Mob” and 
“Hangman's Knot” (Col); 35c-50c- 
65c. 

Anka Sells His Eatery 
Tq Mastermind Son Paul 

' Ottawa,. May 20. 

Andy Anka has sold his restau¬ 
rant, Locanda, for $106,000 and 
will concentrate on handling the 
affairs of his son, .chanter Paul 
Anka. 

Locanda was purchased by Bob 
Simpson,/ standout end of the Ot¬ 
tawa Footbaill Club’s team. Rough 
Riders, semi-finalists in recent ;Big 
Four footbalL . 1 

Although the Majestic offers two 
feature pix plus two cartoons: and 
newsreel with five-act vaude bill, 
package fails to draw hefty trade. 
Minimum of advance ballyhoo arid 
‘played out” flickers stack up as 
alibis, yet variety-hills are con¬ 
sistently good and rate bigger 
houses. Yock and gasps occur in 
present outing and four of the five 
acts score well along the show’s 
60-minute span. 

Ma & Pa O’Hagan, by years at 
dotage (he claims to be 72), knock 
even the teenage quota of the aud 
on its ear with the sweetheart rou¬ 
tine that clicked on these boards 25 
years ago. It’s boff and tearjerking 
by turns. O’Hagan, a wily funster 
in old roue role, got up like Uncle 
Sam including chin-tuft, and femme 
disarming in old lace, inject high- 
jinks amid conjugal sallies and 
“sentimental ballads” that emerge 
as rockin’ to sonnets like “Lone¬ 
some. Road,” shake ’ri’ rattling tri 
/“Ida,” nimble show of gams by 
distaffer who’s got the Kay Starr 
beltability to her pipes. Rollicking 
stint and a begoff. 

George Gibson’s a “dancirig 
waiter” offering acro-dancirig with 
tapterpery fit to compete with; a 
kettle-drummer’s sticks. He hoofs 
and shoeshines while seated, terps 
prone and inverted on a chair bot¬ 
tom while juggling a spirining ale- 
tray, taps on tiptoes and winds up 
with five minutes of time-making 
footwork and ballet configurations. 
Hoofer’s a slick-garbed, personable 
colored soloist who’s become a fre¬ 
quent staple, in this area. 
' The Monahans are a gymnast trio 
comprisirig Bob Monahan and his 
juve nephews working on a high 
gym-horse containing a lower-deck 
teeterboard. They display incredi-j 
ble feats as deployed on two sea¬ 
sons with Harlem Globetrotters 

arid collect wham aud reaction all 
the way.. .' 

Christie Bowman Is a nicely 
stacked chick serving Oriental 
dance bit; in gold bra, fringe, skirt 
and finger cymbals. Draws whistles 
for hip work but not for. hoofing 
that’s more con than pro at present. 

Johnny Haydn is easy-to-take in 
the gab dept. Has a versatile set 
of pipes and is first-rate whether 
torching or belting. Collects -mitt- 
ing. 

Entire layout gets top support 
from Carl de Santis’ resident, crew 
in the pit. . Toms.. 

PriiTcesa, Santiago 
Santiago, May 4. 

Betty Miller, Corinne Calbot, Lil¬ 
lian Harold, Lolita Alvarado, Tony 
Leonard, Julia Rivas & Caribbean 
Mulatoes (4). . 

Tfie Chilean audience likes live 
shows as witness the success 
of the little theatre groups pull¬ 
ing them into small, compara¬ 
tively new houses such as the Petit 
Rex, Maru, Camilo Henriquez and; 
Atelier, presenting the efforts jot 
local dramatists arid foreign scribes. 
But vaudeville takes a back seat 
when it comes to facilities. The 
theatres are old, most of them on 
the , other side of the tracks, and 
if comfort is sought as well as en.- 
tertainment, it’s a lost cause. Seats 
are ancient, stiff-backed, hard; 
acoustics are poor; sanitation an¬ 
cient and air conditioning—-that’s 
for anpiher generation. 

And still the vaude and bur¬ 
lesque halls rack up hefty, biz. The 
secret appears to be straight acts, 
preferably foreign talent, peppered . 
with a few strippers. The latter 
doesn’t rule for the successful, 
downtown “Bim Biam Bum” revue 
which limits the undress to the 
bikini type. : - 

The Princesa theatre is a re¬ 
furbished, cold-looking, ex-filmery 
located in a poor neighborhood but 
it is doing solid business with its 
current off ering. Music is provided, 
by a quintet of piano, drums, 
trumpet : and two. sax, arid if one 
can’t identify the result of their 
efforts, there’s a sign above them 
that reads “music.” The two exits 
on either side of the stage are not 
identified with the usual “salida,” 
Spanish for exit, but with “puerto 
de escape,” pr “escape hatch.”. . 

Giirrerit draw is the. group known 
as the Caribbean Mulatoes, four . 
lithe, bouncj’, well-stacked sepia 
terps . headed by Julia Rivas' who 
bring the house down with their 
Afro-Cuban rhythms. Accompanied 
by two bongo, artists and Tony 
Leonard, a hefty vocalist, the color¬ 
fully, lightily garbed quartet turns 
in a sizzling tropical dancelog that 
practically makes the walls toss, off 
steam. It’s a holy, roller number, 
localeff equatorially, heavy on the 
tomtoms and exuding plenty of 
jungle passion. Leonard who does 
a couple of solos merits an en¬ 
thusiastic hand for his smooth, 
stylized renditions. 

Strippers at the Princesa, like 
Corinne Calbot, actually don’t fill 
the title for they don’t tease the 
front-rowers (they all appeared to 
be 18-year-olds at the performance 
caught) hut come, on stage w-th 
just the G-string or the inevitable 
veil. Production numbers intro¬ 
duce a nude or two_ 

Program booking was off in 
bringing in another Afro-Cuban 
hoofer, Lolita Alvarado, an Argen¬ 
tine, who does interpretive ver¬ 
sions of hot clime rhythm. With 
the Caribbean group, the. bill was 
overloaded in that department. 

Betty Miller, a tiny calorifie 
bundle whose abundant curves are 
sheathed in tight gold lame, clicks, 
with her Latin songs. 

Chorus line, like practically all 
iu this town, is inexperienced.. It 
is • quite evident there hasn’t been 
enough solid practice to make per¬ 
fect, - and hands arid legs go .their 
separate individual: directions, but 
the smiles of the'lasses with the 
scantily clad aVoirdupois pleases 
the males. 

: Blackouts are provided by stock 
company of comics, with sketches - 
dipping intci the blue occasionally* 
while local politics and political 
situations are interspersed for 
topical reactions. Edie. 

’Capades’ Wow 360G, L.A. 
Los Angeles, May 20; 

“Ice Capades” wound up its 18th 
edition Sunday (18) at Pan Pacific 
Aud with a smash $360,000. Blade 
show played only 28 performances 
in two and; a half weeks, shortest 
engagement ever staged here. 

Rehearsals now start for 19th 
edition, to'open July 18 in Atlantic 
City. 
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Deals for Off-B’way Product 
The amateur market is splurge 

ing as a subsidiary outlet for off- 

Broadway plays. That’s indicated 
by the intensified coverage now 
being given the basement-and- 
belfry circuit by Dramatists Play 
Service, the agency established by 
the Dramatists Guild to handle 
the leasing of non-pro rights. 

As of the end of last season, the 
DPS pickup of amateur rights to 
off-Broadway entries had been 
limited to a few offerings that had 
premiered over a period of years. 
Since then, however, eight other 
offerings produced in New York 
theatres outside the Times Square 
area have been tagged for the non- 
pro field by the agenting outfit. 

The new. additions to the DPS 
list of off-Broadway acquisitions; 
include, several of this season’s 
preems and a few that bowed dur¬ 
ing previous semesters. The plays 
preeriiing off-Broadway are now 
being covered on a regular basis 
by DPS director Margaret Sher¬ 
man. / 

The eight additions include 
“Brothers Karamazov,” the Boris 
Tumarin-Jack Sydow adaptation of 
Dbstoyevsky’s novel, recently pre¬ 
sented at the Gate Theatre; “Ev¬ 
eryman Today,” Walter Sorrell’s 
version of the classic, presented at 
the Union Theological Seminary; 
“Mary Stuart,” the Jean Stock. 

; G oldstone-*-John Reich adaptation 
of Friedrich Schiller’s play, prer 
sented at the Phoenix Theatre, arid 
“Me, Candido,” an original by Walt 
Anderson, presented, at the Green¬ 
wich Mews. Theatre. 

Also, “Palm Tree in a Rose Gar¬ 
den,” an original by Meade Rob¬ 
erts,” presented, at the. Cricket 
Theatre, and “Simply Heavenly,” 
the Langston Hughes-David Martin 

. musical version Of Hughes’ novel, 
^Simple Takes a Wife,” originally 
presgnted at the 85th Street Play- 
house and later brought to Broad¬ 
way. 

Also, “Tevya and His Daugh¬ 
ters,” Arnold Perl’s adaptation of 
stories by Sholom Aleichem, pre¬ 
sented at the Carnegie HaU Play¬ 
house; and “I Knock at the Door,” 
Paul Shyre’s adaptation of Seari 
O’Casey’s autobiographical novel, 
originally presented at the Kauf- 
mann Concert Hall and later 
brought to Broadway. 

Prior off-Broadway DPS pickups 
include? “By Hex,” presented at 
the Tempo Playhouse; “Madam, 
Will You Walk,” presented at the 
Phoenix; “Man With the Golden 
Arm,” presented at the Cherry 
Lane Theatre; “Purple Dust,” an¬ 
other Cherry Lane . presentation; 
“Sing Me No Lullaby*” a Phoenix 
offering; “Teach Me How to Cry” 
presented at the Theatre, de Lys, 
arid “World of Sholom Aleichem,” 
presented at the Barbizon-Plaza 
Theatre. 

T. S. Biot Is Potent Bfi* 
Reads His Own Poetry 

On 2 Texas Camposes 
Austin, May 20. 

Recent appearances of T. S: Eliot 
on Texas campuses showed the b.o. 
potential _of the proper presenta¬ 
tion of a literary biggie-reading hi? 
own works: Rapt houses of 4,000 at 
Austin (Univ. of Texas) and 7,000 

. at Dallas (Southern Methodist 
Univ.) heard the U.S.-born British 
poet give quiet, non-histrionic but 

; aocko readings of his works over 
the p.a. systems. 

Admission was free to Austin 
students and faculty. (if they pro¬ 
fessed to. be such at gate) and $1 
for outsiders. Ticket sales were 
small, but hunger for this type of 
event was emphasized by caravans 
of patrons from hundreds of miles 
away. Some earnest fans brought 
the poet-s collected works and fol¬ 
lowed text as he read. 

In Austin, the author read in the 
school gym, but subtle articulations 
carried over the cavernous spaces, 
thanks to good electronics. In 
Dallas, it was suggested that “cur¬ 
iosity” and "religious hunger” con¬ 
tributed to Eliot’s big draw. Also, 
the poet did nothing to diminish 
his stature or the size of his houses 
by his gracious treatment of stu¬ 
dents and press, and by his Church-: 
illian fervor river Texas trappings. 
He even refused to take off a cow¬ 
boy hat he’d received. 

Let the Chips Fall .. 
London, May 20. 

How far can theatrical real¬ 
ism go? Leave it to the Moscow 
Art Theatre to supply an an¬ 
swer. 

The Russian: troupe, Which 
opened a four-week engage¬ 
ment at the Sadler’s Weils 
Theatre, last Thursday might 
(15) with: a performance of 
Chekoy’s “The Cherry Or¬ 
chard,” brought along its own 
log arid axe for the offstage* 
sound of chopping. 

A representative of the com-* 
pany explained, “An English 
log-and axe might not have the 
correct ring.” 

“Two for the Seesaw” made a 
$40,000 return of capital last.week, 
the balance of its $80,000 invest¬ 
ment. The William Gibson Comedy- 
drama, currently in its 10th Week 
at the Booth Theatre; N:. Y:, has 
.already . earned .more than 50 % 
profit. .* . 
v The Fred Coe production, a 
steady sellout since preeming last 
January,; is netting over $8,000 
Weekly at capacity. The cost of 
producing the two-character play 
was $74,179, while out-of-town 
losses totaling $20,539 brought the 
tab. to $94/718 as of the Broadway 
opening. 

Heiuy Fonda, who stars in the 
Play, gets 15% of the gross arid 
reportedly a slice of the producer’s 
end of the profits, while director 
Arthur Penn is in for a 2Vjt%..cut 
Of the weekly take. Gibson’s author 
royalty is the Dramatists Guild 
minimum—5% of the first $5,000 
gross, plus 7%% of the next $2,000 
and 10% of the balance. . 

The rental on the Booth is. 
straight 25% of the gross. 

MOSCOW ART THEATRE 
IS SMASH IN,LONDON 

London, May 20. 
The Moscow Art Theatre startled 

its four-week engagement at Sad¬ 
ler’s Welle Theatre with a smash 
opening last Thursday night (15)1 
Top show biz personalities and so^ 
cialites thronged thie houses many 
attending the after-performance 
backstage party. 

“The Cherry Orchard,” theripen- 
ing show of the Russian company, 
drew raves from the critics in the 
following day’s papers. John Mor¬ 
timer, of the Loridon Evening 
Standard, wrote, “It went like a 
dream.” The Daily Herald’s 
Harry Weaver called. the produc¬ 
tion a brilliant success. He added, 
“The impeccable technique of the 
players took them over the lan¬ 
guage barrier in one easy bound.” 

Cecil Wilson, of the Daily Mail, 
described the show as “old fash¬ 
ioned, but magnificent:”. Felix 
Barker, of the Evening News, blew 
his top by finishing his review, 
“The. whole: sublime evening was 
one which, in. a lifetime of play- 
going. I shall cherish andremem- 
ber always.” 

The boxoffice response is appar¬ 
ently supporting the critical ac¬ 
claim, and although the scheduled 
run is not yet sold out, it’s figured 
likely to go clean for the entire 
four, weeks. Meanwhile, the Na¬ 
tional Film Theatre will present a 
10-day run of Russian films start¬ 
ing next Wednesday (28), to be 
called “A Tribute to the Russian 
Theatre-” 

Betty Comden to Europe 
'/ For Biz-Vacation Trip 

Betty Comden, Who collaborated 
with Adolph Green on the book 
and lyrics for ‘‘Beils Are Ringing,’’ 
planed last Friday (16) for. a four- 
week stay in Europe. She’ll o.p. 
the Loridon production of “Bells,” 
which is scheduled to begin a tour 
cf the provinces in September. 

Miss Comden will also visit the' 
Brussels Fair, to discuss plans for j 
a presentation there in July of 
‘‘Wonderful Town,” for which she j 
and Green also collaborated on the 
lyrics. ■' -j 
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Phyllis Calvert Plans 
‘Lily Hesry’ for London 

British actress Phyllis Calvert 
will double as producer and star 
of ‘‘Lily Henry,” due for . London 
presentation next fall. The piece, 
is a dramatization by U. S. authors. 
Mae Cooper and. Grace Klein, from 
the former’s novel of the same 
title. It’s a two-set vehicle requir¬ 
ing a cast of about 13. 

The property was previously op¬ 
tioned for Broadway production by 
Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers, 
and also by John C: Wilson. Daniel 
Hollywood agerited the deal for: the 
authors. 

Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, 
private, preserve of Veteran Ted 
Shawn, in Massachusetts opens, 
July 1 for usual seven week season. 
It. will be a mixed program of vari¬ 
ous types of hoofing arid including 
organized companies headed by 
Pauline . Koner, Geoffrey Holder, 
Donald Sadler, Myra Kinch. 

: Dancers from Spain (Ximenez- 
Vargas) Ceylon (Kandyan) India 
(Shrimathi* . Gina, Rani GopaP 
Japan fSahomi Tachibana and 
others will perform. Maria Garcia. 
Jean Cebron, Mata and Hari and 
Carola Goya arid Matteo are also 
booked/ '/• / 

Doing the solo Or pas de deux 
dassique will be such names as 
Mia Slavenska, Andre Eglevsky; 
Nina Novak, George Zorich, Daniel 
JJagrin, Irina Borowska, Alan How¬ 
ard,. Nora- Kaye,. Erik Bruhn, Bar¬ 
bara Fallis, Royes Fernandez mid 
Shawri himself. 

No Topic for Jokes 
A promotion stunt lor ilie 

opening next Tuesday <27) of 
“No Time for Sergeants” at 
the Westbury (L.I.) Music 
Fair obviously ain’t funny to 
Army and Air Force brass. 
The gimmick involves a prize 
contest for Corporals, the win¬ 
ners to be those having held 

\that rank the longest. 
A pparently Army and Air 

Force commanders figure it's 
poor psychology Jo publicize 
the length of tiirie a non-com¬ 
missioned officer can go with¬ 
out promotion. However, the 
tunetent is going ahead .with 
the stunt despite the beef 
from the military. 

4- A hot. election battle for the 
| presidency of Actors Equity is be¬ 
ll ieved to have been avoided last 
:j week by Ralph Bellamy's last-min- 
i ute decision to run for. re-election. 
/Bellamy had previously declined a 
j third term nomination on the reg- 

/ulsr ticket, but reconsidered after 
being petitioned by *a large seg- 

i.ment of the membership. 
! Following Bellamy’s acceptance 
i of the nomination on an independ- 
j erit ticket, Frederick O’Neal, the 
; regular ticket’s candidate for pres¬ 
ident and the first Negro nomi¬ 
nated for the top office, withdrew 

‘ from- the race in support of Bel¬ 
li amy. That means Bellamy, is now 

-unopposed. O’Neal is the incum- 
! bent third vice-president-of the 
| union, but is not a candidate for 
I re-election. 
/ It’s understood that if Bellamy 

I hadn’t agreed to accept the presi¬ 
dential nomination, another can- 
l .didate, whose identity has not been 
i revealed, was being considered as 

independent . entry against 

New Theatre Tent Sets 
Novel Tuner Bookings 

Framingham, Mass., May 20, 
A 3,000-seat showtent, the Gar- 

ousel Theatre, is to be opened here 
June !3Q for a 13-week season. Man-, 
aging / directors Stanton Shifman 
and Richard Earle plan a star pol¬ 
icy. ; ' 

The . theatre is to; be located at 
Exit 13 of the - Mass. Turnpike, 
With a six acre parking lot accom¬ 
modating 1,200 cars. Signed thus 
far for the .'summer are/ “Porgy 
arid Bess/’, with Cab Calloway; 
“Fanny,”: with Anna Maria Alber- 
ghetti;. “Burlesque/’ with Dari 
Daily, and “King and I,” with 
Polly Bergen. 

The theatre is being constructed 
by DiCarlo Brothers Co. of New¬ 
ton. The. sound system is being, 
designed by a Cambridge acousti¬ 
cal firm. Bolt, Beranek & Newman. 
Trappings are expected to include 
.a; radiant Seating system, closed 
circuit tv monitoring system, light¬ 
ing, system for added in-the-round 
effect, and. a central auditorium 
covered by blue and white Canvas 
tent under fabrication by George 
T, Hoyt Co:, of Charlestown. 

. Staff will include, besides Shif- 
mari arid Earle, Charles Caruso, 
publicity; Harold Leverant, sales; 
David Tihmar, Donald Saddler, and 
Stanley Prager, directors; Gcr- 
shon Kingsley, conductor; Saddler, 
choreographer; Harry Marshard, 
musical contractor; Eugene Gur^ 
litz, . designer; . Hugh Fortmiller, 
stage manager; Peter Perry, tech¬ 
nical -director, and Peter Gray, 
company manager. 

No Legits Next Season 
At Princeton’s McCarter 

Princeton, N. J., May 20. 
The McCarter Theatre here will 

riot book any tryouts or touring, 
shows next season. In a letter to 
patrons of the university-owned lo¬ 
cal house, Richard Pleasant; man¬ 
aging director of the operation 
with Isadora Bennett, attributes 
the move to the need for iriajor 
physical. repairs and the import¬ 
ance of developing a. long-range 
operation plan. 

However, the McCarterr .which 
has been operating as a regular 
road showcase for the last four 
years, will offer several musical 
events already scheduled by the 
Princeton Univ. Concerts Commit¬ 
tee, 

G’NeaL If that situation had ma¬ 
terialized, it was feared that an 

; ugly election campaign might have 
ii * 4 erupted in the union. By accepting 

, w nir-Are fi^inglIi.g a1S ' the nomination, Bellamy, by virtue 
the lOO^o profit mark. As of a May 0j Ms prestige and popularity, 
3 accounting, the. Judy Ho]lldayr e|jminated the possibility of such 
starrer had netted $331,164 on its a conflict-arising 
$360,000 investment.^ Qf _/ Jbat. Glher independent candidates 
amount, $220,000 has been distrib-(running for office in the union’s 

^between the hackers^ annua| Election, to be held in June, 
and the Theatre Guild, producer of.:,inclurie Jane white. for third vice 
the musical. The. show s revenue^/president, and Stephen Douglass, 
has included part-payment irom ;for fourth v p They’re running 

"ti?1!! i C; . ,, . ,, 1 against Hiram Sherriian and Lois 
The balance of the coin available W;ic0ri reSDectivelv 

for distribution is being held; for five- 
reserve^ to cover possible losses! year terms as councillors are 
during, the(Summer and the cost of }\vail ter Abel, Alan Bunce, Samah 
sending the productmn on tour. Cunningham, Rowan Tudor, Urylee 

t The .Guild hopes to keep the tuner t Leonardos and Julian Patrick, 
qn Brondway through next Decern-. Ttiey*re opposing Peggy Cass, 
her, when Miss Holliday s contract ( Berard Gersten, Richard Filey, 
expires. . . : • Jean Stapleton, Eddie Weston and 

. Jork run continues; Arthur Rubiri. 
until then, it’s figured unlikely that: • •_;_ 
the star will remain with the pro¬ 
duction on . the road. However, if 
the musical does move out before 
then, Miss Holliday is expected to 
tour with it until the windup of 
her pact. The star is getting 10% 
of the gross, plus 4% of the profits. 
The tuner is. currently in its 78th 
week at the Shufrert Theatre, N; Yeat'with 
, IPciaentaUy, The. management , brandies in. 10 mid-city hotels, will 
has been overquoting the show’s, .jje suspended for 10 days beginning ' 
grosses, in recent weeks. j next Monday (26) because of *n 

: j overcharge by a clerk at. the firm’s nP ARTH nr VltU/ lirrc main^ office. The suspension, action 
l/DAAln vr HCVY Ill Id /was^^ taken last Thursday (15) by 

N.Y. City License Commissioner 
Bernard J. O’Conricll against the 
Tyson Operating Co. Inc., and 
Sullivan Theatre Ticket Service, a 
joint operation. 

• O’Connell announced the penalty 
after a hearing on the matter at 
his offices.. The overcharge, oc¬ 
curred the previous week when 
Theresa Hale, a clerk for the or¬ 
ganization headed by John A. Sul¬ 
livan, accepted a $10 tip for selling 
four tickets to “The Music Man” 
to Philip Stogel, business manager 
of Metropolitan Sound Service Inc. 

Sullivan appeared at the hear¬ 
ing without counsel, and did not 
dispute Stogel’s sworn testimony. 
Agreeing that Miss Hale’s act had 
been “deliberate,” he commented 
that a sign in. the main office, 
visible .to customers, stated that 
overcharges should be reported to 
him. 

O’Connell also ordered the. revo- 

Suspend Tyson—Sullivan 
Ticket Agency Licenses 

On $10 Overckarge Rap 
. The license of New York’s larg- 

Vlnton Freedley has been reT 
elected /president of the Episcopal 
Actors’ Guild of America: / 

CUTS L’VILLE SUMMER 
' Louisville, May 20. 

For the second time in its 20- 
year historj’,; Louisville’s Arnphi- 
theatre will deviate from a six 
week schedule,. The other time was 
in 1944 when, due to gasoline ra¬ 
tioning, eight shows were pre¬ 
sented at the old National Theatre. 
George E. Gans, prez of the Louis¬ 
ville Park Theatrical Assn, govern¬ 
ing body of the alfresco operation, 
says that the scarcity of new Broad¬ 
way musicals and the unavoidabil- 
ity. of strong, talent dictated the 
decision to shorten the season by 
one week. 

Amphitheatre season will open 
July 14 and run through Aug. 17. 
Productions set are “No Time For 
Sergearits,” “Pajama Game,” star¬ 
ring Fran Warren, “Song of Nor¬ 
way,” starring Patricia Morison, 
“Naughty Marietta” starring Mimi. , , .. 
Benzell, and the Gordon MacRae I catl0n of Miss Hale s license, which 
vaude show. j she had already surrendered to 

Denis. Du-For will return for j bim by letter, 
his i3th consecutive season as pro-! _ . ( 

$65,600 B.R. FOR 
ward Hunt as .musical and choral} rUPC RAVYNIA CCA CAM 
director and Theador Adolphus as • V“* p IWiflllln. vIjAuUH 
choreographer, William Johnson, • Chicago, May 20. 
stage manager and Julian Barry, as-1 Ravinia Park, al fresco music 

j sistant stage manager. 'J : series in the north suburbs of 
Esther Cox McGee will return , Chicago, has collected $65,600 

as rehearsal pianist. Harry Davies : from 650 contributors to under- 
will handle publicity. I write the Ravinia Festival for the 

i coming summer season. Last year’s 
‘Dwellers/ With Dowling, I guarantors anted Up an all-time 

i? a * i ^ , [high of $7.8,250 but, for only the 
. r OF ISOStOn Arts r est j second time in 22 season1;, received 

Boston, May 20. j no refiinds in the fall because the 
Eddie Dowling will stage arid; Festival racked up a Iofs of $137,- 

star in William Saroj*an’s “The ’ 025. Balance of the deficit was 
Cave Dwellers” as the feature item paid from Ravinia’s permanent 
of . the -Boston Arts Festival this. funds, which, it’s underJcod, are 
summer in . the Public Garden.. c1pcc to rock .bottom. 
Previous; efforts to have Tennessee I . Festival, which begins next 
Williams’ stage one of his plays month, will ■-■.include- ja/z by Er« 
were unsuccessful. . roll Garner and Lionel Hampton 

‘•Cave Dwellers” will be given ’ in its longhair program of sym- 
fbr four cuffo performances, June phonic and chamber musj<', opera 

j 11-14. j soloists arid instrumental virtuosi. 
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Wallingford, Conn.. May 20. 
— Oakdale Musical Theatre will 

open its .fifth season next Monday 
(26> with a. one-week stand of 
“No Xjme for Sergeants.’* Subse¬ 
quent booking so far are “Auntie 
Maine,” June 2-15, and “Damn 
Yankees,” June 16-29. 

Ben Segal and Bob Hall, again 
listed as producers, have installed 
a glass heat system to enable the 
strawhat to open earlier and con¬ 
tinue into the fall. Segal Tecently 
returned from the Coast, where he 
contracted for stars at fees of up to 
$13,000 a week. 

Mark Kroll Acquires Cincy 
Cincinnati, May 20. 

Mark Kroll, Cincy insurance ex- 
. ecutive and New' York producer, is 
the new owner of Cincinnati Sum¬ 
mer Playhouse. Sprucing for the 
venture’s third season, he will 
transfer the location from Finney, 
towa to outlying Montgomery, near 
the Fox and Crow Restaurant, 
which he recently purchased. The 
1,400-seat layout Will be under a 
new tent. 

. Morry Efron, who heads Kroll’s 
production staff and is currently 
company manager of . the Broadway 
hit. “Dark at the Top of the 
Stairs.” will be in charge of the 
local operation. Kroll intends to 
open June 23 with “No Time for 
Sergeants.” and then “Kiss Me 
Kate” or “Kismet.” 

to be presented during the fourth 
season, starting July 3. Brennan 
and Martin will stage the others. 

Lease Canton (Conn.) Barn 
• Canton, Conri.v May 20. 

The Show Shop here has been 
leased to Robert Andrews and 
Philip Johnson, who’ll operate it 
as a combination arena-proscenium 
theatre. 

The directorial chores will be 
split evenly between the co-pro¬ 
ducers. A star policy will be Used, 
With the Stage & A^ena Guild of 
America handling the bookings; 

Staff at New Hope, Pa.; 
New Hope, Pa., May 20.. 

Staff for Michael Ellis* Bucks 
County Playhouse,; which began its 
20th season here last week, in¬ 
cludes John Crawley, business 
manager; Ned Armstrong, press- 
agent; Leonard Mulhern, boxoffice; 
Robert Arnold, assistant treasurer; 
W. B. Hackett, designer; Bruce Laf- 
fey, stage manager; Robert Borod. 
assistant stage manager; Ronald 
Fratell, properties; David Hand, 
technical director, and Walter F. 
Perner, assistant to the producer. 

Hand will withdraw from his 
v post later this month, with Robert 

Hebbard succeeding. : 

Westboro’s Red Barn Burns 
Westboro, Mass., May 20. 

The Red Barn Theatre, founded 
in 1938 by Alan Gray Holmes and 
the late Louise Gallaway, burned 
tv> the ground April 29 at an esti¬ 
mated $150,000 loss. The blaze was 
of undetermined origin. 

The 175 year old building, a barn 
converted into, a playhouse, housed 
a collection of oldtime costumes, 
150 collector’s theatre posters, and 
sets from the Boston Opera House, 
now being raized. A cocktail lounge 
adjoined the theatre and at one 
point in the blaze the liquor stock 
exploded. The Red Barn strawhat 
season had opened April 18. 

A two-story Colonial horive at¬ 
tached to. the theatre, arid: occupied 
by theatre owner Ivers Sidney 
Sawyer, his wife Shirley Matson 
and several actors, was saved by 
firemen. Except for one year dur¬ 
ing World War II, the strawhatter 
had been in continuous operation. 

Sawyers will attempt to secure 
a building to continue this sea¬ 
son’s productions. 

Bruce Becker at Nyack, N.Y.; 
Nyack, N. Y., May 20. 

Show biz luncheon honoring Rev. Dr. Randolph Ray, chaplain of the 
Episcopal Actors’ Guild and for 35 years rector of the Protestant Epis¬ 
copal Church of the Transfiguration, better known as The Little Church 
Around The Corner, at 1 East 29 St., N. Y., revealed a little known 
fact via Cornelia Otis Skinner’s address. As femcee, she referred to 
the rector as “our spiritual stage manager and director” and hailed 
The Little Church as the house of worship that first made actors “re¬ 
spectable.” This reference Involved an Incident that gave the church 
its name. It was just before the turn of the century. The minister of 
the fashionable Madison Avenue Church refused to officiate at the 
funeral of George Mulholland, an actor. He suggested, that the service 
might be held at “the little church around the comer.” . 

Dr. Ray Is retiring June 11, his 72d birthday, after . 35 years of 
service. Rev. Orin A. Griesmyer of Chicago will succeed Dr. Ray. Lat¬ 
ter recently published his memoirs which is studded with show biz 
names. Peggy Wood, Ralph Bellamy, William Gaxton, Vinton Freedley 
and Howard Lindsay participated in the luncheon tribute. 

Actresses Paula Scott, Ruth 
Kaner and Connie Simon have 
taken over control of the Actors 
Playhouse, N.Y. They’ve purchased 
55% of the stock in Venture Pro¬ 
ductions, inc., the operator of the 
off-Broadway house.; 

The move by the: trio; followed 
litigation in N.Y, Supreme Court, 
where they asserted their right to 
first option on the sale of stock 
held by their former partners, 
Anthony Vorno,. Jed Duane and 
Miles Dickson. The theatre’s cur¬ 
rent tenant is Patricia Newhall’s 
production of Garcia Lorca’s 
“Blood Wedding.” ;. 

to 
Censorship Of 

London. May 20. 
Another attempt is being made 

to abolish, or at least modify, 
British stage censorship. The The¬ 
atre Censorship Reform Cdmmittee 
has been set up under the Chair¬ 
manship of Sir Gerald Barry to 
look into the problem, which has 
been .the target for steadily mount¬ 
ing criticism. 

Theatre censorship in the United 
Kingdom operates under an act 

“Stubs,” the 11th edition of her annual booklet of seating plans for 
N. Y. theatres has been published by theatre party agent Lenore Tobin, 
It. is on sale by mail and at bookstores, newsstands, price $1. The new 
edition is considerably expended with seating Charts, addresses and; 
phone numbers of the following theatres; Lunt-Fontanne, Roxy, Adel- 
phi, Amato, Phyllis Anderson, Carnegie Recital Hall, Cricket, Daven¬ 
port, Gate, Greenwich Mews, Martinique, Qdeon, Rooftop, Sullivan 
Street, Theatre East, Theatre 74, York and Forest Hills Stadium, N. Y., 
plus the following out-of-town houses: Colonial, Boston; Paper Mill, 
Millburn, N. J.; and Erlanger and Shubert, Philadelphia, and diagrams 
to cover the new seating arrangements at the Golden, Martin Becls 
and Morosco, N. Y, 

“Oh Captain,” currerit at the Alvin, N.Y., will, continue indefinitely 
at the hpuse. The musical has been bettering $50J)00 weekly gross . 
with theatre party bookings at least a partial factor, Herman Bern¬ 
stein, general manager of the Alvin for CBS, the owner, has. no other 
booking even tentatively set to follow “Captain,” and cannot make any ; 
firm commitment as long as the latter show remains above the stop 
limit. ‘Tall Story,” the Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse adaptation of 
Howard Nemerov’s novel, “The Homecoming Game,” is one of several 
shows Bernstein is considering to follow “Captain” at the Alvin. 

Chagrin Falls Skids 'Planet’ 
Cleveland, May 20. 

The Chagrin Falls Summer The-} of the area. 
afre w ill open its season June 10 j -— 
v ith Martyn Green in “Visit to i 

itHREE REPLACEMENTS 
the. latter was playing Metropoli¬ 
tan Opera . guest dates, during 
Broadway run. j . 

The Broadway Theatre, a local: pf 1843; That provides that no play 
film house, will operate as a stock} can be. publicly'performed without 
spot this summer. It’s been closed I the sanction of the Lord Chamber- 
since 1930 except; for occasional ; Inin, an official of the. Queen’s 
picture bookings, The house which! Household: ; 
will be re-tagged the Tappan Zee j Barry, who heads .Granada TV’s 
Playhouse, has been taken over by I educatidnal programs, will head a 
Bruce Becker, who . was repre-; working committee of eight or1 18 
sented. on Broadway in 1955 as co-i people. Four suggested, reforms 
producer of “Tonight in Samar-; will he considered; First would be 
kand.” i a voluntary censorship system Un- 

Becker has .leased the theatre; der • which managements would 
for three years; - with a renewal op-1 voluntarily . submit plays to th6 
tion, from the Skouras Theatric censor, or risk legal action by local 
Corp. He plans on utilizing a star! authorities. Another proposed set- 
policy. The season is scheduled to J up would tag plays with various 
get underway July 1. Lability for different age; groups, 

r - • ;; [ designations -as to content, suit- 
Plan Theatre at Warren, Vt. l ability for different age groups, 

Warren Vt., Mav 20. etc:, as is done here with films. 
A new theatre is included in a. Some want censorship tp be com- 

three to - five-year expansion-'pro-: pletely abolished, , with" manage- 
gram planned at Sugarbriish Val-i ments subjeet to police action, .as 
ley, a new ski development which j book publishers are. Finally,, it has 
will; be opened here next Decern- ! been proposed that; the present 
her. Besides drama, the skiing re-j system be continued, but with the 
sort plans music; .folk festivails, j.Lord. : Chamberlain more flexible 
skating, winter horse shows, sports.! on “forbidden” topics, such as 
etc t homosexuality; 

Jack ’ Murphy . of Saratoga! Wayland Young, one of the many 
Springs, will be. general manager writers, actors and niembers of 

The second bill, starting June 
24. u ill be “Compulsion,” directed 
hy How ard Da Silva, who will* also 
repeat his original New York role 
u the prosecuting attorney* Ruth 
Chatferton is slated for an early 
summer production of “Little 
Foxes.” Da 'Silva is director-pro¬ 
ducer for the entire season. 

FOR STARS OF‘ANGEL’ 
“Look Homeward, Angel,” cur- 

Parliament interested in the com¬ 
mittee. predicts; “Cen.sprship has 

.been in force for more.than 100 
years and we shall be lucky if we 
get anything moving within five 
.years.”' .. • '• ■ 

Other members of the new; .com¬ 
mittee include playwrights Sean 
O’Casey, Benn W: Levy, John Os¬ 
borne and Wolf Mankowitz, film-, 
legit star Alec Guinness and Lon¬ 
don Observer drama critic Ken- 

rently in its 26th smash week on 
Broadway, is getting replacements 
for its three original costars. Hugh i 
Griffith, one of the trio, has al-I---** - -- - 
ready left the Pulitzer and Critics- neth Tynan. The whole matter has 
Circle-prize play, while Anthony • been sparked by the recent admis- 
Perkins and Jo Van Fleet, the other si®n by Home . Secretary R. A, 
two headliners: withdrawnext Butler, during a Parliamentary de- 
June 28 at the expiration of their bate, that he will , give “close at- 
contracts. ] lerition” to. the demand for the 

Miss Van Fleet and Perkins will L abolition of stage censorship. “The 
Woodstock Patrons Pick ’Em 

Woodstock, N. Y.v May 20: . _ „___ __w„a „llt. 
The pi-ivs to be presented this [ bp succeeded,, respectively by Mir- • censorship of plays is not without 

summer at Woodstock; Playhouse : jam Hopkins’ arid Andrew Prine i its difficulties, .which I am cori- 
v til be culled from selections made j the latter being : a. newcomer to ’ sidering,” the Cabinet member 
b\ the barn’s patrons. A. L. Sainerr ; Broadway. Griffith's role has been Vsaid. .. 

operates the strawhatter, has ; assumed temporarily by. Victor Kil- 1 —1 
requested play recommendations jian, who’s moved up from another 
from those who attend the theatre. [part in the play, which John Boruff 

The silo is scheduled to open > bas taken over! ' 
Ju'.\ 1. with Cyril Simon return-j Several weeks ago, when queried r 
ing as director. Publicity will be about the triple replacement situa- i TT % „ - ■. 

handled by. Tommy Beere. wife of j tion. producer 
Arthur Zahenberg, a -Woodstock tden said that be S this sum- 
resident. : unsettled, as . at least , two of the'; ^® 

I Floating Theatre For 
Pitt’s ’Mermaid’ Drama 

Williamstown, Mass.. May 20. 
William J. Martin will. again be ; 

general manager and guest, direc-; 
tor this season at the WTlliamstown ! 
Summer Theatre. A lecturer in!. 
crania at Williams College, he was j 
business manager of the sti'awhat \ 

the expiration of their contracts. ^,he Prog^m to be pre- 
r 9 ■ sented will include a one-hour mu- 

Encore for ‘Anntie’ 
sic play: with a New York cast, plus 
60 musicians of the American Wind 

| Symphony, and a debut of the Hei- 
. Toronto, May 20. \ tor Villa-Lobos ‘‘Fantasia in Three 

The Royal Alexandra Theatre' Movements;” The first. perform- 
Ia.st season and also was executive [ here, which racked up a record; ance will be July: 20. 
director of the Highfieid Theatre ^straight play gross last Decern- ! Edward (Ted) Mabley, the radio- 
ir. Falmuoth; Mass. I her with a one-week run of the ’ tele script writer who co-authored 

Ralph R. Renzi is publicity di-j Constance Bennett edition of | two Broadway plays, “Temper, the 
rector for the Williamstown warm—; “Auntie Marne,” is bringing the \ Wind” and “Giad Tidings” has! 
weather. During the school year, [ comedy back. This time, ho\yever, \ \yritten book and lyrics on com- 
he is press director for Williams | the house has booked the touring 
College. ! version, in which Sylvia. Sidney 

Tom Brennan, a member of the; plays the title role. The produc- 
strawhat since 1955, has been * tion is scheduled for a one-week 
named associate director. Nikos; run beginning May 26. 
PsacharopoUlos, executive director, | The take for the company, starr 

: will stage four of the eight plays; ring Miss Bennett, was $42^457. 

mission. The new orie-hour work 
is “The Mermaid In Lock Number 
Beveri;” with riiusic by Elie Sieg- 
meister. It concerns a mdrmai(L 
spurned by a Navy frogman, who 
swims up the Mississippi and Ohio 
rivers to get libf man in Pittsburgh. 

Variation on a Theme 
London, May 15. : 

H. M; Terinent presentation Of two-act 
drama by Terence Rattigan. Stars Mar¬ 
garet Leighton. Directed by John Gielgud; 
setting by Paul Anstee. At Globe Theatre, 
London. May 14, '58;. 2.80 top. 
Rose .............. 
Hettie _... 
Ron. 
Kurt .... 
Fiona .,. 
Mona .... 
Adrian 
Sam ..... 

. Margaret Leighton 
.. Jean Anderson 
..Jeremy Brett 
.............. George Pravda 
... Felicity Ross 

. Mavis VJlliers 
............ Lawrence Dalzell 
... Michael Goodliffe 

“Variation on a Theme” does not 
justify the reputation of its author, 
Terence Rattigari. It is unpleasant 
trivia, although it may get a; fair 
West End run on the names--of. the 
playwright and draw of its star, 
Margaret Leighton. It is not a 
prospect for export to Broadway, 

The play, set in a crumbling, 
chateau - in Cannes,. is a modem 
variation on the theme of “The 
Lady of the Camelias.” It presents 
Miss Leighton as an ex-stenogra¬ 
pher suffering from . consumption 
and the emotional emptiness of 
four wealthy but loveless mar¬ 
riages. She; considers wedding a 
German, 'black market millionaire, 
but instead becomes involved in a 
romance with a cheap young ballet 
dancer, and finally signs her own 
death warrant by deciding to re¬ 
main with her unsavory lover in¬ 
stead of going to a sanatorium. 

Only standout; though soriiewhat 
over-theatrical; playing by Miss 
Leighton saves this sub-rate Ratti¬ 
gan offering from falling flat. The. 
writing lacks wit and contains, only 
flashes of the author’s usual style. 
The Situations are predictable and 
none qf the characters really comes 
to life or is worth bothering about. 

There are one or two well writ¬ 
ten and well staged scenes, notably 
one between Miss Leighton and 
Michael. Goodliffe, as an astute and 
suave ballet impressario. Jeremy 
Brett does his limited best with a 
snivelling foie as the weak ballet 
dancer and George Pravda gives 
soirie authority to the. role of the 
German tycoon. 

But Jean Anderson, Felicity Ross 
and Mavis Villiers lose out in stock 
roles. 

John Gielgud’s direction lacks 
his usual distinction and Paul Ari- 
stee’s chateau setting achieves, an 
adequate atmosphere of decayed 
luxury. Altogether, a disappointing 
job by an eminent dramatist. 

Rich. 

Quaint Honor 
.London, May 5. 

. Arts Theatre production of two-aCt 
drama by Roger GeUert. Stars John 
Charlesworth. Directed by Frank' Dunlop; 
decor, Paul Mayo. At Arts Theatre, Lon¬ 
don. May 2, *58; 1.70 top. 
Robert Hallowes.. John Richmond 
M. L.^Park :--- Philip WaddUove 
J. V. H. Tully John Charlesworth 
R. R. Turner Roderick McLaren 
T. 4. B. Hamilton -.___ Michael Caridia 

Presented under the sponsorship 
of the Arts Theatre Club, over 
which the Lord Chamberlain holds 
no sway, “Quaint Honor” turns out 
to be one of the most candid stud¬ 
ies of homosexuality ever to be 
seen bn a London stage. There can 
be no question of it ever getting 

the Chamberlain’s okay for a pub¬ 
lic performance. 
. This is the first play of Roger 
Gellert (a pen name), clearly some¬ 
one who knows the public school 
setting in which; it is localed. The 
schoolboys speak and behave real¬ 
istically and the author has drawn 
them well, 

“Quaint Honor” concerns the de¬ 
liberate seduction of a junior 
schoolboy by a senior prefect, arid 
it suggests that such homosexual¬ 
ity is inevitable when boys in pub¬ 
erty are segregated from the other 
sex. Further, the author implies, 
it may he wrofig for homosexuality 
to be regarded in the light that it 
now is. 

The play intimates that perver¬ 
sion need not last throughout life,. 
but that it may provide, an awaken¬ 
ing in a shy boy which will develop 
his understanding of life in later 
years. The author states these 
views frankly but also, through the 
medium of an understanding 
schoolmaster, presents the other 
side of the case fairly. But though, 
posing a problem, the play never 
gets near solving it, . 

The dialog is astonishingly frank. 
The author Writes well, and the 
main fault of “Quaint Honor” is 
that it also introduces garbled and 
extraneous, opinions about war and 
religion. 

There are only five adtors in the 
cast, and all give excellent, plausi¬ 
ble performances. John Charles- 
worth, as the seducer, shows that 
he has bridged the gap from child 
star to adult actor, with assurance, 
and plays a delicate part with au¬ 
thority. Equally good ure Philip 
Waddilove as a prefect with dia¬ 
metrically. opposed views to. 
Charlesworth, John Richiriond as 
the tolerant but somewhat! bewil- . 
dered housemaster, and. Roderick 
McLaren and Michael Caridia, the . 
first a youth willingly and eagerly 
debauched, the second* the shy vic¬ 
tim, Frank Dunlgp’s direction is 
straightforward and Paul Mayo’s 
sets okay. - Rich.. 

Something to Hide 
London, April 30. 

■ ■ Stephen MltcheU (by arrangement with'. 
Bright Enterprises) presentation of three- 
act, (five scenes) melodrama by Leslie 
Sands. Stars Mary Kerridge. Alan Webb, 
Michael Gough. Staged by Joan Rlleyt 
decor; Carl Toms. At St. Martin** Thea¬ 
tre. London, April 29, *58; $2.50 top. 
Howard Holt ..... Michael Gough 
Julie ... Audrey Nicholson 
Karen Holt .............. Mary Kerridge 
Inspector DaVies .......;;., Alan Webb 
Mr. Purdie ..,. . Frank Pettit* 
Stella-..... Jacqueline Guise 
Miss Cunningham .,,Elizabeth McKewen 

An involved thriller riddled with 
improbabilities which . mitigate 
against the mounting. tension cre¬ 
ated by astute direction, “Some¬ 
thing to Hide” inight shape up for 
a run. The husband and wife who 
become involved, in a web of lies, 
cheating and blackmailing, are dis¬ 
tasteful characters. The. husband, 
an author and philanderer, is much 
younger :than his .wife, but. she; is 
wealthy as the publisher, of his not- 
so-good books. 

The; yarn opens as the husband’s 
current mistress, an attractive red- 

(Continued op page 11) 
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Road Slips, But lady’ $70,200 in Chi; 

The road was generally down 
slightly last week, reflecting, the 
traditional decline of the late- 
spring season: Exceptions to the 
trend were the Civic Light Opera 
entries on the Coast, “King and I” 
in Los Angeles and “Most Happy 
Fella" in San Francisco. Both reg¬ 
istered small gains. Also spurting 
a bit was “My Fair Lady,” in its 
extended engagement in Chicago. 

With the approaching end of the 
season, the touring list is now 
shrinking fast. “Long Day’s Jour¬ 
ney Into Night,” “Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof,” “Happiest Millionaire” and 
the Coast production of "Tunnel 
or Love” closed last Saturday night 
(17). A’so, in the current-week 
category, the bus-and-truck edition 
of “No Time for Sergeants” wound 
up last Monday night (19). 

Estimates for Last Week 
Parenthetic designations for oui- 

of-town shows are the same. as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout. Also, prices on touring- 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and local tax, if any, but as on 
Broadway grosses are net; i.e., ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

LOS ANGELES 
King and I, Philharmonic Aud. 

(MD) (4th wk; $6-$5:50; 2,670; $73,- 
■■5!'0) . (Cameron Mitchell, Gisele 
MacKenzie). About $72,500, ■; on 
Civic Light Opera subscription. 
Previous week, $72,400. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Biltmore (£» (3d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 
1,736; $41,500) (Fay Bainter). About 
$12,500. Previous week, $17,500. 
Folded last Saturday (17), ending 

• tour:. 
Tunnel of Love, Hartford (C) 

(6ln wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,024; $29- 
600). Almost $9,000. Previous week, 
$10,500. Folded Saturday (17). 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Most Happy Fella. Curran (MD) 

(4th wk) ($5.40-$4.95; 1,758; $58,- 
000). Over $55,000 on Civic Light 
Opera subscription. Previous week, 
$54,000. 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Geary 
(D) (2d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,550; 
$42,000), (Victor JoryK Nearly 
$17,700. Previous Week, $14,000.. 
Folded last Saturday (17), ending 
tour. 

KANSAS CITY 
Auntie Mame (2d Co.), Victoria 

(C) (single wk) ($4.48; 1.900; $52.- 
. ODO) (Constance Bennett). Smash 
$52,000, figured to be a straight- 
play record for the house. Previ¬ 
ous week, $55,700 on Guild-ATS 
subscription, at the Lyceum, Mine- 

: apolis. 

CHICAGO 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.), Shubert 

IMC) (28th wk) C$7; 2,100; $72,979). 
Over $70,200. Previous week, 
$68,200. 

ST. LOUIS 
Marcel Marceau, .American (Pan¬ 

to.) (single wk) ($4.50; 1,513; $40,- 
©00). Nearly $13,000. Previous 
week, $16,600, at the Shubert The¬ 
atre, Detroit. 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Auntie Marne (3d Co.) (C) (Syl¬ 

via Sidney). Totaled $35,500 in 
eight performances, as follows; 
three, Monday-Tuesday (12-13), at 
Regant Theatre, Grand Rapids, 
$13,500, and five, Wednesday-Sat- 
urday (14-17), at Mem. Aud., Day- 
ton, $22,000. Previous week, $31,- 
400 in seven-performance split. 

. Diary of Anne Frank/ (D). To¬ 
taled almost $23,800 in eight per¬ 
formances, as follows: three, Mon¬ 
day-Tuesday (12-13), at the Bush- 
nell Aud., Hartford, $9,300, . and 
five, Wednesday-Saturday (14-17), 
at the. Playhouse, Wilmington, 
$14,500, Guild-ATS subscription. 
Previous week, $11,700 at the Wil¬ 
bur Theatre, Boston. 

Happiest Millionaire (C) (Walter 
Pidgeon). Totaled over $2G,500 In 
seven performances, as. follows: 
two, Monday-Tuesday (12-13), at: 
the Aud., Memphis, $7,200; two, 
Wednesday-Thursday (14-15), ; at 
the Tennessee Theatre, Nashville, 
$6,000, and three, Friday^Saturday 
(16-17), at the Tower Theatre, At¬ 
lanta, $7,300. Previous week, $20,- 
700 in seven-performance split. 
Folded Saturday (17), ending tour. 

No Time for Sergeants (C). To¬ 
taled over $19,800 in seven per¬ 
formances, as follows: single, Mon¬ 
day (12), at Denfield Aud., Duluth, 
$2,800; single, Tuesday (13), at 
Mayo Civic Aud., Rochester, Minn., 
$3,800; single, Wednesday (14), at 
Veterans Aud., Cedar Rapids, $1,- 
500; single, Thursday (15), at Cor¬ 
onado Theatre, Rockford, Ill., 
$4,200; single, Friday (16), at the 
Aud., Lacrosse, Wis., $1,800, and 

two, Saturday (17), at the Wiscon¬ 
sin Union Auditorium, Madison, 
$5,700. Previous week, $14,300 in 
four-performance : split. . Folded 
Monday (19),-ending tour. 

Visit to a Small Planet (C) (Cyril 
Ritchard). Totaled nearly $26,900 
in six performances, as follows: 
two, Monday-Tuesday (12-13), at 
the Paramount Theatre, . Omaha, 
$6,400. and four, ThursdayrSatur- 
day (15-17), at the Aud., Denver, 
$20,500 on Guild-ATS subscription. 
Previous week, $16,300 at the 
American Theatre, St, Louis. 

Show Out of Town 

The Lonely Ship 
Hollywood, April 30. 

Theodore J. Tichtin production, of two- 
act (11 scenes) drama by ICoshe Dluanov- 
sky, translated by Elios Gilner. Adapted 
and' directed by Maurice Schwartz; set¬ 
ting; Morris Strassberg; lighting. Milt 
King; costumes; Mike Somers. Stirs 
Maurice Srhwartz. At Ivar Theatre, Holly¬ 
wood, April 30, '58; *3.30 top. 
Hannah .... - Frances Weintraub 
Abraham Bergman ...... Bernard Kopell 
Hans Kramer ............ Arthur Marshall 
Ephraim Stern:.:.....PbUtp .Cary Jones. 
Gaston . .v.:. Warren Rosin 
Gertrud Goldschmidt... . . .Regina Gleason 
Karl Goldschmidt .. .... - Peter. Brocco 
Henry Feder ......... Morris Strassberg 
Jean Claudel ............ Leonard Nimoy 
Florence Carmel ..... Charlotte Fletcher.. 
Charles Le Blanc...:. .Maurice Schwartz 
Francois .a.'. ..Gil Haim son 
Annette Feder ........ France* Schwartz 
-Baruch Posner .-.....James Drury. 
Carlos Rodriguez Robert Novarro 
Alexander Feld ........... Tony Michaels 
Lisa Silber . ......Carolla Soli 
German Officers Carl Bensen, 

Olav Ovregaard; 
Refugees ..Robert Grossman, Peter Virgo, 

. Jolah Delian 
Sailors..Miles Clayton, Tom Magner, 

Sam Weinreb 

.“The Lonely Ship” is * zealous, 
unexciting account of the. voyage 

of 400 Jewish refugees away from 

Nazi terrorism. In its American 
launching, adapted and directed by 
Yiddish theatre . actor Maurice 
Schwartz, who also stars, the two- 
act drama may be limited to mere¬ 
ly secular uppeaL 

A hew play by Polish author 
Moshe Dlusnowsky, ‘-Ship” has 
been translated by Elias Gilner and; 
produced at the Ivar by Theodore 
J. Ticktin. With recorded organ 
background .music, it seems more 
like soap opera than a stage opus. 
Schwartz’ direction results in some 
fervent efforts by his, 25-member 
cast, though he has drawn few con¬ 
vincing performances. . 

Playwright Dlusnoysky has cre¬ 
ated an assortment of characters, 
but their bickering doesn’t provide 
dramatic interest. Schwartz plays 
a French sea captain who, trans¬ 
ports Jewish refugees to sife ports 
during the last world war. 

On this voyage they, are chal¬ 
lenged by. a German submarine, 
whose commander threatens tp tor¬ 
pedo them unless a certain fugitive 
is handed over. No such person is 
on the ship, but a youth volunteers 
to pose as the man so as to save 
the others. 

Schwartz had; trouble with his 
lines opening night (and, where he 
should have sounded hopeful, he 

; sounded morose. His daughter, 
Frances, makes her American stage 
debut, shows an appealing beauty, 
but overacts. James Drury, as the 
martyr, impresses as a comer, .'de-. 
spite his lines. Morris Strassberg 
is effective in a bit role and has 
designed the tasteful two-level ship 
setting. . . Ron. . 

British Shows 
(Figures .denote opening dates). 

LONDON 
Any Other Biz, Westminster (4-16-58). 
At Drew e# Met, F«tu« Ol-a4-57>. 
Bella Ringing, Celiaewn (11-14-57). 
Breath ef Spring/Cambridge 0-28-58). 
Bey Frieiia. Wyndbaart CU-l-SS). 
Bride A Ractider. Duchess {12-19-56). 
Cat an Hat Tin Reef, Comedy (UOJ8). 
•Pear Pallngwant. Aldwych 0-5-57). 
Dinner With Family, New 02-10-57). . 
Deck Brief, Garrick (5-20-58). 
Dual #f Angels, Apollo (4-24-58). 
Express* Benge, Seville (4-23*8). 
Flaw* ring Cherry, Haymarket. (11-21-57). 
Free As Air, Sever (8-8-57). 
Crab Me a Candela, Lyric (12-28-56). 
Moicow Arts, Sadler's (5-15-58). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52), 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lena (4-30-58). 
New Crazy Ceng, Vie, PaL (12-18-56). 
Not In the Beak, Criterion (4-2-58), 
Flalslrs Do Faria* Wales (4-20-57). 
Rape ef Belt, FicsdUly 02-12-57). 
Repertory, Old Vic *1457). 
Rear Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-2557). 
Salad Days,. Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Simple tpyman, Whitehall (3-19-58). 
Something to Hide, St. Mart. (4-29-58). 
•Touch ef Sun, Princes (1-31-58). 
TUnnel ef Leva, Majesty's (12-3-57). 
Variation an Theme, Globe (5-8-58). 
Where'e Charley, Palace <2-29-58). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Verdicts Strand (5-22-58). . 
Big Tleklo. Duke York's (5-23-58). 
Farty, New (5-39-58). 
ceorgej Dillon, Comedy ($-2958). 

' CLOSED LASt WBKK 
Inti. Butterfly, Strand (4-17-58), 
•Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-2557).;. 

SKED NAMES, TRYOUTS 
FOR WESTPORT’S BARN 
Melvyn Douglas, Celeste Holm, 

Alfred Drake, Hume Cronyn and 
Jessica Tandy are. among the stars 
scheduled to appear in tryouts at 
the Westport (Conn.) Country 
Playhouse this summer, The sea¬ 
son, believed to be the longest in 
the barn’s history, will run 14# 
weeks beginning June 12. 

Doiiglas will appear in the Car¬ 
olyn Francke-Florence Lowe dra¬ 
ma, ^“Strange Partners,” which the. 
Theatre Guild and George Kon-. 
dolf are producing as a touring 
package. The Holm-starrer will be 
Eleanor and Leo Bayer’s “Third 
Best Sport,” which the Guild is 
also, packaging for a barn trek. 

' Drake is scheduled to appear at 
the spot the week of July 14: The 
property hasn’t been selected yet 
but it will probably be a new play. 
Cronyn and his wife, Miss Tandy, 
will appear jn three one-acters, in 
which they’11 be touring the silos. 
Another tryout, tentatively set for 
the week of Sept. 15, is Irving 
Ravetch’s "Young Achilles.” 

Philadelphia, May 20. 
Discord has struck the local com¬ 

mittee for the Metropolitan Opera 
over the minimum contributions, 
suggested on application forms for 
the 1958-59 tickets for the series 
at the Academy of Music. : . 

Laurence H. Eldredge, an attor-; 
ney, charged that strong hints are 
given to: subscribers to make the 
full contribution, requested or they, 
will find themselves unable to buy 
tickets.* In a letter to the associa¬ 
tion, Eldrigde said “the tricky, 
cleverly worded pledge on the ap¬ 
plications will trap many people 
into believing they cannot renew 
their subscriptions.” 

The charge brought immediate 
reply from Henry P. Mcllhenny, 
chairman of the Philadelphia Com¬ 
mittee, who stated: “The contribu¬ 
tion is certainly no condition for 
obtaining, tickets. If someone re¬ 
fuses to give, he still will receive 
them.”. 

Eldredge said last year he paid 
$350 for a. four-seat box.-This year 
the asking price is $386, an in¬ 
crease of. 10 per cent. The sug¬ 
gested minimum contribution of 
$30 per ticket, however will raige 
the cost of his box another $120 or 
a total of $505, an increase of 44 
percent over; last season’s tariff of 
$350, the lawyer declared. 

Rudblf' Bing, the Met’s general 
manager in New York,; entered the 
dispute with the statement that it 
“costs $31,000 a night to put on 
operas in New York and about 
$6j000 more a night to take them 
to Philadelphia.” There is an $6 
per diem charge for performers in 
addition to transportation arid oth¬ 
er expenses, Bing said. 

“We should get no less than 
$28,000 for a night in Philadel¬ 
phia,” Bing continued; “The $25,- 
000 we hope to get won’t balance, 
our books. We are willing to take 
a loss of $3,000, however, just to 
take our performances out of tdwn. 
We have had a deficit for 72 years 
and it’s a half million dollars at 
this moment. If. it were not for 
generous opera lovers we’d have 
to shut down.” 

(May 19-June 1) 
Auntie Mam*v(NatT Co.)—KHNT. Des 

Moines (19-24);. Aud.; Denver (26-31). 
Auntie Mame <2d: NatT Co.)—Aud., 

South. Bend (19); ; Aud., Kitchener, Ont. 
(21); Strand, Niagara FaUs (22); Palace, 
Hamilton. Ont. (23-24); Royal Alexandra, 
Toronto (28-31). 

.Diary ef Anne Frank—National, Wash. 
(19-31). . 

Marcel Marceau—Shubert, Boston <19- 
24,. closes).. 

Most Happy Fella—Curran, S.F. (19-24); 
Philharmonic Aud,,. L.A. (26-31). . 

My Fair Lady—Shubert. Chi (19-31). . 
Visit te a Small planet—Hartford, L.A. 

(21-31). ■ • 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

. (Theatres Set) 
Srand Hotel, 46th St. (9-2558). 
Touch ef the Peat, Hayes (iO-2-58). 
Pleasure His Co ,. Royale (10-7-58). 

. Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (10-9-58). - 
Flower Drum Seng, St. James (10-13-58). 
Petate, Miller (10-16-58). 
Girls In 509, Belasco (10-22-58).. 
Once (Mere With Feeling, Nat'l (10-22-58). 
Marriage-Go-Round, Plymouth (10-29-58). 
Man In Deg Suit, Coronet (10-30-58). 
Celd. Wind A Warm, MorOsco (12-4-58). 
Whoep-Up, Shubert (12-18-58). 

OFF-BRO ADW AY 
Mandragela, 4th St.. (528-58). 
Ionesco Plays; SuHivan. St: (6-3-58). 

^ Ulysses, Rooftop (5558). 
Man Whe Never Died, Jan Hus (10 21 58). 

1r 
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• Broadway was off most of last 
week, but bullish business Satur¬ 
day night (17) helped to boost the 
gross for. several sho\vs over the 
previous frame. Receipts were also 
figured to have been hypoed by a 
local convention of doctors. The 
hits held steady, while receipts; for 
most of the 'other shows were sat¬ 
isfactory. A few entries continued 
in the marginal groove, however. 

There were 22 entries, of which 
seven were sellouts. They were 
“Look Homeward. Angel.” “Music 
Mari,” “My Fair Lady/.’ “Say, Dar¬ 
ling,” “Sunrise at Campobello,” 
“Two for the Seesaw” and “The 
Visit.”. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama ), 

CD <Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Mxisical-Comedy), MD {Musi¬ 
cal-Drama ), O (Opera), OP (Op- 

Other parenthetic designations 
etta). .■ 
refer, respectively, to weeks plaited, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknighis), number 
of seats, capacity, gross, and stars. 
Price includes .10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Mame, Broadhfirst iC) 
(75th Wk; 589 p> ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Greer Garson). Around $41,- 
000; previous week, underquoted, 
was around $41,500. Ends’N. Y. run 
June 28. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(?7th wk; 612 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Over $47,500; 
previous week, $48,700. 

. Blue Denim, Playhouse <D) (12th 
wk; 92 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 996; $31,- 
500). Nearly $21,400 with parties; 
previous week, $21,000 with parties. 

• Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Muac Box (D) (24th . wk: 188 p) 
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Over 
$31,800 ■ with parties; previous 
week, $29,900 with parties. 
. Firstborn, Coronet (Di (3d wk; 
22 p). ($6.90; 1,101; $35,040) (Kath¬ 
erine Cornell). Over $15,800; pre¬ 
vious week, $21,500. Closes May 31. 

Jamaica,., imperial •MCI - (29th 
wk; 228 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) 
(Lena Horne, Ricardo Montalban). 
Nearly $43,500; previous week, 
$45,800. 

lane Eyre, Belasco ID) (3d wk; 
20 p) ($5.75; 1,037; $31,582). Al¬ 
most $5,200; previous weekv $4,400- 

LiT Abner, St James (MC) (79th 
wk; 628 p) ($8.05; 1,614; $58,100). 
Nearly $36,600 on twofers; previous 
week, $35,000 on twofers, 
• Look Back in Anger, Golden (D) 
(33d wk; 263 p) ($5.75; 800; $25,- 
152). Almost $10,800; previous 
week, $11,100. 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ 
more, (D) (25th. wk; 196 p) ($6.90; 
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins). 
Nearly $41,300; previous week, 
same. 

Music Man, Majestic (MO (22d 
wk; 172 p) ($8:05; 1,626; $68,658) 
Robert Preston). : Over $69,400; 
previous week, $69,200. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(U4th wk; 907 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$68,210): Steady at $69,200. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(53d wk; 423 p) <$8.06-$9.20; 1,297; 
$59,085) (Thelma Ritter). Almost 
$29,700 on twofers; previous week, 
$29,800 on twofers. Closes next 
Saturday (24). 

Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) (15th 
wk; 119 p) ($8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60- 
000). Over $54,000 with parties; 
previous week, $53,800 with parties. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (32d wk; 252 p) <$5.75-$6,25; 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Nearly $20,300; previofis week, 
$19,100. 

Say, Darling, ANT A (MD) <7th 
wk; 52 p) ($7,50; 1,185; $50,460). 
(David Wayne, Vivian Blaine). 
Over $49,300 with parties; previous 
week, same. ' 

Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) 
(16th wk; 124 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,- 
398) '(Ralph: Bellamy), Over $37,- 
000 With parties; previous week, 
$37,500 with parties. 

Time Remeriibered, Morosco (C) 
(27th wk; 215 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Bur¬ 
ton); Over $26,800; previous week; 
$27,100. Closes June 28. 

• Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(18th wk; 140 p) ($6.90; 780; $3L- 
700) (Henry Fonda). Nearly $32,100; 
previous week, $32,000. 

Visit; Lunt-Foritanne ID) (2d wk; 
16 p) ($8.50; 1,402; $52,1001 (Alfred 
Lunt, Lynn Fontahne). Over $51,- 

Tirstbom $15^00 
800 with . parties; previous • week, 
$53,400 for first right perform¬ 
ances. 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) <34th wk; 268 p) ($8.05; 1,404; 
$63,203). Almost $44,400; previous 
Week, $44,600, 

Who Was That Lady? Beck (C) 
(11th wk; 88 p) ($6^0; 1,280; $47,- 
000) (Peter Lind Hayes, Mary 
Healv). Over $34,100; previous 
week, $32;500. 

Off-Broadway Shows 
. Blood Wedding, Actors Play¬ 

house <3-31-58). 
Bonds of Interest, Sheridan Sq. 

(5-6-58); closes next Sunday (25). 
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25- 

58). 
Children of Darkness, Cirtle in 

the Square (2-28-58 k 
Comic Strip, Barbizqn Plaza 

(5-14-58). 
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58). 
Electra, Jan Hus (5-9-58). 
Garden District, York (1-7-58): 
Judge, Theatre Marquee <5-13- 

58). .. 
. Playboy West’n World, Tara <5- 
8-58). 

Saturday Night Kid, Province 
Town (5-15-58). 

Shaw Series, Downtown (5-12-58). 
Sign of Winter, Theatre 74 (5-7- 

58). 
Threepeririy Opera, deLys (9-25- 

55). 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Evening of Katherine Mansfield, 
Royal <5-6-58). 

Enchanted, Renata (4-22-58). 
Ardele, Cricket (4r8-58L 

Lotsa American Plays 
Slated for Prodnction 

In Austria in 1958-59 
A flock of plays by American 

authors will be produced In Austria 
during the 1598-59 season. At least 
19 are to have multi-theatre pres¬ 
entations/ The authors due for the 
most representation are the late 
Eugene O’Neill, with three plays,* 
and Arthur Miller and Tennessee 
Williams, with two each. 

The O’Neill dramas are "“Long 
Day’s. Journey. Into Night,” 
“Strange Interlude” and “A Moon 
for the Misbegotten.” The Miller 
works are “View from the Bridge” 
and “Death , of a Salesman,” while 
Williams will be repped by “Glass 
Menagerie” and “Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof.” 

Other scheduled presentations 
include Francis Goodrich and Al¬ 
bert Hackett’s “Diary of Anne 
Frank,” Henry Denker and Ralph 
Berkey’s “Time Limit,” Thornton 
WilderV“Alcestiade,” Emmet Lav- 
ery’s “First Legion,” Anita Hart 
and Maurice Bradell’s “Baby Ham¬ 
ilton’.’ and Sidney Kingsley’s adap¬ 
tation of Arthur Koestler’s “Dark¬ 
ness at Noon.” 

Also, William Inge’s “Come Back, 
Little Sheba,” Robert E. Sher¬ 
wood’s “Petrified Forest,” William 
Saroyan’s “Cave Dwellers,” Wil¬ 
liam Faulkner’s “Requiem for a 
Nun,” John Steinbeck’s “Of Mice 
and Men” and the Cole Porter- 
Sam and Bella Spewack musical. 
“Kiss Me, Kate.” 

Casals Fest Biz Tops ’57 
San Juan, May 20. 

... Casals Festival gross biz was up 
oyer 1957.. Indications are that 
sales for 12 sessions were at 94% 
of $123,000 capacity or close to 
$115,000. This compares With a 
total of $96,000 last year, when 
seats ranged from $2 to $6, This 
year’s tickets have a high of $8 
with a high proportion of tix sold 
locally. Original allotment called 
for $69,000 tp N, Y. and $54,000 
locally. Local sales were much 
higher than anticipated. 

Talent expenses were slightly 
higher this. year. Talent costs for. 
the Festival are said to run about 
$60,000. 

Stephen Porter, who’s produced 
and directed several shows off- 
Broadway, has been signed to stage 
the first four productions of the 
upcoming season at William Hunt’s 
Red Barn Theatre, Northport, L.I. 
Four more plays, scheduled to be 
presented during the balance of 
the season, which begins June 10, 
will be directed by Barbara Ken¬ 
nedy, who’s returning to the house 
for her sixth summer. 
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Comic Strlo I the bouillabaisse that constitutes 
Norman Forman pr^ductiJn of thr^ ! their alternate program is a very 

act farce by George Panett*. Staged by ! tasty dish. 
The secret of this energetic com- 

producer. William C. Whitman, Features . pany apDears to lie in its IOOtwark. 
Cliff Norton. Michael Constantine. Torn i .j^ actor §tanfls still if, he can Walk,; 

Theatre*°N*Y* Majlis *58i slso top tss.75 j none walks if he can run, none 
opening* . „ , ;» n'« iruhs''if .he’can .'dance,, none"-pro-; 
jack'FletS. ^ } ceeds- in any direction in^ a straight 
Appel Joey Trent. Gai* Morgan. Tom i line if by prancing, sliding, hlgh- 
ivdi. 'Mario t3aii«..-Lbretu CHK j -stepping, sashaying he, can get 
Norton. M,.,vKathe [there by any unusualmeans. 

The three farces, “Le Manage 
Dugas. Josip’ Elic. Gilbert Mack- 

In his new farce. “Comic Strip,” 
George PSnetta has blended sev¬ 
eral comedy technics, and has 
turned up with a piece of theatre 
that can scarcely be labeled a good 
play, but is certainly full of good 
comedy. 

Panetta has the happy faculty of 
substituting the eyes of a child for, 
his normal adult vision. It’s a nice ! 

Force,” “Sganarelle” and “La Jal¬ 
ousie de Barbouille,” have several 
things in common. They are pran¬ 
kish, broad in writing and broader 
in playing, requiring little transla¬ 
tion to be understood, and they 
offer the-Catiadian company parts 
in which each can have his moment 
center stage in the spot light. 

The common theme is infidelity. 
wav to see life, and if this facility: xtie. men are cuckolded or threat- 
is not matched by an ability to ar- ened with it, their wives . are 
range his observations into tidy i shrewd cnoiigh, even when faith- 
play form, he nonetheless has 
shown himself capable of creating 
funny, often farcically funny, vig¬ 
nettes that convert into engagingly 
diverting theatre. 

After his premise has been; 
stated, he has every direction to 
move except toward boredom. A 
bov writes “e-a-t” on the newly 
shaven head of one of his juniors 
who, shortly thereafter, is thought 
to have been run. over by a truck; 
How the late mayor Fiorello H. 
LaGuardia learns of this “fiendish” 
hit-and-run, how his Sunday morn¬ 
ing radio sermoriettes complicate 
the situation so that the resident 
gentry of Bleecker St. no longer 
have lives of their own, and how' it 
all evolves, is the meat of Panetta’s 
pixieish prank. 

Suffice it to say that among 
those involved are three delightful 
urchins, notably well played by 
Garv Morgan, Jerry Wimberly and 
Joev Trent,, two cops (loveable, 
natch*. who gelt full satiric treat¬ 
ment from Tom Pedi and Cliff 
Norton. There’s also an. Italian cou¬ 
ple and a Jewish matriarch, Straight 
out of the city’s prototypic melting 
pot. affectionately and understand- 
in gly done by Loretta Fury, 
Michael Constantine and Anna 
Appel, respectively, and a young 
barber, whose nose reputedly bears 

ful, to capitalize on. this masculine 
dread. One French version of 
Moliere’s plays explains that the. 
word cocu (cuckold), is never used 
in company unless ^referring to. a 
play of Moliere’s, in which. case It 
is acceptable. It’s, a nicety that 
would be hard to overlook in these 
three Moliere romps. 

As in the first week’s bill, Guy 
Hoffman is . the principal player. 
He is a comedian of no mean 
stature and a study of his detailed 
technic would take several visits 
to the Phoenix, for he is never 
stilt in mind, body, eye, word or 
deed. He doesn’t have the field to 
himself, however, for among others* 
George Groulx has a devastating 
penchant for portraying senility, 
Huguette Olibny is an auburn- 
liaired soubrette with dynamic 
energy, freres Gabriel and Jean 
Gascon, and the company’s two 
Jean-Louis, Rouxand Paris, have 
marked flairs for the over-drawing 
which farce inevitably, requires. 

It would he unfair and ungallant 
to omit mention of. the Vibrant 
ingenue. Denyse . Saint-Pierre, or 
DejiiseTelletier who, whether lady 
or trollop, manages to steal little, 
areas of stage for herself. 

Robert Prevost’s village, square 
setting is imaginatively simple, 

a disturbing resemblance, to that of : director Jean GasA n has 
hi boss's sort, played with stately . wrought stage . buffoonery sveh as 
dudgeon by Jack Fletcher. ■’ is seldom seen in these parts. ; 

Despite definitions, comedy is es_; .. Geor. 
sentially a point Of view, and j ■ ' ■■v -. 
George Panetta’s outlook is clearly,/ Iiitn Fdvnt 
rosilv happy. The times in “Comic i r w\° , 
CtrirV* ivKnn Hrainatiirdv rthtrnHps Equity Library Theatre. Inc., revival of Ntlip W.ien dlamaturg> ODtruaes - three-act drama by George Tabori. Staged 
are tortunatelv few, and such mo-■ by Ella Gerber; setting. Barbara. Tindall; 
ments tend to help the script’s ; yshtlng. Hugh E. lister. At Lenox Hill 

innate wackiness b/virtue of con-]AP :a'"”lssi'“ 
trast. Geor. | Cast: Michael Byrne, Betsy Economy 

__ I John Longres. Norman: Budd. Allegro 
‘ Kane. Boudha Bradon., Charles Evans. 

An Evening of 3 French 
Farces 

Milt Commons.. Roger Reynolds. Howard 
Robinson. Lotte Stavisky. Edward Groag, 
Richard: De Bella. Charles Mayer, Eva 

Thoemx Theatre presentation of Le ?aenrs?IlWMnnarRJn°h' 
' clu Nouveau Monde (Montreal) Jan Leighton.,Ralph Purdum. Barry Par¬ 
ol three one-act farce-comedies by sons* lnomas Murphy. Katchie Torrance. 

? Staged by Jean Gascon; settings. 
Prevost: music. Clermont Pepin, 

oenix Theatre. NVY.. May 6. '58; 

LE MARI AGE FORCE 
Set: a:- lie .......Guy Hoffmann 

licS’ iSS^p^Sr;bpx.. n.; y., in the spring of J952. 

handling of the . lesser moments 
would indicate. 

Among the support, Jan Leigh¬ 
ton is" amiably sympathetic • as a 
fellow-Viennese, Ralph Purdum 
represents the U. S. . government 
wth. bland humor, Boudha Bradon 
is hulkingly suspicious as a wife- 
preying doctor and Nor man.. Budd 
is disheveledly ruthless, as the. 
hotel manager; 

Ella Gerber’s staging has care¬ 
fully considered atmosphere and 
idea as well as story while Barbara 
Tindall has managed to create an 
acceptably suggestive set. Geor, : 

;' Anns and the Man 
Equity Library Theatre:. Inc.V revival of 

three-act . comedy by George Bernard 
Shawf; Staged by Edward Payson Call; 
setting, and lighting* Leon Munier Jr.; 
costumes. Theoni V. Aldredge. At Lenox 
Hill Playhouse; N.Y., April 23. '58; admis¬ 
sion by contribution.: 

. Cast: Sarah Braveman. Jane Groves, 
Peter Harris, Richard'Lederer, Ray Mac- 
Donnell. Robert Prosky. Dorothy Whitney. 
Robert -Wilkins.- 

“Flight Into Egypt,’’ adapted by 
George Tabori lronl oiie of his 
short stories, had ah ill-starred 
46-performance fun at the Music 

___ . Box, N. Y., in the spring, of 1952. 
. * ’.' ‘ V*.* ’ *. * ‘ ’ Jean-Louis Paris. ■ Audience reaction tended to. be at 
;—... .-.I Gabriel Gascdn odds with critical reception, but the 

■r*4 Girls l^gUeu^ong^o^ J latter carried the day, and ^-hopiny 
Denvse Saint-Pierre i has not been seen locally until this 

'V- ......... ’ Jean Gascon ELT revival. 

•c.. Jean-°aui Jeaunotle . The plot, line • concerns. three. 
sganarelle _ ' Austrian refugees who aie Waiting 

•‘V-- : GuvictorfrE^sv in Cairo,, in near poverty, for visas. 
;V* ' Huguette oiigny to go to the U.S. to .build a. new 
.<qui ' Gabriel Gascon j life. They are a fathef who is 
> .;:;:::::; Denv^^bKeSei crippled, his attractive wife and 
:-.bus. Jeon^Louis Paris theiT son. It turns out, however. 
•>. Kcr.e .. — Georges Gdouix J. ironically just after the /wife has 
:eLA.jrAlousiE DU. \ given herself to- a scheming doctor 
.. Guy Hoffmann . for money, that the new world.does 

‘ r-e .. Denyse Saint-Pierre t not Want to shelter refugee? who 
' v’hlesound of ^ody. to enable 

..Gaetan Labreche , his wife and son to go, the father 
>*•: ........- Jean Gascon : commits suicide. 
•'Ju Tabori has embellished his stofy 

■ - - ■ with a large assortment of tran- 
I* n:i-ht have been better for fients and employees at^Glubb’s 
* local fortunes of Le Theatre : Hotel, just as he has embellished 
: Nouveau Monde if they had the dialog with many of hi? per- 
-cd: their two-week Phoenix . sonal conclusions.Bf«u?e: 9/■ thu 
*a:re season with their progratm 0verIoad^. .'the pla> dpes not 
V/ree short . Moliere comedies..!- 

I :: .S'gSL fhe^-Lt Wade; 
'■“i:naire"‘^s ^ MSH^°-mon’eflt P™»«sion;in!er- 

Edward Groag, as the self-sacri¬ 
ficing father, is rather given to 
restrained heroics and deep breaths 
of. suffering. As the wife. Lotte 
Stavisky. formerly a puoil of Rein¬ 
hardt, has an accent that smacks 
legitimately of Vienna. She is an 
attract?ve actress visually and has 
the interesting ability to be much 
better at her big scenes than her 

GBS’s merry; Arms and the 
Man” gets a .friendly once. over 
lightly in the Equity Library Thea¬ 
tre revival. When the play first; 
opened: in London in 1894 the criti¬ 
cal reception was cool, probably 
on the basis of judging it by con¬ 
ventional standards. In due course, 
however, critics and public alike 
discovered “Arms and the Mart” to 
be orte of the sage of Ayot St. Law¬ 
rence’s pleasanter jests. 

Somebody once quipped that this 
[is one. of the best librettos Shaw 
ever wrote, and certainly under the 
later heading, “The Chocolate Sol¬ 
dier,” the freely adapted musical 
version of the play did well enough. 
Shaw is best, though, in his bris¬ 
tling pristine grandeur, and this 
first of his “plays pleasant” bids 
fair after 64 years to become more 
irtimortal than Methusaleh. 

Edward Payson Call has staged 
‘■Arms and the Man” at Lenox Hill 
with debonair deference. His cast¬ 
ing has- been reasonably successful, 
.always a good, start, and he has put 
the company through their paces 
on their toes. 

. As the Swiss free-lance soldier 
and hotelier,. Bluntschli, ;Peter 
Harris is particularly witty and 
light in the first act as he resists 
capture and sleep in milady’s bou¬ 
doir. For the; balance oL the play, 
he is romantically . hkndsome,^ al¬ 
though any actor in this part prob¬ 
ably sobn realizes that. Shaw w ent 
on to other people after the early 
bonanza, but Harris’ easy . under¬ 
playing nets ripples of humor. 

Jane Groves appears as the sus¬ 
ceptible Bulgarian1 maiden, her 
crisp attack being welcomely dif¬ 
ferent than the saccharine with 
which the part is. coated. As stuffy 
Maj. Sergius Saranoff, Ray Mac-. 
Donnell has a .field. day pin-prick¬ 
ing pomposity as he offers the re¬ 
vival’s most keenly-edged perform¬ 
ance, while alluring Dorothy Whit¬ 
ney runs him a fair chase as the 
coquettish serving-maid with am¬ 
bition. : 

The balance of the company have 
obliging competence, and designer 
Leon Munier Jr. has used a unit 
set nicely to devise the play’s three 
different scenes. In sum as well as 
in substance, ELT-ers have 
wrought a disarming evening. .. 

■ Geor. 

rinlte Sign Of 
Letitia Wilson St Robert Kelly produc¬ 

tion of a hew two-act tragedy by Ettore 
Rella: Staged by: ChaTles Olsen; music. 
David Amiam; setting, Robert Wightman. 
At Theatre 74. N.Y., May 7. ’58; $3.85 .top. 

Cast: Elizabeth Farrar, Lance Cunard. 
Jay Barney. Bill Gulin. Richard. Morse. 
Joyce Ebert, Michael Ebert. 

FOR SALE 
Jsed straight-frame furniture vans, 

•deal for traveling shows. Xould be. 

converted to living quarters. Contact 
Oon NahrwoW, North American Van 

Lines, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

PRODUCERS, ATTENTION PLEASE! 
Signor Annibale Di Benedetto wishes to sell two great 

scripts, '“The Adverse Father/' for television production; 
and "i Am a Fugitive From Sicily" for cinema or musical’: 
production. Interested parties, please write Box V-515-58, 
Variety, 154 West 46th Street New York 36. 

On the basis.-of. his play, “Sign 
of Winter,” Ettore Rella seems to 
have studied the writ’iig of Max¬ 
well Anderson, ■^ Arthur Miller and 
Clifford Odets, for he is an author 
who sees, hears, feels, tastes and 
smells his material.:. While the 
production at Theatre 74 reveals an 
unharnessed talent, there is evi¬ 
dently the makings of a* playwright. 

Rella has been lucky in the im¬ 
peccable mounting co - producers 
Letitia Wilson and Robert Kelly 
have afforded him, for under less 
considerate circumstances portions 
of “Sign of Winter” could become 
stultifyingly .dull*. Director Charles 
Olsen* however, who took over 
froriv John O’Shaughnessy when 
the latter withdrew during rehear¬ 
sals; has bean sensitive to Bella's 
\vaiit$, so much so that.: evtin a 
knock on the door of a Silent house 
becomes as meaningful as a jolt¬ 
ing pistol shot or a quiet sob. r 

The play concerns some, .floun¬ 
dering people, who live in a Man¬ 
hattan brownstone. There is ar 
unsavory. politician, a tippling 
mother,.. > her 7 sensitively : lovely 
daughter and. weak, dope-taking 
son, a vengeance-haunted Negro 
boy, a gentle, stargazing old. man 
who spOrtds his evening on a 42d 
St* corrter with his lOc-a-look tele¬ 
scope.- v;• 

In loiig poetic introspections, 
alternated with punchy scenes of 
melodramatic intensity, Rella ex¬ 
plores these people, investigates 
their motives, and purposefully 

(Continued on page 77) 
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Legit Bits 
Theatre party agent Leonore 

Tobin and her husband, publishers 
representative Meyer Schattner, 
planed last Saturday (17) for a 
iriOnth’s vacation in England and 
the south of France. 

Irving Strouse and Robert May¬ 
berry will be partnered irt the off- 
Broadway production of Barrie 
Stavis’ “Man Who Never Died,” 
skedded for an Oct. 21 opening at 
the Jan Hus Auditorium. 

Broadway ba;toner Milton Rosen- 
stock is /director of the newly- 
formed Lyric Chamber Theatre, 
which will offer its first preserita- 
tion June 8 at the YM-YMHA’s 
Kaufmann Auditorium, N. Y. Those 
skedded to appear in the initial 
offering include Adelaide Bishop, 
George Irving, Jean Handzlik, 
Marijane Maricle, Jeannine Mas- 
terson, Theresa Green-Coleman and 
James Wainner. The performance 
will be staged by Marc Daniels, 
with Ralph Alswang as. lighting ad¬ 
visor and Maxine Keith general 
manager. / 

Mike Kellin joined. the cast of 
the Broadway production of “Who 
Was That Lady I Saw You With?” 
last Monday night (19) as sub for 
Larry Storch, has a six-week leave 
to go td Holland fora featured role; 
in the. film “The Last Blitzkreig.” 

Alan Alda, 25-year-old son of 
actor Robert Alda, was one of the 
15 winners of the Ford Founda¬ 
tion’s three-year paid acting fellow'- 
ships on the staff of the Cleveland 
(O.) Playhouse, which received a 
$130,000 grant from the Founda¬ 
tion!. The other winners in the 
nation-wide talent search were Jo¬ 
seph L. Rnnner, Donald €. Yan 
Buskirk, Bronia Stefan, Francis A. 
Bara, Irene Graham Baird, Janies 
M. McGuire, Robert J. Paulus, Les¬ 
lie Cass, Conirad Llyn Storer, Rob¬ 
ert W. Gaus, Ronnie Claire Ed¬ 
wards, John Wylie, David Byrd and 
Robert M. Martin. 

Roger Dettmer, drama critic of 
the Chicago American, will be in 
New Ydrk from a June 11-18 o.o. 
of the Broadway shows. 

. The Actors’ Fund of America will 
hold its annual meeting next Fri¬ 
day (23) at: the Morosco Theatre, 
n: y: ■ • 

Philip Meister, stage manager 
for the off-Broadway production of i 
“Children of^Darkness,” will ditto: 
in that capacity on Jose Quintero’s 
production of “A Moon for the 
Misbegotten” at the Spoleto (Italy) 
Festival. Lee McAllister will sub 
during Meister’s absence. - 

Lyn Swann is planning a fall pro¬ 
duction of, “I’ll Call You,” her 
brother Francis Swann’s musical 
adaptation of his comedy, “Out of 
the Frying Pan/’ produced on 
Broadway in 1941. Albert Moritz 
will provide the music and lyrics 
and Ted Danielewski has been set 
as director. 

“The Cool Mikado/’ a new ver-' 
sion of Gilbert & Sullivan’s “The 
Mikado,” is planned for production 
next season by Harry D. Squires. 
The adaptation, lyrics and score 
are by Don Walker. 

Shirley Booth will costar with 
Melvyn Douglas in the musical ver¬ 
sion of “Juno and the Paycock,” 
scheduled to open next Jan. 29 on 
Broadway, 

Film actor Forrest Tucker will 
play the title role in the national 
company of “The Music Man.” 
Cliff Hall has heen set for a fea- 
turede spot in the production. 

Noel Coward will adapt Georges 
Feydeau’s “Occupe-Toi d’Amelie” 
for Hugh Beaumont, who plans 
presenting the play in London with 
Vivien Leigh as star. 
. Belita, the foriner ice skater who 
starred as Lola in the London pro¬ 
duction of “Damn Yankees,” will 
appear ini the forthcoming off- 
Broadway production, of “Ulysses 
in Nighttown.” 

Patrick Dennis, who wrote the 
novel, “The Loving Couple,” under 
the pseudonym of Virginia Rowans, 
will collaborate with Carmen Cap- 
albo on a musical version of the 
book for Broadway production next 
season by Frederick Brisson, who 
is negotiating for songwriters and 
a choreographer. * 

A bus-artd-truck road tour is 
planned next season for The Helen 
Hayes Equity Group, which has 
operated under the directorial su¬ 
pervision of Jack Manning for the 
past four years. 

“Ole,” an adaptation by Tracy 
Samuels (book) and John Gutman 
(lyrics) of a Spanish musical, “La 
Cliulapona,” is planned for pro¬ 
duction next season at the off- 
Broadway Greenwich Mews The¬ 
atre. 

Valerie Bettis will stage the 
pantomime and dances for the 
forthcoming off-Broadway produc¬ 
tion of “Ulysses in Nighttown.” 

A Broadway production of Archi¬ 
bald MacLeish’s new pl5y, “J.B.” 
is planned for next season by 
Alfred de Llagre Jr. 

Five short plays by William Inge 
will be preemed July 28-Aug. 2 at 

the Standing Stone Playhouse, 
[Petersburg, Pa.; under the auspi- 
! cies of the Pennsylvania State U. 

Saint Subber has scrapped plans 
to send out a bus-artd-trucktouring 
edition of his Broadway production 

X “Dark at the Top of the Stairs.” 
“Every Girl Needs a Parlor/* 

formerly titled “Cock-a-Doodle 
Daisy,” which was written for 
Helen Hayes by her husband; the 
late Charles MacArthur, .and Anita. 

[ Loos, has been acquired for Broad¬ 
way production by Carmen Capalbo 
and Stanley Chase. It’s , planned 
for presentation in the fall of 1959 
with Miss Hayes starring. The 
play is based on Ludwig Bemel- 
man’s book, “To the One I Love 
Best,” 

Yvette Schumer has optioned 
Greer Johnson’s “A Joyful Noise” 
for Broadway production next 
season. 

Ketti Frings, Who’s been working 
on a dramatization of the James 
Gould Cozzens bestseller, “By Love 
Possessed,” has abandoned the 
project because of the refusal of . 
Eliot Hyman and Ray Stark, who 
own the film rights, to withhold 
the picture release beyond Jan. 1 
1960. 

Playwright-tv scripter William 
McCleery joins the staff of The 
Ladies’ Home Journal as art asso¬ 
ciate: fiction editor June 1. 

Ira J. Bilowit, who planned pre¬ 
senting a musical, version of “Of 
Mice and Men” off-Broadway. this 
season, , has re-scheduled the pro¬ 
duction for next season. 

Herbert Kenwith will he part¬ 
nered with Ethel Madson Watt in 
the production of “Nothing Per¬ 
sonal,” a. revue planned for next 
season. • 

Betty Field and Kim Stanley 
will costar with Elen Hayes and 
Eric Portman in the . Producers 
Theatre presentation of Eugene 
O’Neill’s “A Touch of the Poet.” 

A new' untiled coirtedy by Phillip 
Pruneau, stage manager for the 
Broadw'ay production of “Two for 
the Seesaw/’ has been optioned for 
off-Broadway production next fall 
by Noel Behn. 

Stock Items 
Harold (Buddy) Knsell will be 

general manager for the “Song of 
Norway” production at Jones 
Beach, N. Y., this summer. Pro¬ 
duction stage manager David Par- 
doll will be. assisted by Mortimer 
Halpern, Fred Cheyre and Dan 
Brennan. 

Wilson Stone, former musical dir 
rector at several St. John Terrell 
music tents, will baton the pit crew 
at Eddie Rich’s new Colonie (N.Y.) 
Musical Theatre. Glen Sauls, for¬ 
merly: with the Gape Cod Melody 
Tent, Hyannis, Mass.; will be busi¬ 
ness manager for Rich. 

Joan Lemmo and Lee Howard 
will tour the strawhat circuit with 
their kiddie presentation, “The 
Leopard and Adverttureland.” 

The Malden Bridge. (N. Y-) Play- 
hGUse, with John Hale as producer- 
director, goes into its 13th season 
June 24. 

I Diana Barrymore will tour the 
strawhat circuit in Violla-Rubber’s 
package of “Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof*” which Charles Olsen will 
direct for a June 17 getaway ait 
the Avalon Theatre, Houston. 

The husband-and-wife dancing 
team of Marge & Gower Champion 
have purchased William Mercer’s 
“Hemmingway & All Those Peo¬ 
ple” for Broadway production, with 
Marge starring and Gower di¬ 
recting. They’ve scheduled a try¬ 
out of the presentation for the 
week of July 22 at the Avondale 
Playhouse. Indianapolis. 

Brian * Donlevy. will play stock 
dates in “No Time for Sergeants.'* 
He’ll appear in the role of the ser¬ 
geant, which Myron McCormick 
originated on Broadway. 

E. G. Marshall and Kevin McCar¬ 
thy have abandoned plans to oper¬ 
ate the Casino Theatre, Newport, 
R. I., this summer* 

The American Theatre Wing will 
establish the first professional mu¬ 
sical training center this summer at 
the South Shore Music Circus,. 
Cohasset, Mass., urtder the sponsor¬ 
ship of the non-profit South Shore 
Playhouse Associates, which, will 
firtance the program* Twelve free 
scholarships, valued at $1,500 each, 
will be awarded annually to stu¬ 
dents from all parts of the U.S. 

Sy Travers will appear with Paul 
Hartman and Ethel Shutta in “The 
Great Sebastians’* and with Wally 
Cox in “Will Success Spoil Rock 
Hunter?” at the Avalon Theatre, 
Houston. 

Tallulah Bankhead will play.the 
stock circuit in George Batson’s 
“House on the Rocks," the author’s 
revised version of his play, "Celia," 
which was tried out five years ago 
at the Bucks County Playhouse, 
New Hope, Pa., with Jessie Boyce 
Ljutdis in the lead role. 
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Sign of Winter 
leaves some ; questions dangling. 
One gamble he loses is letting his 
people indulge, frequently in lerig-. 
thy retrospection in soliloquy form, 
for almost, without fail this device 
causes his play to mark time. . 

. As the mother, Elizabeth Farrar 
has a tough assignment, for she 
must impel the play forward at 
the same time that she reflects 
upon its action. However, she has 
not been able to find the emotional 
resources that might make this 
part shattering. Jay Barney, as a 
teriaht who virtually owns the 
house and its . people, is crisp, 
acsured and driving, and it is prob¬ 
ably no . accident that his scenes 
have an authority ‘ and pace the 
play: could helpfully use. through¬ 
out. 

As the daughter who is torn be¬ 
tween living safely or be'ng happy, 
Joyce Ebert is charmingly, coolly 
alert. Bill Gunn,, as the Negro who 
tends the furnace for his keep, and 
Who is the catalyst that destroys 
the evil within. the house, has a 

- quiet truth that does not lack 
depth because of its simplicity. 

Lance Cunard has warmly droll 
huntor as the man of the. stars, 

" while Richard Morse as the vacil¬ 
lating brother, and Michael Ebert 
as a hood, find the going tougher. 
Claude Marks has devised an ex¬ 
cellent multi-level cutaway setting. 

Geor. 

liie Playboy Of The 
Western World 

Irish Players revival of three-act .com¬ 
edy by John Millington Synge: Staged by 
Joseph Gistirak; setting, Claude Marks; 
costumes. Poppy Lagodmas; lighting, Ruth 
Esher ik. At Tara Theatre, N.Y., May 8, 
J58; $3.85 top. 

Cast: Helena Carroll.-Malachy McCourt, 
Liam Lenihan, Ralph Driscoll. John Mac-. 
Kay. Dermot McNamara. Elspeth March, 
Fay Tracey, Patricia O’Grady. Shirley 
Rickards, Ronald Bishop, Peadar Nunan. 

It will be a sad day;when some¬ 
body isn’t reviving “The playboy 
of. the Western World.” It’s a 
natural for the Irish Players, and 
in the new Tara Theatre they are 
affording John Millington Synge’s 
frolic a frisky production. For a 
time, this “Playboy” seems to be 
just a literal, albeit lucid, tran¬ 
scription of a lovingly preposterous 
comedy, but by the time the . bois¬ 
terous third act is reached; the 
Irish Players resemble Silky Sulli¬ 
van, when he races through the 
pack to win. 

In a play as well-known, as 
“Playboy," interest oenters more on 
how it’s done than what it’s about.. 
Helena Carroll, as Pegeen Mike, 
the. lass who loses her great love 
through her own wavering faith, 
makes the most of the flashy part. 
She has plenty of spit and fire and 
her sfelf-excoriating delivery of the 
play’? tag line fittingly caps the 
evening. 

Joseph Gistirak has staged with 
a sense of earthy truth, yet hasn’t 
lost the lilt and poetry. As the 
play b o y, Dermot McNamara 
chooses to be arch and quaint early 
in the play, but when he drops 
this later for straight attack and 
vigor, he has good command. 

Aniong the support, Elspeth 
March as Widow Quin (this is her 
third outing in this role), Liam 
Lenihan as the girl’s father, and 
Ronald Bishop as the playboy’s 
bloodily bludgeoned father, all are 

. well-attuned to Synge’s demands. 
Claude Marks has designed a fine 
County Mayo village home interior, 
for which Ruth Esherik has pro¬ 
vided nicely atmospheric lighting. 

Geor. 

The Saturday Night Kid 
Martin Carr £ Sam Cohn production of 

two-act drama by Jack .Dunphy. Staged 
by Leonard Barry; setting. Gary Smith. 
At Provincetown Playhouse, N.Y.,May 
15, *58; $3.95 top ($4.50 opening). 

Cast: Martin Brooks, Nan Martin, 
Joseph Sullivan. 

Jack Dunphy, author of “The 
Saturday-Night Kid,” seems ad¬ 
dicted to circumlocution. Rather 
than use a simple declarative sen¬ 
tence, his characters slip . into a 
faraway trance, and indulge In 
long, pointless recalls. 

“Kid” is a three-charadter play. 
There is a young writer who. lives 
in a loft with windows that face the 
sky, a young married woman who 
jumps into his cab and thence into 
his home and his life, and an 
ubiquitous cab-driver who invades 
the loft variously by door and fire 
escape with twin goals in mind, 
liquor and sex. It is a strange tri- 

. angle that Dunphy has been unable 
to make seem less than strange. 

The play is in two acts and two 
movements. The first, in each case, 
is low key, discursive, memory 
book. Pianissimo; this yields to 
ugly, brutal force and. noise. The 
actors first give evidence of being 
introspective “method-ists,” with 
nervous', hands,. halting pauses, 
stammering' searching for words, 

as. they dilegently search for Dun¬ 
phy’s, . or their own, truth. Then 
they shift gears into a ranting that 
undoubtedly intrudes on nearby 
Washington Square’s tranquil, chess 
matches. 

Martin Brooks as the man; Nan 
Martin as the woman, and Joseph 
Sullivan as the driver^ are sea-i 
soned, intelligent performers, but 
they seem unable to control their 
overly-rsentimentalized ardor. They 
have seized on Dunphy’s writing 
excesses and Leonard Barry's in¬ 
tense. staging to the detriment of 
the simplicities they seem to be 
Seeking. Writing and acting have 
become emotional cathartics rather; 
than methods of communicating 
with arid moving an audience: 

' • Geor. 

The Philanderer 
William LandisV* Del Tenney. .revival 

of tlirer-act comedy, . by Goorye . Bernard 
Shawl Staged by Michael Lewis: settings, 
and lighting,. David' Rounds;. costumes, 

; Elizabeth Landis. At The Dawiitown'.Thea¬ 
tre, N.Y.. May. 16, *58; $3:60 top.. : 

CSst: William Landis, Geraldine (tan¬ 
nine: Julia Barr, Vincent Roiirke, Michael 
Lewis, Del Tenney, Carol Macho, John. 

; Wynn-Eyans. 

Back in the 1890’s, when the 
world and George Bernard Shaw 
were' young, . “The Philanderer” 
may well have seemed what the 
new. criticism calls a sex comedy. 
Its fmplieatiofis, by Victorian 
standards, must have seemed risque 
and ultra, but today “The Philan¬ 
derer” is tired, its r prattle doesn’t 
sound like top-drawer Shavian talk, 
and it seems a virtue that this isn’t 
one of the master’s windier, plays. 

At the Downtown Theatre they 
have.again started, or are continu¬ 
ing, their Shaw cycle, and maybe 
it's wise booking to get “The Phi¬ 
landerer” packed and away* To a 
limited degree, it’s ainusing to lis¬ 
ten to GBS poking fun at the Ibsen 
cult (which he did so much to es¬ 
tablish), being so tolerant about 
woman’s emancipation, and . begin¬ 
ning to throw darts at the medical 
profession. 

It takes acting of a high order; 
and -impeccably styled , staging,, 
however, to carry off a play that is 
so . Weak dramatically arid strong 
only, in satiric content., With minor 
exceptions the Willing cast has not 
caught the essence of the piece, 
playing it rather as if it were Oscar 
Wilde; where the epigrams die way 
as they are spoken. Shaw meant 
his thoughts to be .taken home: 

The “philanderejr” of the title Is 
caught between two women ana 
their respective fathers. Escape 
from both ladies vis his objective. 
On this slight framework (said to 
have been autobiographical). Shaw 
has built two hours worth of com¬ 
mentary, some pithy, sortie comic, 
some acerbic. 

Director Michael Lewis has as¬ 
sumed a director’s prerogative, to 
cast himself as one of the fathers, 
and he stoop-shqulderedly expos¬ 
tulates in Blimpish fashion, al¬ 
though he is quite, funnily out- 
spluttered by Vincent Rourke, as 
his vis-a-vis. A producer's license 
of self-casting has been assumed by 
William Landis, who. makes tenta¬ 
tive. passes at. the title role with¬ 
out touching it too intimately. 

The vying ladies of spirit are 
done by Geraldine Hanning and 
Julia Bari*, the former playing with 
nice hauteur as a. woman of means 
enamoured of the philanderer, 
while the latter has ample salt and 
pepper as her vixenish rival. 

The happiest acting .contribution 
is made by Carol Macho, as a 
younger sister. The actress gives a 
distinct sense of digging Shaw in 
general, arid this play in particular, 
and her upright sparkle and bright¬ 
eyed energy enliven each . scene in 
which she is around to toss her 
beribboned pigtail. . Geor. 

Webb as the detective who. unravels 
the complicated web woven by the 
author and his wife; It is a model 
of restraint, with a‘ nice sense of 
timing. Michael Gough gives . a 
mannered study as the writer and 
Mary Kerridge is acceptable, as the 
overwrought wife 

A neat comedy cameo from Eliza¬ 
beth McKewen as a gossiping 
neighbor, as well a? straight-for¬ 
ward performances by Audrey 
Nicholson as the mistress, Frank 
Pettitt as a; garagehand, and Jac¬ 
queline Guise as a maid, round off 
the. cast. Carl Toms’ single set is 
unambitious but quite suitable, 

. Myro: 

A Tic*klis?i Business 
Glasgow, May 16. 

H. M. Tenrient Ltd. A.Geor.ee Black Lld.\ 
presentation of; three-act -(four ■ sc.enes) 

.comedy by Ronald Miller, ’Stars’.Yvonne.- 
.Arnaud, Jack Hulbert. Staged by Charles’ 
Hickman: decor, Hutchinson Scott. At 
Klng^s Theatre, Glasgow, May 12, ?53; 
$1.30 top. • 
Reginald Fitzgibbon_- Jack ..Hulbert 
EnkaROza . . Yvonne Arnaud.: 
Set. Bryce' .. .Victor. Wood 
"Blowlamp" Bates .:. Rex Garner 
"Deadly" Mortimer ... . .Bernard Cribbins 
"Roofie" Williams • _;. Peter Dayliss 
Chief-Inspector MarshArnold Bell 
Poppy Fenton ..,........ Moyra Fraser. 
Mathilde. .- . . Margot Lister 

Lite rati 

Shows Abroad 
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.Something to Hide 
head, reveals that she’s pregnant. 
She leaves the country house for 
a. moineht to get more cigatets 
out of her car parked discreetly on 
the opposite side of the road; when 
suddenly there’s a Screeching of 
brakes and a moment. or two later 
the Wife rushes in hysterically to 
say that her car has knocked down 
a strange girl in the dark. The cou¬ 
ple decide to concoct a phoney 
story, but penetrating inquiries by 
the police eventually reveal the 
truth. 

The. author succeeds in sustain¬ 
ing the suspense through most of 
the first two. acts, hut doesn’t quite 
make it in the end. Indeed, apart 
from conforming to the . “crime 
doesn’t pay” theory, the climax is 
even more improbable than the 
rest of the. plot. 

. The best performance Is by Alan 

"Roofie" Williams • _;. Peter Daylis.*: 
Chief-Inspector MarshArnold Bell 
Poppy Fenton ..,........ Moyra Fraser. 
Mathilde. .- . . Margot Lister 
Cortstabre ....:.. Roy Hawkswoirth 

New farce by Ronald Miller is 
.modestly entertaining with familiar 
situations, and is useful vehicle for. 
the comic, talents of Yvonne Ar-: 
baud and Jack. Hulbert, both good 
for marquee , puil. 

Miss Arnaud. has made a gimT 
mick through the years, of her 
broken Anglo-French accent and 
her rolling ’r’s. She fits the role of 
the London-domiciled sister of a 
South American potentate who 
needs funds and help to put him¬ 
self back into . power. Three bur¬ 
glars who break into her London, 
studio flat afe amusingly mobilized 
by her to steal diamonds, and tiaras 
from rich socialites, and thus raise 
coin for the “needy” brother. 

. Jack. Hulbert is. well cast as an 
English .diplomat;married to Miss 
Arnaud, who is a leading concert 
pianist. He fancies himself as a. 
lady’s man, toying with: flirtatious 
Moyra Fraser while,trying to ease 
his wife’s family troubles. 

Rex Garner, Bernard5 Cribbins 
and Peter Bayliss score as the three 
burglars, although the parts tend. 
to.be caricatures. Miss Fraser flut¬ 
ters in mink and diamonds. Charles 
Hickman’s staging arid Hutchinson 
Scott’s artistic settings, are assets. 
The show, has possibilities as. a 
lightweight entry for. the summer 
trade. It’s headed for- London, 
where it will be titled “The Big 
Tickle.” . Gord. 

Chantic* Siavc 
(Slavic Charm) 

Paris, April 29. 
Frantoise Delille presentation of three- 

act comedy : by .. Vera Volmane. Stars 
Mischa Auer, Nadia Gray; features Hehri 
Bry, Franchise . Delille,. . Nane Germon. 
Jean Berger. Staged by Gregory Chmara; 
sets, Jacques Etcheverrv.. At Comedie De 
Paris, Paris, AprR 22, '58; $3 top. 
Petrov _............... ,. Mischa .Auer 
Nathalie Nadia Gray 
Dimitri ... Henri . Bry. 
MarceU.e v... ...... Francoise Deliile. 
Duponchet ...’......... ..... Jean Berger 
Mme, Poupard ...... Nane Germon 

This is a slim play, more a se¬ 
ries of conventional, bits about the. 
Slavic soul transported to Paris 
than a comedy-drama taking time 
to build characters and situation. 
It thus, looks of little Yank poten¬ 
tial unless drastically rewritten: 

Its mail* asset is Mischa Auer’s 
limning of an engaging taxi driver 
of Russian origin. He feels he is 
more French than the French, for 
he chose France as his home. He 
lives happily with a grown daugh¬ 
ter arid a young second wife until 
the wife’s first love reappears. She 
goes off, leaving her spouse in true 
Slavic anguish of vodka and guitar 
music, but comes back; for. the 
happy end: . 

Most of the play’s~appeal is in 
Auer’s presence, timing and Russo 
intonations, which give the play 
piausibilfty. Otherwise. it goes the 
usual vodka/ Russo songs and 
shouting route. Play is neatly 
mounted and film star Nadia Gray 
is engaging as the daughter,. But 
it gets; mountainous .treatment for 
a molehill item, Mosk. 

Delay Adjudication Of ’. 
Arthur Miller’s ‘Contempt ■ 

. Washington, May 20. 
Appeal Of playwright Arthur 

Miller from a contempt of Con¬ 
gress conviction has been post¬ 
poned until the Supreme Court 
decides a similar case now bending 
before it, according to a ruling of 
U!S. Court of Appeals. With the 
calendar of the high court due to 
close in mid-June, it is unlikely the 
Miller case will be heard until next 
Fall.; ! 

. Miller was. convicted of contempt 
of Congress for refusing to answer 
certain questions at hearing of 
House Committee, on Tjnamerican 
Activities probing communism: in 
radio-tv industry. 

/Taylor Into Elie’s Spot 
Robert Taylor: has been named 

music, critic and columnist for the 
Boston Herald, to fill the posts left 
vacant by Rudolph Elie, who died 
suddenly while on assignment in 
California. The appointment will 
take effect later this year. Taylor, 
who joined the Boston Herald nine 
years ago, has served in the city 
room, the drama and music depart¬ 
ments:. 
/ Taylor served as assistant to 
Elinor Hughes, drama arid film 
editor, and critic of the Herald, up 
until a few months, ago when he 
went to the editorial writing de-1 
partmerit. Elie, who. had written ! 
and originated a daily .column, 
“The. Roving Eye/’ ’ was also the 
Herald’s music critic. Since his 
death, the. Herald has been re¬ 
printing some of his columns. 

.Heckelmanri To. Fell 
Charles N. Heckelmann is step¬ 

ping out as yeepee and editor-in- 
chief of Popular Library Inc., to 
head up a new/ paperback line, 
Monarch Books, for Frederick Fell: 
Heckelmann’s successor will be an- 

: nounced shortly. 
Eunice :K. Boehle, who joined 

Popular Library in 1951 after, an 
association with the Jeanne Hale 
Literary Agency, has been upped 
from, administrative assistant to 
the Chief associate editor , at Ned 
Pines’ Pop Library. 

/Creative Writing Awards 
Fitst prize, in annual Samuel 

Goidwyn Foundation Creative Writ- 
Competition of California here 

. went to Richard F. Stockton, 26- 
year-bld graduate student in 
school’s Theatre Arts Dept. Stock- 
ton received $1,000 for his full- 
length, play, “The. House Shall I 
Tremble.” 1 

Second, prize—$250—was won by 
Peter Rehno, 33, also a graduate; 
student in same, department, for 

■his novel, “The Tales of Ibiza.” 
Due to the “fine quality” of 

manuscripts submitted, totalling 
. 91, according to Goidwyn, in addi- 

; tiori to first and second prizes the j 
judges for first time made three 

, honorable mentions awards. Scrolls ; 
in this category Were presented to 
Marvin AZ Gluck, Mrs. Helen Noble 
and Gerald Richard Perreau-Saus- 
sine, latter a former child actor, • 

. Goidwyn, was assisted in judging 
by; George Seaton, Edmtmd Hart- : 
marin and playwright Robert W. J 
Anderson in addition to two uni¬ 
versity. professors: 

Lawyer’sr Algren Suit 
Nelson Algren, who authored 

“Man . With the Golden Arm,” is 
being sued for $4,000 by Chicago 
attorney Ldiiis Kutner. Suit claims 
that'Algren bwes that amount for 
legal services. \ 

Kutner was one of the attorneys 
Algren engaged in his abortive suit 
against producer Otto Preminger 
in connection with, the filmization 
of his novel. 

Triple Winnah 
Vancouver Daily Province colum¬ 

nist Eric Nicol nabs the Stephen 
Leaicock Medal for his ‘‘Girdle Me 
a Globe” - humorous travel opus 
published last year, and it's a hat 
trick. Scribe collected the Leacock 
nod in .1950 for “The Roving I” 
and in 1956 for “Shall We Join the 

. Ladies/’' . 
Award: is a Canadian one that 

carries no cash prize and is made 
through the office of Governor- 
General Vincent Massey. 

Sobel’s Italo Pieces 
Bernard Sobel, former English 

brof, Florenz Ziegfeki’s publicist 
and author, recently sold a piece on 
American Ice Shows to the En¬ 
cyclopedia Dello Spettacelo. This 
is the fourth in a series on Ameri¬ 
can amusements Sobel has done for 
the Italian encyclopedia. 

Previous articles dealt with the 
circus and personalities like the 
Marx Bros., Mary Martin, Anna 
Held, A1 Jolson and Ziegfeld. 

Confidential Sale, Switch 
.: Under . its new management, 

: Confidential mag,, sold on Satur- 
J day (17) ..by: owner-publisher Bob 
Harrison to a syndicate headed by' 
Hy Steirm.an, plans to become a 
monthly, in switch from bimonthly 
arid will have as its motto, “We will 
respect the respectable, love the 

j lovable-—but: detest the detestable.” 
; Steirman says he plans to publish: 
! a sensational magazine that reflects 
| the best traditions of Joseph Pulit¬ 
zer and Wiliam Randolph Hearst. 

The last issue under the Harri¬ 
son aegis comes out June 17, and 
the.first mag under the new man-, 
agement will hit the stands in i 
August. Switch to a monthly will 
be made as soon as possible, ac¬ 
cording to Steirman. 

In the stormy history of the mag j 
which hit a newstand circulation of1 

4,000,000 at its height, Harrison en¬ 
countered considerable difficulties. 
It was convicted of conspiracy to 
publish obscenity arid was fined 
$5,000 along With its sister publica¬ 
tion, Whisper wrhich was also sold 
to the Steirman group. After the 
charges were dropped, the mags 
toned down the sensationalism. 

When asked what he got for the 
; two publications Harrison said, 
“Enough,” 

Leslie Howard Bior 
Leslie Howard, daughter of the 

j late film star of that name, is put¬ 
ting the . finishing touches on a 
biography to be tagged “A Quite 
Remarkable Father/’ Written un¬ 
aided, tome will be brought out 
this fall by Longmans Green, Lon¬ 
don. Author (Mrs. Robert Dale- 
Harris) is now living in Toronto. 

On Howard’s death in the Nazi 
machine-gunning of a plane over 
the English Channel, his daughter 
promises to “tell all” and says the 
family'knows the details that have 
never before been made public. 
She rejects the revelations made 
recently by Ian Colvin, British au¬ 
thor, in his “Flight 777.” 

CHATTER 
. Dorothy O’Leary, magazine 
Writer, eri route to Honolulu. 

Banner Magazines; Inc., author¬ 
ized to conduct a printing and pub¬ 
lishing business in New York. 

: Music Arts Book Club Inc. au¬ 
thorized to conduct a publishing 
business in New York. Fitelson & 
Mayers, N.Y.C., filing attorneys. 

“Night of the Auk,” Arch Obo- 
ler’s play about space flight which 
failed on Broadway last year, has 
gone to Horizon Press for publica¬ 
tion in the fall. 

Dell Publishing Co. will issue 
new soft cover edition of Frank 
O'Rourke’s “The Bravados” in 
June to coincide with release of 
Gregory Peck starrer for 2Qth-Fox. 

Erskine Caldwell received Los 
Angeles ‘. Authors’ Club milestone 
scroll in recognition of his author¬ 
ship of “God’s Little Acre,” des- 

i ignated “world’s alltime best- 
1 seller ” 
j Evelyn Koleman, freelance pho- 
1 tog, returned, to Coast following 
three-year, round-the-world jun¬ 
ket. She is visiting Pat Campbell, 
west coast , cd Motion Picture 
Magazine, 

Nora Johnson, daughter of 20th- 
Fox producer - director .- writer 
Nunnally ,Johnson, has sold her 
first noveh “The World of. Henry 
Orient,” to be published in August 
by Atlantic-Little, Brown. 

Marie Hicks Davidson, Frisco 
newspaperwoman for. more than 
50 years and music critic of 
Hearst’s afternoon Call-Bulletin 
for more than half that time, has 
retired. Arthur Bloomfield has 
replaced her. 

Norman Reader, president of 
Pozzy-Reader Public Relations, 
Will . receive, special Lafayette 
medal from the Republic of France 
for his contribution to French- 
American amity during last year’s 
200th anniversary of the patriot’s 
birth. 

Hill, arid. Warig releasing June 9 
a • collection of George Bernard 
Shaw’s writings, under the title. 
“Shaw on Theatre.” Tome contains 
50 essays, letters, reviews, speech- 
es-rrriiost of which, according to 
H&W, never appeared in book 
form. E, J. West edited. 

Gerald Goode, for years publicity 
manager for Sol Hurok, profiles the 
impresario in current Mayfair, Da¬ 
vid Crombie’s 50c Canadian month¬ 
ly, edited by ex-National Film 
Board Stan Helleur. Goode says 
Hurok’s way of calming down 
temperamental artistes is to stand 
manipulating a yo-yo. 

Lee Shippey, retired L.A. Times 
columnist, has joined the staff of 
new weekly newspaper in Del Mar, 
the Surfqomber. Produced by litho¬ 
graphy on heavy stock, paper is 
tabloid-size but entire first page Is 
reproduction of photo of surf shot 
by Maurice Roy of La Jolla. D. 
Van Quackenbush, who owned 
string of weeklies in Illinois arid 
Minnesota, is editor-publisher. 

WIN AT GIN 
GIN RUMMY BOOK 

The Only Book bf Its Kind 
Ever Offered to. the P'ublie 

ADVICE AND DISCUSSION OF: 
• Leantrs. • Interesting glayt. 

! When^tSk • G*‘n Su««y. 
or g® for gia. • Ba«.e Gin Ru*wy. 

• Speed «f play, # Oklahoma Gin 
• Arrangement af eard* ' Ruminy. 
• Luck. ■ • Hellywoatf Gfn 
• Parltterahip gin. . R’umrcy. 
This book Is not sold In stores. For . 

. your postpaid copy send $3.00 toi 

MITCHELL PUBLICATIONS 
. Department V. 

255* W. 21st St/ Chicago I, Illinois 
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Met Opera’s Board expanded to; 
Include Robert Lehman and Roger • 
L. Stevens. i 
'Douglas' Fairbanks Jr. has ac-; 

quirvd a partnership in the Black-; 
stone Hotel. 

Frank Kenney has forsaken show ; 
biz. to join the First Investors Corp.,: 
a mutual trust fund house. J 

N*.Y. journal American tv-radio t 
editor Jack OBriari and his wife 
to Europe, his first time over, for 
mx weeks, by boat and a liesurely 
vacation. - ' :. 

Sopiue Tucker and Jane Froman 
were the onlv ‘'outsiders” in the 
WiLbm Morns agenci’s ‘‘family" 

■birthday party for bossman Abe 
La-Piogel on his 60th. i 

The fiddles at Chez Vito worked 
overtime for RCA topper Frank M.; 
FoKom’s birthday "do." hosted by ; 
Lucille- and Harry E. Gould. 
Among the wires received, was one 
from the Frank (CBS) Stantons.- 
from Greece. • , 

Martin S. Davis, exec-asst. to the’ 
ad-pub v.p. at Paramount, due back 
a» the homeoffice after onceover- 
in » the new product at the studio.; 
Meanwhile. Jacob Karp studio t 
ever, is in Gotham for talks-With, 
the h.o. brass. ’ i 

Igor Moiseyev, head of the Most- j 
c-.iw dance group now in U.S. will; 
make a Sunday morning personal> 

. d-umuiMraPon' for the Dance; 
Teacher■•» Guild June 22 at the; 
Heiirv Hudson Hotel. N.Y. Non-: 
i.;ef tiers can watch, too. for a fee.; 

Bill. Rose's self-written ad in: 
two NY. dailies last week, in the : 
unique style that identified the 
nr.iUt r-er-.iuthor when he. was a. 
reguliiu syndicated columnist via 
!>,.] v. herein he offered his Mt.: 
Ktv » N Y 1 estate for sale, may 
, e-,i.!r ill closing a deal this week,; 
H - ‘:»t beaucoup recations, . ■ 

■'•Maxwell. Rabb, secretary to the; 
C ituner under President Eisen- ■ 
fnwci who resigned a fortnight; 
ago has joined the Stroock Sc 
Stronek & Lavin law firm which 
Iris 'how biz clients. Rabb had ; 
mher more direct show biz bids; ; 
including an executive job . With ■ 
Sp-.ros Skouras: but elected to re¬ 
turn to law practice, ' . 
. Lucille Littel (Mis. Borrah Mine- 

vitch . widow of the showman, re¬ 
turning to New York next month, 
her first visit back from her Paris 
home in 4*2 vears. <D to visit her 
f at lief and < 2) to discuss a proposal 
for i New York counterpart of Au ! 
Franc Pinot. the unique Paris bistro ; 
tom:d»*d by Mineyitch and since: 
operated by his artist-wife. ' 

ArM-ui Kent is manager and host 
of toe new Sardi’s East On the site 
ot the former Gilmore’s, nee La, 
Vie Kn Rose when Monte. Proser;. 
onerated it, on East 54th, Fernand ; 
is the maitre d’ and Lucien Pic the 
chet ; le cuisine. New spot has a ; 
Vintage Room, a . Theatre Room 
• murals by A1 Hirschfieldt and a 
S;.**'>ng Wheel Bar (designed by ; 
Lb; \-ni Kontzow*. I 

When Mony Dalmes (Mrs. f 
(To te C. Philippe; he’s the Wal-| 

“Holiday On Ice” skating shows to I 
appear at Brussels, during current 
World’s Fair. { 

Former. Minnesotan film actor: 
Walter Abel to read an original' 

( COVeni. Gatden 0.135/6/7) 

Ballet terper Moira Shearer 

fly” (U)/“Short.Cut To Hell” (Par), 
“Time Limit” (UA), “Five Steps To 
Danger” (UA) and “Johnny Dark” 

!(U). 

dramatic" tribiiU:T^rthi^* st'a'te'"in bedded with chickenpM j of ^“an^CTrand^iong^cWe/of 
its Centennial Celebration’s state- Metro music tdPPer.Miklos Hosza j U s. Army public Information Of, 
hood day ceremonies. left London for the Coast. fice left for new assignment at Ft 

Midwest Conference of Ameri- Vocalist Joan Regan’s daughter MeSde (Md) Jerome Bahr for- 
can Federation of Musicians at an- christened, with, comedian Max By- \ merly with Second Army Speak- 
nual convention in -Twin Cities groros: I ers Bureau, took over his Berlin 

Choreographer Agnes de Mille j 4Qb 
milling around London ori visiting - ' 
and theatre-going spree. 

Annual “Night Of The Stars” 
show skedded for July 24. Lanqe. 
Hamilton in from N. Y. to organize 
tlri junket. /'.. 

. Rank Film Distributors reopen- 
its Liverpool office this month; 

chose L. V. Tesar, Omaha, Neb. 
attorney, president, to succeed J. 
E. Shildneck. •' 

Pittsburgh 
By Hal V. Cohen 

Bob Parks signed by Civil Light 
Opera for five shows this summer. 

Danny Thomas here June II to 

By Gene MoskoWitz 
(128 Rue Huchette;. Odeori 49-44; 

;?;')lsiru^antning Brltish 
.■ Jean-Pierre Aumont will play P'Sir Michael Balcon, director Ces- toSJ in George Lib “ace show’ 
j*»& ™ -W Jm Ahauilh play >)« Norman and actor John Mills to D^Sthy 'Sour to Holiday 
' L’Huriuberiu” The^Bcatterbram.. Brusseis Film , Festival. June ltf. House Se local S 
at the. Comedie- des Champs-. Their pic, VDulikirk," has-been set ’debUt ° 
Elysees next- season. -It - concerns at-thg»’fAcf •• 1 xr „ x ** - . 
an nlfra-nafrintin loud stuffy t0„ screening at tne test. Nancy Hartnett named ‘‘Miss 
FrenchUeneS ' loud, stuffy Phonograph Operators’ Assn., Cover Lovely” of Pittsburgh Mod- 
ir'novCfSiii^ TtaV held^-a jukebox week and.^ as a re-; els Club. 

oues Deval’s leaiter “Romancero ftiltj Hssfu ^,f2;?GP - Local tot Karen Lee has replaced 
2/Broad/ay/exrs«ro„ w?th /”nsd0tths Varlety Clubs : Barbara Travis in “Music Man-on 

FnThm/t/as/b'/tar/h/ad/d bm .Six,‘y stars turned up to man; ^t^Rosen, 20th-Fox manager 
sentimentaf ostie 3f She^speaks sideshows, and. sign autographs^ at here; and his wife celebrated their sentimental, prostie. 
perfect English, reopening of Festival Garden’s fUn | 15th w edding anni. 

Albert Videlie declares; that iai^,PSnfor^ by Empire News! Bandleader Gabe D'Amico hos- 
Brieitte Bardot film “The Ni«hfc and Varletjr rluD — . . , ] pitalized with serious injuries suf- 
That Heaven Fell” (Coll, directed , . Showman JaCk HyUon . renewed i fered in auto crash, 
by Roger Vadim, has only a vague h.ls interest in* Adelphi Theatre by Jill Corey begged out of her 
resemblance to his book, from : signmg a new, long, lease. First Twin Coaches booking next month 
which.it was taken, and denies that^-'u^6^?^-^11!^.^. all-colored musi- for a screen assignment. . 
any of the dialog is his. caL: Simply.,Heavenly. _ , Joe New takes over as general 

Robert Dhery’s stage revue, “La ? Cornel .Lucas, top Rank still manager of the Jefferson-Sheraton 
Plume De Ma Tante,” heads for photographer runnihg an exhibi-. Hotel in_St. Louis June L 
Broadway’s Plymouth Theatre Oct. tion of his glamor pics at Kings- 
30. Before that Dhery does • some way, Keiineth More opened show 
British video work and a film ; and Lord Rank turned up to; give 
here with Dawn Addanis/“La Belie it a benevolent .nod. 
Americaine,” which he will direct. ) —“—r- 

* Oscar-winning Gallic author; 
Pierre Boulle (“River Kwai”) hasl 
a run on his works here. Otto ) rv Mavwoil Swppbpv 
Preminger bought “The Ways of i ;f22 Fdrtiey Pk; Dublin 684506) 

New studios "in Cork for Radio 
God,” about an -American girl, and 
a young Chinese terrorist iri.Malay?; An • • _nn- 
Metro has his “The Trial of the ; -.-j 
Whites,” -and Robert Joseph has:,. C?'vioyu.iCoi to bl& 
Reginald Rose doing a legiter from ; btr at Carlton, .Duplin... . 
BoSlle’s “Face of a Hero.” His [; Oeprge FleischmannMenScd fea- 
eariy novel, “William Conrad," will; turette on Dublin for NBC-TV. 
be a play here next season, as! Harpist Mercedes Bolger cur- 
adapted and staged by Jean Mer- I rently on Dutch and German tour 

1 Government will grant National 
Film Institute $4,500 to purchase 
educational films, 

Michael Herrity . arid; Donald 
Cockburn additional news gabbers 
for. Radio Eireann. . . : 

Kerineth Rive/managing direc¬ 
tor Gala Film Distributors, planed 
back to .London after talks 6n ship¬ 
ping in additional French. arid 

Miami Beacb 

dm! N>?oria veepf first came over.- 
the Comedie Francaise com-; 

oi which she is a membefr, ’ 
j! !he juveniles spotted the 
d of N.Y. tungstens atop the 
d Life Bldg, which spells out - 

• jv one of Gotham’s land- 
- The \ oung Frenchmen, on ' 

* trip to America, exclairned, 
•f husband that rich?," think- 

was Philippe’s ballyhoo 
-> actress-wife. i 

By Les Rees I 
Ft-'v’0'>t Ai'e. So. FR 7-2609 > 

hif* Bros, into St. Paul Gopher , 

Park I v I ior Amusement 
r ‘•■ •"I for season, 

( ietiian Mickey Sharp here for 
■ (iTon show. 

jaiiies into Prom Ballroorn. 
;r.*-nightef. 
»V,-»iress Susan Aldich into 

• hou'.e nitcry. 
Lombardo played Prom 

»an one-rrighter, 
:-aTe-in- Round presenting 

' ’ ml Debutante.’’ 
Rainmaker” on tap. at 

i Bush Little Theatre. 
. ; ;i annual ball for Minneapo- 

- -.’-phony. netted $19,000. 
0 S'-obey's San Francisco Jazz 

: playing. third return .at ■ sub-. 
’ Lakeview Club. 
- - y Miller hack v.ith “Auntie 

v.hi-lt winds up the Ly- 
> career as local legit home. 
fi Minnesota Theatre’s initial 

: :'»g of its new Minnesota Cers- 
i i- celebration show boat v\ ill 

.h* ’• rider The Gaslight." 
' jimniv Rodgers auto- 

;=■ -:emg at Lyric Theatre where 
I n..i Hot Summer,” v20th in 

n he sings, is playing. 
:rnn«MpoJi‘> Symphony’s Antal 

Do; ;T off for fiveTrnonth European 
• during which he’ll guest 

< ‘jr-Oijd - at Vienna, London and 
S.i'/burg 

Maurice Chalfen, local impre- 
sjurj, inked deal for one of his 

By Lary Solloway 

(1755 Calais. Dr.; Union 5-5389) 
Nautilus, hotel gave up on show's, 
Late season show biz way off for 

all spots. -... , 
Buddy Hackett slotted for a July Italian pix. 

week by the Roc’s Gafe Pompeii. 
Genevieve set for a showing at 

Americana’s Bal Masque . this; 

“Dick Shawn,and Dakota Staton} ' 
on roster of June acts -for the ,f ^ (7° 02 • . 
Foatainebleau I Playwright Jerome Lawrence 

Andy Griffith will be on hand for j here on short visit. \ ! •• 
special preview’ showing of “No! “Holiday On Ice’ ' currently 
Time For, Sergeants.” [ guesting here at Sportpalast. ^ 

Bill Shade! bowed out. of news ! John Huston’s “African Queen 
director’s post at WCKT to join preemed in several German cities. 
ABC net commentator crew. ! Vet conductor-composer Leo 

Kay Carroll a cUcic at Murray i Blech celebrated his 87th birthday.. 
Eranklin’s, pacted to an all-summer i British full-length cartoon, “Ani- 
run; songstress ' Dolores Leigh.. mal, Farm,” shown via W-German 
ditto. i tv... 

Fontainebleu coritemplating shut-1 ; Veit Harlan will make his Area 
down of LaRonde during month of • pic, “Prince Philip II,’ in Spam m 
June for refurbishing and staff va-.: June, .. . . . . 
catioris Local stage designer Ita Maxi- 

' Carillon hotel , is .'shutting down, j mowna set to go to Vancouver for 
its big Club Siam temporarily, low- ; the festival. . t r . /,/ 
ering budget and moving entertain-<: Horst Buchholz reportedly wul 
ment into 150-200 seat, cafe lounge J go to HoUywood on a private invi- 

Loew production exec Ernest.: tation by Billy Wilder. ., . 
Emmerling prepping plans to pre-! Wolfgang Jaenieke,; president of 
miere chain’s second Miami area : Newr Jazz Circle Berliri,. has set up 
hardtop, built in centre of motel: his owri concert', agency, 
row. ! Former Wimbledon champ 

Saxony. Hotel started its . expan- ’ Budge Patty here to coach German 
sirin' plan with a ne\y rooftop caTo. ■ Davis Cup tearii^ members. 
It will be first of its kind on the 
Beach, and a riame-barid policy is 
being, mulled. 

Israel 
By P. Vernon 

More than 40 nations have al¬ 
ready announced participation in 
forthcoming Berlin film, fete, , 

UA’s “Time Limit has received; 

John Eames tagged for resident 
company of South Shore Music 
Circus at Cohasset, Mass. 

Clay Flagg and Carl Low open 
their White Barn strawhat June 7 
w'ith “NUde With Violin.” 

Helen Wayne Rauh replaced ail- 
irig Josephine Chase in Playhouse 
revue, “Tongue in Cheek.” 
^ Hiram College Showboat, the 
Majestic, wall drop anchor here 
middle of July for a morith. 

. Morty Henderson, Liberty Thea¬ 
tre manager, suffered slight stroke 
and is. in Veterans Hospital. 

Local girl Jan Norris, who re¬ 
placed Virginia Gibson in “Happy 
Hunting,” screen-tested by 20thr 
Fox./ 

Danny McKenna, formerly in 
Warner Bros. Theatres publicity, 
new promotion man for Coral 
Records. 

Playhouse thinking of substitut¬ 
ing Sunday performances '(for 
members only) next, season instead 
of Mondays. 

Playhouse p.a. Frank Bollinger 
. goes back to Hyarinis this summer 
to handle press again for Cape. Cod 
Melody Tent. 
. Gerry Jedd, winner of one of 
Vernon Rice off-Broadway awards 
this year, graduated from Carnegie 
Tech Drama School. 

Alma Lind broke her 'arin and 
had to withdraw from rehearsing 
“Separate Tables” at Playhouse in 
favor of Mariam Lewis. 

Hollywood 
Peter Lawford broke his arm in 

auto accident. 

Russell Birdwell reopened his 
indie flackery, 

• Richard. Thorpe back from two- 
month swing through South Amer¬ 
ica. 

Bill McLaren’ succeeds Ozzle 
Kriudson as KCOP production 
manager. 

Ben Alexander reelected prexy 
of Radio-TV-Recording & Advertis¬ 
ing Charities. 

Sy Weintraub took over active 
control of. newly-purchased Sol 
Lesser Productions. 

BUI Scott swings from John 
Sutherland Productions to UP A as. 
casting arid dialog director. 

Kirk Douglas receives honorary 
Doctor of Fine Arts degree June 
8 from his alma mater, St. Law¬ 
rence U. 

Johnny Green to chairman mu¬ 
sic division of United Jewish Wel¬ 
fare Fund’s: amusement industry 
campaign; ^ 

Art La Forest, charter member 
of Screen Extras Guild, will be 
awarded life membership at annual 
meet June 6. 

Glenn . Ford presents annual 
Glenn Ford Dramatic Awards at 
his alma mater, Santa Monica (Cal.). 
High School, June 6. 

Amsterdam 
By Hans Saaltink 

(121 Pythagoras', Phone 56316) 
Pianist Jo Juda w’ill make a 

three week tour, in Austria. 
Nederlandse Comedie will per¬ 

form Elmer Rice’s “Green Girl.” 
“The Bridge On River Kwai” 

(Col ), in gala, performance at City 
Cinema. 

Play “J / js” has had 50 per¬ 
formances with the. Nederlandse 
Comedie. ; 

Dutch play by ' Max Croiset, 
“Amphitryon,”, was produced by 
Haagse Comedie. 

Ella Fitzgerald, and the Oscar 
Peterson Trio hit Coricertgebouw 
in present swe^ of Europe. 

Singing priesr, Aime Duval from 
France, big success here. Giving 
extra recitals in Amsterdam. 

Ruud Jacobs (Bass) is only 
“particularly valuable” label which. Dutchman , chosen to be in the 
means considerable tax -relief. [ Tower Of Babel orch in the New- 

Veit Harlan finished nis Area ! port Jazz Festival 
.. .. _ ^ . , pic. “Love-Can Be. Like Poison.” *t Toon Hermans’ “One Man 
V et German actor Fritz Kortner ; stars newcomer Sabine Sessel-; Show” was on AVRO tv; program, 

and actress-wife, in for one month : mann. . v : . 1 which comedian . Herman! api 
staTY-. ; T w Tr . ,. • . ! Chris Barber .Jazzband, labelled; pears along with only small musical 

lolksinger;. Jaffa ’ >arkoni--..to | -Europe’s most popular New Or-1 combo took "216 hours 
Europe for tour of Western. coun- Me^ris Revivad band, will appear at 
tries. , -Sportpalast. 

Medrano Circus, after three-/. F, W. Murriau’s history-making 
month in. Tel A\|iv. now in, Jeru-j German film classic, “The Last 
Salem, i Main” (1924), was shown over East 

Kol Israel State. Broadcasting; Geririan television. 
Service ;. expanding broadcasting j. Several Russiam pix; such . as 
hours. . . /‘Don: Quixote,” “Bolschoi Ballet” 

. Overseas service “KoI Zion” and “The Forty-One,” are currently 
curtailed, and partly merged with ; making domestic rounds. 
Slate radio; Finnish actress Ann Savo arid 
On a five-day private visit. Abe.. Carl Moehner.'hatve the leads In 
and .Mrs. Olman, L: Wolfe Gilbert; CCC’s “Back From Outer Space.’’ 
arid wife Rose. ! Exteriors are being shot at the 

London Festival Ballet due in: North Pole. 
Israel, with Alicia Markova arid Pix currently at East Berlin’s 
Anton Dolin the leading dancers.-DEFA studios include “The Story 

Israel Philharmonic now; record- of Hassan And The Rich Merchant . :of Hassan And The Rich Merchant 
mg for British Dccca under con-: Machmud,” “The; Young Eriglisli- 
ductqrs Georg Solti and Jean • man,” “Michael’s Return” arid “Til^ 
Martinon. . •_/ ! map .Riemerischrieider/f •••-/ 

New Israeli legit company sat ; Lots of U. S; pic preems during 
to open. . Repertoire to inch-de the past, two weeks , including 
Gounod’s “Faust/’. Donizetti’s “Don. “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G), “Solid 
Pasquale/ iGold Cadillac” (Col), “Joe Butter- 

By Florence S.. Lowe 
Arena Stage .winding up current 

season with six-week, sock run of 
“Summer Of The 17th Doll.”. 

Oil exec Chester Lauch, once the 
“Lum” of “Lum and Abner,” hon¬ 
ored here. by fellow-Arkansans. 

Julius La Rosa follows Jane Mor¬ 
gan. into Shoreham Hotel’s Blue; 
Room, with. Vaughn Monroe to 
follow. 

Zsa Zsa Gabor, Joey Adams, 
Nejla; Ates and AI Kelly booked 
for preem of Cafe Pareer town’s 
new 750-seat nitery. 

Barter Award winner . Arnold 
Moss, who scored here last season 
in “The Tempest,” back at Library 
of Congress past week with cast of 
Broadway players for two-nighter 
in “Measure For Measure.” 

. By Humphrey DpUlens . 
Dana Andrews here. 
David Wayne commuting to “Say 

Darling’l in Manhattan. 
Licia Albariese,; Met diva, has 

rented a place. at South Norwalk, 
Mary Martin arid Richard Halli-' 

day in residence, at their Norwalk 
farm. 

Lawrence. Langner teed off 27th 
season of Country Playhouse w'ith 
luncheon for subscription commit¬ 
tees at Stonhenge. 

Horace McMahon, principal in 
“Say Darling,’’ picked as Norwalk’s 
“Father; of the Year,” and honored 
at testimonial Sunday evening (19/ 

Edward Fisher, manager of 
American Shakespeare Theatre at. 
Stratford, guest of honor at: local 
B’nal BTith luncheon here on Wed. 
(21); ; 

John R. Hersey, the author, and 
local resident, will wed Barbara 
Day Kaufman of Chicago here. 
Both parties were divorced earlier 
this year. 

By Guy Livingston 
(344 Little Bldg:; HAncock 6-8386) 

Four Preps , currerit at Blinstrub’s. 
Al Martino in for Frolic/ Revere, 

date. .' 
Danny White’s Aquarariia inked 

for Topsfield Fair. 
Thrush Margie: Anderson fea¬ 

tured at new Gilded Cage. / 
- Comic Tubby Boots inked fdfc 13- 
weeks of state fairs with Tirza. 

Ringlirig Bros.-Barnum & Bailey 
circus in for annual week-stand at 
Boston Garden. 

Ariti-rock ’n/ roll wave following . 
Alan Freed ruckus has local r&r 
disk jocks worried. . 

Boston Globe ankled newspaper 
row after 86 years for new. $3,000,- 
000 plant in Dorchester. 

Gene Kelly in to. o.o. Nqelle 
Adam of “Broken Date” ballet at 
Colonial for his new film. 

Sam Snyder. due in from Brus¬ 
sels, where his “Water Follies of 
’58” is a World’s Fair midway at¬ 
traction.: 

Hub will have only one straw- 
hatter in' the city/this season/Lee 
Falk’s Boston Summer Theatre in 
New. England Mutual Hall;; 

Martha . Raye inked to open Salis¬ 
bury Beach Frolics June 27-28, 
with Steve Lawrence, Eydie GriTme 
and Tony Martin to follow. 

By Dave Jampel 
(Press Club 27-0161) 

British poet . Stephen Spender 
here ori irionth-long lecture tour. 

Hanayagi Dancers led by Jusuke 
Hanayagi left for ' Belgiurii and 
Brussels. World Fair. 

The, 19-member Awaji Puppet 
Troupe left for Moscow and series , 
of performances iri USSR. 

Tickets on sale for Moscow Cir¬ 
cus slated, here in June and July. 
Fifty-rnember troupe, opens' June 
14 at Korakuen Ice Palace arid 
features clown Constantine Bel-: 
man. 

Fernando Rodriguez named gen. 
mgr. of Allied Artists of Japaii,/; . 
replacing Paul Mizukami who re¬ 
cently resigned. Rodriguez himself 
resigned similar post with Colum¬ 
bia a few weeks ago. ■ 

Shirley MacLaine arrived with 
Mr. and. Mrs. David Niven, all ori 
vacation.. Miss MacLaihe joins 
iridie-producer-husband Steve Par¬ 
ker here and makes p.a. at Hibiya 
Theatre where “The Sheepman” 
just bowed. 
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! RONALD.COLMAN iof writers carried out propaganda 
Ronald Coiman, 67, actor,. who ■ assignments for the Government 

appeared in more than 1Q0 films ; behind scenes. Its office, staff and 
; since 1920, died May 19 in Santa j mailing expenses, less than. $25 - 

Barbara, Calif. He was operated . 000 annually, went on the OWI 
on ..for a lung Infection lasVyear ] budget, an arrangement later chal- 
and had been in poor health since;.; lenged by the literal-minded Ed- 

Born in England, he began his; ward Klauber, former CBS exec 
career in 1916 on the London stage veep and once Davis’ “Boss/’ He 
in “The Maharanee of Arakan/’ became number two under Davis 
In 1920, he .came to the U.S... Soon ; and harrassed him on “business 
afterwards* .he appeared in numer-; efficiency” grounds, 
ous silent films including “The ! He leaves his wife;.-.-' sob-’ arid;! 

S^ertidaughter./ • 
\\ a; wick,. Tne White Sister, with I packaging and as ‘‘western rep for 

Gish; and ’La Tendresse,’] E F. McDONALD JR. j George J. Trendle, Detroit, handled 

novel was'Td Rather Be Kissed,” 
published in 1954. He adapted the 
recent. Broadway play “The Best 
House in Naples,” and his latest 
play, “Weekend-Girl,” is: scheduled 
for a fall production. He was pres¬ 
ident of the Screen Writers Guild 
in 1953-54 and served as its na¬ 
tional chairman until 1957: • . 

Wife arid two daughters survive. 

Freddie fralick 
Freddie Fralick, 69, pioneer 

actor and. agent, died in Hollywood 
May 13 after, a brief illness. After 
setting, tip his own agency in Holly¬ 
wood in 1923* he became one of 
the toppers in his field, refusing 
to handle .more than. 10 clients and 

with Ruth Chatterton. These were I, Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr. 
followed by pix with Norma Tal7; 72, founder and first president of 
madge arid Vilma Banky* ; zenth Radio CorpM died last May 

TIis talking pictures included 15 at the Chicago hospital in which 
“Trie Light That Failed,” “Lost.|he had been bedridden for several 
Horizon,” “A Tale of Two Cities,”/ months. Weeks before his death he 
“Random Harvest,” “Arrowsriiith,” -was elected to the new Zenith post 
‘.‘The Prisoner of. Zerida.” “If I; of board chairman: Hugh Robert- 
W-ere King,” “Talk of the Town,” | son, elevated then to the presid- 

• “Clive- of India,” TUsmet.” “The j ency, now heads the. corporaion. 
Late Geoi ge Apley, 7 and his. acad-1 ^ pioneer in the: broadcasting in-- 

Q47 a«f flr.mpinmani^°r5h1 dustry > McDonald was a founder of 
ithe National Assn, of Broadcasters 

Spearean aotor in A Double .Lie._j and the = first. Radio Coniiriissiori 
1 (n0W: thfe Federal Communications 

+i?i0wnHri: Commission). He made early strides 
last year, and -r Around the World f(jr shortwave arid FM radio, oper- 
mP^AS- Vnrri5ch „„+POce ated the only tv Statiori in Chicago 
_ His first Wife-was English^actress | frdm ^nd fought for. the 
Thelma Victoria Maud* whom b.e !CauSg of subscription television up 

to the time of his hospitalization. married in 1918. They wrere . di¬ 
vorced in 1935. In 1938, he mar¬ 
ried actress Benita Hume. Both 
he and his wife began a radio..se¬ 
ries called “The Halls of Ivy” ini 
1949 in which he played the presi¬ 
dent of Ivy College. The program 
w;as done as a tv series in 1954 arid 
ran for one season. 

His wife and daughter survive. . 

ELMER DAVIS 
Elmer Davis, 68;. died Sunday 

. (18) in Washington following. a 
stroke and pneumonia. Though 
well established as a writer for 
magazines . priori to the riational 
fame which: newscasting- for CBS 
brought him afteri 1939 he was 
fated to play a. prominent role in 
the struggle against the Axis. He 
was ideally /equipped by common 
consent to head the Office of War 
Information under a. regime which 

JACK RUSSELL 
in memory of my .devoted friend 
and partner who departed thi* 
life May 21st, 1952. 

Rest In Peace 

Belle Tltui 

minimized official censorship even 
during the conflict. . 

Davis was admired for his mod¬ 
eration in style and content but he 
was capable of high eloquence as 
in his last book,. an ode to liberty 
under the title “But We .Were Born 
Free.” The book recalled Davis 
to public attention/ he having 
faded from his former prominence 
as a personage. 

His early experiences included foirig along on the famed Henry 
ord Peace Ship, during World War 

I, a hitch on .the N.Y. Times and! 
about every kind of freelance writ¬ 
ing. A man of enormous erudi¬ 
tion, capable of slick fiction arid 
belles lettres equally Davis ! was 

. surely one of the - most respected 
figures ever to adorn broadcasting, 
though other riewsmen became 
iriore . famous and earned ..far 
greater sums thari he. 

Davis and Quincy Howe were two 
of the dry-voiced Yankee-type 
newscasters in the early radio days 
when .Hitler made world news and 
nerves. The contrast with more 
emotionally-charged newscasters of 
the period, some more actors. than 

. analysts, was vivid. Davis was too 
completely.. “pro” to succumb .to 
hambo on the radio. 

It Was sheer high-minded pat¬ 
riotism which led Davis to forsake 
his commercial career with CBS 
at its peak. He probably took at 
least a 50% cut in salary too* when 
accepting. FDR’s appointment to 
head the Office of War Information,, 
successor to the earlier Office - of 
Facts and Figures, and other earily 
war agencies. 

Because of his background as a 
writer and a longtime member of 

* the Authdi’s League of America 
Davis was the necessary “friend in 
power” to the Writers War Board, 
unofficial .offshoot of the League 
which operated for some six years 
under the chairmanship of Rex 
Stout. Other. members included 
Oscar Haminerstein 2d, Paul Gal¬ 
ileo* Kip Fadiman, Christopher La- 
Farge, John P. Marquand, Russel 
Crouse, Peggy Leech, Robert Col¬ 
well, Robert J. Landry and Hobe 
Morrison, the last two now with the 
N.Y. staff of Variety. / 

; . Davis’ connection with the Writ¬ 
ers War Board was neither clande- 

Specifically, he ground his ax for 
his. company’s own pay system, 
Phonevision. 

McDonald entered the radio in¬ 
dustry in 1921 after receiving a 
Navy commission in World War I 
as Lt. Commander, a.title which he 
retained the rest; of his life. Hav¬ 
ing made a small fortune in finan¬ 
cing automobiles sales . through 
time payments, he joined in part¬ 
nership with two young radio amar 
teuris,<Karl Hassel arid R.H.G.:Mat¬ 
thews, in a: company called Chicago 
Radio Laboratory. Comdr. McDon¬ 
ald -provided capital and became 
general manager of the firm, which 
two years later was incorporated as 
Zenith Radio: Corp., with McDonald 
as prexy. 

That same year, 1923, McDonald 
established one of the first broad-;, 
cast, stations in the country—WJAZ, 
from the Edgewater Beach Hotel- 
arid organized NAB, becoming its 
first president. 

He became an early exponent of 
commercial sponsorship as. a means 
of financing a broadcast station’s 
operations, a system which; ironic¬ 
ally was to become the antagonist 
of; his scheme in his last years fori 
subscription television. . 
. Accompanying Comdr. Donald B. 
MacMillan on an expedition to the 
Arctic. McDonald helped ad¬ 
vance shortwave riadio for long¬ 
distance Communications by man¬ 
ning the Zenith equipment, to keep 
touch with the United States. 

. The ! broadcasting .industry in 
1925 was under the Jurisdiction of. 
the Secretary of Commerce, then 
Herbert Hoover. McDonald, be¬ 
lieving this too much power for one 
man, deliberately, jumped a Can¬ 
adian frequency,, arid the ensuing 
court, test led to the establishment 
of the Radio Commission, since su¬ 
perseded by the FCC. 

McDonald’s company began ex¬ 
perimenting in television in 1931 
and began early to develop a pay- 
see method because of- his convic¬ 
tion that advertisers would not be 
able tojpay fdr .new motion pictures 
and other top attractions on tv. 
He demonstrated his first system 
in 1947 and conducted ,a lririited 
commercial; test in-: 1951. Since 
then he has fought to keep toll- 
vision. a controversial but live issue 
by means of advertisements, state¬ 
ments to the press arid legal action. 

He established the nation’s old¬ 
est FM station, WEFM, in Chicago 
in 1940. It has. operated ever since 
then without. selling commercial 
time. 

McDonald authored a number of 
magazine articles on radio, avia¬ 
tion and exploring, arid wrote two 
books, ‘‘Youth Must Fly” and “Tele¬ 
vision Will Cost Big Money.” 

He is survived by a sister, a son 
arid a daughter. 

“The Lone /Ranger” for radio, tv 
and films, and also1 set “Sergeant 
Preston” tv series. 

Starting in theatre at age of 10, 
after a career in stock, carnivals 
and yaude, Fralick joined Biograph 
in 1912 and was a screen actor: for 
five years. At one time.he appeared 
as Mabel Nonriand’s leading man. 
He served as casting director for 
Thomas H. Ince, then turned to 
agency work. 

His wife survives; . 

Broadway, died May 16 in Berlin. 
He was a director at Max Rein¬ 

hardt’s Theatre in Berlin during 
the 1920S. . When Hitler seized 
-power, he fled. He returned to 
Germany - in 1952. His screen¬ 
plays include d, “The . Mayor’s 
Dilemma,” a French film seen in 
New York in 1940. He wrote the. 
story with Victor. Trivas, whom he 
teamed on the screenplay, with 
Guy Endore for. “Song of Russia,” a 
Hollywood film made in 1944; . 

. He also wrote “The Forgotten 
Ship,” a legit jplay about a floating, 
concentration camp. In. 1947, he 
directed “Topaze” on Broadway. 
After his return to Germany in 
.1952, he directed “Teahouse of the 
August Moori,” which operied in 
Berlin in 1954 and_also the Dues- 
seldorf production of “The Diary 
of Anne Frank,” 

F. HUGH HERBERT 
F. Hugh Herbert, 60* author, 

playwright and film , writer* died 
May 17 in Hollywood,. Calif; 

-Born in Vienna arid educated in 
England, he came to the U.S. in 
1920 and soon after joined Para¬ 
mount Pictures as a film-writer. 
His films include ‘‘Out of This! 
World,” ^“Our Very Own,” “The 
Little Hilt” and fitting Pretty.” 

His plays include “The Moon is 
Blue,” “Kiss and Tell,”: “For Love 
or Money/* and “For Keeps.” Both'. 
“Moon is Blue’’ and “Kiss and Tell” 
were made into films. 

LOU WERTHEIMER 
... Lou Wertheimer, 69, one Of the 
operators of the Casino at the Riv¬ 
erside Hotel, Reno, died in Holly¬ 
wood May 19. He was/partnered 
with his brother' Mert and R.. R. 
(Ruby) Mathis in the venture.. He 
also produced at 20th-Fox for i 
time..- , 

Wertheimer went to Reno shortly 
after World War II and operated 
the casino af : the Bonanza Club. 
Afterward, he ran the gambling at 
the. Mapes Hotel, and then he and 
his brother went intp thei Riverside 
Hotel, which they subsequently 
bought. They, recently sold the 
hotel for $4,000,000, but continued 
to operate its casino. 

At one time, he was; active in 
Florida real estate, but sold oUt his 
interests to work in picture produc¬ 
tion: 

Murray and Mae Marsh. In 1924, 
he won a national award for his 
film, “Columbus.” 

In recent years, Hollywood Had 
been prexy of Air Transport Manu¬ 
facturing CoV, Glendale, Cal. Sur¬ 
viving is a son. / 

of Cinema Mercantile in Holly¬ 
wood, died May 19 in New York. 
She recently completed 20 years 
with CM, a property rental house 
owned by Harold Hopper. 

Gabriele Lo Corite, 71, solo cor- 
netist for the Buffalo Bill Wild 
West Show, died May 8 in New ark, 
N.J. Two daughters and four sons 

MARTIN TURNER 
Martin Turner, 75, for 40 years 

owner and operator of TUrner; survive. 
Scenic Construction Co., in Fort | --— 
Lee, N.J., a leading Broadway | Hampton Del Ruth, 77, film 
scene-building concern, died May -writer and brother of Roy Del Ruth, 
18 in Lake Worth, Florida. film director, died-May 15 in Los 

His sets were used in; numerous - Angeles. 
Broadway . legit productions in-j 

George Worcester, 104, the oldest 
panelist on the former tv program 
“Life Begins at Eighty,” died May 

eluding,. “The Green Pastures,” 
“Harvey,’’ “The. Glass Menagerie,” J 
“I Married An. Angel,” “Street I __.CT.., - 
Scene” and “Something. for the ’ 16 in New Haven, Conn. 
Boys,” ' He sold his business . in | / ^—— 
1948. At one tiine, he was also J Wife Of Ralph Knowles, produ- 
general manager for the late, cer-director with WMAQ in Clii,. 
Broadway producer William A. died in that city May 9. 
Brady. j ' ■ ■ ; -- 

. Wife, sister and brother survive, j. MARRIAGES 

JIMMY TISDALE ! Katliryne Manx to Leslie Ste- 
James (Jimmy) Tisdale, 52, Phiia- vens. Long Beach, Cal.. May li. 

delphia brch leader, died in that • Bnde's an actress; groom is a play- 
city May 15 after a long illness. He^: ■wright-. 
had been a favorite at local dance- I Linda Cristal to Robert Cham- 
halls and night clubs for the last 23 rpion. Pomona, Cal., May 10. Bride 
years. He W'as very active in the i an actress. 
Elks fraternal affairs until a heart : Irene Campbell to Jimmy Neil, 
attack about 14 months ago forced Glasgow, May 10. She’s stage danc- 
him to retire, from show? business, cr; he s vaude comedian. 
' Tisdale had appeared at Town * Margaret Marlowe to Christff- 
Hall, Bombay Gardens. Strand Ball- Pher Trace, London, recently. She’s. 
room, the ^— -- ’ ‘ 
bassador. 

LEO MITTLER 
Leo Mittler, 64, German stage 

direetdr and scriptwriter, who hadi -—>——r-j ; ^ . . 
worked . in Hollywood . and on room the Savoy. Plaza and the; Am- le^Ttai^t^;Aet^ 
Rroadwav HfPrt Mav ifi in Rantin i bassador. j Maiy Elizabeth Walker to Mich- 

fael Ellis. May 10. N.Y. Groom is 
CARL F. HIECKEL (the producer of the Bucks County 

Carl F. Hiecke, 53, production ' P^House. New Hopfe,_ Pa; 
v.p. fori Revue Productions, died of 
a heart ailment May 13 in Holly¬ 
wood, after a brief illness. Priori to 
joiriing . Revue six years ago he was 
with Columbia Pictures and Dar- 
mouri Productions iri production 
posts. . • 

Surviving are his wife, two 
daughters, mother* brother and 
three sisters.:. 

WILLIAM H. MILLSTEIN 
William -H:-.Millsteinl;72, a free- 

larice commercial artist, died May 
17 in Miami Beach, He had done 
coinmercial art for the General 
Outdoor Advertising Co., the J. 
Walter Thompson'agency and sev¬ 
eral, newspapers. 

Wife; son Gilbert, a member of 
the/ Sunday staff of the NewT York 
Times and another son survive. 

MOSES FEDER 
Moses Federi, 67, Jewish actor. 

Estela Aza to David Bean* New 
York, May 18. She is a dancer; lie’s 
a pianist./ 

Merrill Towne Glaser to Richard 
S. Jonas, New Yorkf May 18. She 
is associate radio-tv director for 
Crusade for Freedom; he’s vice- 
president of Crowm Restaurant 
Equipment Corp. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hyams, son, 

Los Angeles, May 12^ Father is 
Hollywood correspondent for the 
N. Y. Herald Tribune. 
. Mr. and Mrs. Chester F. Casa- 
nave, son. New York, May 2. Fa¬ 
ther is vice president of Fred 
Astaire Dance Studios. 

Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Brando, 
son, Los Angeles, May 11. Mother 
is actress Anna Kashfi; father’s an 
actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Lorihg, daugh-t 
ter, Toronto, May 11. Father is an 

WALTER J. FROES 
.Walter J. Froes, 36, radio, actor, 

known also as Wally Douglas, died 
May 10 in Los Angeles after ia long 
illness. 

He launched his carieer with Horn: 
& Hardart’s “Children’s Hour,” 
On radio, where he was known as 
Froggie Froes. He later worked 
fori a time with Fred Waring. He 
also appeared iri numerous Holly¬ 
wood short subjects, . 

In 1951* ho went to Norton, Vir¬ 
ginia' as a disk jockey at station 
.WNVA. He later became program 
director. He then moved to West 
Virginia, Where he had his own 
riadio show: 

Mother, father, two sisters! and 
a brother survive. 

ARTHUR MILLIGAN 
Arthur Milligan* 59, president Of 

the Toronto. chapter of the Motion 
Picture Projectionists! Unidri, died 
May 12 in Toronto^ He was stricken 
With a heart attack- while sitting 
in his Labor Temple office/ 

A member of the Union for 42 
years, Milligaitt was chief projec¬ 
tionist at the Imperial Theatre, 

f Toronto, largest film house <3,344 
seats) in Canada. He was also a 
member : of the Motion Picture 
Piorieers and the 25-Year Club of 
Famous Players (Canadian), in 
World War 1 he served overseas 
With the 75 th Battalion, Was 
Wounded arid gassed. 

rpV?afn <= YviHH i‘ a^nouncer and interviewer on na- 

•'Tlre Jewison. 
'iS n son* Toronto, May 11. Father is 

a tv producer fori the Canadian as the Feder Sisters, a comedy j Eroadcasting Corp. 
team; survive. J Mr. and Mrs. Edward 

' daughter, Burbank, 
Disney, 

. Cal..'May 13. 
Father is Disney Studios produc- 

Har^^Buding^lfi? mUsiciari Uon ^taffer^'soT of'prexy R^U0 
nnlovPd hv NRC in PhiPaPn Hi pH i D^ev' ’ of PrexV ROY Q. 

; Mr.* arid Mrs, Kenneth Flovi'ers. 
son, San Mateo, Cal., May 10. Fa¬ 
ther is CBS-TV film salesman in 
Frisco. 

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rosen, 
daughter. New York. May 15. Fa¬ 
ther is Stanley Warner executive 
and son of SW executive v.p.* Sam. 
Rosen, 

Mr. and Mrs.'Saul Cooper, son. 
New York, May 16. Father is pub¬ 
licist in Lynn Famol’s office. 

Mr. and Mrs, Ronnie Seawright, 
daughter. Long Beach, Cal., May 
13. Father is animation Coordinator 
at Cascade Pictures. 

Mr. and-Mrs. John S. Hayes, son, 
Washington, May 3. Mother is 
former WTOP femmecaster; fa¬ 
ther is president of Washing¬ 
ton Post-Times ’Herald broad¬ 
cast division and general manager 
of WTOP-CBS. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Chuntao 
Cheng, son. New York, May 7. Fa¬ 
ther is with the Broadway produc¬ 
tion of “Who Was That Lady I Saw 
You With.” 

Mr. and Mrs. Cairo Anzalone, 
daughter. New York, May 17. 

employed by NBC in Chicago, died 
in that city May 'll. A drummer, 
he Was one of the original musi¬ 
cians on NBC’s “National Farm 
arid Home Hour” and was also em¬ 
ployed by WMAQ as a turntable 
operator. 

■. Wife and daughter survive. 

PAUL GATES 
Paul Gates, 61, night, program 

manager for radio station KAB<?| 
for the last 16 years, died May 18 
in Hollywood after a brief illness. 
He began on station KGO in 
Frisco, when it was part of the NBC 
blue network, and remained when 
it became ABC. 

Wife and two daughters survive. 

R. E.: Shepherd, 70, vocalist, died 
in Dallas May 12. He had been 
critically ill of a head irijury sus¬ 
tained in a car accident iri Florida 
in March. His tenori voice earned 
him the sobriquet of “singing 
riiayor” of Wichita Falls, Tex., in 
1923-28, . 

Robert Ennnett McFarland, 56, 
father of Spanky McFarland, for- 
mer star of the ”Our Gang’’ pi t , vFather is in composing room/of 
..^ed in Dallas May 13 after a heart Rogowski Press (Variety). 
attack. From 1931 to 1944 Me- j 
Farland was. based in California: as ; - - ■. - 
business manager for his son. 

Shuberl Estate Tax 
Sir Duncan McCallnm, 69, son {. 

of the late Charles’Coborri, vaude i ssss'Continued from page 1555^3 

artiste who made famous the song i . , . 
“Man Who Broke" The Bank at contends, however that the estate 
Mbnte Carlo.” died at Glasgow'^ worth closer to $18,000,000, and 
May 10. He was member of Parlia- . that an additional’ $9,000,000 in 
ment for Argyllshire, Scotland. taxes is due. A suit filed by the 

• !executors, asking the tax court to 
Nelson W. Pollard, 52. a violinist i referee the dispute, disclosed, that 

Who had. played with ^ several • Internal Revenue believes the val- 
_ : orchestras including the Vermont ; ue . of the estate should have in- 

Survived by wife and two daugh- j.Symphony,, died in Montpelier. Vt.„; ciuded rnore than $12,000,000 in 
ters. j May 7, after suffering a cerebral. claims by heirs against Lee’s sur- 

rmnv t T ‘Vwnrin \ hemorrhage- vivirig partner, and brother. Jacob 
.Edwi^L. ffi,U^0bd!"65,.*ilentl / widow of /^iSs Muehlman/S^bert. no^the co^ollin^ head 

picture director, died‘May 15 in;late Sacramento, Cal., tneatre 
Hollywood. BefOrie . retirine from f ownpr and oriop ■ S*n Franeisro The executois ha>e a suit.pend- Hollywood. Beforie retiring froiri 
films in late ’20s, he was a director 
for both Famous Players-Lasky and 

He also wrote several novels, a! Vitagraph: in N.Y., arid helrned 
book of poems, magazine articles such players as. Mary Pickford, 

stirie nor publicized but this group : and radio scripts. His most recent Blanche Sweet. Irene Castle, Mae 

owner and once San Francisco .. ^ 
branch manager for Warner Bros., inS N- >; s ate courts fer an ac- 
died iri South San Francisco May .counting of. the partnership, .de- 
11/ . scribed as having existod. w ihout 

- aiiv formal agreement a:; to dispo- 
Mrs. Ada Lugwin, 47, president! sitiori of assets at its di-*-dlution. 
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$3,500,000 IN PILOTS KAPUT 
s 3-Year TV Pontiac Pact 

At 225G Per Show Sets a Record 

B way Season Was Best in Decade; 

Victor JBorge's three-year firirH 
deal with Pontiac, for a minimum 
of one tv network spec a season 
is without precedent on two 

. counts. First, at a time when the 
auto industry in general, proceed¬ 
ing with caution, refuses to com¬ 
mit itself beyond a single season, 
the longterm Pontiac pact is a re¬ 
affirmation of the company’s faith 
in the medium’s impact. Second, 
the $225,000 per program for what 
essentially is a one-man show 
(although Borge will deliver the 
whole package, including music¬ 
ians, etc.) probably sets a new high 
for a onetime; tv performance. 
While some of the specials ear¬ 
marked for next season will go as 
high as $500,000 (such as CBS 
“Wonderful Town” and the pro- 
ected ‘‘Kiss Me Kate’’ package 
or Hallmark), these latter involve 

multiple royalties, fees, countless 
performers, etc.). 

Under the Pontiac deal, Borge 
won’t be restricted to a single 
show' per season. If he winds up 
doing two per season his total take 
.over the three-year span will be 
$1,350,000. However, Borge re¬ 
serves the right to nix more than 
one a season. Still left wide open 
Is the network; but CBS is reported 

’dickering for the specials, having 
done the previous Borge show's. 

Borge, incidentally, left over the 
past weekend for Europe, where 
he’ll do 10-cYiy theatre tour of one- 

.. niters. On June 16 he’ll do an 
hour show for the BBC-TV at a 
price reported to be the highest 
yet paid either by BBC or the rival 
commercial tv operation. 

. On the Borge griddle is a pro¬ 
jected Cinerama feature, in the 
nature of an ‘‘Around the World 
With Borge.” Talks are now going 
on. 

Latin Quarter's 25G Bid 
To Jerry Lewis as Lure 
For N.Y. Cafes’ ‘Lost Biz’ 
The battle for names to w'ork 

Broadway! looks like it will really 
start in earnest. Eddie Risraan, 
manager of the Latin Quarter, re¬ 
vealed that he has offered Jerry 
Lewis $25,000 weekly for a stand. 
Bid was made recently when Ris- 
man was on the Coast. There has 
been no acceptance- as yet. 

Risman says that he . realizes 
that with' his 600 seating capacity, 
plus Jushness of his surrounding 
production, he actually shouldn’t 
throw this kind of money around. 

- However, he feels that he must 
probe the financial depth of the 
Latin Quarter, He must determine 
whether a. personality such as 
Levi'is will bring in a heavier 
spending crpwd,- whether he can 
pack the room for two shows night 
ly and three on weekends, and 
w'hether there are heavy spenders 
who have been staying away from 

(Continued on page 66) 

CIRCUS, RODEO, SKIS, 
THRILLS VICE DODGERS 
Ebbets Field Productions Inc. 

is currently lining, up ;more events 
for the former home of the Brook¬ 
lyn Dodgers. Outfit has signed the 
Hamid-Morton Circus to go from 
June 29 to July 12: On July 25. the 
Holmes “World Championship” 
rodeo will start with . a claimed 
$20,000 in prize money to be dis¬ 
tributed in a one-weeker. 

A sports show with Winter car¬ 
nival plus skiers and skaters will 
appear Aug.- 27 to Sept. 7. 

The season opens on Friday (30) 
with a run of Jack Kochman’s Hell 
Drivers to June 1. Event plans a 
$2.50 top with 50c for children. 

There’s a Video 

Screen in Metro’s 

Metro will shortly embark on a 
major expansion of its television 
activities.. The company is blue¬ 
printing a program so that it can 
become a major leaguer in the 
production of properties for the tv 
market. In addition to adding to 
its schedule of telepix series, the 
studio is fine-combing its literary 
properties and old pictures to 
come up with material for one- 
hour and 90-minute filmed: show's 
as well as live spectaculars. 

As part of this major >expansiqh 
in tv, which has the blessing of 
the company’s board of directors, 
Metro is on the prowl for an exec¬ 
utive producer who would be in 
full charge of the video produc¬ 
tion program. Sam Marx, currently 
in charge of tv production, will be 
shifted to other, duties,, it’s under- 

(Continued on page 50) 

Charles Vidor Gets Nod 
For Nijinsky Biofilm 

Long legal battle over w'ho has 
the right to portray the life of 
Nijinsky ended last week when 
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Henry 
Clay Greenberg ruled in favor of 
Charles Vidor. Decision stemmed 
from a suit brought against Oscar 
Serlin by Vidor several years ago 
when both claimed to hold rights 
to depict the dancer’s life. 

At the: time Vidor filed for a 
declaratory' judgment to have the 
court determine his rights he was 
negotiating with Warners with a 
view aiming toward a possible bio- 
pic of the celebrated terpsichorean. 

: . .(Continued on page 18) • 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

. Some 70 to 80 pilots designed 
w-ith that network gleam in their 
eye are going down the drain. 
Representing : upward of $3,500,- 
000 in outlay, they’ve been in and 
out of all the Madison . Ave. 
agencies, screened and rescreened, 
with no takers. 

A few' may still make it, since 
the ’58-’59 program schedule 
hasn't been fully resolved as yet; 
some others wrill be headed for 
the syndication route, where in 
some instances they’ll probably 
make it big. Still others may even 
be put on the shelf to start the 
agency rounds anew next season. 
But, by and large, these 70 to 
80 pilots represent total frustra¬ 
tion, with the ash heap as their 
ultimate destination. 

With the exception of a bare 
few.that came out of such antholr 
ogy series as “Schlitz Playhouse” 
and “Zane Grey Theatre” (thus 
recouping their investment), each 
pilot casualty, averages off as a 
$50,000 rap—money kissed off 
with little likelihood that any of 
it will be salvaged. 

Here are some of the more im¬ 
portant pilots that have been play¬ 
ing the agency field with, thus far, 
no takers: 

. . “Skippy.” Jackie Cooper entry 
. Continued on page 47) 

Ifan’-Type Artists 
Washington, May 27. 

Special Governmental medals 
and citations given ' to young 
artists in recognition of their 
achievements in winning nation¬ 
al prizes was urged over weekend 
by board of National Association 
of Concert Managers. Holding 
their \ semi-annual meeting on 
heels of triumph of Texas pianist 
Van . Cliburn in his Washington 
appearance, group sent a tele¬ 
gram to .: President Eisenhower 
urging him to spearhead a move¬ 
ment for official recognition of 
young American artists. . 

Cliburn, who was received at 
White House by .the President 
past Friday (23) preceding his 
concert, was unable to lure the 
First Family from their Gettys¬ 
burg weekend to hear him play 
in Constitution Hall. Aside, from 
this disappointment, his stint 
here, attended by top drawer reps 
from Embassy Row and official 
and social Washington, garnered 
an unprecedented ovation. : Six 
Curtain calls, a standing ovation, 
and a wildly cheering response 
from the SRO audience, marked 
his performance. 

In the very hall in which the 
Daughters of the American RevO- 

(Continued on page 68) 

FISHER’S $1,000,000 
FOR 5 VEGAS YEARS 

Las Vegas, May 27. 
; Eddie Fisher has been signed by 
Monte Prosef to a new $1,000,000 
contract, which commits singer to 
eight weeks a year at the Tropi- 
cana for five years. Pact begins 
in ’59. 

: Fisher has asked Proser to cut 
hiS skedded eight-weeker which 
begins June 11 to four frames be¬ 
cause of pressure of followup com¬ 
mitments. Proser granted the re¬ 
quest, but so far hasn’t inked a 
replacement. 

Show Biz,’or BG 

At Brussels Fair 
Brussels, May 27. 

... Yankee Doodle Show Biz went to 
town at Brussels Fair this week for 
first time since the International 
Exposition here, opened, winging 
out high, wide, and.handsome be¬ 
hind the clarinet of Benny Good¬ 
man and his orchestra, first live act 
in the American Theatre. BG fol¬ 
lowed several weeks of the “South 
Pacific” film which produced small 
audiences and no excitement, and 
how his jazz has given a much 
needed hypo to American Perform¬ 
ing Arts program which until now 
has had to compete only with, film 
against major Soviet acts like the 
Red Army Chorus. 

Goodman opened to SRO Sunday 
(25), a typical rainy Brussels night, 
and had usually, staid audience of 
opening night VIP’s and diplo¬ 
mats from all nations represented 

(Continued on page 79) 

Congress As Owner Of 
Retreaded Nat’l Anthem 

Washington; May 27. 
The U; S. Congress will become 

the copyright owner of “The Star 
Spangled Banner” if Rep. Herbert 
Zelenko’s (N.Y.) bill to revise the 
national anthem goes through. 
Point was brought out at hearings 
last week when Rep. Zeleriko 
asked Paul Taubman, who sug¬ 
gested the changes; about ower- 
shiD of the new copyright. 

", Taubman, musical director of 
“Twenty-Qne” and other NBC-TV, 
shqws, has suggested the lowering; 
of two tones arid 13 notes to make j 
the anthem more singable. Ap¬ 
pearing for the revision in addition 
to. Taubman at lastWeek’s hearings 
were Deems Taylor and Lucy 
Monroe., 

By HOBE MORRISON 

The Broadway legit season o( 
1957-58, officially ending next 
Saturday night . (31), has gener*. 
ally been the best In almost a 
decade. Perhaps not since th« 
\948-49 season, in which “Soutl 
Pacific” and “Death of a Sales¬ 
man” headed a strong list of 
critical and boxoffice successes, 
has Broadway offered such high 
quality legit. 

On the basis of production 
volume, 1958-59 has been ordi¬ 
nary, with only 56 new produc¬ 
tions plus a return show from last 
season (“Waltz . of the. Torea¬ 
dors”). That’s quantitatively as 
bad as two seasons ago. and with¬ 
in two shows of the all-time low; 
1952-53, when only 54 show's were 
produced. Compared to the great 
days of the. 1920’s, when over 
200 shows were produced a season 
(see chart in the Legitimate sec¬ 
tion), all of the last few years 
have been anemic. 

This season; however, has 
offered an impressive array of 
quality shows as at least partly 
indicated by the fact that 10 pro¬ 
ductions are already in the black, 
with at least three others figured 
probable ultimate payoffs; An¬ 
other indication of the good 
show's this season was the number 
of serious candidates for prize 
honors. 

As usual, the season has been 
marked by a number of click 
debuts of talent and absences or 
failures of established names. 
That goes for authors, directors, 
actors and even producers. Some 
of the more impressive successes 
have been made by foreign 

(Continued on page 77) 

B.S. Polly Not Funoy 
To Chief Cop, Who Hauls 

Him Out of Hialeah Hall 
Miami Beach, May 27. 

B. S. Pully for some years now 
has beeri a native of Miami Beach 
and is in his third year at Place 
Pigalle, one of the more active 
stripperies. Last week, Pully found 
that his broad arid bawdy approach 
to personal appearances at civic 

| affairs, those comprising usually an 
all-male audience, would probably 

: involve him with the law' if he 
: were working in an Outlying com¬ 
munity. such as Hialeah, home of 
the famed racetrack. 

Invited to “address” the assem¬ 
bled Dade County Police Chiefs 
at their annual dinner, his earthy 
chatter, usually a roaring success 
at such meetings, brought him, 
this time, an unbilled hedder in 
the form of Hialeah’s law' enforce¬ 
ment head, who charged up to. the 
mike and unceremoniously hauled 
Pullv offstage and out of the halL 

Pully. nonplussed by it all, had a 
typical comment: “Did they think 
they’d invited Somerset. Maugham 
or Emlyn Williams for a talk?” * 



MISCF.IAA.YY . 

Glom $45,000,000 Take in Seattle’s 
,61-’62World’sFair; $5-MilFunway 

y&RlETFY 

Mine’s Book 
Wednesday, May 28, 1958 

Seattle, May 27.. 4’ 
'I he Seattle Woiitt's Fair, pro- 

pwM-ci tor a two-year run, 1961-62, 
can expert a gross of about $22,- 
7()itOO0 pel’ \c*ar frpm its amuse¬ 
ment centre, with management’s 
share about S2 95(U100,. Walter Van 
Camp -reported.-.to World’s Fair 
trustees after he conducted a na¬ 
tionwide survey of !amusement de^ 
\ elopments. 

Van Camp, a veteran showman 
now managing director of Greater 
Seattle Inc.. which sponsors the 
citv’s annual Seafair celebration, 
said Sti.OOO.OOO should be allocated 
for a 2t)-acre amusement strip on 
the 90-acre fairgrounds arid that 
the proposed amusement pier on 
Elliott Bay was impractical. He _ 

v . . Paris,, May 27. 

# Ap< liii n | . Aline MaeMahon has dug In her 
>1|M \L Mir klinviTAiT : spurs here for a couple of years’ 
IlF* rUnWtfV stay to do. research on a book she 

■ r }■ **** ,f ^proposes to write having to do with 
] the European outdoor theatres; 

\ • She has a Fulbright grant to help 

Steelband in Whiteface ,her pay the freight 

Srin Juan, May 27. I 

Admiral Dan Gallery’s "Pan- . . I\ T*17 
demaniacs,” unique Whiteface . KllCCP I V P/ITIC 
Navy steelband, is, expected to llllvOv 1 .9 I U1W 
make a two-week appearance 
at Brussels World’s Fair start- ft ] . , f* f *i X 
ing July 4. A |CA NllnPIlPn 

Meanwhile in a thatched hut . rklW UU11 VlU/U 
workshop at water’s edge and _ _ 
in sight of battle crusiers, ; fllX |;*|nirt 
Navy’s musicians are pound- fill IIlllfl rlllflS 
ing out a daily anvil chorus as ,T 1U1 V1U A IUIIU. 

they . work feverishly . with . / , invfVr B 
sledge hammers, chisels and. By IRVING R. LEVINE 
fire to perfect musical tones (Moscow Correspondent, NBC) 
of the oil barrels. ,T ^ . 

— /V.. ■ ■ ■ ■• Moscow, May 20. 

said the pier Would draw' people . Old movies are as much a bane 
a wav from exposition exhibits in- j Vnhtira kv lira Wnfilfl with- Russian, televiewers as 
stead of toward them. EntOl C UJ IKC YT VU1U American. 

Van Camp also scaled down a Rnnct Naumnrt Rft SaV Russians are prolific letter-writ- 
previous Stanford Research Insti- DUUM l U.V., UflJf ers when it.crimes to expressing j 
lute survev which estimated a pos- flbr Eofkarc their disapProval of the quality of I 
Sible attendance of 8,000,000 to 12,- 10W11 S V|lj TalflCro programs transmitted by the .al-j 
000.00(1 the first year and 5.000,000 Newport R I Mav 27 most 40 television stations and re- . 
in 7 000 000 the second vear He • ’■• 1- '■ . ■ ■ ’. lay transmitters iiow in operation 

th^'7°? "££?'mS' in '**■#***.. I 
on a .‘‘realistic*’ attendance figure ! Tnnmprf dimmer * The Moscow tv station has a 
of 5.000,000 "after eight years Of * T " al?Zn formerly ! half-hour about once, a month de- 

Boost Newport B.O., Say! 
Town’s City Fathers | 
Newport, R^ I., May 27. 

this year; after the President’s j 

JERRY LEE LEWIS TOUR “.;T 
IM IT V CTAnC OimnniT V i «i ^eniT ^; phovova, to the newspaper Liter- 
IN U.K. STOPS SUDDENLY ^^h^P^St I raiy Gazette, complained that “if 

T a m o*7 . written the president three weeks a newspaper 1S dull you stop sub- 
—j ... , . ■ London May 27. -ago urging his return to. the Navy scribing t6 it, ^ there’s a bad pro- 

, British tour of Jerry Lee Lewis, base where he vacationed last sqm-! duction at a theatre you,just don’t 
heading a rock n roll unit was rner. A -letter, from an aide said attend the perf6rmances. . But tv 
cancelled after three perform-, Newportwas being seriously con- ^ different You bought your set 
ances, Lewis had a 29-city tour sidered, the mayor reported. i and paid no small sum of money. 
mapped out for him. Spot was - Ike s vacation here last year was.. Thus you’ve become a captive of 
taken by The Treniers, featured interrupted by the Little Rock, ; tv *» ’ - 
in the same show. Other acts are1 Ark., school integration crisis. ! ’ : 
being recruited. Cancellation foL Gov; Orvai Eaubus of Arkansas ! a - • anguished crj caused one 
low ed bad business. This is inci-;came to Newport to confer with ^4m.®^an ._®bs,e^r to comment: 

dental, however, to the fact that; Eisenhower who had ordered Fed- -internaUonale’’ to^read6 “Aitse 
the United Kingdom authorities' eral troops into Little Rock, and ye CaDtivesPf TV°” r -Q’ • lse 
“invited” Lewis to leave the. a swarm of newspapermen, radio ' 
tminlry. -and 1V .nd newsreel m» de- V'ISv"S 

The press had criticized Leeds scended on the vacation spot. I engineer from Minslt^coittplained 
on ins recent marriager to a 13- —- , ■ ; that only old pix are sh9ivn on the 
y eat-old. fi\e.. months before his n |;: n- 1 Minsk channel; Most interesting, 

s:.r 
.Tb,«3fSfa,raWKl;.<l Anh-Commie Weapons;"1 * t@Mg 
cians are cousins. Manchester,: N.H. May 27.. '• -,^'4.^,^ cm . 

A resolution fornierly 
! voted to the reading of viewers’ 

IN U K. STOPS SUDDENLY1 I 

cians are cousins. Manchester,: N.H. May 27.. 
- ——— Jimmy Parks, . one-time New 

..... IA1,,r York song plugger and now an 
TEAM LAINE & LEGRAND international, agent for the 

--- VV. & G. Records Processing Co. 
Impresario Doolittle Lining Up Ltd., of Melbourne, Australia, 

Concert DaUs t thinks that, a barrage of American 
——— phonograph records might help. 

Hollywood,. May- 27. combat Communism behind the 
Frankie Laine and Michel Le- lion Curtain^ 

grand are plotting a concert Back from a 13-week trip 

oil m leeem max 10 a 10- - ; — - that only old pix are shown on the 
jeai-oId, fi\e . months before his _ _ _ I\* 1 Minsk channel; Most interesting, 
divorce from infe Tvo., 2 became. Mega SMB, LOtSa DlSKS : though, was his somher Soviet-- 
final.It was.Lewis; third marriage, -F ■ / Lyeivaluatiort of therole ofthe tv 

fi’r’the’boric0 Ti-' ro^ler.’Bor^imfri- : A$ Anh-Coiiimi6 WcapOnS; ty’-gels not ab a luxtmy ^hb^W-rotf 

cians are cousins. . ^ew 'Continued on page 50, U 

T,A11 IAmrr *«.>*„**.,* York song plugger and now an 
TEAM LAINE & LEGRAND international, agent for .the <n L II II J IT ■■ ■ ■ 

--- W. & G. Records Processing Co. DO 0 11006 1188QS ildDIcS 
Impresaricr Doolittle Lining Up Ltd., of Melbourne, Australia, • . p n. t i* • a .. 

Concert DaUs t thinks that a barrage of American fOf M. L |fllllll J08S0I1 
—— phonograph records might help 

Hollywood, May 27. combat Communism behind the AA.U S^Lo^SrMay 27. 
Frankie Laine and Michel Le-tIion Curtain^ • The 40th Municipal ^ Opera sea- 

grand are plotting a concert Back from, a 13-week trip spn .will open June 5 with a revival 
tour which would be arranged by around the world, he found that ,Sho^' ‘’ starring_;Andy- 
James Doolittle of the Greek people in many countries resent Devlne arid Marion Marlowe^ Other 
theatre. "meddling” by the rrhlted States nah}es^^ signed for the sumriaer'in- 

Singer and the French drcli and that "black markets” flourish •B®b- 0Ro,®- 
leader w ould do the series of in many areas, writti cheap soap ■ 5 j-r.ay, - nAs 
conc't*rts in. the fall. Legrand is as one of the very scarce prod- ^Lnd Lady in tihe^ * ,M^rY 'Mcv 
here ’now, but returns to Europe pets. 
for a tour in July. Laine, mean- "Maybe,” he told^■ interviewers , Y°illbs.^^ im/Oklahoma and Allan 
while, is set to appear in "Guys here, "we should quit trying to i r01}^. in. HaPPY Huntinfl: .... , 
and Dolls” in Kansas City begin- export propaganda and just see^1 the show's getting their 
ning a three-week stand July 28, that the satellites get plenty of -presentations will be 
and has a two-week date at Lake cheap soap and phonograph Silk Stockings, On the Town, 
Tahoe starting Aug. 25. [records.” . Happy Hunting, ’ "Fiman’s Rain- 
T ^ how” and a double bill, "Hansel 
|r •- ■ - - .. -.--j.- .. . . i: and Gretel” arid, the "Nutcracker” 
i k/7b : Ballet. .. 

DeGaulieing Tourist Biz j 
Anxious airlines arid: travel 

bureaus, after .first giving the : t 
pitch everything’s okay for 
American tourists; when faced 

; with, last-minute cancellations 
: of bookings admit "maybe 

you’re right in defering France 
’til things quiet down.” A 

. Variety report from Paris can 
. be interpreted either way that, 

"strike: quiet . at moment, 
American Embassy optimistic, 
but things- can change sud¬ 
denly/’ . : 

French tourism is taking a: , 
beating on immediate book¬ 
ings and until Paris stabilizes 
matters the Ritz Bar coiriman-. 
dos will be dominantly Paris’ 
own perfumers and hoteliers 
drowning their personal losses. 

French government censors 
yesterday (Tues.) confiscated 
and made cuts in the Paris 
edition of the N. Y. Herald 
Tribune. The paper appeared . 
with several big white patches 
where deletions "were made in 
dispatches on the Algerian sit¬ 
uation arid French warship 
movements in the . Mediter¬ 
ranean. 

The N; Y. Tiines’ Clifton Daniel forwards an excerpt from his . 
former Russian secretary,. Sara Shaikevich, when he was stationed 
iri Moscow, which is another sort of closeup on America’s latest 
hero: ., . . 

■ “And. speaking about musicians I canriot not mention your Van 
Cliburn, who became the real conqueror of Moscow. One could ; 
not even dream to get a ticket to his concerts, but fortunately 
they were shown at television and everybody could admire him. 
It is impossible to find words to say what it was. ‘Success,’ ‘bril-’ . 
liance,’ ‘virtuosity’ give ho idea at all. His last concert which 
was the day before yesterday still keeps us all under the impres¬ 
sion. Yesterday we could not work and there was not other talk 
than Van. . -. . 

"This last concert was something one could never imagine. He 
was full of emotion and this emotion gained the public and from 
the public it returned to. him and there was such a tension that it 

. seemed that hearts stopped to beat. And what he produced was 
not just music—it was Poetry and Love arid Inspiration, it Was 
something up to the summit, something almost unbearable. And 
the public in t’ie conservatory cried and the public sitting at tele- 

•; visors cried arid yesterday there was not other talk than every¬ 
body’s emotion and tears. He did not conquer just the rriusical 
fans and the habitues of the conservatory, he conquered every¬ 
body hearts, 

"I could write another hundred pages about him and never 
stop. Now we are all anxious to know hovv he will be received 
at home and I shall be exteremely grateful to you if you send some 
words and some newspaper clippings about him.” 

Mayor of Columbia, S.C., Elected On 
'Theatre’ Plank, Plans Same Sans Tax 

———: ■———' Columbia, S, C., May 27. 
j c f it r if* Plans for a new theatre-type 

oan Juan Union routes auditorium here are expected to 
San Juan, May 27. move forward rapidly now under 

Robert Gednick, local rep the guidance of town’s new mayor, 
for. the International Ladies’ Lester L. Bates.' 
Garment Workers Union, states Bates, millionaire Insurance ek- 
fhat in the course of the un- ecutive and; theatre restaurant 
ion’s cultural activities it is owner (the Laurel), had construc- 
teaching song and dance rou- tion of the theatre as part of his 
tines. campaign platform. He has just 

Latin-flavored "Pins arid taken office. His program calls for. 
Needles” in about a year is a new aud and without new taxes 
in prospect to pay the cost He wonld do it 

with self-liquidating bonds; ' 
n <ni iv • i m i A His program comes at a time 

Ran Blue Deinm Ad-COUT: wtlfn the “-year-old county-owned 
” uv yvuuu. xiu wpjj aud-arena here is under fire from 

MicranrA^Antc PaPfc Of a11 quarters. Audiences and news* 
iTlIal CpI CoCUId rails VI paper critics decry the lack of a 

f J* > pi mi j» • raised arena floor for stage attrac- 
inaia s LOllU luamagCS. tions. plus poor acoustics all 

New York around. 

Editor, Variety: - ^ 
Respecting current ads for "Blue —anaapmlnT nf UfM;n^ ° 

Denim” w'hich show the 15-year- vile 
old heroine saying to her lover "In ^ b?nn 
other countries kids our age are several renters -for non-coopera- 

already married and raising fami- 1 •«*..' i . ‘ 

fir’ emergency3 calls .t ?he maSagefl 
; m ‘ office, and that no other iacUities 

are mhde available to them. 
hnnrf id 11 Child- The aud-arena. Township audl- 
m ,'“orVS4be^g made iorium. is now closed for a W.000 
'' mu1 Zf t0,r.aise facelifting approved by the coun- 
mamage out of the mid-teen ty>s legisia^ delegation, They 

years. , : face the issue In the Democratic 
hiih °W. ,0t- only .8re primary: June 10, which Is tanU- 
high-school marriages increasing, mount to election here 

monthTof IiasVightMPUiti, The ana board has' announced 
m 15-year:olds that htds". plans for a broadening of its pro- 

. ’yi? JSd: gramming next fall, hut so fai- only 
£;^d' fthy not we. And then this outside promoters.have booked at-.* 

th,“'■I*,0’:. ^var‘,s- tractions, and only seven are slat- 
mg. To talk of kids raising ed for the September-April play 

(Continued on page 79) period. 
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-IN-HAND 
Hollywood Production 

1 ALLIED ARTISTS 1 
Starts, This Year.... .. 8 

This Date, Last Year... •8 

"THE FAR WANDERER" 
(Lindsley Parsons Prod.) " 
• Prod.—Lindsley. Parsons 
. Dir.—Harmon Jones . 

Barry Sullivan, Peter Graves. 
David, John Alderson; Rico 
Robert Gist, Gita Hall 

(Started May 19) 

Thayer 
Alaniz, 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year ..,.. .70 
This Date, Last Year ... ..II 

: i 
"THE MAN INSIDE" 
(Warwick Prods.) 
(Shooting in Spain) 

Prods.—irving Allen Sc A. Broccoli- 
Jack Palance. jVnitaEkberg. Nigel Pat¬ 

rick. Bonar Colleano. Sean Kelly, 
Anthony Newley 

(Started April 28) 

"MISS CASEY JONES" 
Exec. Prod.—Marty Melcher , . 
Prod.-Dir.—Richard Quine 
Doris Day.' Jack Lemmon, Ernie Kovacs. 

Teddy Rooney, Gina Gillespie . 
(Started May . 22) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Teor., - .2 
This Date, Last Year... . . . I 

"DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE 
PEOPLE" 

(Walt Disney Prods.) 
(For Buena Vista) 

Prod.—Walt Disney 
Dir.—Robert Stevenson 
Albert Sharpe, Janet Munro. Sean Con¬ 

nery. Jimmy O’Dea. Estelle Win wood, 
Kieron Moore 

(Started MarcX 17) 

"THE JOURNEY" 
(Shooting in. Viehna) 

Prod.-Dir.—Antole Lltvak 
YulBrynner. Deborah Kerr 
(Started March 18) 

"BEN-HUR" 
(Shooting in Rome) 

Prod.—Sam Zimbalist 
Dir.—William Wyler . 
Charlton Heston. Jack Hawkins. Stephen 

Boyd, Haya Harareep, Hugh Griffith, 
Sam Jaffe, Marie Ney. Finlay Clirrie. 

. Cathy O’Donnell 
(Started May 21) 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year... 
This Date, Last Year . . . 

... 6 

...a 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year ..... - ... 9 
This Date, Last Year... ...Id 

'THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK" 
Prod.—George Stevens 
Dir.—George Stevens 7 ■ , • ; 
Millie Perkins. Joseph Schildkraut, 

Shelley Winters, Ed Wynn, Richard 
Beymer, Gust! - Huber, Lou Jacobi, 
Douglas Spencer, Diane Baker, Dody 
Heath. Robert Boon 

(Started March 5) 

"THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN" 
Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.) 
Shooting in Africa) 
. Prod —Darryl F. Zanuck 
.Dir.^-John. Huston ^ _... 
Trevor Howard, Errol Flynn, Eddie 

Albert. Juliette Greco. Frederick 
Ledebour. Orson Welles 

(Started March 5) 

'THE INN OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS" 
Shooting in London) 

Prod.—Buddy Adler 
• Dir.—Mark Robson _' _ 
Ingrid Bergman, Curt Jurgens, Robert 

Donat ' 
(Started March 17) 

Straight. Rosalie Crutchley. Patricia 
Bos worth. Penalope Horner, Ruth 

. White,. Eba Kotthaus, Colleen 'Dew- 
hurst,. Jeannette Sterke, Errol John 

(Started Jan. 27) 

"AUNTIE MAME" 
Dir.—Morton DaCosta 
Rosalind Russell, Forrest Tucker, Coral 

Browne, Roger Smith, Patric Knowles. 
Peggy Cass; Jan Handzlik,. Joanna 
Barnes. Plppa Scott, Robin Hughes. 
Connie Gilchrist, Yuki Shimoda, 
Brook Byron, Lee Patrick. WiUard 
Waterman, Fred Clark; Card Veazie, 
Henry . Brandon • 

(Started April 1) 

"DAMN YANKEES'' 
Prods.-Dirs.-rCeorge Abbott & Stanley 

Donen 

"JOHN PAUL JONES" 
(John Paul Jones Prods.) 
(Shooting in Spain) . 

Prod.—Samuel Bronston 
Dir.—John Farrow .. 
Robert Stack, Charles Coburn, Erin 

- O'Brien, MacDonald Carey, Bruce 
Cabot, Jean Pierre Aumont, Marisa 
Pavan, Thomas Gomez, Bette Davis. 
Peter Cushing • 

(Started April 17) 

"RIO BRAVO" 
(Armada Prods.). 

Prod.—Howard Hawks . . 
Dir.—Howard Hawks 
John. Wayne, Dean . Martin. Ricky Nel¬ 

son. Angie Dickinson. Estelita. Gon¬ 
zales. Gonzales, Ward Bond, Walter 

. Brennan. John Russell 
(Started May 1) ■ 

METRO 
1 

Starts, This Year...... ..13 
-This Date, Last Year. . .... 9 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year ......... 4 
This Date, Last Year:A .... IS 

STEP DOWN TO TERROR". 
Prod.—Joseph Gershenson 
Dir —Harry Keller . . . 
Coleen Miller, Charles Drake, Josephine 

Hutchinson, Ricky Kelman, Rod Tay¬ 
lor. Jocelyn Brando ■ . 

(Started May 19) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year ,...;& 
This Date, Last Year..__ 9 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year.;.......4 ? 
This Date, Last Year... . . .56 

"I WANT TO LIVE" 
(Flgar. Inc.) 
(For UA Release) : 

Prod.—Walter Wanger 
Dir.—Robert Wise 
Susan Hayward, Virginia Vincent, Philip 

Collidge. Lou Krugman, Wesley. Lau, 
Simon Oakland7 

(Started March 24) 

"TIMBUKTU" 
(Imperial Piets.). 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Edward Small 
. Dir.—Jacques Tourneur 
Victor Mature,. YVorine de Carlo; George 

Dolenz. John Dehner, Marcia Hender- 
- ■ son 

(Started May 5) 

"Anna lucasta" 
(Londridge Prods.). . 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Sidney Hannon ' 
Dir.—Arnold Ballard . 
Sammy Davis Jr.. Eartha Kltt. Fred- 

erlck O’Neal, Rex Ingram. Georgia 
Burke. Henry Scott, Rosetta Lenoire. 
Isabelle Cooley. John Proctor, Alvin 
Childress. Claire Leyba. Wally Earl 

(Started May 8) 

"CORRIDORS OP BLOOD" 
(Amalgamated Prods.) 
(Shooting In - London) ; . 

Prods.—Richard Gordon. Charles Vetter 
Jr. - 

Dir.—Robert Day 
Boris Karloff, Betta St. John, Finlay 

Currie, Margot Grahame, Francis de 
Wolff. Christopher Lee . • 

(Started May 12) . 
"THE EARTH VS. THE SPIDER" 
(Santa Rosa Prods.). 
(For American-International Release) 

Prod.-Dir.—Bert I. . Gordon 
June Kenny, Gene PerssOh, Troy Patter¬ 

son, Ed Kemmer, Sally . Frazer, Hal 
Tory, Gene Roth. Bill Giorgio, Bob 
Garnet, Mickey Finn, Jack Koselyn, 

• June Jocelyn 
(Started May 14) 

"THE BAT MASTIRSON STORY" 
(The Mlrisch Co.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod,—Walter Mlrisch 
Dir.—Joseph Newman 
Joel McCrea. Nancy Gates 
(Started May IS) 

"CREATURE FROM GALAXY 17" 
(Roger Corman Prod.) . 
(For American International) 

Prod,—Gene Corman 
. Dfr.—Bernard Kowalski 
Michael Emmet, Angela Greene, John 

Baer, Tyler. McVey, Georgiana 
Carter 

(Started May 19) 
"THE NAKED MAJA" 
(Titanus-Metro) 
(For UA Release) 
(Shooting in Rome) 

Prod.—Goffredo Lombardo 
Dir.—Henry Koster. ■ 
Ava Gardner, Anthony Franclosa 
(Started May 12) 

"PORKCHOP HILL" 
(Melville Prods.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Sy Bartlett 
Dir.—Lewis Milestone 

. Gregory Peek, Harry Guardino, Rip 
;Torn, Bob Steele, George Peppard, 
Martin Landau. Syl Lamont, Abel 
Fernandez, Robert Blake, Wo.ody 
Stoode. George Shibata 

(Started May 26) . 

PREMINGER'S UA FILM 

Sets 'Exodus’ Though Owes 
’Columbia Another Two 

rHE NUN'S STORY" 
red Suineirnnn Prod.) . 
hooting in Rome) 1 
Prod.—Henry Blanke 
Dir.—Fred Zinnemann 
Audrey Hepburn; Dame Edith Evans. 

D-nie Peggv Ashcroft. Peter Finch. 
/ Molly Urquhart, Dorothy Alison. Mil¬ 

dred Dunnock, Dean Jagger. Patricia 
Collinge, Margaret Phillips. Beatrice 

Although he has two more pic¬ 
tures to do for. Columbia, Otto 
Preminger entered a deal this week 
to produce another property for 
United Artists. Film is to be based 
on “Exodus,” and has as its back¬ 
ground the establishment of the 
State of Israel. 

It’s a novel by Leon M. Uris and 
the producer bought the rights on 
a pre-publication basis. Doiibleday 
is to publish in September. 

; Hollywood, May 27. 
With lid features, on various 

budgets, fully completed and in 
can awaiting release, plus princi¬ 
pal .photography. completed on 48 
more, Hollywood film, companies 
have one of largest backlogs in re¬ 
cent ristory. ■ . . . . ^ 

In no case. does a producer-dis¬ 
tributor have less than its average 
backlog, in most, cases companies 
stand in their best product posi¬ 
tion of recent years. Majority of 
companies reported their current 
backlogs either • Will take them 
through 1958’s releasing schedule 
or will account for heaviest share 
of this year’s products. 

Survey was made, to. determine 
possible effect on normal product 
supply lines in event of threatened 
“cessation of services” by Screen 
Directors Guild because of majors’ 
adamant refusal to make any add¬ 
ed payments for release of post- 
’48 features, to either television 
syndication or, prospectively, toll- 
vision, if it comes; SDG's negoti¬ 
ations deadline, slated for. next 
Mon day (2). is close at hand. 
' United Artists leads producer 
pack with 19 pix already for re¬ 
lease, 10 others being edited. Co¬ 
lumbia lists 18 features in can, 
three in cutting room... Allied Art¬ 
ists has 17 films completed; one 
of which has j ust - completed shoot¬ 
ing.. Universal, which had some 
30 pictures, in its backlog few 
months ago when it shut down pro¬ 
duction, has now reduced this 
number, to “normal” backlog of 14 
completed pictures, three of Which 
are being edited. 

Paramount has 11 pictures fin¬ 
ished. six in their final post-pro¬ 
duction states. 20th-Fox has six 
completed films, of which five are 
Regal Productions, plus seven , its 
own, three of Regal’s In editing 
stage.. Metro stands In improved 
position with nine completed Pic¬ 
tures, seven In editing, room. War¬ 
ner Bros. shows 10 completed 
films, one being edited. 

American-International has even 
dozen, pictures for which photog¬ 
raphy has been completed, with 
six of them ready for release. Re¬ 
public has three pix in Can, one be¬ 
ing edited. Buena Vista lists three 
pix ready for distribution. 

SDG Re-Elects Sidney 
Screen Directors Guild in un¬ 

precedented move has re-elected 
prexy George Sidney to eighth 
term. Oyer weekend Sidney had 
refused re-election, but, when 
board persisted and pointed to 
current crucial negotiations with 
producers, he agreed. 

George Stevens . Was elected 
first veepee; John Sturges, second 
v.p.; John Rich, secretary; Lesley 
Selander, treasurer. 

Elected to board. were Claude 
Binyon, Frank Borage, Willis 
Goldbeck, Sheldon Leonard. Del¬ 
bert Mann, George Seaton, William 
Wellman, Robert Wise. 

Dick Moder was named presi¬ 
dent of Assistant Director’s Coun¬ 
cil- 

SDG negotiators meet again with 
producers Tuesday night, deadline 
for talks is June 2; 

LOEW’S OILY BIRDS 
OF CULVER PRAYERS 

Oil. companies are interested in 
a. number of drilling sites on 
Loew’s Culver City studio prop¬ 
erty. . 

.The oil. possibilities on the com¬ 
pany's’ property were discussed at 
last week’s board meeting in N. Y. 
and plans have been set iii motion 
to explore the matter further. It 
involves obtaining permission and 
clearing rights with other property 
holders, and obtaining the most 
suitable offer for drilling and for 
royalty payments if oil is found. 

. National Theatres' stock on the 
New York Stock Exchange proved 
last week’s favorite show business 
issue. Among the volume leaders 
of all securities on the big board, 
NT went up to $9,25 per share, for 
a new year’s high, closed the week 
at $9 and a total of 96,100 shares 
exchanged hands. 

Reason for the upbeat, according 
to Wall Street, sources, Was a com¬ 
bination of factors. NT's theatre 
business has been holding up well 
in comparison with this time last 
year and diversification possibili¬ 
ties are encouraging more and 
more buying activities on the part 
of certain directors of the corpora¬ 
tion. \ 

By GENE ARNEEL 

The motion picture business is 
not. about to; die; its' about to 
come alive. This is the substance 
of an appraisal given this week by 
veteran. producer Samuel Gold- 

. wyn, widely acknowledged as. real- 
! Istic In his sizing up of the IndUS- 
I try. . ... 

His faith in the welfare of the 
I trade . is greater than ever, said 
; Goldwyri, because . the public is 
i supporting the better pictures in 
i greater fashion than ever before. 
He. cites, for example, the mam¬ 
moth gross being amassed by “Ten 
Commandments” ($75,000,000 to 
$100,000,000 in worldwide rentals) 
as well as the blockbuster revenue 
accruing to other entries.. 

But it’s to be a new kind of busi¬ 
ness in Goldwyn’s opinion. He 
foresees Hollywood turning out 
only 50 productions a year some¬ 
time in the future, with these 
geared to go hand in hand with the 
publ ic’s still-growing selectivity; 

He’s against those second, pic¬ 
tures on the1 bill because “while 
waiting for the main feature to 
come on at around 10 p.m. the au¬ 
dience fails asleep.” 

Bespeaking his confidence In 
what lies ahead is the film-makerSt 
current project. His production 
of “Porgy and B.ess,” which will 
not be ready for another year, will 
require $12,000,000 in rentals Just 
to break even. Further, Gold wyn 
is doing his own financing, just MS 

(Continued on page €9) 

AB-PTs 4 Films 

Cary Grant On the Line; 
But Round-Robin Critics 

Talk Over His Shoulder 
Warner Bros, arranged a number 

of . conference calls last week 
whereby out-of-town newsman, in 
this case eight or nine at a time, 
Could interview Cary Grant in New 
York in connection with his most 
recent picture; “Indiscreet,” in 
which he co-stars, with Ingrid 
Bergman. 

The telephone connections to the 
various cities were duly established 
and Grant, on. the. telephone in his 
hotel room, wraited patiently for 
the questions. However, the news¬ 
men, instead of. interviewing 
Grant, conferred among them¬ 
selves; 

It seems that the out-of-town 
scribes had met when they, ap¬ 
peared as newspapermen in Para¬ 
mount's "Teacher’s Pet.” This was 
the first time they had spoken to 
each other since their thesping ex¬ 
perience and- they employed the 
occasion to renew acquaintance¬ 
ships arid to recall their Hollywood 
adventure. 

. William Holden off to London 
for tomorrow’s premiere of “The 
Key,” in which he stars With So¬ 
phia Loren; 

Hollywood, May 27; 
Skyrocketing form of lucrative income for actors to augment 

regular earnings from motion picture arid telepix appearances is 
narrating industrial and institutional films. 

According to Marvin Miller, who has built up a. steady patronage 
among commercial and educational picture: firms and is one of the j 
busiest adherents of this type of employment, the pay is compar-' 
able to that received for riarratiori of a short at a major studio. 
In many: cases, he points out, it is even better, due to greater length 
of subject. 

' Big Secret. qf success in this foriri or narration, which sometimes 
is the downfall of exeprienced thesps, is for the narrator to sound 
as though he knows all the technical aspects of his subject. Miller 

. reports. Since accenting of certain words is so important—and 
makes the difference very often between narration which sounds 
professional as against that spoken by one merely reading—Miller 

.says the narrator should never feel ashamed to ask questions of . 
the expert or consultant on; film, definitely a must. 

Growing number of films in the industrial-educational-public 
relations bracket is making greater demands on narrators, with 
more employment offered, according to Miller. 

American Broadcasting - Part- 
mount Pictures, which went into 
production with the thought of en¬ 
couraging others to do the same. Is 
now standing still so far as new 
film-making is concerped, Leonard 
H. Goldensori, president, disclosed 
in New York last week. 

Company made four pictures of 
the inexpensive, exploitable type 
and no money is to be lost from 
the venture, he said. AB-PT will 
go with a new picture only on con¬ 
dition that the right kind of script 
comes along, he added. 

In- any event, the enterprise so 
far has spurred production of the 
same classification by other out¬ 
fits, Goldenson commented. 

OLIVIA DE HAVILAND 
MAY ACT IN FRENCH 

Washington, May 27, 
Olivia de Haviland, who com¬ 

bines her film career with domes¬ 
ticity as frau of Pierre Galante, 
editor of Paris Match, told Variety 

she Is mulling a French language 
picture to be made in her adopted 
country.. She is ailso reading scripts 
for her next film for a Hollywood 
studio. In this country for preem 
of “Proud Rebel” in Atlanta next 
Week, star scored a hit in speech 
before Women’s National Press 
Club. 
; La Haviland, who last visited At¬ 

lanta for preem of "Gone with the 
Wind;” in which she played Melanie, 
proud daughter of the South, spec¬ 
ulated on her reception in the 
Georgia city in role of the Yankee 
lass she portrays in the new Sam 
GoldWyn Jr., film. 

SUr urged newsgals to spread 
the word of need for morale-build¬ 
ing entertainment for oiir troops 
based in Europe. She is under 
promise to Dept, of Army to tour 
seven military bases in mid-Europe 
to entertain the boys. Hired at 
$1 per year, she laughingly report¬ 
ed that, in recent appropriations 
cut in military spending, she had 
been halved to 50c per year, 

i Head Table guests at lunch in- 
j eluded MPA A-prexy Eric Johnston, 
-French Ambassador Herve Aiph- 
arid and his bride of less than a 
Week; and White House Cabinet 
Secretary Robert Gray. Latter took 
star on tour of White House after 
lunch. 
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Wanger Doubts Competence of People 

Who Live In Embassies To Play Critic 
Hollywood. May 27. 

Yyteian producer Walter Wa'n- 
gi r - characterized as “poppycock” 
the idea that controversial films 
should not he shown : abroad- “A 
democracy.” he said, "cannot take 
the position in this . struggle for 
world opinion that We are first 
class citizens and that the rest 
oi the world are second class, 
citizens and should not he al-! 
lowed to see these pictures. This 
is . contrary to everything we 
believe in.” 

Wander's comments Were niade 
In replv to a survey conducted. 
hv Edward and Doris' Bernays 
among this country's ambassadors 
and charges d'affaires in foreign 
capitals i reported in Variety, 
May 2D. While some of the en¬ 
voys praised the value of Amer¬ 
ican films: iri promoting - this 
country abroad, some, like Am¬ 
bassador Scott McLeod in Dublin, 
said they “cringed at the effect 
which American movies appear to 
create on the local population.” 

The producer lashed back with, 
*T think it’s time , for Ilellywood 
to point out to the transient en¬ 
voys the successful record we 
have covering a period of over 
.50 years in . the international 
field. .. . , It's very unfair to ask 
diplomats w !io live in the rarified 
atmosphere of embassies to judge 
mass media; using yardsticks 
fashioned in. th£ I8lh and l?th 
Centuries . and which are ill- 
equipped to measure the great 
enlightened public of the 20th 
Century.” He added sardonically 
that perhaps arhbassadors should 
come to Hollywood for a - “brief-; 
ing’’ before departing for foreign 
posts. 

By the nature of its. business, 
he said, Hollywood has to keep 
closely in. touch with* public opin¬ 
ion . abroad and that proof that it 
succeeds can be found in the 
sales figures of the . Hollywood 
product overseas. “I think it’s 
about time for people to realize 
that there are thinkers and 
creators in Hollywood who under¬ 
stand the envoy value of films,” 
Wanger said. 

The very fact that Hollywood 
films do not paint a Utopian or 
-nationalistic picture of America 
Is one of the great strengths of 
our film product abroad, Wanger! 
said. It is a great relief tb people 
who are hearing and seeing sub¬ 
sidized material on all sides to 
see America’s uneerisored and 
non-subsidized films. The self- 
criticism involved in some of 
these pix Only serves to make the 
freedom of American dem&cracy 
more attractive, Wanger noted. 

Foreign audiences are not. so 
uninformed. Wanger said, that 
they do not know, of American 
defects and > it pleases them to 
see in. films that we are also 
aware of them and are trying to 
do something about them. The 
foreign press is here in force and 
American periodicals circulate 
widely abroad, he noted. He cited 
“Sayonara" as an example in 
Which anti-Oriental prejudice is 
exposed then dealt with in , a 
manner helpful to American in¬ 
terests. In another case. “Giant” 

» was scissored of its anti-Mexican 
scenes arid. embarrassment fol¬ 
lowed when Mexico City news¬ 
papers gave banner headlines to 
stories critical of the action. 
Vaneev noted thut, though some 
Americans abroad (among them 
Ambassador '’Clare Booth Luce) 
claimed “Blackboard Jungle-’ mis¬ 
represented American schools, 
New York newspapers .four years 
later were full of exposes of the 
same sort of scandalous condi¬ 
tions as the picture revealed. “If 
sortie of. the ideas presented by 
Hollywood were taken seriously 
by government, educators and the 

• fntelligentia. we might be better 
Dff today.” Wanger concluded. ' 

Albany Priest Extolled 
By Pope for Apostolic 

Showmanship of Films 
Albany, May 27. 

, Father Patrick Peyton, founder 
of the Family Rosary Crusade 
( with headquarters in Albany L and, 
the Family Theatre (in Los An- 
getqs) . has received an Apostolic 
Benediction from Pope Pius XII as 
a “token of gratitude” for his pro* 
duet-ion of a series of i'5 half-hour 
films dealing with the mysteries of 
the rosary. The pictures, dubbed 
in several languages, are now being 
shown on a continuous basis in 
the Vatican pavilion at the Brus¬ 
sels International Exposition. 

Sharing in the papal honor are 
all those who were associated with 
Father Peyton in making the se¬ 
ries. ‘ 

Commendation was communi¬ 
cated in a letter from the Pope 
which cited “apostolic character 
and value quite beyond ( the films’) 
technical and artistic perfection.” 
Letter .was delivered to Father 
Peyton by the Rev. Francis H. 
Woods, pastor of a church in an 
Albany suburb, who . had visited 
Brussels.- -. . 

Father Peyton has long been 
klijwn for his radio programs 
linked with the Rosary, for which 
he enlisted the support, of riiany 
show business personalities; : 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Frederick Brisson 
Arthur Freed 
Cary Grant 
Leonard B. Kaufman 
Fernando Lamas - . 
Arnold Maxin 
Mike Merrick 
Vincente Minnelli .. 
Lucille A. Phillips 
Earl S, Peed 
Milton. R. Raekmil 
Jimmy Rodgers 
Dore Schary. 
Hal Scott " , 

Howard Strickling 
Jonie Taps 
Milton -Tyre 
Selene Walters 

Europe to R Y. 
Ruth Dubonnet. 
Milton A. Gordon 
Fred Hift 
Beth Hollinger 
Christopher Lee 
Herman M, Levy 
Mannie Reiner 
Lee Sherman 
Jule, Styne . 

N. Y. to Europe 
Morris Chalfen .; 
Le\V Chudd 
Jan Clayton • 
Etienne Decroux . 
Pan Fisher 
Thomas Gomez 
Goofers 
David Gordon 
George Greif 
Mannie Greenfield 

. Alexander Ivo 
Betty Kean.; 
Jacob Klein 
Charles Koryin 
Gloria Lane 
Jerry JLeider: 
David Lewin 
Mike de Lisio 
Sarnuel Locke . . . 
Richard Morse 
Dorothy Q’Heame 
Walter O’Hearne .. 
Donald Oensiager : 
Doreen Palmer 
Jay Palmer. 
Lew; Parker 
David Pelham. ! 
James E. Perkins .:. 
Jerome: Robbins 
Mickey Seopp 
Ann Todd 
Richard Tucker 
Irving Wormiser . 
Dickens J. Wright 

'L;...-L,A.:-tpiN.;Y.':-- 
Gladys Austen 
Lawrence Carr 
William Castle 
Charles Chaplin Jr. 
Ralph Cohn 
Jackie. Coogan 
Joseph Gotten 
Bob Crosby 
Vie Darnone 
Bill Doll 
Robert. Fryer' 
Eva Gabor . ‘ 
Robert E. Griffith 
Leo A. Handel 
Hi-Lo’s 
Kumar 
Alfred Hitchcock 

; Diane Jergens 
.Ed Lindner. 
Russell McCullough 
Gary Merrill:. 
Marvin Miller 
Stan Morris. ... 
Arnold Moss . 
Hugh O’Brien 
Ingo Preminger 
Richard Quine 
Lillian Roth . 
Leroy Smith 
Ben Stein 
Jan Sterling 
Dimitri Tionikin . 
Dale Wasserman . . 
Lawrence Weingarten 
Albert Zugsmith 

DISTRIS TURNS EXHIB! 
Phil Isaacs, has .resigned as as¬ 

sistant eastern sales manager, of 
Paramount* effective June 27, to 
go into exhibition, lie’s to take 
an exec post with the jack Fruebt- 
man Management Corp.. which 
operates 10 theatres in the Balti¬ 
more area. 
..Isaacs moved up to the eastern 

post with Par last, year from 
Rocky Mountain division manager. 
Previously he was the company’s 
Washington branch manager. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Exhibs Await Holiday, ‘Pacific* No. 1 for Third Time, 

‘Frederick* 2d, ‘Acre’ 3d, ‘Kwai* 4th 

It’s the period just prior to the 
long Memorial Day weekend, and 
grosses in most key cities covered 
by. Variety are reflecting. it,.Few 
exhibitors are taking a chance on 
launching new fare until they are 
sure to have strong product to 
cash in on the holiday period. 
This tends to depress activity at 
the Wickets because there Are fob 
many overly-extended longruns 
prevalent. . 

Top grossing pic this week, as 
last, is “South. Pacific”; (20th), 
making the third week in a row 
it has been champion. Second best 

“10 North - Frederick*!; also a 
20th-Fox release and in circula¬ 
tion to any considerable extent for 
the first time this session, 

‘God’s Little Acre” <UA>, 
which last week loomed as a future 
big grosser, is finishing a strong 
third. “Bridge on River .Kwai” 
i Col), second a week ago, is cop¬ 
ping fourth position. “Search For 
Paradise” (Cinerama) is taking 
fifth money, up from last .stanza.; 

“Around Word in 80 • Days” 
(UA) is finishing sixth. “Long, Hot 
Summer” (20th), long high on the 
list, is winding up; in seventh spot. 
“Young Lions*” likewise from 20th- 
Fox, is capturing eighth place. 
“Fraulein”. (20th) rounds out the 
Top Nine list, 

“Left-Handed Gun” (WB) and 
“Sheepman” (M G), neither rated 
any great shakes at the b.o., are 
the runner-up pix. 

“Horror of Dracula” (U), the all-; 
iiew Technicolor production by the 
makers of “Curse . of Franken¬ 
stein;” was launched this week in 
two more key cities and shapes a 
potential. • winner. After estab¬ 
lishing a record run; of TO days, in 
Milwaukee,.. it is rated slick iri 
Detroit and neat in Indianapolis 

= in current offish session. “Mara- 
j caibo” (Par), fail* in Cleveland, is 
J dull in L AV and disappointing in 
jChi. L .: • 
|: “Hot Spell’.- (Par) is not showing 
j up well this round, -first time out 
, to arty extent “Too Much, Too 
j Soon” (WB) is in much same cate-. 
gory but fairly good in Provid- 

; ence. “Thunder Road” (UA) also 
• is fair to mild, but good in Boston. 
, . “Macabre” (AA) is rated torrid 
• in L.A. “Merry Andrew” (M-G) is 
jrhild in Providence. '“Desire Under 
i Elms” (Par), okay in Seattle and. 
Frisco, looms mild iri Mineapolis 

! and.L.A. 
I “Cry Terror” (M-G) looks fair in 

: N.Y. ;and Chi. “Hhlgh Cost of 
;! Loving,” from same company, is 

good in Toronto but light in N.Y. 
. “Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
still is fancy in N.Y. “i Married A 
Woman” (U) is rated fast in K.C. 
and brisk in Boston. 

“Paris Holiday” . (UA), disap¬ 
pointing in Toronto,, shapes smash 
in N;Y. V; 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports 
on Pages 8-9-10). 

Friends of Hollywood Speak Up 
[On ‘Envoy Value* Question] 

(For some months past the public relations partnership of 
Edward L. and Doris Bernays has been riling the menagerie with , 

. digs that American feature film were presenting to the world ft 
falsified, exaggerated and unfortunate.: image of America.: The 
Motion Picture Assn, of America's Eric Johnston has been counter¬ 
ing. this by mustering in high places friends of the American 
cinenia.- The quotes which follow are culled from, comments to 
the MPA A:—Ed). 

Juscelino Kubitschefc, President of Brazil: .“I am glad that Hollywood 
greatly contributes to the entertainment of the people of my country 
by sending us their films in which the familiar faces of famous artists 
are widely applauded.” 

Hon. Kotaro: Tanaka, Chief Justice of the Supreme. Court of. Japan: 
“I feel that American movies are, by and large, very good entertainment, 
because they generally, deal with very enjoyable and optimistic themes. 
Through them run strains of humanity, free expression and noticeable, 
directness . . •- 

. “Technically, American motion pictures are outstanding. I was par¬ 
ticularly impressed by a recent showing cf 'The Ten Commandments.* 

“The .effect of American films on social problems, such; as juvenile 
delinquency, is very questionable. Many critics of filmsr^American and 
others-—contend that .juvenile delinquency is traceable to bad movies. 
I am far from ready to accept such a contention. Many other consider* 
atioris. enter into juvenile delinquency and before one looks to films as 
the guilty factor, it might be wise to -examine home training aiid 
environrnenL”.v 

Howard P. Jones, U. S. Ambassador to Indonesia: “No one iri the 
Foreign Service can escape the realization of the universality of appeal 
of Aeaerican motion pictures. In all parts of the worid, the popularity , 
and attractiveness of American films—especially as compared with the 
rigidly didactic. Ideological films of Communist states—are unmis¬ 
takable. 

‘Tn Indonesia, half around the world from the United States and with 
a vastly different cultural, background, Arherican films are easily the 
most popular of foreign pictures. This in itself bespeaks the universality 
of human themes found in American motion pictures. 
: “Naturally, it follows that with such wide audience?, American films 
are. immensely influential in the over-all concept of. puf country held 
by many people outside the United States, Motion picture producers 
have a unique capability to make a constructive contribution to an 
understanding between peoples. It is my impression that. American 
producers, are increasingly conscious of this oppoturnity arid respon¬ 
sibility and are conscientiously striving to contribute to. better world 
Understanding.” 

Andre Siegfried, French'Scholar: “I believe that the influence of thft 
Arnericari motion picture in the world has been considerable, particu¬ 
larly in the sense, that it has shown on the screen, and in a manner 
comprehensible to ail, what American life is like—^that famous ‘Ameri¬ 
can way of life’..which is spoken of everywhere. The press and books, 
even though full of descriptions, would not: have attained the same 
result, because reading and hearing are quite different, from seeing.” 

Viscount Kemsley, chairman of the Kemsley Newspapers of Great 
Britain:. ^‘The American cinema^—far more than any other factor. in 
trans-Atlantic relatiPns—has brought the ordinary Englishman and 
American together in sympathy and friendship. I can think of no 
better ambassador in the cause of international understanding.” 

Nagataka Murayama, president of the Asahi Shimbun, Japan’s largest, 
newspaper: “Generally speaking, I think American; pictures are good— 
both technically and in content. A great number of Japanese see and 
enjoy them.” 

Bishop Lawrence S. Nagae, Japanese Catholic: “One of the main 
values of American films is that they serve to promote international 
understanding because they do project the idea that man and hia 
problems are basically the same the world over. The expressions may 
be different, but the. problems ahd the: aims are sirioilar. With this 
human strain, the Japanese: finally begin to .understand the similarities 
rather than the differences. However, most American films are so dedi¬ 
cated to entertainment—and . are obvious about it—that they entertain, 
first and foremost, and some teach—hut as a side-product.” 

Shlo Sakanishi, Japanese intellectuals: “By and large, American, 
feature motion pictures seeni to me to reflect American attitudes, 
principles, and the American way of life . , . Motion pictures, are essen- ; 
tially for recreation. If a. motion picture begins to impose or preach, it 
is most likely to become; bad entertainment and. lose whatever message 
it has altogether. Any impressing or teaching in a motion picture must 
be by-products. Ahterican pictures, for example, entertain and. amuse. 

“French, Italian and other European pictures are far more serious 
and heavy. Japanese enjoy these pictures because of their reality and 
because, they are ‘wet—to use a Japanese phrase. In the past* the 
Japanese idea of theater has alwavs been closely tied to the realistic 
and usually sad experiences which [gave the audiences opportunities to 
weep. Some of this attitude is still prevalent. However, in the last ten 
years, the Japanese have turned to American pictures and over¬ 
whelmingly prefer them.” 

Yoshitaka Mikimoto, manufacturer: “I particularly like the gaiety in 
the plots and. action of U. S. feature motion pictures; One leaves the 
theater feeling as though one had been at a particularly good party. 

“American films . . . pretty accurately reflect the American way of 
thinking; Particularly prevalent is the strong feeling of humanity which 
Americans have .. .” 

J. B. Frizeli, OBE, Director of Education, City of Edinburgh, Scotland! 
“There is no more powerful means of communication than the film. 

American films over the years have built up a pretty full picture of life 
across the Atlantic, explaining many aspects to us in Great Britain. 
•: “Many of these films have been stimulating and challenging, such as 
*12 Angry Men,’ ‘On The Waterfront,’ ‘The Blackboard Jungle,’ and 
others, because, they make plain to people of every nationality the, 
dangers of prejudice, class hatred and preconceived ideas. 

“So long as American film makers keep such ideas in the forefront, 
so long will they continue to make a substantial contribution to the 
better understanding and good and peaceful relationships and to the 
enrichment of the prestige of the American people and their institutions 
in the eyes of the world.” 

Sir Wilson Hungerford, member of Parliament for Northern Ireland: 
“And. the more we know of each other’s way of life the closer our 
mutual understanding becomes; American films are playing an impor¬ 
tant part In this, and are helping us—in the words of the song in the 
great American film ‘The King and I’—in ‘getting to know you; getting 
to know all about you’.” 
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ITALY COOKS NEW U.S. PASTE-0 
Amer.4itt 1 Mates b TV Sage: Theatre Films a Better Biz 

It 30 Next Yeari II W 11VAI 1VU1 Hollywood".May 27. 
Sy Weintraub, who recently 

. Holly wood,. May 27. . bought out Sol Lesser Productions; 
American International Pic- js giving television the air. Al¬ 

lures will up its releasing sked though heretofore known as a . tv 
50% .during second half of 1958, exec, ' Weintraub is placing the 
making a total of 30 films, going Lessercompanyin, theatrical pro- 

ou* c/,’■of. yean V duction, exclusively and. dropping 
After i2 pix put out in first ty because of too slow a payoff on 

six months, company will kick off the video end. 
its second-half - 18?pix program. . Weiritraiib says it takes 18 
with “How to Make a Monster” months before the initial invest¬ 
ed _ Terror from the .Year 5000,’’ ment in a tv series can be recouped 
on^July 2. . and some return on the capital 

Company toppers said increase __■. - . ■—. ; • 
is due to exhibitor demand for 
type of exploitation product spe- Three-Second Kiss 
cialized in by AIP. .. mpw Delhi: Mav 20.: 

Plavs Up Fernandel In 
‘Holiday’; Volks Think 

Hope Over-Televized 

and some return, on the capital 

Three-Second Kiss 
l , . . New Delhi, May 20. 

; Ceylonese censors’ scissors . 
have been slashing furiously at 
offending film. 

Occasion of the offense is 
“Sbiniramisj’’ Films Marceau’s 
Technicolor production with 

. Rhonda Fleming and Ricardo 
Montalban. The Censor board 
has gone after the film d-ith a 
chopper because of its alleged 

. excessive, kissing. . 
. Code of the Film Censor 

board lays down that exces¬ 
sive smooches and lustful em¬ 
braces must be kept off Cey¬ 
lonese screens. Censors stop¬ 
watch screen kisses down to 
three seconds. . 

realized. In contrast, a feature pic¬ 
ture in theatres is at legst 90%. 
played off in the same, period, with 
corresponding, financial returns, 

(Actually, a click picture made 
on moderate budget Can bring back 
the investment within the first cou¬ 
ple of; months of release. Subse¬ 
quent revenue; less expenses: .is 
profit) : 

. Weintraub,. who acquired the 
Lesser outfit at a cost of $3,500,000, 
plans six. or seven. theatrical films 
at a total budget of around $5,000,- 

000 within the next year. ’ Telese¬ 
ries, which had been on the sched¬ 
ule and now are dropped, included 
“Tarzah’^ and “Our Town.” . 

Features on the program include 
one ‘ ■Tarzan,”. two major budgeters 
and three or four in the exploita¬ 
tion category. Distribution will be 
sought on an individual-pic basis. 

. All .financing is to be provided 
by the : company itself—meaning 
Weintraub;. Exec put up the major ; 
share of inoney in the Lesser pur-; 
chase.", V;-1 

Argentina Admissions to Rise? 
Looks Like Exhibitor? Finally ,Ljiberated, From 15 

Years of Peronist Freeze 

...: .Minneapolis, May 27. has gone after the film d-ith a ! 
William. Volk, co-owner of the chopper because, of its alleged 

two top local neighborhood houses; excessive kissing, 
the Terrace and Riverview, denied . : Code of the Film Censor 
an industry circle report that the board lays down that exces- : 
idea of : playing up Fernandel’S: s[ve smooches and lustful em- 
name in big type over Bob Hope's, braces must be kept off Cey- 
the. latter in very small type, in lonese screens. Censors $top- 
the “Paris Holiday” newspaper ads Watch screen kisses down to 
was tO “punish” Bob for appearing three seconds. ■, 
so. frequently on television. 

“It’s because we’ve found in out _ ^ 
four theatres that Hope no longer P ■ ■ £ - I Q 
is. popular with the moviegoers,” ljlj}| I |)r IA 
explained Volk. “We attribute that UI5I ava 
to the fact that he’s exposed so . _ _ 
much on tv.. People see him for II._ 1 ||k > /. £. 

free so much that many of them l1S[|r(f-[|UCdt uDOlS 
apparently, will pot pay tc do so/ ***** M Mr 

X0lSr?a^S »s- v5?a^^eSTT^id(-On the basis of the capacity biz 
With Paris- Holiday. How6\fir, a uafrig. racked ud bv' “Gisi” in- the 
half-dOzen.- other .^^Opent-run; in New 

t.ieatres,_ also Play1”® .a"d York; Metro has decided to fol- 
date \\ith tjie Terrace. and_River- iow a similar hard-ticket policy in 
view.and advertising.Bob Hope n a.group 0f some 13 key cities, 
big type and .Fernandel in small, v *- the recebtlon the 

/WONDERS OF PUERTO RICO' 

Rain Is One—Location Stretches 
To Eight Weeks 

San Juan;: May 27. ■ 
Heavy rains have added greatly 

tO. expenses of Harry Foster’s Co¬ 
lumbia. Pictures crew here to make 
“Wonders of Puerto. Rico,” a musi¬ 
cal travelogue. Originally skedded 
for a three weeks stay, shooting 
has taken nearly eight weeks, due 
to.' almost daily interferences. 

Gayne Reseller, co-camerman on 
“Wiridjamnier,’ ’is here, to do the 
shooting assisted by Gordon Wil¬ 
lis. Government an.d several; in¬ 
dividuals are understood to have 
bankrolled the .film to the extent 
of $30,000. Film will be distrib-. 
uted commercially; 

’ After, observing., the reception the 
also enjoyed fine patrona0e. . ... Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe 

tunefilni . receives undet this .plan, 

riHJi A n A ririlTC the company’s toppers wili deter- 
IMAWD DAU flulilj mine the future distribution pat- 

FOR KANSAS MeENSE|«^ 
. . • a 10-performances-a-week. basis. 

Kansas City, May 27. Dates and cities dre currently be- 

‘MOM AND DAD’FIGHTS 

Kansas City, May 27. 

COurt action, came up in,Kansas l ihg selected; 
City, Kansas, ; District Court last ] At the 934-seat Royale Theatre 
week Over censor board actionon! |n n.Y;, “Gigi” ' has been running 
the film, “Mom and Dad.” Capitol at .$19,300'; capacity, since its 
Enterprises Inc. asked the court to opened two weeks ago.. Thead- 
issue an order directing the Kansas vance- is Well over $100,000. 
Board of Review to issue a cer- ■ %. ' . , 
tificate of approval, or to declare . , 
the Kansas censorship, law and the U[av Ayif WacF In Tnlrun* 
board’s regulations uncoristitu- UUl IT CM HI Aim JIM, 

ti0Tnhc board earlier refused to „p- ■ - -Chi; Trill HaS Fm Oil 
prove the film in. its entirety, but RrvnnorYNin flater 
after several shippings approved it lit jllUCI o Hip "fllvl 
on April 14. Mrs. Hazel Runyan, Chicago, May 27. 
board chairman, indicated the gen- Chicago Tribune, editorially, no- 
eral theme of the film is “not bad,” ting Yul Brynner’s purchase of a 
but that several portions are in vi- Japanese scenario and his plans to 
olation of. state law.. Accordingly, conver.t it to a western, allows, that 
the board removed sequences of a Nippon is hip to sagebrushers, but 
diagram pertaining to conception; “it . seems a bit strange to recap- 
scenes of natural , and caesarean ture; the old west by seeking. au-. 
births; and a separate reel, also thentic lobal color in the far east. 
contained, in the film, showing „Thi ^ logical explanation is 
venereal disease effects. . that the flood of westerns on tv 

The board also indicated .it does ^ drained off so much ,6f the 
not consider the film proper for available western plot material that 
public entertainment purposes, but ^ only, possible new twist is to 
would approve its showing only to transfer the purp,e sage t„ Honshu 
certain advanced hygicne.^lasses or Hokkaido; (One may easily ini- 
one sex at a time, and under strict tha fam0uS gun battle of the 
supervision. Hokay corral on Hokkaido, for ex¬ 

ample.)” . .. 

LEAFLETS FOR SCHOOL KIDS suggests Se^ue Hayakawa 
" “ __ as the villain opposite Brynner’s 

Warned Ajaitast Strangers Met 

Formation of United Press In¬ 
ternational, .via the merger of In¬ 
ternational News Service- into 
United Press, stirred some dis¬ 
gruntled talk in certain shoyv busi¬ 
ness publicity circles this w'e.ek. 

While the ris\v organization is 
laying claims to a wider . news 
service, the v.p. of a major film 
company commented this kind of 
get-together w ill result in lessened 
free, space in newspapers around 
the country. • - 

Noting the disappearance of 
INS as a separate entity, the film 
exec, said this: Hearst outfit , par¬ 
ticularly had been helpful in car1 
rying news. stories and photo lay1 
outs concerning Hollywood pro¬ 
ductions and personalities. These 
had been picked up consistently, 
in papers around the country,, 
mainly in the non-key cities. 
; Source said he saw’ little hope 
that such bally breaks will con¬ 
tinue with the organization of 
upi.- • 

■ By NID EMBER 
/Buenos Aires. May 22; 

After 15 years of rigid admission 
price controls, exhibitors here have 
be;en given assurance by Govern¬ 
ment officials that the ceiling on 
film admissions would be lifted im¬ 
mediately and that in the future the 
theatres, would be able to conduct 
their business their own way. 
charging admission scales they 
deem adequate for whpt they offer, 
the public. Assurances of this new 
policy came from Treasurer Minis¬ 
ter Donato del Carril arid Under¬ 
secretary of Commerce Dr.: A. Or- 
fila. 

As a consequence theatreowners 
are looking forward to .a promising 
future, although they have just re¬ 
opened after being shuttered for 
;§ix days; because of a projection¬ 
ists strike. For exhibitors, the 
government ruling marks an eman¬ 
cipation of bureaucratic interfer¬ 
ence that has . plagued them 
through the Peron regirne and the 
provisional • Aramburii government. 
Prior to the. election: of Arturo 
Frondizi as president, the theatre- 
owners found themselves in a sec¬ 
ondary position as the government 
continued to favor the native film 
producers: However iri Carril and 
Offila,. the exhibitors have ' found 
sympathetic imen who are said to 
have an understanding of sound 
business practices and recognize 
the theatremen are men of respon¬ 
sibility capable of guidirig their 
own affairs without rigid govern¬ 
ment controls. 4 

: General impression of exhibitors 
is that the new' government is de¬ 
termined on. a.bsolute coristitution- 
ality in every action. Hereafter 
theatres can charge higher prices 
in the major first-run houses, seal1 
ing prices in the moveover or 
neighborhood houses to suit the 
patrons’ ; purchasing power or in 
proportion to the product offered. 
The Locbcp circuit, headed by 
Clemente Lococo Jr., who has act¬ 
ed as spokesman for the exhibitors; 
has often indicated that if it could 

{Continued on page 15) 

Italy Wants All Color Print Work 
[FOR U.S. FEATURES SHOWING THERE] 

LEAFLETS FOR SCHOOL KIDS 

Inside Film Houses 
“unemployed Japanese generals, 
most of whom became bowlegged 

Albany, May 27. sitting on horses at military re- 

a ^ SaddIe5 inthe0Id 
eluded in a three-page illustrated V ^ ■ ■ 
pamphlet which Rotterdam, N. Y,, 

police have distributed to school Tnm MrPiio nn ‘RSlrmi* 
children. It suggests that in such l9m rac^ue on DlKini 
cases, as well as with any Stranger Thomas V. McCue this week 
who tries to join in their play, or switched from NTA Pictures, 
asks them to go with, the young- where he was director of physical 
sters notify the police: They are operations, to Atlantis Films, 
also told to mark down the auto- In, the new spot he’ll supervise 
mobile registration of the stranger. Atlantis’ current distribution of 

Widespread newspaper publicity “Girl in the Bikini,” Brigitte Bar- 
has beeri given to the- pamphlet. dot starrer. 

Rome, May 27. 
The American film companies are facing a demand to do all of their 

color printing wrork in Italian laboratories. Move is seen here as a 
means of assuring the future operation cf the new Ferrania-Techriicolor 
lab in Rome. 

TiU. now, 50% of the Yariks’ color work has been done in Italian 
plants. That’s just enough; to keep the Italo labs from going under,. 
Situation has come to a head with the opening of the Techni outfit, 
which is equipped to do all of the. work which the indies can’t do. 

Lab is a joint venture of Technicolor- and Ferrania and gives Techni 
its third plant in Europe, the other'two operating in. London arid Paris. 
It’s understood that Ferrania (which is the Fiat outfit) put up $1,500,000 
for the Techni patent rights and know-how. Techni in turn reinvested 
the money in equipment, etc. Last year. Techni and Ferrania tried to 
create a laboratory pool in Italy, Project failed because the indie outfits 
feared they’d become a permanent minority in such, a setup. 

Observers here say that, if the U; S. distributors accede to the Italian 
printing demands, some severe dislocation in.the European color picture 
will restilt. Companies mostly do their printing in London. Shift of 
operations is likely to cost them money via the necessity to ship dupe 
negatives to Rome for processing. ., 

Ih. his last annual report, Techni prexy Herbert T. Kalmus made it 
plain that changed conditions in Europe would make it tough going for 
the three Techni plants. 

By FRED HIFT 

Rome, May 27. 
American film companies dis¬ 

tributing in Italy are bracing them¬ 
selves for a salvo of new Italian 
demands in the negotiations for a 
new .Ita.lo-American film agree¬ 
ment which get under way in late 
September. Pact won’t go into ef¬ 
fect imtil July, 1959, and it’ll run 
parallel to new Italian film legis¬ 
lation. 

There have been no official talks, 
but from contacts between the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn, and Eitel 
Monaco, head of ANICA, the Italo 
industry (production-distribution) 
organization, the Americans know 
they can expect the following: 

<1>. An. attempt to tie the Italian 
negotiations to those for a new 
French agreement. Current French 
deal also runs out in July. 1959. It 
allows the French to allocate 40 
out of 110 American licenses on 
the bases of “merit” performance 
on the part of the U.S. outfits. 

(2i A hike in the dubbing fee 
possibly on a sliding scale basil 
governed by revenues. 

i3i An attempt to obtain from 
the U.S. outfits a .definitive com-, 
mitment to coproduce in Italy. 

<4v A proposal for another sale 
of dubbing certificates to ANICA. 
entailing a considerable.. loss for 
the Americans. In 1955, the U.S. 
companies sold their certificates at 
16.8% of face value. * • 

(5i A move to have SIAE, the 
Italian ASCAP, undertake rental 
collections, which in turn .would 
involve a higher incentive rebate 
to exhibitors, to play Italian films. 

Actually, the troubles in Italy 
already have started" With the 
Yank outfits unable to agree on a 
license division formula, the Ital¬ 
ians are expected to hold up ad¬ 
vance licenses. Reasoning is that 
they don't want to hand , out per¬ 
mits, only to have several of the 
American companies merge and' 
combine- their licenses. Monaco’s- 
argument is that concentration of 
permits in . the Hands of a few com¬ 
panies isn’t desirable. 

Otherwise Okay 

Actually, the American distribu¬ 
tors in Italy are in good shape. 
Under the current arrangement, 
they divide their earnings so that 
40% are non-transferable. to N. Y. 
but can be used to meet expenses. 
Underwrite production, etc. and 
60% are transferable via compen¬ 
sation deals, etc. As things stand 
now, the companies are virtually 
cleaned orit in both of these ac¬ 
counts. There are indications that 
the Italians aren’t happy with the 
Finmeccanica (shipyard) compensa¬ 
tion deals under which MPEA has 
been able to thaw* millions. 

It appears clear that Monaco is 
eager for more money to stimulate 
lagging Italian production. One 
way in which to accomplish this 
would be the sale of the seven- 
year dubbing certificates by MPEA, 
As. of June 31, 1958, some four bil— 
lira .($6,000,000) in dubbing certifi¬ 
cates will be outstanding. The com- 
pariies currently pay 5,500,000 lira 
per picture in dubbing fees. In 
1958, they sold 2,800.000,000 lira 
worth of dubbing certificates for 
470,000,000 lira. - 

Monaco, who holds these certifi¬ 
cates, could—provided . the deal 
goes through—go to the film bank 
and obtain funds against these cer¬ 
tificates. There is a question wether 
the U.S. companies will go for 
such a deal, though a refusal to 
do so probably would result in 
severe Italian squeeze maneuvers. 
As one American film man here 
put it: “Will we have the guts to 
stand up to such a Remand?” He 
said that, personally, he doubted' 
it. 

Several of the Italian ideas are 
tied to a change in film legislation. 
Any hike in dubbing fees would 
have to have Parliamentary okay. 
So Would any cut in the current 
admission tax (now running be¬ 
tween 30% and 60%) and any 
boost in the current 20% rehate 
to exhibitors when they play Italq 

(Continued on page 15) \ 
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^"/linrllnr4 by” giving 'him in extraordinary] . / . " ' ' are primitive, but the^macabre ef- —_ . 
(COLOR) backing in /’King Creole,” a solid Could be “I Was a Teenaged *e<*s r° v^w fn Boris Karloff’s back and Met- 
nlsh makes up for melodrama with plenty of action Undercover Federal Narcotics Sa*CW ro’s got him as half of a horror 

Cary Grant and and color. The Paramount presen- , Agent.” B.o. appeal for teeners ■ \*h® i*!?, ®sS^hirttl0T t ' bil1, -Okay exploitation ’Hob.- 
'■ n,m2 1. rhm- tation shows the young singer this and twenties. Locale ...of Herbert J, Xeders v_—— 
-gman names prom ^ time as a better-than-fair acton 8 ■ ■■ : screenplay, based on a story by wniivomn* o* 

< \Vh?ther.the picture will pick up Hollywood, May 23. A™1];?***!'/.*r«aa?‘«a' 'M«'« 
Ti#.Ili-ia nrwt \T-iv 2*1 additional supporters for - Presley. Uetrb:-release of an Albert Zugsmith Canadian air base ana- raaar Sia- .duclion. Stars Boris Karloff. Produced foy 
-lioirywoou, .Via> .^O. ... something else, but it Won’t;, at production. Star? Russ Tamblyn* Jan tioft, one Of those that form part Of John Croydon* Directed by Robert Day. 

¥7i Jrifen?K?!'ab* fate‘ PV«voke new attacks.y oSiosS SSTS^ifiaPSSS^’fiSfi-SSgS 
«.Vft 1 WcJvJonfcms1 Oliver ' The picture is based, on Harold Jackie Coogan. Charles Chaplin;dr,;; fea- America,. A scientist- philosopher Lionel Banes; music, Buxton Orr; editor. • 
Vi• wV • ?»ti»du?er- -RnBhinv novel" «A'Stone‘For 'Dan- -lures Diane Jergens. Directed by Jack living nearby • has used the base S Peter Mayhew* Previewed at the studio, 
‘ ki\V n^nV^e,»ol-.v \w- i RO,&,l?S Arnold, screenplay, Lewis'• Meltzer and atomic nower to develOD a theorv »«•* 581 Running time, 81 MINS. 
twsld ,n hts plav‘.>: Kind 1 ny locale has been Robert Blees; screenstory, Blees;. camera, j t-P . fonirflv Pets out of hand James Rankin _... Boris Karloff 
Roderick A Ytfung; editor, switched to New Orleans, tU Bour- Hariald J. Marzorjiti; editor. Beni .Lewis, j---rapidly gets OUt Ql nana Supt Burk Anthony Dawson 

[ those >iiil resistant to bis charms, r High School Confidential I cycle. ^ story, direction and acting] The Haunted Strangler 

Rousing finish makes up id* 
>low start. Cary Grant and 
Ingrid Bergman names prom- 

Be bright b.&l 

•in;.it. 'with Coni Paiker. Phyllis Cal- 
. i),.\ id - KiiSMiff. Megs' Jenkins. Oliver 

Middleton .Woods. Piodueer- 
i-toi. S!*,nle\ 'Donen. ..Screenplay, ■Nor- 

h».iMia. bd.sctl on lus play.. -‘Kind, 

Could be "1 Was a Teenaged 
Undercover Federal Narcotics 
Agent.” B.o. appeal for teeners 
and twenties.. : 

are primitive; but the macabre ef¬ 
fects may satisfy the blood-thirsty. 
The pic was shown for review in 
the old 1.66 aspect ratio. 

Locale of Herbert J. Leder’s 
screenplay, based on a story by 
Amelia Reynolds Long, is a U. S> 

Boris Karloff’s back and Met¬ 
ro’s, got him as half, of a horror 
bill. Okay exploitation Item. 

Hollywood, May 23. 

Sd«K Hill ns...music;Kit hard Bennett and : t)oU 
Ken J'niies I'lcvicufd "May 20. ’58, Run- ■ f,„jr_ 

Anna Kalman .... Ingrid Bergman * p, ev, 
Allied Munson : ■ . • -.- - • 1('V,l ll /.>;l1r'kor ! atten 
Jo.ug.ii el; Munson Phyllis C alvert . dUen 
(ail Hanks . t David Kossoff • Wllle 
'lions Banks ......... Megs Jenkins [ schQl 
Finleigh .... .... Oliver,Johnston 
J'mleigh’s < lfik .... .. Middleton Woods , xri a 

— : goes 

May 20, ’58, Run-; cafe called the King Creole. Pres- J'™1™!* 

... . Carv Grant|ley IS a high School youth Who is Mik^ Wilson 
. Ingrid Bergman S pj evented from graduation bv his Arlene Williai 

;;: ph^Vs^^ivirr! attempts to '■ take care bf Ms weak- 

....Derek Birch. 
.. Dorothy Gordon 
. . . Elizabeth Allan 
. . .. Diane Aubrey : 

Tim Turner. 
.. Jean . Kent 
.. Vera Day 

.TriV^Snush'^Knhara ‘BeWtett‘and f b0n Street and to an indigenous Prevised lit- Bollywood.. May 21. ’58. Run,:—ithat thought cart be materialized. Hospital Supt.- Derek Birch 
ims PiiMeWed May 20. ’58, Run- • fp-V-iipd the Klrig Creole Pl’es- nmg-'tlrne, U MINS...", ;}jis thoughts materialize as “be- Hannah .I^rot^ Gordon 

^ Wil^-ls *^ings” cjmpos.d or a «ta,H ® 
.uim.ii ./ UV. Ingrid Bergman i pj evented frOlTl graduation bv his Arlene William* ... ;... Jan Sterling Spine. They look, like a cross be- Dr. McColl .................. Tim Turner. 
Munson .......... Cecil l>:,1rkt’r | atlemDts* to take care Of his weak- J-.I. Coleridge.;■..'..John-,Drew Barrymore tween.a Scorpion and a spider and Cora= .... Jean Kept 
■r Mdnson ..Phyllm'^aivert 0 it „f h lc Gwen Dulaine __ Mamie Van Doren fhfsv sripnri their time attackine vie- Searl, ..”■-«’ Xfra DaX lllks David Kossoff 5 Willed father and the density of his Joan Staples Diane Jergens tnoy spena tneir ume auaCKing V1L Turnkey ..... Max BnmmeU 
anks . .. Megs Jenkins i scnooI teachers He gets involved Hiriiself Jerry Lee Lewis, tims and sucking out their brains Prison Governor ........ Leslie^ Penrins 
t _ Oliver Johnston ’ m.:nrir theft hut thereafter B‘X --............ Ray Anthony and spine. The only way to halt Ymrog Biood. -. John_Fabiah 
... f'l^t u Middleton Woods , 1U ■ a - minor . .uitrXL out- lx c -m. a Jackie- Cooean n. ,. . . .. i,-_ •_ Dr,-Johnson Desmond Roberts 

e goes sL’aight W'hen given a chance QUjnn’ •’ ebartes ChaplingJr: them IS to shuL off the air base S Asylum Maid Jessica’Cairns 

r^rfitinfi hivp■ ctiirV deliCatelv ! to'perform in Paul Stewart’s Vieux .Jukey.JudFow ........... .vBurt..Douglas ratomm potyer. Betore this is done -—: 
£l^ Carte ^oon. Ills bfi«-fling. Perhaps because he's been prac 

X^ mS-|S“:::::::::::::S 
_expcrt .film ^version of Nor- iul . Vreslev- shall Jack .staples James Todd-out cf their skulls with accompany- W 

A v.iirrnit«hii i«Vp cturv deliCatelv! to perform in Paid Stewart’s Vieux jukey Judiow ........ .. . Ftm 

IcA* to Wiflsnt' S 
tephWU-atca eomedy.-"Indisereet” come peturns to 

Perhaps because he’s been prac¬ 
ticing fairy tales on children, Boris 
Karloff has an especially kind, gen¬ 
tle look about him in “The Haunted 
Strangler.” It’s contrast, indeed, 
for his fiendish alter ego, and the 
Jekyll-Hyde character makes for 

in-,n krisnaV lSb3 sU>ge play. -than, gecrees that *hfaD“ w“foSaXmi»«i;d Kani’' 

'Kind Sir. ’ ‘edioOS m^its ' The“ tory.^hfch involves a ro- £?& 

of gunplay^^hat knocks^gSSSS; ^a?acto4;ak^ Sr 
?'iiion to the heat of*the love affair .9s well as Carolyn Jones, Matthau s .Morin*.....i Irwin Berke Thompson and feminine lead, Kim ^ horror in this British-pr(K’ 

in ihi inrt mnnhees to fade Kiri friend who has been confusing ■. Parker; is on shaky ground with ^uced Metro release. Packaced 
Jut in a blaze of playful merriment. -Presley's love life; . “High Schobi Corifidential,” the ?rtantThe^nlv^hme "^ith “Fiend Without A Face,” it 
IB stars Carv Grant and Ingrid hero-to .get,back t°-.Stewwts cbjb^ ..£.jrj.j- 0f .-Albert. Zugsroith?s--prOdUCr | J?' a! will stand up under heavy cam- 
Bergman’ lift this Warner Bros: re- .and-together RgaW^with_ rteen’ i tions for Metrosince his mb.ve-over ?f.n??nf° rfinViS igdS am paigning and thus could loom as 
fiase into the “must see” class, a aged-sweetheart, Dolores Hart. . |frQm Universal is a sensational ac- and substantial exploitation fare, 
pickup which the boxoffice is like- Essentially a musical, since ,Pres- ^ount of pii]Sf marijuana and nar- iuieie 1S Plemy pi u nere. Starting with a picturesque 

to reflect. ley sings 13 hew songs, including^ a c0tiCs among the high school set. t'one. hanging in 1S60, this Amalgamated 
‘Striking hardest is Miss Berg- title number, film runs a little long a good cast, headed by Russ Tam- Production picks up it§ story 20 

plan, who gives what well may be and the premise; that Matthau biyn and Jan Sterling,, does a Smilev Gets A Gun years later with Karloff, a success- 
the most delightful performance of would launch a minor crime wave capable job of projecting the siad (BRITISH—C’SCOPE—COLOR ful novelist, investigating that same 
her career. As the successful ac- just, to get one peitormer lor ms and sordid aspects of this kind of : . _ hanging. The executed man, Kar- 
tress who has'vet to find love. Miss club is,a little shaky. The byplay story. Although . the presentation ^ 'a!,. loff surmises, really wasn’t the Hay- 
Bergman is alluring, most affec- keeps the action lively and helps seems to “exploit” to the .fullest LJ»f rJ*-- market Strangler, after all, and 
tionate and highly amusing. Grant obscure this thin plotting. - every facet-orthis 'evil situatiqn,-.it • nc“fr”*^ f *““5^. every clue now points to .tbe doctor 
hiakcs a ripping gadabout, conniv- ■ Presley does not modify his per- does , so .skillfully, and with, com- ®JJ*nfa,T -'who performed autopsies on the 
ing and gracious; his performance [ formance ,from previous appear- pelling. effect. y r five Women he supposedly . half 
sometimes hilarious and always; ariees while singing one of the oth- Unknown to fellow students at London Alav 20 strangled, then slashed to death, 
smoothi . . . fi t‘r of his rock-and-rolL numbers; Santa .Bello, high. scfiool—and to aoth-Fox fAnthonv Kimmirisi productioh After much sleuthing, it turns 
. Moving from the New’ iork of ■ but director Michael Curtiz, and. the audience for much of the film and release. Stars Sybil Thorndike, Chips out that Karloff,, haying suffered a 
"Kind Sir,” the locale of “Indis- canieramaft Russell : Harlan have —Russ. Tamblyn is in reality an Rarfjfty.^ Keith Caiven. Directed. .by iapse 0f memory that^^ score -of years 
erect” .has been shipjped to London] worked wonders with,law-key light- undercover, narcotics agent When i-KhiiS. ^Rex”*Rlen^t^^frc^ni * nove^by j a8h» really is the doctor. And he 
where Miss Bergman, lives and j mg and. adroit camera angles. In he registers;as a transfer student. Moore Raymond; editor, g. Tumey-Smith; was right—he is the murderer, 
wants to love. Grant, a rich Amer-.; all.farine.ss-, Presley does show him-., from Chicago. : i camera. i>d Scaife; muric, Wilbur Samp- n0w, retrieving the scalpel with 
lean who holds y NATO post, lives'self to. be a surprisingly sympathet- The screenplay bv Lewis Meltzer I lo^tiNS. Rl-\ °' unning ime* which he did his original slashing, 
there too 'at least on weekends, ic and believable actor on occasion. and Robert Blees, from a storv by I <iranh-v Mciqniey ...... Sybil Thorndike Karloff again twists, his -.mouth. 
Commuting as he does fronvPansi He :also'-does^some.-<vei*.v. pleasant, Blees, is well-constructed and faith-! |mRcynt ^laxman ' CKeRShRcaivert bites his lip, hunches: oyer arid 
and he too wants to love. But the soft; arid melodious singing, unlike fully told in 'the-.-special' language .i - Jo^ •' .* .'T.*.*!; i •* • Brl« Archer hisses as the .mad monster. He kills 
difference is. he wants nothing, of most of his better known .work-;...- qf today’s'^juniors. The story seems :j,la 9'*ev.lns .......Maigarct Christensen three more ladies, including his 
hiarriage and. to protect ;all con- ivjiss Jones cbntvibutes a strong fo have some missing parts; how- . stitfye*vms""' ''' Granti^yio? wife, arid in his sane moments tries 
•corned., advises Miss Bergman m] and bitter portrait of a good girl ever,'notably the ambiguous rela- Miss McCowan T.V.V.VV/verexia Kimmihs unsuccessfully to convince, someone 
first meeting that he is a^ married ;gone wrong, riiQvirig^^ and pathetic. tioRShip: of Tamblyn towards «r. 'Stevens ..Leonard_Teaie of his guilt. Eventually caught try- 
man, separated and unable, to Db- ; ^Iiss Hart is.Van unusual, ingenue, Mamie Van Doton, who is described -^d. Jackson V;;V' 'f:‘*,Brfanmg to bury the'scalpel, he’s , shot 
lain a divorce. Still she invites mm i- pFCtty. but ,with character. Dean as.liis “aunt.” but who all too obvi- ; Jimmy Gopdyim ..7.’._; Richard Piisey and, blood tricki.ing from his now 
to the ballet, and there is ;bdrn-:»!:Jagger; Liliane. Montei?efcch'i,--WaL' .ously has other than a substitute | - •• •-••r.v---*- Barbara Esther caimed lips, dies over the hanged 
touching love. She,"\wth-;her heart ;• ter-.^Iafthau; Jan Shepard, Paul .maternal^ feeling for : him.^': Mel' Sr^ Ga'spen'::.7777\777';'Ruth^^ 
full, settles for an affair wtUi n0 , Stewart and Vic Morrow give vig- Welles has coritributed two pieces j pr. Gaspon Bruce Beoby Karloff masters both characters 
Strings attached: orous performances in important of special materiai, orie of -which, I ^ and comes off well in each, with 

Eventually finding out .from her■ i supporting roles. ...'ij. ari existentialist^ poem recited by | Tom -Graham 7.7.77.7.77 .\ John^Fe^i- good work also turned in by Diane 
doscv sister that C.rant truly isn t, black-and-white camera-work . Phillip Fallon, is a standout. . .!P«v« Rudge ..... ............ John. Tate Aubrey, Tim Turner, Jean Kent, 
married. Miss Bf man goes mtQ i. o.; - IT -I - «•*, ikb-v«<,Uetl0Voin- - nr-m..w __C_INursc ..........-..... Val Cooney ..vora na.v TClfeafcpfh- -Allan -and An- 

Smilev GWs A Gun 
(BRITISH—C’SCOPE—COLOR 

Simple kid story with a favor-, 
ite character, “Smiley.” Has 
open-air tang of Australia, and 
fine for family audiences. 

London. May 20. 
20th-Fox (Anthony Kimmihs) production 

Starting with, a picturesque 
hanging in 1860, this Amalgamated . 
Production picks up it§ story 20, 
years later with Karloff, a success¬ 
ful novelist, investigating that same 
hanging. The executed man, Kar¬ 
loff surmises, really wasn’t the Hay- 
market Strangler, after all, and 
every clue now points to .tho doctor 
who performed autopsies on the 
five Women he supposedly half 
strangled, then slashed to death, . 
. After much sleuthing, it turns 

• fn^en!hnnttoeB#ltirade ''^blastirig0i''HarJa*'« ™ the realistic vein Tamblyn is. excellent. Miss Ster- ! prothcroe47777:77\™iL£°r%7s "Vera'"pW, Elizabeth A)lan and Aii^ 
nn emhanting nuiae, _ f‘ ^v.and Warren Lows editing'^ does a ling, who must, convey^ both adult] Rev. Galbraith ........... Gordon.abater, thony Dawson. , ; 
•How dare he nudve to\e_ to mie,,f-ne Job of^ matchiog.--N.ew Orleans-. maturity as the teacher most, in- ' Screenplay by Jan Read and 

\vhenlu\s not .a marriea man.^rtTc.lo.ati£)iie^ exteriots with studio volved arid yet be: convincing as 1 After the useful boxoffice recep- John C. Cooper, froiri an origmal 
sets a trap lor. .him, Dunaing_R.fiit i setuj3S, as well as keeping the pace someone to stir the male students.1: tion of “Smiley” a followup was in- story hy Read, is -suspenseful to 
under lus jeaious>, .anu, aiici a of the.pig-ture oven an(j consistent, to, other thari scholastic efforts, is ’ evitable. “Smiley Gets a Gun” does some degree, arid many of its holes 
rollicking set-to. he. pi oposes ‘ ‘ . Several teams of sohg\vriters. Al most, effective, . *•! a neat job in cashing on the popu- are plugged up nicely by director 

ro!I vSL.P-uki.1- ai the brother-in, : Wood and Kay Twomey. Fred Wise Zugsmith has cast the picture SSlL°f..S'v„ SLi ,Robfrt Pf* There jre; to say the 
(. ettL-i aiKti, as ine U1U nH Rptl wpieman Jerrv Leiber wilh an arrav of nampc TiiKn rirpui simple, naive film which offers least, interesting touches, full-, 

law, becomes funnier as and Mike StolIer: Sid Wayne and Barrymore Jackie Coo^ari Charles ' wh0^es(ime Family entertainment blooded scenes and a cute little 
collie, more unncrivd andlWto, and il.WMolter, , though the; average adult will have rat who nibbles contentedly at a 

(aivert 1S excellent as i f. Bennett Aaron Schroeder and' Mamie Van ’ Doreii and Rav Ah^ r tf9xtble in suppressing an occa- rather handsome skuH. Technically, 
form-m-e1 a^the^maid^^ and David: Rachel Frank, Schroeder arid Mar- thony, as ^special . audience bait. . ^nivdw°'** the-John Croydon production is 

fT aft he chaiffeiir admit- j tin Kalmanoff, and Claude DeMet- Young Barrymore - gives a tough ,nn' «f Lvo5th?’ ^'eeially «0“sidenng its 
^ ™,h?«^highSIrf Wlarity I mis; hgye contributed to the music, pertormance and Coogan, does a .,hf”S ^ in budget- ' Ron, 

" GrantRi^yi‘o? wife, arid in his sane moments tries. 
Vereiia Kimmihs unsuccessfully Fo convince, someone 
, Leonard_Tesie of his guilt. Eventually caught try- 
.Ja'oi-ian T'ariey mg to bury the' scalpel, he’s , shot 
.7 Richard Piisey and, blood trickling from his now 

BarGuvaDoiman calmed lips, :dies over the hanged 
. Ruth Craokneii man’s grave. 

John. Tate Aubrey, Tim Turner, Jean Kent, 
Val looney it.-, n... a«._ 

,7 bn ton im. * Ur-irip blastirie t oy- nanan is. m me iyunr.cic vc.u „ xamotyn is exceneni. miss ster- i ?.!r. Protheroe^ 
a1!?! emliantljlf' frt Trfp ‘ and Warren Low s editing does a ling, who must, convey both adult j.Rev. Galbraith 

How dme he Tf, ’ fine job. of. matching•-■N.ew Orleans- maturity as the teacher most, in- 
\vhen lie s not a niarried ma. . v. e j lneationed exteriors - with studio volved arid vet he: eonvincinp as After the 

marriage. 
iVt.il Parker, as the brothor-iiv 

law, becomes funnier as he be- 

ably grabs the high spot of hilarity, 
with his pseudo-lover stroll-oii. 

Technical credit is difficult to 
assess in light of the preview film 
being a work print., Frederick A. 
Young’s Technicolor photography 
mostly, stays indoors, though what 
little he does show of London is 

and tlie songs are good. 

Ln Cliatte 
(FRENCH) 

Paris, May 20. 

£Vid job-^ ffie.chi^pe'Adt 
dler. Chaplin is seen only briefly. Sranp^thf 
Diane .Tprepn<; is/ attraptivp •«7, ■ g?.uM>y Wtle neck in scrapes, the 

likeable youngster is persuaded .0 

! habit and others who contribute in- ~ OinLif^KHparn^a 
elude Burt Douglas,: Michael Lam LihVfitv 
don. Jodv Fair Rnhin Ravrrinnrt of responsibihty. He is to get:the: 

little he does show of London : IS I Disclaim release of Elysees Film pro- usui, duuy ^dll, 
riieHnmtichprl- Art Director -Don I duct ion. ' Stars. -Franooise Arnoul, Ber- James 1 Odd,. Ljle 
distinguisnect. ^ V S living itard:Wicki; features Kurt MeiseL Andre liaih Wellman Jl’ 
Ashton has created a lush Ipmg Versini. Roxer Kanin Bernard Blier, ^ 
room interior, loaded with paint^ Louise . Rohlin. Directed by Henri De- Ja.Ck Arnold S 

JamesJToddFL\le^^lIbotRaandnwu: 3?" Sf” ‘'smiSv^fTmk 7^ 
’ ’* im Wpllman tr g°od marks. Smiley finds this 

im.weiiman Ji . . .. ^ . tough going, especially when the 
Jack Arnold s direction -i$ well- locals start betting on the result. 

The Moon raker 
(BRITISH-COLOR) 

Conventional costume melo¬ 
drama with lots of swordplay; 
will /satisfy average family 
houses. 

room interior, loaded with paint- Louise Rohiin. Directed by Henri De- Jack Arnold’s direction is well- locals start betting oh the result. London, May 20. 
tnpc t)ilio\v<; and color; and his TC- j™in- Screenplav, Jacques Remy. Lugene paced and draws some believable Up hpcorne*; Ihp victim of a lot of 'Associated.British-Pathe.releaae.rf.au 
creation Of the Royal Naval „Col- ta^el/efntor, ecfa*ude^Durand. AVBiarritz, anffsharp chafacterizations, Harold double crossing . which ends up producUon. Rrtarsh GeorgeUBaker, Sylvia 
lege’s Painted Hall is artistically Paris. Running time too mins. . J. Marzoratis photography, art di-- with him,being suspected of theft Syms, .Peter Arne, Marius Goring. Di- 
and skillfully accomplished. Music Cora ;.;.Francoise Arnoui rectiomby William^A. Homing and from; the eccentric oldest inhabi- '5?*^ ^a1Pawfi^HdCFi3’pld' 
by Rkhard Bennett and Kvn Jones ^§S' tant. But be wins out in the end. 
ju particularly effective in lts.ro- Captain l................Bernard Blier c.;Miller and editing by Ben Lewis, The somewhat pedestriari dialog Richard Best^ camera, Max Greene; music, 
mantic emphasis on piano. And an Bernadette Louise Robijn all contribute to the technically ex- js not enhanced by the twangy ' 
-.rrannin O nrnvided bv !.,err? *- Roger, Hanin cellent Droduction. Po wrl Anccio anaontcaml rnuoh nfiho engaging wrapping is provided by ^rre 
clever title credits .designed by 
Maurice Binder. Ron. ^ 

..........Andre Versirii 

King Treole 
(V’VISION—rSONGS) 

Teenaged sex, teenaged vi- 
olente snd Elvis PrwlejLslne- passable item because of its failure --i^'^^WSYjSS^ISSL^ 
Ing. Best Presley .pic so far. to bring depth to the characteriza- 4uctioh. stars Marshall Thompson; Dire?, film patrons: He and his buddy, ford Dorset :...... Patrick waddinaton 

Str.ni: b.o. m_n*ht srtuatmns. tions and give the feel for: the &.-^2grtSSSSS »‘SS^'iS; Ke™^^ 'kaSSSJ^’/ jrCA^^SS- 

HollywoodLMay 23. period. . It shapes only as dualer 

•,JS23Sr*sS£*Srtf bSrn'S or exploitation fare for the U:S. rVmin?1""0'May 23’ 'M' fnc.es by ?“ch adul‘s “ Chips^Raf- Buo^itb   viewr bmom 
Carolyn Jones. ; Dolores Hart:_ features Francoise Arnoul’s husband IS Jeff Cummings /,. ..^Marshall Thompson Jfrty,. .as the. COp; Reg Lye, Grant ..Mnnnraber” k a rnntine 

ss Beeby M,rg4ret fos&l"w«h ri &vir^ 
screenpiayP1 Michael v. Gazzo! Herbert man undercover man wins^^lier lpve NurMprr*a‘ •♦*“•• • shlne^SrdeU Guy Dolman is too obvious and setting, wMch will har^y strain 
laker; *ased ontb«'novel. ^*A stone, f or by pOsing as a Swiss journalist He CoL Butlcr Stanley Maurted sfiaVe a villain but veteran actress the grey matter of customers. But 

turnsTn*he”g^-mm'andshe S killed Sybil Thorndike has a field day as .t con.ams enougb hard 

Mlss Arnoul sleepwalks,through gr- Brauiay ,yPeter Maae'n Anthony Kimmins Has brought a and predictable situations. British 

'tef 2&^J2OT?SSSiS§S2w’" SSS‘ splendidly open air atmosphefe to family audiences willenjoy its sim-. 
Ronme ............a.^Garoiyn Jpnes but shows plenty of pulchritude in Gibbong—.......... RobertTWacKenzie the screen, helped corisiderabiy by pie ingredients, which have all the 

.a^-^tJrM^Hart■ ^er loye sccncs‘ Bernard; Wicki MeiviUe Launce Matiaschai firstrate coloi- lensing by Ted earmarks of an endless commercial 
Mr. Fisher *77*..*.7..*.*.*77;. Dean Jagger and Kurt IVleisel become German .. . .7 / : Scaife. Theme song by Clyde Col- tv series. However, its stars do not 
Nina ... Liiiane Montev«cchi caricatures because of the weak VFierid Without A Face,” is an fins “A Little Boy Called Smiley,” carry enough weight to lure U. S. 
Charlie i.e Grand .".7. Parf Stewart P*01 f.nd HeBri Decoin’s indecisive Amalgamated production, made in is simple enough to be a winner, ducat buyers.. ; 
Mimi Fisher Jan Shepard direction. Sympathetic Germans Britain for.Metro, and .will be re- There is one particularly impres- It is based on a play by one-time 
Sal ... Brian Hutton are creeping into Gallic war films, leased with “The Haunted Stran- sive sequence of a bush fire which British film censor Arthur Watkyn 
Ed^Burton V77.7.V.V.' mck wnsfow tod: Technical - aspects are good gler” for an exploitation horror was the authentic thing, smartly which failed to . rouse much en- 
jar. Evans .v..7.7.7....\ Raymond Bailey while Pierre Montazel’s^^ excellent,, package. It oozes and giirgles with dropped into Hie yarri for good thusiasm in the West End.. As .a, 

--— contrasty lensing is worth a s 'ecial Grand Guigriol blood, and crunch- effect. The virtues of“Smiley” are film it is much better, because of* 
Hal Wallis has attempted to take mention. The remainder le ing bones; easily one of the goriest its complete sincerity and lack of the extra scope for action. The pic 

the curse off Elvis Presley, . for * French; cast is good; Mosk. horror pictures in the current pretentiousness. Rich. (Continued on page 22) 

This film is an over-contrived 
actioner set during the occupation 
of France by the Germans. Though 
this. period is rarely treated in 

Gallic pix, this rates as only a 
passable item because of its failure 

cellent production. Powri 

Fieiid Without A Face 

Horror item; Pretty gory for 
the tenser kiddies, otherwise 
good for its clas& 

. Hollywood, May 23. 

Aussie accents arid ihuch of the act- .The HJoonraker.George Baker ■ 
ing has a casual, almost amateurish Anne Wyndham ........... Sylvia Syms 

flavor. But there is a fresh warm- •.V.V.V.ViiJSS^S' 
heartedness and an artless charm Lord, Harcourt ............. ciive -Morton 
about the whole affair which will Charles Stuart--. :.... .. Gary Raymond 

A 0 .« i . , , - - j. iiuuua oir«ngcwdj8 ixio- imimcu 
A new Smiley has been found in Martin Strangeways. .Michael Anderson Jr.. 

10-year-old Keith Calvert. He is a Parfitt ; ..... Paul Whitsun-Jones 

pleasant ItW with an ^obvious ap- gSSto 
peal to: the maternal in femme captain Foster 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Paramount release of a Hal B, Wallis 

production. Stars Elvis Presley; costars 
Carolyn Jones. Dolores Hart; features 

__' Richard Warner, 
. George Woodbrldge 
.. Victor Brooks 
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NO MORE A POOR MAN’S SHOW 
»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦f »♦♦>»»♦»♦»♦ »♦♦♦♦ 

j New York Sound Track \ 
»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ f ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 4 ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 4♦ ♦ ♦ » 

Abie Schneider, a Gotham stranger since he took the Columbia presi¬ 
dency, came in from the Coast Monday (26) and may stay awhile . . , 
L. E, Goldhammer taking a month’s hiatus from his: sal6s exec’s post at 
Allied Artists to roam around Europe. 

: The Walter Winchell-United Artists feud still continuing, with: the 
columnist making it clear he’s still burned on the Burt Lancaster por¬ 
trait of a vicious columnist in “Sweet Smell of Success” . . . Dept, of 
Justice casting suspicious eyes on the UP buyout of INS—antitrust, 
angles. 

While Screen Actors Guild early in May said it. had revoked agency 
franchise of George Baxt of N. Y. for non-payment of fees, B ixt writes 
from London he dissolved his agency June 30, 1957, and notified SAG 
about it at the time. Baxt says he quit the percentary to join Sapphire 
Films Ltd. in London as a writer, and has been with them since. ‘‘I’ve 
given up ten-percenting to. follow.my writing career bn a fulltime scale, 
and am faithfully paying my 10% to the Kaplan-Veidt Agency in N. Y.,” 
Baxt explains. 

To the gag list of apt titles and authors Irving Riibine adds another: 
“Latins Are Lousy Lovers," by Richard Nixon . . . Samuel Goldwyn’s 
“Guys, and Dolls” drew 85% of its domestic revenue from the first 1,000 
dates ; . . Leonard H. Goldenson states he’s not interested in any AB-PT 
diversification beyond current holdings unless an unusual opportunity 
comes along. Prez Wants the cash on. hand to be used for further 
strengthening of current operations; including the eventual switch to 
color tv. 

With English spoken by 250 million humans and Chinese by 6Q0 
million, it’s now reported that one person speaks a pure Varietyese. 

John Jones,-Warner Bros, distributor in Puerto Bico reports that a 
former film company employee of his in another. Spanish speaking 
country who is Of Chinese and Panamanian racial extraction learned 
his conversational English by reading and studying. Variety. . ,. 

William McCIeery, long resident at Peterborough, N. H. hard by the 
MacDowell Colony, of which he’s been an official, is becoming an asso¬ 
ciated editor of Ladies Home Journal : . . long a stage and video play¬ 
wright his newest play, just handed to his agent concerns a Hollywood 
star on. her way into Times Square in a stage , play . . . bears title 
“Inside Story;’’ 

City College of N. Y. is giving a big Allegaroo for 20th-FoX’s “The 
Barbarian and the Geisha.” The John Wayne starrer tells the story of 
Townsend Harris, America’s first envoy to the Orient and who founded 
City College. Screenplay is by Ellis St. Joseph, a CCNY alumnus, and: 
Sam Jaffe, class of 1912, plays a key role in the film . . . “TheNaked 
and the Dead,” Warner Bros, release of the screen version of Norman 
Mailer’s novel, is scheduled, to open this summer at the Capitol Theatre, 
N. Y. . . . Abe Dickstein, Marvin Kirsch and Harold Rinzler named co- 
chairmen of the annual industry golf tournament sponsored by N. Y.’s 
Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith on June 12. 

Jesse Zunser asks.in current issue of ($ue: “Are Movie-Goers People?” 
and suggests that many theatre operators do not so.regard them .... . 
complaint is made about the “blind” pairing of films—a fine children’s 
picture with a gruesome gangster item . . . article is preponderantly an 
interview with ‘ Walter Reade Jr. who argues that the patron is a 
personage. 

- Ronald Reagan, whose break into a 21-year career in Hollywood 
came when he Was a sportcaster for radio station WHO, Des Moines, 
known as “Dutch” . Reagan, returned there to address the Iowa Man¬ 
ufacturers Assn., and to headline the 36th annual Veishea at Iowa 

. State College. The Veishps celebration is a large student-managed 
festival. 

Exhibitor groups continue to back verbally the industry’s business 
building campaign, Motion Pictures Exhibitors of Florida being the 
latest to do so, but they’re not supplying the coin to support it ... Play 
Enterprises Inc., a corporate title employed by Warner Biros, for legit 
financing, has been dropped and merged with Vitaphone Co. Inci, 
another corporate title in the WB archives. . 

Continental Distributing prexy Irving Wormser off to Europe to con¬ 
clude deals initiated by board chairman Walter Reade Jr. Stops include 
France and England . . . Herman M, Levy, Theatre Owners of America 
general counsel, conferred with officials of the Union Internationale de 
l’Exploitation Cinematrographique, the French, exhibitors’ association, 
in Paris last week before, sailing for home. He’s due back today (Wed.) 
on the Queen Elizabeth . . . To the list of entries scheduled for the film 
festival at the Brussels World’s Fair, add Samuel Goldwyn Jr.’s “Proud 
Rebel” and Sir Michael Balcon’s “Dunkirk” ... .. Universal prexy Milton 
R. Rackmil to the Coast for confabs with studio executives. 

Board of the Motion. Picture Pioneers meets June 4 in the Columbia 
Pictures board room, summoned by prexy Ned, Deplnet to mull future 
plans and forward the constant work of intra-industry relief, assured 
by the organization’s, charitable purpose . . , The Washington press gals, 
heard a “new” Olivia DeHavilland, honor guest at a Friday (23) luncheon 
at the Hotel Willard in the capital* attended also by French Ambassador 
Herve Alphand and his new bride and MPA A prexy Eric Johnston. Miss 
deHavilland is on a. U. S. exploitation tour for; Buena Vista’s. “The 
Proud Rebel” (Sam Goldwyn Jr.), and her "French postcard” humor 
struck a nerve, with the press femmes. Star’s French husband, Pierre 
Galante, one oi the Paris-Match editors, is the U. S. With her, also their 
22-months-old baby . . . Herman and Florence . Lowe, longtime Variety: 

correspondents in Washington, where he headed,this paper’s capital 
bureau, making more “farewell appearances” at parties and soirees ini 
their honor than Sarah Bernhardt and Harry Lauder in their heyday. 
Eric Johnston hosted another one for them this past Friday; Their 
successors for Variety will be designated shortly. Lowe returning to 
his native Philly and a posh p.r. job for the Albert Einstein Memorial 
Hospital. 

National Theatres’ prexy Elmer. C. Rhoden gifting friends With ornate 
ashtrays of Norwegian glass with a “Windjammer” design, as -part of a 
tieup with the film’s recent preera in Oslo. 

Ethel: Edell, longtime fashion promotion director and press-radio-tv 
Contact for Columbia Pictures, joined Brenon & Morgan Associates 
as exec director in charge of special events and activities . . . Jerome 
Balsam Films picked up western hemisphere rights to “The End of 
the Line,” an Alan Bfoter-Barbara Shelley starrer, produced by Har¬ 
rison C. Reader. 

“Pather Panchali,” which took top prizes, at Cannes and other film 
festivals blit hasn’t been given any play in the United States market 
(exhibs are aloof to it), is set to open the Stratford (Ontario) Film 
Festival in July. 

New Board of Governors of Academy of Motion Picture Arts & 
Sciences includes four new members and nine reelected for two year 
terms, plus one elected for one year term. New members include . John 
F. DeCuir (art directors), Richard H, Gaboon (film editors), Jerry Wald 
(producers) and; Perry Lieber (public relations). Reelected: Wendell R, 
Corey (actors), Y. Frank Freeman (administrators), Farclot Edouart 
(cinematographers), George Stevens (directors), Fred L. Metzler (execu- 

(Continued on page 20) 
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Motion pictures as the “poor 
man’s entertainment?” Well, not 
so much any. more and as time goes 
p.nMt appears a cinch that a sub¬ 
stantial part of Hollywood’s prod¬ 
uct will fall in near the luxury 
class. . 
' “Bridge o^. the River Kwai” is to 
open in Newark tomorrow (Thurs.) 
at a $3 top—which is the same fig¬ 
ure as has been charged at the 
Palace Theatre in New York. This 
kind of tail coin was rare in past 
but expectedly will be common¬ 
place in the future. 

At least, all indications, point in 
that direction. Paramount sources 
said this week there was no trouble 
encountered in collecting such fees 
for “Ten Commandments”, except 
in only a few areas, where unem¬ 
ployment was usually high and in 
parts of the south. 

Metro chalked up an advance of 
nearly $50,000 With “Gigi’. at the 
Royale Theatre, in Gotham, With a 
top price of $3 and. an average of 
$2 when figuring in all seats for 
all 10 performances a week. . 

“Around the World in 80 Days” 
has been drawing the big tariff for 
a year and a half and the Cinerama 
pictures have been in about the 
same category. 

Nqw comes the kicker. Samuel 
Goldwyn predicts that Hollywood’s 
future welfare lies in the produc-. 
tion of 50 blockbusters a year. 
Among them, according, to blue¬ 
print, is his own “Porgy and Bess” 
which will need $12,000,000 in rent¬ 
als simply to break even. 

Distribution, execs are almost 
unanimous in saying that bigger 
admission scales are to be required 
if the .“blockbuster policy” is to 
shape as economically sound. And 
they believe the public already has • 
shown Willingness to pay more for 
the big pictures, (while at the same 
time refusing to. pay hardly any¬ 
thing for the small ones). . ' ' 

On the intra-trade front, experi¬ 
ence has been that the bulk of the 
rental money for high-costing pro¬ 
ductions has been coming from the 
first-runs—as few as 1,000 of them. 
It’s regarded as likely there will 
be a continuing concentration on 
these showcases, for they, via 
upped scales, yield the payoff for 
the producers. 

And James Carreras Oiighta Know 
••f There appears to be no sign of a 

20tk’s 40c Quarterly 
. The board of directors of 
20th-Fox, at a meeting- last 
week, declared. a quarterly 
dividend of 40c on the com¬ 
pany’s common stock. Melon 
is payable June 28 to stock¬ 
holders of record June 13. 

At the same time, the board 
reelected Spyros Skouras. as 
president and renamed all. 
other officers to their present 
posts.* 

Washington, May 27. 

Film dividends for April reflect 

general economic slump.. This is in 

line with dividend report of Dept.; 
of Commerce, in all areas, as well 
as pix; 

Melon cut by film companies 
shows shap drop from the same 
month last year. However, decline 
is not as severe as indicated on 
surface, since part of nosedive is 
due to payment of ABC-Par.’s 
hefty: dividend of over $1,000,000 
in March, instead of April. 

Overall size of melon divided 
amongst film companies past month 
was $235,00.0, as contrasted with 
$1;693,000 for April,’57. Even with 
ABG-Par.’s advance payment, this 
indicates tapering off of profits. 

Others paying dividends in April 
were Republic, $100,000, which was 
same as last year, and Walt Disney, 
whose: $135,000 was slightly less 
than ’57. Columbia Pictures, which 
paid $320,000 for same period last 
year, paid nothing past month, and 
District Theatres, with $15,000 re¬ 
corded for last year, h^s paid noth¬ 
ing so far this year. 

. Total: for 4 month period this 
year is $6,758,000, as contrasted 
with $8,612,000 last year. 

diminution of the current horror 

pix cycle, according to British pro¬ 

ducer James Carreras whose Ham¬ 

mer Film Productions has emerged 

as the leading supplier . of film 

chillers. Carreras, whose “Curse 

of Frankenstein,” which cost $400,- 

000 and grossed $3,000,000 in the 

world market, started the now hor¬ 

ror trend, bases his view on his 

company’s future commitments in 

the chiller field and the early re¬ 

ception of “Horror of Dracula,’* 

which Universal is releasing. 

Here for the New York opening 
of “Dracula” along with co-pro¬ 
ducer Tony Hinds and thesps Peter 
Cushing and Christopher Lee.Car- 
rereas . is holding talks with Uni¬ 
versal, as welL as other major 
American companies on distribu¬ 
tion deals on upcoming chillers on 
Hammer’s slate. Among the com¬ 
pany’s tentative. plans are se¬ 
quels to “Dracula” and “Franken¬ 
stein” with the possibility that U 
may be involved in both projects. 
In addition, the company is pre¬ 
paring two other scarers—“Hound 
of the Baskervilles” and “Night 
Creatures,” for which no U. S. deals 
have yet been made. 

Hammer Film Productions, an 
indie company which maintains its 
independence by not tieing up ex¬ 
clusively with. one major U. S. 
distributor, maintains a program of 
six pictures annually, about two or 
three of which are in the horror 
category. Carreras said he pre¬ 
ferred this policy “because we can 
make the decision on what we want 
to make and it keeps us mobile.” 
In addition to the “Dracula” deal . 
with Universal, Hammer had an 
arrangement with Warner Bros., on 
“Curse of Frankenstein” and with 
United Artists on “Creeping Un¬ 
known.” Columbia will shortly 
release Hammer’s “Camp on Blood 
Island" and Paramount will han¬ 
dle the still-to-be-named “Man on 
Half Moon St” In the non-horror 
category UA distributed ‘The Steel 
Bayonet” and will ditto t>n “10 
Seconds to Hell,” ‘ currently being 
filmed in Germany by Robert Al¬ 
drich. 

Deal-To-Deal 

S. W. Tannenbaum of Copyright Society Sounds A 
Warning Against Carelessness 

Careful search of all uses of a 
proposed title should be made be¬ 
fore a public announcement is 
made or before the title is used, 
Samuel W. Tannenbaum, a founder. 
and former president of The Copy¬ 
right Society of the U.S.A., cau¬ 
tioned at the closing session last 
week of the Practicing Law Insti¬ 
tute’s course on copyright prob¬ 
lems in the entertainment indus¬ 
try. 

.Tannenbaum, a member of the 
law firm, of Johnson & Tanrteri- 
baum, devoted His discussion to 
the protection, of titles in motion; 
pictures and other creative works; 
He listed eight conditions under 
which a title should not be used. 

(1) Where there Is but' one use. 
for the title, especially in connec¬ 
tion with an important and popular 
work recently used. If it has been 
abandoned for a long period, it is 
reasonably safe to use the title.. 

(2) Even though a title may be 
; geographic or factual, if popularly 
used fairly recently, its use should 
be avoided. “Oklahoma” and 
“South Pacific" are examples. 

.... (3) Even though a title of pic¬ 
ture was used some time ago, its 
re-use should be avoided because 
it might be reissued or televised.. 

(4) Ditto for a book title used 
many years ago. —It may be a re¬ 
cent popular pocketbook edition. 

(5) Even though there are many 
uses for a title, it should not be 

employed if there is a fairly recent 
use by a popular novelist or for 
a motion picture or radio or tv 
program, 

(6) Even though the exact title 
is. not used, one closely similar 
should be . avoided although the 
aim is to employ it in a different 
field. ‘IVIarch of Time" and “Voice 
of Time” are examples. . V 

(7) Proof must be adduced that 
the title of a public domain work 
acquired a secondary meaning be¬ 
fore a court will enjoin its use. 

(8) . Avoid a title for a musical 
composition when it. has been pre¬ 
viously used for a popular play, 
motion picture, radio or tv pro¬ 
gram; The sarnie applies for the 
use. of the title of a musical com¬ 
position, for. a play, film, radio or 
tv program. 

Tannenbaum, in his discussion, 
called attention- to the importance 
the entertainment industry places 
on . a good title, but warned about 
the necessity for search for prior 
use. “It is not only embarrassing 
to use a title and later find out it 
conflicts with other titles; but sub¬ 
stantial damages result,” Tannen¬ 
baum pointed out.. The copyright 
Specialist noted . that frequent 
changes of : title because of failure 
to clear, the original choice is often 
costly in that the publicity value 
is diminished. In addition, he 
cited examples of substantial 
awards that have been obtained for 
misappropriation of titles. 

According to Carreras, the deals 
vary from picture to picture and 
include outright buys of Hammer- 
financed pictures or involve co-pro¬ 
duction deals. Carreras said he had 
come to the U. S. with about a 
dozen story ideas which he would 
discuss with U. S. distributors. His 
talks with. Universal involve a per¬ 
usal of U's library to determine 
which of the company’s oldies are 
ripe for remakes or new versions. 

The horror market, Carreras 
maintained, “is better than ever 
because of the whole new genera¬ 
tion that has never been exposed 
to this type of film.” He empha¬ 
sized, however, that many of the 
low-budget quickies “won’t last” 
and “will probably end up as sec¬ 
ond features.”. A horror film in 
order to obtain top playing time, 
he said, must have topnotch pro¬ 
duction values and must be treated 
seriously. He pointed out that too 
often the “cheapies” get unin¬ 
tended laughs.; “The aim,” he 
said, “is to make the audience be¬ 
lieve something that is too fan¬ 
tastic to believe.” 

Carreras has no loyalty to the 
horror pix. He’s been keeping 
close tabs on the market and when 
he sees that interest is lagging, he’s 
ready to shift to something else. 
“I’m prepared to make Straus* 
waltzes tomorrow if they’ll make 
money,” he said frankly, 

Carreras’ aim in tieing up with 
U. S. companies is based on their 
distribution facilities in the world 
market. Except for a few coun¬ 
tries, such as Sweden and India, 
the. horror pix are extremely pop¬ 
ular throughout the world. They 
are banned in both Sweden and 
India. The American companies, 
Carreras stated, have “the best ac¬ 
cess to the world market. There 
is no British distributor who can 
match it.” 
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LA. Areas Multi-Run Trade Hits 

3, 'Macabre 10G, 'Pacific Big 22G 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ... . $475,000 

(Based. 6n 21 • theatres) 
Last Year : .. $493,900 

(Based oh 26 theatres) 

Los Angeles, May 27: 
A boffo $551,400; is expected from 

local first-runs this session, mainly 
because of a pair of powerhouse 
openers which; are running up 
smash grosses in some 30 regular 
Jiardtops plus 23 nabes and 26 
drive-ins.. 

“Bridge on River Kwai,’ out on 
first general run after showcasing 
for nearlv 22 weeks, looms wow 
$40,000 in three first-runs and lofty 
total of $225,000 with neighborhood; 
cinemas and ozoners included in, 
©he of highest multiple-run open¬ 
ings ever here. 

“Macabre,” opening with classy 
$10,000 at Orpheum, looks like 
$100,000 with a flock of nabes; and 
drive-ins added in, “South Pacific,;’ 
following jlKwaiM jnto Egyptian as 
a hard-ticket booking, shapes finer Cincinnati, May 27. 
$22,000 opening week. Two other “God's Little Acre,” shaping 
incoming ■■bills are very weak. . 50lid at Keith’s, tops the new bills 

“God s Little Acre dominates .... • ’ ■ 
regular holdovers with big $18,700] w this week s light improvement on 
in second week for three houses.. Cincy’s picture; front; Outlook is 
“young Lions” is sturdy $12,000 in ! thin for “Hot Spell” at the Al-b.ee 
seventh week, for four spots. Hard- 1 and “Left-Handed Gun” at the 
tix engagements; all are up this/;■ palace. “Young Lions” still is okay 
stanza. ; in eighth’ round at . Grand. “All 

Estimates for This Week i Mine To Give” looms light on open- 
Egyptian iLrATC) <1,503; $1.65- l ing round at arty Guild, The long- 

$3.30) — "South .Pacific" <20th). j runs, “South Pacific” and “Search 
Fine $22,000. Last week, “Bridge ; Forv Paradise,” continue at solid 
Oti River Kwai” iCol» '22d \vk-4 ; gaits, former being in fifth week at 
days i, $8,200. ! the Valley arid “Pacific” in 25th 
- State, Ritz. 'UATC-FWC! . i2.404; ; round at Capitol. 
X.320; 9O-$1.50i—‘Maracaibo” <Par) j Estimates for fKis Week 
and “Outlaw Queen” 
$4,600. Last week. 

LParV. 
State 

Dull 
with I 

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)^ 
“Hot Spell” (Par): Slow $7,500. Last 

K.C. Trade Perking Up; 
‘Acre’Very Big $14,000, 

Hollywood. Uptown “Fort. Mas- j wGck> “Fraulein” (20th V $8,500. 
sacre 'UAL Steel Bayonet (.UA)-i, „ , ,, 
$8.7<)0. Rilz With Orpheum. .Capitor iSW-Cmerama) ; <1 376; 
•‘ leaeher's Pet” 'Par. < 1st: general: *l;20-#.65>-- Search for Paradise- 
rimi cq snn '• : (Cinerama) <25th wk). Clmmbing to 
IUOr^ieum <Metropolitan) (2,213; j $15,000; against $14,000 in 
90-$ 1.50* — “Macabre” (AA) andweek- 
“Hell’s Five Hours” (AA). Hot I Grand (RKO! (1.4Q0; 90-$1.25!— 
$10,000. ; “Young Lions” . <20th); <8th wk). 

Los Angeles,: New Fox, Uptown ! Winding up winning stay at $4,500 
(FWO «2.097; 765; 1.715; 90-$1.50>; Pace, equalling last week. 
—“Return of Dracula” <UA> and. | Guild (Vance) 300; 50-90)- 
“Flanie. Barrier" <UA). Slim'“All Mine to Give” (UL Poor 

(Continued on page 10) I $1,000. Last week, “Bed of Grass” 
(Indie) (2d wk), $900. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$ 1.25)— 
—-“God’s Little Acre” tUA). Solid 
$10,000. Last.week, “Cowboy” (Col) 
(2d wk), $5,000. 

, Palace (RKO) <2,600; 90-$L25)— 
CmrtAil Q'P! “Left-Handed Gun” (WB); Mild 

rreaenCK omootll JU| $7,500. Last week, ’ Stakeout on 

Kansas City. May 27. i "vio,ent. 
Chet-rflil note is being displayed ! it°ad <W1P. $7,000. 

at first-runs this week, largely on i Valley (Wiethe) (1;30O:; $1.50- 
the strength of new, stronger prod-j $2.50)—“South Pacific”. (20th) (5th 
net. “Gods Little Acre’’ at the; wk). Holding to last week’s stout 
Roxy shapes smash while “10 Nor-th j $14,000; 
Frederick” in three Fox Midwest 
is fairly nice. “Bonjours Tristesse” 
at Midland is slow and “Hot Spell” 
at Paramount is modest. -‘I Mar¬ 
ried a Woman” and “The Violators” 
combo in Dickinson Drive^ios and 
hardtops is. solid. “God Created 
Woman” rolls on steadily at Kimo 
in 16th round. Cinerama’s “Search 
for Paradise” picked up last week 
with several special shows. Weath¬ 
er holds with its .cool wet trend. 

Estimates for This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

In, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75- 
90)—“I Married a Woman” (U) and 
“The Violators” (U). Fancy $9,000. 
Last week. “Return of Dracula” 
(UA) and ’-Flame Barrier” <U!, $1.4- 
000, best of season and tops for this 
combo in non-summer period. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$i.25> 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(I6th wk). Okay $1,500; holds. Last 
week/same. 

Mildand (LOew) (3,500; 75-90)— 
**Bonjour Tristesse” (Coli and 
“Crash Landing” (Col). Slow $5,000. 
Last week, ’’Saddle Wind” <M-G) 
and “Underwater Warrior2’ (M-G), 
$5,500. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1.25-$2)—“Search for Paradise” 
Cinerama) (5th wk). Perked with 
extra shows, solid $12,000. Last 
week, $9,000. 

Paramount (UP) <1,900; 75-90)— 
“Hot Spell” iPar>. Moderate $5,000. 
Last week, “Maracaibo” 

'Adam’ Hotsy $9,000 In 
Seattle;‘Gun’ Dull 4G 

Seattle, May 27. 

Not much, doing here this session, 
but city is looking forward to 
launching next Thursday of “South 
Pacific" at the Blue Mouse1. “Adam 
and Eve” shapes fairly big.at Coli¬ 
seum while "10 North Frederick” 
looms fair at Fifth... Avenue. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” still is big 
in 10th stanza at Paramount. But 
elsewhere the takings are mighty 
thin:- •. ; 

Estimates for This Week. 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 
$L50-$2.50)—“Long, Hot Surrimer” 
< 20th) (llih wk-3 days). Okay 
$2,500 after $3,800. in sixth full 
week. 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
95-$1.50)—“Adam and Eve” (In¬ 
die) and “True Story Lynn Stuart’’ 
(Col). Big $9,000. Last week, 
“Fraulein” (20th) and “Thunder¬ 
ing: Jets” (20th), $7,200. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; 95-$1.50)—“10 North Fred¬ 
erick” (2Qth) \ahd “Blood Arrow” 
(20th). Fair $8,000 or. near. Last 
week. “Teacher’s Pet” (Pari .and 

^ .."World Is His jury” (Col) (2d wk), 
par) and • $6>T00 for 9 days. 

“Country Music Holiday” (Par), j Music. Box (Hainrick) (850; 95- 
$3,500. -AlAO)—“Desire Under Elms” (Par). 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres):; Okay $3,500: Last week, dark, 

BeautiJ“1i Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 95- 
J?oCtntS'th?P'T*Centiy I$£50)—“Too Much, Too Soon” 

-r-Prv^c^cJni?0cr Q^st week’ i<WB) and “Manhunt in Jungle” 

teLrwSSdW87^ S125) J (WB)’ Drab $3’000- - Last week> 
"God? T imrSf?7?TS'$1T?n7f i “I Married a Woman” (U) and “All 

Ll]lIe A?re .-‘UA) Terrif; Mine +n GW an ann 
$14,000: stays on. Last week, 
“Paris Holiday” (UA) (4th wk), 
$2,500. 

Uptwon, Fairway, Granada (Fox 

Mine to Give” (U), $5,300. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,500; 95- 
$1.50}—“Left-Handed Gun” (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB),. Sad 

Midwest ! '(2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90) Last week, “Bolshoi Bal- 
—“10 North Frederick” (20th). j let] ’(Rank), $6,200 ia 5 days 
Perky $9,000, but not up to . expec¬ 
tations. Last week, “Fraulein” 
(20th > and “Touch of Evil” (U), 
$6,000. 

Parambunt (Fox - Evergreen) 
(3,107; 95-$l.50)—“River Kwai” 
(Col) (10th wk). Big $7,000 Last 
week, $7,100. 

'TOO MUCH’OKE $8,000, 
PROV^‘ANDREW’ 7iG 

. Providence, May 27. 
Majestic’s “Too Much, Too Soon” 

is the topper here, but it’s just good. 
Showers Suriday gave ail stands an 
added : boost. State’s “Merry An¬ 
drew” is modest Neither “Drag- 
strip Riot” at the Albee nor “Touch 
of Evil” at Strand are getting far 
at wickets. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)— 

"Dragstrip Riot” (Indie) and “Cool 
and Crazy’’ (Indie). Fair $5,000. 
Last week, “Day of Bad Man” (U) 
and “Female Animal” (U), $4,000. 

. Majestic (SW) (2,200); 65-80)— 
“Too Much, Too Soori” (WB) and 
“Chase Crooked Shadow” . (WB). 
Good $8,000 or near. Last week, 
“This Angry Age”. <Col) and 
“Screaming Mimi” (Col), about 
same. 

State - (Loewi (3,200; 65-80)— 
“Merry Andrew” (M-G) and “The 
Safecracker” (M-G). Modest $7,500. 
Last week, “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G), $9,500. V . / 

. Strand (National Really) (2,200; 
65-80!—“Touch of Evil” (U) and 
"Flood Tide” (U). Meek $$,500. Last 
week, “Case Against. Brooklyn” 
(Col) and “Let’s Rock” (Col), $3,000. 

Hub Hypoed, by Fresh 
Fare; ‘Riot’ Fast I9G, 

‘Married’ Tall $12,000 
Boston, May 27. 

; Biz is better at the b:o; here as 
changeover to good weather is 
shaking down. Rain Suriday was a 
plus factor. ‘‘Dragstrip Riot” and 
“Cool Arid Crazy”, is nice at Para- 
riiourit arid . Fenway. “Thunder 
Road” shapes good at the Orpheum. 
•‘I Married A Woman” is nige at 
Memorial. “Hot Spell” is mild at 
Met. Holdovers again are* getting 
big plays. “Bridge On River Kwai” 
holds neatly in fifth at the Capri. 
Hard-ticket pix. are holding to sock 
biz with “South Pacific" hotsy in 
seventh round at Saxon, arid 
“Search for Paradise” big at the 
Boston. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 75,$1.25)— 
“Marjorie Mornirigstar” (WB) <8th 
wk-final). Oke $4,000. Last week, 
$5,000. 

• Beacon Hill (Sack) (678;, 90-$1.50) 
—“Mam’zelle Pigalle” (Indie) (3d 
wk). Fine $5,500. Last week, $8,000. 

. Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65>—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (27th wk). Slick $16,- 
500. Last week, $17,000. 

Capri (Sack). (990; 50-$1.50) — 
“Bridge Ori River Kwai” (Col) (5th 
wk). Neat $9,500. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$l:25)— 
.“Rouge et Noir” (Indie) (3d wk). 
Second week ended . Saturday was; 
good $6,100: Last week, $7,200. 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10) 
—"Dragstrip Riot’. (Al) and “Cool. 
And Crazy” (Al), Trim $5,000. Last 
week, “Another Time, Another 
Place” (Par) and “Country Music 
Holiday” (Par), $3,000. 

Gary (Sack) . (1,340; 90-$1.75)— 
"Young Lions” (20th) < 5th wk). 
Lively $14,000: Last week, same. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Smiles Summer Night” (Rank) 
and “Alligator Named Daisy” 
(Rank) (2d wk). Smooth $6,600: 
Last week, $7,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) 
—“I Married . A Woman” (U) and 
“All Mine To Give” (U). Bright 
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Touch 
of Evil” (U) and .“QuantrilTs: Raid¬ 
ers” (AA). $9,000. 

Afetropblitaii ’ (NET) (4,357; 70- 
$1.10)—“Hot Spell” (Par) and “SL 
Louis Blues” (Par). Mild $13,000 
or near; One week and out.. Last 
week, “Desire Under Elms” (Par) 
(2d wk), $6,000. 

Paramount (NET) <2,357; 70- 
$1.10)—“Dragstrip Riot" (Al) and 
“Cool And Crazy” (Al). Big $14,- 
000. Last week, “Another Time, 
Another Place” (Par) and "Country 
Music Holiday” (Par), $5,500. 

Pilgrim (NET) (1.000: 60-$1.10)— 
“Lineup” (Col) and “High Flight” 
(Col). Good $6,000, Last week, 
“Case Against Brooklyn” (Col) and 
“Let’s Rock” (Col), same. 

Saxon (Sack): (1,000; $1.50-$3.30) 
—“South Pacific” (20th) (7th wk). 
Hotsy $20,000. Last week, $22,000. 

Trans-Lux (Trans-Lux) (730; 75- 
$1;25)—“Untamed Mistress” (Indie) 
and ’’Daughter of Horror” (Indie). 
Nice $3,800. Last week, “Sinners’’ 
(Indie) and ‘‘Tempest in Flesh” 
(Indie), $4,100. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$i:25) 
— “Thunder Road” (UA) and 
“Cross-Up” (UA). Good $14,000. 
Last week, “Merry Andrew” (M-G) 
and “High Cost of Loving” (M-G) 
(2d wk-6 days), $7,500. 

State (Loew) (3,600; 75-$1.25)— 
“Safecracker” (M-G) and “Under¬ 
water Warrior” (M-G). Mild $8,000. 
Last Week, “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G) (5th wk). $7,000. 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross' 
This Week ;.., $2,198,850 
(Based on 23 cities and 240 
theatres, ohiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 
Last Year ...... $2,190,900 
(Based on 23 cities and 252 
theatres J 

‘Acre’Mighty 20G, 
D.C.; Tredlck’ 14G 

Washington, May 27. 

The boxoffice is looking up along 
main stem, thanks to two hefty 
newcomers. Three other entries, 
making unusually large total of five 
launchings, are adding little to biz 
in down town area. “God’s Little 
Acre” shapes sock at Keith’s and 
is this stanza’s winner by many 
lengths. “10 North Frederick” at 
Palace is another solid entry, but 
“Sheepman” at Capitol looks dis¬ 
appointing. “Left-rHanded Grin” 
looms very slow at two houses. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” in 11th 
week at Trans-LUx looks best in 
holdover class. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) 

(1,490; 1,000; 80-$l,10) — “Left- 
Handed Gun” (WB>. Dull $8,000 <jr 
less.. Last :week, “Too Much,: Too 
Soon” (WB), $12,000 . and over 
hopes, 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) 
“Shefpman” (M-G). Disappointing 
$12,000, despite critical kudos! Last 
week. “Long, Hot Summer” (20th) 
(3d wkh $11,000 for 8 days. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25>— 
“God’s Little Acre”. (UA). Smash 
$20,000. Stays on. Last week, “Run 
Silent, Run Deep” (UA) (5th wk), 
$6,000. 

. Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.25)— 
“10 North Frederick” (20th). Pleas¬ 
ing $14,000, but not up to. expec¬ 
tancy. Last 1 week, “Fraulein” 
(20th), $9,000, well below hopes. 

. Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$ 1.501—“God 
Created Woman” (Kings) (29th wk). 
Still in black with $3,500 after 
$*,000 last week. Holds again. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (11th 
wk). Fine $9,500 after $10,000 last 
week. Stays. 

Uptown (SW) (1,000; $1.25-$3)— 
“South Pacific” (20th) <8th wk). 
Solid $11,500 and ahead of last 
week’s $11,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2;4Q)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (21st wk). Down to okay 
$9,000 after $10,000. Stays. 

‘Pacific’Excellent 25G, 
Raff; ‘Frederick’ 10G 

Buffalo,'May 27. 
With one exception, first-runs 

here are sagging badly in current 
session, some of them being at new 
lows for some time. The long bjg 
new entry is “South Pacific,” ex¬ 
cellent at the Century, “10 North. 
Frederick” shapes just okay at the 
Center. “Fraulein” is surprisingly 
dull at the Buffalo. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Buffalo (Loew) (3500;: 70-90) — 
“Fraulein” <20th) arid “Count Five 
and Die” (Indie). Flat $9,000. Last 
week, “Cattle Empire” (20th) and 
"Underwater Warrior” (M-G) (6 
days), $6,000. 

Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“10 North Frederick” (20th). Just 
okay $10,000. Last week, “Goddess” 
(Col) and “Hight Flight” (Col) (5 
days), $5,000. 

Century (UATC) (2,700; $1.50- 
$3)—“South Pacific” (20th). Ex¬ 
cellent $25,000. Last week, “Mon¬ 
ster. From Green Hell” (DCA) and 
“Half Human” (DCA) (4 days), 
$4,000 at 90c top. ^ 

Lafayette. (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Oregon Passage” (AA) and "Cole 
Younger,” (AA). Fair $7,500. Last 
week, “I Married a Woman” (U) 
and “Female Animal” (U), $6,000. j 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—“St, Louis Blues” (Par) and 
“Country Music Holiday" (Indie).-, 
Dull $5,000 In 4 days. Last week, 
"This Angry Age” (Col) and 
“Creaming Mimi” (Col), $8,200: 

T’eck (Loew) <1,200; 70-$1.25)r— 
“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) (4th 
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, 
$5,200. i 

Detroit, May 27. 
Theatre-going pace remains"brisk 

this week among the downtown de^ 
luxers. Some are saying that De-. 
troiters listen apprehensively to 
radio and tv newscasts of latest 
developments in the auto industry- 
UAW war of attrition, and then 
hurry off to a darkened theatre to 
forget their worries. “10 North 
Frederick” shapes good at the Fox. 
“Horror of Dracula” was lively in. 
United Detroit chain’s flagship . 
Michigan. “St. Louis Blues” looms 
fine at the Palms. Stout lorigterm- 
ers “Search for Paradise” in 16th 
week at Music Hall, “Bridge on 
River Kwai” in 12th round at Mad¬ 
ison and “South Pacific” in seventh 
stanza at United Artists—continue 
sensational. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1.25- 

$1.50) — "10 North ‘ Frederick” 
(20th) and “Blood Arrow” (20thh 
Good $24,000. Last week, “Mara¬ 
caibo” (Par) and “High Hill” (Par), 
$12,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,100; 
$1.25-$1.50) — “Vertigo” (Par) and 
“High Flight” (Col). Opens today 
(Tues.). Last week, “Horror of 
Dracula” (U) and “Thing Wouldn’t 
Die” (U), swell $17,000 and may be 
precedent-setting in pressaging 
more horror pix at this nouse. 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
“St. Louis Blues” (Par) and “Coun¬ 
try Music Holiday” (Par). Fine 
$16,000 or near. Last week, “Angry. 
Age” (Col) and “True Story Lynn; 
Stuwart” (Col), $13,900, . 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $i:25^$1.75) 
—‘"Bridge on River . Kwai” (Col) 
(12th wk): Solid $10,000. Last 
week, $12,000. 

. .BroadwayrCapifol (UD). (3,500; 
90-$1.25) — “Machine Gun Kelly” 
(AD and “Bonnie. Parker Story” 
(AD. Opens today (27). Last week,. 
“Stakeout on Dope Street” (WB) 
and “Violent Road” (WB), $9,500 
in 5 days. 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$3)—“South Pacific” (20 th) (7th 
wk). Terrific $17,000. Last week, 
$17,800. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Sheepman” (M-G) and “Blonde 
Blackmailer” (UA) (2d wk). Oke 
$8,000. Last week, same. 

Music Hail (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 
205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Par¬ 
adise” (Cinerama) (16th wk). Great 
$18,500. Last week, saine. 

Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- 
000; 90-$1.65) — “God Created 
Woman” (Indie) (19th wk). Upping 
to big $6,500. Last week, $5,700. 

Cleve. Marks Time Albeit 
‘Frederick’OK $12,000; 

‘Sununer’ Hot 11G, 2d 
Cleveland, May 27. 

Biz at first-run cinemas shapes 
just so-so for new entrants,* with 
holdovers: down to a sluggish pace. 
“10 North Frederick” looms best of 
newcomers, with enough to hold 
the pic at the HIpp. Other fresh 
product Is routine to pale. “Long, 
Hot Summer” shapes okay in sec¬ 
ond round at the Allen. “Seven 
Wonders of World” looms good in 
17th week at Palace but “South 
Pacific” is only okay in eighth 
frame at the Ohio. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 80-$1.25)— 

“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) (2d 
wk). Okay $11,000. LSst week, 
$16,000. 

Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1.25)—“Mam’zelle Pigalle” 
(Indie) (2d wk)- Light $2,100 after 
$2,600 opener. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90)—“Screaming Mimi” (Col) and 
“High Flight" (Col). Average 
$2,600. Last week, “This Angry 
Age” (Col) and “True Story Lynn 
Stuart" (Col), $3,200. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 
(925; $1.25)-^-“Gates of Paris” (In¬ 
die). Dull $1,900. Last week, 
“Razzia” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,100. 

Hippodrome (Telem’t) . (3,700; 00- 
$1.25) — “10 North Frederick” 
(20th). Good $12,0(K); stays. Last 
week, “Macabre” (AA), $10,000. 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
70-90)—"And Qod Created Woman” 
(Indie) (4th wk). Oke $2,000. Last 
week, $2,400. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“South Pacific” (20th) (8th wk). 

I Okay $8,000. Last week, $9,000. 
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,523* 

$1.25-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (17th wk). 
Good $10,500. Last week, $10,000. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— 
“Sheepman” (M-G). Pale $9,000. 
Last week, “Another Time, Ari-_ 
other Place” (Par) $7,000. 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— * 
“Maracaibo” (Par) and “Hot Spell” 

I (Par). Ordinary $6,500. 
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Chicago, May 27. 
Loop again is soft despite cool 

weather; and plenty of. new entries. 
However, some of new . pix ^ are 
strong, notably the Roosevelt’s “10 
North Frederick,’’ which looks 
smash $24*000: “Maracaibo’’ in 
Woods preem shapes drab $10,000. 

“Cry Terror” looms fair $7,800 in 
Esquire bow. “Flesh is Weak” is 
good $b\000 in Monroe first, “From 
Here to Eternity” out Oh reissue 
shapes nice $9,000 iii first fratoe 
at the Loop. 

“God’s Little Acre” rates sock in 
United Artists second. “Snow Was 
Black” looks mild in Ziegfeld sec¬ 
ond! . Oriental’s second round with: 
“T Married a Woman” and “Flood 
Tide’1 is modest.. “Bridge on River 
Kwai” shapes brisk in 11th State- 
Lake Session. 

Hard-ticket pix look fancy this 
round. “Search For Paradise” is 
nice in. sixth at the Palace and 
“South Pacific” is going for a hap¬ 
py ninth at Me Vickers. . “Around 
World” rates solid in 60th week at 
Todd’s Cinestage, 

Estimates for This. Week 
Carnegie (Telem’t) <485; $1.25)-^- 

“M’mzelle PigaRe” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Pert $4,800, Last week, $5,000. 

Chicago (B&K) <3.900; 90-$1.80) 
—“Marjorie Morningstar” (WB) 
<4th wk). Oke $16,000. Last week; 
$20,500. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50)—"Cry Terror” (M-GV 
Fair $7,800. . Last week, “Another 
Time, Another Place” (Par/ (2d: 
wk). $4,000. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$i:2p)— 
“Left-Handed Gun” (WB) and 

.“Violent Road” (WB). Good $8,500. 
Last week, “St. Louis Blues” (Par) 
(2d wk), $8,700. ! ' 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 9.0^$l:50)—: 
“From Here to Eternity” (Reissue) 
(Col) and /‘Lineup” (Col). Fine 
$9,000. Last week, “Fraulein” 
(20th) (3d wk), $6,000.. 

Me Vickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—“South Pacific1*-(20th) (9th 
wk). Sturdy $26,000, Last week, 
$27,000. 

Monroe (Jovan). (1,000; 65-79)— 
“Flesh is Weak” (DC A) and 
“Blonde in Bondage”. (DCA). 
Bright $6,000 or near. Last week 
“True Story of Lynn Stuart” (Col) 
and "World Was His Jury” (Col)) 
$4,300. . 

: Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—-“I Married a Woman” (U) and 
“Flood Tide” (U) (2d wk) . Soft 
$13^500. Last week, $15,000. • 

, . Palace (SW-Cinerama). (1,434; 
$l.25-$3.40)—“Search for Para- 

(Continued on page 10) 

Toronto Hep; ‘Brothers’ 
Wow at 16G, ‘Bummer’ 

Great 19G, ‘Lions’ 8G, 7 
Toronto, May 27.' 

With biz throughout the city 
generally good, “Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” Is easily top new pic . be¬ 
ing wow. “Run Silent, Run Beep” 
also Is fine among newcomers. 
“Paris Holiday” looks mild while 
“Another Time, Another Place” is 
disappointing. Sturdy, however,, 
is double-bill of “Jet Attack” and. 
“Suicide Battalion” at four houses. 
Still leading the city is “Long, Hot 
Summer” at Canada’s . largest 
cinema, the Imperial in second 
stanza. “Cindrama Holiday” in 
eighth stanza also shows a boost 
over previous week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) 

—“Paris Holiday” . (UA). Mild 
$10,000. Last week, “Bridge on 
River Kwai” (Col) (10th wk)v .$l0,- 
500 at $1.75 top. 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
State (Taylor) (1,059; 995; 684; 694; 
50-75)—“Jet Attack” (Indie) and 
“Suicide Battalion” (Indie), Gopd 
$12,000. Last week, “Lafayette Es- 
cadrille” (WB) and “Fort Dobbs!’ 
(WB), $20,000 in eight houses or 
8,004 seats. 

Eglingtbn, Palace, Runnymede 
(FP> (1,080; 1,485; 1,385; 50-$D— 

“Another Tinie, Another Place” 
(Par). Disappointing $10,000. Last 
Week, “Gift of Love” (20th), same. 

Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—‘Young Lions” (20th) (7th wk). 
Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $9,000. 

Hyland (Rank) tl,357; $1)—“All 
at Sea” (M-G) (4th wk). Nice $5,000. 
Last week, $5,500. . 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 7541-50)— 
“Long, Hot Summer” (20th) (2d 
wk). Great $19,000. Last week, 
$25,000! 

International (Taylor) (557; $1)— 
/Miracle of Marcelino” (IFD). (2d 

{XCpntinued on page 10) 

Estimates Are Net ! 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from , the vari- • 
. ous key cities, :are net; i.e;, 

without usual tax. Distfib- 
: utors share on net take, when 

playing percentage,? hence the 
estimated figures, ire net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 

.tax- ' 

Philly;‘Lions’8G 
Philadelphia, May 27. 

Trade is sagging this stanza, with 
arrival of spring weather and inter¬ 
mittent rains over the weekend 
helping to kill biz in downtown 
houses. Most spots are waiting for 
the upcoming holiday weekend and 
arrival of new pix. “Too Much, 
Too Soon”, is not shaping up . so 
well opening week at the Arcadia! 
“Fraulein” is rated okay at Boyd. 

“Stage Struck” looms as a major 
disappointment at Viking. “Young 

I Lions” still i$ good jn eighth round 
, while' “Bridge bn River Kwai” 
[ looms .big in 11th stanza at .Ran-, 
-dolph. “Attila” also shapes very 
strong in second' at Stanley. 

. Estimates for This Week 

• Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-S1.80)-^ 
“TOo Much, Too Soon” (WB). Dis¬ 
appointing $9,000. Last week,. “This 
Angry Age” (Col) (2d wk), $6,500. 

Boyd (SW) (1,430; 75-$1.80)— 
“Fraulein” (20th). Okay; $10,000. 
Last week, “Goddess” (Col) (2d 
wk), $8,500. 

Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.25)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (8th wk>. 
Good $8,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Run Silent, Run Deep” 
(UA) (3d wk). Good $8,000. Last 
week, $11,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1*000; $2- 
$2.75)—“South Pacific” (20th) (9th 
wk). Wow $14,000 or over. Last, 
week. $15,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Bridge. On River Kwai” 
(Col) (11th wk). Big $9,000. Last 
week, $10,500. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— 
“Attiia” (Indie) (2d wk). Oke $11,- 
000 or near. Last week, $20,000.. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
“Sheepman” (M-G) (2d wk). Dull 
$6,500. Last week; $9,000. 

Studio!(Goldberg) (385; 90-$1.89) 
—“The Adultress” (Indie) and 
“The Devil’s Daughter” . (Indie). 
Weak $2,500. Last week, “Bride 
Much Too Beautiful”, (Indie) (2d 
wk). $3,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (12th 
wk>. Fine $3,500.. Last Week. $3,900. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49)— 
“Stage Struck” (BV). Only $7,500. 
Stays one welk only. Last week, 
“Here To Eternity” (Col) (reissue), 
$8:000. 

World (PatKe) (500; 99-$1.89)— 
“Genevieve” (Rank) and “Titfield] 
Thunderbolt” (Rank). (2d wk).; Slow 
$2,000. Last week,. $2,500. .!. 

Rains Clip San Juan; 
‘Sayonara’ Hep $5,000 

San Juan, May 27. 
Rains, which paralyzed mid-week 

traffic (21); as well as poor previous 
weekend weather took a toll at pic-1 
ture -houses.. Leader again was 
“Sayonara” which turned in a nice 
$5,000 for third stanza at the Para¬ 
mount. “10 Commandments” in its 
eighth/week looms good $2,800 at 
the Met. “Raintree County” is ber 
low average for the Metro with 
S2.400 in third round. ! 

Estimates for This Week 
Metropolitan (Commonwealth) 

(1,026; $2)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (8th wk). Good $2,800: Last 
week, $3,200. 

Music Hall (Commonwealth) (600; 
$1)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk): Poor 
$2,000 in 5 days. Last Week, $3,500. 

Metro (M-G) (1,000; $1)—“Rain- 
tree County” (M-G) (3d wk); Low 
$2,400. Last week, $4,000. 

Paramount (Par) (916;; $1.50)— 
“Sayonara” (WB) (3d wk). Strong 
$5,000. Last week. $6,000. 

Lorraine (Commonwealth) (700; 
$1)—”Band of Angels” (WB); Good 
$3,650; Lsst week, “War and Peace”- 
(Par),, $1,500. ' > 

‘Acre’ Great at $22,000, 
Denver; Tacific’ Big 8G 

Denver, May 27/ 
“God’s Little Acre” struck pay 
dirt in current stanza at the Para¬ 
mount, with a great take. It stays 
on. “South Pacific.” shapes big in 
fifth session at the Tabor and holds 
again. “Young Lions” is holding 
with an okay take at the Centre in 
fourth round, and will stay over. 
Elsewhere, biz generally is on. the : 
soft side. V. • ' 1 

• Estimates for This Week : 

:• Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 900— 
“Goddess” (Coll. Good $3,000,Last 
week, “Stage Struck” (BV) (2d wk), 
$2,000. 1 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 90-$1.25i—| 
“Young Lions” (20th) (4th wkhj 
Okay $8,500; holding. Last week,! 
$13,000; ; J 

Denham (Cockrill). (1,429; 70.-90) | 
—''Hot Spell” (Par), Mild $5,000,: 
Last week, “Maraciab.o” . (Par),! 
$5,000. / 

Esquire (Fox) (742; 900—“Story 
of Vicki” (BV). Poor $1,300.. Last ' 
week. “Roots” (Indie), $2,500. I 

Lake Shore Drive-In (Monarch); 
(1,000 cars; 75c)—“Quantrill’s Raid- :■ 
ers’’ (A A) and “Seven Guns to 
Mesa” (AA). . Good $6,000. Last 
week, “Juvenile Jungle” (Rep) and 
“Young and Wild” (Rep). $6.500.. 

Paramount (W.olfbCrg) (2,200; 90r 
$1.25)—“God’s Little Acre” (UA), 
Great $22,000. [ Stays on. Last week, j 
“Thunder Road” (UA) and “Street ] 
of Sinners” (UA), $10,000. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.5Q)— 
“South Pacific” (20th) (5th wk). Big! 
$8,000. Stays on. Last; week, $8,500, j 

Vogue Art (Sher-S.hulman). (442; 
75-90)—“Razzia” (Indie). Good $1,- 
200. Last week, “El Vaquero and 
Girl” (Indie), $1,000. . 

Iflflfl; ‘Gigi’ 

L’ville;‘Blues’4G 
Louisville, May 27.. 

Biz is still on dull side here this 
week, only exception being “South 

Pacific” in third stanza at the 
Brown, where weekend trade is 
helping this to equal last. week.! 
Not much is expected of “Fraulein” | 
at Rialto nor “Stranger With a j 
Gun” at United Artists. The Ken¬ 
tucky’s “St. Louis Blues” shapes 
barely fair. . 

. . Estimates for This Week . 
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,000; $1.25- 

$2)—“South Pacific” (20th) (3d 
wk). Nice $10,000 same as second 
week,.. \ ■ " ' ' 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“St. Louis Blues” (Par) and “High 
Hell” (Par), Fair $4,000. Last week, 
“I Married A Woman” (U), $6,000. 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—“Left-Handed Gun” (WB) 
arid “Manhunt Jungle” (WB). Mod¬ 
est $4,500. Last week. “Stakeout 
On Dope Street” (WB) and “Violent 
Road” (WB), $3,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50-85) 
—“Fraulein” (20th) arid “Count 
Five arid Die” (20th). Mildish $7,- 
000. Last week, **Long, Hot Slim¬ 
mer” (20th) (3d wk), $7,000. 

United Artists (UA) (3,000; 50-85) 
—“Sheepman” (M-G). Slow $6,000 
or nean Last week; “Run Silent 
Run Deep”. (UA), $9,000. 

‘Horror Dracula’ Lusty 
9G,tadpls;‘Cowboy’ 5G 

Indianapolis, May 27. . 

Biz: continues mainly slow here; 

this stanza, outdoor attractions: get¬ 

ting bulk of play In fine spring 
weather: “South Pacific” coritinues 

to lead city in sixth week at Lyric. 
“Horror of Dracula,” solid at Indi¬ 
ana, is top grosser among new ar¬ 
rivals. “Fraulein” at Circle Is mild. 
“Cowboy”. at Loew’s shapes modest. 

Estimates fbr This Week . 

Circle (Cockrill-DOlle) (2,800; 75- 
90)—"Fraulein” (20th) and; “Count 
Five and Die” (20th). Mild $5,000. 
Last week,. “I Marrie'd a Woman” 
(U) and “All Mine to Give” (U>, 
$6,500. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90) — 
“Horror of Dracula” (U) and 
“Thing That . Couldn’t Die” . (U). 
Solid $9,000 or near. Last week, 
“Decision at Sundown” (Col) and 
“Long Haul” (Col), $5,000. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-90) — 
“Song of Bernadette” (20th) (reis¬ 
sue). Dull $3,000. Last week, 
“Stage Struck”: (BV), $5,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— 
“Cowboy” (Col) and “Brothers 
Rico” (Col). Modest $5,000. Last 
week, “Paths of Glory” (UA) and 
“Gun Fever” (UA), $4,500. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
“South Pacific" (20th) (6th wk). 
Fine $12,000. Last week. $16,000. 

Many Broadway first-run thea¬ 
tres ■ are just marking time to a 
great extent this session awaiting 
the arrival of the long Memorial 
Day holiday weekend. In fact, 
numerous houses are bringing in 
new fare starting today (Wed.) to 
take advantage of this upbeat. Net 
result is that business. at deluxers 
currently is mostly offish, some 
cinemas sagging to very low points 
because: bills have been held overly 
long, _ 
. The lor-, newcomer, “10; North 
Frederick," at the Paramount, is 
heading for a fine $53,000 for the 
initial stanza. “Gigi” is the leading 
second-weeker, with a capacity, 
$19,300: looked for at the Royale. 
“High Cost of Loving” looks to sag 
to a slight $8,000. in. first and only 
holdover round at the State, with 
“High School Confidential” replac¬ 
ing next Friday (30*. 

Ace third-week pic is ”Paris 
Holiday,” which looks to climb to 
a big $25,000 in third at the. Astor. 
“Sheepman” dipped very low in 
third at the Capitol, with “Vertigo” 
replacing today (Wed.). 

Still top moneymaker is "Mar¬ 
jorie Morningstar” with stageshow 
which is windirig the fifth and final 
session at the Music Hall with an 
okay. $117,00.0. “No. Time for Ser¬ 
geants” preems tomorrow tThurs.) 
with new stage lineup.. . 

“Long; Hot Summer” is finishing: 
its eighth week at the Mayfair with, 
an okay $7,000 for five days.“Hor¬ 
ror. of Dracula” was. brought in 
with a midnight preem last night 
(Tues.). “Summer” was okay $8,500 
for 10 days of seventh round at 
Fine Arts, where “Folies Bergere” 
opened Monday <26). 

“Cry Terror” was fair ;$11,000 or 
near in second Victoria week, hut 
it stays on in order; to open “The 
Vikings”: day-date with, the Astor 
On June.12.: .' 
! The hard-tickei pictures also felt 
the offbeat tread in the present 
week though “South Pacific” held 
with great $37,200 in ninth round 
ended last Sunday (25) at the Cri¬ 
terion. “Bridge on. River ; Kwai” 
dipped also, but still was smash 
with $29,800 in. 23d stanza at the 
Palace. “Around World in 80 Days” 
wound its 84th round with a solid 
$29,500 at the Rivoli ahead of pre-. 
vious week! “This .Is Cinerama” 
dropped, to nice $21,800 in third 
Warner week. 

Estimates for -This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Paris Holiday” (UA) (3d wk). 
Cufcrent stanza ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks to climb to big $25,- 
000. Second was $22,000 over ex¬ 
pectancy. Stays on until “The 
Vikings” (UA) opens on June 12. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70)—“Blue Murder at St! Tri- 
nians” (Corit). Opened Monday 
(26). In ahead, “Uncle Vanya” 
(Indie) *(4th wk), okay $3,500. in 6 
days, after $4,800 in third week. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
-—^“Vertigo” (Par), Opens today 
(Wed.), In . ahead, “Sheepman” 
(M-G) (3d wk), dipped to light $12,- 
000 after $15,000 in .second stanza.. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.50)—“South Pacific” (20th) (10th 
wkK Ninth round finished Sunday 
(25). was great $37,200. The eighth 
was $38,300. 
; Fine Arts: (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Folies Bergere" (indie). Opened 
Monday (26), In ahead, “Long, Hot 
Summer” (20th) i7th wk-10 days), 
okay $8,500 after $8,200 in sixth. . 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — 
‘‘Peter Pan” (BVX (reissue) (3d wk). 
Second round ended yesterday 
(Tries.) was: socko $12,000. First 
was $15,000. ’’ .* 

Mayfair (Maurer) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80)—“Horrior of Dracula” (U), 
Opened with a midnight preem last 
night (Tues.j. Regrilar run starts 
today (Wed.). In ahead, “Long, Hot 
Summer” (20th) (8th. wk-5 days), 
was fair $7,000 after $9,700 for 
seventh regular week. 

Norinandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Stage Struck” (BV). (6th 
wk). Fifth session completed yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) was good $5,900. 
Fourth was $7,000. "Poor But Beau¬ 
tiful” (T-L) opens on June 10 or 
possibly sooner. 

Palace (RKO) (1.700; $l-$3)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (24th 
wk)! The 23d round finished yes¬ 
terday (Tues.), was sriiash $29,800 
for 10 performances. The 22d was 
$31,000 for same number of shows. 

Odeon (Rank) (854; 90-$1.80)— 
“Too Much* Too Soon” (WB) (3d 
wk). This round ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.): likely Will hit fair $7,000. 
The second was $8,000. 1 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—“10 North Frederick" (20th). 
Initial round ending: torriorrow 
(Thurs.) looks to: hit fine. $53,000. 

I Pic opened with benefit preem for 
I National Conference of Christians 
: and Jews on night of May 22. In 
! ahead. “Young Lions” (20tli) (7th 
wk), $32,000. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
! $1.80» — “God Created Woman” 
j (Kings) (32d ,wk). The 31st frame 
; finished Sundav (25» was fine $7,^ 
; 8-00. The 30th week was $8,900. ' 
• P14za (Loperl) (525; $l,50-$2)—. 
, “Witness, for Prosecution” <UA) 
) (16th'wk). This week ending To¬ 
morrow (Thurs.), looks like fancy 
$9,200 after $9,500 ill 15th week. 
Slays on, of course, at this gait. 

Radio City. Music Hall (Rocke- 
|fellersi (6;200; ,90-$2.75i — “Mar- 
! jorie Morningstar” (WB) and slage- 
j show- i5th-final. wk». Looks like 
j okay $117,000 or close after $132 - 
[ 000 for fourth. “No Time for Ser- 
! geants” (WB' opens tomorrow 
/•Thurs.). 
) Royale (Loew) (934; $150-$3)— 
i “Gigi” (M-G) (2d wki. This initial 
; holdover session ending toriiorrow 
; • Thursj looks like capacity $19,300. 
First week was the same. Con¬ 
tinues iridef. . 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA). 
(85th wk).. The 84th session fin¬ 
ished yesterday (Tues.) was solid 
$29,5 JO for 11 performances. The 
83d. \veek, $29,000 in same number 
of shows.. . 

: Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (2,710; $1.75- 
| $3.50)—“Tlie Windjammer” (NT) 

(7th wk). Current stanza ending 
‘ today <Wed.) looks to hit sturdy 
; $46,000 in 12 performances. The 
sixth was $51,000 for same number 
of shows. Stays on indef. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)— 
, “High Cost of Loving” <M-G) <2d- 
1 final wk). This round winding, up 
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for a 
slight $8,000 or near. First was 
$11,500. “High School Confiden¬ 
tial” (M-G).opens Friday (30». .; 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-S1.75)— 
“Too Much, Too Soon” (WB) (3d 
wk). This stanza ending tomorrow 
(Thurs,) looks like mild $5,000. Sec¬ 
ond. $6,500. 

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540; 
$1-$1.50)—“Rouge et Noir" (DCA) 
(8th wki. Seventh session ended 
Monday <261 was sturdy $8,700 
same as the sixth week. Stays in¬ 
definitely, 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—“Cry Terror” (M-G) (3d wk). Sec¬ 
ond week ended yesterday (Tues.) 
was fair $11,000 or close. First was 
$13,500. Continues until “The Vik¬ 
ings” <UA> opens June 12 because 
management wants to tee eff pic 
in its Astor and this house day* 
date; 

Warner (6W-Cinerama> (1,600* 
$1.80-$3.50)—r“This Is Ginerama’ ■ 
(Cinerama) (4th wk). Third session 
ended Saturday <24) was nice $21,- 
800 for 12 performances. Second 
week, $22,900 in 10 Shows. 

Balto Uneren; ‘Pacific’ 
Sturdy $10,000 in 8th, 
‘Cry’Sad 4G, Kwai’5G 

Baltimore, May 27. 
Slump is still on here-with lack 

of big: caliber product apparently 
adding to it. New' entries, for the 
most part, are of weaker caliber. 
Holdovers look a bit better. These . 
include “South Pacific.” steady at 
the New: . arid “Bridge on R»ver 
Kwai.” nice in 10th frame at Hip¬ 
po, a record run there. “Long, Hot 
Summer” is pleasant in third at 
the Stanley..\ “Too Much. Too 
Soon” is slow at the Mayfair as 
are “Cry Terror” at the Town and. 

( “Thunder Road” at the Century, 
i “The Goddess” is .warm at the Film 
‘Centre, 
j Estimates for This Week 

I Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 
- $1.25)—“Thunder Road” (UA). 
Slow $4,000. Last week. “Fraulein” 
(20th), same. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50;- 
$1.25)—“Mam'zelle Pigalle” (In¬ 
die), Oke $3,000. Last week, 
“Razzia” (Kass) (6th wk), $2,500. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) <890; 
50-$1.25)^—^‘Goddess” (Col). Warm 
$4,500. Last week, “Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” (M-G) (6th wki, $5,000. 
' Five West!(Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Rouge et Noir” (DCA) (2d - 
wk). Nice $3,000 after near same 
In first. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$ 1.50)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (10th wk». Neat $5,000 after 
$6,000 in ninth frame. 

Little (Rappaport) (2,300; 50- 
$1,25)—“Across Bridge” (Rank). 

(Continued on page 10) 



10 PICTURE GROSSES UB&itTy 

Minneapolis, May 27. 
’Newcomers' lineup is more im¬ 

pressive than in recent weeks, but 
the boxoffice continues depressed, 
Best patronage bet. without ques¬ 
tion is “10 North Frederick.” 
‘Thunder Hoad” is getting some at- ( 
tention from action fans. The; 
World with “Desire Under Elms” i 

. Shapes moderate. 
Again the lone holdovers, indica¬ 

tive of the inability of recent ar¬ 
rivals to stir up much .turnstile 
grease at tins depressed period, are 
the hard-ticket “Around World in! 
SO Days” and “Search for Para-, 
disc,” in their 46th and 13th weeks, 
respectively, both still doing well. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy tMar.n) <947; $L50- 

$2.65'-—“Around World” <UAH46th 
vk>. Public taking the. “final 
weeks" announcement seriously 
this time and pouring in. Good 
$6,000. Last week, $7,200. 

Century iSW-Cinerama) <I,150t 
$1.75-$2.65>—“Search for. Paradise” 
(Cinerama) 113th wk>. Still nice in 
profit column at $12,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Gopher 'Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“I Accuse” <M-G) and “High Cost 
of Loving” (M-G». Poor $2,500. Last 
week, “Mark of Hawk” <U >, $3,200. 

Lyric (Par) 11,000; 85-9.01—“Beau¬ 
tiful But Dangerous” < 20th) and 
“Count Five and Die” <20th). .Slen¬ 
der $4,000, Last week, "Underwater 
Warrior” <M-G) and “Cry Terror” 
(M-GU $2,800. 
. Radio City (Par) (4,10.0; 85-001— 
“10 North Frederick” (20 th). 
Praised by crix and winning favor¬ 
able word-6f-mouthJ Fair $8,500 
but holds. Last week, “Fraulein” 
(20th), $7,000. 

RKO Orphetlm (RKO.) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“Thunder Road” (UA). Only 
moderate $7,000 shapes up. Last 
week, ’’Macabre” (AA) and “Hell’s 
Five Hours” (A A), $8,200. 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; .75-85)— 
“Crimson Pirate” <WB) and “Flame 
and Arrow” <WB) (reissues).. Okay 
$4,500. Last week. “Toughest Gun 
in Tombstone” 'UA) and “Outlaw’s 
Son” (UA), $$500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-901—“Hot 
Spell” (Par).- Slight $5,000. -Last 
week, “Big Beat” (U) arid “Summer 
Love” »U>, $4,500. 

Suburban World (Mann) (700; 85) 
•—“Smiles of Summer Niglit” (In¬ 
die). Okay $2.5Q0. Last... week, 
“Stella” (Indie), $L500., 

. World (Mann) (400; 85-$ 1.25)— 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par). For 
“adults only” and O’Neill tag but 
only moderate $4,000 looms. Last 
week, “All at Sea” iM-G), $3,900. 

‘Acre’ Robust $9,000, 
Port.; ‘Kwai’ 6 % G, 8th 

Portland, Ore., May 27. . [ 
Biz continues in the doldrums! 

currently with the present product |. 
blamed partly although mid-sum¬ 
mer. heat and ' cdnibetitijon: from 
transient name shows hurts. 
“Bridge on River Kwai“ still is big 
in ninth session at Orpheum.. “God’s 
Little Acre” is standout newcomer, 
with nifty takings at Paramount. 
Elsewhere biz. is sagging. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker). (1,875; $1- 

$1.50) — “Sheepman” <M-G) and 
“High Cost of Living” (M-G) (2d 
wk>. Slim. $3,000. Last- week, 
$4,400; 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Goddess” (Col) and “Parson and 
Outlaw” (Col). Fair $6,000. Last 
week, “I Married -A; Woman” “(U). 
and. “Violators” <U)r $5,800. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; $1- 
$1.50)-—“Thunder Road’.’ (UA) and 
“Hellhound” (UA). Dull $4,000. 
Last week, “Dragstrip Riot” (AI) 
and “Cool, and Crazy” (AI), $4,700. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$ 1.50)—“Bridge On River Kwai” 
(Col) (9th wk).; Big $$500, Last 
Week, $6,100. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
$1.50)—"God’s Little Acre” (Par) 
and "Island Women” (indie). Nifty 
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Desire 
Under Elms” (Par) and “Gentle 
Touch” (Rank), $4,600. 

OMAHA SLUGGISH BUT { 
‘FRAULEIN’ OK 8G 

Omaha, May 27: 
All new entries show up at down¬ 

town first-runs this stanza, hut. the 
biz is sluggish. “Fraulein” is the 
best of the lot but is just okay at 
Orpheum. “Thunder Road” looms 
fair at the Brandeis, while “Stage 
Struck’T is soft at the State. “Left-’ 
.Handed Gun” fits into the iriild 
category at the Omaha; 

Estimates for This W’eek . 
Brandeis <RKO) (1,100; 75-901— 

“Thunder Road” (UA). and “Cross- 
Up” tUA). Fair $4,000. Last week, 
“Rodan” (DCA) and “Hell in Ko¬ 
rea” (DCA). $7,500. : 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066: 75^90' 
“Left-Handed Gun” iW’B) . and 
“Manhunt in Jungle” (WB). Fair 
$4,000. Last week. St. Louis Blues” 
(Par) and “High Hell” (Par), $3,500. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
90)—“Fraulein” «20th). . Oka y 
$8,000. Last week, “Long Hot Sum¬ 
mer” (20th) (2d wk), $7,500 at 90c- 
$1.25 scale. 

State (Cooper) 850; 75-90)— 
“Stage Struck” (BY;'. Slow $4,000. 
Last week, . “Sheepman’ ’(M-G), 
$4,500. 

BALTIMORE 
(/Continued from page 9) 

Tepid $2,000.. Last week, “Cabirla” 
(Lopert), $2,700. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) <900: 50- 
$1.25)—“Too Much, Too Soon” 
(WB'. Mild $4,500. Last week, 
“Left-Handed Gun” (WB), $4,000. 

New (FruchtmariV (1.600: $1:50- 
$2.50'—“South Pacific” (20th) 18th 
\\k>. Holding at steady $10,000 af¬ 
ter ditto in previous week. 

Playhouse.? Schwaber • (460; 50- 
$1.25'—“Devil’s General” (DCA1 
(2d wk). Oke $3,0.00 after $3,200 
opener. 

Stanley iFruchtmari) (3:200; 50- 
$l.25» — ‘iLong/ Hot Summer” 
(20th) (3d Wk). Offish $6,000.. Sec¬ 
ond was $7,000. . 

Town (Rappaportl (1,125; 50- 
SI. 25» “Cry Terror” (M-G). Blah 
S4.000. Last week, "Sheepman” 
*M-G>, $6,000. rs. ... 

Guild Asks Arbitration 
Hollywood, May 27. 

Suit has been filed in Superior 
Court here by Writers Guild of 
America West, seeking to force 
Nacirema Productions ;to arbitrate 
a grievance. 

Issue involves writer John Mc- 
Greevey, who, guild contends, was 
not paid minimum according to 
contract for writing “Rebel on 
Wheels.” WGAW takes the stand 
that Nacirema last year signed a 
contract with the guild with a pro¬ 
viso making it retroactive to. 1955, 
that under that proviso, its’ ob¬ 
ligated to pay McQreevey mini¬ 
mum. Productiori firm takes the 
view, it is riot bound by the. retro¬ 
active clause, maintains' the writer 
was signed before it inked its pact 
with WGAW: 

TORONTO 
(Continued from page 9) 

wk).. Swell $4,000. Last, week, 
same. /■ /V 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)— 
“Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA). 
Fine $14,000. Last, week, “Witness 
for Prosecution” (UA) (6th wk), 
$10,500. . 

Tivoli (FP). (955; $1.75-$2.40Y- 
"Arpund World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(42d wk). Still okay at $5,000. Last 
week, ditto. 

Towrie (Taylor) (693; $1)—“High 
Cost of Loving” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Good $4,000. . Last week, 4,500. 

University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ 
rama) (8th wk). ' Hefty $14,000. 
Last week, $13,500. 

Uptown (LoCw) <2;075; 60-$ D-— 
“Brothers Karamazov" (M-G). 
Wham $16;000. Last week, “Merry 
Andrew” (M-G) (3d wk); $7,000. 

CHICAGO 
. IContiriued from page 9) 

dise" (Cinerama) (6th wk). Nice 
$24,500. Last week, $25,6001 

Roosevelt (B&K) <1,400; 90-$1.80) 
.—“10 North Frederick” (20th). Boff 
$24,000. Last week, “Young Lions’ 
(20th) (7th wk>, $18,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) tilth wkV. Fancy $16,5001 
Last week, $18,000. 

Surf (H&E Balabari) (685; $1.50) 
—“Cast a Dark Shadow1’ (DCA). 
Tepid $2,300. Last Week, “Confes¬ 
sions of Felix Krull” . (DCA) (2d 
wk). $2,000. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.7.5-$3.30)—“Around World 80. 
Days” (UA) (60.th wk). Solid $16,-. 
500. Last week, $16,000. : . 

1 United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
1 $1150)—“God’s ..Little- Acre” (UA) 
. (2d wkl Big $23,000: Last week, 
I $32,000. : '■ 1 
! Woods (Essaness): 11200; 90- 
; $1.50)-^-“Mar'acaibo” (Par). Dismal 
•$10,000. Lst week, “Teacher’s 
1 Pet” (Par.) (6th wk >* $11,000. 

World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Bol- 
! shot Ballet” (Rank) (3d wk). Tall 
■ $p,800> Last week," $6,700, 
; Ziegfeld (Dowd) (585; $1.25)— 
“Snow Was Black” (Corit.) (2d wk), 

J Mild $4,000: Last Week, $7>qQP>1. 

‘Acre’Wham $15,000 In 
Fair Frisco; ‘Kwai’ Big 

10G,‘Days’9G in 74th 
. San Francisco; May. 2,7. 

• First-run grosses are mostly 
mildish 'Here this, stanza. However, 
there are some’ strong spots. One 
of these is; “God’s Little Acre” 
which is; wpw at: United Artists. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” still is 
lively in 11th week at the St, Fran¬ 
cis. “Sheepman” is so-so in second 
round while ,“10 North Frederick” 
looms fair, at the Fox, also in sec^ 
ond. “Here To' Eternity,” out on 
reissue, looks stout at Paramount. 

. Estimates for This Week. 

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; .90- 
$1.25)—“Girls. On/. Loose”. (Indie) 
and “Live Fast, Die Young” (Indie). 
Oke $10,000 or near! Last week, 
“Adam arid Eve” (Indie) and “Ore¬ 
gon Passage” <AA), $16,000. 

Fox .(FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$l,5d)— 
“10 North Frederick” (20.th) and 
“Cattle Empire” (20th) (2d wk). 
Fair $10,000. Last week; $12,500. 

Warfield (Loew) <2,656; 90-$1.25) 
—“Sheepman” (M-G) arid “Lawless 
Eighties” (Rep). <2d wk). So-so 
$8,500. Last, week, $15,000. . 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$ 1.25) 
.-“‘Here; To Eternity” (Col) (reis¬ 
sue) and “High Flight”. (Indie), 
Lively $11,000. Last week, “Left- 
Handed Guri” (WB> arid “Violent 
Road” (WB); $10,000. 

St. Francis. (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
(11th wk). Slick $10,000. Last week, 
$10,500.; 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerairia) (1,458;. 
$1.75r$2.65) —: “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Oke 
$14,000. Last week, $17,500. . . 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;. 
90-$1.25) — “God’s ‘Little Acre” 
(UA). Wow $15,000 or near. Last 
week,. “Thunder Road” (UA) arid 
“Toughest Gun Toriihstone” (UA)-,. 
$8,200. ^ . 

: Siagedoor: (A-R) (440; . $1.25- 
$1.50)—‘Desire Under Elms” (Par) 
(3d wk). Qke $1,700 in 5 days. Last 
week, $4,400. 

Presidio . (Hardy-Parsons) (.774; 
$1.25-$ 1.50)—"Bed Of Grass” (T-L) 
(3d wk). Good $2,800. Last week, 
$3,000. 

Vogue (S:F. Theatres) (36.4; 
$1.25)—"Smiles of Summer Night” 
(Rank) (7th wk).. Fine $2,200. Last 
week, $3,000. . 

Coronet (United California) (1,- 
250; $1.50-$3;75)—ArOund. World 
In .80 Days” (UA) (74th wk). Good 
$9,000 or near. Last week, $8,500.. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from, page 8) . 

$7,200. Last week, Los .Angeles, 
New Fox with El Rey, “God Creat¬ 
ed Woman” (Kings), “Fi;aulem”; 
(20th) (2d wk), $12,600: 

Downtown, Wiltern, Hollywood 
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; 756; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Briuge on River Kwai” 
(Col). Wow $40,000 out on 1st gen¬ 
eral run. 

Hollywood Paramount, Down¬ 
town Paramount (F&M - ABPT) 
(1,468; 3,300; . $1^5-$?) r “Too 
Much, Too Soon” (WB) arid added 
features (2d wk). . Limp $11,500. 
Last week, $16,100. 

Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S) 
(2,752; 1,106; 90-$l-50)—“Attila” 
(Indie) arid “Naked. Gun” (Indie). 
Mild $8,50Q. ; Last/ week, $19*800. 

.Fox Wilshire, Iris, Rialto (FWC- 
Metropoiiian) (2,296; 825; 839;; 90- 
$1.50)—“God’s Little Acre” (UA) 
(2d wk). Big $18,700. Last week, 
$30,300. 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$150)— 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par): and “Bon- 
jour Trisitesse” (Col) (m.o.s).. (2d. 
wk). Nice $3,000. 

Pantages (RKO) (2,815; 9Q-$1.80) 
—“lO North Frederick” (20th) (3d 
wk). Soft $5,100. . Last. week, 
$5,700. • 
. Warner: Beverly (SW) . (1,612; 
$1.25-$1.75)—“Desire Under Elms” 
(Far) (3d wk). Dim $1,900. Last 
\veek,$2.400. 

; Fine Arts (FWC) (651; 90-$1;50) 
—“Goddess” (Col). (4th wk). Perky 
$1,800. Last week, $2,000. . 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Windjammer” (NT) (7th 
wk). Lush $18,500. Last week, 
$17,500. 

Four Star, Fox Beverly, Loyola, 
Vogue (UATC-FWC) (868; 1,170; 
1.248; 825; $1.25-$2.40)—“Young. 
Lions” (20th) (7th..wk). Stout $12,- 
000 /or better. Last week. $14.7,00. 

Warner- /Hollywood (SW-Cine- 
rama) (1,384: $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama); Started 
51st week Sunday. (25) after big 
$13,500 last week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138: $175- 
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (75th wk). Fancy $17,000., 
Last W’eek. $16;700. 
. Crest; Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1:25-$1.50)—“Mam’zelle 
Pigalle” (Iridie) and “So Little 
Time1’ (Indie) (3d wk). Trim 
$3,300. Last week,. $3{#)0«* 1 l ,i \ ( 
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Following disclosure in Variety, April 22, that the French “And God 
Created Woman” starririg Brigitte Bardot had been secretly banned for . 
British Columbia showing some .10 weeks ago, Raymond McDonald, . 
provincial censor, still refuses to “confirm” his edict to the Vancouver 
press. He even declines to admit that he has seen the Bardot flicker, , 
and refers local reporters to Columbia Pictures’ Nat Levant, headman • 
here. HC too has zipped his lips, apparently under , orders from -HQ.- : 

| Vancouver Daily Province has appealed to provincial attorney-general.: 
Robert Bonner, who retorts, censor McDonald “has the first and last 
'word,”- . ' _ ./• “ 

Vancouver Sun raps “the absurd and presumptious .business of a , 
provincial civil servant deciding what’s fit for them, to see on the 
screen.” • • 

Alfred Bauer, director of the. annual Berlin . Film Festival, who rer 
centljMseturned from a 27-day/ South and North. America trip, revealed. . 
during a rbundrtable talk with Berlin’s film journalists: that/he was. 
mighty impressed of what he saw in Hollywood. In particular, he praised 
Hollywood’s Oscar event which he attended. Bauer admired the skill¬ 
full organization there and also the discipline of the stars who gen¬ 
erously contributed their talents to make this event a success.. “I 
wish,” Bauer .said, “we Could also make so many/of our stars for the. 
Berlin film festival available. But the decentralized German film; in¬ 
dustry makes such thing nearly impossible,. of course.” (There were 
75 big stars participating iri the Oscar event, Bauer said.) 

Calling off of the deal, between Warner Bros, and National The- ., 
atres. for the former to produce “The Miracle” in the CirieMiracle 
process marks the third time that WB has failed to follow through on 
an; announced agreement involving one of the large screen processes. 

In 1954, WB reported with considerable fanfare, that it had reached 
an agreement with Stanley Warner to. produce “Lewis arid Clark” in 
addition to other pictures in the Cinerama process: In 1956, jack L. 

/Warner stated in Paris and WB announced with equal bally that the. 
company was near concluding a deal with Stanley Warner to dis¬ 
tribute Cinerama pictures in foreign countries. 

Both arrangements never came about and were, quietly forgotten. 

: In addition to the buying by insiders, the recent activity of Loew’s 
InC: shares is said to have been induced by three rumors, all of them 
false, which W’ere making the rounds in Wall Street. 

. One report had it that the N.Y. Federal Court, which held hearings 
recently, would order an immediate divorce between the production-, 
distribution company and the theatre division. Another rumor, equally 
unsubstantiated,, maintained that the Wall Street banking firins of . 
Lehman Bros, and Lazard Freres would put out a tender for Loew’s 
stock at $20 a share. The third unconfirmed report was. that Loew’s 
Culver City studio was on the verge of being sold. 

In spite of; uncertainties respecting the French Republic, custodians 
have managed to clarify the Film Aid Law/ setup. Present law runs/ 
out in December and It has been prolonged for.two more years during 
which time a definitive riew governmental Film Aid setup will be 
conceived. Present law gives producers money* based on a .percentage 
pf their domestic and foreign, grosses, towards their next film. Money 
is garnered via taxes. on theatre admission prices./ The new law, to go 

/unto effect in late I960, will put a greater stress on quality for it. is felt 
the present law was used, via greater production, to get aid but led 
to a lowering of film. standards. 

Writers Guild of America, West, has obtained a -first mortgage loan, 
said to be around $130,000, from City National Bank, Beverly Hills, 
for start of construction of Guild’s new bpilding late this month. Loan 
is for a 15-year period. . Initial bankrolling iricludea loans from Screen 
Writers and Tv-Radio branches, and a $75,000 bond issue subscribed to 
by individual members. Building, to cost more than $250,000, includ¬ 
ing land, will be two-storied with nearly 11,400 square feet. Guild 
headquarters will be- on second floor, the first floor to he rented. 
Completion date of Dec. 1 is set. 

. W. F. Bender, owner of the two Bemidji, Minn/, theatres, thinks 
there’s “something rotten in Denmark”, when “poor Joanne Wood¬ 
ward is. only making $1,200 a week and. having a hard time getting 
along” and there are thousands of theatreowners with large invest-, 
ments who don’t make that much a year and many who are losing 
more than that. Bender so. expressed himself in a letter to the editor 
which the Minneapolis Morning Tribhne published,. His letter was 
prompted by the Woodward item in the Dorothy Kilgallen column. 

The public, rather than film producers,, is guilty of typing per¬ 
formers, according to Robert Ryan. Although he’s played heavies only 
six times; in the 52 pictures he’s made; Ryan maintained that he is 
generally identified as a villain: In all stems he believes, from the 
time he portrayed the vicious anti-Semite in “Crossfire.” Ryan 
is hopeful that he won’t be labeled as Jester Lester character as a 
result of his portrayal of Ty Ty Walden in “God’s Little Acre.” In 
any event he’s determined riot to repeat the characterization.' 

Leo Bernstein, Canadian head of Columbia Pictures, says “Bridge 
Qri the River Kwai” is expected to do more business: in Canada than 
most “A” pictures gross throughout North America, It’s in 8th. week 
at 2,318-seat Odeon-Carlton, Toronto, at $1.75 top, and in Ottawa has 
done five in ; 1,220-seat Elgin, one in 401-seat Little Elgin, both at 
$1.10, and is still running. - 

Hiding in the Uptown theatre at Dover, N. H„ and looting the place 
afteif the manager had gone for the night “has gotten to be a habit,” 
but tlie “profits” are dwindling for the burglars.' Thieves during.the 
night of May ,10 duplicated the methods used in a previous break on 
Feb. 1, but they netted only $28 in the new break, compared with loot 
of $383.40 in the earlier burglary. 

Singer Gloria Krieger, pacted by Columbia Pictures four years, ago 
and never assigned a film, will finally start earning her salary for the 
Gower lot. Actress-singer has also been pacted by studio’s newly- 
formed recording company headed by producer and music exec Joni 
Taps. Latter is working on material Miss Krieger will cut for the 
diskery. 

Pocket Books Inc., major paperback publisher, has lined up 14 upr* 
coming film tieiris and approximately 75 properties that may result in .: 
additional deals. Two films with which Pocket Books made tieups were/, 
chosen Brussels World Fair feature films. They are “South Pacific1' 
and “The Key,” 

Joseph Tomlinson, Loew’s hoard member and orie . of the corpora¬ 
tion’s top iridividual stockholders, last month sold 21,600 shares. This 
leaves him with direct ownership of 160/000 shares. Of the stock he 
Unloaded, 20,000 shares were^owned directly and 1,600 were held by 
corporations in Tomlinson’s control. 

Among the ad agencies active in the picture business. are Buchanan 
and Donahue & Coe.. Columbia recently shifted its art work from.its 
own homeoffice to the Donahue outfit. One- of the first Col pictures to 
be handle^. jj^iP.qoahue is—t'Th« Name’s Buchanan.” u 
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Goldenson: Too Many Ozoners? 
Drive-in theatres, not long ago the darling of the picture 

business, are losing, their, popularity. Reason is there’s too many 
of them. . 

Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting? 
Paramount Theatres, went on record this week with the observation 
that the ozoners have sprung up in such numbers that it wouldn’t 
be feasible to expand in this direction. Ot her circuit executives 
are of the same opinion; in many territories there are five ramp: 
situations where there should be only two. 

The result is that only one or two of the ozoners would make 
for attractive acquisition material , for such outfits, as AB-PT in 
a given area but the others simply are. top doubtful. 

Goldenson would be favorably inclined toward taking on some 
of the profitable theatres but he does have, the major reservation 
about the over crowding. 

They Go for Tieup With ‘God’s Little Acre’ (Habitat 
Of Dixie Addlepates) 

San Francisco, May 27. 
Can real estate men read?. 
Question comes to mind as result 

of one of the oddest film co-op 
ads yet seen in Frisco area. 

R.C.R'. Development Co., a 
Southern California building outfit, 
took full-page ads injFrisco. dailies 
last week to plug “500 heavenly 
homesite acres nestled” In subur¬ 
ban. San Carlos. 

UA cooperated on ads and has 

U’s ‘Dracula’ Unsealed 

Hollywood, May 27. 

Universal’s British-made “Hor¬ 
ror of Dracula,” already released, 
in certain situations throughout 
U. S., hasn’t yet received a MPAA 
code seal. According to MPAA de¬ 
lay in issuing seal is due; to .Gram- 
ercy Pictures earlier.registering its 
film, “Return of Dracula,” also in. 
release. . •' 1 ,' 

Nervous in Georgia 
. Atlanta* May 27. 

Tina Louise, one of players 
In “God’s Little Acre,” planed 
in to help , bally pic under 
guidance of William Gandall, : 
exploiteer for United' Artists, 
which is releasing Security Pic-, 

. tures production Of Erskine 
Caldwell’s story. 

After pic was completed dis- 
.tributpr sought to premiere it 
in Augusta but natives shied 
away. However, film has been 
shown in that area and did . 
okay at boxoffice. *<-. 

As recently as last year . 
Georgia Literature. Commis¬ 
sion attacked book and recom¬ 
mended prosecution of dealers 
selling it in state. 

Loew’s Grand Theatre has 
booked picture here. 

almost equal space for its “God’s 
Little Acre,” which opened at Unit¬ 
ed Artists Theatre. Friday (23 ) .. 

Tract’s Official name Is San Car¬ 
los Estates and. theatre offered 500 
passes to tract’s first 500 visitors. 

But ad’s biggest, blackest type 
is reserved for tract’s unofficial 
name, “God’s Little Acres.” This 
raised question along Film Row as 
to whether real estate men really 
wanted to be tied in with the Ers: 
kine Caldwell bestseller’s picture 
of life in the Deep South—or, 
more fundamentally, whether real 
estate men ever read .the book. 

Narrow Guage 
Boston, May 27. 

Recovery of 58 stolen feature 
films, valued at $750,000, was ac¬ 
cidentally effected by police of the 
vice squad, searching for. porno¬ 
graphic films, in Boston’s south end 
Wednesday (21), 

The 16m sound films in black 
and white and color, seized in a 
rooming house* included: “Six 
Bridges to Cross,” “Show Busi¬ 
ness,” “Jamaica Inn,” “Rain,” 
“Bridge of San Luis Rey,” “Swiss 
Family Robinson," “Copacabana,” 
“Doll Face,” “Glenn Miller 
Story,” “You’re My Everything.” 

Police said the films were stolen 
while being transported from city 
to city for use. Federal officials 
entered the investigation because 
of possibility of thefts from the 
mails. 1 . vu i- *1 

Code administration doesn’t is¬ 
sue certificate until title bureau 
gives clearance, which hasn’t yet 
come through; 

Certain To Top 
1957 Downbeat 

Take it from Edward L. Hyman, 

v.p. of ABC-Paramount Theatres, 

the nation’s exhibitors are. , going 

to have •. a substantially better 

fourth calendar quarter in 1958 

thart they had last year. It’s a 
matter of first-hand information to 
many an exhib, including the ABC- 
Par chain, that the final three 
months of- 1957 were unusually 
rough because of the unavailability 
of ’ quality pictures, the influenza 
epidemic and other factors. 

Hyman stated in New York this 
week that he has completed a 
series of. Visits with the heads of 
all distribution companies and on 
the basis Of these he’s convinced, 
the product lineups are consider¬ 
ably superior to last year’s. (The 
third quarter, beginning in July, j 

is not so much a matter of con¬ 
cern since the companies right 
along have released, top produc¬ 
tions during this period arid will 
do so again this year), 

Hyman has prepared lists of the 
releases forthcoming from all com¬ 
panies and said he’s sending, copies 
to all exhibitors so as. to give them 
ample time to work out ad and 
exploitation campaigns. 

Exec stated without equivocation 
that each film outfit is cooperating 
with him and ABC-Par president 
Leonard H. . Goldenson : in their 
continuing pursuit of an industry¬ 
wide system of orderly releases. 

. Exhibs are doing their part, too, 
he added, by backing the better 
product with extensive promo¬ 
tional work. This being done, the 
possibility is averted that a major 
picture might be sluffed off just 
because . its release is at a time 
which in past had been regarded 
as an “off” season. 

Some months back Hyman con¬ 
sidered plans to hold a full-scale 
meeting this summer in N. ,Y. 
among many theatremen . and all 
the distribs. Purpose was to match 
notes on the grass-roots showman¬ 
ship that’s going on in connection 
with the . new systemized distrib 
skeds, he said. 

This" has been called off; .such, a 
session, it since has been learned, 
wolfld- iie: timpJattifchU -1 -M 

10% OF DRIVE-INS 

Theatre Owners of America has 
appealed, to the Small Business 
Administration for a reversal of 
its decision that the granting of 
Government loans ;. to drive-in 
theatres. “would not be in the 
public interest.”. Appeal, in the 
form of a letter from Philip F. 
Harling, chairman of TOA’s SBA 
Committee, went to Senator John 
Sparkman,, chairman of the Select 
Committee on Small Business of 
the Senate, with copies to Wiley 
S. Messicky counsel to the com¬ 
mittee, and ‘ Wendell B. . Barries, 
SBA Administrator Who made the 
adverse decision In April. 

Harling . pointed- out that the 
argument advanced by. Barries 
that more driVedns. are located 
in isolated areas -‘are not entirely 
correct.” In his effort to counter¬ 
act the dissenting views of the 
SBA Administrator, Harling has 
issued facts arid figures which 
constitute an up-to-date appraisal 
of. the drive-in industry. • 

Information relayed to the. 
Senate committee by Harling 
includes the fijllowlrig: 

Every. driye-in site is selected 
with a view to being . near the 
centers of population. 

More Than 4,500. 
As of Jan; 1, 1958, there were, 

more than 4,500 drive-ins in the: 
U.S., with every1 state being 
represented. The drive-ins vary in 
size from between 150 to 2,550 
cars, the great majority being her 
tween 300 to 500-cair capacities* 
In : large metropolitan areas, 
drive-ins range from .800 to 2,500 
car capacities. Some 10%, oi* 
about 450 drive-ins, are located 
in the state of Texas alone. . . 

. The drive-ins throughout the 
country employ more than 50,- 
000 people as managers, assis- 
t an t s, cashiers, projectionists, 
ramp boys, cleaners, electricians, 
and .concession .stand attendants. 

It’s estimated that out of 
$2,738,700,000 capital invested in 
the U.S. film industry, exhibition 
alone has $2,550,000,000 including 
drive-ins, and of this amount an 
estimated $51,000,000 is invested 
in drive-in land and equipment. 

Approximately 2,500 drive-ins 
in .17 southern states operate 
throughout the year; about 1,000 
operate for about 40 weeks and 
the remaining. 1,000 operate be¬ 
tween 26 and 40 weeks each 
year. 

Average , drlygriri business in 
the U.S, per week .during the 
regular season is estimated at 
$4,940,000, exclusive ; of merch¬ 
andising of food and concessions. 

Gross business from conces¬ 
sions is estimated ; at $1,976,000 
per week, making a total weekly 
gross of $6,916,000. 

Harling stresses; that almost 
the entire source of the inventory 
of drive-ins comes from the local¬ 
ity where , the theatre Is located. 
He points out that the drive-ins 
are customers for dairy products, 
meats, bread, coffee, condiments, 
soft drinks, candies,, nuts, etc. and 
that the theatres employ masons, 
road b u il d er s; electricians, 
plumbers and : carpenters. 

In answering the charge: th at 
drive-ins ere not; in the public 
interest, Harling stated that since 
the end of World War II the 
drive-in theatres “have become an 
important part of the average 
American way of living.” The 
4,500 drive-ins, he stressed, have 
a potential capacity of 30,000.000 
people weekly. 

In his appeal to the committee 
for a reversal of the SBA’s 
decision, Harling called attention 
to the continuing maintenance 
problem: the drive-ins faced be¬ 
cause of constant exposure to 
the elements. He also pointed out 
that because of the growth of 
various . communities, the ozoners 
have to be enlarged to accomo¬ 
date more cars. In addition, he 
emphasized that because of tech¬ 
nological advances, the drive-ins 
are required to install new booth 
equipment. Harling also stressed 
the rapid rate • of depreciation 
which he stated was probably 
three times greater than for .four-, 
wall theattfes.'‘ ‘ ; i -' v. .; i { 

<n. 

Of Independents; Lack of Funds 

6 ’Scopers Launching 

. Six Cinemascope films,, said to 
represent’ a total investment of 
$17,000,000, will he placed before 
the cameras; in June by 20th-FoX. 
Three of the productions are down 
for starts on. June 2. These include 
Jerry Wald’s “The Hell Raisers,” 
Leo McCarey’s “Rally Round the 
Flag, Boys!”, and Charles Brackett’s 
“The Remarkable Mr. Penny- 
packer/’ Other June starts are 
“These Thousand Hills,” “Flaming 
Lance” arid “The Octopus.” 

During the same . month, 20th 
has scheduled four pictures for re¬ 
lease -tt- “The Bravados.” “The 
Naked Earth;” “Desert Hell” and 
“Space Master X-7.” . 

So far as publicity for films is 
concerned, it’s strictly one world. 
Paul Lazarus, Columbia -V.p., dis¬ 
closed this week the company is 
underway with a policy of integrat¬ 
ing worldwide promotion:to the ex¬ 
tent the bally values of something 
going on in. London, Paris or Brus¬ 
sels can accrue to a picture in the 
domestic market—and Teverse. 

Col is playing its promotion for 
"The Key” on this basis—that is, 
plugging away for the Carl Fore¬ 
man production on the one inter¬ 
national basis,, rather than consid¬ 
ering the domestic and foreign 
markets separately. Key factor is 

j^that the traditional! practice of re¬ 
leasing pictures in foreign coun¬ 
tries at least six months after 
United States distribution doesn't 
obtain with .all productions any 
more. The idea, of “one world” pro¬ 
motion was first tried by Col with 
“Bridge On the River Kwai” and 
it worked, stated Lazarus. 

As for the specifics, the exec, re¬ 
ported that press and television 
reps from various poirits, including 
the U. S.. are being junketed to the 
world premiere of “Key” in Lon¬ 
don tomorrow (Thurs.). Then 
there’s another trek to Brussels 
where the film will open the Bel¬ 
gium capital’s picture festival. Wil¬ 
liam; Holdert arid Sophia Loren, 
stars of “Key,” are to be present. 

Ed Sullivan is in London for the 
opening and his crew is to photo- 

. graph the ceremonies for presenta¬ 
tion . on his CBS-TV airerl This is 
another instance, said Lazarus, of. 
making foreign promotion activ¬ 
ities work for the benefit of the 
worldwide market. Also, the 20th- 
Fox newsreel is to pick up cover¬ 
age %f or U, S. theatres. 

On the domestic front. Col has 
set theatre screenings of “Key” in 
25 major cities for June 5, and ex¬ 
pects to have a total, audience of 
25,000, including many exhibitors 
and newspaper people, for. these. 

Columbia, While Dull, 
Responds to Bardot; 
‘Woman’ Now in 22d Wk. 

Columbus, May 27. 
To misquote the scriptures— 

“arid a sexy little child shall lead 
them . . /’ Namely Brigitte Bardot. 

This city iri which film exhibi- 
tiori has been depressed like other 
industries, has one house, the 
Drexel, which begins its 22d con¬ 
secutive week today showing, “And] 
God Created Woman.” 1 

It was originally set up to run; 
one week. Nothing like; this kind 
of tenure has happened iri Colum¬ 
bus in memory. 

Owner of the house, Lou Sher, 
previously showed the film four 
\Veeks at his other house, the Uni- 
versjitv. ' > )■ 1|1- ?' V' 1 

♦- The nation’s’ major theatre cir¬ 
cuits, which are expected to supply 
80%. of the exhibitors’ share of the 
business building campaign, are 
following a wait-and-see policy be¬ 
fore putting up their full contribu¬ 
tions. Although a. number of 
chairis have made “token” pay¬ 
ments to the fund, as for example 
$5,000 by RKO Theatres and $8,000 
by Stanley Warner, the chains are 
taking a cautious attitude before 
committing themselves fully. 

Basis.. for their hesitancy, al¬ 
though they are wholeheartedly in 
favor of the drive and have the 

Lippert Not Waiting 
Hollywood, May 2 i. 

. Robert L. Lippert, operator 
of 66 western theatres.. leaves 
Saturday (31) on eight-week 
tour of every U.S. and Cana¬ 
dian exchange center to meet 
with1 exhibsi discuss . ways, 
means pepping up boxoffice. 

Prexy. of Lippert Theatres, 
will screen upcoming Regal 
product for exhibs, discuss 
with theatremen, salesmen,, 
bookers plans for closer liai¬ 
son with, producers. 

I coin to support it, is their fear 
that the independent theatreown- 
ers will not ; contribute their share 
of the undertaking and will ah- 
tempt to take advantage of a “free 
ride" as they did iri a previous all- 
industry campaign. 

It’s no secret that contributions 
to the drive are seriously lagging 
and that if there is no immediate 
pickup in the flow of funds, the 
b-b campaign, which has been two 
years in the making, may have to 
be abandoned. As of last week, 
there was a total of $32,000 in the 
b-b treasury although the -Council 
of Motion Picture Organizations is 
armed with some 90 pledges. 

Some industryites associated 
with promoting the b-b drive are 
becoming panicky, especially since 
one phase of the promotional ef¬ 
fort—a radio campaign at the cost 
of $300.000—is scheduled to get 
under way in July. A $900,000 
newspaper campaign has already 
been delayed to September. 

Entire cost of the campaign is 
$2,300,000, with exhibitors down 
to. supply half of it. 

Tense,Sez Vogel 
Loew’s has alriiost completed the 

release of “unprofitable pictures” 
made, by its former regime and 
those, “so far advanced in prepara¬ 
tion that they, could not be 
stopped,” prexy Joseph R. Vogel 
told:, the company’s stockholders 
in a letter prefacing a follow-up 
report on the company’s annual 
meeting. 

“The lion that dominated the 
screens of the world” Vogel add¬ 
ed, “is now again on his way back 
to his tradition position of emi¬ 
nence” The Loew’s chieftain 
stated that every division of the 
company had been revitalized, and 
that “personnel and plans were 
thoroughly scrutinized and changes 
made to. achieve the new objec¬ 
tives.” 

As a result, Vogel stated, many 
. divisions of the Company are now 
being run by new' executives, some 
of them from the ranks and others 
from outside the company. 

Vogel cautioned the stockhold¬ 
ers, however, that although the 
company has “come a long way” 
under its new program, “w;e; are 
nht finieliP/f ” . ^ 1 •. r t 1 ' 
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Germans A t Odds On Common Market 
ith France & Italy; Prospects Dim 

Amsterdam, May 27. 

. Tiie European Common-Market ‘ r _ j_ 
film ’impasse between West Ger- PHIISII OUiqiO 

many on one Side and the French.; Setup But Raps Selling 
and Italians on the other.has deep-1 London, May 20. 
em it to the point where, for the r ^ a press luncheon to launch 
moment at least., tne prospects of , his new pic, .‘The Key,” Carl Fore- 
an effective common market-.setup * ma'n-. who came here for a few 
lur the picture business are. virtu-• weeks . and -has stayed six years> 

ally nil. : . ] praised British talent and. techhi- 
CuriousK enough, it will be two [claps, but criticized the British 

non-producing countries—Belgium ; methods of selling their stars arid 
and the Netherlands—^which in the • their product. . 
long run -will have the deciding J ‘‘.You are too proud to sell them,” 
voice on the crucial issue of “equal- i foe insisted, “why not take, your 
i/ation” m any common mart set- i .stars to various countries.arid real- 
up. In order to get the concept ;iy sell them?. It doesn’t cpst much: 
going among the six participating : British pix have all it needs, but 
nations, there must be a common I there’s a .vacuum. Nobody seems 
level, with the French and Italians ■ to do anything.'about building up 
follow mg the German example and ; new talent.” 
dropping subsidies, quotas and i ———. ;■ :-_ 
taxes, or the Germans instituting a ! 
r.; v. system of subventions to equal : 

■■those of their French and. Italians. 
Trie decision on. \\ ho is to do 

what is to be taken at the irieet- 
mgs of the yet-tp-be-establishe.d 

' r.u opean Trade Commission which 
will operate under the CM. frarne- 
v (i k. In that Commission, the six 
member nations—Italy, Germany, 
I-i.ince, Iielguim. IIolland and Lux 
< riburg—"-'Will be represented: It is I ftf, Veac with he i 

lh|il Bj-lKtom and Holland ! ^v{ h4re 
v. .a' lio»d the balance. 4 non nhn Herman 

Bonn, May 20. ; 
Some of the German producers 

, are in for a little, added income 
Federal, govern- 

having apportioned 
.-... ..... .. ■ (,j. 4.000.000 German marks i about 
Iniormn! t.!m politicians. such $,.000,000) for documentaries to 

T-. Horst von Hartliob. head of. the : be usa(j as trainin? m,ns for the 
(.orman distributors, organization.! new G6Trnin .•ahiiv’and air force, 
ra.v that any veto o. ill be techoHi During last year, file first 50 
ra! at* best, Neither side <s apt to ,raining ,Were made in 16m, 

~ , • and mostly' 15 minutes long. 
The Bonn government has made j Prices paid by the German govern- 

It abundantly plain that it no j ment including script, actors, arid 
intention of dropping its ; finished film with one print ranged 
trade ’ practice? to accommodate ;■ frpm 40,00.0 German rnarks .(about 
tue Italians and French. In factv-dt v $10,000) for a black and white 16m 
t.ic last C .\I confab, Ludwig_Er- ; documentary to 70.000 marks (517,- 
hardt, German Minister, of Eco3 i 500>. for. a color pic of the same: 
r.omics. personally impressedonlength. 
tit?’ Italians and French that the j Most were made by .the German 
Adenauer goveniment could not. documentary .film makers, and 
consent to restrictive practices. He ; several' were filmed at the Bavaria 
pointedly reminded the-Italians studios in Geiselgasteig. 
that the German industry had _'• •■ ■■■ 
Nourished since the abandonment 
o‘. state subsidies, whereas the Ita¬ 
lians had virtually collapsed with 
an abundance of state aid. 

The French and Italians, on the 
other liand. refuse to even consid¬ 
er the notion of eliminating sub¬ 
sidies. Their argument is that they 
could not continue to exist with¬ 
out state .aid. . 

Fact is that the Germans are hnv- 

India Dubs Chinese To 
Persia Loss 

W. Berlin Legit Still 
Thrives But Only Third 

Of Plays Are German 
Berlin, May 20. 

Berlin legit still has lots to offer, 
but two-thirds of the plays are of 
foreign origin. Of West Berlin’s 
leading theatres Only six of the 16 
items currently on schedule are 
German.. Most of the domestic 
creations are not new. and are 
partly pure classics. The country 
lacks new authors. . City-owned 
Schiller Theatre, a. : repertory 
house, last, preerried Maxim Gorki’s 
‘‘Night Asylilm.” The piece: is not 
very impressive any lpnger. - Also 
on this theatre’s, current program 
are\ Ferdiriarid Bruckner’s “The 
Criminals,” Kleist’s “Kaetchen von 
Heilbronn;”..; plus Shakespeare’s 
“Much Ado. About Nothing,” Dylan 
Thomas’ “Under Milk Wood.” and 
Lessing’s “Minna von Barnhelm.” : 

The Schlos'park, also a .municipal: 
rep theatre, has Felicien Marceau’s 
“The Egg’’; . two Osborne plays, 
“Look Back in Anger” arid “The 
Entertainer," “Waltz. of Tore¬ 
adors” as well, as Hasenclever’s 
“Man of Distinction.” Last-named, 
staged by Lietzau, just passed, its 
75th performance arid is a remark¬ 
able success. Osborne’s “Anger” 
may be fegarded as quite a click. 

The Renaissance Theatre, owned 
by Dr. Kurt Raeek, is registering 
a, solid success with . Oscar Wilde’s 
“Importance of/• Being Earnest.” 
Before that, Raeck had a stout ■ 
success: with Gore Vidal’s “Visit, to ! 
a. Small Planet.’’ He closed it! 
while it Was still, playirig to ca-i" 
pacify. Appareritly he had to do ] 
this since the stars had. previous! 
corhmitments: ! 

A big success is reported, from 
Theatre . am Kurfuerstendamm 
with O’Neill’s “Nearly, a Poet.” . 

Komoedie am,Kurfuerstendamm 
hais “Life With Father.” This has 
nice appeal. Hebbel Theatre cariie 
along with Hugo Hartring’s “Piro- 
Schka:’? . This. rpmantic comedy 
first was a novel, then a: radio 

Nippon Pix Snub TV 
Tokyo, May 20. 

Japan’s Big Six motion pic¬ 
ture producing companies de¬ 
cided to continue to give tv 
the cold shoulder gs a result 
of studies mride jointly and 
separately. 

Feature films, both did and 
new, produced by the: Japan 
majors for theatre distribu¬ 
tion, will not be offered for tv. 
Same applies to indie produc¬ 
tions under distribution wing 
of Big Six members. Contract 
players of these studios must: 
have permission before, mak- ; 
ing a tv appearance. 

Exceptions are shorts hot 
produced for theatre distribu¬ 

tion and specifically-made tv 
films, although once one of 
/latter group is shown in a 
theatre, it will be treated as 
other features. 

ing a lot of second thoughts on the produced-directed by .Homi: Wadia. 

i n . . . U P i, i ; play, after that a highly iiuccess- 
Jn I 3rt to U.u.1 Italy JuI film and now finally. a stage 

V. ^ .. . f-show. It's a good draw. ' 
t?- *• t j-^^ ! - The Tribnene has Gressieker’s 

, ( " ?t, In<^1.1 c°l°r film to he. "Henry V1I1 and His Women.” It’s 
Hyhbt d in Chinese to 1 he, Basant nothii,g Special; : * * ... 
Pictures • Hatim Tai which was ■ ■ ■ -,.* ; . 

common market for pix. Some o' 
Dubhing is being, done in Hong • PA III njirpniD NPPVlAM 

Footage (15,000• of the pic TAUL 

into Paris and Romet-partcula ly if shadow a t 
the subsidy part isn't ■satisfactorily-,! tongues—f< 
r; solved. Gerinan exhibitors also - ono . tr 

their producers have come to feel • j^on, 
that it would tend to draw produe- ^in pot be cut 
tii.n a.wav from German studios and Dubbing in Chinese may .fore- 

parallel process in: other 
—for example, Persian. 

! One of India’s most., worthwhile 
Itave been heard from and they firm markets abroad. Persia Llranl 
now say that aqy reduction in the mav not continue indefinitely so. 
f’ow of U. S. films as a result of. While most foreign-language pix 
the common market would be In-; exhibited there have translations 
juritms to them, even though this inserted at intervals of minutes, 
produet may be. replaced by pix the trend now. is to dubbing, a 
from France and Italy. ' more satisfying, prcicess. 

Americans here at Cannes; say u.S. and Italian films are dubbed 
they get the impression that the in Persian, and Indian film makers 
F ench. too. take a little more can- . are called on to do the same, to 
tious approach to the coinmon mar- retain their hold in the Persian 
ket now, but French sources deny ; market. 
this, holding that France is as eager ]. ^. 
for t lie common market as ever.: 

‘ There are still those who dream j 
cf the day when Europe will be ; 
constituted as One huge trade mart, j 
with all barriers eliminated. By . 
imnlication. this means that Europe 
will be in a position to act as a | ---- ^—.. r • 
s ngle unit in its dealings with the film-making; between:. West*''• . 
Americans. It is now becoming many arid Poland has run into 
clear that this dream is a long way t trouble.; It’s: on “DerAchte. 
from fulfillment, ’ Woclientag” 'T h e Eight-Day 

-———-—-——— Week>. with CCC Films represent- 
. -11T 1 ii*g the German .interests, and I l orr m 

I nsoners of War Say iSonja Ziemann in the lead.^ Com- I 1“ 
‘ICwnr Xnf Fnetiml munist party leader Ladislav Go- 
ivwdi jXW rdtiudi ; mulka_ has decided the film shows 

London. May- 2i. •• the weekday in Poland in a negar (- -.... „ -- 
Acaron^ ••••• - -I * tive,light. So riot ;only. cannot the .tificate • (urider lfi years of age 

budge on tne River Kwai K_oli. pie bei shown in Poland, but it also | not admitted) by the New Eea- 
ir>s irked former prisoners of war was vvithdraw-n from the Intebna-; land government; film censor Gorr 
in Japanese hands. ;Members -of. 'tiph.al Film Festival .in Cannes,j don Miram^ here. Mirams spared: 
the. National Federation of Far : v.here at first was scheduled to be j first nudie.glimpse of Brigitte Bar- 
Lastern Prisoners of War Clubs, at ■ played as a Polish presentation; Idot but pared later and nearly as 
", conference at Torquay, insisted , Film was based on a novel by .; torrid scenes. 

Madrid, / May . 20. 
Paul Burton ..Mereur, Gotham j 

film producer and foreign film dis- i 
tributor. coritragted with Nervion j 
Films of Madrid to (coproduce “Vio¬ 
lent Fate”, in Barcelona this sum¬ 
mer. . Burton’s Guild. Hall Films 
is set to release Nefvi.on’s “El Va- 

‘ quero and The Girl” iri the XL S. 
Limiting Yank contribution: to 

the director, three Or four actors 
and a Script (Burton. Mercur’s 
based on his own original story), 
the former, Hearst feature writer j 
said Spain will proride everything j 
else heeded. Allied Artists will! 
release.--., *..•■'• ' | 

Margarita Alexandre rid; Rafael 

For Karlov Vary 
New Delhi, May 20. 

Mehboob Khan, feature, “Mother 
India,” which was one of the nom¬ 
inations for an Academy Award in 
Hollywood this year in the foreign- 
language-film category, will be en-. 
tered for the international, film fes¬ 
tival at Karlov Vary, Czechoslo¬ 
vakia , opening July 20. 

Film earned a Certificate of 
Merit at a ceremoriy here in April 
at which. President JRajendra Pra¬ 
sad presented awards for the best 
Indian pix of 1957. A print of the 
Mehboob Khap production, with 
subtitles in English, will be flown 
from London for screening at Kar¬ 
lovy Vary. 

Another Indian feature- entry for 
the. Czech festival' will be Sree- 
mati Pictures’ “Andhare Alo.” pro¬ 
duced by Karian Devi and directed 
by her husband, Haridas. Bhatta-' 
charjee. “Andhare Alo” won sec¬ 
ond prize—an All-Indian Certifi¬ 
cate of Merit and $2,500 in cash in 
the April, awards here. 

Film 
Ever Shot in Yugoslavia; 

Mixed Nationality Cast 
Belgrade, May 27. 

Filming on what is believed to 
be the largest -mass scene ever 
undertaken has ; started on tlie 
plains of Dovolb, 40 miles, from 
Belgrade, _ .-.where director Albert 
Lattuada has assembled 3,000 per- 
soris on foot and horseback for a 
sequence in “The Tempest,” Dino 
DeLaurentiis production for Para¬ 
mount release. 
.Occasion for the panoramic 

scerie is a recreation of the historic 
Russian 16th Century Battle of 
Cremburg. Five Technicolor- tech- 
nirama cameras. are being em¬ 
ployed to catch the action. 

The film, an ItalOrYugoslav (De- 
Laurentiis-Bosna; Film) co-produc¬ 
tion, is based ori two Alexander 
Pushkin novels. Cast of the $2,000,- 
000 production, largest eyer made 
in Yugoslavia* includes Van Heflin, 
Silvana Mangano, Geoffrey Horne, 
Oscar. Komolka, Agnes Modrehead, 
Robert Keith, .. Helmut Dantine, 
Viveca Lindfors. Vittorio Gassman 

■arid Lawrence Naismith. 

BANNED IN POLAND! ha\'e jointly directed a riuniber of ! RENOIR CITES TV AS 
HELPING U.S. PIX BIZ 

Frankfurt, May 20. [Spanish. pix, including “El Va- 
The first postwar cooperation in quero.” Spain’s first Cinemascope 

‘Woman’ Gets‘Restricted’ 

Auckland, May 20. 
. “And God Created Woman” 
/Col) received a “restricted” cer- 

. the film falsely represented prison- j Polish author Marek Hlasko, and 
ers conduct. They passed a reso- concerns a young W'orking couple 
hit ion deploring thpt the pic was who fall in love in the. bombed-out 
not described as fiction. 

Lieutenant-General A. E. Perch 
val. federation prexy, said that be- 
cau-w* the picture was riot officially: 
Sponsored they knew nothing about 

city of Warsaw at the end of the 
last World War. 

A1 Hughes, booker with United 
Artists exchange in Dallas, and' a 

- - ' ' ' ' will it until it was in an advanced state (playwright in his spate time, wi 
of production. When they protest- - have his one act comedy, “The: 
ed to the makers, it was too late Wildest Woe,’’. staged by a local 
for the pic to he. r^-sljapejL; I acting group, the Epterjtai^ier^,. 

New Zealand censor* noted even 
for his tolerance: of the merely 
undressed, clips violence and sug¬ 
gestive sex heavily, . In.: reebrit 
years he has passe:d “One Summer 
of Happiness” and most of; the 
Martine Carol. shows, including 
“Lucretia. Borgia.”. Exhibitors here 
say sex and nudity is riot neces¬ 
sarily good boxoffice, citing the 
poor returns from “Borgia” and 
.'“Garden . of Eden.” . t ^,, y, 

, . Paris, May 28. • 
In a talk before the French- 

American Club here last week, 
French-American film director Jean 
Renbir maintained that although 
Hollywood has been going through 
a crisis in recent years because of 
television, it is. now tv which is 
helping the American film regain 
its footirig. Renoir opined that tv 
output was falling iri quality and 
the public/was beginning to turn 
back to films. He said the film 
again was starting to perk in pro¬ 
duction and again is drawing the 
public which wants, to get away 
from their tiny screens to the hig 
dues in the cinemas. . Renoir felt 
that more adult fare, iri the Ameri¬ 
can films was also a potent factor 
in the boxoffice upswing. 

Renoir will soon reissue the re¬ 
assembled version Of .his 1938 hit, 
“La Grande Illusion:” The nega¬ 
tive was destroyed during the last 
war, but Renoir and scripter 
Charles Spaak assembled the first 
version of the pic from prints col- 
iepte^^op1 if^^al ppu^tfi^, - n 

By GEORGE MEZOFI 

Zurich, May 27. 
Five legit plays in four langu¬ 

ages, nine operas in German and 
Italian, nine ballets plus a program 
of pantomimes have been set for 
this year’s. Zurich June Festival, 
May 29-July 3, at Stadttheatre and 
Schauspielhaus; Latter tees off . 
the fiye-w'eek play lineup with a. 
new production of classical Ger¬ 
man Heinrich von Kleist comedy, 
“Amphitryon,” directed by Oskar 
Waelterlin. It.'will be followed 
June 7-8 by Italy’s Paolo Stoppa- 
Rina Morelli company, presented 
by Luchino Visconti,' with Carlo 
Goldoni’s “Impresario from* Smyr¬ 
na.” 

France will send trio major 
legit troupes, the Madeleine Re- 
naud-Jean Louis Barrault outfit 
with Jean Anouilh’s “Rehearsal, 
or Punished .Love,” June 10-11, as 
well as the Paris Theatre du Vieux 
Colombier production of a French 
classic, Jean Racine’s . "Britanm- 
cus,” starring Marguerite Jamois 
and Daniel Ivernel, July 2-3. Eng¬ 
lish-language contribution will he- 
the Bristol Old Vic Co., presenta¬ 
tion of G. B. Shaw’s “Man and : 
Superman,” Julie 17-19. Same 
house has also skedded Marcel 
Marceau with a new program of 
pantomimes, June 29-30. 

Zurich’s opera house, the Stadt¬ 
theatre, will newly mount Igor 
Stravinsky’s “Oedipus Rex" (June 
4 and 8) and Mozart’s “Marriage 
of Figaro” .(June 27 arid 29). 
Repertory works/with name sing- 
ers will include “Fidelio,” “Wal- 
kuere,’’ “Magic Flute,” “Abduc¬ 
tion from the Seraglio,” in Ger¬ 
man, plus ‘ Trovatore,” “Traviata” 
and “Tosca,” in Italian. Guest 
stars, will.be. among others, Astrid. 
Varriay, Josef Greiridl, Leyla Gen- 
cer, Lucia Danieli* Ettore Bastian- • 
ini, Virginia Zeani:. rind Birgit Nil-; 
ssori. ‘ • ' 

The ballet lineup at Stadtthea¬ 
tre starts June 4 with Stravinsky’s 
“Firebird,” done by the. Zurich 
ballet troupe and . on the same bill 
with ‘Oedipus.” . Mt. will be fol¬ 
lowed by. a .six-day stint of the 
London Festival Ballet which will 
present three different programs, 
including “Nutcracker,” “Les Syl-. 
phides,” “Symphony for Fun,’’ ; 
“Dying Swan,” “Etudes/’ “Napoli” ... 
“The Witch Boy” and “Gradua¬ 
tion Ball:” . Cast , of dancers is 
headed by Alicia Markova. 

TO 6 FILM FESTIVALS 
Belgrade, May 20. 

. Beside : Cannes where Yugoslav 
documentary films already have 
been shown, Yugoslav pix will 
also take part in the Brussels Fes¬ 
tival this year, From May ,20 to 
June 13, the Belgrade omnibus- 
film, * “Saturday . Evening,” which 
won a prize at last year’s Pula Film 
Festival, will be shown there. ..: 

Yugoslavia will be represented 
by another feature pic, “Master of 
His Own Body. . This won a high . 
prize iri the Pula Fest and will be' 
shown at the festival in Karlovy 
Vary, July 12-27. 

Y'ugoslavia-Film, main exporter 
and importer of. films, decided to’ 
take part, top, on a commercial 
basis, besides the Cannes F.est, 
also the festivals in Karlovy Vary, 
Berlin, San Sebastian, Venice and 
Leningrad. 

‘3-Penny Opera’ Remake 
Frankfurt, May 20. 

“Die Dreigroscherioper” (Three¬ 
penny Opera) is' making the com¬ 
plete arourid-the-world return to 
Germany, vihere it will, be re¬ 
filmed next year. Composed by 
Kurt Weill and Berthold Brecht in 
Germany in 1928, the comic oprira 

. ran consecutively for five years in 
Berlin rit the little Theatre rim 
Shiffbauerdam, and. was filmed si- 
riiultaneously in German, rind 
French versioris by G. W. Pabst in 

.1931..- . • 
Banned by Hitlef . as immoral, it 

played outside of Germany during 
the war, with translations for Po¬ 
land, Holland* Denmark, Russia, 
Hungary and France." 

Often presented as a stage 
vehicle in postwar Europe, Gloria 
is doing the remake for release 
next year, with Curd Juergens as; 
“Mack the Knife.", t (1, ,, ,,, t 
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CDC Poll Shows 11% 
French B.O. Since 

Paris, May- 27,. —--■. ' V—---— 

The poll undertaken by Jacques j i'-j » j • . n L 
Dourdai.n, of the Institute of Pub- Alfl LOIMlOIt VSnCtY LlUD 
lie Opinion, for the governmental i rmdnn Mav 27 ■ 
film body, the Centre Du Cinema,! ,.. ’ "J V7' 
shows French filmgoing has de-i, pearly 100.British and Contmen- 
clined 11%. since the boost in ad- tol stars turned up for the 1958 

Admission Tilt jjjHJMftLtZE ’EWl 1 BetterGnema Work Laws; Sky's Limit 

mission prices, early this year. gala opening of the Battersea 
. _.V .j' • 1 Pleasure Gardens, an annual, event 
. Further points ^develpped affirm sponsored by the Empire News and 

reasons, tele and. lack of babysit- .. .■ .vy 
, ■ r,, onn? ivo ing televised by Associated-British. 
ters. 0( queued,. 80 f a e. ^he .pleasur£ Gardenpromoters . 

co^orand^or^videsM'een guaranteed the Variety Club *5,600 
co*or. and/ 01 widescreen. , for the children’s charities. 
*• The things which bring people ' • . 
it-to film houses are the actors, the' 
Story, word-of-mouth. Opinions of /i • *|. . f 
critics and the title in that order I _AW|T|Ofl |^AIATQ|fppl 
of importance: Film types pre- Uvl fifisClII. i «v*1OI VI>1 
ferred are sentimental tales, de-• 
tective arid gangster p'x, costumers ! /1» . !>• A/f 
fljiatorieal, films: and . adventure j ^1161113 DlZ Hit 

While, the poll Showed war films ! . 
in disfavor, the top grossing pix: Frankfurt, May 2Q. 
in Paris th;s year probably will be > Business in the powerful Ger- 
“Bridge on River Kwe!” (Col)'arid , man chain of newreels theatres.: 
“Young Lions" (20th), both with the AKI houses, has dropped about' 

War. themes, ; 15% this year as compared with: 
The French players with the top the 1957 boxoffice, receipts, ac- j 

boxoffice draw are Michele Mor- cording to: an official of the group; 
g«n, Brigitte Bardot, Danielle Dar-. here. Most 15 AKI houses are lo-: 
rieux, Martine Carol, Jean Gabin, cated in the mam railroad stations 
Fernandel, . Pierre Fresnay and:Germany’s key cities, and have. 
Gerard Philipe: Foreign.star favor- ;. prbgrams running 50 minutes; 
ites are Gina . Lollobrigida, Ingrid <" Changed weekly, .the shows con, t 
Bergman, Sophia .Loren, Maria sist of AKI-s clips fi’om. the four 
Schell Gary Cooper,; Curd Jurgens, newsreels made in.Germany, BliCk 
Raf Vallone add Burt Lancaster. in Die Welt, UFA Newsreel, Neue 

• - '.■ ■■ ■■■ Deutsche Newsreel and Fox News- 
■ •' reel..', ; ... 

|\ . • Q V 1 While the houses generally had 
I lOViQ ¥ SIIh from 450,000-to 470,000 patrons a 
t/llT iv klvvv 1 Ullu : week during 1957, they have been 

selling about 400,000 tickets week- 
D* D Jl M1,a1 iy sinGe the start of 1958. Several 
rIY Km V llCr reasons for the dropoff in attend- 
* vi lla IrlUvl ance were , given. No. 1 being the 

recently - enacted German law 
London, May 27. which puts strict age-control oh 

The British film Industry, as op- cinemagoers. Children under six 
erated here today, could not sur- are no longer permitted in houses, 
vive without an American film sup- those under 12 inust be out bv a 
ply somewhere around the present certain hour and: under 16- must 
level, according to John Davis, leave the theatre by a set time, 
managing director of the Rank Or- The AKI chain used to serve as 
ganizatipn. He told the annual as a family babysitter, the official 
conference of the Chartered Insti- said, parents dropping in with the 
tute of Secretaries that he did not whole: family. Now that the kids 
believe it. possible or practicable can*t q0me, parents-don't attend, 
for British pictures to supplant the either.; He .named tele as the No. 
American product, He gave as his 2 reason for fewer tickets being 
reason there was not sufficient [ soi<j . 

try of the size that would fee 

quirea. ■ ■■■■■; prices. Ducats used to ,cost 50 
Davis, commenting on the.-rela- pfennings (12c) but have been 

tionship between tv and. the film raised to 60 pfennings (about 15c *. 
industry,, said the final stage, which However, he didn’t feel this has 
had to edme, would be a proper cpst; the organization much busi-j 

Davis Sees Yank 
Pix Brit. Must 

. London, May 27. 

A demand for public ownership 
of the picture industry, made in 
the name of an executive resolu¬ 
tion, was unanimously carried at 
the closing session of the national' 
delegate conference of the Na-J 
tional Assn, of Theatrical and Kine | 
Employees. 

The resolution declared it was 
expedient and necessary in the 
public- interest and for the future 
of the British film industry that.; 
the government should appoint a 
committee of impartial and com- j 
peterit persons, with no financial 
interest in the industry and no 
special political affiliations to in: 
quire into the present conduct 
and control of the film business. 

The committee, it was added, 
should have powers to recommend 
to the government what course 
should be taken by legislation or 
other means to transfer the man¬ 
agement and operation of : the in- j 
dustry to a public corporation. 

Past and present trade policies,, 
the resolution noted, were largely 
responsible for the industry’s; 
plight. It lacked the necessary 
leadership. to solve- the, problems 
of production, distribution and ex¬ 
hibition.; The industry was out of 
step with current trends in enter¬ 
tainment, had shown , a complete 
disregard of the . need; to r.e-orien-, 
tate and rationalize itself to mod- ( 
erri needs and to the national eco-1 

nemic and political outlook, it; 
charged. Finally, it was asserted, 
it had failed in its primary re¬ 
sponsibility of affording an ade-j 
quate standard of living for em- i 
ployees in . all sections, notably in; 
exhibition.. M 

Checking Puerto Rico 
^ San Juan, May 27. 

.Francisco .Rossi. RKO Latiri- 
American supervisor, expected hi 
here at the end of June from home 
office in Panama. 

Melvin Edelsteirt, Rossi's assist¬ 
ant, whose home office is in Ha¬ 
vana, was here early' this month 
for a looksee. 

Film Biz Changes 

London, May 27. 

The British film industry, as op¬ 
erated here today, could not. sur¬ 
vive without an American film sup¬ 
ply somewhere around the present 
level, according to John Davis, 
managing director of the Rank Or¬ 
ganization! He told the annual 
conference of the Chartered Insti-; 
tute of Secretaries that he did not 
believe it possible or practicable 
for British pictures to supplant the 
American product. He gave as his 
reason there was not sufficient 
creative talent for it to he possible: 
to support in Britain a film indus¬ 
try of the size that would be re¬ 
quired. 

Davis, commenting on the-rela¬ 
tionship between tv and the film 
industry,, said the final stage, Which 
had to edme, would be a proper 
marriage between: thb two indus¬ 
tries;. a marriage of knowledge, 
techniques, and fcnow-how, al¬ 
though the markets and the fin¬ 
ished product would be quite dif¬ 
ferent. 

He added that tele would encour¬ 
age the creative people to make 
better pictures to meet a public de¬ 
mand for something “different’’ 
from the ’ theatre, and stimulate: 
managements td use their knowl¬ 
edge to meet new conditions. ; 

Tom O’Brieii Foresees 
~ Municipal Theatres 

London, May 27. 

Although he feared that , hun¬ 
dreds.. of smaller cinemas would 
close as the months passed./Sir 
Tom O’Brien, M.P., speaking at his 
Union’s national delegate confer¬ 
ence, said he. saw no reason, why, in 
a few years, every city and town 
of noto in Britain should not have 
its municipal theatre as they had 
their libraries and colleges.. •’ 

Addressing the National Assn, 
of Theatrical and Kine Employees, 
of which he is general secretary; 
Sir Toni. said, the entertainment m- 
dusti^ would reshape: itself. Also 
that sooh there probably would be 
room for a virile living'theatre,: a 
rehabilitated virile theatre, and an 
efficient, expanding film production 
industry, with • television to give, a 
new concept of public and- private 
entertainment. : * ‘‘ 

French Producers Also 
Seek Foreign Locales; 

Needed for Co-Prods. 
Paris, May 27. 

American filmmakers are hot 
the only ones seeking new foreign 
locales for their films. French 
film producers are also straying 
from home. But, unlike their. Yank 
counterparts, it. is usually for. co- 
production reasons rather than for 
utilizing blocked funds or search¬ 
ing for unusual backgrounding. 

■ Jules Dassin is making; the prize-1: 
winning: novel of Roger Vailland . 

. “La Loi” (The Law) in Italy be- [ 
; cause the story fakes place there, ! 
and it is a Franco-Italo underiak- j 
ing. French and: Italian stars are j 

.. appearing in this. - Marcel Camus' 
is making a modernized version of t 
the. Orpheus legend, called “Black; 

‘-Orpheus” in. Brazil, while French: 
' director Yves Allegret is back in 
• Paris after doing the German ex- 
. teriors ;of “La Fille de Hambourg.”; 

“Normandie-Niemah” vyill be! 
.made in Russia next month, while ! 

j Czechoslavakian and Hungarian co- j 
: productions have recently, wound 
up work. As the Common Mart t I begihs to go into effect, it is be¬ 
lieved there will be even more1 
traveling‘■for ‘French ‘jtrodufcert’. : . ] 

Madrid Studios 
‘OverJlentedTo 

U.S. Producers? 
Madrid, May 20, ' 

. Spanish Producers Assn, voiced 
apprehension with regard to 
amount of studio stage space, cur¬ 
rently: utilized, by foreign compa¬ 
nies and plan to act when the situ¬ 
ation reaches what they consider 
to be the danger point for local 
producers. 

" Uneasiness was first expressed 
when U. Si producer Sam Bronstpn 
took over all six stages at CEA 
Studios for “John. Paul Jones” 
early in .January ;for - a five-month 
period: . News that “Solomon and 
Sheba” is expected to take over 
the same studio in June for- an¬ 
other long-term' rental left the iim 
pression that one. of Madrid's two. 
major studios had been sealed off 
this.' year to .Spanish producers. ;. 

Of the remaining three studios, 
Sevilla has six stages, Charmartin 
two and Ballesterbs two. 

Meeting on the problem,, produc¬ 
ers’ execs rioted there: was no 
danger at the moment but recog¬ 
nized that a further influx of for¬ 
eign projects with studio schedules 
could constitute a serious obstacle 
for the home industry. •/. 

Gopley Damage Suit 
Vs, Film Co. Settled 

London, May 20. 

; An action, thought by actoi- Peter 
Copley against World Wide Pic- 
tures, claiming damages for in¬ 
juries which resulted after he had 
fallen from a rope suspended from 
a. helicopter while filming, has, 
been settled but of court, j 

Copley- Was making a children’s1 
film,** “Peril for the Guy,” v.>eri \ 
the accident-occurred. In evidence 
for •: the production company; it 
Was submitted that the enterprise! 
was riot unduly hazardous, : Terms 
of. the .settlement were not dis- 

Ne\y Delhi. May 20.. 

Revision or the Pakistan . .cov- 
erriment’s policy of giving a mo¬ 
nopoly for the import. of United 
.States and British features to for¬ 
eign organizations in..'the: country, 
so as to allow Pakistanis a share 
in the film import business, was 
unanimously demanded by a meet¬ 
ing of the Pakistan. Chamber of 
Film. Industry at Karachi. 

The chamber also asked the gov- 
ernirient to encourage Pakistanis 
holding SoleTagency film distribu¬ 
tion rights, by granting, them im¬ 
port licenses. 

: Other unanimous demands voiced 
by the/chamber meeting included 
those for; • 

Allowance of restricted import 
of Indian movies into Pakistan 
and of free export of pak pix to 
India iri co-operation with the In¬ 
dian; government, in abandonment 
of; the Pakistani government’s pol¬ 
icy, of interlocking exports of Pak¬ 
istani films with imports of Indian 
•pix; 

Arrangement for the training 
abroad of Pakistani .film actors, 
directors’ scriptwriters, and tech¬ 
nicians, or appointment of foreign 
technicians to train Pakistani tech¬ 
nicians; 

..Reduction of government tax, at 
lea$t on the exhibition of Pakis¬ 
tani, pix; ■ • 

Setting up of a film finance cor¬ 
poration on British lines for Kara¬ 
chi arid West Pakistan, with a cap¬ 
ital. of $2,000,000, 

French Film Producers 
Fight Law on Anthor’s 

Rights; Cut to Scribes 
Paris, May 27. 

A new French law on author’s 
rights is being fought by film pro¬ 
ducers here. Though;' not in di¬ 
rect operation as yet, it is destiried 
to become effective early next sea¬ 
son. It Will give all those engaged 
in .screenwriting a percentage, of 
the film grosses as is now done 
with composers; 

Producers here feel it will cut 
iritb .. receipts arid unbalance the 
rather precarious fiscal film setup. 
They also point put that this new 
law would give French properties 
easier riccess by foreign, and espe-. 
cially U. S., filmmakers who would 
be able to pay big cash Putlays for 
a property while French producers 
could, only give a guararitee plus a 
token first payment against future 
percentages.' 

.Authors would have to wait 
three to four years fo.* their pay-, 
ofT under,the new French law and! 
might prefer to market their wares; 
abroad- and settle for big purchase i 
prices.,, French producers are, ask¬ 
ing for a delay in the operation of 
this. riew statute, in re - films uri.til( 
they can work out something with 
the Society of Authors. 

Producers are pointing to the 
many French noyels. which are go¬ 
ing to American: companies since 
the proinulgation of the law; Pro¬ 
ducers .would like to. keep the old i 
status qup of either buying a prop¬ 
ertyoutright or- else giving a per¬ 
centage of the film to the writer. 
Talks are how continuing here on. 
this'rii'oblerri.-1 *J' •* *. 'r -1''. 1 

Caracas, May 20. 
In spite of the labor-manage- 

; riient truce requested by tempor- 
j .afy President Larrazabal,. the syri- 
; dicates, enjoying the new atmo- 
phere of liberty, are forming and 
striking throughout Venezuela. 
Cine employees’ proposed contract 

, will be politely aired June 15 at 
the Labor Ministry. If they .strike, 
many U.S. companies will lose 
50% boxoffice and 90% adminis¬ 

tration costs,, 
Venezuela’s syndicates parallel 

U.S. unions only in that they’re- 
• asking for everything else but 
raises: Radio actors and techni¬ 
cians want complete abolishment 

' of air censoring boards. Others 
request dismissal of executives 
connected' with; the past dictator¬ 
ship or possessing “tyrannical per¬ 
sonalities.” IBM wants hospitab 
izatinn f^r mothers, too, and manj 
companies have agreed to pay 
fixed sums, to new fathers. 

Although the nationally consol¬ 
idating theatre union is reiterating 
the Venezuelan custom of paying 

• employees several months wages 
• at Christmas and when employee 
leaves, company, they request only 
S3 a day minimum ior women, $4 
for men .'(that’s, about what they, 
earn; now arid S3 barely buys a 
hamburger at the Tamanacd ho¬ 
tel). 

Strangely enough the Yank 
execs moan the loudest about un¬ 
ions, saying, “They want manage- 

. merit to be sugar daddies and 
! award them tinsel scepters. At 
least so far no union has requested 
a. polo field equipped with, horses 
as they did in Mexico.” 

Among paternalistic items on 
the cine employee’s contract': 

%* Concubines and illegiti¬ 
mate -children should also re¬ 
ceive allowance during any 
wrongful jailing of employee. 

(2) Illiterate members of em¬ 
ployees’ family must be taught 
in company classes. 

• (3) The company must give 
foul* 4ays off with pay whenever 
the employee must be absent for 
death of spouse, common-law 
mate, grandparents, sister, etc. 

*4) Company will give $600 a 
year to the syndicate so em¬ 
ployees’ can buy school books 
for their children. 

... (5) The colppany wili give 
riioney to syndicate to spend on 
weekends at workers’ recreation 
camps. 

U>J May first no one Las to 
work; May 6 profits of the per¬ 
formance go to workers. 
The extra special demands in¬ 

clude: 
The company gives syndicates 

• 72 : hours tp find riew employees 
• (it takes practically half a day to 
I get a phone call through in this 
] tropical city) and' the syndicate 
; must agree to dismissal of any 
employee. 

j Company gives time off to em¬ 
ployees engaging in syndicate ac¬ 
tivities. 

Company reserves glass show- 
windows for. syndicate use. 

Company whittles union dues 
from all salaries into treasurer’s 
lap. 

Few contracts In the tropical 
labor Wrangle provide incentives 

tfor good work or subsidized edu¬ 
cation for specialization. 

Union members predict a peace¬ 
ful settlement and believe that the 
two major theatre companies will 

: join with the few small theatre 
owners in making one contract for 
all employees. 

| Scsts Group for U.S. 
j- Dublin, May 20. 

Scot v3Ude troupe, the White 
Heather Group, which has just 

; completed-a stint at 3.500-seat TKe- 
• at re Royal here, will do a swing 

through the U. S. and Canada 
starting in September. Group has 
played U. S. on previous occasions. 

Ne.wcbmer in outfit is tenor Gor¬ 
don ' MacKcnzie who has played 

i N. Y. with the D’Oyly Carte Opeia 
■‘Co:;’.While in Dublin, tenor. Rob¬ 
ert Wilson and. part of the Groups 
comedy setup. Billy Crotchet and 
Dizzy, played late-night dates at 

I the Georgian Room. ' ’ ‘ 
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THE SHOCK-AND-SURPRISE SENSATION-SHOW 

THAT WILL SCARE THE WITS OUT OF YOU! 

the time to save; JULY 

the place to call: 20th 

the thing to watch: 

jA 
YOU’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE III 
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Antitrust Plaintiff’s Ordeal On Stand 
[LelandDibble*s Month Under Frisco -Quiz] 

By. WILLIAM' STEIF 

San Francisco, May 27. 
The cross-examination of Leland' C, Dibble, which has 

now taken more than a month, continued last week in the 
$8-million Embassy Theatre antitrust suit against eight 

. major producer-distributors and National Theatres. 

The cross-examining lawyer—Arthur B* Dunne for 20th- 
Fox, National Theatres and Fox West Coast—was dif¬ 
ferent, but the pattern was the same. It consisted of a 
detailed attempt to discredit Dibble' by showing incon¬ 
sistencies in his story. 7 

During the week a remark Federal Judge Edward P» 
Murphy dropped was probably significant: 

“Now I want to say this: that we are now on the 
32nd day (and 3871st page .of transcript) of this trial. ; 
and 1 have yet to hear any testimony of any kind or \ 
character relating to conspiracy. 1 am anticipating I 
will.” V 

Dibble’s and McLean’s lawyer, Robert Raven, replied: 

“Well, we would like to get to the merits of the case, 
your hphor.” 

. Whereupon the Judge castigated all the . windy lawyers, 
—Raven, Dunne, Eugene Bennett for Paramount, Loew’s 
Warner’s, UA and RKQ, Macklin Fleming for Columbia 
and Universal and their half a dozen sidekicks—for the 
latest wrangle, which he characterized as- “a fruitless 

. effort - to ..establish something I don’t, think, is too im¬ 
portant.” 

The wrangle, itself, bore on what appeared to be a. 
Dibble understatement of his gross on. “Action in the . 
North Atlantic;” Sept. 17-18-19, 1943. Dunne had led 
Dibble right into a trap and then shut the. door. The. 
lawyer showed that; Dibble; in his own master chart of 
grosses, had grossed $2,156.84 for the Warner picture. 
Terms, according to Dibble’s master, chart, were $230 
plus 50% of the gross over $1,950, less an allowance for 
a second, feature and for the. Embassy’s legal lottery, 
Ten-O-Wini 

Out Booby-Trapping 

Dunne next hauled Out the Warner contract and showed 
the contract had no allowance provisions.. How did Dibble 
explain | it? 

A.—It isn’t set forth on this contract. There must be 
something somewhere else to cover that. 

Q—Where else could it be covered? 
A.—I can’t answer that without reviewing jmy records 

. ; . over the years there have been many adjustments. 
This may be one of them, ' . : ; 

Dibble’s copy: of the contract was produced and: re¬ 
vealed a pencilled notation, “A 1 agrees we. may deduct 
cost of second feature and TenO-Win.” . 

Q.—When did you put that notation on there? 
A.-- . , . it would be at or—at the time we played the 

picture or shortly thereafter. 
Q.—Isn’t it a fact that in your , answers to (the pre-trial) \ 

interrogatories you stated that, the terms permitted yOu ai 
deduction of gross over $1,950, less cost of second feature 
arid Ten-O-Win, because on that percentage picture, in; 
making your return of your gross to. the distributor, you 
made a false return? 

A.—No; it is not . . > I can’t reconcile these figures, with 
my answers to interrogatories . . . 

Q.—Who is “Al” referred to there? 
A.—I don’t remember the incident. In this case Al 

Grubstick was a salesman and At Shmitkeri was branch 
manager. Normally I would think it would be Mr. Shmitken- 
would be the one that would agree \ . . 

Dunne brought in the exhibitor’s report (to the distribu¬ 
tor) which showed a total gross of $1,833744, pointed out 
there was no entry under “authorized deductions” and 
said that under “explanation of authorized deductions” 
were typed these words; 

“Played $100.00 Ten-O-Win game, on Friday night but no 
deduction is allowed for same nor .for the second feature.” 

Dunne also explained there were, discrepancies “in 
round numbers” in various reports on the. number of 
tickets sold in different price classifications. All this riled, 
the bland, bespectacled Dibble to the point where he said: 

“I would like to say for the record that before we are 
through with this you will find I have paid all the film 
rental that was due on that picture bn the terms that were 
agreed to.” ■ ■ 

Raven, however, felt Dibble’s word might not be enough 
and so introduced the subject of this “great mystery” the 
next day, touching off the “fruitless” wrangle. 

Dunne steered Dibble into claiming Shinitken allowed a 
$1C0 deduction for Ten-O-Win. 

Q.—And if that was the only deduction you had, there 
still was an overage because it left the gross of the picture 
over $1,950, is that correct?/ 

A.—That’s right. After paying $630,000 (in film rental) 
in 12 years, I was trying to steal $53.09, according to your 

. judgment. ;! 

. This played Into Dunne’a hand.. He showed the Warner . 
cutoff card, saying “no overage,” to Dibble and remarked: 
“I haven’t expressed any judgment. Mr: Dibble; T ant 
trying to find out what the facts are.” 

Dunne’s cross-examination also touched on Dibble’s and 
McLean’s purchase of the Wobber Brothers’ 55% interest 
in the Embassy in June, 1940. 

Re Herman Wobber 

. (Dibble had worked for Herman Wobber, then general 
sales manager of 20th-Fox, more than 15 years before the 
Embassy deal came along. Dibble took the Embassy deal to 
Wobber who, with his. brothers;. Ed and y. Will, became 
majority-interest “silent partners,’’) 

Dunne took exception to Dibble’s earlier, repeated state¬ 
ments that Dibble and McLean had paid the Wobbers 
$8,250: in 1940 “for nothing.”. The Wobbers had invested 
$1,750 in 1938 and Dunne brought out that the Embassy’s. 

. books by the spring of 1940 Showed, “undivided profit” of 
pretty idose to $8,000. Next, Dunne introduced into evi¬ 
dence the two $5,000 installment notes Which Dibble and 
.McLean had given the Wobbers. The Judge looked them 
over and said: 

“I want to note for the record that they are not promis¬ 
sory notes.” . 

The notes provided $300-a-mpnth payments, oh the 
principal of the $10,000 debt, starting July 27, 1940. No 
interest was to be paid unless the $30.0 a month wasn’t 
paid, arid interest was then , to be at 6 per cent. Dunne 
brought out that between April 28, 1941, and Nov: 4,: 1941, 
no payment was made but no interest , was charged, and 
•that Dibble and McLean sometimes were late in their; other . 
payments but still paid no interest. 

The Judge: asked Dibble: 
:■ “When you signed these notes, you and McLean, you 
heard me make the observation that they were non- 
negotiable, did yoii not?” 

.7" A.—YesyVv.--'" ]: 

Q:—How.do you.accoimt for that? 

A.—I don’t know how . can’t account for it. I didn’t 
realize myself ; that they-weren’t negotiable, 

Q.-^-Didn’t it indicate to you a particular faith that 
those men (the Wobbers) had in you arid. McLean?. 

A.—I wouldn’t have doubted that they had faith in me, 
but I didn't, consider it from that standpoint because., very 

. frankly, 1 have never realized that they were not negotiable 
notes., • 

. Q.—Now, it has been testified here that Mr: Wobber 
would not approve anything that would in any way jeppr. 

. ardize his particular (20th-Fox) job; is that correct? 

A,—I don’t recall the testimony; hut I don’t, think he 
. would.' - ;; . 

, Q.—Now, with that in mind, don’t you think that when 
he made you this loan or invested in this theatre and 
accepted your notes* , that is, the negotiable, features, that 
he believed you could operate the Embassy at a. profit 
running second and third-run and. mOveovers? 

A.—Yes, I think Mr. Wobber thought that. I haven’t 

Laivyers9 Verbal Byplay 
'■ _... ' San Francisco, May 27. 

The $8-million Embassy.. antitrust .suit has. been. 
pretty heavy going, even for the lawyers, and one 
sesSipn last week was no exception. ; • 

-Lelarid C.: Dibble, one- of the Embassy’s owners and 
plaintiffs against the eight major producer-distribu¬ 
tors, was asked to rate the eight riiajors’ product in 
order of quality and grossing ability. 

He said Loew’s was the “best product” and 20th- 
Fox, Paramount and Warner’s were all quite good and 
about equal, in a. bracket just below Loew’s. .. 

Next he rated RKO and “next came Universal and 
United. Artists, with Columbia somewhat beloW that.” 

; Macklin Fleming, lawyer representing Universal 
and Columbia in Federal court here, jumped to. his. 

■feet arid;'said: ''' 
“Let the record show on behalf of my clients that 

silence is not acquiescence.” 
Whereupon Robert Raven, Dibble’s attorney, re¬ 

marked: - /'; 
. -T; thought your opening statement: agreed with 
this.” 

Fleming shut his mouth—firmly. 

any idea if Mr. Wobber was trying to. put over a fast 
deal and get some money— 

Q—I am not even remotely suggesting that, please 
understand me. But don’t you think he must have felt 
you couid have made a success ... . without the "necessity, 

. or without, rather, first-run? 

A.—Oh, I think he thought we could have a certain 
measure of success without first-run. 

Q.-^Did he ever comment that to you? 

A.-—I. don’t recall such discussion ever taking place. * 

Crucial 

This exchange between the Judge and Dibble, of course, 
digs; right at the roots of the case, for it is the defense’s 
contention (arid, today, Wobber’s) that Dibble and McLean 
never intended to operate first-run until they got a whiff 
of money from the Paramount case decision in the latter 
part of 1946. 

Dunne went over much the same, ground Bennett and 
Fleriiing, had explored in their earlier, wearyingly long 
cross-examinations, but managed tq bring out a few new. 

. facets, including: 
(1) Dibble and MacLean offered their landlord, E. B. 

. DeGolia; $250,000 for the. theatre in October, 1941, but 
in October,. 1942, offered to sell half; their leasehold to 
Fox West Coast's Charles Skouras for $39,000 a year in 
a non-cancellable 131 a-year contract—neither deal was 
consummated; 

. (2) Dibble denied Dunne’s charge that he conspired 
with the 20th-Fox branch manager in rriid-1942 to force 
the Nassers to buy at the 20th-Fox price for 58-day 
clearance and that in re’urn Dibble got his 91-day clear¬ 
ance moved up to 71 days: 

(3,) Dunne challenged Dibble’s oft-repeated claim that 
the first-run houses “burned up product” by pulling it 
off while it was still grossing.$25,000 and $30,000 weekly— 
Dunne introduced figures showing that during the World 
War II years no picture on Dibble's list of “burned up 
product” had been grossing as much as each theatre’s 
yearly average gross per week. With- a single exception,. 
Dunne also. brought out that Loew’s Warfield was then 
.running big, live stage shows, which accounted for a 
part of the grosses; 

(4) Dunne brought out that the. Dibble-McLean rent 
for “theatre , space” was $1359 a month, but that the 
partners in turn charged the Starlight-Sunlight Co. a rent 
of $650 a month—the Starlight Room is the bar in the 
Embassy building, the.. Sunlight Room is the coffee, shop, 
and both were carved out of former theatre space in 
1946 a few months after. Dibble and McLean had received 
their 25-year lease oh the Embassy. 

Q.—At no" time, in supplying any of the film companies 
with figures with respect to the operation of the theatre 
. . * did you; give any credit in your computations of ex¬ 
penses of operation of the theatre for a figure of $650 
rental allocated or charged . . . on account of the Sun¬ 
light Room and Starlight Room? 

A.—Certainly not . . . . 
(5) Dunne asked why Ten-O-Win tickets weren’t given 

to children and the Judge interjected, “I suppose the 
obvious answer is that it would teach them to gamble,” 
but Dibble hedged; 

: C6> Dunne brought out that 20th-Fox actually lowered 
the Embassy’s film rental in the lower two brackets for 
the 1940-41 season compared to the previous season; 

(7) Dunne goaded Dibble into saying he believes the 
. size of a theatre doesn't enter into film rental. Dibble 
continued: • 

. “I don’t believe that there is any reason Why the 
theatre that can pay the largest amount of film rental, 
gross the most* shouldn’t be entitled to play the picture- 
buy the picture, to license the picture . . .1 think the 
film should be sold on the basis of the man that can 
pay, the theatre that can earn.” 

The. Judge asked: 
“Wouldn’t that rule out the little man?” 
A.—No, if I understand what you mean. You mean 

could a theatre the size of the Embassy compete with 
the (4500-seat) Fox Theatre? 
. Q.—No, what I mean is that if you, .as one of the owners 
Of * the Ernbassy Thea tre, were. able to pay that much 
arid the Marion Davies (now the Esquire) wasn’t able 
to pay that much, then that would rule them out, would 
it not? 1 •' 
. a:—Well,; the same as we would be ruled out if we 
couldn’t compete in a free iharket with the Paramount or 
Warfield. 

Dunne’s expected to finish his cross-examination this 
week, leaving only redirect. and recross. At the : rate 
these thorough, zealous lawyers are going, this could 
stretch ominously into the summer. 

Italy Cooks U S. New Paste-0 
vonnnued .from pace 5 ; 

releases. This rebate may he 
raised anywhere up to 50%. . 

' As American observers here see 
it, such an increase probably would 
be tied to exhibitor acceptance of 
one : condition: the collection of 
rentals by the Italian ASGAP out¬ 
fit, which has said it could do this 
at a cost of 1.2% of the amount 
collected^ Advantage cited is that, 
if a government-accredited outfit, 
such, as SIAE, does the collecting, 
the 3% turnover tax on invoices 
payable by exhibitors to distribu¬ 
tors is eliminated. Exhibs so far 
have resisted siich a move, though 

it would save them about $1,500,- 
000 a year. 

What would happen if the rebate 
is drastically raised in this: The 
Italian distributors, who are also 
producers, would of course benefit, 
and would agree to . SIAE as the 
collection agency. That would 
leave the Americans in the posi¬ 
tion of seemingly sabotaging the 
switch. The U.S. companies have 
about’ $4,500,000 in rentals out¬ 
standing; in Italy. One incentive 
being held out. to MPEA is that—] 
if it’s done on a large scale—SIAE 
may drop its charge of 1% collec¬ 
tions. ' ■' 

There appears, at the moment; 
to be little chance of any serious 
move to cut down the American 

licences in: Italy, though mergers 
or company bowouts may change 
that situation. Fact is the Italian 

| exhibitors need the films. At the 
same time, Monaco is obviously im¬ 
pressed with what the French were 
able to get out of; MPEA via the 
right to divide a block of licenses. 
It’s a concept that would please 
the Italians, who could use it as 
a club to get a production and dis¬ 
tribution commitment -out of the 
U.S. distribs. 

Dallas- Melba on Grind 
Dallas, May 27-. 

Trans Texas circuit will take 
over operation of the Melba Theatre 
for probable show use next season. 
Meanwhile house reopens Friday, 
June 13, with Allied Artists’ “Ma¬ 
cabre.” • 

Cinerama occupied house before 
reversion to Trans-Texas. 

Argentina Admissions To Rise? 
Continued from page 5 ; 

set a 30c (12 peso) admission at 
its . major “Opera” showcase, it 
would even be possible to give 
cuffo entertainment in working 
class districts. 

Reversal of the government’s at¬ 
titude toward. exhibitor interests 
came at an opportune moment, 
since many major theatreowners 
were so fed up about not gettinig a 
fair return on their investment 
that many of them seriously con¬ 
templated selling out to realtors. 

The exhibitors, who have been 
subjected to political controls for. 
almost two decades, are optimistic 

about the change in the overall 
atmosphere and the new govern¬ 
ment's respect for “free enter¬ 
prise” as well as its understanding 
of exhibitors’ problems. 

They are aware that they have 
a responsibility in meeting the 
•confidence of the new govern¬ 
ment. As a starter they plan charg¬ 
ing a 30c top price Instead of the 
current 20c for ordinary pictures 
exhibited In central firstruns. Be¬ 
yond this they have full freedom 
to scale prices for exceptional pic¬ 
tures or for new systems of pro¬ 
jection.. A welcome aspect of the 
new price structure is that it will 
give theatremen the opportunity to 
put away coin for the Installation 
of the new projection systems. 
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Chicago, May 27. 
. Daily News’ Sydney J. Harris, offers a -Layman’s Lexicon ol 

Show Business,” in part to. wit: 
'‘Raw human emotions!” means a cast of characters who behave 

toward each other as inhumanly as it is possible to get away, \yith. 
“A gay and naughty French farce” commonly means the sort, 

of infantile nonsense that the French public grew tired Of two 
generations ago. . 

“And now, for the first time, Hollywood dares to . . V ” means 
that the film is perspiring foolishly over some trite sexual situa¬ 
tion that Chaucer tossed off in a .couplet of his “Canterbury Tales” 
500 years ago. 

Owner of Jackson Park (of Memory) 
to 

By product Hits IndianaVM 
Indianapolis, May 27. 

Film business in Indiana is “as; 
■.low or lower than it was in-1932‘,.”, 
according to a circuit chief in this: 
state. . However, he maintains that 
when, the small towns get access to 
such pictures . as “Old Yeller,” 
“April Love” and “Peyton Place” 
early, when they are at the peak of 
their boxoffice potential, house rec¬ 
ords have and are being broken. 

Point made by the theatre, exec¬ 
utive, who prefers to remain anony¬ 
mous, is that if the Small town the¬ 
atres can obtain the right pictures- 
at a suitable period of availabil¬ 
ity, the grassroots houses can chalk 
up respectable b.o. takes. His.com¬ 
plaint is similar to that being made 
by operators of. theatres in smaller 
communities throughout. the coun¬ 
try. . 

The main beef, is that the big 
pictures are being withheld not 
only from the. small towns but also: 
in towns of 20,000 and up “until 

- after the boxoffice .potential is 
passed.” In Indiana, it’s stated! 
the pushing back of the availabilr 
ity is also affecting the smaller 
cities. It’s pointed out that this 
condition has hit Muncie, with a 
population of almost 100,000; Mar¬ 
ion, with 60.000, and others.. If 
this policy is continued, it’s, said 
that, the film company executives' 
who have been advocating a shrink¬ 
ing in the number of the nation’s 
theatres “will have their way in 
Indiana, since only the. firstruns in 
such cities. as Indianapolis. Ft. 
Wayne and Evansville will remain 
open.” 

Complicating the Situation in In¬ 
diana is the unemployment situa¬ 
tion, said to be the highest, since 
1946. with no reverse in the un¬ 
employment trend in. sight. Koko¬ 
mo, with a population of about 
55,000; has more than 9,000 on the 
unemployment rolls! about 16% 
of the population. According to 
economists, a town is. in serious 
trouble when 8% of the population 
Is unemployed. 

In spite of the general unemploy¬ 
ment. however, it’s felt here that 
theatres can still do business 
“when they get access to the bigger 
and better pictures at flexible 
terms—terms that fit .the boxoffice 
performance of the individual pic¬ 
ture.” It’s asserted that even when 
exhibitors agree to 60% terms 
with no review on big pictures,, 
prints are . not forthcoming until 
many weeks after the deal is set. 
It’s charged that prints lay in the 
vaults of the exchanges “while the 
picture, is milked by the Indianap¬ 
olis .firstruns on long, engage¬ 
ments.” 

In summing up his views “from 
where I sit,” the circuit executive 
declared that “never in the history. 
Of exhibition has so much frustra¬ 
tion prevailed among .exhibitors 
and not just among the smaller 
ones.” 

Just Say You’re Unhappy! 
Minneapolis, May 27. 

You must: “enjoy” .both pic- - 
tures -. on the local Gopher’s 
twin Metro bill, comprising “I 
Accuse” and “High Cost of , 

. Loving,” o’r you see the show 
. ;for free.. 

It’s the. first . time in memory 
here that such a “double” . 
money back offer, has been; 
made by a showhouse in its . 
newspaper ads. '-. 

Boston, May 27.. 

Boston is becoming a Saturday, 
night town in the picture biz and 
there just aren’t enough film 
houses to take care of the cus¬ 
tomers—Saturday nights that is. 

Recently, “Young Lions” at the 
Gary oversold’ and had; to close the 
ticket wicket--at 9,p.m. The Metro¬ 
politan up the street playing “Paris 
Holiday” (UA) nabbed the over¬ 
flow. ■. 

Crowds roamed the' streets. Sat¬ 
urday night and all houses did cap 
biz. The Saturday , night trend, 
which began to be noticed early 
this year,, has been growing. How¬ 
ever, Hub ops would like to see 
some of that Saturday night biz 
during the . early part of the week! 

Glens Falls, N. Y., May 27. 
Present unfavorable financial po¬ 

sition of numerous, small, town 
houses, too high “upset” prices, or 
both, were, believed to be the rea¬ 
sons no bids were offered at an 
auction held, by- S^hine Circuit Inc; 
for its S-rand in Hudson Falls, Ritz 
in Granville and Reger* in Amster¬ 
dam Saturday (24) in the. Schine 
organization’s refurbished Queens- 
bury Hotel at Glens .Falls! 

After waiting- a half hour past 
the deadline, Stephen A: McDon¬ 
ald. of Joseph P. Day Inc. pro¬ 
claimed that no bids had been put 
in. There , were only i0 persons 
in the ballroom of the hotel. 

The only ones present, aside 
from three Schine representatives, 
were James Benton and Frank 
Williams,, of. Benton Theatres in. 
Saratoga. 

The pair explained they came 
in the hope of spotting a buyer 
for Benton’s Capitol in nearby 
Whitehall, now conducted under a 
leise by Jules Perlmutter of Al¬ 
bany. Incidentally, the Benton in¬ 
terests were pooled with the 
Schines, at one time, in the Gran¬ 
ville Ritz and several, other area 
situations: 

The. minimum, or upset, price, 
for the 860-seat Strand (and store- 
office, accommodations) was $55,- 
000.; For the Ritz, a 540-Seater 
(with stores arid apartments), the 
“floor” ■ figure was $45,000; for 
the Regent, dark for sometime and: 
without equipment, the asking 
price was $40,000. The Regent is 
the only city property. Schine has 
two. other theatres there. . 

. - The Schine men; and the auc¬ 
tioneers, seemed to believe that 
one, if not more, of the theatres 
would be . sold later, for non-the¬ 
atrical .purposes. Under the con¬ 
sent decree, none is required to be 
continued as theatres. 

In Rochester, where eight houses 
went up for auction a. few. days 
before; with no bidders, four , of 
them must be disposed of—as the¬ 
atres. Hope ■ was expressed . here 
that several of the Rochester spots 
would also be sold. , 

Representing. Schine Circuit at 
the Glens Falls auction: Howard 
Antevil, Iiome office attorney; Arch 
Levine, director of realty; George 
Pugh, grorip manager, with head¬ 
quarters in Glens Falls. 

The Strand, which has been a 
part-time operation, is slated to 
shutter for the summer* in early 
June. ./ 

Barney Balaban Luncheon 
For United Jewish Appeal 

More than 350 persons last week 

feted Barney Balaban at a motion 

picture: and amusement ’•= industry 

luncheon held at the Park Lane 

Hotel, N. Y„ for the. United Jew¬ 

ish Appeal. The Paramount prexy, 

accoladed for his exceptional serv¬ 

ice in behalf of the humanitarian 

organization. Was gifted with; an 

inscribed silver-bound Bible, hand¬ 

crafted in Israel.:. 

Event. was, part of UJA’s 20th 

annual fundraising campaign, now 

underway in the N. Y. metropolitan 

area. Amusement industry alone, 

according to Fabian Theatres’ Sam¬ 
uel Rosen, has raised $473,195 so 
far this. year. But a need for. fur¬ 
ther contributions was stressed by 
United Artists’ Robert S.. Benja-. 
min who. pointed out that more 
than 80,000 Jews will land in. Israel 
this year. Funds are, required, he 
said, to aid.their resettlement. 

“Barney Balaban has become the 
industry’s ‘Mister UJ A/' Benjamiri 
declared, “and his testimonial is; 
overdue as it is deserved. While 
his practice is to shy from testi¬ 
monials, the Par topper said he 
accepted the designation of guest 
of honor, “as a willing sacrifice 
on the altar of a: good cause.” ,Irv-; 
ing H. Greenfield of Loew’s Inc, 
1958 UJ A .chairman who made the 
Bible presentation, also noted that 
Balaban’s devotion to the UJA was 
such that, there’s .‘no wonder why. 
we refer to him as “Mister Hu¬ 
manitarian’.” 

Atlanta tent’s Bi« Stunt 

Atlanta, May 27. 

Following .a morning street pa¬ 

rade Friday (16) members of Va¬ 

riety: Tent No. 21 fanned but to 

collect, cajole arid wheedle dough 
from ail Atlantans during city’s, 
eighth annual Old Newsboys Day/. 
Proceeds go to Atlanta’s Cerebral 
Palsy School Clinic,. 

Co-sponsors with Tent 21 are 
Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 
Which printed a special edition 
hawked by Old Newsboys in every 
strategic spot in City/ This year’s 
effort is particularly; important 
since, plans now are being made to 
erect a new school and clinic to 
administer to the needs of handi¬ 
capped CP sufferers. 

Drive was kicked off with a spe¬ 
cial night sale .preceding. Friday 
drive and door-to-door solicitation 
brought in a tidy sum to lend-im¬ 
petus to all-out Friday campaign. 
Fraternity hoys, assisted by pretty, 
girls, participated in collections. 

.. Although no accurate figure Whs 
available. Variety President Leon¬ 
ard Allen announced that enough 
dough. was reported to indicate 
that goal of $ 100,000 had been 
reached and passed. . 

Free Association 
What hath Brigitte Bardot 

and “And God Created Wom¬ 
an” Wrought? 
/Hammer Film Productions, 
British indie firm specializing 
in horror pix, plans a sequel 
to the “Frankenstein” cycle 
which will be called “Franken¬ 
stein Created Woman.” If not 
Brigitte Bardo.t, at least a Bai> 
dpt type will be sought for the 
lead, . 

Nat’onai: Screen.Service is stay¬ 
ing on as a member of the Motion 
Picture Assn, of America. Her¬ 
man ! Robbins, president-chairman 
of NSS, disclosed in New York yes¬ 
terday (TueS.) he has withdrawn 
his letter of resignation but gave 
no reasons for the change of heart. 

As reported last week. NSS had 
submitted notice of the: bowput for 
reasons of economy. 

Now with the service organiza¬ 
tion remaining in the fold, Robbins 
wiii. continue as a member of .the 

MPA A board. 

Feed For A1 Kellert 
Albany, May 27. . 

. Albany Variety Club held a din¬ 
ner-dance in the Empire Room of 
the ■ Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel P'i’tr 
urday night (24), honoring the re¬ 
tiring chief - bafkei*, ,Al .'Kellert— 
former sales manager of WQKO 
and now head of an advertising 
.agency. It was the 15th annual 
affair. Tickets: $17.50 per couple. 
/Samuel E. Rosenblatt is pres¬ 

ent chief barker; 

That’s the Rainbow in the Sky Which Allied States 
Wants to See 

, Baltimore, May 27. 

The board of directors of Allied 

States. Assn.- has gathered here to 

tackle “the exhibitors’ . biggest 

headache”—the . “inability to get 
access to the newer and bigger pic: 
tures while there is . still life in 
them and on terms they can afford 
to pay.” " .- 

The ..two-day session, which starts 
today (Tues.),. will hear from re¬ 
ports from its Emergency Defense 
Committee which met yesterday 
(Monday), with Irving Dollinger 
presiding. The board session is be¬ 
ing chaired by Horace Adams, Al¬ 
lied’s new president. 

According to Allied, it is/ re¬ 
ceiving more and more reports of 
more theatre closing in small 
towns: There is“a trace of bitter¬ 
ness” among “the ruined exhibi¬ 
tors,” says Allied, especially when 

Chicago, May 27. 

The celebrated Jackson Park 
case of more than a decade ago is 
back in the courts, the owner of 
the south. side nabe seeking res¬ 
toration of the original decree 
which knocked out the “Chicago 
system” of picture release. 

Barristers. for the film house , 
went before Judge Michael L. Igoe . 
in Chi Federal District Court yes¬ 
terday (Mon.) to petition for a two- 
week limijt on Loop firstruns, as 
originally provided, and redress of 
several other grievances: If the 
request is granted and stands, it 
will again expose the majors to 
wide operi judicial beating else¬ 
where, an eventuality that could 
seriously impair or torpedo the 
concept of heavy budget pix as the 
trade’s white hope. 

It rates emphasis that as an an¬ 
titrust action, the original suit, as 
is the latest chapter* was aimed 
primarily at the powerhouse Bala¬ 
ban & Katz circuit, kingpin,of Chi 
exhibitors. Circuit dominates the 
Loop with five firstrun houses and 
has 29 nabe and suburban situa¬ 
tions. 

Besides the two-week Loop limit, 
the Jackson Park theatre wants to 
eliminate clearance on sub-runs, 
except .in the instance of a one- 
week firstrun, in which case the 
waiting period would not exceed 
10 days before pix Would have to 
go indiscriminately to outlyiim 
houses solely on the basis Of will- 
ingless and ability to meet reason¬ 
able terms. Again, the implications 
to the majors, not to mention the 
chipping: away at B&K’s lordly 
status, are quite evident. 

Besides B&K. defendants are 
RKO, Loew’s, paramount; Warner 
Bros., 20th-Fox and Warner The¬ 
atres. 

Suit was activated by Mrs. Hilda 
K/mbiey, who inherited it from the 
original, plaintiffs when she bought 
the Jackson Park in August, 1956. 
She was out for the property, 
though (with its office space), and 
not particularly an interest in show 
biz. She has other real estate 
holdings here, and once had a 
.chain of nine small hotels, dimin¬ 
ished now to one south side hos¬ 
pice. 

Mrs. Kimbley said she supposed 
it was “through ignorance” that 
she hadn't-availed herself of the 
courts earlier, explaining that she 
learned of her position and rights 
in the Case indirectly when an¬ 
other exhib sought to buy the Jack- 
on: Park. 

B&K won two modifications of 
the original decree, the last en¬ 
tered by Judge Igoe on Sept. 13, 
1954, and which had the effect of 
virtually negating the 1946 direc¬ 
tive. Since the last modification, 
firstruns in the Loop have played 
as long as warranted by the box- 
office. Further, as Mrs. Kim-' 
bley’s petition points out, the wait¬ 
ing time between Loop and sub-run 
dates has often run to long periods. 
“Face in the Crowd” (WB), for ex¬ 
ample, closed at the B&K State- 
Lake on June 10, 1957, and wasn’t 
made available for nabe showing 
until the following Sept. 20. Under 
the old Chicago release system, the 
first clearance was three weeks. 
Wiihout using the term, the peti¬ 
tion therefore charges conspiracy 
between B&K and the majors, and 
that nabe bookings are being “un¬ 
reasonably delayed.” 

Petition also’ asks for an order 
that the Jackson Park and the 
nearby Jeffery (a Warner house) 
are rio longer in direct competi¬ 
tion because of population shifts in 
the district, and therefore should 

_ no longer be required to bid 
they read about the. fine new pic- a£rajnst each! other. Biz at the 
tures; bemg shown in the large jackson Park, Mrs. Kimbley told 
cities”, and the reports of the up- variety, has been bad. 
Surge .in. business.. “They are con-. It will be some time before anv- 
ymced/’ Amed stresses, “that- they. .th;ng firin evolve;^ ftom the Ww 

.^9° have shared in the re- action as defendants will ask and 
vJYa3 1 ♦ the pictureshad .been sup- recejVe time to file a reply before 
•P^d ^ them sornewhere near; hearings start, arid it’s not unusual 
them former ,availabilities. • for numerous delays in proceedings 
. Also on the agenda for discus-; of thic cm*t ■ - 
sion by the. board is the proposed ■ 
industry business' building cam¬ 
paign and the subject of film sales 
to television. Allied is mulling the 
possibility of an economic survey 
by qualified investigators without 
industry connections to determine 
“whether further licensing of the¬ 
atrical films to. television is or is 
not in the; best interests of the film 
companies themselves,” Such a re¬ 
port, it’s felt, “might be effective, 
in cooling the hotheads who want 
to liquidate the film libraries,” 

British Columbia IATSE 
Faces Threat of Wage 

Cut in 12 Ozoneirs 
Vancouver, May 27. 

First move toward strike action 

has . been taken by British Colum-1 

bia. projectionists’ Local 348 

IATSE, over contract dispute with 

Odeon circuit, involving 12-drive- 

in situations. Circuit wants to 

slash boothmen’s hourly rates, 

with union offering “to hold the 
line,” at $4.01-$4.12 . (according to 

size of theatre) with 18e cost-of- 

living bonus, “as over the past two 

year,” - states A. E. McManus, 

pres of the 200-member local. 

Local 348 has asked f6r govern¬ 
ment arbitration, resulting in R. G. 
.Clemerits being appointed to um¬ 
pire the negotiations, arid if talks 
fail, union can and will then strike, 
McManus said. 

Gerry Sutherland; circuit’s head¬ 
man this Tegion, states, Tt?s just 
a renewal problem. We haven’t 
exhausted discussions,”: and that 
the union had only asked for ar¬ 
bitration “to speed . things up.” 
McManus was “amazed,” at cir¬ 
cuit’s demand, and that "we anti¬ 
cipated them . signing without 
trouble.” He said that several 
boothmeri. were “moonlighting,” at 
other .jobs;: to get alongr^vith one 
or two working full time in. other, 
employment, as well as at theatres. 
Contracts for the majority of hard¬ 
top film situations come up for re¬ 
newal in May next year.. 

L.A/S HILLSTREET SOLD 
BUT RKO TO OPERATE 

Los Angeles, May 27, 
; RKQ. Theatres has sold the RKO- 
Hillstreet Theatre Bldg., con¬ 
structed / here, in the ’20s, to. 
Charles H. Kaplan & Associate*.. 

. Hillslreet Theatre will be coc- 
tinued by RKO under a leasing ar¬ 
rangement. > 
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PHILADELPHIA 
1;; a rt'ali^nmont of duties by 

Stv \Varnor chain, B ernie 
IBooks i"- now taking charge of 

firM-runs and A. J. Vanni 
v as Chitted to the circuit’s Chester 
anti Wot -Chester theatres. 

Andrew 'Bach Freeman named 
l,?ai:ch manager for Screen Guild 
bv iir<*xy Jack Harris. . 

Leon Serin, manager of the Para¬ 
mount houses here iR°osevc4' 
rJouer-. Nixon >, upped to district 
manager, adding Poughkeepsie, 
Newburgh and. Glen Falls, N;Y., 
to. .Ins string. 

Kd Galmer. with Metro locally 
lot. 18 years-, named publicity di-^ 
rettor for the eastern district. 

Irv Blumberg. former Warner 
Pros:-flack who joined the WFIL- 
TV merchandising staff recently, 
now with a N.Y. ad agency. 

I>amn Kaye will receive.the Al¬ 
bert .\1 Cohen Award of Variety, 
post 713 of the American Legion; 
for outstanding efforts in behalf of 
his fellow man. 

I);.n Eddy, formerly with Tel Ra 
.Productions, started his own com¬ 
mercial film company, Cine-Sports, 
Inc. First is a half-hour feature on 
tin* Milwaukee Braves for Miller 
Brewing Co. 

Chuck Melvin, former film edi¬ 
tor of Daily News here, joined Ball 
Associates; ad-publjcity firm; 

PITTSBURGH 
Mario Battiston shuttered his 

Ritz in Export and placed It for 
sale. .. 

Feldinan-Kahn agency handling 
publicity and advertising for new 
Quality Theatre Group on its day- 
andrdate foreign film, policy. 

Leo.'Carlin, treasurer of Nixon, 
w here ‘'South Pacific” is currQjt, 
v ill take his annual leave begin¬ 
ning June 1 to handle the b.o. for 
Civic Light Opera Assn.’s season of 
outdoor shows at Pitt Stadium. 

Frank Thomas, manager of 
Schenley, Stanley Warner naber, 
overseeing the Sheridan Square as 
well for last few weeks following 
the sudden death of Lyisle Harding, 
the Sheridan manager and life¬ 
time buddy of Thomas. 

Charlie Bick, former Erie thea- 
t re manager and later with North 
American Films there, to join pub¬ 
lic relations firm in Buffalo. 

Lund Theatre inCarmichaelsre- 
vtrted to Werner Lund after being 
operated under lease for three 
years by Louis Stuler and Durward 
Coe. Lund’s father, retired exhi¬ 
bitor John Lund Who has been 
living in Florida, will come back to 
run the house. 

Dick Kemper, former Wheeling 
theatreman with the Dipson cir¬ 
cuit. is now operating a film house 
at Pompano Beach, Fla. 

Vantage Press has published a. 
new novel, “Valuable Acquain¬ 
tance.” written bv Francis Thomas, 
vet Filin Row projectionist, and 
his son, Ronald Thomas, of Na¬ 
tional Theatre Supply Co. 

Grance Outdoor Theatres sold 
the Super 220 Drive-In near Al¬ 
toona to Richard Neff, manager of 

'the Rivoli and Cambria Theatres 
Co., a circuit operated by George 
C- Wilson III. * 

Howard Fioman: resigned from 
the UA sales staff; no successor for 
him yet. 

Max Arnold, part-owner of 
Maple Drive-In, assumed active 
management with departure of his 
brother-in-law. Jack Judd, for 
Texas as southwestern division 
chief for Columbia.- 

Archie- Fineman and the Fleish¬ 
man Brothers, Norman and Samuel 

^ acquired Regent Square Theatre 
under lease from Francis M. Me-; 
Knight; house was shuttered for 
several months. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
City council excluding theatre li¬ 

censes from a general boost nearly 
all down the line. 

Lone new outdoor theatre of 
more than one year in this terri¬ 
tory being completed by non-dndus- 
trv group. Started two years ago, 
it’s five miles, north of city. 

M. A. Levy. 2Qth-Fox district 
manager, visiting Des Moines- 
branch. 

“Three Fac es of Eve.” “No Down 
Payment.” “Spyonara” and “Giant" 
getting many repeat dates in local 
nabes which also are booking such 
reissues as “Seven Brides for 
Seven Brothers” and “Shepherd of 
Hills.*’ 

Circuit owner Beiinie Berger 
back from visit with h’s son on 
West Coast and Camper, Wyo., tv 
station. 

Dual screen to he installed by 
local 100-Twin drive-in. 

Co-producer W. Burton Martin 
and exploileer Duke Hickey hack 
for opening of former’s Mark of 

Hawk” at. Gopher here and St. Paul 
Strand. . I: 

Universal transferred Shirley 
.Turer from Milwaukee here. to. re¬ 
place Howard Greenstein who re¬ 
signed from the local branch's 
sales staff. • . : i 

Local 7-Hi drive-in theatre has 
withdrawn demand for 28-day avail¬ 
ability, same as four-wall houses in 
earliest clearance slot, and will 
continue with 35 days which is en¬ 
joyed by five other Twin Cities 
area ozoners: 
/. Maple, Minn.,' theatre shuttered, 
biit also in this territory, cinemas 
at Cloquet, Minn:, and Rugby and 
Hannah, N; D., were; re-lighted. 

St: Paul fine arts . Grandview 
brought back “Three Faces of Eye” 
to capitalize on Joan Woodward’s 
Academy award and has done so 
well it’s holding pic a second week. 

High construction costs: will keep 
United Paramount out of Huron, 
S. D., where its theatre was de¬ 
stroyed by fire 15 months ago. 

COMPO. wants, circuit owner Ted 
Mann to be this territory’s chair-r 
man, but he hasn’t accepted yet. 

Twin Cities area Navarre ozoner 
starting off right in where it left 
off last season with Saturday mid¬ 
night “Spookathon” shows. 

Universal held “Time to Love, 
Time to Die” invitation screening 
at local Uptown Theatre. 

Allied Artists* ‘‘Macabre” Set for 
Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO Or- 
pheum day-date showings, opening 
this week,; and is landing large 
number of bookings throughout 
territory. 

On its earliest 28-day . clearance 
break following its sueccessful 
loop run, “Snow White,” out on 
reissue again, went into eight of 
10 local nabes in that slot. 

LeRoy J, Miller, Universal branch 
manager, named Industry cerebral 
palsy drive, dfstrib chairman for 
this area. 

Neighborhood Height’s “big teen¬ 
age moviethon” comprised a. lineup 
of “Motor Cycle. Gang,” “Rock 
Around World” and “I Was a Teen¬ 
age Werewolf’.’ for Sunday. 

High construction, costs deter-: 
riiig United Paramount from build¬ 
ing new theatre to replace one de¬ 
stroyed by fire 16 months ago at 
Huron. S.D. 

“And God Created Woman” has 
seven weeks downtown and five 
in neighborhoods to its credit 
here. ' 

Twin . Cities’.. Navarre, drive-in 
has midnight “Spookathon” every 
Saturday, same as last season. 

LOS ANGELES 
Fred Friedman steps us as as¬ 

sistant to Dan Polier, new head 
^booker, in realignment of Fox West1 
Coast Theatres booking dept.; Bob 
Weeks succeeds him as Metropoli¬ 
tan area booker. 

In other promotions, A1 Bruno 
moves up to Coastal-Orange Belt 
booker from L. A. City district 
booker, post now. taken over by 
Jack Myhill. Jim Jannopoulos, for¬ 
merly in film statistics dept., is set 
as Arizona district booker: 

Allied Artists and the McGowans, 
Stuart and Dorrell, have acquired 
“Road Without End,”, indie pro¬ 
duced by Hugh M. Hooker, via joint 
outright, purchase. A A will dis¬ 
tribute. 

Universal closed multiple-pix 
distribution deal with Seven Arts 
Productions and Hammer. Films 
Ltd., of England. First under ar¬ 
rangement will be “Horror of 
Dracula,” now going; into release 
on a big- scale. 

DALLAS 
Andy Sisk, of Jefferson Amus.: 

Co„ left to join booking depart¬ 
ment at Empire Pictures here. 

With „its Wynnewood suburban 
deluxer being converted to Todd^ 
AO process for “South, Pacific” 
opening. Rowley United Theatres 
switched its matinee policy from 
the Wynnewood to its suburban 
Vogue, with openings at 1:45. p.m. 
daily. 

Rex Van. manager of the Variety 
Club at Houston, Las submitted his 
resignation. 

; ALBANY 
Dark for more than five years, 

the 600-seat American in Troy was 
relighted as an arty house by John¬ 
ny Gapano. Owner of subsequent- 
run State there, lie had been con¬ 
ducting negotiations for a lease on 
the American for several months, 
i Lament Theatres appointed 
Mearl Rose as. manager of its Riv- 
erview Drive-In, at Rotterdam 
Junction, between Schenectady 
and Amsterdam; replaced Howard 
Gammer. who resigned to go with 
C vil Aeronautics Administration at 
Albany: Airport. 
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/ARr POLICY CLICKS 

Columbia House Experiment Now 
Standard Practice 

.. . . Columbia, S.C., May 27. . 
-Art films have proved to be the 

boxoff ice salvation of a neighbor¬ 
hood theatre here. 

Mgr. Robert Scott of the Five 
Points cautiously began booking 
the arts a couple years ago on a 
two-day basis only. once a month. 
Now he’s, playing two or three 
films a month on a nine-to-12 day 
basis, and the lines are often out 
in the streets. 

During June through August; he 
will go. into a summer schedule of 
twice monthly . operations,; with 
some re-runs of popular pix, but 
with at least a couple of new ;6nes 
for his audience. 

This art program has kept the 
700-seater busy on many of the 
biggest tv nights during the past 
winter season. 

Back: in New York following his 

second round-the-world trip. Allied 

Artists International president 

Norton V. Ritchey is bent bn en¬ 

couraging the A A parent company 

into going international, produc¬ 
tion-wise, in a, big way. 

A A has teamed up with foreign 
film-making outfits in past, of 
course, along the familiar co-pro¬ 
duction lines. It’s Ritchey’s idea to 
expand on the policy and in pur¬ 
suit of It he cited film projects 
pending in Singapore and Brazil; 

. Importance of the foreign mar¬ 
ket—^which aboiit equals the do¬ 
mestic boxoffice for many com¬ 
panies—is a factor. The interna¬ 
tionally-flavored picture has par¬ 
ticular appeal abroad and holds its 
own domestically as well, observed 
Ritchey. In other words; it has a 
head . start in the all-important 
worldwide market, as distinguished 
from the strictly “American” pic¬ 
ture. . - . j 

.In View of Ritchey’s position as 
head of foreign distribution and 
v.p. and board member of the par¬ 
ent organization; there can be no 
doubt that his ideas carry weight. 
Meaning, more and more of that 
“internationalized” film-making ac¬ 
tivity.- 

Other factors militate for It, 
AA’s Coast studio is limited to 
only three sound, stages and conse¬ 
quently there’s, no overhead to 
worry about, as. production crews 
go traveling. Also, ihe company’s 
distribution in many foreign out¬ 
posts is through national franchise 
dealers and the relationship with 
them is augmented with the. lens- 
ing abroad: : 

AA’s business abroad is running. 

12-% ahead Of last year on the over¬ 
all, despite a continued softness in 
France (because of quota restric¬ 
tions, dubbing expenses, taxes, etc.) 
and a general industry decline in 
England. 

Panama . Si Frank Will Travel 

.Norman Panama and Melvin 
Frank, writing-directing-producing 
team, aligned with Paramount, 
have three new properties on their 
schedule which will take them to 
South America, Asia and Europe. 

They have “The Trap*’ going in 
the Andes. next February, “The 
Bamboo Kid” iri Honolulu and the 
Far East the following spring and. 
follow this; with “Five Pieces of 
Maria” in Rome and Paris. : :: 

Vidor’s Nijinsky Nod 
Continued from page 1 s=ss= 

Inception of legal proceedings 
halted the dickerings. 

Following, a short trial justice 
Greenberg held that Vidor was the 
sole and exclusive owner of : the 
motion picture and allied rights to 
literary works of Romola Nijinsky, 
the dancer’s widow. These tomes 
include > “Nijinsky” and “The Last 
Years of Nijinsky;” rights to which 
Vidor asserted he obtained from 
Mrs. Nijinsky in 1854. 

Serlin . contended his . “rights” 
were secured from the late Basil N. 
Bass who. in turn got them in 1946 
on assignment from Mrs. Nijinsky. 

Week Ended Tuesday (27) 

iV. Y. Stock Exchange 
1958 Net 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. . Change 
in 100s High Low Close for wk. 

1914 14 ABC Vending 185 19% 17% ia74 + 1% 
18 13 Am Br-Par Th 87 1-7-54 17% 17% — % 
32 24 CBS- “A”,.. .. 102 32 31 30% —134 
3.13 4 24’k CBS “B”. . .. 29 31% 3074 30 ^1% 
18 12% Col Pix..,.. 50 17%' 16% 16% —1 
1614 1374 Decca 49 15% . 14% 15% 4- 74 
243-4 14 Disney .,... 177 2434 22% 24% .+1% 

10774 97% Eastman Kdk. 83 105 103% 104 % 
: 514 33/4 EMI .. : 75 5 47k- 4.74 — % 

77& 634 List Iiid. .. 41 674 6% 6% — % 
17H 12'8 Loew’s .. ... 212 1634 15% 16 — % . 
9% •7% Nat. Thea... 392 9% 8% 874 '+ %: 

. 38% 36% Paramount .. 328 3774 3634 37%. — % - 
17 % 123-4 Philco ..... 106 15% 14% 15 4- %' 
69% 43% Polaroid .... 311 62% 60% 60% — 74 
35 36% RCA.307 •34% 33 34% 41% 

7% 5 Republic .... 45 5Vk ? 5% 53/4 4- ■ %' 
1114 9% Rep., pfd- 6 1034 10% 1034 +. %' 
18 14% Stanley War. 40 16 15% 15% — % 
24% 26 Storer 50 25%: 24% 24% + 74. 
36% : 2134. 20th-Fox . . . 349 3074 : 29 2934 — .% . 

. 227s 15% United Artists 83 2274 22 22% 4 % 
22%. 19 Univ. Pix 40 20% '• 20% 20% +; % 
71 58^4 Univ., pfd. . *340 60% 59 60 — 74 
19% 16 <8 W’arner Bros '74 19% 18% 1874 4 % 
77% 67% Zenith 52 7634- 74% 76% - +. % 

American Stock Exchange 
3%. 2% Allied Artists, 62 ' -.4 ■ . 374 4 -•—- 

16 8% Assoc. Artists 70 9% - 9% 9% ■ • :4-- 74.-. 
1% . % C. & C. Tele 1536 1% 11/16 11/16 — 5/16 
4% 3. DuMont Lab. 315 4% 33/4 . 4% -f • % 
374 2% Guild Films 1834 374 3% 3%' . -T-. % 
9% 5%: Natl Telefilm. 149 9 8% 834' 4' %' 
6 : 3% SkiatroU . 29 4% 4% 4 % 
53& 3% Technicolor 160: 5% 5% ■' ' 5% — %■ 
4% 3% Trans-Lux 7 - 4 4 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex— :..•*.. .65% 69% 
Chesapeake Industries..2 2V4 
Cinerama Prod. ..... ' 174 .2% — 
Magna Theatre ................. ........ 1% 2% , — 
Official Films ...... ....................* 74 1% 4 . — % 
Teleprompter..................... 5% ,6% 
(7. A. Theatres .......... 4% 5}4 + T® 

• Actual Volume. 
H Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co. J 

Briefs from Lots 
Holy wood, May 27. 

Edward L. Alperson xxrill produce 
a pair for 20th-Fox this year, in¬ 
cluding “I, Mobster” and “Texas 
Rose” . . . Earl Holliman has a top 
i*ole in Hal Wallis’ “Mrs. Gibson’s 
Boys,” adapted from Will Glick- 
man-Joseph Stein, stage play by 
Herbert Baker . . . Edna Ferber's 
"Ice Palace” will be produced for 
Warner Bros, by; husband-wife 
team of Art and Jo Napoleon, just 
returned from five week trek .to 

| Alaska for background material. ,. 
Don Barry set as heavy with Mickey 
Rooney in Fryman’s “Andy Hardy 
Comes Home,” for metro release 
. . . “The Monster,” horror yarn 
by Stephen Crane, will be first pic¬ 
ture on agenda of Mardi Gras Pro¬ 
ductions, filmed jointly with 
SVensk Filmindustri of Sweden. 

Dolores Michaels and Albert 
Dekker added to cast of 20th’ 
“These Thousand Hills” . . . Mark 
Xipsky, who formerly invested in 
feature and tv film production, 
bows as a theatrical film producer 
with “Daphnis and Chloe,” to roll 
June 30 in Portugal under direc¬ 
tion of Tom McGowan . . Rhoda 
Williams will dub Brigitte Bardot's 
voice in Columbia Pictures’. “The 
Night Heaven Fell!’ .. . Jean Negu- 
lesco’s director pact was renewed 
by 20th-Fox, new deal calling for 
three pix in five years . . . "Quick 
Draw at Fort Smith” is new tag 
for 20th-Fox’ “The Hell-Bent Kid” 
. , . Sessue Hayakawa joins Jerry 
Lewis in Paramount’s “The Geisha 
Boy,” enacting comedy takeoff of 
role in “Bridge on the River Kwai” 

. . Samuel Fuller assigned Eddie 
Dein to adapt Voltaire’s “Candide” 
with view to possible production.” 

Milton Sperling's United States 
Pictures will produce Mildred Sav¬ 
age novel, “Parrish,” for Warner 
Bros ... . Helen Ainsworth optioned 
“Ariana,” Cuban revolt yarn, for 
a Romson production to star Guy 
Madison . .. Brian Keith purchased 
‘•Three for the Money,” original by 
Peter Packer and Clark Reynolds, 
for Mexican filming under his 
Michael Productions banner... 
Yvonne de Carlo takes over title 
foie in “Maria Magdalene,” to 
be filmed in Italy by Liber Films 
of Rome .: . . Gregory Peck will 
narrate feature, “The Small 
World,” 76-minute nature documen¬ 
tary turned out by producer Robert 
Snyder and lenser Robert Crandall. 

Kim Novak’s next film for Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures will probably be 
“The Beach Boys,” produced' by 

Roger Edens, since actress is out 
of “The Mark Hellinger Story,” at 
least for time being . . . Macdonald 
Carey, currently starring in Samuel 
Brohston’s “John Paul Jones” in 
Europe, remains to take over lead 
in biopie of Father Damien, the 
leper priest, to be produced by 
Spanish Barrnll Martorel under ti¬ 
tle, . “Molokai” . . . 26th-Fox : will 
roll six pix with budgets totalling 
$17,666,666 between June .2-23, in¬ 
cluding “The Hell Ra is e r s,” 
‘.’Rally Round the Flag, Boys,” 
“The. Remarkable Mr. Penny- 
packer,” “These Thousand Hills,” 
“Flaming Lance” and “The Oc- 
tupus.” 

Mirror’s Daily Promotion 
For Screen Entertainment 

The N.Y. Mirror is running a 
daily promotion piece plugging the . 
motion picture industry. 

In; a one column box up front 
in the paper, the Mirror notes that 
“the big entertainment news is 
being made by New York cinema 
theatres, which currently feature 
an appetizing: menii of spectacular 
movies. With giant screens and 
newest photographic techniques, 
today’s pictures are more thrilling 
and dramatic than ever.” 

Paper asks its readers to glance 
at the amusement section to learn 
what’s what and “where to enjoy 
these splendid attractions.” And, 
as a kicker, it gives its readers this 
advice: “Go to the movies and get 
away from humdrum surroundings; 
enrich your mind with pleasure, 
relaxation and knowledge.” 

W. W. Lewis on Own 
. Dallas, May 27. 

William W. Lewis resigned last 
week as general manager of Adel- 
man Theatres, a five-house chain 
headquartered here. Lewis has 
opened his own theatre exploita¬ 
tion agency and is currently on an 
assignment for Allied Artists’ ex¬ 
change here. He’s a former south¬ 
ern exploitation rep for both War¬ 
ners and United Artists, and has 
been a special field rep for Metro 
and Universal. 

Jack Crow succeeds . Lewis as 
general manager for the Adelman 
Theatres. 
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BATTING 
CHAMP! 
Trailers go to bint regularly in every 

smart manager's line-up because trail¬ 

ers lead the league in RBI's (receipts 

brought in) with a smash .429 batting 

average!* 

No wonder you get the best BB (busi¬ 

ness building, not baseball) services at 

prices that are a steal... at a cost of 

pennies each time the Prize Baby gets 

up and slams a pitch right off your 

screen! 

* Based on a survey of trailer impact for a group of theatre clients, Sindlinger & 

Co. states that trailers influence the expenditure of $429 out of every $1,000 

taken in at the box office. Trailers also get "fop mention" as the most reliable 

film advertising, according to Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton. 
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German Distribs Favor "life’ Of 
Three ^ars .S, 
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its to Unit end have/ 
ill Fivnkfurt biMv.ty n [ 

IhuUien. head of the} 
'rib-.- and. Loo I loch-j 
Motion Picture. Ex.nurt j 

url rep. The. Ger-1 

Back to Elsie Jams 1 
Hollywood;;-Xiay''2 

; - Elsie- Janis will, be screen- 
bioged by . Me rb; reported/y 
as a personal project of studio 
chief Sol C. Siegel.; 

Adela, Rogers St. Johns and 
Ralph Wheelwright will eollab 
on screen treatment, based on 
enteiiaiper’s auiobiog, ;“S.6 Far 
So Good." ■ , 

Plenty of Recreational 
Coin in Svenska Burgs 

;st. Paul, .May. 27:. 
Entertainment spending in Twin 

Cities appai-eritly is. oil a level that 
naakes many wonder what’s all the 
recession .talk: about,, it’s, being 
pointed out. 

: For example, although it marked 
the fishing season's opening that 

[ sent thousands: to the many Minne¬ 
sota lakes, the. week-end entertain¬ 
ment spending here, May 17-19, ex¬ 
ceeded $2d0,hop, according to. con¬ 
servative estimates. / . 

Contributing •- to -this were the 
Metropolitan Opera’s $110,170 tak¬ 
ings; six baseball; gamps, inciudin; 

/on hi like* to institute a 
jiohiv --imihtr 1.) Fiat being iol- 
lo-.u d v. i*:i the French anti-others,' 
| »• a ;.ear limitation on li¬ 
ce:- 

Oiiiiaii.argument' is strengthen- * 
ed .in- the lad. that some 10U “.old-; 
jrs" jm m the F.S.-have been ship: ; 
ped in:u Germany and are corn-j 
perihg "with tue MFFA member; 
com'releases, being sold'- to.; 
the : fastivery chvap’y. ; 

The.' -exception that would be i 
mad AH’FA to accept i no ! | Rome of the "super” critical .film 

!rr;i:ta; mn idea, affects old films | critics. Showing a tendency to. 
con hie: e:l of unusual or hi-torical “blastoff’ against serious pictures, 

.- . . ' may be destroying the very, thing 
It agreement op a limitation ^is ( they are trying to create, says pro- 

Schulberg. 

that the iioim G( yernment will not } In N.Y. to join his brother Stu- 
hrr i‘: u* to act i i line -with, such 1 art in: screening, theirv“Across the 
an j.-mt.crneid..- ..The German pro- = Everglades” for the Warner Bros! 

IMPKA limitation of 220 films.. per -i been bothered by the fact that film 
y oar is h o generous and that U.Si ; scribes tended to raise , the level 
films ire a glut on the marketvl b£ their demands on- the more 

S" i£S53&fthoughtful pix..-My.p!=a,” he com* 

situatii n i:o longer appear.-* to ; nvented,” is to find a way in ■which, 
strike the Germans as too urgent.; it’s possible to be ^honestly’, critical 

[at a higher level and still retain, a 

! modicum of realism.” 

Schulberg cited the instance of 

| Elia Kazan. -With -whom he colla- 

* borated on “A Face in the Crowd.” 
; “It*s odd,” he said, “biit it's def¬ 
initely a case of being more de- 

*; minding of the demanding. Some 
J of Kazan’s Work, for instance,, with 

. . , . Its serious overtones, hasn’t been 
Anrlro Brummer, film cpmposer- reyiewcd as well as some easier 

concluctor. has developed a ip’ and much less significant films.” 
Stereophonic ‘•ound system, with ,/ ■ ■ : 
nx akers positioned vertically asi As Schulberg seestt.tneentics 
volt as hm-i/ontaily. for We with' hp service to the great need 
the new •.videsnvt n. single-strip tor more adult screen, entotam, 
piooess. Cinema 100. . intent, ?nd whep they.get it, they 
v ’ T „ , „.■■■■ / a„lgo out of their way to become 

.System, ta med Cyclo. tereo, get*} doubly critical discourage attend- 
lt<s ftt- f on-film. te^t tins month -t fnr tho: w™ tvno nf fiivnt 
v. hen demonstration film in Cinema 

Soundtrack 
[ Continued from page 7 ; 

tivesi, Hugo Friedhofer (musicl, Harry Tytie fshort subjects), John 6. 
Aalberg (sound), George Seaton (writers). George W. Duning (music) 
fills vacancy, for one j^ear, created by resignation of Robert Emmett 
Dolan. ; 

Preminger-Jaffe-Stnari Agency, Coast percentery, set 30 different. 
pie and tv deals during April . ... Included were 12 contracts in the 
feature film field . . . Darryl F. Zanuck revealed in Paris that he has 
Orson Welles for “The Roots of Heaven,” currently being filmed in 
France under direction of John Huston .. . Budd Schulberg in Gotham 
after supervising the final editing oil his “Across the Everglades” at 
the Warner Bros, studio. 

Largest distributor of German and Italian films in Canada is an 
a'?Chicago"^White" Sox-sin -Frahcis- ! Hungarian immigrant, Emy Steve Bod, who also .owns. 450-seat Melody: 
co Giants’ exhibition contest, $47,- i Theatre in Toronto’s German-Italian section and 650-seat Melody in 
775- a U of Minnesota-Alumni foot- [ Montreal. As an importer, he grosses around $220,000 a year from 40 
ball game. $15,000; and a Hoad- , German films. Three of their chief outlets, besides his own houses, are. 
- ' - 'Beacon Theatre, Winnipeg; Palace, Edmonton; and Rio, Vancouver. 

“Sentimental escapism” sells to his German immigrant customers, 
(he told Frank Rasky, editor of Liberty (May); and his regular read- 

estimated to have cost the foothill • ing includes Variety and. the Berlin Film Blatter. “My Italian audi- 
game at .least 5,000. customers,! erices boo and hiss the villian, hut German couples bring their babies 

' along and are more phlegmatic. The Germans love family pictures. I 
don’t bring in sexy films because: the censor in Montreal is very un- 
sexy!” ' ' • 

Gonzales tennis exhibition match 
$9,000/ 

Moreover, rain on Saturday is 

while; a cold Sunday, hurt attend¬ 
ance at th.ie Minneapolis-Denver 
A.A. baseball doubleheader.; 

Relative to theatre attendance /. : ,, . .. . : , j Ottawarbom actor Lome Greene says David Witt, agent for David 
generally on this particular week-T .-^yayne, Eli Wallach; Joan Greenwood et at, got his start through Frans 
end, local exhibitors, who usually ; Lehar. Witt, son of the “Merry Widow” composer’s dentist, met hint 
expect the worst at .the time of the j in >33 an(j Said he was going to the U:S. “Good!!’ said Lehar. “You can 
fishing opener/ said it seemed 
little better , than normal:” 

be my agent for the whole Western Hemisphere. They perform my 
music a great deal there.’’. When Witt said he knew nothing about 
agenting, Lehar retorted,; “Oh, it’s very simple. As soon as you get 
there,: sue the Shuberts.” 

United Artists • registered “West Side Story” with MPAA Title 
Registration Bureau, to cover any deal which may be closed by Seven 
Arts Productions for acquisition of Broadway musical, now in negotia¬ 
tion stage . . . Judy Holliday will reprise her stage hit, “The Bells Are 
Ringing,” for Metro, in an Arthur Freed production set to roll late this 

(year . . . Gregory Peck is doing co-prbduction. effort, “The Virginia 
’ Raiders,” with James B. Harris and Stanley Kubrick, to follow current 
1 “Porkchop Hill.” 

/New Sophia. Loren picture for Paramount release will be filmed 
J entirely in New York at the Gold Medal studios in the Bronx .. . .. 

A revolution in the Hollywood Producer Albert Zugsmith in Gotham to confer, with Metro on release 

Hollywood, May .27. 

169 rolls, Souiid will fill a thea- 
tve from speakers mounted on 
three levels—above the screen. 
h\ low it and beamed from its 
C( nter. . 

Wh'le this increased planal area '} 
was errated expressly to provide 
fuller ,'<»und for the., 160-depfee 
sth-ee-n. it additionally gives Brum- 
n«er the oppovtiinity to practice his 
theories regarding film orchestra¬ 
tions for stereo. 

.When sound .fitms started, com¬ 
posers were pit conductors, and 

an.ee for. the very type of films 
they keep saying they/ want the 
public to see. “The creative film 
man really is hoisted by his Own 
petard,” he commented. “The bet¬ 
ter he gets, the better he has to 
do to please the critics.” > 

“I’m not bitter,” he stressed, 
“just philosophical. But I do think 
the time has come, to reexamine; 
the function of the film critic. I 
certainly believe that it’s his duty 
to support the pictures that should 
be seen, the efforts to turn the 
screen away from formula enter¬ 
tainment. I don’t believe a critic 

they wrote Lm: films by Using. ex- • cafl or ^e detached from 
c< 1 pts lrom the classics. Brummer 
pointed out. "Later it dawned oat; 
them that they could snecifically 
write music because they were 
guaranteed synclironizatibn,” 

Brummer explained further that ^ 

tl.e a/.vonl[ of stereophonic sound courso :nothing one can be ar- 
].ai hrouWit^lit If chanse;bttrary about” 
music."Orchestras are still being < 

the fact that it’s in his power to 
get people to see films.”. 

; It’s part of -a critic’s job: to help 
create a public for the kind of 

| works wh ich he: thinks worthwhile, 
; Schulberg held, adding that “it’ 

seated -as if t’lov were playing for 
.« .concert, ami composers still are 
writing as it■ tivc':r music .was caTpr 
Ing lioni a. .ingle speaker.’/ FU- 
tuii-h‘. accord ng to-Brummer. can 

Schulberg. noted that, apart from 
discouraging artistic efforts .Via su¬ 
per-critical writeups on a level not. 
normally applied to run-of-thc7mIll 
films, critics also have a profound 

[ (l Should 51e ^com0osed/ to .tako ' cifect on. the : source. of filmmak: 
ndvanta 'c of *hg- new. sterCoplron'Cmg. i.e. the financiers. If.: as a. re- 
v e iopes suit of poor reviews, attendance 

Three' smvmate techniques; of ; falls off- ■ bankers and Audios 
ci rnpo^i’i-on vn 1 orchestral seatuig; - v- . . , ■ . ., •. . 
w ill h.e used. hv. Brummer in. his: ,a?t to back such projects m the 
C \cloStereo process, with the com- I ‘“ture, he observed.. And.here, the 
poser recogn zine the •'differen«>ej .circle closes with Tlolly- 
bieueen main title background i wood- .fearful of tackling artistic 
music, sound- .0 fleet- imrdc/and-.forks' and the -critics - .back on 
d-alo1 mu-i -; /For title hack- j^eir old spot, crying Tor more 
ground/ the orchestra w ill he ; films with social arid contemporary 
siated as if lor a concert. The 

production pattern within the next 
five /years* which would result in 
a.new era of prosperity, is predict¬ 
ed by Harold Mirisch. The prexy 
of the Mirisch Co., .who sailed back 
from Britain last; Saturday (24), 
forecast four major developments 
which, he averred, would; have far- 
reaching effects throughout the 
world. He named them in this 
order:.-.' j 

(T ) Eventual complete divorce- 
I ment of production and distribu- 
tion, . , • . ■ 

(2) Reorganization of the pres¬ 
ent major production companies 
into coriipanies that. will , devote 
their- efforts, primarily to/ financ¬ 
ing. •' 

(3) Change-over of the physical. 
facilities of the major studios to a 
rental basis. / , - . 

(4) Increasing emergence; of in¬ 
dependent production- organiza¬ 
tions as the principal source of 
quality pictures. . . . 

When the major studios became 
primarily rental studios another 
element of pressure would be elim* 
mated, Mirisch opined. Overheads 
would be cut and this would result 
in an automatic, reduction in over¬ 
all budgets ahd, all things being 
equal, this should lead to greater 
profits. The maj ors would: devote 
themselves almost entirely to fi- 
napeing and the creative artists 
would be on their own. Eventually 
"the dead-rwood in the industry 
would fall by the; Wayside and it 
would be a case of the survival of 
the. fittest'. 
. The Mirisch Company, whose 12- 
picture deal with United Artists 
oyer a three year span has been 
extended ; to five years, is now 
shooting “Bat Materson” with Joel 
McCrea starred and is due to start 
rolling next month with:. “Man in 
the Net" with Alan. Ladd. Due for 
early production Is the new Mari¬ 
lyn Monroe starrer, “Some Like It 
Hot" to. be directed by Billy Wild¬ 
er. Wilder is also committed. to 
make “My Sister and I” starring 
Audrey Hepburn in the Spring of 
next year. 

orchestra will bo seated in unor¬ 
thodox fashion for sound effects; 
a tnunpel hero, a violin there, etc./ 
to fit the situation/ Music to.heigh¬ 
ten impact of dialog will be pla\ cd 
by im orchestra divided into three 
equal parts, thus eliminating spec¬ 
ific directional sound, that would 

themes. 

Is the public really ready for 
the more mature films? “Three 
years ago I’d had have said yes, 
replied Schulberg. “Today. Im not 
so sure any. more,. But at least the 
market has reached: the point 
where it is wide open. There are 
no more real, barriers against seri- 

interfere with, the thought of the! ous films. Stili, just because a pic- 
«cene. 

System, now containing six 
tracks, will be usable on three 
speakers with minimum effect up 
to 15 speakers for maximum effect: 

ture is more demanding it doesn’t 
mean it’ll, necessarily succeed. I 
think we are being helped by the 
growing sophistication among our 
youth.’' 

plans for “High School Confidential” . . . M-G has purchased “Worthless 
Young Man,” a recent Saturday Evening Post story by James Atlee 
Phillips for filming by producer Philip Barry Jr: from a screenplay by 
Ernest Kinoy . . WOR, N. Y.’s “Long John Show/’ broadcast from 
midnight to 6 a m., covered . Universal’s “midnight horrorthon” of 
“Horror of Dracula” yesterday (Tues.) at t’he Mayfair Theatre. 

Mike Merrick, personal press rep for Harry Belafonte, to Coast over 
the weekend to confer with singer-thesp on exploitation. plans for his ; 
first indie film, “End of the World” and to set publicity schedule for 
his forthcoming European concert tour/ . . Alan Bader, former RKO 
publicist and previously film tradepaper reporter, named publicity 
manager of the Greater New York. Fund . . . Cinema 16 to show the 
prizewinners of the Belgian; international experimental film festival. 

Dan Duryea left New York over the weekend to visit several Penn¬ 
sylvania cities to bally Universal’s “Kathy O” . , . “The Big Train,” new 
half hour film produced by MPO Productions for the N. Y.; Central, will 
be available for public showings following screenings for Central’s 
stockholders and employees. Modern Talking Pictures Service is dis-. 
tributing . . . Samuel Goldwyn conferring in N. Y. with N. Richard Nash, 
on the plajnvright’s.screen adaptation of “Porgy and Bess” . . . Producer 
Joseph Steiner has completed filming on “Black Brothers,” shot in 
Dutch Guiana. 

Technicolor prexy Herbert T. Kalmus would probably have less 
trouble with stockholders at annual meetings if he attended one of 
20th-Fox’s sessions and observed Spyros Skoiiras in action . . . Mike do 
Lisio, Metro magazine contact, on a leave of absence for a six-week 
European jaunt . . . Cary Grant returned to the Coast after a one-week 
Gotham stay to help in ballying Warner Bros/ “Indiscreet,” in which 
he costars with Ingrid Bergman'.... . Leland Hayward, producer of “The 
Old Man and the Sea,” will attend the International Film Festival at 
Stratford, Canada where the WB release will represent the U/S. . .-.Its 
production of “Ben Hur” is even arousing interest behind the iron 
curtain, according to Metro.- Film company says that Trybuna Iudu, 
Warsaw, Poland newspaper sent a correspondent to Rome, to write a 
series of articles about the making of the picture . . . Betty Comden 
and Adolph JSreen will adapt their Broadway musical “Bells Are 
Ringing” for the screen. Arthur Freed will produce and Vincente 
Minnelli will direct for Metro . . . Christopher Lee, who plays Count - 
Dracula in Universal’s “House of Dracula,” in Gotham, from London 
for the New York opening. Lester B. Isaac, Stanley Warner Ciiierama’s 
director of exhibition, in Buerjos Aires for the opening of Cinerama 
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Cine Casino. 

Marcel Hillaire/ the Franco-AmeriCan actor, into Columbia’s “Wreck 
of The 57” which stars Doris Day . . . Rollins Broadcasting Co. of 
Wilmington surveyed Negro markets of N. Y., Chi., St. Louis, Indian¬ 
apolis and Norfolk and while primarily concerned with consumer 
merchandise habits established that nearly 60% of Negroes go to film 
one or more times per month. 

Who’s Gonna Be Next? 
Toledo, May 27., 

Fans of Joe; E. Brown, . 
former Toledoan'who beeime 
a musical . comedy; and film 
stair,; were satisfied^ last Sun¬ 
day (25); when, the city form- : 
ally dedicated a play area/ 
until bow .known as Oakland 
Field,, under the new title of 
“Joe E. Brown Field/.’ The 
star flew to Toledo for the 
event, which included num¬ 
erous festivities sponsored by 
the Fourth Ward Oldtimers. 

Partisans of the Fourth 
Ward had been active on this 
project for about a year— 
ever since the city named a 
playground after another To¬ 
ledo youth—Danny Thomas. 

Chicago, M*ay 27. 
Local neighborhood film houses 

seen coming full circle round. 
Two and three decades ago it 

was bingo, palm reading, chin^- 
ware and other gimmicks. Nqwt 
it’s a lobby “carnival/’ unique 
here (and possibly elsewhere) via 
the Armitage, a 700-seat indie, 
which last week installed coin ma¬ 
chines of the bowling alley genre 
—shuffleboard, pistol " and rifle 
shooting, hockey, and,’ especially 
for tykes, a spaceship ride: Ted 
Stevens,, who says the owners give 
him carte blanche as house man¬ 
ager, calls the lobby layout he 
conceived a “recreation centre.” 

Beauty of the carny touch, apart 
from its already-felt effect at the 
wickets, is that it’s investment- 
free and hence gravy revenue. 
Stevens won’t talk figures, but 
states that in their unveiling 
week, and sans any bally, the 
bally, the games took in a fourth 

again as much biz as the regular- 
candy counter, two coin-operated 
candy units, and an automatic ice 
cream- vendor. Revenue from the 
latter, though, has held steady. 

Other exhibs hereabouts, ac¬ 
cording to Stevens, are mulling 
emulation of the Armitage 
scheme. “It seems especially w$ll 
suited/’ he states, “to neighbor¬ 
hood theatres where you get a lot 
of family trade.” . 

The family’s all-important to 
Stevens, sensitive to the ethnic 
and religious makeup of his dis¬ 
trict. He books the house for all. 
ages—no horror pix and none that 
have so much as been hobbled by 
the adults-dnly tag. His other b.o. 
maneuvers include a pitch to 
adults on Wednesday nights with 
gift merchandise certificates via. 
number drawings* and to moppets 
at Saturday matinees with free 
balloons, on-stage stunts for sur¬ 
prise gifts} and similar angles* 
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Screen’s New‘Boldness’ 
Marked by Picture About | 

Artificial Insemination 
By HY BOLLINGER 

Another indication of. the 
screen’s new boldness in tackling 
adult and previously controversial 
subjects is a full-length theatrical 
film dealing with childbirth via 
artificial insemination. The pic- I 
ture, “A Question of Adultery,” 
was produced in England by Ray¬ 
mond Stross and is scheduled for 
release both in Great Britain and 
the U.S. shortly. 

As far as is known, this is the 
first time that this topic, which has 
aroused considerable arguments in 
past 30 years in legal and religious 
eircles, has been discussed in a 
motion picture. Stross pointed out 
that the British ; courts had labeled 
artificial insemination as adultepr, 
but that there had been no.official 
legal opinion on the subject in the 
U.S. It has been booked; he said, 
on the entire ABC circuit of 700 
theatres in England. 

The first time a motion picture has dared 
.to deal with this explosive subject. 

99 

JULIE LONDON 
_ ANTHONY STEEL 

BASIL SYDNEY 

99 

The burning question currently being de¬ 
bated in the worlds highest courts — 
"Is artificial insemination an act of adultery?'4 

99 

^ Word of Mouth. 
The furor about to be raised by this theme, 
and the film itself, will be heatedly dis¬ 
cussed for years to come. 

u 99 

Months of painstaking research and dis¬ 
cussions with outstanding legal and med¬ 
ical leaders have made this film an 
accurate and authentic drama. 

O 0<3 

Currently being prepared for U. S. release by 

THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS, INC 509 Madison Ave., New York City, MU 8-4800 

* Integrity ^! 
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Editors Told Theirs Is the Shame 
For Playing Up Lana Turners 

Boston, May 27. 

The Lana Turner letters were 
Malted and held up as a sin .of the 
l»i (ks by Oxie Heiehler, editor of 
the Herald-Statesman of Yonkers. 
NY. guest -speaker, at the spring 
i;k etirig -of the New England As¬ 
sociated ITe^s News Executives 
Asso. at the Parker House. 

"Lei's take a look at Lana Turner . taring intefiriissions on pictures 
and the pack of letters she y^rote. «0| ]0ngqr than ordinary duration’'. 

20th to ‘Intermission’ its 
Longies for Food Stands’ 

Sake at Auto Theatres 
Special prints for drive-ins—fea- 

Wprth While Going On 
Houston, ?day 27. 

• . Iris Theatre, opened in 1919 
by the late Will Horwitz, and 
named for his daughter, was 
closed last week for remodel¬ 
ing. With a new .exterior, and 
a new; modern, lobby, new car- 

. pets and freshly painted in¬ 
terior, it is scheduled to reopen 

‘•..-Friday/ 

Remodeled Iris will operate 
. iunder a. new policy of. second 
.run, .double features. . 

in such colorful language. These 
were what are known in our shops 
ns ‘juicy.’. perhaps too juicy. I. 
suspect, for family dinner table- 
discussion. 

"These, letters offered a most 
fascinating example of how the 
press allows itself to be misused. 
Here were documents that made ho 
contribution to the Information of 
readers, nor did they throw valu¬ 
able light on a situation that al¬ 
ready was shabby and ugly. What 
they* did was to invade a personal 
and private area for the basic pur¬ 
pose of sensationalism. 

"In this case one newspaper 
Revved the urgent desires of a 
character who somehow had ob¬ 
tained possession and saw. their 
value for the combined purposes 
of revenge and -ifor kicking the 
beautiful lady while -she; was . in 
tlie gutter. Presumably he also got 
some money. Because of quick 
release to the' great press service, 
hundreds of papers'lent themselves 
to this shabby exercise, 

"A few days ago the annual con¬ 
vention Of the National Newspaper 
Promotion Association Was told 
that ‘hoodlums and dictators cringe 
only before the free American 
press.’ Mothinks in the Lana Tur¬ 
ner letters episode, a racketeer 

will be provided to ozoner cus¬ 

tomers- this summer up 20th-Fox. 

The two-hour and more pictures 
have been cutting in on concessions 
sales and 20th believes the inter¬ 
mission prints will enable the out¬ 
door theatres to provide the time 
for the food arid drink sales. 

Among the 20th entries that will 
be issued with intermission prints 
are "Peyton Place,” "The Young 
Lions” and "A Farewell to; Arms.” 

TROY’S AD-COPY CODE 

Albany, May 27. 

The lOrPoint code of decericy 

for amusement advertisers, which 

the Troy ‘ rN.Y.) Record. News¬ 

papers adopted in 1947. and frir 

which publisher was recently cited 

by the Communicatiqii Arts Guild 

of the Albany Catholic Diocese, 

contains, one provision that re¬ 

cently was, in effect, incorporated 

Parent-Teachers 

.... Ornaha, May 27. 

"There is only one way to pre¬ 
vent bombardment of young minds 
by offensive movies and that is 
don't permit the child, to patronize 
them. It’s that simple.” 

That was the message of Samuel 
Engel, v.p. of the Motion Picture 
Academy, of Arts and Sciences, to 
the National Parent-Teachers As¬ 
sociation Congress at the group’s 
annual convention here last weelL 

Basil L. Walters of Knight News¬ 
papers told the sairie group that, 
"There’s more circulation in Laha 
Turner than in civic righteous¬ 
ness.” -; 

Another member of the panel, 
Irvin. Gitlin of CBS, said tv. and 
radio stations are finding an in¬ 
creasing appetite for information 

ilm Reviews 
Continued from page C ; 

handily' used the American press | by the Legislature, but vetoed by 
Jor his personal piirposes-r-to our • Governor: Ayerell Harrima* (ril- 
cullective shame. [ though the latter agreed With its, 

"An editor who might not care , purpose). 

u | programs. He. said fears that tv 
in a bill drafted by the Joint Leg-1 would.1 have a harmful .effect on 
islatlve Committee on Offensive | children "have proven false.” 

arid Obscene Material and adopted 

to have such letters made the 
subject, of dinner table conversa¬ 
tion by his daughter in their home 
.—because he has set himself a 
higher standard-^may find himself 
doing some other soul-searching.” 

Reichlcr is holder of a George 
K. Polk Award for distinguished 
st rvice in journalism, and first and 
only newspapermnri to' receive the 

The Troy dailies’ code skates: 

‘‘Court , actions relating to 
censoring of motion pictures 
or stage performances or other 
censorship disputes, are not to 
be capitalized in advertising.” 

Bauer-Younglove act,. in more 
detailed language and including 
books. newspapers, recordings, 

La. Guardia Memorial Award for\ fto., fid not make any reference 
Outstanding Achievement in Muni-! tP stage ^performances, 
c ipal Affairs. He has been a news-. The Record Papers’ code de- 
paperman since 1920. , dares, among other things, that: 

___'; • --—— ! illustrations and text in. advertis- 
irig “shall faithfully represent the 

Vli TlOWnFN SHFS R ANK 1 production -themselves-” no “false 
LU IfUlfUtll JURO IVAim :or misleading statements shall be 

AM FYDI HIT ATIHM IrtR iused directly, or implied by type 
Uil HArLUll ill lull JUD j arrangements or by distorted quo- 

Rank Film Distributors of Amer-; tations;”^ no^ text : oW illustration 
lea and Geoffrey G; Martin, the “~1' ” ■— “shall ridicule pr tend to ridicule 

any religion or religious faith; no 
illustration, of 'a character in 
clerical garb shall be shown in 
any but a respectful manner”; the 
“history, Institutions and nationals 
of . all countries shall be repre¬ 

firm's ad-pub director, last week 
were named defendants in a $29 - 
100 damage suit brought in Queens, 
N. Y., Supreme Court by Edward 
C. Dowden. A former publicity' 
manager for Republic Pictures, he 
charged the defendants with fraud (sented with fairness,” 
and breach of contract in failing to > ' ' : — 
retain him as exploitation man¬ 
ager. . 

Dowden, w ho previously resided 
in Orlando. Fla., claims that prior 
to Jan. 6. 1958. he entered into an 
employment pact with the Rank 
outfit to serve as its exploitation 
chief at $300 weekly. All condi¬ 
tions of the agreement were per¬ 
formed by the. plaintiff, complaint 
alleges, until Feb. 21 when he was 
dismissed. 

Rank and Martin, it’s asserted, 
made fraudulent representations to 
Dowden by falsely stating he was. 
to fill the exploitation post when 
actually the berth was already oc¬ 
cupied by Leo Pillot. On Feb. 21 
he was told that Pillot wouldn’t be 
replaced arid there was no vacancy.. 
Until that time Dowden promoted 
a number of Rank pixpf Perris 
the Pacific northwest. - 

Sew on Siegel’s V.P. Braid 
Sol C. Siegel, who was named 

Metro production chief on April' 23, 
was handed v.p. braid by JLoew’s 
board of directors at its meeting, 
last week.. Siegel's official title is 
vice president in charge of produc¬ 
tion. 

At same board session, directors 
confirmed, the election of John I. 
Snyder Jr., chairman of the board 
arid president of U.S. Industries, as 
a Loew-s board member, succeed¬ 
ing Samuel J. Briskiri, who re¬ 
signed to becorhe Columbia’s pro¬ 
duction chief.. 

The Moonrakcr 
is set in 1661. The Civil War is 
over, but the Royalists and. the 
Roundheads are still at each oth¬ 
ers throats. "The Moonraker” has 
Gedrge Baker' as a daring Cavalier 
with a price on his head, whose 
mission it is to get Charles II. to. 
the safety of France. 

He arranges for a ship to pick up 
the king from a lonely part of the 
COast but Baker is discovered by 
one of Cromwell’s agents and is 
betrayed by the fiancee of a Round- 
head colonel. Surrounded by 
Roundheads, it needs all Baker’s 
wit, daring and skill with the sword 
to fulfill his mission. He still has 
time to fall in love with the girl 
during the few hours, jle is at the 
inn. 

The screenplay sags occasionally 
but there are enough clashes be¬ 
tween the Cavaliers and Cromwell- 
ites to keep enthusiasm high. The 
acting, which is reliable -rather 
than inspired, has the necessary 
degree of hamminess to make the 
proceedings amusing. Baker rides 
and scraps his way through the 
script with virility, charm and un¬ 
flagging energy while Peter Arne 
scores as his chief protagonist. 
Richard Leech, Marius Qpring, 
Clive Morton and Gary Raymond 
give Baker sound support. Paul 
Whitsun-Jones, as a fiery-, and 
portly Royalist, chips in with some 
unsophisticated fun. Sylvia Syms, 
the leading lady, looks pretty but 
cannot do very much with a color¬ 
less role. 

David Macdonald’S: direction is 
straightforward. Max Greene’s 
lensing is excellent. “The Moon- 
raker” is very .easy on the eyer the 
color being particularly good. This 
simple film will give a lot of in¬ 
nocent pleasure to many people. It 
has a theme song with a lyric so 
pathetically banal that it stands 
every chance of being a hit. 

• ■ Rich. 

Madman's Country 

Fair oater, should reap good 
returns in action market. 

J. W. Gardner’s Ozoner 
" Albany, May 27. 

. John W. Gardner premiered the 
Glen Drive-In, on the Glens Falls- 
take George ! Road, Friday (23), 
The e^S^car was built in seven 
weeks. ■ 

The location is about four miles 
from Fort George Drive-In, outside 
Lake George Village (conducted 
by Jules Perlmutter). There are 
two other and : smaller automo- 
bilers, in the same general area. 

Warner Bros, release of a Robert E. 
Kent . production. ' Stars George Mont¬ 
gomery; co-stars Neville Brand, Buster 
Crabbe. Directed by; Fred F. Sears; screen- 

I play, Orville H: Hampton; camera, Benja- 
f min H. Kline; music, frving Gertz; editor. 

Grant Whytock. Previewed in Hollywood,. 
' May 21, '58. Running time, 85 MINS. 
Pat Garrett .... George Montgomery 
Biilch Cassidy ..V.Neville Brand 
Wyatt. Earp .............. Buster Crabbe 
Lorna .... ... KJirin Booth 
Bat Masterson     - Gregory Walcott 
Buffalo Bill Cody......Malcolm Atterbury 
Sundance . .......... Russell Johnson 
Harvey Logan.'  ...'Richard Devon 
Mayor Coleman Morris. Ankrurri 
Marshal McAfee __ Dan Riss 

_ Jl- . 
S A3T ’a NEW 

DISTINGUISHED 
AIR CONDITIONED 

V 15 STORY BUILDING 

BETWEEN FIFTH & MADISON AVENUES 

3500 to 5000 SO. FT. FLOORS 
ALSO A FEW SMALLER UNITS 

readyfalii 958 
Itaiing ogent 

JUI.IEN J. STUDLEY, INC 
342 Moditoh Ave., N.Y.C. OX 7-77B* 

This Town Is a Peyton Place!’ 
[THEN ROOF FALLS IN ON MINISTER] 

Ottawa, May 27. 

"Peyton Place” (20th), now showing throughout Canada, is get¬ 
ting, a lulu of a free wire-service ad frpm a northern Ontario 
mining town called Cobalt, 

A young Immigrant United Church clergyman there. Rev. Hel¬ 
mut Wipprecht, called the town "another Peyton Place” in a. ser¬ 
mon Sunday before .last. Last Sunday (18) a Roman Catholic priest, 
Rev. Thomas Kavanagh, attacked the Protestant cleric frpm his 
pulpit. ‘This two-bit character,” he said before his sermon, "can¬ 
not come into this town and smear us. If he’s not satisfied here 
there’s a highway and there’s a railroad.” 

Resultant publicity is being carried widely across the country, 
and will increase when a petition now being circulated is present¬ 
ed by a group of mothers, asking Wipprecht to apologize for say-. 
ing that 12-14-year-old girls “are attending smooching parties 
with gas-pipeline, workers.” There’s also a movement on foot in 
Wipprecht’s own church to ask hihi to resign—although he. has 
received much support. 

Wipprecht Is also fighting off an attack by .Ontario’s attorney- 
general, Kelso Roberts, an old Cobalt man, who said, "The good 
people of Cobalt don’t merit such condemnation.” To which Wip¬ 
precht cracked, back, T didn’t condemn the good people •—only 
the bad ones.” 

Specific charges by Wipprecht: "A. number, of church members 
have had premarital sex relations.. One .of my own parishioners 
said to. me she thought there was. nothing wrong, with adultery. 
There have been cases in the area of attempted incest. I’ve been 
told, arid’ I believe it’s true, that 50%; of our girls , have sex re- 
latioris Ivhile they are,in high school. It is common knowledge 
that certain married men have liberal ideas of marital fidelity.” 

"I don’t think Cobalt is Sodom and Gomorrah,” says Wipprecht, 
’’but it isn’t heaven either. It is like Peyton Place, just as many 
other small towns sire like Peyton Plice/* . 

"Badman’s Country” assembles 
practically the whole roster of the 
frontier west’s famed law officers, 
including Wyatt Earp, Bat Master- 
son,.. Pat Garrett and Buffalo Bill, 
to defend the sprouting city of Abi¬ 
lene, apparently on the supportable 

[ theory that if the fans go for one 
heroic marshal they should go four 
times as enthusiastically for a quar¬ 
tet of them.. 

The Robert E. Kent production 
for Warners doesn’t have any other 

; novelties about it, but it is a well- 
, plotted,, suspenseful western of. the j 
non-psychological, or action, type. 

I Not much soul-wrestling or insight j 
about these characters, but plenty 
of action. George Montgomery 
heads the cast, which has been ca¬ 
pably directed by the late Fjced F. 
Sears. 

The problem, in Orville H. Hamp¬ 
ton’s screenplay, is that a large 
collection of outlaws, headed by 
Neville Brand, is gathering outside 
Abilene to knock off a train ship¬ 
ment of gold worth half a million 
dollars. Montgomery, as Garrett, 
wants to suck the outlaws into 
town, where they can be more 
easily ambushed. He is supported 
by his fellow law officers, including 
Crabbe who looks remarkably like 
the real Earp, and Gregory Walcott 
as Masterson arid Malcolm Atter¬ 
bury as Buffalo Bill. The towns¬ 
people are shortsightedly opposed 
to this plan since it will involve a 
considerable amount of gunplay 
and they are chary of this even if 
it does mean the town will be 
cleaned up. They finally see the 
light, however, and Montgomery 
& Co. trap the gunmen, save the 
gold and free the town from the 
bandit’s domination. 

The picture does a good job of 
laying in the threads of the con¬ 
flict so they can be knotted for a 
sharp, tight climax and then in pro¬ 
longing the outcome until the final 
shoot-out. Suspense is achieved 
and so is excitement. In additiori 
to those mentioned above, Karin 
Booth as the romantic interest, 
Russell. Johnsori, Richard Devon, 
Morris Ankrurii and Dan Riss all 
contribute effectively. 
• Benjariiin'H. Kline’s photography 

is able and there is a title , song.. 
that might get -some play to help in 
exploitation. Other technical cred^ 
its are adequate. . Powe. 

Her Fuchs Veit Paris 
(The Fox of Paris) 

(GERMAN) 

Berlin j May. 20. 
. Constantin release of Kurt Ulrich pro-' 
duction. ■ Stars Martin Held, Marianne- 
Koch, Hardy Krueger, Michel Aiiclair; 
features Peter Mosbacher, Paul Hart¬ 
mann, Viktor Staal. Directed by Paul 
May. Screenplay, Herbert Keinecker; 
camera; Georg Bruckbaucr; music, Hans 
Martin Majewski; editor, KlaUs Eckstein. 
97 “<>rii:aus* . Berlin. ; Running time. 

General Quade .1 ..../:. Martin. Held 
Captain Euerstenwerth.. .Hardy Krue:ger • 
Yvonne. ....--Marianne Koch 
Major Wedekind ... .Peter Mosbacher 
Von der Heinitz ........Paul Hartmann 
Colonel Toller ...... ..: Viktor Stall 
Andre .................. Michel Auclair 
Francois ...Jean P*ul Roussillon 
Yvonne’s father .,:.: Jean Murat 

: Some 10 years ago, Paul May 
directed the; Austrian picr "Duel 
With Deat h,” an Impressive 
anti-Nazi filrri which ' centered 
around the undergtOund movement 
in Austria during the last World 
War. "Fox” has a similar plot but 
any other comparison with his 
"Duel” would be unfair. May’s 
latest opus is disappointing. Com¬ 
mercial prospects, however, may 
be just the opposite. While his 
“Duel” was a b.o.- flop, this looks 
good enough .to get adequate re¬ 
turns. It even looks to have some . 
foreign chances, helped by the 
names of French actor -Michel 
Auclair, Marianne Koch alias Cook 
(a Universal pactee) arid Hardy 
Krueger, who was starred iri Rank’s - 
“The One That Got Away/*' 

Story has its locale iri Paris, 
shortly before the Allied invasion. 
iri 1944. It centers on a young Ger¬ 
man officer iHardy Krueger) who 
gets involved with the French 
resistance and siriiultaneously also 
with a German generals’ plot which 
is aimed at savirig the Iifes of Ger¬ 
man soldiers instead of sacrificing 
them for (senseless) defense ac¬ 
cording to Hitler’s order. The 
young officer becoiries an innocent 
victim since treated like a traitor, 
and shot by the Germans. 

Screenplay lacks the necessary 
conviction to make it suSpenseful. / 
Moreover, May’s direction is quite 
wooden. Cast has a tough. time 
making it believable. 

Krueger plays the young Ger- 
riian officer sympathetically. Martin 
Held enacts a Gerriian general with 
an overdose of noblesse. Miss 
Koch portrays. a French resistance 
girl, speaking German with a. 
Gallic accent which eventually 
sounds ridiculous. Hans Martin 
Majewski’s score has quality. 

Harts. 

Incognito 
(FRENCH; DYALISCOPE) 

Paris, May 20. 
Gaumont release of Odeon-Hoche Film 

production. Stars Eddie Constantine) 
features Tilda Thamar, Danick Pattis- 
son. Gaby Andre. Dario Moreno. Directed 
by Patrice Dally; .Screenplay. Albert 
Simjnon, Ben Barzman, Yvan Audouard, 
Dally; camera; Michel Kelber; editor, 
Claude Nicole. At Triomphe. Paris. , 
Running time, 100 MINS. 

Stanley ......Eddie Constantine 
Barbara .............. Danick-Patersson 
Blonde ......Tilda Thamar 
Redhead ....................Gaby- Andre 
Fernando .Dario Moreno 

Yank actor Eddie Constantine 
again portrays an American G-man 
on, the trail of dollar counterfeit¬ 
ers. It involves a fictional Latino 
power, plenty of good looking girls, 
fights and gags. This one is 
smoothly played and directed. Al¬ 
though story is familiar, it is easy , 
to take. However, stacked up 
against Yarik; film counterparts, it 
rates only as a possible dual entry. 
Constantine has yet to make the 
pic to break , the barrier into his 
home country where he is still an . 
unknown quantity filmically. 

Done in an anamorpho:|:oped 
paocess, this moves lightly. It ia 
helped, by Constantine’s ease in his 
well worn role. Fights are well 
staged and some clever sight gags 
and pretty lookers bnliven the pic. 
Technical credits are good and this 
looks to do well on the Continent 

' ' ; Mosk. 
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Can’t Have It Both Ways 
[IN AUSTRALIA] 

American film company exec, recently visiting in Sydney, was 
confronted by officials of two theatre circuits wlio wanted to know 
if the. Yank had any ideas about selling his outfit’s pictures to 
television. “Because if you do,” continued the theatremen, “you 
lose us as customers.” ; 

. The American immediately recognized ho alternative but to shun 
tv sales. For the two circuits are Australia's only major theatrical 
outlets and to lose them could hardly be compensated for by the 
skimpy money that could be brought in via! the old pix sales to 
Aussie video. -v 

Moral of the tale, of course, is the obvious one. American ex¬ 
hibitors, had they been Working together and exercising collective 
power* might have prevented the tv unloading in the states which 

: caused them so much hardship. V ' \ 

Wives Left at Home, Atlanta Exhib 
on 

By SAM LUCCflESE 

■>;'* Atlanta, May 27, : 
Conviviality took; a back seat as 

delegates to the joint annual con¬ 
vention of the Alabama Theatres 
Assn, and the Motion Picture The¬ 
atre Owners and Operators gath¬ 
ered in Atlanta Tuesday and 
.Wednesday -(20-21)1 Eliminated 
was the elaborate printed program 
(replaced by a two-^heet mimeo¬ 
graphed bare-bones outline), gone 
were the flashy social affairs at 
which owners and exhibitors for¬ 
merly made merry with, the i r 
ladies. This year the sex stayed 
at home, for the. most part, prob¬ 
ably tending : the store) and the 
gents came to Atlanta with serious 
purpose. 

Attitude of individual delegate 
seemed to be: “I’ll do myself a lot 

.of listening and see if I can learn 
. something that will help me to 
sell tickets.” 

Convention Had; hardly come to 
order at call Of J. H. (Tommy) 
Thompson, of Hawkinsville, presi¬ 
dent of Georgia group, before Ol! 
Debbil Television began to be 
whipsaw.ed as being behind motion 
picture industry’s primary diffi¬ 
culties, '. 

E. G. Stellings, president of The¬ 
ater Owners of America, was the 
principal speaker on the opening 
day (20) of the convention arid, he 
teed off with a blast at video. 

“Basically and simply we need 
more film, better film and a steady 
flow of film/’ he told the delegates. 
“We must keep film for our the¬ 
atres and not let it go to our great¬ 
est single competitor,. television. 
We must promote our business on 
an industrywide level as well as 
locally. We must keep our thea¬ 
tres Clean, in good repair and at¬ 
tractive so patrons will really en¬ 
joy a trip to the movies. 

“In the matter of more, better 
and orderly-released product, a 
great job has been done by our 
TOA brother, Leonard Goldenson, 
of American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres, his associate, Ed¬ 
die Hyman, and other TOA leaders 

. in contacting every producer to en¬ 
courage them to. make more pic¬ 
tures to insure that these pictures 
are' released to us in an orderly 
manner. 

“It has been reported repeatedly 
in our trade press that 105 big pic¬ 
tures will be coming from the ma¬ 
jor producers during the next 12 
months. . 

“On stopping the release of 
films to television—and there is no 
question that the flood of flims 
last summer and fall was the 
caUse of our horrible boxoffice 
tumble then—we have made a very 
positive gain in one area and an 
encouraging start in another. 

■(We engaged the Sindlinger Re¬ 
search Co. last December to help 
us prove that continued sale of 
film to television could put us all 
out of business. We sent these 
findings to every distribution com¬ 
pany president and they got the 
message. Since the start of 1958 
there has been no major sale of 
big packages of films to tv with 
the exception of the United Art¬ 
ists, who unloaded 65 films, vir¬ 
tually all of them foreign films or 
*B’ product.” 

Stellings . outlined the TOA’s 
•‘fight back” program, outlining the 
campaign to expend $2,300,000 to 
combat the b.o. sag. He said the 
radio portion of the drive will be 
launched July 1, to be followed by 
the newspaper advertising cam¬ 
paign scheduled to get under way 
Sept. 1: Exhibitors and distribu¬ 
tors will split cost, he said. 

“It will be a grassroots cam¬ 
paign,”. Stellings told delegates, 
“one that will reach your town 

through the larger daily newsjpa-. 
pers in , your state and through, 
your radio stations.” 

He closed on an optimistic note; 
We have won the battle against 

toll-tv, but not the war. Encouraged 
by recent government action, we 
can hope for. eventual victory/’ 

Details of the campaign were 
dished out by George Roscoe, TO A 
field supervisor and former At¬ 
lanta branch manager, for Colum¬ 
bia Pictures. He advised that it 
would be a drive to build up busi¬ 
ness.' 

Sindlinger’s Ticket-Selling Work¬ 
shop conducted Wednesday (21) by 
M,. L. (“Mike”) Simons, formerly 
director of customer relations for 
MGM, was. given careful attention 
by delegates. Spotlighted during 
workshop was a talk by '..Charles 
Tedwilliger on “The importance of 
National Fan Magazines to Ticket 
Sales."1 ' 

Delegates also; heard talks by 
Bob Moscow, manager of. Atlanta’s 
Rialto Theatre;,on “Product”; and 
by R. M. Kennedy, president of the 
Alabama group, on “Concessions’ 
and by J. O. Hoover on “More 
Profit in Concessions.” 

“Tommy” Thompson, head of 
Martin-Thompson chain operating 
in Georgia,, was re-elected presi¬ 
dent of Georgia association for 13th 
consecutive term, a record for 
longtime . presidents. Georgians 
elected.the following to serve with 
Thompson: O. C. Lam, Rome, vice- 
president; E. D. Martin, Coliimbus, 
treasurer; and John - Thompson, 
Gainsville, asst, treasurer! 

Alabama association re-elected 
R. M. Kennedy to presidency and 
Dan W. DaVis, James W. Gay lard 
and Rufus Davis, as vice-presidents 
and added J. A. JaCksoii as a v.p. 
Mack Jackson was named TOA rep 
resentative; T. E. Watson was 
elected secretary-treasurer. 

Although no social affairs were 
held during convention quarters of 
Atlanta Tent No. 21 Variety Club 
held open house for delegates and 
they were invited to be guests of 
Atlanta theatres. 

Death of Nat Williams, veteran 
South Georgia exhibitor, was me¬ 
morialized by convention. 

Or Exhausted Touring? 
Chicago, May 27, 

JealouSy in the Russian “uto¬ 
pia?” 

. Moiseyev dancers turned* 
down a bid to see the “Bol¬ 
shoi Ballet” pic at the World, 
Abashed exhib Chuck Teitel 
says he understands from 
sources close to the troupe 
that intense rivalry between 
the two terp companies in¬ 
spired the “hyet.” 

GERMAN BISHOP:‘AVOID 
IMMORALITY IN FILMS’ 

Munich, May 27. 
Film, producers were urged to 

‘respect the likeness of God re¬ 
flected in man” and not to degrade 
mankind* . in *a recent speech by 
Bishop Karl Leiprecht, of Rotten- 
burg, episcopal sponsor of the Ger¬ 
man Catholic Film League. Speak- 
ing at annual huddle of latter 
group. Bishop Leiprecht praised 
the effort to avoid immorality in 
films. He warned, however; 
against giving a distorted picture 
of. life by. “confusing fantasy with 
reality3’ in film making. 

Prelate condemned producers 
who entice people to. attend pic¬ 
tures by playing up the lower pas¬ 
sions at expense of what he; called 
“the true dignity of humanity,”. 

;. Conference* attended by 100 del¬ 
egates, and headed by Cardinal 
Joseph Wehdel, heard reviews of 
films by a committee of specialists, 
including producers, directors and 
actors and actresses of German 
studios. ; 

. One of the. resolutions passed 
calls for more freedom of choice 
in features to be shown by ex¬ 
hibitors, ; ■; 

' Hollywood, May 27. 
-International Telemeter is 

process . of Getting up , a separate 
corporation to develop live pro¬ 
gramming, on both the local and 
national levels for the toll, tv sys¬ 
tem, Louis A.- Novins, president, 
stated, here. 

Novins paid; tribute , to Henry, 
Griff ing for his experimental work 
in toll tv in Bartlesville and cou¬ 
pled this, with the announcement 
that Telemeter will: be in; opera¬ 
tion in “several communities” by 
the' end. of this year. He stressed 
that Telemeter, unlike the Bartles¬ 
ville system, will provide sub-, 
scribers with freedom of program 
choice via its use of a meter at¬ 
tached to the home video receivers: 

‘The Old Man & the Sea' 
Stratford’s U.S. Feature 

“The Old Man and the Sea, 
Leland Hayward’s production of 
the Ernest Hemingway, novel, has 
been selected to represent the 
United States at the second Inter¬ 
national Film Festival to be held 
In Stratford, Ontario, Canada, this 
summer. 

The Warner Bros, release, star¬ 
ring Spencer Tracy, will be shown 
on July 12. Fesf is the second at 
which the film will be shown* hav¬ 
ing previously been set as a U.S. 
entry at the Brussels World’s Fair 
festival, ; 

Leeka’s Delayed Debut 
Paul Gregory and Raoul; Walsh 

have granted permission to Bill 
Leeka, who Is under contract to 
their Grewal Productions, to par¬ 
ticipate inthe five football games 
he’s eligible to play for UCLA. 
Athlete - turned - actor bad . been 
scheduled to report to Walsh in; 
Madrid for a role in a Jayne Man¬ 
sfield picture. 

Leeka will report to Gregwal for 
his first screen assignment upon 
completion of his academic year 
in the fall. It’ll b&a role in “Black 
River,” which th# indie firm will 
film in Mexico. 

No Surprise to N Y. Execs; Taught 
Pay-See Showmen Some Essentials 

Boxoffice Taxes Dip 
. . Washington, May 27. 

The Qovernment collected 
$10,784,000 in taxes on admis- 
missions to theatres, concerts-, 
etc. in quarter ending March 
31, compared to $11,238,000 in 
corresponding period last 
year, according to Internal 
Revenue Service. . 

Collections for fiscal year to 
date from this source have 
reached $40,733,000, down 
from $63,694,000 in initial 
quarter of 1957. This appears 
to be reflection of downbeat 
in nation’s. economy. 

Bartlesville,. Okla.* May 27. 

Robert Getter, manager of Video 

Independent .Theatres, recently 
reported here that as soon , as a 
workable' metering device can be 
developed for the Tele movies 
home-toll operation the system will 
be resumed. He blamed the fail¬ 
ure on the lack of any device that 
might have given the public the 
opportunity of tuning in, on a 
pay-as-you-see basis,, on programs 
desired. 

Company claimed 809 sUbscrib- 
,ers for the wired tv. This was 
insufficient to sustain costs of the 
operation, v 

‘ST. IGNATIUS’ PLAYS 
DOWNTOWNER AT 90c 

, Albany, May 27. 

“St. Ignatius,” feature picture 
dealing with, the founder of the 
Order of the Society of Jesus 
(the Jesuits), played the large, 
first-run Troy in Troy for three 
days last week—at 90c. for adults 
and 40c! for children. •" 

Another picture with appeal to 
Catholics, “The Miracle of Mar- 
celino,” followed at the American, 
in Troy, which John Capano re¬ 
cently leased and reopened, after 
it had been dark for almost six 
years. Stanley Warner turned 
back the 800-seat house, located 
in the business, section, to the 
owner; several months ago. 

Capano, who also operates the 
State in Troy, arranged Catholic 
tieups for the Spanish-made film; 
Scale: 90c. for adults, and 50c. 
for youngsters. 

Dog Bites Dog 
Buffalo, . May 27. 

Local management of Cen- 
. tury Theatre has set up. 25 

stations throughout metropoli¬ 
tan Buffalo at which tickets 
for the current engagement of 
20th*s “South Pacific" may be 
procured. 

Fillip of the unique (for' 
here) publicity stunt is the 
fact that among the stations 
listed are the eight competi¬ 
tive sub-run theatres Inthe in¬ 
dependent Basil Community 
chain. 

International Telemeter (Paramount) 
To Float Stock Issue In Near Future? 
'■ Look for a public stock issue to 
be floated shortly by International 
Telemeter, which is .90%-owned 
by Paramount. 

Film company is angling to get 
the cabled pay-tv system off the 
ground before the year is out and 
reportedly already has sounded out 
Wall Street banking houses about 
the possibility of underwriting the 
public shares. 

Exact amount of capital which 
Par president Barney Balaban,. v.p. 
Paul Raibourn and Telemeter chief 
Louis Novins feel they need hasn’t 
yet been determined. This will de¬ 
pend on the outcome of negotia¬ 

tions With the banking houses. 
—^ t But doubtless it will run high 
into the millions if Int’l Tele is to 
blanket at least a. couple of mid¬ 
west cities with wired hookups be¬ 
fore Jan, 1, 1959, as planned. Ac¬ 
tual, operators will be franchise 
dealers, mainly well-heeled cir¬ 
cuits, With the home-toll company 
dealing in the equipment .and fa¬ 
cilities. So far as programming is 
concerned, special events likely 
will be prominent along with new* 
feature pictures. 

Par execs are not put out by the 
fold . of the Telemovies system 
which has been tried for the past 

nine months in Bartlesville, Okla. 
This enterprise built up to 800 sub¬ 
scribers but this figure proved sub¬ 
stantially short of iheetlng over¬ 
head. 

Any kind of enthusiastic recep¬ 
tion was not achieved^ because, as 
it's generally felt, the System re¬ 
quired a flat monthly fee—which 
recently was reduced almost in 
half to $4.95. 

Par toppers believe Int’l Tele 
has the big advantage in that, its 
system provides a meter through 
which subscribers can choose, and 
pay for, only what they want to 
see on the homescreen. 

+ Toll - television, as tested ia 
Bartlesville, Okla., since last Sep¬ 
tember, never had a chance. Thai 
the operation will be suspended In 
June, following a nine-months run. 
comes as no surprise to N. Y, film 
men. 

This is no Monday - morning 
quarterbacking, for Henry S. Grif¬ 
fing, president of Video Independ¬ 
ent . Theatres, which put on tbit 
first major engagement of box 
office, video, admits he’s madt 
many mistakes. 

Observers in the cast com 
mented this week that the eco 
nomics of “Telemovies,” as it wa> 
dubbed in Bartlesville, simplj 
were unsound. Griffing himseli 
acknowledges this. 

A New York exec highly placed 
in the pay-see medium field re¬ 
lated the. results of a survey taken 
some time ago in Bartlesville. This 
pulse-taking make it clear that 
only a small minority would be 
willing, to pay the $9-50 per month 
which Video charged at the start. 
(The survey was conducted by a 
well-heeled investor who had ideas 
about going into toll tv). 

Meter the Need 

' It showed further that the ma 
jorlty might be willing to pa: 
lesser amounts on the flat-fet 
basis. But the owners of 1,981 
home receivers said they would g< 
along with the new show busines: 
enterprise only oh condition tha 
they could select their own wired 
in entertainment and pay for i 
only to the extent they availec 
themselves of. the system. In other 
words, they wanted to be meterec 
and Griffing couldn’t accommodate 
them; 

The circuit exec, in a prepared 
statement, admitted this. 

It was learned further that many 
of those who said they would sub¬ 
scribe on . flat , fee became disen¬ 
chanted. The dumber of subscrib¬ 
ers dropped from 600 to 300. Grif¬ 
fing cut the price to $4.50 pei 
Month and the customers grew ir 
number to 800.. But this was no 
enough. At the same time i 
switch in operation was effected 
Rather than using two channels fo 
motion pictures. Video beamed ou 
the pictures on one and used thi 
other for background music. 

According to Gothamites, Grif 
fing was not able to acquire th- 
best .in film product on any kirn 
of consistent basis and this, toe 
militated against M?e system. 

On the other hand. Par, wit’, 
its international Telemeter, feel 
confident it will have the top pic 
tures Available to it from nearl: 
ill, if not all, distribs. 20th-Foj 
was the only one not to go along 
with Video. 

Trade reports had it that the 
Video company sustained a loss o! 
over $1,250,000 with its experi¬ 
ment. Outfit would have needed 
about 1*600 subscribers (there are 
8,445 sets fci the Bartlesville area) 
to break even. 

Griffing stated he intends to re¬ 
sume operations again and for this 
reason, the cable connections to 
homes will be left intact. But 
there must be a control box on 
..the market in sufficient quantity 
so as to provide the public with 
the necessary freedom of choice in 
its entertainment. 

Here’s the blow-by-rhlow on why 
“Telemovies” went wrong: 

(1) Public wouldn’t accept 
the “package” at a fixed 
monthly rate. c 

(2) Not enough economy in 
the technical, including en¬ 
gineering, operation. 

(3) Too tough to compete 
with free theatrical produc¬ 
tions on tv. 

. (4) Motion pictures alone 
are not enough; there most be 

. diversified programming. 

TelePrompterY Can. Mgr. 
Toronto, May 27. 

R. S. “Bob” Wilson has been 
named manager of TelePrompter 
of Canada Ltd., a division of S. W. 
Caldwell Ltd. 

Wilson, in his new post, will 
concentrate on the development of 
closed-circuit presentations in 
Canada and to the Introduction of 
TelePrompter’s device’s for public 
speaking and sales meetings. 
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Danny & the Critics CBS, Bates & the ‘ 
Danny Seymour, radio-tv. boss at j. Walter Thompson, which, for 

the first time in a dozen years goes to. the post next season without, 
an hour, dramatic show on its client sked, cops a plea for the demise 
of. “Kraft TV Theatre” and shifts the blame on the critics. Seymour 
admits that for a long period he tried to salvage it, particularly in 
view of the lift it’s, been getting since David Susskind and-: his 
Talent Asspciates assumed the production helm, but the sponsor 
(National Dairies) would have no more part in it. 

“And in a Way you can’t blame them,” says Seymour. “I blame ' 
the critics. The very same critics who blast and rant over the. 
passing of tv drama are the very same ones who, week after week, 
have subjected ‘Kraft TV Theatre’ to unmerciful drubbings. Not 
that I say they're wrong in their evaluation. Most of them are 
frustrated drama critics and an hour tv drama showcase is their 
dish of tea. They go to town on it and make no allowance for that 
fact that, week in and week out for 52 Weeks a year, it’s impossible 
to. measure up to Broadway standards. Yet the tv critics demand it. 
'• “How would you feel as a sponsor plunking down $6,000,000 a 
year, onlji;to Wind up with.a roomful of pannings. Kraft Would have 
been a lot better off—and probably still be’ on the air—if the critics " 
had just ignored it and let the people decide.” . : 

Radio’s Answer to Madison Ave.: 

(Buy Ratios, Not Personal Opinion 
Radio ^ and. television; have the 

same public relations problem. And, 
if possible, it’s more pressing in 
radio,' radio people say, because of 
two-and-a-half frequently misused 
and misconstrued. words—rock ’n.’: 
roll. ■ 

Three weeks ago in Variety, tv 
packager Dan Enright said essen¬ 
tially that the horiiescreen audience 
prefers a good tv quiz to quality 
drama, and that it’s not a question 
of what the public ought to . want, 
but instead what it. does want. 

Substitute the words “top 40” 
for “quiz,” and the problem ap¬ 
plies to local radio, other execs 
claim. 

Critics of “top 40” audio have 
mounted a new wave of attacks, 
touched off this last time by. the 
now famous Mitch Miller speech at 
the Storz-sponsored first annual: 
deejay conclave iri Kansas City. 
Since then, other, disk people, cer¬ 
tain publishers, rietworkers, and— 
from the most troublesome" and 

. meaningful quarter — some ad 
agency folk have joined in. 
•* Contention is “top 40” is di¬ 
rected solely at teenagers, who 
have relatively little purchasing 

. power. Madison Ave. is being 
toldj in effect, to stop nourishing: 
that kind of radio, for the good of 
the industry at large. - 

But from indie radio quarters 
comes the reply. -Eirst of all, they 
say, a look at most ratings will 
bear out that top-pop stations draw 
the same large audiences' when 
kids are in school. Perhaps more 
significant from the overall indus¬ 
try. standpoint, however, is. the 
fact that it is difficult to lump 
very many stations as. “top 40” and 
talk about them as a class. 

By no means are all Storz, 
McLendon or Plough radio sta¬ 
tions alike. Neither are the West- 
inghouse and Bartell stations alike. 
The latter don’t consider them¬ 
selves “top 40” operations, but 
others in the trade figure they 
qualify on the basis of their music 
skeds. But the main point is that 

(Continued on page 50) 

For 10 years Neville Brand had 
been kicking around Hollywood do¬ 
ing bit parts In films, mostly oatr. 
ers, with an occasional minor role 
in tv. In basting this two-parter, 
“All the King’s Men,” for Kraft 
Theatre, exec producer David Suss¬ 
kind; recalled Brand’s performance 
four years ago in a half-hour vid- 
film entry, “The Buckskin.” Suss¬ 
kind offered him $1,500 (plus ex¬ 
penses from the Coast) to take the 
Willie Stark role in “King’s Men.” 
Brand jumped at it: 

Last week 20th-Fox. Paramount 
and Hal Wallis were hot on Brand’s 
trail for pic commitments. He took 
the Wallis deal, to star in one film 
a year for three years. .The tv 
itwp-tjqaf vonei-shot;did the trick.- 

Swezey Blasts Solans 
New Orleans, May 27, . 

Decision of the Louisiana Legis¬ 
lature to go into secret session re-, 
garding state’s fiscal situation af¬ 
fecting teachers’ salaries was de¬ 
nounced here by Robert D. Swezey* 
executive veepee and general man¬ 
ager of station WD$U. . 

Swezey charged the lawmakers’ 
decision as infringement of free¬ 
dom of information and violation 
of the spirit and purpose of the 
“state’s public meeting law.” 

“The excuse that the Legislature 
can accomplish more in this fash¬ 
ion is the same excuse that totali¬ 
tarian governments ■.■■use to justify 
secrets and censorship,” Swezey: 
said. ■ V 

He said it was Impossible to Kave 
a secret meeting of sd large a body 
and urged. Ahe . lawmakers to re¬ 
nounce; this practice and to resolve 
against its repetition. . ; 

None Set for ’59 
Apparently the Itidspec vogue Is 

oyer. There’s not a single special 
in preparation for next season der 
signed specifically for the moppet 
trade (as in the case of the cur¬ 
rent season, with its round-robin of 
“pied Piper” “HarisBrinker,’’etc.). 
The agericles and the sponsors, 
goes the word, have had their fill 
of them, just as. the yen for vocal¬ 
ists. died even before the season 
ended- . .! ’. > __ 

One major series of kidspecs is 
still running. That’s the Shirley 
Temple Storybook filmed cycle. 
But it’s understood that the cor 
sponsors of the aeries, Breck and 
Sealtest, though committed until 
the end of the year, plan to call it 
quits at the termination of the ’58 
semester. 

Rock Y Roll Hot h 
Britain as TV Format 

London, May 27. 
Two big rock ’n’ roll programs 

are being planned by ABC-TV. 
Programmers state that the offer¬ 
ings, entitled “Oh Boy,” will have 
a strong accent on noise. Choral 
reck' ’n’ roll, backed by a presenta¬ 
tion of 50 artists arid musicians, 
will.be featured in the two 35-min- 
utc shows, to be. aired on June 15 
arid 29, in place of the late night of¬ 
fering “Top Numbers.’’ 
. “Oh Boy” will be produced by 
Jack Good and scripted by Trevor 
Peacock, who . until recently col¬ 
laborated on the BBC-TV teenage 
show “6-5 SpeclaL” 

With the exception of a still- 
unpurchased halLhpur on behalf 
of Lever, J; Walter Thompson is 
now all locked in on next season’s 
tv network schedule, with an. un¬ 
precedented $115,000,000 billings 
9’n. behalf of its- multiple clients, 
restoring the agency to . its No. 1 
status among the 15%ers. 

Among the top >JiaIf-dozeri or. so 
(McCann - Erickson, . BBD&O, 
Young & Rubicam, Ted Bates, 
Benton & Bowles, etc.), JWT is 
thus the first, in an otherwise late- 
buying season, to commit itself 
right down' the line on its seven 
nights a week programming fare. 
In daytime alone, Danny Seymour, 
agency’s tv-radio factotum, has 
negotiated for 64 quarter-hours 
of network. fare^—all types arid 
sizes.: 

For next season,. JWT will be- 
responsible fpr all the Lever 
Bros, tv bookings, although bill¬ 
ings in some . instances will be 
siphoned off to brands .moving 
through other agencies.; Lever 
lineup: “Father Knows Best,” 
shifting over from NBC to CBS 
Monday nights at .8:30 (with, Scott 
Paper, another JWT clierit, Co¬ 
sponsoring i; “Price Is: Right,”. 
Wednesday at 8:30 NBC; Grouclio 
Marx,. shifting from Thursday 8 to 
Thursday at 10; the.“Lux Video 
Theatre.” half-hour spinoff from 
“Schiitz Playhouse,” with which it 
will alternate on Fridays CBS. 
Also “Have Gun Will Travel” 
Saturdays CBS. As previously 
mentioned, a half-hour still to go. 
Also a flock of Lever daytime 
entries. (Accenting the" onward- 
and-upward. JWT tv push, this 
formidable Lever lineup compares 
with : its two-show . commitment 
only three years ago, “Lux Video 
Theatre” and “Big. Town,”) 

For Scott Paper: “Father Knows 
Best” skip-week sponsorship and 
four and a quarter hours of day¬ 
time prograriiming. 

For Quaker Oats: Half of “Ozzie 
& Harriet”; and half of “Naked 
City,” both on ABC. 

National Dairies: Milton Berle’s 
“Kraft Music Hall” Wednesdays at 
9 NBC parlayed with “Bat Master- 
son” on behalf of both Kraft- and 
Sealtest at 9:30, the twosome dis¬ 
placing the lpngrunriing Kraft TV 
Theatre. 

Pan American: “Meet The 
Press” renewal for next season. 

Eastman Kodak: Half of “Ozzie 
and Harriet” and co-sponsorship 
of Ed Sullivan. 

Ford: Half of “Wagon Train” 
($5,000,000 alone), and full sponsor¬ 
ship of Tennessee Erriie Ford. 

Seven-Up: Rides' again with 
“Zorro” next season .(ABC). 

Sylvania: Rides, again with 
“Real McCoys” (ABC). 

Seyriiour concedes there’s noth¬ 
ing revolutionary (except the big¬ 
ness of it) in the agency's buys, 
but he has that “wait till ’59--60” 
glearii in anticipation of a full 
year of preparation for an allout 
effort on JWT's part, to vest tv 
with a whole new set of showman¬ 
ship values arid take the mediurti 
put of its present slough. Seymour 
thinks, the tijrie is now. ripe to 
“get rolling” and is of the belief 
that the other major agencies are 
equally alerted to the need. His 
battle cry: “Watch ’59-’60.” 

BRITISH COM L TV’S 
M AUDIENCE GRIP 

London,i May 27. 
British commercial tv is main¬ 

taining its grip on. viewers. During 
April, according to Television Au¬ 
dience Measurernents, 70% of the 
total time spent watching tv in 
homes with a choice of channels 
went to the indie outlets. . 

A breakdown of the indie tv 
area share was: London 71%; Mid¬ 
lands 77%; Northern 72%: Scot¬ 
land 70%; and South Wales and the 
West -of England 61%. 

The Real Stuff 
• Daytime weepers will no longer 

be taped, effective June 2 on CBS 
Radio. Henceforth, the sobs will 
be live. 

Reason for discontinuance, is that 
it will give advertisers more flexi¬ 
bility in placement of commercial 
copy. Plan also will supposedly re¬ 
sult in greater script flexibility and 
more simplified production, 

NBC-TV snared some $9,000,000 
worth of daytime biz, including, a 
$.2,000,000. order from Pillsfcury, 
within the last 10 days from six 
national advertisers. Five were 
new advertisers and one was a re¬ 
newal. Simultaneously, the Bob 
Sarnoff-prexied outfit revealed that 
gross time ' sales for the initial 
quarter of 1958 amounted to $12.9 
million as compared with $9.8 mil¬ 
lion for the similar period of ,1957, 
thus representirig ari increase of 
32%. . 

The $9,000,000 in gross daytime 
revenue came from the following 
advertisers: Alberto Culver . Co. 
for periods in “The Price is Right,” 
“Tic Tac Dough,” “Today Is Ours,” 
“Queen for a Day,” “Treasure 
Hunt,” “Truth or Consequences” 
and “Lucl^ Partners”; Chese- 
brough Ponds Inc. for segments in 
“Price is Bight,” “It Could Be 
You.” “Haggis Baggis,” “Queen for 
a Day,” “Treasure Hunt,” “Truth 
or Consequences," and “Lucky 
Partners.” . 

: Mentholatum Co. will be pre¬ 
sented in sorne of. the above-men¬ 
tioned programs, as will Miles Lab. 
Latter is the’, renewal order. Pills- 
bury Mills also! ordered a 52-week 
daytime ad schedule totalling 
$2,000,000 with. sponsorship of al- 
terriate^week . quarter-hour seg¬ 
ments of six daytime programs 
starting iri the fall. 

Pillsbury Mills’ biz was placed 
via Leo Burnett Co. Goeffrey Wade 
Advertising is agency for Alberto 
Culver and Miles Lab; J. Walter 
Thompson represents Chesehrough 
Ponds and Mentholatum, and Ted 
Bates is agency for Standard 

Continued on page 47) 

Joe McDonald Exiting 
NBC for D.C. Law Firm 

Joe . McDonald, y.p., arid asst, 
gerieral attorney of NBC, is re¬ 
signing to enter law practice iri 
Washington. On July 1 the firm 
of Segal, Smith & Hennessey be¬ 
comes Srnith, Hennessey & McDon¬ 
ald,. when the NBC exec formally 
checks in. 

I McDonald, former treasurer of 
the network,; has. be#n with NBC., 
since 1931 • (both .Red and Blue 
skeins iri days before divorce¬ 
ment), save for a several year-span 
when he went to £BC as v.p.-gen- 
eral counsel; He left ABC to re¬ 
turn to NBC in ’52. ‘ 

Poster to CBS 
: Henry R. Poster, former director 

of. sales, development; promotion 
and research for MBS, appointed 
director of sales presentation for 
CBS Radio. 

He’ll report to Louis Driffsman, 
head of the dept. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

A contingent of CBS-TV brass 
lopped by proxy Lou Cowan, and 
some of the Ted Bates agency 
higher echelon trouped down to 
Louisville last week and had 
themselves a hot and heavy 
scrap in the sanctum sanctoriurii of 
bossman Emory Lewis of Bi*own 
& Williamson. It was, as far as 
Lewis was: concerned, a “battle 
of principles.” riot only for 
B St W but for all tv advertisers. 

For CBS it was ft tug-of-war to 
prevent some $8,000,000 in bill¬ 
ings from flying the coop. Back 
in N.Y, both NBC and ABC were 
“sweating it out'.” hoping that in 
the . event of a defection they 
could move in for the kill and 
capture the lucrative billings. But: 
by , the time the meeting-of-the- 
minds broke up, everybody went 
home happy—^or reasonably so— 
with CBS retaining the B & W 
biz but paying a penalty for the 
error of its ways, and eiggie king 
Lewis happy. in the knowledge 
that honor has been vindicated. 

It all started over the Friday 
and Saturday night sponsor com¬ 
mitments for next season. Brown 
Sc. Williamson, already established 
pri the Friday “Lineup” show, sud¬ 
denly found. itself competing back- 
to-back with rival P. Lorillard, 
which had bought Into Ed Mur- 
row’s “Person to Person.” To 
compound the conflict, CBS had 
sold rin alternate-week of the 
Saturday ait 9 Gale Storm show 
to Lorillard; despite the fact that 

..B & W was committed to sponsor¬ 
ship of “The Texan” in the per¬ 
iod . immediately following. .Skip- 
week sponsorship patterns pre¬ 
vent direct product conflict, but 
even so there’s _ always a cross- 
plug. and the networks guarantee 
no protection pn back-io-back 
competition. 

Threatened 190% Pullout 
B & W was hopping mad. It 

threatened to pull out of every¬ 
thing on CBS, Including the 
Doug Edwards show and some 
lucrative spot biz, along With a 
still-tb-be-bought half-hour show, 
aggregating some $8,000,000 in 
billings, taking the position that, 
by permitting Lorillard to move 
in, the B & WT commercials would 
be rendered valueless. Arid any¬ 
way, Lewis reminded CBS, what 
about B St Wr’s option to buy the 
fulL “Texan” sponsorship, which 
would create a; direct product 
conflict on the skip-week when 
Lorillard and not Nestle, its co¬ 
sponsor; rides, with Gale Storm. 

That was the dilemma. Lewis 
said he was fighting for all tv 
advertisers; demanded a modifi¬ 
cation which would henceforth 
protect all clients who. where a 
s i n g 1 e product is concerned, 
would be given proper protec¬ 
tion, as in the case of B & W 

(Continued on page 50) 

Henry Jaffe has been given the 
hod to turn in the four full hour 
tv specials for American Telephone 
& Telegraph Co. next season. They 
will be budgeted at $150,000 each, 
with an equal amount for time.. 
bringing the total outlay to 
$1,200,000. 

For a while it was a tossup 
whether,'the production deal would 
gp to Jaffe or David Susskind (Tal¬ 
ent Associates*, with N. W. Ayer, 
agency on the AT&T account, 
bringing in the final recommenda¬ 
tion in favor of Jaffe. They’ll be 
musical specials With accent on top 
virtuosi in both the longhair and 
pop fields. 

Network has yet to be desip 
nated. 
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Talk, Sooner or 
for WPIX 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ < 

The year 1958 shapes up as the 
vear of decision on the release of 
post-'48’s to television, when the 
ground rules for; the .eventual tv 
exposure later-day. flickers will be 

blueprinted. . _ _ —_r_ 
Battle, lines1 are being drawn tjbnal Telefilm Associates,. leaves 

\\ ith the opposing forces, repre-today (Wed:) for a three-week tour 
senting producers, Hollywood tal-10£ Etirppe, visiting NTA’s newly 
--*• Hictrih«tnr« -and motion • Opened’ offices in Paris,. Rome, 

I Brussels and London. . 
His plans include the setting up 

I of fall. promotion campaigns for 

Roberts’ Europe Swing 
On NTA’s Fall Campaign 

Martin Roberts, director of pro¬ 
motion and sales service for Na- 

ent guilds, distributors and motion 
picture exhibitors.- 

In the midst of this alignment. 
United Artists has stepped in with 
a fresh pruicipal on releasing post- 
MS’s. UA 'maintains that pictures 
which wound UP in the red in their 
theatrical release are not . Subject 
to talent guild demands for a share 
in the tv residual grosses, UA’s 
fresh package of 65 pix is com* 
posed of 20 of UA’s, 20 from J: 
Arthur Rank, and 24 from other 
non-Yank filmmakers. 

The 20 initially released thea¬ 
trically by UA include those which 
lost money in their theatrical run, 
topped by such, pictures as the 
Katherine Hepburn starrer “Sum- 
mortime” and “A m b a s s a d 0 r ’ s 
Daughter.” 

If UA’s position is successfully 
adopted by. the other major pic¬ 
ture companies, a whole crop of 
new post-’48’s could be opened for 
tv exposure. They could be added 
to the post-’48’s made overseas 
which do not come under the jur¬ 
isdiction of U.S. talent guilds, and 
therefore excluded from tv resid¬ 
ual demands; 

UA, though,, unlike the other 
Hollywood maj ors, does not have a 
studio production arm.. It’s strictly 
a distribution company making in¬ 
dividual deals with. producers. 
Other , major studios dependent on 
their own production are much 
more vulnerable. The guilds have 
a provision in their contract giv¬ 
ing them the right to strike if. post-, 

: The participation trend as op¬ 
posed to the telefilm program buy 
continues at WPIX, N.Y., which re¬ 
cently inked over $100,00(1 in hew 
biz. :. 

Three heavy, spot schedules 
were signed with Colorforms, 
Armstrong Tire & Rubber, and 
Beneficial Management Corp. Col¬ 
orforms‘took a schedule of Mon¬ 
day through Friday live participa¬ 
tions . in. “Popeye.” . Armstrong 
sighed for a schedule Of 19 parti¬ 
cipations and Beneficial Manage* 
ment in seven. 

Skeins involved in the spot cam¬ 
paign include “Amos, ’n Andy” 
“Whirlybirds,” “Twentieth - Fox 
Hour,” and “Kingdom of the Sea.” 

NTA’s tv. series and feature films 
being released . in Europe. In 
Brussels, Roberts /will represent 
NTA at the World’s Fair Feature 
Film Festival where “High Noon” 
and “My Darling Clemintine,” two 
of NTA’s westerns, will be exhib¬ 
ited; In London, he will confer 
with Vernon Burns, managing di¬ 
rector of NTA, Ltd.; to discuss pro¬ 
motion plans.on “The Adventures 
of William Tell,’’ a coproduction. 

In a switch; Metro TV’s produc¬ 
tion chief Sam Marx made the 
Madison Ave. agency rounds-pitch-: 
ing the studio’s pilot “Min arid 
Bill.” 

Charles (Bud) Barry, the subsid’s 
topper, who .usually does the ped¬ 
dling, remained at the studio, hud* 
died with Loew’s management 
about contemplated studio changes. 
(He’s due in this week to pick up 
where Marx left off.) 

After spendinga week talking 
to agency execs, Marx, waxed, very 
high on the need for telefilm pro- 

MS’s are sold to. ty;- a • right;- which! .ductioii>xecMo •make^riqdidVi^. 
presumably would riot be exercised i.rts to N. Y. He said his feelmg is 
if a residual formula would: he! shared by execs at Screen Gems 
agreed upon for .cinematics -.made land- Desilu. •••• 
after the rutoff date of August, j The producer of the show, Marx 
M8. : pointed out. can answer all sorts of 

It’s understood that in negotia-! agency questions regarding the 
lions with the Screen Directors: property, questions which would 
Guild, Screen Actors Guild, et alj either stump a salesman or force 
the majors , have, asked that pix the latter to evasions - He added 
which failed to recoup costs thea-; that he' .knows, of. borderline 
trically should be exempt from re-’ shows which would have been sold 
sidual payments. Report in N. Y. is 
that some guilds reacted favorably; 

(Continued on page 52) 

this season had. the producer been 
around for requested information. 

Following a . screening, queries 
regarding plots, characterizations, 
talent and possible longevity of the 
story line continually pop up; An 
off-the-cuff response by a salesman 
unfamiliar with the details bf the 

B&A Reruns Fetch 
$1,000,000 in 3 Cities; 

WCBS-TV Pays 720G 
: Three CBS-TV owned. & oper¬ 
ated stations reportedly paid 
$1,000,000 for the local rights to 
240 Burns arid Allen half-hour 
reruns. /Screen Gems, which re¬ 
cently bought the entire package 
from McCadden Productions for 
$6,000,000, made joint deals with 
WCBS-TV, New York, WCAU-TV, 
Philadelphia, and WHCT, Hartford. 

. WCBS alone, in the biggest of 
the three markets, Is Said to have 
paid $720,000 for the rights. At 
this price, , the Gotham flag paid 
a premium; $3,000 for each of the 
240 half-hours. Station has slotted 
the situation coinedy films on a 
Monday-Friday strip basis, starting 
Sept. 15 from 5 to 5:30 p.m. 

Irve Tunick, Jerome Cooper- 
smith and Marjorie Duhan Adler 
penning further scripts, in Guild 

Film’s “Light of the World” series. 
.. . Modern. Talking Pictures is 

distributing “The Big Train,” new 

half-hour tint, documentary- made 
by MPd and bankrolled by N.Y. 
Central . . . Herbert B. Pearson 
riamed eastern division manager 
for Guild Filins . ... • Leonard H. 
GoldensOn, prez of American 
Broadcasting Paramount Theatres, 
was guest of honor at Thursday (22) 
luncheon of ABC Film Syndication. 
ABPT subsid held a sales clinic 
throughout last , week ... WPIX 
film program manager -William 
Cooper leaves on a month long 
tour of Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) 
iii a search for unusual footage for 
station’s., historical documentary 
projects; similar to that. Of “The 
Russian Revolution” * . . Cooper is 
presently working on WPIX’s sec¬ 
ond project “The Private Life of 
a Dictator” .... Alex: Sherwood 
has been named south and south¬ 
east account exec for ABC Film 

lit 
C&C Television had a net loss 

of $205,257 for the year . ended 
Dec. 31, 1957, due to the non- 
television operations of the com 
pany, according to Matthew M. 
Fox, prez. 

In the company’s annual ^report 
to stockholders. Fox stated that 
the net iricome from tv operations 
amounted to $937,323 for the year. 
This profit, though, was dissipated 
by a loss of $1,013,115 for the first 
seven months; in the non-television 
area. C&C’s non-tv operations was 
“spun-off” in July. According to 
Fox, C&C looks forward to con¬ 
tinuing profitable operations “free 
now from offsetting loss factors.” 

In an accoiripanylng proxy state¬ 
ment. a special meeting of stock 
holders was called for June 17 in 
Wilmington, Del., to; act upon a 
number of management proposals. 
They, include a recommendation to 
reclassify and combine each 10 
outstanding shares, 10 cents par 
value, into one share; SI par value, 
thereby reducing the number of 
shares outstanding, . Management 
also asked stockholders, to change 
the name of the company from 
C&C Television to Television In¬ 
dustries; Inc, 

Salaries of top execs who re¬ 
ceived over $30,000 during the 
year, as listed in the proxy, were 
as follows: Fox received $47,599; 

. - | cdpi account cacu aui inm 
! property hardly suffices, .according Sj ndicatiori.: Sherwood formerly 
; to the Metro production topper. I was with RKO Television . . . Allen 

As to “Min and. Bill,” Marx felt: Hundley has ankled the Dallas 
office of the Katz Agency to join 
Gross-Krasne as southwest division 

‘ that the pilot came in a bit late arid 
! at this point he found a higher irir 
terest In action-adventure telefilm 
fare. On the drawing boards for 

manager . , . Peter Del Negro, for¬ 
merly mid western sales : rep, for 

has “Father of the Bride, 
Gun Alive” and “Skagway 
Only /"Father,” though, is fairly 
definite. 

For next season, “Northwest 
Passage”, has been sold to NBC-TV, 
with the renewal on “The Thin 
Man” still iffy. 

Lnvin H. Ezzes, v.p. and director, j .Revue Productions; 
$31,200; and Arnold C. Stream, [. Prior to joining. Revue five years 
v.p. and director. $36,008. As a j ago, Donnelly was an assistant di- 
group. all officers and 'directors / rector at. Columbia Pictures for 10 
tarried1 ari aggregate’of $172,272! years^ ... * ’■■'V-' 

X tv 1UPA Pictures, named midwestern the season after thas, -Mete*-TV, ^ 

r astest | coinmercial department * . How¬ 
ard L.Kany, manager of CBS 
Newsfilm, elected prez of the New 
York chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, 
national honorary. journalism fra¬ 
ternity Arnold Stone; formerly 
of Cousens- Blair Productions, ap¬ 
pointed head of production of 
Pintoff Productions . . , KUAM- 
TV has purchased Encyclopedia 
Britannica Filins via Trans-Lux 

t Televisipn . . . “Thbroughbread. 
VTT17 MUTDA nr At I Racing,” film recap of the day’s 
Al l V lUAlftl! UEiAL I top local race results, had its debut 

on WPIX,. N.Y., Monday (26) at 
11:25 p.m. Five-minute segment 
will be stripped Monday. through 
Friday ... Faye Emerson hosted 
Friday’s (231 afternoon feature 
show on WJAR-TV, Providence, 
R.L She was in Providence, in . con¬ 
nection with; Life Magazine arid the 
“You Auto Buy Now”. campaign 
there. - :. 

Milton A. Gordon, prez of Tele¬ 
vision Programs of Anierica, and 
Manny Reiner, foreign sales v.p., 
have returned from Europe . » . 
“Flight 1960,” a filrned inspection 
tour of the modernization of Neyr 
York’s International Airport, was 
telecast by WPIX yesterday (Tues.) 
evenirig. It was produced by the 
Columbia U; Graduate School of 
Journalism ; . . WSJV-TV, Elk¬ 
hart, Ind., has bought the Encyclo¬ 
paedia Britannica film library 
Jimmy. Ostery a teenager, just com¬ 
pleted a role in “The New Citizen,” 
an episode in “New York Confiden¬ 
tial.” 

COLGATE ANKLING 

' . Hollywood, May 27; . 
Colgate is ending sponsorship of 

the old Metro pix on KTTV in friid- 
June when the current cycle runs 
out. For two years the sponsor has 
been bankrolling “Colgate The¬ 
atre” Friday nights. 

Feeling is that the best of the lot 
has been lyispooled on the station. 
Colgate will continue as a KTTV 
client, may buyg syndicated, half- 
hour shows for a five night .weekly. 
Strip. •' 

Revue Ups Donnelly 
Hollywood, May 27. 

Paul C. Donnelly, former prb- 
duction aide to late Carl F- Hickey; 

j succeeds him as production head of 

Top 20 National Syndicated Shows 
(Based on U.S* Pulse’s Spot Film Report for May) 

Compilation of the top 20 syndicated, shows in the. U.S. is based 
on 22 basic markets, representing about 16,391,500 tv homes. 
Pulse, in compiling the list, utilizes a weighted average keyed to 
the number of sets in each of the 22 markets. The weighted aver¬ 
age takes in only the markets in .which the program has been tele¬ 
cast. In order to qualify, a property must be telecast in at least 
ten of the 22 markets, Total number of the 22 basic markets in¬ 
cluded in the ' rating compilation for each series is listed in the 
brackets. a. 

The markets include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham,: Boston, 
Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Miiineapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, New 
York, Philadelphia, Providence, San Francisco-Qakland, Seattle- 
Tacoma,'Si. Louis and Washington. 

Natl. 
No. of Basic Wght. 

Markets Telecast Dist. Rtg. 

1. Highway Patrol ., . .(22)... ..:Ziv .. .. 19^9 
2. Sea Hunt .(20)... ..Ziv .... ... . .18,7 
3. Honeymooners ....... -.(18)... ...CBS ....... ..18.6 

4, Silent Service . ,(21).;. ...NBC .... .. ,.16/6 

5. Death Valley Days ... .(17)... . .U.S: Borax , ..16.5 

5. Mike Hammer ...... .(12).., ...MCA ...... ..16.5 
6. Sheriff of Cochise ..... .(19)... ..NTA ....... .,15.0 
7. Popeye .. .(16)... .;AAP ....... ..14.7 
8. Annie Oakley . . . . . . .(19)... ..CBS ..14.2 

9. State Trooper ... .(20)... ...MCA ...... ..13.5 

9. Whirlybirds .(18)... ...CBS ....... . .13.5..= 

10. Boots & Saddles ....... .(17).,. ...NBC ....... ..13.4 

10. Cisco Kid . .(11)... ...Ziv ..134 

11. Harbor Command .... 7(20)... ...Ziv ........ 7,12.8 
12. If You Had A Million , .(io>... ...MCA ...... ..12:6 
13. Code 3 ............... .(11)... ...ABC . ..... .:12.5 

13. Sky King .... .. .(21)... .. .Nabisco ...» ..12:5 

14. Frontier Doctor ...... ,(15)... ...HTS.. ..12.3 

15. 26 Men ............. • (18)... ...ABC _ 7 • 12.1 
16. Gray Ghost ........,. .(17),.. ...CBS ....... ..12.0 

Biz Perkin at OF; 'Invisible Han/ 
'Robin Hood’ & Lots of Syndication 

--——;— ----— . Official Films, chalking up a 

WHDH Inmate’ Film 
Gets WNTA-TV Ride 

Boston May 27. 
WHDH (Chanriel 54, Boston’s 

newest tv outlet, is making its 
strongest bid for Hub hoopla since 
its November debut via “Inmate”, 
a half-hour public service docu¬ 
mentary filmed locally by station 
staffers. 

The segment, filmed in Massa¬ 
chusetts’ rnaximum security Wal¬ 
pole Prison, was presented as a 
one-shot on May 7, but the station 
is ballyhooing Gov; Foster Fur- 
colo’s personal request that it be 
scheduled for rerun. 

In the meantime, WNTA-TV in 
Newark, N. J., provided the station 
with a promotional plus through 
securing “Inmate” for a June 1 
airing. 

WPIX Fib Boys 
Invite a Discount 

WPIX, N.Y. in an effort to corral 
higher sponsor expenditures and 
offer greater .flexibility has adopted 
a new discount structure. Station, 
though, has retained its same rate 
card, the basic A time rate re¬ 
maining at $2,000 per half hour. 

Under the changed structure, 
weekly gross program expenditures 
for half-hour filmed programs may 
now be combined with weekly 
gross announcements arid partici¬ 
pation expenditures to earn volume 
sales plan discounts on announce¬ 
ments and participations. 

Half-hour. filmed programs will 
be subject to their own discount 
schedule.'Announcements and par¬ 
ticipations under the plan can now 
earn discounts up to 50 plus 20%. 

Heretofore station had a dis¬ 
count on announcements and par¬ 
ticipations up to 50% for $3,000 
in weekly expenditures. Monies 
spent over $3,000 weekly in spots 
were not subject to discounts over 
5Q% -Now the advertiser can tally 
his budget for half-hour filmed 
progams into his spot campaign 
in order to qualify for greater dis¬ 
counts. The over 50% discount 
on spots is earned with an ex¬ 
penditure of $4,000 and more. At 
$4,000, the advertiser gets a 50% 
discount, and . an additional 10% 
off from the balance. 1 

network sale with CBS-^TV on “In¬ 
visible Man” arid getting a re¬ 
newal from the same net for fourth 
year production of “Robin Hood,” 
appears to be heading towards a 
healthier season. . 

Additionally, Official will he 
syndicating 100 episodes of “Robin 
Hood,” comes September. The off- 
network series will be retitled 
“Adventures of Sherwood Forest” 

■for', syndication. Telefilmery al¬ 
ready has ^Boston, Detroit, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles inked, 
on the 100 “Sherwood Forest” 
episodes, accounting for about 
$750,000 in biz; with deals close 
in New York and Philadelphia* 
RKO o&o’s in Boston and in the 
Detroit-Windsor exercised their 
option on “Forest,” with WOR-TV, 
N. Y., expected to fall in line 
shortly. 

CBS-TV will be slotting “In¬ 
visible Man” Wednesdays at 7:30 
p.m., replacing the “I Love Lucy” 
reruns. Net is taking a gamble 
with the slotting in the hope that 
the offbeat nature of the show will 
be. sufficient to swing viewers 
away from the opposition nets* 
blockbusters, “Wagon Train” on 
NBC-TV arid “Disneyland” off 
ABC-TV. 

Official’s prexy Hal Hackett and 
Hub Robinson, CBS-TV’s program 
exec v.p., will confer in London 
next week, getting “Invisible 
Man” in production. Series will he 
produced by Ralph Smart, who. 

(Continued on page 52) 

RKO Teleradio's “Showcase 
Package” of 18 pix most of them 
post-’48’s, has racked. up almost 
$1,000,000 in sales with deals set 
in 27 markets. . 

Stations buying the cinematics 
incude: KTVU-TV; San Francisco; 
KFJZ-TV Dallas-Ft. Worth; WTIC- 
TV, Hartford; KENS-TV, San An¬ 
tonio; WNAC-TV, Boston; WCAU- 
TV, Philadelphia; WOR-TV, New 
York; KCMO-TV, Kansas City; 
KHJ-TV, Los Angeles; KUTV, Salt 
Lake City; and KIRO-TV, Seattle- 
Tacoma. - 

Included in the package are 
“The Blue Veil,” “Payment on De¬ 
mand,” and “Clash by Night.” 
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Many syndicators find that station sales have taken a nose 
dive these past few weeks, blaming the decline at the unsettled 
network fall programming schedule. *• 

A major syndicator complained that affiliates don’t know 
whether they'll have the. 7 to 7:30 p.m, and the 10 to 10:30 p.m. 
periods. Morning and afternoon midweek and weekend schedules 
also are not firmed up. 

In light of this uncertainty now, many stations throughout the 
country are holding back^on buying skeins, according to the syn¬ 
dicator. Stations want to know what they’ll be carrying on the 
nets before firming up local syndicated shows for the fall. That 
situation is especially true of indies. Although the indies are nu¬ 
merically few, many of them are in major markets. They're hold¬ 
ing off their buying until the nets firm up their fall schedule. 
Only then can they attempt to program competitively with newly 
bought properties. ■ - •'... '• : '' • 

At Least Dozen New 1st Run Shows 

Syndication looks like* it will4 
have some 12 new first-run prop¬ 
erties available for airing this fall, 
a count which is about equal to 
that released, last year. 

The roundup doesn’t take into 
account off - network properties, 
such as Screen Gems’ “Bums and 
Allen” and Official Films’ “Robin 
Hood,” which will swell the total 
of properties fresh to the; syndica¬ 
tion mart. 

Sticking to the “made for syndi- 
cation” trademark* virtually all. of 
the indie producer-distributors, as 
Well as the others; will have repre¬ 
sentation with'fresh properties for 
the market-by-market field. 

It’s a bit early to take a final 
count on what will be available for 
fall airing, with the plans of a few 
telefilmeries hinging on whether or 
not a national sale is inked. Other 
producer-distributors have a few 
properties which go into the “prob¬ 
able” classification for syndication 
this fall. 

Nevertheless, the pattern is clear 
for the fall season in syndication. 
In terms of new properties, it will 
be about the same as lafct season. 

Here’s a rundown of fall plans, 
company by company.. 

CBS Film Sales, one skein, per¬ 
haps “Silent Saber,” and perhaps 
a go-ahead" on second year produc¬ 
tion of “Gray Ghost”; Television 
Programs of America, “N.Y. Con¬ 
fidential”; Ziv, “Dial 999”; Official, 
possible second year production on 
either “Decoy” or “Big Story,” or 
both; Screen Gems, “Rescue JJ,” 
and possibly “Ivanhoe” sometime 
later. 

National Telefilm Associates, 
“George Jessel’s Showbusiness,’’ 
and “Walter Winchell File” (Latter 
will consist of 13 new episodes 
with 26 others off-network); 
California National •. Productions, 
“Danger Is My Business,” airing 
dates on which can begin this suni- 

• (Continued on page 52) 

Associated Artists Productions 

Is still adding to. its billings take 

for the early part of 1958. A week 

ago, the distribbery indicated that 
it had made a record take during 
the first two months of the year, 
largely on sale of the Warner 
Bros, flicks, and since then it has 
added 10 other stations for Warner 
and various other properties it 
handles. 

Newhouse stations WSYR-TV, 
Syracuse, and WABT-TV, Birming¬ 
ham, Ala., each added 350 "Warner 
films, thereby giving them the en¬ 
tire Warner library. Groups of 52 
Warner pix wre sold In Green 
Bay, Wise.; Cincinnati; Pueblo, 
Colo.; Duluth; Schenectady* and 
Joplin, Mo. Further features were 
gold in Springfield, Mass.; and 
Knoxville, Tehn. 

AAP released an amended gross 
figure for-the first two months of 
Kp00,000, jr goodly portion of 
which came from Warner sales to 
Storer’s Ohio outlets and to 
Hearst’s-Baltimore and Milwaukee 
keys. 

• Lester .Krugman, formerly v.p. 

in charge of marketing for Emer¬ 

son Radio, has been named exec 

director of advertising, promotion 

and. merchandising for National 

Telefilm Associates. 

Department heads Will report 

to him. Kermit Kahn, advertising 

director for NTA and'the NTA 

Film Network, will broaden his ac¬ 

tivities to include other company 
divisions^ Martin Roberts contin¬ 
ues as promotion director. 

A vet of 20 years in the adver¬ 
tising field, Krugman was pub¬ 
lisher of the “Cooperative Adver¬ 
tising Newsletter” before taking 
on his new NTA post.* 

Film Producers, 
IBEW Iron Out 
Pattern on Tape 

A new agreement on video tape 
jurisdiction was okayed late last 
week by the International Brother¬ 
hood of Electrical Workers vis-a- 
vis the Film Producers Assn, of 
N. Y. An FPA spokesman said the 
pact, which “replaces the existing 
basic contract with individual 
members,” becomes effective retro¬ 
active to May 22: | 

FPA said the new agreement is 
simply a “reaffirmation of jurisdic¬ 
tion in video tape and draws the 
lines for an experimental period,'’' 
due to end Dec. 31,1959. Between 
now and the end of next year, both 
FPA and the union will explore 
tape usage to establish wages and 
working conditions for technicians. 
Since the new agreement runs un¬ 
til Dec. 31, 1980, the wages and 
working conditions Will only be¬ 
come part of it during the last year 
of its existence. 

IA’s Richard Walsh and FPA’s 
Walter Lowendahl ironed out the 
basic differences by. last Friday 
(23). At issue was what to do about 
tape subcontracting by FPA mem¬ 
bers. Other issue was . Whether 
FPA members should be allowed 
to sell off dr form subsidiaries and 

(Continued on page 52) 

‘LANCELOT’ RIGHTS 
REVERT TO NBC 

U S. syndication rights to “Sir 
Lancelot” is held by NBC-TV, 
under Official Films initial deal 
with the net two seasons ago. 

NBC-TV, which also owned a 
share in the skein, reserved the 
syndication rights when the skein 
was sold for network showcas¬ 
ing. When it was dropped on 
NBC-TV, Kellogg' picked the 
skein up for a rerun adventure 
strip on ABC-TV, along with 
“The Buccaneers.” The skein will 
revert back to NBC-TV comes 
November, when Kellogg’s spon¬ 
sorship ends. , , . 

i t.a ) t rm 1 1> l 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 27.; . 
. Signs are clear ip this market 

that the gilt is rubbing off of those 
latenight feature films.: Blockbus¬ 
ters will be blockbusters, but the 
garden variety Hollywood oldies 
are beginning to lose their magic 
as cornucopias of ratings. The sit¬ 
uation has sent one station, arid 
possibly a second, scurrying to the 
drawing boards to dope out a live 
replacement should the bottom 
drop out entirely. 

Perhaps the most significant de¬ 
velopment of recent weeks is that 
NBC-TY’s “Jack Paar Show” has 
begun making serious inroads into 
the audience, that:was once devoted 
to the late hour pix. Paar’s ratings, 
according to the April ARB, haye 
climbed to 10’s and even 12's giv¬ 
ing WNBQ 10:30-midnight suprem¬ 
acy at least two nights a week 
versus three feature films on com¬ 
peting stations. What’s more the 
NBC anchor is having no trouble 
selling local . participations in the 
90-minute Paar stanza, while the 
features in the. main are hurting 
for spot biz. 

Trend, in fact," now seems to 
be towards singly sponsored 
cinematics. There may be more 
money in a participating structure, 
but plainly you: gotta be able to 
sell the spots. WGNrTV now has 
four singly sponsored latenight 
films, as against three participat¬ 
ing. WBKB has two sponsored 
shows and - the equivalent of a 
third in Libby Furniture’s thrice 
weekly part sponsorship. And 
WBBM-TV, .entirely participating, 
is thinking of chucking the whole 
idea. 

Leo’s Whimper 
It's fairly an understatement to 

note that the CBS station’s buy of 
the. huge MGM package, at ai cost 
of. over $2,000,000, has panned out: 
Save for the weekend blockbusters, 
which still get fat ratings, the 
WBBM^TV film library, unquestion¬ 
ably the largest in town,/hgi been 
practically, impotent on weemights. 
Ratings are in the two and threes; 
and the spots are getting sparser 
and sparser. It’s a secret, but 
hardly a well kept one, that the 
Columbia o&o is planning to retire 
the old pix. to the can when it is 
ready to launch a new live offen¬ 
sive. ' ! 

True, the WBBM-TV pictures be¬ 
gin at 11 p.m., an hour later than 
WGN-TV’s or WBKB’s; still one 
supposes the stay-up-laters would 
hold out for the well known MGM 
stars like Clark Gable, Jean Har¬ 
low, Franchot Tpne, Cary Grant; 
etc. Fact that the ratings are down 
points up again that old truth 
about contemporary live per¬ 
formers—that they often suffer 
from over-exposure, 

A check of local station execs 
has unearthed the following specu¬ 
lative “reasons” why latenight fea¬ 
tures may be on the wane here. In 
general it’s felt the audience has 
reached a point of surfeit where; 
oldies are concerned, and that the 
films themselves have lost what- 

(Continued on page 52) 

Syndicators Bide Time 
On ’59 Convention Plan 

•The meeting of telefilm syndiy 
cators, slated when they were 
barred from attending the annual 
conventions of the National Assn, 
of Broadcasters,, has been post¬ 
poned indefinitely. It probably 
won’t take place until the fall. 

Currently, syndicators are busy 
attempting to line up national 
sales. With, the summer in the 
offing and the vacation schedule 
for execs unwinding, it’s consid¬ 
ered unlikely that a meeting will 
be set until September. 

Meet was supposed to take up 
the problem on what to do in wake 
of the NAB ruling; as. well as 
scout the possibility_of forming a 
new telefilm trade organization, 
and of perhaps staging a national 
telefilm Convention ior. broad¬ 

casters. T - J i 

Man in Action 
Actor . Allan Swnc suddenly 

became an all:ar0und guy re¬ 
cently, produced, wrote arid 
acted in. 18 regional com¬ 
mercials for Jax Beer of New 
.Orleans. From his point of 
View, the three frantic weeks 
he spent were worth It. He 
made $53,000; . . . 

Swift’s beer spots are for 
Jax’s “Game of the Week” 
telecasts in the southwest.: 
area. Paul Ashley made the , 

: puppets to Swift’s specifica- . 
tiOns. Alien,. a radio actor, 
says he did 36 different oyer- 
camera voices, arid he • de¬ 
signed the settings for the 
blurbs. Actual shooting was 
done by Sarra Studios in New 

;; York/ _,••• 

WRCA-1Ys Goal: 
"Art House of Air’ 
Gina, Brigitte Too 
Rather than joining a nose-to- 

nose feature slugfest with similar 

Hollywood product, WRCA-TV is,| 

adopting the offbeat cinematic ap¬ 

proach, and, via its latest acquisi-1 

tion, has the potential for becom¬ 

ing the “art house Of the air’’ in 

the New York market. 

WRCA-TV bought seven upper 

grade foreign pix from Flamingo 

Films, including “Rififi ” “Mr. 

Hulot’s Holiday,” ' “Wages of 

Fear,” “Gold Of Naples,” “Please 

Mr. Balzac,” “Frisky,” and 

“Scandal in Sorrento.” Stars • in 

the; lineup include Gina Lollo- 

brigida and Brigitte Bardot. 

Some of the pix have delayed 

telecasts from 60. to 90 days, not 

having completed their theatrical 
engagements as yet. The NBC 
N.Y. flagship paid good dough 
for the seven, ranging from 
$101000 to $12,000 per pic, In a 
multi-run deal. 

Station plans to telecast ‘Rififi” 
arid “Wages of Fear” on its 
“Movie 4” Saturday and Sunday 
night showcase during June rat¬ 
ing week, accompanied by a lot 
of hoopla and local newspaper 
advertising.. Feeling is that New 
York m<>^ than any other city 
in the country is an art house 
town, with a large potential even 
among the usual non-art house 
patrons. WRCA-TV, when it tele¬ 
cast “Anna” and “Bitter Rice” 
last March kicked up some rating 
dust. 

Starting June 30, its daytime 
feature showcase will start at 5 
Instead of 5:30 p.m., allowing 90 
minutes of playing time. Gabe 
Pressman, as a result of the re¬ 
shuffle, will have a 10*minute 
Segment starting at 6:30 p.m., 
with weather features from 6:40 
to 6:45 p.m. 

RUSSIA SELLS PIX 
TO W. GERMAN TV 

Frankfurt, May 27. ! 
DEFA, the Russian-controlled 

film-making organization in East 
Germany, has sold five of its films 
to West. German TV, to be aired 
Over the Munich station. Deal was 
arranged by Westfalen Films, 

Pictures are “Ehe in Schatten” 
(Marriage in Shadows), “Rotation,” 
“Aladin’s Wunderlampe” (Alladin's 
Magic Lamp), “Affaere Blum” (The 
Blum Affair), and “Frau Holle.” 1 

Just when they will be shown is 
not yet decided. An interesting 
sidelight is -that the films are still 
playing iri East German film 
houses. . • . .. f ,, 

In a deal described to be “in 

excess of $12,500,000” the Scran¬ 

ton Corp., of Scranton, Pa., ac¬ 
quired all of the outstanding stock 
of the Hal Roach Studios. Hal 
Roach; Jr. will remain as head of 
the studio, operation as part of 
the deal. ■* 

The Scranton Corp. made the; 
deal as part of its diversification 
prograrii. Scranton is an old lace 
manufacturing firm that has 
moved into electronics and other 
fields. Recently, controlling inter¬ 
est in Scranton was acquired by 
F. L. Jacobs Co., a leading manu¬ 
facturer of automotive parts. 

Roach Jr., who sold out his 
stock interest, said Scranton 
would bring new capital into the 
studio operation for both motion 
picture making and greater tele¬ 
film production and distribution. 
The composition of the $12,500,- 
.000 paid for the outstanding stosrk 
was said to be in cash, stock and 
longterm notes. Roach, who Will 
operate the studios as a . wholly- 
owned subsid of Scranton, was 
given a stock interest in Scranton, 
making him the second largest 
single stockholder in the com¬ 
pany. The largest holder is the 
F. L. Jacobs Co., stock of which 
is traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 

The Hal Roach Studios plans 
to get into telefilm syndication, 
either via acquisition of a present 
syndication firm or the formation 
of a syndication arm, according to 
Roach. 

As to Roach’s reentry into mo¬ 
tion picture production, the first 
film is expected to roll in about 
two months, with a total of six 
pix slated over an eight-month 
span: Roach declined to name the 
properties, saying they currently 
were a matter of negotiations. 

In *1948, the studios converted 
to the production of films exclu¬ 
sively for television, the first ma¬ 
jor indie studio to . make this 
move. Roach Jr. acquired owner¬ 
ship of the studios from his father 
in 1955. 

Roach put the gross #of the stu¬ 
dios for the 1957 fiscal year at 
about $10,000,000. 

Included iri the acquisition ara 
the physical studio plant in Cul¬ 
ver City, all existing tv and mo¬ 
tion picture properties and the 
entire film library of the Roach 
organization. Roach ; has a five-¬ 
year employment contract to con¬ 
tinue as head of the studio opera¬ 
tion with options to renew. He 
also will become-a director in the 
Scranton Corp. 

The F. L. Jacobs Co:, parent 
organizatiori, recently acquired 
the Symphonic Electronics Corp., 
manufacturers of - conventional 
and high fidelity phonographs. 

Writers Guild’s 

Hollywood, May 27. 

Writers Guild of America is plan¬ 

ning a half-hour telefilm series, 

and has already allocated funds to 

buy scripts for the show from 

members. 

WGA has written its members 
asking them to submit teleplays 
within 90 days. Guild will pay 
an option price of $250 for each of 
13 scripts picked. Option would 
be for one year, and if option is 
exercised guild would pay no. less 
than $2,500 a script—far above the 
guild .minimum of $1,100. 

Judges will select the scripts 
for the series. First members of 
the guild will judge the yarns; 
next panels of five writers each 
selected by the council will choose, . 
and third, judges from various 
fields in the industry will mgke. 
the final selections. 

. WGA would not produce the 
show physically, but would retain 
creative control, pvqr t^e ^ri^f. 
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Out of the heartbeat of Los Angeles* 
famed rescue operations comes this 
continuing human-drama adventure 

series, starring JIM DAVIS as Wee 
Cameron; and a thrilling newcomer to 
TV... LANG JEFFRIES, as Skip Johnson 

TAKE “ACTION" NOW! CONTACT: 

SCREENIiGEMSinc 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD MIAMI TORONTO 
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ZERO IN ON 

TOP RATINGS 

WITH 

TV’s BIGGEST 

SELECTION 

OF CARTOONS 

386 OF ’EM; 

Right on target: a top-scoring success for station after station, and 
sponsor after sponsor across the nation! Draw a bead on the snap- 

happiest cartoons that ever cavorted across a cathode tube: 52 POW 

WOW adventures, 52 PHANTASIES, 93 AESOP FABLES, 81 SCRAPPY, 75 

KRAZY KAT,13 CUBBY BEAR | and 20 TOM AND JERRY. 

THEY'RE ALL AT f 
SCREEN^GEMSmc 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF. 
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOUYWOOD MIAMI TORONTO 

IN 
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FOR 

UR 
IG 

YEAR 
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Harris: ‘Cut Out Those Big Profits’ HUB ST. L. GASES Wm. Morris, Others Now Tasting’ 
• New Britain, Conn., May 27, 

A bill to prevent sale of tv stations for large profits will be in¬ 
troduced by House Legislative: Oversight subcommittee; chairman 
Oren . Harris (D., Ark.) said in a speech here past week before 
Connecticut Association of Broadcasters. Harris, at same time, 
criticized monotony of tv programming and stated broadcasters 
might find people shunning their sets within a few years. 

Harris, putting himself on record as opposing “excessive prices’’ 
paid for tv channels, suggested that FCC determine actual value 
of stations' assets, fix added value of. good will, and then direct 
that excess payment of station go to the government. 

. Arkansas Democrat compared broadcasting to auto industry, 
pointing out that standard patterns in car design have “taken the 
excitement” but of buying. He. warned, the same thing could happen 
With the tv dial. - : . ■ , ; 

Harris applauded the NAB appeal for editorial, approach on 
radio-tv as one forward step toward added appeal in programming. 

Calif. Station Wars on Police 
Refusal to Disclose Location of Radar-Equipped 

Patrol Cars Cues KFOX Action 

lEl’T 

Long Beach, Calif., May 27, 

KFOX has publicly accused the 

local gendarmerie of being “guilty 

of entrapment” by its refusal to 

disclose the location of radar- 

equipped, patrol cars detecting 

speeders. Station has declared 

open war on the cops and on the 
air the other day offered ticketed 
Long Beachers KFOX reporters to 
testify against the, legality of the 
secreted radar cars. 

Indie says police in many other 
cities provide radio stations with 
reports on the location of their 
radar; cars, but Long Beach police 
rejected, such a request by KFOX. 
Pat Michaels; station news chief, 
told listeners, “If you get a radar 
speed ticket and want to -fight it 
on the basis of entrapment, KFOX 
reporters would be glad to testify 
to the fact the Long Beach police 
department refused to reveal to a 
public medium the location of its 
cars." 

“In order for them to operate 
legally,” Michaels said, “the pub¬ 
lic would have the right to know 
a cop is not behind the next bill¬ 
board or the-bush,”; 

Accas Exits ABC 

<Wheatie$ Sports Page’ 
As TV Summer Entry 

General Mills, Inc. has bought a 
quarter-hour show, “The Wheaties 
Sports . Page” to precede major 
sports events on NBC-TV during 
1958-59 season. Program will relate 
story, of famous player, game or 
team via film clips and interviews 
with sport figures. .Theme for-each 
show; will come from event, the pro¬ 
gram precedes. 

Show will be launched June 14 

Sam Slate:'Radio 

Gene Accas is quitting ABC-TV’s 

executive ranks to join Grey; Ad¬ 

vertising on June 16 as associate 

media director. : He’ll be No. 2 

media man at the agency, report¬ 

ing to media chief Dr. Lawrence 

Deckinger. 
In leaving the network Accas 

gives up a vicepresidency. For the 
past several months he. was sal | 
presentations veep for the web and 
he dreamed '.up; ABC-TV’s basic 
sales pitch for the 1958-’59 selling 
season. Before moving into the 
presentations area, Accas Was an 
administrative v.p. under the web 
chieftain Oliver Treyz. In February, 
1957, he followed Treyz back to 
the network, where they both had 
worked before, from a vicepresi¬ 
dency at Television Bureau of Ad¬ 
vertising. 

One of the interesting angles of 
the Accas shift is that at Grey, 
he’ll probably be working on the 
NBC account; since all the agency’s 
accounts eventually fall under 
media’s purview. 

Tennessee. Ernie Ford 
Set for CBS Radio Ride 

Tennessee Ernie Ford, returns to 

CBS Radio on the “Ford Road 

Show” Monday, June 2, at 5:05 to 

5:20 p.m. and will be heard Mon¬ 
day through Friday, sponsored by 
Ford Division Of Ford Motor Com¬ 
pany. Ford was previously host 
of his Own show on CBS Radio 
from March, 1954 to December, 
1955. ■ ■ n. 

Doris Drew and Molly Bee will 
alternate, as girl vocalists. Jack 
Fascinato will direct the orch. 

Athens, Ga.,. May 27. .. 

Broadcasting, industry can be in¬ 

dicted on many counts, Sam J. 

Slate, general manager of CBS Ra¬ 

dio, told an audience at fourth an¬ 

nual “Education Industry Confer¬ 

ence on Advertising” at Henry W. 

Grady School 6f Journalism, U, of 

Georgia. Slate advised audiehce 

how to ; make radio advertising 

more effective, 

Among the Indictments were: 

Over-commercialization of the 
station—putting five or six. com¬ 
mercial announcements in a 15- 
minute time period. 

Improper presentation of com¬ 
mercials—“and; now a brief mes¬ 
sage from our. sponsor” type thing. 

Accepting questionable advertis¬ 
ing which in long run will down¬ 
grade the commercial acceptance 
of station in the community. 

Improper ; programming or pro¬ 
gramming to a specialized audi¬ 
ence the nifty 50 or rock-’n’-roll 
type operation. 

Overlong commercials or allow¬ 
ing commercials to interrupt, a 
show in such a way that will irri¬ 
tate listeners. 

Slate said that agencies and ad¬ 
vertisers are at fault for the follow-' 
ing reasons: 

Cqst-perrlOOO time buying. 
Lack of knowledge of markets. 
Poor; commercials. 
Confinement of radio purchases 

to morning and afternoon rush 
hours.' 

improper; analysis of research 
information which i$ available, or 
improver understanding or misuse 
of such information. 

Improperly trained time buyers. 

*Jig Time’ Tops Scot TV 
Glasgow. May 27. 

“Jig Time,” a Scot indie tv pro¬ 
gram transmitting Fridays, has 
been named No: 1 In Television 
Audience Measurement ratings on 
the Scot network. 

Program. deals with Highland 
dancing and song, arid features an 
Auld Lang Syne band, 

. Washington, May 27. 
A “battle of newspapers” shaped 

up as Oren Harris’ House Legisla¬ 
tive Oversight Committee dug into 
the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission’s Boston channel. award to 
the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp. 

The snowballing probe also has 
some sensational overtones, with 
the names of President Eisenhower, 
his assistant Sherman Adams, Post¬ 
master ..General Summerfield and 
former Attorney General Brownell 
entering the St. Louis phase of the 
Springfield-St. Louis case. 

Yesterday (Mon.), the Boston 
Herald-Traveler, winning applicant 
for Channel 5, refused point-blank 
to honor a subcommittee summons 
for records, with Harris asserting 
he would not “stand for” the re¬ 
fusal. If neither side recedes,, that 
could mean a; court test of the 
subpoena powers Of Congress. 

In St. Louis, it wasn’t a case of 
a “battle of newspapers,”. accord¬ 
ing to testimony developed yester¬ 
day, but. the Globe^Democrat fig-, 
ured in the shuffle involving Chan¬ 
nels 4 and 2. 

In Boston, the Globe is fighting. 
a hot battle . for the: advertising 
dollar with the Boston Herald- 
Traveler. The Globe joined the 

. court . battle against the H-T’s 
acquisition of WHDH, filed by the 
losing applicants for Channel 5. 
The Globe .charged that the Herald- 
Traveler would use the station to 
drive the Globe out of business, a 
charge denied by the Herald-Trav¬ 
eler, a strong editorial supporter 
of the Republican Party. 

CBS was alleged to have, bought 
St. Louis Channel 4 for one-quarter 
of the value of the station, $2,500,- 
000. CBS had already won Channel 
11, but faced court action by the 
lasers attempting to reverse the 
decision, and turned 11 over to all 
but one of the losing applicants. 
The Globe-Democrat, one of the 
owners of Channel 4, bought into 
Channel 2. Latter had been 
switched from Springfield; and; the 
Winning, applicant, WMAY, was 
accused of aiding, rather than 
fighting, the switch. 

The names of Eisenhower, Suin- 
merfield and Brownell entered the 
picture with allegations that the 
Globe-Democrat officials had con¬ 
tacted them for aid in the news¬ 
paper’s original fight for St. Louis 
Channel 4. Adams was shown to 
have been interested in the Chan¬ 
nel 4 contest. Letters from the FCC. 
to him and. a letter, from him to the 
FCC on White House stationery 
made this the only established 
point in the whole situation. But 
Adams apparently merely inquired 
about the status in the. case. . 

Subpoenas have been issued for 
principals in WMAY, and they are 
set to testify tomorrow (Wed.). 

The House's subpoena for rec¬ 
ords of the Boston Herald-Traveler 
related to telephone calls made by. 
the publisher, Robert B: Choate, 
or any other officer, director, coun¬ 
sel or employee, between Boston 
and the following cities: Washing-, 
ton, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Man¬ 
chester, N.H. Attorney for the Her¬ 
ald-Traveler challenged the rel¬ 
evancy of sdeh data, contending the 
subcommittee’s representative had 
‘'refused to state what the subject 
matter of his proposed questioning” 
of the publisher would be, “or to 
make any other statement regard¬ 
ing the scope of the proposed ques¬ 
tioning.” 

L&N Absorbs Frisco 
Agency With $4,000,000 

. Lennen & Newell, with esti¬ 
mated billings, of $61,000,000, will j 
add another $4,000,000 in business 

1 as of June 30 when they take over 
Merchandising Factors, San Fran- 
cisco-based agency. 

Merchandising Factors prexy, 
Marshall Weigler, will become a 
senior veepee at Lennen A Newell 
in charge of the Sail Francisco 
office. 

The Factors accounts are chiefly 
In household products, paper ac- 
cduritsand lofcal banks. ' 

For Com’ls; Blurbing Now Big Biz 
With Top Names Going for Loot 

— - y . ; By ART WOODSTONE 

riaililC ^PIavIlAIICA . The television commercial is big 
Lutllllo I lajllUUoC Vv { business for actors. Besides pro- 

Script Was Plagiarized vidlnerecord amounts 0f com for 
■■ . I.OS Angles, lay 27. ! ~ 

j legit and motion picture thespians, 

In plagiarism suit filed against the vidblurb has brought , 

CBS by Ray Bradbury in Federal . them back into prominence. 
Court, net is charged with lifting Importance of commercials as 
writei^a novel, “Fahrenheit 451,” personality vehicles has grown so 
for a “Playhouse 90” teleplay. u ■ . f 

Bradbury claimed his material much in the past several months 
was used in segment, “A Sound of that William Morris is getting into 
Different Drummers,” written by "general casting,” meaning that in 

AUa Aurthur and telecast order to get , finger in the 

uct. d, iao7. commercial pie this major talent 
agency is no longer just handling 

mm 1 17 I I performers only on an exclusive 
Mnftiol VonlfC Ito . contract basis. General Artists 
lvlUlllCU 1 ulIIlO Via Corp. is. reportedly considering the 

same step, and MCA has been into 
O Iff i casting of blurbs for some time 

Drama & Mystery no:» ** 
ly commercial casting has expand- 

r If IT ed is found in the Schwartz-Luskia 
R HIT IVI nr A llAWC Agency. Company, whose pririci-' 
1 UI AT1U1 v livTTu pal enterprise is commercial cast¬ 

ing, has in just the five months of 
Mutual is dropping its. drama- '58 matched its billings for the full 

mystery midweek nightprogram- year of 1957. 

ming bloc and replacing it with Parallel advances are reported 
two fresh “news concept” shows, ^or other major blurb placers, 
as reouested bv the net's affil. namely Chuck Tranum, Grace Ly- 
as+ requested by the nets, atm 0ns & Hartford. “This is only the 

iates. beginning.” an optimistic Len Lus- 
: The two fresh shows will be kin tof S-LV-said the other day. 

“The World Today,” with ex- At this point no billings figures 
March of Time commentator < are- available—partially because. 

Westbrook Van Vobrhis doing ittj ,“*»“* to gf‘ » collective tally at 
® ^ tmidyear. partly because the talent 

narration. It will bedirected by | agenCies guard their takes care- 
Sanford Marshall and uv essence rully_but in light of the Morris 
the 25-mmute show .will be a, entn% etc.. and the altered atti- 
newsreel. wrapup of the day s tude of top name actors, insiders 
news events featuring live pick- anticipate “astronomical” returns' 
«Pf..-of.Kniaior uewsbreate,. The this year for players doing blurbs, 
other 25-minute Monday-through The word igtroriomlcai 4s,' of . 

i reFla?in® s[r»p v.i'ki* course, relative; placement of ac- 
:Captal Assignment” highlight- tors in video (both live and film) 

«n?r0fPU?af blurbs was always a comparatively 
ington, D.C. to majoi news de- small industry compared to most 
velopments. straight show biz enterprises. 

TTh*« S’!uSTCI' M, ,<‘fIectivc! Largely because of the higli 
Jnne 9; Both shows will be under Vesjdual payment demanded by 
Uie overall production reigns of; unions for Mtore> >dyertisers at 

least two years ago began figuring 

Z.h~thlVh0nLrttr SfL wTil that the addittona1 cost asked by 
cross-the-boarder will be for net- big business namers was worth it, 
work sale and “Capital Assign- 
ment” will be for affiliate sale, Continued on page 47) 
under. Mutual’s swap . program r 
icontraict. format with affiliates: ■ ■ m m 

The. cancellation of the drama- flOptAIT r 111171 
mystery, bloc is another Step by illflA 1 UvlUI 1 1U111 
the ijet to upbeat news program¬ 
ming, special events and sports WY IT Ap jl 
in lieu of. entertainment . shows. MAV K JfrM #1 (T811PT7 
The mystery-drama bloc had been Jl VI IViXlJ 
on the air since 1955. The morn- . ~ 
ihg stripped “Kate Smith Show” Kenyon & Eckhardt has been 
of 25 minutes is virtually the appointed to handle the lion s 

Continued on page 47) 

Max Factor Plum 
For K&E Agency 

Kenyon & Eckhardt has been 

only remaining commercial enter- * . .. nnn ** ^ ; 
tainment show on the net. Tnere share of the *4,000.000 Max Factor 
are a few chatter shows and sus- account. Sharing the billings wiih 
taining; dramas. But in terms of K&E is the Anderson-McConnell 
commercial programming for the Agency 
pet; it's the five-minute news- 
casts on the half-hour. aPP°lnlment of K&E ends 

The following shows, stripped a nearly two-month search for an 
Monday tlirough Friday from agency by Factor. The account had 

t0 9 P.m., are^being dropped: been handied by Doyle Dane Bcrn- 
“True Detective Stories” Lives , , , .. . 
of Harry Lime,” “Squad Room,” ! bacI?,for the Past seven years, with 
“Adventures of Scarlet Pimper- J f;nal er agencies having a piece of 
nel,” “Exploring Tomorrow,” |le business. The resignation of 

“H o r a ti 6 Hornblower” a n d :.the a£cS*uz* MarcS' 31 was 
“Secrets of Scotland Yard.” b°lr1? .D?yle Dane 

Net. says. the following partici- ! a^ Fact°r officials as “a mutual 
pation sponsors are changing with ; d.^erence of opinion, 
the: switchover: Ex-Lax, Hudson ! The Los Angeles ojffice of K&E 
Vitamins, and Quaker State Oil will handle the account, according 
Refining. ,to Davis Factor, chairman of the 

•• - - , / . ■ [board of Max Factor. K&E picked 

Desilu Stock for Staff 'fkSH 
Hollywood, May 27. [Make Up, and Fragance lines: A 

Desilu Productions is allowing ;K&E spokesman stated that Other 
selected personnel .to buy shares in Pr°durts would be appointed later. 
company.. Total of 19 employees; The appointment is effective June 2. 
last week were given opportunity1 . Anderson-McConnell will con- 
to acquire an interest in fast-grow- tinue to handle the hair products, 
ing concern: which are: Curl Control, Facial 

Stock,distribution policy will be;Bath, Creme-Puff and a new’ lip- 
a continuing program so as.to per-(stick to be announced at a. later 
mit further participation by em- j date. 
ployees. This may be a prelude to 1 The additional billings to K&E 
a public stoeik issue,; according to will make them, a $90,000,000 agen- 
insiders, icy. 
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No one in the food business does 

more advertising than General Foods* 

No one in the food business uses 

more television. And no one in the 

food business has more customers. 

For the past six years General 

Foods has consistently placed most 

of its television advertising on the 

CBS Television Network—where 

this season it presented three of the 

most popular nighttime programs? 

Each of these 'programs attracted 

a weekly average of more than 

30 million people. Combined- they 

brought General Foods 235 million 

advertising impressions a week 

through the October-April season. 

Next season General Foods will add 

a fourth program** to this nighttime 

schedule; Its reasoning is simple and 

■ direct: The more people reached 

as potential customers, the better 

its chances for sales. Television 

offers the biggest potential audience, 

so television gets the biggest share 

of the company's advertising dollar. 

And since the television audience 

keeps on growing each year, it is 

only natural that General Foods' 

investment should grow too. 

Like General Foods, other leading 

advertisers such as Westinghouse, 

tL S. Steel, Prudential, Procter & • 

Gamble and General Motors' Delco 

Division will ;also profit by the 

expanding television audience. They 

have joined an impressive wave 

of renewals on the network which 

for 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports 

has provided the largest nationwide 

audiences in advertising. 

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 

General 
Foods 
asks for 
a fourth 
helping 
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Sig Mickelson Offers Five-Point 
to 

T\ Isn't as free to cover the ♦- 

news as is the press and: other; 

media. Sig Mickelson, veepee of j, 
CBS Inc. arid general manager of ;. 
CHS News told the Connecticut ; 
Broadcasters Assn, at their annual j 
convention last Friday (231. j 

Referring the Herbert Mitgang's; 
report for the Fund for the Re-f 
public on CBS' interview, with: 
Nikita S. Khrushchev, in which: 
the writer pointed out that tv is: 
not as free as other media, Michel-1 
son admitted Mitgang was right, j 

Similar interviews in the American 
press would occasion no special j 
comment, but on this caused a | 
storm “that, blew for many days.” | _ 

Among the other barriers to tv i 
coverage Mickelson cited rulings 
preventing . tape . recorders and 
mike^ from Committee rooms of 
Congress. N.Y.C. Council, Ameri¬ 
can Bar Assn.'s Canon 35 and dis¬ 

criminatory assignments of space 
facilities at such events as the 
upcoming nuclear tests at Eniwe- 
tok. These, he said, were some 
of the examples of “unequal” sta¬ 
tus of broadcast journalism. 

Minding the Store 
Chicago, May 27. 

Chi bureau of Mutual Broad¬ 
casting System, which was 
down to one man a couple 
months ago, now is down to 
one secretary. Bob Jones, 
head of the office, resigned a 
week ago. and John Finley, 
who had been hired as second 
man, departed several week? 
before. 

Mrs. Lenore Borash, Jones’ 
secretary, continues until MBS 
sends a man out from New 
York. ' 

ABC Radio’s Hub Affil 
. ■Boston,' May 27. 

. ABC returns to Greater Boston 
area on June 2 -when WTAO: be¬ 
comes, the. local outlet for ABN 
shows,. which Hub has been with¬ 
out -for several months. Latest 
move' by AVTAO is. seen as in 
keeping with; its plan • to tailor 
programming to overall, . adult 
taste. 

The 250-watt station recently 
revised its music show's, eliminat¬ 
ing. certain types of rock *hv roll. 
Acquisition of. the ABC outlet is 
also / seen, as .improving WTAO’s 
position on the. competitive Bos¬ 
ton jradio band. 

The CBS news chief said he had. 
five recommendations for improv¬ 
ing the situation. First, better per¬ 
sonnel. “Many stations are doing 
a superb job of covering the news,” 
Be said, “but I am afraid that 
there are still too many ex-disk- 
jockevs, former saxophone players, 
dr inexperienced recent college 
graduates to provide a quality news 
service.” 

He also urged better original 

On the assumption that New; 

York’s constantly growing army of 

jobless have , more time to watch 

, tv, Madison Avenue’s ad agency J 
time buyers are purchasing an 

extraordinary amount of spot biz 

: Another big overhaul in New bd Gotham’s major, tv outlets. Both 
v-vir L WKCA-TV andWCBS-TV, despite 
\ ork independent radip is duetto ; the employment slowdown, are reg- 

i take.place on June 2* when WMCA t - j — 
inaugurates an extensive change in 

the program schedule. A. feW 
weeks'ago, WNEW revamped its 
own sked, but the WMCA moves 
which include, the return after four 
years of Ted Steele—caps the list 
of the many changes having, taken 
place recently in New York. 

The . longtime early morning, 
team of (Roger) Gallagher and 
(Joe) O’Brien is being split up. 
O’Brien is taking on nighttime as- 

reporting and less relymg ou re-l SigiJments as a solo performer, 
w rites of the wire services. There, ^erb Oscar Anderson, who joined 
is no substitute for personal, con-; statj0Ii recently, is being shift- 
tact. he said. He . also ^called *or i ed from his current afternoon slot 
“quality performance gt all. times ] to the Gallagher and O’Brien 6 
... if we don’t have integrity, if: t0 9 antstrip 

lh®" o«r ob purveung injoi-, WMCA.S program boss. Acfe 
motion is helpless, . . [.ally., m K*,yet'ta V 

A news department of a broad-1 firrne(jt but the tentative sked as 
cast station which cant operate on a] 0f june 2 looks this way onweek- 
break even or profit basis is m a (javs. 

belter position to serve tlie eorbmu- Aliderson from 6 to 9; Bob Cal¬ 
mly. than the money .loser and iin,, 9; to ‘led Steele, 11 to 
can cover more newsm1 greater. t :pm; callan agaln. —}. tjie 

depth, line better P®®£°"^®1' j newly signed Scott Muni, from 3 
rote better facilities Michelson as- t& 5. Steele (In a show pitched at 

serted- teenagers), from 5 to 7; The solo- 
He said the Radio; and TV news , ing O’Brien until 8:30; Muni picks 

Directors Assn, had been effective 1 up again at 8:30 and he, O’Brien 
on many fronts but that it was not; and a third gabber are due to 
getting sufficient support- from ; split in some way the workload 
management and that its member-. until midnight, when Barry Gray’s 
ship of some 400 “is pitifully' low- talk show comes off. 
w hen compared to the total nuinbgi j Straus has plans for his jocks 
of broadcasting. stations in to. make as. many personal appear- 
L'nited States.” j ances . as possible. Purpose is two- 

Ile observed that the. broad- j fold: .with new names, it’s ini* 
ca<ters need an Organization sim-j portant to get them and keep 
ilar in. stature to the American them in the local market’s' eye 
Soc iety of Newspaper Editors “but ■ Then., there are apparent adyer- 
as of now we don’t have it and tiser ramifications.. 
prospects for the immediate future f —■ . : ,'-—. ■'. •. v 
do not seem very bright.” I . 7, 

with better ™ppoit ftojn. .man-, CBS Radio News Sales 
tgement the RTNDA’s prestige 
could be enhanced, he said. { .CBS Radio contracted with. Kent 

, J W ,, A. • . • I vuigttLC rainiwiivc liijaA, jucuun 
; Cigare.ts and Jell-0 for 24 weekly . Cream, Palmolive Soap);. Lever 

islering record grosses, consider-^ 
ably in excess of last year. 

Business for. the second quarter j 

of this year at WCBS-TV is report-j 

edly . running ' well, ahead of that ! 
placed during, the second quarter 
of 1957, Norman Walt, general 
sales managed, of the CBS flagship 
outlet reyeals. Max Buck, director 
of sales: and marketing at WRCA- 
TV, has'a similar story to relate. 
NBC’s.video oiitlet in Gotham had 
the most successful April in its! 
history with a 13% increase in to- : 
tal. billings over same month last. 
year, and a-new record high is an-! 
ticipated for the second quarter, j 

WCBS-TV’s biz for second quar- j 
ter. of this .year is running nearly 
20% ahead of that pulled in for. 
the. comparable period last year. \ 
Last year’s billing was about 5% ' 
over 1956. " .'j 

Both outlets see an even greater 
trerid toward spot tv . biz in months 
ahead and this should also be re¬ 
flected on video channels across 
the country during the latter part i 

of this year. Buck attributes his * 
station’s sparing, billing to. many 
factors, including revenue from 
new types of advertisers, such as 
legitimate theatres and an increase 
in business from sponsors trying to 
combat;, the anti-recession move¬ 
ment. 

WCBS-TV’s Walt- says his outlet’s 
upbeat swing is due, in a measure, 
to the new rate card designed* to 
accommodate' more different ad¬ 
vertisers ini more different ways* ; 
He. points out that more different j 

advertisers are now using prime 
time than have In the past. 

Accounts nfcw to. WCBS-TV ;and 
existing accounts which have sub¬ 
stantially increased their expendi¬ 
tures for the second quarter in¬ 
clude General Mills (Hi Pro); 
Emerson Drugs (Bromo Seltzer); 
Standard Oil of N. J^ (Esso); Toni; 
Colgate Palmolive (Ajax, Dental 

IN NEW YORK CITY 
Frank Cooper Associates set Coby Buskin to produce new “Musical. 

Bingo’* on NBC-TV . . . Lucile Mason isriewprexy of N.Y.C. Chapter 

of American Women in Radio-TV ... . .George J. Rapp joining CBS-TV 

spot sales office in Chicago as account executive . WCBS Radio Sales 

Manager Buck Hurst to Chicago for week’s visit with sponsors and 
agencies ; .... WCBS Radio’s Galen Drake to emcee annual meeting of 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Nassau County Chapter,; June 6, 
at Salisbury Park County Club . . . Actress Lilia Skala in Estes Park, 
Colo., doing pilot film for CBS series “The Gamblers” being brought 
in by Gilbert Ralston with Don. Medford directing. Vet thesp due back 
in N.Y. end of month. 

Paul Rosen, CBS-TV Business Affairs Dept., to London on business 
trip-.-. . Bob Martin, GBS-TV casting director, to address Mace School 
for Professional Children at Hotel Statler June 12 . . . Fred Coe 
searching for seven potential scripts for “Playhouse 90” shows he’ll 
produce next season . . . Nancy Malone signed for running lead of Babby 
Dennis in CBS-TV sOaper “Brighter Day” . . , Anh Loring into “Love 
of Life” soaper on same web . . . Pianist Van Cliburn to get the Ed 
Murrow “Person to Person’’ treatment Friday (30) . . . Louis Dorfsmiui». 
director of art for CBS Radio* named to Executive Committee of N. Y.: 
Art Directors Club . . . Joseph Julian and Genelle Gibbs into cast of 
CBS Radio’s “Road to Life” . . .Jeanne Elkins, CBS Radio'actress, 
married non-pro Rich Naish at St. Malachy’s Church Saturday, May 
24 . . . Arthur L. Topol, executive time buyer in Donahue^ & Coe’s 
radio-tv dept., weds Phyllis Barbara: Teich July .3 ... Ronald bawsoB 
started, a week’s run as one of the leads on tv’s “Modern Romance” and 
is set for two more shots on the recorded “Objective” . . . Dwight 
Hemion, director of “Steve Allen Show,” flew to Europe Monday (26)" 
for two week vacation-biz trip. Allen show of June 1 will be directed by 
associate producer Jim Elson . . . Mort Rubenstein named art director 
and Marvin Fuchs production, manager of the Advertising and Sales 
Promotion Dept, of CBS-TV stations. They report to John Cowden, 
veepee of advertising arid sales promotion for the division . . . William 
N. Davidson, general manager of WRCA-WRCA-TV, awarded citation 
from Boys Club of America . . .A Mark Richard, assistant producer in 
tV at Benton & Bowles, back to work after brief stay at hospital . . . 
WRCA-TV studio supervisor Pete Calabrese engaged to Dora Pace. 
They’ll be married in August. 

“Today’s Business,” five-minute financial and business news shows 
sponsored by Bache & Co., celebrated its sixth anni on WOR Radio 
Monday (26) . . . Mutual has. again received the Certificate of Achieve¬ 
ment from the Army for “The Army Hour*’ broadcasts .. . WOR Radio’s 
“Music from Studio X” will present its first venture into stereophonic 
music reproduction today (Wed.); between 10:15 and 11 p.m. One half 
of the split stereo signal will be broadcast over WOR-AM and the other 
half over WOR-FM via commercial stereo tape . . . Pianist Frank 
Glazer, ..who has appeared as a performing guest on NBC-TV arid. 
CBS-TV, is an artist in. residence for the fourth summer concert season 
at the U. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee . . . Cort Steen set as director of. the 
Perry Como summer sub and Coby RQskin as producer of “Musical 
Bingo,” both on NBC-TV . . . Frank Gianattasio to WOV sales from 
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . : . Zel deCyr completed series of radio spots 
for Triple. “S” Blue Stamps . . . Thelma Carpenter into WABD’s “Night 
Beat” tonight (Wed.) . . . Hermione Gingold guesting on CBShTV’s 
“Sez Who?” Sunday (1). 

" Jean Darling;-former' “pur Gang” star, set. by Schwartz-Luskin 
agency on telefilm blurbs for Iristaritine and Crisco . . . Myron Mc¬ 
Cormick and Britain’s Peter Cushing on Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV 
Memory Lane” today (Wed.) with Johnny Desmond and Lou Nova 

appearing May 30 . . ., Singer Betty Grove to do “Finian’s Rainbow” in 
musical barns this summer.. . . Ail Van Horn of “Ad World” to do a 
show for the BBC ... “Big Payoff” vocalist Judy Lynn at Supermarket 
Instiiute convention in Atlantic City yesterday (Tues.) . . . Wick Crider, 
transferred back to N. Y. from Coast by Young & Rubicam. 

Fernando Lamas left for the Coast over the weekend to rehearse for 
CBS-TV’s June 5 “Climax!” show . . . Bonnie Novick, formerly with 
“Omnibus” as casting director, has joined the staff of agent Lucy Kroll 
. . . Moppet Claudia Crawford doing a “N. Y. Confidential” segment . . . 
Sue Ane Langdon back from Green Bay, Wis., where.she did a cerebral 
palsy marathon stint over WBAY-TV last Friday-Saturday ... Nina 
Reader, last. seen on Broadway in “Genius and the Goddess” joins the 
cast of “Search for Tomorrow” on CBS-TV. 

news periods both for wedtday.and 

weekend broadcasts. 

P. Lorillard Co., for Kent, pur¬ 
chased 24 weekly news periods,; for. 

Bros.;. (Pepspdent, Dove Beauty 
Bar); Procter & Gamble (Zest, Jiff! 
and Ciorox); International Latex,; 
Ford Manufacturers Assn:, Calif or-j 

9 

S 

Bert Lee Jr., Art Ford 
Divvy Up 45 Hours Of l ^ Oil Co.. American Tobacco Co„ ; 

WNTA Air Time a Week. r*s Lorm^f return3 to CBS | So^ aPt&WRCAryT|0ataPc1udes ! 
The two busiest men in the Raff, ®ft*r absence. I Canada Dry. King Kone Corp.. Du- 

WNTA camp are Bert Lee Jr. and ! Jell-O Division of General Foods , Pont, Ladies Home Journal, Royal 
Art Ford; they may even rank as : signed for 24 weekly news periods, Grown Colaf “Li’l Abner,” “Jama- 
the busiest men in all New York during18 alternate weeks starting jica,” General Foods, Parry Labs 
broadcasting. They .do about 45 this week. ' and Sal Soda.. .. 
hours a week between them. — . ■——— ' ■" ~ - • •' 

Here, briefly, is a rundown of 
their activities. First sportscaster 
Lee; In radio, he has a 7 to 7:30 
p.m. strip, another from midnight 
to 1:30 a.m. .< including Saturday); 
on tv, he does “Celebrity Bowling’’ 
from 8 to 9 p in. and segues into 
“Sports-O-Phone” from ft to 10:30. 
Plus that he does a 10-minute 
warmup prior to baseball and a 15- 
minute baseball windup. 

Ford's even busier. He does an 
11:30 a.m.-to-l p.m. strip in radio, 
and another from 4:30 to 6 p.m. 
Again in radio, he works Sundays 
from noon to midnight "straight 
through. Ori AVNTA-TV, he hosts 
a 9-to-10:30 jazz show, on Thurs¬ 
days. On rival WABD, he’s still 
doing a. Friday 10-10:30 ‘‘Green¬ 
wich Village Party” variety sho\v^ 
Finally, he’s program director for 
WNTA-AM-FM. 

fiV UOLLYWOOD . 
. Sam Fuller, erstwhile NBC-TV producer and program exec, partnered 

in the town’s newest deluxe hotel-cafe . . , Pete Kortner giving up his 

associate producersh ip of CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90” to create bis own 

shows for the network ... Bill Kayden can’t resist all that talent on the 

Las Vegas strip and overturing. the Sahara’s Stan Irwin and 'Larry 
Sloane for an NBC spec for next season: Theirs from the desert spa - 
have been acclaimed the most successful, . . Jack Simpson, now national 
director of broadcasts for Foote, Cone & Beldirig, looked around, at the 
availables but found little to excite his interest; He has it figured out 
there’ll be 30 westerns on the skeins next season but allows they won’t 
all be of the pure brand . . Earl Rettig, prexy of NBC’s California 
National, is high on Jack Pickard of “Boots and Saddles” , as next 
season’s new western star . . . “Country America” closed out a year on 
KABC-TV and Sandy. Cummings, program boss at the web’s western 
terminal, is plumping for a network spread through the summer ... 
Bob Oakley dropped his talent agency to pick up a veepee berth with 
Dimensional Pictures . . . Doye O’Dell, who pioneered western variety 
shows on tv eight years ago, is gathering up the town’s best range talent 
for an hour network show . Jack Douglas (KCOP travel packager), 
raised' $8,000 for National Council of Jewish Women with two showings 
of “Dead Sea Scrolls.” He’s their man-of-the-year . . . Now that th* 
copyright is running out on “The Virginian” and other Owen Wister 
adventure tales, the rush to public domain will recall the uranium 
pilgrimages to Utah. 

Washington, D, C., May 27, 
In response to Industry requests . and to pressure froin Sen. 

Spcssard Holland; Chairman of a Senate Appropriations Sub¬ 
committee which has been holding hearings on commerce and 
related agencies, th^e Census Bureau is taking another look, at Its 
refusal to include household .radios in its Federal census. , 

Florida solon is strongly advocating a national tally of both 
radio and tv receivers in homes, though he nixes the NAB sugges¬ 
tion that portable and auto radios, brand preferences and. other 
data be included. . . 

Robert Burgess, census director, had already included count 
of tv homes in his planning on basis that 1950 census figure on" 
radio set saturation was Still valid and that such a count was riot.. 
“techriically feasible.” 

Holland stressed; value of radio statistics for. civil defense, 
agencies, and for industry, pointing Out wide segments of the 
country sans video are dependent ori radio for. weather, agricul¬ 
tural and other data. 

IN CHICAGO . . 
Harry Miller, brother of deejay Howard Miller who has been in the 

WGN Inc. employ for over three years, has been promoted to assistant 

to Brad Eidmann, general sales manager of WGN-TV . , . First day of 

“Bingo At Home” on WNBQ reportedly drew 2,80(1 cards from player- 
viewers . . . Bill Lawrence off for two weeks arid being subbed for on 
WBBM by Len Dresslar, Celal Ince and Billy Leach ... Robert Stebbins 
upped to production facilities supervisor, vice George Petterson, at 
WGN-TV . . . Deejay Spider Webb has signed on with WJJD . . . Cliff'; 
Johnson doing five minute taped travel reports from Europe for 
WMAQ’s “Phil Bowman Show” . . . Gordon Weisenborn, ex-EnCyclo- 
paedia Britannica Films and a multiple award winner, joined Colmes- . 
Werrenrath Productions here as, producer-director , . . Geraldine Kay 
to sub for Dorsey Connors on WNBQ for four weeks when latter leaves 
for Europe next month , . . “Ding Dong School” being shown from 

^Continued on page 38) - 
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(Week Ending May 11) 
Take : Your Pick V;......:...... ^....; 
The Army Game../.......;..;.;..... 
Sunday Night at the London Palladium 
Television Playhouse—‘'Bipod . on Whose 

House.” ........... . . ........... 
Wagon Train ........ 

; Emergency Ward 1(3--Fri........;.. 
Armchair Theatre—“Hanging Judge”.. 
European Cup—Manchester. United v Milan 

(Second Half).......... v. 
The Sunday Serial—“The Truth About 

Melandrinos” : 
Emergency Ward 10—Tues......,..... 

. (ARV 

. (GRANADA) 

. (ATV) 
e 
.(ATV).. 
. (GRANADA) 
.(ATV)/ 
.(ABCTV) 

(BBC) , 

. < ABCTV) 
. (ATV) ' 

69% 

( 66% 
65% 

r64%; 

^!&2% 

So Don Sherwood Is Cut Off as ‘Crusade' Backfires 
Into; Dead Air 

■4- 

San Francisco, May 27. 
Don Sherwood got himself cut 

off of tv last Friday (23) night be¬ 
cause he Said the word “Navajo.” 

Sherwood, far and away Frisco’s 
most controversial radioTtv person¬ 
ality, has been “crusading” for the 
Navajos since he returned from 
Gallup,. N.. M., six weeks ago. He 
claims they are in a sorry state arid 
blames the Federal. Bureau of. In¬ 
dian Affairs.- 

He’s used both his daily KSFO 
deej ay stint and his twice-a-week 
KGO-TV half-hour to deliver his 
message repeatedly. 

On May 16 Glenn L. Emmons, 
commissioner of Indian affairs at 
Washington. D.C., wired John H. 
Mitchell, KGO-TV general man¬ 
ager and an ABC vice-president, 
and William Shaw, KSFO general 
manager, claiming that Sherwood’s 
broadcasts were “provocative, dog¬ 
matic and grossly unfactual.” Em¬ 
mons said Paul Jones, Navajo coun¬ 
cil chief, Norman Littell, the 
tribe’s general counsel, and Wade 
Head, a Navajo who is the bureau’s 
Gallup,. N.M.; director, would be 
in Frisco last week and wanted to 
present rebuttals: to Sherwood. 

Mitchell met with the Navajo of¬ 
ficials and agreed, to give them a 
chance to present their views. 
Then, last Friday night during re- 

. hearsal for Sherwood’s show, 
Mitchell sent program manager 

(Continued on pagb 38) 

New York’s Metropolitan Educa¬ 
tional Television Assn. (META) got 
a reprieve from shuttering, rais¬ 
ing sufficient monies to. keep it in 
reduced operation through'the 
summer. Chief source of income 
was a sizable contractual arrange¬ 
ment with the Educational Televi¬ 
sion and Radio Center of Ann Ar¬ 
bor, Mich. 
• Other monies came from grants 
from private and independent 
sources. META, though, still 
needs an operational, budget of 
$200,000 to stay in business 
through . December.. The.. organiza¬ 
tion, which is chartered by the 
state’s Board of Regents, also ex¬ 
pects to play a central role in the 
Regent’s tieup with WOR-TV. The 
Regents, beginning in September, 
win utilize the daytime hours at 
WOR-TV for educational telecasts. 

The reduced summer operation 
has resulted in 13 layoffs of 
META’s staff of 46, encompassing 
all departments. Dr. Brown, in a 
statement made at an emergency 
staff meeting, and an on-the-air 
broadcast over WPIX, paid tribute 
to commercial tv. and radio stations 
as well as newspapers for their 
help in META’s appeal for emer¬ 
gency funds. WMGA, WCBS-TV 
and WRCA-TV have cooperated in 
the campaign. ' ' 

META, which has been telecast¬ 
ing live shows via WPIX, during 
the mornings, will give up these 
regular telecasts this week. Sum¬ 
mer WPIX telecasts will be con* 
finpd to kines and films of META. 

FCC Back at Full Strength 
Washington, May 27. 

The FCC is at full strength for 
the first time since the forced res¬ 
ignation of Commissioner Richard 
A. Mack. 

Newly confirmed commissioner 
John S. Cross was sworn in at the 
weekend by FCC chairman John 
C. Doerfer in., a ceremony wit¬ 
nessed by. many leading govern¬ 
ment officials,. 

Cross has. served in electrical 
cOmhiunications with the govern¬ 
ment for nearly 25 . years, since 
1946 with the State'Department. 

An important segment of adver^ 
tisers are victims of triple spot¬ 
ting abuse in television, accord¬ 
ing to a Survey of members of 
the Assn, of National Advertisers. 

The study showed that of the 
115 advertisers replying to an 
ANA. questionnaire, . 32 com¬ 
plained of triple spotting in re^ 
cent . months.’ “Ultimately; it 
would seem that what is needed,” 
the ANA said,” is a revision of 
the NAB code and an agreement, 
between the networks and their 
affiliates, as to the amount of 
time that: is available for. sale 
by local stations, after a network 
program;, has been bought by a 
network advertiser, 

Oliver Treyz, prexy of ABC-TV, 
stated, “ABC is very much, aware 
of the; adverse effects of triple 
spotting, and; it has been dis¬ 
cussed with our. affiliates on many 
Occasions. Last January the man¬ 
agers of all ABC affiliates were 
alerted that triple spotting poses 
a serious problem and if it con¬ 
tinues: is bound to have an ad¬ 
verse effect on all of us. 
. The ANA study cited figures on 
monitoring activity: Of the 32 
members who complained about 
triple spotting, 20 monitor; their 
programs. Ten of these members 
haye informal systems of check¬ 
ing programs through their own 
advertising personnel, distributors 
or salesmen. 

WGN-TV’s % Hike 
In April Billing 

Chicago, May 27. 
Recession or no, WGN Inc. is 

claiming a 6% increase in gross 
billings for April over the Same 
month a year ago. This represents, 
reportedly, an all time high for the 
month of April, for both WGN and 
WGN-TV. 

WGN-TV. is also boasting audi¬ 
ence growth of 48.5%. since. Octo¬ 
ber, 1957, based on the A. C. Niel¬ 
sen reports from October through 
April. . The other local: stations also 
registered audience gains, but 
WGN-TV’S average, of increase is 
higher tha[n the others. 

. With the decline of live drama 
on U.S. television, writers are find¬ 
ing a lucrative source of income 
in the British market, both on BBC 
and . the commercial tv skeins, 
Canada, too, is becoming a revolv¬ 
ing door for U. S. video .drama¬ 
tists whose sources of income have 
been seriously: depleted with the 
demise of such entries as “Studio 
One/'- “Kraft Television Theatre,” 
“Matinee” and “Climax.” ... 

In reverse; ratio to the decline 
in drama interest in the U. S., the 
upbeat in England is one of the: 
major phenomena of the season 
on overseas tv, with the shows 
pulling. toprated audiences: Both 
BBC and the independent com¬ 
mercial operators are oh a con¬ 
stant prowl for properties here, i 
True, the approximate $1,000 aver¬ 
age fee per. script is far belowr the 
norm for U. S: showcasing, but at I 
least the writers are being treated 
to a kind of audience respect that’s 
been on the wane here for several 
seasons. / : 

Even U. S/ legit fare is getting 
a big play on the British tv. screens, 
as witness, for example,, the de¬ 
mand for Arthur Miller plays. His 
“All My Sons” was a major show* 
case on the Granada TV - skein- last 
week, enjoying not only a big audi¬ 
ence pull but an extravagant pro¬ 
duction, as was the case six months 
ago when. “Death of a Salesman” 
was produced abroad. 

“Cheering,” says writers repre¬ 
sentative Blanche Gaines,- are re¬ 
cent: sales out of her office of 
scripts emanating from her stable, 
with. three to England and. one. to 
Canada.: The. BBC has bought 
“High Blown Lady” by: Joseph 
Schull; ABC-TV, the commercial 
outlet there, has gained the rights 
to Rod Serling’s “Noon On Dooms¬ 
day,” presented in the U: S. a cou¬ 
ple seasons ago, and .“Homecom¬ 
ing” by Nelson Bond. :- Also, the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has; 
acquired “In the Cornfield” by 
Lucile Duffy. (On the. domestic 
side, the “U. S. Steel Hour,” 
termed by Mrs. Gaines “one., of. the 
stalwart ’ survivors of the hour 
holocaust,”/ .has bought -a hew 
script by Helen . Cotton. “The.; 
Climate: of Marriage,” for July; 
production.) 

’Some British .drama segments do 
not regard, the 6.0-minute pattern, 
as “standard”; several programs 
run 75 minutes and upward, thus 
allowing: more elbow room for 
writers; -There are other differ¬ 
ences that contrast with U. S. pro* 
gramming. In the case of “Noon 
on Doomsday,” for instance, Serl¬ 
ing’s original treatment called for 
a. bit in which Coca-Cola was men¬ 
tioned,.. The sponsor objected, say-: 
irig that would pin the locale too 
definitely as being in the American 
south (although the locale was 
fuzzily: thought to be New Eng¬ 
land)/ : The Britons, of . course, 
would have no such restrictions in 
the reprise treatment of “Dooms¬ 
day.” 

CBS Trims Coast Staff 
Hollywood, May 27, 

Due to the summer seasonal 
Slack in production. CBS has be¬ 
gun paring its production staff, 
in a process which will probably 
continue until mid-July, at which 
time it’s expected the sked for 
next season will be known. . Al¬ 
together from 10 to 15 employes at 
Television. City will probably be 
pink*slipped as a result of the lax 
production time. 

Those affected by . the cutbacks 
include readers, assistant direc¬ 
tors, assistant producers and sec¬ 
retaries. 

LEFT BY McDONALD 
Chicago, May 27. 

The estate of Comdr. Eugene F, 
McDonald Jr., bpard chairman of 
Zenith; Radio Corp. who died May 
15, has been estimated , at close to 
$9;000,000, most of it iri shares of 
Zenith stock. McDonald's 100,000 
shares in the corporation are worth 
around $7,500,000 on today’s mar¬ 
ket He had, besides, real estate 
ini Canada and Michigan, a yacht, 
and ’ other personal property, in¬ 
cluding jewelry, .which together 

j are valued , at nearly $1,500,000. 
. All personal effects, under terms 

I of his will, will: be divided between: 
|. his son, Eugene F. McDonald 3d, 
] and his daughter, Mrs. Jean Mari¬ 
anne Weissenberg of Philadelphia^ 
The only other heir is Eugene M. 

[ Kinney, a nephew and a Zenith 
| viceprez, who received McDonald’s 
property on Mackinac Island and 

j 10% of the income from h trust 
' fund. The trust fund is to be dis* 
tributed between McDonald’s chi'l* 

1 dren when they reach the age of 40. 

Washington, May 27. 
/ Broadcasting, which has been 
browbeaten on Capitol Hill and in 
numerous government agencies in 
recent weeks, got a shot in the arm 
the past w;eek when President 
Eisenhower made his color tv de¬ 
but at dedication of WRC-NBC's 
new $4,000,000 h.q. 

General David Sarnoff himself 
pointed out that the Chief Execu¬ 
tive’s presence, along with many 
high ranking administration of¬ 
ficials, was a tribute, not only to 
NBC, but to the entire industry. 

Speaking off the cuff to a brass 
plated audience, the President 
made clear his awe at industry 
progress. When he admitted that he 

( was “completely overwhelmed by 
j the complexities of the technical 
problems the broadcasting indus¬ 
try has been solving.” Ike pre¬ 
ceded his formal appearance with, 
a private tour of the ultra-modern, 
last-word facilities, first in the 
country to be built /‘from the 
ground up” for color. 

President Eisenhower pointed to 
the importance of keeping the pub¬ 
lic informed via “the fastest com¬ 
munications” Jri these “fast times,” 
praising at length the job being 
done by radip-tv in the news and 
public service field. 

. /Interesting and amusing side¬ 
light was Ike’s obvious deilght and 
amusement at seeing . himself in 
“living color” on studio monitors 
as NBC prexy Robert Sarnoff gave 
the signal for switch from black 
and White. 

Robert Sarnoff told his audience 
ttia entire telecast was being re¬ 
corded bn electronic: tape in web’s 
Burbank studios for repeat later .in 
the day,' thus further accenting' 
technical developments iri indus¬ 
try. In addition, tape copies of 
show are to be given the President 
for his personal files, plus a copy 
tb Library of Congress for its per¬ 
manent archives. 

The plush new building, consistr 
ing of three studios, latest in tech- 

(Coritinued on page 38) ■:./ 

Hollywood, May 27 

f Seeking to avoid a jurisdictional 

clash with AFTRA in the field 

of television tape commercials, 

{Screen Actors Guild has formally 

' proposed to AFTRA that the dis¬ 

pute which has caused, a wide rift 
between the two actor unions be. 
arbitrated by AFL-CIO prexy 
George Meany. But both unions 
should: agree iri advance to abide 
by. Meany’s decision, said SAG 
national exec secretary John L.. 
Dales in announcing SAG’s board 
of directors had unanimously en¬ 
dorsed such action.. 

Dales said the SAG move came 
following AETRA’s rejection of its 
proposal that differences in the 
tape field he ironed out by discus¬ 
sions, adding the vote Was taken 
after. AFTRA had publicly an¬ 
nounced “open war” against SAG, 

“The guild hoard felt thJit any 
such ‘open war’ would be against 
the best interests of all actors, the 
labor- movement and the general 
public,” he said. SAG’s proposal 
Was airmailed Sunday night to. the 
AFTRA board in N.Y/ and its Chi¬ 
cago and L. A. sections. 

SAG has collective bargaining 
pacts with producing companies, 
studios ~nd ad agencies covering 
actors, singers and announcers in 
filmed and taped tv blurbs, except 
when made by tv network and sta¬ 
tion studios. AFTRA, which has 
jurisdiction over live tv and radio, 
including players in taped blurbs 
made by stations and webs, chal¬ 
lenges the area' covered by the 
SAG pacts) 

In its letter to AFTRA, SAG 
Said “. . . we are not going to al¬ 
low the jurisdictional diffrence be¬ 
tween us to deteriorate into a 
name-calling, bitter actor-versus- 
actor fight. At this moment we two 
actors’ unions are faced with a 
division of opinion as to how to 

; divide our negotiating activities in 
“the video tape television commer¬ 

cial field. 

“SAG has proposed that AFTRA 
cover all such wrork done at tv sta¬ 
tions and networks and that SAG 
cover all ..such work done outside 
tv stations and networks. You dis¬ 
agree. However, the area of our 
disagreement is not great. In re¬ 
cent informal discussions between 
us you have recognized that the 
guild should cover all video tape 

’ tv commercials produced by mo- 
i tion picture studios as We have 
{recognized that AFTRA should 
cover all such commercials pro¬ 
duced by tv networks and station 
broadcasting studios. We propose 
that this division be mutually con¬ 
firmed. This leaves as the only 
area in dispute between us: Taped 
commercials produced by Studios 
devoted to this purpose and not 
engaged in production in either of 
the above excluded areas 

“It seems to us that it Would 
be regrettable if our organizations 

(Continued on page 38) 

Desi on a Glad-Hand 
Westinghouse Swing 

Most of this week is being spent, 
by Desi Arnaz in touring for West¬ 
inghouse, which sponsors his CBS- 
TV “Westinghouse- Desilu Play¬ 
house” next season. Lucille Ball 
joins him when he visits New York 
to appear before key company 
dealers and the press. 

■Rest of the week is being de¬ 
voted to Westinghouse manufac¬ 
turing plants. It’s really a three- 
ply: affair, with George Murphy, 
Desilu veep, joining in on the per¬ 
sonal appearance swing. “Play¬ 
house” launches in October with 
a 60 - minute - a - week production, 
hosted by Arnaz, plus seven hour- 
long Desi & Lucy specials. 

M to WABC-TV 
Dow Chemical planted a nic 

chunk of coin with WABC-T1 

New York, for a spread in the ne 
work flag’s local film shows. Ban! 

.roller is spreading a $20,000 bu 
/ over 25 one-minute commercia: 

i and 21 ID’s during the daytime an 
112 ID’s during the latenight fe; 
/tu.re film. 

Daytime buy was made • o 
WABC’s “Housewives Special” dii 

. count plan, designed specificall 
I to promote billings for pre-dar 
j celluloid. The 12 ID’s are pai 
j temed. across all six nights .< 

‘Shock Theater.” 

Other new clients are in “House 
• wives"-Drug Research Corp., Mj 
T-Fine, Campbell Carpet Cleanin 
and Lamour Hair Products. Bonni 
Dog Food renewed in . the sam 

I plan. 
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. Yeahl That ain’t all. 

The BIGGEST The Late Show’s 

audiences RATINGS $0 up 
in its seven-year with the 

history. temperature. 

Sure is. ; Average of Last, year. 

New York’s hottest 723,43ft homes its 

hot-weather buy, tuned-in Summer audiences 

THE IATE SHOW, j every night. were bigger’n 

Right now Nielsen they were other 

delivering— /*/ 
fa¬ 

il 

{{ says so.* seasons. 



JMaoda j. Mar 2S, MS* PBSsiEFt 
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oaies; un uiner ao Agency rrunis 
By JACK BERNSTEIN [ week tv spot campaign to promote 

.. • . the electric shaver for Father’s 
With the rate of earnings . £>ay. Schedule calls for the use of 

agencies on the decline m 1957 ; spot tv in lOO markets. . 
the first time in eight years and j shbtts: Martin L, Smith and Leo 
with the recession cutting into ad ; Greenlandi formerly of Gore, 
budgets of national advertisers, 
more and more agencies are tight¬ 
ening their belts and trying to 
save dollars. In the economy 

Smith & Greenland,, opened Smith-. 
Greenland Co. with $2,500,000 in 
billings. •' 

Dr. Ernest Dichjter, has formed 

the Council. 
Leo Burnett has joined the list 

of ad agencies producing tv com¬ 
mercials On video tape. Those pro¬ 
ducing taped commercials are 
Grant Advertising, McCann-Erick- 
son and Grey Advertising. 

squeeze, agency tv department5|a':Public Affairs Division of his In- 
have been working or* . : stitute of Motivational Research, 
beat the tight dollar situation. ■ More than 40 national adver- 

The past several months has. Risers have offered network tv time 
seen a . trimming of agency staffs,; to get behind the Advertising 
and salary cuts no longer: makes! Council’s “Confidence. in a Grow- 
ad alley buzz. With the cutting; jng America’’ campaign. By June 
back of Operational costs, media j if more than $10,000,000 in media 
departments are looking, for ways I space ' will have been scheduled by 
to trim the fat. ^. 

To prevent a mass defection to 
other media, and to. get-the most 
out of the. advertising dollar, 
agency tv programming men have 
come up with ways in which clients 
get a better deal. 

This fall has been classified as a 
late buying season by agency men. 
Agencies have been waiting for 
two things: the prices of packages 
and time to go down and to see 
what their rival clients are spend¬ 
ing in both, network and spot tv. 
While it has played havoc on net¬ 
work nerves, the agencies feel they 
can do better, for their clients by 
just sitting and outlasting the webs 
sales department. As network, brass 
scan the unsold time on their fall 
schedule the lower the price gets 
the the more eager they are to 
make a deal. 

While the networks can’t be 
classified as panicky yet, agency 
men say they are more than anx¬ 
ious to ring up a sale. The “dis¬ 
tress" sign has already been hung 
up on some shows, the prime ex¬ 
ample being “Cimmaron City" on 
NBC, which agency execs say can 
be bought on a 13-week basis,! 
seven alternate weeks at that. 

Not only do agencies play a sit¬ 
ting and waiting game with the 
networks but they play the same 
game with each other. :. Clients 
keep one eye on the doings of a 
rival brand and if the competition 
puts less into network program¬ 
ming or spot tv this fall, then they 
also will cut their ad budget. 

The dollar stress 'has also seen 
clients taking advantage of net¬ 
work discount structures, instead 
of multiple network programming 
agencies are veering toward the 
one network policy in order to 
benefit from accruing accounts. 

Still another method of making 
ad dollars go farther, although 
employed only by a handful of 
agencies, is the buying into tv 
packages with the. thought of re¬ 
couping part of the initial invest¬ 
ment by getting reruns gratis. If 
the property- is hot enough to go 
into syndication, clients can make 
a return on their initial outlay. 

In live programming, agencies 
will keep costs at a minimum by 
an even more rigid selection of 
production staffs. A cost'conscious 
eye will be cast from the original 
storyboard on through the final 
production. The video taping of 
live productions, with residual 
benefits, will be a step in making 
the ad dollar go further, say the 
admen. 

Switches: Norbert J. Delville has 
been named assistant to the di¬ 
rector of the internation depart¬ 
ment of MacManus, John & Adams. 

Briice Stauderman, of Meldrum 
& Fewsmith, Cleveland, elected to 
the standing committee on radio- 
tv administration of the American 
Assn, of Advertising Agencies. 

E. L. Hill and C. L. MacNelly 
Jn_ have been upped to senior vee- 
pees of Ted Bates. At the same 
agency Willard Benner has earned 
v.p. stripes. 

Campaigns: A special i 2-inch 
long playing album called “Benny 
Goodman Plays World Favorites in 
Hi-Fi” has been produced by the 
Westinghouse radio-tv division. as 
a spur for sales. Album to be of¬ 
fered at dealer stores and will be 
backed by a heavy tv campaign. 

Chicago Agencies 
By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 27. 
Personnel cutbacks, , thanks to 

the recession, have grey-flan riel- 
suiters with resumes in hand comb¬ 
ing ad row. in greater numbers cur¬ 
rently than space salesmen. Recent 
loppings were unannounced at 
Foote, Cone & Belding, McCaiin- 
Erickson, J. Walter Thompson, and 
Edward H. Weiss, just to name a 
few. 

Critchfield: & Co., 66-year old 
Chi agency, is merghtg June I with 
the KlaU-Van Pietersom-Durilap 
agency of Milwaukee, Wis. Charles 
J. Nesbitt, exec veep of Critchfield, 
becomes manager of the Chi Office 
of KVPD, and Edward P. Nesbitt, 
Critchfield prez, stays on as con¬ 
sultant.^^ Critch field’s 23 clients rep¬ 
resenting $2,000,000 In billings will 
be absorbed in the new agency 
which henceforth will be billing 
close to $12,000,000. Alan R. Mc¬ 
Ginnis of the Milwaukee office will 
be chairman of the board, and 
George J. Callos .prexy,. . 

E. M. (Hubie) Sinclair moves 
back to Toronto office of Leo Bur¬ 
nett Co. of Canada to become a 
viceprez and .director and member 
of the operating coriimittee. Sin¬ 
clair had been transferred to, the 
home office of Leo Burnett here a 
year ago. ' 

McCann-Erickson preparing to 
go 100% videotape with, its com¬ 
mercials . as soon as the union 
squabbles are settled Over who has 
jurisdiction. 

- Edward M. Stern, media director, 
Eugene C. Pomerance, research di¬ 
rector, and Homer Heck, broad¬ 
casting director all got veep stripes 
at Foote, Cone & Belding. 

Edward H. Weiss Co. plucked 
Golden Mix and Little Crow Mill¬ 
ing accounts. 

J. Walter. Thompson bagged 
Fleischmann Malting Co. biz. / 

By BARRY BARNETT 

. London* May 27. 
. Foote, Cone & Belding agency Is 
handling the first summer tv cam-: 
paign for Batchelors Foods Ltd., to 
boost their soup mixes. All indie tv- 
outlets are being used, and seven 
and 3Q-second spots will be 
screened regularly, during the next, 
two months. During the Wimble¬ 
don tennis championships, a large 
number of these spots, will be aired 
during live" transmissions. 

Tony Denereaz, head of the John 
Haddon and Co., agency’s tv and 
film department, has been ap¬ 
pointed an associated director of 
the company. 

Russell McKinnon Croft has 
joined Smee’s Advertising Ltd., as 
copy chief. 

All advertising time for the Wim¬ 
bledon tennis fortnight on com¬ 
mercial tv has been sold out for 
the entire network. 

D. F. Hodson, a former executive' 
. group head at the Colman, Prentis 

California Oil Co. will launch i and Varley agency has left to join 
a $2,000,000 campaign late in May j the Spiriella Co., of Great Britain 
to introduce its "hevron Gasolines [ as their UK sales and advertising 
to the east. Starting May 26, one-j manager, Hodson had been with 
minute spot tv commercials will ] the agency since 1952 and was as- 
be used in all major markets. Spot | Sociated with some of the earliest 
radio will; be initiated in June. . i experimental tv commercials in 

Schick . planning^ fp^y. jov £ve- ’ this country.s #i .... ... J ' 

Navajo’s 
Continued from page 35 sssss 

Jim Baker to Sherwood. Baker 
told the deejay that if . he men¬ 
tioned the .word, “Navajo," he’d be- 
cut off the air. 

. The shp\v went on, with Sher¬ 
wood interviewing actor Richard' 
Egan; At 10:12 p m. Egan, whb’d 
been ribbing Sherwood about the 
N av a j os during rehearsal, said to 
Sherwood: 

“What’s fthe matter, Don? What, 
are you so mad about?" 

Said Sherwood: 

“I’m not supposed 'to mention 
anything about Navajos.” 

. Baker ordered the switch. thrown 
and the. rest of. the halfdibur was 
devoted to a documentary on safe 
driving. 

Afterward Sherwood, still spit-: 
ting mad, said: 

“If I ever get back, on tv. I’ll 
start right where I left off . .. . as 
far as I’m concerned, this is the 
beginning of the end of free 
speech.” 

Said Mitchell:; 
. “I asked him to hold off so the 
Indians could get their deal ready. 
Why put tV in the middle? Why not 
take this opportunity to educate 
the viewing public? I didn’t want 
to get us out on a limb! But I guess 
I ,did him the biggest favor in the 
world" ' 

.. Reaction at KGO-TV and news¬ 
paper switchboards was almost in¬ 
stantaneous, .: with hundreds. of 
callers demanding to; know what 
had happened to Sherwood, The 
callers’ feelings about the Navajos 
were all geared.to what they felt, 
about. iSherwood—those who liked 
Sherwood thought the Navajos. 
were getting a terrible deal, those 
who disliked Sherwood said he was j 

probably wrong and hoped he’d 
be tossed off of tv permanently. 

For the Navajos, tribal chief 
Jones said:. 

. “This man Sherwood is grossly 
misinformed if he is saying the 
Navajos are starving and children 
dying like flies. We are not look¬ 
ing for handouts. What Sherwood 
saw is what you See walking down 
Skid Row! With $50, million in oil 
and uranium money in the tribal 
treasury, the Navajo never, had it 
so good. •; 

“We have our ..problems, ■ but we 
can solve them , without Sherwood.” 

NBC’s D.C. Studio 
Continued from pare 35 asss 

nical. and stage equipment, office 
and eating facilities for 232 em¬ 
ployees; and well planned space for 
exparision, has". received fanciest 
launching in broadcast history. In 
addition to President Eisenhower’s 
precedent - breaking appearance, 
Vice PresiU ent Nixon highlighted 
cornerstone ceremonies last yeai*. 

Carletori Smith, WRC boss and 
NBC vrp! in Washington, emceed 
dedication ceremonies.! . It \yas 
Smith who engineered the presi¬ 
dential stint. 

Top echelon of RCA-NBC brass 
accompanied, the Sambffs, father 
and son, to the capital. In addi¬ 
tion, special train brought reps of 
New/York trade and general press, 

. plus industry figures. 

From the Production Centres 
Continued from page 34 

videotapes this week while Dr. Frances Horwich is in New York con¬ 
sulting with McGraw-Hill on new books (for parents) due in the fall. 

IN LONDON .. . 
Actress Margaret Rawlings, who recently won $600 on Gtanada-TV’s 

“Criss Cross Quiz,” (British version of “Tie Tac Dough") has given $280 
of her prize money to the projected Mermaid Theatre at Puddle Dock 
on London’s Thameside. The rest of the loot has gone to various 
charities . . . Veteran actor Bransby Williams put in an appearance on 
Jack Hylton’s Monday Show (26) for Associated-Rediffusion . . . Dickie 
Henderson has taken over the emcee chores from Tommy Trinder in 
Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium" . . . French 
songster Georges Guetary starts his own series of four fortnightly 
programs for BBC-TV next Tues. (3) . . . Walter Williamson appointed 
Northern Sales Manager for Tyne Tees Television, the new indie tv 
outlet. He is a founder partner of a North of England advertising 
agency. '• 

IN BOSTON ... 

WTAO becomes the local outlet for American Broadcasting net pro-, 
grams June 2 ... Charles Ashley, WEEI senior new ed, ankles May 31 
to become dir. of hews broadcasts fbr WSUN-TV in. St. Petersburg, 
Fla. He was a WEEI staffer since 1947 . . . WBZ-WBZA nabbed award 
from the UP for “outstanding news coverage." . .; Mass. Dept. Educa¬ 
tion and Boston U., with WBZ-TV, WGBH-TV and WHDH-TV, are of¬ 
fering a six week workshop for teachers concerned with classroom tv 
July 14-Aug. 23 . ; . Larry Logan is new a, m. disk jock at WMEX 
“color radio” station . . . WBZ-TV inked with N. H. planning & de¬ 
velopment, Saladmaster Co., Big Four Independent Car Washes of 
Greater Boston, Elk Spring Bottling Co., H. J. Seiler and Jenny Mfg. 
Co. for sopts this week . . . Duncan MacDonald, WNAC “Yankee Home 
and Food Show,” guested author Bruce Lancaster on his new Civil War 
novel» . . WBZ disk jock Norm Prescott taking gifts from fans to Ben¬ 
ny Goodman in Brussels . . . Dave Maynard, host of WBZ-TV’s “Rec¬ 
ord Shop Hop” joins the .station’s roster on permanent basis June 1 
.. WBZ-TV breaking in new “Rex Trailer Show" weekday a. m.’s from 
fl-io.. 

IN. SAN FRANCISCO .r 
KCBS asked longtime flack Bill Cullenward to go to New York. He 

said nix and will depart . . . Hal H. Hoffman left KGO-AM to become 
sales manager of KSAY . . . John McRae‘decided to stick with KOBY 
—owner Dave Segal said he had "a slight disagreement" with McRae 
but everything’s okay now . : . Jerry Friedman new KOBY sales man¬ 
ager ... Caryl Coleman, producer of “Success Story" (which folded), 
is new vice-pres. of West-Marquis Advertising ..... John Daly in Frisco 
for national Red Cross convention . . . ABC’s Paul Harvey originated 
from KGO-AM last Thursday (22) and Friday—he’s enroUte to the 
Orient . . . KPIX’s Ted Raiidel is actually on 90-day leave from KOBY, 
where. he used to deejay . . KSFO’s Don Sherwood and Honolulu’s 
J. Akuhead Pupule scheduled to trade places for a couple of June 
weeks . . . New KGO salesman is Jack Brown, late of KOBY. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . 
Stockton Helffrich, NBC continuity director, here from New York 

to speak at Minnesota chapter of American Public Relations Society 
session . . . New radio-tv sales representatives firm, Wayne Eyans &. 
Associates, launched to acquire accounts formerly represented, here by 
Bulmer &. Johnson. General manager C. P. Stitt formerly with Colby, 
Kas., radio station . . . WCCO Radio designated to issue U, S. weather 
bureau tornado .warnings in this area ... WCCO personality Randy 
Merriman emceed cerebral palsy telethons in Jackson, Miss., and Green 
Bay, Wis. . . . KSTP-TV claims 104,413 separate entries in two day¬ 
time prize contests of two and four, weeks duration. Neither had any 
other promotion except on the station’s regular shows. S. E. Hubbard, 
KSTP president^ feels results attest to high level of morning and early 
afternoon tv viewing hereabouts ... . Frank R. Hunt resigned from 
KSTP Radio sales staff to become WTCN-TV account executive 
James P. Richardson, WCCO-TV news writer, appointed to St, Paul 
city post, deputy finance commissioner. 

IN SEATTLE-TACOMA ... 
Lew Holcomb, veteran newscaster and sportsman, doing nightly 

“Fishing Report” at 10 p.m. on KTVW from Tacoma . . . Eddie Clifford 
and Tubby Clark, piano-organ team, featured on KIRO radio for 17 
years, have moved to KTW . . . Richfield Oil Co.’s weekly “Success 
Story” on KING-TV, going into second year . . . Radio: and tv news 
handling was discussed and scrutinized at recent two-day seminar at 
the U pf Washington, sponsored, jointly by the U’s School of Com¬ 
munications and the Washington State Assn, of Broadcasters . , . Radio. 
KING disk jockeys have planted, and are cultivating, a “Care” garden 
in the parking lot by the station. D. j,’s are using tools like those being 
sent regularly by Care to Greece and Mexico. Operation is under 
guidance of Dr. John Hanley, KING’S garden, expert* with jockeys Jack 
Link; Ray Briem, Pat Lewis and Frosty Fowler wielding fake, shovel 
and hoes. 

SAG-AFTRA 
CoDtinued from page 35 

were to be drawn into the numer¬ 
ous, long drawn out NLRB heari 
ings and elections which would be 
involved in the settlement of our 
differences in this comparatively 
harrow area, which at best could 
be solved only through elections 
held on a company-by-company 
basis. In addition to the length of 
time involved as well as the great 
expense to both memberships, it 
would; lead to a revival of antagon¬ 
isms which, as far as we are coin-: 
cerned, belong to the dead past.” 

AFTRA has filed an NLRB peti¬ 
tion in N.Y. seeking jurisdiction 
in. the taped tv blurb field with, a 
hearing set for/June 24. 

PA. B-CASTERS ELECT 
. Philadelphia, May 27, 

George A. Koehier, station man-. 
ager of WFIL and WFIL-TV, was 
elected prexy of the Pennsylvania 
Assn, of Broadcasters at. annual 
Convention in Galen Hall, 
.. Koehler succeeds Roy Morgan of 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . . 

Clyde R. Splkuier, sales exec for WFIL, Is the new president of the 
Poor Richard Club. At the same time George *A, Koehler, station 
manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV was elected to the top post of the 
Pennsylvania ;Assn. of Broadcasters . , . Randy Dixon, WDAS deejay,: 
takes over the city editorship of the Philadelphia Independent, weekly 
Negro, tabloid , . . Bill. Campbell; WCAU Sports Director, is back oil the 
sports beat with an 8 o’clock spot for Gulf Oil... Bill Banks, of WHAT, 
vartitioning in Europe . . . Bandleader Dave Stephens and his singing 
Talent Scouts winning wife, Ginny; joins the cast of WCAU-TV’s Top 
of the Morning gang this week . .■. Pete Boyle finished up at WVUE 
last Friday. He will be replaced by a Storer man brought in from 
Birmingham, Bill Wright. 

IN BALTIMORE 
Jack Wells of WJZ-TV, was. emcee at NaWy-Marine “Second Night of 

Harmony” at Naval Academy Field House, Annapolis . ... “To Promote 
Good Will" WBAL-TV production, awarded first national prize in re¬ 
ligious programs category by Ohio State U. Institute for RadiorTV . . , 
Larry Israel, general manager of WJZ-TV named to sponsors committee 
for celebration of 50th anni of U, of Missouri School of Journalism of 
which he is grad . . . Bally GoSs of WMAR-TV, recovering from opera¬ 
tion correcting injury he suffered 25 years back in football game ... 
WBAL Radio iritroed “Fishing In Maryland,”, set for season as twice- 
weekly and detailing where fish are gathering and kinds, of bait being 
used. Bert Dillon conducts . . . Periy Andrews of WBAL will be guest 
of Kiwanis Club at Laurel Race Track on Saturday . . . Pete Greer, 
WBAL-TV news photographer, received trophy for best local news 
film, of 1957 at.. Baltimore Press Photographers Ball . . . Pait Melcher, 
pianist for WJZ-TV’s “Happy Anne and Me" has been awarded scholar¬ 
ship in cprijpp^t^on,/ry ff^qdy/Co'nseryato^ ^ ^ Ss l':- 
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Tele Follow-Up Comment 
Wide Wide World 

"Wide Wide World’' took on an 
ambitious job last Sunday (25) with 
its "Sound of Laughter” designed 
to tell the story of American hu¬ 
mor, "from tent show. to teievi-! 
sion.” Unfortunately it made the 
mistake of transforming the 90- 
miniite showcase into a treatise 
and philosophical dissecting of the 
subject at hand—and a rather un¬ 
imaginative one at that. What w-as 
sorely lacking and needed was, in 
reality, a sound of laughter. 

How better . to translate ". the 
meaning of laughter than through 
laughter itself and consign the 
verbal postscripts and asteriks to 

: the classroom/ This .was “Prof. Gar- 
roway’s Semester” and brought in' 
under, false pretenses. Somewhere 
along the line there must be a 
good, s^lid format embodying the 
whole design of laughter (and in 
keeping the “WW\V” concept to be 
done on. a universal scale* without 
resort to the justification or excuse 
for its .existence; which under¬ 
scored to interminable lengths 
Sunday’s entire show'/ 

• There seemed greater concern. 
. over mouthing the elicited com^ 

mentaries (“laughter is the human 
race’s most effective weapon”; “the 
whole world’s a straight line"; Bob 
Hope’s more Original “laughter is 
an emotional miltown," or Al Capp 
verbalizing his "healthy, cheerful 
disrespect” for. the. norm). A solid 
90 minutes of vignettes encompass¬ 
ing humor and comedy in its vari¬ 
ous forms* which would automati¬ 
cally provike. an awareness and un¬ 
derstanding on the part of the 
viewer; would certainly have filled 
the bill more satisfactorily.. 

“WWW’s” exec producer. Barry 
Wood wept to some lengths, too, to 
bring this one in, even to recreat¬ 
ing a sort of "Person to Person” 
With Garroway and Mark, Twain 
(impersonated by Hal Holbrook), 
from the Twain homestead in Hart¬ 
ford, Conn. The essence of Twain 
was. elusive;, the. humor as creaky 
as Holbrook: looked. 

The camera roamed to Washing¬ 
ton. Iowa, for a pickup of the Toby 
& Suzy Tent Show (starting its 
103d season) with, of course; the 
inevitable commentary on what 
makes corn tick in the stix; there, 
was the "Dr.. Kronkite" bit by 
Smith & Dale, as funny today at it. 
was at the turn of the century and 
one of the real rewards of the Show 
which obviously, didn’t require (but 
nonetheless got) an after-curtain 
commentary; a visit to . a Steve 
Allen rehearsal for a bit with Peter 
Ustinov and the "man on the 
street” sequence; a threesome on 
the "social commentary” school of 
comedy spanning Twain. Will Rog¬ 
ers (film) and Mort Sahl; a pickup 
of the Circus Saints & Sinners’ 
roasting the Ralph Bellamy (with 
the inevitable "what-does-it-mean” 
from Harry Hershfield), a visit with 
Al Canp, and filially a pickup of 
Bob Hope, perhaps the perfect 
illustration of how tough it. is. to 
square a rap iii takihg that "Am¬ 
bassador’s” role literally instead of. 
doing what “comes naturally. 

Rose... 

Steve Allen Show: 
Van Cliburn, the gangling Texas 

youth who won the recent Tschai- 
kowski piano contest in Moscow, on 
his first tele appearance since his 

. return to the U.S., impresses not 
only as a musician, but as a per¬ 
sonality. In fact the show had a 
couple of musical ambassadors, 
Louis Satchmo Armstrong being 
the other goodwill gatherer: for the 
U.S. on this edition of the Steve 
Allen Show, . . - , 

: Cliburn; impressive - with his 
youthful, strong face and shock of 
blond hair; plus his keyboard man¬ 
ner sometimes indicating agonized 
ecstacy, looms as a musical idol, 
Who will mean great boxoffice even 
when the contest. publicity sub¬ 
sides. He could be an Elvis Presley 
of the 88s, who can, draw, the 
youngsters Into the halls of . the 

..classics. 
His playing, on Sunday (251 of the 

finale front the Tschaikowski. Con¬ 
certo No. 1 had the color, feeling 
and the digital pyrotechnics meet¬ 
ing the requirements of this piece, 
There were some moments of con¬ 
fusion when the augmented orches¬ 
tra batoned by Skitch Henderson 
just didn’t get together, with .the 
ivoryist, but for. the most p&rt, it 
was a memorable bit. ; 
. Satchmo. is one of the great musi¬ 
cal humorists of this era. .The 
trumpeter.; a jazz great, poured out 
"Mac the Knife” but somehow the 
reading of a poem by Robert Burns 

: provided nothing. It. Was just ..an 
idea that never come off since 
Burns does nothing for the Satch 

• and vice versa. , 
Other big noise on the show was 

Peter Ustinov; a clever all-arounder 
who Invested a lot of humor in a 

shipboard scene with Allen, Bar¬ 
bara McNair delivered “Too Late 
the Spring” being spotted, too early, 
to do her, any good, and there were 
some, good moments in a satire of 
"Omnibus.” Ustinov’s rib of Alistair 
Cooke was good. Allen started out 
great as Leonard Brainstorm, blit 
got lost. Jose> 

See It Now: 
As one of its regular journalistic 

services to video viewers, the “See 
It Now” series presented a filmed 
interview with British Prime Min¬ 
ister Harold MacMillan, on CBS-TV: 
last. Friday night (23). While no 
dramatic, pronouncements were 
made on the show, Ed Murrow and 
CBS London correspondent Charles 
Collingswood Succeeded in giving 
a closeup study of the international 
viewpoint of one of the key states¬ 
man of the western world. Unfor¬ 
tunately, the . interview was filmed 
before the French rebellion in Al¬ 
giers so. that there Was no chance 
to., discuss the top Leadline of the 
day. . 

MacMillan focussed bn .the re¬ 
lated problems of dealing with the 
Russians and the banning of nu¬ 
clear tests. The British minister, 
while obviously speaking ad lib, 
nonetheless made ail of his points 
with the Utmost care and would not 
be! drawn onto the end of any limb.. 
To one critical question put on the 
suspension of tests, MacMillan 
commented to Murrow': "You are 
a very practiced chap” and pro¬ 
ceeded to give a ’ tactful- answer 
Which embarrased rio one. 

MacMilla; / who lacks the Color 
of Churchill and the dash of an 
Eden,; is an archetypal Englishman. 
So English in fact that some of his 
talk was.difficult to grasp, although 
in the main* he was clear enough. 

Herin. 

Ed Sullivan Show 
The Sunday (25) Ed Sullivan 

outing had its ups . and downs. 
Scheduled guest. Alfred Hitchcock 
didn’t show (it’s understood he was 
ill), but the CBS-TV host managed 
to pull, the usual'Wide array from 
his tv casting bag. 

He opened the entertainment 
(after, an appeal by Sen. . John F. 
Kennedy to fight multiple sclerosis) 
with Ballet de Paris’ “Lady In the 
Moon.” Jeanmaire was all grace. 
Ballet master Roland Petit, as - a. 
dandy, did some routine footwork. 
Althea Gibson, the tenriistar, de¬ 
buted as a tv thrush. She has a 
simple, resonant voice, almost man¬ 
ly and not always well controlled, 
but there was a professionalism in 
her demeanor and her style. There-; 
after, Sullivan ran through an or¬ 
dinary balancing turn balled the 
Three Edwards, a tired monolog by 

. Allan Drake and some nice work 
by singer Johnny Ray. 

Alan King, the. night’s second 
Comedian, began cleverly enough, 
bjut the act dissolved into a piece 
of situation comedy as old as Joe 
Miller.; Hermioiie: Gingold was on 
arid off too quickly. Her one song 
was spry and1 charming. Two 
trapezists, the Theda Sisters, of-, 
fered a nice novelty turn; Appar¬ 
ently running short; Sullivan threw 
in a lady whistler for a fAst closer, 

■ , - " . . Art. ... 

: George Gobel Show 
Like the last rose of summer or 

the last, party drink, George Go-, 
bel’s last outing of the season 
wilted in the stretch. After a fair¬ 
ly promising start, the comedy be¬ 
came labored and to close it off 

. With a double header (if was Go-, 
bel’s birthday, too), the show came 
apart, at the seams and ad libs took 
the. place of idiot Cards. Gobel’s 
talisman; Fred. MacMurray, who 
opens and closes the Gobel shows, 
wasn’t much help and stumbled 
and stepped in lilies to ride over 
the laughs. It. was a bad night for 
the writers. 

As with most big shows that 
open with production numbers, the 
massing of all hands in various de¬ 
grees of locomotion produced little 
more than organized confusion. Va¬ 
cation days ahead, the show was 

. themed to the great .outdoors Via 
skmg and travel poster. Gobel’s 
standup assault on caricature and 
satire had riiomehts of explosive 
mirth and got. the show away to^a 
merry start but the subsequent 
hossplay arid hijinks lost most of 
the ground gained. MacMurray 
decked out both as a fisherman and 
clown to straight for Gobel but the 
lines were either unfunny. or. made 
so by the MacMurray’s uncertain 
delivery. 

A passel of Arab, tumblers were 
Used both ’for comedy and novel 
effect, scoring better in their fast 
spins and dizzy gyrations, Gobel 
got into their act and picked off a 
few laughs for himself. A skit w'ith 

(Continued’ on page 46) 

BINGO AT HOME 
With Mike Douglas, Barbara; Beck¬ 

er, Joseph Gallicchio Oreh, Art 
Van Damme Quintet 

Producers; Harry Trigg, Bob Dress- 
' '■ ler 
Director: Dave Barnhizer 
60 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 12:30 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WNBQ, Chicago 

“Bingo At Home,” Chicago^style, 
is presuiriably no different from 

the. syndicated road companies in 
other cities except that here it; is 
larded with music, having salvaged 
some of the wreckage of the stanza 
it replaced, "The Howard Miller 
Show.” The musical episodes; may 
be firstclass but: the game’s the 
thing, and with music or without 
the show doesn’t conduce to passive 
viewing. Either the set watcher 
plays the game or there’s nothing 
to hold his interest. 

The video: game of chance is 
loaded With annoyances.. First, per 
WNBQ’s deal ' with . the packager, 
it’s necessary to plug every prize 
for each game twice, making the 
show seem loaded with, commer¬ 
cials even before. the actual /spot 
participations get into the act. Sec¬ 
ondly; it is bogged down in riga- 
iriarole and red tape. Getting, bingo 
doesn’t mean. you win, it means 
you become eligible for a drawing. 
Thirdly,, the prizes aren’t the most 
inspiring. Considered thus, the. 
whole thing hardly seems Worth 
the trouble. 
v Yet it’s well known by nowythat 
"Bingo” is an established click 
elsewhere in the country, arid 
there’s rio reason to suppose It 
Won’t be just as potent in Chicago, 
Perhaps the hausfrau today is seek¬ 
ing to justify her daylong tele¬ 
viewing by gaming for prizes, as if 
that wrere more gainful than mere 
passive watching. Still, the annoy¬ 
ances figure to catch up with it in 
time, . - •; 

Mike Douglas as host, and Bar¬ 
bara Becker as assistant are clean 
cut and spunky soft-pedalers who 
go through the paces with style. 
Holdovers from the Miller opus, 
both are. accomplished song sellers’ 
and both have, plenty video ken. 
The Joe Gallicchio studio: orch, 
pregnant with strings, is easy on 
the ears and alternates for con-; 
trast from day to day with Art 
Van Damme'S jazzy and veteran 
quintet. Les. . 

FRANCE AT THE BRINK 
With David Schoenbrun, Eric Seva¬ 

reid, Lou Cioffi, others 
Producer: Leslie Midgley 
Director: Verne. Diamond 
25 Mins., Sun. (25), 3 p.m. 
CBS-TV (live & film), N. Y. 

David Schoenbrun, CBS News 
Paris correspondent, is a "highly 
knowledgeable, objective observer 
of the French social and political 
behaviour pattern, and his appear¬ 
ance on “France At The Brink.” 
the special report on the French 
crisis over Algeria, over CBS-TV 
(25) was indeed illuminating. 

The bitter struggle over Algeria 
and the crisis in France’s National 
Assembly urgently' called for a 
special telecast and CBS News was 
right smack on the job in pencil¬ 
ling in this 25-minute roundup. 

Schoenbrun, whose book, “As 
France Goes,” won him the recent 
Overseas -Press Club Award for 
“Best Book on Foreign Affairs in 
1957,” flew into Gotham to narrate, 
the one-shot. Lou Cioffi and cam¬ 
eraman George Markman of. CBS 
News Paris Bureau, had much 
sound' material to offer from the 
Algerian front. Eric Sevareid, CBS 
News Washington correspondent, 
appeared with a succinct account 
of what Washington might be ex¬ 
pected; to do in the case of civil 
war in France. 

Schoenbrun drew sharp portraits, 
of the dramatis personae in the 
French-North African storm. He 
etched Gen.. de Gaulle, Premier 
Pflimlin, Socialist leader Guy Mol- 
let, ex-Premier Gaillard and others 
in telling terms. Schoenbrun saw 
de Gaulle, not as a potential dic¬ 
tator but as a paternal autocrat, 
not as a Fascist, but as a mystic. 
SeVareid said it would be difficult 
for the U. S. to do business with .de 
Gaulle if he became the man on 
horseback. France’s alliance with 
the Western nations would be in 
jeopardy and more Isolationism 
would result here if France turned 
to de Gaulle, Sevareid indicated. 

Graphs arid filmed portions of 
both rioting and interviews with 
natives in Paris and Algiers were 
up-to-the-minute . arid excellently 
dovetailed with the commentaries 
from CBS News’ on-the-ball staff 
here and abroad. "France At The 
Brink” was penetrating video news 
coverage by the Special News Show 
Unit Of CBS News steered by Les¬ 
lie Midgley. Rons. 

Foreign TV Reviews 
ALL MI SONS 
With Albert Dekker, Megs Jenkins, 

; Patrick McGoohan, Betta St. 
John, Bill Nagy, Ronan O’Casey, 
Mary Lau r a Wood, Simone 
Lovell, Colin Spanll, John Snl- 
livan 

Writer: Arthur Miller, 
Director: Cliff Owen 
TV adaptation: Stanley Mann 
90 mins.. Wed., 8:30 p.m. 
Granada-TV, from Manchester 

American actor Albert Dekker 
scored a big hit When he appeared 
in "Death Of A Salesman”: on Brit¬ 
ish tv six months ago; And in this, 
his second Appearance in an Arthur 
Miller . play, for Granada-TV, his 
performance was. an even greater 
success; Dekker, however, owed 
much to a great; supporting cast 
and director Cliff Owen for one of 
the best tv drama productions yet 
to be aired. on British TV.Casting 
for this fine Miller play was fault¬ 
less, with especially notable per¬ 
formances by Megs Jenkins, Pa¬ 
trick McGoohan and Betta St. 
John; Owen’s standout direction 
gave the production an excep¬ 
tionally good Sense of freedom, 
which broke through the usual con- 
nes of a tv offering. 

Dekker was. reported to have had 
a four-hour script conference with 
the playwright before . coniirig to 
Britain to. get Miller’s interpreta¬ 
tion of “All My Sons.” It was a 
wise meeting; for a major outcome 
appeared to be an excellent revela¬ 
tion of the d e e p underlying 
thoughts of the/characters, which, 
in themselves gave added signifi¬ 
cance the actual lines. Changing 
moods of the production as the 
masterfully constructed plot devel¬ 
oped, were: helped along by camera 
work: r’ 

Megs Jenkins, proved her stature 
as a great actress, as the mother 
Who cannot accept the truth that 
one of her sons has been killed in 
a flying mission, possibly as a 
result of the action of her husband, 
Dekker, who passed a batch. of 
faulty engine parts out of his plant. 
Dekker, the man living with h's 
conscience, struck just the right 
note of weakness and strength. 
While McGoohan’s performance 
was strong enough to wrap viewers 
up in hiS misery as the disillu¬ 
sioned remaining: son. Betta St. 
John rounded off the lead parts 
with a tender performance as Ann, 
the only person strong enough to 

look the facts in the face. 
John Dilly’s sets were well up to 

the standard set by the rest of the 
production. Boxy. 

THE ROBERT DHERY SHOW 
With Colette Brosset, others 
Directors Douglas Hum 
Writer: Dhery 
Producer: Jack, Hylton TV Pro¬ 

ductions 
45 Mins., Thurs., 9:45. 
Associated-Rediff usion from. Lon- 
■ ■■ don ;, 

The Robert Dhery brand of zany 
humor; which proved so popular 
during a two-year London run of 
the revue, "La Plume de ma 
Tante,” turned up again in this 45- 
iriinute Associated-Rediffusion pro- 
fram under the banner of "Jack 
Hylton’s Thursday Show.” Dhery 
and his company went through! 
their paces, and demonstrated in 
their own style just exactly what 
they thought of the British. There 
were moments of high humor and 
mad antics which riiade the jour¬ 
ney from France Well worth while, 
but the show was lengthy arid bal¬ 
let routines which took up a major 
part of the show were undistin¬ 
guished entries. 

Dhery arid his wife, Colette 
Brosset, Handled the main chores, 
and Dhery was in fine form.. His 

. nice line, of patter, delivered* in at¬ 
tractively broken English, and his 
apparent attitude of resignation to¬ 
wards the .crazy gqings-o.n, - were 
fine. . . Bart/. 

RICHARD TAUBER 
With John Hendrik, narrator 
30 Minis.; Wed; (14), 9 p.m. 
German TV, from SFB (Berlin) 

Programs like this one always 
find a receptive audience here; par-, 
ticularly among the nostalgia-con¬ 
scious: half-hour biogs of great 
(late) artists, in this case Richard i 
Tauber, the "German Caruso,” as 
they called him. Austrian-born 
Tauber was 21, When^he, in 1913,j 
gave his German opera debut in j 
Mozart's "Magic Flute” in. Chem-j 
nitz. Soon he became one of this1 
country’s better known opera sing¬ 
ers. His soft voice, however, led 
him then to the operetta and he 
was Germany’s undisputed operetta 
king in the late Twenties and early 
Thirties. Like many of his col¬ 
leagues, he (Who was Jewish) had 
to leave the country in 1933 when 

(Continued on page 46) 

PARADE OF STARS 
(City of Hope Telethon) 
With Dean Martin, emcee, George 

Jessel, Barry Gray, Steve Allen, 
Phil Silvers, Lena Horn, Perry 
Como, Ed Sullivan, Maurice Che¬ 
valier, Jane Wyinui, Henry Fon¬ 
da, Tony Martin, Martha Raye, 

. Patti Page, Judy Holiday, Sid 
Caesar, Richard Tucker, Barry - 
Gray, Murray Kaufman, others 

Exec Producers: Jessel, Martin 
Tananbaum 

Co-producers: Dick Rubin, Norma 
Karol 

Director: Arnee Nocks 
19 Hours; Sat, (24) 10 p.m. to Sum 

at 5 p.m; 
WARD, N. Y. 

Show biz gave generously of it¬ 
self the past weekend (24-25' in a 
marathon 19-hour telecast, packed 
with celebs arid solid entertairi- 
riient. It was for the Dean Martin 
Blood Disease Research Center at 
the City of . Hope, Los Angeles, 
which is seeking a. cure for leu¬ 
kemia. 

The fund raising tally on Monday 
<26> reached a sizable $880,000 in 
pledges, more than sufficient to 
keep the national center function¬ 
ing for another year. The center’s 
annual.; budget is $750,000. Last 
year, the "Parade of Stars” over 
the same station raised $802,000. 
Television never had a worthier 
cause. 

Recapping a show' of this length 
is -; difficult. Judging from the 
healthy slices caught by this re¬ 
viewer, it shaped up as a winning 
performance, with everyone on and 
off stage pitching in for the cause. 
Solid hacking for the proceedings 
was furnished by Mike Diirso’s 
Band. 
, Dean Martin.handled himself ex¬ 
tremely well, livening up many acts 
and doing the intro jobs, as wrell 
as rendering many standards to 
good effect. Barry Gray spelled 
him and delivered many effective 
pitches. Also assisting as emcee 
was deejay Murray Kaufman. 

Opera star Richard Tucker Sat¬ 
urday night belted a rich version 
of "Sorrento.” Toni Arden did well 
w'ith "Padre, Padre,” backdropped 
by a cathedral setting. She ap¬ 
peared to have some riiike trouble 
with ‘/Send in My Shoes.” Johnny. 
Desmond in good individual style 
belted “Try to Love Me Just As I 
Am.” Jazz instrumentalists in¬ 
cluded Teddy Wilson, Chico Harnil- 
ton, Johnny . ;Smith and Chubby 
Jackson. The parade of names w*as 
so long that it’s impossible to list 
all who contributed their talents. 
Among those who delivered pitches 
w'ere Lena Horne, Tony Randall, 
Judy Holliday and Ed Sullivan. 

Sunday’s bad weather cancelled 
plans to pick up outside remotes 
from various city spots, a switch 
which may have proved a blessing 
—keeping people indoors and the 
tv set in use. Sandy Becker han¬ 
dled many of the entertainment 
packages aimed at . the kiddies/ 
Johnnie Ray came in for a couple 
of numbers. Jack Leriimon did a 
fine piano bit with Martin coming 
in with the vocal. The Bob Devoe 
Trio offered some smart, smooth 
dancing. . Sid Caesar blew some 
riffs on the sax. 

Many others than those cata¬ 
logued in the above lent their tal¬ 
ents. Martin, who took time out. 
from Coast picture making, had a 
heavy five o'clock shadow which he 
grew for his pic role.. It became 
the cause of a running gag, but his 
facial makeup probably helped in 
the cause, too. He appeared to be 
knocking himself out for his pet 
project. Horo. 

THE INVISIBLE FIRE 
With William Lewis, Morley Mere¬ 

dith, Gladys Krlese. Elinor Ross, 
Margaret Hillis Choir, Alfredo 
Antonini and CBS Symphony 
Orchestra; Sir Cedric Hardwicke, 
narrator 

Producer: Pamela Uott (for CBS 
Public Affairs) 

Director: Roger Englander 
Music, by: Cecil Effinger 
Libretto: Torii F. Driver 
60 Mins., Sun. (25), 10 a.m. 
CBS-TV, from New York ■ 

CBS-TV preempted its regular 
Sabbath -morning religioso tele¬ 
casts between 10 to 11 a.m. to pro¬ 
duce a. program, consisting of a 
new oratorio, “The invisible Fire,” 
as a Whitsun Day special. By Cecil 
Effinger and librettist Torii F. 
Driver and describing John Wes¬ 
ley’s conversion to Methodism, the 

j oratorio was an important religious 
I occasion; though musically it was 
i not especially inspiring. 
» While performed competently by 
four dramatic soloists, with the un- 

; even support of the Margaret Hillis 
j Choir, “Fire” bore a heavy reserii- 
; blance . to a standard religious 
Ihymn.' It was hardly as dramatic 
1 or elastic as the singers. Sir Cedric 
Hardwdcke intermittently offered 
background facts oh the conver¬ 
sion of Wesley.. His words bore 
authority. 

From a trade point of view; how¬ 
ever. the production itself is more 
important. Producer Pamela Ilott 
and . director Roger Englander 

(Continued on page 46) 
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TV-FIOIS UAkiety Wedneiwjay, May 28, 1958 

f/r^rF/rV.TFT FPTTT rtTY RY PITY PPrtri? AM PIT APT Variety's weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
VARIETY I U1 I-KI -Cl 1 I riUlijrKAlVl tnAK 1. puIse each month, in addition to 131 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered 

over the course of a year.. Cities will be rotated weekly. The Variety'chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as iietivork and live programs', in each 
market. Under the to/>. 10 imilti-weekly heading, the (f) stands: for local programming and the (*) for network shows. 

BALTIMORE Stations: WBAL, WJZ, WMAR. TV Homes: 419,900. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAT—TIME STA. 
AV. TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 

RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DA Y—TIME ; STA. DISTRB. 

AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION. 

RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. 

1. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30'. ,. WJZ 40,0 I. 
2. Gunsmoke <Sat. 10-10:30). ..WMAR 39.3 2. 

3. Wyatt Earp. 'Tues. 8:30-9:00/ • WJZ 38.8 f 

4. Maverick 'Sun. 7:30-8:30) ........ .WJZ 35,0 3. 

5. Rin Tin Tin <Fri. 7:30-8:00).: .., ;. .WJZ 34.3 4. 

6. Broken .Arrow! (Tues. 9-9:301 .. .WJZ 338 

7, Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00'. WMAR 33.3 5. 

7. G.E. theatre (Sun. 9-9:30' ; . ...... . .WMAR 33.3 6. 

8. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30);:....: :WMAR 32.3 
6. 

9. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30'. . .. . . .WMAR 30.9 
7. 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS AV. 8. 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. 9. 

+Popeye (M-F 4:45-5:00 ... 
IDateline. Misc. (M-F. 7:15-7:30), ... 

"'Mickey Mouse Club fM-F 5:30-6:00) . 
S Buddy Deane fM-F 2:30-4:45) . .. . . . 

• Early Show (M-F 6-7:15'. .:. .' . /... 
+ 7:09 Final, Weather (M-F 7-7:15)., 
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30) ..... . 

f 10:30 News, Misc (M-F 10:30-10:45). 

tLate Show (M-F 10:45-8.0. >.. 

f Amos V Andy, Misc (M-F 6-6:30) 

Popeye (M-F 4:45'.. .. .WJZ.... .. AAP 25.1 62 Edge of Night ■... wmaK 8.2 
Popeye (Sat. Sun. 5:30) .:... ... wjz.-'.:: :. AAP 23.1 54 ) Legionnaire ...WBAL 11.8 

• .: •.. ■ . 4. / ( Saber of London... .. WBAL 10.8 
Waterfront /Mon; 6:30).... 1....... . WMAR.. .. MCA' 21.3 46 Early Show ....,. . .., ...WJZ 17.3 
Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30).. ....__ WBAL.. .. Ziv 21.0 41 1 10:30 News/., .. .WJZ 17.0 

(Late Show......... .. .WJZ 16.0 
Crusader: (Wed: 6:30) ..;...; .WMAR . ; mca . 20.8 42 Early Show.,......;. .. .wjz 20.3 
Casey Jones (Mon. 7:30) .......;. . . ;wjz .. ... Screen Gems 20.3. 35 Robin Hood.......... ...WMAR 23.8 

Public Defender (Thiurs. 6:30)...... .WMAR.. .. Interstate 20.3 40 Early Show.,........ ...WJZ 21,8 
Boots and Saddles (Tues: 10:00). .. .WJZ.... .. NBG 19.8 32 Californians ......... ...WBAL 20.8 

f Loretta Young. .. . WBAL 21.3 
Honeymooners (Sun. 10:00)......; . WJZ . .. .. CBS 19:3 .31 ( $64,000 Challenge . . ./.WMAR 2L3 
Amos ?n’ Andy (M-F 6:00). . WMAR:.. . CBS 18.4 40 Early Show. /. ...... .. . WJZ 20.2 

■Gtay.;(Ghbst-lthurs'.-;.10:00).V.';..... . .; WJZ V.-. .. CBS 17.8 27 Playhouse 90 ....., .. .WMAR 30.3 

I Search for Adventure (Sun. 7:00): .WMAR,. .. Bagnall 17.8 . 34 Esirly. Show . _____ ...WJZ 22.3 

Studio 57 (Wed. 10:00) ; . ., ; ,..../. /WJZ ... ..MCA- 17.0 29 This Is Your Life . . t . .. . WBAL 27.3 

Highway Patrol (Sat; 7:00) ... .. >;, . WMAR.. ..Ziv 16.3 35 Early Show.......... ...WJZ 21.3 

Whirlybirds (Sat: 8:00) .. . . . WJZ ... .CBS 16.0 221 Perry Mason;........ ...WMAR 29.3 

Mali Behind the Badge (Fri. 6:30).;, ..WMAR.. .. MCA 15.8 .31 Early Show.. ....,.. ...WJZ 24:3 

Mama (Sat. 8:30). , v. .> .. • WJZ : . . CBS 15.3 21 Perrjr Como......,... ... WBAL 28.8 

Martin Kane (Sun. 10:30) . /. ;. ;. .WBAL... . Ziv 15.3 ,27 What’s My Line.,,.,. ...WMAR 23.3 

Sheriff of Cbchisfe (Sat. 10:30)..... WBAL .. ..NTA 15.3 24 ) 10:30 News.. ... ...WJZ 28.0 
(Late Show ...... ...WJZ 27.5 

If You Had a Million (Tues 6:30) .. WMAR . MCA 14.8 331 Earlv Show .......... ...WJZ 208 

PORTLAND Stations: KGW, KOIN, KPTV. TV Homes: 245,500, Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) ...KOIN 
Perry Como 'Sat. 8r9:O0> ........, . . KPTV 
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ...... ,KG,W 
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) L.,,v. KGW 
Person to Person (Fri. 9:30-10:00).. .KOIN 
Danny Thomas 'Mon. 8-8:30). ..,KOIN 
Boxing 'Wed. 7-8:00' ..;...KGW 
Phil Silvers (Fri. 8-8:30) /.  ,.KOIN 
Playhouse 90 (Thi*rS. 9:30-11:00). . . .KOIN 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00). KOIN 
Lineup (Fri. 9-9:30)......, KOIN 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

"■Mickey Mouse Club 'M-F 5:30-6:00). KGW 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) . . ..KOIN 
tWeather, Sports, News (M-F 6/6:15'; KOIN 
(Pioneer Club (M-F 4:30-5:00) . . .KGW 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45'..... KPTV 
tNew$beat (M-F 6:30-7:0Q) . i ... KGW 
(City Desk, Misc (M-Th 10:30-10:45) KOIN 
t High Time (M-F 4:30-5:30) KPTV 
• Cartoon Time (M-F 5-5:30),. KOIN 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 11:30-12 noon) KOIN 

Death Valley, Days (Sat. 9:30);. . .. KOIN..,. .. U.S. Borax 28.2 42 Lawrence Welk. ..,;..; KGW 25.9 
Sheriff of Cbchise IThiirs. 7:00)... KOIN.. ..NTA ■ ■ 25.5 49 Mike Hammer ........ .KPTV 14.9 
Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:30) KGW,.. . . Ziv 242 36 Price Is Right. . .... .KPTV 23.5 
I Search for Adventure (Thurs. 7:30' KOIN... ., Bagnall . 22:9 35 Circus Boy : . . /. .... . KGW 21.9 
State Trooper (Tues 7ib0).. KGW... ... .MCA 20.5 34 Mr. Adams and Eve.... .KOIN 21.2 
Honeymooners (Sun. 6:00), KGW... ;. cbs 19.5 45 Kit Carson.;......... ..KPTV 18:5 
Dr. Hudson’s Secret JT (Thurs. 9:00) KPTV/. ..MCA 19.2 28 Climax /............. ..KOIN 24:9 

Gray Ghost (Fri. 6:30)^___ KOIN... ..CBS 18.9 42 Decoy .. .../.,...... .KPTV 14.5 ; 
Medic (Tues. 7:00) ......... . ... KPTV.. /, CNP 18.9 31 Mr, Adams and Eve- .KQIN 21.2 
Kit Carebn (Sun. 6:00).... . ... . ..: KPTV .. ..MCA. 18.5 43 Honeymooners. KGW 19,5 
Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:00)... ......, KGW/.. . . Ziv 18.2 29 Burns and Allen ,.... . KOIN 28.5 
Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:30) .... .KPTV. .. .. Ziv 17.7 38 Wonders of the World. . .KGW 15.5 
Play of the Week (Sat! 6:00). . /. . KOIN ..; /. NTA : ./; 17.7 42 Circle 8 Hoedown..... ..KGW 13.9 
Range Rider (Sun. 3:00? : ..... . KPTV... ..CBS 17.7 ■47 Sun Matmee .. . . ..... ..KGW 10.2 
Annie Oakley (Wed; 6:00) ;.:.... /KGW, CBS 17,5 42 ( Wea, Soorts, News... 

1CBS News.. . /.. .... 
.. KOIN 
,: KOIN 

15.7 
16A 

Studio 57. (Wed; 10:00) . : .. KOIN..; MCA 16.5 28 This Is Your. Life...., . . KPT V 25.2 
Casey Jones (Thui*s. 6:00 L .... .. . . KGW.;. .. Screen Gems 16.2 39 i Wea, Soorts, News... 

( CBS News.. 

SB
 

0
0

 

15.3 * 
15.7 4 

If You Had a MUlion (Tues, ;9:30» .. KOIN..: . . MCA 16.2 . 27 Bob: Cummings......... .KPTV- 28.4 ‘ 
Twenty Six Men (Sun. 7:00) .. . ... .KGW., . • ABC 16.2 27j Lassie .. .. . . .... .KOIN 26.2 
Abbott and Costello (Tues. 6:30), . KPTV. /. : MCA. 15.9 33 ' Name That Tune.___ KOIN 18.9 

ATLANTA Stations: WAGA, WLW-A, WSB.. TV Horinies: 217,000. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30),... ..... WAGA 
Daniiy Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30/. . . . . . WAGA 
I’ve Got a Secret (Wed; 9:30-10:00)WAGA 
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) : ... WLW-A 
Have Gun, Travel (Sat. 9:30-10:00).. WAGA 
Restless Gun (Moil. 8-8:30) ......,WSB 
Zane Grey Theatre (Fri. 8:30-9:00)WAGA 
Alfred Hitchcock 'Sun. 9:30-10:00).. . WAGA 
December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10:00).. . WAGA 
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)...... . .. WLW-A 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

(Amos ’n’ Andy (M-F 6-6:30)...... WSB 
: News, Weather (M-F 6:30-6:45)... . WSB 
♦NBC -NeWs (M-F 6:45-7:00' ......;. WSB 
(World News (M-F 11-11:15),...... WAGA 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00) WAGA 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.nvV). . WSB 
(Nws; W’ld N’s, Wea (M-F 6:30-6:45), WAGA 
♦Amer, Bandstand (M-F 3-3:30, 4-5) WLW-A 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). WLW-A 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00) .WAGA 

Big Story (Sat. 10:30)./:;/:,...... 

Sheriff of Cochise. (Tuesi. 7:00)... > 
Honeymooners .(Fri. 7:00),;...... 

Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00.).. . . . . .,.. 
Badge 714 (Tues. 7:00) ..... 
Highway Patrol (Fri.: 7:30)V...... 
Studio 57 (Tues, 10:30): . V.....,.. 

Amos ’n’ Andy (M-F 6:00) .. 
State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00);.. . 

Boots and, Saddles (Fri. 7:00):... 
. Casey Jones (Mon. 7:00)......,... 
Gray Ghost (Wed, 7:00), 
If You Had a Million (Moil. 7:00) . 
Sky King (Wed. 6:30.)- -r..:,.../ 

: Martin Kane /Sun; 7:00V., . ./... 
Silent Service (Sun. 6:30)../..... 
Cisco Kid <Sat. 6:00)....,.,.;,.. 

;Popeye . (M-F; 5:30)..;... »v.v.v... 

Jungle Jim (Sat. 7:15) . .. , , ....;.. 

Sea Hunt ($un. 6:30) . i - • •>!• • • • 

.WAGA.,.. Official 27,9 

: WSB.: ..NTA 26.5 
. WSB ... . . . CBS 22.9 

.WSB.... .CBS 22.9 
4WAGA. . .. NBC 22.2 
WAGA_Ziv 22.2 

• WAGA.MCA 22.2 
.WSB . ../CBS 21.6 

• WAGA... .MCA 21.5 
. WAGA . . . NBC 21.2 

. WAGA .... Screen. Gems 21.2 

.WAGA... CBS 20.3 

.WSB.;... MCA 20.5 
WLW-A.. . Nabisco 17.5 

.WAGA.. . Ziv 16.5 

.WAGA-. ..NBC 15.5 

.WAGA.... Ziv 14:5 

.WSB...... AAP 14.4 

• WSB.. Screen Gems 14.3 
,WSB .... Ziv 13.5 

53 Your Hit Parade.......... WSB 

45 Badge 714 . . ......./.WAGA, 
42 Boots and Saddles .. ..... WAGA 
42 Gray Ghost........... WAGA 

38 Sheriff of Cochise....... WSB 
36 Truth Or Consequences. . WSB 
59 Charlie ChanWSB 

51 Sheena, Queen of Jungle. WLW-A 
39 Lone Ranger .. ----- WSB 

39 Honeymooners ........ WSB 
42 If You Had a Million ..., WSB 

37 Whirlybirds ..........WSB 
41 Casey Jones : ........ WAGA 
35 j News, Weather........WSB 

l NBC News............ WSB 
32 Lassie ... - i. .......... WLW-A 
36 20th Century-Hour...... WLW-A 

37 Baseball .......... WSB 
35 Mickey Mouse Club, ... WLW-A 

30 Country Show..:.......... WAGA 
32 Silent Service..... .... . WAGA 

ALBUQUERQUE Stations: KGGM, KOAT, KOB. TV Homes; 53,300. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsvoke (Sat 8:30) .. .. . KGGM 
Have Gun, Travel (Sat, 7:30-8:00).. KGGM 
Perry Como (Sat. 6-7:00) . ....... KOB 
Maverick (Sun. 8:30-9:30) .... vKOAT 
Loretta Young (Sun. 8-8:30)........ KOB 
Dinah Shore (Sun, 7-8:00).-.....KGGM 
Thin Man (Fri. 7:30-8:00>.......... KOB 
Disneyland (Wed. 6:30-7:30)-. ..... . KOAT 
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 6-7:00) ....... ..KGGM 
Restless Gun. (Mon. 6-6:30>:;..... KOB 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

(K Circle B Time (M-F 4-5:30) , ., KOB 
(News. Sight, Misc (M-F 10-10:15) .KOB 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) KOAT 
(Big MGM Movie (M-F'9:30-ll:15) .. KOAT 
(Sports, Weather (M-F 10:15-10:30)., KOB 
(News, Sports Wea (M-F 6-6:15).... KGGM 
♦Queeii for a Day (M-F 2-2:30)..KOB 
♦As World Turns (M-F 10:30-11:00) . . KGGM 
♦Verdict Is Yours <M-F 1:30-2:00). . KGGM 
♦Matinee Theatre (MrF 1-2:00)..... KOB 

Sea Hunt (Thurs/ 9:00) ....;,, 
Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:00? i... ......, 

State Trooper 'Tues. 8:30)., ..... 
Twenty Six Men (Wed. 8:30)... 
Medic (Wed; 8:00). /. ,...... 
All Star Theatre (Tues. 8:30),.. 
Silent Service: (Wed. 9:00).. ....v 

Gray Ghost (Sun. 9:30), .., 
Highway Patrol (Wed.. 8:30).. . ., 
Man Called X (Fri. 9:00)....... 
Public Defender (Thurs. 8:30);. ., 
Victory at Sea (Sun. 7:30):......; 

. Decoy. (Tues. 9:30)...;. /...... 4 

.Mike Hammer (Wed. 9:30)., ...». 

Badge 714 (Tues. 8:30).. 
Boots and Saddles (Fri. 9:00).... 
White Hunter (Fri. 7:00) 
Crusader (Tiles. 9:30): .;. = 

3). KOB... ... Ziv 26:5 
./KGGM.. .. Ziv 24.2 
..KGGM.. ./CBS 23.9 
.; KGGM.. ..MCA 23.5 
..KC»B ... .. ABC 23.3 
..KOAT/.. .CNP 22.5 

KOAT.. . Screen Gems 22.2 
..KOB... . ; NBC 22 2 
.: KGGM.; ..CBS 21.0 
..KOAT.. . .Ziv 20.9 
..KGGM.; .; Ziv 20,5 
..KOAT,.. . .Interstate 20.2 
.. KGGM: . . NBC 20.0 
..KOB.;.. .Official 19.6 
..KOB ... ..MCA 18.9 
...KOB.., ..NBC 18.2 
..KOB ... .NBC 17.5 
. . KGGM .. ..Tele Star 16.9 
..KGGM.. ..MCA 16.5 

). KOAT..; • Ziv 16.5 
Big-MGM Movie .,;; 

..KGGM 27.9 

. . KOAT 18,5 

..KOAT 32.2 

..KOAT 22.2 

..KGGM 23.9 

..KGGM 23,9 

..KGGM 23.5 
..KGGM 22.5 
..KOAT 15.7 
..KGGM 23.9 
..KOAT 23.5 
. . KGGM 28.5 
; . KOB 31.9 
..KOAT 19.4 
. .KOAT 155 
..KGGM 23.5 
..KOAT 23.5 
..KOB 24.9 
..KOAT 19.4 
..KOB 28.2 



TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)........KRON 37.7 
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)- KPIX 37.5 
Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)... .KRON 34.5' 
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ........ ) KGO 30.5 

IKOVR 1.5 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) .. . .KPIX 31.0 
Waggon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) .KRON 29.8 
Bob Cummings (Tues. 9:30-10:00).. .KRON 29.2 
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30):.... .1....(KGO 27.7 

IKOVR 1.2 
Dinah Shore (Sun. 9:00-10:00)....../KRON 28.3 
Wyatt Ear* (Tues. 8:30-9:00). .. .. J KGO 26.5 

' IKOVR 15 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS AV. 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. 

fPopeye (M-F 5:30-6:00) .. .:. . . . . ..KRON 17.8 
tShell News (M-F 6:00-6:30) ....... KRON 17.5 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..... .KRON - 17.3 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)......... KPIX 15.1 
tChannel 5 News (M-F 6:00-6:15).... KPIX 14.8 
♦Queen For A Day. (M-F 1-1:45) ::.. .KRON 14.7 
tBiff Movie (M-F 10:00-11:30)... KPIX 13.2 
tFireman Frank (M-F 5:15-5:30) .. KRON 13.1 
tGolden Gate Playh'se (M-F 3-5:15). KRON 12.4 
tGiant Movie, Misc. (M.T.Th,...... 

11-Signoff) : . . .. .: .\V. KRON 11.7 

1. fPopeye (M-F 3:30-6:00).... I..... 
2. tShell News (M-F 6:00-6:30)....... 
3. *NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..... 
4. *CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)........ 
». tChannel 5 News (M-F 6:00-6:15) 
6. ‘Queen For A Day. (M-F 1*1:45)-:•:.. 
7. tBiff Movie (M-F 10:00-11:30).. . 
8. tFireman Frank (M-F 5:15-5:30) 
9. tGolden Gate Playh'se (M-F 3-5:15) 

10. fGiant Movie, Misc. (M.T.Th, ..... 
11-Signoff) : . ^ 

CLEVELAND 

Highway Patrol (Tues. 6:3Q)... 
Honeymooners (Thurs. 7:00)......., 
Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 6:30).. v. ;., 
Harbor Command: (Wed. 6:30)...... 
Martin Kgne (Sat. 9:301. . ..... ..-' 
Silent Service (Sat 7:00)..........., 
Science Fiction Theatre (Thurs. 6:30) 
If You Had A Million (Tues. 7:00) . 
Gray.Ghost (Fri. 6:30).. 

. Science In Action (Mon. 7:00).. 
Dr. Hudson's Secret Jour. (Sun. 10) 
Men of Annapolis (Mon. 6:30).. 
San Franeisco Beat (Sun. 10:30).. - - 
Popeye (M-F 5:30).v.. 
I Search for Adventure (Thurs. 7:30) 
Big Story (Thurs. 7:00) ... : 
Decoy (Tues. 9:30) ...;.. 
State Trooper (Sun. 7:00).......... 
City Detective, (Sun. 10:30)..,.,. 
Sea Hunt (Sun. 7:00) . 1... 

STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. 

KRON ... Ziv 25.5 47 
KRON ...CBS 25.2 44 
KRON ,.',.NTA 235 .41 
KRON ;.. ziv : 22.9 45 
KPIX .... Ziv 21.9 32 
KRON . . . .NBC 21.9 37 

KRON Ziv' 21.5 42 

KRON ... MCA 19.9 . 34 

KRON .CBS 19.5 35 
KRON ;v..tpa: 19.0 31 
KPIX ....MCA 18.5 35 
KRON . . Ziv' 18.5 37 
KPIX CBS; 17 9 35 
KRON . . . AAP 17.8 46 

) KPIX .... Bagnall 17.5 26 
KPIX .... Official 16,5 29 
KPIX . Official 15.5 25 

TOP COMPETITION 
1M STA. 

33 Sea Hunt ..KROh 
31 What's My Line .....,. KPIX 
30 State Trooper ......... KPIX 

KGO 10.0 
KRON 22.9 

KRON 25.2 
KRON 29.2 
KRON 14.2 

KPIX 21.9 
KPIX - 15.5 

Stations: KYW, WEWS, WJW. TV Homes: 484,1.00. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. . 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).. . . . WJW 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)........ KYW 
3. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ,:.. .WEWS 
4. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30,11:00).. .:WJW 
5. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)..... WJW 
6. MaVerick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ...:... ...WEWS 
7. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30). ... . .. .WEWS 
8. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00) .... . WJW 
9. Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30); .. .KYW 

10. Lassie (Sun. 7:00-7:30) ... ........WEWS 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6:00).......... . KYW 
2. tSohlo Sports, Final (M-F 11-11:15) WJW 
3. ♦Amer. BandsUnd (M-F 3-3:30, 4-5). WEWS 
4. 16 O’clock Adv , Misc. (M-F 6-7) .: KYW 
5. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30,6)... WEWS 
6. tNews-T. Field (M-F 11-11:15)...... WEWS 
7. ‘CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00)... ...: .WJW 
8. tilth Hr. News, We*-(M-F 11-11:15) KYW 
9. tHighlight-News (M-F 6:30-6:45).. . .WEWS 

10. * Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m).. KYW 

CINCINNATI 

Silent Service (Sat. 10:30):..;.. 

Popeye (M-F 5:30) .. 

Frontier Doctor (Mon. 7:00).... . . 
Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 7:00):•. •. 

Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00) ,. 

Highway. Patrol (Tues. 7:00)... 
Range Rider (Sun. 6:30). .. . . .. 

Studio 57 (Fri. 7:00) v...... 

Annie Oakley (Sat. 6:30) ...:.... 

San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:00)... .. 

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)........ 

Kit Carson (Sun. 6:00)., 

Gray Ghost (Tues. 10:30) • 
If You Had A Million (Thurs. 7:00) 

Stage 7 (Fri. 7:30) ..:.... ... 
Cede Three (Tues. 10:30)--.... 

Honeymooners (Tues. 10:30).... 

My Little Margie (Fri. 7:00). 
Sea Hunt (Fri. 7:00)1........ 
Whirlybirds (M-F) . ..... 

. WJW ... ..NBC 30.5 '■ 49] Your Hit Parade .. . .. KYW 16,2 

. KYW ... ...AAP 24.6 54 Mickey Mouse Club . ., .WEWS 16,0 

.. KYW ;. i ,,.HTS 23.9 44 Whirlybirds .. . . WEWS 16.5 
; KYW'.., ...NTA 23^ 42 San .Francisco Beat .:. .. WJW 20.5 
. KYW ,U. S. Borax. 22.9 42 If You Had A Million . .. WEWS 17.5 
. WJW ., ..Ziv 22,5 43 6 O’Glock Adventure , . . KYW 17.9 

WEWS . .CBS 21.5 54 Tracers . .. WJW 11.5 
. KYW - v,. . . .MCA - 21.2 . 39 i My Little Margie ... 

'1-Sea'.,;.. . 
.. WEWS 
... WJW 

16.5 
16.5 

. WJW ... ..CBS 2b,5 56; Public Defender. ..... . ..WEWS 12.7 

. WJW ... ;xbs 20.5 37 Sheriff of Cochise .... .. KYW 23.5 
: KYW . .".-.MCA - 20.5 30 Red Skelton ...... .. WJW 33.2 

. WEWS . ;. MCA 18.9 49 Boots and Saddles .,.. .. WJW 10.5 
• WJW . . . ; . CBS 17.9 35 ‘Code 'Three'";-' WEWS 17.2 

WEWS : . . MCA 17.5 32 Death Valley Days . .. .. KYW 22.9 
, WJW . . . . TPA 17.5 29 Rin Tin Tin ... . .. .WEWS 26.5 
. .WEWS . .ABC 17.2 33 Gray Ghost ... .. WJW 17.9 

KYW CBS 16.5 32 Gray Ghost .....___ .. WJW 17.9 
. WEWS . ;. Official 16.5 30 StUdio 57 .. KYW 21.2 
. WJW .. •: .Ziv;. -- 16.5 30 Studio 57 ...KYW 21.2 
. .WEWS , ... CBS 16.5 30 Frontier Dr:"., . . . .... .. KYW 23.9 

Stations: WQPO, WKRC, WLW-T. TV Hornes:.309,800. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)........WKRC 
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)........ .WLW-T 
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ...._WCPO 
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ....... WCPO 
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30)....... . WLW-T 
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).... ..... WCPO 
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30).. . .WLW-T 
Danny Thomas (Moh. 9:00-9:30)-.WKRC 
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9).. .WLW-T 
Zorro (Thurs. 8:00,8:30) ............., WCPO 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

t50-50 Club (M-F 12:00-1:30).... v .WLW-T 
tNews-Grant, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15).. .WLW-T 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. .WCPO 
tNews. Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) .,. ..WKRC 
tAl Lewis Show (M-F 9-10 am.).....WCPO 
♦Tic Tae Dough (M-F 1:30,2:00)..WLW-T 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00)..... . . . .WLW-T 
tSohio Rptr, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45).. .WLW-T 
•Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.).. .WLW-T 
tOur Gang Comedy (M-F 4:00-5:00). .WCPO 

Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30);. 
Kingdom of the Sea (Wed. 7:00)... 
Dr; Christian (Mon.. 7:00) ..,. . . . . . 
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00). .. 
Harbor: Command (Sun. 10:30) ... 
Twenty Six Men (Thurs. 7:00)..... 
Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00) ...:. : 
Last of the Mohicans (Wed. 10:00) 
State Trooper (Wed. 9:00) . .. 
Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00). . 
Cisco Kid (Sat 6:00h ..*...... 
Silent Service (Fri. 7:30)..... 
studio 57 (Wed. 10:30)... (....., 
Federal Men (Thurs. 7:36)..... ^. 
Ray Milland (Fri. 6:30)...;........ 

Sky King (Thurs. 6:00). ,......:.. 
Donovan, W. Marshal (Tues. 6:30) 

Mama (Mon. 7:00)..... ... ..., 
Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:30)...,, 
Legionnaire (Wed. 6:00)!::, 
Mike Hammer (Tues, 10:30) .... 

.WKRC . ..•.'■Ziv' 29.0 54 Your Hit Parade ..... WLW-T 17.5 
. WLW-T . . Guild : 24.2 50 Pantomime Parade .,. . . WCPO 13:5 
;. WKRC . .Ziv 21.9 48 Mama ......, ...WLW-JT 149 
..WKRC ..ntA - " 21.5 41 26 Men ...... ...... .. .WLW-T 19.5 
. WLW-T . . Ziv 20.9 39 What’s My Line .WKRC 25 9 
. WLW-T . . ABC 19.5 37 Sheriff of Cochise .... .. WKRC 21.5 
..WCPO .. . CBS 19.2 50 Gold Cup Matinee ,.. ...WLW-T 10.9 
. WCPO .; . TPA 18.5 30 This Js Your Life..... ...WLW-T 249 
. .iVKRC . ..MCA . 18.5 27. Ozzie and Harriet . ... . - WCPO 26.2 
. . WKRC . ... U. S'. Borax 18.2 .41 Outdoor Guide .. .. WLW-T 13.2 
..WCPO .. :.Ziv 17.9 41 Gold Cup Matinee , , . WLW-T 194 
..WKRC . ..NBC 17.9 30 Rin Tin Tin ....... .. WCPO 23.5~ 
,, WLW-T . MCA 17.9 35 U. S. Steel Hour .... ...WKRC 19.2 
.WKRC . ..MCA 169 27 Circus Boy ., .. ...... .. WCPO 26.5 

. WKRC , . . MCA ; 16:5 41 S Sohio Rptr., Wea.... 
\ NBC News ......... 

... WLW-T 

., .WLW-T 
11.7 
12.3 

. WCPO . . . Nabisco 15.5 '47 Gold Cup Matinee ... .. .WLW-T 9.3 
• WKRC ., NBC 15,5 40 S Sohio Rptr.; Wea. . .. 

) NBC News ....... .. 
.. WLW-T. 
./•WLW-T 

12.0 
12.3 

.WLW-T ; . CBS 14.9 33 Dr. Christian ......... .. .WKRC 21.9 
. .WCPO .. ; .Ziv 14.9 35 Gold Cup Matinee .,. .. WLW-T 18.0 
. WCPO .. . .TPA 14.5 46 Gold Cup Matinee . ...WLW-T 9.9 

WKRC . .MCA 14.5 31 Playhouse 30 ........ ..WLW-T 19.2 

CHARLOTTE Stations: WBTY, WSOC. TV Homes; 62,400. Survey Dates: April 7-14, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)... .WBTV 
Climax (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)....... .WBTV 
Have Gnn Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WBTV 
Playhouse 99 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) ;..: WBTV 
I've Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10).. .. .WBTV 
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)...... . . WBTV 
Playhouse of Stars (Fri. 9;30-10)... .WBTV 
Big Record (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. . .WBTV . 
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) ... . WBTV 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).... .WBTV 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

tArthnr Smith (T, Th 7:00-7:30).,... .WBTV 
tEaso Reporter (M-F 6:30-6:45)..... .WBTV 
tWea, Sprts, Pat Lee (M-F 6:45-7).. .WBTV 
tRostun BlacUe (M.Th.F 6:00-6:30). .WBTV 
tPepeye (M-F 6:00-6:30)........... .WSOC 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00),........WSOC 
tLittle Rascals (M-F 5:30-6:00)..... .WBTV 
tMy Littltf Margie (M-F 5:00-5:30). ..WBTV 
♦Edge of Night (M-F 4:30-5:00).-.WBTV 
tN9w>( Wea. (M-F 6:30-8:45)........ WSOC 

Dr. Hndson's Secret J’l. (Thurs. 7:30) .WBTV . ..MCA 35;8 54 Circus Boy .—.. . . . .;.;WSOC 30.3 
Waterfront (Fri. 7:00) . ,.;,;....... WBTV , . . .MCA • • • 35.8 62 Dr. Christian ....... ... WSOC 21.8 
Harbor Command (Sat -7:00).. WBTV , ..Ziv 35.3 63 Twenty Six Men .Vt . ... WSOC 20.5 
Amos 'n' Andy (Thurs. 8:00) . .. . ... . WBTV . .. CBS 34.8 49 Groucho Marx ...... ...wsoc 35.8 
Sea Hunt (Wed. 8:00).....,:....... .WBTV . .. .Ziv • 33.3 53 Disneyland ......... ... .WSOC 29.8 
Decoy (Tues. 7:30) ..... . ........ .WSOC . .. .Official 31.3 51 Frontier .. ... .WBTV 30.8 

Frontier (Tues. 7:30) ;..;........ .WBTV . ./.NBC 30.8 49 Decoy -/... ... WSOC 31.3 

Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:30) . ........ WBTV . ..MCA 30.8 60 Your Hit Parade .... ... WSOC 20.3 

Silent Service (Fri. 10:30). ..... • • - WBTV . .NBC 30.3 64 (Boxing 
(Sports Show ...... 

... WSOC 
....WSOC 

18.0 
16.5 

Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:00).. .WBTV . . .NTA 29.8 55 Californians ........ ... wsoc -24.3 

Grand Ole Opry (Sun. 7:00).... . WBTV - . , Flamingo 28.8 48 Lassie •. .. ...wsoc 31.3 

Count of Monte Cristo (Tues. 8:30). .WBTV TPA 28.3 41 George Gobel ...... ..... wsoc 40:3 

State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00) ...... WSOC . .. MCA 27.3 47 Arthur Smith---- ...WBTV 31.3 

Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00),...., ... v. wsoc ; ..CBS 25,3 44 Father Knows? Best . . ....WBTV 32.3 

Martin Kane (Fri. 8:00).. ........i . .WSOC . . .Ziv 24.8 40 Trackdown ....... *. ... WBTV 37.8 

Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30) ...... .wsoc . .. Ziv ' 243 52 Mama .... .........»... ... .WBTV 22.3 

Grand Ole Opry (Sat. 6:00) : . .WBTV . .. .Flamingo 23.8 59 Baseball ...C........ ... WSOC 16.5 

Mama (Tues. 10:30).-------...... .WBTV . ..CBS 22.3 48 Highway Patrol ..... ... WSOC 24.8 

Boston Blackle (M,Th,F 6;00).;.... WBTV , ., Ziv 22.1 52 Popeye ...WSOC 20.3 

Dr. Christian (Fri. 7:00).......... WSOC . ..Ziv 21.8 38 Waterfront......... . .WBTV 358 

Sky King (Tues. 6:00) ..... . . : v... .WBTV . . .Nabisco 21.8 49 Popeye .. />........ ...WSOC 22.8 





_ » .. J 
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W\\ IN FIRST SHOWING ! 

WEEK AFTER WEEK . . 

GREAT STARS! GREAT IMPACT STORIES! 

PAT O'BRIEN 
CESAR ROMERO 
BONITA GRANVILLE 
DAVID BRIAN 
GENE BARRY 
HOWARD DUFF 

MARIA RJVA 
JOHN IRELAND 
STEVE M: NAlLY 
MARIE WINDSOR 
HANS CONRiED 
2K=P HOME'E^ 

LOLA ALBRIGHT 
KENT TAYLOR 
NEVILLE BRAND 
HUGH MARLOWE 
ADOLPHE MENJOU. Host 

2nd many more. 



TV-FILMS yS&IETY Wednesday^ May 28, 1958 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHABT 
Variety's weekly chart, based on rowings furnished by American Research Bu¬ 

reau's latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Eaeh 
week, the five top-rated features in a particular city will be-rotated. . 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers. in 
determining the. effectiveness of a feature sliovo in a specific market have been- 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent inforhiation regarding 
features as their, stars, release year, original production company and. the. present 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time and day, i the high and low: ratings for the measured 

feature period and share Of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature and audience composition, i.ef, a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 
time period. In the cities where stations, sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical, throughout the week a total rating for the 
total number: of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬ 
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

ST. LOUIS 
ARB SHARE OF APRIL, 1958 ARB 

TOP 5 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

L HIGH NOON— First Run Theatre . 36.7 ■■■ • v 37il 36.0 81.1 Sat. Double Feature . . KSD 
Gary Cooper* Thomas Mitchell, Sat. April 12 ■... Holly wood Showcase ....... . KT VI , 
Grace Kelly; 1952;. UA; NTA 10:15-11:45 p.m. 

.KMOX 

Z. JEZABEL—* Late Show. ... 14,2 15.9 12.0 39.9 Channel Two Theatre ..W... KTVI ... 
Betty Davis, Henry Fonda. George ; Fri. April 11 . ' Jack Paar Show ......... .KSD ... 4.5 
Brenty; 1938; Warner Bros.; AAP 10:30-12:15 aim. 

KMOX 

3. CAPTAIN BLOOD— Late Show 12.8 14.8 10.2 64.3 . News; Weather _,_._.... -KSD ... ...6.4 
Errol Flynn. Olivia de Havilland, Mon. April 14 Jack Paar Show .. .KSR ... 
Basil Rathbone; 1935; Warner Bros.; AAP 10:30-12 p.m. 

KMOX 

4. THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT— . Late Show '10.7.:. 12.7 8.8 55.3 News; Weather .., 1:.,...., . KSD ... .......: 6.7 
Humphrey Bogart, George Raft; 1940 Thurs. April io Channel Two Theatre ..,.... .KTVI . 
Warner Bros,; AAP 10:30-12:15 a.m. Jack Paar Show ............ -KSD ... .......6.1 

KMOX 

5. ACROSS THE PACIFIC— Late Show 9.9 v 12.4 7.8 48.6 Jack Paar Show . KSD .......8.3 
Humphrey Bogart, Marv Astor;. Sidney Tues. April 8 News; Weather .KSD. ... __ . : 9.9 
Greenstreet; 1942; Warner Bros.; AAP 10:30-12:00 p.m. Weather; Patti Page ........ .KSD ... 

KMOX Channel Two- Theatre . <..... KTVI . 

ATLANTA 
1. LIBELED LADY— MGM Late Show, ii-0 11.3 10.3 64.6 World News; Theatre ..,.... , WAGA . 5.8 

Jean Harlow. William Powell. Spencer ...... Sat: April 12 20th Century Fox . .;...... .WLWA . .......5:1 
. Tracey; 1936; MGM; MGM-TV 11:00-2:30 a.m. StarlightyMystery Theatre ... . WAGA . 

WSB ' 

2. SWING TIME— . Gold Cup Movies io.o 10.3 9.9 41.2 Baseball; Film Short ........ .WSB ... ...... 6;5 
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers; Victor Sat; April 12 Cisco Kid . .:.. ..... . WAGA * . 8,2 
Moore; 1938; RKO; C&C 6:00-7:30 p.m. Combat Sergeant .WAGA . .......7.9 

WLWA Country Show .. . WAGA . . ; . . .14.6 

3. SOCIETY DOCTOR— Armchair Playhouse 8.6. . 8.9 8.2 52.3 Ida Lupinq . .....,........ .• . WAGA . ..... ,5.7 
Chester Morris, Robert Taylor, Thurs. . April i0 As the World Turns ....... WAGA . ... .6.9 
Virginia Bruce; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV 1:00-2:30 p,m. Beat the Clock ....:......... . WAGA , 

WSB 

4. RED RIVER-r- Impalla Theatre . .7,8 9.9 4.8 55.7 Newsroom; Shock Theatre .WSB _9.6 
John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, Friday. April 11 Shock Theatre ,.. .. ........ .WSB ... 
Joanne Dru, 1948; UA; UA-TV 11:15-1:45 a.m. Jack Paar Show ........ WLWA . ...... 2.8 

WAGA 

5. THE GORGEOUS HUSSY— /MGM Playhouse. ,.7:7 8.6 7,2 63.8 Roy Rogers Feature ......... .WAGA . ......4:4 
Joan Crawford. Robert Taylor, Lionel Sunc’ April 13 Million Dollar Movies .i;.... WLWA . ...... .3.3 
Barrymore. Franciiot Tone. James 1:15-3:00 p.m. Championship Bowling . . .a . .WLWA . ...... 3.1 
Stewart; 1930; MGM; MGM-TV 

Foreign TV Reviews 
—Continued from page 39 ^ 

the Nazis look over. lie continued 
his career, in England, also ap¬ 
peared in several British pix, and 
died (at 56> in 1948.. 

All this gets mention in this of¬ 
fering ahd narrator is singer John 
Hendrik, an American national 
and former colleague of Tauber, 
Hendrik did a sympathetic, narrat¬ 
ing job without being over senti¬ 
mental. Excerpts from newsreels, 
feature and private pix were skill¬ 
fully woven in. A nice highlight: 
excerpts from a 16m pic shot by the 
Taubers while touring the. U-.S. 
The main thing, of course: Tauber’s 
voice which is heard over and over 
again in this. The late tenor’s 
“Yours Is My Heart Alone,”. his 
most popular melody, was particu¬ 
larly effectful. Lehar melodies, in¬ 
cidentally. were Tauber’s biggest 
forte. Often it was said here that 
Tauber ‘‘made” Lehar, but also: 
Lehar “made” Tauber. In the 
years 1923-1933, both artists were 
an inseparable Conception in this 
country. '• Hans. 

PEOPLE IN TROUBLE 
With Daniel Farson, Wentworth 

Day, Lord Altrincham 
Director:. Rollo Gamble 
15 Mins., Wed. (21) 10:45 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ 

don 
This is Daniel Farson’s third suc¬ 

cessive Offbeat controversial series 
and follows the successful “Keep¬ 
ing in Step” and “Out of Step.” 
“People In Trouble” follows the 
same interviewing format and the 
show reviewed dealt with the color 
problem in Britain, which has 
g’-own over the past years as a 
result of the influx of West Indian 
immigrants. 

In a quiet, gentle and restrained 
way Farson proved to be a pene¬ 
trating interviewer and clearly 
showed his personal b?as against 
the color bar. Although he lacks 

the hard-hitting tactics of a Mike 
Wallace, he gets the same results 
and in a fast l5-minute series of 
interviews he painted a clear pic¬ 
ture of the situation in Britain. 

On one side of the fence he had 
Wentworth Day, editor and polL 
tician. Strongly denouncing mixed 
marriages and violently opposed to 
any reconciliation between white 
and colored people. On the other 
he had Lord Altrincham, the young 
British Peer who came into the 
limelight last year with his criti¬ 
cism of the monarchy. The contrast 
was pointed, 

. To complete the picture, Farson 
interviewed a couple who had made 
a success of a mixed marriage and 
also: a white woirian whose mar¬ 
riage. to a Nigerian collapsed be¬ 
cause of their different outlooks 
and living standards. There was 
also a brief interview with a col¬ 
ored student—himselfthe . result 
of a mixed marriage—who declared 
he had not experienced a great 
deal of prejudice. The program 
was crisp, lively and stimulating. 

Myro.. 

some apt and good performances 
by a very large and well-chosen 
cast.:; Antonio Ciftariello: did his 
best : work to . date as. Nicholas, 
Arnoldo Foa was very good as his 
father, while an outstanding job 
was turned in by Aroldo Tieri as 
Wakeford - Squeers; Others in cast 
contributed excellent cameosi To¬ 
tal of houri-long serialized stanzas 
will probably run to about eight 
'hours: , 

Sets, costumes, and other techni¬ 
cal credits all added to a very high 
standard. for the opening install¬ 
ments, which looks to become a top 
local favorite in very short time. 

Hawk. 

Television Reviews 
Continued from, page .39 ssss 

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 
With Antonio Ciffariello, Aroldo 

Tier!, tArnoldo Foa, Leonora 
Ruffo, Elisa Cegani, Maria Gra- 
zia Spina, Fcanco Volpi, others 

Director: Dapiele D'Anza 'V. 
60 Minutes; Sat. 10 pjn., 
RAI-TV, from Rome 

To date this shapes as the best 
in RAI-TV’s Saturday night series 
of adapted literary classics in serial 
form. Top. cast, elaborate set 
use, and a well-written adaptation 
helped this register In every de¬ 
partment. 

Local. projection was remarkably 
Dickensian . in spirit as well as in 
form despite the lingual barrier. 
Sentiment, dramatics and other 
surefire story elements of the clals- 
sic came through thanks also to 

Tele Followups 
.as Continued from page 39 ss; 

Jeff Donnell in tights: flattened out. 
Eddie Fisher and Shirley Harmer 
tended the musical. section, with 
their customary ease. and grace. 
With MacMurray on the sax. and 
Gobel picking on his guitar, the 
effort to salvage some laughs .with 
“The Sheep Dippers” (instrumental 
group) was strained and futile. 

. To close out the season, Gobel 
brought on stage everyone connect¬ 
ed with the show including the 
grips. By now the script went out 
the window ahd order was restored 
when a .. huge.. birthday cake was 
wheeled in to mark the headman’s 
natal day. No comedy show being 
complete without a Trujillo gag, 
they had a go at . that, too, with 
dubious results. 

The lockup reflected no credit 
on producer-director Jack Dona¬ 
hue. Helm. 

Omaha—KMTV, ABC-NBC affili¬ 

ate, here, has added ai new sister 

service to its. family,: which includes 
two AM outlets; KFAB and KMA. 

The 13-year-old Muzak franchise 
for Lincoln and Omaha has been 
purchased by KFAB Broadcasting 
Co. Franchise was purchased from 
Royal Brewster of this city. 

mounted the performance Simply, 
and the generally effective wide 
angle camera shots swept niftily 
across the amassed participants. A 
few of. the shots were precious, 
more, for effect, it seemed, than to 
show the performers. Then too, 
dressing the principals in 18th Cen¬ 
tury attire, putting them before 
20th Century microphones and sur¬ 
rounding them with other modern 
appointments was a little disturb¬ 
ing, Otherwise, CBS rates a bow 
for. trying out a new work. Art, 

MIDNIGHT TICKER - 
With Herb Lyon, Wally Phillips, 

Bob Bell, Bob Trendler Orch 
(17), Starnoters, guests 

Exec . Producer: Sheldon Cooper 
Producer: Wally Phillips 
Director: Don Sandburg 
Writer: Frank Hart . 
45 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 11:45 pjn. 
PARTICIPATING 
WGN-TV, Chicago 

There have been some rumblings 
that this loose-leaf post-midnight 
melange of gab, song and name- 
dropping may in time be moved up 
to displace latenight feature films 
at WGN-1V. If So, it’s not iikely 
to happen imminently, judging 
from the early editions of this 
opus. 

The show has promising raw ma¬ 
terials and good intentions of being 
relaxed and free-wheeling, but it 
desperately needs a concept. It ap¬ 
parently means to be a Jack Paar- 
like affair with two emcees and too 
few performing guests. To coi fe 
pensate for a lack of visiting talent 
it loads up .on baseball results a 
gossip .column, interviews and 
other tidbits extraneous to the 
cause of pure divertissement. It is 
free-wheeling to the point of form¬ 
lessness and badly needs rehearsal 
to eliminate the kinks, collisions 
and confusion. 

,the Problem is that too 
much hostmanship inevitably re¬ 

sults in more than, a little upstage- 
mariship, with Herb Lyon (errone¬ 
ously billboarded as Lyons) and 
Wally Phillips having, trouble pass¬ 
ing the ball back and forth deftly. 
Phillips is seasoned before the 
cameras, acquits himself smoothly 
and is handy with the ad lib. Lyon, 
a vastly improved performer. since 
his first video outings, shows up 
best introing the talent and inter¬ 
viewing, poorest when he purports 
to bring gospel to the heathens in 
the form of gossip column scoops. 
The serious note, as struck by Lyon 
who authors the Town Ticker in 
the Chi Tribune, is not only un¬ 
necessary but actually hits a dis¬ 
cord with the intended funmaking. 

Aside from a concept, which is 
a major need, the stanza is wanting 
in women and diversionary guests. 
Teeoffer (20) had. Tony Bennett, 
who sang, and his accompanist 
Candido, who played the bongos. 
Second night brought on comics 
Rowan & Martin for an interview 
in lieu of a performance. Only 
gals to appear were interviewees, 
first night Miss Photoflash, second 
night a femme pitchman for con¬ 
tact lenses, apropos of nothing at 
all, The studio audience, number¬ 
ing 20 the second night, is desper¬ 
ately in need of padding. 

Bob Bell, a regular, ought to de¬ 
velop into a fine video comic, and 
his solo skit as Max the Chef is a 
bellringer. The Bob Trendler stu¬ 
dio orch, alternating with the Star¬ 
noters; holds up the musical side, 
blit bring on the girl singers. 

Les. 

Schnectadta—A hew Organization, 
plan for General Electric’s televi¬ 
sion, AM, FM and shortwave out¬ 
lets in Schenectady, revealed by J. 
Milton Lang, director of Broadcast¬ 
ing Operations, places Robert F. 
Reid as manager of marketing, and 
Merl L. Galush as manager of op¬ 
erations, for all the stations. 
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$3,500,000 In Pilots Kaput 
[ Continued from~page 1 ; 

based on the Percy. Crosby comic 
? strip with. Cooper !ais producer- 

director. Out of the -Ashley-' 
Steiner shop. 

“Dr. Pygmalion.” Series about a 
- facelift "medico, scripted by- Ben 

HechL McGowan Productions. 

..“Western Union." Of f icia 1 
t Films. 

“Yankee Bligh." NBC-MCA. 

“Wanted—Dead or Alive." Will¬ 
iam Morris. P. Lorill&rd has its 
eye on this one.) 

“Thunder Ridge." Television 
- Programs of America. 

“Doc Holliday." William Morris. 

“Big Foot Wallace." William 
Morris. 

“The Tall Man.” Ashley-Steiner: 
Procter & Gamble likes the prop¬ 
erty; has an option on it 

“The Virginian." Screen Gems. 

“Jrcn TraiL" M(CA. 

“Hairtrigger.” Don Sharpe. 
' 'Series starring Laraine Day, about 

a woman sheriff. 

“Adventures of Belle Starr," 
MCA. 

“McMurdo’s Town/’ William 
Morris. 

“Pony Express." NBC. 

“U-S. Marshall." Desilu. This 
one came Out of the “Sheriff 
Cochise” series. 

“Battleflag." William Morris. 

“Charles Laughton’s Adventures 
In. Danger." MCA. 

“Johnny Cordes." TPA, Lot of 
agency interest in this one; may 
yet make it. 

“Bold Venture." The Ziv entry 
starring Dane Clark written by 
Friedkin: & Fine and spun off 
from the onetime Humphrey 
Bogart-Lauren Bacall radio series. 

“Cannonball." Another poten¬ 
tially hot one off the TPA shelf 
which, like “Cordes," is figured a 
naiural for the syndication trail if 
it doesn’t make it on the wet>s. 

“Citizen Soldier." Flamingo.' 

. “Combat Correspondent" 
Screen Gems. 

“Glencannon.” William Morris. 
“McKenzie’s Raiders." Ziv. 
“Night Prowl." MCA. 
“Ruditsky." NBC. Looked all set 

for Bristol-Myers sponsorship, but 
client changed its mind and 
bought Don Sharpe’s “Pete Gunn 
For Hire" instead. 

“Special Agent 7." MCA. 
“The Veil." Ashley-Steiner. 
“Roadblock." MCA. 
“Airline Hostess.” TPA. 
“Action." William Morris. 
VThe Danger Game." William 

Morris. 
“Man of Action.” William 

Morris. 
“Jack Carson Show.” MCA. 
“Tales of Frankenstein." Screen! 

Gems. ABC has an option on this 
one, eyeing a Saturday night 
10 p.m. display. . 

“Split Second." MCA. 

“Night Watch." ABC Filin Sales! 

“Arch Oboler Plays." James 
Saphier. Some agencies have 
warmed up to this 39-week cycle: 

“Cleary Penrin.” a new Jane 
Wyman series! MCA. 

“Jungle Boy.’r William Morris. 

“Motive.” The new Mike 
Wallace series. ABC. . 

“Counterspy;” Bernard Schu¬ 
bert./ / 

“indemnity." William Morris. 
“McCreedy’s Woman." William 

Morris. ■./•'. 
“Secret Mission." California 

National. 
‘Man With A Camera; Don 

Sharpe. 
“Derringer.” Don Sharpe. 
“U.S. Border Patrol." CBS Film 

Sales. 
“Crisis." Hour long Ray Milland 

series. MCA, 
“Secrets of Old Bailey." MCA. 
“Philip Marlowe." CBS-Good- 

son-Todman. 
“Mister Ed." MCA-McCadden. 
“Now Hear This!" William 

Morris. 
“Sis." Jess Oppenhelmer-created 

series. NBC. 
‘‘George Burns Show." MCA- 

McCadden. 
“I Love My Dactor.’’ General 

Artist Corp. 
. “Cindy.” Ashley-Steiner. 

“McGary 8i Me." William 
Morris,. 

“You Know Me, Al." Scripted 
by Abe Burrows. NBC, based on 
Ring Lardner Stories. . v 

“Joan of Arkansas." William 
Morris. . 

‘Jeannie Carson Show." New 
series with Miss Carson playing an 
airline hostess. William Morris, 
. “Ed Wynn S h o w." Ashley- 
Steiner and Screen Gems. CBS 
interested and took option, but 
nothing happening. 

“Magnificent Montague." CBS. 
Three shows in the Nat Hiken 
series already filmed. It was all 
set for Sunday , night at 10 under 
P. Lorillard sponsorship but show 
was knocked out of the box when 
Revlon captured the time for 
“$64,000 Question." Eventually 
it’ll get on. 

“Private Eyeful." Marilyn Max¬ 
well series. Desilu. 

Tin Pan S«dly." William 
Morris. ; 

Live shows with no takers! oh 
the audition kines: 

‘Pursuit;" hour CBS series. 
Too Young To Go Steady." 

Talent Associates. Practically 
everybody raving about this one, 
but nobody buying as yet. 

“Suspense.” CBS. 
“Who’s Calling." Ed Wolf. 
“Interplay." ABC. This is the 

pickup of the General Motors of 
Canada series on CBC which 
ABC-TV would like to spot Sun¬ 
day nights 9:30 to 10:30. Will only 
go on if sponsored. - 

Reub Kaufman 
_ • •, announces the opening of head* 

quarters in New York City for— 

• PACKAGING 

• FINANCING 

• DISTRIBUTING 

selected films for television 

REUBEN KAUFMAN —— 
15 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y. 

MUrray Hill 8-2636 

Dependable Service to TV Stations on Films 

Of Unusual Interest for Viewer* of All Ages 

Memorial 
With Top Names Enlisted 

San Francisco, May 27. . 
Organization of a national Elmer 

Davis Memorial Committee by for¬ 
mer associates of newscaster who 
died, last week has begun in Frisco. 

. Purpose is to devise a “living, 
meaningful and lasting” memorial, 
possibly a scholarship fund. 

Committee was formed by group 
of present and past radio-tv work¬ 
ers known as XCBS. 

Joseph Q. Riznik, XCBS general 
secretary, said ABC's John Daly 
is expected to become committee 
chairmari. Committee members 
include these XCBS . charter mem¬ 
bers: Bill Henry, MBS and Los An¬ 
geles Times; Quincy Howe, ABC; 
Chet Huntley, NBC; H. V. Kalten- 
born, NBC; William Winter, ABC; 
Matthew Gordon, chief press liai¬ 
son officer of the UN; Elmer Peter¬ 
son, NBC, and Robin Kinkead, Pan 
American Airways’ division public 
relations manager." 

“We will: subsequently organize 
a national fund campaign and hope 
to enlist active support of all for¬ 
mer colleagues of Elmer Davis,” 
said Riznik. 

Sun Ray Drug Owners 
Buy WCKR in Miami 

. Philadelphia, May 27. 
William H. Sylk, president of 

the William Penn Broadcasting 
Co., and his brother, Harry, presi¬ 
dent of the Sun Ray Drug Co., 
have filed an application for the 
purchase of radio stations 
WCKRrAM and FM in Miami; 
William Penn Broadcasting Co., 
wholly owned subsidiary of Sun 
Ray, operates radio stations 
WPEN-AM and FM in Philadel¬ 
phia. 

Officials at WPEN said the sta¬ 
tions. w’ere purchased for aproxi- 
mately $800,000 in a deal nego¬ 
tiated with Niles Trammell, presi¬ 
dent of the Biscayne Television 
Corp., of Miami. It is one of 
Florida’s pioneer radio stations 
and an NBC affiliate. 

Wm. Morris 
■ Continued from page 31 

in order to get the substantive dif¬ 
ference in impact between a name 
and an unknown. . While the trend 
did begin over a year ago, it seems 
to have swung only lately Into , high 
gear, and, in the process* the big 
names have Inflated the take for 
the agencies. 

Wanting for their products the 
prestige attached to star names, 
advertisers themselves have In¬ 
sisted their ad agencies shoot for 
the top. Hepsters have said it 
couldn’t be done, but this combina¬ 
tion of naivete and persistence by 
bankrollers seems to be/ proving 
them wrong. Talent houses report 
that Frank Sinatra Is being worked 
on vigorously by D'Arcy Advertis¬ 
ing to do some Halo vidfilm blurbs. 
Whether Sinatra will accept Is an¬ 
other matter, but take a gander at 
some of the names who have 
signed as pitchmen: Louis Jordan 
(who is slated to do a . couple of 
Halo spots next' week in Holly¬ 
wood; Tommy Sands and Farley 
Granger, also for Halo;. Anita Eck- 
berg for Lustre Cream. Mary As- 
tor and Alexis Smith for Ovaltine; 
Basil Rathbone for Prudential and 
Nytol; Pat O’Brien (without name 
credit) for Bardol; ditto Joe E. 
Brown - for a margarine account. 
There are numerous others already 
In the blurb fold or on “[the verge 
or giving in. Back aways, Bing 
Crosby started off the big timer 
trend by. doing several American 
Gas blurbs. 

They come in, it’s asserted, be¬ 
cause the rewards are great. Not 
only does it keep some players in 
the limelight, but the. coin (and 
there are other tangible rewards) 
Is excellent, too. There is a gen¬ 
eral understanding in the trade 
that when, coin alone is not the 
proper inducement* sponsors have | 
taken to . giving these prestige 1 
pitchmen stock, in the concern, arid 
stock payoffs can usually be con¬ 
verted ..into welcome capital gains 
deals for major performers: 

Advertisers have been further 
aided in the vital search for names 
by the fact that major Hollywood 
studios; (where many big timers 
learned their craft) are heavily 
into the production of commercials. 

NBC-TV Daytime Biz 
; Continued from page 25 ; 

Brands./ 
In counting up its current boom 

biz on the video web, NBC reported'• 
that the number of daytime quar-‘ 
ter-hdurs sold in the first quarter 
of this year were 1,022 as com- \ 
pared to 725 quarter-hours sold up j 
to March,. 1957, an increase of 41%. • 

Reason that time sales did npt l 
increase as muchas sponsored] 
hours, percentage-wise, was that j 
more sponsors earned contiguous! 
rates in 1958 than in the previous: 
year./,. j 

During each week NBC had a! 

total of 420. quarter-hours avail¬ 

able in. the daytime for sponsor¬ 

ship, In 1957, 55 quarter-hours 

were sold out of the 120 available, 

for a 46% sellout. In 1958, 78 quar¬ 
ter-hours were sold out of the 120 
available, for a 65% sellout. 

Latest figures at NBC-TV show 
that almost 78 quarter-hours have 
been sold per week for the fall of 
this year and with new orders com¬ 
ing in rapidly, the last quarter of 
1958 will most likely be the outlet’* 
best yet./ 

The INTERNATIONALLY 
FAMOUS... 

1. FRED IMS 
(Star of Stage, Screen and Television) 

is pleased to announce .,. 

he is now under the 
direction of 

eorpomnon 

J. FRED MUGG'S ENTERPRIZES 
Bud Mennel la Roy Waldron 
East Crescent Ave., Box 84, R.F.D. #1 

Ramsey, New Jersey 
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Some homes are more VALUABLE 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: GET AGE homes comprise the most valuable audience in America. Because 

the GET AGE (the years between 16 and 49) focludes fa^ growing , .. when 

their wants and appetites are most prodigious. It includes, too, families at the very peak of their earning 

power- who are buying more than they ever will again. GET AGE families spend m average of m 

moret per household, than any other age group * 

•Source ttfrad Witt. TH* Study •» Cewumer EipendrMrn" 1957. eoAaerate audlance kuH only en baimet uHlfc banewtre n deaified by A.C. Mabaa. 
•*•*«««. audlonce and pte*rem ceit beta bite* •« A. C. Niettee. Janwry-Febnienr. 195* (Sunday tbrouth Saturday, 7:»-l*J* P.M^ NYT). Cast per Ikaiiiil - 
twn« par com Racial minute far beaseoHe borne* (lMtyeanU a«e) baled a, proframminf ceatt prorated ta Include oR A.C.NMien hewewtfa-da**Hled hemee. 
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COLD FACTS: 72% of ABC Television’s average audience* * is made up of GET AGE homes. Corres¬ 

ponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. What’s more, cost per thousand for GET AGE 

householders on ABC-IV js $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.* * * 

Household for household, GET AQE familiesbuyJar more groceries than anyone else. They buy far 

more appliances, far more automobiles, far more of everything that’s advertised oh TV. And remember: 

You get them at the GET AGE-abctv 
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Howard Phillips 
; .Continued from page .24 ; 

jin the. main against the cafe 
where the act is working. H&w^can 
you sell to one and donate to an¬ 
other? goes the refrain with 
cogent logic; Indicative of the westward move of actors from N.Y. to Hollywood, 

the viewpoints expressed in these 
productions. Many a top-ranking 
performer has played these pro¬ 
grams at AFTRA minimum be¬ 
cause of the social nature of the 
stripling. 

A Who's Who 
In the early days of AFTRA, ac¬ 

tors were paid $9 for a l5-niinute 
Show with 30-minute rehearsal on 
the station. Today AFTRA; mini¬ 
mum is $15.13 and Phillips reports 
that the best actors are ; indeed 
happy to appear.With but one pro¬ 
viso. if a conflict should arise, 
Phillips will excuse them.. His ac¬ 
tors have included Paul Muni, Wai¬ 
ter Huston, Raymond Massey 
Mercedes McCambridge, - Richard 
Widinark, Louis Van Rooten, Nor¬ 
man Rose,.. Maurice Tarplin, Law- 
son Zerge. Mason Adams, Martin 
-Gabel, Arnold Moss. Ann Seymour, 
Aline MacMahon, Cornell Wilde, 
Frank Lovejoy and Ed Begley. 
Phillips is currently paying $125 
for each “New: World A-Coming” 
script and one of Ills contributors 
is a busy rabbi. Dr. Howard Sing¬ 
er. of Bloomfield, N. J. 

Before Phillips joined WMCA’s 
staff he played legit and films. In 
the ’20s he also worked for Thomas 
Edison in East Orange^N. J. serv¬ 
ing as the famed inventor’s talent 
scout for Edison Phonograph re¬ 
cordings. Edison, according to 
Phillips, preferred the simple 
melodies. When Phillips made test 
recordings of Geraldine Farrar’s 
voice, the Inventor’s criticism was: 
“Her voice, shakes so, it’s a wonder 

. her teeth; don’t drop out.” When 
Phillips brought Tito Ruffo to 
Edison's attention, .the latter re¬ 
plied: “A bull baritone. I don't 
want him at any price.” Phillips^ 
however did sign many personali¬ 
ties to. Edison recording contracts. 
Among them were Claudia Muzio, 
Frieda Hempel and Thomas Chal¬ 
mers. 

When Edison learned that Phil¬ 
lips was resigning to go to Yale on 
a scholarship, he dispatched a 
hurried note reading: *T am sorry 
you are going, but I can’t imagine 
what a man can get at college that 
lie can’t get better away from it.” 
This was reportedly one of the 
.rare' occasions in Edison’s career 
when he admitted that he was 
sorry to see one of his employees 
depart.” 

“New' World A-Coming” under 
the direction of Phillips has delved 
into such thorny, provocative sub¬ 
jects as racial prejudice in medical 
colleges, exposure of juvenile nar¬ 
cotic addiction, the Impact of the 
Supreme Court decision bn segre¬ 
gation; the system of , "apartheid” 
in South Africa, the progress of 
the Negro in New' York City and 
the techniques of the rabble 
rouser John Kaspar. It has. been a 
consistent award winner and un¬ 
der its belt has citations from Ohio 
State, National Conference Of 
.Christians and Jews and a Pea- 
body Award. 

Phillips feels that tv in most in¬ 

stances has a tendency to destroy 
one’s imagination, particularly in 
the transmission of dramatic offer¬ 
ings. Radio, he contends, is su¬ 
premely well equipped to strength-1 
en one’s imagination. 

There’s yet another angle to the . membership in the AFTRA local on the Coast has been hiked 7.8%, 

CBS Eye on Italy 
= Continued from page 24 

because of the technical illegality 
of the move under the provisions of 
the RAI-TV grant, . In case of the 
CBS-Cacciabue plan, however, 
move would (if approved . by' local 
Officialdom! be entirely legal. For 
this reason, possibilities of a CBS 
tie-in are felt here to be good. 
However, official Italo views on 
the subject will for political rea¬ 
sons not be aired at least, until 
after the national! elections. . 

In addition to Cacciabue and 
several other Italian financial top¬ 
pers, many major industrial con¬ 
cerns In this coutttry are now very 
interested in setting up a commer¬ 
cial network in Italy. Some would 
even help finance the venture, it¬ 
self from the start, according to. lo¬ 
cal. talk. Among names mentioned 
as future clients of the net—open¬ 
ing of which would be pushed fast, 
once permission were granted per¬ 
haps writhing the year—are such 
companies as Montecatini. FIAT, 
Pirelli, EM, Esso, Shell, plus the 
soap-and-detergerit outfits. 

latest . rumblings. Some of the 
small indie agents feel their sell¬ 
ing job is made that much, tougher 
if video can pick off the bigger 
names at . bargain : rates' They 
argue that they’d at least stand a 
chance with some of their stable if 
a station had to come up with 
suitable fees for star talent. In the , 
case of. WGN-TY’s. new show', 
since it’s a riightly affair, the sta¬ 
tion might feel if economically j 

j wise to now and then shop for j 
lesser names at correspondingly j 
lower cost.. 

totaling 5,275 as of last Feb. 1, for an increase of 383 members the 
past year; 

Largest gain was the actors’ category, with 344 new members. There . 
were shifts in totals in the various categories the past years, and an¬ 
nouncers gained 70 members, musicians 16, while specialty act groups 
decreased by 40, and the number of dancers’ groups was cut 13. 

Performers earning only up to $2,000 a year still comprise; most 
of AFTRA's membership, with 4,143 in this bracket, or 79% of the 
total membership. There are 495 members earning up to $5,1)00 an-' 
nually;; 200 in the $20,000 a year class; 129 iri the $50,000 a year 
bracket, and 49 earn over $50,000. a year. 

Robert F. Lewine, veepee of NBC-TV programming division, was 
• made prexy of the New York Chapter of the Academy of TV Arts 
and Sciences. A founder of the organization, lie was 1st veepee and 

' chairman of awards committee previously, : 
I Other officers of 1958-59 term are Hubbell Robinson Jr.; CBS 
i executive veepee network programs, 1st veepee; Walter Cronkite, CBS 
] news correspondent; 2nd veepee; Royal E. Blakeman, attorney and 
I tv producer, 2nd veepee; Henry White, Screen Gems, treasurer and 
i Robert M. Carr, assistant treasurer. 
i ■ " ---:-:---——  

USSR’s Old TV Fix 
—— Continued from page 2 

j “not as a piece of furniture, but 
v-uwan uic jiisl iu vuiiucue uiac _ fhinff thev nPP'1 ae a norp^ltv 
there definitely was a principle in-1 *s a thing they nee , as a necessity 

IBEW 
Continued from page. 24 

against the strikebreakers, stiff 
penalties against seven Hollywood 
men who continued to work during 
the 12-day strike were issued by 
the Hollyw’OOd Local 45. Action 
took place at a general member¬ 
ship meeting. But the union board 
assessed penalties Involving all'the' 
straight time, penalty time and 
bonuses earned by the seven dur¬ 
ing the strike; In addition, each 
man was hit with a $500 punitive 
fine. 

Talent Agencies 
SS Continued from page 24^—^^ 

involved no fee. Whether, they 
nixed a bid to perform, regardr 
less of fee, isn’t known. It’s to be 
noted that General Artists. Corp., 
his agent, was ignored in securing 
Bennett, who presumably was 
pitched directly . by Lyon. The 
columnist, pertinently, appears to 
be the station’s fulcrum in ob¬ 
taining acts. 

Most of the agents;with any in¬ 
volvement whatever look upon the 
video bid for talent at rock bottom 
prices as an .“imposition,” Besides 
being unfair to otliei: live ty show¬ 
cases, it’s seen as discriminating 

Q-Tv 
means 

The. 0-Tv system of 
positive synchronisa¬ 
tion used on all net¬ 
works (no service 
has an exclusive on 
any station) 

Absolutely silent. 

Designed to fit all 

cameras. 

Vu in-lens mirror 

system available. 

tailored to fit your budget , 

Q-Tv 
NEW YORK 

630 9th Avanu* 
JU 4*6446 

CHICAGO 
5 W. Hubbard 

MO 4-6644 

HOLLYWOOD 
• 10*, Highland 

HO 7-9262 

SiSimm Continued from page 25 

going every week with ’.‘Texan ” i 
It was more: or less a case of ; 

CBS being trapped and finding 
a way out, without loss of integ- j 
rity. Integrity it didn’t lose (with 
Cowan the. first to concede that 
there definitely was a principle in-, , 
volved arid CBS was there to do ; because may live far away from 
the right thing;) But B & W , the center of town and cannot al- 
exacted its . pound of flesh. j ways attend movies or the thea- 

The upshot: 1J & W is pulling tre.. Thus concluded e«iineer 
out of the Lineup and instead f - _ . , • . 
is moving to Tuesday night at [ Matskov. Russian viewers should 
8 with “Number Please,” which j have the opportunity to see new 
CBS has acquired from Goodson; films. 
8i Todman. CBS is makirig a j The intensity of the Soviet pro- 
La r g e financial concession . to; gram of exporting cultural troupes 
B & W as a self-imposed penalty, [ with the purpose in mind of win- 
Lorillard stays with “Person to ! ning friends abroad was indicated 
Persori.” 

As for Saturday, Lorillard will 
riot be permitted to ride with the 
Gale Storm show, for Lewis won 
“on principle” his- protection 
clause. (Lorillard is currently 
eyeing Thursday at 8:30 on CBS. 
The show hasn’t been picked 
yet.) B: & W stays put with. the 
“Texan.”' ■ ■ 

NBC and ABC have given up 
the chase. 

Video Screen 
• Continued from, page 1 ; 

on a recent single week when the 
following. Soviet individuals and 
“collectives” were playing abroad: 

A part of the Bolshoi Ballet 
company was performing: in Da¬ 
mascus. Syria. 

Th Leningrad Symphony was 
giving a series of concerts in 
Tokyo. 

The Moscow Art Theatre was in 
Londori with Paris and Brussels 
as the next stops. 

The Moiseyev troupe, in the 
same period, was on a sellout tour 
of the U.S.A. and Cariada—and its 
success dramatized the effective-, 

'ness of the Soviet all-out “send 

stood: The. ty executive . producer j ijresUge'' prograW for *ini 
who. is selected will work under j At the same time, Dimitri Sho- 
the direction , of Sol C. Siegel;: stakovich, the composer, was visit- 
Metro’s v.p. in chargeof produc¬ 
tion. It’s . understood that M-G’s 
top brass is already interviewing 
individuals for the tv. production 
post. 

ing Italy where he . received an 
honorary award. 

Van Cliburn’s Impact 
Something of a legend grew up 

among Russians around Van Cli- 
The. company’s aim: to snare a ; burn, the 23-year-old Kilgore 

bigger percentage of the potential 
tv revenue by an aggressive ex- 
pansiori into the field will in no 
way interfere with its. theatrical 
production activities. Metro’s Cul¬ 
ver City. lbt is the largest on the 
Coast arid can easily take care of 
both tv and ‘ theatrical production 
activities. Perhaps the main pur¬ 
pose of the. company s desire for 
a: more forthright commitment in 

(Texas) pianist, who. rocketed to 
fame from the stage of the Mos¬ 
cow' Conservatory. The Russians 
were impressed by his powerful, 
flairful manner of playing. How- 
ver, they were, in one instance just 
a trifle annoyed by it. That was 
when Van Cliburn was taken to 
the home of Tchaikowsky—whose 
name was bestowed on the inter¬ 
national music competition that 

tv is the necessity for keeping the | Cliburn won. The Julliard School 
Culver City studio, occupied and 
busy/ Under present. market con¬ 
ditions, theatrical production alone 
cannot meet the trernendous over¬ 
head of the studio, . . 

Broker's ’Wound Within’ 
In Kralt-to-Steel Switch 

Closing out of “Kraft Theatre’ 
will send a script origirially intend¬ 
ed for that NBC-TV longruriner to 
the . “U. ; S. Steel” show , to spririg : > • ■■ . .* -r 
the latter’s 1958-59 season on; CBS*; '™nd?r: ..Will sue- 

graduate was invited to sit down 
at- the piano where Tchaikowsky 
had worked. Cliburn played two' 
chords with his usual gusto, and 
four piano strings snapped. 

This was not the only occasion 
on his Soviet , tour when this oc¬ 
curred. In fact, a recording ses¬ 
sion for a Soviet diskery was pro¬ 
longed until 5 a m. when Cliburn 
pounded a string apart. 

One prominent Russian.in music 
circles pronounced Van Cliburn to 
be “another Rachmaninoff.” This 
motivated one wiseacre, with an 

TV: Preemer of the Steel . show i C ThfR°C- Ma.mn<?ff* 
next fall wili.be Henry D.eriker’s! The answer remains to be seen, 
“The Wound . Within,” treating of 
a period in Freud’s life. Alex Segal 
will direct. 

“Wound. ' Within” had been 
bought for Kraft by ; its former 
producers, J, Walter Thompson, 
who were succeeded by the current 
Talent Associates. With the old 
Kraft show gone arid TA handling 
material of other types, the rights 
reverted to Denker. Latter, author 
of stage and film “Time Limit,” is 
now doing a screenplay for Louis 
de Rochemont-Cojumbia Pictures 

Radio’s Answer 
^Continued from page 25 5 

there is so great a variety among 
the so-called “top 40” that “top 40 
music station”, becomes almost a 
meaningless characterization. 

For the moment, radio spot biz 
is. booming, but station owners are 
beginning to feel a tightening in 
Madison A ve/s attitude toward 

ue jtiocuemoui-^oiuniDia pictures ’ rrmnh nf ah - j. *T 

based on Boris Morros’ counter-* sav take their 
espionage work and also readying.’ «erso^ television 
«'V0 Plays for Broadway next sea- 

J which is an average radio market), 
they’ve got a highly colored opinion 
of “top 40” programming. 

:Only thing the proponent! of 
top 40” want is for Madison Ave. 

to stick to buying by ratings and 
not inject personal opinion into 
the picture. 

Atlanta—Tod Andrews, star of 
television’s “Gray Ghostv series, 
here making .personal appearances 
at Colonial Stores, supermarket 
chain, which sponsors his show lo¬ 
cally on WAGA-TV. 

Herbert Wilcox, Going 
Into TV, Hopes He Can 

Right a Lot of Wrongs 
London, May 27. 

Herbert. Wilcox, in an interview 
with James Thomas, Daily Express 
tv writer,.had some blasting things 
to say about the tv medium into 
which, after 40 years of film riiakr 
ing, he is rrioving, with the finan¬ 
cial backing of the BBC. 

Said Wilcox: “I see television as 
a parasite—the most; deadly medi¬ 
um on earth. Three months ago I 
wouldn’t have switched the damn 
anti-social* thing on. But when my 
wife, Anna Neagle, was on “This 
Is Your Life,” it brought us 10Q,- 
000 letters, a reaction which never 
came to us in all our years in the 
cirema. /; 

“I have been watching tv for 
three months now. They are just 
not using it properly. It should be 
ari exciting medium but they’re 
cramming it with valueless stuff. 
It borrows from eveiy other medi¬ 
um instead of creating for itself. 
The comedy is deadly and they 
haven’t discovered the emotional 
impact, the mood we can create in 
a. cinema./Now I realize that Lean 
start m , television with 40 years 
experience on which to draw/’ 

Though not leaving the pic busi- 
ness—-he starts a new Anna Neagle 
film next week—Wilcox considers 
that the middle-aged people who 
were his greatest film fans don’t 
go to the cinema any more. 

So Wilcox is going Into tv to win 
back the audience that has been 
lost to the cinema. Apart from a 
series starring Anna Neagle as a 
Belgian resistance heroine, as al¬ 
ready announced, Wilcox is to pro^ 
duce 90-minute tv dramas and 
documentaries. 

Roy Miller Upped Status 
Chicago, May 27. 

Roy Miller, upped to veep, has 
been named to replace Gerald H. 
Gunst as manager of Katz rep- : 
pery’s Chi office when Gunst goes 
into retirement at this week’s end, 
Gunst has been.. with the agency 
since 1919. 

Bill Joyce, an account exec with 
the reppery here, also was elected 
a veep. 

Des Moines—Wally Bishop, news 
director of WOl-TV, owned by 
Iowa State College, is on a leave 
Of absence as a Democratic con¬ 
gressional candidate. His candi¬ 
dacy had stirred up demands for 
his resignation from the station but 
the college administration ruled in 
Bishop’s favor. 

WHATEVER THE SHOW 
HE’S THE GREATEST ! 

DOUG. ANDERSON 
Currently: *lfct Mogfe Clown1 
Per BONOMO TURKISH TAFFY n 

Channtl I, N*w Y«rk 
SuMliyi It IliN A. M, 

PhM» , . , flMHr M7i1 
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WOW-TV offers you Omaha’s best 

buy in night-time minute spots . . . 

participations in M-Q-M’s great-rated 

features. For a cost-per-thousand 

story that can’t be beat, contact your 

Blair-TV man now! 

M • 

If you’re considering the purchase of 

a major studio feature library, remem¬ 

ber M-G-M not only offers you the 

over-all selection of the finest motion, 

pictures ever made. . . but also offers 

you documented proof that its films 

RATE GREAT in first runs, and re¬ 

runs, too! Contact MGM -TV today 

for full details. 

A SERVICE Of ' j 
LOEWS INCORPORATED 

Richard. A. Harper, General Sales "Mgr. 
1540 Broadway, New York .36, N. Y. 
JUdson 2-2000 

FIRST RUN 

15.3 
SAT. 2/9/57 
10:45 P.M. 

ARB 

RE-RUN 

14.7 
FRI. 11/15/57 

11 P.M. 
ARB 

FIRST RUN 

13.7 
WED. 11/13/57 

10:45 P.M. 
ARB 

RE-RUN 

24.2 
SAT. 11/23/57 

10:15 P.M. 
ARB 

FIRST RUN 

27.4 
WED. 2/6/57 

10:15 P. M. 
PULSE 

RE-RUN 

9.6 
FRI. 2/14/58 

11 P.M. 
ARB 

FIRST RUN 

17.7 
FRI. 12/6/57 

11 P. M. 
PULSE 

RE-RUN 

16.1 
SAT. 12/21/57 

10:15 P.M. 
ARB 
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lErlife1: Year 
WCIiS-TV: which riomina'e.s the* 

late .evening hours in the Gotham 
sector. 'thanks to ; the pulling 
power of ‘The Late Show.” ap¬ 
pear' to he e-. on cockier than ever 
a,, a result of i‘s recent purchase 
of the.\;»'t Paramount pix library 
for the record fee of $8,400,000. 

fioth S: m Cook Digges'grid .Hal¬ 
ilouch' •Ejener.il manager and pro¬ 
gram ' di.cc'or.; respectively, . of 
YV't’BS-TV, aren’t fazed by the 
price. paid to MCA-TT for the 

..library- irf 7(.,i> Paramount fluker-s. 
They'.hope to recover this dough, 
and rimre in record timo! based on 
the' heh:.v:ptir: pattern of sponsors 
appearing ’ on -both.’ “The Early 
Show" and “The Late Show’*- . 

’ vLate Show." which is doing; 
zooming. W\7. can handle 12 spon¬ 
sors nightly. C'ur.entiy. its Sunday 
schedule has ' 1.1: Monday. 19: 
TiH*sda\. Tilled; Wednesday, weak¬ 
en of the lot, , lacking • three; 
Thursday.-' needs one more for a 
sellout, and as for S.aturd'>v and 
Sunday, .there's a waiting list. 

WCBS-TVV promotion depart¬ 
ment i< readying a new signoff and 
signon promo calling attention to 
its possession of.“New" York’s 

.largest- and Finest ..Library .of 
Feature Films” and citing the 
product of 20th. MGM. UI. WB. 
RKO, t’oi. UA and Par. among its 
possessions. 

“Late Show:” which has come 
lip with. a. 15.6 ..Nielsen Ma**ch- 
April rating, is reportedly showing 
to its biggest audience since it 
went on the; air in 195L It, is re^ 
pored to have an average of more 
than 7(10.000 h o m e s tiined-ih 
nightly, and furthermore, the ap¬ 
proach of. hot weather doesn’t ap¬ 
pear to he scaring awav viewers. 
CBS-TV reports that “The Late 
Show's*’ ratings go. zooming as the 
temperature rises. Its 1957 sum¬ 
mer viewing was bigger than in 
previous seasons, according to the 
ratings. 

lake ; the gladiators of old 
Roman days. ‘The Late Show” 
has walloped virtually -all"-of its 

■ competition: The casualty list has j 
been long, and grim with opposi¬ 
tion .video outlets buying more, 
than . 30 Carrara marble tomb- 

- slones lor its stricken. programs.. 
. CRS-TV owns .‘‘The Late Show” 
: title hut \ this - hasn’t prevented 
some. 5|i other stations from using 
the saiae program title. ." 

Almost: a /tradition, “The . Late 
Show”-, has. become the object of 
nationally, syndicated cartoons,. 

•; sophisticated lampoons in the New.. 
| Yorker and in its seven years has. 
‘ flashed . film before thd eyes, of a 
. billion , . individuals.; enough. . film 
fans to fill the' Radio City ..Music 
UalL more than 256.000 times. / 

j. Its theme , song is. a standard 
question on quiz; shows. It’s called 

! “Syncopated' Clock” by Leroy 
‘Anderson. Percy Faith recorded 
: ft. In the March Nielsen “T.*e 
j Late. Shovv” wras running 11% 
; ahead of last year. 

Hub’s TYWorkshop 
• • Boston, May 27. 

. - Three tv stations and Boston U. 
are, sponsoring for the first time a 
six-week workshop • for teachers 
concerned with classroom tv, to be 
held at. B: U. School of Public. Re¬ 
lations and. Communications, July 
14-Aug. .23: 

WBZ-TV, WHDH-TV and WGBH- 
TV will furnish speakers and pro¬ 
grams: Broad objectives, of the 
course .will be to teach, methods 
and;, techniques for effective in- 
class instruction by means of Open 
and closed-circuit tv.. Participants 
will create programs and present 
them over the school’s closed cir¬ 
cuit facilities. . The . workshop, 
“Creation and Utilization "of Edu¬ 
cational Television Programs,” is 
under direction of Dr. David R. 
Mackey.. - : 

lO 

THIS IS - 
SOME SMOKE 

Bosl^sToTV 
s Continued from page 26 ' 

.although the .issue is far from 
settled. ' ' 

i In fact;. 20thrFox prexy Spyros 
; P. Skouras maintains that the mo-; 
j tion picture industry will .not meet 
| the demands of unions for a slice 
| of tv .revenues on .pdst-’48*s re-; 
! gardless . of whether a pic lost j 
; money theatrically. In the face of ; 
Skouras’ position, the Screen Di¬ 
rectors Guild, in its current talks 
on the. Coast on a new contract,, i$ 
taking. a firmer position to shape 
up a residual policy on post-’48’s. 

It’s felt that despite exhibitors’ 
pressure against releasing post- 
48 vs and. the “view with sadness” 
attitude taken by the majors . at 
the backlogs already released, 
eventually the' post-’48’s will find 
their way to tv, perhaps., with a 

! five to seven-year spread between 
; the' theatrical and tv engagements. 
The moves of exhibitors’ organiza¬ 
tions to raise a: multi-million dollar 
kitty, to buy-off the pictures for 
theatrical, reissue rather than tv 
exposure, is viewed very skepti¬ 
cally in seasoned quarters. 

To date, t.v'has used up and is in 
the process of Using from 8,000 to 
9,000 features, With the Paramount, 
library the. last sizable bloc to go 
to tv\ The critical situation as far. 
as cinematics is concerned is ex¬ 
pected about 1961, when reruns 
will be; the order of the. day. 

As to post-’48’s, there are about 
400 now* making the. tv round, in¬ 
cluding 203 Republic pix. 35 from 
Distributors Corp of America re¬ 
leased: via Flamingo Films; 15 
from M & A Alexander; 21 from 
Medallion; 65 from UA; and about 
60 from miscellaneous sources. 

WGN-TV commerclaIs gef 

results because WGN-TV 

programming keeps .folks 

watching. For proof, let 

our specialists fill you in on 

some WGN-TV case His¬ 

tories and discuss your 

sales problems. 

PUT 
in your Chicago sales with 

Channel f 

Chicago 

Late Nile Pix 
Continued from "page:. 27 

ever value they may have' had as. 
curiosity pieces. Arid even with 
blockbusters, the knowledge that 

|.any film will be replayed on tele¬ 
vision several times reduces the 
impulse to see the picture the first 
time shown. The idea of. reruns 
sponsors a we’ll-see-lt-eventually 
attitude even in the motion picture 
buffs. Too, it is hard to jjromote a 
single oldie as against a station’s 
continuing fare, so the pic. has only 
its old reputation to go on. 

An interesting sociological view- 
poirit holds that escapist needs are 

f different today from what they 
were at the time many of. the old 
films were conveyor-belted out. De¬ 
pression-made product, Awith its 
focus on glamor and hign. society, 
was designed to deliver the Ameri- 
man masses from squalor and des¬ 
pair for a couple of hours. . With 
the standard of living greatly, up¬ 
graded today, the 'common escape 
denominator is not as simple nor 
a readily ascertained. 

There are other symptoms of un¬ 
easiness and harbingers of trouble 
on the feature film front here. 
Auto dealer Jim Moran's ankling 
of his longtime Sunday night 
berth on WGN-TV, for instance, 
brought some knowing nods at the 
competing stations, Moran: has 
taken; his high-powered features to 
a Monday night slot,, when the com¬ 
petition is. less keen. 

Searching 
Chaster & Verse On 

Press Relations Dodge 
Charles S. Steinberg, the newly- 

appointed director of press infor¬ 
mation forCBS-TV, is a vastly- 
informed, probing .student of the 
herd mind and its. reaction to mass 
media: He’s a solidly sober guy 
with. dangling Phi Beta Kappa key 
and non-dangling participles 'who’s 
produced a colossal (press agent’s 
word, if you please) and compre¬ 
hensive study of public relations, 
the newest, and most slippery of 
the social sciences: ; 

• Steinberg’s tome is slugged “The 
Mass Communicators: Public Rela¬ 
tions, Public Opinion, ; and Mass : 
Media;” published by Harper &; 
Bros. ($6;00) and don’t let. the for- ‘ 
midable title scare you . off. It is,' 
indisputably, a work of major im- i. 
portance in .its field. Moreover, ] 
“The Communicators” should pro¬ 
vide first-rate guidance to aspir¬ 
ing politicos; pulpit pounders, edu¬ 
cators, industrial tycoons, fourth 
and fifth estaters but, most of all, 
to the men arid w'omen in the press 
relations dodge and to those toll¬ 
ing in the ■ lesser precincts of 
flackery,. • 

Steinberg (summa cum laude 
from NYU) divided his detailed 
study of the theory and practice of 
public relations into six main sec¬ 
tions: /‘Mass Communication and 
Public Relations,” “Public Opinion 
arid Public Relations,” “The Mass 
Media:’’ “Public Relations in Prac¬ 
tice,” “Areas of Practice,”. “Propa¬ 
ganda and Ethics’ and a seventh . 
chapter to sound, case histories j 
from leading American pubic and i 
private institutions engaged in pre- j 
seritirig.. their: story, to the Anieri- ] 
can people. " ;. 

"Public relations, the Ph.D. and 
former preceptor makes crystal/ 
clear, is a legitimate function of: 
democracy and its practitioners , 
w'ould do well. to . understand the 
science, of semantics if they are to 
succeed; in this relatively new pro¬ 
fession. He presents an enlighten- . 
ing chronology of the milestones • 
in the communications field and J 
his history of its development, is 
tc-W with scholarly approach and • 
authority: He salutes the first pub- • 
lcists in the field . . : Ivy Lee, ■ 
George Creel and Edward L. Ber-; 
nays, and chides those editors who ' 
stamp: all press agents, as dishon-j 
est. He regards surveys as im-1 
por.tant in public relations and sug-: 
gesits that publicists acquaint them- ] 
selves with the structure and op-1 

eratiop ' of newspapers. His ac- j 
count of the. American press from' 
the Colonial American newsletter 
to present :day is indeed well-bal¬ 
anced and he makes good sense, 
too, in his analysis of the vaiious ; 
publicity. phases, of public rela- j 
tions.. . ’ . 
' For riiany reasoris<: this is a peach 
of a source book,: After probing 
the field, thoroughly, he comes up 
with a useful bibliography and a 
'esrefuny-brepared index. For the 
benefit of A college students, the 
publisher has made available a text 
edition for $4.50. The book should 
bo must reading in both journal¬ 
ism and radio-tv courses. 

The Broadway and Madison Ave- 
nue fiaeks who think. S.. I. Haya-= 
kawa arid Alfred Korzyibski are a 
mere assortment of /double-talking 
syllables uttered by At Kelly, 
should rush out today for “The 
Mass Communicators^ Doc Stein¬ 
berg will set them straight as a 
column rule,: and help remove the 
tired blood coursing through the 
endless deltas of publicity copy, 

• Rans. 1 

Official Films 
Continued irom page 26 

also is doing a coproduction on 
“William Tell” with National. Tele¬ 
film Associates. Hackett is due 
to leave .for London tomorrow 
(Thurs.i. •.' 

On “Robin Hood,” CBS-TV has 
a number of alternate ‘ slots 
planned, with the nod looking most 
favorable for Sundays at 6:30 p.iri. 
Right now*, the show is unspon- 
sored for next season. “Robin. 
Hood” is. a Harina Weinstein 
Sapphire Films production lensed 
in England. 

In addition to the “Robin Hbod” 
reruns in syndication. Official will 
have ‘‘The Buccaneers” for a syn¬ 
dication ride, in November. Series, 
will complete its rerun network 
ride on ABC-TV in" November, 
along with “Sir Lancelot,” both 
sponsored by Kellogg. There will 
be no second year production on 
“Decoy.” now. in first-run syndica¬ 
tion.'- Hackett said no decision has 
been reached as yet on second year 
production on “The Big Story.” 
Major problem on latter series is 
that most of the station deals in¬ 
volve two. runs. If Official gets 
stations to freeze the second play; 
new production on the skein may 
get underway. 

Official has closed a deal with 
the French Canadian telecasters 
on. four series, including “RH,” 
“Buccaneers,” “Sir Lancelot” and 
“Sw-ord of Freedom.” 

“Invisible Man” involves the 
William Morris/ Agency,. Universal 
Pictures, . and producer. Lairy 
White, as w;ell as Official Films, 
w'hich now will be in charge of the 
production. Universal has the 
rights to the w'orks of H, G. Wells. 
Producer Larry White had the 
idea for the series and approached 
ITackett on the idea. White was 
made story editor for the skein. 
William Morris Agency represents 
Universal on the rights to Wells 
works. , , 

1st Runs 
j—— Continued from page 27 

mer. CNP also may have another 
property for fall. 

Flamingo Films, “Citizen; Solr 

dier”; MCA TV, possibly “Secret 
Agent 7” and perhaps a go-ahead 
on third year production on “State 
Trooper”; ABC Film Syndication, 
second year production on “26 
Men”’ Gross-Krasne should have 
at> least One, 

Telestar Film plans three syn¬ 
dicated entries, but properties 
have yet to be disclosed. 

; Out of the field this year is Guild 
Films, which has given up first-run 
syndication to concentrate on. na¬ 
tional sales. Also, bowing out is 
RKO Teleradio Pictures, Latter 
had two British rnade entries, last 
season, properties which now have 
been taken over by Flamingo Films. 

The estimated dozen this fall and 
the same number of properties re¬ 
leased last year indicates the grow¬ 
ing steadiness of the syndication 
biz. While a few companies have 
gone out of the field, other estab¬ 
lished telefilmeries have- upped 
their releasing schedule, Ziv, for 
example, hitting a pace of. releas¬ 
ing one property, every two months. 

Continued from page 27 

not have either of the latter f 
under IA jurisdiction on tape. ’. 

: According to FPA, “The contn 
provides, insofar- as sub-coritracti 
is concerned, that the product 
shall subcontract only with, fin 
who- hold IATSE contracts, exce 
where there are no such subcc 
tractors available to offer servic 
as competitive prices. . In such 
event, we are allowed to subcc 
tract with others.” 

As for selloffs or formation j 
subsids, the two sides accepted t 
language of IA’s Coast contra 
As. it was explained by FPA, t 
employers, in New York are agrt 
ing. to give tape jurisdiction to 
for all such companies. But 
the company happens to have 
pact with a rival union before t 
selloff, then IA has no jiirisdictic 

“We have negotiated a realis' 
approach to the tape problem c 
Signed to insure a competitive p 
sition for the independent, fil 
producer.” asserted; Lowendahl: 
Monday 126). 
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Chicago, May 27.. 
WGN-TV is losing one of its. 

oldest sponsors and faces prospect 
of losing a top prestige show when 

■Chicago Title & Trust;Co. gives up 
on the Chi Symphony Oi*ch tele¬ 
casts at the current season’s close. 
Chi Title is ending a 13-year as¬ 
sociation with ;bqth the station and 
the orchestra,, having sponsored 
the longhair shows weekly for six 
years on WGN radio and the last 
seven years on WGN-TV. 

Rising costs of the symphony 
come in for a. share of the blame, 
but the cornpany states its princi¬ 
pal reason for dropping the show 
is that it has expanded its opera- , 
tion .over the state in a wider 
geographical area than is covered 
by a local tv program. Chi Title 
says it is now' looking for a more : 
diversified, and wider reaching pro¬ 
motional program. The highbrow, 
telecasts this season were reduced 
from weekly pickups of the sym¬ 
phony orch to monthly music spe¬ 
cials known as “Hour, of Music,’* 
including folk music, jazz arid 
opera as well as serious orchestral 
music. 

WGN-TV is trying to hold on to 
the symphony but- probably, won’t 
be able to afford, sustainirig the 
telecasts. 

HENRY LOOMIS TO 
‘VOICE OF AMERICA’ 

. Washington, May 27.. 
Henry Lobmis was named direc¬ 

tor pf the . Voice of America, U.S. 
government’s worldwide' broad¬ 
casting. service. Loomis replaces 
Robert E. Button, who is taking 
over as public. affairs adviser to 
Ambassador W. Randolph Burgess, 
U.S. rep on NATO: 

. Loomis, former director of re-' 
search and intelligence for Voice, 
was most recently on White House 
staff as assistant to Dr. James 
Killian Jr;, the President’s science 
adviser. 

Button joined USiA in 1955 
after years in commercial broad¬ 
casting. 

Coke Boys‘Shirley’s 
Storybook’ for Canada 

Coca-Cola Ltd. of Canada bought 
the 13 film editions of “Shirley ‘ 
Temple Storybook” for aU-Canad* 
exposure via CBC-TV. Hourlong 
stanza kicked off this W’eek with . 
“The Nightingale.” 

McCann-Erickspn, acting for the 
north-of-the-border bankroller, has 
set the airtime deal-as a series of 
specials, meaning the Show has no 
regular time slot. 

Screen Gems, W'hich produced 
the show in association with Henry, 
Jaffe Enterprises, made the Cana¬ 
dian sale. 

Lovely Furnished Home 
Large oak paneled . living-room with 
big flro place. Four master bedrooms, 
five baths, help's quarters. All modern 
conveniences, 2'/» acres, Rye station 
—'Excellent School. 
Year round rental $500 'month or sale. 
Call WEstmor* *-3*54; or Box 1*2 
Purchase, N. Y. 
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BRITAIN’S m 
^TELEVISION/ 

The cream of talent from the Old World plus the best shows the New World can 
offer : this is ABC Television’s recipe for good viewing in millions of British 
homes. How does ABC choose American shows ? By applying these two simple 
rules: one, consider only the best material ; two, make sure it fits in with ABC’s 
overall programming policy.** 

Disneyland, Maverick, Restless Gun, M Squad, Highway Patrol and LLove 
Lucy are .some of the highly successful series already bought by ABC. These 
shows, presented alongside ABC’s own live and filmed programmes, give millions 
of British viewers television of greater variety and better balance. They lend an 
international flavour to ABC’s programming so that, as far as TV is concerned, 
Britain gets the best of both worlds. 

• But Britain’s TV production resources are growing fast, and so is competition 
for inclusion in the. ‘Top Ten’ television programmes. That’s why ABC believes 
its policy of selective buying so important. And that’s why ABC is always in the 
market for first-class American material that will make a real contribution to 
television in Britain. 

ABC TELEVISION 
A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION 
London Manchester Birmingham. • Leeds 
Film House, Wurdour.Street, London, W.1, England 

THE ABC OF BRITISH TV 

ABC TELEVISION is a subsidiary com¬ 
pany of the Associated British Picture 
Corporation which owns the vast .Elstree 
Picture Studios, the ABC chain of cinemas, 
and the world-famous Pathe Newsreel. 

ABC, as a programme company ap¬ 
pointed by the Independent Television 

Authority (ITA) is the only, company 
responsible for independent television 
programmes in three transmitter areas— 
the Midlands, Lancashire and Yorkshire 
(Lancashire and Yorkshire are'com¬ 
monly grouped together as the. .Nortli). . 
ABC Television provides weekend pro¬ 

grammes iri these areas. 
The total population of the ABC NeU 

work . (Midlands and; Northern Area) is 
over 20 millions. Already, only two years 
after our first transmitter went on the air, 
over. 10 millions — half of this population 
— are able to receive ABC programmes. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
. By HEKM SCHOENFELD . 

Tbp Four Lads /Columbia): itempoed delivery by Sam Cooke! 
“F N ('ll ANTED ISLAND”; (Kor- “STEALING KISSES’' ■: (Seneca*) 
v. rr . title song of the RKO pic,- is a bounce number in a familiar 
i. ?i ^t'Hidout ballad with an Hawaii groove. 
i.tN fl'ivor which the. Four Lads; Randy Sparks /Verve): “GOOD 
•sM.notrilv dish up for clicko impact. ’ INTENTIONS” (Spariow*), a fast 
‘ .(UT SS WHAT THE NEIGII*; rhythm number, gets an.\ihfectious 
BOR.VLL SAY” /Dominion^ ) is a : vocal by this folksinger. “I’LL 
n,lr. romanticentry. ' . : FALL IN LOVE IN THE SPRING” 

The Platters iMercurv):, (Sparrow*.1 is a melodic but some- 
‘ YOU’RE MAKIN A MISTAKE” ! what wordy ballad. . 
Uu.’.o->, a strong followup to this : Dick Valentine (London): “RED 
t i ev. - dick “Twilight Time,” is RIVER ROSE” iDuchess*), a solid 
a nil v ballad again spotlighting • ballad with a good marching heat, 
i - nv Williams’ supple tenor iripes. ! makes an excellent showcase for 
‘MY t)!J) FLAME*' iFamous*) isJ this popular British singer, whose 

THT.I TOUR LADS .... 
■' (Co'umhia) 

THE PLATTERS ... 
(Mercury) 

THE MARKEYS ... 
(UCA Victor) .... 

DOUG FRANKLIN , 
(Colonial) . . . 

FRANK GALLUP .. 
(ABC-Paramount) 

. . . . . . . ENCHANTED ISLAND 
,.... .. . .. Guess AVhat The Neighbors'll Say 

........ . . . YOU’RE MAKING A MISTAKE 
........... ; . My Old Flame 

........... . ..,....YAKKITY YAK 

. ........... . ... .. . Hot Rod 

............... .. MY LUCKY LOVEv 

........ . . . ........... Drizzlin' Rain 

..........._..y..: .:.v GOT A MATCH 
.. .* ..,... ....:.. .-.I Beg Your Pardon 

solid material for this highly pol¬ 
ished locking combo. 

The Markeys (RCA. Victor): 
“YAKKITY YAK” (Tri-Park*) hast 
a good peg for a rock ’n’ roll entry' 
and the catching nonsense lyrics/ 

pipes are very . similar to Eddie 
Fisher’s: “LOVE ME AGAIN” 
/Roncoin*) is ’a big ballad in. a 
Latin format. . 

Patty McCormack (Dot): 
“KATHY-O” (Northern*), "title 

th|s. Qne °1vpr\ “H0T ! song of the Universal film, is a 
ROD (NormaT) travels; down a • P; etty lullaby, done in simple Style 

j by this . young actress-songstress. well-travelled road. 

(Compiled by Sam Goody's,', leading New York disk retailer 
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national, 
market, but internationally)* ; 

LAWRENCEWELK 
Presents.. LARRY.' DEAN Singing 
“Pi/ny. Tail.”.- B YV “All the Time” 
(Brunswick No., 5u056).~. 

smoothly handled by this combo. 
“MY FIRST LOVE’’ (Regal*) is 
routine teenage stuff. 

Bobby Darin (Alco): “SPLISH 
SPLASH” l.Portaitf), . an amusing 
rhythni novelty with, an offbeat 
idea, is colorfully projected by 
Bobby Darin. JUDY DON’T BE 
MOODY"” (Reis-Progressive*) is an 
okay rocker with the by-ngw over- 

IWorked name peg. 
Sue Evans (Dot): “TAKE MY 

LOVE” (Feist*) is a pretty ballad 
in.a lilting vocal which could break 
through'“GONNASEE MY LOVE” 
(Cessna*) Vi? an uptempo ballad 

Artist 
1. Original Cast 
2. Original Cast 
3. Original Cast : 
4. Sound Track 
5. Moiseyev Folk Ballet 
6. Mantovani 
7. Eydie Gorme 
8. Lester Lanin 
9. Mantovani 

10. Ella Fitzgerald 
11. Original Cast 
12. Frank Sinatra 
13. Original Cast 
14. The Weavers 
15. Ella Fitzgerald 
16. Edmundo Ros. 
17. Terry & Seeger 
18. Xavier Cugat 
19. Johnny Mathis 

Title 
The Music Man 
West Side Story 
My Fair Lady 
Around W^rid 80 Days 
Russian Fo.k Dances 
Gems Forever 
Vamps The Roaring 20’s 
At the Tiffany Ball 
Concert Encores 
Sings Rodgers & Hart . 
South Pacific 
Come Fly With Me 
Oh Captain! 
On Tour 
Sings Duke Ellington 
Rhythms of the South 
Pete & Sonny 
Cugat’s Cavalcade 
Goodnight Deir Lord 

20. Coney Island Carousel Catch the Brass Ring 

Label 
Capitol 
Columbia 
Columbia * 
Decca 
Epic 
London 
ABC-Par 

/Epic ’ 
London 
Verve 
Columbia 
Capitol 
Columbia. 

.Vanguard 
.Verve 
London 
Folkways 
Columbia: 
Columbia, 
Mirrosonic 

.The New Glenn Miller Orch.: 
“Something New Borrowed and 
Blue” (RCA) Victor). Ray McKin¬ 
ley, who is currently touring with 
a new band, adapted to the style 
used by the late Glenn Miller, Uses 
the same smoothly swinging for¬ 
mat in this medley of oldies and 
recent pops. Designed for dancing 

Doug Franklin (Colonial): “MY 
'LUCKY 1.0VE” (Bentley -i, a color¬ 
ful number with a folk flavor, gets 
a happy, handclapping ride which 
could catch on big. “DRIZZLIN' 
RAIN” (Bentleyt) is an okay sen¬ 
timental ballade 

Frank Gallup /ABC-Paramount): 
“GOT A MxYTCH” (Saxon*) Ms a 
swinging instrumental with the 
title phrase as the only words. It’s 
a catching slice with big-potential. 
“I BFG YOUR PARDON (Pamco*) 
is another uptempo instrumental 
again using the title as a kind of 
humorous punctuation to the 
music. 

Dayid Rose Orch (MGMi; 
“CUAPO- (Rose*) is a swinging 
Latin instrumental that’s always in 
spinning style. “PUNCH AND 
JUDY'” (Barton*) is a neat .melodic 
idea attractively produced by the 
David Rose organization.. , 

Carole Bennett (Verve): “WARM 
LIPS AND COLD KISSES” (Gold¬ 
mine-Spier*». a neat ballad ..with a 

“BUBBLE GUM” (Chatam*) is so- 
so moppet material. 

Sunny Gale (Decca): “A CER¬ 
TAIN SMILE” (Miller*), title song 
of the 20th-Fox film, a quality bal¬ 
lad with a literate lyric, shapes up¬ 
as the best side Miss Gale has had 
in some time./ “JUST FRIENDS” 
(Robbins*), the oldie, gets a good 
driving vocal in the modern 
manner. 

The Jazz Poet (Track): “THE 
BELLS” (Tele-Graff*). a standout 
adaptation of Poe’s w.k . poem. has 
a swinging pop quality that c'oilid 
give this slice wide spins.. “THE 
RAVEN” .(Tele-Grafft) edited from 
another Poe classic, is more diffi¬ 
cult material. 

The Banjolefers (Capitol): “SOR¬ 
RY, SORRY* SORRY” (Kassner*), 
a solid oldfashiohed ballad, is ap¬ 
propriately sold via this: harmony: 
group with banjo accompaniment 
“WHOOPS-A-DAISY” (Kassner*) 
I.v a bounce tune tunefully handled. 

Joie Metis (Seecol: “SWEET good lyric idea; is brightly bounced ; . <! 
with guitar backing for good im--AND. LOVELY" (Robbinst), the 
pact. “TEARS AFTER MIDNIGHT” j toldie “hicli is being used, in the 
(Oxford** is an interesting slow- • NorUi Frederick” pic, gets , a 
tempoed torch ballad. 

Keely Smith ' (CapitoH: “THE 
WHIPPOORWILL” (Leeds*), from 
the UA pic, “Thunder Road,” is a 
pret'tj, delicate ballad sensitively 
delivered by Keely Smith for max¬ 
imum returns. “SOMETIMES” 
(Enterprise*) is an okay number in 
a more conventional groove. 

Kirby Stone Four-Jimmy Carroll 
Orch (Columbia): “BAUBLES. 
BANGLES AND BEADS” (Frank*), 
•from' the “KISMET”, score, is re- 
V ved with a snappy rhythm slice 
savvy quartet. Flip is a clever 
medley of “IN THE GOOD OLD 
SI MMER TIME” (Markst) and a 
'new tune. “TAKE THE LADY” 
(George/ V 

Gene Austin (RCA Victor):“THE 
SI NSIIINE OF YOUR SMILE” 
(Harms*), is a fine oldie which 
veteran crooner Gene Austin de¬ 
livers easily and persuasively. 
^SWEETHEART OF DE MOLAY” 
(Longview*i is another nostalgical¬ 
ly packed side. 

Jackie Wilson (Brunswick): “I’M 
WANDERIN’ ” (Pearl*V a good 
ballad with a slow rocking tempo, 
showcases the wayout vocalistics of 
this acrobatic tenor. H's sound 
could stir some- noise. “AS LONG. 
AS I LIVE”. (Pearl*) is a similar 
display of Wilson’s vocal flourtshes. 

Jerrv Lewis (Decca': “DORMI 
DORMl DORMI” /Paramount*), 
from -the Par film. “Rock-a-bve 
Baby.” is an Italo-st\led lullaby 
which.Jerry Lewis effectively han¬ 
dles in entrained stvle. “LOVE 
IS A LONELY THING” (Para¬ 
mount**, from the same pic, is an 
excellent ballad that s’lould be 
around for some time. 

John Gary (Fraternity): “LIT¬ 
TLE PEOPLE” (Sampson*), a good 
rel.gio^Q song, is effect:vely de¬ 
livered by this “HOW MANY 
TEAR DROPS” (Miller*) is an 
okay, hut more conventionally 
tailored ballad. 

Sam Cooke (Keen': "ALL OF 
MY LIFE” (Hermosa+v, a fair bal¬ 
lad. is given an appealing slow*- 

i i ill : 

nifty Latinized workover by Jose 
Metis and large orch; “BRIGHT 
LIGHTS OF BRUSSELS” 
(Bourne*) is another tiptop instru¬ 
mental entry. . 

Tune- Tailors (Century): “BEV¬ 
ERLY”’ (Regal*) is a pleasing num¬ 
ber with a moderately rocking beat; 

\vith a good' lyric,1 "also rendered , and ‘listening, the book, spreads 
stylishly by this distinctively thin- I from ballads like “It Never En- 
voiced songstress. : i tered My Mind” to a rocker like 

Johnny Janis (Carlton): .“THE } M m Tn Love Again,” with .a vocal 
BETTER TO LOVE YOU” (Mid- P-v McKinley. Songstress Lorrle 
way*), a classy ballad, is slickly. I Peters impresses with her smartly 
crooned by this newcomes in the J Phrased workovers of “Naughty 
vocal sweepstakes. “CAN THIS j But Nice’ and “I’m Glad There Is 
BE LOVE” •Evelyn*) has an at¬ 
tractive swinging quality also down 
Janis’ alley. 

Roy Hamilton ; (Epic): “LIPS’/ 
(Quintet*) is a big. pretentious; bal¬ 
lad which ROy Hamilton gives an 
al'l-out' delivery for strong commer¬ 
cial chances. “JUNGLE FEVER” 
(Hill & RaingefJ is a rhythm entnr 
with a dramatic wrorksong lyric 
which Hamilton handles in top 
style..' 

* ASCAP. t BMI. 

Stepheny Goes Pkge. 
Stepheny Records, a Chicago 

outfit; moves into the packaged 
goods field this month with a five- 
album release. The packages have 
been recorded in stereo for tapes 
and monaurally for DP’s. Norm 
Fortune, diskery’s proxy, plans to. 
issue stereo disks in the near fu- 
tutre. • .. 

In the initial release package are 
the Starnoters’ “Reno Pla5rs Ne¬ 
vada," Danny Alvin’S “Club Basin 
Street,” Bob Davis Quartet’s: “Jazz 
In Orbit,” Jack Fascinators “Jack 
Fascinato. Arranges Things” and 
the .Ebon-Knights’ “First Date." 
Upcoming are albums by Paula 
©reer. King Kolax’s band and Bevi 
Wright. 

Y^ou.” 

Peggy Lee: “Sea Shells” (Decca). 
A fresh repertory of numbers de¬ 
livered by Peggy Lee in her most 
sensitive manner gives this set spe¬ 
cial impact. Backed softly and 
simply by harpist Stella Castelliic- 
ci. Miss Lee recites some Chinese 

the 1930s, Miss .'.Smith's pipes are 
still as resonant as ever and she 
st'll can belt any type of song with 
compelling forthrightness. In this 
set, Miss Smith does a colorful 
covey of songs, swinging on tunes 
like “Just In Time,” “It Don’t 
Mean A Thing,” “Yes Indeed” and 
“The Hucklebuck” and changing 
pace on ballads like “High On A 
Windy Hill” and “Love Is A Many- 
Splendored Thing.” George Siravo 
orch; lays down a fine beat. 

George Shearing Quintet with 
Dakota • Statioh: “In llie Night’, 
(Capitol). George Shearing’s mod¬ 
ern jazz style, which is exercised 
here on six numbers, gets some un¬ 
usual abetting on another half- 
dozen songs by songstress Dakota 
Staton. Miss Staton is a strong 
blues - belter but, working with 
Shearing, she takes on a more 
sophisticated quality, handling 
the title song, “I Hear Music” and 
"Tha, rrhv.'tl T. J ■ v‘> *'**"•» iviuco OUHIC VUU1C3C | - ... -— 

poems, and sings numbers written fbnll Is Gone,” and others 
by herself and others, all haying a : Jtrijckjr'.lnfie<d$ipns. 
poetic, folk flavor. 

“Brlgadoon” (Columbia). With 
“My Fair Lady” and “Gigi” cur¬ 
rent, this disk revival of the Alan 
J ay Lerner-Frederick Loewe score 
for the 1947 musical click, “Briga- 
obon,” throws a retrospective light 
on this team’s; cleffing talents. In 
this Scotch-flavored album, Shirley 
Jones and Jack Cassidy handle 
most of the songs, duetting the 
standard “Almost Like Being In 
Love,” “The Heather Gn The Hill” 
and “From This Day On,” in addi¬ 
tion to solos. Susan Johnson, 
Frank Poretta are also excellent in 
their assignments. Conducted by 
Lehman Engel, this is a first-rate 
addition to- the series of Columbia 
showtune albums produced by 
Goddard Lieberson, the diskery’s 
pfexy. 

Kate Smith: “The Fabulous 
Kate” (Kapp). Kate Smith is one 
of _those performers who is al¬ 
ways in style. A top song star of 

1. ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM (5) 
2. WITCH DOCTOR (6) 

3. TWILIGHT TIME (7) ;. ■;.... “ 

4. SUGAR' MOON (3) ,/. 

5. WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS (9) 

6. CHANSON D’A3iOUR (3) ..... v 

7. KEWPIE DOLL (5) .., v . 

8. WEAR MY RING (5) r.... 

9. RETURN TO ME (6) .; 

10. OH LONESOME ME (2) .... J. 

SECRETLY 

BIG MAN . ..:__ 

FOR YOUR LOVE r,..... , . . . ,, 

EL RANCHO ROCK .. ........ 

YOU NEED HANDS .... .. ....; 

t JOHNNY B. GOODE .......,., 

t LOOKING BACK . /.. ;.'... 

t JENNIE LEE ; . . ; 

X SKINNY-' MINNIE..'. . 

I’M,SORRY I -MADE YOU CRY 

, Everly Bros: .... ..... Cadence 

David Seville . . .. 

. ► .. Platters . .. 

... . Pat Boone ... 
■ " Laurie London ... 

. j Art & Dotty Todd 
* * ” j Fon fane Sisters . 

..y.-.-.M.;.-;. ... Perry Como ... 
................... . Elvis Presley .... 

Dean Martin ..... 

Second Group 

... Don Gibson ...... 

Jimmie Rodgers... 
............ . . . . 4 Preps __ 

..,V ,Ed Townsend ..... 

. . . . Champs . . ._ ___ • Challenge 

.... Eydie Gorme .... 

Chuck Berry ..... 

. • •. Nat King Cole ... 
: ; ... .... Jan & Arhie. 

.... Bill Haley ....... 

>r* Connie Francis .., ......... MGM 

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10] 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦| 
x l 31;. I d )••'* t • c l., j i : 

Connie Francis: “Who’s Sorry 
V°w” (MGM). This, young song¬ 
stress, who made the bestselling 
grade with the title song of this 
set, shapes up an authentic stylist 
rather than a “6ne-hit” wonder. 
Miss Francis,'who appealed to the 
kids , with a rpek ’n’ roll beat, also 
knows how to handle a wider range 
of material with a pro sUcknese. 
She scores on such numbers as 

■I m Beginning To See The Light," 
How Deep Is ; The Ocean,” “I’m 

Nobody s Baby Now” and “If I Had 
You,” among others. 

^ “Fr.om / France 
With Music” (RCA Victor).; Varel 
& Bailly, Gallic team who have1 
played the U. :S. hotel and nitery 
circuit, make their bow on a U. S. 
label with 12 of their own songs, 
ail done in French. Some of the 
numbers, like “On Efface Tout” 
(Let’s Wipe The Slate) and “La 
Rage de Vivre” (The Rage To Live) 
have^ dramatic , force independent 
of the lyric. message, but lyric 
translations on the lines would 
have helped. The Chanteurs de 
Paris, a seven-man vocal ensemble, 
back up superbly with an assist 
from, the Sid Raimin orch.: 
■ “Tbe Lion Roars” (Dot). This Set 
falls under the heading of a jaiz 
rC,V^,e.ntary’ Presenting the story 

of Willie (The Lion) Smith; a vet-' 
eran Negro ; dixieland pianist 
Smith, who in his comments tells 
why he regards himself as Jewish, 
also, gives a fine-keyboard display 
of the Allies, ragtime and swing; * 
Smith reminisces in an informal • 
discussion with jazz critic Leonard 
Feather. 

Louis Prima-Keely Smith: “Las 
Vegas Prima Style” (Capitol). 
Taped on-the-spot at Las Vegas’ 
Sahara, this package contains all 
the musical frenzy that goes into a 
Prima performance. And there’s 
always Keely Smith around to give 
the tunes some vocal class. In solo J 
o* duet, they fool around with 
Them There Eyes,” “Honeysuckle 

.Rose/-.- “I Got It Bad And That 
Ain’t Good” and “Too Manrelous 
For Words,” among others. . 

“Pat Healy Sings” (World Pa* 
cific). Pat Healy, a Coast nitery 
songstress, is a smoky-voiced; styl¬ 
ist who tends to . over-accent the 
lyrics by stretching out the notes. 
She favors slow-tempoed ballads 
and in this set does tunes like 
“Don’t Ever Leave Me,” “Easy 
Come, Easy Go,” “You Never 
Knew About Me” and “Naughty 
But Nice.” * 

Jeri Southern: “Southern Breeze” 
(Roulette). In her first LP for 
Roulette, Jeri Southern continues 
the high vocal standard she main¬ 
tained while she was at the Decca 

(Continued on page 56) 
- ■■ ■' > i 
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as on 

Although pleas have been made 4s 
by American Federation: of Mu¬ 
sicians’ exec board members to 
James C. Petrillo not to step 
down as prexy at the: convention 
opening in Philadelphia next Mon¬ 
day (2), it’s now virtually Certain 
that the Petrillo decision to resign 
Is irrevocable. Petrillo’s age and 
health , are seen as decisive in ex- 
eluding an about-face and, in any 
case, with the widespread publicity 
attending the resignation; an¬ 
nouncement, any decision to stay 
on for another term would be anti- 
climactic arid violate Petrillo’s 
sense of the dramatic, 

The successor to Petrillo is a 
question still way up in die air. 
Prominently mentioned at. the out¬ 
set were A1 Manuti, prexy of 
N. Y.’s Local 802, and . Charles 
Bagley, exec board member from 
the Coast, who; however, is iii his 
80’s. A new strong contender is 
now. seen in another Coast board 
member, Herman Kertin. It’s be¬ 
lieved, however, that-no candidate 
for the post will be able to get in 
without support, direct or indirect, 
from Petrillo. Petrillo’s influence 
in the union is such that there, is 
no question but that he . can name 
his successor, if he chooses to do 
so. . • . ‘ 

Manuti, who |s head of the N.Y. 
(Continued on page 56) 

Hollywood, May 27. 
: A resolution asking that the AFM 
move for 'early bargaining elections 
With Cecil F; Read’s Musicians 
Guild of America .and a motion 
opposing any movement to draft 
James C. Petrillo for another term 
as prexy were unanimously passed 
at yesterday’s (Mon.) general mem¬ 
bership meeting of Local 47. 

Meeting, which drew several 
hundred windjammers but later 
adjourned for lack of a quorum* 
brought about the following recom¬ 
mendations: that 5% payment to 
Trust . Fund on new tv films be 
removed; that $25 payments to in¬ 
dividual musicians for tv reuse of 
motion pix be resumed; that 21% 
disk recording raise be paid direct¬ 
ly to musicians rather than Trust 
Fund. Voted down was a bylaw 
resolution for one-half of 1% addi¬ 
tional .fax on pay. 

HARRY FOX POLICING 
‘BACKGROUNDER’ FIELD 
With numerous outfits springing: 

“up in recent years in the field: of 
supplying background music for 
banks, factories, institutions, etc., 
Harry Fox, publishers agent and 
trustee for over 400 firms, is tight¬ 
ening his policing activities in this 
field. A. J. Kendrick, former mar¬ 
keting exec for RCA Victor and 
other companies, has joined the 
Fox organization as director of 
functional music licensing. 

Fox stated that various func¬ 
tional music outfits are now using 
unauthorized transcriptions of. 
tunes copyrighted by publishers 
which he represents. In many 
cases, these companies transfer 
regular commercial, disks onto 
longplayirtg tape for distribution 
to their customers. Such a trans¬ 
fer involves a mechanical license 
which they don't bother to get 
from the publishers. 

Billie’s 1-Stop in Brit. 
- London, May 27. 

Songstress Billie Holiday will 
make one concert appearance in. j 
Britain, June 8, at Royal Festival 
Hall. She’ll be backed by the 
Kenny Baker Dozen. 

The singer Is being presented 
by agent Harold Davison, who 
within the last couple of. months 
has brought Ella Fitzgerald arid 
Sarah Vaughn to the British pub¬ 
lic. 

Freed Vs. Ford 
; Alan Freed, rajah of rock '/r- 

’n-. roll, and Art Ford, who in¬ 
veighs against it, will debate. ... 
the subject on the "Right 
Now!” program over WCBS- ;; 
TV Saturday. (31) at 1:30 

: p.m.' . 
Ron Cochran will moderate 

this historic 'adventure .in vi¬ 
deo forensics arient the cur¬ 
rent convulsive craze. 

The disk industry’s National 
Academy of Recording ’Arts. & 
Sciences is spreading overseas. 
Geraldo,. English Society ban<fc 
leader,-.and Bill Bowen, arranger- 
conductor; are the : first British 
members of the newly formed or¬ 
ganization.. 

Also in the British move-in on 
NARAS is Frank Lee, artists & 
repertoire chief of British Decca. 
The Britishers were recruited by 
Ben Selvin,, of RCA Victor’s The- 
sauras division, Selvin said that, 
they enlisted in NARAS When the 
British tradesters realized that 
their product would be eligible for 
the org’s awards via the U.S. re¬ 
lease of their platters. 

Meantime, the New York chapter 
of NARAS scheduled its first gen¬ 
eral membership meeting at the 
Park Sheraton Hotel this evening 
(Wed,). , Veepee Dave Kapp will 
Officiate in the absence of the org’s 
prexy Guy Lombardo who is out 
with his band oh a road tour. The 
Chico; Hamilton Quintet is slated 
to perform during the confab. 

‘Peyton’ Cleffers Mad 
At Chi Mayor Daley; 

A Disk Is Not a Pic 
Chicago, May 27. 

A songwriting team with an ax 
to grind has complained to city 
hall about the . adults-only tag 
hung here , on the motion picture 
"Peyton Place” (20th). It just 
happens the cleffers — Bernard 
Yuffy, Hal Tate and David Bass- 
have a "Peyton Place” tune out 
by Lillian Brooks on the MGM 
•label.' • 

They beefed via letter to Mayor 
Richard J. Daley that the censor 
board’s pink , ticket on the pic is 
hurting sales of the disk, reason¬ 
ing that most pop platters are 
bought by teenagers. It’s con¬ 
tended that. restricted - permit On 
the film has "penalized” the tune 
which, other than the title* has 
no connection with the film. 

Wakely Forms Diskery 
To Develop New Talent 

Hollywood* May 27. 
Shastone Records has been set 

up by Jimmy Wakely, format call¬ 
ing for development of new talent. 
Initial release will be p#ir of rock¬ 
abilly tunes featuring Sam White, 
tagged "Rock, Baby, Rock” and 
"Sugar Candy.” Numbers are 
Wakely originals published by his 
Own firm, Riverside Music, 

i. Singer is undecided whether 
he’ll .record for his new company. 
He’ll shy away from personalities 

[who record extensively for other 
labels: 

Decca’s 25 c Divvy 
Decca Records has declared a 

regular quarterly dividend of 25c 
per share on the company’s capi¬ 
tal stock. 

It js payable June 30 to stock¬ 
holders of record June 16. . 

Washington, May 27.. 
Chance of passage of the' Smath- 

ers' Bill this season of Congress 
appeared more remote than ever 
when the Communications subepm- J 
mittee of the Seriate Commerce 
Committee recessed hearings until 
"sometime in July,” Subcommit¬ 
tee ..chairman John Pastore (D:, 
R. I.) announced the schedule, ex¬ 
plaining this was "satisfactory to 
all parties concerned.” 

With Aug. T still the target date 
for adjournment; according to 
Senate Leader Lyndon Johnson 
(D., Tex.), the . very logistics, of 
legislation would preclude action 
on the. bill, which would force 
broadcasters to divest themselves 
of all music interests. 

Meantime, this phase of hear- ! 
ings . wound tip past Wednesday 
(21) with testimony of six wit¬ 
nesses, led by Motion Picture 
Assn, of America prexy Eric John¬ 
ston* in. opposition to bill, John¬ 
ston told the solons that diversifica¬ 
tion in such closely allied enter¬ 
tainment fields as music, broad¬ 
casting and filmmaking is essential 
in this dynamic era. He flatly, 
stated that bill introduced by "my 
good friend Sen. George Smath- 
ers,” would do greater harm , than 
the alleged wrong. 

Focussing attention of the corn- 
continued on page 62) 

Victor Preeming 
Its Stereo Gear 

RCA Victor is: ringing up the 
curtain on. its stereophonic equip¬ 
ment tomorrow ; (Thurs.) in. New 
York at a preview at the Johnriy 
Victor Theatre in the RCA Exhibi¬ 
tion Hall. Viptor Will demonstrate 
a new line of tape cartridges, stereo 
disks and playback equipment for 
both disks and tapes. 

Victor is bowing in the stereo 
disk field within the next month or 
two. it’s expected that the. tape 
cartridges. will be put on the mar¬ 
ket in the. fall in conjunction with 
the machines , equipped to handle 
the cartridges. 

ATLANTIC’S BINAURALS 
AT MONAURAL PRICE 

Atlantic Records - stepped into 
the stereo . disk field this . week 
with, the release of three binaural 
packages. They are the Modern 
Jazz Quartet’s "One Never Know's,” 
Jimmy Giuffre’s "The Music Man” 
and Wilbur de Paris’. “At Sym¬ 
phony Hall.” The stereos will be 
priced at $4.98, the same tab at 
which Atlantic’s monaural. LP’s 
are listed. 

The Atlantic stereo pricing, in¬ 
cidentally, marks a new idea in 
the marketing of binaural LP’s. 
Other diskeries have announced 
that their stereos: will be priced at 
least $1 more than the ..comparable 
monaural LP. . 
' Throughout the coming year, At¬ 
lantic expects to release stereos at 
regular intervals; For the past 
three years, the diskery has been 
recording its LP product mona- 
urally and stereophonically simul¬ 
taneously. 

. Longhair guitarist Andres Se¬ 
govia, who is marking, his; 50th 
anni as a concert artist this year, 
has been repacted by Decca Rec¬ 
ords to a longterm deal. The disk¬ 
ery will mark Segovia’s golden 
jubilee with the release of several- 
albums while the Sol;Hurok office 
is planning a special concert tour 
for the artist later this year. 

Segovia is currently cutting an 
album with the Symphony of the 
Air, under the .baton of Enrique 

i Jorda. 

an 
13th ‘Clock’ 

"Rock Around the Clock” 
has been set for use in. its 
A3th picture. It’ll., be slotted 
by Metro for. "The Reluctant 
Debutante;” Studio used the 
tune once before in “Black¬ 
board Jungle.” It has over 100 
diskings in more than 20 langr 
uages and the disks have 

:. racked up close to an 8,000,000 
' sale. - 

Tune a forerunner to the 
, rock ’n’ roll vogue, is pub¬ 

lished by Myers Music, an 
ASCAP firm. 

Although Columbia . Records is 
gearing for a full release of stereo¬ 
phonic disks and a stereo phono¬ 
graph line, the diskery’s prexy, 
Goddard Lieberson, states that the 
stereo splurge will not bring about 

' an overnight revolution for either 
the consumer or the dealer. His 
contention is that it’s "merely a 
refinement of the standard LP 
which Columbia introduced 10 
years_ago.” 

Despite, the stereo hysteria. Lieb- 
erspn contends "that there is not 
now, nor will there be for a long 
time to come, a volume stereo disk 
market.” He cites as a parallel the 
introduction of the LP in 1048. "Al¬ 
though it was a much more revo¬ 
lutionary step than the stereo-disk 
development,” he states, "it took 
10 years to render the 76 rpm ob¬ 
solete and it must be remembered 
that the 78 had both the 45 rpm 

i and the 331b speeds pushing it 
down the road to oblivion.” 

United Artists Records, disk sub- 
sid; of the pic company, is getting 
irito the international market: Mer¬ 
chandising of UA platters will be 
made in 23 top foreign markets un¬ 
der deals signed with various dis¬ 
tributors last week. Under new 
setup; UA disks now have outlets 
in England, with British Decca han¬ 
dling the product, virtually all of 
the western European and Scan- 
dinaviain countries, plus Iridia, 
Hong Kong, Pakistan, British West 
indies, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, 
Iraq, Egypt and British East;Africa. 
; in all territories,, the UA disk 
distribs' have been alerted to work 
closely with the parent company’s 
film agencies. Max Youngsteih, 
UA. Records prexy, is negotiating 
additional distrib deals and plans 
to have the global setup finalized 
by July; 

Lieberson also mentioned that 
an important factor in the demise 
of the 78 rpm was that the LP 
represented a cost-saving to the 
consumer of the same repertoire 
Of about 30% less than the shellac 
set. On the . other hand, he says, 
the new stereo-disk will be priced 
higher than the conventional LP 

(Continued on page 56) 1 

Colpix as New 

Australian Police Leery 
About Leer-ics on Disks 
By Ruth Wallis; Seek Ban 

Melbourne, May 27. 
Aussie police officials allege 

that Ruth Wallis’ disks are “too 
obscene” for local consumption 
and are requesting a City Court 
magistrate to hear the disks and 
give a ruling banning their sales 
here. The major allegation is that 

Columbia Pictures new disk divi¬ 
sion will go out under, the banner 
of Colpix Records. Jonie Taps, 
who heads Col’s music and record 
divisions firmed up the tag when 
he was in New York early this 
week for confabs with diskery’s 
eastern chief Paul Wexler and 
other execs. 

Taps headed back to the Coast 
yesterday (Tues.). 

The Colpix label also will carry 
! the “lady and torch” emblem that’s 
j been> used in Columbia film re- 
} leases. The studio obviously 
: couldn’t use its own name on the 
j disk label because of the existence 
of Columbia Records. 

VAN CLIBURN SLICING 
PRIZE-WINNER FOR RCA 

the lyrics carry a double meaning 
as. presented by Miss Wallis. 

The disks, including "The Admi¬ 
ral’s Daughter,” "Sweater Girl,” 
‘Down in Montevideo,” and “John¬ 
ny Had a. Yo-Yo,” Were seized by 
the. pplice when they , raided, music 
stores here a couple of weeks; ago. 

The Wallis records have riot been 
played over the local radio net¬ 
works because of a strict censor¬ 
ship. code' operating within the 
respective networks on a coast-to- 
coast basis. 

The current collection has been 
retailed to the public, it’s under¬ 
stood, on a strictly limited basis, 
with each disk selling at about $8. 
An official ruling covering the okay 
or nay of the disks is expected 
within the next week or so. 

Disks—Pix—Postcards 
It’s known here that a black 

market has been operating for 
some time in blue disks, 16m films 
and postcaros. Most of the stuff 
is routed via the Far East to spe¬ 
cialized dealers for'undercover dis¬ 
tribution, Hot 16m films are used 
at stag affairs in private homes, 
thereby making it tough on the 
local gendarmes to secure the nec¬ 
essary evidence fpr a court convic¬ 
tion. The disks go into a collec¬ 
tor’s library for playing to special 
friends; 
" Every plane flying in from the 

-F. E. is given a nose-to-tail probe 
by security guards: seeking hot ma¬ 
terial- Nevertheless, quite an 
amount of hot stuff is smuggled in 
and quickly finds a ready market 

[ at top prices., 

. Van Cliburn, who has been bi¬ 
cycling among concert, video and 
civic appearances, finally Will get 
into a recording studio today 
(Wed.) to. slice his first album for 
RCA Victor. The 23-year-old 
Texan, whose acclaim followed his 
winning of first prize in the Mos¬ 
cow Tchaikovsky musical contest, 
will record Tchaikovsky’s First 
Piano Concerto, which he per¬ 
formed in the Moscow competition. 

Kiril P. Kondrashin, the Russian 
maestro who has been conducting 
for Cliburn during his concert ap¬ 
pearances for the last week, will 
again baton the Symphony of the 
Air qrch for the. Victor session. 
The diskery has invited a couple 
of hundred press and school guests 
to attend. 

Duke Rescues Mask 
From Oblivion Via SFM 

The Society for Forgotten Music, 
organized in Paris by composer 
Vernon Duke in 1947 but dormant 
in recent years, has been. reacti¬ 
vated as a disk enterprise. Orig¬ 
inally . launched to give concert 
performances to classical works 
that have fallen into oblivion, 
SFM is now putting this repertoire 
into LP form. 

Two SFM disks have already 
been released and a third one, 
which will be the first.recording of 
Ernest Chausson’s Piano Quartet, 
is due shortly. One of the two 
platters now on sale is a Mendels¬ 
sohn Quartet. Written by tbe com¬ 
poser before his 14th birthday. 
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Sj.S\C -is..going all-out to get 
is ti i; ic heard. - The.-licensin'"''org. 
vir<h represents some 290 music ■ 

has embarked on a disk 1 
]> o-i*». t :>n venture to expedite ra-: 
d":» .vd tv performances of Its 
!. it ‘I i / 

1 it * program. headed by Bob is- : 
r.i *!. /to once tan his own Heri- 
tri:* * Id;-I. is keyed to a modernl- 
7..t: in t SKSAC'-. transeribed li- 
b> <> -d »n in which lG-inch disks 
,»! S ->>.(’ m d'M ial were sent culTo.. 
t;» i • In and tv program mors 
ro mir'd I he country. According to 
I,r.»d Mm* new.i>lan is in keep- 
ir ■ v.-'o the' mushrooming play of 
I.?’S*a» d 4:1 rpfn p'rilters by the/ 
spfnners. The SKSAC performance j 
<l: iv' tv row 'based on EP pack¬ 
age-.. e hif-h Israel produces for ra¬ 
dio ar>d tv use. 

In f-mrnulatLrig. this drive for; 
performances. SESAC has 'devel¬ 
oped. an adjunct to its already esT-; 
tahh-fv-.l transeribed library with 
an TP series called Reptrtory. The 
ftcMe'-torv EP’s are non-commer- 
c ai i nns and are used only tor 
posh tin* SKSAC material in radio 
'arid tv are: . The average mail¬ 
ing nms to 7.000 and sometimes 
the or*, has shinned out as many as 
ft UO ) 'of a single EP if it was felt 
that''Me product had'wide, enough 
appeal. 

AI»ng with the EP’s in the mail¬ 
ing go-*s- a ‘ reply card/’ which 
help--SKSAC keem on top of the • 
reai-t:nn to the performance of its 
i»i iPvi'd. [sraeal already has pro- ; 
dime 1 2ft EP’s and is now working j 
or release schedule of two a 
IIP mill j 

An unusual sidebar to SESAC’s ; 
lo-perforv line is that Israel has • 
been able to tap name artists al- ; 
ready attached to commercial la- : 
bels. Fact that Repertory is a : 
non-commercial venture opens up 
the door to the extra Repertory ; 
c’um*. j 

SPS-VC also is helping to. pro- ; 
nvite the Repertory line via its bul-.j 
lit ins sent to 17,000 readers.; 
These feature special stories on i 

the artists v.hh’ve recorded for 
Repe’tpry. 

Carlin’s New Gimmick: 
10®; Producer Royalty, 

fthtftiTY Scoreboard 

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales .strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a. statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety, The positions resulting from these findings denote, the OVERALL IMPACT de- 

:■ veloped from the' ratio of pbints scored, two ways in the case of Jtalent ( coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case, of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 

'•/TALENT'/' 

Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 

1 1 EVERLYBROS. (Cadence) .. ........... ... All I Have To Do Is Dreamf 

2... 2 DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) ' ' "' ,> ./ Witch Doctor* 

3 3 PLATTERS .(Mercury) ....., . . ..., ... Twilight Timef 

‘4 4 DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) ...;... Return To Me* 

5 SHEB WGOLEY (MGM):-.!;. ... Purple People Eaterf 

6 8 PAT BOONE (Dot). .. . . . . .. . Sugar Moonf 

7 7 ART & DOTTY TODD (Era). .'.. • Chanson D Amour* 

8 6 Elvis Presley (Victor) ...... .. Wear My Ringf 

9 5 LAURIE LONDON (Capitol)...... /Whole World In. His Hands* 

10 FOUR PREPS. (Capitol) Big Marif 

POSITIONS 
This Last • TUNES/ 

Week Week TUNE" . PUBLISHER 

1 1 fALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM ....., 

2 3 *WITCH DOCTOR 

3 2 fTWILIGHT TIME ;, . ... ........ .v. ...;...; Porgie 

4 5 ^RETURN TO ME ./ Southern 

5 4;, •^WHpLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS , Chappell 

6 6 ♦CHANSON D’AMOUR : , ... ... . MeadowLark 

-.7. ; 9 tSUGAR MOON ... 1... . Gallatin 

3 Z ♦KEWPIE DOLL .’ Leeds 

9 fPURPLE PEOPLE EATER.;,.;./ V >":•* •••••• *"•'• i % •«. .•>..... .Cordial 

10 7 fWEAR MY RING Rush-Presley 

(*ASCAP tBMI F-Films) 

No Advance on Master 
Joe Carlton, prexy of Carlton 

Records, is adding a hew wrinkle 
to the" master-buying vogue by of¬ 
fering a 10% producer royalty 
with no advance coin for the disks 
taken from outside sources. Carl¬ 
ton Iced off his; hew policy with 
the disking of “The Better To Love 
You” by Johnny Janis. Side was 
produced m Chicago by Roy Rodde. 

According to Carlton, his deci¬ 
sion to duck advance payments by 
offering a high royalty stems from 
the t tci that it is more feasible for 
an oidie disk company to pay a 
ID' pi’oducer ro\alt\\ provided nor 
advance coin is paid either to pur¬ 
chase a master or to finance, a re¬ 
cord u**, session. To tie up working 
capital witli no mathematics for fu¬ 
ture e timings, Carlton says, is more 
d ing-uous than knowing your sales 
pit t.p-e and paying a higher royalty 
rat . 

Vthough the 10% formula will 
be i\ .(Liable to all comers, Carlton 
is diawing the line on rock ’n’ roll.. 
He f -.*!s that r’n’r disks don't qual¬ 
ify lor an extra deal. 

\ ' Mie Levington. Chicago pub¬ 
lisher. acted as intermediary, in the 
deaf bet .veen Carlton ar d the. John¬ 
ny J ini-, disk. 

RmtieUe LP of Allen’s 
Jazz Debut in Nitery 

RoiofUe Records will put Steve 
Alien's jazz nitery bow in ; the 
gru.iv e via an. LP tagged “Steve 
Atl-m At The Roundtable/’ Allen 
h i % b-.-en booked for a special ©ne¬ 
tt eeh vig beginning June 2 at the 
Round* able, New York’s newest 
ia//.ioc;iv, 

j (//:nen who Will fill out Allen’s 
combo will be Gus Bivoria (clari¬ 
net1. Terry Gibbs * vibes) and 
Mundel Lowe! (guitar*. Allen, a 
regular Coral pactee, has been 
given an okay for the special Roul¬ 
ette showcasing. 

Continued from page 55 

State Musicians conference, can 
count on support of this organiza¬ 
tion—a solid bloc of 40 locals. It’s 
believed that numerous other lo¬ 
cals in the east will: support him 
while his strong position against 
the insurgents on tlie Coast may 
also get him some votes from that 

. area. Manuti has not yet declared. 
whether he’ll run for AFM prexy, 
but he’s due to make an announce¬ 
ment today (Wed.) when he re¬ 
turns from a union meeting ini 
Rochester.; 

Kenin’s Coast Boost 
Hollywood, May 27. 

Herman Kenin, C6ast rep of 
American Federation of Musicians’ 
international exCc board, is begin¬ 
ning to look like the favorite to., 
succeed outgoing James C. Petrillo 
as prexy of AFM; . 

Swelling support is reported as 
word is starting to get out into 
the hinterlands that Keniri’s “deep 
and sympathetic understanding’’ of 
Local 47’s problems w;ouid be a 

major assist in coming up with a 
solution to end the current AFM 

; strike at Hollywood^ major stu¬ 
dios.". 

Kenin is regarded by many as 
being the .most sympathetic mem¬ 
ber of the International exec board 
with/ regard: to problems of local 
footers. 

—^ Continued from page 55 —^ 

and still'offer the same amount of 
music. 

Another point to Lieberson’s ar¬ 
gument against an all-out spring to 
stereo Is that there are 25.000,000 
phonographs in U. S. homes capa¬ 
ble of playing, cooventipnal LP’s 

and that it will be many, years be¬ 
fore the industry approaches this 
degree- of. saturation with stereo 
disk, reproduction. 

“Stereophony,”. Lieberson con¬ 
cludes; ‘‘will not ,disrupt or dimin¬ 
ish the conventional LP market— 
which is, and will continue to be 
the, the aill-important dollar vol¬ 
ume market:’* In a sum-up, Lieb¬ 
erson believed that, the introduc¬ 
tion of the stereo disk will bring 
heightened interest to all manner 
of sound entertainment. 

133d Season lit N.H. For 
^Andrew Jackson Band’ 

Hillsborough, N. H., May 27.. 
The Hillsborough Military Band, 

which did escort duty for President 
Andrew Jacksoh when he visited 

' New Hampshire in 1833, has be¬ 
gun its 133rd season of concerts. 

Oiie ;of. the band’s first appear¬ 
ances tois at a reception for Lafay¬ 
ette in Concord in 1828, 

It has 25 players, the oldest be- 
irig 81-year-old Leon Dehnison; 

/French Disk' Bestsellers 
Paris, May 27. ; 

Colonel Bogey March . . Miller 
(Philips) 

. Le Gondojier . . .Dalida 
(Barclay) 

Only You ..... Ptatters 
;; .(Barclay) ; 

Marjolalne .... /Lemarque 
; (Philips) 

Buenas Noches Amor . .Daldia 
(Barclay) 

Jiilie La Rousse ..,. Laff orgue 
(Pathe) . V. 'v 

La Pluie Vieudra.. .. Becaud . 
(Pathe) 

Histoire D’tJn Amour . Claveau 
(Pathe) 

La Foule .v..... . Piaf 
(Pathe) 

La Yille . .Becaud 
(Yoix He Son Maitre) 

Album Reviews 
Continued from page 54 

factory: This time, working with 
an orch conducted by Marty Paich. 
thrush makes much of a series of 
popular and obscure items. The 
Southern fans will jump after it, 
of course, but its appeal is wide 
enough to win her new followers. 

“San Francieco-My Enchanted 
City” (Seal). What Gordon Jenkins 
did. for New York with “Manhattan 
Tower,” Stephen and Libby Mc¬ 
Neil are attempting for ’Frisco with 
“My Enchanted! City.” Format Is 
virtually the same (orch, chorus, 
narration, and instrumental set 
against a boy-girl affair in a big 
city) but it doesn’t detract from its 
individual values. It’s sentimental, 
of course, hut the McNeils have in¬ 
serted some crisp ideas in music 
and lyric to keep it moving. David 
Rose conducts the orch and some 
of the singers involved: are Bill 
Lee, Ray Goman Jr., Sue Allen, 
Marie. Green and Bob Grabot. Don 
Sherwood is the narrator. 

Aldo Bnischi: “Enchantment 
Italy” (Seeco). This package offers 
a fine sampling of Italian cabaret 
music. With Aldo Bruschi’s bass 
voice and accordion to lead the 
way, the flavor and musical spirit 
that takes dVer in many of the Ital¬ 
ian- restaurants in New York are 
capture with the help of an en¬ 
semble made up of mandolin, gui¬ 
tars, accordions and bass. 

Epic’s July Powwow 
.Epic Records will hold its first 

national sales convention July 25- 
27 in Montauk Manor, Long Island 
resort.! Meet will include label’s 
distributors and salesmen as well 
as representatives . from Philips, 
Epic’s European affiliate. 

Joe Sherman and Jim Fogelsong, 
artists & repertoire heads for pops 
and albums, respectively, are lin¬ 
ing up an entertainment program 
for the three-day gonclave. : 
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Jlurg Too; Col 
LP’s Super Bally 
By EVELYN LEVISON 

Johannesburg, May 20. 
Biggest publicity plug ever ac¬ 

corded an LP disk in South Africa 
both preceded and followed the re¬ 
lease of “My Fair Lady,’’ which , 
finally hit the' music market. on 
May 1, the day after the show’s 
London preem. 

For weeks before reiease date 
j the Gramophone Record Co. in 
Johannesburg, distributors of the 

J original cast recording issued here 
j on the Columbia label, was 
• swamped with orders from dealers 
not only in the Union but as far 
afield as Tanganyika,; Uganda, and 
/Kenya, 2,000 miles away. Advance 
bookings were the highest the com¬ 
pany has ever received. 

. Headline reviews in all English 
and Afrikaans newspapers, a witty 
political cartoon inspired by the 
jacket design prominently featured 
in the Transvaal’s widely-read 
daily, the Star, and a. rewarding 
tieup with leading department 
stores for Mother’s Day (May 11), 
w'hich made the disk the focal 
point of window displays, stimulat¬ 
ed sales activity to such an extent 
that within a fortnight the waxing 
was reported to be the biggest 
seller of any record In South Afri¬ 
ca. One dealer in Johannesburg 
registered an all-time high by sell¬ 
ing $3,000 worth.of copies in three 
days. 

From 5 a.m. on- May 1. when 
Springbok Radio—the South Afri¬ 
can Broadcasting Corp.’s commer¬ 
cial service—came on the ..air. disk 
jockeys on this and the English 
and Afrikaans transmissions played 
numbers from the Broadway pro¬ 
duction ; with such frequency. and 
enthusiasm that no listener could 
hr-ve failed to become acquainted 
\vith Lerner & Loewe’s words and 
music. . 

This oyerplugging may well have 
endangered the sales potential of 
a lesser! disk, but indications are 
that the Col “My. Fair Lady” his . 
not only survived an excess of at¬ 
tention, but. its popularity is likely 
to soar to still greater heights in 
view of the SABC’s newly-declared 
ban on Stanley Holloway’s. song 
“With A Little Bit O’ Luck.” Rea¬ 
sons given for this action are that 
certain parts of the lyrics are liable . 
to cause offense. As far as the dis-! . 
tributors of the disk are concerned, 
however, the widespread publicity 
resulting from the ban can only 
be regarded as a mighty big bit of 
luck. , 

Distributor Notes 

ABC- Paramount RecQrds will 
be handled in the Baltimore- 
Washington area by the Joseph 
M. Zamoisky Co. out of Baltimore. 
Distributorship also includes 
ABC-Par’s affiliated labels, Hunt, 
Fargo and Chancellor. 

Jubilee and Josie labels’ new dis- 
tribs are Reffiley Sales Corp. in 
Pittsburgh; Seabord Distributors in 
Hartford; Hoosier Record Distribu¬ 
tors in Indianapolis, and Harmony 
Distributors in Buffalo. 

Jay Frank Kyle has been set as 
district sales manager for the Epic 
and Okeh lines.- Kyle will take 
over the district which Includes the 
Philadelphia, Baltimore; Washing¬ 
ton, Richmond, Pittsburgh, Bufalo, 
Charlotte, Atlanta and Miami areas. 

He’ll headquarter in Washing¬ 
ton, reporting to national sales 
manager Walter Hayum at the New 
York office. 

Challenge Sets Jackpot 
As ‘New Singers’ Subsid 

Hollywood, May 27. 
Challenge Records has formed a 

subsidiary label to be called Jack¬ 
pot Records. . 

According to general manager 
Johnny Thompson, the now label 
will release “I Would,” sung by 
the G Notes, a disk, acquired from 
Tender Records. 

A separate distributioh outlet 
has been set up for the. Jackpot 
disks which will feature j ail’ new 
artists.* . , i-y-i j ■ 
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Royalty on 
The ex-Songwriters Protective 

Assn:, which changed Its name to 
the. American GuihL of Authors & 
Composers at its annual meeting 
last week, is seeking to provide the 
same kind of collection service for 
its members as now enjoyed by 
members of the Dramatists Guild. 
In the latter case, legit producers 
send the author royalties to a cen¬ 
tralized source which, in turn, pays 
off the specific writers. The AGAC 
agency, working "along the same 
lines, plans to kick off its operation 
in the. fall. 

At. the meeting, AGAC members 
received forms for assigning a 
power of attorney to examine the 
publishers’ books to the new agen¬ 
cy. Suggestions were made from 
the floor, which will probably be 
incorporated into the setup, that 
the AGAC agency cover not only 
publishers, but disk companies and 
television producers who, in many 
cases, make direct deals with song¬ 
writers. The execs of the song¬ 
writer organization have pointed 
out that new agency will be oper¬ 
ated separate and apart from 
AGAC proper and the right of the 
new agency to inspect books will 

: not derive from the basic contract, 
but from the power of attorney 
granted by the writer. . 

AGAC prexy Burton Lane ex¬ 
plained that the switch in name 
from SPA to AGAC was . cued by 
the fact that the organization now 
encompasses a broader field than 
pop songsmiths. Several longhair 
composers; who do not consider 
themselves as “songwriters” are 
already part of the AGAC and at 
least a dozen more important 
names are due to be recruited into 
AGAC now that the name has been 
changed. Another consideration is 
that many members of the organi¬ 
zation were not keen on the . word; 
“protective,” lb the old name. It 
had overtones, songwriter Jack 
Lawrence said, from the scrapping 
days of the early 1930s. 

Guest speaker at the member¬ 
ship meet; Eric Maschwitz, head of 
the British songwriters guild, 
urged passage of a bill removing 
the exemption of jukeboxes from 
the licensing provision Of the Copy- 
v/right Act. He said since U.S. 
writers receive performance money 
from British coin machines, re¬ 
ciprocity towards British writers 
was in order. 

Commenting on the decision Of 
the Music Publishers Protective 
Assn, not to discuss a new basic 
pact with AGAC until written 
proposals were Submitted In adr 
vance. Lane stated that the song¬ 
writers were anxious to sit. .down; 
with all publishers to find out how; 
they could best solve the problems 
they face in common. 

TOO MUCH TOO SOON’& 
TERTIGO’MERC TRACKS 

Chicago, May 27. 
Mercury Records will soon have 

representation in the soundtrack 
album racks with LP releases of 
the clefling from the “Vertigo” 
and “Too Much Too Soon” pic¬ 
tures. Diskery’s also putting out 
the incidental; score, from “Time 

■ Remembered,.” the current Helen 
Hay*e starrer on Broadway. All 
three .albiims are due in mid-June. 

Deal for the* soundtrack rights 
required Merc to issue title-tune 
singles via a top artist. Billy Eck- 
stine croons “Vertigo,” and Sarah 
Vaughan gets with “Too Much Too 
Soon.” 

The /’Time Remembered” music 
Is a studio .production and . features 
composer Vernon Duke, who did 
the score; on the piano. 

Hildegarde Cutting 
Package for Design 

Newiy formed Design label; will 
wax a Hildegarde album, 12 sides, 
with accent on the French tunes. 
Songstress heads for the Hotel 
Muehlebach, Kansas City, next, 
week following her WRCA-TV nar¬ 
ration this week of “Modern Ro- 

. mances,” five-a-week late-afternoon 
series. 

Hildegarde’s “Packaged in Paris” 
legit musical (book by George 
Marion Jr., music by Harry Revel) 
is slated for this fall, staged by 
David Davis, with Rene Paul as the 
lead-and Frank Fay added in a role 
that is being written to build- up 
his part. 

Holland Disk Bestsellers 
Amsterdam, May 20. 

Buona Seta .. .. .Prlma 
(Capitol) 

Melodic D’Amour 
(Decca) 

Making Eyes .... ....... Otis 
(Capitol) 

....... Boone . i April Love ... ; 
- (London) 

Island in Sun. .. .. Belafonte 
(RCA) 

• Little Susie .. Everly Bros, 
(London) 

Bill Awake ...... •, Butterflies 
(Philips) 

Diana : .... . . ;. . . Anka 
(Columbia) 

’ Tipitipitipso .... .-.... Valerite 
(Polydor) 

Wait and See .. 
(London) 

Walter L Dean Heading 
Biz Affairs at Col; Earl, 

Anton Get New Berths 
- Columbia/ Records continued its 

personnel reshuffling with the up¬ 
ping of Walter L. Dean, to the post 
of director of business affairs. Dean 
had been with Col’s legal depart¬ 
ment. 

In the new post Dean will be rer 
sponsible for coordination of all 
business aspects of the artists & 
repertoire operations of the com¬ 
pany Such as artist contracts, con¬ 
trol of copyright rates; and re¬ 
view of talent budgets and expen¬ 
ditures. He reports to A1 Lorber, 
v.p. in charge of business affairs. 

In another appointment; Robert 
Earl, was set as merchandise man¬ 
ager for Col’s special markets , di¬ 
vision. Formerly a branch man¬ 
ager, Earl will now be responsible 
for special markets in Chicago" In¬ 
dianapolis, St. Louis, Cincinnati, 
Lpuisville, Milwaukee, Peoria, Ala¬ 
bama, Atlanta; South Carolina, 
North Carolina, Jacksonville and 
Miami. He’ll h.q. in St. Louis; 

Succeeding Earl as branch man¬ 
ager of Columbia Records Distrib¬ 
utors; in. St. Louis will be Dale 
Payton. 

On the legal end,. Ronald Anton 
was appointed to the -post of attor¬ 
ney for Sol by Cornelius Keating, 
general attorney for the diskery; 

Dallas Dealers Elect 
• Dallas, May 27. 

Dallas Record Dealers Assri. 
has reelected prexy Bob Coghill 
for 1958-59. New officers are Susie 
Huett, v. p.; George Leslie, treas¬ 
urer; Jack Priest, executive sec¬ 
retary, and Blaine Darnell, rec¬ 
ording secretary. 

1 Members voted to expand the 
local org Into a statewide mem¬ 
bership. 

Kitty to Col, Bob Crosby 
To Dot; Epic, 20th, Other 

Labels Active on Pacts 
'Kitty Kallen, a Decca pactee up 

until a few months ago, has joined 
the Columbia label. It’s a long- 
term deal for pop and album re¬ 
leases." 

Pact marks her return to the Col 
label, Before going out as a single, 
Miss Kallen was a band vocalist 
With Harry James who was waxing 
for Col at the time. It’s also a 
reunion for. the ^thrush with pop 
artsts & repertoire director Mitch 
Miller. Latter; signed her to a re¬ 
cording !drial when he was a&r 
head at Mercury Records. 

Over at Epic, Col’s subsid label, 
a&r boss Joe. Sherman pacted Kelly 
Hart, a thrush but of Dallas, and 
picked up an independently made 
master of hers. He also purchased 
a master made; by the Skee Bros., 
a teenage vocal group from De¬ 
troit. 

20th’s Coleman, Denise 
The new 20th Century-Fox la¬ 

bel is beginning to build its roster. 
Joining the diskery last week were 
Roger Coleman and Denise Lor. 

At the Dot stable. Bob Crosby 
was added: to the’ talent roster last 
week; He.exited the Coral label 
to continue recording under Dot 
v.p.-a&r chief Bob Thiele who left 
Coral last month to fake over the 
Dot post. Crosby’s first album un¬ 
der the Dot banner is drie in Sep¬ 
tember. Vanguard Ijas pacted Paul. 

•Robeson with an album due shortly, 
and a rock ,’n’ roll singer, Bill 
Maybelle. 

Lola Fisher, who understudied 
for Julie Andrews in the legiturier 
“My Fair Lady,” has been tapped 
to a disking deal by Cadence. 
She’ll debut for Cadence with an 
LP. tagged “From Here to Yonder,” 

In line with World Pacific’s ex¬ 
pansion program, arranger-conduc¬ 
tor Gil Evans and; . dixieland 
maestro Eddie Condon Were inked 
to exclusive deals.. Albums by 
Evans and Condon are already in 
the works. 

Tico Takes Morales 
In the LatinrAmerican field, 

Tico Records inked - orch leader 
Noro Morales and: crooner Jose 
Duval. Latter’s first release will, 
be an LP in which he sings in Eng¬ 
lish and Spanish. 

Joining the indie Fleetwood la¬ 
bel last week were, singers Johnny 
Bell and Gary Gordon. Bell had 
been associated with the Billy Wil¬ 
liams Quartet for the past: five 
years. Gordon will be making his 
disk debut with Fleetwood. 

Arrow Records continues its 
buildup program with the signing 
of crooner James. Lewis, the Beau- 
Belles, vocal group consisting of 
two femnries and a guy, and new¬ 
comer singer Johnny Smith. 

Sallie Blair has switched from 
the Betlehem label to MGM Rec¬ 
ords. She cut her first sides this 
week prior to Opening at the Cafe 
Paree, Washington, D. C., for a 
two-weeker. 

15 Pubberles Sue H. L Green Stores 
As 'Disk Mfr/; Asb 2c Cut & Damages 

British Disk Bestsellers 
• London, May 27. 

Who’s. Sorry Now_Francis 

It’s Too Soon To Know .BoonC 
(London) 

Wear My Ring ...-... Presley 
(RCA) 

Tom Hatk ......... Jive Flutes 
(Columbia) 

Lollipop ., .>;..,;. Mudlarks 
(Columbia) 

Whole Lotta Woman Rainwater 
(MGM) 

Grand Coolie Dam ,. Donegan 
(Pye-Nixa) 

Lollipop Chordettes 
, (London) 
Shepherd Blues ...... Heath 

: i Decca). 
Kewpie Doll . .... F. Vacghan 

(Philips); 

London Label Would Lick 
Sales Dip by New LP’s; 

Prices in Status Quo 
London Records is basing its 

current album drive on the prin-j 
ciple that the “recession in sales” 
can be licked by new releases and 
also that the suggested list price 
of its monaural LP’s will remain j 
at $3.93 and $4.98. 

In :line with. its campaign to 
get new releases into the stores, 
London is giving the dealers a 
chance to unload their obsolete 
inventory at full dealer cost even 
though some of the items they 
may return might have been pur¬ 
chased under previous discount 
programs. London’s dealer deal 
allows for. a return to the distrib¬ 
utor of any. of the diskery:s LP’s 
equivalent to 10% of the orders 
placed on its “Spring Cavalcade 
of New Releases.” 

. London is guaranteeing the 
dealer that all the LP’s in the 
spring program will remain fixed 
until the end of the year. Diskery 
also is giving the! dealer a “dat¬ 
ing” break with payment due 
Aug. 10 (with 2% cash discount). 
The “new release” program will 
wind up June 30. 

In the program are five albums 
by Ernest Ansermet, two new Gil¬ 
bert k Sullivans, a Renata Tebaldi 
package, sets by Edmundo Ros, 
Stanley Black and Ted Heath arid 
a Maurice Chevalier LP, amqng 
others. - 

Bill Chapman, San Antonio mu¬ 
sician who is completing his studies! 
at St. Mary’s U. this month, will 
join the Ralph Marterie band, on 
trombone In Indianapolis . after 
that. 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS 
^—PJSklEffi 

Survey of retail sheet music 
best tellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
12 cities and showing eon* 
parative sales toting for this 
arid last week, 

* ASCAP t BMI - 

National 

This Last 
wk* wk. title and Publisher 

1 2 tHave to Do It Dream (A-Rose).. . 14 : 1- 2 2 l 1 6 3 2 1 97 
2 1 ♦World In Hands (Chappell).... 2 8 3 1 4 4 2 1 2 1 6 87 
3 4 *Wifch Doctor (Monarch)..,...., 5 6 5 1 '•'7 6 3 9 2 5 8 2 77. 
4_ 3 t Twilight Time (Porgie).. 3 .. 2 3 4 3 2 8 1 5 68 
5 6 ♦Chanson D’Amour (M-Lark)..... 4 5 8 7 . 3 5 5 5 4 53 
6 5 ♦Returnto Me (Southern),.... 6 1 9 8 6 7 3 8 4 10 48 
7 7 ♦Kewpie Doll (Leeds)... 9 • 6 7 6 3 10 3 33 
8 tSugar Moon (Gallatin);. ... . . . 7 7 5 3 22 
9 8 ♦Catch a Falling Star (Marvin). ;. 3 10 ~T 6 18 

10 ’V.: /Looking Back (E. Sweco)... 4 ~9~ 10 6 15 
11 9 ♦Precious Love (Witmark).... .. .../ 2 6 T7] ~7~ 14 
12A ' ' /Lonesome Me (A-Rose)., ..... 9 4 9 
12B .15 /Are You Sincere (Cedarwood).. -... 6 9 
14 ; *;•. ♦76 Trombones: (Frank);. 10 ; 5 7 ' 
15 10. tWear My Ring (R-Presley)... 10 IT 6 

An action aimed at blocking the 
manufacture and chain store dis¬ 
tribution of low-cost extended play 
disks featuring four current hits 
apiece has been filed against the 
H. L. Green Co, by 15 music pub^ 
Ushers represented by Harry Fox, 
publishers agent and trustee. In 
New York Federal Court. 
- The publishers, via attorney 
Julian T; Abeles, are asking for 2c 
per tune infringement, plus treble 
damages, in an attempt to establish 
the precedent that where a retailer 
sells disks especially made for his 
outlet, he is engaged in the manu¬ 
facturing process. Under previous 
court rulings, manufacturers of un¬ 
licensed disks have been liable for 
the triple, damages. 

. In the current suit, the com¬ 
plaint alleges that Green has been 
selling specially made disks, under 
a Top Hit Songs label, at its vari¬ 
ous chain stores. These.songs, it’s 
claimed, were not licensed by 
Green. Green’s contention that, the 
disks were sold on counters op-; 
erated under lease by consession- 
aires does riot, in the argument of 
the plaintiffs, rule out their own 
liability in the infringement. 

The disks, which sold for 49c, 
are understood to be manufactured 
by the Rite Co. in Cincinnati for 
Jalem Amusement Co., whovrun 
the disk concession in the Green 
stores. 

The publisher plaintiffs include 
Shapiro - Bernstein, Commodore, 
Planetary, 20th Century, Leo, Feist, 
Meridian, Rayven, Regent, "BRS, 
Hill & Range Home Folks, Obie, 
Elvis Presley, Acruff-Rose and E 
B. Marks. 

The action represents another in 
a long series of suits brought Via 
the Fcx office to block the sale of 
disks with unlicensed tunes. In a 
recent “Sam Goody,” ruling, Fed¬ 
eral Courts held that sellers of so- 
called pirated disks are responsible 
for damages to the extent of 2c 
per tune per disk; In the current 
case, the Fox office is attempting 
to make the retailer as responsible 
as the manufacturers'. where the 
disks are made solely for his 
stores. 

BBC EUROVISION LINK 
FOR BG BRUSSELS STINT 

London, May 27. 
The new Benny Goodman orch, 

currently tooting at the Brussels 
Fair, will appear on British tv to¬ 
night (Tries.) in a direct transmit 
sion from the expo. It’s likely, too, 
that blues singer Jimmy Rushing 
will also be seen. 

Show will be aired over BBC-TV 
in a Eurovision hookup at 10 p. m. 
and will run for ’30 minutes. 

Big 3’s Scopp to Europe 
For Gal» With Affiliates 

Mickey Scopp, general manager 
of the Big Three (Robbins, Feist 
& Miller), headed for London over 
the past weekend for confabs with 
execs of Robbins Music Corp. 
Ltd., firth’s British affiliate. Scopp 
will also meet with Fred Day to 
discuss policy and matters involv- 
ing the newly formed Affiliated 
Music Publishers Ltd., comprised 
of the company groups of Francis 
Day it Hunter, B. Feldman Ltd. 
and Robbins. 

Scopp also plans to visit Big 
Three's Continental affiliates In 
Cologne, Frankfort, Brussels, Am¬ 
sterdam and Paris. Paddy Crook- 
shank, pubbery’s European repre¬ 
sentative, accompanies Scopp on 
his hop. 

Cliburn as ‘Special’ 
Minneapolis, May 27. 

Pianist Van Cliburn is set as 
soloist with Minneapolis Symphony 
next season; Tentative date is 
Feb. 8: 

Despite, the fact that the event 
is more than a half-year away it 
already! has stirred much interest, 
another indication of how “hot” 
the young Texan is following his 
captivation of the Russians. 

Cliburn appearance will not be 
part of the subscription series, but 
a special event. 



MUSIC 

Onward’n Downward with R n’ R 
Columbia, S.C.. May 27. 

Bock ’n’ roll is; spinning itself 
out here, Even its devotees are. 
turning to other types if the solid 
beat is there. . 

A recent poll by a local mews-, 
paper.--showed., a 3 to 1 preference 
for Other music. Since that time, 
the leading radio station modified, 
its policy from a 1 and i basis for ■’ 
i oek ’n' roll and 'other disks to a 
4 to 1. with a rock tune every 
fourth Unie around. 

The deejays report that all is . 
well under this formula, and the 
CBS network outlet reports the 
net’s programming, away from 
rock beat material/ is selling big 
as well. 

Vancouver, flipping 
Vancouver, May 27. 

Vancouver is tapering off the 
rock ’n’ roll kick, but it would; 
seem interior British Columbia! 
has dropped it for sure. ‘ Biggest ; 
Show of Stars for ’58’' flopped" 
here •■13 days ago with a two-thirds ] 
capacity turnout. The Buddy] 
Knox Rhythm Orchids laid a big- \ 
ger egg - at Cdmineo arena, in I 
Trail, tw odavs later. Yet at same ]. 
arena, the night fallowing the ; 
Buddy Knox debacle, where “less' 
than 3*»t) people showed up." ac¬ 
cording to. manager Reg Stone.,the ’ 
Vancouver Symphony played to • 
2.600 moppets and teenagers, ‘To 
thunderous; clapping:” ■ ' 

Symph’s one-nighterwas part of 
centennial ‘ Apple Blossom Tour"; 
covering the provincial centres, ‘ 
Ian Dobbin, business manager/1 
said the response ‘ was typical" of ! 
orch’.s reception in other towns.] 
Orch list of guest artists; for next] 
season i*dude Sir John Barbirolli, ! 
piam>t Bennp MoiseiwiNch. Jose ; 
Ittzr.bi. vdolinist Erica Morini. cel¬ 
list Leonard Rose- and bassj-bari- 
tune Jerome Hines. 

there. Faculty members; charged 
with enforcing the "no dancing" 
ruleworried that it was impossible 
for students not to shuffle their 
feet a bit while listening to the 
rhythm.. 

Then Chowan's administration 
solved the problem; It. ordered a 
new collection of records. No rock 
’n’ roll. 

Mass. .Senator Vs. R&R 
MasSachusett should not he a 

party to any rock/n’ roll sessions : 
like that, in' the Boston . Arena 
I May 31, in which a number were 
injured, in a riot,. Sen. William D. 
Fleming (D) of Worcester, said 
last week, 

Sen. Fleming is sponsor of a 
bill banning rental of publicly- 
owned buildings for arty show' or 
dance featuring rock ’n’..roll, mu¬ 
sic. The Boston Arena. Is. owned 
by an . authority created. by the 
state. 

Progeny In Switch 
.. Boston, May 27., 

Mr! and Mrs. Louis Lofillard, 
founders . of Newport Jazz Festi¬ 
val, visiting here/ are worried 
about their children, who;. hate 
jazz but like rock ’n’ roll. 

On the other hand, Arthur 
Fiedler,. Boston Symphony Pops j 
conductor, has stated, publicly that j 
he likes rock ’n’ roll and received.! 
some of his greatest applause I 
after, performing, the rock.. ,.| 

. But. he admits,-; his children: 
hate rock.’n’ roll; . I 

J*Astr&rr : 
R&R and Byzantium 

Boston, May •• 27, 
"Rock ’n’ roll is a contempp- 

rary equivalent of Black Bot¬ 
tom, Big Apple and the Char- 
leston," says Dir. ! William G. 
Kvaraceus; Boston; 11/ psychol¬ 
ogist w,k. for his work in the 
field of adolescent psychology. 

Dr. Kvaraceus, prof, of edu¬ 
cation of B. U:’s School of Edu? 

: cation, who studied youngsters 
.. classed as delinquents and those 

who stay out of trouble, said: 
"Future generations of .youth, 
aided by exploiting .adults, will 

• :. find their owtr musical symbols 
of rebellion/- These may be 
more or perhaps less violent 
than the rock ’.n’ roll beat 

. Rock .’h’ roll is a sympton, hot 
a cause, of .any disorder of 

; youth in opr culture. Youth- 
fill' misconduct , is . blamed on 
rock ‘n* roll by adults, includ-. . 

•••• ing editorial writers." He . 
called "Big Beat" the. "scape-7- 

... goat" and compared the Boston 
Arena, melee, in which 15 were . 
injured, to an ancient Rbman 
circus. . 

“It must have been the same 
type press that took place at 
the arena or circus in ancient 
Borne or in Byzantium," -he; 
said. ./ 

To Victor Belongs 
Bing-GloOney Spoils 

Hollywood; May 27. 
. Bing Crosby and Rosemary Cloo- 

j ney will team pp for forthcoming 
j RCA Yictor album titled "Fancy 
! Meeting You Here." 
I Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van 
I Heusen, in addition to penning 
: title song, will, select, other tunes 
l for session. 
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Inside Stuff—Music 
"Eddie Rugg," the ballroom columnist and ad exec of the Hearst 

newspapers in Boston (he’s Edwin Rudin in private life), was honored 
. at a testimonial dinner by 200 advertisers of the Boston Record-Amer- 

ican-Advertiser in a complete switch last week (20) at the Norman¬ 
die Room in suburban Norumbega Park. Associated with the Hearst 
newspaper for the past 22 years, and for six years account exec and 
columnist on ballroom activities, his column, "Let’s Go Dancing" ap¬ 
pears every Friday in the American and Saturdays in the Record. They 
are the only New England newspapers that regularly report ballroom 
news via the columnist. Ballroom terping, a major entertainment in¬ 
dustry in N. E., holds tradition as leader in attracting more-name orchs 
and performers than any other section of the country. 

Arthur Rosett of Columbia U. Law School and George T. McConnell' 
of Harvard U. Law School both received $500 for their prizewinning , 
essays in the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition sponsored Annual¬ 
ly by the American Society of Composers, Authors & ^Publishers. It 
was the 18th year that A SC AP has sponsored the copyright .'essay 
contest in memory of the Society’s first general counsel. Rosett’s 
paper, was on "Burlesque as Copyright Infringement” while McConnell 
wrote on "The Effect of the Universal Copyright Convention on Other 
International Conventions and Arrangements." The two top essays 

.; and three other papers selected for honorable mention will be pub¬ 
lished by the Columbia U. Press in a volume tilled "Ninth Copyright 
Law Symposium.” 

"The Purple People Eaters,” Sheb Wpoley.’s disk on the MGM. 
label, is stirring up deejay-hstener participation on the offbeat title.. 
Fred Fisk, dee jay at WWDC, Washington/ has. been receiving clay 
models of "purple people eaters" from listeners which he plans to 
display in local record shops; Pat Chambers, disk jock at WDAE, 
Tampa, has launched a "purple people eaters" cartoon contest; Dean. 
Slack, who spirts at WJOY, Burlington (Vt.), is running a drawing 

j contest, as is Frank Hanes, KVEN, Ventura; Calif:), Bill Davis (WLOW, 
. Norfolk. VaD; Tom Roland (WSVS, Crowe, Va.), and Gordon.Linige, 
! of WJXN, Jackson, Miss., who is promoting his contest by'touring 
around the town in a purple sports car. 

Opening of. the Metro filmusical, "Gigi," in New York at the Royale 
Theatre (May 15) has kept Al Levine, who heads the MGM diskery’s 
Gotham distribution outlet (Ideal Record Products) on the ’ reorder 

. phone. Although Levine had peddled 8,000 albums before the pic’s 
preem, he ordered 1,000 sets the day after the opening and followed 
within a week’s time with separate orders for 3,000 and 2,000 "Gigi" 

(Continued on page 59) 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEHS 
N. C. Towns’ Solution 

Greensboro, N. C., May 27. 
. Chov.-.m College of Murfreesboro 

has solved *its rock ’n* roll problern.: 
But not until male students at the 
Baptist Junior College had attempt¬ 
ed the mild protest incident over . 
the affair of the college’s jukebox 
and its danceable music. 

Trouble started when the college 
installed a jukebox in the student 
centre: It was strictly for listening 
purposes. HoTvever, students listen-, 
ing to its collection of r&r records : 
couldn’t contain themselves. There ’ 
were reports of some dancing. • 

The result: The prexy, Bruce 
Whitaker, issued a statement to the 
co-educatiortal student body that' 
dancing was forbidden by the’ col- ( 
lege and by the Baptist State Con- | . 
■vention. ‘ ; 

But the rock ’n’ roll records still 
blared and the temptation was still/ 

SEETOFF-MELCHERTIE I 
IN BRITAIN SEVERED 

London, May 20. 
The three-year association be-.’ 

tween music publishers. David Toff , 
and Martin Melcher is rumored to 
be on the rocks. Toff, who runs his; 
own British pubbery and also] 
handles the European end of the j 
Meleher-Toff company, would not > 
confirm the persistent Tin Pan l 
Alley reports of the split, but in:j 
dicated that a statement would bei / 
made shortly. His comment, to: 
Variety on the topic reflected; one j 
of the biggest song hits to come ? 
out of the partnership: "Whatever; 
wi'l be will be." I 

During the. tieup peripd, the 
publisher has . built up' 

strong business connections for the 
European- side of the firm, but in 
the past fev. months the partner-' 
ship has been going through a 
rough passage. 

Shaper Quits Brit. Toff 

To Bally for Robbias 
London, May 27. 

Hal Shaper has joined Robbins 
Mu*iv as record exploitation, chief. 
Shaper resigned from his previous 

•pus* as; exploitation manager for 
David Toff Music, a position lie had 
heid for three years since coming 
to this country from South Africa. 

His new job is one which was 
held until a couple of months ago 
by Leslie Conn, who quit to handle; 
the European business affairs of 
Joe Carlton (Records^ Shaper’s re- Slacement at the Toff pubbery is» 

ohnny Franks, who joi ied the ex-* 
ploitation staff recently. i 

?——PKriety- - 
Survey of retail - album best¬ 

sellers- based on reports from lead• 
ing stores and shoicing comparative 
ratings for this iveelc and last. 

National 
Rating. 

This" Last ' 
>Tt. wkr Artist/Label. Title 

MUSIC MAN (Capitoli . 
1 1 Original Cast (W AO 990)./ 

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor). 
2 2 . Soundtrack <LOC 1032).. . ..,... 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) . • 
3 3 Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 1133).. 

. MANTOVANI (London) . 
4 7 Gems Forever (LL 3032) .. 

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
5 5 Original Cast <CL 5090): ..:....... 

SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia). 
8 6 Original Cast (B2579-80). ... 

- FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
7 4 Come Fly With Me (W 920) 

AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
8 13 Soundtrack (DL 9046): . . 

1 8 1 1 2 3 6 6 

5 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 

10 3 3 10 .. 9 3 

2 .. .61 7 1 2 1 

« ..x T .3-- •*.- 
73 73 A 

II T ° 

.1 1:1 » 
Q 1 I S 

2 .. 5 130 

2 0 1 3 110 

2 10 91 

... 5 3 .. .. 1 i 5 

1 :. .4.10 

-.-/ 5 5 .. 7 .. 2 

TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitoll 
Nearer the Cross 'T 1005) ..:....;.. 

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Till; 1KL 1081) / ,/•...:..:.. 

SHEARING & STATON (Capitol) 
In the Night (T l003». 

JONAH JONES (Capitol• 
Swinging on Broadway (T 963)..... 

DAKOTA STATON (Capitol) 
Late Late Show (T. 876 >:. . . 

FOUR ACES.‘Decca) 
Hits from -Hollywood (DL 8693> .. . 

LAWRENCE WELK (Coral • 
Presents Pete Fountain (57200). . .. 

"ELVis"PRESLEY (Victor) 
Golden Records (LPM 1707) ..... , 

BILLY VAUGHN 'Dot) 
Safi Along Silvery Moon (DLP 3100) 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
This Is Sinatra Vol. II (W 982K.~. 

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi) 
Taboo (R 606>.:. . 

MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LL .17O0)... . . . . . .. . . 

“WAYNE KING~(Decca) . 
Dream Time (DL 8663)... .,... 

EYDIE GORME (ABC-Par) 
Vamps the Roaring. 20’s (218).. . 

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000) . ... 

KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack <W 740). .. 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Warm (CL 1078).,, 

.. 10 .. 8 

10 9 7 

8 e a /. 

...» 6 .. 

8 4 6 , 

., /. 1 . 
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soundtrack LP’s. Label anticipates that it. will be the hottest selling 
soundtracker in its 10-year history. Score for the filjnusical was penned 
by Alan. Jay Lerner and Frederick Loe\ye.: 

Mercury. Records figures it has another domestic hit flatter. via 
a Continental affiliate. “Little Train” and. “Bright Lights of Brussels,” 
originated by German and Belgium affils, respectively, have both 
been well up on various charts for several weeks, No\V the. diskery 
is touting a. side from its Italo ally (Gertler-Mercury), this one 
called “Come Prima” (For the First Time) and done by a Neapolitan 
group known as Tony. & His Friends, which Merc describes as the 
Italian Platters. 

PYF IN STEREO SKY 

Britain Bowing With New Long- 
Plays on June 1 

Mr, and Mrs. Robert Clyde Franklin are compiling a tape history of 
the films and the music biz for Columbia U. The- Franklins are record¬ 
ing people who were active in pix before sound and in the music busi¬ 
ness before radio. The work is being submitted, to Columbia’s Dept, of 
Oral Research under the direction of Dr. Louis M. Starr. They’re also 
planning a documentary for radio on the two subjects. Tags will be i. 
MFrom Flickers To Features” and “Tin Pan Alley.” ' 

A gift of union membership to Outstanding musical students will be 
made by the American Guild of Musical Artists. Union will give the 
winning students union memberships when they begin pursuing profes¬ 
sional careers in the longhair fields. Winners are being selected in each 
graduating class by a majority vote bf the senior class. Schools in the 
48 states are participating. 

Coral Records and the Saturday Evening Post have made a tieup 
on the upcoming package, “Steve Allen Plays Hi Fi Music for Iriflu- 
entials,” inspired by the Stftevepost’s ad-promotion campaign. Alien is 
introducing the album on his June 1 NBC-TV show in conjunction with 
the May 31 issue of the mag which will also spotlight it. ' 

Paul Anka, teenage ABC-Paramount disker, has been taken - over 
for personal management by Irvin Feld, Washington, Die., promoter. 
William Lazarow will handle Anka’s business affairs, Ottawa restaura¬ 
teur Andy Anka, father of the singer, states his eatery sellout has no 
bearing on. his son’s management or career. 

The Naval Aviation Cadet Choir will make its disk debut on a~| 
Urania LP Called “On Wings of Song.” The 70 members of the group 
are all undergoing flight training at the Pensacola Naval Air Station, 
Fla. The choir sings regularly at Sunday services there. ; 

London, May 27. 
. Stereophonic disks will become 

available on the British market 
from next Sunday (D. The plat¬ 
ters, from the Pye Group diskery, 
will vary in price from: between 
$2.15 and $6.70,. Eight of the re¬ 
cordings will be 12-inch LP’s, one 
10-inch LP and lone' seven inch EP. 

Main emphasis of these first re¬ 
leases is on the .classics, with sev¬ 
eral contributions from Sir John 
Barbirolli and • the Halle Orches¬ 
tra, and. organ recital by Ralph 
Dowries, Karl Haas conducting the 
London Baroque Ensemble, and 
light classics from the Stanford 
Robinson orch and . Larry Adler. 
Pops will be represented by Tony 
Osborn and his orch and a platter 
featuring several pop. artists en¬ 
titled “Pops Go Stereo.” 

as 

Auto Fidelity 
Audio Fidelity will take its 

tape , equipment to a car track 
this weekend (May 30-June 1) 
for a new. LP. Sidney Frey. 
AF .prexy, will record the 1958 

. inaugural sports car racing at 
the new three-mile Bridge- 

: hanipton (L. I.) Road Race. 
The drivers; will be wheeling 

in the . Sports Gar Club of 
. America eight-event program. 

NEW CADENCE DEAL 

THE SHELF FOR‘SHOCK’ 
London, NTay 27. 

British rockster Tommy. Steele 
has, on doctor’s orders, been forced 
to cancel out of four-and-a-half 
weeks of engagements, and there’s 
a: possibility the axings will be 
extended. No particular ailment 
has been specified by the medico 
but the' songsters “need for rest” 
has been put down to shock follow¬ 
ing his mobbing at a Dundee the¬ 
atre recently. 

Meantime,. Steele’s . second pic¬ 
ture for Angio-Amalgamated, “The 
Duke Wore Jeans,’* has been set 
for Canadian distribution via Rank 
Film Distributors, 

In a new deal with British Decca, 
; Cadence Records will now be rep- 
j-resented by the English diskery In 
| Great Britain only. In the previ- 
! ous threeryear pact, British Decca 
j had had•; world rights to the Ca¬ 
dence label except for Canada and 
South America. 

Taking over distribution of Ca¬ 
dence on the Continent and the 
Middle . East will be Deutsche 
Grammaphon. On a new three- 
year, deal Cadence will be handled 
in Canada by Compo Ltd. and See- 
mens will continue to handle the 
line in Brazil. ' 
/. Archie Blyer, Cadence, prexy, 
currently .is dickering for deals in 
the rest of South America/ Mexico 
and Japan. 
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VARIETY 
Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
20 cities and: showing com- 

■ parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 
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EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) . 

1 All I Have to Do Is Dream_____.... .-'1; 1 1 1 1 3 10 3 2 5 3 l 1 l* 2 1 1 2 1 i 178 

2 
DAVID SEVILLE (Liberty) 

2 Witch Doctor.. ................ 2 3 2 7 i 6 1 1 6 5; .. 5.'; 3 7 2 ... 103 

3 
DEAN M ARTIN&t Capitol) 

4 Return to. Me... ■ -7:;' 4 5 2 4 3 2 3 2 5 2 5 3 89 

' 4 
SHEB WOOLEY (MGM) 
Purple People Eater... 3 7 9 9 ; 4 10 3 1 1 5 i 2 77 

5 
PLATTERS (Mercury) • 

3 Twilight Time... 5 3 6 2 ; 4 8 10 '7 7 4 4 ; 6 10 67 

6 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 

12 ; Big Man . . 5 6 ,4:-' 8 4- 4.:. 6 9 42 

7 
JODY REYNOLDS (Demon). 

13 Endless Sleep. . .. ..... r.... :..;_v 6 2 1 3 4 39 

. ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
9 8 4 • A 8 6 8 5 9 38 

9 
ART & DOTTY TODD (Era) 

7 Chanson D’Amour.. ......,. 5 5 3 2 5 35 

10 
PAT BOONE.(Dot) 

9 Sugar Moon- 6 6 6 2 ■' 7 ; 6 10 34 

ii 
BOBBY FREEMAN (Josie) 

20 Do You Wanna Dance , .“ff....... 10 8 5 «. 4 • 4 7 33 

12 
V JAN & ARNIE (Arwin) 

Jennie Lee.. : ... 9 9 3 2 3 29 

13 
JLMMIE RODGERS (Roulette) 

15 Secretly :... - y . - .- - 10 2 7 5 9 10 9 9 27 

14 
DON GIBSON (Victor) 

11 Oh Lonesome Me. 4 8 3 ■ 8 6 26 

15 
■ ED TOWNSEND (Capitol). 

24 For Tour Love . ..... 2 « 7 8 10 22 

16 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 

14 Looking Back. .....-- • •» 4 r... 4 ~ 10 r:;-. wC 9 20 

MONOTQNES (Argo) 
17A 19 Book of Love. ... 8 5 3 10 18 

LINK WRAY (Cadence) 
17B 8 Rumble ' .V. 6 9 ■;A-' 7 18 

TONI ARDEN (Decca) 
17G 23 Padre ... 6 2 18 

LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 
17D fl Whole World In His Hands. 9 4 18 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
10 8 9 6 : 5;.: _17 

CHUCK WILLIS (Atlantic) 
21B .. What Am I Living For. 8 7 1 ... 17 

PERRY COMO (Victor) 
23A 25 Kewpie Doll., ... ■fl -. 9 3 12 

231 
. AQUATONES ((Fargo) • 

1 . You . X ': 7 3 . 12 

25 
CHORDETTES (Cadence) 

5 8 
i 
10 . - 10 11 • 

Hollywood, May 27. 
Seymour Lazar, general counsel 

'for the American Society of Musi¬ 
cal Arrangers, last week pushed 
a setup thereby musical arrange 
ers would be paid royalties and 
performance fees on their disk ar¬ 
rangements. Speaking before the 
California Copyright Conference, 
Lazar called arrangers “the for¬ 
gotten creative men of music.’* 

Discussing “The Musical Ar¬ 
ranger—His Rights and; His Fu¬ 
ture,” Lazar advocated that 'ail- 
record arrangements be copy¬ 
righted. He demanded, if ASCAP 
would not go along with ./the no¬ 
tion of arrangers being paid when 
their works are performed, that a 
new performance rights society be 
formed to collect the fees. He 
additionally, advocated that pub¬ 
lishers collect an additional 2c 
per side tot which lc would go 
to the arranger) from every rec¬ 
ord company other than the first 
one tb record the arrangement in 
question. Publishers currently 
collect 2c per side, keeping lc and 
paying the other to the composer. 
As far as broadcast performance 
is concerned, arrangers are paid 
only when their arrangements of 
public domain songs are played. 

Lazar declared he personally 
will file briefs in every case in 
the United States in which ar¬ 
rangers’ rights are in question un¬ 
der existing laws. He said he also 
will attempt to expand the pres¬ 
ent laws to give increased protec¬ 
tion and rights to the arranger. 

Poe, Whittier, Coleridge, 
Riley Updated on Disks; 
New Track Label’s Rhymes 

Chicago, May 27. 
A new diskery, Track Records, 

is attempting to go the purveyors 
of poetiy-against-jazz-background.s . 
one better, namely by setting the 
poems syllable for syllable to 
music with a beat. First to get the 
treatment are Poe’s “Raven’’ and 
“Bells,” issued together as a single 
and sung. by an artist billed only 
as the Jazz Poet. Reason for the. 
artist’s anonymity, according tb 
Track prez Peggy Graff, is that the 
poet himself rates the topline. 

Actually, the single disk, is a 
kind of pilot for an LP of poems- 
to-music which the company is 
prepping around such rhymers as 
Whittier. Coleridge and James. 
Whitcomb Riley. Label also has V 
single in .current release in the 
Frankenstein vein. . 

Track prexy is the wife of Jonny 
Graff, head of the Chi office of 
National Telefilm Associates, who 
has taken part in the .xleffing. 
Other principals Of the company 
are Lee Armentrout, a Chi model 
agent; Don Swarz, operator of; 
Minneapolis tv station KMSP; and 
S. S. Korshak of Kuttner & Kutt- . 
ner ad agency. 

YANK DISKERS HOT 
ON. INDIA’S AIRLANES 

New Delhi, May 20. 
Pat Boone heads the current All 

India Radio (AIR) popularity line- 
up, and five on the list of the top 
seven vocalists; are American. 

The listing, compiled on the 
basis of listener requests to AIR, 
New Delhi, for platters in the Oc¬ 
cidental-type popular music field, 
follows: 
lr—Pat Boone   ..‘Technique** - 
2— Nat Cole ..... 

“My Personal Possession’* 
3— Tony Brent.., .“Game of Love** 
4— Fats Domino.. ..“Blue Heaven’* 
5— Elvis Presley. .. .“Teddy Bear** 
6— Debbie Reynolds.. “Wallflower** 
7— Pam Crain “Fire Down Below** 

Brent and Miss Crain represent 
the domestic talent, in the lineup. 
Miss Crain, well-known Calcutta 
crooner, is currently appearing at 
that city’s Oberoi Grand Hotel 
Brent hails from Bombay, but Is 
now in England. 

On the instrumental side, the 
AIR popularity lineup is heavy 
with American talent. Top per¬ 
formers are Bill Haley and His 
Comets, Roger Williams, Ted 
Heath orch,-. Benny Goodihan orch, 
Count Basie brch, Ray Anthony 
orch and" Lours Armstrong. 
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18 WONDE TUNES IN ALL. ' PERRY PATTERNS AN ENTIRE ALBUM AFTER HIS TOP-RATED SATURDAY NIGHT NBC COLOR TV 

LOP-1004 

ND LOOK AT THE TREMENDOUS SELLING FORCES WORKING FOR YOU AND THE ALBUM: PERRY; HIMSELF, ON TV’S 
m 

V 
SHOW, REACHING 17,000,000 VIEWERS EVERY WEEK! LOOK MAGAZINE AD, TO REACH PEOPLE OF ALL AGES! 

NG HITS MAGAZINE ADS TO REACH THE TEENAGERS! ft A COLORFUL, COMPELLING DISPLAY PIECE! V 

MATS FOR LOCAL TIE-INS! ’ ORDER "THE SONGS THEY LIKE BEST” FROM YOUR RCA VICTOR DISTRIBUTOR! 

TfflkW.e ▼ RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 



MUSIC 

On The Upbeat 
Fried has been sighed by RCA to 

. coinpose-conduct-arrange an album 
comprised of his compositions In 
which he also plays the oboe. 

Wednesday, May 28, 1958 

New York 
Warren Vaughn remains at Ju¬ 

lius Monk’s Upstairs Room substi-. 
tuting for Hugh Shannon who had 
to deiav his opening due to a 
broken arm . . . Abbott Lutz, sales 
manager at Seeco Records, on a 
two-week niidwestern tour . * . 
Nelson Lewis, formerly with G 
Schirmer, to San Francisco as man¬ 
ager of the Discount Records store 
. . . Johnnie LaSalle’s quartet and 
Aaron Bell’s trio holing up at the 
Left Bank. 

G. Ricordi & Co. has com¬ 
missioned Carlos Surnich to write 
a “Concerto For Orchestra" . . . 
Lester Lanin received special cita¬ 
tion from ihe Tower Club of Prince¬ 
ton U. for his “Lester Lanin Goes 
To College" LP on Epic . . . Sammy 
Kaye returned to the Roosevelt 

' Grill last week after a Florida 
tour , . . Eydie Gorme guests on 
Perry Como’s show (NBC-TV > June 
7 . . , Steve Lawrence takes a crack 
at Dinah Shore’s show (NBC-TV) 
June 8 . ..Bernie Bennett handling 
publicity for Durgom-Katz Asso¬ 
ciates .. Vicki Benet in town last 
week for deejay stops . . . Jaye P. 
Morgan and the Morgan Bros. fuest bn Pat Boone's ABC-TV sho\V 

une 12 . . Oriole Records has 
bought English rights to Jack Has- 
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kell’s Caprice etching of “The 
Night . of the Senior Prom" and 
“Hungry for Love.”. 

. Dick Roman opened at the New 
! Arena. Pittsburgh, Monday <26) for 
} a 10-day run . . . Music publisher 
] Dari Fisher off .to Europe ,..... . Pub- 
[ lisher move to West 57th St. con¬ 
tinues with: Teresa Brewer’s Willow 
(ASCAP)i and (Mermaid) BMI firms 

. “Lover. Lover," tune by Ben 
Raleigh & Don Wolf, slotted for 
CBS-TV’s “Climax” show tomorrow 
(Thurs.) ... American Society of 
Musical Arrangers .appointed Sey¬ 
mour M. Lazar as its general coun¬ 
sel • . . . Sylvia Sims on a five-city 
tour promoting her Decca slicing 
of “The Night They Invented 
Champagne" . . . Sol Yaged Quintet 
set for a gig at the Harwyn June 3 

Randy Weston held over at the 
Five Spot. 

Roy Hamilton now' being booked 
through GAC . . . Ben Webster 
set for a .week at the Black Pearl 
starting tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . 
Don Elliott prepping an educa¬ 
tional album of jazz for youngsters 
on the Victor label . . . Anita Bry¬ 
ant, Carlton Records thrush, grad- 
uates from the Will Rogers High 
School. Tulsa, today (Wed.) . . 
Fred Waring’s Songpluggers Day 

..set for July 8 at Shawnee on the 
Delaware . . \ The Inner Circle, 
new eastside jazz spot, holding jam 
sessions every Monday and Wednes¬ 
day . . . WMGM’s chief librarian. 
Joe Saccone marrying Frances Rig- 
gio May 31 . i . Morty Ww disk- 
promoting Howard Lanin's “Dance 
Time In Hi-Fi’’ (Decca) and the 
Shytone Five’s ; J&S. releases . . 
Livingston Audio set as exclusive, 
national distributor for Counter¬ 
point stereo tapes. 

Folk singer Theodore Bikel back 
from the Coast where he was fea¬ 
tured in “I Want To Live’’ for Wal¬ 
ter Wanger . :. . Xavier Cugat 
brings his Latin-American revue 
into the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow 
(Thurs.) . . Jerft Southern guests 
on “The Big Record” (CBS-TV) 
tonight (Wed.) and the Steve Allen 
Show (NBC-TV) June 29 ... L* 
Playa Sextet into Coral Reef Beach 
Club, Lido Beach, LI I., for sum¬ 
mer season starting Friday (30). 

Hollywood IL A B R A U U K Slick Slavin signed with Imperial 
v i«ua Records . . . David Rose set as mu- 

sic director for Portland, Ore., 
» aagsge Rose Festival, June 13-14 . . . Nick 

=■ Vetet on 18-city tour to bally his 
initial two sides for Imperial,: 

J0' “Love in Bebop Time’’ and "Honey-. 
^AHt ‘Baby’’ . Roberta Linn recorded; 

^ two albums for Keen Records . . 
composer-arranger Jack Marshall 

r-i-...., ... pressed neiw jazz album for Capitol 
-- . . . L. Wolfe Gilbert and Ben Oak¬ 

land. are collabing on. new song, 
"At the Brussels Fair,” to com-, 
memorate Belgian fete i . . Ned 
Washington and Jerry Moross are 
penning title song for. Gregory 
Peck’s Y,The Big Country” . . » Sey- 
tnour M. Lazar, Bevhills attorney, 
appointed general counsel of Amer¬ 
ican Society of Musical Arrangers 
... . Pete King will arrange-con duct 
Julie London’s waxing, of “Mari of 
the West” for Liberty: Records . ... . 
Ann Hathaway inked recording 
pact with Columbia Pictures’ disk- 
ery. 

Marty Melcher-Doris Day’s Day- 
win Music is publishing the title 
tune from the J. Arthur Rank film, 
“Rooney,” starring Barry Fitzger- 

— ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ aid .. , . Singer Milton Grayson 
_ inked by. Keen Records . . . 

p I A N G ASCAP S L. Wolfe Gilbert back 
ii , £ ' - n .... from his w orld trek which included 
UprlgKt, Excallaaf Condition, a stopover in Brussels ... Capitol 

Baoutifal Ton*—440 Pitch prepping two more pop LP’s for 
« .. ; . I Peggy Lee , . . Disney Records 
Sacrifice >$300 talking to riltery comics Marty 

TR 4-2634 Allen Sc Mitch DeWood anerit wax- 
__■ - _ 1: Ing a children’s album . . . Gerald 
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3 GREAT RECORDS 
CAREFUL, CAREFUL 

EILEEN RODGERS Columbia 

CHERIE, I LOVE YOU 
PAT BOONE Dot 

TIPTOE THRU THE TULIPS 
RUSS HAMILTON Kapp 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

‘London 
Sid Millward & His Nitwits lined 

up for stateside tv shows in the 
near future . . , Paul Desmond 
spent a seven-day vacation in Lon¬ 
don . . . Paul Rich has quit the ex¬ 
ploitation staff of Kassner Music. 
He’s taking over Progressive Music, 
an American pubbery recently 
opened in Chafing Cross Road. 

The Duke Ellington, concert 
dates in Britain confirmed for Oc¬ 
tober. First appearance will be at 
Festival Hall Oct. 5 . . ; Singer 
Terry Dene refused a sixmonth de¬ 
ferment, to fill commitments before 
going into the Army. He’ll, prob¬ 
ably be in uniform inside the next 
couple of weeks . . . “Jazz At The 
Philharmonic”. concert ;tdur of 
Britain is being promoted by Har¬ 
old Davison. ...' 

Jazz and gospel songstress: Marie 
Knight wound her .first British con¬ 
cert tour at Royal TFestival Hall 
Sunday (25* . Decca Records 
tossed a welcome party for Jerry 
Lee Lewis who’s in for a tour . . 
Skiffler Chas. McDevitt has opened 
his own Soho coffee bar—-named 
“Freight Train” . , . Yank pianist 
Carmen Cavallaro in line for a 
British tv date on Grenada-TV’s 
“Chelsea At Eight” June 15 . . . 
Bob Crosby was skedded to arrive 
here last night (Tries.) to rehearse 
for a tv appearance ...... Songstress 
Lita Roza back iri town after a 
stint in Cyprus ... Rockster Terry 
Dene ordered t6 report for his na¬ 
tional service with the army July 7. 

Chicago 
Chirper- Morgana king and 

Lorez Alexandria are set for St. 
Louis’ Peacock Alley for a week 
starting May 30. Dl&y. Gillespie 
is due there, for. a single frame 
Aug. 8 .,, Amanda Ambrose, doing 
so well at the Black Orchild’s 
junior room that she’s planning to 
shift, her family here from Los 
Angeles. There’s also, a chance 
she’ll be waxing soon for one of 
tV.e indie labels.. . Lionel Hamp- 
t6n, who has a date at the Ravinia 
Festival this sumirier, goes into 
the Blue Note Augi, 27 for three 
rounds . . . Gene Pringle orch inked 
for a pair at the McCurdy Hotel,. 
Evansville, opening June 2 . . . 
Stew Scott orch set for a two-week 
stand at the Toledo Hillcrest hos¬ 
pice as of July 7 . . . Indie Clii 
agent Doris Hurtig and cleffer- 
organist Priscilla Holbrook part¬ 
nered for songwriting as DorBrook. 
Their. initialeF is . “Marguerite,’’ 
waxed by the Pettits for. the Spin¬ 
ning label. 
. The King's Four open Friday (30) 
at the Preview. They’ll be fol¬ 
lowed June 8 by Debra Hayes Sextet 
. . . Frank' D’Rone, a holdover at 
lntime Darite’s Inferno, has two 

mew Mercury sides, “Our Summer 
Love” and “Little Pixie” .. . . Hal 
Munro’s. society AFM’ers set for 
one-nighter May 31 at Louisville 
Country Club: . .. . Herbie Fields’ 
fivesome inked for a two-weeker at 
Milwaukee Brass- Rail June 2 . . , 
Gateway Singers, mostly Coast- 
based the past couple of seasons, 
make their Chi preem at folksong- 
ish Gate of Horn June 16. . 

San Francisco 
Blackhawk has booked Curtis 

Counce Sextet June 3, Martha 
Davis Sc SpoUse June 20 and' Cal 
TJader’s new group for July 1 . . . 
Kingston Trio goes into the lower- 
case; hungry i. June 3 with Tom 
Lehrer . > . Cavalier’s just issued an 
album of 21 sea charities collected,, 
arranged and .sung by Tony Gar¬ 
den of. “Most Happy Fella” . . . 
Phil Bovero, ex-KGO band boss, 
took over bandstand of Oakland’s 
Ali Baba . Ballroom . . . Jimmy 
Archey, Earl (Fatha) Hines’ trom¬ 
bonist, rejoined band after, a fort¬ 
night in New York . . . Master- 
sounds opened at the Jazz Work¬ 
shop yesterday (Tues.) . V. Fack’s-II 
needs an infusion of cash, says 
owner George! Andros. 

Smathers Bin iMass. Jukers Set 
Continued from page 55 —^ gm __ __ 

on problems of film indus- yl !)CPC VC 
ahnston submitted a list, of ** VUa/Vy Tv* 1 vvO 

Vancouver 
Nat King Cole set for May 30 

one-stop at Georgia Aud . . . Gay¬ 
lords current at Cave Supper Club 
for two weeks ... Vibesman-singer 
Elmer Gill with thrush Jeri Kenzie 
held over at Pacific Athletic pri- 
vatery .. :. Irwin Hoffman set to 
conduct symphony guest shots in 
St. Loiiis, Chicago and Pacific 
Northwest . . .. Rudy Hunter & Fa¬ 
bulous Tones inked for. a fortnight 
at Cave starting June 2 ,. . A1 Ger- 
rard crew into, the Forbidden City 
resident spot . . , AGVA’s Portland 
rep Jack McCpy here signing city- 
based artists toward a projected 
AGVA local . . . singer Bob Hart 
inked for another 13 frames over 
CKLG.. *Marc Wald, accordion¬ 
ist with Rhythm Pals, into Dal 
Richard’s orch v . . A1 .Hibbler 
pacted for a June fortnight at the 
Cave. 

p—m Continued from page 55 — 

mittee on problems of film indus¬ 
try, Johnston submitted a list, of 
motion picture companies involved 
in broadcasting and/or music pub¬ 
lishing. He stated that there 
would be .no wisdom in making 
these companies give up valuable: 
sources of secondary revenue by 
divesting them of these interests. 
Included in the group are Metro, 
Paramount and RKO, all of whom 
have interests in tv stations, rec¬ 
ord companies and music publish¬ 
ing firms. He cited 20th-Fox, Uni¬ 
versal, Warner, and United Artists 
as being; involved in music publish- 
irig, records, and, in some cases, 
both. Johnston questioned whether 
there was any sound Teason for 
these companies being prohibited 
from going into broadcasting, “Do 
they not have something worth¬ 
while to contribute to radio arid 
television because they are already 
experienced in the entertainment 
business?” he queried. 

Parade of Witnesses 
Execs of CBS and its disk 

subsid, Columbia Records, and of 
NBC and its disk affiliate, RCA 
Victor, denied there had been dis¬ 
crimination agaiinst ASCAP in per¬ 
formance of music on the air. In 
addition, they refuted charges that 
webs favored labels of their af¬ 
filiated record companies in choos¬ 
ing music for exposure on the 
air. Finally, they indignantly de¬ 
nied allegations that they had, 
through BMI, foisted rock’n’roll on 
an unwilling public, reiterating 
previous statements that only the 
public itself determines choice of 
music for radio and tv. 

Richard Salant, CBS v.p., stated 
that “BMI has brought fresh arid 
vigorous blood into the music 
field,” but added that the web does 
not care, and “could not afford to 
care,” who licenses the music it 
uses. He, like other witnesses, 
cited figures to show that pre¬ 
ponderance of music on the air is 
ASCAP. He added, in reply to 
critics of pop music, that radio-tv 
has fostered a “tremendous and 
still growing demand for classical 
music.” 

Goddard Liebefson, Columbia 
Records prexy, pointed out that the 
record company’s affiliation With 
CBS has permitted it to trail-blaze 
in the field of longhair,LP records. 
He specifically refuted charges of 
previous witnesses, specifically that 
of. Mrs. DuBose. Hej^wrard^ widow 
of author of “Porgy and Bess,” 
who had blamed BMI for decline 
in her royalties. He pointedi out 
that Columbia had recorded sole 
complete version of the famed 
American folk opera, sparking its 
stage revival and its international 
rebirth. 

George Marek, RCA Victer.iop- 
per, branded “untrue” all charges 
that the public is being deprived of 
music in any form it wants. “For 
sound and good business reasons,” 
he asserted,- “the record companies 
have na other music interest than 
to recognize and satisfy .. . the peo¬ 
ple who buy music.” He pointed 
out that while the indie percentage1 
of ASCAP hits was only 25%, t$je\ 
percentage for Columbia and Vic¬ 
tor was 40%. 

Joseph McDonald, NBC assistant 
general counsel, denied any abuse 
by web of the “public trust”, im¬ 
posed by their broadcasting license. 
He affirmed that NBC had never 
favored Victor records in selection i 
of music for web broadcasts. 

Final witness, Arthur M. Tol- 
chin, representing: Loew’s, arid, 
more specifically, WMGM, the com¬ 
pany-owned station in New York, 
^'hich he heads, stated that in re¬ 
cent years of “economic hardship” 
in pix biz, other sources of rev¬ 
enue, such as music publishing, 
record companies and radio-tv sta¬ 
tions, were essential to life of the 
large film companies. 

July witnesses will Include i 
ASCAP reps in rebuttal to anti-bill 
testimony. Latter will then be 
given a day of “sur-rebuttal,” fol¬ 
lowing which. the record goes to 
the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission and Dept, of Justice for 
their opinions. 

Guy $9,038, Denver 
Denver, May 27. 

Guy Lombardo racked up a hot 
$9,308 net playing to 4,654 at 
Elitch’s Gardens Aere last Satur¬ 
day (24). - j 

Lombardo was booked in on a j 
60% guarantee. It was his first i 

date at Gardens, i 

Boston, May 27. 
-Three separate cases are now 

pending in the fight of the Music 
Operators Assn, of Massachusetts, 
jukebox ops, against “excessive 
license fees” in the city of Boston. 
Following a confab with attorneys 
and Dave Baker, prexy of MOAN, 
Arthur Sherman, general counsel, 
said the action being brought by 
the association for court hearings 
has now boiled down to three sepa¬ 
rate cases. 

They are: An action against the 
$50 weekday licensing of juke¬ 
boxes in Boston; action against $50 
Sunday licensing fee in Boston; ac¬ 
tion against $50 state Sunday 
licensing fee. 

DRAPER’S O’SEAS ’ZORRO’ 
Hollywood, May 27. 

Rusty Draper has waxed“Zorro” 
for Mercury Records for' foreign 
distribution only. Side has already 
been released domestically by oth¬ 
er labels. 

Mills on top with . 

...,f« mil 
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Boston Resolution Asks Senate Probe HOTEt ‘TOP S’ 1(S, Tberes Bjorns for Everybody in LV.; 
Of AGVA’s Payoff for Jackie Bright SflARlUft‘ifll ARIF1! Stardust’s UGO More for Live Ones’ 

Issue of the Dick Jones, libel 
suit which resulted in a verdict 
against Jackie Bright, national ad¬ 
ministrative secretary of the 
American Guild of Variety Artists, 
hasr been revived by the Boston 
branch of the union. Latter is 
asking that the issue be presented 
to the Senate Labor Rackets In¬ 
vestigating Committee, 

Resolution passed by the Hub 
branch stated: '‘Whereas it is a 
fact that AGVA funds were used 
to pay $20,000 in the settlement of; 
and $8,500 lawyers’ fees for, the 
Jones vs. Bright lawsuit; and 
where as it is a fact that AGVA 
could not be sued in New York 
inasmuch as AGVA is a nonprofit 
organization and that the action, 
if it was to continue, was to be 
against Bright and Jack Irving, 
former national administrative 
secretary against whom the N.Y. 
Federal Court assessed a. $70,000 
judgment in the same trial); and 
whereas Bright and ,not AGVA was 
found guilty and ordered to pay 
the amount mentioned: Be it 
therefore resolved that the dele¬ 
gates assembled in convention in 
Mexico City in June, 1958; pro¬ 
claim these facts, in the proper 
manner, to the Senate Labor 
Rackets Investigating Committee 
and ask the Committee to conduct 
ari investigation of this irregular¬ 
ity; and further, to ask the Com¬ 
mittee to arraign all persons who 
participated in the action ■which 
created this irregularity who are 
guilty of chicanery and/or misap¬ 
propriation of AGVA funds.” . 

Resolution was passed at a meet¬ 
ing at which only one delegate to 
the national convention appeared, 
but he refused to stay even though 
he had been advised that such a 
motion was to be brought on the 
floor. Bulk of the membership 
attending. this confab, signed the 
resolution. 

Issue . stems from the suit 1 
brought by Jones, a former eastr 
ern regional director of the un¬ 
ion, who sued for libel following 
his dismissal from his post. Court 
dismissed the action against AGVA, 
the Associated . Actors and Ar¬ 
tistes of America and the AGVA 
national board, but retained Bright 
and Irving as defendants! Court 

", awarded damages of $45,000 
against Bright which was settled 
for $20,000 with tah being picked 
up by AGVA. The judgement of 
$70,000 against Irving is still to 
be settled. 

VANCOUVER’S MAJESTIC 
FOLDS; 0DE0NT0 STEP IN 

; Vancouver, May 27. . 
The Majestic, opened in March 

as a vaudfilmer, closed Saturday. 
<24) unannounced, with $18,000 
dropped. Kibosh to wickets was 
Trade Fair May 1 to 10, plus con-, 
turning heatwave. 

House will ‘ not reopen under 
aegis of Isy Walters and Charlie 
Nelson, according to Walter Mead, 
half-owner. Unconfirmed report 
is that theatre will reopen in two 
weeks under Odeon circuit aus¬ 
pices with pictures and personal 
appearances by fiim stars. This 
squares with fact that Mead is an 
Odeon staffer. 

On' the closing bill, Arthur Dun¬ 
can, singer-dancer, and some of 
the staff are holding post-dated 
paychecks. 

Jet-Rich Quick 
The Goofers flew from Los. 

Angeles to Stockholm for four 
. weeks opening June T, follow¬ 

ed by . two in Goteborg. At the 
conclusion of their Swedish 
date they will make a 7,000- 
mile stage-to:Stage jump to the 
Bal Tabarin in Lake Tahoe, 
Nev. "• • .- ■ 

Typical of modern vaudeville 
booking in the air. age. turn 
will be on Swedish soil at 7. 
p.m/ the night before the 
Nevada opening. 

Goofers spent seven months 
recently at London Palladium. 

Revival of Vaude 
Boosts Salaries Of 

Names in France 

: “ • ■■■—1—' V The addition Of more than i;000 
Miami Beach, May 27. . J O f «• p - rooms at the Stardust,. Las Vegas 

The top flve oceanfront hotels ’ UlOSH U LHtUl uFOUD to be opened July 2, will not. af- 
here have banded together in an p Tin I m 0 « feet the class inns in the area, 
attempt to avoid the upped sea- FOI* D KlVll l&L III Nfint according to Sands Hotel presi- 
sonal payoffs for names which have ■. .' ■, _ . .“ * dent Jack Entratter, who sees 
resulted front bidding scramble for Diosa Costello plus a Latin unit Las Vegas , as a town that can 

cana, Deauville and Carillon ,as bee" at, tbe Lucerne| HoleL haw: rooms starting at about *6, 
reached verbal agreement on an W13”1 Bea'h'11f“r n>?1re th?n ,“1 whiel> will attract some of the 
informal attempt to correct. the and this will mark the\ passing-through trade who will 
in-the-red making competition-that ^oupe s first showcasing in the spend a night or two and prob- 
has seen offers of big figures in- S'Y' P*fseiltlY», show- has ably also spend a small amount in 
creasing with' onset of every book-* surroundingJthe casinos. . 
ins Period troupe of singers and dancers. However, Entratter pointed out, 

J . The Town & Country will shut- the problem of the Sands as well 

Paris; May 20. 
With the renaissance of vaude 

here has come the perking up of 
salaries for the singing stars ca¬ 
pable of drawing live patrons. Af¬ 
ter five years, the big names have 
sifted themselves out and get paid 
accordingly. 

Yves Montand only works for 
himself and hires - a house; every 
few years for. a one-man show. His 
last one, in '53, ran for five months 
to SRO and might have gone in in¬ 
definitely. Fernandel (who rarely 
makes vaude dates now) and Mau¬ 
rice Chevalier take 80% of the re¬ 
ceipts. ' ;‘v • 

Georges Brassens, Edith Piaf and 
Gilbert. BecaudL ket $1,250 a show, 
and Charles Aznavour and Pata- 
chou $1,060; Italo orch. of Marino 
Marini, tenor Luis Mariano and 
Jacqueleine Francois, $950. Henri 
Salvador, Gloria Lasso, ; Dario 
Moreno and. Dallda, $835, and 
Georges Ulmer, $715. , 

Such names as the comedy tan¬ 
dem of Roger Pierre and Jean- 
Marc Thibault, Charles Trenet, Les 
Compagnons De La Chanson (8), 
Freres Jacques (4), Philips Clay, 
Mick Micheyl and Georges Guetary 
rate $625; Eddie Constantine, Hen¬ 
ri Genes and Licienne Delyle; $480, 
and Army Gould, Colette Renard, 
Andre -Dassary and Jean-Louis 
Lafforgue, $305. The second rung 
group of Guy Beart, Jacques Brel, 
Marie-Josee Neuyille, Francis! Le- 
Marque, Raymbnd Devos, Renee 
Lebas, Colette Maris and Lita.Mari- 
al draw $205 per night. 

. Foregoing figures were pub¬ 
lished by Parls-Presse which also 
gave, some one-shot Yank figures 
as $4,000 per day for’Harry Bela- 
fonte, $2,200 for the Platters (5), 
$1,500 for Frankie Laine and $1,500 
for Lionel Hampton. So visiting 
Yanks get as near as possible to 
Stateside takes. .French topllners 
who draw get solid pay. With 
French take ; approaching Yank 
payments, local musichalls are eye¬ 
ing U. S. names for fresh head¬ 
liners and to give local talent a 
rest to avoid overexposure. 

j as some of. the other inns in 
| Vegas is one of selectivity. There 
are a lot of requests for reserva¬ 
tions that are turned down be¬ 
cause a certain amount of top ac¬ 
commodations must be left for 
top spenders in the casinos, or 
persons with known gaming proc¬ 
livities. 

Entratter pointed out that the 
Sands is far ahead of last year’s 
business. Rooms are ahead bv 
11 rr in occupancy, the hotel is 
ahead by $20,000 on food, and the 

i caie is up by $25,000. There is 
i also a heavy increase in casino 
i receipts. • 
j Entratter doesn’t feel that the 

Basically, they Will not go after ter for the summer on June 30 fol- j as some of the other inns in 
f,Tayr ahot^hlwUhh»nS a f arV £?rind" lowirig the Fun °f Tony Bennett,; Vegas is one of selectivity. There 

tw nfff? ^ "ho opens there June 6: are a lot of requests for reserva- 
Understopd .that -offers, cat be •:-— tions that are turned down be- 
made, however, if the^toppers and .. ^ ._ ■■ 9 : cause a certain amount of top ac- 

they worke<5 ca.nnOt get -'ll. jf Y1= -| I 117 i, M commodations must be left for 
together on a figure for .a return fllln r.(||(|*W2lP|fC top spenders in the casinos, or 
date If such, occurs, and a^ rival i iiUU yUl|l It tHCl D persons with known gaming proc- 
hotel is so informed, then the act Iivities 

f0r grabs to the highest 17*Q DAAr_A Entratter. pointed out that the 
bidder. llltl OOOZR tjDOlS Sands is far ahead of last year’s 

The action was taken after sev- AyV $WVI*v business. Rooms are ahead bv 
eral Instances last winter when ^ Urr.^^ in occupancv, the hotel is 
bidding among innkeepers led to CA|!AL^tl_T •IIP fl__T ahead by $20,000 on food, and the 
their being used as primers for a ijdllSDlirV If UaV cale is np by $25,000. There is 
healthy increase above former sea- *1 ..i also a heavy increase in casino 
sons payoffs by a boniface to aii .. . 9 Ireceipts, 
Pet he’d been working every year ; . % , Boston, May 27. j Entratter doesn’t feel that the 
in his room; one whom he regard- . Boston Licensing Board launched , Stardusts huge roster of rooms 
ed as having become part of the * plan- to wipe out 163 of town’s | will create anything like the situa- 
annual roster of draws built as liquor, licenses yesterday iMon.) at 1 tion of a few years ago when four 
being regularly associated with his a special meeting. The plan would j hotels opened and three closed 
inn as returning winter acts. reduce the licenses for drinking on ; Shortly thereafter. The resort is 

Continuing on the ‘‘get together” the premises from 811 to 700. Pack- ■ now able to absorb the additional 
theme, forced by growing lack of age stores would be cut to 250. [ business especially in liffht bf the 
patronage in recent months, the Boston has too many booze li- [ heavy upbeat in convention .busi- 
hotels. also agreed to what amounts, censes and the elimination of 163 ! ness. Presently, .the Sands has a 
to an annual shutdown following would “benefit nearly everyone.” j contract for 1.500 dealers of Mo- 
the Labor Day holiday. The ho- Clarence. R. Elam; board chairman, | tprola appliances. The hotel is 
tels will each play one week, out said. Once the “surplus” licenses 1 J?11*1”*? 250 weekly on Mondays, 
of the five or six figured in the are surrendered, he says, the small-. Tuesdays and Wednesdays, which 
period, in order to keep the enter- er number can be made permanent.; from ^ Vegas innkeepers view- 
taihment pic alive for the lull sea- This can be done under a 1939 P°mj ^ practically perfect. The 
son tourists. law, which, says that once . cafe Sands itself is adding a building 

According to the innkeepers, the licenses drop below 700 and pack- )vlth 42 looms. . 
plan will allow for staff vacations, age licenses below 250, they cannot {J *h<: development 
refurbishing and more concentra- Use above that level. Entratter.admits that Las 
tion on work on future bookings. The unprecedented proposal was }-a disadvantage, since 
Incidentally,. • the Fontainebleau, outlined to the license holders.-at- ,-t-‘^n-S5^?epen? ®n acts developed 
although going along with the plan, the special meeting., notices for ^ 
in order to start expansion plans which were delivered by police to ^.een p^obl^ 
for its LaRone; Will still adhere to about 900 licensees; f l hJ5 ..fecond act* 
original intent to shut down for: -O;.-:—— ] hoping that some will prove po- 
three weeks In June, reopening on Lush Days at Beach (Continued on page 68) 
the 24th for. the regulfu: summer .Salisbury Beach, Mass., May 27. :——;--— 
schedule of weekly shows. \. The arid era has officially ended rAn . nritirn i 

ANY 
CHARGE SMITH BROS. «-£”• '3:«I BAE ONYARlErY CRK 

j for new talent in his “second act,” 
I hoping that some will prove po* 

(Continued on page 68) 

BAR ON VARIETY’ CRIX 
lirrrilrn iim 111 f AM Salisbury licensing officials Wed- j Editor, Vabiety: 
fllinTAi/IUll Ill i/Alv nesday (21) that the town could re-j New York. 

Toronto May 27 sume the. legal: sale of beer, wine * • As you v ell know no member of 
’ . ' ! Variety . nr fnr mactor an'*. ; XT., ’fnrmcr and liquor. ; •’ ' . •' Variety, or for that matter, any 

erators of the JCing Edward Hotel Nine dispensing licenses, were S^cSaMbana^^d ^obbd^on 
here, and who are now connected approved by the ABC after having ^RIETy has been told tha^thpv 
with’the operation of the Havana- been awaked by the new seven- ™ barred IVRss Dorothv KiM 
Riviera Hotel, Havana, were member Salisbury Licensing Board. Statement on mIv 22 
charged by the Ontario Securities With the nine spots serving the Ny Joul.™j 
Commission with defrauding $257,- bubbly, hearing by the commission ,;nt ’ e j '- j? 
263 from stockholders of the Bril- on additional. licenses are being 
und Mines, which they headed. held today (Tues.) and tomorrow. - Gross any. em- 

Both were freb m $50,000 prop^ to ajj. 28; licenses are expected to | ThankingVbu for your past cour- 
erty : bail each, Ben Smith was be issued. , ’ tp^ anrt 
charged along with other execu- With the gush of beer out of ^ y ^ Variety traditional 
tives of having defrauded the con- long-dry spigots and a parade of ^ relilia VARIE1Y tradltl6n’ 1 
cem of $960,000 following an audit, highballs across long dusty bars, T1 p , 
by the OSC. His brother, not.pre- the -‘noble experiment” ended in J g Q eu 
viously accused, was charged with Salisbury Friday (23). Customers 
taking $39,746 of the $91,882 in Were on hand, .with moist eyes, /C'-ji T\*_ O p f I 
which others are involved. Both after suffering through the long v0S|S Uip u.U S iiHUlcl 
surrendered Voluntaiily to face the drought, to get the spot back to • m n n <• A. « 
charges. . ^ . normal. I Q U8I1CC uOlICV UDlV 

Jules Podell 

{Costs Dip S.C.’s Lanrel 
j To Dance Policy Only 

Stratfest’s Nitery Grads 

A series of concerts by folk sing¬ 
ers, many of them graduates of 
the nitery circuit, will be one of 
the features Of the Music Festival 
at Stratford, Ont, starting July 23. 

Already scheduled for concerts 
are . French Canadians Jacques 
Lehrecque and Emma Caslor, who 
will be heard July 23 and 25 at 
the Avon Theatre; Mirais Miranda, 
the South African singers,. who ap-= 
pear Aug. 6 and 9, and Richard 
DyertBennett, set for a pair, Aiig. 
1.3 arid 16. 

By ROBERT REINHART 

San Juan, May 27. 
. With new: luxury hotels spririg- 

lrig up every year in the entire 
Caribbean area, islarid hopping by 
tourists, and acts is developing a 
substantial “Coconut Circuit.” It 
stands to reason that chain hotels 
will cut down travel costs by rout¬ 
ing the same act on stopovers and 
jumping them across the Caribe 
sea island checkerboard in the iriost 
economical way possible.. To some 
extent this is already being done. 

Bill Beutel, MCA manager of 
Miami office, here recently at the 
San Juan, Intercontinental, and 
Harvey Watson, manager of the ho- 

•. # ' '' i Columbia. S. C.f May 27. . 

Caribe $ Coconut Circuit 
teland formerly with the Uruguay the time when they- start competing - it 
operation of that chain,.are bullish harder for the tourist dollar, price »sh°"s' ^ 
on,the area.. ..They agree that which seera^ to bother^ nobody at 
chain, are bullish on the area. They the moment may prove to be a : “?nbSc ,C r w* a 
agree that there’s a real future for serious factor. p™ Mtady 

fuflvThere are just so many people j Carson,. Nelson Eddy, Don’ Cornell 
Af>t« ^ltvnr’ can spend $20-25 per day for j and scores of others. Then it shifted 
W IS, fvnK if Inv a room and eventually there may ^ to a policy away from the names, 
^rt wtth ixnay on any wiseguy ^ jjiore rooms than people in but still maintaining a two-act pol- 

. this bracket; However, tourist j icy of shows. Finally, the cost 
Some efforts to further coordi- bureaus don’t seem, to care about , squeeze sent it to a single act prop-: 

nate Hilton hookings may also be this right now and they don’t ap-j osition, and now it has only daric- 
in the^ ivorks at the New York of* pear to be making efforts to de- irig. 
fice, local source reports. , velop accommodations for those j Bates, new’ mayor of Columbia, 

Meanwhile, more arid more lux- with middle-class means. Appar- ‘ says the spot is needed in the lo- ' 
ury: hotels of the high price level ently they think tlmre’s still plenty.I.cality and that it will remain 
are being put up in the area from of. moola to be spent on the “Co-! lighted under the new policy. Don 
Florida down to Trinidad: Comes j conut Circuit” at these levels, j Grimes quartet is current. . 

tel and formerly with the Uruguay the time when they start competing f 
operation of that chain,, are bullish harder for the tourist dollar, price ; 
on the area.. ..They agree that which seems to bother nobody at j 
chain, are bullish on the area. They the moment may prove to be a : 
agree that there’s a real future for serious factor, 
the circuit. Talent has to be care- 1 

1W however, it's stated; ^hcan $20-25 per day fir! 
a room and .eventuaiiyPthere ^may 

wtth ixnay on any wiseguy ^ jn0re ro0ms than people in 
. this bracket; However, tourist j 

Some efforts to further coordi-. bureaus don’t seem to care about 
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OUR HAT IS 

::uu;: 

■rMXtiii 

::;r. 

The giant 30-foot 

Caliph who standi 

majestically astride 

the beautiful 

DUNES HOTEL 

Las Vegas. Nevada 

■V/. 

Here's how all the critics are raving about you, PINKY • ... 
WALTER WINCHELL 
"Pinky Lee does not only make 
kids laugh . . .. he makes grown- 
ups HOWL r 

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 
“A lesser star than ■-Pinky Lee 
would have been dwarfed by the 
gigantic production. He- sends 

home a smash.act bound to appeal 

to sophisticates. He tore down the 
house with laughter, danced, sang, 

played the xylophone..His versatile 
performance was a humor master- 

piecCi. —Howard Brandy. 

VARIETY 
“The ‘New' Pinky Lee,: a versatile 
comic, comes up .with a sock 

performance, tailor-made for clubs, 
he romps through a super charged 
session of songs, dances, impreshes; 
burly: bits . VERY - FUNNY;’ ,■ 

— Duke 

Las Vegas REVIEW-JOURNAL 
“What a surprise he has pulled!. 

. . . Clowns to a fare-thee-well 

a brand new Pinky: Lee . . Sock 
performance.” 

—Les Deyor 

Lit Veaas SUN 
“Pinky Lee completely stops the 
show . a roaring ovation . , , 

prolonged howls and happy gasps 

. a rare performer returns to 
his first love.” 

— Ralph Pearl 

Las Vegas REVIEWJOURNAl 
“A huge success ... . has every¬ 
thing that made Charlie Chaplin 

a. great performer . . . the little 
genius can make them weep or 
laugh until the tears flow.” 

—/. Florian Mitchell 
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OFF 
TO PINKY IFF 

hotel *• 
V E G ^ 

N E V A DA 

Moy 16, 1958 

pinky Lee 
The Dynes Hotel 
Los Vegas, Nevada 

Dear Pinky: 

Oar hat is off to you'. 

.. "New" Pinky Leel 
Y0U °rC .tMhe trade and daily pre« tha^youHSrjii 

havbeea m ... > !, nof 9»ly 

2==rS3r-"'““ 

=r*T^==¥-'SBS' 

time at the Dunes. 

Sincerely 

'iw GfctJC^ 

t. A. Riddle* President 

The Dones 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

MAR:# 

*P.S: — Dear Pinky • 

As we go to press we have once again smashed all house records for the past week. 

1)K 
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on 
General Artists Corp. lias added*6 

a new bij'anization. Super Produc¬ 
tions Inc., to be headed by. Irvin 
Feld, of the Feld .Bros., who have 
been producing a series of rock 

roll shows and who operate the 
Carter. Barron Amphitheatre, 

.Washington: New unit will de¬ 
sign and book units to tour arenas, 
auditoriums, theatres, ballrooms, 
efe. Tim Gale, former head of the 
Gale Agency, which was absorbed 
into GAC on May 15, will be an 
executive with the new unit, . 

The Feld Bros, also are aligned 
with Rin.gling Bros and Barnum & 
Baihw Circus, having that outfit 
in a number of dates in the south. 
.This, may create somewhat of a i 
conflict with another GAC subsid-. 
iary, GAC-Hamid. whose topper,! 
George A. Hamid Sr., operates the ■ 
Hamid-Morton CirCus. ; \ 

Because of this possible conflict 
of interests, the parent organiza- 
lionMimt* time ago turned down a 
proposition whereby it would book 
and'be the agent tor the Ringling 
shoe.. Proposition was brought in 
bv Feld, but . upon further study,. 
GAC abandoned the. idea on thee 
ground tli.it it would have to re¬ 
ran p its entire organization to aC-.| 
ccmiinod'i'e the Ringling.. showv? 
Srtue. bv an.reenimt,. it would ; 
have to funner all its outdoor biz 
into the Hamid group, an embar-' 
raWiri situation 

<Holiday, Ole, Havana 
Havana, May 27. 

“Holiday oil Ice,” which 
opened at Sports City here Fri¬ 
day (23) to a capacity crowd 
in a house that was bought out 
of a television station on behalf 
of a fan club for one of its 

.artists,.will run to June 1 and 
possibly : longer. Indications 

. point to a strong run, despite 
the fact that Latin countries 
rarely go in for advance sales. 

The ice troupe : came to 
Havana following a 25-day run 
in the Arena at Mexico. City 
in. which it grossed $239,000 
at the . $2 top prescribed by 

. federal statute. . The outfit 
scored $289,000 last season in 
the same. spot, for a run which 
lasted six days lohger. 

Names in K.C. Bid 

Scarne at Hilton Casinos 
•San Juan, May 27. 

John Scarne, erstw'hile ma- 
giCo and. how a. gambling 
authority, and .vyriiter,; left San 
Juan’s Caribe Hilton l where . 

• he’s a casino consultant) for 
N.Y; and home. 

Previously he was at Hav¬ 
ana. Hilton for a month. He's 
working on a new, gambling. ; 
tome. 

VAF Prexy Due In 

London, May 27. 
Dave O’Gorman, president Of the 

Variety Artistes’ Federation,, sails 
for Newv Yogk on. Friday (30). and. 
will head for Mexico City ;tci at¬ 
tend the convention of the Ameri¬ 
can. Guild of Variety Artists. The 
main purpose of his mission is to 
sign a reciprocity agreement . be¬ 
tween the two organizations pro¬ 
tecting the interests of vauders 
working; either, in Britain or the 
United States. 

Priori to his departure O’Gorman 
‘ was. given a party, today (Tubs.) 
‘ by the VAF at which the principal 
i guests . included Jimmy, Edwards, 
[ chairman; R,. W. Swinson, secre- 
I tary; George. Le Roy, treasurer; 

George Elrick, Bud Flanagan, Rieh- 

; Kansas City. May 27. 
Hotel Muehlebach is making :iuuu, ait vuiuni-. i ' *i.u .ucu15c.jua11.1v1 uuu ±laiiaguu, iuvi«- 

’would ■ have been 'firrn bid for early sumper biz with j ar(j Hearne, Ted Ray/ Clarkson 
created in which the same office the- settnig Of some strong^ names.Ho^e;.-Tommy Trindei’, Ben Warriss 
would be hooking two major rivals 111 lts Tarrace Gri.il. Hildegarde.; an(J jimmy Wheel.ery. 
to il,;, same, field: . , The agreement. xvhich runs for 

In the present setup, the Ring. f mid -two yeafs.and contains 19 clauses, 
Ji,H .how is the ront-eva of the '*<*.3£ f te! * aimed at insuring that artists 
l.-eld Itros. and GAC has no 

'.Buddy Wapples crew which hasj “8 A" ?° 't°r'.b°?it^ 
| Currently been on the stand for i US’ 
• several week: 

elationship with that oytfit. 

SUBSIDY REDUCED FOR 
Decision to go stronger on the 

all. the benefits. Of the two. organi- 
! zations. AGVA members will be 

Stardust!* ‘No John 
. Las Vegas, May 27. 

Nevada’s Gaming Control 
Board okayed the Stardust for 
a license With the understand¬ 
ing that hotel owner John Fac¬ 
tor will have nothing to do 
with the operation of the 
casino. 

Desert Inn casino bosses, 
who run the Stardust gambling 
for a monthly rental of from. 
$40,000 to $80,000 a months 
include: Wilbur Clark, 5V>%; 
Thomas J. McGinty, 4Vi%; 
Marris Kleinnian, 22%; Moe 
Dalitz, 22% Sam Tucker, 22%; 
Allard Roen, 2%; Bernard 
Rothkopf, 2%; Robert Kaye, 
4%; Ruby Koled, 8%; and C. J. 
Jones, 1%. 

Stardust is skedded to open 
July 2 with the Paris Lido 
show. 

ARA for Change 
In N.Y.’s ‘5%’ Lw 
Artists Representatives Assn., 

organization of agencies, Will seek 
to have the General Business Law 
of New York State amended at 
the next session of the Legislature 
to provide that talent agencies do 
not fall into the category of em¬ 
ployment offices. ARA will seek 
either to have ia special category 
created for the date-diggers, or to 
have the agencies classified as 

j Amsterdam. Mav 29. 
V prhhe'tourist lure, the Holland 

Festival again. will be held from 
June 15 through July 15 in Am- 
st u dam, The Hague and Rotter- 

talent budget has come after the>0vised Ao .join the VAF, and vice; business administrators, 
recent addiLion of Larrv Larrea to | Bot-h organizations have^un- Issue has again becom import- 
the hotel, staff, with the intent of • aht.bOcause: of the request by N.Y. 

stranded 
dertaken to 

bettering trade intheGrill, the jAY*1?- £nd themselyes 
hotel’s deluxe dinnci-rdancihg; ^5°^^ .^9 fault of then own, 

roomr'as well as the street level in-an ap 
Picardy Cafe, usually playing proved , engagement. 

dam. Cultural, events will rotate combo 
among the three cities, thus a v si-. Hildegarde had been mentioned ty i rii t A , i i/iiTl 
tor to one town will see the entire . as. a possibility./ here for some: DaSeL SflUt UUt DV All? A 
program. Local f rst class hotels weeks> an(l it will be her first stand: . K \ , 

& M®t:M*t>'Denc4 4A- s- June-.Iuly period, despite tor P^1'- here last summer before going bn j 
Iiaos l'ecaii e ofi the nearby Brus- the “Hit Parade.” and comes back i . . . the “Hit Parade,” and comes back; 
sids World Fair. • after' the tv show is off for the;. 

(Tits in subsidies set the Fest summer. i 

Jackie Heller Switches 

hark by ab-ut S8.000. but it still 
lias been able to secure $53,000 in 
backing from tlie-muhieipalities. of 
The Hague And Amsterdam: Many 
eompanu's. that perform in Brussels 
are also due to appear, at the Hoi- , 
land fest. The American Ballet' 
The di e y ill be seen here as well 
P" the Ballot Opera of Belgrade. /; . 

In an effort, tp attract more sub- operator Jackie Heller, completing 

City License Commissioner Ber¬ 
nard J. O’Connell that an appli¬ 
cation for a license in the city be 
accompanied by a signed affidavit 
stipuiating that the license holder 
is complying with a clause in the 
N.Y: State law which which pro¬ 
vides that no more , than 5% is 

J charged for services in obtaining 
I employment; for acts. 
! A. meeting last week of the ARA 
[board of governors resulted in a 

Harry Baker, who even before , letter being sent to all members 

& NLRB Reps at Hearing 
j charges -Ayere heard, was barred by 
the-. "executive committee of the 
American Guild of Variety. Artists 

! from attending the June 9 union 

asking that they hold off applying 
for licenses. The agents were 
asked to bring all queries from the 
Dept, of Licenses to the attention 

Ui-Am HLa ‘ convention " in : Mexico City, . has j of ARA attorney Abraham Males. 
rrOEl rifllcriCaRd lu l\0v been denied his request to have a | -■ . -—-— 

Miami Beach, May 27. i representative of the Associated f^ T - _ 

Vancouver s New Gayway 
sMics mi «xVnvo.;o Hampered by Strikes 
tins war accented a diversified the Americana; will spena the next . . ... v, i , . ^ Tv J t.*- 1 
pi u * am. \VorId preem. of the annum handling same chore for Originally, Baker had asked for J Vancouver, May 27. 

Dutch oncra “Francois Villon.’’ the^^Eden Roc. ■ a hearing the first week in June. I. Local teamsters and electricians 
c'impowd by the late Sam Dres- Heller moves to the Cafe this was denied, inasmuch as na- (strikes have hexed plans to; open 
d m. is s hoduled. Since the work Pompeii ;on a 12-month deal begin- jtipnal _admiriistrative secretary ; Vancouver's “all new” Gayway 
is only 75 minutes, balance of the ning Jufie 1, ending a long search • Jackie Bright, -together., ^yith a. few completely by July 1. Gerry Crawv 
prrformavcc will comprise Manuel bn the part of the Roc’s Harry :-selected. un.ion,.members; .are plated shaw of Burrard Amusement Corp , 
da Fl’.a's balUA. "The Three Cor-, Mufson for a conferencier and togo toMexlco Cityaweek ahead | which operates the f unpark, said 
noted interpreted by the., aide-de-bookings for his big plush- °f the confab... . [it’s doubtful, if the roller coaster 
r.abct of the Netherlands Opera. ... cry; Heller takes over his new as-! In a.letter to Bright, Baker origin'will be finished in time, although 

Tb' ee Dutch orchestras will be signment at a healthy uix in salarj:;; nally asked by what- authority, he construction has resumed. The 
liua'd and a number of stage pro- . 51eanwh'i'le, the .Aniericana’s.Larry.[was -being tried, who preferred . merry-gd-ibund from defunct Hap- 
('cf-t'ons haw been set. Among the ’trsch is on: the. lookout, for a re- ediarges, . whether lie could have pyland has been rebuilt 
la n- are Pirandello’s YHenry IV.” placement foivHeller; • : stenographer ;record fhe.^minutes ■! There win, be a dozen'new rides 

and . w'hether reps of the 4A s'and 1 inr. Tni'v nrion«r''wi.t 
ahe>-£HB could be.^resent at the :for-July opener but po 

st •■rr»rnT Jean YilarV and Molicre’s 
* 1 'Etuord/.” with Daniel Sorario. 
P :h \v:ll he done, under aegis of| 
t’-e Theatre National. Populaire 
f»(nit Pari<; Of the. foreign groups ' 
p •• tielnating, the Deiitsciie Oper 
Am Tlhein from Duessoldorf will: night clubs to w;arranf such 

LQ Bid to Lewis 
H Continued from p;ise 1 

j until next season. Six kiddie rides 
[will form a permanent part of the j hearing. Bright "admitted bringinj 

= 1,that of the actors. Baker is.eharged 

Richa’d Strauss’ •‘Ariadne On . periditures. . / ; producer. Bright also said in his !p _i,p s ^m^S' ’ 
and Janacok's “The Case Ri.sman says that he niust make reply that he wouldn’t allow an '<hnu< ailCl Canadian 

M :krv>nou!os.” . these investigations even at a loss NLRB rep inasmuch as AGVA is; : s 'NS' .. 
w— -——:—■ • i to the cafe in order to look for not under the jurisdiction of thatGay way .will also feature Danc- 

I5oston Suoner Clubs some hidden markets tUsit still • board, and. since the union is also ing Waters and a girl show. A new 
q • “ #. _ ■ must: exist within New' York but; ah autonomous, unit, there is no.[150-seat restaurant forms part of 
cramming ior oUltimer aren’t being brought out by some authorization for representation by j permanent setup, to be open year 

Boston. May 27. i of the available headliners. the 4A’s at ainy AGVA preceeding. I round as a “drive-in,r‘ 
Local Slipper clubs are wrapping The $25,000 fee would be the - However, Baker was . allowed tp 

i?P a spotty, season with June the highest paid in a Manhattan nitery j be represented by counsel of his 
’ ' ' ‘ " ‘ ‘ ‘ ' " ’ 1 “ ’ ”* - - - e.i own ohniVa 

Baker was notified. 
_. ■ u .. .. ui ma disqualification despite being 

. . . Country Club, Brooklyn. whereThe j elected, the runner-up from among 
he without ...envelope amounted -to $40,000, Vic-; the N.Y: deiesates. Cfana Goldberg, 
ummer. the; tor Borge ^as signed af $3^)00.;, ^ toW she would go to MexiS 

ben’s. 
While Boston will 

smmer clubs for the summer. 
Frolic, 400-seater in Revere. .wilU Latter spot also paid $25,000 to 
be gomg with same format of semi- j Judy; Garland. There have been 
names, and Salisbury Beach Frolics * no such salaries prevalent in the 
will open this summer with names [New* York bistros, inasmuch as car 
and with the return of liquor to! pacities generally do not permit 
the beach. [these scales. However, the Lou 

Intimers, and. continuous enter-! Walters Cafe de Paris with about 
taiiiinent spots^ Mayfair, Gilded; 1.100 seats may b<r able to affor^ 
Cage. Show bar, and Guy- Guarino's 
Moulin Rouge in HoH Vendome, 
will operate, through the hot 
weather. 

that kind of coin, but the LQ’s 600 
seats, at present price scales. 
worTdn't normally allow for that 
kind of salary. , A > 

City, She's the wife of .board mem¬ 
ber Irving. Grossman. 

CupidonV Summer Exit 
Le Cupidon, N.Y, is slated to 

close for the summer June 29 fol¬ 
lowing the run of singer. Ruth 
Wallis, who preems June 10. 

Trudy Richards opened at the-] 
sppt;l?st night types.)./* 

Bon Bons Switch 
Pittsburgh, May 27. 

Joyce Weston has dropped out 
of femme singing. trio called the 
Bon Bons to take a secretarial job 
in New York with GAC. She-s be¬ 
ing replaced by Liz Seneff, former 
band vocalist and daughter of Alice 
Hogg Seneff, veteran newspaper 
woman here on the staff of Hearst 
Sun-Telegraph. 

Bon Bons had been booked into 
Town “ House_. here recently but 
had to postpone the engagement 
until early summer in order to 
give Miss Seneff more time to work 
into the act. 

Talent agencies are now des¬ 
perately engaged in a search for 
a trend—any trend that may indi¬ 
cate where the money that used . 
to be spent by youngsters will now 
go. With diminution of the rcok ’n’ 
roll market and the decline of sales 
on single records, the offices are 
looking for some indication of what 
can be thrown into the now exist¬ 
ing vacuum. . 

Thus far. nothing of note has 
shown up despite some encourag-. 
ing upbeats in certain types of at¬ 
tractions. One of the healthiest 
trends, is noted in the upbeat of 
the cultural events. The classics, 
are hitting important boxoffice in 
most metropolitan situations. A 
personality such as Van Cliburn 
is proving that he can draw among 
juves as well as adults. However, 
the agencies have decided that the 
longhairs aren’t potent enough. 
It’s difficult, for them to imagine, 
the curb outside of Carnegie Hall 
at concert time filled with motor¬ 
cycles. 

Another area of probing is the 
jazz concerts, but the agencies feel 
that although the jazz market is 
good, it is a constant one that 
hasn’t had ainy major growth 
spurts even with the near demise 
of rock ’n’ roll. . 

One of the major failings is the 
development o»f any personality 
that might be able to shed some 
light on new' paths and directions. 
While there have been hits such as 
Johnny Mathis and Sallie Blajr. 
who are on their way, the lead 
that they have established isn’t po¬ 
tent enough to force a trend. Nor 
do. the; ageneies feel there is any¬ 
thing in films or video that could 
whip up a storm of in-person box- 
office. 

The search is now on with a de- . 
gree of desperation. The agencies 
feel that the recession would have 
nothing to do with the establish¬ 
ment of a new vogue. In former 
eras,'there have been a lot of per¬ 
sonalities and styles established 
when the country’s economics were 
gloomy. 
. The agencies feel that until a. 
new mode is formulated, a lot of 
boxoffice will be going to .-waste, 

GARNER SETS MARK 
AT HUB STORYVILLE 

Boston, May 27. 
George Wein returned Erroll 

Garner for surprise week’s book¬ 
ing at his jazz palace, Stoiyville, 
with a $4.50 minimum, and set 
record for the spot with lines 
nightly.' 

Garner, -who closed Sunday (25), 
ended the season for the nitery 
after jamming the cultists in. 
Wein had presented Garner in 
jazz concerts at Symphony Hall, 
in Worcester, Springfield and 
Providence this season as well as 
two stands at Storyville. Gamer, 
who has been taken over by im¬ 
presario Sol Hurok for concerts, is 
skedded for the Newport Jazz 
Festival. 

Wein opens ai summer counter¬ 
part of Storyville June 28 in Har- ' 
wich. Mass., on the Cape, to be 
known as “Storyville-Cape Cod, ’r 
aiid has inked. Garner, George 
Shearing and Dave Brubeck. Wein 
is also extending his jazz activities 
to the French Lick Jazz Festival 
iu French Lick, Indiana. . 

ST. PAUVS INSTITUTE 

Continues Big User of Talent 
In 20th Year at 17c 

St. Paul, May 27. 
Next season’s anhiial St, Paul 

Women's Institute offerings will 
include- musical presentations by 
the Swiss Gay Tyroliers and “Eight 
Men and a Girl” and concerts by 
the . Minneapolis Symphony Or¬ 
chestra, Princeton’s Westminister 
choir and pianist George Feyer 
along with, talks hy Associated 
Press’. Eddy Gilmore, actress Ani¬ 
ta Colby and gag-collector Bennett 
Cerf. 

It’ll he the Institute’s 20 th 
season. Season subscribers are 
charged only about I7c per pro¬ 
gram, the two local jointly owned 
newspapers, the Dispatch and Pi¬ 
oneer Press meeting:the large an¬ 
nual deficit 
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LOUIS SHURR AGENCY 
1501 Broadway, Now York, N. Y. 

CHickoriog 4-0240 
327 N. Rodod Dr.. Bovorly Hills 

(CRostylow 4*0111 

exclusively JUBILEE RECORDS 

Latest Release 

'DORMI, DORMI, DORMI" 
b/* "HER HAIR WAS YELLOW* 

PfiRiEfr 
.. “Don Rondo hits with impact. . . 
hyv auditors . . . who’ve seen the 
best, held the big guy for a long 
set of encores and were beating it 
up for more when he finally bowed 
off *» . has a warm personality 
displays penchant for a free-wheel¬ 
ing approach that adds sock to his 
upbeat tempos ... auditors paid 
rapt attention.” ' 

——-—Public Relations———-- 

MARIO TROMBONE ASSOCIATES 
Ht W«l Or4 St. M*w t«fk» M. T. 



VAIDEVIIXE 

Vaufci Cafe Bates 

P^Lumrr 

1 Welk lT^Gi San Antonio1 Inci^a Qfii^F Vaiirlo 
S.ti: Antonio. May 27. j 11131110 wOIrii""" 7 31100 

\ ■: The. lake on. the Lawrence Welle.;, a gift of $15,000 was donated to the Scottish Theatrical & Variety 

lo-aightcr 'concert at Bexas Coli- Artistes’ Benevolent. Fund by Mozart Allan, wealthy Scot music pub- 

um last week. w;>s $ 17,50Q. lisher. It will be used to set up a memorial fund in honor of donor’s 

tVellc made a two-day. .trip to father, the late Mozart Allan Sr., who established the song publishing 

■xas . niakihg stops here and. .at ol,tgt last .century. It will provide country and coast vacations for infirm 

auslori. . • -. • .... vaude performers. 

¥ednesday, May 28y 1958 

... ki booked for a se- -- - , _ -,T . .. . ■ -- —.. 
, ..i..- "stops-his strolling..at Club- P.eadi- 

i: to. iiu.lhL* Lie Ctito-: lvei.t0 act ag-.enfCee- of shbw tliat ■ “ ■-■--^==77? 
i.n-sdfdpnja; June J: Bolero,. spotlights- te'rpe'rs. Hope Hayden #4 ■ Bflii : yw- • •» 
,;,d. June 27; Tm’ee: Rivers, = an(j ^liUnisrlit Starr , Duo-(Ken : . S T3ET 

July 4: !• rolics..Salisbury . & Earl Crowse)•.billed-..as. 
.uily 12, and tlie New Arena, Xcte-A-RioiS opened .(26) at Danny '—Continued from, page 2 

July 25-. . 1 Sani Leveri- • j>emctry’s Zebra Lounge in Howe.1! f h V v, •• • ' 

2 phtMiightcr; concert at Bexas Coli- 

■ •-scum, last' w0 e k. we s$ 17,5.00. 

■ , \ \Yelk made a two-day..trip to: 
’n roller Mark Deamng, emcee . . . .. ; t r , 

» Grady WiNcn and ".music by T.okye Texas .making stops here and. .at 
Trio . . \ Tioulrudor George. PctiuS Houston. . • 

Singer Lcray White’s upcoming fortnight at Cave Supper Club, 

Vancouver, set for June 16-26, and bellied for eight weeks as . “Mrs. • 

Sammy Davis Jr.”, has been upset by possibility of her becoming an 

“ex,” says boniface Isy Wallers, and that “apparently she’ll be in 
« . n . »r the A:nba:>s:d.ort^s.'House Lobby ,'.-. Dave .TOwmser/a outdoor sho.\y •• busm.es?.-; governe^C(-Urt f opYhat date,. The booking has been cancelled by the.performer. 

An Sept. -.» . . . Joe L. Lewis returned to keyboard in Georgian by. the Vagaries of Seattle weather. 4 

to 1. a; lit R'.hcho. Las Vegas; Terrace Hotel's lied Carpet Lounge.: if^ nninfpH nut tlisf-‘‘ih a fair or^ 
f;j» year’-, -.end show starting . . .Emile Poisson and crew play- : : e n • " , •.:•••: ■ ,1 Vaude made a one-night comeback last Friday (23) when the San 
Div i:; . . Myron Cohen goes to ingfor dancing and diners at. Em- ^exposition the amusement centre jjYanciseo Theatrical Club puton its annual 26-act variety show at 
t!-e New Ai eii i, .Pittsburgh, Junee pjre Room, in Atlanta BiltmoTe ; . .ii most, valuable in providing, the j the Veterans Auditorium; Acts included Louise Fitzgerald doing a 
27 . Frolic. Salisbury Beach i Sammy Dnncan Dixie!landers. ho d- ■>ra-v forihe general public. To all. bicycle specialiy, John Rorriano and Raymond- Cone in a soft-shoe 
<*d,t •; ■*, lineup to inc.ud“. Martha, ihg over-at Hank- &. Jerry-s Hide-’ . - - / 1 routine and Ida WTvatt now 82 sinking_-63 vears ago slie gave a 
K.,yc :-.7; G.rme & . . «enry Grriy. and purposes, »t rntfit the, 
Ste-e Lawrence, June 29: ,l*r.ankie paradise Room retaining Stars rn amusement, section is the tffir. It t 
La ?;-. Ju’v 6; Four Lcds-Jimmie ■ Ice show, with Erv Hinkle- outfits, ^ t' ifpj and "without it: ' ^ . 
Kml :vr;. J>dv 20: lapuis Armstrong,. playing tor show arid dancing. . . . : . P .. . . ; v ; Tlie Hilton Hotel chain paid for a 16-page, insert in the N: Y. Times 
Jt: > 27: ’l »ivy Bennett,- Auv, . 3;; Betty Allen, Freddy Bernard -and . 2t night the fair might as well close, 0£ Sunday (25). Articles included sidelights on the operation of‘Various 
T<>1:V Mnrrfn. -Aug. 10: JoTinny--.Mjn’ffuerittv Sparks^..heading 'sho\y;v;(j0.Wn.” (units of the chain, with byliners including'Jini Bishop, Tex & jinx 
Math. • A--:. 17. and Teresa Brew- at Harem Supper Club: . . AlteiV visiting Disneyiand in Cali- AlcCrary, A.my Vanderbilt James Beard, Irv kupcinet| Richard Carter 
er, Au (. ~-r.\ . ■ ^ ; ... •.i. ■ . . . y; . forriiq, ..the :“Magic Mountain” de- and bossman Conrad N. Hilton. '. . 

'. _ g.... p .. _„L _ jr. N^elophieiit in ' Denver; the Dallas "- ’ ■ ' • 
C^icaco I tor fcV8r¥lS0SW I “Grand. Old , Texas” project, and'I 

'* .. .1 I coniebing in Chicago with show-, ¥1 *■ • 
XwMh* Peter Wood .-has a two- continued from paBe;63^^^=':'-hle-h.;\\hd'-lTandled'the woridV fair : l-IVltr 

Chicago Rseia far 
‘ter Wood has a two- CenUnued from pa,ge '63 .; 

JliUk“ierde waves her lianky in the of the . paucity of entertainment i ; 1. A Sea.fairland, ..with., watei ■■ • 'FiVe>Past' £ii(li't:'' Galiie city, but comes back sharp- 
Muehlebaeh,- R:C.„- commencing. values therein and their, failure to rides,, castles . arid islands built J waiwwoa. ri io’nmv ly- with his: portrayal of a Russian 
June 6 . , . Haller & Hayden plus; give the pdblic its money's worth. ' around a. nautical theme, including j lALMAimsKA, . pianist and as a theatre usher com^ 
Ann Leonardo are set for Eddys’; Of course, Entratter. is in a fairly ; Neptune’s castle, pirate ships, Davy I . .. Glasgow, May 2/. menting on audience personalities 
in Iv.C. ?*Iay 31 . . .. Jack Carter • soijd position with a steady grbup|Jones’locker and a children’s king- . oteioart Crmlcshank presentation, jn “Friends in Front,” ,. 
in!!» Chi s Black Orchid Aug 7 for {0f headliriers which includes ; dom. o/ revue,wthStantey^ Baxter, jn the song • sector, Hughes, 
a fortnight : Fat. O’Day chirps, Sinatra, Daririy Thomas, . 2 A reproduction of earlv Seat- Damd ^u9he6, Rikki Fulton; Fee- though bogged down by first-night 
at Kddys'’ Sept. ' 5-t.pr two frames j Lena Horne, Wiil Mastin Trio. k^*^^^”^^^tabhshed ^mUse- fay^ Ttmas;. snags such as an-entwining, micro-, 
.. Norton i Patricia into-the Ba , D Martin. Jerry "Lewis arid a : mentccntreformat d erased and stag? d by Dick Hut- phone, has looks and presence plus: 

las Anolnhus Sept. 8 . . ^ Lou.Ne!-_ v.un Dlav bis inn ari-i111"^nt cenire lormar. ran; choreography, Ross Taylor;, highly acceptable vocal talent, and 
son, v.ith BUly Albert & Audrey v'ha bring toD crowds v 3; An Alaskan Yukon Racific sec- musical arrangements, Geraldo;. wins with “In the Mood for Love” 
Sisterarrive there Oct. fl •. * * 1 intrv thp hni-pi . ' ; j tionwhich would tie in the historic coscumes, Berkeley Sutcliffe, R. St. and “.May Never Pass This Way 
Jean Shannon & Brooks Brps^. mto . r /• r-urattpr ' a '^oI(1' Ship,” ari Indian village, Es- John Roper, Irene Segalla; decor, Again.” ; Miss Lepore is a cheer- 
t-'-‘v 'Witmneg, El Rancho Carios . Victui-e' of future^develan-^^ :kim°^^ igloos,^^ dogsled rides, Cana-1 Tod :Kinpman & Reg Allen. At Ab ful chirper in the song, section. . 
yesterday • 1 .. .Jose^Qreco, g^oomy_pm^i e of futuie dian :MoUnties, etc.; : liianibr a Theatre, Glasgow, May 19, Dance wise, show has : lotsa mo-, 

&lLcSu'iSf t™ko :.t. SSS-. i!|,cngpoin-.l o„t; oce Si-. 4. A South PocificUcction. ript-j 'oB. for season; SL30 top.;, ' ; r : rial 
the Muehiebach starting June 20 financial:, disadvantage .because ?f mg the lighter aspects of ;life.:there.;| _ staged the terping with ingenuity 

Houston Shamrock has, Johnny taxes, when they play, more than. : 5. A Northwestland; built.around k 0V+h^u k’ Howard A- and verve. Irene Claire, Keith: 
Puzo’s. Harmonica Gang due: in .15 weeks or so .per year. They;} the growth of industry in the Paci- : vvvridham Sn h^ S^-Pvvdlv Little and Peter Johnston do good 
Oct. 16, .follmved^by Alyron Cohen, are in demand. In many parts of fic Northwest, perhaps with Paul^ tossed lotsa coin into makine a ‘work: George Mitchell Singers.(8) 
on the 30th and Roberta.S-herwood the country, and. , the ‘inore. com- j Runyan- predominating, and with ■ glittering splash of the 1958 revue are vocal asset in support, through? 
£,n: ,13 pbtitive tne town, the higher -tly*1 rides.-arid amusements dramatizing i now e\pec?ed to achieve higher 6ut: Ethel Scott and Stan Mars aid'1 
Arusts has shifted from Chi *o salary. with mpre ; loot . the act’s ,Seattle as a :seapbrtv its fishing and ; ^d^f S rSuU Hris ^ the stooge section, and. Danny 
uo.ina.ni. ^_ . k‘ availability goes down.- In. a sitiia- logging industries,; through the use ; season, staged once again: by Dick Walters batons the Geraldo orch. 

I lion like Miami . . Beach, Avh'ere' of jogrollirig. tree topping and sim- ; Hurran, .fully meets expectations. Costumes and decor are m class^of . 
Atlanta -t competition, -becomes unbridled ; njr attractions. - and fits suitably Into a year when their. own, and the. -Dick .Hurran 

• , ,, 1 , , at tlie height of the winter Reason.'; caMp toid Variety 
Exotic Jody Lawrence has fea- salaries may‘go-so high, Entratter hd :..|.,.,.nthp nlflvlflnd. vaude with her presence at Royal retams.. s^ea. despite length ot. 

fared spot in new bill at Imperial .fears, that the hotels through. ratiipr theatfp ^nnrt*; Variety Show in same houseJuly certainitems, and isaeertamcom- 
IIotrL'»,.I)«m'ttio' Lounge, backed up ; selLpreseryation will hav6 to od^, 

Mmw 
Five-Past Eight 

(ALHAMBRA, GLASGOW) 
Glasgow, May 27. 

Gallic city, but comes back sharp¬ 
ly. with his portrayal of a Russian 
pianist and as a theatre usher com¬ 
menting on audience personalities o,„ _lucuuiig- uu duuiciiuc pciiuiianues 

Stewart Cruikshcmk mesertqtion,. jjj .«prfends in Front,”.,... 

*3 -9jcuJie’In the song • sector, Hughes, 

by comedic. Kay & Aldredge, rock . together and decide whether^ they/-Spectacle highlight is a “Happy 
L-— — l,t can afford top acts or names be, : ^-Povtance. 01 the latter three v as ...Holiday” production, closing first 

Currently 

RAD1SSQN 
HOTEL 

.Minneapolis, Minn. 

' can afford top acts of-naraSs be,:' “!put:T/w Ab ~ 'A ■««.i:Holiday” production, closing first 
■ yoiid a certain price, -fange:..- GSei/ a .reportedly $9,000 
• sebarate storv on Florid a ibe carefully, planned, he said,, bathing pool built into stage. Mir- 
“treatv” i Situation isn’t likelv "since they. can have a great bear- ror reflects, dancing girls sporting 

! in1 Vegas ■bt^ause1^futrire riomnnit.l‘n® ®n ^®'P^es^®e* an<^. Briendance,.in tn& ijool, final tag being a drop 
“.„f saTarief :^Kav? Jfen-,;°f the ^position," .v ' .by show’s three stars (Stanley Bax-, ments and salanes -have been,, . .. Ker: David Hunhes and Rikki. Fid. 

: made on a. longrange basis. . .1. .. . .... - tonVintri the am.* enrtoin 
Entratter was in New York last 

week scouting ..new acts, and .to. 
confer with- talent agencies. He 
and his wife . Dorothy planed , out 
to- Vegas Saturday (.24>. 

of the exposition;” . :. j by show’s three stars (Stanley Bax- 
- ■■■-. • • ' j ter, David Hughes and Rikki Ful- 

.—7— -———-■—=—r——;—^r— ; tori) into the aqua as curtain drops. 
IH.J TF-.,,- UaJaL ; Number brings strong arid reaction 
Vein ■ I VpG RIGualS j and provides talking point for out- 

. " I fronters. It climaxes airport and 
tr~—. Continued, from page 1=== ) Riviera items, = : featuring singer 

lution, who own (he auditorium,. dancers, 

If seen ily, fecominended with- WMls? ?ar15' 

DOLORES 
HAWKINS 

• EPIC RECORDS • 

Business Mgr> 

DON SEAT 

FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatrical* 

' We Service .the Stars" 

Big Temporary Special on All 
35 G-jq Files for SIS, Plus SI-00 Postage 

Foreign: Sl.5Q.ea,, 3S for $40 

• '3 Parody ~BookSi Per BkJ: S10 0 
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. >35 • 
• Minstrel Budget S25 • 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
S3 per Copy. 

No C.O.D's "Always Open" 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th St., N.Y,C- 1» Clrcl* 7-1130 
.WE TEACH EMCEEIHG and COMEDY) 
Let a Real Professional Train YoO) 

-recently, recommended with: Mis? ?atis- 

0 I 1 - ci.rawal of this; country from the, Revue hinges strohelv- nn me- Saranac Lake : ..-unitedJhe audience .«,?c chahteat;-eff^,S%:?:tSta 
By Happy Benway ks NBC s Symphonj ^ of the Air., roaring behind set with lights 

V -M y " oPu 1 r? - ! led by . Soviet, maestro Kiril P.} twinkling on-off, and a slanted “La 
Tj/S.01;t^v0°dsiSchool Lake Placid ; Kondrashln. played the “Star Trayiata” scene, with good warbling 

' Boys Glee Club recita, at Will ; spangled . Banner,” followed by j by Hughes and Fay Lenore. A 
1 Ro5crf iVas, bn-c-- •best ev<?r >\%| the Russian national anthem, ' guest act. from Spain, . the Ballet 

I ”Gv,cd^■ Iiei’e-T was under^Goncert.^was booked here by i Los Trianas, score heavjly with 
] d’reeaon of James Carr. . ( Patrick Hayes.. (lively gusto of dancing in “Fete 
• Ned SliugrUe arid Murray Weiss,: •tv,^w,«^''N;4*.s* -V« iEspagnole.” 
,exocuifyos of ,Willl Soriofs;'Fttnd.Vfn, ciS ^si^ thegWiiite Ho«e ' : :in the comedy department, Bax- 
i from Gotham and Boston,^^ rt:fPec;;y in' 'a- 0"e. of the younger crop of 

r-Nvili. Rogors .Furid Board of DL * Russian Embassy hosted by. Am-1 He'S 

jrcctors po«,wow,kecided SrSt I Joseph 'Shambaugii, Paramount, “command performance”, at; White jng a furred Busby atop his head 
Films salesman. Off to Cincinnati^^ House Correspondents’,: dinner: ar.d tickles the risibilities with 
for a two-week furlough. . . honoring. Vice-President Nixon, trick of pulling a real telephone 

“THE COMEDIAN" 
The Only Heal Monthly.: 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 

THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UP-TOrPATEST . 

Now in -It* 93rd- Issue, containing 
stories, one-liners,, poeme’tes, song 
titles, hecklers,, audience stuff; mono- 
logs, parodies, - doublegags, bits, 
ideas,. Intros, Impressions and im-. 
personations, political, interruptions. 
Thoughts . of the Day; Humorous 

. Views of the News, etc. S20- yearly: 
... 3 Yrs. $50—Single. Issues. S3 . 

Foreign: $30 Yr.—3 Yrs.. $8fli 
Single Issues $4—No C.O.D.'s 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 St., New York 19 

KEN BARRY 

Joseph 'Shambaugti. Paramounl 
Film.>i salesman, off to Cincinnati 
fi,r a two-week furlough'.. 

.-Lucy Jeanett Thurman got an '■ Jinx. Falkeriburg emceed latter ’ from his furred helmet and gabbing 
ii-dear to Resume work arid left show. i to a friend through instrument. aa-caeai lo^resume woik and lett show. ito a friend through instrument, 

toi Corpus- Ghristi,,Tex, .where she v, . . i Baxter registers throughout in 
Tl.eatrn^DmoLof ^ Cliburn Wows Pliilly jtbe fun . dept., and has another 
former ^manlmer °of ^VldW asJrin^: ‘ ' ’ Philadelphia, May 27. ! Peasant itenvas an elderly Englisli. 
Ion ThoatruiS shnU.y N. r -’ “■« Clibu.m. 23 year-old "chaV" 

J. G. Taylor Spink, publisher of }vmner+ of . So^mt :Russia s first ; « ^ Be _The Heat Charac- 
Sporting News put Will Rogers “Pternational Tchaikovsky ,piano . b^ere ^by <Cl.^me^Ashby as 

Hospital, on his riiailing list. ,. : . r competition, continued his tn-«reminiscent of work er the late 
Peter <IATSE> Gillespie : in for | umphant tour before a, capacity Gordohn’otedior'Wsfetoe 

usual rest and observation period, /house at the Academy of Music. ,.j imnersonations ’ ' l0F ' S 

^prt7n?rFhliw?iCaNP^;! Tickets were all sold put a few i Fulton, other main comedy star, 
♦n ■■'= I hours after news of'. the event. • is handicapped by some stereotyped 
to resume wmx ^ Hundreds of people milled j fodder in “Paris in the Spring,” as 

WTiTte to those who are ill. , [ around the outside ~of the Acad-j a Scot, femme vacationing in the 
■ ■1 • • • | emy hoping for some lucky break j - ■ ... 

that might get them fix that just: TL^ Hffll HIHFn I 

to resume .Work. — 
WTrite to those who are ill, 

Held Over Again! , 

' HARRY ALTMAN'S 
BUFFALO 

' Mgl t Sta A Will Wabor, Now York 

YVONNE MORAY 
42" Tail-Singing Comadiann* . 

T-BONE SUFFER CLUB 
Wichita. Kapiqs 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. 
Jo*. Glaser, Pras. ' 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Currently 

OLYMPIA THEATRE 
PARIS, FRANCE 

' Second Wuk 

Mgt. BILL MITTLli 161« Iroodway, New York 

| weren’t to be had. , . 

] Cliburn. was backed rip by the 
Symphony of the Air . under the 

I direction of Soviet conductor. 
1 KirH F; Kondrashin. 

i A shouting! applauding crow'd 
■ cheered his every movement and 
. at the insistence of his. listeners 
he. repeated the second and third 
movements! of Tchaikovsky's Con- 
..certo No. 1 in B-flat Minor at the 
program’s Gslose, ■ 

The DEEP RIVED BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

Opaamg 10th Intemotfoaql Tour 

currently 

L1SEBERG PARK jyS 
Gottenberg, Sweden ■’Ipw V^a 

Direction: WILLI AM MORRIS AGENCY 

Pers: Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY ^ f;#. 
fX 
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VARIETY BILES 
' WEEK 'OF MAY. 28' // 

Numerals m: connection with bills below indicate opening day of show.. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hail 29. 

Emilia Sherman 
Corps de Ballet 

IRockettes. 
R. Paige Ore. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 

Tivoli 26 
Roily. Rolls- 
Douglas. & Priscilla 
Horrie Dargie 5 
Billy. Baxter 
.Najas 
Alcettys 
Dorothy Costello 
Dalrays 
Patsy O’Hara 
Jim Berinson 

. Rae Morgan: 
SYDNEY 
Tivoli 26 

Ronnie Ronalde (2) 
Vic Hyde . 
Clifford Guest 
Curibas 

George Holme* 
Eleanor Gunter 
Joe Martin- 
M & S .Davis 
Buster Fiddess 
Joe Jenlqns 
Alwyn Lieckie 

NEWCASTLE. 
Victoria 26 

Johnny Lockwood 
Margo 
Kayes & Faye 
Anny Berryer 
Medlock & Marlowe 
Les Thaika 
uimmy Jeff 
Williams &'3Shand 
Edith Juhasz 
Frank Ward. 
Barton & Stuchb’r y 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome 26 . 
. Whittaker & Law 
- Luscious Goldwyris 

Don & Junita.. 
Pamela Phillips 
Les Madrigols 
Benny Garcia ' 
Maureen Gabrielle 

- BIRMINGHAM 
t-.!ppodrome 26 

Guy. Mitchell 
Mantons 
Elizabeth & Collins 
Peter Dulay 
Lloyd & Pay 
Nordics ' . ■ . 
•Mongadors &■ Ann. 

BRIGHTON ... 
..Hippodrome 26 

David Whitfield 
Desmond Lane 
David Berglas 
Silvia & Audrey 
Des O’Connor 

..' Walthon & Dorraine 
Peggy Cavell 
Hill & Billie . 
FINSBURY PARK 

! 'Empire 26 
.Kaye Sis ' 
:M & B Winters. 
Gilbert 
Mistin Juniors 
Granger’s Puppets . 
Maxims 
Frank Cook 
Les Galantas 

. GLASGOW 
Empire 26 

Robert' Earl . 
.Cherry Wainer 

. Kentones 
'. . Joe Church 

Igor Gridneff. 
Peter Groves 3 .-■ 

■ Reg Thompson 
Larry Marshall 

LEEDS 
Empire; 26 

' Nitwits 
. Fox Girls 

Kirk Stevens 
Tex. McLeod 

. Fras’rs Harmonica's 
Hill-Billy Polecats 
Hail Roach 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire 26 •• 

Benny Hill . 
Johnson & Carr 
Kemble & Christine 
Rene. Strange 
Crawford 3 . 
A & V Shelley . 

. Robertis 
Jack Beckitt 

- LONDON 
- Metropolitan 26 • 

Jimmy Wheeler 
v Gary Miller . 

. Audrey Jeans. 
Jimmy Gay 

. Harry Jacobson . • 

Ron Scott 
Dobie 2 

MANCHESTER 
• Palace 26 

Anne Shelton 
Billy (Uke) Scott 
Fayne & Evans 
Skylons 
Mitchell. 3 
Leslie. .Randall . 
Benson Dulay Co. 
Martinis . 
Georgette 

NEWCASTLE ■ 
Empire . 26 

Olsen & Johriscn . 
Lundon &.Pam 
Tony Brent 
Keefe Bros.. Sc A. 
Don Hooton 
Ron Scott 
Benson Dulay Co. 
Francois & Zandra. 
Ted Lune 
Allen Modley 

NORTHAMPTON 
New 26 

Revel & Fields 
Marqueez: 
John & Julie. ’ 
Roy Mack. 
Gillian Prince 
Roy Marsden \ 
Jackie Fortune- 
Marie De Vere Girls 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 26 ; 

Jimmy Young.. 
Juggling' Brauns-. 
So:—ii'anders 
Billy Stutt 
Sally Barnes 
Russell 6c Susie 
John Killick 
Marcies 

SHEFFIELD 
' . Empire 26 
Hilltoppers ' . 
Emerson & Jayne • 
Johnny Mack 
Lotus. & . Lila. 
Alan Clive 
Authors Ar Swinson 
Marguerite & ’ 

Charles . • 
Taylor & Valerie . 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 26 

Cyril Dowler 
Ron Dillon 
Dennis Burrows 
Lyntori Boys . 
3 Dillionaries 
6 Modern Misters : 
6 Chicks 

SUNDERLAND 
. Empire 26. 

Ronnie Hilton . 
Lane 2 
Freddie Frjnton' 
Agnette 6c Silvio 
Bill Waddington 
Penny Nicholls. 
Judy Moxori ' . ' 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel 

Michele Leura ; 
Shelly Berman 
Geo. Matson : . 
Kingston 3 • • 

. Andy Sparks. • • 
Bart Howard. 
Jimmie Lyon Trio 

Boboli 
Vivian Lori 
Patti Reho 
Christopher. Cary 

'-. Kenneth Shelton 
Bori Solr 

Felicia Sanders 
Igor Mr H. .. 
Joey Ross 
Three. Flames 
Jimmie. Daniels 

• Cafe De Paris 
Betty Hutton 
Sherry Britton 
Szonys 
Harrison & Kossi 
Rafael . 
Piroska 
Buddy Clarke-.Ore 

Casanova 
Donna Dunn 
Margrit & Adrienne 

Chateau Madrid 
Rafael Ruiz 
Rosa & Helen Del' 

Campo .' 
Candi Cortez - 
Ralph Font Orb 
Panchito Ore 
- Copacabana - 
Georgia Gibbs . 

"-. Geoi De. Witt 
Lawrence' & Mitzi 
The Pagets 
Ronnie Hall 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk 
Mickey Deems 

• Ceil Cabot 
Jenny Lou Law 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen.. 

El Chico 
Indios Trabajas 
Rosita Rios.:- . 

No; 1 Fifth Avo. 
Bob Downey 
Harold Fonville 
Joan Bishop 

Hotel Pierre. 
< Stanley Melba Oro 

l^4<tf,Bicardel_Orc • 

Avante Garde 
RUth Olay 
Matt' Dennis Trio • 
Phil Leeds . 
Joe. Castro Trio 

Band Box 
Billy Gray 
Pony Sherrell 
Antone & Curtiss 
Billy Barty. 
Bob Bailey' • ore 

Ben B1 ' 
Ben Blue 
Buddy Lester 
Barbara Heller • 
Sammy- Wolf 
Joan Kayhe 
Dick Bernie . 
Ivan Lane Ore 

Coconut Grove 
Teresa Brewer 
Alan Drake . 
Freddie Martin Ore 

Crescendo.' . 
June Christy . 
Trwin Corey . 
Renet: Touzet' Band 

881 Club 
Johnny. Walsh 

Betty Benee' 
Hotel Plaza 

Celeste Holm 
Joni Roth . 
Ted Straeter Orb 
Mark Monte Orb 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

.. Hotel Taft- .i^. 
Vincent Lopez . Orb 

Hotel St. Regis 
Patricia .Wilson . 
Milt Shaw Oro 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter. 
Johnnie Ray 
Seven. Ashtons ■ 
Gena Genarde : 

. Martha Krrolle 
Queti Clavejb 
Jo Lombardi Ore ... 
B Harlowe Ore. . 

Le Cupidon . 
Trudy" Richards.' 
Ish Ugardi Ore . 

Old Romanian . 
Julius LaRosa ' . 
Gary- Morton; 
Bob Brooks' 
Mac Pollack Ore " 
McKenna Line 

: Roundtable 
Joe Bushkin Ore 
Teddy . Wilson Ore 

Town & Country 
Tony Martin : . 
Jackie Kannoh 
B & J Palmer- . 
Buster-Burnell .-. 

Dancers 
Ned. Harvey Ore 
Sicari Ore 

Viennese Lantern 
Rosina Pagan 
6 & J De Los Rios 
Ernest. Schoen Ore 
Paul Mann , . . 

Village Barn 
Tony Layelli 
Victor Spaddy 
Marshalls. 
Larry McMahon .. 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Mose Allison. 
Anita O’Day 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Xavier Cugat 
Abbe Lane 
Tito & Lillia Guizar 

CHICAGO 
. Black Orchid' 

Dick Shawn : 
Fran Jeffries 
Joe Parnello . O)' . 

■ Blue : Angel ' 
“Tropical Holiday’* 
Carmen Romano 
Pedro Roman 
Glamazons 
Lord Christo. 

Blue. Note 
Gene Itrupa (4) . 

Chez Paree 
.Tony. Bennett . 
Rowan & Martin 
Geo. Cook Ore. 
Chez Adorables (9) 

. Cloister Inn - 
Eddie Higgins 3 
Beverly Kelly- . 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 

. Conrad Hilton 
Glenn 6c Coleen 
Menchassys 

Drake Hotel 
Sheila Reynolds - 
Jimmy-Blade Ore 

Gate of. Horn 
Bob Gibson 
Josh -White' . 

..London Houso. 
Jo Jones (4). 

■Mister . Kelly’s ' 
Mike 6c Elaine 
Betsy Duncan 
Marty Rubinstein 3 
Marx & Fngo 

Palmer. .House 
Modernaires :. 
Dornan Bros. • 
Mattisoii Trio .. 
Ben Arden Ore ' 

LOS ANGELES 
Interlude 

Tom Lehrer 

Martin Denny 

Group (4) ' 
. .Largo 

Meg Miles : 
Chuck Miller 
Leni?y Niehaus Ore 

Larry Potter's 
Supper■ Club 

Chantel Noel ' 
Sandy Sims : 

Mocambo 
Peggy Lee ■ ■ 
Frankie Sands Trio. 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Jerry Lewi's 
D'onn Arden Revue 
Dick Stabile Ore: 

Slate Bros. 
Don Rickies • 

: Vido MiissO 
. Statler. Hotel: . 
|Carmen-CavalIero 29 

Ed Ber£nian Ore . 
Ye Little Club 

Annette Warren 

HAVANA 
■ Capri 

.Darryl Stewart.-, 
Luisa Chorens 
Somavilla Ore : . 
Calvet Ore 

Hilton 
J. Moreno 
Fajardo Ore 

. Nacional . 
Maria Neglia- 
Carlisse & Raymond 
Parisien Dncrs ; 
Ray Carsoii 
Dancing Waters 
W Re.ves Ore 

' Riviera : . 
Haye & Naldi 
Violeta Vergera. 
Felix Guerrero Ore. 
Casino Playa Orel ' 

SansSoud 
Cetra 4 .. 
Gloria &: Rolando 
Victor Alverez 
Miriam. Barr eras . 
La Serle. Ore 
Ortega Ore 

Tropicana 
Leonella Gonzalez 
Henry Boyer . 
Berta :Rosen 
Berta.Depuy 
Lago Sis. . 
Miguel Checkis 
Clara Castillo : • 
Fillo Bergaza 
Fernando. Muleiis 
Tropicana Ballet 
S Suarez. Orb : 
4 Romeu. Orq 

LAS VEGAS 
desert, inn 

Marie McDonald. . 
Jackie. Miles 
Donn Arden Dncrs: 
Carlton Kayes. Ore 

. . Dunes 
“Life Begins. At 

TVlinsky’s” 
Pinky Lee. 
Pat Amber Halliday 
Marquis Family -. 

.5 Yokois. - 
Martine Vargas 
Eva Pavlova 
Gillian Grey 
Bruce Yarnell 
Cee Davidson! Ore.. 

. El Cortez ■ 
Dubonnet Trio 
Dick Saunders 
Marcie Miller . 

El Rzncho Vegas 
Joe E.- Lewis : 
Lili. St. Cyr 
Marion Colby 
Barry Ashton Dncrs 
Dick Rice Orch .. 

. Flamingo 
Pearl Bailey. 
LbU Bellson • 
Harrison. & Fisher 
Four. Voices 
Moana Gleason 
Don Kirk 
Flamingoettes 
Tack Cathcart Ore 
Dick Contiilo 

Fremont Hotel 
Nitecaps 
Mark Wayne. 4 . 
Deedy & Bill. 

Golden Nugget 
Hank Penny 
Sue Thompson 
Ish Kabibble. : 
Nick Alexander 
Wade Ray 5 

: Riviera 
Liberace 
Sid Krofft 
Phyllis. Sues . 
Dorothy Dorben. 

Dancers ' .. 

Shecky Greene.. 
Ray Sinatra Ore • 
-Dukes: of . Dixieland 

. -'’..Sahara 
Kay Starr 
Wiere Bros. 
Saharem Dncrs • • 
Louis Prima & 

. Keely Smith 
Louis Basil Ore 

.'. Sands' ■ 
Will Mastiri .Trio - 
Sammy; Davis Jr, 
Ffattcis Brunn . 1 
Boh- Kaye 
Copa Girls ; 
Antonio Mprelli.Orc 
.. San Soucl . 

“Havana Heatwave” 
Sid Fields - 
Bobby > Morris 
Pat Moreno'" 
Cindy & Alberto 
Jeanne Masson. 
Mile. Zabuda 
Bobby Blue. Ore 

-Showboat; 
Coweyes Engler . 
Shirley Scott 
Garr , Nelson . . : 
Showboat Girls - 
Vic Artese. Ore 

vSilver Slipper ' 
Hank Henry 
Annie .Maloney. 
Peggy Dieterick 
Kim Athas 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye •: 
Mac Dennison 
Geo; Redman Ore 

. Thunderblrd 
Frank Gusto 
Joe Fornaroi . 

Tropicana 
Walter Winchell 
Elaine Dunn ~ .. 
Dante D’Paulo 
George . Chakiris. 
Lizanne' Truex 
Jack Ackerman. 
Nat Brandwyime 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Amerlcena . 

Genevieve . 
Bob. Melvin 
The Reyes 
Jackie. Heller 
Lee Martin; Ore 
Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
Charlie Farrell 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey. Gentile 
Jose Ciirbelo Ore 

Carillon 
Lillian Briggs 
Baron Buika 
Dick. Sterling 
Jacques Doniiet Ore, 

: ■ Deauville 
Smart Affairs . 
Larry Steele.. 

. Rose'Hardaway 
Sir llionel Beckels 
Wanderers (4)) 
Leonard Bros. 
Flash Gordan 
Lon Fontaine 
Beige Beauts . . . 
Walter Nye Ore . 

Eden Roc - 
Denise Lor 
Leo de Lyon . 
The Robinsons 
Rascha Rodell 
Mai. MaUdh; Ore 
Somiy Kendis Ore 

El Patio 

Wirigy Manone 4 . 
Rudy Ferguson; 3 ’ 
Bobby Sherwood 

’ Fontainebleau . 
Bill Hayes & . 
Florence Henderson 
Richiardi- Jr:. . 
Murray Schlamni 
Sacasas Ore 
Pupl Campo Ore" 

Lucerne " 
Havana Mardi Gras. 
Dibsa Costello . 
Milos Velarde :. 
Don Casino 
Tonia Flores. . 
Tony & Francella 
Juan Romero . 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Varona Ore. . 
Murray. Franklin's 

Murray. Franklin . 
Dick HaviUand 
Kay Carroll 
Dolores Leigh ' 
Phyllis Arnold... 
Snuffy Milleri 
Eddie Berhard 

Nautilus' 
Mac Pepper 
Carlos 6c Yvonne' 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Sails Soucl 
Mickey Katz 
Freddy Calo Ore ' 

Paul Seers.. ' 

SAN FRANCISCO 
440 Club | Billy Coliin 

Lenny Bruce ■ Backstage 
'i • i lows* BareUii 

Bernard Bragg 
Roger Bullock •: 

Blackhawk 
Modern Jazz 4; ' 

Easy Street: 
Kid Ory. Ore. 

Crest Lounge 
Pete Daily Ore 

Pack's II 
Ruth Olay. 
Axidentals 
Mel Young 

.Fairmont Hotel 
Herb Shriner. 
Geo- Alexander 
E. Heckscher Ore 

Gay 90's 
Bee, Ray & Ray K 

Goman 

Joy Healy Dncrs 6 
Wally Rose Ore ' i. 

Hangover ' 
Earl Fatha Hines, 

- Ore 
Muggsy Spanier 
Joe Sullivan 

Hungry I 
Betty ..Bennett . 
Dave Ketchjim 
Gateway . Singers . 

Purple-Onion 
Lil Greenwood 
Lqu Gottlieb . 

365 Club 
Davis 6c Kecse . 
Constance Moore 
Joy Healy Dncrs 
Alex Duchin Or.'c 

SAN JUAN 
Intercontinental 

Jane Morgan 
Ernest-Bragg. 
Dick Farrtey V 
Bruni Roque .. . ■ 
Francisco Gago. Ore 
Lito Pena Ore' 

Caribe-HiKon 
Florian Zabach 
Goyo Reyes 
:’e'nita -Orteea 
Miguelito Miranda 

Ore 
Joe Blanco Ore 
.. Condado Beach. ' 
Stan Fisher . . 

•Tan 6c Jack, 
Hal Joy 
Pepito Torres Ore 
Hector. Naervey Ore 
Normandie Hotel . 

•M. A. Ortiz 
RaUl. De MeJa 
Alva Sic. Rosario 
Voodoo Ore 

Cotillion Room . 
- Tobaco Jlu’hi.z 

Flamboyan Club 
Roberto Igleslas . 
Cesar Concepcicri . 
Kik.o Mendive-. 
Joe Vallejo Ore 

RENO 

.Harolds Club. 
Jbdimar.s. 
’.diots '. 
Kenny Knqx ' ■ 

Hafrah's -Club. 
Denis &: Rogers.. 
Lee Nortin^s 
Windsors 
Saunder & Miller 

Holiday • 
Nick Lucas . 

•T.dwnsirten 
Commodores 
Richie Bros. - 
Strollers 
Sabres: 

. i Mapes 
' Billy • Eoksline 

Lou Wills Jr. . 
Dorothy Claire 
Nancy ; Lee 
Jack - Meliek Trio 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

Golden 
Billy Ward & . . 

Dominoes. 

Geisha Girl. ltevue 
.Make: Believes .• 
starlets . 
Bill Clifford Ore. 

BENNYE GATTEYS 
Sohffs 
15 Mins. 
Adolpbiis Hotel, Dallas 

Local. girl. lias, all The assets to 
become a fine nltery act—voice, 

[looks iand stage presence. She was 
t presented bv matistra Joe Re-cninan 
j iri the Century Room’s split-week 
j ’.‘opportunity nights.” Conflicting 
' with, the headliner, Miss Gatteys 
didn’t, work at the piano, at wh ch 
she is highly competent, and she’ll 
later use the 88 as an adjunct to 
her act. Visually the youngster is 
an eye-arrester,, beautifully gowned 
in white, and her freshness—abet¬ 
ted by a friendly smile—has her 

j ahead when she walks on. ' 
I . Vocally, she is in fine io> m. She 
: has a pleasant voice and does a 
; medley from “Fair. Lady,” follows 
j-with “Might ;as Well Be Sprang” 
■ and a fine piping of "You. Made 
■ Me Love You,” to good response. 

. Nitery bit is a switch for talent- 
;!.ed Miss Gatteys. Two years ago she 

■ won a bundle on' tv’s “N,ame That 
" Tune,” sayed- in New. York to spell 

1 Susan: Strasberg ixi -‘Diary of. Arine 
. Frank,” and later was featured in 
two hour-long tv network dramas. 

• She’s had earlier dramatic experi- 
‘ erice at Margo Jones Theatre and 
in the State Fair Musicals here. 
.Only .17, she can't miss. Bark. 

■ CIIA CKA TAPS (2) 
Dance 
^ Mins. 
Old Romanian, N.Y. 

The peculiarly named Cha Cha 
Taps are two dark-skinned Latins 
who provide tap versions of this 
popular Latin dance form as well 
as some sold cleating of other terp 
lines.. Their work has some effect 

: tive~ moments, particularly when 
[the taller of the two lads starts do¬ 
ing impressions of how various per¬ 

formers would do the cha cha. 
The act reaches its top point at 

; that time. 
At the present state of nitery de- 

. volopment. tap teams, unless with 
' some :extradrdihary angle, seem to 
I have tough sledding in the top 
: cafes: Tneif particular angle, the 
!pha eh a in tap time, doesn?t seem 
: potent enough since the bulk of 
:cafe[society has devised lotsa ver¬ 
sions of that dance. Jo$e. 

EQ-a-Yesr Comsng? 
. Continued from P3ge 3 

BEVERLY LAWRENCE 
Songs, Piano 
30 Mins. 
Hotel. Muehlebach,;N;. C. 

he has been doing for the past 38 After , a. few . seasons in combo 
years. The Todd-AO 'production work in Vegas and on the Coast, 
(at $9,000, a prjntv includes on the :^ Lf^epce hgs taken out as 
timetabie four months for the ro- 23.Ju«c • first 
cording alone. . i dates. Set in on the hill with Jim- 

Not ‘Over-Producing’ i my Ames, vet comic, she's called 
GoldWyn has some special ideas.; on. to. open the show and gives it 

about adaptation of the Gershw’ih- : a strong sendoff. 
Heyward classic- . Hes’ anxious to - ^ A beautiful girl; Miss Lawrence 
provide some nCw' Values via the I "Sh sings, well and- reels. off a 
screen medium . but he feels he ; the pian0' 
“must: be careful: not to over-pro-. daIJy pyaCed Sngemlntn ofSP“i 

. T^revno distribution dea, set; ^ 
as., yet and he’s apparently not. in _ hind her vocal . 
any hurry to. set one. There’s no■, . Her piano work focuses on her 
need to, as a .matter of fact, be- own arrangements of. “Cumina” 
cause of that, aforementioned self- ( and “Ebbtide,” the latter given an 
financing.. : appropriate lilt with .her femin'ne 

. About the business itself, in touch. She. uses a swingy vocal of. 
broad /terms. Gbldwyn thinks it’s .“Lonesome. Road” to open, arid also 
“tb be.a matter of survival of the ! us®s. “Can’t- Helm-Lovin’ That Man” 
fittest.” . Producers simply won’t | £nd -.f'Oye £dr ^ale- Sh€ ^shows 
get by with inferior properties- <he tC“’CS'itd -p.er' former, and with her looks is a 
can t see how _ pny ^studio v.can; an-.j flrie. bet for, television and night 
nounce schedules of up to 100 PiC- ; ciubs. possibly even pictures, and 
tures a year). = records: 

And distribution is pvrer-loaded / . •' " " - ; • •  
with facilities. Consider, he pb-:; BOBBY CARLE & BLENDAIRES 
serves; .that the. pint-sized Walt j (4) 
Disney subsidiary, Buena Vista, is Songs 
capable of bringing in a gross of 25 Mins. . 
$5,25b,000 With “Old YeileFT^ fn / El Morocco,, Montreal . 
light of this,/why is there, need for ; play£g El Morocco for the first 
so many branch off ices' around the time* t^ls male./smgmg. and mstru- 
cnnntrv ho wants to knbw * mental combo is..a-click with its 

- ; clveerfiil enthusiasm and musician- 
. . Wnters Still Scarce _ . / ship., Hailing from the. environs of 

Subject near and dear to Gold^ : B0st;0n. group: has been together 
wyn is that of creative writing and ; for a few years nbw playing for the 
he ■ deplores the. fget that new tal- • niost part, in lounges,: art. occasional 
ent in this, line Js not being, suf- j cafe; arid , has .a couple of waitings 
ficiently developed. He. recalls;for:Decca to.its credit which are 
that, in past he’s h iad as many as /startings to "roll. / 
50 scribes working for him—at $75 - Leader Bobby Carle takes the 
per week and their'only assign-; lion’s ; share :of' the. .vbcals; with, 
ment was that of trymn, . John [drummer George Scott, accordion- 
Huston worked for him for a year. ^ Les Haslam and guitarist Garl. 

^°ais^e ■antf naver : 
P Now;;,lKofcitbe:vgbnd 
ipum is up to $300 per \\eek and better than average job, However,, 
the. studiosv can t afford to hire team is equally effective, when, 
them, on a develppmerit basis.: ^ striking out in its own and should 
, Goldwyn-nonetheless is: plugging concentrate more on Original ar- 
iri . this department, via annual rarigements; . impressions may. be 
awards which .he presents to put^! pkay as quick crowd-pleasers but 
standing students annually at the-.; riiake a pretty thin base for an en- 
U, of California. . .; tertainment rep. Material present- 

winners, announced this monthv je^,^s varied and combo , works to- 
Were Richard F. Stockton. first: S^ther/ as a smooth unit suitable 
prize of $1,000, for a play, “The! *or V^ual medium. Newt. 

House Shall Tremble^; Peter Ren- , PFTF;i, rRAWFmm tria 
/no, second. prize of S250. for a , fS^f^AWFORD TRIO 
novel, “The- Tales oL LBiza”;: and i ^s^“e^a1’, Vocal: 
honorable, mentions went to Mar- ^Empire * Glasgow 
yiff Blucki for a ^ne-act play, .and i Three young; males garbed in 
Helen Noble arid -Gerald- Richard • light blue suit§ are new and plcas- 
Perreau-Saussine for short stories, j ing musical act, giving out in song 

In commenting on the awards,, and instfumerital bits/to solid re- 
Goldwyn stated: “There never' w’as .sults. 
a writer who ever amounted to Open brightly with “All In Fa- 
anythihg who did not have a draw- i your,” then, into current pops, in- 
er-.full of rejection slips. .. Good; eluding "Sugar in the Morning” 
writing does not come (easily—arid ! ?rid. . “JaiJhouse Rock.” Offer a 
no writer need ever be ashamed i cornedy _with tune Sound 
at missing something he aimed for" Adwoe, -and; . with mu^l 
—as long as he :trie^ his best. My/S# ‘%e^iS S .K 
files are filled, with scripts bv some ; etc . : * t, 
of the rriost ' talented writers in.j Act is okay for general run of 
America—and in the world—which j vauderies arid for tv. Once'sharp- 
just never, came off—and if X had ; ened, arid speeded-up, should be in 
todpy ri small part of what they .i market for■. bigger things. Has 
cost I would be able to establish virtue of youth and smartness, with 
writing awards in every college [guitar, /accordion and electric bass 
and school in tiffs -1 • „ £*& w i k ^- 

| AprillOi 3i. Y. 

i "Gosyel Carai-an” xritti Skylights 
! <7), Gospel Ctiordettes <6), Ras¬ 
pberry Singers >6', Soul Stirrers 
. (5), Davis Sisters <4), Doc Wheel- 
i er, Fred Barr; “Full o/ Life” lCol). 

. The three R’s—rockin’, rollin’ 
and religion—seem to be the basis 

; of the Apollo's operation these days 
[and it’s been working to advantage 
Vat the tills. The bill this semester 
j is heaven-sent with a “Gospel 
! Caravan” whipped up by AVWRL 
] (Queens) deejay hosts Dock Wheel¬ 
er arid Fred Barr. 

The gospelcers on tap for this 
roundup are a spirited and dedi¬ 

cated bunch. Only fault to be 
; found with the layout is" that 
Z there’s no letup during the more 
ithan 75-minute running time of 
the religicso pitch. Even for the 

■ “believers” in the pews it’s a pretty 
/long pull of breast-beating and 
i handclapping. 
I Although tliere are- five separate. 
: groups op hand to get the mes¬ 
sage across, there’s a similarity fof ., 
delivery th-':t. tends to dissipate 

i the total effect. Even the reli'gio-' 
I songs, which invariably accent 
| “Jesus,” “God” and “Soul-saving;” 
seem to be cut from the same cloth. 

' Reception fer each, however, was 
mittful and satisfactory. House 

I was aware of each group,, probably 
[through the WWRL spins, and 
made ’em all feel at home with 
shouts for their favorite numbers. 
The Skylights, the Gospel Chord- 
ettes, the Rasberry Singers, the 
Soul Stirrers and the Davis Sisters 
all did their share, . Gros. 

JKmpiro, Glasgow 
Glasgow; May 22 . 

Russ Hamilton (with Derek New) 
Arthur Worsley, Barbara Law, Pan 
Yue Jen Troupe (3), Lana Sisters 

, (31, Don Arrol, Ladringlas <2), 
j Nenette Mongadors & Ann, Bobby 
• Dowds. Orch, 

Russ Hamilton, young, untidy- 
looking English, disk singer, tops 
this layout arid achieved the usual 
results with a song act that pleases 
the fans. Singer has improved 
somewhat in stage presence from 
last time around, and sports a d^ess 
suit in place of former casual Wear, 
but can still tighten up on. his ‘ap¬ 
pearance and stage poise. Ranges 
from ‘^Wedding Ring” to “Mother’s 
Eyes” and “Puttin’ on the Style,” 
and registers nicely. Derek New 
supports at piano. -=_ __ 

Arthur Worsley, recently in "from 
a N.Y. tv date, reveals experienced 
showmanship with vent act, using 
his dummy Charley Brown to pres¬ 
ent challenge to himself for re¬ 
peating . tongue-twisting phrases. 
Exits to solid palming. Alan Kem- 
ple Works- a- ’soeko unlej cle and 
ladder act with, his femme partner. 

Barbara Law lives up to billing 
of personality singer in tunes such 
as “Sugartime,” “Over the Rain¬ 
bow’ ’and “Never Walk Alone,” 
and adds “Bluebells of Scotland” 
for Auld Lang Syne click. Pan Yue 
Jen Troupe of two femmes and one 
male offer acceptable Eastern 
magic: Don Arrol uses a tv-set 
frame for amusing fun fodder, and 
the two Ladringlos; femme pair, 
loop.tlie loop on circling trapeze. 
Lana Sisters are harmony trio -who 
win strong reaction, and Nenette 
Mongadors & Ann toss clubs use¬ 
fully, Goyd 

j Sheila Reynolds booked for the 
[Rilv Montreal, June j. 
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j . •• - • _ .'LL:''- % ' 1 • . Georgia Gibbs, George DeWitt,: 

Lou Walters Little Bit o Miracle : m&SSmB. 
. Opening Paris -.pit'way Sn Fast fS£!"SrlSS:i& 

• •' • miniiiiiun.. : 
-——■ rn»FV = — ; • •___ 

I.on Walters has accomplished . the same time.. Walters has blue-;;;.n|^epfSlJtooV:ti!^ ei}pr acclaill 

a :? i! ii hv on Broadway with . the l F[/ld/dT ^ ; Georgia Gibbs at the finish of hoi* ; 
irxM'-rv ot his -Cafe de Paris .on- i*aloiwf- ^,at*.n . ^Ud^,er .ll-pS; vAl" stirit at the Copa. Thus Her Nibs 
if ,. > ot- the Arcadia Ballroom. I’tlujugh-Itod^Alexa.hder is:disted■ a.s._. naljb.e.ci' the .kind of hosannahs, usu- 

.mb. h-eti since April .1 that he , It’seems that all-v reserved- for the artistocracy 
i., ji:» 1 took over the 1 >ase and hjorK 1 of- show biz,.when playing cabarets 
-,* ir-d one ot the most evUmsiye | Koinuinj_ has taken; o* ei.. and supper rooms. . -i 
ov erhah:iii.;s on the Stern. Having and her imprint is deeply This was the night (22) of. the 

: ti> >i» everything from hhrt*!-ndnlin.g..i;1«l,j:^gl * day & daters--the ./Latin Quarler, 
t.) lihiiM H! • to rehearsing to menu “/“esj>5 .Gu>.Kent ^^^o^l .pitching Johnnie Ray . against ex- ; 
phaiMn.'. a less energetic man . a*}d 1 <*vt dlin-,- The. piQduttioncP^‘ honiface-'- Lou Walter's- brand j 
v.out i . . f.dhm. under this abilities are i’lfeh. .th^, iyithnf,?iVn new -Cafe de Paris with Betty Hut-! 
hiirden juihcjous^ cuts theie^ilt-hn''at the top.’- Julius LaRosa had 

’Ihv results seem to be equally eon‘eeUol merely' e^Uing and pe£ • Hpehed the night before at the Old 
as !i-n> ulmis. It is one. or'the more ^ moi*e‘ novelty in the forepart Romaman in the toVvn s bld for tlle 
resplendent pleasure domes in New w *Hie show ^^\elty in tire torepait: v,otnQtov trade... 
Yoik The decor islu.Jt. lovely .V' -7 e.:- • -. i But at the Copa, the standup mit- 
and ivmrhv even though its not ' The proceedings are split rn: two ,ters knew long before Miss Gibbs’., 

ivadv the amiointmcnts sections with an intermission ; concluding song; that here was-.a 

is Such that it will- he a line to 1°" thc d,sl)la;' ail .to herself. Miss ; to any vocalist either as technician : 
n ti -e^ai ‘vi^tAg^cbm-tmt onvers who’s last; appearance in.; orpersonality, The ender-uppei* 
i'lil';:1 . . convention,. rs Xw;. y„,,k 1V;1S a. the jtJCO:Palaett ■ }ust..happened : to: be. "BockabyC; 

during its two-sa-.day run, .is-pel haps j your .Baby,*’ last of her legitimate ' 
■— - -—-——. •; • ■ . ——- one of the more energetic femmes, encores., and if Al Jolson had a i 

i4. f . n - s*r w/ i« captivity, with a lpng histoir on ; COpyright on that tune; Miss Gibbs.: 
t tie rarisi, ^ . » . Broadway, stemming from a chorus j could, be the chief inheritor against, 

Lom Walters -liresentatUm ot “A -#*rl “t 3 previous era of glamor,! the fact. that. Jerry Lewis pulled a I 
Paruni't Uoiiet/mobnstarring - tlirough tlie band vocal era m Jhe : haymaker., by a- recent foray into t 
Betty Tlnttim irith Jack Latimer. : °J .'’fnpent.-Lopez, then.-.that idiom; no such “freak” excur-i 
Herb Finding. Jonr& Boys with : Hollywood, and ba^t to Broadway - sion can stand • up against the au-.i 
Herb / aurw:' featuring Giselle & ' Once a raucous, frenzied.type^of i thentic. Gibbs edition. ; 
uVft«#**»« s-'<>»!/ S/rern; Rrittmi comedienne,Miss Hutton . has ; Here is a performer who . can. 
Ini' Per, "palnti Yni mo Harrison learned to, asp-all the stops in the, belt ’em to a faretheewow or make, 

Rct?‘- r™! i T lS' [ actress’ repertory, and can work. with the tender stuff via such as 1 
* jlTa \ all of, them With equal effect, M;ss i the : “Around the World” ballad. 
:Stavii. I.yis Ray, Leila & \alene . jetton came in with a carefully j thomer,; not. to . mention.- “ArriyeV: 
C'rofr. Piroska, Simon ,MacQueen rehearsed and well-planned . act,! derci Roma” which she intones so 

. & Chickie James, Buddy CiarK.c - she’s accomped by five boys, her | masterfully to Wring the best out 
Orch: choreography. Rod Alexand- {.©-wit-.pianist- 'Jack --Latimeri-an'd'.he'r-f of the lyric; - She Oozes showman- 
er; costumes, Guy Kent; pliss Hut-: conductor. Herb Fielding,.^ There i ship with great dashes of humor, 
ton's costumes, Michael Woul.tc; has been lotsa costuming, writing, ] and just enough chatter for puiic- 
staging & direction. Bob Sidney; pioduction and all the elements to tuation—-gracefully, honestly and 
$6 minimum. - present, a tou»* de force. 'Yet Miss wuth the highly developed .sense of 

Hutton is ait her. best, then sheJ a virtuoso. . . 
' --^ r—“‘ “ drops all. these trappings and is Miss Gibbs does more than just 

Now within a—few short blocks ijust herself. At The Close of her okay with the traditional wham or 
on Broadway there are three com- turn, she recalls, the younger days . ustj- etc stuff, as typified by 
peting spots, each with something of-Broadway m a nostalgic medley. Kiss of Fire, - Balhn The Jack 
♦o offer There i<j a feelinp now There s an essential sweetness and with crowd-clapping assist. Want 
IhalToVd;^ through. Th*« YSU ,t« Be My,Baby,- ^unny Side 
r.-ntre With these fhrei? snots are her shining moments. It’s not of Street, etc.; .takes her Swing- 
toCdlin- i caolcitv of1 tiiat there isn’t a great deal of ing With Her Nibs” LP for a ride 
roimhlv'’ 3 000 tlm Stem a4iii he-'talent displayed in the forepart of that; takes in “Happiness Is Thing 
2'-. f„"al DoWLofclalnor - Her act. Her burlesijue 6£ the musi. Called Joe" and “let's rail in 
conus a focal poinl of glamor kil comedie, ,,f tht -20s Ts excel- Love"; and, o£ course, could not 
Tj the._preseiit instance. The, slent lhe co^lumes and writing are get away without her former dis- 

Fai is ha^ Betty Hatton, the j tops, and her fib of culture and clicks. “Dance With Me Henry” 
LaUnQuaiter has Johnme.Ray and r^pr salute to the blues all have and “Tweedledee.” And she owns 
H«e Old Romanian has Julius La- great elements of entertainment, up to . an absence of any. current 
Rosa, Across the town at the Copa, fiu[ she iS. iier own topper. platter on tli.e hit lists in a disarm- 

^her sta- 
oush-'mr °r loneh?m.eS rtTsnow *^airtiliar^danceaea.na.n BroacU' . energetic and a slim 

well to use the Din-method inselec- 11,1 . 01 US gen-r . ln - , 1 marohina thrmiPh thp V. fiQth St ■ ^ Of 4ts ge&r^mr th^ee ^ ^ 

^.partnered witk 

ri>0re W 1 0Xd laVrad- it 
*1 „ , 1 op the femnnewith sundry objects, _ up •. ■ 

For her half hour, she 

, ■. .. , ■ j. 1 op the femme with, sundry objects. 
Again, lhe new modus operand!, some Df them even torn from her 

?av>lihlp)l!;nHe'dSp5^^^ I gown. He works with facility and I'O^ible Sind dcsirablp, the econo* • coni6 strikins results 
n.y permitting. There is now this °eJ.?()me are?uus* . ./. 

Up ahead, it was comedian 
George DeWitt. an amiable, slick¬ 
ly turned out citizen who has the 
“Name That Tune” telequiz going 
for him. DeWitt says several times XUCIC 10 MU3| rpi_ _ w. XUl’ IIHU. Lfcmu dcrciai viuit-o 

trend toward mass business. Ban-I spice m the shpw|_ wfas fig-J j^e hasii’t played a N.Y. cafe 
.quels- and conventions will com- ured to be Sherry Britton, who in five years, an inventory that 
prise the.bulk of the trade in all °Pe;ns 'with, some- good writing should persuade him to latch on to 
large-seatei*s. The New. York Coli- .^’hich indicates that she s go- SOme. updated material and also to 
scum nearby provides further logic ibS to kid the art of the strip, but shelve those perSqnatibns. Which 
to this concentration of niteries. her actual molting period is much are pretty far out and almost un- 

The Cafe de Paris' of course. ' K^vy' and. • dramatic -. after .--this.- fecognizabte.. though he does wrell 
results from the partnership split huildup. Some. prunmg for .this by Chevalier. Eckstine. and a 
of Walters and .E.V ioew; latter SlfSn3HvSpot c?lled ^orA She,f quickie on Hope, among others, 
retains the Latm Quarter, where^^ ^ 5- a,n(J -doe?n.^ He rambles on with jokes and such, 
Walters formerly affixed his name sAh,. dtuo? stipuiated point. wjth total effect pleasant, and his 
as operator and producer; He has ^,0^'wiwTd'^ singing voice is^erviceable. . 
carried over to the new spot- the b „ n unbdleil girl m The cham- Terp team of Phil Lawrence & 
splendor of the previous club and .E^nvglaT^n^l!C^i !! Stl 1 * 1P°? Mitzi Sets a solo spot for A nifty 
has attempted to transplant the T old saloon-type prance and work 
-shows at that cafe to the Cafe de taPStenng bj Lols Ray which gets 0l,t |n the two numbers of the Pod- 
Paris. on well. eilies octet yclept the Copa. Girls. 

Nohodv denies thai there are Th® production accoutrements Joni Roth and Ronnie Hall chant 
roueh xnots iif life Dresent are ilu»ecd »>n»w»ljr*; The line nicely for the production routines. 
It’sgevWm a 'miracle^ tha^ Walters has been expertly, routined and Michael Durso’s 802’Crs back the 
opened^vhen he^ did The nreern l£°stumes. are lush: Walters has show briskly, with Jack Lee taking 
wa^ once scheduled* on^av- fi brought over some ideas with him over the piano expertly for Miss 
whieffgave S\VSlterron?v about 40 ^om the LQ,. such as Simon Mac- Gibbs, arid Frank Marti makes with 
* kiim^ dav? tn!^finish TMs was Queen & Chmkie James, the near- the samba stuff for the customer 
ivuniiv imnnSKii' fhoSJJSf nudes who provide.the femceeing, sessions. Trait. 

IChI : 
tae£ Rut ’Sn THmradaya^Zh^Bie IFOLLQWUPI 

-. E . : : "eMSgo, Mf 21 
.set up. The Cafe de Paris did The ice shoAv seauenre irhv ,Em.P1je+ Room’s .current show 

Open. Even the kitchen was pre- H .vrisml 1 & A changed toplmers in .midstreaam. 
pared to handle the capacity crowd £ fiit of* acro haHrlmist^ and kept, the .balance, by following 
ot about 1 100. The nreem was a :H* W , 4cro-paiiroomistics on.- one vocal group With another. Now^ 
benefd‘tor the Am|ri?an Guild ^ the^oace‘hldS^and head^ Modernaires j>re . as 
Variety Artists* Sick and Relief 2fira siava oroJideS affoth^?*'nSd' smooth as -eyer but fail to-generate. 
Fund. The tariffs were $20-$50 lmd^maceful ?katfnl d reaP vocal .excitement - until; their 

■ST*as& 
Barge’s Brit 1-Niters iilSfi. 

Palmer Ronse, Chi 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Chicago^ May 23. 
Empire Room’s current show 

S m,elnrrnifn ’ A flnn/ in^hulw London, May 27. point. Best .of this stuff is a thing 
K ,nPMo Victor Borge, pacted for a 60- used to identify the five members 

nAr '!-5,?n kS iff d minute one-man BBC-TV show bn and also allow relative newcomer 
'■£.*’ ^ ;f rLnbm«?nn^ nrnrTiir June wiU ^ow the date with Dick Cathcart to do some neat 
liras 3 series of :bne-iiightejrs' ;-ih: the' trgWt fuming.; 
width of the PlaceP J ‘ provinces and nabe London thea- Str,arght thrashing for their open- 
Wiatn of the place. irec onenine in C.laseow Time jft er (22) included “Around the 

This was practically a dress re-rtre* opemng in uiasgow* June. iy. Worid » a barbershop-styled “I Had 
hearsal. With all the construction, Borge s last season in Britain, a Dream,” “Return to Me” and a 

Borge’s Brit 1-Niters 
Their preoccupation seems to be 
With fluff - of the special material 
genre that grabs a few; laughs but 
doesn’t particularly sock ’em at arty: 
point. Best .of this stuff is a thing 

stage is of Cinemascope propor¬ 
tions. extending practically the 
width of the place: ' 

This was practically a dress re¬ 
hearsal. With all the construction. ‘‘Return to - Me” and a 
It was impossible to finish -the j eerly in 1957 at the Palace .Thea- spiritual, for alt of which routine 
show,, Ahe stajlf, f^Aiieyeluh ^ * He, I^ndon, was a sellout. - jqCItiqg;: ^ Hhei F^PPPPe.; 

sters could have come off stronger 
with more nostalgia, especially 
front their Miller period. As it was, 
the-v offered only a quickie medley 
of abbreviated nuggets from that, 
rich past—-much too diluted an act- 
cap per. . 

Dor nan Bros. (Charley & Leo) 
continue their. aud:partieipation 
comedies to good effect, and the 
Mittison Trip still looks to be a. 
slick terp troupe ih the tap vein, 
Ben Arden’s orcli. f10) gives its 
usual slick backing for the show. 

Kirby .Stone Four and Charlotte 
Rae take over June 5. Pit:. 

i?He5»n 
Montreal, May 21. 

•; Patachou (with Jo Basile), Den? 
by - Vaughan Orch (12)- $2.50:$3 

Patachou, a regular Montreal^ 
performer over the past-six years;! 
never looked or sounded better i 
tlian she does in current showcas-! 
ing in the . Queen Elizabeth’s ele-: 
gant main dining room, the Bona- \ 
venture. Garbed as per always, in ! 
traditional. blue skirt and white 1 
blouse, she is in complete control! 
throughout her 40-minute stint as- ■ 
she whams over her standards, j 
intros a brace of new laments about i 
Paris arid exhibits the pro touches 
that make her ideal for this room. 

While much of this diminutive 
blonde’s material has been offered 
before in other spots around town, 
there is more polish to present 
package. Such items as “Brave 
Margot,” excerpts from “Can-Can,” 
and “‘Wonderful Guy” from “South 
PacifLc” take on new life with her 
imaginative gestures and overall 
handling. Her Gallic gabbing, st'll 
in her short, offhand manner, ap¬ 
peals and the smooth, language 
changes never lose the attention of 
even the most entrenched Anglo- 
phpbe. About the only shopworn, 
item on the list is Irving. Berlin’s 
“Only for Americans” which seems 
a bit too obvious for such a per¬ 
former to trade on, despite the easy 
yocks it gathers. 

Backing ; Patachou is the fine 
music, of Denny Vaughan’s band 
with her own accordionist Jo Basile 
playing arid directing. Much of the 
success of the Bonaventure is due 
in part to Vaughan’s orch, one of 
the most danceable in town, and: 
room’s operation under guidance of 
maitre d’ Alexis and a good staff. 
Mnsicwise, a small combo in the 
relief spots would help maintain 
tempo in this showplace without 
sacrificing Vaughan’s present or¬ 
ganization which must take certain 
breaks according to local AFM 
rules, Patachou is in until June 7 
with Jose GrCco & Co. preemirtg 
June 9. Newt. * 

iJirgo, HftllywAod 
Los Angeles, May 24. 

Meg Myles, Chuck Miller; jimmy 
Sheldon Orch (5); $1,50 cover.■.; 

There’s life along the old Strip 
yet and most of it centered at the 
Largo for what’s left of the 10- 
night stand uncorked last Thurs¬ 
day (22). The main items o£ inter¬ 
est are a pair of personable per¬ 
formers—Chuck Miller and Meg 
Myles, in order of their appear¬ 
ance and not necessarily the bill¬ 
ing sequence. It's a tossup and 
that tight who should open and 
close. Whoever gets the brightest 
mazda; it’s the trade that comes out 
on top. 

Their names may not bring them 
running but once inside1 they’ll he. 
considerably entertained. The 
se*y songs of Meg with Myles of 
languid charm; the almost perfect 
impression of Bing Crosby by Mil¬ 
let will be talked up to put mile¬ 
age on the tray jugglers. Miss 
Myles has been around on tv, a 
particular pet of the Steve Allen 
show, but Miller must stand on his 
Mercury disk rep and a recent dis¬ 
play at the Palm Springs; Chi Chi. 
It’s a smart coupling, with the vio¬ 
lence of Miller balanced off against 
the insouciance of the high-styled 

|MUs Myles. :, 
| For the rock V rollers there’s a 
bountiful helping of what the cats 
cottbn to in the volatile antics of 
Miller at the piano and off the 
larynx. He ranges far and wide! 
to encompass the fast boogie or 
the slow ballad and sprints across 
the keyboard with almost uncanny 
speed. The video scouts should 
pay him a . fast call arid stay for 
Miss Myles, Who needs no discover¬ 
ing. 
; To some, Miss Myles may over¬ 
do her sophisticated cuteness and 
the “fixed eye.” yet her vocals have 
a smoky quality. It’s her person¬ 
ality that sells the song. In the 
intimacy of a smaller rooiri her 
whisperings would have greater 
impact, but there’s, time for 
belting, too, and. this she whams 
over with vqcal chords atremble. 
Such numbers as “SIngin’ iri the 
Rain” arid “Love For Sale” are 
standouts. Stylishly gowned and. 
rounded in the Tight places, she 
is her own decorative production. 

WednesdayV^May 28, 1958 

Moulin Rouge, L. A. 
Hollywood, May-23. 

Jerry Lewis', Step. Bros: Dick 
Humphreys, Hal Bell, Dick Stabile 

! Orch (27 ); $5.50 package.:' 

j Jerry Lewis is making his solo 
i bow in Los Angeles at the Moulin 
' Rouge,.the same club where he and 
' Dean Martin first appeared in this 
area. As he. works alone now, 

: j Lewis is hitting his stride riiofe and 
: more to show why he should be 
; considered one of the great clowns 
• of the time; His material is not 
■ radically different from his other, 
night club ^appearances, but. as al- 

• ways, Lewis uses, .the sketches 
' chiefly aS a springboard for the im- 

, provisation and ad libs with which 
he constantly;, remolds, and em¬ 
broiders his routines. " 

1 Opening nighti Lewis’ portion of 
, the show ran about an hour and 15 
| minutes. He will trim this to 50 . 
! minutes or so and, out of affection 
• for Rouge owner, Frank Serines, 
| will do two shows a night. thrOUgh- 
j out his two-week stand. He may 
j be held over three days beyohd his 
! present June. 1. termination to fill 
• a gap between that date and Jim-, 
i riiie Rodgers’ opening June 5: In- 
| dications are that the engagement/.. 
will be a recordybreakirtg one for( 
Serines. 

Lewis opens with a song, “Sitting 
On Top of the. World” deftly pat- 

: ters into impressions of “special” 
singers, former prize fighters, the.' 
country music boys, and his own 

I classic of; the' foreign, be/, Japa¬ 
nese,: singer (with Hal; Bell supply¬ 
ing the translation). He does a few . 
impressions and attempts (and 
fails) to get the audience into a 
comrnunitv sing of “Harvest 
Moon.” He has an amusing and 

; finally furious tap.routine with.his 
able partner, Dick Humphreys, 

When, he stands up to conduct 
th? orchestra and play a trumpet 
solo, the feeling arises that he is 
going too fat, trying to do too 
much. But with clear intuition.. 

; Lewis makes a disaster of the 
trumpet playing and ends up kid- 
king himself and subtly satirizing 
some other equally proteari per¬ 
formers. Some day it would be 
amusing to see Lewis do art im- 

; pression of Jerry Lewis, He close* 
his rouge routine with a terider 
rendition of the Italian lullaby, 
“Dormi.” He finally begged off 
after this although the overflow 
crowd could have taken a: good deal 

. more. 
Preceding Lewis are the Step 

Bros., doing their usual breathless, 
and breathtaking, routines. The 
Pariscope Revue has been cut to 
only one lavish opening number, 
after which Lewis takes over. Dick 
Stabile’s slick orch, which plays for 
dancing, has been augmented from 
13 members to 27 to; backstop 
Lewis, and includes his drummer, 

, Murray Franks, and his cpnductor- 
arranger. Lew Brown. Powe, 

Beveriv Hills, finey 
Cincinnati, May 23. 

Roberta Sherwood- Norman & 
’ Dean, Lindsay Sapphire Dancer* 
■ (10), Clay Mundey, Gardner Bene- 
• diet Orch (10), Jimmy. Wilber 
’ Trio, Larry 'Vincent; $3 minimum, 
: $4 Sat. 
I —~—*, . 
t Roberta Sherwood, who made a 
: smash intro here a year ago, bids 
: to surpass the attendance record 

. set by Lena Horne and recently ap- 
i proached by Carol Channlrig. Her 
i opening of the current two-framer 
( was SRO for; the Kentucky cafe’s 
- swank 80O-seat Trianon Room, Its 
■ first for a Friday night in recent - 
. years. In support of the socko song- 
. stress ar£ Norman & Dean, male 
; comedy team; the Lindsay line of 
! steppers, welcpmed back after a. 
; long absence; Clay Mundey, sing- 
; ing emcee; and Gardner Benedict’* 
’ location combo. 

Miss Sherwood, who gives the 
; impression of AuntMinnie at first 
. sight, enters from the rear of the 
| room attired in a modest black, 

dress, with a white sweater over 
her shoulders, and sporting whiter 

! rimmed dark glasses. Greets tablers 
! with “Lbve Is a Many Splendored 
; Thing” arid handshakes while tak- 
; ing to stage arid leaves ’em in tor- 
; rid teriiperature 50 minutes later, 
; signing off a flock of old and new 
\ tunes with “Bill Bailey.” Credits 
1 Walter Winchell as a first big. 
[ booster arid the “Thirls Your Life” 

tv’er for its attention. to her. Her 
' accompanists, pianist Ernie De 

Lorenzo and guitarist Red New- 
: mark, take places with the house 
1 crew. ' 
! Harvey Norman . & Stan Dean, 
■ neat newcomers, work earnestly in 
! the fashion of Martin & Lewis with 

material that lacks full apprecia- 
• tion over a 28-minute route. Second 
’ section, involving banana, eating 
1 and Snow White, is too draggy for 
• this spot. Norman is an okay 
i straight and singer arid his small 
- partner clowns cleverly, especially 
I. with, falsetto warbling arid facial 
s contortions. Myron Cohen and the 
. Barry Sisters top the show opening , 
, -JunedB. a j; 1. u 9 i a. 1 i v jKqR.j 1 
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Old Romaflian, N. Y. 
Julius LaRosa (with Nick Per- 

: rito) , Gary Morton, Cha Cha Taps 
(2), Boots McKenna 'Line (11), 

■ Mac Pollack Orch; $6 minimum.■ 

Jack Silverman has entered his 
bid for. the; prom sweetstakes and 
seemingly has an entry of potency 
with Julius LaRosa.. This singer 
has progressed considerably since 
his previous appearance in ' these 
environs. .From overarrangements 
he has gone in for almost classic 
simplicity in his renditions, an item, 
which gives him a note of .sincerity. 

• LaRosa has an honest earthiness. 
There , are times when he speaks 
the language of the average man. 
He’s gotten a sort of Paddy Chayef- 
sky outlook in the presentation of 
his tunes. The poesy is expressed 
in terms of the language one hears 
around. He even behaves that way. 
When; he goes on these poetic 
flights, he doesn’t seem to be a per¬ 
former. He doesn’t know what to 
do with his hands or how to com¬ 
port himselfv with the polished, ease 
of a professional. This frequently 
gives the facade of freshness/ 
which of course, it isn’t at this late 
date. 

.. His numbers are standards gen¬ 
erally, and include his disking, 
“Cumpari,” with a trick reprise in 
Yiddish. Otherwise there’s “The 
Begat” from “Finian’s Rainbow” 
and a good assortment of both 
rhythm tunes and ballads for a 
good reception. LaRosa’s cause is 
aided immeasurably by the con¬ 
ducting of Nick Perrito during his 
turn. 

Surrounding LaRosa are Gary 
Morton and the Cha Cha Taps (lat¬ 
ter New Acts). Morton is a brash 
young Comic with spotty material. 
There’S an uneven quality about 
his performance. There are some 
moments in which ^is material, gets 
and rates yocks. But there are fre¬ 
quent barren stretches. A lot of 
his lines are familiar through usage 
throughout the country. Hi others, 
he strikes a good note. He had a 

- partisan crowd on night Caught and 
went over. 

The rest of the show has been 
running a while. The Boots Mc¬ 
Kenna production holds up well 
and Bob Brooks’ vocals pass mus¬ 
ter. Mac Pollack, showbacks Well. 

Jose. 

Athletic €Iuh, Dot. 
Detroit, May 20. 

Myrus, George Alexander, Dick 
Barlow Orch (6); private club 

The newspaper-magazine tech¬ 
nique of doing background stories 
and interviews “in depth” has been 
borrowed by Myrus,. who mixes 
mental telepathy “in depth” for 
terrific impact on his audience. 

About a half-hour before the act 
begins, Myrus asks audience mem¬ 
bers to. write questions on a; card 
provided at each table and to sign 
their initials and fold the card so 
that only the initials can be seen. 
The cards are placed in a fish 
bowl onstage. When the. act begins, 
Myrus selects a card from the bowl, 
calls , out the initials and asks the 
.person to stand. He says that if 
the person has asked an embarras¬ 
sing question and wishes to change, 
Myrus will read the question now 
taking shape in the person’s brain. 
In.; practice, Myrus ignores the 
questions on the cards and concen¬ 
trates on his subjects’ . present 
thoughts* bringing startled gasps 

- from the subjects time after time. 
Act is extremely well done and 

should be well received on any 
stage or before the tv cameras. 
Myrus is. a mild-appearing, book¬ 
keeper type who works without 
props and keeps his mannerisms, 
untheatrical, thereby giving a more 
authentic air to his act. 

George Alexander is a mixed-up 
singer who accompanies himself on 
the guitar. He’S mixed up because 
he can’t seem to decide between 
folk and pop songs and Whether to 
be himself or. impersonate other 
singers. His act suffers from the 
aimless, scattergun approach. 

Tew. 

Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe 
Lake Tahoe, Nev., May 20. 

Jaye P. Morgan & 4. Morgan 
: Bros:,. Don Adams, Del Courtney 

Orch (9); $2 minimum: 

Vivacious Jaye P, Morgan, solidly 
backed by her four Morgan Bros., 
proves herself first-rate in the 
nitery big league with a 30-minute 
songathon in her South Shore 
Room debut. 

The shapely Victor artist vocals 
her. way into positive audience sup¬ 
port with “You Do Something to 
Me,” then, follows With /‘My Baby 
Just. Cares for Me,” offered with 
the accompaniment of a bass only, 
played by brother Duke. Versatile 
songstress wins the audience with 
her opener, and holds attention 
with pro style and personable in? 
tros to final bow. 

- Miss Morgan, smartly gowned in 
a. blue creation with full skirt, 
knows her way . around the upbeat 
stuff 4s well as the ballads>Begiiir | 

Pakiety 
ning solo and then joining with her 
brothers, the five put a new sound 
into “Stardust,” and with three 
freres on bass, guitars and one on 
drums, the quintet shows new ma¬ 
terialin a clever rendition of “Bill 
Bailey,” The blonde thrush’s im¬ 
pressions of Bette Davis and Tallu¬ 
lah Bankhead prompt polite, hut¬ 
ting. Both are done to “Let’s Fall 
in Love.” ..." ■ 

In her fast-moving act, Miss Mor¬ 
gan stays close. to the standards, 
ignores . .the. current pops. She. 
wraps up her bit . With “Detour. 
Ahead,” piped with authority ..and 
Command. . Enthusiastic reaction 
from supper patrons indicates. Miss 
Morgan , will be top b.o. at Biil 
Harrah’s . popular casmo-theatre- 
restaurant for the two-week stint. 
., Her brothers, playing the Lake 
for the second. time, voice satin- 
smooth harmonics in vocals with 
Miss; Morgan, and win big support 
with a. melange of spirituals includ¬ 
ing “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” 
and “Little David, Play On Your 
Harp.” 

Fine warmer, for the, top spot is. 
Don Adams* Comic familiar on the 
Coast for the last five months. His 
loW key delivery. draws good reac¬ 
tion., His material is new and 
clean. His fast pace leaves patrons 
With hardly time to get over One 
laugh before starting the next. The 
Harrah?s bill is Adams’ first in the 
Lake Tahoe-Reno area. 

Backing the .show is the music 
of Del Courtney and his able musi¬ 
cians. Show closes June 1. Long, 

Adolphus Hotel, Dallas 
Dallas, May 23. 

Sophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro, 
Joe Reichman Orch (7); $3 cover. 

It’s been too long since Sophie 
Tucker played here, at another hos¬ 
tel, but she picked tip right where 
she left off .three years ago. Open¬ 
ing (22) before. a packed Century 
Room, the ageless risque rhymer 
took charge all the way in her sock 
40-minute outing. • 

Material is new for local fans, 
and in the 10-night stand she’ll 
have her. followers giving word of 
mouth note to her breezy lines.: 
Miss Tucker, garbed in a loud eve¬ 
ning gown, gets , nastalgic with 
“Grizzly Bear/’ “It’s All Over Now” 
and struts while piping “Alabamy 
Jubilee.” Between tunes she gets 
her usual reprimands from vet ac¬ 
companist Ted Shapiro. She pays 
tribute to him in a special bit. 
Switch is having the fablers sing 
to her—“Some of These Days”— 
and the response is hefty. 

Always an eye-arrester as to'cos¬ 
tumes, Miss Tucker’s quick change 
brings her back in garish,: gold- 
fringed calypso pants that prove 
she can do no wrong here; the. fans 
love the dazzling display, but it 
brings yocks as she presents a rear 
View. Windup, “Calypso Soph,” 
reaps mitting rewards, but Since 
the “last of the red hot mamas” is 
so topical with material, one won¬ 
ders why she. includes the faded 
calypso style and doesn’t use a 
rock ’n’ roll spoof. But,, whatever 
She . delivers in her authoritative 
style, they love it,'and she Has to 
beg off. 

Carol Channing, with a bad 
throat, was a rings!der at opening 
and got an introduction and tribute 
from Miss Tucker. “She does a 
great imitation of me.” 

Joe Reichman’s band, behind 
Shapiro, cuts a clean show and 
loads the floor with leather 
pushers. 

Act winds June 2; comedian Bob 
Malvin and singer Jerri Adams 
make.a dual bill June.3. Bark. 

Latin Quarter, X. ¥. 
(FOLL0WUP) 

The Latin Quarter has achieved 
a unique status on the Stem with 

. its unusually- opulent production 
!• and -■ well-gaited show produced by 
• Donn Arden. ; The current - change- 

■■ over brings in Johnnie Ray, who has 
been surefire in this room as well 
as every other N. Y. spot in-which 

1 he’s .worked going back as far as 
: his zingy opening. at the Copacab-1 
ana, some, years ago. ; 

I • No\v with this engagement, at 
= the Latin Quarter, he still displays 
.the same excellent form that mows 
down, audiences, but also with this 

’ date, it becomes evident that; he 
needs, some additional: material. 
Ray has gotten a lot Of emotional 

. mileage out of his present catalog 
for a long time. It’s now difficult 
to get the .same-.stirring results with 

• his tunes; but Ray still, manages 
• top performance values.. He lias 
’passed through several phases 
' which took him,out. of. the weep¬ 
ing stage which put him in 'the big 

‘..time, and he brought iii a happier 
‘ facade • in recent years. The; emo- 
• tional content isn’t as evident this 
1 trip although,. seemingly, many 
! sections of the- audience do not 
: miss, the deep inner outpouring. 
. His old warhorses include: “Walkin’ 
! My Baby Back Home,” ‘‘Shake a 
i Hand," “Josephine.”. There were 
.■some’ new insertions this trip/but 
! not enough to give the act the 
j punch that he always came in with. 
I The rest of the show has a. lot 
J of good moments. The Donn Ar- 
; den production is going along 
| smoothly, with the Bernard Bros: 
i continuing the record-panto turn; 
! the Seven Ashtons, probably one Of 
the top teeterboard turns in the in- 

i dustry;. the. good . terping of the 
1 Bob De Voys Trio, the flamenco,of 
Qtiieto Clave jo and her guitarist, 
and the production singing of Gina 
Genardo and. Martha Errolle. The 
jo Lombard^ Orch works faultless¬ 
ly/ Jose. 

Hotel Hfnehlcbach, K. C. 
; Kansas City, May 23. 
Jimmy Ames, Beverly; Lawrence, 

Buddy Wapples Orch (8) with 
Charee; $1-$1.50 cover. 

Fafriiioiit Hotel, S. F. 
San Francisco .May 22. 

Herb JZhriner, George. Alexander, 
Ernie. Heckscher Orch .(10 ); $2 
Cover, 

The Indiana wit and drollery of 
Herb Shriner rate a. fine hand in 
the Fairmont’s big Venetian Room; 
despite—-or perhaps because of— 
their tv exposure. Shriner doesn’t 
come bn strong. He comes on slow 
and never ..really changes his pace.. 
This, indeed,, may. be a secret of his 
success. 

. He goes right into his soft-sell¬ 
ing, head-scratching routine about 
his tiny Indiana hometown and 
uses the town and its characters as 
a sort of a straightman fOr ail:his 
beautifully timed low-pressure 
gags. In the course of his show’s 
two monologs he manages to get in 

: a large number of satirical barbs 
aimed at the nation’s current eco¬ 
nomic unsteadiness . (“we. all grew 
up during the depression—the 
other one”), tv and tv sponsors, 
doctors, the film industry and a 
variety of other exposed elements 
in society, 
- Typical line drawing-big audience 
reaction: “We have a radio setting 
right there on the tv set . gives 
you something to think about while 
you’re watching tv,” : 
_.Crowd eats up slouch, hands in 
pocket and other gimmicks of 
homespun-philosopher, type, and 
Shriner winds tip With a hilarious 
five-mihute film showing story of 
his life and a harmonica solo. 

Singer George Alexander breaks 
up Shriner stint.with. 20 minutes of. 
folk songs, accompanying himself 
on electric guitar. He rates a good 
hand/too, and gets it. Ernie Heck¬ 
scher Orch provides competent ac¬ 
companiment. Hour-long show runs 
through June 4. • Stef. 

Funnyman Jimmy Ames is by 
now an Old standby in the Terrace 
Grill of. the Hotel Muehlebach, 
this being his fourth stand in the 
last few seasons. Coupled with him 
is Beverly Lawrence, charming 
young singer (New Acts), and be¬ 
tween them they bring off a very 
happy show in nearly 60 minutes; 
possibly a bit overlong but likely 
to settle down to a closer knit run¬ 
ning Time.. 

Fresh in from the Coast and a 
considerable career in combo work, 
Miss Lawrence is a beauteous bru¬ 
nette who does a round of songs 
and fingers a duo on the piano for 
a well filled opening half-hour: 
Ames is known here for his trade¬ 
marked bits, the battered musical 
saw and the chain he “swallows;” 
and as always.he embellishes these 
with a lively and pithy Commentary 
on an endless variety of subjects 
from green, stamps to night club, 
customers, . keeping it full of 
chuckles as he delivers for another 
half-hour. He also draws some 
broad satire from a round of songs,, 
and throughout penetrates the cus¬ 
tomers’ funnybones. A pleasant 
fortnight is indicated at the Grill. 
Next in is Hildegarde, opening 
JunOV.i • Quinr. 

Riverside, Reno 
Reno, May 23. j 

/ Geisha Girl Revue, starring Ming ] 
& Ling, featuring Misao Shuree & 
Kabuki Girls (12), assisted by 
Junichi Hamada: produced & staged 
by Tom Ball; Bill Clifford Orch 
(12); $2-$3.50 cover. 7 

The intricate terping of 16 Japa¬ 
nese lovelies, the lyric soprano 
voice of Florence Ahn,: the master¬ 
ful acroS of the Tong Bros., and 
the comic antics of Ming & Ling- 
plus well-staged productions fea¬ 
turing a total cast of 28 talented 
entertainers—make for one: of the 
best shows booked in Mert Wer¬ 
theimer’s theatre-restaurant this 
season... 

The. 68-mmiite show, produced 
and .staged , by Tom Ball, features 
16 dancers from ... Tokyo making 
their second . appearance in Reno 
within Onejrear. For Ming & Ling, 
the'stars, this bill is counted a1-, 
their., sixth local. booking. . 

The entire production,. Offered 
with a dominate flavor of Oriental 
music, well done by Bill Clifford 
aw* (his Amtte.v add ^d bCMtififl.1 dricl 
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smartly costumed Cast, gels fro-: 
quent applause from the opener to 
the final act.. 

Showing delicate -and perfected 
terping, the Japanese dancers take 
the first spot in a "Teahouse of the 
August Moon” ■ production that 
gathers immediate patron support 
frorri a full house. . Tony Toyoda 
adds male gender to the all-girl 
chorus with a convincing rendition 
of “Lonely-. Heart.” with, dramatic 
lighting reflecting the flowing.Ori- 
ental, rhythm, „ 

Misao Shurce .display’s maturity 
I as an artist with her;’solo bits as 
chorcog of the Kabuki. Girls. J uni- 
chi Hamada assists as the, only, male 
terper ...in well-rehearsed duos with 
Miss. Shuree. . 

. The Sing Lee Sing Family, moth¬ 
er and dad/ four daughters and a. 
subteen/son, command audience 
reaction with a varied: bill of danc¬ 
ing, aero and comedy. . The four 
daughters, two teenagers and two 
even younger, share the front stage 
in tap routines, aero bits and a 
cleverly-executed sword match. ; 

Adding delightful sophistication 
to the production is lovely Miss 
Ahii, a tiny , songstress with a vbice 
of authority. She prompts more, 
than Warm mitting; with , a melange, 
of favorites including “Around the 
World” .and “You’ll Never Walk 
Alone/’ ‘ 

The show’s comedy is ably han¬ 
dled by .'Ming,' “the short one,” and 
Ling. Their material has changed 
little since the last Reno booking, 
but audience reaction indicates the 
gags are still well received. Ling is 
impressive on his impreshes of 
Fisher, Como, Ray and Jqlson. The 
latter; impersonation, “April Show¬ 
ers,” rates strong reaction. Work¬ 
ing together in perfection, they en¬ 
core offstage with Ling on the 
Presley vocals of "Heartbreak Ho¬ 
tel” and Ming offering the contor¬ 
tions/ 

Wrapping up the show is a color- 
ful-costumed line in a carnival 
spirit routine, ending with a spec¬ 
tacular display, of onstage pvro- 
technics. The Geisha Girl Revue, 
ending June 4, promises to draw 
full houses. Long,. 

Ottawa House, null 
Hull, Que., May 20. 

Buddy Greco Quartet (Circus 
Lounge); $1 admission; Barbara 
Pavell .and Canadian Jazz Quartet; 
ho admission or cover (Grill). 

. Chanter-88er Buddy Greco and 
his. foursome are on their initial 
booking in the Circus Lounge and 
getting nice attention and business.. 
Group shifts between jazz and: 
commercial: handling of tunes and 
sometimes it’s hard to distinguish 
the styles... Greco’s, keyboarding is. 
almost always in the jazz slot but 
items like “Making Whoopee” are 
definitely produced and arranged. 
Greco irftersperses gag .sessions, 
(confessing he’s a frustrated comic) 
and keeps grins alive with tease- 
bits aimed at the members of his 
group, particularly flutist who gets 
No: 2 showcasing, next to Greco, 
in the performance;: 

House group, Canadian Jazz 
Quartet switches stands to the 
downstairs. Grill for two weeks to 
produce its own fine jazz tunes and: 
showback for thrush Barbara Pa- 
vell. Since the Grill is dominantly 
a rock ’n’ roll room ordinarily, 
CJQ is out of its element w'hen it 
shifts there to make way for a visit¬ 
ing combo; in the Circus Lounge, 
but foursome maintains its high- 
standard jazz and many of . its fans 
follow to the ground-floor room: 

Grebo is iii to May 30. Gorin. 

3IouIin Rouge, Boston 
: Boston, May 21. 

.Guy Guarinq; $1.50-$2.50 min- 
T7t\LtYb» • 

:With new decor, stunning murals 
of Parisian scene, Guy Guarino in 
a dual ■ piping - and bonlfaciiig role, 
pulls the cafe society elements into 
his Moulin Rouge, 212-seater, for 
another-season. 

Always on the Continental kick, 
Guarino, w. k. here with a follow¬ 
ing of femmeS and lads who dig 
his style, is at. his best with his 
versions of the nostalgic French 
ditties. In melodic crooning style, 
he wins with “Autumn Leaves” 
and “Boutonniere,” his standards.. 
He rounds out his song offering 
with, showtunes and oldies/clinch¬ 
ing. 'vVith a tricky “Black Magic” 
for the works. He Invites dancing 
to his piping and couples whirl to 
numbers like "People Will Say 
We’re In* Love.” 

It’s same policy as last season in 
the . imaginatively ,; domed room/ 
which Hotel. Yendome owner Sid¬ 
ney Cleve masterminds. Intimery 
name acts are planned from, time 
ti time^ With Guarino featured, a 
trio is to be added and the Con¬ 
tinental .format enlarged upon. in 
this only class ' intimate room in 
Hub, -1 ;/: • r» >r Ouy. 

Mocambo, Hollyw ood 
Hollywood, May 23. 

Peggy Lee, Joe Harnoll Combo 
!,3}.-Paul]Hebert. Orcli (5), Frankie 
Sands Trio (3); $2 corer. 

Peggy Lee presents a solid, dL 
verbified singing act in her debut 
at. the Mo., and the blonde stylist 
should spell good business at the 
Sunset . Strip nitery. Miss Lee 
pleased the capacity opening night 
ci.owd with her."mixture of stand¬ 
ards and special material, delivered 
with the savvy: of a real pro. 

However, her act funs over 40 
minutes/ a. bit too long, and she 
w ould improve it by trimming two 
or three numbers. Thrush does 10 
numbers/winding with a sock ren-. 
d it ion of “St. Louis Blues,” then 
encore with two more. “Blues” 
would nave been a perfect place 
to qu t, and while one of her en¬ 
core tunes; “Lover,” was a com¬ 
mand from the tablesitters/it could 
replace one of her other numbers. 
AH in all, however. Miss Lee gives 
tlie - tabholders their money's 
worth.; She’s a. no-nonsense . warb¬ 
ler, with her smoothly professional 
delivery of tunes such as “My 
Heart Stood Still,” “Jump for Joy” 
and sophisticated special routines, 
“Don’t Fool Around With Calico,” 
“Fever,” and “The Folks Who Live 
on the/H‘11.” “Calico” was par¬ 
ticularly good. Miss Lee was in- 
troed by Mel Ferrer. 

Sammy Cahn, Jimmy Van HeU- 
sen and Sid Kuller, who shipped 
Up Miss Lee’s special routines, did 
very well by the singer, their 
assists making for a big plus to her 
show; Singer receives fine musical 
bacKing from her director, Joe 
Harnell, : and her own combo — 
Harnell, Tommy: Todesco on the 
guitar, and harpist Stella Castel- 
luci, Paul Hebert’s orch of five 
and Miss Lee’s combo alternate 
with Frankie Sands’ trio to provide 
the dansapation. Miss Lee’s in for 
two weeks, until June 3. Daku. 

Hotel Itadisson, 31 pis. 

Minneapolis, May 20. 
Dolores Hawkins, Don McGrane 

Orch. <8); $2,50-$3.50 minimum. 

Songstress Dolores Hawkins is 
one of the several performers 
largely unknown hereabouts which 
the tony Flame Room has intro¬ 
duced recently to local cafe society. 
In her Minneapolis debut she got 
off to what looks like a^ good 
enough start, garnering heavy ap¬ 
plause for . her numbers. 

Miss Hawkins devotes herself 
mainly to enduring pops like “St. 
Louis Woman,” “The Nearness of 
You,” “Rock-a-Bye(My Baby” and 
“Remember/3 She belts across the 
wide variety of listenable melodics 
with aplomb, more in the. nitery 
than an uppercrust supper club 
fashion prevailing in this swanky 
room. The fact she’s good to look 
xh should enhance her success 
chances here. 

: Talented Don McGrane and his 
orch carry out their assignments 
commendably. Miss Hawkins is 
here until May 28 when the Trio 
Schmeed takes oyer for its third 
Flame Room engagement. Rees. 

Slate Bros., L. A. 
Los. Angeles, May 20. 

Don Rickies, Duke Hazlett, Vi do 
Musso Orch; $1 cover. 

Don Rickies is back at the Slate 
Bros: nitery, and with the load of 
new material—and insults—he un¬ 
veiled at the opening, the freres 
are assured of another long run of 
capacity biz. Last year Rickies 
came into the La Cienega strip 
bistro for an indefinite run, was 
there for 20 weeks. He should do 
as. well or. better this time around. 

Rickies’ forte is insulting celebs. 
He turned his tommygun torrent at 
such ringsiders as Milton Berle, 
Hugh O’Brian, Betty Grable, For¬ 
rest Tucker, John Carroll and 
Harry. Ritz—and they as well as the 
rest of the ho:use loved the barrage. 
Comedian Was in fine form with 
his barbs which wrere sometimes 
biting, sometimes hilarious, always 
enjoyable. Rickies’ new bagful of 
material. ■ is surefire insurance, 
pudging from response of the SRO 
mob. Comic winds on a serious note 
themed on“it was all in fun,” and 
with a pitch for tolerance. 

Rickies . was introed by Berle, 
who Cracked, "I’d like to thank 
Eddie Cantor for letting me get up 
here tonight,” a trade-appreciated 
gag referring to Cantor’s blast at 
his stint on the Emmy Awards 
show. Berle quipped, too, that Red 
Buttons won't be around because., 
he’s going to Japan as an American' 
gardener. 

Preceding the headliner is Duke 
Hazlett, a singer who out-Sinatras 
the Thin One with his remarkable 
resemblance in his style and even 
appearance.. He socks over such 
tunes as “All the Way,” “You Make 
Me Feel So Young” and “Foggy . 
Day in London Town,” and gets a 
big‘ahtf d£$erf£d mrlt.' ■■■' Dcttitf.1 c 
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Verdict I 
.London, May 23. | 

.aunders presentation of two-act ^ 
si-si drama by Agatha Christie. 
, Charles Hickman: decor, Joan 

Karleon At Strand Theatre, 
v 22.: ’5B, $2 SO. top . 

, ,. C.enrue Roubicek ' 
. C.rerc’neh Franklin 

• . .Patricia Jessul 
•Ceiaid Jleinz 

, Dciek Oldham. 
VidliiKeats- 

Mon a Redmond . 
>,01 iii.i.n Clandue;- 

.Vieii -el Golden 
Gerald Sun 

tion takes place. The liveliest tildes; 
are “Let’s Ball A while/V sung by 
Miss Day at a birthday.celebration, 
and “I’m a Good Old Girl,” vigor¬ 
ously, put over by Miss Reading,; 

There’s also a nicely restrained, 
number. “Broken Strings.” played 
by Don Johnson on .the guilan .MeL- 

The Broken Dale 
• Gilbert Miller (in association with Jules 
B.orken) presentation;: of dance-ballet in 

>.dr 

Rol'.undcir 
h.: ten - 

three acts by Francoise Sagan.1. Produced 
by Albert Sarfati. Staged by Roger Vadim, 
John Taras, Don Lurio. Features ■ Tohi 
Launder.- Adolfo Aridrade. Ncielle Adam, 

i Sets b>' Bernard Buffet. Music, by Michel 
viiitc"a mftHprfltP rnmhnfin : Magne,•..conducted.'b^ Joseph.Levine.; C*6s- 3 moaer?xe. romantic . tMmoS; Franco Laurenti. Opened .May 20. 
lead;, but although Marpcssa Dawn . *58, at Adeiphi,-n.y. opening night $7/50: 
fails vpcally,;she--irhpresses.\vith.ar:. -V - 
natural charm, iilt/ro; 

I;!!1 
■'tun 
tl: 

Ciifisite. the reigning., 
f.u.. .,. n; cu. \\ Pst End theatre lias. 

’ .1 viiiie’s surpri>e. come up... 
v. :>i: . •:»u. While “The Mouse-} 
t:ap cocUmies a1' the all-time _ 

l iif.j-run champ, now. in . 
FSv'ear. “Verdict" may; well/ 
piov ! ;> be the novelist-play-; 
v •-. shorte.st-hved enti'\. 

a piov is not a vhodunit.. 
a rather 'tedious . tneller, 

:n5t!sly .contrived without 
lt.t ....... i; anj suspense tactics the 

’authored normally vxolo.its. True: . 
there u'.a- 'murder... hut it is dontj 
in lull aucii'ente view, and.the only 
'element' ot tent ioii i> created .-when 1 
the wrong uoman is airre <tedr • / 

• \ oidmf:■’ is set in the home of a 
I.on l.m p’ olessor and his’ incurably , 
-iirt ».hd \ iie. Other principal char- , 
u.'ter- me the sick woman’s cousin, 
who i- obviously'in: love- with the 
profe- -or. ana a young, attractive : 
and rirh student, who .makes no 
seer.*- ot her attraction to him. 

'Ihe iirt administers, a fatal: 
ov'T.-'o-e when left in charge of; 
the '•ii k woman, and subsequently ;. 
conft^ev-her guilt to the profes-; 
sor. who declines to tell the police., 
The (i‘*;rl woman’s cousin is ar¬ 
rested, however, and the police 
refitv* to believe the true story, as 
the guilty. young girl was killed 
immediately after her confession. ; 
AH th'oiuh the last act the audi¬ 
ence i-> obviously waiting for one 
of Mi-s Christie's characteristic 
plot tricks or twists, which never 
arrive. “Verdict” is a dull plav 
without a gimmick,' or.-.'"any. real, 
characterization. ‘ 

An experienced, cast is unable to 
Infuse : life into the proceedings, i 
Patricia. Jessel as the wrongly * 
accused cousin, Gerard.Hr’nz as the 
protessbr and Gretchen Frankln 
as :t comic domestic are; defeated- 

• bv the script, but Moira Redmond 
sparkles as the yoiing girl. 

Charles- Hickman’s direction. 
tuH enough in the first act. 
slackens in the second. The.decor 
bv Joan Jefferson Farjeon is more 
than adequate. Uimo. 

“The Broken Date” opens with a 
young man.- pacing the floor of a 
self-assertive set by Bernard Buf¬ 
fet. According to. the printed pro¬ 
gram explanation. he is-, "com 
mined'with- desire' for an; eteciant 

Fl<^li lir a Tijii»r 
London, May 22: 

Eii 'Hih. Stage Co. presentation of two- 
act i ii M-ehe'.i Urania ‘ b.\ Barry R-c kfoi.rf. 
Stars Cleo Lairie. Staged by Tonv Rich- . . 
aid -ion: decor, Loudon Saint hi It/At Rovhl. beauty 'U'llO IS about to return, to 
Cmirt Theatre. London. May 21, ’33: S2.30 . ;,pr husband-” . The . beauty : is. SO 

JoMjie / .. V: -Taniha .Alien .late' iiiv.arriva.1. possibly because 
Laiv . Pe^ri Preseod ; sjle is an-American girl, that' the 
Shepherd Aaitin JV ; ^Ja.m^ cLrke 1 young man /in the interval has 
Vie Dorothy.Bioniei-Francis nightinarcsv acute depression and 
Ge-.r-e ..... . *£»»•<* ijeckford '. a wild sex matinee in his bathroom 
Ruddv' s^kka:! with .a vanip who happens to drop 
ciowi" — Nadia c.attouse . in. The Vamp, in ..black silk tights 
Grannie ; • _j ^ 5 and a bahy-blue'turtleneck sweater, ]>rumniers Ginger Johnson. llamaP^aro.__• -j_ 

■. Eirianuel Myers’, 1S tile lCRSOH, the CXCUS6. 3nd 11^3.1" 
Shanty (owners Ena Babb. .Maureen Seale, f ly. the whole commercial point of 

BerrU Briges -VKeefe West’ ItHis so-called and. mostly ennUi-in- 
r .. . gFrancUka Fr. neis! ducing dramai-ballet told iii three 

Children...-- Ansgl Bernard, Barbara | 20^minute acts. . 
,,.. . . .... .Be.rn“,1’Ed«? w”S£d T BiHea as nhe sensation of Pans. 

. - . : London and' Monte Carlo and 
reaching Manhattan after engage- 

Tlesu. to _a Tiger, . a seai’chin-, j-men|s iri Boston and Philadelphia,: 
ph>y located m a shanty town ^in , ‘‘Broken Date” has already piled 
Kingston, Jamaica, is. notably fpr j Up impressive four, mileage; consid- 
an, impressive dramatic debut by i ering" its essentially -third-rate val- 
Cleo Larnie. an established Jaz?aues either as dancing or spectacle, 
singer, -.Miss Lame emerges as an Sinc(* it must: be Gjose tb. the end 
actress of considerable promise, | 0f its string, although it could con-, 
w ith a po; erful dramatic style and i .eeivably rate frankiy lurid . one- 
perfect diction. 
: The play, the first effort by.a.30- 
year-old Cambridge-educated King¬ 
ston schoolmaster, also. shoWs 
di amatic promise. It has. obvious 
weaknesses, notably in dialog and 
construction, but the author lias, 
a flair for creating, and maintaining 
a dramatic and moving situation. 

Against the drab shantytown set-: 
ting the author depicts the. conflict 
between: reason, and superstition 
and between the . whites and 
Negroes.; The main instrument for i 
telling the story is a young mother j 
whose child is critically ill. She 
prefers the skilled aid of tiie \vhite 
doctor to. the black magic of the ! 
ti-ibar leader, and the conflict is' 
plausibly developed: . 'J 

Apart from Miss Laiine as the. 
native mother, there is. a fine cast, 

.'which is sensitively, handled by 
director. Tony. Richardson. James 
Clarke gives a sturdy portrayal of 
the cruel, ignorant tribal chief and 

Si an |»IylI eavenlv 
> . * London. May 27. j 

Jack Hslton & Laurence Hai vov presen- ; 
taluin oF musical comCd>-in two 'acts <23 i 
srehev*. Stars Melvin Stewart;. Bertice • 
Reading. John Bouie. Earl ; Cameron. - 
Hem* Dav. Charles A. McR'ie. Leslie.; 
**Jivei“.. Hutchinson Band... Book and = 
JvuiA. I. ingslon HiiKhes: music... David , 
Mir tin. choreography. Malcolm Clare: 
s* ig«-(t b\ L'lurehce ; Harvey: ■ decor.' Ed¬ 
ward Rurra. At Adeiphi Theatre. London, 
Mav 20. ••>!l:.S2.80 top. - . ■ 
Je>sie B. Simple . ___ Melvin Stewart '. 
Mad u:.i- Butler .!..____ _Rita Stevens 

Edgar \Vreford, the only white 
man in the cast- plays the doctor 
with considerable auth6rity.- .. 

,Myro. 
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I)at->\ 
Mr- < i-ldv 
June lane 
Hnpk.liS 
” 1*: liliM 
Mis M 
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_E.rl Cameron ! 
.... Herself, 
... Evelyn- Dove. 
.. Msrpessa Dawn 

Chris; Gill 
David Wu 

.._ Bertice Reading 
........... Charles A. McRae 
. .- Bi^ri Johnson 
. iJohn Bouie 

.....Don Johnson 
.......... Ileiie Day 
......... Richardson Jackson 

>er ......... Conrad Pringle 
.............. Harry Baird 

i .......... .. - Harry Baird 
. Isabelle Lucas 

Dorothy Hall. Harold Holness. 
• • Jacqueline. Chan. Bari 

Johnson. "Yolanda 

Lega-iilm star Laurence Harvey, 
makes hi* legit management entry 
with the presentation of this all- 
Negro musical* in partnership with : 
Jack Hylton. He saw “Simply 
Heaveii:y’r during his stay in New' 
York last year, and acquired the 
British rights. 

In most ways it is a disappoint-; 
ing choice, for it lacks: real vitality 
and the score is indifferent, al¬ 

though that impression may be at¬ 
tributed to Harvey’s staging.: The 
production is hardly helped by the 
fact - that the romantic leads are 
vocally inadequate, notably on the 
ballads. Only. Bertice Reading put 
any real life into the affair, but her; 
dumpv. figure is exaggerated by un- 
a*tract■ ve sack, style dresses. Ileiie 
Da\. a vamp-tj'pe, b'-i.t known 
here av a nitery entert^iher. singsf 
weh enough blit is weak, on the 
acting. 

“Simply Heavenly” , is an artig-ss 
Harlem story about a childlike Ne¬ 
gro who refuses to pay tor a di¬ 
vorce so he can 'marry-;h:s sweet- 
heavt. and W*ho keeps , getting side-: 
tracked h\ a neighborhood floozy. 

Oue ni Ihe best features of the 
prodne* on is Edward Burra’s com¬ 
pos;*? moving set. comprising- a 
grouftJ floor bed-sitting room on 
one side, a first floor bedroom on 
the other and a Ho'rlem street 
scene. all movable to make space 
for the bar where much of toe ae- 

time spotting'in, say, Las/Vegas or 
Havana, the lesson may be that the 
erotic hailiicinations of Francoise 
Sagan still enjoy a continuing, 
though perhaps diminishing, vogue. 

/ Apparently none of the critics 
!.l along the way have quite, wanted 

to call a spade a bore, but the Man¬ 
hattan reviewers have now done 
so. Martin of _the Times quipped 
that this Iatterday: . Mile. From 
Afmentiers has turned. sex into a 
f our letter word; Picking lip, his 
piin, the four-letter word cduld be 
d-u-1-1. 

Admittedly there is word-of- 
mouth exploitation value in the 
b.athfoom scene. .. Possibly such 
yearnings and squirmings . on the 
tile have no counterpart since, a 
refugee from Brooklyn, Henry Mil¬ 
ler. . began writing. intellectual 
pornography on the Left Bank. If 
a Parisian W.C. is good enough for 
Miller; it’s good enough for Mile. 
Sagan: Although the bathroom has 
not been in .stage fashion this side 
for some time* let us not be snob¬ 
bish nor deny that Noelle Adaiii, 
the sensual gamine in question* is 
a lovely casserole of animal charms 
of which only a corpse would he 
unaware. 

Sagan’s young man who can’t 
wait is. mimed .and danced by 
Adolfo Andrade,, an Argentinian. 
His American date, who finally 
comes alive like Juliet after Romeo 
is dying. is . Tbni Lander. Neither 
has much chance to dance, just to 
palpitate: In the. dance department. 
“Date” is pretty corny and trite 
routining. During the young man’s 
reveries; and delirium, flames in the 
hearth, flowers in the vase, the 

j hands of the mantel-clock, all break 
‘out in. dance. It’s.from way back 
as choreography. 

The . girl novelist whose fame 
made: possible the actual produc¬ 
tion iand export of her ballet com¬ 
posed it on a hospital cot After her 
celebrated auto smashup and it 
could be that the medication in¬ 
fluenced the inspiration. As finally 

^ r moimted for the stage the uneven 
. E J twl I Pulse of the work is notable. The 

nes uf four ; music, the sets, the several drastic, 
Puerto Rican Institute of Culture, swei^ings 0£ mood all create some- 
.premiered to . a highlv ..enthusiastic /thing of. a hodge-podge. There is 
audience- It is a tragicomedy set; Qn^ stager 'fjohn Taras) for Acts 

Enerueijada - 
(Crossroads) 

San. Juan,-.May 15. 
Ihstit.ute of Puerto Bican Culture pres- 

entjtion ot three act; (seven scenes and 
epilogue) drama by Manuel Mendez’ Balles- 
ter. Staged by Lebpoldo Santiago Lavan* 
dero: scenery. Bob Cothran: asst: director. 
Hector V., Suarez: propertibs and cos¬ 
tumes. Lyis Calvo; lighting. Carlos Juan 
Saez: sound . effects. .Wilfred Garcia 
Rivera; .stage manager, .Pedro Juan Her¬ 
nandez. Features Roberto Rivera Negron. 
Ruth Cains. Luis Antonio: Rivera (Yoyo 
.Boingi. Josefiha del Mar. At Tapia.-Thea: 
tre. San Juan, Puerto Rico, May 15, .’5ft; 
S1.50 top. . 
Doha Patricia ...... -. -Eva Alers 
Don: Alfonso ... .:Bbberto Rivera Negron i 
Luis ... . . r ■ Richard Castillo ' 
Mari - Luis Antonio RiVera 
Jack Charles. A: Gibbs'- 
Ch nb i'..,.......... Delia Esther .Quinones 
Felipe .. .. Benjamin Morales 
Irrtta ii: Jose fina del Mar 
Marta .. Ruth Cains 
Antonio .. ... .. . .: i.;.. Ravil Carbonell 
Lorna :. Sally Jessy 
Man^- . Jose Antonio. Nieves 
.Tony ..... Ramon L.. Layandero 

in a Harlem tenement, and reveals 
three generations of a middle class: 
Puerto Rican family trapped in a 
whirlwind of forces growing out 
of divided Interests and divergent 
political ’beliefs. Poverty, anti- 
Puerto Ricaii prejudice,' national¬ 
ism. pro and anti-Americanism ar=d 
a fierce drive to. survive are ele¬ 
ments which, lend force and; inter¬ 
est to Rallester’s play. . 

Well directed by Ledpoldo Santi¬ 
ago Lavandero, the skillful cast 
gives an animated performance. 
The accidental timing of the oneri- 
in? to with U.S. Vice-President 

: Richard Nixon’s unscheduled ston- 
over the previous night; added to 

-.th-r. general-, interest.;: 
The .stur5r involves the misunder¬ 

standings of different generations, 
pins the ramifications of different 
nat:oraI add racial loyalties,' with 
the rneiodramatlcs of big-citv tene- 
ment life, including such lurid mat.-! 
ter«' as the dope racket, dubiously 
resnpz-table dancing schools , and il- 
lici love affairs. : v? 

T^e action occurs Bob Cothran’s 
Imaginative single set. which con- 
ve* *he impression of- a tenement 
r>' ahd the teeming siuni life 

.outside. . Rein,. ( 

I and II and another stager (Don 
Lurio) for Act II, and dii overall 
stager (Roger Vadim, ex-husband 
of Brigitte Bardot), so that with 
the strident “modern” music of 
Michel Magne (credited as orches¬ 
tra. director though Joseph Levine 
conducted),, the whole enterprise, is 
difficult to focus. Perhaps an il- 
luminating fact is that the French 
government provides subsidy, for 
Such ventures by talented, “begin- 

j hers”' , 
“The Broken Date;” determined¬ 

ly details , the calisthenics of 
I’amour, first with the vamp in the 
bathroom and,/.retrospectively, in 
the herp’ii' memory, with the Amer¬ 
ican wifev In his bedroom. Mile, 
Adam and Mile: Lander are ex¬ 
cessively fetching* the one in 
tights, the other in underwear but, 
with apolagie$ for -being blase, the 
eye at the. keyhole wearies. 

The N. . Y4 boxoffice prognosis 
amounts to the answer to the ques¬ 
tion: who’s lor voyeurism? 

; Land. 

Kevin McCarthy and Lee Grant 
have been set; as standbys for 
Henry Fonda and Anne Bancroft in 
“Two for the Seesaw.” 

Wednesday, May 28, 1958. 

Key to parenthetical designations: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (CD) 
Comedy-Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, (MD) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, 
(OP) Operetta, (Rep) Repertory, (Panto) Pantomime, (NS) New Show, 
(Rev) Revival, (Adap.) Adaptation, (Imp) (Import, (Solo) Solo Show, 
(Ret) Return Engagement. Asterisk indicates the show is continuing. 

HITS ; 
(10) 

Back to Methuselah (D) (Rev) 
Boy Growing Up (D) (Adapt) (Imp) (Solo) 

.; Dark at the Top of the Stairs (DJ (NS)* 
Entertainer (D) jNS) (Imp) 
Look Back .in Anger (D) (NS) (Imp)* 
Look Homeward, Angel (D) (NS) (Adapt)* . 
Music Man .(MC) (NS)* - •. 
Romanoff and Juliet (C).(NS) (Imp)* 
Two for the Seesaw (CDV (NS)* 

' We.st Side Story (MD) (NS)* . . 

STATUS NOT DETERMINED 
m 

Blue Denim (D) (NS)* 
Jamaica (MC) (NS)* 

! Jane Eyre (D) (NS) (Adapt)* 
Oh Captain (MC) (NS) (Adapt)*' 
Say,,Darling (MC) (NS) .(Adapt)* 
Sunrise at Campobello (D) (NS)* 
Time Remembered (C) (NS) (Imp)* . 
The Visit (D) (NS) (Imp)* . 
Who Was That Lady I Saw You With (C) (NS) 

FAILURES 
(31) 

Body Beautiful (MC) (NS) .: 
Cave Dwellers (C) (NS) 
Cloud 7 (C) (NS) 
Compulsion (D) (NS) (Adapt) 
Copper and Brass (MC) (NS) 

. Country Wife ,(C) ; (Rev) 
The Day the.Money Stopped -(D).(NS) (Adapt) 
The Egghead (D) (NS) 
Fair Game (C) (NS) 
Four Winds (D) (NS) 
The Genius and the Goddess (D) (NS) (Adapt) 

- I Knock at the Door (D) (NS) (Adapt) 
Interlock (D) (NS) ' 
Love Me Little (Q) (NS) (Adapt) 
Mask and Gown (R) (NS) 
Maybe Tuesday (C) (NS) 
Miss Isobel (D) (NS) 
Miss Lonely hearts (D) (NS) (Adapt). 
Monique (D) (NS) (Adapt) 
Nature’s Way (C) (NS) . 
Nude with Violin (C) (NS) (see note) 
Portofino (MC) (NS) 
Present Laughter (C) (Rev) (see note) 
Rope Dancers (D) (NS) 
Rumple (MC) (NS) 
Shadow of My Enemy (MC) (NS) 
Simply Heavenly (MC) (NS) (Adapt) 
Square Root of Wonderful (D) (NS) 
Summer of the 17th Doll (D) (NS) (Imp) 
Under Milk Wood (D) (NS) (Adapt) (Imp) 
Winesburg, Ohio (D) (NS) (Adapt) 

MISCELLANEOUS (Not Rated) 
(Including City Center) 

. (6) 
Annie Get Your Gun (MC) (Rev) 
Carousel (MD) (Rev) 
The Firstborn (D) (NS) (Imp)* . 
Marcel Marceau (Panto) (Ret) (Imp) 
Oklahoma (MD) (Rev) 
Wonderful Town (MC) (Rev) 

FOLDED DURING TRYOUT 
, (7) 

Carefree Heart (MC) (NS) (Adapt) 
One Foot in the Door (C) (NS) 
Plaintiff in a Pretty Hat .(C) (NS) (Impl 
Saturday Night Kid (D) (NS) 
Soft Touch' (C) (NS) 
This Is Goggle (D) (NS) (Adapt) 
Ziegfeld Follies (R) (NS) *r' 

LAST SEASON’S UNRATED SHOWS, SINCE CLARIFIED 
. .. • Hits 

Bells Are Ringing . (MC) (NS)* 
Hole in the Head (C) (NS) 
Li’l Abner (MC) (NS) (Adapt)* 
New Girl in Town (MC) (NS) (Adapt)* 
Visit to a . Small Planet (C) (NS) (Adapt) 

Failures 
Apple Cart (C) (Rev) 
Happiest Millionaire (C) (NS) (Adapt) 

; Happy Hunting (MC) (NS) 
Hotel Paradiso (C) (NS) (Imp) 
Major Barbara (C) (Rev) 
Moon for the Misbegotten (D) (NS) 
Potting Shed (D) (NS) (Imp) 
Waltz of the Toreadors (C) (NS) (Imp) (see nbte)-- 
Ziegfeld. Follies (R) (NS) (see note) 
> OTHER HIT RUNNING AT END OF LAST SEASON 
Auntie Mame (C) (NS) (Adapt)* 

Nude with Violin opened as a regular production, but an earlier Noel 
Coward comedy, Present Laughter, was subsequently added and the two 
shows alternated on a repertory basis. The dual presentation was a 
failure. 

c'J.71, * -limicea engagement, closes nex 
, nlg^ (31) and Wl11 be’taken to Tel Aviv, in connection witl 

the 10th anniversary celebration of Israel. 
Ziegfeld Follies included two different editions. The first was stil 

running on Broadway at the end of last season, and subsequent!' 
closed as a failure. The second, produced by the same management 
folded during its tryout tour early this season. 

Waltz of the Toreadors Was still running at the end. of last seasoi 
and was unrated. It subsequently closed as a failure. The same produc 
tion was reopened this fall: for an extended tour and then returned t< 
Broadway, and again failed. ■ /; 

Chi Plans (ANTA Album’ 
, * Chicago, May 27. 

Newly formed Chi chapter of the 
American National Theatre & 
Academy is planning an “ANTA 
Album”.for the local legit calendar 
next fall. It will he .* vehicle i.for- 

fund raising and membership en¬ 
rollment.. First production in what 
is intended to be an annual series 
will be a retrospective of legit 
shows that have played here over 
the past 30 years. 
. Format is now in the blueprint^ 
ihRi^age, 4v;??i'‘Wd.,:/ 
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Broadway producers are again+■ 
being romanced by television. - 

Feelers, are being made by the 
Video, networks regarding the pos¬ 
sibility of obtaining the services 
of several top-rated Main Stem 
producers. Those getting the bids 
include David Merrick and the 
teain of Robert E. Griffith. & Har¬ 
old S. Prince. 

It’s assumed that the legiters 
are being sought for special as¬ 
signments rather; than full-time 
employment, since it’s Unlikely 
that they would curtail. their 
Broadway activities. Merrick, 
who’s currently, represented on 
Broadway by three productions, 
has several major shows .on his 
future sked, while Griffith & 
Prince currently, represented on 
Broadway by one entry, have an¬ 
other lined up for fall production. 

Running interference for the 
producers On the network pitches 
Js personal manager Hillard El¬ 
kins. He’s also confabbing with 
the nets about the . possible tele¬ 
casting of two Broadway musicals, 
“Jamaica” and “New Girl in 
Town?’ The former, produced by 
Merrick, is currently in its 31st 
week at the Imperial Theatre, 
N. Y. The latter show, produced 
by Griffith & Prince in partner¬ 
ship with Frederick Brisson, end¬ 
ed a 54-week run at the 46th 
Street Theatre, N. Y., last Satur¬ 

day (24), 
In the : past, . other Broadway 

producers, such as. Leland Hay¬ 
ward, have been parted for tv 
projects.. The contracts have var¬ 
ied from one-shot deals, to multi¬ 
ple ventures. A number of other 
legit producers, as well as stagers, 
designers, choreographers and 
company and. business managers, 
have also been recruited by the 
networks on a permanent basis. 

WeVe More Operatic! 
• San Antonio May 27. 

Sah Antonians are pointing 
the finger of superiority at 
Dallas, the advertised cultural, 
center of Texas, where recent¬ 
ly the Metropolitan Opera ap¬ 
peared for four performances 
to a troupe attracted a total, 
of 14,199 patrons to. its. four 
operas. 

San Antonio’s, own Grand 
Opera Festival last /March, 
with. four operas attracted a 
total, of .18,714 customers.: 

Cafe Singer Genevieve 
For Strawhat ‘Can-Can- 

French chanteuse Genevieve has 
been given permission by Actors 
Equity to star this summer In' 
John Kenley’s stock production of 

!Ca.n?Can”. at the W. D. Packard 
Music Hall, Warren, O. 

The singer, who’s been playing 
nitery dates and making tv appear-, 
ances,: is scheduled to open , at the 
barn July 8. 

Plan ‘Garden’ in London,9 
Maybe at Club Theatre; 

Gielgud to Canada, U.S. 
Jerry Leider, who was Peter 

Lawrence’s production associate On 
last season’s Broadway presentation 
of “Shinbone Alley,” planed to 
London last Friday (23) in-connec¬ 
tion with two fall projects. One is 
a West End presentation of Ten¬ 
nessee Williams’ double-bill* “Gar¬ 
den District,” and the other is a 
Canadian-U.S. tour of John Giel¬ 
gud’s one-man Shakespearean Show, 

■Ages of Man.” * 
The British rights to the Wil- 

lianms plays, which are Currently 
running at the York Playhouse, 

' N.Y., have been acquired by Leider 
and John C. Wilson, co-producer 
of the off-Broadway presentation. 
The initial step in connection with 
thef projected London production 
will be to get a decision from the 
Lord Chamberlain’s office on 
whether a license for a public 
presentation can be secured. 

If a license isn’t granted, the. 
double-bill will be presented by 
the New Watergate .Theatre -Club/ 
which recently presented Williams'. 
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” with Kim 
Stanley, at the Comedy Theatre. 
Club presentations aren’t subject 
to the Lord Chamberlain’s ban as 
they’re not rated as publie per¬ 
formances. 

'Regarding the Gielgud offering, 
It wili. be toured under the produc¬ 
tion auspices of Lawrence and 
Leider, in association with the Brit¬ 
ish firm, Tennent Productions. 
Leider will see the presentation 
next Sunday (1). at the Theatre 
Royal, Bath, Eng. Klaus Kolmar, 
Who’s booking “Ages” for the Wil¬ 
liam IVJprris Office, will also give 
it a looksee there. He’s scheduled 
to plane over from N.Y. later this 
week. ... 

The tour, slated for next Sep- 
tember-December, will get under¬ 
way Sept. 20. at the Stratford (Ont.) 
Shakespearean Festival. The hike 
may be followed by a Broadway 
booking. Leider, incidentally, plans 
to remain in London until early 
September to line up the cast for 
“District” and get the show into, 
rehearsal.. ; 

IU the realm of legit criticism in 
New York, the 1957-58 was Brooks 
Atkinson’s season. This was the 
year he did the unprecedented, un- 
dreamt-of-for-a-critic by being 
given a surprise testimonial party 
by just about everybody who’s 
anybody in the Broadway theatre. 

The testimonial shindig, held at 
Sardi’s restaurant, N. Y., OU a Sun¬ 
day night, was an impressive dem¬ 
onstration of the affection and re¬ 
spect Atkinson has inspired in his 
35 years of covering legit. 

But true to its unpredictable, 
contradictory custom, Broadway 
also took 1957-58 as the occasion 
for a few flurries of brick-tossing 
at the veteran Times , reviewer. 
Perhaps the most spectacular inci¬ 
dent was the violent radio attack 
by ; columnist, tv panelist Dorothy 
Kilgallen and her legit producer- 
husband, Richard Kollmar, follow¬ 
ing Atkinson’s pan of the musical, 
“Say, Darling.” That caused only 
a ripple in the trade, however. 

Possibly because of Atkinson’s 
very ; reputation and stature, 
coupled with the Times’ potent cir¬ 
culation and reader impact, there 
appeared to be increased griping 
about the “destructive” effect of 
his unfavorable reviews. The com¬ 
mon argument was that ho single 
individual should have so much in¬ 
fluence with the playgqing public 
and, as a consequence,, such life- 
and-death power at the boxoffice.. 

Atkinson' himself has repeatedly 
denied having any. such power; 
citing examples of numerous box- 
office hits that he had panned and 
flops for which he’d writtenGraves. 
In any case, managements wjhose 
shows have been praised by the 
Times, reviewer rarely express ob¬ 
jection to his “undue influence?’ 

Among the other daily critics, 
Walter Kerr, of the Herald Trib/ 
une, continues to earn respect as a 

(Continued oh page 76) 

Paul Cummings, production as- 
sitant for the off-Broadway present 
tation of “Garden District,” plans 
making his N. Y. managerial bow 
with Howard Hart's adaptation of 
“Partage de Midi,” a drama by the 
late French statesman-author, Paul 
Claudel. 

Off-B’way Actors 
on 

Actors Equity is continuing its 
clampdown on members , who fail 
to Comply With . its off-Broadway. 
regulations. The - union’s latest 
mov’e in that direction was to 
bring several members up on 
charges last week Tor appearing in 
the Blaickfri.ars Guild production 
of “Child . of Morning,” which 
closed last, night (Tues.). : 

The performers had appeared in 
the Clare Booth Luce play despite 
a union directive to its member¬ 
ship not to accept engagements 
with the Blackfriars because of 
the group’s non-Equity status. The 
Guild l operated, under Equity’s 

1, Not Racial Basis 

What’* My Line? 
New Hope, Pa , May 27. 

A woman patron at the Play¬ 
house Inn here unintention- . 
ally got into the radio act last 
Wednesday (2D wh il e Allen 
Ward, of the local Gazette, 
was interviewing actress- au¬ 
thor Ilka Chase at the restau¬ 
rants The interview was be¬ 
ing Carr i e d over: station 
WTTN, Trenton, and the lady . 
apparently failed to notice the 
mike. 

Approaching, the pair, she 
asked them and the listening 
audience, "I beg your pardon, 
Where is the ladies’ room?” 

By JESSE GROSS 

Political, rather than racial is¬ 
sues, are believed to have created 
the unsavory election situation that 
has: developed in Actors Equity. 
Caught in the middle of the de¬ 
vious maneuvering Is Frederick 
O’Neal, the: regular ticket’s candi¬ 
date for president .and the first 
Negro to he nominated for the 
post. 

Although O’Neal is -bn record 
with the union as having with¬ 
drawn as a candidate for president, 
he's being endorsed by an Equity 
faction which, in an unsigned let¬ 
ter to the membership, state , he 
“IS” a candidate for the office. 
Adding to the Complexity of the 
matter is the fact that' because of 
a technicality, the Equity -council 
early last week was unable to re¬ 
move O’Neal’s name from the hal- 
lot, which had to be sent out last 
Thursday <22h 

O’Neal’s withdrawal followed 
the decision of incumbent presi- 

• dent Ralph Bellamy to run for re-- 
! election, after being petitioned by 

segment of the membership, . 
An- increasingly active campaign \ 

_is being waged in the presidential j J 
jurisdiction last season but"failed j election June *P^sidency j fil^ assignment, wired thermion 
to do so during the, current j of the Assrl of: Theatrical i notice of his withdrawal> andhTs 

semester. : . Agents t of support of Bellamy. How- 
.The union, incidentally, . has I the post are Saul Abraham, incum-1 ..... 

also informed its inembers that the ‘ “ ' 
Arundel Opera/ Theatre, Kenne- 
bunkport, Me., is non-Equity.: The 
spot, operating under the jurisdic¬ 
tion, of the; American Guild , of 
Musical Artists, functions during 
the summer, and is considered in 
competition with the Kennebunk- 
port Playhouse, an Equity straw- 
hat./ ■/■; 

Equity has also moved to plug 
a loophole in the enforcement of 
its rules'' for off-Broadway: That 
involves the .use of performers 
who are not Equity members, but 
belong to affiliate unions in the 
Associated Actors & Artists of 
America, A few members of the 
American Federation of Televi¬ 
sion : Sc Radio Artists, the Ameri¬ 
can Guild of Variety Artists arid 
American Guild of Musical Artists 
have worked in off-Broadway 
shows, being engaged as nominal 
non-pros in the non-Equity seg¬ 
ment of such companies. 

The situation is figured to have 
been affecting the . employment of 
Equity members, so the legit un¬ 
ion will henceforth require . all 
such performers to take Equity 
cards. 

MAURICE EVANS GETS 
LONDON SHOW FOR N.Y. 

London, May 27: 
U. S. rights to “The Dock Brief” 

and “What Shall We Tell Caro¬ 
line,” double-bill success by John 
Mortimer, have been acquired by 
Maurice Evans. The production 
moved last week to the Garrick 
Theatre from the Lyric Opera 
House, Hammersmith.. ! 

The two one-actors, Mortimer’s 
first West End hits, are skedded 
for Broadway production in the 
fall. The author plans to go to 
N. Y. for the opening. 

Gillette Razor Angels 
London Open Air Stiows 

London, May 27. . 
Latest 'London theatrical enter¬ 

prise to be backed by big business 
is the Open Air Theatre, in Re¬ 
gent’s Park. Brigadier Carleton 
Harrison, chairman of Gillette In¬ 
dustries, has pledged the razor firm 
to provide $5,600 to enable the 
season to open next Monday (2). 
Last, year, the theatre, which 
opened 25 years ago, was dark bee 
cause1 of lack of coin. . 

“Much . Ado About Nothing,” 
“The Taming of the Shrew” and 
“As You Like It” will form the 
Open Air Theatre's repertoire, and 
Robert Atkins and Leslie French 
will run tho enterprise. 

Equity OK’s 1 Musical 
At Non-Star Strawhats 

Actors Equity has relaxed one 
of its regulations coverings barns 
belonging to the Council of Resi¬ 
dent Stock Theatres. . The union 
has granted silos in the Y and Z 
categories permission to present 
one musical per season. 

The CORST member barns are 
those , which usually do not em¬ 
ploy stars. The theatres are: di¬ 
vided into X, Y and Z categories, 
depending on size and potential 
gross. The X division, not includ¬ 
ed in the union, concession, takes 
in the larger operations. . 

tioi in ! ever, when queried oil his reaction 
’ -”‘i to being kept on the ballot and the 

A letter frombresfageiit Richard support being given him; he issued. 

manacprc and na’s1 The actor repeated adherence to 

“hAlL£m"^ 
sent to the membership last week. \ n’t im1^ 
Abraham himself issued a letter - ^ ° 
this week asking for votes. Giver* ab?ut A*1? ^f^er 
is understood to be preparing a : *nahls s,upport’ '5?1? st^S* 
rphiittal to the two anneals : that m accordance with Council’* 

^OtheJ uniontiffices’and^o'ard o, ; J* 
governors members are also to be i »«“»«« Candida^, The union 
chosen in the election, but the only ! £•“** fu.ch r“Sf”a‘,on »“ 
other contest is for the post of j been received and O’Neal when 

vice president. Candidates for the 
job are pressagent Dave Lipsky 
and manager Ben Boyer, a former 
president of the ; union. William 
Fields, the incumbent vice-presi¬ 
dent, is not a candidate for re- 
election. 

L.A. BILTMORE IS SOLD; 
LIKELY TO BE RAZED 

Hollywood, May 27. 
: Sale of 33-year-old Biltmore The¬ 
atre for $525,000 to Huddle Restau¬ 
rants, by the Marcus Heiman es¬ 
tate expected to be approved today 
<Tues.): by L. A. Superior Court. 
The new owners are expected to 
raze the structure, and replace it 
with , either a parking garage or 
office building. 

Paul Cummins, board chairman 
of Huddle,, says that no definite 
plans have been formulated for the 
theatre or the Site, beyond the 
intention of putting it to its most 
profitable use. The Biltmore is 
the last remaining legit house in 
downtown Los Angeles. “Auntie 
Marne,” with Eve Arden as star, 
is skedded to play an eight-week 
stand there, starting in August. 
Cummins said that this contract 
is subject to review by the new 
owners. 

To the cast of “The Music Man,” composer-lyricist-librettist ~ 
Meredith Willson is the title character. Virtually the entire troupe 
demonstrated that by turning out at the incredible hour of fl a.m. 
yesterday (Tues.) at Pier 84 North River, N. Y., to greet Willson, 

. his wife, and co-librettist Franklin and Mrs. Lacey on their re¬ 
turn from Europe on the United States. Many of the company, in¬ 
cluding featured lead Robert Preston, were in costume, and the 
youngsters who comprise the hoys’ band in the show took along 
their instruments, and serenaded the Willsons and Laceys with 
“Mihuet in G,” the curtain-lOwenrig nuinber? ' . 
/Producer Kermit Bloomgarden, who had planned to meet 

Willson at the pier, mentioned it to Preston and co-leads Barbara 
Cook;.and David Burns, with the tentative suggestion that they 
might want to go along, despite the early hour. They and the. 
whole company enthused over the idba, and it was arranged for 
them to be picked up by bus at the Majestic Theatre, N.Y., where 
“Music Man” is current, at 7:15 a.m. Many of them decided to. 
wear their stage costumes. 

Officials of UB. Lines made necessary preparations for the 
group to be on their pier and then to be sneaked aboard by a 

. special gangplank as soon as the ship docked. Bloomgarden and 
pressagent Arthur Cantor, spotting the Willsons and: Laceys at 
the rail as the United States, was being warped into the pier, 
called to them to go to their cabin, as ‘ photographers wanted to 
get pictures there. That enabled the" “Music Man” cast to be 
taken undetected to the ship’s sports deck: ' . 

After the returnees were surprised with*(lie reception on deck, 
. the entire assemblage went to the Manhattan" Hotel for breakfast, 

as guests of the management./ Willson* will remain in New York 
several weeks while the touring editton of 4he musical is being 
cast, then returns to his home on the Coast and to attend the tour 

' opening there. 

iContinued on page 76) 

Bennett-'Mame’ to Open 
Dallas Slimmer Season; 

‘King’ With Jan Clayton 
Dallas, May 27. 

> The 17th summer season of State 
Fair Musicals, to run June 9-Aug. 
31, will again include six shows at 
the air-conditioned, 4,100-seat 
State Fair Music Hall. Charles H. 
Meeker Jr., managing director- 
producer, has only one touring 
show this year, “Auntie Mame,” 
the opener. He will produce the 
succeeding fortnightly shows. 

Schedule includes “Auntie 
Marne,” with Constance Bennett, 
June 9-22; “Oklahoma,” with Jane 
Powell , and Rusty Dr; ;erf June 
23-July 6; "Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes?’ with Marie Wilson, 
Denise Lor and Vaughn Monroe, 
July 7-20; “Guys and Dolls,” with 
Johnnie Ray, Janis Paige, Alan 
King and Pat Rooney Sr., July 21- 
Aug, 3; “Most Happy Fella," with 
Richard Torigi and Helon Blount, 
Aug. 4-17, and “King and I,” with 
Cameron Mitchell and Jan Clayton 
Aug. 18-31. 

Meeker’s staff includes George 
Schaefer, returning as stage direc¬ 
tor; Lehman Engel, musical direc¬ 
tor for four shows; Franz Allers, 
musical director for “King and I”i 
Jim Leon, assistant musical con¬ 
ductor; Dania Krupska, returning 
as choreographer; . Peter Wolf, 
scenic designer, and Jack Friend, 
production manager. 

Single seats will be scaled, $1.50- 

Music Tent Bond Coin 
Now Earning Interest 

Bond money on deposit with Ac¬ 
tors Equity by members of the Mu¬ 
sical Arena Theatres Assn, is be¬ 
ing banked with the N.Y. Trust Co. 
bn an interest-earning basis. Thus, 
far, the salary guarantees put up 
by MATA members total about 
$150,000. 

The: arrangement with the bank 
calls for an interest payment to 
each tent operator of 3% annually 
on individual deposits. The bond 
money is to be returned to the pro¬ 
ducers involved at the end of the 
season, except in cases where sal¬ 
ary defaults exist. 

Earlier this season, a plan involv¬ 
ing a different procedure was in¬ 
itiated whereby salary bonds placed 
with. Equity by members of tlie 
League of N.Y, Theatres were de¬ 
posited with Bankers Trust Co. of 
N.Y. for investment in Govern¬ 
ment bonds and other gilt-edge 
securities. 
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Louis Cline, has resigned after 
five years as manager of the Colon-. ' 
ial Theatre,; Boston, lie’s currently; 
in New York and plans to go out' 
on the road next season. j 

Alan Schneider, vv ho recently: 
staged the successful production of 
‘•Summer of the 1.7th Doll’’ at the- 
Arena Stage, Washington, has gone 
to London to direct a West End 
production, of “The Deserters,” by 
N. Tliaddeus Vare. 

joe Nias ter off’s “Warm Penin¬ 
sula.” uhich Manning Gurian Will 
produce, with his wife, Julie Har¬ 
ris, stalling, is scheduled for a 
cross-country tryout tour next Oc- 
lober-May. The show isn’t slated to 
open on Broadway until October 
of the following season. 

Meg Nlunday, Gaby Rodgers, 
Shepperd Strudwick and Julie 
Haydon are among the pros sched-: 
uled to appear with performers of 
the New York U. Workshop in a 
program of six plays to be present-. 
ed this summer at the university's 
Hall of Fame Playhouse. 

The Play of the Month Guild, 
Which services its members with 
tickets to Broadway and off-Broad- 
way shows and occasional films, 
signed up its 50,000^ member re¬ 
cently. 

Six musical numbers from Jerry 
Herman’s revue, “Nightcap,” cur¬ 
rently running at the Showplace in 
Greenwich Village, have been; op¬ 
tioned by Frank Loesset and Leon¬ 
ard Sillman for their planned. 
Broadway production next season! 
of another edition of “New Faces." ! 
The songs will be published by; 
Loesser’s firm, Frank Music Co. 

Stanley . Lebowsky has been 
signed as musical director .for the 
forthcoming Broadway production 
of “Whoop Up.” 

Franchot Tone and David Ross 
have renewed their partnership to. 
produce Luigi Pirandello’s “A; 
Game for Lovers’* on Broadway’ 
next season. Liska March will be 
associated with them in the presen-! 
tation of the play, which is being 
translated by William Murray, an 
editorial staffer for the New York¬ 
er mag. 

One of the three theatres in the 
recently-opened Seven Arts Build¬ 
ing. N.‘ Y.. is being named after 
producer Rita Allen, who, with her, 
husband, Milton Cassel, will pre-r 
sent the New York preem of Nigel 
Dennis’ “Making of Moo” at the 
187-seater beginning June 11. The 
anti-religious play debuted in Lon¬ 
don last June. The off-Broadway 
production is capitalized at $15,000. 

Morris Feld, a ^New. York busi¬ 
nessman, will be associated with 
Ted Danielewski as co-producer of 

. Pearl Buck's “Three Against 
Time,” planned for Broadw ay pres¬ 
entation next fall. 

. “Handful of Fire” is the title of 
the N. Richard Nash play, which 
David Susskind and the Play-! 
wrights Co. plan producing on ‘ 
Broadway next f., 

Leo Fuchs will siar. in “Family 
Mishmash,” a new. Yiddish-Ameri- 
can musical by Abe EUstein, sched¬ 
uled for presentation next fall at 
the Phyllis Anderson Theatre, 
N. Y.; by Jacob Jacobs and Benja¬ 
min Rothman. 

Playwright - producer director, 
George Axelrod is^ scheduled to 
stage two Broadway presentations 
next seasofi, both to be co-produced 
by Martin Gabel and Henry Mar- 
golis. The first, slated for an Oct. 
22 opening at the National Thea¬ 
tre. X. Y.. will be “Once More— 
With Feeling,” while the other, tar¬ 
geted for a December preem in 
New York, will be Axelrod’s own 
adaptation of the Alfred Hayes 
novel, "NIy Face for the World to 

. See.” 
William Marshall has succeeded 

Frank Silvera in the title role of; 
the X. Y. Shakespeare Festival’s! 
forthcoming production of “Othel- ’ 
lo.” , 

Violla Rubber and Charles Adler 
Jr., a Baltimore inventor, are con-y 
tcmplating a Broadway, production 
next season of Leslie Cutler’s new ! 
version of John Colton’s “Shanghai' 
Gesture.”' • ! 

Arthur O’Connell has been set 
for a major role in “Gomes the 
Day,” skedded for a Nov. .6 Broad¬ 
way bow. 

This season’s annual $500 Lola 
D’Annunzio Award for “outstand¬ 
ing achievement” off-Broadway has 
gone to Joseph Papp, producer of 
the N. Y. Shakespeare Festival. 

Milton H. Greene, former vice- 
president of Marilyn Monroe Pro¬ 
ductions. and actor Louis d’Alme¬ 
ida have formed Gd’A Productions 
Inc for the Broadway presentation 
next October of “Far Away the 
Train-Birds Cry.” a comedy-drama 
by Edward H. Davis, a production 

’ assistant for the Playwrights Co., 
and Lionel Kranitz, understudy for 
Anthony Perkins in “Look Home¬ 
ward. Angel.” James MacArthur 
is scheduled to make his Broadway 
debut in the lead role. 

Personal manager Hillard Elkins/ 
who’s headquartered in New York, 

will open a Coast office, H E. As¬ 
sociates,. Inc., ; iii August. Inciden¬ 
tally, George Platt, who’s With the 
Elkins operation in N Y:, is back 
at. work after two weeks’ Hospital¬ 
ization for an injured arm, which 
will have to remain in . a cast for 
another nine weeks.. 

Lo Hardin, stagey manager of 
“West Side Story.” leaves next 
Sunday (li for a'week’s Caribbean 
vacation. ..- 

British actress Googie Withers 
and her Australian actor-husband 
John McCallum are going to Aus¬ 
tralia next fall to live permanently.- 
McCallum Will quit the stage to 
become assistant managing direc¬ 
tor of the J. C. William theatre 
firm. He’s currently in the Lon¬ 
don comedy hit, “Roar ' Like a 
Dove,” . Miss . Withers, appearing; 
this summer at the Shakespeare 
Memorial Theatre,. . Stratford-on- 
Avon, hopes to do occasional act-, 
irtg in Australia;' possibly with 
British or U.S. shows. 

The New York City Center Of 
Music & Drama had;a “healthy sur¬ 
plus of $86,886.86” for the fiseal 
year 1957-58. Ne.wbold Morris, the 
chairman of the center’s board of 
directors, attributed the; . strong I 
financial position to “successful 
productions, grants and contribu¬ 
tions.” ' < 

Legit pressagent Merle Debuskey 
and dancer Chris Karner are plan¬ 
ning to be married in July. They’re 
currently looking for a house, to 
purchase in Manhattan, preferably 
in Greenw.hich Village. . 

“Spring at Marino:” Constance 
Cox!s adaptation of Ivan Turgen¬ 
ev’s “Fathers and ‘ Sons',”. will be 
presented by the N. Y. U. . Work¬ 
shop at the Hall of Fame Playhouse, 
N.Y., sometime in July. Hurd Hat¬ 
field will guestar in the production. 
The actor is back in New York 
after a costarring stint last week 
with Vicki Cummings in “The Sec¬ 
ond Man” at .they Lydia Mendels¬ 
sohn. Theatre;. Ann Arbor. Mich:.. -. 

The 10-day suspension of the 
license of New York’s largest thea¬ 
tre ticket agency, the jointly-con¬ 
trolled Tyson Operating Co. Inc,, 
and Sullivan Theatre Ticket Serv¬ 
ice, scheduled to go into effect 
last Monday (26“ was blocked, by 
a temporary injunction obtained 
Friday (23) from N, Y. .Supreme 
Court Justice Owen McGivern by 
John A. Sullivan, head of the or¬ 
ganization. The suspension hari 
been ordered by N. Y. City License 
Commissioner Bernard J. O’Con¬ 
nell as the result of an alleged 
overcharge by a clerk In Sullivan’s 
employ. 

Jules Munshin arid Audrey 
Christie will costar in “The Great. 
Sebastians,” which opens June 9 
as the initial bill of the 13-week 
season, at the Playhouse-in-the-. 
Park,: Philadelphia. 

Peter Harris will direct and Ted 
Tiller will play the leading role in 
“Visit to a Small Planet,” the 
opening bill June 9 at the Mt. Park 
Casino, Holyoke, Mass. 

Dan Dailey will star in “Bur¬ 
lesque" in pair of producer Ben 
Segal’s tunetents, the Oakdale Mu¬ 
sical Theatre, Wallingford, Conn;, 
and the Warwick (R, L) Musical 
Th eatre. Brian Donlevyv also. will 
star in “No Time for Sergeants at 
the Oakdale showcase. 

“Specter of the Rose.” the 1946 
film, written, directed and pro¬ 
duced by Ben Hecht, is being 
adapted as a legittuner for Broad¬ 
way presentation by composer 
Frank Loesser’s firm, Frank Pro-, 
ductions Inc. Hecht is collaborat¬ 
ing. on the book for the. musical 
with John martin and Lenny Adel- 
son, and the latter also providing 
the lyrics. Lyn Murray, is respons¬ 
ible for the. music. 7 .Martin, inci¬ 
dentally, is not the N. Y, Times 
dance critic. 

EUi Wallach has been set for a 
starring role in “Cold Wind and; 
the Warm.” The actor, who’s been i 
in Europe with .'his actress-wife, 
Anne Jackson, is due back in N. Y. 
this week:. 

The upcoming off-Broadway edi-, 
tiori of “Salad Days,” the British ‘ 

Pai*ts7yiirgiBi 
Hollywood, May 9. 

Vath. Staged by John.. Duff Stradley; 
associate, producer;. Ben Benson. /” - 
Playhouse, Hollywood,. May. 9. ’5; 
top. ' ' 
Vivian 1 .■.... Micha 
Gisele 77:......... -.. Cindy 
Ch.rles . . - •:... 1..... .. ;RichaT 
Paulette Blondell..Camille - 
Phi’ippe Bloiidell .' Tony Michaels 
Aristide'iDux - ....Michael. McHale 
Louise: Grignole “ :....... .. Edith Terry 
Monique; . •. ...— ... Judy 

; “Paris Virgin” is. appaferitl-y in¬ 
tended as: a ; repeat ..of “Pajama 
Tops,” its predecessor rit the same 
theatre.. . It's been adopted by 
the same authors^ Mawby Green 
and Ed 7. Feilberl,. also /'froma 
French original. Most . important, 
the aim seems to be the same .sort 
of suggestive sex farce.. 

. “Tops’’ had' an . l'^riionth. run 
here, grossing .a reported $400,000. 
Although “Virgin” seems: unlikely 
to repeat that b.o., record, it should 
do well, enough to .recoup its 
nrod'?st investment. However; that’s 
on. the. assumption that director 
John Duff .Stradley :. tunes, up the 
show with ■••script revisions arid 
restaging. 

*‘Virgiri” is a boudoir roriip about 
a hefty UCLA prof bn a Paris sab¬ 
batical. He is tricked, into wearing 
femme clothing; his. best seller is 
promoted.: as havirig been written 
by . a worivari. That’s 'the . spring¬ 
board for some. tasteless drag 
antics,.climaxing in the proper, and 
improper pairing-off: of: the charac-. 
ters.; '•' •■-’. .77'“ 

. Michael Ross plays the professor, 
as straight burlesque, with' little 
plausibility, and , there: are vary- 
ingly effective performances by 
Richard Vath as the publisher’s 
representative, Cndy Girard as an 
unwed, mother, Camille Franklin 
as a hat-eyed wife, Judy Howard 
as an. impish country girl, Michael 
McHale as a bland. schoolmaster, 
and Tony ; Michales and: Edith 
Terry; .. •' 

musical that has been running Lon¬ 
don since 1954, is scheduled . to 
open .Nov. .11 at the Barpizon-Plaza 
Theatre, fpllon'ing a six-week run 
in Toronto. The presentation, util¬ 
izing an all-Canadian company of 
'12. will be produced by Nicholas 
Benton and. Stanley Flink, in part¬ 
nership with . William Freedman 
and . Barry Morse who were re¬ 
sponsible for a prior Canadian-pro^ 
duction of the show’ lastt.year. 

Paul Milikln will appear in' the 
June. 6-23 production of. “Moon 
for the Misbegotten” at the Festi¬ 
val of Two Worlds; Spoleto, Italy, 

Peter Brook will direct an off- 
Broadway production of Bernard 
Frechtman's translation of Jean 
Genet’s “The Balcony,” to be pro¬ 
duced by Lucille Lortel, who op¬ 
erates the Theatre de Lys, N. Y. 

Mordecai Gorelik has acquired 
the English-language production 
rights to “Herr Biedermann and 
the Incendiaries," by Swiss play-, 
v/right Max Frisch. 

Walter Vincent has been re¬ 
elected president of the. Actors 
Fund of America. Experiditures by 
the organization for the relief of 
the Ul, aged and needy, members 
of the theatrical profession covered 
13,780 indigent cases and totaled 
$321,529 for the year ended April 
30 Others re-elected besides Vin¬ 
cent were Gilbert Miller, first vice 
president; Katharine Cornell/ sec¬ 
ond veepee; Vinton 7 Freedley, 
treasurer, and Warren P. Munsell, 
secretary and general manager; 

Irving Squires, Toad manager for 
Victor Borge, named manager of 
the EUinville Music Theatre, which 
is part of the Empire State Music 
FestivaL 

The 1.162-seat National Theatre, 
N.. Ym will be sold at a public auc¬ 
tion June 15. 

Mitzi Green will appear in the 
lead role of Ruth in the production 
of “Wonderful Town,” to. be pre- 

(Continued on page 77). 

. 
1899-1958 

New ■■••New. 
Season Plays Musicals Revivals Total 

1899-1900 14.- 10 87 
1900.-1901 ...... 26 20 ; 96 
1901-1902 . . . . . . ....... 49 21 20 90 
1902-1903 ...... ....... 55 27 16. 98 
1903-1904 30 20 118 
1904-1905. 763 29 35 127 
1905-1906 62 . 32 17. .. 111 
19C6-19Q7 ....... 67 34 28 129 
1907-1908 ...... 37 16 110 
1908-1909 ...... 33 8 118 
1909-1910 95 36 . 13 144 
1910-1911 80, 34 . 17 131 
1911-1912 ...... ....... 85 39 16 140 
1912-1913 ...... ......: 98 36 28 162 
1913-1914 ...... .• 74 37 17 128 
1914-1915 92 24 17 133 
1915-1916 ...... ....... 70 26 19 115 

| 1916-1917 ...... 25 16 126 
! 1917-191.8 ..... __ • 100 . 38 18 156 
! 19184919 ...... 32 13 149 
M919-1920 :..... 99 43 2 .144 
j 1920-1921 ....... . 94 51 7 ' 152 
; 1921-1922 ...... ....... 142 37 15 19i 
(1922-1923 ....... 125 41 8 174 

1923-1924 ...... ....... ; 130 41 ^ 15 186 
1924-1925 V.. ,.... 162 7 46 20 228 

, 1925-1926 ...... 48 29 : 255 
1926-1927 ...... 49 ,• 26 263 

! 1927-1928 183 53 28 264 
: 1928-1829=-....... ....... 162 43 20 225 
• 1929-1930 .... .. 164 : 35 34 233 
! 19304931 ..._ .. 130 29 28 187 

1931-1932. ..... ....... 146 27 34 207 
! 19324933 ___ : 27 : 23 •. 174 
149334924 .;.....124 - 15 12 • 151 
149344935 ....... 19 7 'V 149 

1935-1936 ....... 14 13 135 
1936-1937 . . . . . . . 94 ••• 11 . . 13 118 
19374938 ....... i6 13 111 
19384939 ; . . , . ....... 68 •18 12 987 
19394940 ....... 18 11 91 
19404941 ....... .. 49 • 14 ,7 6 69 
19414942 ....... ....... 58 16 9 83 

J 1942-1943 ....... 18 15 80 
19434944-.. ..... .. 59: 19 ■ / 19 97 
19444945 ....... 62 7 19 11 92 
3945-1946 ....... ....... 48 : 16 12 -• 76 
19464947 . . . . . . . 14 17 79 
19474948 ....... ....... 44 12 ■ 20 . . ' .76 
19484949 ....... ........ 43 18 - 9 70 
194949507.,.;..; 17 12 - 57 
1950-1951 ....... ....... 46 14 21 81 
19514952 44 9 19 72 
19524953 ....... ....... . 34 11 9 54 
19534954 ....... .42 9 8 59 
19544955 . ....... 34 16 .13 63 
1955-1956 7.V_ .7..... 35 8 13 56. 
19564957 ....... 37 10 :15 '. 62 
19574958 . . : . . .. v': 37 11 8 56 

B’way Production Breakdown 
t .. .7 7 ! ■ 1953-54 1954-55 1955*5^ i956-5T 1957-58 
TOTAL SHOWS . 59 63 '7 56 62 77 56' 

: Plays .•.. - 47/ 42 43 47 '•' ' 41 
New. . 41 34 34 37 37 
Revivals .......... 6 8 9 10 A 
Adaptations V;. . i .. 7 .• 13 8 • 13 11 
Ifnports ........:.. . 10 9 714 ' 8 •7' 12 

. Foreign Language . ' 7-1. 0 " 1 '■ 1 0 
Return Shows ..... . .0 0 0 0 1 

Musicals , 7.. ...... . 11 19 7 12 15 15 ' 
New 9 14 8 10 11 
Revivals .......... 1 5 :• 5 4 
Adaptations ...... 3 7 3 •:■ ■.•' 5 ... 3 
Imports 7 .. .. 7 6 7A7; . 2 1 0 
Return Shows .. .^. . i 0 0 0 0 

: Miscellaneous .... ... . l 2 1 0 0 

Electra 
Miltiades presentation of the Theban. 

Players in one-act tragedy by.Euripides.. 
Staged and choreographed by Miltiades; 
George Van Geldern; costuniesi Charlotte 
-Van Gelderh; At Jan Hus Auditorium. 
N.Y,. May 19. *58; $2.40 top. 

Cast: Sidney. Rayder. Tresa Hughes; 

Xatvala. 
Chorus: Barbara Haas,. Jeanne Marruc- 

-chi,. Francesca Bell, Anthea De. Forrest, 
Kalmia Devero, Elizabeth Donnelly. Ber¬ 
nice Freed, Joyce Gewirtz, Kay Hutcheson.- 
PhyUls Kyrides, Florence Romm, Sorietta' 
Silverman. Lucille Muravlch, 

Euripides Was a smart old boy. 
He 'arranged his plays so that no 
matter how rough-hewn the pro¬ 
duction; something of the sweep 
arid majesty would shine through. 
To an interesting degree, this is 
what; has happened to Miltiades’ 
presentation of the Theban Play¬ 
ers in “Electra,’’ at- the Jan Hus 
house, N. Y. : . 

Miltiades has been. flirting with 
off-Broadway presentations of 
Greek tragedies for several years, 
but this is the first production that 
he. has brought in under profes¬ 
sional auspices. He is clearly a 
dedicated man, for his single goal 
is local production of classic Greek 
drama and he produces, directs and 
choreographs his revivals himself. 

“Electra” in the low-ceinnged 
J.ari Hus. basement would seem to 
have had certain limitations before 
it. started, something like putting 
the N. Y. Yankees on a soft-ball 
field. The cast, however, has been 
induced to' sacrifice greatness for 
a. colloquialism more suited to re? 
stricted quarters. Oddly, this sub¬ 
dued quality serves its purpose, so 
that although delivered in small, 
the dialog and poetry breathe in a 
supercharged atmosphere. 

Greek drama, however, was not 
written for implication but for 
grandeur and style. In Tresa 
Hughes’ careful performance of the 
title role, for instance, there is 
every indicaton that were she out 
to cut loose, she has the capacity 
to provide an exciting Electra. As 
it is, with her rougeless, lip-stick- 
less, deep-eyed face, her husky 
voice and curling-toed stance, she 
gives a quietly competent, decep¬ 
tively simple performance of a Very 
tough part. 

As ' the long-banished . brother, 

murder by killing their mother arid 
step-father. Lee Henry has deep*, 
breathing vigor, although handi¬ 
capped by an unfortunate nasality. - 
Dimitra Steris plays the raven* 
haired, beauteori.s queen, and 
Thomas Aldrich has fire as the . 
messenger who, as familiarly in 
Greek tragedy, recounts dire off¬ 
stage deeds. 

Miltiades has wisely chosen, to 
play the drama in one long act, 
thus letting, the action's impact ac¬ 
cumulate. There, are times, how¬ 
ever, when events should pile ono 
upon the other with more power, 
and intensity. Nonetheless, ttitts is 
an interesting “Electra,” mostly 
due to Miltiades’ do-or-die faith, 
Tresa Hughes’ intrigiiingly relaxed 
performance, and the forethought. 
of the playwright some 1,500 years 
ago. Geor. 

See ‘Crazy Gang’ Victim 
Of London’s Bus Starve 

__ London, May 27. 
.. These Foolish Kings,” the Crazy 
Gang show at the Victoria Palace, 
is about to become the first legit 
casualty of the London bus strike. 
It will be yanked on Saturday (31K 
two months earlier than was antic¬ 
ipated. 

According to the theatre man¬ 
ager, femme patrons used to at¬ 
tend the show after, a day’s shop* 
ping, but no longer do so. A curi¬ 
ous angle of the situation, however, 
is that the Victoria Palace is con¬ 
veniently located for: subway and 
train service. 

Pay-Later Ticket Deal 
For Dallas Tuner Sked 

Dallas, May 27. 
7 The State Fair Musicals will in¬ 

augurate an installment credit plan, 
for new season tickeet purchasers 
this year. In effect, Musical patrons 
now have three ways to buy tickets 
for the six summer shows. They 
may buy a season ticket for cash. 
a Season ticket on the installment 
plan, or by single ticket. 

. . , _ —-As usual, the summer schedule 
who helps her avenge their father’s includes six shows. 
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Business continued to slide last 
week for most of the non-sellout 
shows on Broadway, A few en¬ 
tries reversed the ' downbeat pat¬ 
tern however, with.receipts climb- 
ini; over the previous .frame. There 
was one closing, while five other, 
productions' have, already slated 
bowout dates, through early July.. 
Tire count on closings during that. 
month is expected to increase, j 

There were 22 shows on tap, i 
seven being sellouts. The .lattei- 
vere “Look Homeward. Angel. 
“Music Man,” “My Fair Lady,” 
‘Sav Darling;” “Sunrise at Campo- 

beHo’” “Two for the Seesaw’ and 
“Visit.” '. *' 

Keys-. C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CP t Comedy-Drama), R (Revue) , 
NC i Mits'.caVComedy >,.MD .(M.usi- 
cal-Drama >. O (Opera), OP (Vp- 
etta>- 

Other parenthetic (designations 
refer respectively, to weeks played, 

.: number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices <inhere... 

* tiro prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday Saturday nights and the 
Inu'cr for ice r knights V, number 
of seats; capacity gross and stats. 
Price includes Wr.. Federal and 
f>f h City tax, but . grosses are.net 
i.c.; exclusive of taxes. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Auntie Mame. Broadhurst (C) 

(76th v.k; 597 p> ($6:90: 1.214: $46,- 
fiDOi rGreer Garsonh Around $41,- 
0i)()t previous week. $41,000. Bea¬ 
trice Lillie succeeds Miss Garson 
as star next Monday. <2i and will 
remain with the show until the. 
scheduled June 28 windup of the 
N.V. run. 

Bells Are Ringing Shubert J 78th 
' vk' 620 p) ■ <$8.05; ■ 1,453; $58,101.) 
iJudy Holliday). Nearly $48,300; 
previous week, $47,500. 

Blue Denim, Playhouse «D> (13th 
wk- 100 p' .($5,75-36.90; 996; $31- 
500). Almost $20,200 with parties: 
previous week. $21,400 with parties. 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box (I» <25tlv >vk; 1.96 -p.) 
(S5.75-S6.90;. -1,010; $33<0Q0>. .Al¬ 
most $29,700; previous week, $31^ 
800. with parties.. 

Firstborn, Coronet H>' (4th wk; 
30 p* t$6.90; 1.101: $35,040) (Kath¬ 
erine Cornell1. Nearly . $16,600, 
previous week. $15,800. Closes 
next Saturday i31>. 

Jamaica, Imperial (MO (30th 
Mk; 236 pi ($8.35; 1.427; $63 000) 
•Lena Horne, Ricardo. Mqnfalban). 
'Over S42.600; previous week, $4J,- 
500. . , . 

Jane Eyre, Belasco <D> (4tli wk; 
28 p’ i$5.75; 1.037; 531.58“ (. Al¬ 
most $3,700; previous week. $o.~00. 
Closes June 14. 

1 i’l Abner St James (MC) (8Qth 
wk 636 ($8.05; 1,614; $58.100), 

Over $35,100 on twofers;' previous 
week, $36,600 on twofers. 

Look Back in; Anger, Golden 
(D> (34thN wk;: 271 p) ($5.75; 800; 
$25,152). Nearly $9,200; previous, 
week, $10,800. . tT- 

Look -Homeward,- Angel, Barry¬ 
more (Di (26th wk; 204 p) ($6.90; 
1.076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins 1. 
Over $41,100; previous week, $41,- 
300, s 

Music Man, Majestic (MCI- (23d 
wk; 180 p» ($8.05; 1.626; $68,658.) 
(Robert Preston). Over, $69,300;. 
previous week. $69,400. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(115th.: wk: 915 l>) (S8.05; 1,551; 
$68 210). Steady at $69:200. 

Oh Captain, Alvin <MC> (16th wk; 
127 p) ($8.35-$9,20; 1,331; $60;000): 
Nearly $49,600; previous week, 
$54,000 with parties.. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (33d wk; 260p> ($5.75-$6.25; 
1,062; ' $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
A1 most $20,800; .previous .week, 
$20,300. 

Say, Darling, ANT A (MD) (8 th 
vk; 60 p> ($7.50; 1.185; $50,460) 
(David.Wayne, Vivian Blaine). Over. 
$49,000;! previous week,; $49,300 
vv'th parties. 

Sunrise at Carooobello; Cort (D>.. 
(17th Wk; 132 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,- 
398) (Ralph Bellamy): Almost $37,- 
300 with parties: previous . week, 
$37,000 with parties. . 

Time Remembered; Motosco (G) 
(23th wk: 223 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes. Richard. Bur¬ 
ton). Nearly $25,900; previous 
week, $26,800. Closes June 14. 

Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(19th wk; 148 p) . ($6^0: .780; $31,- 
700) (Henry Fonda). Almost $32,- 
100: previous week, same. 

Visit, Lunt-Fonlanne (D) (3d wk: 
24 p) ($8.50; 1.402; $52,100) (Alfred. 
Lurit, Lynn Fontanne). Over $52,- 
060 with parties; previous week,' 
$51,800 with parties. Closes July 5;. 

West Side Story, V/in ter Garden 
(MD)M3?th \vk;,276 n). ($8:05; 1,404; 
$63,203): Almost $45,500; previous 
week, • $44,400.- \ . •'?. 

Who Was That Lady? Beck (O 
(12th wk; 96 p) ($6.90; 1.280; $47.- 
OOOv (Peter Lind Haves, Mary 
Heaiy). Nearly $33,200; previous 
week, $34,100_ , 

Xlosed Last week 
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 

(54th wk; 431 p) ($8.06-$9.20;. 1,297; 
S59.085) (Thelma Ritter). Almost. 
530,300 on twofers; previous week, 
$29,700 on twofers: Closed-last 
Saturday (24). at an approximate 
$135,000 profit on a $300,000 in¬ 
vestment. 

OLD WESTBURY, LJt 
20'x65f Ft. SWIMMING POOL 

TENNIS COURT 

71 rm. English Mansion on 7 acre*. 
6 Bedrooms, 5 Baths, Powder Room. 
Has 6 imported oil paintings. Servants 
Wing. Paneled Drawing-Room and 
Library, 22 x 38, with 1 Fireplaces. 
Dining Room's 4 Walls have hand- 
painted *lrish Hunt scene on canvas 
and Italian Marble Fireplace. Dep, has 
Paneled Wall with Fireplace-and Lavar 
tory. The crew that built this home 
was hand picked from Europe's finest 
craftsmen,, brought to this 
expressly for the job. Italian Marble 
Floors, Parkay of Oak and Curly 
Maple, Imported Mantles and Ceilings 
of Geese and -Floral Designs make 
this a showplace. Improvements which 
are needed are minor. Painting* Wall 
Papering & etc. Modern; Kitchen. 
Replacement value $209,000. Reduced 
from $90,000 for quick action. Price 
$75,000. 1st mtge. $45,900. Responsible 
person can. get $25,000 2nd mtge. 
Taxes $3,100 per yr. Principals only. 

Phone MA *-03*3 

FOR SALE 
Used straight-frame furniture yens, 
idear for traveling shows. Could be. 

converted to living quarters. Contact 
Don Nahrwold, North American Van 

Lines* Fort Wayne* Indiana. 

LYRIC DRAMAS 
By Charles Fue 

A MAYAN PRINCESS $1.50 
SUNSET OF THE INCA $1 JO 

Off-Broadway Shows 
Blood Wedding, Actors Play¬ 

house (3-31-58), : - 
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25)- 

58). - - ' 
Children of Darkness, Circle in 

the Square (2-28-58). 
Comic Strip, Barbizon Plaza 

(5-14-58). . 
Crucible, Martinique ! 3-11-58)., 
Electra, Jan Hus (5-9-58); closes 

next Friday (30>.• 
Garden District, York (1-7-58). 
Playboy West’n World, Tara (5- 

8-58). .:*■ 
Shaw Series. Downtown (5-12-58). 
Sign of Winter, Theatre 74 (5-7- 

58». ■= ■ 
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-25- 

55).' . 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Bonds of Interest, Sheridan Sq. 
5-6-58. 

Judge, Theatre Marquee (5-13- 
58). 

Saturday Night Kid, ProvinceT 
Town (5-15-58). 

Atkinson’s 
Continued from page 73 ssi 

spokesman for. the professional 
point of view, for the perception 
and': penetrating quality of his 
comment and the skill with which 
he brings a scene or a performance 
to life on the printed page. On 
the .other hand, his pans have an 
unusually high irritation content, 
and authors in particular object to 
the way, they claim, he quotes lines 
of dialog out of context, 

John Chapman, of. the Daily 
News, hay a large trade following, 
not only because of his paperfs 
immense circulation, but also for 
the directness and pungency, of his 
writing. '• Richard Watts jr., of the 
Post,, also has a substantial trade 
readership, to a considerable. ex¬ 
tent for the clarity with which “he 
tells what the show isaboqt.” 

Legit Followup 

Bolls Are Ringing 
(COLISEUM, LONDON) 

. London, May 20. 
With Janet Blair quitting “The 

Bells Are Ringing” at the Coliseum 
to fulfil U. S. tv dates, Julie Wilson 
had only. 10 days to get up in the 
lead role of the long but rewarding 
femme lead in the West End pro¬ 
duction of the Broadway, musical. 
The intensive rehearsals have ap¬ 
parently sharpened up the rest of 
the cast, too, and the show is now 
cracking along at a . greater pace 
than at its opening. 

. Miss Wilson does a standout job 
and though her entry will probably 
be too late to save a show that has 
been, sagging at the boxoffice, it 
may prolong the:run. The new.star 
plays the part with her own brand 
of slick comedy and extracts full 
humor from the peppy role of the 
goodhearted girl who can’t help in¬ 
terfering with the lives of her tele¬ 
phone clients. 

The new star does not yet show 
all the necessary warmth and radi¬ 
ance for the role, but they are 
likely to develop as she settles 
down in . the ’'• assignment. Mean¬ 
while, she is at her best, with the 
numbers “Is It A Crime? .’’ “Long 
Before; I Knew You’1; and “The 
Party's Over.” She looks .stunning 
in a. series of - gowns which seem a 
bit elegant for the average wage- 
earning girl. - 

For the . rest. George Gaynes 
sings arid acts the male lead even 
more persuasively than before?; and 
Donald Stewart and Denier Warren 
get plenty of yocks as the. detec¬ 
tives. Another newcomer to the 
cast is Leander Feddon, in, the in¬ 
nocuous part of the heroine’s 
friend she has succeeded U. S. 
actress-dancer Allyn McLerie, who 
was understudying Miss Blair, but 
withdrew when’ Miss Wilson was 
brought.in as the replacement star. 
Miss Feddon is a pert looker. 

Rich. 

Stock Items 
Devra Korwin, who was replace¬ 

ment lead in “Damn Yarikees” on 
Broadway, will; star iri the same 
musical for two weeks, starting 
Friday night (30) at Wallingford; 
Conn.; and a second fortnight, start¬ 
ing June 16, at Warwick, R. I. She’s 
subsequently set for. the lead in 
“Wish You Were Here" at Camden 
for. two weeks starting. July 28, 

| with subsequent fortnight bookings 
[at turietents at Y.ailey Forge, Pa.; 
: and Westbury, L.i.. She’s managed 
by Hillard Elkins. 

- Mary. Ellen Terry will. play the 
| daughter of Gypsy Rose ; Lee, the 
stair; iri “Happy Hunting?> at music 
:tents . at . Valley Forge, Camden, 
Westbury, Atlanta .and. Houston. 

J oan Blpndell will! star in “Hap¬ 
py Birthday" at the Avalon, Hous¬ 
ton, for two'weeks^starting July 1. 

Illness lias resulted in Nancy 
Kelly cancelling . her starring as- 
signirient this : week in “Candida” 
at the Lydia. Mendelssohn Theatre, 
Ann Arbor, Mich. Carmen Mathews, 
has taken rivet the role. . 

Helen Hayes, who lives^n Nyack, 
N. Y„ will help Bruce Becker 
launch his. summer, stock season at 
the Tappan Zee Playhouse there 
by. appearing briefly as the maid 
iri the July 1 opening performance, 
of “Midsummer.” Her starring en¬ 
gagement on Broadway .in “Time 
Remembered" closes June 28. 

Rudy Vallee will tour the barns 
in an Alan Harper-Spofford Beadle 
package of "Happiest Millionaife,” 
which Michael Howard , will stage. 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

London 
. Any Other Bir, Westminster (4-10-58): 
At Drop, of Hat, Fortune cl-24-57i. 
Bells Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57). 
Big Tickle* Duke; York's (5-23-58). 

. Breath of- Spring, Cambridge (3-26-58). 
Bey Friend. Wynatiam's (12-1-53) 
Bride A- Bachelor; Duchess (12-19-56). 
♦Dear Delinquent# Aldwych (6-5-57). 
Dock Brief*. Garrick (5-20-58). . 
Duel Of Angels* Apollo (4-24-58). 

: Exprtsso Bongo* Saville (4-23r58). 
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57)'. 
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Grab Me a- Gondola* Lyric. (12-26-56). 
Moscow Arts, Sadler's (5-15-58). 
Mousetrao, AinPassa'Iors (11-25-52). 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58). 
New Ctaxy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56). 

. Nof In the Book, Criterion (4r2-58). 
Plalsirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Rape of Belt, Plcadilly (12-12-57). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57).: 
Roar. Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57); 
Salad Days. Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Simple Spyman, WhitehaU (3-19-58). 
Something to Hide, St. Mart. (4-29-58). 

- 'Touch of Sun, Princes (1-31-58). 
Tunnel of-Love; Majestv's (12-3-57). 
Variation oii-Theme, Globe (5-8-58). 
Verdict; Strand (5-22-58).. 
Where's CHurley, Palace (2-20-'58). 
•Transferred. 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Party, New (5-28-58). 
George Dillon, Comedy (5-29-58). 
You Can Have Body, Vic. Pal. (6-2-58). 

. Something's Burning, Arts (6-3-58). 
Speaking of Murder, St. Mart, (6-4-58). 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
Cat on Hot. Tin. Roof, Comedy (1-30,58) 
Dinner With Family* New (12-10-57); 

‘King $72,5M, TeBa 55^G on Coast; 
/n\ nr.a_i..ool_ 

f As attendance and the number 
of shows continue to shrink with, 
the waning season, only the Civic 
Light Opera subscription produc¬ 
tions on the Coast are maintaining 
steady boxoffice pace. The list was 
down to eight entries last week. 

* “King and I” and “Most Happy 
Fella” improved a bit. as CLO of¬ 

ferings on the Coast, the touring 
edition of “My Fair Lady” eased 

! a bit but was still a bonanza in 
[ Chicago, and the Constance Ben- 
nett-starring company of “Auntie 

[ Marne” had a healthy starid in Des 
Moines. The Theatre Guild-Amer- 
ican Theatre Society subscription 
season ends #ith this week’s .per¬ 
formances of “Diary of Anrie 
Frank” in Washington, although, 
the play continues there three 
more weeks. 

. Estimates for Last Week 
ParentHetic designations for out- 

of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout. Also, prices on touring 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and, local tax, if any, but as on 
Broadway grosses are net; i.e., ex¬ 
clusive bf taxes. 

LO§ ANGELES 
King and I, Philharmonic Aud. 

(MDl (5th wk> ($fi-$5.50; 2,670; 
$73,500) (Cameron. Mitchell, Gisele. 

Equity Election 
Continued frotn page 73^== 

queried by Variety, gave no indi¬ 
cation of. having done so. . 

However, despite reaffirming his 
withdrawal telegram, O’Neal left 
plenty of room for speculation that 
he would favor the support being 
given him by the faction backing 
the regular ticket. He reiterated 
the view expressed by him in his 
original wire to Equity, stating that 
he has “every confidence” in the 
other candidates nominated for 
election on the regular ticket. 

But, as far the the independent 
ticket is concerned, he asserted he 
didn’t know' who was running and 
stated that such knowledge would 
effect his decision on sticking to 
his withdrawal announcement or 
running in opposition to Bellamy. 
Incidentally, the latter originally! 
declined the noriiination for presi¬ 
dent on the regular ticket. 

The letter sent put in support, of 
O’Neal and the: regular ticket, also 
blasts the independent slate, 
headed by Bellamy, as represent¬ 
ing “a small group in Equity which 
is unwilling to accept coalition, 
harmony arid concentration on 
Union problems which are your 
problems.” Besides Bellamy and 
the others, the indie card also in¬ 
cludes two Negroes, Jarie White, 
running for third vice-president, 
and Urylee Leonardos, candidate 
for a five-year term as councillor. 

Bellamy’s. decision to run is un¬ 
derstood to have forestalled the ex¬ 
tremely conservative political fac¬ 
tion in the Union from putting up 
.an opposition candidate against 
O’Neal, in what loomed as a nasty 
battle. Although O’Neal is con¬ 
sidered to have no political affilia¬ 
tions in the union, there was some 
anxiety that he might tend to side 
more with the liberal element. 

The Bellamy move has appar¬ 
ently backfired, however, as the 
support now being given to O’Neal 
is. understood to be coining from 
the more liberal element in the 
union and has led to Bellainy hav¬ 
ing to deny that a racial, issue 
prompted his acceptance of the in¬ 
dependent, nomination. Another 
angle of the situation, regarded by 
some to be unfortunate, is that by 
originally accepting the regular 
ticket nomination for president, 
O’Neal was automatically put out 
of the running for re-election as a 
vice-president. 

O’Neal, a longtime officer of the 
union, is the incumbent 3rd veepee, 
and it’s generally felt his re-elec¬ 
tion to that post- or a higher v.p. 
spot Would have been a certainty. 

(May 26-June 9) 
■ Auntl# M«m. (Nat’l Co.)—Aud.. Dei 
(26-31); F31is Aud., Memphis (3-7)'. 

Auntie Mimt . <2d Nat'l Co.)—R. 
Alexandra. Toronto (26-31); Bushnell A 
Hartford (2-6). . 
{2 Oiary of Ann# Frank—National, W 

L A°^(^31?PV Fella—Philharmonic A 

My Fair Lady—Shubert, Chi (26-31) 
My Playhouse. Wlnni] 

Man. (27-7). 
^Visit to # Small Planet—Hartford, J 

MacKenzie). Nearly $72,500 on 
Civic Light Opera Assn, subscrip¬ 
tion. Previous week, $72,500. 

Visit to a Small Planet, Hart¬ 
ford (C> (1st wk) ($5.50-$4.95; 
024: $26,000) (Cyril Ritchard). Al¬ 
most $18,600 in first Seven per- 
formancesv Previous week, $26,900 

[ in six-performance split. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Most Happy Fella, Curran (MD) 

(5th wk) ($6-$5.50; 1,758; $58,000). 
Nearly $55,500 on Civic Light 
Opera Assn, subscription. ^Previous 
week, $55,000. 

DES MOINES 
Auntie Maine (2d co.), KRNT 

Theatre (C) (single wk) (Constance 
[ Bennett). Nearly $34,200. Previous 
week, $52,000, at the Victoria, Kan¬ 
sas City. 

CHICAGO 
My Fair Lady (2d co.), Shubert 

(MC) (29th wk) ($7; 2;100; $72,979). 
Almost $68,300. Previous W'eek, 
$70,200. 

WASHINGTON 
Diary of Anne. Frank, National 

.(D) Ust Wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,677; 
$44,000L Over $26,600 in nine per¬ 
formances, on Theatre Guild-ATS 
subscription; with theatre party 
Suriday (18). Previous week,4 $23,- 
800 in eight-performance split. s 

BOSTON 
^Vlarcel Marceau, Shubert (Panto) 

(single wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,717;. 
$43,000). About $10,500- Previous 
week, $13,000 at the American, St. 
Louis.. Closed last Saturday (24>, 
ending tour. 

SPLIT-WEEK 
Auntie Mame (3d co.) (C): (Sylvia 

Sidney).! Totaled $21,200 in six 
performances, as follows;, single, 
Monday (19), at Aud., South Bend, 
$5,800; siligle, Wednesday (21), at 
Arid., Kitchener-, Ont., $3,300; sin¬ 
gle. Thursday (22), at Strand, Niag¬ 
ara Falls, $5,300 and three, Friday- 
Saturday (23-24), at Palace, Ham¬ 
ilton, Ont, $6,800. Previous week, 
$35,500 in eight-performance split. 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
Grand Hotel, 46th St. (9-25-58). 
Touch of the Poet, Hayes (1012-58), 
Pleasure His Co., Royale (10-7-58). 
Goldilocks, Lune-Fontanne (10-9-58). 
Flower Drum Song, St. James (10-13-58). 
Patate, Miller (10-16-58). 
Girls in 509, Belasco (10-22-58), 
Once More With: Feeling, NatT (10-22-58). 
Marriage^»o-Round, Plymouth (10-29-58). 
Man In Dog Suit, Coronet (10-30-58). 
Cold Wind & Warm, Morosco (12-4-58). 
Whoop-Up, Shubert (12-18-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Mandragola, 4th St. (5-28-58). 
Ionesco Plays, SuUivan St.-(6-3-58). 
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-5-58). 
Making of Moo, Rita Allen (641-58). 
Man Who Never Died, Jan Hus (10-21-58). 
Salad Days, Barbizon-Plaza (11-11-58). 
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Literati 

385 Of 410 INSites Let Out 
Dismissal of 385 of the 410 em¬ 

ployes of the International News 
and International Photo Services 
was made official only Monday (26) 
via a mimeographed statement. 
Rumors of the sellout to (or merger 
with) the United Press had been 
current for a month, always denied 
by Hearst officials intent upon pro¬ 
tecting the secrecy of their action. 

Roy Mann, administrator of the 
Wire Service Guild, a Newspaper 
-Guild affiliate, on Tuesday (27). de¬ 
cried the pattern of behavior; in 
the sellout as “the most cruel and 
heartless” in his labor union ex¬ 
perience and raised the point that 
the Guild had .warned the INS 
management the suspense was tell¬ 
ing on employe health. The death 
over the week of the Washington 
bureau chief, W. K. Hutchinson, 
was. cited in point. 

Mann revealed that Kingsbery 
(Joe) Smith, INS general manager, 
had. told employes on May 9 “to 
slay, with the INS. flag”, and that he 
repeated denials; within an. hour of 
final disclosure. of the deal. Pri¬ 
vate detectives and employes of 
UP had sh$wri up Saturday (24) at 

. INS offices, a dead giveaway, if 
any. were tjien needed. 

New setup calls for Frank H. 
Bartholomew of UP to be prexy of 
the new global agency; and Kings¬ 
bury Smith, prez of INS, to serve 
as veepee and associate general, 
manager. Board • will be enlarged 
by addition of William. Randolph 
Hearst Jri. editor-in-chief of Hearst. 
Newspapers; J. D. GortatoWskv. 
chairman .of board of Hearst Con¬ 
solidated Publications; and G. O. 

. Markus.on, veepee and treasurer , of 
Hearst Corp, 

Meanwhile, the Justice Depart¬ 
ment raised the antitrust issue, and 
there’ll be discussion with Wash¬ 
ington on this point in the near 
future. UPI outfit takes over about 
5,000 clients from UP and - 3,000 
from INS.; Still picture service of 
both agencies were included in the 
merger. United Press. Movietone 
will be in the UPI setup, but Tele-, 
news, a tv news film service oper¬ 
ated : by INS, was not included. 
Hearst will . continue to Operate. 
Telenews separately. 

Rumors of the proposed, merger 
flew about for a long time. Gorta- 
towsky pooh-pophed the UP take¬ 
over of INS as. “that’s been, going 
on ever since I can remember^ 
However, rumor or not, it became 
fait accompli the past weekend. 

One day after the announcement 
of the merger, William K. Hutch¬ 
inson, INS’ Washington chief, died 
of a heart ailment. He was' with 
INS since 1920 and served , as head 
of the -Washington' bureau ; since 
1939. ' 

Steve Allen’s 2d Edition 
Steve Allen’s “Girls On The 10th 

Floor” has gone into its second 
printing, making 10,000 copies in 
.'all. 

His previous Holt anthology of. 
original short stories, “14 For 
Tonight ” sold 14,000 

Prolific Eddie Cantdr 
Eddie Cantor, despite his kid- 

ding-on-the-sqiiare billing as. “cair- 
diactor,” and taking it easy of 
late, has been a prolific author. 
Always a. pro with words—his last 
year’s autobiography,. “Take My 
Life,” was a bestseller—the star is 
working on a book about Louis R. 
Lurie, the San Francisco industria¬ 
list, ,and meantime wrote a ^‘pro¬ 
file” on him. 

This past Sunday (25) Cantor 
appeared in both This. Week ann 

. American Weekly, the. , syndicated 
Sun day : magazine supplements. 
“Actors Are Practical—Jokers” is 
the latter story, and;. This Week’s 
“Words To Live By,” a regular 
feature, will be authored by the 
comedian. Cantor, of course, is still 
consultant on the Eddie Fisher 
NBC-TV program. 

New?Jazz Quarterly 
. Publication of a new jazz quar¬ 

terly at Berkeley, CaL* is sched¬ 
uled for. Get. 15. It will retail 
at $1. Publisher is A1 Frank of 
the Pinchpenny- Pressr Berkeley, 

Editor, is Ralph J. Gleason,. San 
Francisco Chronicle jazz column¬ 
ist now being syndicated nationally 
through the Los Angeles Mirror- 
News (his . column will start ap¬ 
pearing in June in the Houston 
Chronicle, Milwaukee' Journal, 
New Orleans Item, possibly the 
Chicago Sun-Times and, of course, 
Frisco and Los Angeles); 
* Writers in the quarterly’s first is¬ 
sue will include Charles Edward 
Smith, Martin Williams and Nat 
Kentoff. Gleason says magazine’s 
objective “is to provide as broad 
a, coverage of jazz as possible . * , 
we will welcome sociological as 
well as musicological studies, thor¬ 

ough discographies as well as per- 
I sonality profiles and historical 
j pieces. All points of view and all 
styles of jazz will be represented.” 

Fred Astaire’S’Memoirs 
Dancer Fred Astaire has. au¬ 

thored his memoirs under the title 
of “Steps In Time” which Harpers 
will publish next winter. 

Same pub has Richard Gehman’s 
"How To Write and Sell Magazine 
Articles”; the Funks (Charles Earle 
Funk Sr. and Jr.), with. “Horse- 
feathers /• (And . Other Curious 
Words)”; Ludwig Bemelmans’ “My 
Life In Art’’; Mel Alleri arid Frank* 
Graham Jr.’s sports book, “It Takes 
Heart”; columnist Jim ’Bishop’s 
“The Time of the Traitors”; Dutch 
playwright, Jan de. Hartog's . per¬ 
spective on “America”; arid Lester 
Velie’s. treatise on “Labor, USA.” 

London Express’ Shift 
Ronald Singleton , has. . been 

shifted by David Lewin, the paper’s 
amusement editor, to Hollywood in 
behalf of the. London Daily Ex¬ 
press. in order to be; closer to the. 
film ngvvs as if happens. His Suc¬ 
cessor will be sent over from Lon¬ 
don to New York, to succeed Sin¬ 
gleton; 

Lewiri has been shuttling .be¬ 
tween Broadway ; and the- Coast in¬ 
specting the American, show biz 
scene, films and television espe- 
daily, the past few weeks. He. re¬ 
turns to England today (Wed.).: 

Harper’s Anthologies 
Harper publishing two antholo¬ 

gies: some 400 cartoons of “The 
NcW; Yorker. Album of Sports and 
Games”, and “What Makes You 
Tick?”, a This Week Magazine col¬ 
lection edited by Charles D. Rice, 
with foreword by - Dr. W. J. . R. 
Crissy.- . 

The N.’ Y. Times’. Pulitzer Prize 
wi finer Harrison Salisbury’s study 
on “The Shook-Up Generation,” 
originally Serialized in that daily,, 
is also due in book forrii -via Har¬ 
per, ris ’.are- John Cheever’s seven 
stories front The New .Yorker, un¬ 
der the collected titles of. “The 
Housebreaker of Shady Hill. (And; 
Other Stories)”. 

‘Rapid Fact’: Finder* 
Hugh Weideman has compiled a 

unique, highly utilitarian .. book, 
“The Rapid Fact Finder” (Crowell; 
$4.95) which, for all its compendium 
qualities, is also a sort of fun book. 
Some 100,000 facts have been ar¬ 
ranged in 100 convenient categor¬ 
ies, . alphabetized in . board seg¬ 
ments, from apostles and.evangeL 
ists through church calendar, col¬ 
lege; songs, down to Nobel prizes, 
plays, popular songs, pseudonyms 
and nicknames, Pulitzer prizes to 
Songs from Shakespeare, states, 
trees, waterfalls and wines. 

Obviously, a very practical refer¬ 
ence booh; ■Abel."’ 

. Prolific Anthologist 
Robert Downing, stage manager 

of “Say Darling,” in which Broad¬ 
way legit musical he also doubles 
and plays the role of a stage man¬ 
ager, has been tapped by Viking 
Press for still another reprint of 
his story, “Minnie and Mr. Clark;’’ 
It relates the adventures of the 
Winter. Garden (N.Y.) theatre cat 
who went on one night with Bobby 
Clark during the run of “Mexican. 
Hayride” (1943). It: will be part of 
“Viking’s anthology on show biz 
fiction, 

Short story originally appeared 
in Theatre Arts, then Cats mag and 
in “Of Cats and Men,” Macmillan’s 
1957 anthology of feline reporting. 

Parls-Match’s ‘Anjouird’hui* , 
■Paris-Match,. most. ~ familiarly 

identified as the French Life maga¬ 
zine, has gotten out a very slick 
anthology of the mag’s year-in-pic- 
tures in bound form, selling at 3,- 
500 francs ($8.25), titled “Histoire 
d’Aujourd’hui.” 

Pierre Galante* one of the edi¬ 
tors, now in the U.S. With his wife, 
Olivia DeHavillahd, arid their 22- 
months-old baby, states that he will 
try and bring the retail price down 
to $5 and. $6 as a more realistic 
price for France-^-or anywhere— 
although. 28,000 of the 40,000 edi- 
tional have already been sold. 

Galante, incidentally, who at¬ 
tended the DeGaulle press confer¬ 
ence is of. the opinion that the 
World War II leader of the Free 
French is ‘‘France’s best salvation 
arid best insurance against commu¬ 
nism or fascism,” Both he arid his 
film star-wife report Paris now as 
“very quiet with little to worry 
American tourists.’* ! 

‘Confidential* Fees 
There’s not much chance for any 

one. using the word “Confidential” 
without an okay from Lee Morti¬ 
mer and the estate of Jack Lait. 

Mortimer, the N. Y. Mirror col¬ 
umnist, got a fee from Metro for 
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*‘Kigh School Confidential.” r Also, 
a deal was made with Avon Pub¬ 
lishers for a royalty on all copies 
of the novelization as well as a line 
on the copyright page stating 
“Confidential title licensed by Lee 
Mortimer and the estate of. Jack 
Lait.” 

Television Programs of America 
is fashioning “New York Confiden-. 
tial” with Lee Tracy, for fall tv 
release. Sevei'al film features were1 
made from, their ‘‘Confidential” 
book arid one was made under li-: 
cense. Titles registered with the 
Johnston office by Edward Small 
under arrangement with. Mortimer- 
Lait include “Europe Confiden¬ 
tial,” “Los Angeles Confidential,” 
“Women Confidential” .arid others. 

: Philbrick’s Earnings 
A . statement was . read into ■’ the 

record in Federal Court at Boston 
Wednesday i21) that Herbert' A. 
Philbrick, former FBI counterpsy, 
received $141,051 in royalties from 
Ziv TV by Harry Lack, counsel for 
attorney Moses Frankel of Wake¬ 
field, Mass. 

FrankeLis suing philbrick in the 
sale of Philbrick’s book, “I Led 
Three Lives,” and the. tv series on 
it. Lack also, read into the record 
a stateriient that Philbrick had 
earned. $24,525 frorn the McG.raw-’ 
Hill Hook CTo., New York, on sale 
of his book. Defense counsel Jo- 
seph Ford did-not object to intro 
of the two statements. 

B^way Season Best in Decade 
Continued from page 1 

Benjamin’s Post 
McGraw-Hill, prexy Curtis . G 

Benjamin has been elected presi¬ 
dent of the American Book Pub¬ 
lishers Council iric. 

He succeeds Harold Guinzberg 
prez; of Viking, 

Money Book 
Ruby Lee Adams has written a 

detailed booklet on various aspects 
Of money including . origins: of 
monetary phrases. It’s called ‘‘The 
World?s Greatest Traveler” ($1.45) 
and is dedicated to the late P. D. 
Houston, banker and former prexy 
bf American Bankers Assn, 

Booklet reveals sources of such 
phrases as “money talks,” . “pin 
mpney/’ “heads, arid tails,”, “skin, 
game/’ “greenback;” and countless 
Others. Anbther interesting section 
of “The. World’s Greatest Traveler” 
deals with: toy banks. All in all; 
an absorbing pamphlet on words, 
banks and irioola. 

.Brit. Pix Crix Shifts . 
A shakeup among British film 

critics has resulted in a number of 
switches.' Philip Oakes, London 
Evening Standard, has moved over 
to the Sunday Dispatch, replacing ■ 
Moore Raymond. .Oakes will also; 
freelance. Author George Mikes, 
who scribed ‘How To Be An Allen,” 
succeeds Oakes ofi the Standard, 
Derek Monsey, drama critic of the 
Sunday Express, is now covering 
films as well, following Milton 
Shulman's departure to Granada 
tv. ■’ •••• 

Cecil Wilson, who has been; ap¬ 
praising both pix, and stage for the 
Daily: Mail, now concentrates sole¬ 
ly on the drama and Marshall Pugh 
finds himself the Mail’s film 
man. Finally, Ernest Betts,; a dis¬ 
tinguished critic who turned to her 
ing Metro’s London flack, has re¬ 
turned to newspapers and is cover¬ 
ing the film beat for The People. 

CHATTER 
(Miss) Jerry Quigg new p.r. di¬ 

rector for Appleton-Century-Crof ts 
vice Eleanor G.- Nichols. 

William Kennedy . will handle 
Time-Life assignment in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. His wife's an ex- 
legiter, Dana Sosa, 

Maurice AShley, deputy editor, 
of /The Listener, BBC magazine 
review, upped to editor. Present 
editor, Alan Thomas, retires from 
the BBC in August. 

Thie Waiter O’Hearnes (he’s 
drama crtic to Montreal Star) to 
Glasgow, London, Dublin arid Paris 
on six-weeks’ European vacation- 
cum-business trek. : 

Ohio State University at Colum¬ 
bus last week dedicated the Ernie 
Pyle Memorial Library, made pos¬ 
sible by a $4,000 grarit from the 
Scripps-Howard Ernie Pyle. Mem¬ 
orial Fund.: It will be part of the 
school of journalisml 

Frank O’Rourke's “The Brava¬ 
dos” won the annual $1,000 prize 
for the best western published by 
Dell last year. - Second place in the 
Dell-Western Printing, sweepstakes. 
went to the late Eugene Cunning¬ 
ham’s “Riding Gun.” (20th is re¬ 
leasing a feature, fiim version of 
‘•Bravados” in June.) 
. “Out of My Darkness,” life story 
of William Sheppard concerning 
sight restoration which was writ¬ 
ten by screen writer Fritz Blocki, 
has been sold for republication in 
People, top Australian mag. Tome 
was published in May, 1956. It 
also is being republished in Braille 
in Britain by British Society foir 
the Blind. 

t a.l e n t, notably /. authors and r 
directors. It follows; of course, j 
that, some. of the standout shows'.; 
have been imports.. Incidentally,. 
3957-53. has also been a great year : 
for cPi-Broadway,. but; \ hat re¬ 
mains to be covered in a later 
story. 

Standouts 
The top musicals of the. sea¬ 

son have been “Music Mari” and 
“■West Side Story,” as indicated in • 
the photo-finish balloting for the ; 
Drama . Critics; Circle award ( with ; 
John Chapman, of the Daily News,'. 
switching , his vote to break a tie 
and give the decision, to “Mu.dc . 
Mari”). .In the. straight plays,! 
“Lock Homeward, Angel’’ won the ■ 
Pulitzer and Critics prizes as the ; 
best U.S. entry, with “Sunrise at 
Campobello” getting the Theatre / 
Wing's “Tony” and “Dark at that; 
Top of the Stairs” receiving strong 
support in all three contests. ? 

“Look Back in. Anger" and “The • 
Entertainer,”., the former' "getting 
the Critics’ citation as- the best 
foreign play, made British author 
John Osborne the mart of the 
season in tlie import classification, 
but “Romanoff and Juiiet’’ has 
established actor-author Pet e r 
Ustinov as a name, on Broadway 
(and in tv) and “Time Remem¬ 
bered” has. been a credit for 
French drairiatist Jean Anouilh and 
English adaptor Patricia Moyes. 

Mail Frbm Yonder 
.The smash success of “Music 

Man” was a spectacular event in 
that it marked the mpyeover to 
legit. Of cqritposer-1 jTicist-librettist 
Meredith Willson, previously 
known in radio, television: and pic¬ 
tures. “W est Side Story”. was also 
ah impressive innovation in tlie 

..musical show form, with the stag¬ 
ing arid choreography of Jerome 
Robbins, giving dynamic expression 
to the riiusic of Leonard Bernstein, 
the. lyrics of Steve Somdheim and 
the book of Arthur Laurents, : 

“Look .Homeward; Angel” 
.brought a. nbW dramatist in Ketti 
Frings, who adapted it from; the 
huge, sprawling novel of Thomas 
Wolfe. “Sunrise at Campobello” 
also brought. :a new playwright in 
the; veteran film producer. Dory 
Schary-,. and. “Dark at; the Top of 
the Stairs” represented another 
intense, poignant triumph by the 

. repeatedly successful W i 11 i a m 
Inge, 

.Another ne\vcomer was William 
Gibson, Whose amazingly expert 
“Two for the Seesaw” represented 
his first attempt- for the stage, 
after; several years as a poet, plus 
one novel and a single, prize-win¬ 
ning tv script. The remaining 
author click was part of the foreign 
invasion,. Swiss dramatist Friede- 
rich Duerrenmatt’s “The Visit,” 
which has proved the most potent 
vehicle that Alfred Lunt'and Lynn 
Fontanne have had in nearly two 
decades.. 

Names, Not. Successes 
Nahie authors who had failures 

this seaspn included William Sar¬ 
oyan, Maxwell Anderson, Christo¬ 
pher Fry, Noel Coward, Herman 
Wouk, Carson McCullers, Howard 
Teichmann, Ira Levin and Aldous 
Huxley. Names missing from the 
Brodaway arena included Arthur 
Miller, Tenhessee Williams (his 
“Garden District”. Was a notable 
item off-Broadway, however), Moss 
H art, Lillian Heilman, Robert 
Anderson arid Jerome Lawrence 
and Robert E. Lee. j 

Successful directing debuts were 
registered by... George Roy Hill 
( “L o O k Homeward, A n g e 1”), 
Arthur Penn (“Two .for the See¬ 
saw”), Tony Richardson (“Look 
Back in Anger” and “The Enter-/ 
tainer”) and Ustinov (“Romanoff 
and Juliet”), although. the latter j 
two. were* already established j 
stagers in London. Elia; Kazan; 
had another hit with “Dark/ 
at the Top . of the Stairs,” and I 
Peter Brook dittoed with “The [ 
Visit,” Albert Marre . with “Time j 
Remembered,” Joshua Logan had \ 
"Blue Denim,”, and Vincent Done- 
hue had his first hit, with “Sunrise 
at Campobello.” 

In the musical staging category, 
the Robbins click With “West Side 
Story” was matched by Morton Da 
Costa with “Music Man,” while 
Abe Burrows had two entries, 
“Happy Hunting” and “Say; Darl¬ 
ing,” George Abbott was missing 
from the musical, arid play-staging 
.fields. The season was notable 
musically, also, for the. absence of 
most of the top composer names: 
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham- 
merstein 2df Alan Jay Lerner and 

Frederick Loewe, Frank Loesser, 
Cole Poner and the producer team 
of Cv Ftu'cr and Ernt'St H Marlin. 

Merrick’s Hit List 
Among the producers, David 

Merrick \vas outstanding -with three 
definite hi:s (“Look Back in An- 
beri” “Tlie Entertainer” and “Ro^ 
manoff and Juliet”) and a not-yet- 
classifiable eriti-y •“Jamaica”), and 
Kerin it Bloomgaf den established a 
precedent by having two award¬ 
winning smashes (“Music Man” 
and “Look Homeward, Angel”)., 

On the basis of numbers, plus 
several quality offerings, Roger L. 
Stevens, lead, the field with “Time 
Remembered.” “Nude with Violin” 
and “Present Laughter,” “Rope 
Dancers.” “Country Wife,” “Sum¬ 
mer Wife.” “Summer, of the 117th 
Doll” and^The Firstborn” (through 
the Playwrights Co.), “The Visit” 
and the return stand of “Waltz of 
the Toretadors” ithrough Produc¬ 
ers. Theatre) and “West. Side 
Story.'1’ “Miss Lonelyhearts,” “Un- 
der. Milk Wood.” “Sunrise at Cam- 
ppbello” arid “The Day the Money 
Stopped” (through outside man¬ 
agements). He also had major 
finaacial stakes in at least two non- 
legit, entries, the India Dancers and 
the Joyce Grenfell show. 

. Other successful managements 
included. Robert Griffith & Harold 
S. Prince (“West Side Story,” plus, 
.the holdover “New Girl in Town”), 
the Theatre Guild (“Sunrise at 
Campobello” rind “Back to Methu¬ 
selah” plus. the holdover “Bells 
Are Ringing”. and “Tunnel of 
Love,” the latter since closed), 
Saint Subber (“Dark at the Top of 
the Stairs”), Fred Coe (“Two for 
the Seesaw”) and Sol Hui’ok (“Boy 
Growing Up” plus various concert 
presentations). Tlie new. firm of 
Barbara Waiferman and James 
Hammerstein made a commendable 
start, wdth “Blue Denim.” 

, Among the new stars to register 
were Anthony Perkins. Hugh Grif¬ 
fith (an established nariie in Lon¬ 
don, however) and Jq Van Fleet 
(“Look Homeward, Angel”), Art 
Carney, moving over from televi¬ 
sion, (“Rope Dancers ,). Ustinov 
(“Romanoff arid Juliet”), Lena 
Horne, already a name in cabarets 
and films (“Jamaica”). Richard 
Burton, another London name 
(“Time Remembered”) and the fea¬ 
tured players scoring major clicks 
included Robert Preston (“Music 
Man”) and. Anne Bancroft (“Two 
for the Seesaw”): 
: Established stars who scored 
new successes included Helen 
Hayes (“Time Remembered”), Lunt 
and Fontanne (“The Visit”), Noel 
Coward (“Nude with Violin” and 
“Present Laughter”), Siohhafi Mc¬ 
Kenna (“Rope Dancers”), Ralph 
Bellamy (“Sunrise at Campobello”), 
Laurence Olivier (“The Entertain¬ 
er”), Henry Fonda (“Two for the 
Seesaw’’), Julie Harris (“Country 
Wife”), Sam Levene ("Fair Game*’), 
and Nancy Walker (“Wonderful 
Town”). 

Legit Bits 
Continued from page 74 

sented the first two weeks in . July 
at the Brussels World’s Fair. The 
show will be staged by Herb Ross, 
who will then return to the U.S. 
to direct a tv spectacular for CBS. 

“A Day in the Life Of . . by 
Jack Popplewell, is scheduled for 
London- production next fall 'by 
Peter Saunders. 

Jerome Robbins and his “Ballets, 
U.S.A.” company of 16 dancers 
planed from New York last Sunday 
(25) for Spoleto, Italy, where the 
troupe, will perform at the Festival 
of Two Worlds during June arid 
then riiove on to the Brussels 
World’s Fair for a July 15^20 stand. 

Tony / Gardell, appearing in the 
touring production of “Most Happy 
Fella,” has . recorded art album of 
21 sea chanteys for Cavalier Rec¬ 
ords. a San Frariciseo firm. 

“Jump for Joy.” a new musical 
with book by Harry Delmar and 
Joseph Carole, is planned for 
Broadway production next season 
by Delmar. ’ 

“A Good Place to Raise ri Boy,” 
a play by. Wade Dent, based on the 
Emmett Till case, is planned for 
mid-June presentation at the off- 
Broadway Arlington Hall by S. 5. 
Auerbach’s New Direction Produc¬ 
tions. 

The Coming (N. Y.) Summer 
Theatre, operated by Omar K. Ler- 
man and Dorothy Chemuck, begins 
its eighth season June 23. A 10- 
week run is planned, taking in our 
package and six resident company 
productions. 
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Broadway Stuart Clothe, Ted Cott, Norman 
Cousins] Dorothy Gordon, Virginia 

. - , Graham, Kim Hunter, Fannie 
Lew Parker 8c Betty Kean plan- Hurst Jimmy Jemail, Richard Jo- 

ing out today <Wed.' to do two'*eph... Leon Pearson, Horace Sut-* 
ahows on BBC. .. . ... • . ■ f' . ! ton, Bea Wain-Andre Baruch, Ever- 

Arno Huth at New School had; ett walker, Earl Wilson, John 
Archibald M* Crosslev as his guest \Vingate. 
speaker last week, ! 

After foiir.. months in Saranac, 
vet BroadwaVite Lester Rose is AlKfrBII/) 
back in circulation, and okay. r nuoutuia 

Jo Han.son 'Variety* a third-.. By Erio Gorrick 
time grandfather;. his daughter is . (film House, Sydney) 
the wife of Dr. Philip Adams, Sum-. rjL fior{jon rancelled winter ‘ by Hammer Film Productions, 
mit. V J-and it’s their second son. tQUr bv iyjario Lan2^ j Bette Davis confirmed as star in 

Ann i Russell., mimic-queen of j Hovfs will outfit Mavfair Svd- ‘ “The Scapegoat," which Michael 
lon«lKiir. flew to Orient May ,?5. ! ne" -,J,Uh Jfodd A-a for *SraU> te.to'fflntfi* *fcttj>..rele»d.' 

Kong, (pa^fic „ j J. O. Lamont of Argo Films elect- 

(COvent Garden 0135/6/7) 

Lucille-8c Eddie Roberts due for 
a return" date at the Colony; 

Tony Wright -.terminating Xis 
seven-year contract with: Rank be¬ 
cause he's not getting enough work. 

Kenneth Rive, Gala Films top¬ 
per;: to Munich.. for confabs with 
UFA execs. 

Technicolor version of “The 
Hound of Baskervilles” to be filmed 

Will hit ' Formosa. Hong 
ppore. Fiji Islands and New i Greater Uriioh Theatres switch- if*1 t0 Federa- 
l;;!id. ! ;ne more ‘‘frinee" cinemas to solo tl°h of -British Film Makers. 

Noel Coward and Frederick J cme™.as to • . Colan MacArthur, who heads 
Schang. prez of Columbia Artists ! FspIp and - Mann hark tn tr c ’ Rank Overseas Distribution in:La- 

• coilorl latK. wppV fni>’ anu mann Dacx lO U. impripa . Hnp hPrp nn * K„ci- 

Singapor 
Zeal;;: 

Management, sailed last week f°r ; after siV months here for Tivoli tln America, due here on a busi 
Canne-v and Naples, respectively,]^: Slx ™re lor 11V0U ness.yacation trip., 
on the SS Augustus. .Robert Helnman hows in next A1®c Guinness among guests at 

After .hospitalization Irene Moyer- rtonth- foi=. TU^ with “Nude with : Buckingham Palace dinner party 
U making the- stagedoor route ^uae VVUn jgiveh last week by the Queen and 
again Shes, a familiar figure to ] tfew York Citv Ballet doing go6d !th® of Edinburgh ■ - 
Corme, for whom she acts as a • business at El]ipire, Sydney; for J.. L- Putsman named Grand Na- 
shopper. I j c Williamson Ltd tional Showman for 1958 by the 

RCA topper Frank M. Folsom] ' cpvpraj Mflhonrnp riabe einemai; :^ircuits' Management Assn., com'-, 
was on CBS camera Saturday af- reducing Maytag rim " from six to *>any controlling two Rank theatre 
ternoon . when . he presented ■ the tHrppf iii^hts- \veelclv as ■ business fhsins. 
Garden State’Cup to the winner at 5inks . p * .* Stanley Baker interrupted, his 
the Monmouth racetrack. \ Nbi-mari Louden quit RKO as -Spanishholiday to spend three 

Tuscany Hotel becomes first ho- bublicitv director Previously Lou-idays in London recording for “Son 
tel in U. S. to install color;tv sets ^Sl^ t^pS* f^r ! ^ Liirni^*. summer spectacle , at 
in everv room. Sets are the RCA Warners ' • • j Greenwich.. 
Victor consolettes. Event was Ton Whf fire still heimr*record- I. Hon McGannon and Dick Pack, 
hailed 

. last 

Jeannie Johnson) a click in Desert 
Spa lounge. 

Sherlock Feldman, gaming exec 
at Silver Slipper, will be on Garry 
Moore’s ‘T’ve Got A Secret." 

Dave Victorson, former maitre d’ 
at Tropicana and New Frontier, 
now managing Colonial House. 

7 Patti Lee, 18-ygar-old daughter 
of Pinky & Bebenin town for Pop's 
opening at Dunes, met Tucson real 
estate mail Lyle Palant, he pro¬ 
posed.four days later, and the wed- 

| ding will be here June 22. 
i Libby Ebsen will play the role of 
[ Walter Winchell’s Girl Friday in 
J his Tropicana show. Libby’s the 
daughter of Ruth Cambridge, WW's 
original Girl Friday, and Buddy 
Ebsen; who was introed to her. by 
Winchell when he came to the of¬ 
fice 25 years ago to thank him for 
some good notices. 

Hilde: 
new near-TuUa development that 
lias just struck a rich ore and 
which is forecast as having a pro¬ 
jected longevity of 25 years. .. 

Arthur B. Krim, United Artists’ 
proxy, named chairman, of the 
amusements group in the publicly- 
owned corporations division of the 

. Greater New YorkvFund's 20th an¬ 
niversary campaign. This Year’s 
goal is SI 1.000,000. 

Milton Katims, director of the 
Seattle Symphony, was in Manhat¬ 
tan last week as part of the Ford 
Foundation panel of consultants. 
He’ll go back to. Seattle, then re¬ 
turn to sail . June 12 for musical 
dates at Brussels World’s Fair. 

M-G1 arid “Saybhara” (WB). 
Columbia will not appoint an¬ 

other American to replace Leroy: 
Brauer who resigned to enter the: 
commercial field. Colin : Jones, 
g.m„ is presently in charge. 

: By Gordon Irving 

TommySteele called oft vaude 
week at Glasgow' Empire. 

Guy Mitchell skedded for date at 
Glasgow on U. K: tour. 

David Johnstone named newrs di¬ 
rector in charge, of daily new's casts 
on Scot indie tv. 

Gould Will audition, the spa andijyj^ -* 
casino at Estoril. Portugal.- with an i 
eye to its purchase. He has been1 
approached to do with it w'hat the 
Onassis interests have been doing 
with the Monte Carlo casino opera-; 
tions. 

Xewisohn Stadium will present 
an all-Kurt Weill concert July 31, 
giving first presentation of late 
composer’s “lost” work. “Berliner 
Symphonic.” Lotte Lenya (Mrs. 
Weill* who set the deal as copy¬ 
right owner will appear to sing 
some eight songs by her spouse. 

A*an B^der, new publicity man¬ 
ager for the Greater N. Y; Fund, 
succeeding Richard Crandeil. now 
with the N. Y. Herald Tribune 
Fresh Air Fund. Bader was-for- 
merly with RKO Pictures and 
American Humane Assn, As a free¬ 
lancer. he frequent:y used the pen 
n^m.e of Alan Ames. 

tew;art Cruikshank, Ho.ward & 

John Trevelyan named secretary 
of British Board of Film Censors, 
succeeding John Nicholls w'ho re¬ 
signed* a month ago; Trevelyan has 
been. one df Board’s film; examiners 
for past, eight years. 

Sir Ralph Richardson hospital¬ 
ized ; a fewr days for treatment of 
anvabscess. During his absence his 
starring role in “Flowering Cher¬ 
ry” w'as taken by his understudy, 
Brew'ster Mason. 

By Genie Moskowitz 
. (28Rue. Hucliettp; Odeon 49-44 > 

. . Preston Sturges has finished the 
first draft of a new play. 

Oscar Serlin and the missus dou- 
bte-ohing the Paris, Brussels and 

Wyndham boss, to : Giasgo\y. for] London scene, 
first night of “Five-Past Eight” Lee Simonson here for a few' 
revue. mbnths wdth his paint brushes and 
: Citizens’Theatre, Glasgow , stag-, crayons; ; 
ing “Gay Landscape,” by George; Artur Rubinstein and the family 
Munro. at Royal Court Theatre,] in to reopen their Paris home, 
London. [after a vacation in Portugal. ^ 

,Los Trianas. Spanish dancing [ -Ainta Loos adapting Andre Rous- 
sextet. in from U., S. for four. sini’s legiter: “La Mamma” for fu- 
maalrc-’ cUnf . in'. "Pnra-Dact VIitM”- I _ 

Frankfurt 
By Hazel Guild 

/24 Rhelhstrasse; 7767511 

Boleslav Barlog to direct “Look 
: Homeward Angel” in Berlin later 
; this year. . 
: Michel Simon, w'ho was serious¬ 
ly ill with makeup poisoning, has 

[recovered. 
i Football World Championships 
from Sweden being carried on the 
German tv net June 8 to 29. 

; Director of German Institute, for 
Film Science Hans-Wilhelm Lavies, 

: marking up his 50th birthday. 
1 Terence Rattigan’s comedy 
! “Olivia” set ior German tv net on 
. June 5, with Fritz Umgelter direct- 
; irig. • . 
■ ■ Berlin actress Klaraniaria. Skala 
[will open in Duessledorf with 
!Schauspielhaus pr o ductio n of 
i “Look Back in Anger.” 
I American cosmetic makers bring¬ 
ing out a new Romy Schneider 

! Cosmetic, named after youhg Ger¬ 
man star. 

West Germany including West 
Berlin currently has 1,574,433 tv 
sets; 61,132 were purchased during 
April. 

Parisian cabaret artist Louisette 
Bretteville has taken over manage¬ 
ment of Cafe Vienna here, and will 
perform as well as direct; 

Tessy Kuhls and Wolfgang 
Reichmanri to play leads in pre¬ 
miere. of Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me 

\ Kate” in Mannheim. 
Friedrich Duerrenmatt’s comedy 

[ “RoinUlus The Great” to be done 
1 b.v Kammerspiel T h e at re in. 
; Munich, with Dietrich Haugk di- 
jrecting. 
I ' ' —^ 

i 

weeks’ stint in “Five-Past Eight’ 
at Alhambra, Glasgow'. 

Sydney McEwan, Scot singing 
priest, talking . of quitting active 
singing dates when his current re¬ 
cording contract expires. 

Brussels 
By John Florqiiin 

Elmer C. Rhoden in from Lon¬ 
don to b.o. Belgian outlets for Tvis 

Nancy Ranson is now represent- i Gineniiracle “Windjammer.” 
ed in the permanent^ collection of ; Homage, to Cannes Film Festival w'ith the Jos Vernbr Reeds in their 

^a Ttmilndriio. linma 
ne\ 
her w ork in graphic art; She was 
recently elected chairman of the 

tube Broadway showcasing. 
. Lars Schmidt will producp Yank 
legiter “Look Homeward Angel” 
at Theatre Athenee nex season. 

French singer Jacques Verieres 
will make his U. S. bow at a Wash- 
ingtori, D. C., nitery next Septem¬ 
ber. : " ■ • ■ \ ‘ 

Billi Holiday due in for a stint at 
Olympia Music Hall on a hill which 
headlines Portuguese singer Ama¬ 
lia Rodriguez. 

, Margaret Webster in. and out for 
some State Dept, lectures. Guested 

the !Avas>piid'rarExpoV^AuditoriuhT by] Bois de Boulogne homey 
Australia., with an example of •. cerpenins this Year’s Grand Prix. Longhair concerts flourn screening this year’s Grand Prix.' | Longhair concerts flourishing as 

Second of three film festivals,! C0^U^°FS Pierre ^Monteux. Leo- 
- pold Stokowski and. Russo Dimitri chnrt siihipcfs nnpnpd ' P'°W btOkOWSKl: and. KUSSO Dimitri g*aohics jury of the National Assn. 1 featuring snort suojects, opened ohostak.ovit-h paru 0ther 

Women Artists. She’s the « t£e, 5p»:, ?0 ?nd w.U precctie World Fes- | ,W0'' eacl> ®ther 
ot Vssiety’s Jo Ranson. K?val ?/ lons features May 3°,, pir rt|reetor: Jean Helannov will Pic director Jean. Delannoy will 

make a musical next season with 
Jeanmalre and Philipe:Clay. To be 
called . “Boulevard,” it . will be 
scripted by; Henri Jeanson. 

Simone. Signoret, who copped 
English best foreign actress this 
year fob “The Witches Of Salem,” 
gets same kudos from Spain for 
her work in “Diabolique.” 

- .-.-/is Jo —-- , 
The Lambs annual memorial serv- ' June id; 

Ite- will be held »n the second] “Hamlet,” performed in digest 
floor of Lambs Club today I Wed. >: form, by company Of deaf-mutes 
:ri memorv of members who fought: drew good notices. Artists, all ama- 
:r: World War I arid II. Joseph S. j teurs, threw'in some excellent tniirir 
Bur !erj> chairman of Lambs-Serv- ; ing for good measure, 
v.err.er.’s Morale Corps. Cere- 1 “Holiday on Ice” will return for 
r.o^.es will honor the memory' of • three weeks at the Palais des 
398 Lambs. Sports where the Red Army sing-,— -- -- 

Cjnda Glenn’into Doctors’ Hosrefs. and dancers have just ended af Darryl Zanuck will produce his 
p for an operationwhich may triumphal stav. ■ first Frerich pic next butumri, a re- 
t'*' ,a '.committment -fori.; a • Three Kaboubi performances by ^ “Queen Chris- 
F.'a'.' O-Brmsn picture under Brian Hanavagv ensemble highlighted i ‘ Marcelle Maurette is scnptr 

“ or^-Hurst s direction m ' en- Japan's allotte! national days. ja.' mg and Juliette Greco stars 
5- American comedienne has panese fireAvorks outside the Great I .Aversioi1T ?.€vtT'Sn5' F'S 
o* -r iongtime resident in Paris Auditorium added plenty of local. uTwelve Angry Men. (UA * ^dapted 
Ik, nome to close up, her cojor - . . . by Andre Obey and will play The- 
ap-drtrven.t and for the op. _ ' .. latre Michbdiere next season with 

::u-v; Plaza’s owner. A. M. Son- T5adltl? j pr?.gr?1? T j Pierre Fresnay in Henry Fonda 
i ylead of the Hotel Corp; of and dances bvXo? Incas^nd • rble; 

Ramsay Ames 
(Castellano Hilton; 57-22-00) 

- Martin Granger and his puppet? 
a hit at the‘Casablanca. 

“The Man Inside” company (stars 
i Anita Ekberg and Jack Palancei 
[ moved ori to London for exteriors; 
} Vittorio DiSica here for “Pan, 
tAmor y Andalucia” (Bread. Love 
; and Aridaluzia* which he will film 
[ opposite Carmen Sevilla., 

Saba Montier off to Mexico, 
where she will be presented with 
golden record fob sales of her “El 
Ultimo Ciiple” album. 

Marisa Pavan in for her “John 
Paul Jones’” role with her baby 
son. Hubby Jean Pierre AumbnL 
who’s also; in the picture, due in 
soon: 

Leonide Massine here to choreo¬ 
graph “Honeymoon” which stars 
dancers Antonio and Ludmilla 
Tcherina, and directed by Michael 
PowelL 

Pinito del Oro, trapeze star, suf¬ 
fered double-fracture of her right 
arm and brain concussion from a 
fall she took during a performance 
in Joenkoeping, Swreden. 

t.\ a* quired Saypv-Plaza Ilo- . v a r: . . uuui iw me A-umcuie ridUL-aise. 
lo a* •■!•!«»*•'• Central Park zone flag- H’^ed also under. Enrique Sivieri; arch-eriemyi for three years.. 
s. > uosielrv HCA also has the Britain’s initial contribution.. to v ... ■■ 

Hole: . the Brussels World Festival have* j I Vairoi> 
Lights- theatri'a: club l>een two Concerts by London Sym-] L8S Vc2dS. 

:>ev toT ii.-ei ineinbers of Na- under Sir Arthur Bliss arid : irftrrptet n.lVp 
X-'iri: \ aud**vihe [ Ar?r held Belgian conductor Edouard,: Van ; (n'Meu'2ifitnSi 
a.'i.'i.-.a ntenioriai services 'Suridav Heh.o0;tel. to be followed May 26-• fharrotte Austin 

!«. *«■ ioltovwiis uiiifo ar 1 by R«>a! Ballet headed !»' r.S Gene '° V1Slt her 
Wi.o-pa.saed.oil di.rhag t'ie pa’ne Margot Fonteyn and Neriria. : ai RehnOf 

door to the Comedie Francaise, his 

.. . ... ... - . - , - t Bill Kozloff, former Silver Slip- 
ZA jtenei-snowman Wakei- Jacobs uus vein. "Waiting ior .Godot” has per exec/now' hosting at the Sans 

ra- q?Jite a snow biz iirieup for hi- beep chosen, as. the San Francisco' Souci. 
V /irt- Festha] a* Lake Taricton Artois Workshop 'the play, in Henry Dunn, of vaude team of 
Ca-jo.. Puce. -N [ ;H'. hicluduu? -i e : Fiench X s :’l show ing at a local Cross 8c . Dunn, has joined the 
gue.>t-. a>. Sheritian. Adain*-, C Ie»eJ .!hviar»e and “J B. ” by the Yale • Dunes as host. ....'' 

Amoiy, Rtririe-: Cert, Tiny &, Lriiveisity Tjieaue, t Charlie Ventura (with chirper 

Jonathan Winters opens at the 
Celebrity Room. : • 

Localities expecting big things 
at Jersey shore points this sum¬ 
mer. 

Singer Frankie Richardson will 
become host at a new' private club 
in Levittown; 

The Showboat is now the: only 
jazz room in Philadelphia. Spot be¬ 
came ar. “loner” with: deriiise. of 
Pep’s. • ' : . 

Elenita; rounding out 14 months 
at Big Bill’s. Pianist Milt Bugay 
clocked .a year at Einbers key¬ 
board. . ' V 

Local ticket agencies have record 
advance for Moiseyev .Dance. Cb. 
show slated for Convention Hall, 
June 11-12; 

Oscar Rosen, alumnus of City 
Hall, is new manager of the Nug¬ 
get, which is just across from Phila¬ 
delphia’s City Hall Annex. 

Charlie Spivak’s orch set for. Di¬ 
amond Beach Club, Buddy Rich for 
Club Mardi Gras in Wildwood and 
Ray Eberle’s band for Cape May’s 
Congress Hall. 

Frankie Wrobel, long identified 
with Ambler’s Royal Oaks, has tak¬ 
en over the Neshaminy Hotel nea^ 
Willow Grove. Latter is one of 
Bucks County's top landmarks. 

Wednesday^ May 28, 1958 

Hollywood 
Edith Head back from Europe, 
Dorothy Towne divorced Jack 

Webb. 
* Forrest Tuckeron Honolulu 
[holiday. 
! Bert pirosh feted by film row. 
gang. ’ 

Ted Richmond returned from 
Madrid. 

Marion Brando . Sr/ and Walter 
; Seltzner , in Dublin. . 

Rudy Sterriad and. Clem Beau- 
= cliamp back from Australia. 

Edgar. Romero, in from Manila to 
set release of two firms. 

! Robert V. Newman started new 
duties as producer with Batjac. 

Sam Burkett on six-week trek 
of South America for Pathe lab. 

C. Kenneth DeLarid reelected 
prexy of Unit Production Man¬ 
agers Guild, 

“South Pacific” (20th) benefit 
preem raised $50,000 for UCLA 
Medical Center Auxiliary. 

Richard Gordon to tour eastern 
s ta b o a r d ballyirig “Haunted 
Stranger”t and “Fiend Without A 
Face.” 

James Kirkwood will be princi¬ 
pal speaker at services for de¬ 
ceased members Qf theatricar pro¬ 
fession on Memorial Day. 

George Brown, former head of 
Parairiount studio publicity and ad¬ 
vertising. has leased his Slash Bar 
K Ranch, one of the outstanding 
dude ranches in the Wickeriburg, 
Ariz„ resort area to Dr. Norman . 
W. Walker, with option for latter 
to buy. Dr. Walkpr operates tlie 
Kay El Bar ranch there. Consid¬ 
eration involved is $180,000. Browii 
plans returning-to the picture busi¬ 
ness although he has been a Palm 
Springs and Arizona hotelier the 
past few' years. 

Mexico City 
By Pepe Romero 

Pedro Armendariz will go: to 
Hollywood: 

. Actress Josefina Segarra died of 
a heart ailment May 12. 

Maria Felix off to Europe for 
two months rest before returning 
to star in “Vacant Star.” 

Maria . Elena Marques* motion 
picture actress, breaking in with, 
a public relations agency in case 
she decides to give up acting. 

; Nat King Cole scheduled to come 
to Mexico for fPrn “A Song To Re¬ 
member” to be produced by Al¬ 
fonso Patino Gomez. 

Accounting inspection made at 
Actors National Assn, in Monterrey 
absolved. Secretary General Oscar 
Alatorre of absconding with 100,- 
000 pesos. 

/-“You Are The Jury,” tv show • 
Written by reporters Alberto Rami¬ 
rez de Aguilar and Carlos Ravelo,. 
will try 16-year-old Marta Briones 
Macias who’s accused of kidnap¬ 
ping. 

. (Delaware 7-4984) 

Bea Abbott and. Ace Harris hold¬ 
ing forth at Nocturne. 

Now that Metropolitan Opera has 
had its stand. Opera House has 

[gone dark to equip for Cinemiracle. 

[ Lucille Ballantine joined Metro’s 
Chi branch as assistant to ad-pul>- 
ber. Nbrm Pyle. 

E. G. Fitzgibbons, ex-Paramount. 
flack, back on film row for. Buena 
Vista. . 

I Comic Frank Rapp toplining at 
Mangam’s Chateau with oldtime 
vaude star, Gus Van, held over. 

Moiseyev Dance Co., complete 
sellout. It’s the hottest longhair at¬ 
traction to hit Chi in many years. 

Chicago Unlimited prepping a 
Silver Anniversarj’ party for Don 
McNeill and “Breakfast Club” cast, 
June 9. . 

Equity Library Theatre show¬ 
cased 30 local actors in auditions 
before straw'hat producers and in¬ 
dustrial film casting directors: 

Joe Gould of UA homeoffice In 
town to help prepare exploitation 
of “Vikings” and.“Kings Go Forth/* 
both set to bow in Loop next 
month. 

Deejay Howard Miller in charge 
of entertainment for ; columnist Irv 
Kupcinet’s annual Purple Heart 
Cruise, benefit. for World War II 
vets. 

Local terp company of Eric 
Braun and : Phyllis Sabold per¬ 
formed Miss Sabold's new ballet, 
“Dance!,” for Moiseyev cast at a. 
Palmer House, luncheon. 

Chi chapter pf Academy of Tele-, 
vision Arts and Sciences qlecfed 
columnist Irv Kupcinet prez and 
WBBM-TV’s Frank . Atlass and 
NBC’s Alex Dreier first and sec¬ 
ond veeps, respectively. 

Indie agent Frank . J. (Tweet) 
Hogan received animal accolade 
from Knights of Columbus’ Uni¬ 
versity Council as outstanding en¬ 
tertainment Catholic layman. Pre¬ 
vious recipients have bee r U-ny 
Thomas, Pat O’Brien, Don McNeill. 



Wednesday, May 28,; 1958: 

OBITUARIES 
LEO A. KEMPINSKI 

Leo A.: Kempinski, 67. conipbser, 
arranger, conductor and organist; 
died May 24 in: Hampton, Conn. . 

He was noted for his patriotic 
marches and background milsic for 
radio and films. Born in Germany, 
he came to the U.S. in 1908. He 
started as a church organist in 
Philadelphia and later was for 13 
years a theatrical musical director. 
He wrote musical accompaniment 
for numerous silent films and. later 
for talking pix. 

He was the conductor of several 
leading radio programs before 
World War II. During the war, he 
was for three years conductor of 
“The Army Hour.” This led to his 
writing numerous military .march¬ 
es, .including “Corregidor,” .‘‘The 
Flaming ■.' Sword of Freedom.” 
‘‘Spirit of America” and “Old! 
Glory Forever:” In earlier years 
he had written such concert works 
as ‘‘In the Ruins,” ffValse Vien¬ 
nese.” “Victory Concerto,” “Star 
Glow” and “Marche Triumphale.” i 

- Wife, three sons, two daughters, I 
brother and sister survive, ; 

OLIVER H. STACEY ' 
. Oliver H. (Ollie) Stacey, 73, the¬ 

atrical agent and onetime boxing 
.promoter, died May 23 in Albany 
after a long illness. For the last] 
20 years, he had been with, the 
jimmy Daley booking agency.- , 

During Stacey’s 50-year career 
he had been associated at various 
times with F, F. Proctor vaudeville 
houses both in New York and the 
Albany area. He also had proimted 
boxing matches in a number of 
Albany, spots including the old 
Gaiety burlesque theatre. 

Surviving are his wife, daughter, 
sister and two nephews. 

FREDRIC A. CARR 
Fredric A: Carr, .38, television 

director, died May 21 in Manhasset, 
Long Island. He joined CBS-Radio 
in 1942 as associate staff director. 
He later became a staff director 
and remained with the company 
Until 1946.: 

In 1948, Carr joined ABC-TV as 
staff director. From 1953 until his 
death he freelanced as a. tv direc¬ 
tor- Among the programs he di¬ 
rected were “Hollywood Screen 
Test,” “The Big Surprise," “Quiz 

Kids,”. “Way of the World” and. 
“Appointment With Adventure.”., 
; His wife: and son survive. 

LOU KRAVITZ 
Lou Kravitz, 35, v.p. and sales 

manager for Fred Niles Produc¬ 
tions in Chicago, died in Park 
Forest* Ill,, May 25. of a. heart at¬ 
tack. Kravitz had joined the .com¬ 
mercial-industrial film company, in 
June of 1956: and was named a 
veepee a year ago.. He‘had previ¬ 
ously been a v.p. at Lewis & Martin 
Films and at . Filmack, also in Chi; 
Earlier, Kravitz had worked for 
National Screen Service in New 
York. 

Wife and two sons survive. 

GUSTAV WALDAU 
Gustav Waldau, 87, dean of Ger¬ 

man actors, died May. 25 in Munich. 
He was known for his character 
acting in humorous roles and had 
appeared throughout Europe and 
the U.S. 

He was seen in the-U.S. in the 
German films, “Cairo Season,” “A 
Prince’s Young Love,” “Little Dorr 
rit,” “Love’s Arithmethic” and 

[“Three Girls Around Schubert;” 
After World War H, he appeared 
in ‘‘Eroiea”' and “Singing Angels:”. 

EUGENE E. ANDREWS - j 
Eugene E. Andrews, 91, Maine’s 

left handed champion fiddler; died 
May 21 in Norway, Me. He built the j 
instrument himself in ,1930 and 
claimed it violated all concepts of 
violin construction. With it, the 
cabinet maker and furniture re¬ 
finisher played his way to the 
crown annually since 1947 in a con¬ 
test sponsored by the statewide 
Three Quartet Century Club. 

Two daughters survive. 

THORPE BATES 
Thorpe Bates, 75, actor and sing¬ 

er,. died May 23 in London. He 
played in many musical comedies, 
including “Maid of the Mountains/* 
“Lilac Time,” “The Rebel Maid,” 
and “The Golden Moth.” He ap¬ 
peared at the Knickerbocker Thea¬ 
tre, N.Y. in 1922 as Prince Radjami 
of Lahore in “The Yankee Princess. 
Daughter survives. 

RICHARD DORNSEIFF 
Richard Dornseif f, 71, until 1849 

SOLDIERS IN GREASE PAINT 
Snjt emoriam 

1958 
Elmer Baidu* George Mack 

Billy Berry Maxlno March 

Jean Blackburn •, '■'■••vl!iehee: 

Peanuts Bohn Ben Reuben 

Norma Brown > Bob RJpa 

Kid Chapman Roy Rognan 

Chandler Christy Jack Ross 

Joseph DeSantis 1 Lionel Royce 

Harold Diamond Al Sabath 

Ruth Donor 
VolSalata 

Coburn Goodwin 
Christine Street 

Ewen Hall 
Tamara 

Ed Hutchinson 

Adelaide Joy 
Kay Tyler 

Charlie King 
Evelyn Wahl 

Charlotte King 
Vem Wahl 

George Krinog William Joseph Walsh 

Emil Lennard James Wilder 

AAyles Lyons Gay Young 

PZlRIETY .. .. . 79 

general manager of the Mannheim 
National Theatre, died. May. 10 in 
Mannheim, West. Germany. For¬ 
mer driector with the Duesseldorf 
Schauspielhaus, he also . directed 
at Hamburg, Hagen, Cologne, Stutt¬ 
gart and Bremen before going to 
'Mannheim.:. 

. He was forced to give up bis ca¬ 
reer because of an eye ailment. .' 

HARRY CROCKER 
Harry Crocker* 64, former L.A. 

Examiner film columnist and oner 
time assistant to the. publisher, 
died May 23 after a lengthy illness 
in Beverly Hills, Cal. He joined 
the Hearst organization in 1928 at 
invitation of the late William Ran¬ 
dolph Hearst. 

Crocker previously was an ac¬ 
tor and actors’agent; 

MAZIE DIXON 
MaziC Dixon; 68, former legit arid 

stuck actress* died of a heart attack 
April 30 in Hollywood. During the 
late ’20s, she and her husband, D6h 
Dixon, had their own stock com¬ 
pany. playing throughout Iowa arid 
later in Oak Park and the Na¬ 
tional Theatre in Chicago. 

Her husband and a brother sur¬ 
vive. 

WILLIAM B. HENRI 
William B. Henri, 71, retired 

prexy of Henri, Hurst & McDonald 

In Loving' Memory of My Wife 

FLORENCE CARSON 

. Moy 25. 1956 

Mother of 
Maxine, Doris, Jean and Janit 

JAMES B. CARSON 

ad agency, died May 20 in Chicago 
after a brief illness. He founded 
the Chi agency in 1914 and. retired 
from management of it two years 

■ago.' 
Daughter,- son and two grand¬ 

children survive. 

Mrs. Tina Rapf Rodin, 66, widow 
of the late Harry Rapf, onetime 
Metro production topper, died May 
20 in Salt Lake City after a 
lengthy illness. Surviving are her 
husband, William Rodin; andr two 
sons. ' 

Mrs. Mary Creighton, 40, secre¬ 
tary to the San Francisco exchange 
manager for Loew’s for the last 18 
years, died May 21 in that city. 
Surviving are. her husband, Stan¬ 
ley, a photographer, and two 
daughters. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Breyer Davis, 77; 
widow;' of Owen Dayis, Pulitzer 
Prize-winning playwright, died May 
23 in New York, after a long ill¬ 
ness.- 

Louis F. Westbrook, 50, an art 
director and illustrator for the 
D’Arcy advertising agency for . 25 
years, died May 16 in St. Louis, 
Mo. 

Mrs. Aida T. Wooding, 69, for¬ 
mer opera singer, who sang under 
her maiden name of Aida Cappeli, 
died May . 19 in Albany after a long 
illness. Two sons;. a brother arid 
sister survive.. 

Mrs. Bess Clark Rubinstein, 62, 
onetime secretary to Kay Kyser, 
Hal Kemp and other bandleaders, 
died May 20 in Chicago. Survived 
by husband. 

Sam Winters; vet Metro. ciis- 
turner foreman, died May 21 in 
Hollywood; He retired last De¬ 
cember after 26 years at studio. . 

Brussels’ Yankee Doodle Show Biz 
Continued from page 1 

at Fair cheering and even beating j ported. However, he said, the show 
out time with him. Goodman's sue- ! has had to compete against cabaret 
cess, in a sense, is. also a success, 
for American broadcasting, because 
it was U.S.A. broadcasting through 
Westirighoiise Broadcasting Co., 
which took the initiative in under¬ 
writing all costs of BG for a week 
of concerts here. It was a gesture by 
WBC as a broadcasting contribu- ] 
tiori to needed strengthening of 
American Performing Arts shows 
at Brussels Fair. American partici¬ 
pation at its theatre has been, 
handicapped by limited funds, and 
by lack of enough cooperation by 
some elements of American show 
biz. 

Westinghouse and its prexy, Don 
McGannon, were sure American 
jazz* as a major, cultural export of 
our nation,; would- be big click at 
Fair, . and concerts have already 
proved WBC’s idea correct. 

Appropriately, new succe.ss for 
Benny Goodman comes just about 
20 years after his now historic 
Carnegie. Hall concerts of: 1938. 
New band BG organized for the 
Brussels concerts consists both of 
Veterans and of younger jazz men, 
and at opening drew comment that 
it was in class with the old Good¬ 
man outfits of the ’30s. 

.... New BG discovery, Ethel Ennis, 
from Baltimore, is femme vocalist 
with band. Great blues singer, Jim¬ 
my Rushing, is featured. Both 
clicked handsomely. 

Twenty-six-year-old Itolland Han¬ 
na on piano, making bigtime debut, 
received ovation, and was singled 
out by many as comparing favor¬ 
ably with former Goodman piano 
men like Teddy Wilson. 

. Thursday <29) night concert will 
also be unusual everit, with Benny 
playing both classics and jazz. First 

j half will spotlight BG: sitting in 
with Belgian Radio Chamber Or¬ 
chestra, playing Mozart’s Clarinet 
Concerto. Second half will revert 
to BG and his band swinging; 

Goodman closes in .American 
Theatre Friday night but his week 
at Fair winds up with unusually 
colorful spectacle Saturday riight 
with WBC staging . special Benny 
Goodman, outdoor, birthday party in 
famed Grand Place, centuries-old 
medieval to v-a square of Brussels. 
BG will play for expected free aud¬ 
ience of nearly 15,000 Belgians,; 
and Belgian folklore groups will 
cooperate in furnishing pageantry 
background for occasion, Benny’s 
actual birthday is May 30. WBC’s 
Bill Kalflpd and Ray Tubbard, Who 
produced company’s highly suc¬ 
cessful Harper’s Ferry “Date With 
History” pageant, are also, staging 
Grand Place event. - 

Kaland is also here producing for 
WBC’s six radio stations, which 
are airing concerts, from Brussels 
nightly. Also here for WBC are 
Don McGannon, Dick Pack, vice 
president of programming who is 
producing a tv film documentary on 
Benny in Brussels, with Don Volk- 
man shooting. 

Concerts are also being recorded 
by Columbia Records for double 
purpose. One LP record will be 
distributed by Col. 

Othermembers of Goodman band 
here are Billy Bauer, A1 Block, 
Gene Allen,. Rex Peer, Johnnie 
Frosk, Billy, Hodges, Leroy Burnes, i 
Arvell Show, 'E. V.. Perry, Selden 
Powell, Nick Caiazza, Zoort’Sims, 
Vernon Broun, Taft Jordan and 
William Dennis. 

types of operation, where no ad¬ 
mission is charged and food, beer 
and wine are served. The show is 
at the fair for 25 weeks. 

The Hub producer reported. 
“lots of confusion” at the fair, and 
15 days of rain in March which 
held up building resulting in a 
number of the pavilions not being 
ready on lime. Complaints about 
high prices of food are rife, he 
also reported, and exhibitors com- 
tend they must charge the prices 
they are on account of the lofty 
cost of bringing food from their 
various countries. Cost of rentals 
was. griping concessionaires, he re¬ 
ported. 

Rap ‘Blue Denim’ Ada 
.Continued from pace Z — 

families” is in fact ludicrous. In 
the East, the son must bring his 
wife into his home, where the 
mother — and grandmother — lias 
absolute sway. Until the death of 
the senior woman, the wife lives, 
in well-defined subservience!) 

I find in this a calculated dis¬ 
honesty in thinking. 

Sylvania Stone. 
fMiss Stone, an economist, oiica 

lived, in India—Ed.). 

MARRIAGES 
Valerie Gaunt to Gerald Rud- 

dingtbri, London, May 17. Bride is 
an actress. 

Maryjane Christienne Pailihnich 
to Symon Bellock Cowles, New 
York, May 23. He’s president and 
creative 'director of Nelco Produc¬ 
tions, Inc.. radio-tv producers. 

Joan White to Robert Grose, 
Winter Park, Fla., May 24. Bride 
is an English actress and theatre 
director; he’s a designer currently 
with the Annie Russell Theatre, 
Rollins College, Winter Park. 

Marilyn Buferd to Hans Orton, 
Hollywood, May 22. Bride was Miss 
America of 1946. 

Pauline Jameson to Wing Com¬ 
mander Leslie Lewington, London, 
May 23, Bride is an actress. 

Anna Massey to Jeremy Brett, 
London, May 24. Bride is the ac¬ 
tress-daughter of Raymond Massey 

jmd actress Adrienne Allen; lie’s 
an actor . 

Margo Lane to Allan Manings, 
Toronto, May 23. He’s a tv and 
revue writer. 

Lois Bojan to Emory Lusk Jr., 
Chicago, recently. Bride is sec¬ 
retary to Lee Stone, CBS Films 
Sales account exec in Chicago. 

Dominique Michel to Camille 
Henry, Montreal. May 26. She is 
a singer; he’s with the New York 
Rarigers, hockey team. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Scott III, 

daughter. Hollywood, May 17. 
Mother is screen writer Margaret 
Fitts; father’s director of Capitol 
Records’ album dept. 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wade, daugh¬ 
ter, Allentown, Pa., May 17. Fa¬ 
ther is program director of station 
WAEB there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rbnald Reagan, 
sonr Hollywood, May 20. Mother is 
actress Nancy Davis; father’s the 
actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Sylvester, 
daughter. May 11, New York. He's 
the N, Y. Daily News columnist 
and mother was .former 
Kay-Nofibn. 

. Henry R. Latta, 58, longtime pro¬ 
jectionist with the National Thea¬ 
tre, Greensboro, N; C ; died May 
21 In that city. 

Mrs. Mildred Piratt, 66. sister of 
August. Ehrle, foreman. of The 
ROgowski Press (Variety), died 
May 21 in Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Rudolph W. Schoengarth, 76, for 
25 years accountant in Metro studio 
music dept, died in Hollywood 
May 20. 

Mother-in-law, 71, of Sid Gar¬ 
field, direetpi; of publicity for CBS 
Radio, died in New York last week. 

John Cummings, former vaude 
agerit and operator, died recently, 
in Blackpool, Eng. 

Mother of Hollywood aetor Leslie 
Nielsen died May 23 in: Calgary. , 

Willie Walker, longtime Scot 
comedian, died recently in London. 

Mother of Jerry Connors, deejayi 
on WNMP in Chicago, died May 20- 
in that city. J 

Another Yankee Doodier 
Bostonr May 27. 

- Producer Sam Snyder, vet show¬ 
man whose Water Follies is going 
strong-jn the 3,500-seat Palladium 
it the Brussels Worlds’ Fair, re¬ 
turned here Thursday (221 with 
nucleus of principals to set new 
Water Follies for U. S, and Cana¬ 
dian tour of 20 weeks o p e n i n g 
June 7 in Pennsylvania. 

Snyder, who replaced the prin¬ 
cipals in Brussels With European 
acts recruited from several coun¬ 
tries, brought back new chirp. 
Suzarine Dior, with background of 
musicals in Israel arid Paris, who 
sing§ in six languages, to feature 
his U. S. complement. Back also 
and now in rehearsal are Eddie 
Rose, Mary Dwight, Roger Nadeau* 
Martha Ann Bentley, Lenny Laden, 
Kevin Newell,. Stanley Mitchell, 
Clyde Dyson, Charlie Aiken; Emile 
Hotte. 
: The Water Follies, only show on 
the Brussels fairgrounds under 
guarantee, opened April 19 with a 
40-, 60- and 80-franc admish (80c; 
$1.20 and $1.60). and has been play¬ 
ing to near capacity* Snyder re- 

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Graves, 
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., May 
21. Father’s an actor. 

. Mr. and. Mrs. Robert Stack, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., May 22. Mother 

! is actress Rosemarie Bowe; father 
j is an actor. 
I Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Shaugh- 
, nessy, son, Santa Monica, CaL, May 
I 20. Father is an actor. 
I Mr. and Mrs.. Mavor Moore* 
daughter, Toronto, May 22. Father 
is an author-director-actor of stage 
and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Black, sori, 
May 25, Chicago. Father is a deejay 
and owner of WEBH-FM there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ron Weiner, daugh¬ 
ter, May 17. Chicago. Father is a 
floor manager at WGN-TV t iere. 

Mr. arid Mrs. Kenneth M. Flower, 
son. Sari Francisco, May 10. Father 
is CBS-TV film account cxec in 

•San Francisco. 
I Mr.; and Mrs. Edward Blum, 
i daughter. New York. May 25. 
I Mother is Nancy Woodruff, former¬ 
ly with CBS-TV’s casting depart¬ 
ment in N.Y.: father is n?usi> and 
variety casting director for CBS- 

i TV in N.Y; 
■ Mr, : and Mrs. Mavor Moore, 
' daughter, Toronto. May 22, Father 
i is a playwright-producer. 
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